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PREFACE.

The

present

History

is

new and improved

Church

edition of Neander's

offered to the public in accordance with the last wishes

embodies the results of his final labors in the
a revision which was, to a great
revision of the second volume,
retranslation.
This
volume
now conforms to the author's
extent, a
latest edition, and contains many important alterations, together
Some of the more noticewith much matter that is entirely new.
able of these changes will be found in the account of the Emperor
and in
Julian
in the section, generally, relating to Christian life
of the translator.

It

—

;

the

;

first

part of the section relating to Christian doctrine.

The

English version of the interesting introduction by Ullmann, which
will

be found at the beginnino; of the

first

volume,

is

also

due

to

be welcomed by those
in whom gratitude for the labors to which Neander devoted his life
may have excited the desire to form a nearer acquaintance with
the translator of the whole work.

It will

the man himself.
Each volume has undergone careful correction,
and the improved and enlarged indexes will render the whole
work more useful for purposes of consultation and reference.
Thanks are due to Dr. Schneider, of Schleswig, long intimately
associated with Neander, and editor of Vol. V., for some important
corrections in the original text.
It

is

hoped

that,

perfect shape, will
usefulness.

by the favor of God, the work, in this its more
enter upon a yet more extended career of

now

TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE TO THE FIRST VOLUME.

The

deems it proper to state that his labors on Neander began, and were prosecuted to the completion of several suctranslator

cessive volumes or parts of the present work, many years ago,
though not before a partial translation of the same work had
already appeared in England.
He has certainly no reason to regi'et, but rather much reason to
congi'atulate himself, that his first translation did not find

its

way

In 1843 Dr. Neander sent forth a second edition of
volume of his work, embracing the history of the church

to the press.

the

first

in the first three centuries.

In

this

new

edition the alterations are

numerous and important. The great features of the original work,
but in
its method and spirit, are, indeed, faithfully preserved
;

other respects there are very decided improvements.

These important changes, occurring not here and there, but
through entire pages and paragraphs, have made it necessary to
The transtranslate nearly the whole of the first volume anew.
lator has submitted to this labor with

enables him to present the
in

work

the

to the

more

cheerfulness, as

it

English reader in the form

which Dr. Neander has been pleased

to express his

wish that

it

should appear.
It has been, throughout, the translator's

He

a faithful version of the original.

aim and

effort to

has never

felt

render

himself at

liberty,

on any pretense whatever, to add anything to the text or

to omit

anything from

He

it.

has never resorted to notes for the

purpose of explaining anything which could be made sufficiently
clear in the place

where

it

On

stands.

the extreme difficulty of

giving an exact rendering in English of an author's language, so

exceedingly idiomatic, so thoroughly

German

in all his

thought and modes of expression as the author of

need not

enlaro-e.

If allowance be

made

this

for the slight

habits of

History, he

but neces-

sarv modifications which for this reason have sometimes been resorted to, the translator believes

it

will be found, that, as

clearly conceived his author's meaning,

pressed

it

in

so

he has

he has

faithfully ex-

some form of English that can be understood.-

translator's preface to the first volume.

V

In conclusion, he would take this occasion to express his grateful
acknowledgments to all those 'friends who have encouraged and
assisted

him

manner

to the

;
and in a very particular
Rev. Joseph Tracy, whose consent to overlook the
proof-sheets before they came under the translator's final revision
was an act of real kindness, which will not by him be very easily

forcfotten.

in the execution of his task
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the friendly publisher of this

work proposed

intrusting

new

edition of

the responsible office of introdiicing this

Neander's Church History by a preface, I felt, as was but natural,
hesitation about accepting it although if the simple question

much

;

deemed myself competent to write anything
the character and importance of so great a work,

had been, whether
proportionate to
I

I

must certainly have declined, with grateful acknowledgments,

But the wish to contribute,
though it might be but slightly, towards the promotion of so noble
an enterprise, finally prevailed over my scruples and with a heart
the honorable task required of me.

;

full

of reverential regard for the beloved teacher

and friend who

venture to place before the solid contents of these
richly furnished volumes a few pages designed to set forth, in genhas

left us, I

eral outline at least, the peculiar merits of

Neander

in the pro\'ince

In so doing I shall honestly endeavor to speak
the truth in love, and, concerning a man who himself held everything like false show and pretense in utter abhorrence, to be care-

Church History.

of

ful

not to say anything which I could not answer for with a good

conscience.

The immediate outward

occasion of Neander's undertaking to

write his General History of the Christian Religion and

Church

was given by a very dearly beloved and intimate friend of

his,

the

long-to-be-remembered Friedrich Perthes, father of the present
Perthes wished to see Neander's work " on the Empublisher.
peror Julian and his Times " republished in a larger form, so as to

embrace a connected view of Christianity under Constantine and
Neander commenced the work but soon finding himself
Julian.
carried beyond the prescribed limits, he was led to conceive the
of writwelcomed with still greater delight by Perthes
plan
ing a complete Church History.
;

—

—

Thus it appears that the first impulse to this great undertaking
came undoubtedly from another and Neander informed Perthes,
on completing the First Part in the summer of 1825, that he embarked on the serious enterprise " with fear and trembling," pain;
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work must
any person
however, that he did not at the same

short his execution of such a

of the ideal ever present before his mind.

fall

should conclude from

all this,

If

time feel in the very depths of his being the impulse of a higher
call,

or that he did not apply himself to the

work with

that

full,

which nothing short of such a call can
inspire, such a person would be very far from having a correct
understanding of the case as it really was for that this highest of
influences, which impels and elevates the man from within, was
also present with him in the fullest measure, Neander's whole
being and mode of working assure us ; wliilst this very work itself,
carried forward with inflexible perseverance through manifold difficulties and hinderances, gives incontestible evidence of the same

and cheerful

divine,

alacrity

;

thing.

If

it is

commonly

the case that in

the genuine stamp the whole

man

all

higher mental productions of

reflects himself,

able works can be produced only

by remarkable

and that remarkindividuals, this

holds eminently true of Neander's productions, and especially of
the

work

posited,

in

—

which the collected harvest of his
Church.

his General History of the

life

It

has been deis

a

life-like

expression throughout of the author's personality, presupposing in
parts a peculiarity of gifts as well as a development of life,
outward and inward, such as among all who lived in the same
period was to be found only in Neander.
But with no less truth
may it be said on the other hand, that precisely this personality, so
peculiarly his own, was in all respects suited also for the fulfillment
of an altogether special mission amongst his contemporaries and
this mission, intrusted to him by a higher Hand, and which, while
it penetrated to the inmost depths of his own life, was at the same
time of world-wide significance, Neander fulfilled, not so much as
a theologian in general, but rather and more particularly as a
Church historian^ yet to be sure, also, as that Church historian
whom a special experience of life and of heart (the pectus) had
made a theologian and a writer of the history of Christianity.
all its

;

To appreciate in this sense the significance of Neander's characwe must go back to his times, that is to say, to the time when
he first became known to the public, as well as to the times of his

ter,

later activity.

When

he

first

came upon the stage of active life, although creanew and better future, had already

tive beginnings, auspicious of a

oegun

to manifest themselves, yet in the widest circles there

still

prevailed an indiff'erent, not to say a hostile, feeling towards Christianity.

The humanitarian

doctrines of that philosophical age had
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behind them, especially among the educated, a great religious
and prostration ; and the minds of the majority in that

desolation

age were in a great measure estranged not only from the clearly
defined religion of the church, but also from everything positive

The fundamental positions of faith
and vital in Christianity.
whereby the evangelical church had maintained her existence, and
whereby alone she still continues to exist as evangelical, were in
part openly attacked, in part evaporated away to commonplace
and Christianity itself was treated
formulas, or tacitly set aside
;

very little in accordance with its true original character, its lofty, all-commanding historical position, and with the
creative products to which it had given birth in the course of ages.
after a fashion

The dominant
it

ing

away from

went on the principle of divestand divine character, and, by separatthose integrant parts which are the most deeply

schools of theology

entirely of

ing

it

its

religious, of shaping

positive

it

altogether into conformity with those points

of view which have regard only to morals and to practical

But even

utility.

by express recognition of the superChristianity,
preserved more frilly its substanin
natural element
them,
however, in a very abstract way,
still
treated
tial contents,
merely as a summaiy of doctrinal determinations, and were very
far from truly doing justice to the whole historical and ideal fullness
those schools which,

of those contents, particularly to the central significancy of the personal being of Christ,

All

this, to

and whatever

is

therewith connected.

be sure, was changed even during Neander's

life-

and with his own very effective cooperation. Through the
goodness of God, and in consequence of mighty interpositions of his
providence, a new spirit of faith was awakened, and theology experienced fi'om its very foundation a most salutary revival and
But another eventful and unavoidable phenomenon
reformation.
now presented itself. This very revival, which impressed on the
church and on theology a more decided stamp of the Christ-like
spirit, excited the negative and lax tendency, on the other hand, to
develop more frilly whatever consequences were contained in it;
nay, to push them to the extreme of a downright breach with the
purely Christian element and so accordingly, while the older rationalism continued still to pursue in certain quarters its wonted
course, there arose a livelier struggle between old and new, a deep-

time,

;

reaching schism

among

thinking minds, a conflict of direct opposi-

domains of the church and of science, whereby, no
doubt, a mightier impulse was given to life ; but, at the same time,
'•he healthy development of the church was hindered and prevented
by manifold causes of diversion and of confusion.

tions within the

;
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Now

Church History

all historical

theology

— and

DR.

— has at

under

towards the

is,

pi'oper essence, a history.

wo^ild include

It

is,

not less than the other

understanding of Cln-istianity.

full

in fact,

name we

a fundamentally important factor

disciplines,

and

true

Christianity itself

this

IX

times and for each several time

all

a vocation of decisive importance.
principal theological

ULLMANN.
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when

It

is

considered according to

its

For
most

not merely something in thought,

but something actual, a real carrying into effect of God's plan of
salvation

;

and

a

this as

it is

sum

of divine facts of salvation, which,

under the divine guidance in a connected
series of pi'eparatory events, and finally gathered up for completion
in the divine and human person and work of the Saviour of the
world, were placed in the centre of history in order that they
might ever afterwards serve as the central impelling force for the
collective development of humanity, and for bringing about an
unfoldino; themselves

altogether

No

race.

new

and precisely

historically ;

proofs, of

its

invincible divine

to

is

it

it

be fully comprehended than

history

fi'om its

must be gathered the

but especially the most direct and popularly effective

strongest,

for if

condition, not only of individuals, but of the entire

otherwise, therefore, can

power

to save

and

to

create

anew

be made out anywhere, objectively and practically,

must be first of all from the
and if we have good cause to
believe in the governing, training, and perfecting agency of our
exalted Redeemer, the reasons for so believing must be deducible,
first of all, from the fortunes of his church, as a whole, and in all
that this religion

consideration of

of God, surely

is

its

it

historical effects

;

its parts.

But

if

Church History

great a fiTUction to

fulfill,

has, in general

and

the importance of

for all times alike, so

its office

becomes

inconsiderable degree enhanced in an age like that which

in

no

we have

just described.
Then is it especially called upon to establish beyond controversy the historical ground-character of Christianity,
and its true documentary foundation, to demonstrate its supreme
position as a ruling foi-ce in the world, to prove the creative

dwelling within
effects,

and

to

it

by the exuberant

make

energy

fullness of life displayed in

its

these effects speak, with convincing evidence,

King and Head of the
Church. Then will it be preeminently the part of Church History
to animate faith by high exam])les, to overcome doubts by facts, to
dispel the shadowy dreams of abstraction by vigorous realities, tc
bring out the significance of whatsoever is personal, concrete, and
of the controlling agency of the eternal

strongly

marked

home-bred

in character,

love, so to

express

it,

and

to revive in the hearts of

for all the great, beautiful,

men

and

a

soul-

.
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conduct or character, which the church has to
Then is it this, above all other

exhibit in different periods of time.

kinds of discipline, which must again and again refer contending

immovable personal centre of all that is Christ-like,
which must preserve the just mean beassist
in curing and restoring the sickly and
tween all extremes
the morbid, and exercise a severe judicial function over everything
that is out of the way, and which has already been judged and conparties to the

to the one timig needful

;

;

demned in the by-gone ages.
If Church History is really

demands, the first
end is the truth of facts,
the investigation and verification of facts by all the means wliich
science has to ap])ly for this purpose.
But here, with historical
thing, indeed, whicli

truth

is

to satisfy these

—

requisite to this

Christian truth perfectly coincides.

tory of the Church, however,

we

In the case of the His-

are concerned not merely with

we need
same time also the deeper knowledge and profound appi'eciation of the whole subject
and as in the case of all great historical
phenomena, so, too, in relation to the facts of Christianity, this is
not otherwise to be obtained than from an understanding of the
Nor is it suffispirit or principle which is working beneath them.
it must
cient here that the principle be understood theoretically
rather have passed over and entered into the personal life and cjansciousness of the historian
for what has been justly said of the
theologian, that in his case faith only leads to experience, and exthe outward verification of single events as matters of fact,

at the

;

;

;

perience only to knowledge, applies in an especial

manner

to the

church historian. It is only from the central standing-point of an
actually experienced Christian faith that he will be enabled rightly
understand and fully to exhibit,
whole development of Christianity

to

self to his

work

in all the freshness of
;

it is

only

when he

in this spirit that his contributions

turn the profound influence which

is

life,

the

applies him-

can have in their

needful on the

life

of his

and that he will really be in a condition to operate with
awakening and searching power on an unchristian age, to act as
moderator, rebuker, and healer on a generation full of confusion,
and torn asunder by party divisions.
These reflections naturally bring us back again to Neander.
Among the friends and upholders of the newly awakened Christian
life, and of the theology that grew ovit of it, beginning from the
second decennium of the present centurv, it cannot be denied that
he took a leading part and held a most influential position and to
him above all others was allotted the special vocation of working in
His contributhe manner above described as a church historian.

times,

;
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department created an epoch in the science, and had a
life of the times.
Of these then, and

tions in this

powerful influence on the

more particularly of the work presented in this new edition to the
public, we shall have to speak more fully.
Since, however, all
Neander's productions were, as already remarked, wholly the
spring of his

own

shaping of his

life,

words, in the

first

own
life,

We

place, on this subject.

shall

speak from our

personal recollections and with the interest of affection

at the

same time with the consciousness

so in the

uncommon

we can

give nothing

;

;

but

that, as in all individual

especially, there will always be

which cannot be described
since

off-

and conditioned by the course and
both internal and external, we must say a few

individuality,

and, moreover,

we may

something

refer here,

more of our own than a mere

outline, to

the fuller notices of Neander's characteristics which were furnished

by other

friends immediately after his death.

Whoever beheld Neander for
struck with something uncommon

the

time was immediately
whole appearance. Before

first

in his

him stood one visibly presenting a marked contrast with other chilespecially with those educated for the world; but
dren of men,
one who, through all his outside ungainliness, gave tokens of some-

—

He

thing strikingly significant.
world, hardly knowdng

how

to

appeared

like a stranger in

this

help himself in the most ordinary

concerns, and constantly needing help from others.

But any one

possessing the least degree of discernment into mental excellence

could not

fail

very soon

to discover that

a hidden glory of the inner

man

;

and

behind
that,

this

outer veil lay

insuflicient

and un-

serviceable as his organs might be for the things that are seen, so

much

the stronger and keener were those of the inner

things of the higher

and

invisible Avorld.

But the

man

first traits

for the

which

manifested themselves to an intelligent observer in Neander's inner

being were his incomparable integrity, purity of
like simplicity,

—

spirit,

and

child-

the pure and loyal seriousness of truth which

unmistakably shone forth in whatever he said or did, constituting
in which he lived and breathed.
He was an
Israelite indeed in whom there was no guile,
an anima Candida^

the atmosphere

—

incapable of crafty concealment, and

who would

not practice the
This thoroughly pure, this plain,
child-like, and simple temper was not expressive, however, as a
superficial observer might be inclined to suspect, of any sort of
least

deception even in sport.

intellectual

narrowness

;

but was based on a mind possessed of

great depth of feeling, great power to bring things into living
shape, generous and tender affections, and an
ergetic, firm,

and persevering

will.

uncommonly en-

,
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There ^VKS in Neander's nature an innate tendency to the ideal
and a strong vein of ideahsm runs through his whole being and
manner of working. From earliest youth his thoughts strove upward to the Highest his soul mounted steadily like a flame towards its source, and nowhere found repose but in the true and
eternal Being
his proper innermost life refused to acknowledge
;

;

world as the true home of his soul.
As a man of a kindred
spirit remarked, " There was opened for him an internal eye, which
this

in the

darkness saw nothing but the light which broke in upon

This ideal characteristic manifested

ways at
marked

different
in his

periods of his

itself,

life,

—

in

however,
a

it."

in different

way more

strongly

youth, and accompanied with a certain one-sided

spirituality
more subduedly later in life, and in close union with a
very serious and practical Christian realism.
During the impulsive period of his youth Neander applied him;

self

with passionate devotion to the study of the ancient philosophy,

and was especially inclined to Plato. He lived and moved in Platonic intuitions, at the same time engamng with his whole soul in
the lively discussions of a fi'iendly circle, in which Romanticism^
then first rising into notice, and an intellectual aristocraticism^
which was its twin sister, were ftilly domesticated. Yet this speculative and poetic enthusiasm, though it was of a pure and noble
character, could not for any great length of time satisfy Neander.
In heart he always clung fast to the friends of his youth but his
;

own

intellectual

life

struck independently into other paths.

A

world of thoughts and images, however lofty and lovely, could not
wholly fill his soul for this soul was already too deeply penetrated
;

moral needs, and too firmly held by the earlier
life,
nothing could do that but a divine,
and in the fullest sense, real life-salvation, which along with the
revelation of eternal truth and beauty, should bring with it redempand this real,
tion from sin and all the powers of sanctification
redeeming, and sanctifying salvation unto life he found only in
with the sense of

its

experienced seriousness of

—

;

Christ and his gospel.

Neander, as it is well known, was of Jewish parentage, and first
embraced Christianity in his seventeenth year. It was, therefore,
the fi'ee choice of conviction which brought him into the Christian,
This conviction, neverparticularly into the Evangelical Church.
theless, genuine and serious as it certainly was, seems at first to
have borne also itself the character of that intellectual bent by
which Neander was, in the earlier period of his youth, generally
governed.

Christianity was, for him, the included total

highest ideas,

— the

last

and crowning apex

sum

of the

as yet reached in the
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He

prized

XUl
it

as the final

historical construction, rather

than as a religion whicli he had already fully experienced and felt
as a religion which had reached hira
power of God,

—

to be the

and whose influence had penetrated to the depths of
But in correspondence with the high integhis innermost being.
rity and good faith of his surrender, Christianity gradually exercised upon him more and more of its regenerating, all-renovating
power and under the influence of Christian brethren of high standing in the church, but more especially by his own diligent and
earnest study of holy Scripture, and soon also of the great ancient
church teachers, that Christianity of the intellect and of scientific
speculation, with which Neander had begun, was gradually converted into a Christianity of the heart and the life.
He became
practically,

;

the

simply believing, child-like, evangelical

Christian,

standing

wholly on the foundation of God's word, to which he humbly sub-

Such he showed himself to be in his later writings,
and as such his friends learned to revere him.
Henceforth it was no longer some peculiar prize of highly gifted
minds, or some lofty and remarkable form of the religious life, that
Neander strove after. He found full satisfaction in the simple
faith which he shared in common with all Christians.
By this he
mitted himself.

stood personally

united in the living fellowship of love with his

Lord and Redeemer

;

and

in the strength of

it

he loyally and hum-

bly placed himself under the inward discipline of the Divine Spirit.

Thus had he

—

to use a favorite expression of his

own

— learned

apprehend "the divine in the servant-form," and to take it up
into his own life.
He gave himself unreservedly to his Master's
service as one "bound in spirit: " and no person could fall into
serious intercourse with him without receiving the decided impression, that he was talking with a sincerely religious man, one sanctified and consecrated by a higher than earthly love.
Yet, even in the later period, that characteristic ideal tendency
which seemed to be ingrained in his nature still continued to adto

was now entirely penetrated with
itself, had taken an entirely
new shape. It now manifested itself chiefly in the depth and
heartiness of spirit with which Neander seized hold of Christianity,
the sadly-serious view he took of earthly things, joined with an
unwavering confidence in the triumph of the divine but also, and
at the same time,
since with depth and elevation of thought he
united the full energy of the moral element,
in the unceasing
activity with which he labored to promote the ends of God's kinghere to him.

But

this idealism

the reality of Christianity, and thus, of

—

;

—

;
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here on the earth, as the sum-in-brief of man's highest ideaand in the undaunted spirit with which he kept up the
;

interests

against

contest

everything shallow and vulgar in thought and

moral sentiment, against

Philistine-like,

all

and against everything that betrayed the

low-minded dogmatism,
tendency to ma-

slightest

terialism.

From what
ual qualities

he
is

Avas

has

now been

and of

eminently

fitted for the

true that he was by no

Neander's prominent intellecttemperament, it may be seen that

said of

his natural

vocation of a church historian.

means a stranger

in practice,

It

nor averse

by natural disposition, to abstract speculation. But he was far
more strongly attracted by concrete realities, by matters of fact,
and things possessed of an actual fullness of life. He valued speculation only

when

later philosophy

—
—

as
it

he expressed

it

took history for

kept constantly in view, as

its

main

in
its

speaking of Schelling's
point of departure, and

object, the

understanding and

interpretation of that which constitutes the inner essence of a his-

But

tory.

him

his Christian realism

and the love with which it inspired
would incline him

for all the manifold shapings of Christian life

to lean

more strongly

and

so

much

ical

contemplation and representation he might hope to satisfy the

to the side of their historical contemplation

the more, as

it

was precisely by

this

means of

histor-

felt within him to exert himself in behalf of
and morality. But besides these there were
other spiritual qualities which had special influence in leading him
to choose for himself the historical path: an open and delicate
sense for the peculiar and characteristic in individuals, in races of
men, and in periods a power of quick intuitive discernment a
strongly impelling spirit of inquiry,
a gift by which he was distinguished from his earliest youth such a retentive memory for
things and names as seemed to border on the miraculous a sound
and sober judgment, and a love which might be called innate, not
only of truth itself, but of its simple, natural, and unsophisticated

irresistible

practical

longing he

religion

;

;

—
;

;

utterance.

To

the development and profitable

employment of

all

the gifts

thus belonging to Neander's nature, or which were prepared by
rich influences of divine grace within his heart, the fortunes of his
life

contributed in the most favorable manner.

Johanneum secured

The Hamburg

him a thoroughly learned, and, in Philology
especially, a complete course of instruction
and in the preceptor
Gurlitt, spite of his essentially different way of thinking, which
soon showed itself, he met with a paternal counselor and practically helpful friend.
His companionship with nobly emulous felto

;
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among whom stood prominent Sieveking, Chamisso,
and Neumann, called forth, just as he was passing from the years
of boyhood to those of the young man, the higher aspirations of his
soul
and while it in a measure satisfied the deep feeling, in him
early awakened, of the need of that close and intimate fellowship
of minds which fructifies the life, it at the same time gave him a
foretaste and a preparatory training for that social interchange of
thoughts in which he was to be so bountiful a giver and receiver
through the whole of his life. The University of Halle brought him
under the powerfully stimulating, creative influence of Schleirmacher, then in his prime and it was through his influence, more especially, that he was led to renounce his original purpose of studying
jurisprudence as a profession, and to devote himself to theology that
he was fired with an ardent zeal in the prosecution of this study
in fact, that he was led to devote himself to the particular province
of Church History, and to pursue his inquiries in the peculiar spirit
which characterized his later labors in it. With the same fresh
and stimulating food for thought he was not supplied, indeed, at
Gottingen, whither, much against his will, he was compelled to go
after the shutting up of the University of Halle but it brought hira,
when he had now chosen Church History for his specialty, in contact with the first German church historian of the time, the venerble Planck, and in this man set before him a pattern of thorough
learning united with the most excellent spirit.
In Heidelberg, on
the other hand, where Neander, after having passed a short candidateship at Hamburg, made his first experiment as a Docent, he
found on all sides a glorious nature, refreshing to the spirits, and
enjoyed a richer supply of intellectual stimulus, from such men as
Daub, Creuzer, Schwarz, and others and when, by his Essay on
low-students,

;

;

;

;

;

Emperor Julian,
denly became known
the

— a production

;

—

of great promise,
he sudwider circles, and, like Melancthon when
transferred to Wittenberg, received, while he was yet scarcely past
in

the age of youth, a call to the

Germany,
his

whole

first

learned institution of Protestant

the place was found where, under wider relations, for
life

he was in a condition to form himself for working

on a larger scale

;

to introduce, in

logians of the time, a

new

companionship with the

era of theological

life

;

first

theo-

and, in the centre

become by his spoken word and his
Germany.
On the mission thus plainly marked out for him by inward qualities and outward position, Neander entered with so single a purpose that his whole life went into it.
He was one of the happy

of this distinguished circle, to
writings a teacher of

few who are never obliged

to stand hesitating at the cross-ways of
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His good angel distinctly pointed out to him
and into it he struck with the prompt decision
All the energy and all the time
of a most cheerful obedience.
which God allotted to him were consecrated to the fulfillment of
Even the few hours of relaxation
the great purpose of his life.
which he allowed himself, and that oftentimes only by constraint,
meant nothing more for him than simply to get recruited for his
work.
From the outward world he had little need of secluding
himself his own nature had made him a recluse
and, bating the
society of his most intimate friends, but especially of the young
men his pupils, who always were so dear to him, he led, in the
crowded throng of a city checkered with all the interests of the
nineteenth century, the life of an ancient Benedictine.
He would
hardly allow himself to be broken off from his exercises by vacation
excursions, into which, however, he was now and then beguiled by
some artifice of affection and even then he would not consent to
lay wholly aside the folios or manuscripts, which he either took
with him or hunted up by the way. It was with difficulty that even
in his last sickness he could be restrained from goino; on with the
continuation of his History of the Church.
Neander's labors were, of course, divided between his office as a
teacher and his occupation as an author.
In both of these spheres
his efforts were directed to the same great object, as they proceeded
fi'om the same living principle
and this was nothing other than to
awaken, or to strengthen and confirm in others, by all the means
and methods of a faithfully applied science, the life of Christian
faith in which he himself stood firmly grounded.
In laboring as a
teacher he did this most du'ectly and personally but in his labors
also as an author, which, as regarded by Neander, were but a supplementary representative of the living, spoken word, he never for
a moment lost out of view the great object to which his life was
different callings.

the one right path,

;

:

;

;

;

devoted.

The

thing,

first

Teacher.

and nearest of

He was

all to his

heart,

not of the class of teachers

was

who

his office of

neglect their

immediate calling to secure success to themselves as authors. On
the contrary, he devoted himself to it with the same conscientious
diligence and care as if it were the sole business of his life.
Though constantly laboring under an unsettled state of health, he
could never satisfy himself with a mere perfunctory observance of
the prescribed or customary hours of instruction, but did in

the utmost which his streno;th would allow him to do.

over subjected himself in
his lectures,

all

He

them
more-

cases to a most careful preparation for

which were always a

free reproduction of the fresh

and

;
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it lay in his mind, and not the mere repetition
a circumstance which;
and delivered before,
connected with the rich and solid matter which was constantly presented to view, caused them to make the deeper impression, as
bearing constant testimony to the triumphant power of the inner
life over all the accidents of bodily infirmity and the hinderances
But of still greater weight, by far, than all this
theiH.'e resulting.
Avas the noble temper in which Neander performed the office of a
teacher, shown not by what he did merely, but by what he was for
It was here
his pupils, even beyond the walls of the lecture-i'oom.
that he exemplified, in its perfection and glory, that which Plato
asks for in the heavenly, wing-producing Eros, united with that
seeking, helping, and saving love, of which the perfect type is to

living tratli, just as

—

of lectures written

be found only in the gospel.

Neander was the kindest of friends, nay rather a father, to the
men who were recommended to his care his whole, full
his care extended to theLr whole life.
His suheart was theirs
preme solicitude, indeed, was to guard them against everything
low and A'ulgar, profane and immoral to enkindle in them a desire
for the ideal, the eternal, good, as the true end of life to lead them
vouno-

;

;

;

;

first

of

all to

Christ as the sole foundation of peace, and from this

But, at the
centre into the way of a healthy and vital theology.
same time, he interested himself in inquiring, Avith the most delicate sympathy, into their outward condition and circumstances in
and, wherever he could be of any use, proved to them a faithlife
ful helper and adviser.
There was nothing which gave him greater
pleasure than to come' in contact with young men of frank and
open dispositions, and who were susceptible of higher impressions
and into what close ties of friendship and affection he could enter
with such persons we have a signal proof, in the tribute which he
paid to the memory of that youthful friend of his, so early removed,
the highly gifted Hermann Rossel.
It might easily happen thai
Neander, who, as some one has justly remarked, had a bettei
knowledge of ma7i than of meii, and was always inclined to believe
and hope the best of every one, would sometimes be deceived in
relations of this kind, and led to expend his sympathies on unwor;

thy objects; but there was, again, precisely in
of affection a peculiar and

without specially intending

moving power of
it,

this artless simplicity

attraction,"

whereby,

nay, Avithout saying much, but sim-

ply letting the fullness of love in his heart floAV quietly through his
silent looks

of

many

and deeds, he won

a young man.

greeted on

all

sides with

for himself the confidino- attachment

Wherever he appeared, he was

iuA^ariably

marks of the

and

b

sincerest respect

affec-

;
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and Rossel might justly salute him, as he did, as the "most
His birthday was celebrated as a set annual festival by the young theologians of Berlin.
At his death, no
effort was spared by them to show, in a manner the most becoming,
the last tokens of their respect
and the Neander-foundation still
stands as a memorial of that lovely disposition wdiich so endeared
him to the youth. Neander's coming was to light up a fire in the
souls of the young men
and hardly any other theological teacher
tion;

beloved of teachers."

;

;

of our age has succeeded in doing

But

faithfully

and lovingly

as

it

so effectually.

Neander pursued the

duties of his

calling in the academical circle, his eager desire to be useful

would
was
called upon to act as the teacher of a much wider community, not
in the theological world merely, but in the great field of the Church
at large and among all its members, but the educated especially.
It was to this end, for the most part, that his labors as an author
were directed and, here, the thought ever uppermost with him
was, to minister, though without neglecting in the least the claims
naturally prompt

him

to look

beyond

it.

He

felt

that he

;

of science, to the truly edifying instruction of

all

Christians

who

were capable of receiving it. And in this, too, he met with unprecedented success. Other contemporary theologians have, in the
field of stricter science, exercised a deeper and more creative influence ; but in respect to compass and extent of animating, warmth
imparting, edifying efficiency beyond the pale of the school
in
respect to abvmdance of living fruits as the result of such efficiency,
surely no man is to be compared with Neander.
His activity as an author exhibits a progressive advancement
from the more particular to the more general; from a narrower to a
wider range of observation. First, the need of thorough inquiries
in detail, as well as his own natural bent and inclination, which
was to the concrete, the individual, and personal, led him to compose monographical essays
and it is generally known how much
he accomplished in this narrower field, and on divers sides of it, by
on St. Bernard,
his works on Julian, and on the Gnostic systems
Chrysostom, and Tertullian how by these writings he exhibited a
model of, and furnished a stimulus to, historical composition, and
excited an interest in the thorough study of Church History wliich
was attended with the most fruitfid effects. Still, a mind so fitted
by nature to work on a gi-and scale could not be fully satisfied
with writing the histories of individual lives and of single events
accordingly, he proceeded finally, afte}- having first prepared theway by his work " On Memorable Things in the History of Christianity," to the representation of the development of the life of the
;

;

;

;

;
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as lie advanced from the
same proportion did his field of

in proportion

individual to the universal, in the

from the narrow circle of the school to the wider
His style also gradually changed from the
and
of the scholar to that of a father of the church

vision enlaro-e
field

of the church.

erudite style

pertinently

;

was

said of

it

him

at his burial, that with

him the

of the church fathers was consimied to the grave.
The maturest fruit of Neander's labors as an author

is

last

acknowl-

hands, to be his Creneral History of the Church ; and
of this Avork, especially, it is our business in this preface to speak

edged, on

more

all

This

at large.

particular points

secondly, to the
to

:

we

first,

spirit,

do with special reference to two

shall

to

tlie

displayed in this

learninof

and method of treating the

work

subject, both as

matter and as to form.

must be owned that, as a product of learned investigation,
Neander's Church History possesses a strongly marked signifiIt

and it may be well, in touching on this point, to say a
word here respecting Neander considered as a man of learning
cancy

;

generally.

He was

a

man

genuinely learned., in the largest acceptation of

For the most part he kept himself wholly aloof from
the traffic and chaffer of the theological and ecclesiastical marketplace,
stepping forth from his solitude only now and then, on
weighty occasions, particularly when questions came up which
concerned the preservation of the free and healthy development
of science and of the church from all outward hinderances, for the
purpose of giving a mild and earnest expression of his own convicthe word.

—

which, on

this

much

the

very account, generally, indeed, produced an
decisive and prophet-like.
So, too, he
held in contempt that excessive indulgence of a merely literary
taste, about which even gifted minds often waste a great deal of
their time and energies.
On the contrary, he kept steadily in
view his main purpose and problem, and, without turning to the
tions,

effect

right

so

hand or

more

to the left, strove

mental powers

of

all his

of

Church History, nothing

to

with the unwearying concentration

reach

its

solution.

Within the domain
him he looked

lay too far remote for

;

upon the whole of the immeasurable field as belonging to his
province but he knew also that a complete and reliable superstructure could only be erected on the foundation of particular
facts, established by careful investigation
and hence, without ever
-osing sight of the fabnc as a whole, he was, at the same time,
faithfully attentive to the minutest parts.
In him was to be found
;

;

that severe self-restriction to a single object, that healthful one-
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to

own example,

be

won

and he proved

also,

by

that moral, no less than intellectual, equalities

ga

form a trulv great
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untiring perseverance, whereby, alone, de-

cided success in any science
his
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man

to

is

;

of learning.

special characteristic,

which proves that Neander was a

genuinely leai'ned man, was his habit of resorting directly to the

He trusted to no other man's eyes, but
would not suiFer his sight to be dimmed or
confused by looking through the colored medium of this or that
particular system
but was detex'mined to see things just as they
were actually presented by their own nature. His spoken word
produced on those who heard him, as his writings do to this day
on readers, this prevailing impression here speaks one who has
seen on the spot the things which he reports to us,
one who does
not offer us stagnant water, taken from secondary side-channels,
and mixed witli foreign matter, but pure draughts from the founThis character of originality and fi-eshness, inditain-head itself.
cating a man who speaks not from hearsay, but from sight and experience, is stamped upon everything that proceeded from Neander,
and was the natural result of that ftill and thoroughly independent
study of the sources, to which, with unflagging diligence, he devoted himself. Neander was no great reader of modern produc-

right sources for his facts.

He

used his OAvn.

;

:

tions

;

—

but to the study of the original authorities, particularly of the

old church fathers and of the mediaeval writers,
often

recommended than pursued,

— he

earnestness and fidelity, such as had not been

time before, and which could not
piest influence

History.

on the modern

From

fail

to

—a

study more

applied himself with an

known

for a long

be followed with the hap-

Church
examined crit-

style generally of writing

these original authorities, which he

and in detail, and Avith an unbiased love of truth,
Neander brought manv new things to light, giving the highest
value to his labors, simply as bestowed on the materials.
But the
work especially in which, more than in any other, the results of his
investigations have been brought together and embodied must,
on this account, prove to the students of Church History, for generations to come, a mine of wealth, to which this progressive science
will often have occasion to go back, whether for the purpose of
ically in general

refuting or of confirming.

But great and highly valuable

as the

learning of Neander mi~

doubtedly was, yet, in estimating the qualities Avhich constitute the

and truly epoch-making superiority of his Church History,
was of minor account in comparison with the new spirit, which
was once more introduced bv him, and made to rule supreme in

essential
it

;;
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decidedly and thoroughly Chris-

in its honest faithfulness large-hearted

a spirit equally opposed to the i-ationalistic

and

liberal,

—

and worldly way of think-

tendency which Avould measure all the phenomena
of Christianitv merely by the standard of some particular ecclesiastical or philosophical formula, such as might happen to be in vogue

ing,

and

to that

for the time being.

Neander's method of treating Church History, everything

Ill

proceeds from one and the same centre as the point of departure

and

none other than the central point of Christianity itself,
God and the son of man, the
Redeemer of a sinful world, and the eternal kingly head of the
church. From this vital centre of the whole, appropriated by himself with a believing heart, Neander judges and appreciates all the
With him, Christianity is that divine prinhistorical phenomena.
ciple of life, in the fullest sense divine, personally and actually
brought down and implanted in humanity, for the redemption,
regeneration, and renovation of individual men, of nations, and of
the entire race, in the new and alone soul-saving way of faith, and
of a faith laying hold on Christ and his righteousness
but the
church is God's appointed organ for conveying these powers of
redemption and sanctification, building itself on the same foundation of an inward faith which is the basis of Christianity itself.
Regarding all events from this central position, Neander is
thoroughly penetrated with an unshaken confidence in the triumph
of the cause of Christ, as the cause of God himself in humanity
yet he is none the less persuaded that Christianity must at all times
be represented under a regular and orderly church organization.
Nor does he lose sight of the fact, that the kingdom of God founded
by Christ realizes itself after a human and historical manner that,
in the ])i'ocess of this realization, that which is naturally and historically given is not to be destroyed, but only to be renewed and
sanctified
nay, that with the human, the limited and the sinful
also unavoidably find entrance into the Christian communion.
Hn
distinguishes therefore between Christianity itself, and its temporal,
churchly, humanly individual features appreciating the whole of
this is

— the

living Christ as the son of

;

;

;

;

the rich manifoldness in the shapings of Christian

life,

as modified

by the standard of different times, races, and individuals; but
keeping a watchful eye also upon the disorderly movements and
?,orru])tions of the church
maintaining his stand everywhere,
Hi'mly and securely, in the 07ie needful thing, so as to measure and
estimate all appearances from thence, with a truly just, because a
;

Christian, measure.
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ground position, it is very easy to form a judgand of the advantages of Neander's Church

of the peculiarities

History in particular respects.

The

great object of the woi'k

in his preface to the first

Church of

Christ,

is

volume.

explained by the author himself,
It

is

to exhibit the history of the

"as a living witness

the divine

to

Christianity; as a school of Christian experience,

ing through
for all

who

all

will

—a

the ages, of instruction, of doctrine,

give heed to

it."

power of

voice sound-

and of Avarning,

In these words he directs atten-

tion to the Ckristian, and, indeed, practically Christian, spirit, as the

most characteristic feature of his labors in this field and also gives
us plainly enough to understand the sense in which he means this,
Christianity, as regarded by him, is the power of God, not at its
miraculous beginning merely, but in the whole sum and series of
its effects
Christ is the kingly head of God's kingdom, not merely
;

;

by

virtue of

its liistorical

foundation at a particular point of time,

but by virtue of the continued manifestations of his governing,
protecting,

training,

and correcting agency, through the

progress of the development of the church.
ingly, as to its essence, presented itself to

continuous manifestation of divine powers

;

The church

him

entire

accord-

as the theatre of a

as the peculiar province

and hence he also
means of Christian instruction, edification, and
Avarning, of inestimable value.
But at the same time, and for the
could
only just so far prove to be a
same reason, he saw that it
means for such ends, as the spirit of Christian faith furnished the
key for its interpretation, and the right standard of judgment and
this qualification was one which Neander himself, by virtue of his
of the divine guidance and sifting of humanity

saw

;

in its history a

;

whole personal character, unmistakably possessed in an eminent
In him, the scholar and the man were never separated.
degree.
As a church historian he never, for a moment, ceased to be a
believing Christian.

Wholly a stranger

to that cold objectivity,

all oppositions and party
knows nothing of hatred and of love, but places just as
little value upon thorough conviction, he showed that, even as a
historian, he was full of the most hearty love of Christ's cause, and
of decided dislike and abhorrence of all the mighty agencies that
fought against it and his only standard for judging of characters
and events was the Christian one, which he needed not to take
up and apply as a measure furnished him from without, but which
he carried within himself as a truly spiritual man, and therefore

which, under the pretense of rising above

strifes,

;

knew how
of motive

to apply with no less inward certainty than seriousness
and considerate moderation.
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Neander stood up

firmly for the right of such a spirit of Christian faith,
heartfelt experience

and of the

feelings, to

tlie

right of a

have something

to

do

with questions belonging to the province of theology in general,

and of Church History

in particular,

he was assailed with certain
and
;

opprobious epithets, such as the pious, the pectoral theologian

same reason, perhaps, that he was classed with the
But it is also well known that, for himself, he
He was perfectly
felt not the slightest disturbance on that account.
well aware, it is true, as was also Spener in his day, that a right
temper of heart, and a life given up to the religious feelings, do not
and his views,
of themselves, and at once, make one a theologian
at the farthest, never went so far as to allow the claims of science
and learning, so sedulously cultivated by himself, to suffer the least
these being, in fact, the very qualifications by which
abatement,
But in
the theologian is distinguished from the pious layman.
allowing all this, it was still the firm conviction of his own mind,
that a sound and vigorous theology is only born and nurtured on
that the latter is the indispensable and
the lap of Christian piety
it

was

for the

Pietists or 3Iystics.

;

—

;

prime condition of the former.

In maintaining

this,

he fought on

the same side and for the same good cause with the great theolo-

and, confident of the goodness of the cause, he
and cheerfully bid defiance to all the reproaches which
" Never need we be ashamed," said he in one of his
assailed him.
" never need we be ashamed of the motto. Pectus
dedications,
The shame falls back rather on those
est quod facit theologum.
who ventured to ridicule it. They are judged by themselves. It
was the watchword of those men who called Theology forth from
the dead formulas of scholasticism to the living spirit of God's word.
So let this be our motto still, in despite of all the starveling or overcrammed Philistines, of all the foolish men, who wrap themselves
up in the conceit of their own supereminent science, or who allow
themselves to be dazzled by such vain and empty pretensions."
With this decidedly Christian standing-point, which was taken
by Neander in his handling of the matter of Church History, another thing was inseparably connected.
gians of every age

;

manfiilly

—

"

"

The

essence of Christianity," he says in another dedication,

consists not so

much

in the revealing of a

new

speculati^^e theory,

or system of morals, as in the bestowment of a new divine life,
adapted to penetrate, and to refine from its inmost centre, man's
entire nature, with

mew

direction to all

all its

powers and capacities

human thought and

;

and

also to give a

action."

In thus apprehending Christianity as the creative force of a

new
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recognized, not only for

men

as individuals^

the masses of the nations, and to the whole

the purpose and end of Christianity, as ex-

pressed in the parable of the "leaven," gradually to penetrate,

with reanimating power, the

of

life

period and each several nationality
in this

at as a

to

fail

and

;

assigned

But

world-renovating process.

whole would
individual souls were not

aimed

mankind

is

each several

to

own

its

special part

the purpose which

have a

thus

is

real basis of support, if

renewed by the redeeming and
and did not form central

first

sanctifying efficacy of the faith in Christ,
points

and domestic hearths

for the cherishing of the

common

life.

community of individuals, the personal agent and the masses, go hand in hand
no
Christian community and no Christian state of the world without
actually redeemed and regenerated Christians
but again, no truly
Thus,

in Christianity,

the individual and the

;

;

Cliristian persons separated

from

organic connection with the

all

whole, and having no significancy whatever in relation to this

But Church History must everywhere direct attention to
the individual and personal, as well as to the connected
development of the whole, carried on and accomplished by causes
lying within itself; and only when, in the right way, in a spirit
whole.

both, to

combining thoughtfulness with comprehension,
both these sides together, will

it

takes into view

it

bringing the actual

siicceed in

life of the
church into full exhibition, and avoid the
danger of representing it either as a mere web-work of human subjectivities and arbitrary notions, or as a mere unwinding of a
thread of general, abstract thoughts, disconnected from the individual life which alone gives them the fullness of their meaning.

concrete

The comprehensive

scope of Neander's vision did in fact take in

both these sides together

;

his

eye never

lost sight of either

;

and

the rights of the two factors in their reciprocal action and reaction

upon each other were by him sacredly regarded.
In the first place, he possessed bv nature a
sense

of the individual in character.

He

fine

fully

and delicate

appreciated the

significancy of personality in the great field of Christian

adhered tenaciously

to the

aims not to obliterate, but
of character

;

and

vincing evidence of
itself

on]_y to

in precisely
its

life.

He

correct point of view, that Christianity

superioi'itv

sanctify, natural peculiarities

he found the most conand power that, receiving into

tliis

fact

;

the whole divinely ap])ointed diversity of minds,

so unlike

and unequal in intelligence and ca])acity, it unites them together
in one organic whole of the body of Christ, into a cosmos in the
highest spiritual sense of' the word.
This not only made him
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tolerant to the diversities of individual

but

filled

him with delight

stamp

in contemplating

XXV

in the Christian

them

;

life,

and hence

it

was, that, with an eye ever intent on the essential thing of the
Christian temper at bottom, he could with the same large-hearted

Chrysostom and an Augustin, a Tertullian and a St.
in the same spirit that he appreciates peculiarities
of different races and nations, and treats of the historical condition
of the popular life with which Cin*istianity has, at different periods,
blended itself, forming the most heterogeneously modified combinations.
In all these cases, Neander makes it plainly to appear, that
he has not confined himself to the form of one particular period or
race of men, but that, as becomes the genuine historian, he is able
to distinguish and separate from each other the problems of
different times and nations, and to appreciate everything in its
place, in its special form, and according to its intrinsic worth.
But, in so doing, he does not forget that everything personal and
love portray a

Bernard.

It is

hidividual, everything belonging to a particular age or description

of people,

also,

stands in a grand, collective order of connection ; and

that he only can

comprehend

in its full truth

church, Avho has learned to view
gressive development^ which,

the history of the

same time a prounder the guidance of a higher hand,
it

as

at the

moves onward, impelled by one central force at the starting-point,
internal laws and causes.
This mode of
contemplating the subject was what he called tlie genetic ; and to
this, in opposition as well to bare outward fiicts, as to purely intelaccording to certain

lectual construction, he attributed a peculiarly high value.

Sucli a thing, of course, could never have occurred to a man of
Neander's intelligence and good sense, as to regard the history of
the church as notliing better than a rude, chaotic mass of facts, and
to content himself

with a mere outward arrangement and

classifi-

His thoughtflil and shaj)ing mind would
necessarily look after the connecting links, would inquire into the
why and the wherefore ; and whoever examines his Church History
but cursorily will see at once that he not only did so, but did it in
the most earnest spirit. He seized Christianity on its external side,
of such

cation

in its
to

connection with universal history, in

Paganism and

I)lace

facts.

to

Judaism,

its

fundamental relations

in its central significancy in the

of the devclo])ment of humanity.

And

middle

on the internal

side,

he seeks in like manner to present clearly to view the unfolding
of the Christian

life

itself,

the important point here

did

But
how he

in its gradually progressive steps.

is

not so nuich that he did

so, as

it.

It is

well

known

that,

even before the time of Neander, there
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according to the method, of cause and effect

;

in

but

the light, and
it

was, for the

most part, a matter-of-fact sort of proceeding, a quite outward and
Authoi's felt quite satisfied with explaining
mechanical method.
phenomena of the most important kind by attributing them to
motives derived in reality from nothing but local and temporary
from the tempers or passions of the immediate agents,

relations,

without the least perception of those inwardly impelling causes

which dwell in the nature of Christianity and of the church itself.
The whole course of church development resolved itself into what
this or that individual

time and place

chose to do or not to do, into accidents of

while the deeper and more substantial grounds of

;

the facts failed of obtaining the slightest notice.

came

there

to

this super-

be opposed, about the time when Neander had

already entered upon the active period of his

way

To

or at the best, skillful psychological treatment of the facts,

ficial,

of looking at the whole

subject,

life,

a totally different

namely, that

way which,

regarding the individual and the personal agent as but the substratum, as that which in itself was wholly without importance,

considered

church

—

all historical

development

— hence,

movement, necessary in

the

as

itself,

too,

that

of the

of the

conception

several moments, as a logical process carried onward with
that
and in which the objective side barely and alone,
is to say, whatever conceptual moment, whatever determination of
was the thing of
thought, might happen to be contained in it,

through

its

—

necessity,

—

actual importance.

Neither the former, that outward matter-of-fact method, nor the
this purely conceptual construction of history, based on

latter,

His profound sense and

pantheistic notions, could satisfy Neander.

judgment shrunk

in disgust

living, the concrete,
spirit

"

real

— revolted against the

who

look upon

arbitrary will,

most

and

trivial

sophical

all

from the one

—

;

his quick sense for the

his thoi'oughly Christian,

He

theistic

most decidedly those
history as the mere chance-play of man's
other.

rejects

and who would explain the greatest things by the

causes

;

" but then again, " the fanaticism of the philo-

conception," and the tendency of those

"who

thought

measure the development of the divine life in
deepest things in the human mind and heart,
and
the
humanity,
with certain pitiful forms of conception to which everything must
who " aimed at science and spirit by
be made to adjust itself,"
constantlv found in him a
referrino; evervthino; to the head,"
sturdy, and, as he himself expresses it, " unfashionable " opponent.

themselves able to

—

Christianity

is

—

undoubtedly, according to his

own

view, of the

;
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of an objective power, whicli enters indeed into the conthe

subject,

fndividual,

as

also

it

does into

all

kinds of

which at the same time reaches much
farther, and amidst all outward influences still continues to unfold
itself according to its own laws and by virtue of its own indwelling
He too would recognize the history of the church as a
energy.
process of deyelopment from within outwards, as the exhibition of
this sense, be necessarily led
an internal history and he would,
relations; but

historical

m

;

to

attempt a construction of the same.

But

this construction, as

attempted by him, could not be a purely conceptual construction

and that

reason quite independent of his respect for the

for a

personal and individual element

namely, for

reason,

that

Christianity itself was, to him, not a bare conception, but a

new

divine creation of

account of

its

own

life,

— therefore

a

fact,

this

which, precisely on

peculiar nature, can be understood, indeed,

human mind, whenever

the

;

it

by

has become a vital force within that

mind, but which cannot be constructed a priori out of thought

it-

Neander could not, consistently with the fundamental intuition which had its ground in his inmost being, start from " the
pure conception," which in this case could be to him nothing but
an empty and dead letter, and proceed to construct history as a
fabric of thought, to which actual events must be adjusted, neatly
or awkwardly, as the case might happen to be.
He could start
only from actual facts and, having ascertained and established
these facts by thorough investigation, endeavor to comprehend
them by reference to their internal grounds and their connection
self.

;

with each other

;

other words, modestly to follow out the

or, in

steps of the problem, Avhich

seasons into his
facts,

and

He who

own power had

hath put the times and the

previously laid

down

in history

by

so proposed for solution.

With such a method

of constructing history, thus proceeding

from and calculated upon

facts,

persons and individual agents

Neander not only allowed

— whom

to

he regarded as the free,
independent, and, in themselves, worthy organs and supporters of
the higher general
also recognized

knew

—

their just claims to respectful regard, but

fully the ethical character lying at the basis

He knew that

of Christianity.
efiicient in the

life

most

work

was a power constantly
and sanctification but
nor did he forget that the

Christianity

of man's redemption

;

mighty power of sin
saving powers of Christianity were marshaled in battle array
against a kingdom of evil
that they find their way to man's heart
only through conflicts and struggles which are unceasing; and that,
therefore, not only corruptions and relapses enter in at the same
he

also the

:

;

;

XXVm
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time, but also mixtures are formed in wliicli Christian elements
become strangely fused and blended with others which are foreign
and anti-Clu-istian. It was just here, then, that Neander gave
practical proof of that perfect justice, that magnanimous equity,
with which he was inspired by his no less serious than gentle
Christian spirit. Nothing that bore the image of Christ, no matter
in what shape it might happen to appear, was ignored by him.
Nor did he permit himself to be so smitten by any particular form
as to believe that into that form alone, to the exclusion of all others,
had been poured the Christian spirit.
Wherever he observed in a
tendency of thinking or a direction of life any departure from the
hne of revealed truth, he did not withhold the severity of his judgment but he, at the same time, took great pains to search out, even
in false and perverse tendencies, whatever germs of truth might lie
hidden in them, and especially to bring out to notice the better
starting-points, whether in the circumstances of the times or in the
sense of internal needs, out of which they had sprung.
By pursu;

ing tMs method, he did excellent service for the department of the
history of doctrines,

and particularly

for the history of heresies

the latter, in fact, pointing out for the

proceeding,

— a way equally removed

first

time the proper

;

way

in

of

from a narrow-minded con-

demnation, and an extravagant glorification, of the heretical

spirit

and which first begins with a thorough explanation of these phenomena, and a careful separation of thb Christian fiT)m the unchristian elements in their composition.

Through

all

this,

his practical spirit in

however, Neander brings into active service
Church History. " That there is any oppo-

he says, " between an edifying and an instructive church
history is what I shall never acknowledge."
History, according
to his view of it, should not only satisfy the thirst for knowledge,
sition,"

but at the same time supply a stable foundation and a sure guide

conduct of life.
But Church History should especially perform these offices within the Christian pale. It should confirm and
cheer enkindle and moderate admonish and warn in a word,
perform in the right and the full sense, the work of edification.
And this work, Neander's Church History does perform, as no
other one had done before it.
But it does so, not by interspersing
for the

;

among

;

;

the narrative parts practical reflections, and laj-ing

rules of right living

;

down

but by the sim[)le exhibition of the facts

themselves, presented however in a Christian
truly exhibited with the force

and

selves even, an edifying poAver,

—

the spirit of Christ in his church

;

s])irit

reality of
directlv,

life,

:

for these facts

have, in them-

when they announce
when they proceed

indirectly,
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because, in the latter case, they at least

warn

stand before us as earnest monitors, to reprove or to

But, next to the profoundly Christian
subject, that wiiicli

above

mode

secures to Noander's

all

an influence promotive of true faith and piety,
carefully

into

minute

details,

us.

of seizing the whole

is

Church History
his entering so

describing with such hearty

love

prominent Christian personages, and giving so many and
such well chosen traits of character and words of life for it is
these personal and individual characteristics which will always
prove to be the most quickening in their influence. But viewed
the

:

on

this particular side, the

by any means,

The

as yet

Church History

been applied

of

Neander has never,

to the practical uses

it is

capable

Church History should be resorted to a great deal
more than it commonly is by our practical clergy, for the striking
examples with which it abounds of God's method of guiding the
church, for sketches drawn from the life of great Christian characters, and for memorable acts and words which once explained Avith
all the circumstances can never be forgotten.
But it would be
difficult to find a work more serviceable in all these respects than
of.

field of

Neander's.
If we have thus far spoken only of the merits of this great work,
we would not have it therefoi'e to be understood that we hold it to
be perfectly satisfactory and faultless.
Everything human has its
limits.

Powers which work with the greatest

are generally of that kind in which something
is

very apt

owing

Accordingly

to manifest itself.

it

force

pai'tial
is

and efficiency
and one-sided

not to be denied

Neander's strongly marked individuality
of character, several things have found admittance into his work
which may justly be put down as faults, either in respect to form
that,

«•

to the fact of

to matter.

As

regards thefonnal matter of authorship, Neander possessed

gifts in that way
and among them were some which,
judging from his habits in other things, one would hardly have
expected to find in him.
When he had once thought through the
plan of a work, he was able, as I have been credibly informed, to

no slight

state,

;

nearly to a day and an hour, the space of time within which

the printing of the pi-oposed volume could be executed, and

tell

beforehand the number of sheets which the work would require.
Tins he could do, because it was his constant practice to begin

from a point of view which comprehended the whole matter, and
the work to be produced stood dis])layed before his mind as an
organic structure in which no minutest part was wanting.

But

while he possessed this exceedingly rare gift of being able to shape
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and arrange beforehand the necessary parts of a whole work, we
should be hardl}'' warranted to say that everything in the execution
corresponded

strictly

with the highest claims of the historical

As

it

was with

discourses

:

we

oral, so

his

art.

language, taken in the largest sense.

Tliis applies especially to his

find

to

it

be also with his written

they possess the unmistakably good qualities of hearti-

ness, fervor, and simplicity, and, in certain places, of a very peculiar
and penetrative energy of soul. But the style, with all the agreeable breadth and expansion which naturally belongs to it, still
labors under a certain heaviness and monotony, and we might
often desire to see in it more compression, more movement, sharpness of expression, and liveliness of coloring.
But closely herewith connected was another thing which, though
it belongs more especially to the material side of historical description, should not here be passed without notice.
If we sometimes
miss sharpness and lively coloring in the style, this arises from the
fact that the objects themselves had not been looked at and seized
in the complete sharpness and distinctive features of their proper
being.
Neander was profoundly sensible to the individual and the

personal in itself considered
t3rpes

also to the

;

generally and on the great scale

;

differences of intellectual

but he possessed in a

degree a discriminating sense for the characteristic
viduals,

and

men and

for all those

fine

less

in indi-

traits

shades which exhibit themselves in

As he had, moreover, a
own, and as everything of importance m life called forth either love or repugnance in his own
feelings, and thus influenced his judgment, so in his contemplation
of history, something of his own life was transferred, with or without his will, over to the objects which he contemplated he saw
them in his own light, and, if they attracted him, brought them
This gave inward
into a certain relationship with his own being.
truth and glow to his style
but at the same time caused many of
the sharp and rough points in the men and things he describes to
be smoothed over, so that those things and persons, though well
described as to their fundamental type, were not always so distinctly and fully characterized in the smaller details as would have
been desirable. To this, we may add the idealism^ which we have
several times alluded to already as forming an element of his constrongly

things as they actually exist.

marked character of

his

:

;

stitutional nature.

treating history.

of the historical

This feature betrays itself also in his way of
He is inclined predominantly to the ideal side
Hence it is the development
subject-matter.
Christian piety in

diversified

especially of the internal

life

forms and shapings

the shining points of this piety in great

;

it is

;

it is

its

;
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sympathy of his

On the

heart.

was

Dther hand, he appears to have possessed a peculiarity which

marked

strongly

for politics in

also in his
conflicts

its

life,

— much less tact for secular things

and implications with church matters

;

for

the church as an external institution, in the manifold shapings of

and for many
outward life and to the secular
influences, even in the best sense, of the church upon the world,
for example, Christian art, with its great creations, which are
its

forms of constitution, government, and worship

other

;

pertaining to the

things

—

altogether too slightly noticed by him.

These
in

we would

defects

we would

neither seek to deny nor to conceal

;

but

take the liberty to suggest the following considerations

extenuation of them.

un})retending man,

who

Neander was a thoroughly

plain, honest,

Avould never consent to appear to be any-

Hence

thing other than he was.

also

in

the exhibition of his

and language, he avoided whatever was farfetched and merely ornamental, preferring rather to be awkward
matter, in

than

over-refined,

artificial.
'ioul

God

style

And

to

dispense

in just this

at full liberty

—

to

—

with art altogether than to be

uprightness and frankness he

in subjection only to the spirit

left his

and word of

range at large in the selection and in the treatment of
it.
Had he preferences or repug-

the matters pi-esented before

nancies

?

He

expressed them most decidedly.

Were

things for which he had no special vocation or apitude ?

never assume

to

appear as

if

own.

He

many
would

it; nor would he s])eak of such
wbere he had no experience or

he had

things on the authority of others,
insight of his

there

Now if the

case was, that, being so constituted,

he sometimes permitted himself, particularly in consequence of his
strono; leaning

become

to

the internal side of the

life

of the church, to

and one-sided, he is so far deserving of censure
but it is impossible to deny that this very thing gives a peculiar
Faith, and the
value to his Avork for the times we now live in.
inner life which flows from it, is, and must ever continue to be, the
principal thing in- Christianity
and to this, we evangelical ChrisThe life of faith
tians, of all others, should immovably hold fast.
ought, indeed, to find at once its corresponding churchly form and
order, and no intelligent theologian would be disposed to deny, that
the outward shaj)ing of the church, in all its relations, is an object
deservincr of the most constant and watchful care.
But when we
liear, in these our own days, from so many different quarters
nothing but the cry The church The church it is a comfort,
certainly, to know that there is one woi-k of Church History, the
fruit of a mind richlv furnished with fresh and livino; evano;elicaI
partial

:

;

:

I

!
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knowledge, which expends the whole of its power in directing us
it may be with a certain bias on one side
to the
eternal, immutable foundation of all healtliy church life, which

— though

—

must be foimd in the soul itself. And while it is true, that this
work does, at the same time, bring against the separative, schismatic spirit, which also prevails to so ruinous an extent through
the church in these times, the testimony of a great fact to

the

honor of the evangelical spirit of love, everywhere insisting with
force upon this, which has preserved union among true Christians
at all times, Ave need not, against all this, make too much ado
about a want of sharpness in drawing the lines of distinction
between things that differ or things that stand opposed to each
other; at

any

rate,

not

so

much

as

to

take

away

or

greatly

diminish the thankful pleasure of reading a chui^ch history which,

beyond what any other one has ever yet done, proclaims the one
thing which is alike needful for all.
Being thus the offspring of a heart deeply penetrated with the
spirit of evangelical faith and love, Neander's Church History
carries Avithin itself the pledge of imperishable youth.

It Avill out-

temporary currents Avhich seem to be setting against it.
Neander predicted and hailed the daAvn of a new Christian era.
May his Avork contribute evermore to hasten the coming of that
day and may the blessing of the Lord accompany it, as it now
the

last

;

goes forth to the world.
Caelskuhe, May,

1856.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

First of

all,

enabled me,
years ago, I

I

would thankfully acknowledge the Divine goodness which haa
any expectations I could have ibrnied when, seventeen

— be^'ond

commenced

my Church

the publication of

History,

— to prosecute the

and also to recast the first volume of it in a better shape. The first
edition having been disposed of within a year, a reimpression of the text and
doubhng the number of copies made it possible to deler (he preparation of a new
For this I am indebted to the prudent arrangement
edition for so long a period.
of my respected publislier; for had I undertaken to prepare a new edition at any
eai'her period, it would hardly have been in my power to carry forward the work
Besides, owing to the long interval which has elapsed, I had beso far as I have.
come almost a stranger to this portion of it, in its original form and hence the
defects which demanded correction could not fail to appear to me the more
Many of the corrections have been suggested by the remarks of frien<ls
glaring.
and of enemies and I trust I shall ever be glad to listen also to the latter, when

work

so ikr,

;

;

the truth speaks through them.
I must stUl hold fast to the same fundamental position in theology, and in the
contemplation of history, which I held at the outset of my undertaking. I must
strenuously defend it, over against, and In opposition to, the same main tendencies
On many points, history, in the mean time, has?
wlilch I then had to combat.
already decided. Nothing will remain hidden principles nmst unfold themselves,
and bring out to the light the results which lie Avithln them. When this has been
done, all the shifts are in vain by which men would seek to reverse the decision
of history, and repeat over again the old trick of deception.
When, at the conmiencement of my labors, seventeen years ago, I dedicated my
work to the friend who w;is about to leave me, Wilhelm Bohmer,
a young man
whom I looked upon as the representative of a whole class inspired with the same
who has since, as a man, maintained his standing among the leai-ned
disposition
theologians and teachers of the church, and with whom I have ever remained
I affixed to It the motto of our common
bound by the same fellowship of spirit,
" Pectus est, quod theologum facit,"
theology, and of this exhibition of hlstoiy
need not be ashamed of this maxim shame rather to those who were bold
enough to ridicule It. They have pronounced sentence on themselves. It was the
watchword of those men who called forth theology from the dead forms of scholasSo let this be our motto still. In despite
ticism to the living spirit of Grod's word.
of all the foolish men who wrap
of all starveling or over-crammed Philisters,
themselves In the conceit of their own superior science, or who allow themselves
o be dazzled by such vain pretensions.
The first division of this work, in Its present altered shape, will occupy two
volumes. The second volume, with the Divine permission, will soon follow the
present * and I hope, also, the continuation of the whole work will no longei
:

—

;

—

:

We

;

—

;

be delayed.

A.

Berlin, July

NEANDER

11, 1842.

* The two Tolumes are embraced in the

first

Tolnme of the present

translation.

;

DEDICATION OF THE SECOND VOLUME.

TO MY BELOVED AND MUCH-HONORED FRIEND,
DR. HEUBNER,
SUPERINTENDENT-GENKRAL AT WITTENBERG,

THE THEOL0GU3 NON GLORIiE SED CRUCIS.

When,

last year, the noble festival was held in commemoration of the twentyanniversary of your Theological Seminary, from which, during that space
of time, so rich a blessing has flowed to the churches of this country, gladly
would I have borne some part or other in honor of this occasion so interesting to
my heart. It was not my happiness to enjoy that privilege. I now come after
the feast, with a small oflering, which assures you of my sincere love and respect.
There is also a jubilee-festival in commemoration of our ancient friendsliip. It is
now more than five and twenty years since it was my happiness to make your acquaintance, in the society of that man of God, who but a short time ago was called
home I'rom the midst of us. Baron von Kottwitz, a man whose memory thousands bless,
and from that time I have looked towards you as to a point of light
amid the darkness of this worldly age. You will receive this tribute of my sincere
esteem with indulgent good-will. If you find a good deal here, as in other writings
of mine, which does not accord with your own views of doctrine, this, I am confident, cannot disturb your kind feelings. You understand how to make subordinate
diSerences receile and give place to the higher fellowship grounded on that one
foundation, which is Christ. You are a disci])le of the true spirit of love and freedom, which, so far from insisting that everything shall be cast in the same mould,
fifth

—

maketh

free.

that you may be spared yet many j'ears, as a blessing to his church,
which, in these times of encroaching darkness, needs such witnesses above al'
things else.
With all my heart, yours,

God grant

Berlin, June

28,

A.

1843.

NEANDER.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND VOLUME.
The

following

is

that part of the first

tains the history of doctrines.

The

book of

my

Church History which conwhich have been going

active investigations

on, during the few years past, in this department, gave occasion, here especially,
for the correction or more ample proof of many things which I had advanced
and I am rejoiced that the opportunity has been given me for making these im-

provements.

A

tendency which aims at science and spirit by referring everything
most assuredly, never find in me any thing but an unfashion-

to the head, could,

able opponent.
In conclusion, I present my hearty thanks to my friend, Hermann Rossel, for
the patient and skilful care which he has bestowed on the correction of this volume,
and in preparing the running-titles, and the indexes at the end.
The two prefaces to the second and third volumes of the first edition, I leave
out for want of room.
The third volume was dedicated to the beloved man with
whom, as a colleague, I have since had the pleasure of being permanently connected, and was meant as a salutation of hearty love on the occasion of his then recent
arrival on a visit to this city, In July 19th, 1827.
Tlie guide to Church History, which I promised some time ago, will now beyond
all doubt be prepared by a very dear young friend of mine, Hi-. Lie. Jacobi, who
has already made himself favorably known by his essay on Pelagius, and from
whom the best which could be done may be expected.

A.

Berlin, June

23,

1843.

NEANDER.
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DEDICATION OF THE FIRST VOLTBIE.

TO

F.

VON SCHELLING, THE PHILOSOPHER.

As the first volume of ni}' Church History is about to make its appearance in a
better shape, I feel constrained to take this opportunity of presenting you a testimony of my sincere respect and love, and my hearty thanks for all the instruction
and excitement

to thought derived from what you have said, both publicly and in
the intercourse of private life, and for all you have done, during your residence
here, in the service of our common holy cause.
When I dedicate a work of this
character to a philosopher like you, I know that it is nothing foreign from your
philosophy for that takes history tor its point of departure, and would teach us to
understand it according to its inward essence. In striving to apprehend the history
of the church, not as a mere juxtaposition of outward facts, but as a development
proceeding from within, and presenting an image and reflex of internal history, I
trust that I am serving a spirit which may claim some relationship to your philosophy, however feeble the powers with which it may be done. In what you publicly
expressed respecting the stadia in the development of the Christian church, how
much there was which struck in harmony Avith my own views
I might feel some
hesitation in laying before a man of your classicd attainments, such a master of
form as well as of matter, a work of whose defects, when compared with the idea
at its foundation, no one can be more conscious than its autlior.
But I know, too,
that fellowship of spirit and feeling will be accounted of more worth by you, than
;

!

all else

besides.

Trusting, then, that you will accept this offering in the same spirit with which
it is presented, I conclude with the sincerest wishes that a gracious God may long
preserve you in health, and the full enjoyment of your powers that he would
make you wholly our own, and long keep you in the midst of us, to awaken the
epwf TTTepo(pvTcjp in the minds of our beloved German youth to exert your powerful influence against all debasement and crippling of the intellect
to lead back
those who are astray, from the unnatural and the distorted to a healthful simpUcity
to exhibit a pattern of right method and of true freedom in science
to testify
of that which constitutes the goal and central point of all history and
so far as
it comes within the province of science
to prepare the way for that new. Christian jige of the world, whose dawn already greets us from afar; that, for such ends
as these. He would prolong the evening of your life, and make it even more glorious than was its morning.
These are the sincere and fervent wishes of him who calls himself, with his
;

;

;

;

—

whole heart,

Berlin, July

;

—

-y-

^°"^'

11, 1842.
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NEANDER.

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

To

exhibit the Mstory of the Church of Christ, as a living witness of the divine
as a school of Christian experience; a voice, sounding
through the ages, of instruction, of doctrine, and of reproof, for all who are disposed to listen this, from the earliest period, has been the leading aim of my life
and studies. At the same time, I was always impressed with the magnitude of the
undertaking, and with the great difficulties which must attend it, if so conducted
as to answer the demands of science and of the great practical want which I have
mentioned for both of these are, in the present case, closely connected. Nothing
but what can stand as truth before the scrutiny of genuine, unprejudiced science,
of a science which does not see through the glass of a particular philosophical
or dogmatic school,
can be profitable for instruction, doctrine, and reproof; and
wherever a science relating to the things of God and their revelation and evolution among mankind has not become, by mismanagement of human perversity, an
insignificant caricature, or a lifeless skeleton, it must necessarily bear these fruits.
Science and Ufe are here designed to inter-penetrate each other, if life Is not to
be exposed to the manifold contradictions of error, and science to death and inanity.
Although I certainly felt the inward call to such an undertaking, yet the sense
of its weight and its responsibleness,
especially at the present time, which so
much needs the lustoriam vitce magislram, as a sure compass in the storm and tumult
of events,
has continually deterred me from attempting to realize the favorite
idea which so long floated befoi'e my mind.
After several preliminary essay's,
on works connected with church history, I was led by various motives, personal
and outward, to engage in a task which, if too long delayed, might never be

power of Christianity;
;

;

—

—

—

—

accomplished.

The immediate outward occasion was, that my respected publisher invited me to
prepare for the press a new edition of my work on the Emperor Julian and, at
the same time, a more full and ample treatment of the subject, which in that work
had been only a fragment. But, in setting about this task, I found that the book,
according to the views which I then entertained, would have to take an entirely
new shape, and, if it came to any thing, to be wrought into a far more comprehensive whole. Thus was suggested to me the thought of publishing, in the first place,
the history of the church in the three first centuries, as the starting point of a general Church History; and the encouragement received from my publisher confirmed me in the plan.
I here enter, then, upon the execution of this work, and present to the public
the first great division of the history of the church during the three first centuries.
The second division, if it please God, shall follow by the next Easter fair. The
history of the Apostolic church as a whole, is, to my own mind, of so much importance, that I could not prevail on myself to incorporate it immediately with the
present history. Hence, in this work, I have simply presupposed it and I reserve
for a future opportunity the publication of it, as a separate work by ilself.
May He who is the fountain of all goodness and truth, attend the commencement of this work with His blessing, and grant me both the ability and the right
disposition to prosecute it to the end.
To conclude, I oflfer my hearty thanks to all the friends who have attended this
work, in its transition through the press, with their kind assistance and especially
to my excellent fi'iend, one of our promising young theologians, (soon afterwards
;

;

;

removed to a better world), the theological student. Singer. To his assiduity and
care, accompanied with no small labor in correcting the proofs, the appearance of
The indexes referring to the matter of the work,
this volume is greatly indebted.
•which,

it is

hoped,

will contribute

to the industry of this

much

to the reader's

convenience, are also due

valued and beloved friend.

A.
Berlust,

October

18, 1825.
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INTRODUCTION.

CONDITION OF THE WORLD, ROMAN, GREEK AND JE^VISH, AT THE TIME OF THE FIRST
APPEARANCE AND THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE SPREAD OF CHRISTIANITY.

It shall be our purpose to trace, from the small mustard-grain,
through the course of the past centuries, lying open for our inspection,
the growth of that mightj tree, which is destined to overshadow the
earth, and under the branches of which all its people are to find a
safe habitation.
The history will show how a little leaven, cast into
the mass of humanity, has been gradually penetrating it. Looking back
on the period of eighteen centuries, we would survey a process of development in which we ourselves are included a process moving
steadily onward, though not in a direct line, but through various Avindings, yet in the end furthered by whatever has attempted to arrest its
course ; a process having its issue in eternity, but constantly following
the same laws, so that in the past, as it unfolds itself to our view, we
may see the germ of the futui-e, which is coming to meet us. But
although the contemplation of history enables us to perceive the powers
as they are prepared in their secret laboratories, and as they are exhibited in actual operation, yet in order to a right understanding of
all this, it is pre-supposed that we have formed some just conception of
that in its inward essence, which we would study in its manifestation
and process of development. Our knowledge here falls into a necessary circle.
To understand history, it is supposed that we have some
understanding of that which constitutes its working principle but it
is also history which furnishes us the proper test, by which to ascerCertainly,
tain whether its principle has been rightly apprehended.
then, qiir understanding of the history of Christianity will depend on
the conception we have formed to ourselves of Christianity itself.
Now Christianity we regard not as a power that has sprung up out
of the hidden depths of man's nature, but as one which descended
from above, because heaven opened itself for the rescue of revolted
humanity a power which, as it is exalted above all that human nature
can create out of its own resources, must impart to that nature a new
life, and change it from its inmost centre.
The great source of this
power is the person whose life its appearance exhibits to us,
Jesus of
Nazareth,
the Redeemer of mankind when alienated from God by
sin.
In the submission of faith to him, and the appropriation of the
^ruth which he revealed, consists the essence of Chris*''anity, and of
VOL. I.
1
;

;

;

—

—

;
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that fellowship of the divine life resulting from it, which we designate
Out of this springs the common conunder the name of the church.
sciousness, which unites all its members in one, however separated
The continuance of all those
from one another by space or time.
agencies, whereby Christianity has given a new turn to the Hfe of our
race, depends on our holding fast to this, its peculiar essence, to the
same that has been the spring of these agencies from the beginning.
To the Kingdom of God, which derived its origin from these influences
in humanity, and which must ever continue to spring up afresh from the
same, may be applied the remark of an ancient historian respecting
the kingcloms of the world, that they will be preserved by the same
means to which they were indebted for their foundation. ^
But although Christianity can be understood only as something
which is above nature and reason, something communicated to them
from a higher source, yet it stands in necessary connection with the
otheressence of these powers and with their mode of development,
wise, indeed, it could not be fitted to elevate them to any higher stage
And such a connecotherwise, it would not operate on them at all.
tion, considered by itself, we must presume to exist in the works of God,
in the mutual and harmonious agreement of which is manifested the
The connection of which we now speak
divine order of the universe.
the
that what has by their Creator been implanted
consists in this
essence of human nature and reason, what has its ground in their idea
and their destination, can attain to its full realization only by means of
that higher principle, as we see it actually reahzed in Him who is its
Source, and in whom is expressed the original type and model, after

—

m

;

wliich

humanity has

do,

by

torical

And accordingly, we see the evidenc«
we observe how human nature and reason

to strive.

of this connection, whenever

virtue of this, their original capacity, actually strive, in their hisdevelopment, towards this higher principle, which needs to be

communicated to them in order to their own completion and how, by
the same capacity they are made receptive of this principle and conductr
ed onward till they yield to it, and become moulded by its influence.
;

is simply because such a connection exists, because in all cases
where, through the historic preparation, the soil has been rendered suit-

It

able for

reception, Christianity enters readily into all that is human,
it to its own nature, and to inter-penetrate it with
power, that on a superficial view, it appears as if Christianity
its

stri^dng to assimilate
its

own

were only a product resulting from the combination of the
and the opinioyi
spiritual elements it had drawn together
So may it also
has found advocates, that it could thus be explained.
become blended for a while with the impure elements, attracted by its
influence, and in its manifestation assume a shape which wholly
itself

different

;

—

till at length, by its own intrinsic power, it begins
resembles them ;
from which it issues forth refined and ennobled,
purification,
of
a process
even in its outward form. But this circumstance, again, might seem
to furnish some hold for the opinion, as if all those impure elements,

1

Imperium

facile

his

artibus retinetur, quibus initio

partum est

^
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which only attached themselves to Christianitj in its outward maniwhile on the contrary, the real
festation, sprang from its essence
operation of its essence, as the process of development went on, Avas
to separate and reject them. , In the contemplation of history, as of
nature, it is always in truth a very difficult thing to avoid confounding
;

accidental

symptoms with more deep-seated agencies,
what merely works on the

—

clearly the true cause from

If this holds good, so far as

it

to disthiguish

surface.

concerns the relation of Christianity

development of human nature generally, it will be found to
apply with peculiar force to that great period which was chosen for
and for the diffusion
the appearance of the Saviour of the world
among mankind, from him, as the source, of those powers from above,
which formed the commencement of that new creation, whose progressive work became thenceforth the final problem and the goal of history.
It is, therefore, only from its historical connection with the previous
development of that portion of mankind, among whom Christianity
and such a
first appeared, that its effects can be rightly understood
connected view of the subject is necessary, in order to clear the way
to the

;

;

of false explanations.

hinted at by the Apostle Paul, where he says
when the fulness of the time was come. For
herein, certainly, it is implied, that the precise time when he appeared
that the preparatory
had some particular relation to his appearance ;

This connection

is

that Christ appeared

—

through the previous development in the history of the nations,
had been directed precisely to this point, and were destined to proceed
the goal and central
just so far, in order to admit of this appearance
point of all. It is true, this appearance stands in an altogether peculiar
relation to the religion of the Hebrews, which was designed to prepare
the way for it in an altogether peculiar sense.
It is connected with
this religion by the common element of a divine revelation,
the
super-natural and supra-rational element
by the common interest of
Theism and the Theocracy ; as all revealed religion, the entire development of Theism and the Theocracy, points from the beginning
towards one end
which being reached, every thing must be recognized as belonging to one organic whole,
a whole wherein all
the principal momenta served to announce beforehand, and to prepare
the way for, the end towards which they were tending as their last
fulfilment and consummation.
It is in this reference, Christ says of
liis relation
to this religion, what he could not say after the same
manner, of his relation to any other
that he was not come to
destroy the law and the prophets, but to fulfil
although it remains
none the less true, that Christ stands in the relation of one, who came
not to destroy but to fulfil, to all the truth at bottom in all religions, to
the purely human element Avherever it may be foxmd.
But still we
must not confine ourselves here to the connection of the appearance
steps,

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

of Christianity with

Judaism

alone.

Judaism

rehgion of Theism, can be understood in
1

We

might apply here what the great
on another, though

historian Polybius says

its

itself,

as the

revealed

true significance, only aa

kindred subject

:

'kpx^

>"<

(Sca<pepei

Kal

diearriKev aiTcac kuI npoipdaeui. III.

ttocto*

VI,

'
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4:

Whilst on the one
contrasted with the Nature-rehgion of Paganism.
hand, the seed of divine truth out of which Christianity sprang, was
communicated to reason by divine revelation so on the other hand,
;

reason unfolding itself from beneath, must seek, especially among
that great historical people, the Greeks, how far it could singly, and by
its own power, advance in the knowledge of divine things.
To this, the
Apostle Paul alludes, when he says, " God hath determined for all
nations the times before appointed, and the bounds of their habitation,

— how long they should continue, and how they should extend
haply they might
sway, —
they should seek the Lord,
far

that

their

feel after

if

him and find him." And so, toos when he says of the times immediately
preceding the revelation of the gospel, that the world, by its own wisdom, sought to know God in his wisdom, but could not know him. As it
had been intrusted to the Hebrews to preserve and transmit the heavenderived element of the Theistic religion, so it was ordained that
among the Greeks, all seeds of human culture should unfold themselves
in beautiful harmony, to a complete and perfect whole ; and then
Christianity, taking up the opposition between the divine and the
human, was to unite both in one, and showhow it was necessary that
both should co-operate to prepare for the appearance of itself and for
the mifolding of what it contains.
Origen had no hesitation in admitting, what Celsus the great antagonist of Christianity maintained, when
he ascribed to the Greeks a peculiar adaptation of talents and fitness
of position, which qualified them for applying human culture to the
development and elaboration of those elements of divine knowledge
they had received from other quarters, namely from the East.^
Besides, among Pagans, the transient flashes of a deeply-seated consciousness of God,

—

the sporadic revelations of

Him

in

whom we

live

and move and have our being, and who has not left himself without Avitthe testimonia
are too clear to be mistaken
ness among any people,
animae naturaliter christianse, as it is expressed by an ancient father,
which pointed to Christianity. And while it was necessary that the
influence of Judaism should penetrate into the heathen Avorld, in order to
prepare the way and open a pouit of communication for Christianity, so
was it needful also, that the stern and repulsive stifiiiess of Judaism
should be softened and expanded by the elements of Hellenic culture,
in order to become recipient for what was new in the presentations of
The three great historical nations had to contribute, each
the Gospel.
in its own peculiar way, to prepare the soil for the planting of Christhe Greeks on
tianity,
the Jews on the side of the religious element
the Romans, as masters of the world, on
the side of science and art
When the fulness of the time was
the side of the poUtical element.
when the goal of history had thus
arrived, and Christ appeared,
then it was, that through him, and by the power of
been reached,
all
the might of Christianity,
the spirit that proceeded from him,
the threads, liitherto separated, of human development, were to be
brought together and interwoven in one web.

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

1 "On. Kfilvai fiejiaLUGaT&aL aal ucKi/aai
Tpof apETfjv Ta VTTo j3ap.^upLiv Evpe-dhra
Origen, acquilUELVover elaiv "E//*.7;i'ff.

—

—

escing in this opinion, says it serves preciseV for the vindication of Christianity
c.

Cels.

I. 2.

OF THE PAQAN WORLD.
was, that the different courses of development under
under Judaism on the one hand,
co-operated to prepare
and Greek or Roman institutions on the other,
the way for Christianity, it is our present purpose more particularly to
consider ; and we will first cast a glance at the rehgious state of the

Now, how

it

revealed, and in natural religion,

—

—

pagan world among the Greeks and Romans.
State of the

Pagan World among

the G-reeks

and Eomans.

the ancient world, a dark fatality seemed to reveal itself in the
and fall of nations, an irresistible cycle to which all human greatness was forced to submit, in this impression we may recognize the
consciousness of a necessary law of development at that stage of the
All national greatness depends on the tone of public feeling
world.
and manners and this again on the power of religion in the life of the
people.
But the popular religions of antiquity answered only for a
If, in

rise

;

certain stage of culture.

When

the nations, in the course of their

the necessary consequence was a
In the case of
dissevering of the spirit from the religious traditions.
so
the more quiet and equaT^le develoimient of the Oriental mind,
the opposition between the mythic religion of
tenacious of the old,
progress,

had passed beyond

this,

—

—

the people, and the secret, theosophic doctrines of a priestly cast, who
gave direction to the popular conscience, might exist for centuries
without change.
But among the more excitable nations of the West,
intellectual culture, as soon as it attained to a certain degree of
independence, must necessarily fall into collision with the mythic
The more
religion, handed down from the infancy of the people.
widely diffused cultivation became, the more extensive grew this schism.
Religion was deprived of its power, and the defection from this led
Thus the culture
at the same time to the depravation of morals.
which had no religious and moral ground of support, capable of withas soon
standing every shock, and indestructible under all changes,
as it was rent from its connection with the inner hfe that alone gives
could only degenerate into
the vigor of health to all human concerns,
There was as yet no salt, to preserve
false civilization and corruption.
the life of humanity from decomposing, or to restore it back again

—

—

when passing

to decomposition.

—

freed in its development from the
was the Grecian mind,
to which philosophy and every independent
influence of tradition,
so too it was among the
science under its form, owe their existence
Greeks, that the mighty schism first presented itself, between the
human mind striving after its freedom, and the popular religion. As
eai-ly as the fifth and fourth centuries before Christ, the arbitrary and
heartless dialectic of the Sophists Avas directed against the might of
Plato already represents Socrates discoursholy tradition and morals.
ing against this rage for enlightenment, which he characterises as a
"boorish wisdom," ^ that put itself to the thankless task of tracing back

As

it

—

;

1

'Aypo'tKu

T/.vl

GO(pia ;^p(I)/^evof, is

what

he says of one of those enlitjhtcncrs who
were for explaininf^ every thing into the

natural and trivial.
ed. Bipont, Vol. X.

Phaedrus,

p. 285,

Plat
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mythical tales to some natural fact, neglecting meanwhile, what is
most important and nearest to man, the knowledge of himself. And
in the times immediately succeeding, appeared a certain Euemerus,
from the school of Cyrene, who fancied that he had compassed the long
sought object, and resolved the whole doctrine concerning the gods,
into a history of nature.
Among tlie Eomans, rehgion was more closely interwoven than in
One gave life to the other.
the other ancient states, with politics.
Here, more than elsewhere, the whole civil and domestic life was based
on rehgious customs, which, by their connection with modesty of manners, presented a striking contrast with the more aesthetic than moral
a system which did not shrink
element of the Grecian mythology,
from even entering into union with immorality. ^ The great historian
Polybius has given a picture of Roman life, as it was a century and a
all

—

ancient simplicity. Judgmg
as a statesman, he was
in the habit of applying to the affairs of the world, he believed that
the trait of character, for which the Roman people had been commonly
reproached,
the excessive superstition inwrought with their public and
private hfe,
Avas, in truth, the firmest pillar of the Roman state.^ Con-

half before Christ, while

it

yet retained

its

by those maxims of the understanding, which,

—
—

templating religion in this outward way, he saw in it only a means,
employed by the wisdom of law-givers, for training and leading the
multitude.
It was his opinion, that were it even possible to form a
state of wise men, such a procedure would, perhaps, be found unBut as a counterpoise to the power, which unruly passions
necessary.
and desires exercised over the excitable multitude, there was need of
such means, in order to hold them in check by the dread of the invisi-

and by terrifying

ble,

fictions.^

From

this

power of

religious faith,

he

accounted'for the integrity and trustworthiness of the Roman magistrates, with whom an oath was a pledge of fidelity, to be relied on with
far more confidence than any number of other securities in the Grecian
But while he praised the ancients, who, not without good reastates.
sons, had introduced among the multitude these opmions concerning the
gods and the things of the lower world, he felt constrained to censure
those of his OAvn contemporaries, who wore most unreasonably and m*
considerately seeking to destroy these convictions.
occupied by the anpoint
the
at
the
case,
It would necessarily be
cient world, that in proportion as scientific culture came to be more
generally diffused among the people, this opposition noticed by Polybius
between the subjective conviction of individuals and the public state-

religion,

of

would become more strongly marked.
interest

creating a felloAVship of religious

A

1
difference between the Roman and
Grecian religions, particularly noticed by
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, a Greek writer
See tlie well-known
of the Augustan age.
and remarkable passage in Archaiol. Ro-

man.

1.

II. c. 18.

Ka(

SoKel rd irapa roic u^?i.oic
dvi^pbJTTo'f ovet^L^ouevov, tovto avvExeiv tu
fiOt

^unaiuv

There were no means
on truthful grounds,

irpuyfiara,

7Jyu

61 Tfjv Ssicndai-

L. VI. c. 56.
XeineTai, toiq u67j?mic

fioviav.
^

(j)6(3oic

Kal

rri

rpayuSia tu n'Ay'&ri cruvixeiv^
* hwirep oi TTa?MCOi doKovai. fiot rug nepl
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between the cultivated class and the people. The wiser sort endeavored to sustain the popular religion either because, hke Polybius, thej
merely recognized in it a necessary means to political ends ; or
because, like philosophers of more depth, they regarded it as not
;

barely the work of

human

caprice, but as belonging to a higher neces-

as resting on a basis of truth, which could be brought near the
;
consciousness of the multitude only under this human fonn ; as the

sity

fragments of a tradition, transmitting the knowledge of divine things
possessed in the earliest times, wherein all that was true and that
claimed to be acknowledged as such also by the wise, ought to be distinguished from the imperfect form.^ With Polybius agrees Strabo the
geographer, who wrote in the age of Augustus Coesar. " The multitude of women, he observes, and the entire mass of the common people
cannot be led to piety by the doctrines of philosophy for this purpose
superstition also is necessary, which must call in the aid of myths and
Having adduced some exampl'es from the Grecian
tales of wonder."
mythology, he adds, " such thhigs the founders of states employed as
These myths, as it seemed to him,
bug-bears to awe childish people."
were required not only for children, but no less for the ignorant and
uneducated, who are no better than children ; and so too for those
whose education is imperfect, for in their case too, reason has not as yet
acquired strength enough to throw off the habits they have brought
with them from the years of childhood.
;

In the latter times of the Roman republic, when the ancient simplimanners was fast disappearing before the advance of culture,
this opposition, which had for a long time existed among the Greeks,
between the religion of thinking men and the state-religion, or the
popular faith, began to prevail more generally in proportion to the
Thus the learned Roman
influence of the Grecian philosophy.

city of

antiquarian, Varro,

who

lived about the time of our

distinguished three kinds of theology

Saviour's birth,

the poetic or mythical, the

;

civil,

and the natural the last being the one which belongs to the whole
world, and in which the wise are agreed.
The theoloyia eivilis, in its
relation to truth, seemed to him to lie half way between mythology
and philosophical religion.-^ Seneca said in his tract " agamst superstition," " the whole of that vulgar crowd of gods, which for ages
past a Protean superstition has been accumulating, we shall worship in
;

1

So

Aristotle;

handed down,

in a

who

says, "It has been
mythical form, from tlie

to posterity, that there are
gods, and that the divine (the Deity) compasses entire nature. All besides this, has
been added, after the mythical style, for the
purpose of pcrsuadinp; the multitude, and
for the interest of the laws and the advanThus men iiave given
tage of the state.
to the gods human forms, and have even
represented them under the figure of other
bcings, in the train of which fictions followed many more of the like sort. But if
we separate from all this the original principle, and consider it alone, namely, that
the first essences are ^ds, we shall find,

earliest times

that this has been divinely said ; and since
it is prohalile that philosophy and the arts
have been several times.
so far as that is
possible,
found and lost, such doctrines
may have been preserved to our times, as the
remains of ancient wisdom." Metaphys. x. 8.

—

—

In Strabo Gcograph. 1. I. c. 2.
His words arc Prima theologia maxime accommodata est ad thcatrum, secunda ad mundum, lertia ad urbem. Ea, qusa
scribunt poctae, minus esse, qnam ut popu^

^

:

li
sequi debeant, quae autem philosophi,
pins qnam ut ea vulgum scrutari expediat
Ea quae facilius intra parictcs in schola,
quam exL'^a in foro ferre possunt aures
Augustin. Je civitate Dei. 1. VI. c. 5, et seq
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we ever remember the worship we pay ttiem is due
rather to good manners, than to their own worth.
All such rites the
sage >vill observe, because they are commanded by the laws, not because
this sense, vk;. that

So Cotta, whom Cicero introduces as
the Academician, in the third book of his work, " De natura Deorum,''
they are pleasing to the gods."

knows how

own

to distinguish, in his

of the pontifex

and

the philosopher.

person, the two different positions
But not every one had the wis-

dom, which could hold these two positions distinctly apart, and keep
them from destroying, where they had nothing better to substitute in
place of what they destroyed.
The inner disunion was at length
no longer to be concealed even from those who were no philosojyhers.

When

with the increase of luxury, a superficial cultivation came to be
more widely spread among the Romans, and the ancient simplicity of
manners gradually disappeared when the old civic virtue, and the old
constitution and freedom sank away, and were succeeded by every species
of moral depravation, and by servitude
then was the tie also broken,
whereby the old religion of the state had been thus far preserved in
the life of the people.
Those among the philosophical systems of the
Greeks, which most completely harmonized with a worldly, thoughtless
;

;

the godlike
those which made
pleasure man's highest end, or which led to doubt of all objective
Epicureanism, as represented, for example, by a Lucretius, and
truth,
found currency on all sides and although the systems
scepticism,
themselves were seldom studied, yet the great mass of half-educated

spirit, destitute of all susceptibility for

—

;

—

;

men, became familiar with their

results.
Individuals appeared, who,
Lucian, pointed the shafts of their wit against the existing religions,
and the superstitions of the people. In the religious systems of the
several nations that had been brought in contact with one another by the
Roman empire, as well as in the doctrines of the philosophical schools,
men saw nothing but the strife of opinions, without any criterion of
truth.
Pilate's question, "what is truth?" conveying a sneer at all
enthusiasm about such a matter, represented the prevailing tone of
mind of many a noble Roman.
They, who Avithout any deep sense of religious need, were yet unable to make up their minds to a total denial of religion, endeavored to
content themselves with that dead abstraction, which is usually left
behind, as something to retire to from the living forms of religion,
a certain species of
when these are on the point of expirmg,
Deism,
a way of thinking that does not indeed absolutely deny the
existence of a Deity, but yet places him at the utmost possible disAn idle deity is all that is
tance, in the back-ground of his works.
Avhose agency pervades the
wanted
not one evei'vwhere active
He who to satisfy his religious wants requires
whole life of things.
anything beyond this meagre abstraction, he who would know am^thing
more respecting man's relation to a liigher world appears already, to
men of this way of thinking, a fanatic or a fool. The inquiries that
suggest themselves under the feeling of a more profound rehgious
need, are to such minds unintelligible for they are strangers to the
feeling itself.
In the notions entertained by the many, concerning the

like

—

—
;

—

;

OPINIONS OF VARRO AND STRABO.
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tlie gods, and tlie punishments of the lower world, they see
nothing but superstition, without recognizing in them a fundamental
truth, namel}^, the undeniable need, which leads men into various deBut, by minds of this stamp, the
lusions, only when misunderstood.
whole is ridiculed alike, as mere dreams and fancies of limited man,
who transfers all his own passions over to his gods. As a representative of this class, we may take that satirical castigator of manners in
the age of the Antonines, Lucian, who characterizes himself as the*
And Justm Martyr observes
hater of lies, cheats and charlatanry. ^
of the philosophers in his time, " that the greater part of them bestow
no thought on the questions, whether there is one God, or whether

aiDger of

many gods, whether there is a providence, or no providence
knowledge of these matters were of no importance to our well" They rather seek," says he, " to convmce us also, that the
being.
there are

as

;

if

divinity extends
but not to me
useless to pray
changeable laws

From

the

his care to the great whole,

and
to

and

to the several kinds,

not to men as individuals.
Hence it is
for everything occurs according to the un-

to you,

him

;

of an endless cycle. "^

wreck of

religion,

many sought

divine primal essence, which they found
tinguish from the world;

it

and the simple

to rescue the faith in one
difficult,

however, to

spiritual worship of

disthis,

appeared to them the original truth, lying at the foundation of the
whole fabric of superstition in the popular religions.
It was Varro's
opinion, that the only thing true in religion was the idea of a rational
soul of the world, by which all things are moved and governed. ^
He
traces the origin of superstition and unbelief to the introduction of
idols, which he contends were unknown to the earliest rehgion of the
Romans.* " If unages had not been introduced," says he, " the gods
would have been worshipped in a more chaste and simple manner;"^
and he appeals, furthermore, to the example of the Jews. So Strabo
informs us what he himself considered to be the original truth in religion, where he describes Moses as a religious reformer, who established
the simple spiritual worship of a Supreme Being, in opposition to the idol
" and this one Supreme
and image worship of all other nations
Essence," says he, " is what embraces us all, water and land,
what
we call the heavens, the world, the nature of things. This Highest
Being should be worshipped without any visible image, in sacred
In such retreats, the devout should lay themselves down to
groves.
sleep, and expect signs from God in dreams."
But this simple nature;

worsliip, Strabo

supposes, became afterwards, as well

as everywhere else, corrupted

We

should mention here, also,

among

the

Jews

power. ®
that eclectic philosopher of the Cynic

by

elfxi Kal fueoyorig kol fitaoKal nicT6rv(pog Kal fuau) tcuv rb toiovTiydVf elt^og tuv fuafiCiv av&purruv mivv ds
rro2.Xoi elcnv.
Which, to be sure, he could
say, with perfect justice, of his own time,
See the dialo<^ue entitled ci.?-iEvg.
2 Dial. c. Trvph. Jud. at the beginning f.
218, Ed. Colon. 1686.
1 %i(Tn?iai^(l)v

i()i!vAr)(

—

superstition

**

and

Anima motu

thirst for

ac ratione

mundum

gub-

ernans.
* Qui primi simulacra deoruin populis
posuerunt, cos civitatihus suis et metum
demsisse et errorem addidisse.
° Castius Dii obi^en'arentur
see Aujjustin. de civ. Dei, 1. V. c. 31.
2.
Strabo 1. XVI. c.
;

>*
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Demonax of the isle of Cjqjrus, who, at the beginning of the
second centuiy, resided in Athens, where he lived near to the age of
a hundi-ed years, universally respected for his simple life, full of kindHe was the representative of a sober,
ness and charity to all.
practical bent of mind, striving after nothing beyond the purely human,
which, while it discarded whatever savored of superstition and fanaticism, checked all inquiry also about super-terrestrial things. He made
He had no desire to be
•no offerings, because the gods needed none.
initiated into the mysteries, for he thought, " if they were bad, they
ought to be divulged, to keep men away from them, and if they were
good, they should be communicated to all, from love to mankind."
When a show of gladiators was about to be exhibited in Athens, he
presented himself before the assembled people, and told them they
should pass no such decree, until they had first removed aw^ay the altar
That equanimity which renders man independent of
of pity (eXfoc).
outward things and truly free, which makes him fear nothing and hope
for nothing, he considered the loftiest attainment.
When asked
whether he thought the soul to be immortal, his answer was, " Yes,
but in the sense in which all things are immortal." ^
The elder Phny, while absorbed in the contemplation of nature, is
lost in admiration of an immeasurable creative spirit, beyond all
human comprehension, manifesting himself in his works. But his
admiration of this exalted spirit of the universe, serves only to awaken,
in tenfold strength, the depressing sense of the narrowness and vanity
He saw nothing to fill up the chasm betwixt
of man's existence.
Polytheism apfeeble man and that unknown, all-transcending spirit.
Since men were
peared to him an invention of human weakness.
incapable of grasping and retaining the whole conception of perfect
being, they separated it into many parts. They formed for themselves
each making himself a god, suited
divers ideals as objects of worship
" All religion is the oifspring of necessity,
to his own pecuhar wants.
Wliat God is,
if in truth he be anything
weakness and fear.
it is beyond the compass of man's miderdistinct from the world,
But it is a foolish delusion, which has sprung from
standing to know.
human weakness and human pride, to imagine that such an infinite
spirit would concern himself with the petty affairs of men.^
It is difficult to say, whether it might not be better for men to be wholly without
religion, than to have one of this kmd, which is a reproach to its object.
tribe,

;

—

—

1 See the account of his life, by Lucian.
This remarkable bent of Demonax, so exclusively practical, moral and rationalistic,
so decided in its renunciation of all higher
knowledge, so ready to spurn, as fanaticism,
all speculative or religious interest about
any other world besides or above the pres-

ent,

is

illustrated

by several other of

sentences, preserved

in

the

collection

his

of

Johannes Stobaeus. Thus, when asked if
the world was animated, or of a spherical
shape, he replied, " You busy yourselves
impertinently about the nature of the world,
but of the disorder in your own nature you

The play on the words is
not translatable into English. 'Tfielg •jrepi
(jiv tov Koofiov no/^VTrpay/iovtiTe, nepi 6e
r^f tavruv uKoafjia^ ov (ppovTi^ere. Stobaei
Eclogae 1. II. c. 1. 1 1, ed. Heeren, P. II. p. 10.
Two other sentences are contained in the
Anthology of Stobaeus on the jvCn^i aeav
do not think."

tov and on VTrepo^pia, and in Orelli's Collection of the Gnomographi graeci.
^ Plin. hist. nat. 1. II. c. 4, et seq. ; 1. VII.
c. 1.
Irridendum vero, agcre curam rcmm

humanarum illud, quidquid est summum.
Anne tarn tiisti atqne multiplici ministerio
non

pollui

credumus dubitemusve

*
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The vanity of man, and his insatiable longing after existence, have
him also to dream of a life after death. A being full of contradicsince the other creatures
tions, he is the most wretched of creatures
have no wants transcending the bounds of their nature. Man is full
of desires and wants, that reach to infinity, and can never be satisfied.
uniting the greatest poverty with the greatest
His nature is a lie,
led

;

—

Among

pride.

these so great evils, the best thing

God

has bestowed

the power to take his own life."
Sadness, mixed with a
cold resignation, is the prevailing tone that runs through Pliny's re-

on man,

is

markable work.

It

was

in the

same temper, he proceeded

to

encounter

the flames of Vesuvius, for the purpose of exploring their effects.

But as the history of this and of every age witnesses, there is a
rehgious need clinging to man's nature, and not to be denied a need
of recognizing something above nature, and of fellowship with the
which only asserts itself with the more force, the longer it is resame,
pressed.
The predominance of that worldly bent of mind, which will
acknowledge nothing above nature, does but call forth, in the end, a
stronger reaction of the longing after the supernatural
the dominion of an all-denying unbelief excites a more intense desire to be able
to believe. And the experience itself, which follows in the train of unbehef, contributes to bring about this result.
The times in which
anbelief has prevailed, are, as history teaches, uniformly times of
earthly calamity ; for the moral depravation which accompanies unbelief, necessarily destroys, also, the foundation of all earthly prosperity.
Thus the time of the diffusion of unbehef in the Roman state, was
also the time which saw the destruction of civil liberty, and the time
of public suffering, mider the rule of merciless despots.
And the outward distress awakened a sense of the inward men were led to regard
their estrangement from the gods and from heaven, as a principal cause
of the public decay and misery.
Many felt themselves constrained to
compare these times of public misfortune with the flourishing period of
the Roman republic, and believed this melancholy change ought to
be ascribed particularly to the decline of the religio Homana, once so
scrupulously observed. In the gods, now cast off or neglected, they saw
the authors and protectors of the Roman empire.
They observed the
mutual strife of the philosophical systems, which, promising truth, did
All this excited in them the
but multiply uncertainty and doubt.
longing after some external authority, which might serve as a stay for
rehgious conviction ; and they resorted back to the religion of their
;

—

;

;

.

more fortunate ancestors, who, under the influence of that religion,
found themselves so happy in the freedom from all doubt.
That old
religion appeared to them, like the days of the past, in a transfigured
light.

Such was the tone of

feeling which set in to oppose, first the

prevailing infidelity, afterwards, Christianity.

Thus

the pagan CiTecilius, in the apologetic dialogue of Minuciua

the strife and uncertainty in the systems of huphilosophy ; shows what small reliance can be placed on human
things generally
and points to the doubts in a providence, which suggest themselves when we observe the misfortunes of the virtuous, and

Felix, first describes

man

;

;
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wicked.
He then goes on to say, " How much
nobler and better is it, then, to receive just what our fathers have
taught us, as a sufficient guide to truth ? To worship the gods wluch we
have been instructed by our fathers to reverence, even before we could
the prosperity of the

have any true knowledge of them ?
To allow ourselves, in regard to
the divinities, no license of private judgment,
but to believe our
ancestors, who, in the infancy of mankind, near the birth of the world,
were even considered worthy of having the gods for their friends or
"

—

for their kings

?

The need of some union with heaven, from which men

felt they
were estranged, the dissatisfaction with a cold, melancholy present,
procured a more ready belief for those accounts, in the mythical
legends, of a golden age, wherein gods and men lived in intimate fellowship together.
Ardent spirits looked back to those times, with a

—

a craving after the past, that pointed to the
endeavors to defend old mythical traditions
against the infidelity of his contemporaries
accounting for the latter,
partly from the fact, that the true had been rendered suspicious by
being mixed in with the false, and in part from the fact, that men had
grown accustomed to apply a standard, suiting the present times only,
to that more glorious period of wonders.
Of those former days he
says, " The men who lived then, were, on account of their uprightness
and piety, admitted as guests and even table companions of the gods
for their good actions, the gods openly bestowed honors on them, and
for their bad, openly manifested displeasure.
It was then, also, that
men themselves became gods, and continue to enjoy this honor," But
of his own time, he says, " At the present day, when wickedness has
reached its highest pitch, and extended itself through all the comitry
and in every town, such an incident no longer occurs, as that of a man
becoming a god, except merely
name, and through flattery to power
(the apotheosis of the emperors ) and the anger of the gods awaits
transgressors at a remote period, and after they are gone from this
world."
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, who, a few years before the
birth of Christ, wrote on the old Roman history, relates the story of a
vestal virgin, whose innocence, after she had been falsely accused, was
miraculously brought to light. Upon this, he remarks, " The followers
sort of earnest craving,

future.

Thus Pausanias

^

;

m
;

of atheistic philosophies,

—

if

scoff at all appearances of the

among

philosophies they

may

be called, which

gods, that are said to have occurred

—

the Greeks or Barbarians,
would make themselves quite merry
with these accounts, attributing them to human exaggeration
as if no
one of the gods ever concerned himself about a man, whoever he might
be ; but he who is not disposed to deny altogether the care of the gods
for men, but believes they regard the good with complacency and the bad
with displeasure, will look upon these appearances as not incredible." ^
The artificial faith in an old religion that had outlived itself, must,
;

on

this

very account, become fanatical, be united

of natural conviction.

mth

passion, hi place

Hence, the violence by which the continually

1 In his Description of Greece.
oadica, or 1. VII. c. II. 4 2.

See Ar-

^

Antiq.

Roman.

11.
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waning course of Paganism was sought to be maintained against the
onward advance of Christianity. Although the Romans, accustomed
to hold firm to their old traditional forms, and national peculiarities,
were singularly averse to foreign modes of worship, yet this fundamental trait in the old Roman character had, with many, already become
obliterated.
The ancient religion of Rome had lost its power over
their minds, and they were inclined, therefore, to seek a prop for their
Ceremonies that wore
religious faith in foreign modes of worship.
strange-sounding magical formulas in
an air of enigma and mystery
some barbarous tongue whereby, as Plutarch remarks, the national
;

;

dignity of devoutness "^as put to the blush,' found readiest admittance.

Men

were looking, as usual, for some peculiar superna

lu^al

power

in

that which they did not understand, and which Avas incapable of being

understood.

Hence, the artificial faith was pressed more closely to assume the
Unbelief, against which an undeniable need of
shape of superstition.
man's nature asserted its force, called forth superstition,
since
these two distempered conditions of the spiritual life are but opposite
symptoms of the same fundamental evil, and one of them, therefore,
passes easily over to the other. It is the worldly tone of the inner life,
which either suppresses religious feeling entirely, and then turns to
unbehef or, mixing itself up with that feeling, gives to it an interpretation of its own, and thus turns to superstition.
The desperation of
unbelief surrenders the troubled conscience a prey to superstition and
the irrationality of superstition makes religion suspected by the thoughtful mind.
Such an opposition we find presenting itself, whenever we
contemplate this period, under various forms.
man who was not in
the habit, like Lucian, of ridiculing the absurd extravagances of superstition, but who was made sad in contemplating such cases of the denial
or misapprehension of the Godlike,
the wise and devout Plutarch,
in a beautiful work of his, where he describes this opposition, as it existed in his own time,^ presents us a picture from the life, of such
" Every little evil is magnified to the supercaricatures of religion.
stitious man, by the scaring spectres of his anxiety.^
He looks on
hhnself as a man whom the gods hate and pursue with their anger. A
far worse lot is before him ; he dares employ no means for averting or
curing the evil, lest he be found fighting against the gods.
The physician, the consoling friend, ai-e driven away.
Leave me,
says the
wretched man,
me, the impious, the accm-sed, hated of the gods, to
suffer my punishment.
He sits out of doors, wrapped in sackcloth or
in filthy rags ; ever and anon he rolls himself, naked, in the dirt, confessing aloud this and that sin,"
and the nature of these sins is
" he has eaten or drunk something wrong,'^
truly characteristic
he has gone some way or other, which was not allowed him by the
divinity.
The festivals in honor of the gods give no pleasure to the

—

;

;

A

—

—

—

—

!

1

kTOTTotq ovo/iaai koI

—

—

j^f/ftaai

^ap^api-

totf KaTacaxvvEiv Koi Tvapavofielv to ^elov

Kat KUTpiov a^iujia
perst. c. 33.

t>/^

evae)3ecac.

De

su-

—

2

The

tract

Uepi 6eiai6ai/uovias kuI

TTjTog.
-^

Cap.

*

Comp.

7.

Coloss.

2,

16.

ui^ro-
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fill him rather with fear and affright.
He proves the
saying of Pythagoras false in his own case,
that we are happiest when
we approach the gods,
for it is just then he is most wretched. Temples
and altars are places of refuge for the persecuted but where all others
find deliverance from their fears, there the superstitious man fears and
trembles most.
Asleep ^ or awake, he is haunted alike by the spectres

superstitious/ but

—

—

;

Awake, he makes no use of his reason and asleep,
he finds no deliverance from what disturbs him.
His reason always
slumbers
his fears are always awake.
Nowhere can he find an
escape from his imaginary terrors."
The contradictions involved in
" These men fear the gods, and fly to
superstition are thus described
of his anxiety.

;

;

:

them

They

them, and insult them.
They pray to
them, and comi^lain of them."^ The offensive phrases and gesticular
tions, the forms of self-abasement,
so repulsive to the antique feeling
of freedom,
into which the slavish spirit of superstition fell, were
for

succor.

flatter

—

—

peculiarly revolting to the Greek and Roman sense of propriety.
In the work above cited, Plutarch thus judges respecting the mu" The infidel has no behef
tual relation of superstition and unbehef *
in the gods ; the superstitious man would fain disbeheve, but believes
:

against his will, for he fears to do otherwise.
Yet as Tantalus wearies
himself to escape the stone that hangs over him, so the superstitious
man would gladly rid himself of the fear which is no trifling burden to

him

;

and he

freedom.

is

inclined to praise the unbeliever's state of mind, as
superstition in him ;

But now the unbeliever has nothing of

while, on the other hand, the superstitious

man

is an unbeliever by ingods as he would be glad
to do.^
The unbeliever contributes nothing at all towards producing
superstition
but the superstitious have, from the beginning, given
existence to unbelief, and furnish it, when it exists already, an appar

clination, but only too

weak

to think of the

;

rent ground of justification." ^
Manifestly, Plutarch has taken here but a very partial view of the
religious phenomena of his times,
a natural mistake for one living in
the midst of those phenomena, and who is biased in his judgment by
immediate, impressions.
It seems evident, from what has been already

—

same cause which produces superstition, lies also at the
and that unbelief, therefore, may easily change into
superstition, as well as superstition into unbelief.
Indeed, it was
precisely the latter, which, in this period of history, had called forth
said, that the

root of unbelief;

the former.

Plutarch, moreover, has looked at these opposite tendena way too general and abstract
he did not observe and take
into his account, those manifold gradations and transitions, which he
might have discerned in his own times, in the mutual relation of unbelief and superstition to each other.
If there was a superstition, at
cies, in

1

^

Cap. 9.
- Cap. 3.
Cap. 5.
* Cap. 11.
In like manner, Plutarch says,

^
in another place, that by the prevailing false notions
of the gods, the weaker and more simple
natures were led into a .superstition witliout
bounds; the more acute and bolder spirits.

;

—

the different turn wliich is
into unbelief;
taken in the natural course of their development bj' the iia-^Eviat kol uKuKoig on the
one hand, and the deivoTepoiQ koI -QpaavTepoL^,
^

on the

Cap.

12.

other.

De

Iside et Osiride,

c.
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—

that time, leagued with immorality, having

but an
its root in unbelief,
yet we find, too, in the case of some AAho
worth, various modifications of superwere really striving after
though not understood, and
stition, grounded at bottom in the need,
of believing ; the need of atonement, from
even misunderstood,
It was only necessary that, to
the deep-felt disunion in their nature.
such need, the satisfaction, unconsciously sought, should be furnished,
This was the point of
in order to lead it from superstition to faith.

—
moral

unbelief restrained by fear,

—

—

religious development,

ChrLstianity, as the

And

through which

remedy

many were brought

to

embrace

for their evil.

while Plutarch, in the work above cited, biased, as he mani-

festly was,

by the impression received from the revolting exhibitions of
was really inclined to prefer unbelief to superstition yet

superstition,

;

where he has occasion to attack ari unbelief that denies every thing, hr
owns there is one kind of superstition which he would prefer to unbe
lief.
He says, for example, of Epicureanism, which boasted of having
delivered men from the shadowy fears of superstition, " It is better to
have a feeling of reverence mixed with fear, together with faith in the
gods, than for the purpose of avoiding that feeling, to leave one's self
neither hope nor joy, neither confidence in prosperity, nor recourse tf
a divine being in adversity."^

That profound sense of disunion, of disruption, which gave birth

t(.

m.anifold kinds of superstition, revealed itself in those forms of mental

which so widely prevailed, where the sufferers believed themmore hostile natures,
to be possessed or
persecuted by evil spirits.
It was through this ground-tone of the
spiritual life, that the system of Dualism, which came from the East,
found means of introducing itself; and hence its extraordinary influence in this age.
If we now glance at those philosophical tendencies among the Greeks,
which, in this period, found most general acceptance with men of earnest minds, two systems of philosophy^ will offer themselves particularly
to our notice, the Stoic and the Platonic.
To begin with the Stoic : the old Roman character felt itself peculiarly attracted by the moral heroism flowing from the principles of this
philosophy.
To the noble pride of the Roman, who would not survive
his country's liberty, and in the self-sufficing consciousness of his disposition, bade defiance to the corruption of the times, the doctrines of
the stoic school were peculiarly welcome.
In the freedom and independence of the sage, placing himself above the power of fate, by his
self-feeling of an unconquerable mind, he found a compensation for the
loss of civil liberty.
Between a disposition like Cato's and Stoicism,

disease,

—

selves to consist of two or

there existed a natural relationship.

an entire equality,
1

ufir"

moral

tF)

The wise man

loftiness,

yap, ^vvrrupxecv ti koI ovyKeTzept d^euv do^ri KOivbv aldovc
<t>6liov TTuiJof, 7/ 7T0V TovTo (pevyovTug
iXirida, fiiire xiipav iavroig, jitjte &upaoc

'RiTi.Tiov

Kpdff^ai
KCjl

in

felt conscious of
with Jupiter himself; and of

ayaOuv napovruv,
airo(jTpo(pr]v Trpbg

Non
dum Epicurum,
the tract:

fifjTe

rivd.

Svarvxovcnv

rb -^elov oTro/letTrfcri^at. In
posse suaviter vivi secun

c.
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He was master of his own life,
standing below him in no respect.^
and might take it, v.^henever he found he could live no longer in a manOn this principle, many noble Romans acted ;
ner worthy of himself.
not only when they -wished to withdraw themselves from the ignominy
of despotism, but also when disease cramped their powers and rendered
Thus many a strong soul found, in
existence no longer supportable.^
this philosophy, the expression for that which he carried in his own
bosom and to many it imparted a moral enthusiasm, which enabled
them to rise superior to the degeneracy of their contemporaries. But
there were many who did nothing more than make an idle parade of
the lofty maxims of the ancient philosophers, with whose statues or busts
they embellished their halls, while their lives, abandoned to every vice,
presented the strongest contrast with these examples.^
In respect to the relation of Stoicism to the rehgious interest, its
aim was to bring the popular rehgion, allegorically explained, mto
union with a thoroughly pantheistic view of the world.* The Jupiter
of Stoicism was not a being who governs all things with paternal love,
and for whom each individual has a distinct end to fulfil. He was not
one who can reconcile the good of the whole with the good of the individual
but he was a being who devours his own children ; the AllSpirit from which all individual existence has flowed, and into which,
The gods themselves were
after certain periods, it is again resolved.
subject to the universal law of this eternal cycle, to which every indiThe law, or word of Zeus,
vidual existence must finally be sacrificed.^
that
providence, fate,^ all signify in this system the same tiling ;
unchangeable law of the universe, of an immanent necessity of reason,
which all must obey. Evil itself is necessary, according to this law, to
exhibit the harmony of the world, since without it there could be no
good."
The wise man calmly looks on the game, and surrenders with
to which
cheerfulness his individual existence to the claims of the whole,
The wise man
evei*y individual, as a part, ought to be subservient.
has precisely the same divine life with Zeus, from whom his own has
;

;

—

—

1 See the words of Chrj'sippus
rw Au Tzpoa'rjKEL (jenvvvea^ai kjf

:

'Qarvep
avrCi te

Tif) i3iif) Kal fxiya <ppovelv Koi et del ovtcoc
elnelv, V-ipavrelv Kal Koudv Kal iiEyaAm o-

Koi

df twc HiOVVTL /leyaXvyopiar ovtu toIc
uya-&olc TVMJi ravra npocrriKei, Ka-f ov6fv
npoExonivQi^ virb Aiog. Plutarch, de Stoicorum repucnantiis c. 13.
2 For examples, cons. Plinv's Letters, I.
The' old man of
12, 22. 111.7. VI. 24.
sixty-seven, Iving under an incurable disease, dismissed his physician, who was for
compcllinjr him to take nourishment apainst
his will, with the word KEKpiKU. Whereupon
PHny remarks,
Qu£e vox, quantum ad-

consilium suscipere vel ponere, ingentis est
animi.
Qui Curios simulant et Bacchanalia Tivunt,
Indocti primiun quanquam plena omnia gypso
Juvenal. Satira II.
Chrysippi invenies.

»

:

pelv,

—

animo meo, tantum desiderii
The following words of Pliny
give distinct form and expression

mirationis in
reliquit.

serve to
to the principle of the age, that left the decision of life and death ^o the autonomij of
reason. Deliberare etcausas mortis expendere utque suaserit ratio, vitae mortisque

-

Lucian quotes, in the way of banter,
the motto of the stoic pantheism 'i2f ml
" ^f^oc ovk iv oipavoj eotlv, uXka 6td irav™^' TreooirnKEv, olov ^vTiuv, Kal ll-&uv Kal
Hermc'-''^"^'.
f«< ^'^ arifioTuTuv.
*

:

«W

tim.

§

81.

As Chrysippus says in his work, TlEpl
Tdv Aia av^Ecr&ai, ficxpi? uv
-poroia(,
^

—

avrbv u-navTa KaTava'AuGri. Plutarch.
de Stoicorum repugnantiis, c. 39.
^ Aibg /Myoc Tzpovoia, ei/iopfiivii.
"
Thus Chrysippus says, riverat /cciciir^
Aoyov
('} KaKia) Truf Karu tov t7/c fvasuc
nal Iv' ovrcog elttu, ovk uxpno-^uQ yivETu
Pin
Trpoc rd o7.a. ovte yup t' aya-&u r]vtarch. de Stoicor. repugnantiis, c. 35
f 'f

—
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Calmly sabmissive, he restores

flowed.

it

back,

when

the fated horn

arrives, to its original source.

A

—

wholly at variance with man's natural feeland altogether different from the childlike submission of thft
Christian, which leaves every purely human feeling inviolate, submission, not to an iron necessity, that decrees annihilation, but to eternal
love, which restores back Avhat has been offered to it, transfigured and
glorified.
The emperor Marcus Aurelius says of this Stoic principle,
" The man of disciplined mind reverently bids Nature, who bestows all
things and resumes them again to herself,
Give what thou wilt, and
take what thou wilt.' "
He says this, not in a haughty spirit and in
defiance of Nature, but in the spirit of cheerfal obedience to her.^ His
Stoicism, moreover, was tempered and refined by a certain childlike
devoutness, a certain gentleness, and unpretending simplicity of character.
But with what grounds of comfort, does he strive to still the
craving, implanted in man's nature, after an imperishable personal
existence ?
We will hear what he says himself. " Two things, we
should consider first, that from all eternity, things are repeated over
after the same manner, and that it matters not whether one beholds the
same thing again in one hundred or two hundred years, or in infinite
time next, that he who lives longest, and he who dies soonest, lose
just alike, for each loses only that which he has, the present moment."
" Ever keep in mind, that whatever happens and shall
(II. 14.)
"
it is merely the same show repeated!
happen, has already been,
"
suffers
An
action
terminating
at
the
allotted
moment,
no
(10, 27.)
evil, in that it has terminated
and he that did it, suffers no evil, in
that he has done acting.
So, also, the whole, consisting of the aggregate sum of actions, which is life, suffers no evil, when it terminates at
the allotted time, in that it has terminated and he, who, at the allotted
time, has brought up the whole chain to the end, has lost nothing."
He asks, (12, 6,) " How happens it, that the gods, who
(12, 23.)
have ordered all things well and with love to men, seem to overlook
this one thing alone, that many very good men, who, by pious works
and offerings, have stood on terms of intimate communion with the
deity, havmg once died, return no more to existence, but perish entirely ? "
He answers thus, "Although this is so, yet be assured, that if
it ought to have been otherwise, the gods would have so ordered it.
For had it been right, it would also have been possible and had it
been in harmony with nature, then nature would hav§ allowed it.
That it is not so, if it is not so, should satisfy us that it ought not to
cold resignation,

ing3,

'

;

;

—

;

;

;

be so."

As Stoicism, by repressing a want inseparable from the essence of
man's nature, tended, on the one hand, to awaken the longing after a
revelation, capable of satisfying this want
so, on the other hand, by
;

unfolding in man the consciousness of his relationship to the divine,
although
by the idea
the truth lying at the bottom of pantheism,^

—

1

2

Monolog. 10, 14.
Thus, for instance, Paul,

in

his

dis-

conrse at Athens, appeals to that testimony

VOL.

I.

O

—

of such a consciousness in the verse of
Aratus and much of a similar import is
to be found in the hymn of Cleantlies. anO
;
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I

pantlieistically

apprehended

—

of one onginal di\dne Being, and of the

sphitualitj of his worship, as confined to no particular place, which

—

it preit opposed to the polytheistic religion of the people,^
pared the way for Christianity.
Yet a far greater, more deep reaching and more universal influence
on the religious life of man's spirit than it was ever in the power of
Stoicism to exert, was destmed to proceed from the Platonic philosophy.
It dates its beginning from that man, who appears to us as the
forerunner of a higher development of humanity, as the greatest man
of the ancient world,
one in whom the spirit of that world, going beyond
from Socrates, vfhose whole
itself, strove after a more glorious future,
a mystery and riddle, corresponding to his
appearance seems invested

idea

—

—

m

As

prophetic character.

it

was

when

great calling,

liis

the

first

strong

reaction of reason, become altogether worldly, was turned against religious
and moral belief, to witness, in the struggle with this worldly tendency

and heartless

dialectic caprice,

which suppressed

all

higher interests; to

witness of the reality of thai in which alone the spirit can find its true life,
and to awaken in men wholly immersed in earthly thuigs, that aspiration
after the godlike,
disciple, Plato,

which might lead them

— who,

to Christ

;

so through

liis

great

in his philosophy, produced, with a truly original

and creative mind, the image of Socrates, although not in the whole
the influence of Socrates
loftmess and simplicity of the man himself,
has been often experienced, after the same manner, in those great
crises of man's history, destined by the dissolution of the old, to
prepare the way for a new creation and as one who lived in a crisis
of this sort, has said,^ the Platonic Socrates came like a John the BapThis was preeminently true, so
tist before the revelation of Christ.
far as it relates to the first appearance of Christ, the great epoch in

—

;

the history of the world.

The Platonic philosophy did not merely lead men,

like the Stoic, to

and of an immanent
reason in the world, answering to the idea of the Stoic Zeus but it led
men to regard the divine as supra-mundane, as an unchangeable existence, transcending that which merely becomes ; a supreme Spirit,
exalted above the world, if not as an unconditionally /ree Creator, yet
It awakened, also, the consciousness
as the architect of the universe.
of the supernatural and di-vine, which in man is the efflux from this
supreme Spirit, and of a kindred nature so that man is thus enabled
It did not, like
to rise and have fellowsliip with it, and cognition of it.
the conscious sense of a divine indwelling

life,

;

;

the Stoic philosophy, followed out to
in

otlier

outpourings of the Stoic muse,

Compare the well-known passage in Seneca,
Non sunt ad ccelum elevandre manus nee
exorandus a;dituus, ut nos ad aures simulacri, quasi magis exaudiri possimus, admittat, prope est a te Deus, tecum est, intus
est.
Ita dico sacer intra nos spiritus sedet.
Ep. 41 ad Lucil.
1 Compare the passage from Seneca and
the words of Zeno " We should build no
emple to the gods for a temple is of lit:

;

its

tie

legitimate consequences, repreworth, and nothing holy,

architects

— a work

and common laborers

is

of
not worth

much." 'lepu -^euv nf/ oltcodofiEiv iepov
yap fiij no'kXov u^iov koL dyiov ovk lariv
ipyov nal (^avavcuv ovSiv eari
Hence Plutarch reproaches
the Stoics with self-contradiction, in participating in the religious i-ites of the temple
Plut. de Stoicorum repugnantiis, c. 6.
^ Marsiglio Ficino.
oIkoSS/liuv

noXlov

6'

u^iov.

—

—
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Bent the divine in man, as a self-subsistent element, an efflux from the
divine source, which, as long as the form of personal appearance lasted,

could maintain an existence by itself: so that Zeus appeared to the
but
wise man simply as the ideal of wisdom he was to strive after
it contemplated the divine in man as a ray which conducted back to
a capacity
the primal light itself; merely as something to receive
which, separated from communion with the original source, from which
alone it can receive, is powerless.
with that
Compared wi:'i the principle of ethical seZ/'-sufficiency
'nding of self, peculiar to the ancient world, and
elevation of tli
the Plawhich appears t ^dve reached its liighest point in Stoicism
tonic system, in perfect harmony with the connection of ideas above
expressed, was distinguished by a striving towards what is most
directly opposed to that principle, namely, towards the Christian idea
of humility.
The word ransivo; which, at the point of view generally
taken by the ancient world, was employed, for the most part, in a bad
sense, as indicating a slavish self-debasement,^ is to be met with in
Plato and the Platonists, as the designation of a pious, virtuous
;

—

—

—
—

temper.^
This philosophy would have us recognize in man's personality, not a
mere transitory appearance, but something destined to higher unfoldings.
The life of the individual it regarded, not as an aimless sport in
the periodical changes of the universe, but as a stage of purifying disIt did not
cipline and preparation for a higher state of existence.
require the suppression of any purely human want, but taught that the
It pointed to a
satisfaction of it was to be sought after and waited for.

higher stage of being, where the soul, disencumbered of its dross, would
attain to the unclouded vision of truth.
It was in no sense, certainly, the general drift and purpose of Plato,
to set up an abstract religion of reason, in opposition to the existing
forms of worship but he took his stand rather in opposition to that
exclusive enlightenment of the understanding, which merely analyzes
and destroys, and which was peculiar to the Sophists. His religious
speculations rested on a basis altogether historical. He connected himself with the actual phenomena of the religious Ufe, and with the traditions lying before him as we see in his remarks on the doctrine of the
He sought to embody in his speculations the
gods and on divination.
tinith which lay at the bottom here, and to separate it from all admixture of superstition.
And, in like manner, this general drift of a positive philosophy that sought to understand history ,3 passed over, from
the original Platonism, to the derivative Platonism of this age ; and in
;

;

1 Even in Aristotle we find the TaneLvbv
Ethic. Euunited with the uv6paKo6Cj6EQ.

dem.

III. 3.

To

denote the disposition of submissiveness to the divine law of order in the
universe, the word raTTecvbv is used in connection vfith KEKoafiT/iisvoi', and opposed to
De
the impious spirit of self-exaltation.
legibus, IV. vol. VIII. ed. Bipont. p. 185
and Plutarch (de sera numinis vindicta, c.
•2

;

of the humiliation of the wicked
brought about by punishment : fi KUKia
iiokiq av yevoiro avvvovq kol Taneivn xal
Kard(poi3og npbg rbv -^eov.
^ To avail myself of an expression, which
Schelling, in the new shaping of his philosIII.) says

opliy, has

made

classical,

positive philos

ophy, as opposed to the mere logical scienc*
of reason, negative philosophy.
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this latter

form, to speak generally, in spite of

the tendency of the origirial Platonism

may

all

the foreign additions,

be clearly traced.

It

aim, under every new modification, to explore
in all directions the marks of a connection between the visible and invisible worlds, between the divine and the human in history, and to
still

continues to be

its

discover, in the gi^eat variety of religious traditions

^

and modes of wor-

ship, dififerent forms of one revelation of the divine.

In opposition

to

unbelief which appealed

to

the

between
an apologetic

strife

different religions as evidence against the truth of any,

tendency, which flowed from Platonism, pointed out the higher unity
and the coincidence of ideas, in
;
the different forms of revelation, was made available here, as evidence
for the truth. Thus the effort to arrive at an understanding of history,
to come at some comprehensive view, reconciling the oppositions of
historical development, gave birth to a pecuhar religious and philosophical eclecticism
as such phenomena are usually found marking the
conclusion of any great series of historical evolutions.
Arrived at
the limits of such a series, we feel constrained to look over once more
the whole, which now lies unfolded as one in all its parts ; just as the
traveller, near the end of his journey, gladly pauses to survey the road
he has left behind him.
By disting-uishing form from essence, the spiritual from the sensual,
the idea from the symbol which served for its representation, it was
deemed possible to find the just medium between the extremes of
superstition and unbelief, and to arrive at a right understanding of
the different forms of rehgion.
The devout and profoundly meditative
Plutarch, who wrote near the close of the first century, may be
considered the representative of this direction of mind to religious
In regard to the relation
speculation, which was now fully developed.
of different religions to one another, he thus expresses himself:^ "As
sun and moon, sky, earth and sea, are common to all, Avhile they have
different names- among difierent nations ; so, likewise, though there is
but one system of the world which is supreme, and one governing
providence, whose ministering powers are set over all men, yet there
have been given to these, by the laws of different nations, different
names and modes of worship ; and the holy symbols which these nations
used, were, in some cases, more obscure, in others, clearer ; but in all
cases, alike failed of being perfectly safe guides in the contemplation
of the divine.
For some, wholly mistaking their import, fell into
superstition ; while others, iri avoiding the quagmire of superstition,
lying at the root of this manifoldness

—

plunged unawares into the opposite gulf of infidelity." The reverential
regard for a higher necessity in the religious institutions of mankind,
the recognition of a province elevated above human caprice, is shown
by Plutarch, in the following remark, where he confronts the stoica
with the phrase from an Orphic hymn, which was often on their hps,
"As Zeus is the beginning and centre
as a motto of their pantheism.^
1

'Zvvdyeiv iarop'cav, olov v%7}v (pi?i.oao(f>iac
De defectu ora-

^eoAoyiav reloi kxovariQ.
calorum, c. 2.

See de Iside et Osiride, c. 37.
Zeif upxri, Zft>f fiiaaay Aloe d' ek tuvto
rirvKTai.
Adv. Stoic, c. 31.
^

^

—
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—

all,
every thing has sprung from Zeus, men should fir^c correct
and improve their ideas of the gods, if any thing impure or wrong has
found its way into them.
But, if this is beyond their power, they
should then leave every one to that mode in which he finds himself
placed by the laws and religious traditions of his oountry."
He cites
here, in evidence of a higher necessity, lying at the fomidation of these
institutions, the words of Socrates, witnessing of an innate and eternal
" The divine
law in the heart of humanity: (Antig. 467.)
religion
but its forms are subject to decay.
is something imperishable
God bestows many good things on men but nothing imperishable for,
as Socrates says, even what has reference to the gods, is subject to

of

—

—

;

;

;

death." 1
Plutarch is filled with sadness, in thmking of those who take part in
the public worship only from respect to the multitude, while they look
upon the whole thing as a mere farce. " They hypocritically mimic
the forms of prayer and adoration, out of fear of the many ;
repeat
words that contradict their philosophical convictions and, when they
offer, see in the priest only the slaughtering cook." He rebukes
those, who, following the fashion of Euemerus, in attempting to explain
everything in the doctrine of the gods after a natural way, wage war
with the religious convictions of so many nations and races of men, in
that they are seeking to draw down the names of heaven to earth,
and to banish nearly all the religious belief that had been implanted
He sees men wandering between these two
in men from their birth. ^
extremes
either confounding the symbol with what it was designed
to represent, and thus givhig rise to superstition
as, for instance, when
the names of the gods were transferred to their images, and thus led
the multitude to believe that these images were the god's themselves,
and when, in Egypt, the animals consecrated to the gods became confounded with the latter;'* or else running into the opposite views, which
were occasioned by these errors, and resulted in infidelity.
If the manner in which Plutarch explains and contemplates the
opposition between superstition and unbelief, shows, when applied to
the phenomena of his time, an madequate and partial view of the
subject, this must be attributed to that fundamental view, belonging to
the essence of the Platonic philosophy, according to which, everything
is referred back to the intellectual element,
to knowledge in rehgion,
and the deeper practical ground of religious conviction, and of the
their connection with the moral bent of the affections,
religious life,
is overlooked.
Hence, he considers the main source of both superstition
and unbelief to be intellectual error
in the former of a positive, in
the latter of a negative kind only, in the case of superstition, there is,
moreover, a movement of feeling, which arises out of those erroneous
notions of the gods, whence they become only objects of fear.^
But he

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

Koka Tov i^eoO 6i66vTog av&puu'&avaTov de //.rjdev uare &vr/aKeiv Kot
Tu -Qeuv, &eovc <5e ov Kara tov I,o(l>OKMa.
De defectu oraciilorum, c. 9.
See Plutarch's tract: Non posse suavi1

8

Uo/l/la

*

JTOtf,

'^

ter vivi

seeundum Epicunim,

c.

22.

^

V

j)e Iside et Osiride, c. 23.
L. c. c. 71.
'H fxev ud-eoTTic^oyo^ earl SLEipeva/xevoQ

<5e

Ssiatdatftovia 7rai9of iKXoyov

iyyEyevTjjuivov.

c. 2.

(l>evfiovt

;
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does not seem to have found that a Trai^og lies at the ground of manj
and both disorders of
shapes of unbelief, as well as of superstition
the spiritual life have their proper seat in the direction of the mora]
affections, in the disposition ; that the nuifog is, therefore, usually the
original, the intellectual error the derivative and symptomatic cause,
Thus Plutarch asci-ibes it merely to a false notion of the
of the evil.
gods, that they are represented by the superstitious as angry, and
threatening pimishment but he is not prepared to understand such a
stage of religious development well enough to perceive, that there is a
bottom truth, by virtue of which the gods can be represented onl;i/ in
this relation to the religious consciousness of one who feels himself
Hence he erred also, in supposing that nothing
estranged from God.
more was necessary for the recovery of the superstitious man, than to
lead him, simply by the intellectual operation, to the knowledge of the
gods, and of the fact that good only, and nothing that is evil, proceeds
from them
not perceiving, that the representation of the gods,
above alluded to, might itself be nothing else than a reflex of the
superstitious man's own state of mind, and therefore to be got rid of
only by an immediate operation on the nature of the man himself.
This error, again, stood in some connection with another circumstance
namely, that although he defended, against the stoics, the Platonic
doctrine of punishments,' as a necessary means of reformation, and of
purifying and deterring men from evil, and wrote a treatise expressly
to vmdicate the divine justice in punishing the wicked,^ yet to that
conception of God's hoUness and to that apprehension of sin, grounded
in and intimately connected with it, which belong to the Theism of
Hence, the Old
the Old Testament, he was too much a stranger.
;

;

;

—

;

Testament idea of God, as the Holy one, considered from his own
and he might easily
Platonic position, must be unintelligible to him
seem to himself to miss in Judaism the right notion of God's good;

ness
It was the purpose, then, of this apologetic and reforming philosophy
of religion, to counteract unbelief, as well as superstition, by setting
From this
forth the ideal matter contained in the old religions.

and with this object in view, Plutarch says, in his exhortatory
discourse to a priestess of Isis ^ " As it is not his long beard and
mantle that makes the philosopher, so is it neither linen robe nor shorn
head that makes the priest of Isis. But the true priest of Isis is he
position

:

who

first

the laws,

receives the rites and customs

and then examines

into their

Against Chrysippus, for instance, who
this doctrine on a level with the stories
with which old women frighten the children
Tdi' nepi ruv vno &eov KoXuaeuv Aoynv, ug
ovdev 6ta<pepovTa rr/c Akkovc kuI ttj^ kl^iTovc, 61 uv ra Tvaidupia tov KaKoaxolelv al
yvvalneg uveipyovatv.
De Stoicorum re-

/

1

{.tits

puo^nantiis, c. 15.
2"

His work on the Delay of Divine Pun-

ishments.
2

De

'

Stoicorum repugnantiis,

c.

38,

where

pertaining to these gods from
grounds, and philosophizes on

he refers to the example of the Jews, to
prove that the conception of the g-ods as
xpv^toI was by no means to he found every
where. And here we may remark, that we
would not deny the Jews themselves were
partly in fault for the diffusion of such rep
resentations of their religion,
* '^ >" ^eiKvvfieva koI Spu/ieva nepl rovf
&eovg tovtovc, orav v6fi(f) napaUp-ri, \byf^
C,r]T^v koX <j)i?Mao(pC)v Trepl r^f ev avToU
d^-r^eias-

c. 3.
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the truth they contam." With some profoundness of meaning, Phitarch
considered as representations of ideas,
compares the old myths,
arising from a refraction of the divine Hght in a foreign substance, a
re-appearance of it, broken by the intervention of some heterogeneous
to the rainbow in relation to the sun's hght.^
medium,
We find here the first beginnings of an attempt to reconcile the
to reconcile the position of the
natural and supernatural in religion

—

—

;

rationahst with that of the supranaturalist, the scientific interest with
tendencies and ideas, which, outstepping already the
the religious ;
position maintained' by the old Nature-rehgion, came forwai'd to

—

meet the Theism of revelation

;

and

it

was by the

latter, first, that

any

such reconciliation could be brought about, and a true understanding
of the religious development of humanity made possible.
Plutarch distinguishes two different stages or positions of knowledge that which goes immediately to the divine causality, and that
which dwells on the natural causes, serving as instruments to the
" The ancients," he says, " directed their attention simply
former.
to the divine in phenomena, as God is the beginning and centre of all,
and from him all things proceed and they overlooked natural causes.
The moderns turned themselves wholly away from that divine ground
of things, and supposed every thing could be explained from natural
;

;

Both these views are, however, partial and defective ; and
the right understanding of the matter requires that both should be
combined. "2 In attempting to show how a natural phenomenon may
causes.

be a sign of the future, he says, " Divination and Physics may both
be right ; one serving to point out the causes which have brought
the other, the higher end it is intended to
about the phenomenon
" They who suppose the significancy of signs is made
subserve. " ^
naught by the discovery of natural causes, forget that their argument
against the signs of the gods would also apply to those invented by
;

art; since in the latter case too, one thing'is made by human
as for example,
contrivance to serve as the sign of something else
lights to serve as beacons, sun-dials to indicate time, and the like."
This distinction of the natural from the divine, in the cooperation
of both, was employed, in a noticeable manner, by Plutarch, for the
purpose of so defending the divinity of the oracles, as to avoid, at the

human

;

same time, superstitious representations. While some were of the opinion, that the god himself dwelt in the prophetess at the Delphic shrine,
employed her as his blind instrument, speaking through her mouth and
suggesting every word she uttered by others, these representations
were seized upon for the purpose of turning the whole into jest, and
;

1

Ka^uTrep

ol fia-&7ifiaTiKol rijv Ipiv lii<^a-

oiv elvai Tov tjXiov 'Aeyovai ncLKLX?,ouh>7iv
6rj.Eug,
Tfj TvpuQ rb vecpo^ avaxi-ipvoec ri/g
ouTWf 6 fj.ii'&oc Xoyov nvdg efi<l>aoig tariv
diuvoiav.
ti/v
kif
uTJ.a
De
u.vaK%C)VTog
Iside et Osiride, c. 20.
2 "Oi^ev aiiipoTEpot^ 6 7i.6yoc
irpooTiKovTog eotl, toic
oti,

Tolg 6e Tb t^

fJ-iv

uv KUl

di'

Tb

6l'

ev^ft)^

ov kqI

tov
v<p'

uv ayvoovciv ^

KapakeiTTOvaLv.
47.

De

defectu oraculorum,

c.

ovSev koI jdv (pvatubv irri'
rvyxuvsiv Kal rdv fiavriv, tov fiev Tf/v
alriav, tov 6s rd teXoc /caAuf iKXa/il3uvovrog- ijniKeiTO yUp r^ fiev in tivwv yiyove
koI nug tzEipvKE, -^Eupr/aai, r(jj 6e npdc ri
yiyove Kal t'l ari/xaivEi ttpoeltteIv. Penclea
^ 'E/cw/lne d'

c 6.

;
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making the doctrine of such a divine influence on the human soul,
and every idea of inspiration, ridiculous.^ They laughed at the bad
verses of the Pythoness, and inquired why it was, that the oracles, once
given in poetry, should now be uttered in the form of prose.
But Plutarch sought to unite the recognition of the divine causality with that of
the human individuality which served it as an organ ; and by distinguish-

ing in the oracles the divine and the human, to find in this case, also, the
"
just medium between superstition and unbelief.
are not to
believe," says he, " that the god made the verses
but, after he has

We

;

communicated the moving impulse, each of the prophetesses is moved
a way that corresponds to her own peculiar nature.^ For let us
suppose the oracles were not to be spoken, but recorded in writing, we
should not, I imagine, ascribe to the god the strokes of the letters, and
find fault with him because the writing was not so beautiful as that of
in

Not the language, nor the tone, nor the expresnor the measui-e of the verse, proceeds from the god
all this
comes from the woman. He simply communicates the intuitions, and
kindles up a light in the soul with regard to the future." ^
"As the
body uses many organs, and the soul uses both the body and its parts
as organs, so the soul has now become the organ of the god.
But the
adaptation of an organ consists in its answering, with its own natural
activity, the purpose of him that employs it as a means to represent
the work of his ideas.
This, however, it cannot represent pure and
unadulterated, as the work exists in its author ; but much foreign matter
becomes necessarily mixed up with it." ^ " If it is impossible," he
says afterwards, " to force lifeless things, which remain constant to
themselves, so as to be used in a Avay that contradicts their natural
character - so that a lyre, for instance, can be played as a flute, or a
trumpet as a harp if the artistic use of each particular instrument
consists precisely in this, that it be used conformably with its
peculiar character
then it is really impossible to say how a being,
possessed of a soul endowed with free will and reason, could be used
otherwise than according to the character, power or nature which dwelt
in him before."
So, according to this view, the diflerence of the
the imperial edicts.

sion,

;

—

—

;

—

several individualities of character, and of the several

manner

modes of

culture,

which the inspiring agency of
the divine causality exhibits itself through each.
The peculiar appearances in such states of enthusiasm, (^ii'dovatufTp6s') he explains as arising
from the conflict of the two tendencies,
the movement imparted from
without, and that belonging to the proper nature of the individual
just as when to a body falling by the law of gravitation to the earth,
a curvilinear motion is communicated at the same time.
will

continue to appear in the

in

—

1

The sarcasm in
n^y

Lucian's dialogue, Zevg

an

example,
possessed by
But when forsaken by

eXeyXO/J-^vo^,
serve as
" Wliat the poets say, when

the ISIuses. is true.
the goddesses, and left to sing for themselves,
they are out, and contradict what they had
jaid before ; and one must excuse them if
'hey i)erceive not the truth as men, when

the agency has vanislied which hitherto
dwelt in them, and by which they invented."
^ 'Y.keivov

rr/v

uxvv

rr/c

Kivr/aeuc iv^t-

7C£(pvKe Kiveia^ac rCii
Pythise oraculis, c. 7
^ 'Y.keIvoq fwvac rug (pavraaiac 'nap'tarriei
kqI pu^ ev Tij tl'vxy ttoieI Trpog rd fje'^ \ov
* De Pythian oraculis, c. 21

Sovtoc,

cjc

apocbr^rlduv.

eKdarri

De

;
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mode of apprehending the popular religion,
moreover, to reduce Polytheism to some highei
The recognition of an original unity being a
unity, lying at its root.
thing absolutely necessary for reason, Polytheism either proceeded
out of that unity, or must be reduced back to it ; it continually felt
itself impelled to derive the multitude of gods from one original
No\v, by the speculative mode of apprehension, the consciousessence.
ness of this unity could not fail to be developed and rendered still
more distinct, and the relation of the manifold to unity clearly preThus Plato had already sought to bring back Polytheism to
sented.
some such higher unity, had derived all existence " from the Creator
and Father of the Universe, who is hard to find, and whom, when
found, it is impossible to make known to all." ^
So now, too, this new
philosophy of religion rose to the idea of one simple original essence,
the only true Being
exalted above all plurality and all becoming
unchangeable, eternal ; ^ from whom all existence, and first of all, at
the summit of existence, the world of gods, nearest related to himself,
In these gods, that unfolded
in its manifold gradations, has emanated.
perfection, which in the Supreme essence was more included and
hidden, becomes known ; they exhibit in different fonns, the image of
that Supreme essence, to which no one can rise, except by the loftiest
flight of contemplation, after it has rid itself from all that pertains to
They are the mediators between man,
from all manifoldness.
sense
scattered and dissipated by manifoldness, and the Supreme Unity.
A
distinction was next made of the purely spiritual, invisible deities, and
those in nearer contact with the world of sense, by whom the life radiating from the Supreme essence is diffused down to the world of sense,
this

speculative

men would be

led,

;

—

and the divine ideas,
manifest gods

;

^

so far as that is possible, actualized in

the gods in the process of becoming

;

it

—

the

the deoi yevrjTol

from the uv the spirits that, according to Plato,
Thus it was contrived to hold fast the position of
the old Nature-religion, which lived and moved in the intuition of nature, and to bring it into union with the recognition of a supreme
original essence, and of an invisible spiritual world, to which man's
spirit strove to rise from the sensuous things that had hitherto chained
Accordingly, two different stages in religion now presented themit.
selves ; that of the multitude, with minds dissipated and scattered in
the manifold, who can have intercourse only with those mediatorial
deities approacliing nearest to them
and that of the spiritual men,
living in contemplation, who rise above all that is sensuous, and soar
upwards to the supreme original essence. Hence, agaui, arose two
different stages, or positions, in respect to the divine worship ; the
purely spiritual position, which corresponds to the relation with the
original essence, exalted above all contact with the sensible world ; and
that of sensuous worship, which is adapted to the relation with those
gods who are connected more nearly with the world of sense. From
in contradistinction

;

animate the worlds.

;

1
2

tal

In Timsens.
Etf iJv kvl

vvv rb del ireTrXiipwKS
ftovov kari ib Karii tovtqv dvruQ bv.
Tif)

Plutarch, de el apud Delphos, c. 20.
^ Oeoi
(pavepol as contradistinguislied
from the ticiavetf.
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said, in the

work on " Offerings," cited under

Tjana "We shall render the most appropriate worship to the deity, when to that God whom we called the first,
who is one, and separated from all, after whom we must recognize the
others,
when to him we present no offerings whatever kindle to him
no fire, dedicate to him no sensible thing for he needs nothing, even
of what could be given him by natures more exalted than ours. There
the

name

of AiDollonius of

:

—

;

;

no plant the earth produces, no animal the air nourishes, no thing
him would not be impure. In relation to him, we
must use only the higher Word,
that, I mean, which is not expressed
by the mouth,
the silent, inner word of the spirit." Even prayer, expressed in words, he would say, is beneath the dignity of that original
essence, so exalted above all that is of sense ;"and from the most glorious of all beings, we must seek for blessings by that which is most
glorious in ourselves.
But this is the spirit, which needs no organ." ^
This highest position of spiritual worship in reference to the Supreme
essence, was set up as a rival of Christianity, and as a means of dispensing with it.
We must not, however, transfer over to this Supreme essence of the
new Platonic philosophy of religion, the Christian conception of God,
as Creator and Governor of the world.
The fundamental position of
the ancient world
deification of nature in life, separation of the divine
and human in science
appears, also, in this final shaping of philosophic thought,
with which that position ended,
again prominent
and distinct. It belonged, no doubt, to the lofty dignity of that Supreme essence, that, wrapt in its transcendent perfection, it could enter
into no contact with the sensible world
whence also it followed, that
the only worship worthy of it, is the contemplation of the spirit raised
above all that is sensible and this is, therefore, set over against pracis

that in relation to

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

This conception of spiritual wora subordinate position.
ship is, accordingly, quite as distinct from the Christian, as the
conception of the Supreme essence itself is.
At the extreme point
and summit of its speculation, this philosophy of religion proceeded
tical fife, as

further in refining on the conception of the Supreme essence.
In
Plato is to be distinguished what he says concerning the idea of the
and what he
absolute,
the good in itself, exalted above all being,^
But the new
says of the Supreme Spirit, the Father of the Universe.-^
Platonists substituted that idea of the absolute, in place of the Supreme
essence itself,
as the first simple, which precedes all existence ; of
which nothing determinate can be predicated ; to which no consciousinasmuch as this would
ness, no self-contemplation can be ascribed
immediately imply a duality, a distinction of subject and object. This
highest of all can be known only by the intellectual intuition of the
still

—

—

—

;

spirit,

transcending

itself,

declaring itself free from

own

1

^

jp the Republic.

13,

^

In the Timsens and Philebus.

In Eusebius Praeparat. evangel. 1. IV.
and Porphyry de abstinentia carnis, 1.
II. § 34, who cites these words of Apollonius of Tyana, and busies himself with explaining and applying them.
c.

its

limits.'*

As Plotinus says Tf/f yvo-ieu^ did
vov tcov u^aXcov ycyvofiEVTi^ koI tC) vg> vovv
ytyvCiCKELv 6vvajuevuv, VTzep(3el3riKd( rovra
*

:

^

DEFENSE OF IMAGE WORSHIP.
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barely logical direction, whereby

it was possible to arrive at
an absolute, the 6)-, there united itself a certain mysticism, which, by a certain transcendent state of feehng, could
Such an abcommunicate to this abstraction a reality for the soul.

With

ihis

the conception of such

sorption of the spirit in that super-existence, (r6 hniysiva

ttj,-

oialug^y

even to entire union with it, or such a revelation of the same to the
spirit raised above itself, was considered as the highest end to be
reached by the spiritual life. Porphyry relates that this was experienced by him once, in his sixty-eighth year ; and by his teacher, Plotinus, four times.

By virtue of the gradations in the evolution of the chain of existence, from that transcendent original ground down to the world of
sense, and by virtue of a symbolic interpretation connected with this
doctrine, it was made possible to appropriate everything that belonged
Thus, e. g. the
to the existing cultus, spiritualized after this manner.
who wrote in the time of Trajan, makes
Phidias speak in defense of images of the gods, in the following language " It cannot be said, that it would be better for men simply to
lift their eyes to the heavenly bodies, and that there were no images
All these, the man of reason worships, and believes that he
at all.

rhetorician Dio Chrysostom,

:

But love to the gods makes every
beholds from afar the blessed gods.
one wish to be able to honor them near at hand, so that he may approach and touch them, oifer to them with implicit faith, and crown
Thus, he says, " it lies in the essence of human nature, to enthem."
deavor to make present before our senses the absent objects of our
Hence the Barbarians, who had no art, were obliged to transfer
love.
to
their worship to other, certainly far less appropriate objects ;
Similar arguments are employed by
mountains, trees and stones." ^
Porphyry, in justification of image-worship.^ " By images addressed
by the visible
to sense, the ancients represented God and his powers
they typified the invisible for those that learned to' read in these figures,
We are not to wonder,
as in books, a writing that treated of the gods.
if the ignorant consider the images only as wood or stone ; for just so,
they who are ignorant of writing, see nothing in monuments but stone,
nothing in tablets but wood, and in books but a tissue of papyrus."
We see that this spiritualizing apprehension of the old polytheistic
independent of the influence of
religion had gone on to form itself
Christianity, as a mean of conciliation between superstition and unbelief
out of the spirit of the Platonic philosophy, so far as this extended
For when Plutarch wrote,
its influence into the religious consciousness.

—

—

—

—

whom we

in

find this direction of

mind already

Tov vov (p'vaiv, tIvl av dXiffKOiro 7j iivt.u^pon. Anecdota grseca ed. VilloiVenct. 1781. T. II. p. 237.
jon.
•r)v

hXy
1

Thus Porphyry

acicount of his hfe

:

6 /xi/TE fxop<pr/v firjTE

relates of him in the
tKslvog u i^edf
Tiva ideav e;^;wv, vnip

'E^civ;;

vovv, ical ttuv rd vorjTdv IdpvfiKvo^- 'u 6/)
Kal kycj uirai leyu ^XiiaiuaaL kuI i-vu-^i/vaL,
and of Plotinus he says, it was his highest
f5e

fully developed, Chris-

aim tvcj-&7/vai Kot irekaaai tu iTrlirdai i?e^,
and four times, during his abode with Porphyiy. he had attained to this, kvepyeigt a/5/4^rcj koi.
'^

ov

dvix'ifxsi.

See Dio Chrysostom's remarkable

dis-

course on the knowledge of the gods. Orat
XII. ed. Rciske. II. Vol. I. p. 405, et soq.
In Eusehius Prseparat. evangel. 1. Ill
'^

c. 7.

;
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had as yet produced no influence on the 5|jiritual
atmosphere at large.
But a new zeal in behalf of the old religion, in
which men were striving, with all their might, to keep the breath of life,
was to be awakened by this philosophy of religion, now that the ancient
rites were threatened with destruction by Christianity, from a new
and so there arose, out of those alread;v
positive religious interest
existing ideas, a neAV polemical and apologetic direction, having for
its end to preserve erect the rotten fabric of Paganism.
Yet artificial and violent expedients cannot help any cause long
and by this
effort, often too artificial, the untenable character of the religion men
were laboring to uphold, was badly concealed. These philosophical
refiners of religion were themselves preparing for after times, by this
means, many a weapon against the popular religion, of which the
Already Plutarch emChristians well knew how to avail themselves.
ployed the doctrine concerning demons, as intermediate beings between
gods and men, for the purpose of defending the traditions of the poputransferring from
lar religion, and rescuing the dignity of the gods
the latter many things to these middle beings, who, he maintained, had
been confounded with the others. ^ According to Plutarch's doctrine,
these demons, half related to the gods, half to men, serve as the
means of intercourse between both.^ But he supposed that also among
these demons, there was a graduated subordination, according as the
Where the
divine or the sensuous element^ predominated in them.
latter was the case, it gave rise to malicious demons, with violent deand to conciliate these, and avert their destructive
sires and passions
influences, was the design of many of the noisy and rude forms of
cultus.
Such were the ones which had given occasion to human sacritianity, certainly,

;

;

—

;

With this idea. Porphyry fell in, representing these demons as
impure beings, related' to matter, from which these Platonists derived
all evil.
These take delight in bloody oflerings, by which their sensuthey prompt to all evil impulses they seek
ous desires are gratified
to draw men from the worship of the gods by pretending to be such
themselves, and to spread abroad unworthy opinions concerning the
Their delusive arts
gods, and concerning the Supreme God himself.
have been successful from of old. Hence those unworthy and indecent notions and stories of the gods, which are diffused among the
multitude, and have received countenance even from poets and philosophers.^
It is easy to see, how well such explanations would serve the
purpose of the Christians, in their attacks on the popular rehgion
and we can perceive, how the same representations, passing from one
side to the other, and modified in different forms, might be seized
upon, sometimes for the defense, sometimes for the assault of
Paganism.
It was impossible, however, that rehgious knowledge and religious
fices.

;

;

1

Plutarch, de defectu oraculorum

c.

12

reg, C>anEp irrrr/psraig kqI ypafifiaTeuai.

et seq.
2

What seemed

incompatible with the
exalted dignity of the gods, was transferred
to them, raira ?ktiTovp}oig &E<ln' uvaTi'&rv-

c.

and

^

The

*

In Eusebius Prseparat. evangel.

21, 22.

Tva^TjTiKdi'

lY/ioyov.
1.

IV.

ITS ARISTOCRATIC TENDENCIES.

life

should

them

make

29

among the people by these
The people remained fixed to

progress

explanations, to

the externals of
thej clung firmly to that old superstition which it waa

so unintelligible.

their worship
attempted to reanimate, without troubhng themselves about these more
Hence Dionysius of Halicarnassus could say,^ " that
spiritual views.
but few take any part in this philosophical view of religion.
But the
many, who are destitute of philosophical culture, are accustomed to
understand those mythical stories in the worst possible way ; and one
either the gods are despised for taking an
of two things is the case
interest in such pitiable affairs, or else men abandon themselves to the
worst alxises, because they find the same among the gods."
Again, inseparable from that stage of progress at which the ancient
world stood, there was, together with a lingering zeal
not freed
however from the shackles of egoism
for civil liberty, a certain
aristocratic spirit.
This, as we have seen already, made itself felt in
religion.
The higher religious position, which necessarily supposed
philosophical culture, could not be transferred to the multitude
they
seemed as if excluded from the higher Ufe, capable of rehgion only in
the form of superstition. The great body of tradesmen and mechanics
were considered as unsusceptible of the higher life, which alone
answered to man's true dignity,^
as abandoned to common life.^
Platonism itself was entangled in this aristocratic spirit of Antiquity,
and opposed the stage of science, whence alone it was possible to soar
to pure tru!th in religion, to that of opinion (86^u) among the multitude (oi TioAio/,) where the true must ever be mixed up with the false.
And, in like manner, it was remote also from the aim of this new
philosophy of rehgion, to elevate the people to any higher stage of
religious development;
for which, indeed, it was destitute of the
means. Plotinus distinguishes two different stages, that of the nobleminded (the anovSu~ioi) and that of the gross multitude (the noUoi.')
None but the former attain to the Highest the others remain behind,
conversant with the merely human (the opposite to the Divine.)
And
at this stage of common life, again, are to be distinguished, those who,
in some sort, take an interest and part in virtue, and the wretched
mass, as the day-laborers,
the better class of whom, however, must
busy themselves with providing for the daily wants of Ufe ; the rest abandon themselves to all that is vile.* It was not till the word that went
forth from the carpenter's shop had been pubhshed abroad by fisher;

:

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

men and

tent-makers, that these aristocratic notions of the ancient

world could be overthrown.
As it is usually found to happen with particular intellectual tendencies at epochs of transition, that while aiming to hold fast the old, they
have been already forced to pass beyond it, and so must themselves

2

Archaeol. 1. II. c. 20, near the end.
Btof l3uvavao(.

iruv role fiiv anovSaioi.^ Trpdg rd uKporarov
koI rd uvu, rolg 6e uv^pwiriKioTEpoig, diTTui

8

Ov yap olovf

av

^

'ijvra

(3ioi>

les Polit.

1.

iiriTrjSevaai

(iavavaov

f/

rd

^tjtlkov.

rJjg

uperrjg

Aristote-

III. C. 5.

*
'Qf SiTToc 6 iv&uSe Pioq, 6 fiev role
VnOvSaioiq, 6 61 role rro/lAotf tuv dv&pu-

di>,

6

fiev

/xf:/xv7;//.EV0C

upeTj/^ fieriiTxet

iiya^ov rivog, 6 6s (j>av/<,og oX'^og olov x^i-poTexveg tuv Trpbc avayKjjv Tolg i-nriciKearepoLg.

Ennead.

II.

1.

X.

c. 9.
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lead over to the new, which they would hinder in
it

happened with

its

development

;

so

this philosophy of religion, in its relation to the posi-

on the one hand, and to Christianity on the other>
While the new Platonism was for holding and defending the former of
these, it yet contributed itself to excite deeper religious Avants, which
sought satisfaction in something better to set afloat religious ideas,
in Avhich there dwelt a power vmknown to those who expressed them,
and which must serve to prepare for Christianity a way of introducing
There was called forth, by the
itself into the culture of the times.
influence of this particular direction of mind on religious life, a longing
which tended to a different end. But by this undefined longing, accompanied with no clear conciousness of its import, ardent spirits
were also exposed to many dangerous delusions, before they could find
the satisfying object.
This state of feeling drew out fanatics, and
procured for them a hearing.
There were rovuig about at that time in the Roman empire, which
united together the East and the West, numbers who boasted of divine
revelations and supernatural powers, men in whom, as usually happens
in such times of religious ferment, the se?f-deception of fanaticism was
mixed with more or less of intentional fraud.
For an example, we
may mention that Alexander of Abonoteichus, in Pontus, whose life
Lucian has written in his usual satiric manner, and who, all the way
from Pontus to Rome, foimd believers in his pretended arts of magician
and soothsayer, and was reverenced and consulted as a pifiphet, even
by men of the first standing. Doubtless, to the better class belonged
It is imposApollonius of Tyana, famous in the age of the apostles.
sible, however, to form any certain judgment of his character, so
Those who, like Philostratus,
imperfect are our means of information.
tion of the old world

;

(at the close of the second century,) attempted, with their marvellous
him as a hero of the old popular religion, have

stories, to represent

He travelled about,
to injure his reputation Avith posterity.
seeking to reanimate religious faith but by giving nourishment to a
prurient curiosity about matters that should remain hidden from man,
he also promoted fanaticism.
He spoke against a superstition, which,
in leading men to suppose that ofierings and sacrifices could purchase
impunity for crime, served as a prop for superstition he explained
that, without a good moral disposition, no kind of outward worship can
be pleasing to the gods. He spoke against the cruel gladiatorial shows
for when the Athenians, who were celebrating such games, invited him
to their public assembly, he rephed, that he could not tread on a spot
stained by the shedding of so much human blood, and wondered the
When the person who presided
gods did not forsake their Acropolis.
over the Eleusinian mysteries declmed to allow the privilege of initiation
to Apollonius of Tyana, it is difficult to tell whether the Hierophant
meant honestly, and regarded Apollonius as a magician, who dealt in
unlawful arts, or whether he was not, rather, jealous of the great influence, unfavorable to the priesthood, which Apollonius exercised over
the people
for this is said to have been so great, that already many
thought it a greater privilege to have the society of Apollonius than to
done most

;

:

;

;

;
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The Avorcls with which he is said to
be initiated into the mysteries.
have concluded all his prayers, and in which he summed up every par" give me, ye gods,
ticular request, are characteristic of the man
what I deserve."^ These words do not imply directly a spirit of selfexaltation ; he intended simply to express by them the conviction, that
prayer can avail nothing, unless in connection with a virtuous life
:

At the
that the good man only can expect blessings from the gods.
same time, he is said to have remarked himself, that if he belonged to
the good, God would give him more than he asked, therefore more than
he deserved. Still we cannot fail to perceive, in this language, a position in the judgment of one's self, quite opposed to that of Christianity.
If a letter consoling a father for the death of his son, which has
been ascribed to Apollonius, is genuine, it gives an insight into his

At all events, we may recognize here, as we
other appearances of this age, the pantheistic element,
into which, as the unity lyhig at its root, the dissolving system of
Polytheism was now passing. ^ In this letter, the doctrine is advanced,
pantheistic tendency.

may

many

in so

that birth

and death

ai-e

such only in appearance

;

that which separ-

and is caught
up by matter, seems to be born that which delivers itself again from
the bonds of matter, and reunites with the one divine essence, seems
to die.
There is an interchange between becoming visible and invisible.^
In all, there is, properly speaking, but the One essence, which
alone does afid suffers, by becoming all things to all
the eternal God,
to whom men do wrong, when they deprive him of what should be
attributed to him, by transferring it upon other names and persons. *
" How can we grieve for one, when by change of fonn, not of essence,
instead of a man he becomes a god?"^
So Plotinus, when dying, is
said to have remarked, that he should endeavor to convey back the
ates itself from the one substance, the one divine essence,
;

;

divine in

man

to the divine in the universe.®

On

every side was evinced the need of a revelation from heaven,
such as would give inquiring minds that assurance of peace which
they were unable to find in the jarring systems of the old philosophy,
and in the artificial life of the reawakened old religion. That zealous
champion of the latter, Porphyry, alludes himself to the dee|>felt
necessity
which he proposed to supply, leaning on the authority of
divine responses, by his Collection of Ancient Oracles.
On this point
he says,'^ " The utility of such a collection will best be understood by
those who have felt the painful craving after truth, and have sorae;

fioi Ta 6(t>eiX6fj.Eva.
Philostrat.
200, ed. Morell. Paris, 1608
c. 40.
f. ISi. ed. Olear.
* Ep. 58 among those published by Olearius in the Works of Philostratus.
1

1.

Ao'iTjTe

IV.

*

—

f.

Qdva -01, obddc cvdtvdg

f/

i.l6vov e/KpuasL,

Ka^&dTTEp ov6£ ytvEGiq oidEvoc v fiovov ifi(jtucTEf Td /xEv -yap e^ ovaia^ rpaJTEV Eig (j>vaiv

tdo^E yivEaic
Kard.

ravra

~d Se ek ipiiaeug Elg ovaiav

'&dvaTo<;

* Tr/v wp<jTT]v

Kal

TrdaxEi,

liidiOf,

ovaiav,

nuGi

6v6/xaat

I'is

ij

6ij

yLvojievr]

Kal

tvca

/j.6vrj

TrotElrai

ndvra, i^edf

yurrotc d(t>aipov-

fievri

rb idlov, u6iKov/iev7] te.

Tpojrov /leTajidaeL Koi ovx^ (pvaeo^rd kv ijfuv d-elov avayeiv
npbr rd kv tu> vavrl -^eIov. Porphyr. vit.
^

^ IlFipucr&ai

Plotin.
7

e. 2.

Uspi

rz/c

^z-

"^^nyiuv <pi2,ocro<piac in

Euseb

near the end: 'Hv S
e^ei (l)<p£?i,Eiav ij avvayuyfi fiaX-iara Eiaovrat
daoL -Epc tt/v d'kr]-&Eiav udivavTEQ Tjv^avro
ttote ttj^ kK d-EcJv EirKpaveiac tvxovtec avdnavcnv XafSslv, r^f d~opEiac (5"i Tf)v rut

Praeparat.

1.

IV.

c. 7,

Aeyovruv u^iottkttov 6i6a(jKaXiav.
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-wisliecl it might be their lot to witness some appeai^ance of the
gods, so as to be relieved from their doubts by information not to be
disputed."

rimes

The life of such a person, from his youth up, harrassed with doubts,
unsettled by the strife of opposite opinions, ardently longing after the
and conducted

truth,

at length,

through

this protracted period of undelineated by the author of a sort
of romance, (partly philosophical and in part religious,) who belonged
to the second or third century.
This work is called The Clemetitines,
satisfied craving, to Christianity, is

and though a

a fiction drawn from real life
and we
as presenting a true and chai-acteristic sketch, which might doubtless apply to many an inquiring spirit
belonorino; to those times.

may

fiction, is clearly

safely avail ourselves of

;

it,

Clemens, a noble Roman, who lived about the time of the

first diffii-

" I was,
doubts, which had found entrance

sion of the gospel, gives the following account of himself.

from
into

my early youth, exercised with
my soul, I hardly know how.

Will

my

existence terminate with

no one hereafter be mindful of me, when infinite time
sinks all human things in forgetfulness ?
It will be as well as if I
had not been born
When was the world created, and what existed
before the world was ?
If it has existed always, it will continue to
exist always.
If it had a beginning, it will likewise have an end.
And after the end of the world, Avhat will there be then ? if not perhaps the silence of death
or, it may be, something of which no
conception at present can be formed.
Incessantly haunted," he goes
on to say, " by such thoughts as these, which came, I know not whence,
I was sorely troubled, so that I grew pale and emaciated
and, what
was most terrible, whenever I strove to banish away this anxiety as
foohsh, I only experienced the renewal of my sufterings in an aggravated
degree ; which occasioned me great distress.
I was not aware that I
had in these thoughts a friendly companion, guiding me on towards
eternal life, as I afterwards learned by experience, and thanked the
great Disposer of all for granting me such guidance, since it was by
these thoughts, so distressing at first, that I was impelled to seek til]
I found that which I needed.
And when I had attained to this, then
I pitied, as miserable men, those whom in my former ignorance I was
in danger of considering most happy.
As such thoughts, then, dwelt
in me from my childhood, I resorted to the schools of the philosophers,
hoping to find some certain foundation, on which I could repose and
nothing
I saw nothing but building up and tearing down of theories
but endless dispute and contradiction
sometimes, for example, the
demonstration triumphed of the soul's immortality, then again that of
its mortality.
When the former prevailed, I rejoiced when the latter, I
was depressed. Thus was I driven to and fro by the diiferent representations
and forced to conclude, that things appear not as they are
in themselves, but as they happen to be presented on this or that side.
I was made dizzier than ever, and from the bottom of my heart, sighed
for deliverance."
As he could come to no fixed and certain conviction
by means of reason, Clemens now resolved to seek relief in another
death

;

and

will

!

!

—

—

:

;

;

;

—
;
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to visit Egypt, the land of mysteries and apparitions, and hunt
way,
up a magician, who could summon a spirit for him from the other
The appearance of such a spirit would give him intuitive
world.
No arguments would afterwarda
evidence of the soul's immortality.
be able to shake his belief in what had been thus made certain to him
by the evidence of his senses. But the advice of a sensible philoso
pher dissuaded him from this project, and from seeking the truth by
forbidden arts, to which he could not resort and ever hope again to
In this state of mind, full of doubts, unobtain peace of conscience.
settled, inquiring, distressed and agitated, he came in contact with the
and his
gospel, preached in demonstration of the Spirit and of power

—

case
If,

may

illustrate that of

many

others.

now, we take a general survey of the religious state of the pagan

world, as it has thus been exhibited, Ave cannot fail to observe many and
various oppositions to, and points of possible union with, Christianity

becoming points of union, and points of

oppositions capable also of

union capable also of becoming oppositions.
Opposed at one and the
same time against Christianity, stood the powers of infidelity and of
supersation. The force of infidelity
the sole supremacy of the understanding, denying everything above nature, the wisdom of the nil
admirari
set itself to oppose Christianity, as it did everything else

—

—

By such as had
taken this direction, Christianity was put in the same category with all
appearances of fanaticism and superstition
but there was also an
infidelity, at the root of which lay that need of believing, which could
no longer be satisfied by anything that the present state of the ancient
world, in rehgion and philosophy, could afford just as we have seen it
represented in the case of the above-mentioned Clemens and such
unbelief could be overcome by the force of di\ine truth in the gospel
the unbelief itself became here a preparatory ynomentum to the reception of Christianity.
On the other hand, the domuiion of a superstition
clinging to sense opposed the entrance of a religion which proclaimed
the worship of God in spirit and in truth ; and this superstition was in
close alliance wath the old religion, which had now been elevated to a
new sway over the spirit. But that sway was something unnatural,
it was a last effort of expiring life
and at the root of a great proportion of the superstition lay, as we have seen, a need, seekmg for its
satisfaction, which could be found only in Christianity
the need
of redemption,
of a healing of the deep-felt schism witliin,
of reconciliation with the unknown God, after whom the conscious or unconscious need was seeking.
By means of an unconscious, undefined
craving of this sort, many no doubt fell victims to various deceptive
arts ; and it was necessary that the power exercised by such arts
over the minds of men, should be overcome by Christianity, before it
could pave its way to their hearts but there also dwelt in the gospel
power to lay bare and expose all deceptive arts, and to penetrate
ft
through every delusive show, to the inmost recesses of man's being.
Platonism prepared the way for Christianity, by spiritualizing the
religious moc^es of thinking
by bringing back polytheism to a certain
VOL. I.
3
that called in requisition man's religious nature.

;

;

:

:

;

—

—

—

:

;
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unity of the consciousness of

PLATONISM.

God

;

by awakening many ideas

closeljf

example, the idea of a redemption, in the
sense of deliverance from the vlrj,
the blind power of nature opposed
allied to Christianity, as, for

to

—

the divine-/ of elevation to a stage of divine

influence of natural powers.^

But

life

removed beyond the

is

best suited to form a

that which

preparatory position, is capable also of being most easily turned into
one of fierce hostility, where an interest is felt in maintaining the old
position against the higher one which has presented itself and in this
Platonism, we still discern the spirit of the old world, though pregnant
already with foreign elements.
The new Platonism could not bring
;

of Tcnowledye and that
renunciation of self which Christianity required.
It could not be
induced to sacrifice its philosophical, aristocratic notions, to a religion
which would make the higher life a common possession for all mankind.
itself to acquiesce, particularly, in that hnmilitT/

The religious eclecticism of this direction of the spirit could do no
otherwise than resist the exclusive and sole supremacy of the religion
that suffered no other at its side, but would subject all to itself.
Yet
this philosophy of religion found it impossible to prevent the ideas and
it had awakened, from leading beyond itself, and to Christianity.
Platonism, it is true, revived the faith in a superterrestrial nature and
destmation of the spirit ; but the manner in wdiich the doctrine of the
soul's immortality, reduced to the ideas of an eternity of the spirit, and

wants

of the soul's preexistence, became united here with the ts-ansmigration
of souls, failed to satisfy the viniversal religious wants of mankind.
If,

—

according to this doctrine, even those souls
which applied, however,
in the end, only to such as had attained by philosophy to the intuition
of truth
if even those souls which, when freed from the bonds of
their earthly existence, could rise to a life wholly above sense, wholly
divine, must yet, after a certain time, yield again to the force of destiny, and plunge once more into the circle of an earthly life
this was
not an expectation answering to the desires of the human spirit. And
it may be conceived what power the proclamation of eternal life, in the
Christian sense, must have exercised over a want thus excited, and yet

—

;

left unsatisfied.

There could not fail to arise, then, out of this school itself, an oppoviews
on the one side, were those who held this position in
hostility to Christianity
on the other, those to whom it proved a point
of transition to Christianity.
But then these latter, again, were
exposed to a peculiar danger.
Their earlier prejudices might react in
such a way as to pervert their mode of apprehending and of shaping
sition of

:

;

1 Of attraction and repulsion, of every
description of yo7/Tti.a, tlie uyor/TrvTov.
^
may mention here also the idea of
an aluvioc (uf/, which God possesses. Plutarch. de Iside et Osiride c. 1.
The idea
of a kingdom of God, depending on the
condition that the divine element in man
gains the supremacy ;
in the language of
Psammon, an Egyptian priest in the time
of Alexander the Great: "On nuvTes av-

We

—

d-punoi.

flaai-XsvovTai

vtco

-Qeov-

tu

ji)p

apxnv kv knuarc) koI Kparovv, d-elov sanv.
In the Life of Alexander, c. 27, near the
end.
^ "We have an illustration of it in Justin
Martyr's account of his own religious history, at the beginning of his dialotjue with
Trypho, where he relates how he was led

from Platonism to embrace Christianity
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Christian

trutli.

In

this

way, much foreign matter, drawn from their

previous o[)inions, might unconsciously be conveyed over with

them

to

Christianity.

Religious Condition of the Jewish People.

In the midst of the nations addicted to the deification of nature in
the form of Polytheism or of Pantheism, we see a people among whom
tlie faith in' one Ahnighty and holy God, the absolutely free ( leator and

Governor of the world, was propagated, not as an esoteric doctrine of
the priests, but as a

common

possession for

all,

as the central point of

a whole people and state. And necessarily connected with the
faith in a holy God, was the recognition of a holy law as the rule of life,
a
was the consciousness of the opposition between holiness and sin,

life

for

—

consciousness, which, at the esthetic position held by Nature-religion,
though it occasionally flashed out in single gleaans, yet could not be

This relaevolved with the same strength, clearness and constancy.
tion of the Hebrew people to other nations suffices of itself to defeat
every attempt which might be made to explain the origin of the
religion of this people in the same manner as that of other religions.
It is a fact bearing witness of the revelation of a living God, to whom
the religion owed its existence and its progressive development ; and
of the peculiar course of training, whereby this nation was formed to
Philo
be the organ for preserving and propagating this revelation.
might, with good reason, say of this people, that to them was entrusted
the prophetic office for all mankind ; for it was their destination, in
O]oposition to the nations sunk in the worship of nature, to bear witness
The revelations and leadings of the Divine hand
of the living God.
vouchsafed to them, were designed for the whole human race, over
which, fi'om the foundation here laid, the kingdom of God was to be
extended.
Theism and the Theocracy must be embodied in an ou1>
ward shape, as pertaining exclusively to a distinct people, in order that

A

from the envelope of this national form might issue forth the kingdom
Yet as the idea of the Theocracy
of God, embracing all mankind.
cannot, by forms and rules from without, be realized in the hfe of a
single people, and generally not in the rude stock of human nature,
unennobled and persisting in its estrangeinent from God, there could
not fail to exist hei-e a disproportion between the revealed idea and its
outward manifestation ; and in this very circumstance was grounded
The idea must strive, beyond
the prophecy of a future conciliation.
the form of appearance, Avhich as yet does not answer to it, towards a
development more conformable to its essence and fulness ; and it conIf history in gentains in itself the prophecy of such a development.
eral partakes,

by

its

own

nature, more nearly of the prophetic charac-

it a pervading reference to the
great moments of history, to that which has significancy as bearing on
the progress of mankind as a race ; then the religion and history of this
people must be filled, in a preeminent degree, with prophetic elements.
The destinies of this nation were so guided as ever to call forth more
strongly the consciousness of that breach, that inward disunion, of

ter in proportion as

there dwells in
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which we have spoken above, and the longing after dehverance from
This deliverance is one and the same with the restoration of thf;
fallen Theocracy ; with which belongs also the participation of all
nations in the worship of the living God.
The appearance of him by
whom this was to be accomplished, of him Avho is the true theocratic
King, forms therefore the central jwint of the prophetic element, which,although unfolded by particular prophecies with special clearness and
distinctness of vision, yet here, is not merely some accessory individual
thing added from without, but had been grounded by an inherent
necessity in the whole organism of this religion and national history.
The idea of the Messiah is the culminating point of this religion, to
which all the diffused rays of the divme in it converge.
While the religious belief of the Greeks and Romans suffered a violent shock in the revolutions which these nations experienced, the
indwelhng power in the theistic faith is clearly manifested, when we
see it preserving itself unshaken amid all the political storms that agitated the Hebrew people.
Nay, the oppressions suffered under the
dominion of foreign nations served but to render this faith more firm ;
although the right understanding of its import did not keep up at an
equal pace.
But as everything that develops itself in human nature
is exposed to the corruptions lying within it, revealed religion could not
Even Christianity, the absolute religion of manescape the same.
only it possessed
kind, could not be exempted from this necessity
the power of coming forth ennobled from the conflict with these corruptions, taking advantage of them to free itself from the admixture of
it.

;

This power did not reside in Judaism
as it was
not designed to endure for all times, as a religion in this form, but to
give place, by the dissolution of this fonn, for that higher creation
which was foretold by it. If this form, instead of making way for that
higher development, would maintain its own existence for a still longer
term, it must, in surviving itself, merely drag itself along, as a thing
foreign elements.

;

And here too it will be seen again, that what is designed as a
preparatory stage, when it attempts to assert its own independence,
not understanding itself according to its spirit and idea in relation to
the historical development, may turn round into opposition with that
higher stage, for which it was its very purpose to prepare.
What has just been said is to be applied to the direction of the religious spirit which governed the great mass of the Jewish people. With
them, the theocratic consciousness, misapprehended according to the
notions of their fleshly minds, served but to foster a national pride, of
the
which it had become the foundation. Men fastened on the letter
letter, understood according to the contracted views of minds turned
only on the world ; and clung by the sensible fonn and envelop, without being able to perceive the spirit they revealed and the ideas they
effete.

—

contained, because there was no congenial, recipient spirit to meet the
divine truth as it was offered.
The sentence was here verified, pronoiuiced by our Lord himself, " He who hath, to him shall be given
;

and he who hath
hath."

not,

from him

shall

be taken even that which he

;

^

FALSE PROPHETS.
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the consciousness of the declming condition of the Theocracy,

true, that the yearning after the

promised epoch of

its

it

glorious resto-

and by the feeUng of distress under the yoke of foreign and
domestic tyrants, the longing after the Deliverer, after the appearance
of Him from whom that glorious restoration was to come, the Messiah,
But the same groveling sense
had been aroused to greater activity.
which led to a misapprehension of the nature of the Theocracy generally, could not fail to lead also to a misapprehension of this idea, which
forms the central point and mark towards which the whole Theocracy
was aiming. From that worldly sense which was attached to the idea
of the Theocracy, and that worldly turn of the religious spirit generally, could only result a secularizing also of the idea of the Messiah.
As the great mass of the people were bowed down by the sense of outward much more than of inward wretchedness, disgrace and bondage,
it was chiefly a deliverer from the former whom they expected and
yearned after, in the Messiah. The inclination to the supernatural
took here an altogether worldly shape the supernatural, as it pictured
itself to the imagination of the worldly heart, was but a fantastic imitation of the natural magnified to the monstrous.
Thus the deluded
Jews, destitute of a sense for the spiritual apprehension of divine
things, expected a Messiah who would employ the miraculous power,
with which he was divinely armed, in the service of their earthly lusts;
who would free them from civil bondage, execute a severe retribution
on the enemies of the Theocratic people, and make them masters of the
world in a universal empire, whose glory it was their special delight to
set forth in the fantastic images suggested by their sensuous desires.
There was a great want of such leaders and teachers of the peo[)le
as could have instructed them respecting the nature of their rehgion
and of the Theocracy, and undeceived them of their erroneous fancies.
Most of their guides were blind leaders of the blind, men who only
eonfirmed the people in their perverse inclinations and in the errors
thence resulting.
Great mischief had been occasioned particularly by
a fanatical zealot, Judas of Gamala, or the GalilaBan, wlio, about the
year 14 after the birth of Christ, took upon himself to oppose the census
or registration decreed by Augustus Caesar.
people that had
incurred the forfeiture of their liberty, as a just punishment for their
sins, and would continually incur it more and more
such a people
he called upon to throw off, at once, the yoke of Roman bondage.
He
stimulated those, who, in disposition, were widely removed from serving
God as their Lord, to recognize Him as their only Lord, by suffering
no vestige to remain of the dominion of a stranger over the people that
belonged to God alone.
While others were for awaiting the deliverance to be wrought by the power of God, through the Messiah, he, on
the contrary, required, that they should first lay hands to the work
themselves.
God
said he
will help those only, who do their own
but by this he meant nothing else than the resistance of mere arbitrary
mil to a power placed by God's appointment over a people that had
Qot understood their calling, that had been unfaithful to it, and who, by
ration,

;

A

;

—

—

—
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virtue of their disposition, \^'ere no longer capable of freedom.^

From

proceeded that wild fanaticism of the Zealots,
formed out of an impure combination of pohtical and worldlj-religious
elements a combination which in all times has introduced the most
this

exciting cause

;

among nations as was illustrated, indeed, by the hisdown to the period of their total extinction as a
When John the Baptist, after his call from God to become a

fatal mischiefs

;

tory of this people
State.

preacher of repentance, caused a divine voice to be heard in the wilderness of the degenerate people, sought to bring them to the consciousness that it was by the disposition of the heart the way must be prepared for the regeneration of the Theocracy, and directed the longing
wishes of his contemporaries away from the earthly to the divine, yet
notwithstanding the great effect which he produced by the commanding power of his words, he found little sympathy with that which was
the true aim and spirit of his preaching, and at last fell the victim of
a league struck between worldly and spiritual tyranny
a martyr to
that truth, which, with a denunciatory zeal that regarded no consequences, he held up against all the wickedness of his age.
The death
of John foreshadowed the fate which was to terminate the earthly
course of one greater than himself, to bear witness of, and prepare the

—

way

for

whom, was

his divine vocation.

men given up to such blindness, was
them of the t7'ue freedom, which he had
bestow on those who sighed under the bon-

Incomprehensible, therefore, to

what the Son of God
been sent from heaven
dage of sin. As with

told
to

their earthly sense they

knew

not the Father,
because they had no
ear for the voice of the Father, witnessijig of him, in the wants of the
human heart. The same temper Avhich made them disregard the
warning prophetic words of John the Baptist, rendered them deaf also
and as he
to the warning call of the greatest among all the pi'0])hets
had foretold them, they became, even to their ruin, through the influence of the same disposition, a prey to the artful designs of every
false p]-ophet who knew how to flatter the wishes which such a dispo"VVlien the temple of Jerusalem was already in flames,
sition inspired.
one of those false prophets could persuade crowds of the people, that
God was about to show them the way of deliverance by a miraculous
sign,
such a sign as they had often demanded of him who would
have shown them the true way to true deliverance, and who did refer
and thousands of deluded
them to the true signs of God in history,
men fell victims to the flames or to the Roman sword. Josephus, who
was no Christian, but who contemplated with less prejudice than others
the fate of his nation, of which he was an eye-witness, closes his recital
of this event with the following remarkable words " The unhappy people w^ould suffer themselves, at that time, only to be cheated by impostors who were bold enough to lie in the name of God. But to the manifest prodigies that portended the approaching destruction they paid no
like men wholly infatuated, and
regard ; they had no faith in them
so also they could not discern hi Jesus, the

Son

;

;

—

—

:

:

]

Joseph. ArcLiEol.

1.

XYIII.

—
c.

1',

de B. J.

1.

II. c. 8, § 1.
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THE PHARISEES.

they had neither eyes nor soul, they heeded not -what God was
announcing."
Among the Jewish theologians in Palestine, we find the three
different main directions, which are commonly observed to make their
appearance in opposition to each other, on the decay of the forms of a
First, the traditional tendency, which mixes up with
positive religion.
the original religion many foreign elements, aiming to combine all
which holds tenaciously to
these into an artificially constituted whole
form and letter, without the living spirit ; and substitutes, in the place
of the real essence of the religion, an effete orthodoxy and a dead
Thus is there called forth, in the next place, the reaction
ceremonial.
but a reaction which, if it has proceeded
of a reforming tendency
rather from the intelligential than from the religious element, if the
sense of negation rather than the positive religious interest predominates, easily swerves from the just moderation in polemics, and runs
as if

;

;

extreme of expunging, together with the foreign elements, much
But the unsatisfied want which both these
genuine and good.
tendencies leave in men of more profound and Avarmer feelings, usually
the reaction of a predominantly
impels the latter to another reaction,
subjective tendency, of predominant feeling and intuition by the
feelings, which, as opposed to the tendencies above described, is desigThese three main directions of the
nated by the name of mysticism.
religious spirit, which often recur vmder different forms, we recognize,

into the

that

is

—

in the

present case, in the three classes called the Pharisees, the

Sadducees and the Essenes,

The Pharisees

^

round the Mosaic
its precepts were

They fenced
stood at the summit of legal Judaism.
with a multitude of so-called " hedges," whereby
to be guarded against every possible infringement.

laAV

Thus it came about, that, under this pretext, many new statutes were
added by them, particularly to the ritual portion of the law. These
a method
they contrived, by an arbitrary method of interpretation,
to find
which in part tortured the letter and in part was allegorical,
appealing at the same time to an oral tradition,
in the Pentateuch
as farnishmg l)oth the key to right exposition, and the authority for
They Avere venerated by the people as the holy men,
their doctrines.
and stood at the head of the hierarchy. An asceticism, alien to the

—

—

;

original

the legal

them

Hebrew

but easily capable of entering into union with
its most extravagant pitch, was Avrought by
We find among them a great deal that is similar

spirit,

sectarianism at

into a system.

Monachism in the later
church.
On painful ceremonial observances they often laid greater
To a rigid austerity in the avoidance of
stress than on good morals.
every even seeming transgression of ritual precepts, they united an
easy sophistical casuistry which knew how to excuse many a violation
to

the condliis evangelieis, and to the rules of
•

1 The name is derived from " parash,"
W^"^
either in the sense " to expound,"
"^
;
'

whence " poresh,"

.

••

vofiov Kar' k^oxn^

"^

.

tr~i"15, the

a

^

i?-5??>'7?7)?f

Toi)

'

title

claimed bv the

Pharisees, according,' to Joscplius

;

or in

the sense,

"to

set apart," parnsh, ly-l"!!).

which indeed sounds nearer like the Greek
(baiHcacog, one separated ironi tiie profane
..-,vj_ -,,
multitude, the v J'?'^ C3/, one
,,^

reo,mled as holv.

who

woulf*
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Besides those who made it their particular business
law and its supplemental traditions, there were among
them those, also, who knew how to introduce into the Old Testament,
by allegorical interpretation, a peculiar Theosophj ; and this thej
propagated in their schools ;
a system which, starting from the
development of certain ideas really contained in the Old Testament in
the germ, had grown out of the fusion of these with elements derived
from the Zoroastrian or Parsic system of religion ; and at a later
period, after the time of Gamaliel, with such also as had been derived
from Platonism. Thus to a ritual and legal tradition came to be added
a speculative and theosophic one.^
It would be as wrong, certainly, to confound these Pharisees together
in one class, as to pursue the same course with the later monks.
We
of the moral law.
to interpret the

—

must distinguish among them the several gradations of honestly meant
though misguided zeal, till it diverges to mock-holiness and hy]jocrisy
thirsting for power.
Although the egoistic interest of an hierarchial
caste was the governing principle with many, yet there were some for
whom the legal way, with all its efforts and conflicts, possessed perfect
truth
some who had been led, by their course of life, to pass through
the same painful experiences of which Paul, the foimer Pharisee,
bears witness in the seventh of his epistle to the Romans.
But
one thing was wanting to them the humility with which those who
feel the poverty of their own spirit, go forth to meet the divme grace.
The Sadducees were for restoring the original Mosaic religion in its
purity, and expunging every thing that had been added by Pharisaic
;

;

traditions.
But as they did not follow out the thread of historical
progress which marked the development of the divine revelations, but
arbitrarily cut it short, so they could not understand the original
Theism in the Jewish i-eligion. That direction of mind which shows
hostility to the progressive development of the religious consciousness,
required by what was already contained or implied in the original,
cannot fail to misunderstand the original itself,
cannot fail to seize it
on a single side and to mutilate it. The Sadducees were too deficient
in the more profound sense of religion and of the religious need, to be
able to distinguish the genuine from the spurious in the Pharisaic
theology.
Directly at variance as were the two systems of Phariseeism and
Sadduceeism, still they had something in common.
This was the onesided legal principle Avhich they both maintained.
And indeed by the

—

Sadducees this principle was seized and held after a manner still more
exclusively one-sided than by the other sect
since with them all
religious interest was confined to this point ; and since they misinterpreted or denied every thing else that belonged to the more fully
develo[)ed faith of the Old Testament.
Moreover, the essential charac;

ter

of

the

law in

its

spirit, as

distinguished from

1 In what is here said, I have taken into
view the well-grounded objections which
Dr. Schneckenburger, in the seventh Dis-

sertation of his

Introduction to the

New

its

national and

Testament, has made against tlie mannei
which the subject was presented by m<

in

before,
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temporal form, in its strictness and dignity, was recognized by then?
While the Pharisees attiibuted the
still less than by the Pharisees.
highest value to ritual and ascetic works of holiness, with the Sadducees
as, perhaps, the name they gave themselves may denote
uprightness in the relations of civil society passed for the whole.
Starting from this principle, there was nothing in their view of morality
which presented a point of contact for the feeling of religious need,
which most readily emerges from the depth of the moral life. Add to
this, that they ascribed divine authority, an authority binding on
religious conviction, only to the Pentateuch. ^
The observance of the
law, understood after their oion way, was for them the only thing fixed
and certain; in respect to all other things, they were inclined to doubt

—

—

and disputation.^

As

spirit's destination for an eternal existence
foimd no recipiency in this, their one-sided intelligential du-ection of mind, holding converse only with the worldly,
they expressly denied the doctrines of the resurrection and of the
immortality of the spirit, because no such doctrines could be proved
from the letter of the Pentateuch alone. These doctrines they reckoned

the belief

beyond

1

in the

this earth

Ready

I

as

am

to

acknowledge the

weight of the arguments brouglit by Winer
(in his Biblische Realworterbuch) against
the statement here made, yet I cannot be
induced to abandon it. Very true, it does
not admit of being proved from the passages of Joscphus, that the Sadducees denied
the authority of all other books of the
canon. It is only evident from those passages, that they were 0]>ponents of tradition
and were for deriving the substance
of the legal precepts to be observed from
the letter of the law alone, without allowing
;

validity, in this regard, to any other source
of knowledge. But neither can it by any
means be proved from them, that they
judged respecting the canon precisely as
did the Pharisees. Although Josejihus, (c.
Apion. c. 8.) taking his position on the
ground of Jewish orthodoxy, might thus

describe the canon as of universal validity,
yet it by no incans follows, that that heterodox sect, which departed in so many other things from what was elsewhere considered as important for the religious interest,
that this sect might not also differ from
the same in their judgment concerning the
canon. If the Sadducees, notwithstanding
their denial of doctrines so important to
the general religious interest as those of
personal immortality and of the resurrection, could yet attain to the most considerable offices of the state, how was an opinion concerning the canon, which certainly

—

had no such

vital

connection with practi-

any obstacle to this promotion 1
Josephus says of them, that when
they were called to administer public, affairs,
cal

life,

to offer

they did not venture to act according to
their own ]>rinciples, but were constrained

to yield to what was required by the Pharsince otherwise they must fall by the
isees
popular rage, which would be excited against
them. 'OiTOTS yup kit' ('fy''C 'Tvapi-Ad-ocev,
:

uKovaiuc jJ-i-v Kol Kar' uvuyiojv, Trpogx^pov&i
6' oh' oiQ 6 ^aptaaloi, Tisyei,
6lu to fi/j uk/l(jf uveKTovg yevecr&ai rolg irT^rjd-EaLv.
Archseol.

XVIII.

1.

c.

1,

§

4.

These words

refer immediately, without doubt, to

church

principles of administration ; yet I cannot
avoid the inference from analogy, that the
Sadducees would have acted in precisely
the same way, in regard to other things, not
less important in their relation to the common religious interest; such, for instance, as
their denial of immortality ; that is, would

have made no

])ublic

demonstration of their

real convictions, although
ly

have been the

it

must

necessari-

case, that, with such differ-

ence of opinions, violent contentions would

sometimes

arise in the Sanhedrim.
See
Acts. 2-3 9.
So no\v, there may have been
a distinction of an exoteric and esoteric
position in their judgment concerning the
canon
and while manifesting a certain
respect for the whole canon, they may have.
notwithstanding this, ascribed a decisive
authority in matters of faith, to the Pentateuch alone.
Indeed, it cannot well be
conceived, how they could reconcile the
acknowledgement of an equal authority
belonging to all the books of the Old Testament, with their denial of immortality
and of the resurrection.
2 Josephus describes the skeptical tendency of the Sadducees in Archseol. 1
XVIII. c. I, § 4 ^vXaKi/g 6e ovda/xui
riHuiv /Lt£Ta7Toii/m(; avrolg y tCiv vSfxuv.
:

;

:

npdg yap
(jiv,

toi'c SiSafjKu'^ovg GO(ptag f/v fieTia-

u/u(j)iAoy£lv upsTrjv upi&/iovcTtv.
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i2
also

among

had been made

the foreign additions that

to the original

doctrines of Moses, from which additions they were wishing to purify
•Judaism.
To such a direction of mind, it is ever pecuHar to declare
lie, expressed in so many words,
records still recognized as authoritative, although these
doctrines may be contained there in the spirit, including within itself
the germ of a future development.
But it is more difficult to conceive
all

doctrines surreptitious, which do not

in the religious

how

the Sadducees found

it

possible to reconcile their denial of a world

—
—

and of the existence of angels^
to which denial they were
impelled by the same direction of mind
with their principle of
recognizing everything as religious doctrme which could be shown to
of spirits

in so many words, in the Pentateuch.
It is easy to see here, how
they w^ere seeking for their own opinions, which had originated and
were grounded in a state of mind wholly peculiar to themselves, a point
of union and support in the authority which they recognized only just
lie,

Most probably, in explaining the angelic
appearances, (the Angelophaniai,) they departed from their principle
of literal interpretation, and considered them merely as visions by
which God revealed himself to the Fathers. ^
Although it cannot be proved, from the notices of Josephus, that they
denied a special Providence, yet it is clear, that in strict conformity with
their tendency to negation, they made God, as far as possible, an idle
spectator of the affairs of the world, taking much less share in the
concerns of men than the Theocratic principle required. Their direction
of mind must have impelled them ever nearer to a Deism which
abolished all revelation, and consequently, also, the essence of the
Jewish religion itself, though at the outset they had simply in view
so far as the case admitted.

The printhem further than they
In perfect harmony with this mode of

the restoration of that religion to
ciple

its

primitive simplicity.

of their spiritual bent must have led

intended themselves to go.
thinking was also the severe, cold, heartless disposition which Josephus
According to his account, they were for
ascribes to the Sadducees.
the most part persons of wealth, who led a life of ease, and, satisfied
with earthly enjoyments, would open their minds to no higher aspirations. ^
Acts, 23, 8.
As we are to infer from Origen's words,
if we compare them with a passage in Justin Martyr, (Dialog, c. Tryph. jud. f 358,
ed. Colon.) where he speaks of a party
among the Jewish theologians, that denied
the personal existence of angels, and ex))lained all appearances of them as merely
transient forms of the manifestation of a
divine power, which God caused to go out
from himself and then withdrew. Origen,
in the words alluded to, ascribes to the
Sadducees, 6di.aq ircpl ujjsXg)v, wf nv^
vTrapxovruv, uXkil rpoTTokoyovfiEvuv Tutv
Tzepl avTuv uvajejpafievuv kuI firjcVtv ui;
It ^'-^y
Trpof Tijv laropiav uXtj^fc f^o^''""'-'admit of some question, whether Origen
was following here some historical accounts,
1

2

or merely allowing himself to conclude,
from the necessary connection of ideas in
his own mode of thinking, that if they did
not ascrihe literal truth to the narratives of
the angelic appearances, they must then

have explained them allegorically. The
comparison of his statement, however, with
that of Justin Martyr, renders the former
the
^

more probable.
Although Josephus was himself a Phar-

yet we have no reason to suspect what
he says of the Sadducees, for he constantly
shows himself impartial in his judgments
he moreover frequently exposes, without reserve, the bad traits of the Pharisees, and
^^ have no cause, therefore, to charge him
isee,

here with malicious feelings, injurious to
Certainly we cannot infer from
the truth.
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It remains, that

we should speak

of the Essencs or Ess^eans, whose
been exhibited

relation to the two parties just described has already
in

a general manner.

About two

centuries before the birth of Christ,

there arose, in the quietcountry lying on the west side of the Dead Sea,
a society of piously disposed men, who, in these sohtudes, sought a

refuge from reigning corruptions, from the storms and conflicts of the
world and the strifes of parties ; precisely as the monastic system
sprung up at a later period. Thus they are described by the elder
Pliny, who felt constrained to express a sort of respect for their independence and th-eir contentment within themselves. " On the western
border of that lake," says he, " dwell the Essenes, at a sufficient disa race entirely by
tance from the shore to avoid its pestilent effluvia
themselves, and, beyond every other in the world, deserving of won-

—

men

communion with nature without wives, without
their number is replenished by a new troop of settlers, since they are much visited by those whom the reverses of fortune
Thus haphave driven, tired of the world, to their modes of living.
pens, what might seem incredible, that a community in wliich no one is
der

;

money.

living in

;

Every day,

So fruitborn, yet continues to subsist through the lapse of centuries.
them is disgust of life in others."^ From this first seat of the
other pa.rts of Palestine ;
Essenes, colonies of them had been formed

ful for

m

countiy, which must have
ansAvered best to their original design, but also in the midst of villages
and towns.
transplantation of this sort would naturally lead to
many deviations from the original strictness of their principles, tc
many alterations of their discipHne. If there was also one class of
Essenes who, as we may gather from the accounts of Josephus, were
in

remote and solitary

districts

of the

A

it is evident that these, residing amidst
could not observe all those rules which bound, with the
As is
force of law, such as lived secluded from human intercourse.
wont to happen in similar communities, there must, in this case, have
naturally sprung up many orders of the sect, various forms of relation
to, and modes of connection with, the original society. Indeed, the historian Josephus expressly distinguishes four difierent orders, of which
Many contradictory statements, which
the Essenes were composed.^
occur in the several accounts of this sect, admit thus of being most

willing to act as magistrates,
civil society,

easily reconciled.^

-

the character of the doctrines of the later
Careans, who were temperate opponents of
the Pharisaic traditions, what must have
been the character of the Sadducean doc-

The

general question still remains
whether the latter doctrines had
any outward connection whatever with the
trines.

unsettled,

former, although the heresy-hunting spirit
of their adversaries would naturally be glad
of tlie chance to confound them with these,
1 Ab
occidcnte litora Esseni fugiunt,
usque qua nocent. Gens sola et in toto
orbe prreter cateras mira, sine uUa femina,
omni vcnere abdicat.a, sine pecunia, socia
palmarum. In diem ex tequo convcnarum

turba renascitur, hxrge frequentantibus, quos
vita fessos ad mores eorum fortunae fiuctus
Natur. hist. 1. V. c. 15.
agitat.
-Josephus cites fioipac rioaapa^ of Essenes, B. J. 1. II. c. 8, § 10, which several
grades, it is true, would, according to his
testimony, have reference simply to the
length of time spent in this community;
but from the marks which are given, we
may doubtless infer, that there were other
modes of classification among them besides
that which bore reference to the circumstance just mentioned.
* As, for instance, while Pliny makes
them reside only on the border of the Dead
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we raaj always distinguish, among mystic sects, the more practiand the more speculatively inclined, we must reckon the Essenes
with the former class, without overlooking in them, however, at the
same time, a certain speculative and Theosophic element. This, their
peculiar mystic turn, might have sprung, in the first place, independently of external influences, out of the deeper religious sense of the
Old Testament, a spiritualization of the letter, proceeding from the temper of mind which gave birth to the allegoric interpretation.
Such
mysticism has made its appearance, after much the same manner,
among people of the most diverse character,—-among the Hindoos, the
Persians, and Christian nations. It would lead, certainly, to the greatest mistakes, if from the resemblance of such religious phenomena,
whose relationship can be traced to their common ground of origin in
the essence of the human mind itself, we should be ready to infer their
outward derivation one from the other. How much that is ahke may
not be found in comparing the phenomena of Brahmaism and of
Buddhism with those of the sect of Beghards in the middle ages,
where the impossibility of any such derivation is apparent to every
body ? We are ready to admit, however, that the Essenean mysticism,
although it did not spring originally from any outward cause of excitement, yet, having once made its appearance, received into itself many
But should the question now arise
foreign elements.
whence did
we find our thoughts reverting far more natuthese elements come ?
rally to old Oriental, to Parsic, Chaldaic elements
many ideas from
that source having been propagated, since the time of the exile, among
than to elements of Alexandrian Platonism, according to
the Jews
If

cal

—

—

—

—

the usual supposition at the present time

for it is difiicult to conceive
exerted so powerfid and wideextended an influence in Palestine, at the period when this sect arose.
The peculiar asceticism of the Essenes by no means warrants us to
infer that they must have been acquainted with the Platonic doctrine
of the vItj, smce that asceticism may be explained as well from the
while this doctrine itself, without the
influence of the Oriental spirit

how

the

latter

;

could already have

;

addition of the Oriental spirit, would have led to no such peculiar bent.

We
we

should also duly weigh, that Josephus and Philo, writers to whom
are indebted for our most important information respecting this sect,

have both, though the latter still more than the former, clothed the
opinions of the Essenes in a garb peculiarly Grecian, which we may
rightly consider as not originally belonging to them.
We must therefore be cautious of attributing too much importance to many things
they advance, which have been derived simply from that source;
especially as, in modern times, the Essenean doctrines have given
occasion to very arbitrary combinations and modes of representing
i

historical facts.

Besides the diversities above mentioned, which must have been
Sea, Josephus (de B. J. 1. II. c. 8, § 4,) says
that there were many of them dwelling in
every town; Philo. (quod omnis probus
liber ^ 12.) that they lived Ku/ii/dov, rag
niiKeiQ iKTpe-Quevoi, and the same writer,

fragment of his defence of the Jews,
preserved by Eusebius C;«sar. (Frseparat
Evangel. 1. VII. c. 8.) that they lived in
many towns and villages of Judea, in pop
ulous districts.
in a
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introduced gradually among the Essenes, as they began to relax from,
their primitive eremetical severity and submit to the intercourse of civil
life, we may notice another remarkable difference among them.
In
strict accordance "vvith the Oriental clement of their original ascetic
turn, was the life of celibacy,
a thing ahen to the spirit of the
primitive Hebraism, by which a fruitful marriage was reckoned among
the greatest blessings and ornaments.
Hence we see already among
the Essenes that reaction of the original Hebrew spirit against the
which is analogous to something we shall
foreign ascetic element,
hereafter have more frequent occasion to notice in the history of sects.
There was a party of the Essenes which differed from the others, in
tolerating the institution of marriage.^
It accorded with the character of this sect to unite the contemplative
Ufe with the practical ; but in accominodation to the diversities already
mentioned, the extent to which this was done must also have been
various.
The practical bent of the Essenes would naturally incline
them to a life of industry. Such a life was probablynntended, as in
the case of the later monks, to answer a two-fold purpose
to occupy
the senses, so as to prevent any disturbance from that quarter of the
higher activity of the mind and to furnish themselves with the means,
while independently providing for their own subsistence, of contributing, at the same time, to the necessities of others.
The occupations
of peace were those about which they employed themselves ; differing
according to their different habits of life, according as they dwelt in
communion with nature or joined in the intercourse of civil society
agriculture, the breeding of bees and of cattle, mechanical handiworks.
They had sought to explore the powers of nature, and apply them to
the healing of diseases.
Connected with their secret doctrines, there

—

—

;

;

;

They were
a traditional knowledge relating to this subject.
which treated of such matters. Health
of body and of soul they were in the habit of connecting together, as
well as the cure of both.
Their science of nature and their art of
medicine seem to have had a religious, TheosopJiic character.^ As
they strove to explore the secret powers of nature, so were there also to
be found among them, such as claimed for themselves, and endeavored
particular method of ascetic prepato cultivate, a gift of prophecy.
ration, by which one might become qualified for searching into the
For this purpose
future, was taught among their secret traditions.^
they employed sacred writings whether they were the Scriptures of
the Old Testament, from the words of which they sought, by various
interpretations, to unravel the secrets of futurity, just as the Bible was
used for similar purposes in later periods ; or whether they were those
other writings, belonging to the sect, in which their secret doctrines
were unfolded. All this bears the impress of the old Oriental spirit,
certainly not of the elements of GrQcian culture.
was

also

in possession of old writings

A

_

;

See Joseph. B. J. 1. II. c. 8, ^ 13.
Joseph. B. J. 1. II. c. 8, § 6 'SttovSu!^ovaLV EKTOTTU^ TTcpl Tu Tuv Tva/Miuv TV)'yftatifjara, ^lakiaTa tu npog udtTieiav ipvxvC
'Ev&ev uvtoIq
Kul a6uaTog kKXeyovrec.
1

-

:

rrpof dspaTvelav ira-duv jili^ai re uKeiTiTiif.^oi
kui Xi^Cjv IdioTTjTe^ tvepevvuvTai.
^ Autfupoic Ayveiatc i:fnrai6oTpiiiovij.EVuv

Sec Joseph. B.

J.

1.

II. c. 8, § 12.
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By

their consciousness of the equality of the higher dignity in

man

d

which the Old
Testament of itself might have led them,^ they rose above the narrow
limits within which the developement of the human species was connature, of the oneness of the divine image in

fined

by the prejudices

of antiquity.

all, to

They considered

all

men

as

enjoyment of personal freedom they
in
rejected slavery and suffered no slave to exist in their community,"
every kind of service mutually helping one another. As it was their
idea to restore back the community founded originally by the Almighty
in nature, and thereby to reconcile those differences which civil society
had introduced among men, accordingly the distinctions of poverty and
There was a common
of wealth were also done away among them.
treasury, formed by throwing together the property of the individuals
who entered into the society, and by the earnings of each one's labor,
a community of
out of which the necessities of all were provided for,
goods, which, however, did not preclude the right of private property,
and which was probably modified by the diversities already described.
There can be no doubt that this sect, by exciting a more earnest and
rational behigs, destined to the

;

—

—

by arousing the sense of the godlike within
over which their influence extended, produced those
wholesome fruits which have always sprung out of practical mysticism,
wherever the religious life has become stifiened into mechanical forms.

lively spirit of devotion,

the

little circles

was owing

It

to their inofiensive

mode

of

life,

commanding

universal

and extend themselves
of party, and all the revolu-

respect, that they were enabled to preserve

without molestation, amidst all the strifes
tions to wliich Palestine was subjected, down to the extinction of the

Jewish

state.

They were

particularly distinguished, in that corrupt age,

among

the

Jews, on account of their industry, charitableness and hospitality ; on
account of their fidelity, so different from the seditious spirit of the
Jews, in rendering obedience to magistrates as the powers ordained
Every yea and nay
of God, and on account of their strict veracity.
was to possess, in their society, the validity of an oath for every oath,
said they, presupposes already a mutual distrust, which ought not to
In one case only might an
find place in a community of honest men.
oath be administered among them, and that was, in confirming those
who, after a novitiate of three 3-ears, were received among the number
;

of the initiated.

Although now, under the view jusi presented, we cannot fail to
recognize in this sect a sound practical bent, yet we should doubtless
be under a mistake, if, led by the one-sided representations of the
This view naturally resulted both from
development of the Old Testament idea
respecting the image of God, and from the
recognition of the origin of mankind from
a single pair as, on the contrary, slavery
found its justification in tlie prevailing mode
their misapof thinking among Pagans
1

'he

;

;

prehension of the higher nature
to the species,

and

their

common

assumption of an

difference of races, in virtue of
which, some, by their reason, were destined
and suited to nile over others, and these
latter, with their bodily powers, to serve

original

them as tools. Thus Aristotle, in his work
on Politics, 1. I. c. 2, says To fiiv 6vvaiJ,t
vov r;} Siavola npoopuv upxov (pvaei koI
Sscm-oCov (pvaei,. To 6s 6vvu/j,evov ru aufiar
ravra noielv upxofievov nal <i>vaei dovXov
:
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Alexandrian Jew, Philo,^ we imagined the Essenes might be taken as
an example of the purest practical mystics, at an equal remove from
all Theosophic and speculative fancies,'^ and from all superstition and
The fact, -which has already been stated, of
slavery to ceremonies.
is, of itself, inconsistent with this
view of the matter ; and their whole secret lore can hardly be imagined
to have consisted simply of ethical elements, but we are here forced to
Wliy else
the supposition of a peculiar Theosophy and Pneumatology.
This supposition
should they have made so great a mystery of it?
gathers strength, when we are informed that the candidates for admission into the sect, among other obligations, took an oath that they would
reveal to no one the names of the angels which were to be communicated to them.
It is confirmed again by the cautious secrecy with
which they kept the ancient books of the sect.
Even Philo himself
makes it probable, when he says that they busied themselves with a
(fdocTocfiu dia (Tufd6Xu)i', a philosophy resting on the allegoric interpretasince every mode of the allegoinc interpretation of
tion of the Bible
scripture is accompanied, side by side, with a certain speculative system.
There is nothing to warrant us in supposing that it was the
ideas of the Alexandrian Theology which constituted the basis of their
scheme.
There seems to have been grounded in this Theosophy of
theirs a certain veneration of the sun, which we have to explain from
the intermingling of Parsic rather than of Platonic doctrines.
It was
a daily custom with them to turn their faces devoutly towards the
rishig of the sun, and chaunt together certain ancient hymns, handed
down in their sect, which were addressed to that luminary, purporting
that his beams should fall upon nothing impure.^
To this may be
added their doctrine concerning the soul's preexistence. Descended
from some heavenly region, it had become imprisoned in this corporeal
world, and after having led a life worthy of its celestial origin, it would
be liberated again, and rise to a heavenly existence befitting its nature.
This also, which was the fundamental doctrine of their asceticism, may
iio traced just as well to old Oriental tradition as to the Alexandrian

their affectation of the prophetic gift,

;

1

In his writings, above cited.

Although

we have ah-eady

observed,
has given nothing that can be called an obj"Ctive description of this sect iiotwiihstaiidin'^ tbat when a youth of sixteen, he compared the different Jewish sects together,
in onliM- to choose between them, and endeavored, along with the rest, to make him-nif acquainted with the sect of the Essenes,
ihongh he hardly went beyond the period
of a novitiate a.mong them, and perhaps, in
Jo.!;ephus, too, as

;

was no
Philo;— yet he /tt/^/t^

i-egard to their esoteric doctrines,

better informed than

more accurate knowledge of the
sect than the Alexandrian Jew: and his
account, savoring as it does, with a smack
of the Grecian taste, yet wears a more liisobtain a

torical chfiracter

than that of Philo, which

was evidently written

^vith the distinct pur-

nose in view, of holding up the Essenes to
the Greeks, as a pattern of practical wise

Indeed, the latter writer was scareelooking at anything otherwise
than in the light of his Alexandrian Platonism.
He must involuntarily find again
his own ideas wherever any point of union
enables him to introduce them,
- I cannot at all agree with those who
stnze u]ion the words of Philo, in his book,
quod omni.s probus liber § 12, where he
says, that of the three parts of philosophy,
the Essenes accepted only Ethics, for the
purpose of sketching out, after this hint,
the main features of the Essenean system,
It is impossible not to see. that in these
words, the matter is set forth in an altogether subjective point of view; and besides,
what Philo here asserts is contradicted b_v
the more precise and accurate testimony of
,
Josephus.
^ Joseph, de B. J. 1. II. c.
8, ^ 8, et 9.

men.

ly c-apalile of
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Platonism.

The

original birth-place of this doctrine

East, from which quarter

is,

in truth, the

found its way into Greece.
If we may trust the words of Josephus,^ they did indeed send gifts
to the temple, and thus expressed their reverence for the original
estabhshment ; discharging in this manner the common duty of all
Jews, as it was their principle to fulfil every obligation that bound
them ; yet they did not \asit the temple themselves,'^ perhaps because
they looked upon it as polluted by the vicious customs of the Jews.
They thought that the holy rites could be performed in a worthier and
more acceptable manner within the precincts of their own thoroughly
pure and holy community.
In like maimer, also, they performed their
it first

sacrificial offerings, for the

own

presentation of

Avliich,

within the pale of

by their
Moses standing so high with
them, there is not the least reason for supposing they would wholly set
aside the sacrificial worship appointed by him, unless it were true, perhaps, that they looked upon the original Mosaic religion as having been
corrupted by later additions, and among these additions reckoned also
the sacrificial worship, as we find asserted in the Clementines
which
their

ascetic

society, they believed themselves best prepared

lustrations.

The authority

of

;

however, so far as it regards the Essenes at least, admits not the
shadow of a proof. Noav it is singular, it must be admitted, how, as
Jews, they could entertain the opinion, that they might be allowed to
ofier sacrifices away from Jerusalem.
But caprice in the treatment of
whatever belongs to the positive in religion forms, indeed, one of the
characteristic marks of such mystic sects.
And it might well accord
with the spirit of such a sect, that in proportion as they looked upon
the sacrificial worship, instituted by Moses, as a holy service, they
should be so much the less disposed to take any part in its celebration,
amidst all the wickedness
the desecrated temple at Jerusalem
and
should mainiain that only among the really sanctified, the members
of their own sect, was the true spiritual temple, where sacrifices could
be offered with the proper consecration.^

m

1 ArchtEol. 1. XVIII. 4. 4; E/f ^£ t^
lepov uva-&'rjfiaTu re gtsAIovte^ T^vcriag oi<K
k-irelovai 6La(pop6T7}Ti uyvsiuv, ug vofxil^oiev, Kal St' avTb EipyS/xevoi rov kolvov
TE/ievia/MTog, k(p' avTuv rug -^vaiag ettite-

'kovai.
2 For the word ei'pyo^ifvoj cannot possibly
be taken in any other sense than that of the

middle voice.

Even from Philo's language in the
Quod omnis probus liber, § 12, it is
impossible to extract that meaning which
some have wished to find in it; viz. that the
^

tract:

Essenes gave a spiritual interpretation to
the whole sacrificial worship, and rejected
outward sacrifices entirely. 'ETretJ?) koI iv
rotf fiuTiLGTa d-Epa-JTEVTal &eov ysyovaaiv,
oil C"a KaTa&vovTEC, uXX' lEpowpETrelc rug
kavTuv Siavolag KaraaKEVu^Eiv a^iovvreg.
Philo is starting here from the doctrine of
the Alexandrian theology, that the true
worship of God is the purely spiritual, con-

;

sisting in the consecration of the life of the

God. This idea he represents as
having been realized by the Essenes, whom
he desorilies as Therapeutce, in the true
Simply for the sake of
sense of the word.
contrast, he mentions animal sacrifices,
which were usually held to constitute the
main part of the service; and in so doing
he by no means atfirms that the Essenes
had entirely rejected the sacrificial worship,
spirit to

Not

the negative Init the positive is here the
Had it been his intention
to say that the Essenes rejected the sacrifiessential point.

worship of Moses, he must have expressed this in a quite different tone. In
this connection, Philo could have said the
same thing of himself, and of every other
Jew, possessed, according to his opinion, of
By attaining to the
a truly spiritual mind.
knowledge that the true sacrific ^ is the
spiritual sacrifice of one's self, one is not
led, certainly, according to his doctrine to
cial

—
;
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With such mystical

sects,

it
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not imfre(|uently happens, that in con-

mind turned wholly inward,
value upon certain external religious

found a disposiwhich seems
Huite incongruous, two opposite elements being thus brought in connection Avith a bent of

tion to set

is

rites,

—

tact
spiritual religion and slavery to forms.
So it was with the
Essenes. In a painfully superstitious observance of the Sabbath day of
rest, according to the letter, not the spirit, of the law, they went even

beyond the Jews Avith this diflference, however that the custom in
their case sprung out of an honest piety, while the Pharisaic casuistry
knew how to accommodate the interpretation of the law, so as to suit
They not only carefully avoided,
the interest of the passing moment.
like other Jews, all contact with uncircumcised persons, but, being
;

:

separated, within their own body, hito four different grades, they who
had attained to the highest, dreaded the pollution of a touch from the
member of an inferior grade ; and they had recourse to ablutions,

whenever an accident of

this sort occurred.
In general, they attached
greater importance than other Jews to purification, by bathing in cold
water, as a means of holiness.
To their ascetic notions, the oriental
and healthful practice of anointing with oil seemed an unholy thing
so that any one Avho had happened in any way to become thus defiled,
They scrupulously avoided
felt obliged carefully to cleanse himself.
all food save such as had been prepared within their own sect.
They
would die rather than partake of any other. All this, then, should
satisfy us, that while we grant a due respect to the religious spirit
of this people, we ought not to be so far misled as to consider tlaem
the representatives of a simple and unalloyed practical mysticism.
Essentially diflferent from the form of culture which prevailed in
Palestine, was the shape and direction taken by the JoAvish mind, on
that spot, where, through a period of three centuries, it had been unfolding itself under circumstances and relations Avholly, peculiar,
amidst those elements of Hellenic culture, that, transplanted into the
old seats of an altogether different civilization, had on this foreign soil
gained the supremacy,
in the Grecian colony of Alexandria in Egypt.
From an intermingling of Hellenic and JcAvish mind, proceeded
forth here one of the most influential of appearances, which had an
important beai'ing, particularly on the process of the development of
Christianity in human thought. We see here, how that great historical
event, which, more than three hundred years before the birth of Christ,
shattered the nations of the East, should serve to prepare the Avay for
The Avorld-subduing arms of Alexander, as afterAA'ards
such a process.
the Aveapons of Rome, Avere to subserve the highest aim of man's history, by uniting and bringing within the influe-nce of each other, parts
hitherto separated, so that the minds of men might be prepared to

—

aside the outward

worship,
not the least
Josephus,
hut
opposition bct'wixt Pliilo and
he is speaking of an entirely different thing,
In the passage cited from Josephus, we cannot, for the purpose of reconciling a contradiction that does not exist, understand '• sac-

set

In

sacrificial

this case, therefore, there is

VOL.

I.

4

" in the second instance differently from
the ,/irst, as referring to bloodless
sacrifices,
the symbolical offerings of the
gifts of nature.
In this case, Josephus
would have expressed the opposition after
a different manner,

rifice

that in

—
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grapple with Christianity, receive it into their thought, and work upon
Plutarch looked upon it as the great mission of
with self-activity.
Alexander, to transplant Grecian culture into distant countries,^ and
He says of
to concihate and fuse into one, Greeks and barbarians.
him, not without reason, that he was sent of God for this purpose ;2
though he did not divine, that this end itself was to be only subsidiary
to make the united peoples of the East
to, and the means of, a higher,
and West more accessi])le for the new creation that was to proceed
from Christianity, and in the combination of the elements of Oriental
and Hellenic culture, to prepare for Christianity a material in wliich it
might develop itself. If we look away from that ultimate purpose,
if we do not fix our eye upon the higher quickening spirit, destined to
convey into that combination, holding within itself the germ of corruption, the principle of a new life, we may, in such a case, indeed ask
the question, whether that union was really a gain to either party,
whether at least the gain was not everywhere accompanied with an
equal loss, since the fresh life of the national spirit must in such cirit

—

cumstances be constantly repressed by the forcibly obtruded influence
It required somethmg higher than any eleof the foreign element.
ment of human culture, to introduce into that combmation a new living
principle of development, and to unite peculiarities the most divei-se,
without prejudice to their original essence, into a whole in which each
The true living
part should be mutually a complement to the other.
fellowship between the East and the West, in which both the great
peculiar principles that belong together for a complete exhibition of the
type of humanity should be united, could first come only from CliristBut as preparatory to this step, the influence which for a
ianity.
period of three centuries went forth from Alexandria, that centre of

was of great importance.
In the course of these centuries, the peculiar asperity and stiifiiess
of the Jewish character must have been considerably tempered by
intercourse with the Greeks,^ and by the transfoi-ming influence of the
Hellenic culture, which here preponderated. The ulterior effect might
Either the religious
proceed to shape itself in two different ways.
element, which most strongly marked the Jewish peculiarity, might
yield, under the overpowering influence of the foreign national spirit
and of the foreign culture, and the Jews would sufier themselves to be
misled, in ridicule of their old religious records, now become unintelligible to them, to assort with the Greeks among whom they dwelt, or,
true to the religion of their fathers in the main, they might be forced
to seek a conciliating mean betwixt this and the elements of Hellenic
culture, which exercised an involuntary power over their minds, and
which they were moreover induced to make their own, in subserviency
to an apologetic interest.
the intercourse of the world,

1

Td pappapiKa

Tolg HXtivlkoI^ Kepucrai,

Kal Ti)v tXluda anslpat..

See Plutarch's

de Alex, virtute s. fortuna, § 10.
KotT'df f/KeLV &e6'&ev uptioarfig koI 6l-

orat.
2

I.

o?-)la/cr^f

Tuv

'"^"kuv

vofiil^uv.

L.

c. c. 6.

^ Philo reckons the number of Jews residing in Alexandria and the countries adOrat. in
jacent, at " a hundred myriads."

Flaccum

§ 6.
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We doubtless find some indications that the former of these effects
was not wholly wanting ; as, for instance, when that zealous champion
of Judaism, the Alexandrian Philo, places in contrast with Moses, who,
vvliile in favor at the Egyptian court, still remains faithful to his people,
%tho3e renegades ^ " that trample on the laws in which they were born
and bred, upturn those customs of their country which were liable to
no just censure, and in their predilection for the new, become utterly
In another passage,^ he rebukes those " who are
forgetful of the old."
impatient of the religious institutions of their country ; Avho are ever on
the alert for matter of censure and complaint against the laws of religion ; who thoughtlessly urge these and the like objections in excuse of
their ungodliness ^ Do ye still make great account of your laws, as if
they contained the rules of truth ?
Yet see, the holy Scriptures, as you
term them, contain also fables, such as you are accustomed to laugh
*
at, when you hear them from others."
Yet, in the main, the power of their religious faith, so deeply rooted
in the mind of this people, was too great over them to be weakened by
the influence of that foreign culture ; and hence the former of the effects above mentioned, was certainly the more rare, and the latter the
more frequent case. It was this the Jews, completely imbued with
the elements of Hellenic culture, endeavored to find a mean betwixt
these and the religion of their fathers, which they had no wish to renounce and to this end availed themselves of the svstem most in voo"ue
^
with those who busied themselves Avith religious matters in Alexandria,
that of the Platonic philosophy, which had already become a mighty
power over their own intellectual life. At the same time, they were
very far from consciously entertaining the idea or wish to sacrifice the
:

:

;

.

.

.

.

.

'

authority of their ancient religion and of their sacred writings to the
authority of a human philosophy.
On the contrary, they learned, from
a comparison of the religious knowledge existing among their own peo-

which might be found among the Egyptians and Greeks,
understand more clearly the distinguished character of their ancient
religion, the divine agency manifested in the guidance of their people,
and the destination of that people as bearing upon the whole human

ple with that
to

•

De

vita Mosis 1. 1, f. 607, § 9.
No/zowf
napaliaivovai, Ka-&odg i}tvv7/ii>iaav kuI l1

Tpu<pr]aav,f/-&7i

(Ye

-rvdrpLa, olr fie/xipLc ohd^jiia

KporeoTL diKala, Kivomiv eKdir/Tij/xevoL kol
6ia rfjv Tuv irapovruv uirodox'/v ovdevbg en
T(jv

apxoluv

fivrjjirjv

Tia/iddvovaiv.

De

In a pagan this scoffing would have
struck him as no such singular thing. He
looks upon it as a punishment of the foolhardiness of this man, that he soon after
hung himself; Iv' 6 fuaph^ kol 6vaKu-&apT0^
/ii/Sf: Kad-upu -d-avuTo) TeXevTrjari. Bv means

Jew.

tongixes at Babel.
* Also in the passage
(de

of his allegoric interpretation. Philo wishes
to remove that whicli furnished this man an
occasion for his scoffing, that others might
not draw upon themselves a like punishment. He describes here a whole class of
such people, who were waging an irreconcileable war with sacred tilings, and searching for matter of calumny wherever the
letter admitted of no befitting sense. ''Evioi

10.53, ^

T'Jv

confus. ling. f. 320, § 5.
0/ jiiv
dvaxtpaivovTEQ rij narpio) 7ro?iiT£ia, ipoyov
Kal Karriynpiav del tuv vofiuv fie?,eTO)VTec
TovTOtg Kat ToiQ Trapaiv\r}GLOLg, ijg dv ekiSd'&paig r7/c d^edrriTog avrCov o'l dvaaEjhlc
-

Xuvrai.
^

He

is

speaking of the confusion of

nom. mutat. p.
8) where Philo quotes the scoffing
language of an ai'^fof and dneiS//^, the bitterness with which he speaks would seem
to indicate that the scoffer

was an

infidel

(piTiarrEx^rj/^ovuv Kal fiufiovg del Tot{
t&eAovruv Kal KoXeftot.
uKrjpvKTOv TtoT^euovvruv role ieoolg.
dfiCijioi^ TrpoguTzreiv

"
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was indeed the high destination of
and confirmed by such a comparison.
So says the individual whom we would choose to name as the
" That which is the
representative of these Alexandrians, viz. Philo.^
portion only of a few disciples of a truly genuine philosophy, the knoAvl-#
edge of the Highest, has become the inheritance of the whole Jewish
people by laws and customs."
He calls the Jews priests and prophets
for all mankind. 2
He was conscious of the relation to universal historjlying at the ground of the particular in the history of his nation
saw
how the Theocratic people, as such, had a mission to fulfil which regarded
entire humanity.
He describes them as a priestly people, whose calling it was to invoke the blessing of God on all mankind. ^
He says,
race

;

their conviction tliat this

the Jews, could onlj be strengthened

—

with this reference, that the offering, presented for the whole people,
for the entire race of man.^
The spirit of Judaism enabled him to tmderstand, that religious truth
should be a public thing, the common property of all.
Considering

was meant

Jew

might be tempted, under such inducereligious mysteries, to set up
another description of mysteries in competition with those of the Greeks,
it is the more worthy of remark, how decidedly Pliilo took his stand
against every such tendency, greatly distinguishing himself, in this respect, from the heathen Platonists.
It well nigh seems, as if he found
hoAV easily a

at Alexandria;

ments as were held out by the

traffic in

cause to warn his fellow-believers themselves against the fascinations of
" All mysteries,
mystery, by which they also could be attracted.^
says he, " all parade and trickery of that sort, Moses removed from the
holy giving of the law ; since he did not wish those that were trained
under such a form of religious policy, to be exposed, by having their
minds dazzled with mysterious things, to neglect the truth, and to follow after that which belongs to night and darkness, disregarding what
is worthy of the light and of the day.
Hence no one of those that
know Moses, and count themselves among his disciples, should allow
himself to be initiated into such mysteries, or initiate others for both
the learning and the teacliing of such mysteries is no trifling sin.
For
why, ye initiated, if they are beautiful and useful things, do ye shut
yourselves up in profound darkness, and confer the benefit on two or
three alone, when you might confer it on all, were you willing to pul)hsh in the markelrplace what would be so salutary for every one, so
that all might certainly participate of a better and happier life ? "
He
points to the fact, that in the great and glorious works of nature, there
He bears witness of the mere empty mechis no mystery, all is open.
anism, into which the mysteries had then degenerated ; men
he says
of the worst character, and crowds of abandoned women, were ini;

—

—

tiated for
1

De

money.

caritate

f.

699,

§

2

:

"OTvep kK (piloao-

SoKifiuTuTTjg TvepiyivETat Tolg OfuXrjTalg avrt/c, tovto kuI 6iu vb/iuv kol i-diJv
(t)iac Tijg

lovSaioic, iwia-r/nT] tov

BvTUTOv nuvruv.
&E0L(:
3

tov

uvututov koI

n?Mvov uiruaafiEvoig.
Abrah. f. 364, § 19.
vita Mosis I. f. 625,

De
De

toiq

ettI

Tzpeg-

yEvrjTolg

onep Efie7JX,ev i^ dnavruv tuv uXXuv lepao&at, rug VTrep tov yevovc tuv av&pumov
inuvruv uel TroiT/anfievov evx>'ig^ De victimis f. 238, at the end, ^ 3.
^ De victimas offerentib. f. 856, ^ 1'Mjjt^f/f nfjTE te2,el(t&u

tuv koI yvupifxuv
§

27.

'Ei9vwc.

jllt/te

tuv Muwasuc
TE7iE'tT<j

<j)OiTri

;
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These religious philosophers among the Alexandrian Jews, of whom
we speak, can be rightly understood and judged of, only by taking into

—

the fundamental principle of their system,
view their entire position,
as well as theii'
which had been formed out of contradictory elements,
relation to the two opposite parties, between which they were endeavorOn the one hand, they held firmly to
ing to gain a reconciling mean.
They were devoted to it with true revthe religion of their fathers.
erence and love, and looked upon the records of it as a work of the
Every thing in these records, and particularly in the
Divine Spirit.
Pentateuch, passed with them as, in one and the same sense, divine.
From these,
their opinion, were to be drawn all stores of wisdom.
On the other hand, their minds were preoccupied by a philosophical
They were themselves unculture at variance Avith these convictions.
conscious of the conflicting elements that filled their minds, and must
have felt constrained to seek after some artificial method of combining
Thus w^ould they be involuntarily
them into a harmonious whole.
driven to imply in the old records of religion, which for them possessed
the highest authority, a sense foreign to these records themselves, supposing all the while, that they were thus really exalting their digniity
as the source of all wisdom.
As to the parties between which they moved, and which they had
particularly in mind in their interpretation of the sacred writmgs, they
were two standing related to the two several tendencies, in connection
with which, also, the philosophy of religion according to Platonism, as
already set forth by us, had gone on to shape itself among the Pagans
a skeptical, and a superstitious tendency.
On the one side were
philosophically educated Greeks, who used what they knew of the Old
Testament Scriptures according to their different turns of thinking

—

m

;

—

either with

;

trifling spirit, to

ridicule

it,

or with

more earnestness

of

intention, stepping forth as defenders of the interests of true piety,
to charge it with unworthy representations of God.^
And there were
Jews themselves, who, under the influence of foreign culture, had broke
loose from the reUgion of their fathers, and jomed themselves with these

opponents.
On the other side, were those no less arrogant than narrowminded Pharisaical scribes, who would apprehend the things of God
with fleshly sense, sought the highest Avisdom in little verbal refinements,
and by their grossly literal interpretations were led away into the most
1 Thus Philo, in his second book de plantatione Noae, § 17, defends the Old Testament against those who fonnd something
blasphemous in the ex])ression where God
is called an inheritance (/c/iz/por ) of men. as,
for instance, with reference to the Levites.
Kal vvv elai Tiveg TcJv t'!TLfiop(pa^6vTuv
ebae(inav, ol to npox^tpov tov Aoyov irapaavKO(pavTOvff(, (^uokovteq ov-&' I'xnov ovf

J.iyEiv uv&puKciv &ehv KA,i/pov.
might suppose that this attack on the
Old Testament proceeded from Jews, who,
by the preponderant influence of their Greek
education, had become alienated from the
k<J<paXi'g

We

and inclined to a
certain species of Deism that avoided anthropopatliism.
But the manner in which
religion of their fiithers,

Philo exi)resses himself seems more accordant with tlie supposition that he had pagans
in view
for if he were speaking of apostate
Jews, liis language would doubtless have
been more excited and bitter, as it usually
is in such cases.
The allusion is to such
pagan accusers of the Old Testament, as it
seems to me, in a passage to be found only
in the Armenian translation of (piaest. in
Genes. 1. 111. § 3, ed Lips. opp. Pliilon. T
VII. p. 5.
;

^

:

;
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— men who, from
fundamental
and
came
— God's shape,
God and
— and by such
contributed most

absurd and extravagant opinions^
principle of adhering to the letter,

form the rudest notions of

their

their low, sensual views,

divine things,

of

to

of his

anger, of his arbitrary -will,
notions
to
bring Judaism into contempt with the educated Greeks.
Now the object of those Jewish philosophers in religion, like that of
the heathen Platonists, was, by making the distinction between spirit
and letter, idea and symbol, in the old records of religion, to sti-ike out
for themselves a direct middle course betwixt the above mentioned

extremes.

There was

this truth lying at the basis of their

endeavors,

that in those exhibitions of truth which belong to the religious province,

matter and form are not so related to each other as in other writings
that here, where the fonn is something that cannot fully answer to the
immeasurable greatness of the matter, the mind must read between the
luies with its thoughts directed towards the divine, in order to a cognizance of the divine matter in its earthly vessel.
Tliis principle had,
moreover, a special title to be employed in its application to the Old
Testament, inasmuch as within the latter dwells a spirit enveloped
under a fonii still more limited and more limitmg than elsewhere,
struggling towards a future revelation and development, whereby it
was destined to be freed from this confinement. But as the consciousness of this spirit
first revealed by Christianitywas to them
wanting, they might the more naturally, on this very accoimt, allow
themselves to be guided by a foi*eign spirit, in mterpreting the religion
of their fathers.
It was a foreign principle, borrowed from the Platonic
philosophy, from wliich they started in pursuit of the key to the spiritual
understanding of the Old Testament.
Instead of referring its contents
to the end of practical religion, they were hunting everywhere after
universal ideas, only liid under an allegorical cover,
such ideas as
had been formed in their own minds from intercourse with the Platonic
philosophy.
To excite the receptive mind to explore these ideas, they
represented as the highest aim of those writings.
One extreme opposed itself to the other. Over against that slavery
to the letter which characterized a narrow, sensual Mabhirdsm, stood a
tendency to evaporate everything into imiversals.
The necessary
means of arriving at a knowledge of the spirit contained under the cover
of the letter were despised.
The overleaping those mediating momenta
of logical, grammatical and liistorical interpretation, met its own penalty,
in the manifold delusions which ensued.
Wliolly a stranger to the
history, the manners and the language of the ancient people, and
despising the rules of grammatical and logical interpretation, a Philo
found many difficulties in the Greek version of the so called Seventy
Interpreters, in which he was accustomed to read the Old Testament,

—

—

—

Philo, (de somniis 1. I. f. 580, § 17.) dethem thus
Tovg rf/r ()r]Tri(; rrpayfiarsiag aocjiiaTuc Kai Xiav rug 6(ppvg uveCTzaKorag.
^
Thus Philo, (de plantat. Noae 1. II. f.
219, ^ 8.) directs his discourse against those
who took every thing in a literal sense in
1

scribes

:

the account of Paradise. He says of them
TIoA/lr/ kol 6va^epu7revToc i/ Em]-&eLa.
He
says, those sensual notions of God led to
^tt"
the destruction of practical religion
EvaelSsiag Kal oaion^Tog na-^aipiaei tK^ecr;

fioraTa ovra eipmara.
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0. T. wliich was not only current

at

Alexandria, but

of the highest authority, cm account of the story of its miraculous origin.

They were difficulties, however, which he might have easily solved by
means of the helps above mentioned. He frequently overlooked here
the sunplest sense, which first offered itself, and mstead of this, sought
a more profound one, which was merely what had been put into the
words by himself.^ But in addition to this, that mistaken reverence
for the sacred wTitings, that

Holy

exaggerated view of the mfluence of the

whereby the inspired writers were considered merely as
passive organs, contributed no small share in compellmg men who
regarded every thing as m one and the same sense clivme, and wholly
overlooked the medium of connection between the divine and the human,
to find at the position in which they had thus placed themselves, much
much that they must labor to remove
that was difficult and revolting
by an arbitrary spiritualLzation. Thus the one-sided supernaturalistie
Spirit,

—

element of the Jewish position led directly to the opposite extreme of
an error which might have been avoided
an arbitrai'y rationalism,^
by that method of conciliatory mediation between the supernatural and
the natural which was presented in our statement of the views of

—

Plutarch.
Yet these Alexandrian Jews were well aware of the difference between the mythical religion of other nations and the historical religion
They did consider, it is true, the historical and
of their own people.
hteral sense as a veil for those universal ideas, the communication of
which to the human mind was the highest aim of God's revelations;

they insisted also, in the main, on the objective reality and
theii- importance as a means of rehgious and moral training for such as coidd not
soar to those heights of contemplation.
Far was it from their thoughts,
to deny the reality of the supernatural in the histoiy of their nation,
" He who will not believe the
and to allow it only an ideal significancy.
miraculous as miraculous," says Philo, in defendmg the Old Testament
history, " proves by this, that he knows not God, and that he has never
sought after Him for otherwise he would have understood, by looking
at that truly great and awe-inspiring sight, the miracle of the Universe,
that these miracles (referring to the guidance of God's people) are but
child's pl?.y for the divine power.^
But the truly miraculous has become despised through familiarity. The unusual, on the contrary,
although in itself insignificant, yet through oui' love of novelty, transports
us with amazement."^
but

still

truth of the history and of the letter, and ascribed to both

;

1

We

have a remarkable example in the

work Quis rcruin

divinar. hajres,

f.

492,

§

16, where, in the phrase ^iiyayev aurov t^u,
he looks for some deeper meaning, in the
apparently unnecessary repetition of the

^ "

Einer rationalistisch-idealistischen Will-

kuhr."

De

vita Mosis 1. II. ^ 38 : Et 6e tic tovrotg uiriarel, iSeuv ovf oldev ovt' k^ijTijae
^

repetition

'Eyvu yap uv ev'&eug, 5n tu 7raravra Kot TrapuXoya ^eoii Tvacdca
ehlv, utcJuv elc rd rw ovti //t-yoAa kcI

Hebrew usage,

a-ov6r)(; djio, yiveatv ohpavov.

word

t'Cw

;

and again,

in the case

where

tlie

of the noun, according to the
leads him to conceive of a
two-fold subject, and furnishes him an occasion of introducing his idea of the Lo-

?08

irunoTe.

pudo^a

Tavra

»
cria,

liV

di)

fikv Trpoc uAr/^eiav

KaTant:(ppbvr]rat

-(p (jicXoKaivi.).

auvrf&et.

rib

tv i^Ei Kol uv /iCKpu

k. t. X.

bvra

i]

-^avfia-

T<i
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Still they found individual pas8a,ges, the literal understanding of
difficulties, it might be,
which presented insurmountable difficulties,
for any rational apprehension whatever, or for their own minds, at the

—

particular position

assumed by

their 'pliilowpliy

of religion.

Such

passages, in mterpreting which, the Rabbins,
who explained every thing according to the letter, fell, no doubt, into
absurd and fantastic representations ; as, for instance, in the account of
especially were those

Now here, it was beyond the power of the Alexandrians,
from their own position, to find a means of conciliation between the
divine and human, answering to the necessities of reason as, for example,
in distinguishing between a fact lying at the bottom, and the purely
They were forced to push
symbolical character of a form of tradition.
the opposition to the altogether literal mode of apprehension so far as to
Paradise.

;

and historical facts throughout, recogsome universal thought, that presented
train of speculations created by a fusion of the
itself to
But it was far
Platonic philosophy with religious ideas of Judaism.^

deny the

reality of the literal

some ideal
them out of the

nizing only

truth,

from the intention of a Pliilo, in maintaining such views, to derogate
On the contrary, as he
from the authority of the sacred writings.
referred every thing they contained to the inspiration of the Divine
Spirit, so he recognized the msdom of that Spirit in permitting the
writers actuated by Him, to represent many things in such a form, as,
to the end
Hterally understood, could give no tenable sense whatever
that those wdio w^ould otherwise be tempted to rest satisfied with the
bare letter, and search no farther, might be excited to explore that
ideal sense lying at the bottom ^ to conduct to this, being, in truth,
Hence such stones of stumbthe highest aim of the divine revelations.
ling must be scattered here and there, as means of excitement for the
;

;

spiritually blind.

be a two-fold position in respect to religion and
a faith clinging to the letter and to
records ;
the history, and a contemplation soaring to the ideas veiled under the
The first was, as we see, in the main,
historical and the literal facts.
Yet many individuals separated already
common to both positions.
into opposite parties, at the point where the higher spiritual apprehension did not admit of being joined with an adherence to the reahty of
the literal and historical facts, but tbese latter must be wholly given up.
This, however, was not the ouly difference between the two positions.
The difference lying at the root, and which developed itself out of this
root, could not fail to exert a more wide-reaching influence on the whole
mode of apprehending rehgion. From this source sprang such opposite
By those who adhered invariably to the principle of a
views as follow.
barely literal mterpretation, whatever had been said after an anthropo[lathic manner, in condescension to the sensuous many, concerning

Thus there came

to

the understanding of

its

—

1 After poindng out the difficulty of understanding- in a literal sense, the 'account
of the creation of the woman, in Genesis,
Philo concludes thus ; To i^i/rdv em tovtov
Legis. alleg. 1. II. § 7.
uv^ojSic iari.

-

i?a«
§

^iovov ovk
tov ^yrov.

hapyuc irporpenuv iKpiaraa
Quod deterior potiori insid

6.
^

Td aKuvdala

rf/^

TixjiXolc rrjv Siavolav.

ypa^VC, u<popfial Tch
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God, concerning the wrath of God, concerning His vindictive justice,
was taken literally. This apprehension of religion after human analogies is, for men at such a stage of culture, a necessity, and subserves
their interest, so far as it deters them from sin by the fear of punishment.
But those who occupy the higher spiritual position, recognize in all this
only a pedagogical element, and purify the idea of God from all admixIt was an opposition, then, between the appreture of the human.i
By
hension of God as man, and the apprehension of God not as man.^
this separation of everything pertaining to man, the idea of God was
evaporated to a somewhat wholly without attributes, wholly transcendental
and the Being, (or,) goodness in itself, the Absolute of
By
Platonism, Avas substituted for the Jehovah of the Old Testament.
soaring upward, beyond all creaturely existence, the mind, disenfranchising itself from sense, attains to the intellectual intuition of this
Absolute Being, concerning whom it can pronounce only that he is,
;

other detemninations, as not answering to the exalted-nature
In accordance with this opposition of \iews,
is the distinction which Philo makes between those who are in the proper
sense sons of God, having elevated themselves, by means of contempla-

waiving
of the

all

Supreme Essence.^

Being, or attained to the knowledge of him in his
immediate seJf-m.anifestation,^ and those who have come to the knowledge of God only as he declares''' himself in his works, in creation, in
those who
the revelation, still enveloped in the letter, of Holy Writ;
consider this as the Supreme God
attach themselves only to the Logos
The
rather sons of the Logos than of the true Being (y^.)
himself;
former, moreover, need no other motives to a moral life, than love to the
the principle of disinterested love
Supreme Being for his own sake
of God.
The others, who find themselves at that lower position, where
God is known only after the analogy of man, must be trained to virtue
by the hope of reward and the fear of punishment. Philo himself
remarks, that answering to the two principles in religion according to
which God is represented in the one case as man, and in the other, not

tion, to the highest

—

—

;

;

—

1 This two-fold position is implied, in the
book Quod Dens immutah. \ 11, where the
writer distinguishes that wliich answers to
the truth in itself, and that which had been
merely so expressed. Tov vovT^eTT/aa/. x'V'-v

rolif /rt'puf

fi7)

ilovffi

rd ov, a/12' tK^i^uaavrec avrb Tzdcriq

uvev xo-po-^i^poc rfjv vnap^iv KaTnTiaiifidvea-^ai, rtjv Kara rb elvai

ttoiuttitoc tjjiXyv

(pavracriav /luvfjv £V£('ieSavTO,

/iop(pcJ-

fifj

6vva/nevovg au(ppovLCE<y&at,

aavrec avro. Quod Deus immutah. ^ 11.
* To this knowledge of God in his self-

ovxl ru

manifestation. Philo refers in the fullowinp

Sea Trai^eiag kol vov&e(jiag,

clXX'

ovpavov

K£(t>vKh>at TOLovrov e/vai, MTieicTai.

passage

This opposition lietween a positive apprehension of God as man, and a negative npiirchension of God, to the exclusion
of all human attributes, and every thing

yw

anthropopathic, occurs often in Philo's writings.
The comparison of Numb. 23: 19,
and Dent. 1 .'51, may he said to be classi"Ei' /uPv, on
cal with him, on this subject.
ohx wf uv&pu—oQ n iSrof, erepov 6e, on wf

that as light can be seen only by means of
light, so God, only by his own self-maniHvvoXuc ~b (jx'jq dp' ov (poirl p/iefestation.

2

:

uvi^puTTOf.

Comp.
Jracf,
*

Quod Deus immutah.

also the

Armenian

Qujest. in Genes.

Owhfid

rCrv

1.

§

II.

translation of the
I. § .55.

yeyovoiijv Idea TtapafiaX-

//

:

Mi)

ixlaroc

eij.oai'ia'&elrjt; fioL 61
?/

uipoc

?/

rivog

d,TvAui; rC)v

i,

ev

ytyv^asi, firjde KaTO-Tpi.rTaifir]v kv a/lAcj tlv)

Vid. Leg.

tt/v a/jv Idsavrj ev aol rC)^EiJ, etc.

allegor.

1.

III. h 33.

And where

he says

rbv avrov 6e rpoTrov koI 6 d-eoi,
iavrov (piyyog uv Si avTov fiovov ^eupelrai
De praem. et poen, § 7.
^ The opposition between ov and ?.6yo(
Trerai

elvai

;

and

Xeyecrd-ac
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as

man, are the two principles of fear and of love

in religion.^

Those

him the men oipure
who have freed themselves from the dominion

that have attained to the last mentioned stage are to
intellect or

pure

spirit^

of sense.

Thus,

to the

sensuous anthropo^morpMsm and anthropopathism, wiiich

characterized the grosser mode of apprehension among the Alexandrian
Jews, Philo opposed a one-sided spiritualism, whereby the idea of God

—

was emptied of all determinate contents,
the real side of the Old
Testament Theism, the objective truth, and reality at bottom in the
Old TestaijQent notions of God's holiness of his wrath, and of his
vindictive justice, were totally misapprehended,
whereby all such
ideas of God were explained away,
a spiritualism far better suited
to the Brahminic or the Buddhist system, than to the proper religion of
the Old Testament.
"We have here, then, already, the appearance of
a mistical Rationalism, placed ni connection with the Jewish Supranaturalism ;
a prototype of tendencies, which at still later periods,
more frequently recur, where the simplicity of revealed religion becomes overcharged with human inventions. The same individual, who,
as we have seen, protested so strongly against the Grecian mysteries,
introduced into Judaism that aristocratic distinction of the ancient
world, between an esoteric and an exoteric religion
and with it, after
the example of Platonism, the justification of falsehood, as a necessary
means for training the uninitiated many. ^
Now it is indeed true, that this mystic nationalism, pushed to its
extreme consequences, leads to the principle that positive religion is to
be regarded simply as a means for training the many a means which
the wise can afford to dispense with, and which for them has no longer
any significancy. And this mode of thinking, moreover, was actually
carried, by many of the Alexandrian Jews, to an extreme where it
must have finally resulted in the denial of the supra-naturalist principle
itself.
These Jews left off the observance of the ceremonial law, thus
drawing upon themselves the charge of heresy from the more religious
class, and may, doubtless, have brought the entire Alexandrian theology
" The observance of the outAvard forms of worship,"
into bad repute.^
said they, " belongs to the many.
We, who know that the Avhole is
but a symbolical veil of spiritual truth, have enough in the idea, and
need not concern ourselves with external forms." But with the habit
of thinking peculiar to Philo and his class, and which has been ex,

—

—

—

;

;

1 Ilap' o iioi SoKEi Tolc TTpoELp-nfievoLt; 6val
KE^alaioig tu te " ug uv&pu-nroQ Kai tu ovx'
ug iiv&punoc 6 &e6c" irEpa 6vo avvvcpfivai,
uKoXovd-a Kal crvyjEvr/, (pofSov te kuI ayaTTTjv Tolg ^eoTrpETTug avTo SI ai'To fiovov rd
ov TLfiuai TO uya-K&v niKEi6-aTov,(poPElcr&aL

6e tTEpoiQ.

Qnod'Deus immntab.

Qnod Dens immntab.

§

14.

§ 14, and de
both which passages the
Cberabim,
well-known words of Plato in the Eepubrelating to falshoods tliar may be jnslie
tified in certain cases, where they can be
used for the benefit of simple persons or the

2

Vid.

§ 5, in

_

— plainly

floated before the mind of
Vid. 1. II. ji. 257, 1. III. p. 266, Vol.
VI. Ed. Bipont. These remarks of Plato,
sick

Philo.

o-roiinded, indeed, in the whole
aristocratic spirit of the ancient world, exertcd, thron^di varions intermediate channels, a sreat inflnence on the moral sense of
men in the first centuries after Christ, and

which were

even modified a part of Christian education,
^ philo de mi-rat, Abraami, §16: Eloi
rivEr, ol Toi)g fir/Tovg rofinvc frc///jo?,a vov
ruv TvpayfiuTuv VTrolajiiSuvovTec, tu fih
7]Kpi(3o)tyav, ruv ds ^a'&vuuc diXiyuprjaav.

;
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plained above, such an extreme, to which his own avowed principles
He says of those more decided and consistent
Idealists, " as if they hved for themselves alone in a desert, or as if
led, did not fall in.

they were souls without bodies, and knew not anything of human society,
they despise the faith of the many, and are willing to mquire only after
pure truth, as it is in itself when the word of God should have taught
them to strive after a good name with the people, and to violate none
;

of the reigning customs, wliich divine men, who were superior to us,
As we must take care of the body, because it is the
soul's mansion, so are we bound to be solicitous for the observance of

have founded.

When we

the letter of the law.

observe

this, that also Avill

become

which the letter is a symbol and we shall escape thereby
the censures and upbraidings of the multitude." ^
In Egypt, the native land, in after times, of the anchorite and
monastic life, this contemplative bent of the religious mind, which we
have described thus far, led to results somewhat analogous to that later
phenomenon. With a view of devoting themselves wholly to the contemplation of divine things, many withdrew from the world and retired
but he was forced to learn,
Philo was one of these
into solitude.
from his own experience, that the man carries his inward enemy into
that he cannot flee from himself and the world
solitude with him,
clearer, of

;

;

—

—

within his

own

rience.2

" Often I

bi-east.
left

He gives us, himself, the result of his expekhidred, friends, and country, and retired into

my thoughts to worthy contemplamy thoughts, either scattered
but I accomplished nothing so ;
abroad, or, wounded by some impure impression, fell into the opposite
current.
But sometimes I find myself alone with my soul, in the midst
of thousands, when God dispels the tumult from my breast
and so
He teaches me that it is not change of place that brings evil or good
but all depends on that God who steers the ship of the soul in the
Already among the Alexandrian Jews arose
direction he pleases."
the opposition between a contemplative and a practical direction of the
the opposition between efforts
religious life, of which Philo testifies,
directed solely towards the human, and those directed solely to the
the Therapeutic life, devoted entirely to God, and the moral
diviae''^
life, devoted entirely to exhibitions of love for man.
Already was the
same spectacle witnessed, which, at later periods, became a common
The opposition of the worldly to the
occurrence in the large cities.
contemplative ascetic propensity became the occasion of divisions in
Pliilo observes that he knew many a father, given
the domestic circle.
to luxurious living, to be abashed by the abstemious, philosophic life of
a son, and for that reason to retire from all intercourse with him.*
tlie

wilderness, that I might raise

tions

:

—

;

—

—

1

De

migrat. Abraami.

f.

402.

2

Leg. allegor. 1. II. ^ 21.
3 As Philo describes it.
Of the latter
tendency he says: 'kaparov e/KpopT/aafievoc
rov evoElSeiac iro^ov TroTCkd xo-'t-P^i'V #"aavTec Talg a'A?Mi,c Trpay/iaTsiacg uXov uve^eaav tuv oIkeIov ftiov ^epaKEia ^eov. 01
6f ovdiv e^oj tuv npdg uvx^puTrov^ SiKaiuv
moTOKrjaavTEQ s'l.vni /lovrjv rf/v Trpor av&pC}n'Ol'f

ouMnv

vtTTi'inavro.

Ti'.iv

TF

ii.va:^C,n)

rfiv XPV<^i-v i^ loov tcugl napexovrsc ^t.(i
KOivojviac l/j-spov Kal tu 6elvu Kara Svva/iLv
kmiioixplCeLv u^lovvte^.
The oiX6-&eoL and

the oiAuv^puTroi.
De decalogo, § 22.
* 'HJ?? 6i Kal •KaTspac oldn^^ia rd diSpnSlaiTO)j. abcTTjpbv Kal (piloaiKpov ,3lov nai6uv EKTpaTiOiLisvovc Kal 6! alih'j rbv aypbt,
Tvpb rljr -oXeuc; olkeIv D.ofiEvovg.
De pro
fn"'is, ^ 1.

'
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As

Philo was anxious to find a just middle course between that class
and the SjnrituaUsts in religion, so
again, he sought after some method of conciliation between the two
last mentioned tendencies, the practical and the contemplative, the
anthropological and the theological.
He held a combination of them
both to be the more perfect way, and looked upon each, by itself and
separated from the other, as but half the whole. ^
The discipline of
the practical life seemed to him the first step of purification and prepa-

who

wei-e entangled in the letter,

ration necessary for entering the entirely contemplative

life.

Already

he felt himself called upon to protest against the exaggerated estimate
" When you see one," says he, " who never
put on the ascetic life.
takes his food or his drink at the proper time, or who disdains the bath

and the unction, or who neglects the clothing of his body, or torments
himself with a hard couch and night watchings, deceiving himself with
this show of abstemiousness, inform him of the true way to continence,
for the course he has chosen is labor to no purpose.
By hunger, and
the other kinds of self-torture, he is destroying both body and soul." ^
He speaks of people who, without being ripe for such a step, rushed
suddenly on a strictly Therapeutic life, the renunciations of which thev
were too weak to endure, and hence were soon forced to abandon it.^
And he must rebuke also the secret wickedness covered up under the
" Truth," says he, " may rightly
outside show of a rigid asceticism."^
complain of those who, without any previous
the occupations and trades of social

trial

of themselves, leave

and say they have renounced
its honors and its pleasures.
They wear contempt for the world as an
outside show, but do not really contemn it.
That slovenly, austere
look, that abstemious and miserable life, they use as baits
as if thej
were friends to strict morals and the government of self. But closer
observers, who penetrate Avithin, and are not to be led Avrong by out^
ward appearances, cannot be imposed upon thus." Philo would have
those persons only who had been tried in the active duties of social
life, pass over to the contemplative
as the Levites were permitted to
life,

;

;

from the active service of the temple only after having passed
their fiftieth year.
Human ^artue should go first, the divine follow
rest

—

after.'^

This ascetic, contemplative propensity, which we observed in the
bud among the Alexandrian Jews, gave birth to a spiritual society,
composed of men and unmarried women, which sprung up in the

—

neighborhood of Alexandria
the
a society, whose name simply,
TJierapeutcB,^
denotes the striving after a life abstracted from worldly
things and consecrated to the contemplation of God.
Their principal
seat was in a quiet and pleasant district on the border of lake Moeris,
;

—

1

'HyUire/leif T7]V upsryv, 6?j)K/Jipoi ol Trap'

ufi^orepoLg eiSoKifiovvrec-

De

decalogo,

§

22.
2
}

The

tract

Quod

deteiior potior! insid.

7.

^ Such as went Itt' av7M<; rfjg &EpaTr£iac
and duTTdv fj TTpo^eTi'&elv aTrerrf/rffaai', rr/v

avTTTipuv

SiatTav

avrr/g

kuI

rf/v

uvttvov

uptuKelav Kai rov avvExv Kal uKujiarov it6vov ovk eveyKovrec. De profugis, § 7.
* L. c. § 6.
^ Tvupi<T&riTe oiv irpoTEpovTy naf uv&pu
TTovc upe-y, Iva kol t?) npbc &eov (yvara&rjTe

De
*^

profugis.

f.

OspaTrevral

4.55, § 6.
K.al &epa7rEVTp't.6ec
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Here they lived, like the later anchorites,
not far from Alexandria.
shut up singly in their cells/ their only employment being prayer and
The basis of their contemplation
the contemplation of divine things.
was an allegoric mterpretation of scripture, and they had old theosophic
guide them in their more profound investithe principles of the Alexandrian
Hermeneutics. Bread and water constituted their only diet, and they
practised frequent fasting. ' They ate nothing until evening, for through
contempt of the body they were ashamed, so long as sun-light was
visible, to take sensible nourishment, to acknowledge tliis dependence
on the woi'ld of sense. Many of them fasted for three or even six
Every sabbath they came together, and as the
days in succession.
number seven was particularly sacred with them, they held a still more
They celebrated, on
solemn convocation once in every seven weeks.
this occasion, a simple love-feast, consisting of bread seasoned with salt
and hyssop ; mystic discourses were delivered, hymns which had been
handed down from old tradition were sung, and amidst choral music,
dances of mystic import Avere kept up late into the night.
The passage of their fathers through the Red Sea, on their departure from
Egypt, is supposed to have been symbolically represented by the
exhibition of these choirs and dances.
As they were used to give to
all historical facts a higher sense, bearing upon the life of the spirit, it
is not improbable that they had something of the like nature in view in
this celebration.
Perhaps they considered the departure from Egypt
as a symbol of the deUverance of the spirit from the bondage of sense,
uTitings,

which served

to

gations of scripture, according to

of

its

elevation from sensible things to the divine.^

Many

features of relationship between the sect of the Therapeutae
and that of the Essenes, might seem to render probable the derivation
of the one from the other and this is the prevaiUng opinion m modern
times.
It might be fancied also that the same signification was to be
recognized in the names of both these communities for if we follow
the derivation which Philo himself favors in a passage of the book
concerning the Therapeutic mode of life,
and the name of this sect,
according to one sense of the radical Greek word, signifies a physician,
and the Essenes^ so denominated themselves, as physicians of the soul
it would be evident that the one is but a translation
and of the body,
;

;

—

—

But

this explanation of the name of the Therapeutse
can hardly be considered the right one.
On the contrary, it suits
much better with the peculiar spiritual bent of the Therapeutoe, and
with the theological language of the Alexandrians, if we suppose they
applied this name to themselves, as the genuine spiritual worshippers
of God, the Contemplatists.'^
The features of resemblance between

of the other.

1

mas

Zefivela, fiovaarf/pta.

See Philo de sacrif. Abel et Caini, § 17 :
AiaiSaaig ettl d-edv roii yevpr/Tov Kal (f&aprov Tu TTuaxa elprirai.
'*

3

After the Chaldee

*

Philo often uses thrfollowing expres-

'•aW
,

physician.

sions as synonymoM^:-ytvoi x^.paKEvTCKbv, yei>o\ UercKov, yhog bpariKov, 6

iapari'k=uvijp bpuv rbv ^ebv

Dc

victi-

offercntib. f. 854. iKSTat Kal ^^epuTvevrat tov bvrug ovrog.
De monarchia, f
816. uv6pbg lketov kol (piXo&eov i^edv /lovot.
&epaKevei.v u^ioiivTog. De dccalogo, f. 760
oi ttoaXu x^-'^P^i-'^ (ppacnvreg ralg ak'Katt
-P<^yi^<^relaig, oXov ave-&eaav rbv oUelov

L-

I"-,

de vit3

(^f
a""'
Mos's, /^cir'?
f. 681. to ^epanevruibv avrov {ruv
*""'' '^""f"

:

:
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these societies, as well in the form of their association as in
stance of their repudiating slavery, as a thing contrary to
yet by no means such as to warrant the theory of an outward
Analogous tendencies of the Jewish mind in Palestine,

the circum-

nature, are

connection.

and of the
produced two

Jewish-Alexandrian mind in Egypt, might have easily
Buch mystic fraternities, independently of one another, with a form
adapted to the different countries.
The Essenes owed their origin, as
we have seen, to the existence of a practical mysticism, which is ever
wont to be called forth by such party oppositions as were there manifested ; and the society of the Therapeutse appears to us as a natural
efflux of the peculiar religious tendency which had developed itself
among the Alexandrian Jews.
Neither the Essenes nor the Therapeutae ought to be regarded as

phenomena, confined exclusively to certain comitries. There
more general tendencies, which belonged to the signs
of the times, at work beneath the surface
and the influence of such
tendencies was at that time more widely spread than in Palestine and
Egypt. In manifold forms of appearance which the history of Jewish
isolated

were

in this case,

;

Christian sects, in the

first

centuries after Christ, leads us to recog-

nize or to presuppose, this influence

is

distinctly visible.^

Having thus given an outline of the different main directions of the
religious and theological mind among the Jews, we Avould now consider
more particularly the relation of the same to Christianity. Looking
at the great mass of the Jewish people, we find that the predominance
of the worldly spirit, which would apprehend the divine under notions

by St. Paul, confidence
descent according to the

of sense, the rage for the wonderful described
in the inalienable rights of their theocratic

and

outward show of legal righteousness, constituted the
Whenever men, in this
position of mind, were led, under the impulse of momentary impressions, to embrace Christianity, it might easily happen, that because
they saw their earthly expectations were not fulfilled, and they had
always remained Jews in their mode of thinking, they would soon
renounce again in the same outward way, that to which properly they
had always remauied strangers. Or if they continued to be Christians
outwardly, they were never penetrated with the spirit of the gospel.
Christianity itself, they apprehended only after a fleshly manner, mixing it up with all their Jewish delusions
and the faith in one God, as
well as in Jesus as the Messiah, they converted into an opus operatum,
wholly without influence on the inner life.
They were such men as
Justin Martyr describes,^ who deceived themselves with the notion, that
althougli they were sinners, if they did but have the knowledge of
flesh

in the

chief obstacles to the reception of the gospel.

;

1

The language of Philo himself intimates
when he says of the Therapeut^

this,

U.o?i?MXov jusv ovv t7/c olKov/xivr/c eutI tovTO TO yevoQ.
'E6ei yap uya&ov TeAeiov

ueTaax^lv aal

Tr/v 'E?i^Xa6a

Kal

tt/v

Bdpj3a-

De vita contemplativa, ^ 3.
In the dialogue, c. Tryph. f. 370. The
words of Justin JMarrvr directed against
oov.
2

such Jews, arguing that there can be no
forgiveness of sin without repentance
'AXX' ovx wf Vfielg uTzaTuTE iavToig Kal
uXkoi nveg bfioLoi i'filv kutu tovto, at
Aeyovaiv, oti kov ufiapTulol uai, -debv 6s
yivdxjKuaiv, ov (irj 'koyiar)Tai, avToig Kvpioi
uuapTlav.

ITS

RELATIONS TO CHRISTIANITY.

t)3

such falsifiers
to their account
Paul often rebukes such nominal Christ>
But as the Pagans, on the other hand,
ians as James writes against.
could not be under the same temptation to hold a merely preparatory
position as the end itself, as Christianity must have presented itself to
them as in direct opposition to what they were before, hence it was the
case, as Justin Martyr affirms, that converts, in greater numbers and of
more genuine character, proceeded from the body of the Pagans, than
from the great mass of the Jews.^ Yet in every case, Avhere the feeling of the higher necessities of man's nature, the recipiency for the
divine element, made its appearance, although it might be envelope'd
under some still predominating element of sense, Christianity could
The expectation of the
find an entrance through all such obstacles.
God,^ the Lord would not charge sin

;

of the gospel as the apostle

;

Messiah, although clouded by a strong coloring of sense, could prepare
way for it to such hearts, and they would then go on to become
continually more spiritual in their views, through the power of Christthe

ian faith.

As to the particular systems of Jewish theology which have passed
under our review, it may be observed, first, of the cold, egoistic Sadduceeism, which suffered no aspiration after things beyond the limits of
an earthly existence to emerge, that it presented no point of union
At least, even in that case where the gospel
whatever for the gospel.
found, as it did everywhere, a medium of entrance in the simply human
element at bottom, which could not be Avholly suppressed, the conversion of the Sadducees was not one for which the way had been prepared by the previous mode of thinking and for the very reason that
the previously existing habit of thought formed here no transition-point,
and no medium of union between the two, it is impossible to conceive
Where it has
of any intermingling of Sadduceeism with Christianity.
been attempted to find the traces of such a mixture, in the case of
some deniers of the doctrine of the resurrection in the apostolic age,
as the fact may be
this has been done without any sufficient grounds,
:

—

traced to altogether different causes.^
In the case of the Pharisees, spiritual pride, self-righteousness, the
narrowness and arrogance of a dead scripture-learning, and the
absence of what our Saviour terms poverty of spirit, were in general,
We must be careful, however, to distinguish
the hindrances to faith.
among the Pharisees, the two classes, which have been already pointed
out.
To those who, from the legal position, were striving with a certain
honest earnestness after righteousness, the law might, without doubt,
Through
serve in the end as a school master to bring them to Christ.
that painful struggle described by Paul, from his own experience, in
the seventh chapter of the epistle to the Romans, they might obtain
But those Pharisees who came to Christianity
peace in believing.
1

Such vain and empty knowledge of God

as that which St. John
in his first, epistle.

is

contending against

'^
Justin Martyr, Apolog. 1. II. f. 88.
TlXelovu^ T£ Kai uXr/'&EaTEpovg rot)f k^ i'&vcJv
ruv UTO 'lovdaiuv Kal 'LafiapEuv ;i;pi(7r«&-

voi)^,

d^rj-&eaTepoi

ol

airb

tCjv

i&vuv kuI

wtaroTepoi..

my

8 ggg
History of the Planting and
Ti-aining of the Christian Church by the
Apostles, "S'ol. I.
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without passing through any such crisis of the inner life, might be
hable to the temptation of blending their previous Pharisaical mode of
thniking with the recognition of Jesus as the Messiah,
who for
them, however, was not in any true sense, the Saviour,
and of wishing

—

—

same time, to hold fast by their righteousness of works.
In Christianity there was also present an element of mysticism.
And on this side it might particularly attract that description of
religious mind which Avas exhibited in the societies of the Essenes and
Therapeutaa.
But the mystic element, carried to an undue extreme,
which suppressed everything else that belongs to the purely human in
our nature, might mislead men to shut themselves up Avithin a little
contracted circle of feeling and intuitions, and to bar themselves
against every other influence which might strive to reach them.
To
meet Christianity with that poverty of spirit which it requires, must
often have been the hardest task, also, for such men, if they must start
from the position of their imagined spiritual perfection. And even if,
attracted by the mystic element in Christianity, they surrendered to
its power, yet they could not have appropriated to themselves that
poverty of spirit, in any such measure as to be able to receive Christianity into their hearts in its unstinted entireness.
Easily might such
persons be tempted to carry over with them their supercilious theosophy and asceticism, insomuch that the divine foolishness of the
and this was the source whence
gospel must forfeit its true character
sprung many sects, corrupting in their influence on Christianity, the
germs of which we find already in the epistle of Paul to the Colossians,
and in his pastoral letters.
As to the Alexandrian theology, there were in it, as we have seen,
a mystico-rationalist element, sprung from the intwo elements,
and a m^rafluence of the Platonic philosophy on the Jewish theism
nuturalist element, derived from the Jewish national spirit and educar
tion.
These were blended together, or they might be said, rather, to
subsist one beside the other, than to be united by any sort of organic
Unless a new and higher power had come in to
interpenetration.
influence this process of development, one of two things must, doubteither the supra-maturalist element
less, have been the final result
W'Ould have been overpowered and crushed by the mystico-rationalist,
And if the last had been the
or the latter of these by the former.
case, the Alexandrian theology might then have paved the way for a
certain mystic religion of reason, which had used' historical Judaism
Whoever, now% is unable to perceive
simply as a symbolical drapery.
at the

;

—

;

;

—

God above nature, the significancy ot
proceeding out of supernatural facts in
history,
to him this greatest among all the great phenomena in the
history of the world, whereby the faith in a positive religion was once
more introduced with such overwhelming power among men, must appear like the stumbling upon a monstrous retrograde step, by means of
which the race was placed ages back from the goal which it had been
Considered from such a point
already on the very point of reaching.
of view, it could not but be regretted, that instead of a primal type of

the significancy of faith in a
Christianity as

—

a religion

:

ITS

—
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—

the Son of
and blood instead of an ideal word, the
flesh must dwell among us. Yet the scanty thoughts
that are constantly recurring under manifold shapes in the writings of

humanity

that ethereal idea of Alexandrian theology,

man must appear
Word that became

in flesh

;

representative of that tendency, Avitness of

Philo, the

its

poverty,

and show that without the infusion of a new creative spirit of life, it
must have led of itself to its own dissolution.
Those two elements, combined together in the Alexandrian theology,
either to secure a point of union
might operate in different ways,
for Christianity, or to call forth an opposition to it.
The preponderance of Grecian culture and of the idealist element
operated in the case of these Alexandrian Jews, as doubtless, also, of
others over whom the Grecian culture generally had acquired great
very much to repress
influence,
as for instance, of a Josephus,

—

—

—

With this expectation vanthe expectation of a personal Messiah.
ished the most important point of agreement and possible union
between their system and Christianity but with it vanished also that
stone of stumbling, which the preaching of the cross must have proved
But
to such as gave an earthly shaping to that idea of the Messiah.
;

yet we cannot suppose that the Alexandrian theology could have
stripped away all those expectations, which were so deeply rooted in
the religious spirit of the Jewish people, and so closely interwoven
with the national sympatliies and the national piide itself.
Even
Philo expresses the conviction that the Mosaic law, the temple, and
Regarding the
the temple service are designed for perpetuity.'
calamities of the Jews as a righteous punishment, he cherished the
hope, that when they should one day become converted, they would be
gathered from all the nations among which they were scattered or in
captivity, by some extraordinary appearance from heaven, and led
back to Jerusalem. Their piety, inspiring reverence and awe, would
repress the attacks of their enemies, or secure the victory on their
side.
Then would a golden age begin from Jerusalem. Every thing
would be again restored to that primeval state from which mankind had
become estranged by their fall from the heavenly image. All nature
would then become once more subject to man, and no hostile power
remain behind to annoy him.^ We see here what peculiar shaping
1 Vid. de vita Mosis, I. II. § 3, concerning
the Mosaic laws. Tu f5e rovrov fiovov (Se^aia, aaiikevra fievei nzayiu^ a<p' 7/f r/fiepaq
iypu'pTi jUf.Ypf vvv Kac vrpof eTTEtra wuvra

SiafjtevEiv eXttIq

luc

(iv ifkioq

uvru aliJva

uerTrep a-dv-vara,

Kal aeXyvt) Kal h (jvjnza^ ovpa-

voQ re Kal Koafio^ Vf.
And concerning the
revenues of tlie temple at Jerusalem, he
says, that they will endure as long as this human race and the world. 'E^' oaov rd
uv&p6)nuv yhog SiafxevEi, ueI Kal at npnco6oi roil lepoi) (pvXax^'^f/crovTai avvSian-tvli^nv-

De monarch. II. §
KoafiCf).
was he from thinking that the
temple would ever be destroyed, or the wor5
VOT.. '
cat navTL tC)

3.

So

far

1

ship of

with
^

01

God

could cease to be connected

it.

See Philo's
irpb

fUKpov

de execrationib. ^ 9
anopu6eg kv 'EA/ldrfi Kal

tract,

Bapj3ap(j, Kara vt/(70V( Kac Kara. 7/Keipov(;
uvaaravTec opfiri /iia npog iva avvTeivovaiv
ak'Aax'i'i^Ev aJikoi

^EvnyovfievoL

rbv uTroSeix'&EVTa ;i;wpov
&ELOTEpag fj Kara

Tvpo^ tivoc

<pvatv uv&puTTivr/v otjieuc u8fj7\,ov fiev

ete-

(5t- rolg uvaau^o/usvoig t/Kpavovcprcem. et pcenis, ^19.
Concerning the reconciliation of nature with reformed man. where he had certain passages
of the prophets before his mind, consult de
praem. ct poenis, § 15.

poi.r, /j.6voi(

Comp. de
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the common Jewish notions of the INIessiah's time and the attendant
phenomena had taken, in the spiritualizing schools of the Alexandrians.
Thus was Christianity met in the present case also, not indeed bv
the craving after a personal Messiah, but yet by a desire for the

—

for a glorious state of
universal re-establishment of the Theocracy,
It is possible that, with the doctrine concerning the oppo-

the world.

between the idea and its manifestation with the recognition of
a defect,^ inherent in everything that appears in the world of sense
with the excited aspiration after a godlike life, raised above all sensual
the idea of
alloy, might be aroused the sense of a need of redemption,
Thus many of the peculiar ideas
it, and faith in its actual realization.
belonging to the Alexandrian philosophy of religion, as for instance,
sition

;

;

—

the idea of a mediating divine Word, through whom the world is connected with God ; of his high-priestly ofSce in relation to the phenom-

of a godlike hfe,^ might, by
of the first heavenly man
;
conducting to Christianity, become converted from a mere ideal
Christianity might present itself to men of
element into a real one.
this Alexandrian school, as a Gnosis, which now for the first time
The
taught a right understanding of the s[)irit of the Old Testament.
epistle ascribed to Barnabas contains examples of such points of
transition, through wliich men of Alexandrian culture might be led
over to Christianity.
But it is possible, too, that the nrystico-i'ationalist element in the
system of the Alexandrian Jews, which, in its self-sufficiency, would not
admit the want of any new revelations, as. well as the Jewish, which
held fast to the traditional religious forms as of eternal vahdity, might
And both these tendencies combining
oppose itself to Christianity.
together, might lead to peculiar corruptions of it ; on the one side, by
introducing an idealistic element, resolving everything else into itself,
and the distinction between esoteric and exoteric religious doctrine ; on
We shall
the other, by making of it mei-ely a spiritualized Judaism.
come across these influences again in the history of sects.
Individual ideas of the Alexandrian theology found their way also
into those regions where the writings and studies of these men had not
They were connected with a doctrine concerning
been introduced.
There was a longing
spirits, formed out of Jewish Oriental elements.
to lift the veil which covers the world of spiiits, to have fellowship
Men busied themselves with legends and fictions respecting
with it.
apparitions of the highest intelligences under the envelope of a human
It was such a vague foreboding tendency of mind, impatient
body.^

enal world

;

1 " If God willed to judge the human
race without mercy, He could only condemn
them, since no man remains free from fault
from his hirth to his death." Quod Deus
The avyyevelg iravTi jevimmutab. § 16
IlavTi. yevvijTC} koX uv airovvi^Tc) Ki/pecSalov 'ri, Trap' uaov 71X-&SV elg yiveaiv, avfifvHence the necessity of
if rd i/iiapTuvov.

—

sin oflFerings.
2 Zg)/]

profugis,

De

afuvLOc
\

15.

7]

vita Mosis,

npuc to bv

Zw^

(uJiOf.

1.

III. § i7.

KaTacpvyfi.
^

18.

De

Ai'i'a-

fug alri-&LVTiQ ^uyg.

Legis allegor.

T. §

12.

But such language might easily proceed
from the same common source of the mind,
it is only the most narrow understanding that can suppose, that in every case
where it occurs, it must have been derived
from Philo, or at least from this Alexandrian theology.
^ Simon Magus, for instance, who appropriated to himself ideas of this sort that
were floating about in the East. See also

and
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of the limits of this earthly existence, and aspiring after communications
from the unseen world, that preceded and accompanied the highest
revelation.

Among the remarkable coincidences which prepared the way for the
appearance of Christianity, must be reckoned the dispersion of the
Jews among Greeks and Romans. Those of them who were PharThe wavering
isaically disposed, took great pains to make proselytes.
authority of the old national religions, the unsatisfied religious necessities
of so
the

many, came

God

in to aid

them.

of the Jewish people

;

Reverence for that powerful being,
hidden sanctities of the magnifi-

for the

cent temple of Jerusalem, had long since found its way among pagans.
Jewish magicians (Goetge) ventured on many deceptive tricks, in the
employment of which they were extremely skilful, to produce surprise
and bewilderment. Hence the inclination to Judaism, particularly in
several of the large capital towns, had become so widely extended,
that, as it is well known, the Roman authors, in the time of the first
emperors, often make it a subject of complaint and Seneca, in his
tract concerning superstition, could say of the Jews, " the conquered
have given laws to the conquerors. "^ The Jewish proselyte-makers,
blind teachers of the blind, having no conception of the essential
character of the religion themselves, could impart none to others.
Substituting a dead particularistic monotheism in the place of polytheism, they led those who chose them as guides, often merely to
exchange one superstition for another and so furnished them with new
means for hushing the accusations of their conscience
whence our
Saviour's rebuke, directed against this class of men, that they made
their proselytes two-fold more the children of hell, than themselves.
But here, however, we must distinguish with precision, the two classes
of proselytes
the proselytes in the strict sense of the word, the proselytes of justice, who took upon them circumcision and the whole ceremonial law and the proselytes in the wider sense, the proselytes of the
gate, who simply pledged tltemselves to the renunciation of idolatry, to
the worship of the one God, to abstain from the pagan excesses, and
from everything that seemed to stand connected with idolatry.^
The
former class usually became slaves to all Jewish superstition and fanaticism, and allowed themselves to be led blindfold by their Jewish
teachers.
The more difficult they had found it to bow themselves to a
yoke which must have proved so burdensome to the national habits of a
Greek or a Roman, the observance of the Jewish ceremonial law, the
less could they be made conscious that all this should have been to no
purpose, that they enjoyed thereby no advantage over others, that they
should renounce this imagined righteousness.
Hence such i)roselytes
were often the fiercest persecutors of Christianity, and suffered themselves to become tools of the Jews, in exciting the ])agans against the
Cln-istians. It is to this class, the language of Justin Martyr to the Jews
" The proselytes do not simply not believe, but
should be applied.^
;

;

;

—

:

;

the fragment of tlic apocryphal writings,
Upo^evxTi 'lu<T>/<p, in Orig. in Joann. T. II.
}

25.

^
'^

3

Victoribus ricti leges dederant.
The so called seven precepts of Noah.
jiis ^vords are as follows: (Dialog, c
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•

—

they blaspheme the name of Christ two-fold more than yourselves,
and they would murder and torture us, Avho do believe on him for
they strive in every respect to become like you."
Those proselytes
of the gate, on the other hand, had adopted fi'om the Jewish system
the principles of theism, without becoming wholly Jews.
They had
obtained some knowledge of the sacred writings of the Jews, and had
heard of the great Teacher and King who was to come,
the Messiah.
In what they had read in that Greek translation of the Old Testament,
which to a reader not a Jew was often wholly unintelligible, or in Avhat
they had heard from Jewish teachers, there was much that still remained
dark to them,
they were in the condition of inquirers.
By means
of the ideas they had acquired from the Jews, concerning the unity of
God, the divine government of the world, the divine judgment, concerning the Messiah, they were better prepared for the gospel than
other pagans
and because they believed themselves already to have
less
because they had, as yet, no perfected system of religion, and
divine things ; because they had no
were eager for new instruction
sympathy with Jewish prejudices
for all these reasons, the gospel
could find its way more easily to them than to the native Jews.
From
the beginning, their attention must have been drawn to a doctrine which
engaged, without making them Jews, to secure for them a full participation in the fulfilment of all those promises of which the Jews had
told them. Hence it Avas to these proselytes of the gate, (the qofiot/itevoi
ibv dfuv, fvat^eic, of the New Testament,) that the preachuig of the
gospel was usually directed, according to the Acts of the Apostles,
after it had been rejected by the blinded Jews ; and here the seed of
the divine word found not unfrequently a receptive soil, in souls anxious
for salvation.
There were those also, without doubt, among the proselytes of the gate, who, falling short of the true earnestness in seekmg
after rehgious truth, were only Avishing, in every case, to have a convenient way which would lead to heaven without the necessity of selfdenial, and who, undecided between Judaism and paganism, in order,
at all events, to go safe, sometimes invoked Jehovah in the synagogue,
and sometimes the gods in the temples.^
;

—

—

;

—

;

m

;

01 6e npoai^TivToi ov fibvov
f. 350,)
mcTTsvovaiv, uTCku dnrXorepov v/iuv j3?.ato bvofia avToii Kal i/fldc tovc
«'{•
eKElvov TViGTEVOVTaq Kal (poveveiv Kal
aiKii:eiv ^ovlovrai, Kara -navia yap iulv
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/
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in his Instractions,

given a picture of this class of men, the
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CHUllCH HISTORY.
SECTION FIRST.
RELATION OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH TO THE UNCHRISTIAN WORLD.
I.

1.

Promulgation of Christianity.

Promulgation of Christianity generally ; Hindrances
Causes and Means of its Progress.

to its

Sj)readt

If we contemplate the essential character of Christianity in its relaas it has just been described,
we shall be at no loss to see what it was that tended on the one hand
to further, and on the other to retard the progress of the christian
faith.
Our Saviour referred to the signs of the times as witnessing
and, in like manner, this contemplation will disclose to us,
of him,
in the movements of the intellectual world then going on, the signs
which heralded the new and great epoch in the history of the world
and it will be clear to us that, as has been intimated in the introduction,
the same tendencies, which, singly and by themselves, presented the
stoutest opposition to Christianity, and most effectually debarred its
entrance, must, when combined together, only serve to hasten its
It was a fact grounded in the relation of Christianity to the
triumph.
point of attainment which the general life of humanity had then
reached, that the obstacles opposing themselves to the power which
was destined to the sovereignty of the world, Avere converted into
means for its advancement. We must therefore contemplate both in
their connection with each other.
What, in the first place, particularly served to make possible and to
facilitate the introduction of such a religion everywhere, was its own
peculiar character, as one raised above every kind of outward, sensible
form, and hence capable of entering into all the existing foi^ms of
human society, since it was not its aim to found a kingdom of this
world.
How Christianity could adapt itself to all earthly relations,
and, while it allowed men still to remain in them, yet by the new spirit
which it gave them, the divine life which it breathed into them, how
it was enabled to raise men above these relations, is distinctly set before
us by a Chi'istian, living in the early part of tlie second century, who
thus describes his contemporaries ^ " The Christians are not separated
tion to the religious state of the Avorld

—

;

:

1

Tlie autlior of the letter to Dioijnet.

;
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from other men by earthly abode, by language, or by customs.
They
dwell nowhere in cities by themselves
they do not use a different
language, or affect a singular mode of life.
They dwell in the cities
of the Greeks, and of the Barbarians, each as his lot has been cast
and Avhile they conform to the usages of the country, in respect to
dress, food, and other things pertaining to the outward life, they yet
;

show a peculiarity of conduct wonderful and striking to all. They
obey the existing laws, and conquer the laAvs by their own living."
But this same loftier spirit, which could merge itself in all the forms
it found at hand, must yet, while it coalesced with all the purely human,
come into conflict with all the ungodly nature of mankind, with w^hatIt announced itself as
ever issued from it and was connected with it.
a power aiming at the renovatmi of the world; and the world sought
While Christ came not
to maintain itself in its old ungodly character.
to destroy but to fulfil, so too he came not to bring peace upon the
earth, but the sword.

modes

Hence

the necessary collision with prevailing

and manners. Christianity could find entrance everywhere, precisely because it was the religion of God's sovereignty in the
but to the
heart, and excluded from itself every political element
fundamental position of the old world, which Christianity was to overThe pagan
throw, belonged religion as an institution of the State.
religion, as such, was so closely interwoven with the entire civil and
social Hfe, that whatever attacked the one, must soon be brought into
of thinking

;

This conflict might, in

conflict also with the other.

many

cases at least,

have been avoided, if the early Church, like that of later times, had
been inclined to accommodate itself to the world, more than the holiness of Christianity allowed, and to secularize itself, in order to gain
But with the primitive Christians this was not
the world as a mass.
they were much more inclined to a stern repulsion of everythe case
thing that pertained to paganism, even of that which had but a seeming connection with it, than to any sort of lax accommodation and
assuredly it was at that period far more wholesome, and better adapted
to preserve the purity of Christian doctrine and of the Christian life,
to go to an extreme in the first of these ways than in the last.
And the religion which thus opposed itself to these deep-rooted
customs and modes of thinking, which threatened to shake to the
foundation what had been estabUshed by ages of duration, came from
a people despised for the most part in the cultivated world, and at first
a cirfound readiest admission among the lower classes of society
cumstance which sufliced of itself to make the learned aristocracy of
Rome and Greece look down on such a religion with contempt. How
should they hope to find more in the shops of mechanics, than in the
;

;

;

schools of the philosophers
ity, jeers at

!

Celsus, the

writer against Christian-

the fact,^ that wool-tvorkers, cobblers, leather-dressers, the

In Origen, c. Cels. 1. III. f. 55 'Opu/xei'
Kol Kara. Tag idiac o'lKlag epiovpyovg Kai
dKVTOTOfjovc Kal Kvatpeir Tovg a-aidfVTordTOix Tf. Kal uypoiKOTUTOvc kvavrlov ulv tCjv
-pecTiSvTepuv Kal ^povifiuTepi^v deanoTdiV
1

6fi

first

—

:

ovdiv <pd-iyyea'&at, ToXfiuvrac, kneidav 6i
tuv naiSuv Idla XafSuvraL Kal yvvaiKUV
rivdv avv avTolg avoijTuv davauatd Tiva
6iEii6vTa(.

;
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and vulgar of mankind, tvere zealous preavJiers of the
and addressed themselves, particularly in the outset, to ivomen
and children.'''' Of a faith which, adapted to all stages of culture,
most

illiterate

gospel,

presupposed a like want in all, the men of this stamp had not the
Their standing objection against the Christians
remotest conception.
was, that they preached only a blind faith ^ they should prove what
they advanced on philosophic grounds.
And as Christianity had against
it, on the one hand, the pride of culture, and was placed in the same
class with all kinds of superstition ; so, on the other, it found in superstition itself, and in fanaticism, its fiercest enemies.
It had to contend
ao less with the rudeness than with the cultivation of the world.
Without question it is true, the old popular religions had been shaken
by the attacks of unbelief, and robbed of their authority but we have
seen also, how men had resorted back with renewed fanaticism to the
old religion
and hence the bloody straggle in its defence. The dreadful rage of the populace against the Christians is a sufficient indication
of the tone of religious feeling Avhich existed at that time among them
the superstition called forth by the assaults of unbelief held stronger
dominion perhaps than ever over the people, and a part of the educated
class.
To the multitudes, who at this period moved in the dim twilight
of superstition, Plutarch thought he might apply the language of
Heraclitus in describing the world of dreams " they found tliemselves,
while awake in broad daylight, each in his own world,^'
a world that
excluded every ray of reason and truth.
These men, who would see
their gods with the bodily eye, and were used to carry them about
engraved on their rings, or in miniature pictures which served as amulets, so that they might kiss and worship them at pleasure
how often
did they throw out to Christians the challenge, " show us your God! " ^
And to such men came a spiritual religion, bringing with it no worship
of sensible objects, no sacrifices, temple, images, nor altars:
bald
and naked, as the pagans reproachfully represented it.
There was, indeed, generally diifused, at this time, as we have already
remarked, a spirit of inquiry, and of longing after some new communication from heaven.
In spite of the pertinacity with wliich men clung
to the old superstition, there existed a susceptibility, in various ways,
for new religious impressions.
But this longing, which, having no
distinct consciousness of its object, was directed by blind feeling, easily
exposed men also to deception, and opened the way for every species
;

;

;

—

:

—

;

—

of fanaticism.

Quite at the beginning of the second century, Celsus supposed he
could account for the rapid progress of Christianity, from the credulity
of the age
and referred to the multitude of magicians that were
trying to deceive men by a pretended exhibition of supernatural powers,
and who with many found ready belief, creating a great sensation for
;

the

moment, which however soon subsided. Yet there was a great
Origen justly replied to Celsus, betAveen their mode of

difference, as

1

HicTTiv uXoyov.

'

As we may

see

from tne Apologies, particularly Theophilus ad Autolycura.

'
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Those magicians
proceeding and that of the preachers o,f the gospel.
flattered men's sinful inclinations, they fell in with their previous modes
On the other
of thinking, and required the renunciation of nothing.
hand, whoever in the primitive times would be a Christian, must break
loose from many of his hitherto favorite inchnations, and be ready to
Tertullian says,^ that more were
give up everything for his faith.
deterred from embracing Christianity by unwilhngness to forfeit their
And the excitement
pleasures, than by the fear of hazarding their life.
of mind occasioned by such wandering fanatics and magicians, disapThat it was quite otherwise
peared as suddenly as it was awakened.
with the power woi'king in Christianity, appeared evident from the
a testimony
permanence of its eifects, in their ever widening circle,
which Origen could cite from history against Celsus.
But the influence of such people, of which the opponents of Christianity themselves bear -witness, presented a new obstacle to its progress.
It must force its way through the ring of delusions, within which those
people had succeeded in charm-binding the minds of men, before it
The examples of a
could reach their consciences and hearts.
Simon Magus, an Elymas, an Alexander of Abonoteichos, show in what
way this class of people opposed the progress of the gospel. It needed
striking facts, addressed to the outward sense, to bring men entangled
in such deceptive arts, out of their bewilderment to the sober exercise
of reason, and render them receptive of higher spiritual impressions.
To tills end served those supernatural effects, Avhich proceeded from
the new creative power of Christianity, and which were destined to
accompany it, until it had entered completely into the natural process
The Apostle Paul appeals to such effects,
of human development.
witnessing of the power of the Divine Spirit which inspired his preachepistles addressed to the
ing, as well-known and undeniable facts,
and the narratives in the Acts
churches which had beheld them
illustrate, with particular examples, the power of those effects, in first

—

m

;

Tht
arresting the attention, and in dispelling those delusive influences.
transition from that first period in the process of the development of
the church, in which the supernatural, immediate and creative power
predominated, to the second, in which the same divine principle displayed its activity in the form of natural comiection, was not a sudden
event, but took place by a series of gradual and hisensible changes.
We are not warranted, nor are we in a condition, to draw so sharply
the line of demarkation between what is supernatural and what is
natural in the effects proceeding from the power of Christianity, w^hen
it has once taken possession of human nature.
The church teachers, until after the middle of the third century,
appeal in language that shows the consciousness of truth, and often
before the pagans themselves, to such extraordinary phenomena, as
conducing to the spread of tlie fa'f-h and however we may be disposed to
distinguish the facts at bottom from the point of view in which they
:

1

De

quam

Plures dcni(]ue iiivcnias, quos magis
c. 2.
avocet ah hac secta

spectaculis,

vitse,

penculum

voluptatis.

;
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are contemplated by the narrator, we must still admit the facts themand their effects on the mhids of men. It remains, therefore,

selves,

undeniable, that even subsequent to the Apostolic times, the spread of
Let us present soine of these
the gospel was advanced by such means.
cases in their living connection with the character and spirit of those
times.
The Christian meets with some unhappy man, plunged in
heathenish superstition, and diseased in body and soul, who had hoped
in vain to get relief in the

temple of Esculapius,

who sought a cure

—

the resort of mul-

dreams^
had tried also to no purpose the
various incantations and amulets of pagan priests and magicians.
The
Christian admonishes him not to look for help from impotent dumb idols,
or from demoniacal powers, but to betake himself to that Almighty God
who only can help. He hears the prayers of such as invoke His aid
in the name of Him by whom He has redeemed the world from sin.
The Christian employs no magic formulas, no amulets but simply
calling upon God through Christ, he lays his hand on the sick man's
titudes at that time,

sent from the god of medicine.

for their diseases in

He

;

head, in believing confidence in his Saviour.
The sick man is healed
and the cure of the body leads to that of the soul. There were,
particularly at this period of the rending asunder and breaking up of the
old world on its Avay to dissolution,
multitudes of persons, laboring
under bodily and mental diseases, who, as we have already observed ,2
believed themselves under the dominion and persecution of some demoniacal power.
The whole might of the ungodly, the destroying
principle must be roused to action, when the healing power of the
divine was to enter into humanity.
The revelation of heavenly peace,
bringing back all to harmony, must be preceded by the deep-felt inward
disunion, Avhicli betrayed itself in such cases.
There was no want,

—

—

among Pagans

who pi-etended to be able, by
with incense, embrocations, medicinal
herbs, amulets, adjurations expressed in strange enigmatical formulas,
to expel those demoniacal powex"S.
In every case, if they produced
any effect, it was only to drive out one devil by means of another, and
hence the true dominion of the demoniacal power must, by their means,
have been much rather confirmed than weakened. The words which
our Saviour himself spoke, in reference to such transactions, found
here their appropriate application. " He that is not with me, is against

either

various methods,

or Jews, of those

— perfuming

—

But how much

me."

belief, at that time,

these pretended exorcists

could inspire, is shown by the prayer of thanks which the Emperor
Marcus Aurelius offers to the gods, because he had learned from a
wise instructor, to trust in none of the tales about the incantations and
exorcisms of magicians and wonder-workers.^
It so happens now that one who has vainly sought relief from such
impostors, tails in with a devout Christian.
The latter recognizes here
the power of darkness, and thinks of looking for no other cause of the
disease.
But he is confident of this, that his Sa^^our has overcome
1

See the discourses of Aristides.
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and that in -whatsoever shape it may manifest itself, it must
In this confidence, he prays, and witnesses of him, who
by his sufferings triumphed over the gates of Hell and his prayer,
drawing down the powers of Heaven, works deeply upon the distracted
Peace succeeds to the conflicts that had
nature of the sick man.
raged within and led to the faith by this experience of a change in
his own personal condition, he is now first delivered, in the full sense,
thoroughly and permanently healed by
from the dominion of evil,
so that the evil
the enlightening and sanctifying power of the truth
spirit, returning back to the house, finds it no longer swept and garthat power,

yield to him.

;

;

—

;

nished for his reception.
Of such effects, Justin Martyr witnesses, when, addressing himself
" That the Idngdom of evil spirits has been
to the pagans,^ he says
destroyed by Jesus, you may, even at the present time, convince yourfor many of our people,
selves by what passes before your o-\\ai eyes
:

;

of us Christians, have healed and still continue to heal, in every part
of the world, and in your city (Rome), numbers possessed of evil
spirits, such as could not be healed by other exorcists, simply by adjur-

ing them in the name of Jesus Christ, Avho was crucified under Pontius
learn from Irenseus, that the cure of such disorders not
Pilate."
anfrequently prepared the way for the conversion of men to Christianfor he says, that often they vtho had been delivered from evil
ity
The inward
spirits attained to the faith, and united with the Church. ^
conflicts of a soul that could find no longer the satisfaction of its
religious wants in what the old world had to offer, may have frequently
been the occasion of such forms of disease and by the Christian influence, the disorder was overcome in its cause, and not in its symptoms

We

;

;

merely.
As a particular gift, quite distinct from the healing of those
demoniacal diseases, Irenseus mentions other modes of restoring the
raising of the
sick, by the laying on of the hands of Christians,^
dead (i. e. such as seemed to be dead), who afterwards remained living
He appeals to the variety of gifts
in the church for many years.*
which the true disciples of Christ had received from him, and which
they employed, each after his own measure, for the benefit of other
men. What was thus wrought by the Christians, simply from love,
and without any expectation of temporal reward, through prayer to
God and invocation of the name of Christ, he contrasts with the jugghng tricks resorted to as a means of livehhood. Origen recognizes
in the miraculous powers still existing in his time, though already
sensibly diminished, a proof of what served in the first times of the
appearance of Christianity particularly to advance its progress.^ In
his defence of Christianity against Celsus, he cites examples from his
owTi experience, where he had been himself an eye-witness of the fact,
^

1
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now, bj invocation of the name of God and of Jesus, in connection with
the preaching of his history, many were healed of grievous diseases
and states of insanity, which had withstood all other means of the
healing art.^
It is a remarkable fact, attested by Tertullian and Origen,
that so many were conducted to Christianity by extraordinary psychological phenomena.
Tertulhan relates, that the greater part came to
the knowledge of the true God by means of visions.^
Now although
this church father was inclined to exaggeration generally, and to lay
too much stress on such appearances in particular
yet what he says
here is confirmed by the testimony of Origen.
The latter asserts that
" Many have come to Christianity, as it were against their will, their
aflFections being suddenly changed, by a certain Spirit, from the hatred
of the gospel to such love of it as makes them ready to lay down their
and this through tire medium of visions Avhich occurred
lives for it,
He calls God to witness, that it
to them when awake or hi dreams." ^
was most remote from his inclination to attempt adding anything to the
although he could relate
glory of Christianity by false statements
many things seemingly incredible, which he had Jdmself witnessed.
Such testimonies are full of instruction, since they make us acquainted
with the manner in which conversions, at this period, were often brought
about.
We shall, indeed, have to trace these phenomena, not so much
to a divine miraculous agency. Operating from without, as to the power
From
with which Christianity moved the spiritual life of the period.
;

—

;

manner

—

—

which the divine principle of life in Christianity,
the
and the principle of
had come in among mankind,
paganism came into collision with each other, extraordinary phenomena
in the world of consciousness could not fail to result, through which the
crisis in the religious life of individuals must pass, ere it arrived at its
the

new

in

—

force that

end.
as each particular miracle, wrought by Christ, was but a single
from the fullness of the Godhead dwelling in him, and was to
operate simply to this end, that the immediate self-manifestation of this
so too are
fullness might be brought nearer before the minds of men
all succeeding miracles but single flashes, issuing forth from the immediate divine power of the gospel, and contributing to introduce the
Without this
revelation of this itself into the religious consciousness.
itself, and its relation to man's nature, and to the peculiar conditions
of man's nature in this particular period, all else would have been to
no purpose
and that which the divine power in the gospel wrought
immediately by itself in man's nature, still allied to God though estranged from its original source, continued ever to be the main thing,
It is
the end for which all else was but subsidiary and preparatory.
this which the Apostle Paul places above all other kinds of evidence,

Yet

flash

;

;
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above

all

particular miracles,

and describes

And

the Spirit and of power. ^

man,

as this divine

as the

manifested

life

force, in the

outward appearance and actions of that

so

it

its efficacv

with an attractive

on the inner

of the

demonstration of

power showed
itself,

life

;

and

it

was

which, more than everything beside, Avrought to the conversion of
the heathen.
To this experience Justin Martyr makes his appeal,^ where, after
citing the word,'- of our Lord, " Let your light so shine before men,
that they may see your good works, and glorify your Father which is
" Our Lord would not have us recompense evil
in Heaven," he adds
for evil, but requires that, by the power of patience and meekness, we
And we can
should draw all from the shame of their evil passions.
point out many among us, who, from overbearing and tyrannical men,
have been thus changed by a victorious power, when they have
seen how their neighbors could bear all things, or observed the singular patience of their defrauded fellow-travellers, or come to be
The
acquainted with Christians in any of the other relations of life."
distinguished virtues of the Christians must have shone forth the more
their severity of
brightly, as contrasted with the prevailing vices
morals, sometimes even carried to excess, as opposed to the general
their hearty fraternal love, in contrast with
depravation of the age
that predominant selfishness Avhich separated man from man, and rendered each distrustful of the other, insomuch that men could not
comprehend the nature of Christian fellowship, nor sufficiently Avonder
" how they love one
was the common remark,
at its fruits. " See,"
says Tertullian,*
another." " This seems so extraordinary to them,
See how, among the
because they are used to hate one another.
this seems so wonderful
Christians, one is ready to die for the others
to them, because they themselves are far more ready to murder one
Although a brotherly union of this sort excited suspicion in
another."
those who were used to watch everything w^ith the jealous eye of police
espionage,* and several persecutions of the Christians were thereby
occasioned ; yet on all minds not narrowed by such habits or not
abandoned to fanaticism, a quite different impression must have been
produced, and the question could hardl}'- fail to arise in them, " What
is it, which can thus bind together the hearts of men, in other respects
Li a time when civilization had
wholly strangers to one another?"
degenerated to eifeminacy,^ in a time of servile cowardice, the liferenovating enthusiasm, the heroism of faith, with which the Christians
despised tortures and death, when the question was whether they
this,

:

;

;

—

—
—

;

A

1
passajje, which, indeed, came to be
misunderstood at a very early period, because too much importance was attached

enim invicem oderunt. Et pro alterutro
mori sint parati, ipsi enim ad occidendum
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the language of the Pagan Cajcilius, in the
Octavius of Minucius Felix, (§ 9:) Occultis se notis et insignibus noscunt et imant
mutuo p«nc ante quam noverint.
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do what was contrary

to conscience,

many

so forcibly as

ians did indeed strike
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—

this heroism of the Christan appearance foreign to the

age, that they were incUned to consider a character so well befitting the

more refined and gentle times, a
But although the ordinary Roman statesmen,
matter of reproach. ^
though the followers of a set worldly prudence, though the cool Stoic
who required everywhere philosophic demonstration,
saw in the spirit
with which the Christians, in testimony of their faith, went to death,
yet the confidence and the clieerfulness
nothing but blind enthusiasm
of these suffering, dying men, could not fail to iliake an impression on
i.^ss hardened or less prejudiced minds, whereby they would be led to
inquire more deeply into the cause, for which men could be thus
impelled to sacrifice their all.
Outward force could effect nothing
against the inward power of divine truth
it could only operate to render the might of this truth more gloriously manifest.
Hence Tertullian concludes his "Apology" with these words, addressed to the
" All your refinements of cruelty can
persecutors of the Christians
accomplish nothing ; on the contrary, they serve as a lure to this sect.
Our number increases, the more you destroy us. The blood of the
Christians is the seed of a new harvest.
Your philosophers, who exhort
to the endurance of pain and death, make fewer disciples by their
words, than the Christians by their deeds.
That obstinacy, for which
you reproach us, is a preceptor. For who that beholds it, is not
impelled to inquire into the cause ?
And who, when he has inquired,
does not embrace it ; and when he has embraced it, does not himself
wish to suffer for it ? ^
Add to this, that Christianity appeared Avhen the time was now
fulfilled, that the glory of the " eternal city" must depart from her:
for so long as that power still had dominion over the minds of men,
and swallowed up all other interests, small place was left for that
feeling of need which led men to Christianity.
But when all was now
becoming old and withered, which had hitherto been an object of
enthusiastic love and had given a certain buoyancy to the soul,
Christianity appeared, and called men from the sinking old world to a
new creation, destined for eternity. As Augustin finely expresses it,
" Christ appeared to the men of a decrepit, dying world, that, while
all around them was fading, they might through him receive a new
youthful life."
And the higher life which Christianity imparted,
required no brilliant outward relations for the manifestation of its
gloiy, like what had been wondered at as great in the old civic virtue.
Into the midst of circumstances and situations the most cramping and
depressing, this divine life could find its way, and cause its glory to
shine forth in weak and despised vessels, and raise men above all that
would bow them down to the earth, without their over-stepping the bounds
heroic days of anti(|uity, but not these

—

;

;

:

1 "Well
enough for the ingenia duriora
robnstioris antiquitatis; butnotfor the tranquillitatem pacis and the ingenia mitiora.

rertuU. ad. nat.
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sanguis Christianorum
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ipsa obstinatio, quam exprobratis, magistra est.
Quis enim non contemplatione
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of that earthly order, in which they considered themselves placed

overruling providence.

The

slave, in his earthly relations,

by an

remained a

and fulfilled all the duties of his place with far greater
and conscientiousness than before and yet he felt himself free
within, showed an elevation of soul, an assurance, a power of faith and
of resignation, which must have filled his master with amazement.
Men in the lowest class of society, who had hitherto know^n nothing in
religion but ceremonial rites and mythical stories, attained to a clear
and confident religious conviction. The remarkable words, already
quoted from Celsus, a§ well as many individual examples of these first
Christian times, show us how often from woynen^ who, as wives and
mothers, let a spiritual light shine out in the midst of pagan corruption
how often from young men, boys and maidens from slaves who put
their masters to shame, Christianity was diffused through whole
" Every Christian mechanic," says TertuUian,^ " has found
families.
God, and shows him to you and then points out to you everythmg in
although Plato (in Timseus) says,
fact you require to know of God
that it is hard to find the Creator of the universe, and impossible after
one has found him, to make him known to all." In like manner,
Athenagoras " With us you may find ignorant people, mechanics, old
women, who, though unable to prove with w-ords the saving power of
slave

still,

fidelity

;

;

;

;

:

by their deeds prove the saving influence of the disha? bestowed on them ; for they do not learn words by rote,
when struck, they strike not again
but they exhibit good works
when robbed, they do not go to law ; they give to them that ask them,
and love their neighbors as themselves."
The gross material notions, which we find to have prevailed among
a large portion of the early Christians, as for example, among the
Chiliasts, have frequently been set forth as a reproach to Christianity.
that as
But precisely in this, is its distinguishing character manifest,
it is not a system of notions, but an announcement of facts, it could
be brought within the range, even of a material habit of thinking, could
lower itself down to its comprehension, mix in with it, and even in this
material form, by the power of those facts, communicate a divine life,
and thereby gradually ennoble the entire nature of the man, with all
its powers and propensities, and so also spiritualize the habits of thinking.
And in connection with this phenomenon, we must take still
another ; that, at the same time, the pole of humanity most opposite to
this was seized by Christianity with overwhelming power, as is evident
when we compare the Gnostics with those Chiliasts.
So deeply
marked, from the first, on the developmg process of this religion, is
the impress of its divinely human character, by virtue of which it
could and must attract the opposite poles of man's nature, entering as
And it was,
well into these as into all the other intermediate stages.
their religion, yet

position

it

;

'

—

as
1

we

shall see, precisely

Compare

the

by means of

words of the pagan

Csecil-

Octavius of Minuoiuf? Felix, where
he says, speaking of the Christians: (c. 8)
Qui de ultima fa'ce coHectis imporitioribus

ius in the

this, its

distinguishing charac-

et mvUeribus credidis

sexus sui

facilitate la-

bentibus plebem profanae conjurationis
stituunt.
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Apologet.
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teristic, that the more general diffusion and triumph of Christianity
over the old world were advanced.

Propagation of Christianity in Particular Districts.

2.

The great highways by which

the knowledge of the gospel was to be
had already been opened by the intercourse of nations.

diffused abroad,

The easy means of inter-communication within the vast Roman empire
the close relation between the Jews dispersed through all lands, and
the manner in which all parts of the Roman
those at Jerusalem
empire were linked in with the great capital of the world the connection of the provinces with their metropolitan towns, and of the
larger portions of the empire with the more considerable cities, were
;

;

;

circumstances favorable to this object.
These cities, such as AlexAntioch, Ephcsus, Corinth, Avere centres of commercial,
political and literary correspondence
and hence became also the principal seats, chosen for the propagation of the gospel, where the first
preachers tarried longest.
Commercial intercourse, which had served
from the earliest times, not merely for the exchange of worldly goods,
but also for transmitting the nobler treasures of the mind, could now
be used as a means for diffusing the highest spiritual blessings.
As a general thing, Christianity at first made progress in the cities
for as it was needful, above all, to gain fixed seats for the propagation
of the gospel, the first preachers, passing rapidly over the country,
had to propose their message first in the cities, whence it might afterwards be more easily diffused through the country by native teachers.
On the,other hand, in the country, greater obstacles must necessarily
have been encountered, owing to the entire rudeness, the blind superstition, and the heathen fanaticism of the people
oftentimes also to
the want of a knowledge in the early preachers of the old provincial
dialects
while in the towns, they could, for the most part, make themselves sufficiently well understood in the Greek or the Latin language.
all

andria,

;

:

;

Yet we know from Pliny's report to the Emperor Trajan, from thr
account given by the Roman Bishop Clemens,^ and from the relation
of Justin Martyr,^ that this was not the case everywhere
and that in
many districts, country churches were formed very early and Origen
says expressly,^ that many considered it their duty to visit not only the
cities, but also the country towns and vUlas.
That this was so, seems
evident moreover from the great number of country bishops in particu:

;

lar disti-icts.

New

Testament, we find accounts of the dissemination
in Cilicia
probably also in the Parthian
empire, at that time so widely extended ; * in Arabia ; in Lesser Asia,
and the countries adjacent ; in Greece, and the bordering countries as

In the

of Christianity in Syria,

1

2

Ep. I. Corinth,
Apologet. II. f.
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IvTai

Cels.
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42.

III. c. 9

his wife in Babylon,—
the then cai)ital of Seleucia,
or more probably the old fallen Babylon,
leads to the conjecture, that he was residing
in those countries.
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;
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98.
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MESOPOTAMIA.

60
far as Illyricum

;

PERSIA.

But we are greatly

in Italy.

credible accounts, on this subject

deficient in further

and

the later traditions, gi'owing out of
the eagerness to trace each national church to an apostolic origin,

We

deserve no examination.

;

confine ourselves to

what can be safely

credited.

The ancient legend of

the

correspondence by letter between a

prince belonging to the dynasty o? the Abgares or Agbares, the

Uchomo, (who ruled over the small

Agbar

Edessa Osrhoene of Mesopotamia,) and our Saviour, to Avhom he is said to have applied for the
cure of a grievous disorder, is entitled to no credit nor that of his
conversion by Thaddeus, one of the seventy disciples.
Eusebius found
the documents from which he drew up his narrative, in the public
and permitted himself to be deceived by them.
archives of Edessa
The letter ascribed to Christ is in no sense Avorthy of him, and bears
throughout the marks of having been compiled from several passages
of the gospels.
It is moreover inconceivable how anything, written by
Christ himself, could have remained doAvn to Eusebius' time, miknown
state of

;

;

the

to

of

rest

the world.

Finally, the

letter

of

Abgarus

is

not

such language as would have been used by an oriental
prince.
Whether in other respects, there is any truth lying at the
bottom of the account, we cannot know. It is only certain, that Christianity was early diffused in this country
yet it is not till between the
years IGO
170 we find indications that one of those jDrinces, Abgar
Bar Manu, was a Christian. The learned Christian Bardesanes is said
and we are informed by this wTiter,
to have stood very high with him
that Abgar forbade the self-mutilations usually connected with the worship of Cybele, under a severe penalty, (the loss of their hands to
From this alone, it is by no means clear
those who were guilty of it.)
but it is' also on the coins of this prince, that
that he was a Christian
the usual symbols of the Baal worship of this country are, for the first
and the sign of the cross appears in their place. ^ In
time, w^anting
the year 202, the Christians of Edessa had already a church, built, as
it seems, after the model of the temple at Jerusalem.^
If Peter preached the gospel in the Parthian empire,^ some seed of
Christianity, at an early period, may have easily reached Persia also,
but the frequent wars of the
which then belonged to that empire
Partliians with the Romans hindered the communication between Parthian and Roman Christians.
The above-mentioned Bardesanes of
Edessa, who wrote in the time of the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, notices
After
the spread of Christianity in Parthia, Media, Persia, Bactria.*
the restoration of the ancient Persian empire to its independence, under

couched

in

—

;

;

;

;

;

1

Bayer, historia Edessena e

nummis

But Bayer

il-

places
him, no doubt incorrectly, as late as A. C.
200.
"
In the chronicle of Edessa, compiled
from ancient documents, about the middle
of the sixth ccntuiy, it is reported, in expressions which presuppose a document
not written by the hand of a Christian, that

Instrata,
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by the violence of a flood the templum eeChristianorum had been destroyed,
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391.
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the Sassanides, the Persian Christians become better known to us by
the attempts of the Persian Mani, in the last half of the third century,
to form a new code of religious doctrines by the fusion of old Oriental
systems of religion with Christianity.
In Arabia, the great number of Jews residing in that country mighl
afford a medium of access for the preaching of the gospel
but the
same circumstance would also present a powerful hinderance and the
latter, no doubt, was much more the case than the former.
It is clear,
from his own words, that the Apostle Paul, soon after his conversion,
retired from Damascus to Arabia.
But to what ))urpose he applied his
residence in this country, and what he accomplished there, remains
uncertain.^
If the country called India, in a tradition of which we
shall presently speak, is to be taken as meaning a part of Arabia, then
the Apostle Bartholomew preached the gospel to the Jews in Arabia,
and took with him, for this purpose, a gospel written in the Hebrew
(Aramaic) language,
probably that compilation of our Lord's discourses by Matthew, which lies at the basis of our present gos})el
according to St. Matthew.^ Allowing this to be so, then in the last half
of the second century, the learned Alexandrian catechist, Pantgenus, was
teacher of a portion of this people.
In the early part of the third
century, the great Alexandrian church father, Origen, labored in the
same field. Yet we must doubtless suppose here, only that part of
Arabia is meant, which was already in subjection to the Roman empire.
We have the account, namely, from Eusebius,^ that at that time the
Arabian commander sent an order to Demetrius, bishop of Alexandria,
and to the then prefect of Egypt, earnestly requesting, that Origen
might be allowed to come to him, since he was desirous of conferring
with him in person.*
Assuredly, this Arabian commander was not the
hereditary chief of some wandering tribe of Arabs, as a person of that
class could hardly be supposed to have ever heard anything of Origen
;
but a Roman governor, whom the fame of the great teacher,
celebrated at this time for his holy life, his wisdom and scientific attainments
even among the pagans,
might have moved to seek a personal
conversation with him on religious subjects.
Perhaps he belonged to the
;

;

—

—

—

of truth-seeking men among the pagans of those times.
If so,
Origen would not have failed to avail himself of this interview, for the
purpose of winning over the governor to the side of the gospel.
At a
somewhat later period, we find Christian churches in Arabia, with which
Origen stood in some more intimate connection. To the further propa-

number

gation of the gospel in these parts in still later times, the nomadic life
of the people and the influence of hostile Jews presented great obstacles.

The ancient Syro-Persian church, whose remains have been preserved
down to the present moment on the coast of Malabar in the East Indies,
^

-
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INDIA.

Thomas

founder, and

able to
j i-ofesses to be
a tradition handed down,
independent of other accounts, within the community itself, we could
not, it i? true, consider it as credible testimony ; but neither should we

uamts

the Apostle

as

its

point out the place of his burial.

Were

tliis

Yet this church, of which
be warranted to assert absolutely its falsity.^
we find the earliest notice in the reports of Cosmas Indicopleustes,
about the middle of the sixth century, might perhaps be hidebted for
its existence to a later mercantile colony of S}TO-Persian Christians,
and having brought with it the traditions of the Greek church, might
have simply transmitted these, but after a time forgotten the channel
from whence

it

We must

had originally derived them.

closely, then, these traditions themselves.

But

the

examine more
Greek traditions,
The unsettled use

although old, are yet very indefinite and unceii;ain.
Ethiopia,
of the geographic name India conti-ibutes to this uncertainty.
and Arabia Felix, the adjacent Insula Dioscoridis, (the island Diu
Zocotara, near the mouth of the Arabian Gulf,) were designated by this
name.^ These comitries, however, maintained by trade a lively intercourse with India proper, and could thus furnish a channel for the

Gregory Nanzianzen says^
propagation of Christianity in the latter.
that Thomas preached the gospel to the Indians but Jerome understands
If the tradition in Origen,
the India here meant to be Ethiopia.'^
which makes Thomas the Apostle to the Parthians, were credible, it
would not be so very remote from the former legend, since the Parthian
empire touched, at that time, on the boundaries of India. In all events,
Eusebius'^ relates,
8uch legends are not deserving of much confidence.
as we have observed already, that Pantsenus undertook a missionary
tour to the people dwelling eastward, which he extended as far as India.
There he found already some seeds of Christianity, which had been
conveyed thither by the Apostle Bartholomew, as well as a Hebrew
The mention of
gospel which the same Apostle had taken Avith him.
;

the Hebrew gospel is not at all inconsistent Avith the supposition, that
India proper is here meant, if it may be assumed that the Jews who
now dwell on the coast of Malabar, had then already arrived there.
The language of Eusebius seems to intimate, that he himself had before
his mind a remoter country than Arabia, and rather favors the suppoYet it may be a question,
sition, that he meant to speak of India proper.

whether he was not himself deceived by the name.

To

settle

the

controverted question, Avhat countries we are to think of here, v,e must
compare also the later accounts of the fourth century. In the time of
becomes the conscientious inquirer,
leans neither on the side of arbitrary
doubt nor on that of arbitrary assertion, to
express himself, in matters of this sort, as
my friend and honored colleatrue Ritter has
done, in his instructive remarks on this
point,in the Erdkunde von Asien: CBd. IV,
Iste Abtheilung, S. 602,) " What European
science cannot jn'ove, is not therefore to be
1

It

who

rejected as untrue, but only to be regarded
by no
as problematical for the present
means, however, is any structure to be
;

erected

upon

it,

as a safe foundation."

^

According to Ritter

(\. c.

S. 603,) to

l)t

explained from the fact that not only Indian
the Banianes. Bani_o-yana.
trade colonies
according to tiie Sanscrit, trade-people, f f-cc

—

settled thtre, and
1. c. S. 443,) had
that the whole region furiiished siai)ie
places for Indian wares, but that thc^iwere the few direct intermediate stations for
the uninterrupted commerce with foreign
India.
^ ^ Orat. 25* Ep. 148.
^ L. I. c. 10.
Ritter,

—
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Emperor Constantine,^ there was a missif>nary, Tlieopliilus, with
surname ludicus, who came fro.a the IsUiiid Dm, (Af/ioCf,) by

the
t!ic

which

is

be understood the above mentioned island, Zokotara.

to

native hind, and in

f )u;id ia his
vlsite:!

tlie

there, Christianity

fi'oai

other districts of

India,'-^

He

which he

phmted ah-eady, and had only many

thiu;^3 to correct.

W^' u'jxt cross over

to

Africa.

Tlie country in this quarter of the

first, was Egypt ; for
Grecian and Jewish culture at Alexandria,
those points of contact and union of Avhich we have already spoken.

world, where Christianity must be disseminated

liere

were presentad,

iu the

Even among the first zealous preachers of the gospel, Ave find men of
Alexandrian education, as, for instance, Apollos of Alexandria, and
The epistle to the Hebrews, the
probably also Barnabas of Cyprus.
epistle ascribed to Barnabas, the gospel of the Egyptians, (^^vu-j'^kUov ycnj'
.^lyvndovi,') in which the Alexandrian-theosophic taste displays itself,
the Gnosis in the first half of the second century,
are proofs of the
iiiS'ience exerted by Christianity at a very early period, on the philosophy
of the Alexandrian Jews.
An ancient tradition names the evangelist
Mark as the fomider of the Alexandrian Church. From Alexandria,
Christianity must have easily found its way to Cja-ene, on account of
the constant intercourse and the congeniality of spirit between the two
places.
But although the gospel early found its way into the parts of
Lower Egypt inhabited by Grecian and Jewish colonies, yet it would
not be so easy for it to penetrate thrice into Middle, and particularly
into Upper Egypt
for in those parts, the foreign Coptic language, the
dominion of the priests, and the old Egyptian superstition stood in
the way.
Yet a persecution of the Christians in Thebais, under the
Emperor Septimius Severus,^ proves that Christianity had already made
progress in Upper Egypt, as early as the last times of the second
century.
Probably, in the first half of the third century, this province
had a version of the New Testament in its own ancient dialect.
Respecting the diffusion of Christianity in Ethiopia (Abyssinia) we
find, in these centuries, no distinct and credible account.
History is
silent as to the consequences which resulted from the conversion of
that court-officer of Candace, Queen of Meroe, which is related in the

—

,

;

We

shall find the first certain indications of the conversion of
a part of Abyssinia, through the instrumentality of Frumentius, in the
fourth century.
Yet the question might be raised,^ whether some

Acts.^

seeds of Christianitj^ may not, even earlier than this, have been brought
into other districts of this country by Jewish Christians ; and whether
many Jewish customs, and the significancy wliich is ascribed by one
party to the baptism of Christ,*^ may not be traced to this fact.
In consequence of their connection with Rome, the gospel early found
its way to Carthage, and to the whole of proconsular Africa.
This

church at Carthage becomes
^

Vid. Philostorg.

2 'E/ceft^ev
8
*
'»

nf

Tr)v

Euseb. 1. VI.
Chap. 8.

The

late

hist.

1.

aWriv

III. c.

first

4 and

5.

Ui^'iketo 'lv(hKr/p.

to

us,

onward from the

last

has somewhere directed attention to the

same

inquiry.

See .Journal of a three years' residence
in Abyssinia, by S. Tcbat, d. 254.
Lon
*>

c. 1.

Hr. Rettiff,

known

if I

mistake not,

don, 1834.
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GERMANY,

years of the second century, through the presbyter Tertullian ; but
even then it appears to have been in a very flourishing condition. The
Christians in those districts were, at that time, already very numerous,
ard it was a matter of complaint, that Christianity continued to spread,
To
in town and country, among all ranks, and indeed in the highest.^
pass over those passages where Tertullian expresses himself rhetorically, we find in his tract addressed to the governor. Scapula,^ that he
could speak already of a persecution of Christians in Mauritania.
After the middle of the third century, Christianity had now made such
progress in Mauritania and Numidia, that under Cyprian, Bishop of
Carthage, a synod was held, consisting of eighty-seven bishops.
Passing over to Europe, we have in Rome a principal seat for the
Flourishing compropagation of Christianity, yet not the only one.
munities, at Lugdunum (Lyons) and Vienna, come to our knowledge
The great number of Christians
during a bloody persecution, in 177.
from Asia jVIinor, whom we find here, and the intimate connection of
these communities with those of Asia Minor, lead to the conjecture,
that the commercial intercourse between these districts of France and
Asia Minor, an original seat of the Christian church, had led to the
For a long time, the pagan
formation of a Christian colony in Gaul.
superstition in the other parts of Gaul withstood the further spread of
Even so late as the middle of the third century, few
Christianity.
According to the narChristian communities were to be found there.
rative of the French historian, Gregory of Tours, seven missionaries

came, at that time, to Gaul from Rome, and established communities
One of these was
cities, over which they became bishops.

in seven

that Dionysius, first bishop of the community at Paris, whom the later
legends confounded with Dionysius the Areopagite, who was converted
by the Apostle Paul at Athens. Gregory of Tours, who wrote near
the end of the sixth century, in a time when so many fables were propagated respecting the origin of church communities, is, we allow, no
at the same time there may be some truth lying at
credible witness
One of these seven, Saturnin, founder of
the ground of this account.
the community at Toulouse, becomes known to us by a much older
;

—

the relation of his martyrdom.
of the community at Lyons sometime
after the above mentioned persecution of 177, speaks of the spread of
But Ave must here distinguish the different
Christianity in Germany.^

document,

Irenaeus,

who became bishop

—

the districts in subjection to the Roman empire,
Germany,
and the still larger portion of free, independent Germany. Very easily
might it happen, that a seed of Christianity should find its way into the

parts of

of the countries just mentioned, on account of their connection with
But the case was quite different with those
the province of Gaul,
hardy tribes, that so fiercely maintained their ancient state of rudeness
first

and freedom, and repelled everything from abroad.
1

Apologet.

c. 1.

Obsessam vociferantur

in agris, in castellis, in insiilis
civitatem
Christianos; omnem sexum, setatem, con;

ditionem, et

jam

Irengeus,

•^

Adv. Haer.

1.

is

dignitatem transgredi ad

hoc nomcn.
Cap. 4.
3

it

1, c.

10

;

"

true, says elsewhere,^

Many
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SPAIN.

have the words
and ink, by the Holy
power of Christianity, its

tribes of the barbarians

of salvation, written in their hearts, without paper

Ghost."

He

^

recognized, in the efficacious
by virtue of which, it could reach

distinguishing nature,

men

in everv

divine energy penetrate to their hearts

stage of cultivation, and by

its

but

Christianity would nowhere long maintain

it

is

also certain, that

it entered deep
whole intellectual development of the people, and unless, along
with the divine life proceeding from it, it gave an impulse, at the same

with pui'ity, in

itself

its

distinguishing essence, unless

into the

time, to all

human

culture.

is the first who speaks of the diffusion of ChristThe tradition, which we find
Spain, (t'c T«r; "T3>]oiuig.^
already at the beginning of the fourth century in Eusebius,^ that the
Apostle Paul had preached the gospel in Spain, cannot, it is true, be
for in those times the propensity was
received as credible testimony
but too strong to convert suppositions, inferences and conjectures, not
always rightly formed, into facts and so what St. Paul himself wi-ites,
(Romans xv. 24,) concerning his intention, might easily give occasion
But when the Roman Bishop, Clemens, says,^ that the
to this report.
Apostle Paul went as far as the bounds of the West, (^Tiofiu t?j; dvaeto;,^^
the expression can hardly be understood as referring to Rome indeed, it
most naturally applies only to Spain ; and as Clemens was probably himself a disciple of the Apostle, it cannot possibly be supposed that he would
be deceived in the same manner as might happen with those who came
after him.
It must be admitted, we find no room for a journey of the
Apostle Paul to Spain, unless we suppose that he was set free from his
imprisonment mentioned in the Acts, and after his release carried the
But this we
purpose into effect, which he had previously announced.
must of necessity suppose, if we acknowledge the genuineness of the
second epistle to Timothy, and cannot bring ourselves to consent to
very tortuous interpretations of single passages.

The same Irenaeus

ianity

in

;

;

;

the extension of Christianity thus early also to Bntain, Tertula witness ; ^ although in that quite rhetorically expressed

Of
lian

is

passage, that the gospel had penetrated already into those parts of
Roman dominion, the truth may be some-

Britain not subjected to the

A

later tradition, in Bede, of the* eighth century,
Lucius, a British king, requested the Roman bishop
Eleutherus, in the latter part of the second century, to send him some
missionaries.
But the peculiarity of the later British church is evidence against its origin from Rome for in many ritual matters it

what exaggei-ated.
reports

that

;

departed from the usage of the Romish church, and agreed much more
It withstood, for a long
nearly with the churches of Asia Minor.
This circumstance would
time, the authority of the Romish papacy.
L. III. c. 4.
Sine charta et atramcnto scriptam habentesper Spiritum incordibussuissalutcni.
1

^

3L.

I.

<•.

10. § 2.

*

Ep.

°

We cannot avoid once

I. V. 5.

against all the forced inleqiretations of
these words, whicli have l)een set foi'th of
late.
See niv History of the Planting, etc
Vol. I. p. 4.55.
Adv. Jud. c. 7.
"^

more

protesting

^

Ob

PERSECUTION.

ITS CAUSES.
t

seem

Britons had received their Christianity,
either immediatelj or through Gaul, from Asia Minor,
a thing quite
possible and easy, bv means of the commercial intercourse.
The later
to indicate,

that the

—

Anglo-Saxons, who opposed the spirit of ecclesiastical independence
among the Britons, and endeavored to establish the church supremacy
of Rome, were uniformly inclined to trace back the church establishments to a Roman origin from Avhich effort many false legends as well
as this might have arisen.
We now pass over to the conflicts which the church within the Roman empire had to sustain with the state.
;

3.

Persecutions of the Christian Church.
First, the Causes

It

of

them.

quite important to a just understanding of the nature of these

is

persecutions, to be rightly informed, in the

first

place, of their causes.

Many

have been surprised, that the Romans, a people in other respects
so tolerant, should exhibit so impatient and persecuting a spirit against
the Christians; but whatever is said about the religious tolerance of
the Romans, must be understood with considerable restriction.
The
ideas of man's universal rights, of universal religious freedom and
liberty of conscience, were quite alien to the views of the whole
ancient world.
Nor could it be otherwise since the idea of the state
was the highest idea of ethics, and within that was included all actual
realization of the highest good
hence the development of all other
Thus the
goods pertaining to humanity was made dependent on this.
There were
religious element also was subordinated to the jwUtical.
none but state religions and national gods.
It was fii'st and only
Christianity that could overcome this principle of antiquity, release
men from the bondage of the world, subvert particularism and the
;

:

all-subjecting force

—

of the political element,

by

own

its

generalizing

Theism, by the awakened consciousness of the oneness of God's image
in all, by the idea of the kingdom of God, as the highest good, comprehending all other goods in itself, which was substituted in place of the

whereby the state was
itself.
Looked at from
this point of view, which was the one actually taken by the ancient
world, a defection from the religion of the state could not appear otherstate

as the realization of the highest good,

necessitated to recognize a higher power over

wise than as a crime against the state.

Now
sided

must be especially true, in its application to the onewhich swallowed up every other interest,
the ancient Romanism.
We recognize this principle in

all this

political

peculiar to

principle

what Cicero lays doAvn as a fundamental maxim of
1 As YaiTO had
before distinguished a
theologia philosophica et vera, a theologia
poetica ct mythica, and a theologia civilis,
60 Dio Chrysostom, who flourished in the
first half of the second century, (orat. 12,)
distinguishes three sources of religion the
aniversal religious consciousness, the tfnivpoetry and
"Of u'na^iv iiv&pwTToi^ ETrivoia
;

;

legislation.'^

No

left to propagate itself in freedom
and legislation, which constrains, threaten.*
rd vu/xo-&eti.ki)v, rd uvayand punishes,

morality

,

—

—

aalvv, tu fxera f?;^/af Kal rrpoaru^sciv
altliough he rightly fixes upon the first only,
as the universal and original source, wlienco
all the rest has been derived.
\

'^

De

legib. l.II. c. 8.

PERSECUTION.
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ITS CAUSES.

no man shall
shall have for himself particular gods of his own
worship by himself any new or foreign gods, unless they are recognized
by the public laws, (nisi publico adscitos.) Although the ancient
laAvs in the times of the emperors were no longer so strictly observed,
although foreign customs had ])een constantly gaining ground in Rome,
and the ancient policy no less constantly declining, yet now there were

man

;

additional reasons to those which had previously existed, for
There prevailed,
guarding against the introduction of new religions.
indeed, at this time, a sensitive dread of every thing with which a
political aim could be connected, and the jealousy of despotism could
be easily induced to suspect political aims, even where nothing of the
Religion and religious associations seemed well
kind was intended.
calculated to serve as a cover for pohtical plots and conspiracies.
Hence the advice of Maecenas to Augustus, in the well known discourse reported by Dio Cassius, where, although the very words of
Maecenas may not be used, 3^et the historian expresses the prevailing
" Worship the gods in all
views of the Roman state at this period.
respecttj according to the laws of your country, and compel all others
But hate and punish those who would introduce any
to do the same.
not alone for
thing whatever, alien to our customs in this particular
the sake -of the gods, because whoever despises them is incapable of
but because' such persons, by introducing
reverence for any thing else
new divinities, mislead many to adopt also foreign laws. Hence conthe last things to be borne in a
spiracies and secret combinations,
Sufter no man either to deny the gods,^ or to practise
monarchy.
sorcery." The Roman civilian, Julius Paulus, cites, as one of the ruling
" Whoever
princii)les of civil law in the Roman state ,^ the following

many

;

;

—

:

new

tendency and character of which were
unknown, whereby the minds of men might be disturbed,^ should, if'
belonging to the higher rank, be banished if to tlie lower, punished
with death."
It is easy to see, that Christianity, which produced so
great, and to the Roman statesman so unaccountable an agitation in the
We have
minds of men, m\ist fall into this class of reliyiones novon.
presented here, then, the two points of view, under which Christianity

introduced

religions, the

;

came necessarily

into

colhsion with

the

laws of the

state.

1.

It

induced Homari citizens to renounce the religion of the state, to the
observance of which they were bound by the laws,
to. refuse compliance
Hence many of the magistrates,
with the " ccerinionias Momanas.^^
who felt no personal antipathy to Christianity, explained to Christians,
when arraigned before them, that they might comply, at least outviz.
observe the religious
wardly, with what the laws required
ceremonies prescribed by the state ; that the state was concerned only
with the outwai'd act, and in case that were performed, they might
believe and worship in their heart, whatever they chose
or that they
might continue to worship their own God, jjrovided only they would
worship the Roman gods also.
2. It introduced a neiv religion, noi

—

;

;

'

'Ai^eu

elvai.,

the Christians-

the very term applied to

21.

^

Li''-

^

l^e quibus aniini

^

•

tit.

hominum

nioventur
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admitted hy the laws of the state into the class of religiones licitoB,
the common taunt of the pagans against the Christians, accord" jou are not permitted by the
ing to TertuUian non licet esse vos,
;
laws " and Celsus accuses them of secret compacts, contrary to the

Hence

—

;

laws.i

Without doubt, the Romans did exercise a certam religious tolit was a toleration not to be separated from their polytheistic religious notions and their civil policy, and which, by its own
nature, could not be applied to Christianity.
They were in the habit
of securing to the nations they had conquered, the free exercise of
their own religions,^ inasmvich as they hoped by so doing to gain them
over more completely to their interests, and also to make the gods of
those nations their friends. The Romans, who were religiously inclined,
eration, but

attributed their sovereignty of the world to this policy of conciliating

Even without the limits of their own
country, individuals of these nations were allowed the free exercise of
their opinions and hence Rome, into which there was a constant influx
of strangers from all quarters of the world, became the seat of every
the gods of every nation.'^

;

description of religion.

of Halicarnassus,* "

"

come

Men

of a thousand nations," says Dionysius

and must worship the gods of their
country, according to the prevailing laws at home."
It doubtless
happened, that with certain modifications, many things taken from
these foreign modes of w^orship, were introduced into the public Avorship

Roman

to the city,

but then a special decree of the senate w^as
citizen could be allowed to join in the
observance of any such foreign rites.
At this particular period, indeed,
when the authority of all national religions was on the wane when
the unsatisfied religious need required and sought some new thing and
this was offered by the conflux of strangers from all countries into
Rome ; it was frequently the case, that Romans adopted the fonns of
those foreign modes of worship, which did not as yet belong to the
religions recognized by the state (to the religionibus publico adscitis :)
but this was an irregularity, which such as possessed any portion of the
old Roman spirit attributed to the corruptions of the times and the
decline of ancient manners.
Like many other evils, which could not
The change, moreover, might be
be suppressed, it was left unnoticed.
the less striking, since those who had adopted the foreign rites,
Occasionally,
observed at the same time the Roman ceremonies.
however, when the evil threatened to get the upper hand, or when a
zeal was awakened in behalf of the ancient manners and civic virtues,
laws were passed for restraining profane rites (ad coercendos profanes
repressing the groAvth of foreign superstitions, (the
ritus) and
of the

state

requisite, before

;

any Roman

;

;

1

'S2f

ffvv&T/Kac:

KpvjSSijv

uiafxsva noiov/xtvuv.

L.

irapu ra

vevo-

I. c. 1.

See the words of Marcus Afjrippa, in
the rehgious freedom of the
Jews Ti/v evSai/ioviav, r'/v vvv to avfinav
tCov avdpuTvuv yevog
v/iuc ex^^'- tovtu
vsTpoiifiei', ru) e^etvai Kara X'^P^^v fkuotoic
-

his plea for
:

f5/!

ra olKcla tl/mjitiv uyeiv Kal (^la^fjv. Joseph.
Archa-ol. 1. XVI. c. 2. § 4.
^ See the Pagan's kinsjnnge in Minucius

Fehx, and in Aristides' Encom. Romse.
* See Aristid. 1. c. and Dionys. Ilalicar
nass. Archaiol.

1.

II. c. 19.

;

>
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-'IS

t?9

ralescere superstitiones externas;-) everj religion, not Roman, being
With these
regarded as a superstition by t'ne Roman statesman.
views, it is clear that the best emperors, who were seeking to restore
the old life of the Roman state, must therefore be hostile to Christwhile
ianity, which appeared to them only as a superstitio externa
worse rulers, with nothing of the old Roman spirit, but at the same
time not rising above the prejudices of a contracted nationahty, might,
from indifference to the old Roman policy in general, calmly look on
when Christianity was making encroachments on all sides.
The Jews also had the free and undisturbed exercise of their religion
;

secured to them by decrees of the senate and imperial edicts, and the
God of the Jews was regarded by many as a powerful national God
they accused the people only of narrow-heartedness and intolerance,
because they hostilely excluded the worship of other gods; or they
found a reason for this in the jealous character of that Being himself,
who would have no other gods beside him. Judaism Avas a religio
licita tor the Jews; and hence the Christians were reproached, as if
they had contrived, by appearing as a Jewish sect, to slip in at first
mider the cover of a tolerated religion.^ Yet for all this, the Jews
Avere by no means allowed to joropagate their religion among the
the laws expressly forbade the latter, under severe
Roman pagans
;

;

—

It was the case, indeed, at this
receive circumcision.
time, that the number of proselytes from the pagans was greatly multiplied.
This the public authorities sometimes allowed to pass unnoticed
as
but occasionally severe laws were passed anew to repress the evil
for instance, by the senate under the emperor Tiberius,-^ by Antoninus
penalties, to

;

by Septimius Severus.
The case was altogether different with

Pius,

ancient, national form of worship, as in

Here was no

Christianity.

all

the other religions.

Christ-

—

an
rather as a defection from a religio licita,
This is brought as a
insurrection against a venerable national faith.*
charge against the Christians, in the spirit of the prevailing mode of

ianity appeared

" The Jews," he says, " are a nation by themand they observe the sacred institutions of their country,
and in so doing, act like other men. It is
whatever they may be,
thinking, by Celsus.^
selves,

—

—

but to desert
taunt thrown out against
the Christians, that they were neither one thing nor the other, neither
religion for mankind must
Jews nor pagans, but genus tertium.
as viewed from that position of antiquity according
have appeared,

right for every people to reverence their ancient laws

them

is

a crime."

Hence

the very

A

—

Tacitus places together, in a proposition
senate, the phrases "Publica circa
bonas artes socordia, et (piia externce superBtitiones valescant."
Annal. 1. XI. c. 15.
lady of rank is accused as superstitionis
rea.
Annal. 1. XITl. c. 32.
1

to the

A

-

Sub umbracuk

'

The

— Tertullian.
tijs
I-

senatiis

religionis saltern licitoe.

11. c. »5.

sacris TEgypTacit. Annal.

consultum de

Judaicisque pellendis.

;

common

A

*
religion proceeding from an taraaianevai Tcpbg to koivov tuv 'lovi^aiuv. c Cels.
1.
III. c. 7.
For keeping the Christians
united together dii6xpeo)( vno'deaig ij aruL.
III.
c.
14.
uif.

-uvrag av&puTvovg koto, tu rzarpia
ovk av jiEiKb-^h'Tag ettI tovtu. Xpiariavoiic cU ra TTurpia Ka-aXiKovrag Koi obx
^ i^elv

C;}".

^v ti Tvyx^^ovrag t-'&vog cjg 'lovdaloi, eyKTj]
rur npo'aTi^ta-&aL r^ tov 'Irjaov SidaaKa'/2.1a.

L. V.

c. 2.5.
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which every nation had its own particuhir religion,
a thing con
trary to nature, threatening the dissolution of all existing order.
The
man that can beUeve it possible,
says Celsus,
for Greeks and

to

—

—

Barbarians, in Asia, Europe and Lybia, to agree in one code of religious
laws, must be quite void of understanding.^
But what had been held
impossible, seemed more likely every day to be realized.
It was now
perceived, that Christianity steadily made progress among people of
every rank, and threatened to overthrow the religion of the state,
together with the constitution of civil society which seemed closely
interwoven with the same.
Nothing else remained, therefore, but
to oppose the inward power, which men were unwilling to acknowledge,
by outward force. As well the whole shape and form of the Christian
worship, as the idea of a religion for mankind, stood in direct contradiction with the point of religious development hitherto attained.
It
excited suspicion to observe, that the Christians had nothing of all

men were accustomed to find in every other form of wornothing of all that which the Jews had in common \vith the
pagans.
So Celsus calls it the countei-sign of a secret compact, of an
that which
ship

;

would have no altars, images
Again, the intimate brotherly union which prevailed
among the Christians, the circumstance that every one among them, in
every town where fellow-believers dwelt, immediately foimd friends,
who were dearer to him than all the friends of this world
this was
something that men could not comprehend.^ The Roman police were
utterly unable to fathom the nature of the bond which so united the
Christians with one another.
The jealousy of despotism could everywhere easily see or fear political aims. To the Roman statesman, who
had no conception of the rights of conscience, the unbending will,
which could be forced by no fear and by no tortures to yield obedience
to the laws of the state in reference to religion, to perform the prescribed ceremonies, appeared a blind obstinacy, inflexibilis obstinatio,
But such an unconquerable wilfulness must have
as men called it.
presented itself to those rulers, who were accustomed to servile
obedience, as something extremely dangerous
and many would sooner
pardon in the Christians their defection from the worship of the gods,
than their want of reverence for the emperors, in declining to take any
part in those idolatrous demonstrations of homage which pagan flattery
had invented, such as sprinkling their images with incense, and swearing by their genius, " I will assuredly," said Tertullian, " call the
invisible order, that the Christians alone

or temples.^

—

;

—

—

but in the common acceptation,
but when I am
emperor my lord,
In other respects, I
not forced to call him Lord in the place of God.

am

free of

God,

—

him

;

the same

for I

who

have only one Lord,
is

wish to be the Lord, who
1

is

His words are: 'O tovto oiSfxevoc oISev
L. VIII. c. 72.
Uiardv uihapovc: Kai «TO^/4?;roi; koivu-

ov6ev.
2

— the Almighty and eternal

How should he
emperor's Lord.
What a
the father of his country? " ^

also the

L. VIII. c. 17.
viae avv&Tjfia
3 See the lani;na,2:e of the pagan in Miaucius Felix, cited above, at page 76.
* Dicam plane imperatorem dorainuni,

sed more commiini, sed juando
ut doinimira Dei vice dicam.

non cogor
Caterura

domimis enim meus unus est,
liber sum
Deus omnipotens et isternus. idem qui at
Qui pater patriis est, quomodo
ipsius.
Apologet. c 34.
dominus est
illi,

?

,;ontrast to
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this free, high-hearted spirit of the Christians,

offered in

is

which the supercilious and self-conceited
" Why should it be a wrong thing,
philosopher, Celsus, addresses them
among men,^ since these have
rulers
favor
with
the
then, to acquire
been exalted to the control over the things of this Avorld, not without a
And when it is required of you to swear by the
divine providence ?
emperor among men, there is nothing so mischievous in this for AvhatWhenever, on the
ever you receive in life, you receive from him." ^
anniversary of the emperor's accession to the throne, or at the celebration of a triumph, public festivals were appointed, in which all were
expected to participate, the Chiistians alone kept away, to avoid that
which was calculated to wound their religious or moral feelings, which
was uncongenial with the temper of mind inspired by their faith. It
cannot be denied that, in this case, many went to an extreme, and
shrunk from joining even in such demonstrations of respect and of joy
as contained in them nothing that was repugnant to Christian faith and
decorum, because they were associated in their minds with the pagan
such, for example, as the illumination of their
religion and manners,
On one
dwellings, and the decorating them with festoons of laurel.^
occasion, a certain sum of money was distributed by the emperor as a
All presented themselves, as was cusgratuity among the soldiers.
tomary, with garlands on their heads, for the purpose of receiving their
but one Christian soldier came Avith the garland in his hand,
portion
Sucl;
because he held the practice of crowning to be a pagan rite.^
where,
acts were, indeed, but ovcrdoings of individuals or of a party
and the
however, the earnest temper at bottom might deserve respect
but the mistake
majority were far from approving such excess of zeal
Hence the accusaof individuals was easily laid to the charge of all.
tion, so dangerous in those times, of high treason, (crimen majestatis,)
which Avas broudit a";ainst the Christians.
Men called them " irrever"
eut to the CiBsars, enemies of the Ci^sars, of the Roman people
In
(irreligiosos in Ciesares, hostes CcBsarum, hostes populi Romani.)
like manner, when only a minor party among the Christians regarded
the occupation of a soldier as incompatible Avith the nature of Clmstian
love and of the Christian calling, it was converted into an accusation
" Does not the emagainst all, and against Christianity generally.
" for should all do like you,
peror punish you justly ? " says Celsus
the
he Avould be left alone,
there Avould be none to defend him
rudest barbarians Avould make themselves masters of the Avorld, and
every trace, as Avell of your own religion itself, as of true Avisdom,
Avould be obliterated from the human race
for believe not that your
supreme God Avould come doAvn from heaven and fight for us." ^
che sort of

language

witli

:

;

—

;

—
—

;

;

:

—

;

;

;

1

Tot)f kv

av&punniQ dwaaraQ Kai

^eaf e^evfievi^ea&ai.
AedoTcu yap tovt<j
•^

jSaat-

tu,

km

yr/c,

Kal utl

tovtov 'lafiiidve<f.
c. Cels. 1. vill. c. 63 et 67.
8 Tertullian, in his iiook, de idololatria.
complains because so many Christians had
no hesitation to take a share in such festivties. Christy he observes, had said. Let your

dv

XafijiavTic £v

works

shine,

at

nunc lucent tabern«

j.inure nostra;, plures

Tilj i3l<.), TTapii.

rum

fores sine

jam

lucernis

et

invenies etlinicoet

laureis,

quam

Christianorum. Dc idololatria, c. 15.
• Tertullian wrote his book, "de corona
milifis," in defence of tliis soldier against
the accusations he met with from his fellow
believers,
''

L. VIII.

c.

68.

;;
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It the Christians Avere accused generally of morosely withdrawing
themselves from the world and from the courtesies of civil and social
life, this charge was grounded partly in the relation itself of Christianity
to paganism, as that relation was present to each one's own consciousness
but in part also to a certain one-sided tendency, growing in the
first place out of the development of the Christian life in its opposition
to the pagan world.
So the Christians were represented as men dead
to the world, and useless for all affairs of life ^ duinb in public
loquacious among themselves ; and it was asked, what Avould become
;

—

;

of the business of

life, if all

were

like

them

?

kind were the causes by which the Roman state was moved
to persecute the Christians ; but all persecutions did not proceed from
Tlie Christians were often victims of the popular rage.
the state.
The populace saw in them the enemies of their gods and tliis was the

Of

this

;

same thing

have no religion at all.
The deniers of the gods, the
atheists, (ai?eo<,) was the common name by which the Christians were
designated among the people
and of such men the vilest and most
as to

—

;

improbable stories could easily gain belief:
that in their conclaves
they were accustomed to abandon themselves to unnatural lust that
they killed and devoured children
accusations which we find circulated, in the most diverse periods, against rehgious sects that have
once become objects of the fanatic hatred of the populace.
The
reports of disaffected slaves, or of those from whom torture had wrung
the confession desired, were next employed to support these absurd
charges, and to justify the rage of the populace.
If in hot climates
the long absence of rain brought on a drought
if in Egypt the Nile
failed to irrigate the fields
if in Rome the Tiber overflowed its banks
if a contagious disease was raging
if an earthquake, a famine, or any
other public calamity occurred, the popular rage was easily turned
;

;

—

;

;

;

" We may ascribe this," was the cry, •' to the
anger of the gods on account of the spread of Christianity."
Thus it
had become a proverb in North Africa, according to Augustine, " If
And what wonder is it
there is no rain, tax it on the Christians." ^
that the people so judged, when one who claimed to be a philosopher,
when a Porphyry assigned as the cause why no stop could be put to a
contagious and desolating sickness, that by reason of the spread of
Christianity, Esculapius' influence on the earth was over.
There was, besides, no want of individuals who were ready to excite
priests, artisans and others,
the popular rage against the Christians
who, like Demetrius in the Acts, drew their gains from idolatry
magicians, who beheld their juggling tricks exposed
sanctimonious
Cynics, who found their hypocrisy unmasked by the Christians.
When,
in the time of the emperor Marcus Aurelius, the magician whose life
has been written by Lucian, Alexander of Abonoteichus, observed that
his tricks had ceased to create any sensation in the cities, he exclaimed,
" The Pontus is filled with atheists and Christians " and called on the
against the Christians.

;

;

;

1

the
•^

Homines infructuosi in negotio,
Pagan in Minucius Felix

Non

pluit Deus.

in publico muti, in anj^ulis gaiTuli.

due ad Clinsiianos

See the words of

—
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people to stone them, if they did not wish to draw doAvn on themselves
He would never exhibit his arts before the
the anger of the gods.
people, until he had first proclaimed, " If any Atheist, Christian or

Epicurean has slipped in here as a spy,

let

An

him begone "
!

appeal

to popular violence seems, at this time, to have been considered the
most convenient course, by the advocates of religion among the
one of the common
Justin Martyr knew that Crescens,
pagans.^

—

Pseudo-cynics of the period, who were sanctimonious demagogues,
attempted to stir up the people against the Christians ; and that he
had threatened Justin's own life, because he had stripped him of his
disguise.

From
sion

is

these remarks on the causes of the persecutions, the concluhad been received, by exjjress

obvious, that until CliHstianity

laws of the State, iiito the class of lawful religions, (religiones licitce,')
the Christians could not enjoy any general and certain tranquillity in
the exercise of their religion; tvithin the Roman empire they ivere
constantly exposed to the rage of the populace and to the malice of
We shall now proceed to consider the ever-changing
individuals.
situation of the Christian church, mider the governments of the
several emperors who were so differently affected towards it.
4. Situation of the Christian

by

Church under

the several

Emperors.

emperor Tiberius, that he was
moved by Pilate's report concerning the miracles of Christ and his
It is related

Tertullian,^ of the

resurrection, to propose to the senate, that Christ should be received

the gods of Rome ; but that the senate set aside the proposition,
they might yield somewhat of their ancient prerogative of deciding
all matters relating to "new religions," upon their own movement
(e motu proprio ;) that the emperor, however, did not wholly desist
from his object, but went so far at least, as to threaten with severe penalties all such as should accuse the Christians on the ground of their
religion.
But an author so wanting in critical judgment as TertulHan,
cannot possibly be received as a credible witness for a story which
wears on its face all the marks of untruth.
Should the account be
considered as an exaggerated one, but as still having some slight
measure of truth at its foundation, even such an hypothesis could not
though it amounted to no more than this, that the
be maintained
emperor once proposed to grant to the Christians a free toleration. It
is neither credible, on the ground of Pilate's character, that what he
saw in Christ left on him any such lasting impression as this account
assumes ; nor is it probable that any such effect would have been produced by his report on the mind of Tiberius.
Certainly it would not
be in keeping with the servile character of the senate under Tiberius, for
them to act, as they must have acted, according to tliis account and
as there were no accusers as yet of a Christian sect, there was no
occasion for passing a law against such accusers.
In fact, the succeeding history shows that no such previous law of Tiberius could have

among
lest

;

;

1

Sec the Timocles in Lucian's Jupiter Trag «d.

^

Apologet.

c.

5 et 21
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existed.

Probably TertuUian had allowed himself

to

be deceived

Ij,

Bome spurious document.

At first, the Christians were confounded with the Jews consequently, the order issued under the emperor Claudius, in the year 53,
;

banishment of the turbulent Jews, w^ould involve the Christiana
were any at that time in Rbme, and if Christianity made
its first converts there among Jews, who continued to observe the Jewish customs.
Suetonius says, " the emperor Claudius expelled the
Jews from Rome, who were constantly raising disturbances, at the
instigation of Chrestus." ^
We could suppose, that some factious Jew
then Uving, of this name, one of the numerous class of Jewish freedmen
in Rome, was intended.
But as no individual so universally known as
the Chrestus of Suetonius seems to have been considered by that writer,
is elsewhere mentioned
and as the name of Christus (;^p/ajoc) was
frequently pronounced Chrestus (^xf^A^^oz) by the pagans
it is quite
probable that Suetonius, who wrote half a century after the event,
throwing together what he liad heard about the political expectations
of a Messiah among the Jews, and the obscure and confused accounts
w^hich may have reached him respecting Christ, was thus led to express
himself in a manner so vague and indefinite.
Christianity meanwhile, had been continually making progress among
the pagans in the Roman empire
and the worship of God, shaped
according to the prmciples of the apostle Paul, rendered it no longer
possible to mistake the Christians for a Jewish sect.
Such was the
case particularly with the Roman communities, as the persecution, soon
to be mentioned, shows
for this could not have arisen, if the Christians, as men Avho were descended from Jews and observed the Mosaic
laws, had been held to be simply a sect of that people.
They must
have already drawn on themselves, in the capital of the world, the
fanatical hatred of the populace, as the tertimn genus, neither one
thing nor the other.
Already had the popular feeling given currency
to those monstrous reports above noticed, of unnatural crimes to which
the secret sect of these enemies of the gods abandoned themselves.^
It was not the principles of the civil law of the empire,
it was this
popular hate, which furnished the occasion for this first persecution of
the Christians in Rome.
But its immediate cause w^as sometliing
wholly accidental and that precisely so reckless a monster as Nero
must be the first persecutor of the Christians, was likewise owing immediately to a concurrence of accidental circumstances.
Yet there
was something intrinsically significant in the fact, that the individual by
whom the renunciation of everything on the side of the divine and
moral was most completely carried out, that the impersonation of

for the

also, if there

;

;

;

;

—

;

creaturely will revolting against all higher order, must give the first impulse to the persecution of Christianity.
The moving cause which led Nero, in the year 64, to vent his fury
against the Christians, was originally nothing else than a wish to divert
1

tes
-

XV.

44,) " per flagitia invisos

Impulsore Chresto assidue tuniultuan-

("Annal.

Koinii expulit.
\Ve believe the

quos vulgus Christianos appellabat," nms«
have reference to these reports.

passage in Tacitus,

1.

c.
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from liimsclf the suspicion of being the authoi' of the conflagration of
Rome, and to fix the guilt on others and as the Chi-istians were already
become objects of popular hatred, and the fanatic mob were prepared
to believe them capable of any shameful crime that might be charged
upon them, such an accusation, if brought against the Christians,
would be most easily credited.^ He could make himself popular by
the sufferings inflicted on a class of men hated by the people, and at the
same time secure a new gratification for his satanic cruelty. All being
seized whom the popular hate had stigmatized as Christians, and therefore profligate men,^ it might easily happen that some who were not
really Christians would be included in the number.^
Those arrested as Christians were now, by the emperor's commands,
executed in the most cruel manner.
Some were crucified others
sewn up in the skins of wild beasts and exposed to be torn in pieces by
dogs others, again, had their garments smeared over with some combustible material, and were then set on fire to illuminate the public
gardens at night.
This persecution was not, indeed, in its immediate effects, a general
one but fell exclusively on the Christians in Rome, accused as the
incendiaries of the city.
Yet what had occurred in the capital, could
not fail of being attended with serious consequences affecting the situation of the Christians,
whose religion, moreover, was an unlawful one,
throughout all the provinces.
The impression which this first and truly horrible persecution, by
a man wdio presented so noticeable a contrast with the great historical
phenomenon of Christianity, left behind it, endm'ed for a long time on
the minds of the Christians.
Nor was it altogether Avithout truth, when
;

;

;

;

—

—

the image of the Antichrist,

—

the representative of that last reaction of

power of ungodliness against the divine government and against
Christianity,
was transferred to so collossal an exhibition of self-will
rebelling against all holy restraints, and even passing over to the side
of the unnatural,^ as was presented in the character of Nero.
It may
often be observed, that the impression left by a man in whom an important principle, connected with the history of the world, has manifested
the

—

1
Aholendo rumori subdidit reos, says
Tacitus of Nero.
- Qnos per ilagitia invisos vulgus Christianos apiicUabat, says Tacitus.
In the interpretation of Tacitus' account
of this tran'saction, several points may be
doubtful.
When he says, Primo correpti,
qui fatebantur, the question arises, what did
they confess ?
that they had set the fire,
or that they were Christians'?
When he
•

•'

—

says.

Deindejudicioeorummuliitndoingens

hand perinde in criniine inccndii, quam
odio humani generis convicti sunt, the
question occurs, does the latter refer to all,
to those that " confessed," as well as the rest,

— so

that, by Tacitus, all are pronounced
from the alleged ciime of being the
authors of the contlagrattv.n or do the words

free

;

refer

only to the multitudo ingens, so that

the first named class, qui fatebantur, were
desii;nated as being- really guilty of setting
fire to the city'?
If the latter be the crftee,
and if the faten is to be referred to the
incendium, and this account deserves confi-

dence throughout, we must conceive here
of persons actually emjjloycd by Nero for
the perpetration of the deed
-not (Jhristians, but such as the peojjle designated by
the name of Christians,
hated, abominal)le men.
These, perhaps with tlie hope of
bettering their fiite, may then have de;

—

—

nounced many others as Christians, among
whom may have been some who rcalh
were, and others wlio were not such.
* A characteristic trait of Nero
-i» de
scribed by Tacitus,
" incredibihum cu
jiitor."
Annal. 1. XV. c. 42

—
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whom

a great power of destruction has gone forth, is not
room allowed for the thought that such a
person has really ceased to exist as we see in the examples of the
emperor Frederic 11. and of Napoleon. So it was in the case of this
monstrous exhibition of the power of evil.
The rumor prevailed among
the heathen people, that Nero was not dead, but had retired to some
place of secrecy, from which he would again make his appearance,^
a
rumor which several adventurers and impostors took advantage of for
their own ends.
Now this rumor assumed also a Christian dress, and it
ran, that Nero had retired beyond the Euphrates, and would return as
the Antichrist,^ to finish what he had already begun, the destruction of
that Babylon, the capital of the world.
Since the despotic Domitian, who ascended the imperial throne in 81,
was in the practice of encouraging informers, and of removing out of the
way, under various pretexts, those persons who had excited his suspicions
or his cupidity, the charge of embracing Christianity would, in this reign,
be the most common one after that of high treason (crimen majestatis.'^)
In consequence of such accusations, many were condemned to death, or
to the confiscation of their property and banishment to an island.^
The emperor moreover was secretly informed that two individuals
were living in Palestine, of the race of David and Jesus, who were
engaged in seditious undertakings.
The seditious tendency of the
Jewish expectations of a Messiah were already well known, and the
language of the Christians, in speaking of the kingdom of Christ, was
often misunderstood.^
He caused the individuals who had been accused
to be brought before him, and convinced liimself that they were poor,
innocent countrymen, quite incapable of engaging in any political
schemes; he therefore allowed them to retiirn in peace to their homes.^
But from this, certainly, it cannot be inferred, that the emperor revoked those measures which had been adopted against the Christians
generally, and which had another motive.^
The emperor Nerva, who assumed the government in the year 96,
was by the natural justice and philanthropy of his character, an enemy
to that whole system of information and sycophancy which had been
the occasion of so much evil in the time of his predecessors.
This of
itself,

or from

so immediately effaced, nor

;

,

—

1 The words of Tacitus are
Vaiio super
exitu ejus rumore eoque pluribus vivere
eum fingentibus credentibusque. Hist. 1.
:

•*

II. c. 8.
2

In the Pseudo-Sibylline books
i?fii ahrov.
of Dio Cassius,

:

Elr'

uvaKufiTpei laui^ojv
3
c.

The words

14:

'"

1.

'EjK?i.Tijia u-&e6ttjtoc, v(p' tjq

™v

LXVII.

kol uTJiol

e^okeXaovtec ttoXuniting of the
charge of u-^EoTrig with that of an inclination to Jewish customs, may have allusion
to Christianity, if ISeotti^ is not to be understood as barely referring to the denial of
At all
the gods of the state religion.
events, the charge of aT?foT??f, if applied to
the embracing of Judaism, which was at
least the worship of a well-kno^^^l national
eif

Kol

god, and for the Jews a lawful religion,
could, a fortiori, be brought against the conversion to Christianity.
Besides Dio Cassius, another historian
cited in the chronicle of Eusebius, namely,
Bruttius, says that many suffered martyrdom under the reign of this emperor.
^ For evidence of this, see Justin Martyr,

'Xovdaiuv

KaTe(SiKd<T&r}aav.

rj-&j]

The

'AKOvaavreg jSaaL1.
II. c. 58.J
npo(7(hK(JVTac r/uuc, uKpiru^ uv&pu-

fApolog.
'Aeiav

ttlvov '/Jyeiv rjimq v-KEiXiiiiarE.

Hegesippus in Euseb. 1. III. c. 19 and 20.
Tertulhan certainly expresses himself
in too general a manner, when he says,
CApologet. c 5,) that Domitian made but
one attempt to persecute the Christians;
but that he desisted from his purpose, and
recalled those that had been banished.
^
"

CHRISTIANS UNDER NERVA.

UNDER TRAJAN.

dl

was favorable to the Christians, inasmuch as the crime of passing
over to their religion had been one of the most common subjects of
Nerva set at liberty those who had been condemned on
accusation.
charges of this nature, and recalled such as had been banished he
caused all the slaves and freedmcn, who had appeared as accusers of
He forbade generally the accusations
their masters, to be executed.
All this must have
of slaves against their masters to be received.
operated favorably on the Christians, as the complaints brought against
them proceeded frequently from ill-disposed slaves. Accusations on
such accounts as had furnished the matter of the great number of condemnations under the preceding reign, were in general no longer to be
Thus
allowed and among these Christianity was probably included.^
it is true, the complaints against the Christians must, during the short
yet no lasting tranquillity was
reign of Nerva, have been suspended
secured to them, since their religion was not recognized by any public
act as a religio licita ; and we may easily conceive, that if Christianity,
during these few years, could be diffused without opposition, the fury
of its enemies, which had been held in check, would break forth with
fresh violence on this emperor's death.
These consequences ensued under the reign of Trajan, after the year
99 since this emperor, a statesman in the Roman sense, could not
overlook the encroachments on all sides of a religious community so
And the law
entirely repugnant in its character to the Roman spirit.
issued by him against close associations, (the HetEericie,) for the purpose
Itself

;

;

;

;

of suppressing the factious element in

many

districts,

might easily be

who formed a party so closely united to(A. D. 110,) that the younger Pliny, whose

tui-ned against the Christians,
^etiier.

It

was at

this time,

all purely human feelings shines forth so amiably
came, as proconsul of Bithynia and Pontus, into countries
over which many Christians were dispersed.
great number of them
were arraigned before his tribunal. He was thrown into embarrassment, as he had never before taken a share in such transactions
as
there was no settled law on the matter, except the general principles of
the civil law of the empire, relating to " religiones novae et peregrin?e,"
and as the number of the accused was so great ; " for many," he writes
to the emperor, " of all ages, of every rank, and of both sexes would

noble susceptibility to
in his letters,

A

;

be involved in the danger ; for the contagion of this superstition has
seized not only cities, but also the villages and open country."
The
temples were deserted, the ordinary rites of worship could not for a
long time be celebrated, and victims for sacrifice were rarely purchased.^
Pliny, like a lover of justice, did not allow himself to prejudge the case,
but took all pains to inform himself as to the character of the Christian
sect.
He questioned such as had for many years been separated from
the Christian community, and apostates are usually little inclined to
^ Dio
Cassias mentions, in connection
with the crimen majestatis, the charge of
uffe/3eta, also of the wii'Jai/idf (Si'V, although
certainly by aai-3fia, we are not to understand the a-&euTri^, or Christianity.

VOL.

I.

'

7

^ piin. 1. X. ep. 97.
Prope jam desolata
tenipla, sacra solennia diu intermissa, vic-

timae,

quarum adhuc rarissimus emtor

veniebatur.

in-
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speak well of the society to which they formerly belonged.
Following
the brutal custom of Roman justice, which paid no regard to magi's
universal rights, he applied torture to two female slaves, who held the
office of deaconesses in the Christian communities, for the purpose of
extorting from them the truth.
And after all he could learn only, that
the Christians were in the custom of meeting together on a certain day,
(Sunday ;) that they then united in a hymn of praise to their God,
Christ; and that they bound one another,^
not to the commission of
crimes,^
but to refrain from theft, from adultery to be faithful in
performing their promises, to withhold from none the property intrusted
to their keeping
that after this they separated, and met again in the
evening at a simple and innocent meal.* Bat these latter assemblies
had been discontinued in compliance with the emperor's edict against

—

—

;

•,^

the HetgeriDe.

If

we compare Pliny with

his friend Tacitus, so far as

it

concerns

their relation to Christianity, the former distinguishes himself at once

by the greater freedom and impartiality of his judgment.
Tacitus,
without entering into any further investigation of the facts, allows himself to be swayed by his prejudices against everything not Roman,
against a religion coming from the Jews, the founder of which had been
executed by the order of a Roman governor, a religion which found so
many adherents among people of the lower class he is carried aw^ay
by the popular reports which fell in with those prejudices. He reckons
Christianity among the many new and bad customs, which from all
quarters of the world flowed together and found sympathy in the great
capital, Rome.^
He sees in it nothing but an exitiabilis superstitio,
the Christians, only homines per flagitiis invisos,
men hateful for
their crimes, and who deserved the severest pmiishments.^
Pliny does
not allow himself to be hurried at once to a conclusion by his own
prejudices or prevailing rumors.
He considers it his duty to enter into
a caiTful investigation of the case, before he decides.
The result of
his inquiry was favorable to the Christians, in so far as the judgment
was based on purely moral grounds, and the general right of mankind
But Pliny shares in
to freedom in the worship of God was recognized.
common with Tacitus the partial and contracted \'iews of the Roman
statesman, which prevented him from taking that elevated stand.
He
sees in a religion which absorbs the whole interest of men, and makes
them forget everything else, nothing but a superstitio prava,'
or as
we might express it, by converting the phrase into modern language, a
misty pietism.
He requires, inasmuch as he looks upon religion as a
matter of the state, unconditional obedience to the laAvs of the empire.
;

—

m

—

An

allusion to the baptismal vow. the
militi:s Christianse, to which
there is frequent reference in the practical
homilies.
plain contradiction of those popular
rumors respectins: the objects had in view in
the secret assemblies among the Christians.
^ Wliocver by such a sin violated his
bajitismal vow, was excluded from the fellowship of the chui-ch.
1

sacramentum

A

* Plainly in contradiction of the popular
nimors respecting those unnatural repasts
of the Christians, the epulse Thyestese.
^ Qyo cuncta uiidique atrocia aut pudenda confluunt celebranturque.
Sontes et novissima exempla meritos.
" Not exitiabilis, because he was obliged
to acknowledge that the Christians were
blameless in their lives,
*^

:
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With the character of the religion he has nothing to do. Whatever that
might be, defiance of the imperial laws must be severely punished.^
The Christians must deny their faith, invoke the gods, offer incense
and pour out libations before the image of the emperor, together mth
If they declined so to do,
the images of the gods, and curse Christ.
and, after havuig been thrice called upon, by the governor, to abjure
their faith, continued steadfastly to confess that they were Christian"
and would remain so, Pliny condemned them to death, as obstinate
confessors of a rehgio ilhcita, who dared publicly defy the laws of the
empire.
They who complied with the governor's terms, were pardoned.
It is no matter of wonder, considering the rapid and powerful
spread of Christianity in this country, if the faith of many, who had
come over to the religion during the peaceful times of Nerva, was of
Sudden and
no such nature as to stand the trial of persecution.
extensive conversions of this kind are not apt to prove the most
So was it in the present case many who had embraced
were on the point of embracing it, drew back at the
threatening prospect of death, and the consequences of this change
were visible in the increase of the numbers who participated in the
thorough.

;

Christianity, or

public religious ceremonies.

In observing the

effect of his

measures, Pliny

fell into

the

same

mis-

take into which statesmen, crafty in all other things, have often fallen,
with regard to concerns which stand related to what is highest and most

The happy issue which for the moment seemed
he had chosen, led him to hope that by degrees
the new sect might easily be suppressed, if the same method should
continue to be pursued
if severity were suitably blended with mildness
if the obstinate were punished to terrify the others, while such
is were disposed to retract, were not driven to desperation by the
refusal of pardon.
In submitting the report of these transactions to the emperor Trajan,^
oe requested his advice particularly'- on the following questions
whether a distinction was to be made of different ages, or the young and
tender were to be treated precisely in the same way with the more mature?^ whether any time was to be allowed for repentance, or every
person who had once been a Christian was in every case to be punished ? whether the Christians were liable to punishment simply as such,
or only on account of other offences ?
It is plain, from the judicia"
proceedings of Pliny above described, how most of these questions
ought, according to his own xiew of the case, to be answered ; and the
emperor approved of these proceedings
moreover, in deciding the
questions submitted to his authority, he went on the same principles.
The Christians, he did not place in the same class with ordinary crimfree in

human

nature.

to attend the course

;

;

;

^ His words are
Neque enim dnbitabam,
qualccunque esset, quod faterentur, pervicaciam ceite et inflexibilcm obstinationem
:

debere puniri.
2 L. X. ep. 97.
This report of Pliny,
which we have followed tlius far, bears the

indubitable marlis of genuineness on its
face.
No one but the Roman statesman
could so write on the affair,
a This question was probably occasioned
children aiid youth (^ee
hy the fact that
above) were found among the Christians

mwy
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mals, for whom the governors in the provmces caused search to be made
by the poUce.^ Thej were not to be sought after but when information was lodged against them, and they were arraigned before the
In tuhat way^ the emperor does not
tribunal, they must be punished.
explain ; he even admits that on this point no certain rule of general
It appears, however, that the punishment
application, could be given.^
was generally understood to be death. Moreover, Trajan accorded
pardon to such as manifested repentance.
As early a Christian writer as Tertullian found that this decision
If the emperor considered the Christians as
involved a contradiction.
guilty, he ought to have directed that, like all other criminals, they
if he regarded
should be sought out and delivered over to punishment
them as innocent, punishment was in all cases alike unjust. Without
doubt, a correct judgment, when the matter is considered in its purely
moral aspect but this was not the view of it taken by the emperor.
He stood in the position of ^politician and a judge^ governed by the
He was of the opinion, that open contempt
laws of the Roman State.
of the " Roman ceremonies," open resistance to the laws of the empire,
could not be suffered, in any case, to go unpunished, even though no
Thus the
act was connected with it of a morally punishable nature.^
emperor believed liimself obliged to proceed, whenever such unlawful
conduct attracted public attention but he wished, as far as possible,
to ignore it, so that indidgence might be exercised to the full extent
Agreeing with Pliny, that
compatible with due regard for the laws.
Christianity was but a fanatic delusion, he too probably imagined, that
if severity were tempered with clemency, if too much notice Avere not
to be taken of the matter, and if open offences were neither suffered to
go unpunished, nor prosecuted with rigor, the hot enthusiasm would
easily cool to indifference, and the cause gi-adually expire of its own
If Christianity had possessed no higher principle, the result
accord.
would have justified the empei'or's opinion.
The change produced by the rescript of Trajan was this Christianity, which hitherto had tacitly passed for an " unlawful religion,"
(a rehgio illicita,) was now condemned as such by an express laiv.*
;

;

;

;

:

1

The

elpTjvdpxovg, Curiosos.
aliquid,

Neque enim in universum
quasi certam formam habeat,
2

quod

constitui po-

test.

Like Pliny see his langu.age cited on
page 99, note I.
* According to a document preserved in
the chronicle of Johannes Malalas, (1. XI.
8

;

ed Niebuhr,) Tiberianus, Prsefect of
Palestina prima, had informed the emperor, that the Christians offered themselves
in crowds, and that nothing could l)e ac
complished l)y the effusion of blood-. Moved
by this information, the emperor issued a
new edict, forbidding the execution of the
Against the authenticity of the
Christians.
writing here communicated, we would not
adduce the name '' Galileans," which is apolied to the Christians in no other document
There might have been
of this period.
K)me particular 'ocal veason for the emp. 273,

ployment of this name. But when Tiberian says, that he had not become tired of
destroying the Christians, this assuredly
does not agree very well with the abovecited rescript of Trajan, which expressly
commands that the Christians should not
hf sought after.
And the statement that the
Christians hastened to surrender themselves,
hardly agrees with the times. It was the
violent persecutions, which first called
an enthusiastic tendency. Neither can we regard the report of the martyrdom of the bishop Ignatius of Antioch as
In
a document belonging to this period
this narrative we do not recognize the Emperor Trajan, and therefore feel ourselves
compelled to entertain doubts, with regard

more

forth such

to

for
in

every thing reported in this account as,
example, that Christians were already,
the reign of this emperor, thrown to

wild beasts.

:
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was the emperor's design, that the Christians should be subjected
but the impulse had been now given to a movement to which no limits could be fixed. With the political opposition
associated itself the religious, Avhich exercises a vastly greater power
on men's passions.
The 0|)en war of paganism Avith the spiritual
might that threatened its destruction was lighted up.
The fanatical
rage of the populace imagined it had found a point of union and support in the laws, and the Christians were laid bare to their assaults.
These commenced in the first years of the government of Hadrian,
who was elevated to the imperial throne in 117. There were governors who looked on the shedding of human blood Avith indiiference, and
who were very ready to sacrifice persecuted men to the popular fury,
in order to gain for themselves the good will of their provinces, or who
also shared in the fanaticism of the people.
They might the more
easily believe they could pursue this course with impunity, or even
with the emperor's approbation, because they knew he was ardently
attached to the sacred customs (the sacra) of his country.
When, in
the year 124, he made a tour through Greece, and procured himself to
be initiated into all the Hellenic mysteries, the enemies of Christianity
It

only to legal trials

;

thought it a favorable opportunity to begin their persecutions of the
hated sect.
The two learned Christians, Quadratus and Aristides,
were hence induced to present, each of them, to the emperor, an
apology in behalf of their companions in the faith.
But a still greater
influence than could possibly have come from such apologetic Avritings,
was doubtless produced on an emperor who loved justice and social
oi'der, by the representations of Serrenius Granianus, proconsul of
Asia Minor, Avho complained of the disorderly attacks of the populace
In consequence of this complaint, the emperor
on the Christians.
issued a rescript to his successor in office, Minucius Fundanus.^
Hadrian declared himself decidedly against a practice, whereby the
innocent might be disturbed, and opportunity Avould be given to false
accusors of extorting money by threatening to bring before the tribunal such as were suspected of Christianity .^
No accusations against
1 The genuineness
of the rescript is
proved, not only by its bcinjr cited in an
apology which the l)ishop -Mclito of Sardis
addressed to the second successor of this
emperor, (Euseb.l. IV. c. 26,) but still more
clearly by its contents: for it cannot be supposed, that a Christian would have been
contented with sayin<x so little to the advantage of his fcliow-believers. That Hadiian treated the Christians with gentleness,
appears evident from the praise bestowed

on him by some Christian, who jtrobably
wrote not long after this time, in the fifth
book of the Pseudo-Sibyllines: 'Apyvpoapavog uvTip, no 6' IcatTai r' ovvofia ttuvtov,
TTavapKjroc iivr/p sal mivra vor/nei.
of the opinion that Rufinu." nad
original, but that
Eusebius, as usual, has not translated with
suflBcient accuracv.
Eusebius savs, {\. VI.
tarai, Kal
- I

am

before

him the Latin

9*

c.

9

)

iva

roig crvKuouvTaic x°PVyt(i '<<^Rufinus, ne caluralairocinandi tribuatur occasio.

p/

Kovpyla^ napaaxs^y.
niatorihus

It is not easy to see. how it could ever occur to Rufinus to translate the j^eneral term,
KaKovpyia, into the s])ecial one, latrocinatio,
when the context furnished no occasion
whatsoever for such a change wliile on the
other hand, it is easy to see how Eusebius
might loosely employ a general term to express the special one of ihe original. Latrocinari is here synonymous with concutere
elsewhere.
Tertiillian's words to the Governor Scapula, when the latter began to appear as a persecutor, may serve to explain
the sense: Farce provinciae. qua;, visa intentione tna, obnoxia facta est concussioni
bus et militum et inimicorum suoruit
cujusque.
;
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Christians were to be received, but such as were in the legal form

;

the

no longer to be arrested on mere popular clamor.
When legally brought to trial, and convicted of doing contrary to the
laws,^ they were to be punished according to their deserts ; but a
severe punishment was also to be inflicted on false accusers.
Similar
rescripts were sent by the emperor to many other provinces.^
If by
" doing contrary to the laws " in this rescript, were meant criminal
conduct, or any infraction of civil order, without reference to religion,
we should be obliged to consider it as a proper edict of toleration,
"
whereby Christianity
received into the class of " lawful religions
Christians were

was

;

but had this been the emperor's intention, he would certainly have
explained more distinctly what was meant by acts contrary to the laws.
After the rescript of Trajan, a particular declaration, distinctly
expressed, was required, unless the silence itself was to be permitted to
Hadrian's rescript
operate to the disadvantage of the Christians.^
was properly directed only against the attacks of the excited populace
on such as were reported to be Christians it only required a legal
At best, the
form of trial, which had been also the will of Trajan.
vague expressions of the rescript might be turned to the advantage of
It was not so much
the Christians, by those who were so disposed.*
his regard for Christianity, or the Christian people, as his love of justice, that led the emperor to the adoption of these measures
for Hadrian, as we have already remarked, was a strict and zealous follower
of the old Roman, and, it may be added, the old Grecian religions, and
This temper
looked upon the sacred rites of foreigners with disdain.-''
of mind shmes out through the remarkaljle letter which the emperor
;

;

wrote to the Consul Servianus.*' It is true, Christianity, in itself,
forms no part of the subject of this letter, but is only introduced by the
way. He is speaking simply of the multifai'ious and restless activity of
i\\Q\v i^tolypragmatic character, and of the peculiar
which had sprung up in that common centre of the
vein of sarcasm runs through the whole.
commerce of the world.
" Those who worship Serapis," says Hadrian, " are Christians, and

the iVlexandrians, oi

religious syncretism,

A

those

who

pis.

There

1

themselves bishops of Christ, are worshipers of Serar

call

Eos adversum

According
Euseb. 1. IV. c.
2

no ruler of a synagogue, no Samaritan, no presbyter of

is

leges

to

quicquam

agere.

Melito of Sardis

See

26.

MeUto of Sartlis (1. c.) says afterwards to the Emperor Marcus Aurelius,
3

If

had honored Christitogether with other modes of worship,

\hat his predecessors
inity

~po( rale d/l/lfi/f ^prjOKsiaic erifDjaav, very
can be inferred from this for whoever claimed an emperor's protection for

little

;

would naturally make the
had been done, or seemed to
have been done, for the Christians, by his
Christianity,
most of wliat

predecessors.
* Tertullian

(ad Scapulam, c. .5,) cites
the examples of two magistrates who took
\dvantage of this rescript, to procure the

Vespronius Canacquittal of Christians.
didus dismissed a Christian who had been
arraigned before him, because it was con
trary to good order to follow the clamor of
the multitude, ("quasi

tumultuosum civibm

Another, Pudens, observini
from the protocol (elogium) with which i
Christian was sent over to him, that he
had been seized in a disorderly manner and
witli threats, fconcussione ejus iniellccta,)
dismissed him. with the remark, that in
conformity with the laws, he could not hear
men, where there was no certain, legal acsatisfaccre.j

cuser.
^
c.

Vid. iElius

Spartian.

vita

Hadriani

22.
•'

Flavii Vopisci Saturninus.

c.

8
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the Christians,

Jews

Df the

who

himself,

is
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•

The patriarch
forced by one party to

not an astrologer, a soothsayer.

when he comes

to

Egypt,

is

They have but one God, who
worship Serapis, by the other, Christ.^
Him, Christians, Jews, and all races, worship alike." ^ He
none.
touches on Christianity, merely as one element in this mixture of religions.
The picture floating before his mind is rather the general
is

aspect of Alexandrian

life,

or such exhibitions

of

as

it

might be pre-

sented, for example, in Gnostic sects, which started into existence there

At

as purely Christian communities.

the same time,

how very

not to perceive from this description,

far

it

is

impossible

Hadrian was from

respecting Christianity, or monotheistic religion generally.

The account,

we have from a
^lius LamChrist among the

therefore, appears incredible, Avhicli

historian belonging to the early part of the fourth century,
pridius,'^

Roman

that the emperor

had

it

in view to place

gods, and hence caused to be erected, in

all the cities, temples
without images, which were called "Hadi'ian's temples" (templa Hadriaui)* but that he was prevented, by the representations of the priests,
from carrying out his design.
This repart probably sprung from the
;

same source with that of so many other

fictitious

of accounting for something, the true cause of

legends,

—

the desire

which was unknown

in

;

the present case, from the desire of explaining the object of these temples, which had been left unfinished.
United with this, was the exaggerated opinion, resting on a few misapprehended facts, of the emperor's favorable disposition towards Clu'istianity.
On so slender a foundation, men thought themselves warranted to transfer to this emperor
a mode of thinking which they found in others who came after him,
as,

—

Alexander Severus.
government, so favorable

for instance, in

Under this
to the Christians in the Roman
empire, they suffered a serious persecution in another quarter.
certain Barcochba,
who pretended to be the Messiah, and under whom,
as their leader, the Jews once more revolted against the Romans,
endeavored to prevail on the Christians in Palestine to renounce their

A

—

and join

Failing of his purpose, he caused
be executed in the most cruel manner.
After the death of Hadi-ian, a. d. 138, the rescripts issued by him

faith,

those that

in the insurrection.

fell into his

hands

to

power at the same time, under the government of his sucAntoninus Pius, various public calamities, famine, an inundation
of the Tiber, earthquakes in Asia Minor and in the island of Rhodes,
ravaging fires at Rome, Antioch and Carthage, rekindled the pojxdar
lost

their

;

cessor,

fury against the Christians to greater violence than ever.^
The mild
and philanthropic emperor could not approve of such injurious treat1

lUi,

qui Serai)im colunt, Christiani sum,

et devoti sunt Sera[)i, qui sc Christi episcofjos

dicunt.

Juda'orum,

Nemo
nemo

illic

arc]iisyriat;o;j,iis

Samarites,

nemo

Christi-

anorum presbyter non mathematicus, non
haruspex, non aliptes. Compare this with
Juvenal's description of the hratrgart dis[)Osition, tiie boastful pretension to clear
mderstanding of all matters, which char-

acterized tlie class whom
Sat. III. v. 75.
li."
-

Unus

tiani,

illis

hunc

lie

calls " Graecu-

Deus millus est. Hunc Chrishunc omnes venerantui

Judiiei,

et gentes.
^

Alex. Sever, c. 24.
mentioned already

* 'kt'ijHavela,

6rat. sacr.
^

in Aristid

1.

Julii Capitolini vita Antonini Pii,

c.

9
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liis subjects.
In different rescripts, addressed to
Grecian States, he declared himself wholly opposed to these violent
proceedings.
The indulgence shown bj this emperor to the Christians
would appear to have been carried to a still greater length, might we
regard as genuine a rescript ascribed in all probability to him, (not to

merit of a part of

—

successor, Marcus Aurelius,)
the rescript to the Assembly of
Deputies in Asia Minor, (tt^oc i6 xoifop tTi; 'Jaiug ;') for in this he
declares expressly, that the Christians were to be punished only when
convicted of political crimes that, on the other hand, whoever accused
them on the score of their religion, should be liable himself to prosecution.
But the author of this rescript speaks rather the language of a
Christian than of a pagan emperor, especially of one whose distinguishing praise was his " singular and scrupulous regard for the public
ceremonies," (insignis erga ceerimonias publicas cura et religio.
Fa
bretti marmor.)
The succeeding history, moreover, does not testify to
the existence of such an edict.-^
Under the reign of the succeeding emperor, Marcus Aurelius the
philosopher, a. d. 161, many public calamities occurred, particularly a
destructive pestilence, whose ravages gradually extended from Ethiopia
through the entire Roman empire as far as Gaul.
Such events could
not fail to produce the same injurious impression of hostility to the
enemies of the gods, on the feelings of the multitude.
It was during
this time, the magician Alexander stirred up the zeal of the people for
their gods, promising them miraculous aid from these higher powers,
and exasperating their hatred against the Christians. If the persecutions of this reign, however, had sprung only from the popular fury,
and if Aurelius had l)een similarly disposed with his predecessors, this
fury might have been restrained also under the influence of his administration.
But, on the contrary, we now see the higher authorities of
the state leagued together with the people in the cause of oppression.
In Asia Minor, the Christians were persecuted with such extreme
violence, that Melito, bishop of Sardis, who appeared as their advocate
before the emperor, said,'^ " the race of God's worshipers in this
country are persecuted as they never were before, by neiv edicts ; for
since they are
the shameless sycophants, greedy of others' possessions,
furnished by these edicts Avith an opportunity of so doing,
plunder
their innocent victims day and night.
And let it be right, if it is done
by your command, since a just emperor will never resolve on any unjust
measure and we will cheerfully bear the honorable lot of such a death.
Yet we would submit this single petition, that you would inform yourself
respecting the people who excite this contention, and impartially decide
whether they deserve [lunishment and death, oi* deliverance and peace.
an edict which ought not so
But if this resolve, and this new edict,
his

;

—

—

;

—

1 Eusebius, it is true, says that Melito of
Sardis refers to this rescript in liis apo!oL:;y
But
xddressed to the succeeding; emjicror.
the fragIt is remarkable, that Melito, in
ment introduced by Eusebius, /"a/Zs to quote

this rescript, tliou.sh it

more favorable

would have hecE

far

to the Christians than the
edict he actually cites. Euseb. 1. c.
-^

Euseb.

1.

IV.

c.

26.
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—

comes from yourself, we
to be issued even against hostile barbarians,
pray you the more not to leave us exposed to such public robbery."
These words of Mehto, in which he shows no less of Christian dignity
than of Christian prudence, lead us to several reflections.
Already,
after the edict of Trajan, Christiaiis once accused miglit he pmiisJied
with death; and this edict had never been officially revoked, though
the clemency of the last emperors may have operated to prevent its
But Melito says, that a new and terrible
being rigorously executed.
edict had been issued by the proconsul, inviting men to lodge informations against the Christians.
This is the more extraordinary, as it
happens to be under the government of an emperor who was by no

means inclined

the disorderly practice of information,^ and as

to

it

appears to have been the policy of Anrelius, in other cases, to diminish
the penalties affixed to crimes by the laws.^
And we can hardly suppose the proconsul would venture to issue a new edict on his own
responsibility.
Indeed, Melito himself seems not to have believed
otherwise, than that the edict proceeded from the emperor.
His expressions of doubt were necessary, to enable him, with due respect for
the imperial authority, to invite a repeal of the obnoxious edict.
Perhaps by glancing at the philosophical and religious system of
Marcus Aurelius, considered in its relation to Christianity, we shall be
prepared to understand better his views and conduct with regard to it.
The Stoic philosophy was not calculated to make him a friend to the
Christians.
What he esteemed as the highest attainment, was that
composure in view of death, which proceeded from cool reflection, from
conviction on scientific grounds
the resignation of the sage, ready to
suri'ender even personal existence to the annihilation demanded by tlie
iron law of the universal whole.
But a thing altogether unintelligible
to him, was the enthusiasm, springing out of a living faith, and a wellassured hope, grounded on that faith, with which the Christians met
death.
conviction which by arguments of reason could not be
communicated to all, appeared to him as nothing but fanaticism and
the way in which many Christians, really under fanatical excitement,
even courted death, might confirm him in these views. He, too, like
Pliny and Trajan, could see nothing in disobedience to the laws of the
empire on matters of religion, but blind obstinacy.
Let us quote the emperor's own language resjiecting the Christians,
" The soul," he says, " when it must
as we find it in his Meditations.^

—

A

;

depart from the body, should be ready to be extinguished, to be dispersed, or to subsist a while longer with the body.
But this readiness
must proceed from its own judgment, and not from mere obstinacy,* as
with the Christians
it must be arrived at with reflection and dignity,
;

you could even convince another, without declamation." judging the Christians from this point of view, though he found them guilty,
in other respects, of nothing immoral, though he could hardly credit
ihe popular rumors which had been so often refuted, yet he might still

BO that

.

^

Julii Capitolini vita, c. 11.

2

L. c. c. 24.
L. XI. c. 3.

'

*

M// /cara

ipi?\.f/v

Trapara^iv, urpayiodu^

pen-icacia, obstinatio.

;
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regard them as enthusiasts, dangerous to social order and when he
observed how Christianity, under the least mild governments, waa
continually making encroachments on all sides, he might consider him
self called upon to check its further progress by energetic measures.
We must see in Marcus Aurelius, not barely the Roman statesman
and the Stoic philosopher, but also the man of a child-like piety of
disposition, for Avhich he was indebted, as he tells us himself,^ to the
and assuredly, he had
influence of a pious mother on his education
received in this way something of more substantial worth than an
To the question,
abstract religion of reason could have given him.
(often proposed to the Christians,) where have you seen the gods, or
whence know you their existence, that you so reverence them ? he
answers ; " in the first place, they make themselves visible even to the
where we may suppose he had in mind, either those
eye of sense "
visible deities, the heavenly bodies, or, what is more probable, appear" But again, I have never
ances of the gods in visions and dreams.
So too I come to know the
seen my own soul, and yet I respect it.
existence of the gods, because I constantly experience the effects of
And certainly there
their power, and hence I reverence them."^
was truth lying at the ground of those experiences, although Marcus
x\urelius knew not the " unknown God " from whom they came, and to
whom they were designed to lead him, as the God of revelation as
for example, when he says, on a retrospect of the divine providence
which had guided him along from childhood, " so far as it depended on
the gods. On the influences coming from them, on their aids and suggestions, I might have attained already to a life in harmony Avith nature
but if I still fall short of this mark, it is my own fault, and must be
ascribed to my neglect of following the admonitions, I might almost
We find traces in his
say, the express instructions, of the gods." ^
we see how very far he was
writings of an honest self-examination
from confounding himself with the ideal of the wise man, how the sense
It is
of his own deficiency disposed him to gentleness towards others.
true, such kind of self-knowledge, which, for others, led the way to
Christianity, could not conduct him thither, because he Avas skilful in
interpreting those inner experiences by his Stoic doctrine of fatalism,
Avhich made the bad necessary, no less than the good, to the reahzation
And in this vicAv, also, he found
of the harmony of the universe.
comfort in a stoical resignation ; for says he, " When you see others
;

;

;

—

;

;

you also sin in various ways, and are just such as they.
though you abstain from many sinful actions, yet you have Avithin,
the inclination to commit them, though you may be restrained from
indulging it, by fear, by vanit}', or some similar motive." * He belonged
to the class of those, Avho, like the Platonists above mentioned, were
He deseeking for a middle Avay betAveen superstition and infidelity.
sin, reflect that

And

He believed honestly, as
appears evident from the passages above cited, in the reahty of the gods.

sired a cheerful piety, without superstition.

1
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and of their appearances. With other devout pagans of his time, he was
convinced that the gods revealed in dreams, sent to those that honored
them, the knowledge of remedies for bodily disease, and imagined that
he had experienced such assistance himself in several cases of sickness.^
When the pestilence, already mentioned, Avas raging in Italy, he looked
upon it as a warning to restore ihe ancient worship in its minutest
He summoned priests from all quarters to Rome, and
particulars.
even put oflF his expedition agamst the Marcomannians, for the purpose
of celebrating the rehgious solemnities by which he hoped that the evW
might be averted.'^ The multitude of victims which he caused to be
sacrificed in the preparation for that war, provoked ridicule, even from

many of the pagans.^
It may easily be explained,

then, how an emperor, with the love of
and the gentleness which we see expressed in the actions and
writings of Marcus Aurelius, could yet, from a political and a rehgioua
interest, become a persecutor of the Christians.
We have a law from
him, which condemns to banishment on an island, those " that do any
thing whereby a superstitious fear of the deity could be insinuated into
men's excitable minds."^ That this law was pointed at the Christians,
cannot, indeed, be asserted ; inasmuch as there were, under this government, an unusual number of magicians and popular impostors, by
whose practices such a law may have been called forth. But it may
justice

Marcus Aurelius,

easily be conceived, that

like Celsus,

who WTote

at

would not scruple to place the latter
in the so.me class with the others.
This prince was inclined to pardon
such as confessed their crimes and showed signs of penitence, even in
cases where he could have punished Avithout being severe.^
But the
Christians could not be induced to acknowledge they had done wrong
they rather persisted in that which was forbidden by the laws.
It was,
perhaps, for this reason, the emperor directed that every means should
be employed to constrain them to a renunciation of their faith
and

that time against the Christians,

;

;

when they could not be forced to submit,
was the punishment of death to be inflicted. But an ill-advised humanity, aiming to spare the effusion of human blood, might easily become
only in the last extremity,

the occasion of

much

cruelty.

Bringing together what

offers itself to our notice as peculiar in the
character of the persecutions of this time, we find two things particularly worthy of remark first ^ that search was made for the Christians,
b}^ express command
although, indeed, such search was often anticipated by the popular fury.
have seen above, that, according to
Trajan's rescript, the Christians were expressly distinguished fi-om.
:

;

We

make

to

them
^L.

;

whom

was the duty of the provincial authorities
the contrary, dihgent search was made for
and they were often obliged to conceal themselves to save their

those criminals for

search.

it

Now, on

*

I.e. 17.

2 Jul.
*
xif)

Capitol, c. 13 et 21.
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appears from the several accounts of the persecutions, and
from the assertions of Celsus.^ Next, the practice hitherto had been
lives, as

this

:

ivhen the

Christians accused, after repeated summons, persisted
executed without torture.

in refusing to deny their faith, they were

it was attempted to force them to a denial by tortures.
An edict
which agrees in all respects with this practice, is still extant, under
the name of the Emperor Aurelian^ and as in style and contents it
bears every mark of authenticity, may, doubtless, be the edict against
the Christians, originally addressed by this emperor (Aurelius) to the
" We have heard that the
It runs thus
presidents of the provinces.
laws are violated by those who in our times call themselves Christians.
Let them be arrested and unless they oifer to the gods, let them be
punished with divers tortures
yet so that justice may be mingled
with severity, and that the punishment may cease, as soon as the end

Now

:

;

;

gained of extirpating the crimes."
The last clause is altogether
the character of Marcus Aurelius.
The governors were to keep
steadily in view the one object, which was to put down Christianity hi
its collision with the State rehgion, and to bring men back to the worThey were not to act by the promptings of
ship of the Roman gods.
but even such a clause was plainly insufficient to place
blind passion
a check on cruel and arbitrary measures.^
We proceed now, under the guidance of authentic records, to take a

is

in

;

I

1 Celsus, speaking of the Christians, that
not without reason they do every thing in
concealment: 'Ate diud-ovfiEvot rr/v enr^prr]L. I. c. 1.
fisi>T/v avTotg Suc/]v tov -d-avuTOv.
*Hro( (psvyovrec ^al KpVnTOftEVOi ?} uAictkoL. VIII. c. 41.
fievoL nal UTTo'X'^vfiEvoi.
'T/j.C)v 6e tcav TrXaviirai ng etl 'kav^uvuv,
u\Xd i^rjTEi rai, TTpog d-avurov 61ki/v. L.
VIII. c. 69.
^
name which, as Pagi and Ruinart
rightly conjectured, probably stands for
Aurdius.
* The edict, which is preserved to us in
the actis Syinphoriani, of which we shall
afterwards speak, roads in the original as
''
follows
Aurelianus Imperator omnibus
administratoribus suis atque rectoribus.
Comperimus ab his, qui se temporibus nosdicunt, legum prajcepta
tris Christianos

A

:

violari.

Hos comprehensos,

nisi diis nos-

punite cruciatibus, quatenus habeat districtio prolata justitiam et in resecandis crirainibus ultio terminata jam finem." Certainly no unprejudiced person can suppose this edict to be

tris sacrificaverint, diversis

spurious, as there was no imaginable end to
be gained by a forgery, as it is conceived
wholly in the spirit of pagan statesmen,
and expressed in the official language of
If it belonged to the age of
the times.
Aurelian, whose name it bears, the martyr
history
it stands, must have perin whose
But it can hardly be
ished in that reign.
assumed, that the persecution under this
emperor proceeded so far as to the effusion

of

Christian

blood,

(see

beyond.)

The

manner, too, in which the Christians are
spoken of, as a sect by no means old, suits
better to the time of M. Aurelius than that
of Aurelian, when the Christian sect had

now been

so_ long known.
The charge
brought against the Christians, that by the

exercise of their religion they violated the
laws of the empire, would hardly be so
stated in the time of Aurelian, since Christianity had at that time been already for
the space of fifteen years admitted into the
class of " religiones licita."
No doubt,
therefore, Aurelius is the proper reading,
instead of Aurelianus, such names being
frequently confounded with each other.
But Lucius Aurelius Commodus is out of
the question, since he was well disposed
towards the Christians. So it can only be
M. Aurelius Antoninus. What Gicselerhas
said against this hypothesis, in the second
vol. of his Church History, (2 te Auflage, S.
1-34,) does Hot sufBce, to say the least, ro
The laninvalidate the above reasoning.
guage of the concluding clause is somewhat
singular, it is true, for the age of the Antonines yet I find nothing in particular in
it, which is quite foreign to the Latinity of
that age ; and it by no means seems so
clear to me that the Emperor M. Aurelius
would not have employed the words rectores
(rector provinciae see Tacit. Annal. 1. II. c.
ronns
-t,) and (idiiiiiiistratorcs, a^ coiumon
to designate the various governors.
;
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nearer view of the manner in which these persecutions were conducted
in the provinces, and of the behavior of the Christians under them.

We have first to notice that which befel the church of Smyrna, in
167, and in which the aged and venerable Bishop Polycarp, a disciple
Of this persecution we have a
of the Apostle John, gave up his life.
detailed account, in a circular letter addressed by the church of
Smyrna to other Christian churches.^ The proconsul of Asia Minor,
appear to have been personally hostile to the
but the heathen populace, with whom the lower class of
Jews had united themselves, were fiercely hot against them. The
proconsul yielded to the popular violence and to the demands of the
He endeavored to move the Christians by threats, by displaying
law.
before them the instruments of torture, and the savage animals to
which they were to be thrown, to deny their faith if they remained
In one respect, he certainly
firm, he condemned them to death.
evinced too ready a compliance with the ferocious will of the people.
He chose deaths that were painful and ignominious ; such as being
punishments he was
thrown to wild beasts or perishing at the' stake
Yet it must be allowed, that
not compelled to resort to by the laws.
if the laAvs denounced death in general terms, as the penalty for perseverance in Christianity, it was considered right to assume, that such
as Avere not Roman citizens ought to sufier a more painful death than
those who were.^
Under the most agonizing torments, calculated to excite pity even in
pagan bystanders, the Christians displayed great tranquillity and com" They made it evident to us all," says the church, '* that
posure.
or
in the midst of those sufferings, they were absent from the body
rather, that the Lord stood by them and walked in the midst of them
and, staying themselves on the grace of Christ, they bid defiance to the
But even here the difference was shown betorments of the Avorld."
twixt the momentary intoxication of enthusiasm, which, with a rash
confidence in itself, courted and defied danger, and that calm, deliberate submission to God's will, which first awaited his call, and then
certain Phrygian, Quiiitus
looked to him for the needed strength.
by name, of a nation peculiarly inclined by nature to fanatical extravagance, presented himself, in company with many others, whom he had
at that time, does not

Christians

;

;

—

;

;

A

his discourses to the same pitch of enthusiastic i«al,
uncalled for, before the proconsul's tribunal, and declared himself a
Christian.
But when the magistrate pressed him, and wrought upon
his fears, by showing him the wild beasts, he yielded, swore by the

wrought up by

genius of the emperor, and sacrificed.
1

By

portions in

More complete

in

Euseb.

1.

IV.

c.

15.

the collections of the

Patres Aposiolici.
^ To many of the crimes charged on the
Christians by blind popular rumor, such
Qui
capital punishments were assigned.
sacra impia nocturnave, ut quem olicantarent, fecerint faciendavc curaverint, aut
truci suffiguntur, aut bestiis objiciuntur.

After stating

this fact, the

Qui hominem immolaverint, sive ejus sanlitaverint. fanum, templumve polhie-

guine
rint.

bestiis objiciuntur, vel

sint, capite

scios

puniuntur.

summo

bestiis objici

magi

vivi

si

honestiores
artis con-

Magicoe

supplicio affici placuit, id est.
aut cruci snfRgi, ipsi auteir
Julius Paulus in ser

exnruntur

tentiis r^ceptis.
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church adds, " We therefore praise not those who s'oluntarilj suirender themselves for so are we not taught in the gospel."^
Quite
different from this was the behavior of the venerable Bishop Poljcarp,
now ninety years of age. When he heard the shouts of the people,
demanding his death, it was his intention, at first, to remain quietly in
the city, and await the issue which God might ordain for him.
But,
by the entreaties of the church, he suffered himself to be persuaded to
take refuge in a neighboring villa.
Here he spent the time, with a few
friends, occupied, day and night, in praying for all the churches
throughout the world.
When search was made for him, he retreated
to another villa
and directly after appeared the servants of the police,
to whom his place of refuge had been betrayed by unworthy men, who
3njoyed his confidence.
The bishop himself, indeed, was gone ; but
they found two slaves, one of whom was put to the torture, and
betrayed the place whither Polycarp had fled for refuge.
As they
were approaching, Polycarp, who was in the highest story of the dwelling, might have escaped to another house, by the flat roof peculiar to
the oriental style of building
but he said, " The will of the Lord be
done."
Descendmg to the officers of justice, he ordered whatever
they chose to eat and drink to be placed before them, requesting them
only to indulge him with one hour for quiet prayer.
But the fulness
of his heart hurried him through two hours, so that the pagans themselves were touched by his devotion.
The time being now come, they conveyed him to the city on an ass,
where they were met by the chief officer of the police, (^elprjvapxoc,')
coming, with his father, from the town.
He took up Polycarp into his
chariot, and addressing him kindly, asked " what harm there could be
in saying
the em2)eror, our Lord,^ and in sacrificing."
At first, Polycarp was silent but as they went on to urge him, he said mildly, " I
;

;

;

'

;

do as you advise me."
persuade him, they grew angry.
shall not

When

they perceived they could not

With opprobrious language, he was

thrust out of the carriage, so violently as to injure a bone of one of his
legs.
Without looking round, he proceeded on his way, cheerful and
composed, as though nothing had happened.
Having arrived before
the proconsul, he was urged by the latter to have respect at least to
his own old age, to swear by the genius of the emperor, and give proof

of his penitence, by joining in the shout of the people, "Away with the
godless!"
Polycarp looked with a firm eye at the assembled crowd,
pointing to them with his finger; then with a sigh, and his eyes uplifted
to heaven, he said, " Away with the godless !"
But when the proconsul urged him farther, " Swear, cuj-se Christ, and I release thee."

" Six and eighty years," the old man replied. " have I served him, and
he has done me nothing but good; and how could I curse him, my Lord
and Saviour!" The proconsul still persisting to urge him, " Well,"
said Polycarp, " if you would know what I am, I tell you frankly, I am
a Christian.

1

Ata Tovro ovk

Would you know what
sTraivovfiev

'VToc EavToIc, (where,

if it is

Toi)g

Tvpoai-

not bad Greek,

the doctrine of Christianity

is,

the reading should be CKovras,) ekeiS^ oi)x
ovruc, 6i6u.aKeL to evayjEXiov.

;
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The proconsul, Avho showed here
an hour and hear me."
was from sharing In the fanatic spirit of the people, how
gladly he would have saved the old man, if he could have appeased
the multitude, said, " Do but persuade the people." Polycarp replied,
ftppoint

how

far he

" To you I was bound to give account of myself, for our religion
teaches us to pay due honor to the powers ordained of God, so far as it
But those I regard as
can be done without prejudice to our salvation.
The governor
not worthy of hearing me defend myself before them."
havins: once more threatened him in vain with the wild beasts and the
stake, caused it to be proclaimed by the herald, in the circus, " PolyWith these words, was
carp has declared himself to be a Christian !"
The heathen populace, with an
pronounced the sentence of death.
infuriate shout, repUed, " This is the teacher of atheism, the father of
the Christians, the enemy of our gods, by whom so many have been
The proturned from the Avorship of the gods and from sacrifice."
consul having yielded to the demands of the people, that Polycarp
should die at the stake, Jews and pagans hastened together, to bring
wood from the shops and the baths. As they were about to fasten him
he who
with nails to the stake of the pile, he said, " Leave me thus
has strengthened me to encomiter the flames, will also enable me to
Before the fire was lighted, he prayed,
stand firm at the stake."
" Lord, Almighty God, Father of thy beloved Son, Jesus Christ,
through whom we have received from thee the knowledge of thyself
God of angels, and of the whole creation of the human race, and of
the just that live in thy presence ; I praise thee that thou hast judged
me worthy of this day and of this hour, to take part in the number of
thy Witnesses, in the cup of thy Christ."
What appeared the greatest thing, to this church, was not the mav
tyr's death of Polycarp in itself, but the Christian manner in which it
was suffered. They expressed it as their conviction, that all had been
so ordered, that he might exliibit what was the essential character of
evangeUcal martyrdom;^ "for," so they write, "he waited to be
delivered up, (did not press forward uncalled to the martyr's death,)
imitating, in this respect, our Lord, and leaving an example for us to
foUoAv
so that we should not look to that alone which may conduce to
our own salvation, but also to that which may be serviceable to our
For this is the nature of true and genuine charity, to seek
neighbor.
not merely our own salvation, but the salvation of all the brethren."'-^
The death of the pious shepherd contributed also to the tempoi'al
advantage of his flock.
The rage of fanaticism, after havmg obtained
tliis victim, became somewhat cooled
and the pi'oconsul, who was no
personal enemy of the Christians, suspended all farther search, and
refused to know that another Christian existed.
The second j)ersecution under this emperor's reign, of which we
;

;

;

;

S);f(5c)v yap navTa Tu npodyovra kyeveiva iju'lv 6 KvpLOC uvud-ev incSEi^Tj rd
Kara rd evayyeXiov fiapnpiov.
^ liepie/iEVEV yup, Iva napado^^, uq Kal
i KVpioc, Iva fii/xriTal Kal i)[iElg avTOv ) Evdi1

TO,

iifj /xovov GKonovvTEg to /cat?' tavrovq,
uA/ld kuI rd Kara Toig TreAaf, uyuTrrjg yap
ukrj'&ovg Kol fiej3aiag eaTiv fir/ /xovov kavrm
^eAelv au^ET&aL, uTCka koI nuvrac rovi

fif&a,

udsXttiovc-
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have any account,

fell

upon the churches of Lyons, (Lugdimum,)

auil

of Vienna, in the year 177, and the source from wliich we derive our
more exact knowledge of its details, is a letter from these churches to

Asia Mmor.^
was the same as

those of

Tlie fanatic excitement of the populace, in these

cities,

at Sm3rrna, if not

to this,

still

higher

;

but

m

addition

the superior magistrates seem to have been infected with the

The bursts of popular fury had gTadually
rage of the lower classes.
increased in violence
the Christians were insulted and abused whenever they appeared abroad, and were plmidered in their own houses.
At length the better knoAvii were seized and conducted before the magHaving avowed themselves Christians, they were throA\ai into
istrates.
for during the absence of the governor, or legate, they could
prison
The legate, on his arrival, immedinot be brought at once to trial.
ately began the examination with tortures, not only for the purpose of
forcing the Christians to abjure, but also of wringing from them a confession of the truth respecting those absurd stories of unnatural crimes,
of which they were so generally accused. Vettius Epagatus, on learning that such charges were laid against his brethren, felt constrained to
present himself at the legate's ti'ibunal, as a witness of their innoHe demanded a hearmg, smce he wished to show that nothing
cence.
The
of a criminal nature was transacted in the Christian assemblies.
but only asked him if he too was a Chrislegate refused to listen
When he distmctly admitted that he was, he was imprisoned
tian.
with the rest, as the Christian's advocate, (rru^dxA^^roc ;((jurTiut'wr.')
Although the testimony of slaves against their masters was, by an
ancient law,^ made inadmissible in criminal causes,
a law,^ it must
be owned, often violated in the arbitrary proceedings of the times of the
empire,*
yet fanaticism would allow no attention to be paid to the
regular forms of justice.
The testimony of slaves was welcome, if it
served to establish the incredible charges laid to the account of the
Christians.
The torture must be applied to pagan slaves. Terror
made them say what they were required to say,
that those abominations, of which blind rumor accused the Christians, were practised by
their masters.
Men now believed they had a right to indulge themselves in every cruelty.
No kindred, no age nor sex was spared. In
the firmness and composure of many Christians, under tortures the most
refined, it was seen, say the churches, in their report of these proceedings, " how they were bedewed and invigorated by the spring of living
water that flows from the heart of Christ ; how nothing is dreadful
where the love of the Father dwells nothing painful, where the glory
of Christ prevails."
Pothinus, the aged bishop of the church, a man
of ninety years, infirm with old age and a sickness from Avhich he waa
but just recovered, but inspired with the vigor of youth by his zeal to
;

;

;

—

—

—

;

Euseb. 1. V. c. 1.
Vetere senatusconsulto qucestio in caput
Domini prohibebatur. Tacit. Annal. 1. II.
1

-

c.

30.

^ Even Pliny seems to have paid no attention to this law, in conducting his invesligations against the Christians

When Tiberius first allowed himself in
he was in the habit, before he
put the quastio per tormenta, of giving the
slaves their freedom, so as to observe the
law in appearance,
callidus et novi juris
repertor, as Tacitus calls him for this reason
*

this practice,

—
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The
bear witness of the truth, was also dragged before the tribunal.
legate asked him, " Who is the God of the Christians?" He answered,
" You shall come to the knowledge of him, when you show yourself
worthy of it." All who surrounded the tribunal, now strove with each
other in venting their rage on the venerable old man.
Scarcely
breathing, he was cast into a dungeon, where he survived only two
Even those who yielded and denied, gained nothing by their
days.
They were now cast into prison, not, indeed, as Chrisinconstancy.
tians, but as guilty of those crimes with which the Christians were
charged

;

and

to justify the pr(jceeding,

advantage had doubtless been

taken of the fact, that several, under the pains of torture, had acknowledged guilt. Numbers perished in the gloomy cells of the prisons,
where means had been devised for adding to their torment, and even
hunger and thirst employed to aggravate the sufferings of these imprisoned confessors. On the other hand, to use the language of the church,
"many, who had endiired so severe torments that it seemed impossible
for them to be restored by the most careful assiduities, continued to live
in their dungeon, destitute indeed of human aid, but strengthened and
refreshed, in soul and body, by the Lord, so that they could encourage
and comfort the rest. It so happened, by the grace of God, who
wills not the death of the sinner, but has joy in his repentance,' that
the exhortations of these heroes of the faith had a powerful effect on
'

many who had been induced

to

deny

their religion,

and the mother

church had the great satisfaction of receivmg once more alive from the
prison, those whom she had cast forth as dead."
The number of the prisoners being large, including several Roman
citizens, who could not be sentenced in the province, it was thought
best by the legate, mth regard to them all, to send his report to Rome,
and wait until the emperor's answer determined their fate. The impe
rial rescript was to this effect, that those who denied should be set free,
and the rest beheaded. In this case, it is evident that Marcus Aurelius possessed the same vieAvs as Trajan, and was far from giving credit
to the current charges laid against the Christians.
The legate now summoned first before his tribunal all who, in the
previous examinations, had been brought to abjure their faith, and were
awaiting, in prison, the

decision

of

their

fate.

Nothing

else

was

expected than that they would stand by their denial, and thus obtain
deliverance ; but great were the rage and the consternation of the
multitude, at seeing many of these now stand forth and maintain a
steadfast confession, thus passing sentence of death on themselves ; so
that, in the language of the church, none remained without, but such
as possessed none of the marks of faith, no anticipation of the Lord's
bridal garment, no fear, but had already, by their conduct, dishonored
the way of truth.
Those of the prisoners who possessed the rights of
Roman citizenship, the legate ordered to be executed with the sword
although, to gratify the fury of the populace, he caused one of these,
Attains, in violation of the laws, to undergo a variety of tortures, and
at last to be thrown to the wild beasts
and not until after he had
survived the whole, was the sword of mercy allowed to put an end to
8
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;

;
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PONTICUS.

BLAXDINA.

SYMPJIORIAN.

The rest were thrown to the wild beasts. Two of these,
Ponticus, a youth of fifteen, and Blandina, a young Avoman,
whom
they attempted first to intimidate by making them witness the sufferings

his sufferings.

—

and then to shake from their constancy by exhausting upon
means of torture, created universal astonishment, at what
God's power could effect in such weak and tender vessels.
Although

of the others,

them

all

their

the intoxication of enthusiasm, suppressing the natural feelings,

is

capa-

phenomena, yet the enthusiasm of
these martyrs was distinguished by those true marks, a sobriety and
a humility indicating the sense of weakness, and by love and gentleThey declined the honors which the Christians were eager to
ness.
bestow on them.
Even when they were led back to prison, after having repeatedly undergone the most exquisite tortures, still they were by
no means confident of victory, well foreseeing the struggle between the
They pointedly contradicted such as dignified
flesh and the spirit.
them with the name of "martyrs." "This name," said they, "properly belongs only to the true and faithful Witness,^ the First Born
from the dead, the Prince of life or, at least, only to those martyrs
whose testimony Christ has sealed by their constancy to the end. We
are but poor, humble confessors." With tears, they besought the brethren fervently to pray for them, that they might attain to the glorious
consummation.
They received with the kindest love such as had fallen
from the faith they became their companions in prison, praying, with
many tears, that the Lord would restore these dead once more to life.
Even their persecutors were never mentioned by them with resentment, but they prayed that God would forgive those who had subjected
them to such cruel sufferings. They left as a legacy to their brethren,
not strife and war, but joy and peace, unanimity and love.
With the mutilation and burning of the dead bodies, the rage of the
populace had finally reached its utmost height. The ashes, with all the
fire had left, was cast into the neighboring Rhone, that not a remnant
of these enemies of the gods might pollute the earth.
Neither by
monej', nor by entreaties, could the Christians succeed in obtaining
ble of producing such extraordinary

;

;

possession of those so dear to them, for the purpose of interment.

way

The

confound the
will now see," said they, " whether
can help them, and deliver them out

blinded pagans imagined they could, in this

also,

" We
hopes of the Christians.
they will arise, and whether God
Yet so great was the number of the Christians, that
of our hands."
even here men at last became weary of bloodshed, so that a branch of
the church survived this terrible persecution.
In places where but few Christians dwelt, they could more easily
remain concealed, and the popular rage was not turned against them.
In such districts, the governors did not think it necessary to set on foot
any inquiries for them, except in particular cases, when individuals had
case of this sort
become notorious as enemies of the State religion.
occurred, about this time, in the town of Autun,^ at no great distance
No one in the place was thinking of a persecution
from Lyons.

A

1

Muprvn Revel. 1:5.

^

Augustodunum, -^dua.

;
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of obscure Christians Avho were to be found

drew upon himself the public attention.
The noisy multitude Avere celebrating, with great display, a festival in
iionor of Cybele, whose worship, probably derived from Asia Minor
through the same channel which Christianity afterwards found, was
An image of Cybele, in one of the
held here m the highest repute.
usual sacred cars, was carried round in procession, accompanied by a
All fell upon their knees but Symphorian,
vast crowd of the people.
a young man of a respectable family and a Christian, who happened
there,

individual first

;

to be standing by, thought that he could not conscientiously unite in the
ceremony, and when called upon to explain his conduct, he might easily
take occasion to speak of the vanity of idol worship. As a violator of the
public ceremony and a disturber of the peace, he was immediately seized
and conducted before the governor, Heraclius, a man of consular dignity.
Said the governor to him, " You are a Christian.
As far as I can see,
you have escaped our notice, because so few of the followers of this sect
happen to be among us." " I am a Christian," he rephed ; " I worship
the true God, who reigns in heaven
but your idol, I cannot worship
nay, if permitted, I m\\ dash it in pieces, on my own responsibility."
Upon this, the governor declared him guilty of a double crime,
against
the religion, and against the Imos of the State
and as Symphorian
could be moved neither by threats nor by promises to abandon his faith,
he was sentenced to be beheaded.
As they led him to the execution,
his mother cried out to him, " My son, my son, have the living God in
thy heart. Be steadfast. There is nothing fearful in that death which
BO surely conducts thee to life.
Let thy heart be above, my son ; look
up to Him who dwells in heaven. To-daj" thy life is not taken from
thee, but transfigured to a better.
By a blessed exchange, my son.
thou art this day passing to the life of heaven."^
According to a report widely diffused among the Christians after
the beginning of the third century, the Emperor Marcus Aurelius was
induced, by a wonderful event, to change the course of policy he had
thus far adopted towards the Christians.
While prosecuting the war
with the Marcommanians and Quades, in 174, he, with his army, was
thrown into a situation of extreme peril.
The burning sun shone full
in the faces of his soldiers, who were suffering under the torture of
intolerable thirst
wliile, at the same time, under these unfavorable
circumstances, they were threatened with an attack of the enemy. In
;

—

;

;

this

extremity, the twelfth legion, composed entirely of Christians, fell
Their prayer was followed by a shower of rain,

upon their knees.
which allayed the

thirst of the Roman soldiers, and by a storm, whicli
frightened the barbarians.
The Roman army obtained the victory,
and the emperor, in commemoration of the event, gave those Christian

soldiers the

The

name

of the " thundering legion."

story of the martyrdom of Symin all the essential particulars, so
so wholly free from the common
•xaggerations of later times, is so conformable to the circumstances ol' that period,
hat it is impossible to doubt that we have
^

phorian
pimple,

is,

is

He

ceased to persecute

more than ordinarily genuine foundalthough the account is in places
rhetorically overwrought.
But all the particulars go to show, that the event took
place very near to the time of the persecahere a
ation,

tion at

Lyons and Vienna.
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the Christians

;

into the class of

and though he did not receive Christianity immediately
" lawful religions," yet he published an edict which

threatened with severe penalties such as accused the Christians merelji
on the score of their religion.^
In this account, truth and falsehood are mixed together. In the
first place, it cannot be true, that the emperor was led to put a stop to
the persecution of the Christians by any event of this time
for the
bloody persecution at Lyons did not take place till three years afterwards.
Again, the " thundering legion," or " the twelfth of the
Roman legions," had borne this name from the time of the Emperor
xlugustus.^
The fact at bottom, namely, that the Roman army, about
that time, was rescued from a threatemng danger by some such
remarkable providence, is undeniable.
The heathen themselves
acknowledged it to be the work of Heaven they ascribed it, however,
not to the Christian's God, nor to their prayers, but to their own gods,
to their Jupiter, and to the prayers of the emperor, or of the pagan
army ; to say nothing of the blind superstition which attributed the
storm to the spells of an Egyptian necromancer.^ The emperor, it is
said, stretched forth his hands, in supplication to Jupiter, with the
words, " This hand, which has never yet shed human blood, I raise to
thee."
There were paintings, in which he was represented in the attitude of prayer, and the army catching the rain in their helmets.^ The
emperor has expressed his own conviction of the matter upon a medal,
where Jupiter is exhibited launching his bolts on the barbarians, who
lie stretched upon the ground f and perhaps, also, at the close of the
first Book of his Monologues, where he mentions, among the things for
Avhich he was indebted, not to himself, but to the gods and his good
fortune, what had happened among the Quades.^
It is certain, therefore, that this remarkable event can have had no influence in changing
the disposition of the emperor towards the Christians.
But it by no
means follows, that the latter are to be charged with making up a false
story.
The matter admits of a natural explanation. It is not impossible that, in the thundering legion, there were Christians
perhaps a
large number of them
for it is certain that it Avas but a parti/ among
them, who condemned the mihtary profession. And although it was
;

;

;

;

difficult for Christians, at all

times, and especially under an emperor

so unfavorably disposed, to avoid participating, while connected with a

Roman army, in

the rites of paganism, yet they might succeed in doing

1 TertuUian. Apologet. c. 5
ad Scapu~
lam. c. 4. Euseb. 1. V. c. 5.
- Dio Cassius, in his catalogue of the legions existing from the time of this emperor, mentions (1. LV. c. 23}: To SuSiKarov
(GTpaTOTTE^ov) TO Ev KaTTTvaSoKia, TO Kepav;

vo(p6pov.

As

late

as the fifth century,

we

mention in the Notitia dignitatum imperii Romani, Sect. 27, of the prtefectura
iegionis duodccimae fulmineae Melitente,
The province
under the dux Armenire.
of Melitene was on the borders of ArmeJSnd

nia,

towards Cappadocia.

LXXI.

3

djo c^ss.

*

Themist. orat, 15

tCov
^
•>

1.

:

§

8

Tic V PaaiXiKUTuTT]

aperuv.
In Eckhel numism. III. 64.

Tu

iv Kovudoic; Tcpbc rui ypat'ova.

Some

suppose, it is true, that M. Aurclius here
simply designates the place where this was
written.
But as a notice of this sort occurs
nowhere else except in the third hook, these
words might rather refer, perhaps, to ei-enii
in certain places, the remembrance of which
was associated with the preceding medita
tions.
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under particular circumstances.
The Christian soldiers, then
were ever wont to do on like occasions, to prayer,
The deUverance which ensued, they regarded as an answer to theii
and, on their return home, they mentioned it to their bretlircn
prayers
These, naturally, would not fail to remind the heathen,
in the faith.
how much they were indebted to the people whom they so violently
Claudius ApoUinaris, Bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia,
persecuted.
might have heard the story, soon after the event itself, from the Christian soldiers belonging to this legion, which had returned to its winter
and he introduced it, either in an apology
quarters in Cappadocia
60,

resorted, as they

;

;

Tertullian
addressed to this emperor, or in other apologetical works. ^
refers to a letter of the emperor, addressed probably to the Roman
Senate, in which he owns that the deliverance was due to the Christian
But this letter, if it contained, iri so many words, a statesoldiers.
ment of this sort, must, as appears evident from the above remarks,
have been either a spurious or interpolated one. It may be a question,
however, whether the letter contained any distinct affirmation of this
whether the emperor may not have spoken simply o^ soldiers,
sort,
and Tertullian explained it, according to Ms own belief, of Christicm
soldiers.
He expresses himself, at any rate, with some degree of hesitation.'^
How the Christians might possibly sometimes interpret the
religious profession of the heathens accoitling to the princiyjles of their
own faith, is shown by another account of this event, which we find in
" Marcus Aurelius, in the German
Tertullian.
It is in these words
expedition also, obtained, through the prayers oiFered to God by Christian soldiers, showers of rain, during that time of thirst.
When has
not the land been delivered from drought, by our geniculations and
fasts ?-'^
In such cases, the very people, when they cried to the God
of gods, who alone is mighty, gave our God the glory, under the name
of Jupiter."
It is the less necessary to search after any single cause for the cessation of the persecution, since it not only belongs to the nature of the
passion, that rage will finally expend itself, but it is also true, in the
present case, that, only a few years after the last bloody persecution in
France, the government ])assed into diiferent hands, and thus brought
about an entire change of measures.
The depravity of the contemptible Commodus, who succeeded to his father, A. D. 180, was made to
subserve the interests of the Christians, by procuring for them a season
of respite and tranquillity, after their long sufferings under M. Aurelius
for it cannot be supposed that a man like Commodus was capable of appreciating, in the slightest degree, the worth of Christianity.

—

:

;

1

as

Wliere Eusebius represents ApoUinaris

name

attirmin^

There

the legion received tlie
fuhiiinea from this event, the suspicion naturally arises, that he read too hastily: since it is difficult to su])pose, that a
contem]iorarv, who lived in the vicinity of
the winter quarters of that legion, could
have committed so gross a mistake. Perhaps AjJoUinaris merely said, the emperor
might now rightly call the legion by the

name

that

fulminea, or somethino- of that sort,
is

no

difficulty in

supposing that

some such expression lay at the foundation
of Eusebius' words, 1. V. c. 5. 'E.f tKeivov
ri/v 61 evx>/C '''o irajjudoiop
TTtnouiKvlav
?i,e}e(Jvn uiKciav rw yeyovori npoc roii jSatji/It'wc elA7](ptvai

2
'^

Trpoar/yopiav.

Christianorum Jmie militum.
Days of prayer and fasting were com

moiily united by" the Christians.

'
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A

who stood -with him in a forbidden connection, was,
some unknown reason, friendly to the Christians, and enlisted in

certain Marcia,^

for

emperor.

their favor also the brutal

It

not impossible, that the

is

indulgent law cited above from Tertullian, proceeded from this sovereign, who was disposed to befriend the Christians, and was afterwards
Under the
wrongly transferred to the last years of his predecessor.
government of this emperor, events did occur, in which it was supposed
But it may be a question,
the eifects of such a law might be traced.
whether it was not too hasty a conchision, to infer from these events
the existence of the law ; whether it did not arise out of a misconcepAt all events, it seems quite improbable that accusations against
tion.
Christians would continue to be received as before, that Christians,

when accused, would be condemned
their accusers, at the

to

same time, were

death by Trajan's law, while
punished
An

also capitally

!

Apolloperhaps, set the Avhole matte-r in its true light.^
nius, a Roman senator, was accused before the city prsefect of being
His accuser was immediately sentenced to death, and
a Christian.
But ApoUonius, who boldly confessed his faith before the
executed.

example

wdll,

by a decree of that body. Now Jerome,
who, in this case, would hardly be misled by a wTong interpretation of
Eusebius, but spoke rather from a correct knowledge of the facts, says
and the ignominious charthat the accuser was a slave of ApoUonius
acter of his punishment, death by breaking the limbs, (the suffringi
The accuser, then, as it would seem,
crura,) confirms this account.
was punished, not as the accuser of a Christian, but as a servant faithFrom too In-oad a conclusion drawn from cases oi
less to his master.
senate, was also beheaded

;

this description, it is quite possible, the tradition of the favorable law,

may have derived its origin.
Since this emperor, then, had probably made no change, by an ex
since the old laws had
press edict, in the situation of the Christians
referred to above,

;

never been distinctly repealed, but everything depended on the altered
tone of the emperor himself it follows, that the Christians must have
been placed in very precarious circumstances. They were exposed
still, as much as they ever were, to be persecuted by individual goverThus Arrius Antoninus, proconsul of Asia
nors, inimically disposed.
Minor, began to wreak his vengeance on them but a vast multitude
;

;

1

'IffTopEirai 6e avrr/

no?JM

re vrrep tCiv

anovduaai kol koa'au avrovg
evt]pYETr]KtvaL, are aai Trapu ~l) Kofiuu6u)

XpLGTLavCyv

Dio Cass. I. LXXII. c. 4.
allow, this matter gives occamust assent to
sion to many doubts.
the remark "of Gieseler. so far as this, viz:
that of course, either accusations proceeding from slaves against their masters were
not received at ali, or if they were received,
the person from whom they proceciled
might be punished as a criminal. Now
Jerome, (de v. i. c. 42,) does not, indeed,

TTuv SwajiEVT].
2

We

must

We

The acsav, that the slave was executed.
?ount in Eusebius, (1. V. c. 21,) might be
one. then, mixed up with false reports, re-

it did, to an event in the West
have been deceived by Greek acta
martyris. in which the false story of the
cond'emnation of this slave had been fabricatcd out of the rumor of the law above
mentioned against accusers of Christians,

lating, as

He may

On the other side, the following consideraThe narrations should be duly weighed.
tive of

Jerome,

in

conformity with

its

pur-

pose, may have been incomplete, and therefore may furnish no evidence against the
truth of what Eusebius has added.
are not obliged to presuppose, that the
judges, especially where the question related
to the death of a slave, acted in perfect con-

We

sistency with justice.
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Christians immediately presented themselves before the tribunal,
a proceedwith a view to intimidate the proconsul b j their numbers,
ino' which might easily have been attended with the desired effect,

—

^.f

under a government where the persecutions did not proceed from the
In fact, the proconimperial throne, but from the will of individuals.
sul was intimidated, and contenting liimself -with condemning to death
a few out of the multitude, he said to the rest,^ " If you want to die,
ye wretched men, you have precipices from which you can throw yourIrenseus, who wrote under the reign of this empeselves, or ropes. "^
ror, remarks, that Christians were to be found in the imperial court,
that they enjoyed the same privileges which belonged to all throughout the Roman empire, and were suffered to go unmolested, by land or
Yet the same Irenseus observes, that
by sea, wherever they chose. ^
the church, at all times, not excepting his own, sends many martyrs to
The apparent contradiction is explained by
their heavenly Father.*
what has been said.
The political disorders which followed after the assassination of Commodus, in A. D. 192 the ci\il Avars betwixt Pescennius Niger in the
East, Claudius Albinus in Gaul, and Septimius Severus, who finally
ol)tained the sovereign power in Rome, Avould, like all other public
calamities, be attended with injurious effects on the situation of the
Clement of Alexandria, who wrote soon after the death
Christians.
of Commodus, says, " Many martj^rs are daily burned, crucified, beWhen Septimius Severus obtained the vicheaded, before our eyes."^
tory, and found himself in secure possession of the sovereignty, he manand
ifested, it is true, a favorable disposition towards the Christians
TertuUian's account may doubtless be correct, that he Avas induced to
this by an incident of a personal nature, having been restored to health
through the skill of Proculus,^ a Christian slave, whom he received
;

;

:

Tertullian. ad Scapulam, c. 5 'O dciZot,
npijuvov^ f/ j3p6xovQ
ixeTF.
- In the second century, three proconsuls
are known under this name: the Antoninus
Pius, who was afterwards Eni]ieror; his
grand father and a tliird under tiic Empe1

el &eA,t:Te urvo'&vriaKeiv,

;

ror Comniodiis.

modi,

c.

et 7.

ti

of the one
rary: for

..El.

We

Lamprid. vita Commost naturally think

who was TertuUian's

contem])o-

he meant another, he would
probably have given some intimation that
he was speaking of an older man. This
jiroconsul, as we learn from Lampridius,
.-^tooil in high estimation with the people,
Perhaps it was his eagerness to acquire tliis,
if

him to persecute the Christians.
L. IV. c. HiBres. c. 30 Hi, qui in regali
sunt fidelcs.

that led
"

:

v.ila
••

L. IV.

'

L.

''

his

II.

c.

33, V.

9.

stromat. p. 414.

Thus we are informed by Tertullian, in
work addressed to Scapula, c. 4: Pro-

culum Christianum, qui Torpacion cognoininabatur, Euorlias procuratorcm, qui cum
per oleum ali([uando euraverat requisivit

et in palatio

sun liabuit usque ad mortem

In respect to the right understanding
of these words, it may be disjnited, whether
the term Euodia;, (which moreover is writejus.

ten in different ways,) is a proper name or
and how the word procurator should
lie taken.
It might mean, " an overseer of
the causeways :" yet jirobably it is a slave
or freed man from the mansion of sfime

not,

Koman lady, who held uikUm' ber tjje office
Through his connecof steward or bailiff.
tion with this noble woman, Septimius Severus. before he became Emperor, may have
come in contact with this man, and the lat
ter offered liis services to heal him in some
sickness.
The oil. in this case has some
connection probably with the charisma of
according
to Mark, 6:
13, and
healing,
14.
The inadvertent, and where
.Tames, 5
he had no particular interest in doubting,
credulous Tertullian, is, indeed, not a witness of any great weight; but the circumstantiality with which he speaks of this
matter, as one generally known, might point
to something which had a true foundation.
He ajipcals to the fact, that Caracalla. the
:
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and retained constantly by

into his family,

his

side.

He knew

that

men and women

of the highest rank in Rome, senators and their
and protected them from the popular indignawives, were Christians
tion,^
But as the old laws remained still in force, violent persecutions
could break out in particular provinces
and we know, from several of
the works of Tertullian which were composed in these times, that one
The festivities in honor of
actually took place in proconsular Africa.
;

;

the emperor, where the absence of the Christians excited public atten-

might easily have been the occasion of it.^
reign, the law agamst " close associations " was renewed,^
this circumstance must have operated, as under the government of Trajan, to the disadv^antage of those whose union had always been declared
Finally Severus, in the year 202, passed
to be a collegium illicitum.
a law which forbade, under severe penalties, a change, either to Judaism or to Christianity.* That he held it necessary to enact such a prohibition, which was in truth involved in the earlier laws, shows how
little these laws were then regarded.
It may be a question, too, how
If the emperor
the matter of this law of Severus is to be interpreted.
forbade the change to Christianity, (Christianos fieri,) merely in the
sense in which he forbade the change to Judaism, (Judseos fieri,) it
would seem to be imijlied, that he held it necessary, only to check the
farther inroads, as well of Christianity as of Judaism, but had no wish
to disturb those who were already Christians, in the practice of their
and such a tacit recognition of Christianity must certainly
religion
be- regarded as an advantage gained by the Christian party in the emBut, as may be inferred from what we have already said, the
pire.
situation of the Christians, in this case, was quite different from that of
In the case of Judaism, it Avas naturally assumed in the
the Jews.
prohibition, Judteos fieri, that the Jeivs, as a nation, were to remain
unmolested in their right to the free exercise of their own religion and
in the criminality of the act, Judseos fieri, this law pronounced the
criminality of all other Roman citizens, who had heretofore passed over
But in the case of the Christians, no such distinction as
to Judaism.
so that, as it concerned them, the law would prothis could be made
nounce all to be criminal, without exception, who had ever become
tion,

If, in this

;

—

;

;

son of Severn?, was verv well acquainted
with this Proculus that Caracalla himself

household, yet it by no means follows, that
he was himself favorable either to Chris-

was

tianity or

;

lacte Christiano educatus, wiiether it
was, that he had a Christian for his nurse,
or had spent his childhood amidst Christians in the service of the imperial houseWith this may be com])ared what
hold.
^lius Lainpridius says in the life of this
(c. 1,) namely, that the playmates
of Caracalla. when lie was seven years old,
had. contrary to his father's will, led him to
embrace Judaism, (ob Judaicam reliuionem
jjravius verberatus,) and in connection with
the last, should be ke]it in mind wluit we
quoted recently from Cclsus, that Christianity was i)ropaj^ated aniono: the children.

emperor,

But although Septimius Severus may have
bad Christians among the members of his

i

its

followers,

Tertullian says of Septimius Severus

(in the passaoje just referred to,) Clarrssimas feminas et clarissimos viros seiens hu-

jus scctie esse, non modo non Isesit, venim
et tcstimonio exornavit et populo furenti

nos palam restitit.
See above, p. 91.
As may be inferred from the fact that
he issued a rescript directing; that those
"qui illicitum collegium coisse dicantur,"
should be accused before the Priefectus
urbi.
Vid. Diocst. 1. XII. tit. XII. 1. § 14.
* j¥X\i Spartiani Severus, c. 17: JudiEos
Item etiam
fieri sub gravi poena vctuit.
in

-

^

de Christianis sanxit.

/
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Wo should possess the words of the
decide with any certainty as to its true
At all events, so explicit a declaration, from
thus far, shown himself personally favorable to
Christians.

order

to

law itself, however, in
meaning.
an emperor who had
the Christians, could

In
only operate to render their cii'cumstances still more distressing.
many districts, the persecution was so fierce, that it was looked upon
In Egypt and
as a'^sign of the speedy appearance of the Antichrist.^
in proconsular Africa, this seems to have been particularly the case ;
yet these persecutions were certainly not general.
At a period somewhat earlier, the threat of lodging an information
with the magistrates, had already been employed to extort money from
the Christians ; ^ and many had bargained, at a certain price, with
informers, or greedy policemen, for the privilege of not being disturbed

But as, under this government, the
in the exercise of their religion.-'^
laws against the Christians continued to be neither strictly nor universally carried into effect, such proceedings became more common, doubtAnd it was now the case, that entire
less, than in earlier persecutions.
communities purchased freedom from disturbance in this way.* Many •
bishops thought that, by this course, they consulted best for the interBut such measures would be opposed, not only
est of their churches.'^
by such as cherished a fanatic longing after martyrdom, but also on the
score of prudence, and of zeal for the dignity and purity of the ChrisOn the score of prudence, because it was only individuals,
tian name.
and the rage or cupidity of
after all, who could be satisfied thus
on the score of interest for
others would only be excited the more ^
the honor and purity of the Christian name, because Christians became
associated, by this course, with those who purchased immunity with
bribes from the punishment due for milawful or nefarious crimes or
When the advocates of this course pleaded, in their
pursuits."
defence, that men ought to give to Caesar the things that are Ctesar's,
and to God the things that are God's, Tertullian answered them
thus
"He who would extort money from me, in this way, demands
nothing for the emperor, but rather acts against him, since, for the sake
;

—

;

:

who are guilty by the laws." ^ It
a period when so many new regu-,
lations were devising for the improvement of the revenue, Avhen so
of gold, he lets the Christians go free,

appears

to

him remarkable,

VI.

1

Euseb.

2

The conentere

ille

1.

conciissor

?

ne euin tradat.
seeutione,
^

Tu

c.

c. 7.

that, at

—

Christianos.
Quid dicit
Da mihi pecuniain, ccrte
Tertullian. de fuga in per-

cum

delatore vel milite

rcl'fiirunculo aliquo preside, sub tunica et
sinu, ijuod aiunt, ut furtivo, quern coram
toto mundo Christus emit, imo et manumisit, says the high-hearted Tertullian, as the

opponent of such transactions. 1. c.
* Parum est, si unus aut alius ita eruitur.
Massaliter totse ecclesire tributum silii irrogaverunt.
^

To

tus, si officia militaria

tullian,

12.

pacis'-eris

Ut regno suo secnri frui posscnt, sub ob
tentu pacem procurandi.
« Ne([ue enim statiin et a populo eris tu-

Tertullian.

1. c.

c.

:

c. c.

redcmeris. says Ter-

14.

Tertullian says, with reference to this,
13): Nescio dolendum an ernbes-

(1. c. c.

sit, cum in niatricibus beneficiarioet curiosorum inter tabernarios et
lanios et fures balncarum et aleones et lenones Christiani quoquc vectigales conti-

cendum

rum

nentur.
**

Miles

cutit,

13.

this Tertullian sarcastically alludes

'^

1.

me

nihil

vel delator vel inimicus con
Csesari cxigens ; imo contra

cum Christianum, legi!)us huiuairs
ream, mercede dimittit. Tertullian. l.c.c. 12

faciens,

—
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many new

taxes were introduced, it had never occurred to anj one, to
propose the free profession of Christianity, at a certain rate, fixed by
law.
Thus, owing to the great number of the Christians, of which all

were aware, the public revenue would be greatly increased.^

The situation of the Christians continued to be the same under the
government of the insane Caracalla, although the cruel emperor himself was the occasion of no new persecutions.
Everything depended
on the accidental temper of the diflFerent governors.
Many of these
were active in devdsing expedients for saving, without open violation of
the laws, the lives of those Christians who were arraigned before their
tribunals.^
Others were furious, from personal hatred, or to flatter the
Others, again, were contented to proceed according to the
people.
letter of the law enacted by Trajan.
In a letter to one of the persecutors of the

Christians,

tlie

proconsul Scapula, Tertullian remarks,

that if he would use the sword only against the Christians according

original laws, and as was still done by the governor of Mauritaand by the governor of Leon, in Spain, he might discharge every
•lawful duty of his ofiice, without resorting to cruelty.
Trajan's law,
then, was still the governing rule.
We will now select a few indi^ddual examples which may serve to
illustrate the character of the persecutions of this time.^
In the year
200, some Christians belonging to the city of Scillita in Numidia, were
to the

nia,

brought before the tribunal of the proconsul r aturninus. He said to
them, " You may obtain pardon of our emperors (Severus and Caracalla,) if in good earnest you will return to our gods."
One of them,
we have spoken ill of
Speratus, replied, " We have injured no man
;

brought upon us, we have only thanked
you.
We give praise for it all to our true Lord and King." The
proconsul replied, " We also are devout we swear by the genius of
the emperor our master, and we pray for his welfare, as you too must
do."
Hereupon Speratus: " I kiiow of no genius of the ruler of this
earth but I serve my God in heaven, whom no man hath seen nor can
I have defrauded no man of his dues.
I have never failed to pay
see.

none

for all the evil

;

you

ha\'e

;

;

^ Tanta quolidie serario augendo prospiciuntur remedia censuum, vectio;alium, collationum, stipendiorum, nee unquam usque
adliuc ex Christianis tale aliquid prospec-

t

turn

est.

et sectiB

nis

sub aliquam redemptionem capitis
redigendis,

cum

tantje multitudi-

nemini ignot^ fructus ingens meti pos-

L. c. c. 12.
Tertullian relates, that a pr:«ses even
went so far as to furnish the Christians
himself with the means of so answering the
questions of the judge, as to get discharged,
Another released at once a Christian who
had been brought before him, declaring it
contrary to the laws to yield to the demands
take tui. e. if we
of his fellow-citizens.
multuosum as neuter; or perhaps the corset.

2

—

reading may be, he discharged the
individual as a factious person, who must
settle the matter with his fellow-citizens;
rect

—

dimisit
viz. do what would satisfy them,
quasi tumultuosum, civil)us suis satisfacere
third subjected a
satisfacerct.
(ut
Christian to slight torture, and as he yieldwithout requiring
dismissed
him
at
once,
ed
anything more of him, expressing at the
same time his regret to the assistant judges,
that he had anything to do with such busi-

—

)

A

Another

tore in pieces the elogium
a Christian, seized by violence,
was brought before him. declaring that sethe law of Trajan,
cundum mandatum,
he would listen to no complaint in the abSee Tertullian. ad
sence of the accusers.
ness.

or writ,

when

—

Scapulam, c. 4.
The documents from which we take
them, are in Euinart. Acta Martyrum, the
Acta Martyrum Scillijtanorum, and Acta
•'
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MAIITYRDOM;-; IX APTtICA,

custom upon all which I purchase, for I ackno-svledge the emperor as
but T can worship none but my Lord, the King of kings,
lord
Upon this the proconsul ordered the Christr
the Lord of all nations."
When
ians to be conducted back to their prison until the next day.
they appeared again, he addressed them once more, and granted them
But Speratus answered in the
a space of three days for reflection.
name of the rest " I am a Christian, and we all are Christians we
abandon not our faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. Do with us as you
Having thus confessed themselves Christians, and refused to
please."
pay due honor to the emperor, they were sentenced to decapitation.
On receiving their sentence, they thanked God, and at the place of
execution, they again kneeled and gave thanks.
Some few years afterwards, three young men, Revocatus, Saturnius,
and Secundulus, and two young women, Perpetua and Felicitas, were
The story
arrested at Carthage, all of them being still catechumens.
of their imprisonment and of their sufferings presents us with many a
fine trait of the power of Christian faith, combined with Christian
tenderness of feeling. Perpetua, two and twenty years of age, who was
a mother, with her child at the breast, had to struggle not alone with
the natural feelings which shrunk from death, and with the weakness
The hardest conflict which she had before her was with
of her sex.
those purely human feelings, grounded in the sacred ties of nature,
feelings which Christianity recognizes in all their rights, and makes
even more profound and tender, but yet causes to be sacrificed to the
One Thing for which all else must be yielded. The mother of Perpetua
was a Christian, but her aged father was still a pagan. His daughter
was dear to him, but he dreaded also the disgrace connected with her
When she was first brought to the police
sufferings as a Christian.
Pointing to a
office, her aged father came and virged her to recant.
vessel that lay on the ground, she said, " Can I call this vessel anything else than what it is ?
No. Neither can I say to you anything
In the meantime, she was baptized
else, than that I am a Christian."
for the clergy usually found no difficulty in purchasing, at least, from
the

my

;

;

;

;

the overseers of the prisons, admission to the Christians in confinement,

purpose of administering to them the offices of religion although,
even this was perhaps unnecessary, as the prisoners
Perpetua said, " The
were not as yet placed under a rigorous guard.
After
Spirit bade me pray for nothiaig at my baptism but patience."
" I was tempted,"
a few days they Avere thrown into the dungeon.
what a
said she, " for I had never been in such darkness before.
dreadful day
The excessive heat occasioned by the multitude of prisoners, the rough treatment we experienced from the soldiers, and,
The deacons, who
finally, anxiety for my child, made me miserable."
admuiistered to them the communion in the dungeon, purchased for
the Christian prisoners a better apartment, where they were separated
from other criminals.
Perpetua now took the child to herself in the
she recommended it to her
dungeon, and placed it at her breast
mother she comforted her friends ; and felt cheered herself by the
" The dungeon," said she, " became a palace
possession of her babe.
for the

;

in the present case,

!

;

;

to

me."
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—

The

report reached her aged father, that they were about to He
He hastened to her and said, "
daughter, pity my grej
hairs, pity thy father, if I am still worthy to be called thy father.
If

My

tried.

I have brought thee

up to this bloom of thy age, if I have preferred thee
thy brothers, expose me not to such shame among men. Look
upon thy son, who, if thou diest, cannot long survive. Let that lofty
spirit give way, lest thou plunge us all into ruin.
For if thou diest
thus, not one of us will ever have courage again to speak a free word."
Whilst saying this, he kissed her hands, threw himself at her feet, and
" My father's
called her with tears not his daughter, but his mistress.
grey hairs," said the daughter, " pained me, when I considered that
he alone of my family would not rejoice that I must suffer."
She replied to him, " What shall happen when I come before the tribunal,
depends on the will of God for know, we stand not in our own strength,
but only by the power of God."
On the arrival of this decisive hour,
her aged father also appeared, that he might for the last time try his
utmost to overcome the resolution of his daughter.
Said the governor
to Perpetua, " Have pity on thy father's grey hairs, have pity on thy
helpless child.
Offer sacrifice for the welfare of the emperor."
She
" Art thou a Christian ? " " Yes,"
answered, " That I cannot do."
she rephed, " I am a Christian."
Her fate was now^ decided. They
were all condemned together to serve, at the approaching festival, on the
anniversary of the young Geta's nomination,^ as a cruel sport for the
people and soldiers in a fight of wild beasts.
They returned back rejoicing to the dungeon.
But Perpetua did not suppress the tender
feelings of the mother.
Her first act was to send a request to her aged
father that she might have the child, whom she wished to give the
breast
but he refused to part with it.
As to Felicitas, on her return
to the dungeon, she was seized with the pains of labor.
The jailer said
to her, " If thy present sufferings are so great, what wilt thou do, when
thou art thrown to the wild beasts ?
This thou didst not consider, when
thou refusedst to sacrifice."
She answered, " I noiv suffer myself all
that I suffer
but then there will be another who shall suffer for me^
because I also will suffer for him,"
custom which had come down
from the times of human sacrifices, under the bloody Baal-worship
of the Carthaginians, still prevailed, of dressing those criminals who
were condemned to die by wild beasts, in priestly raiment. It was
therefore proposed, in the present case, that the men should be clothed
as the priests of Saturn, and the women as the priestesses of Ceres.
Nobly did their free. Christian spirit protest against such a proceeding.
" We have come here," said they, " of our own will, that we may not
suffer our freedom to be taken from us.
We have given up our lives,
The pagans themthat w^e may not be forced to such abominations."
above

all

;

;

;

A

demand and yielded.
After they had been torn by the wild beasts, and were abovit to receive the merciful stroke which was to end their sufferings, they took
leave of each other, for the last time, Avith the mutual kiss of Christian

selves acknowledged the justice of their

love.
1

Natales Caesaris

—a
HELIOGABALUS

A

— ALEXANDER
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SEVERUS.

Church began with the reign
A. D. 219. But we have already explained the singular phenomenon, that the worst princes proved to
Hehogar
be the most favorably disposed towards the Christians.
balus was not a follower of the old religion of the state, but even
more quiet season

for the Christian

of the ignoble Heliogabahis,

devoted to a foreign superstition which united with itself the most
This worship he
abominable excesses, the Syrian worship of the Sun.
wished to make predominant in the Roman empire, and to blend with
To this end he tolerated Christianity, as he did
it all other religions.
Had he ever proceeded to the execution of his
other foreign religions.
plan, he would assuredly have met with the most determined opposition
from the Christians.-'
From an entirely different source proceeded the favorable disposition
of the noble-minded and devout Alexander Severus, (from the year
222 to 285,) an emperor wholly unlike to his abandoned predecessor.
This excellent prince possessed a ready sympathy with all that is good,
and a reverence for everything connected with religiDn. He was atr
tached to that religious eclecticism, the grounds of whose origin we
But he distinguished himself from others of
have earlier explained.
In
the same principles, by giving Christianity a place in his system.
and
Christ he recognized a Divine Being, equal with the other gods
in the domestic chapel (the Larareum) where he was used to offer his
morning devotions, among the images of those men whom he regarded
of Apollonius of Tyana, of Orpheus,
as beings of a superior order,
It is said that it was his intention to
stood also the bust of Christ.
The words of
cause Christ to be enrolled among the Roman deities.
our Saviour, which this emperor was constantly repeating, " As ye
;

—

would that men should do to you, do ye also
maxim which, taken alone, is but little suited,

mark

to
it

—

them likewise,"
must be confessed,

—

to

he caused to be
the distinguishing character of Christianity,
When
engraven on the walls of his palace and on public monuments.
the

mother of

this

emperor, Julia Mammoea, resided at Antioch, she

sent for Origen, the great teacher of the Alexandrian church

;

and we

be certain that this father, who, more than any other, knew how to
make Christianity intelligible to a foreign mode of thinking, availed
himself of this opportunity to do this in the case of Mammgea, who exerThe declarations
cised a great influence over the feelings of her son.
of this emperor on several occasions are based on the recognition of
Christianity as a religio licita, and of the Christian church as a lawfully existing corporation
as, for example, when, in recommending a
new mode of appointment to the civil offices of the state, he referred
and when in a
for a model to the regulations in Christian churches
dispute betwbct the guild of cooks and the Christian church in Rome,
respecting a lot of land which the latter had appropriated, he decided in
favor of the church ; saying, " It was better that God should be vwrshipped in whatever manner, on that spot, than that it should be given

may

;

;

1

Ml. Lamprid.

vit. c. 3, 6, 7
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—

up

to the cooks.
In view of this so favorable disposition of Alexander
Severus towards the Christians, and of the declarations which imply a

tacit recognition of Christianity as a religio licita

;

it is

the

more

singu-

he should still omit taking the decisive step, by which he
would have given to the Christian church the greatest, the most
certain and the most lasting advantage,
that of adopting Christianity
by an express law of the empire among the tolerated rehgions. It is
evident from this fact how difficult it was for a Roman emperor to effect
a change in anything that related to the public religion of the state.
In fact, it was under the reign of Severus, that the civilian whose
authority stands so high in the Roman law, Domitius Ulpian, collected
together in the seventh of his ten books, De officio proconsulis,^ the
rescripts of the emperors against the Christians.^
The rude Thracian, Maximinus, who in the year 235 raised himself
lar that

—

to the imperial throne, after the assassination of the excellent

Alexander

Severus, hated the Christians on account of the friendly relations in
which they stood with his predecessor, and persecuted in particular
those bishops who had been on terms of intimacy with him.^
In addition to this, several of the provinces, as Cappadocia and Pontus, were
visited with destructive earthquakes, which re-enkindled the popular
hatred against the Christians.
The fury of the people, under such an
emperor, had free scope and it was, moreover, encouraged by hostile
governors.
The persecutions were confined, indeed, to single provinces,
so that the Christians could save themselves by flying from one province to another.
But although the persecutions Avere less violent than
in other times, they made the greater impression, because they fell on
those who, during the long interval of peace, had become unused to
;

violence.'^

A

more favorable period

for the Christians returned again with the

accession of Philip the Arabian, in the year 244.

It is said, that this

emperor was himself a Christian.^ We have a circumstantial account
which states, that on the vigils of Easter, the night after Easter Sunday, he presented himself for the purpose of joining in tlie worship of
a Christian assembly
that he was met at the door by the bishop of the
church,^ and told that, on account of his past crimes,'' he could obtain no
admittance there, until he had submitted to the penance of the church
and that the emperor actually consented to comply with the terms prescribed.
But this story does not harmonize with all we otherwise know
respecting the emperor Philip
for in no part of his public life, not
even on his coins, has he left the least trace of his Christianity but he
everywhere appears as a follower of the pagan religion of the state.
;

;

;

;

Of which

the fragments are to be found
Digests, 1. I. lit. XIV. c. 4, and the
following.
^ Lactant. institut. 1. V. c. 1 1
Ut doceret, quibus oportet eos poenis afHci, qui se
cultOres Dei confiterentur.
1

in the

:

^

Euseb. 1. VI. c. 28.
* Vid.
ep. Firmiliani CiEsareens. 75 apud
Cypr. and Orig. Oommentar. in Matth. T.
III. p. 8.57.
Ed. de la Rue.

^ Eusebius, in his Church History, makes
use of the expression Karexet Aoyof.
But
in the Chronicle he calls him distinctly,
the first Christian emperor,
According to the later tradition of Bi bylns. bishop of Antioch.
' The
assassination of his predecessor,
Gordianiis, was doubtless one of the crimes
here meant.
:

*"

;
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Origen, who was on terms of correspondence with the imperial family,'
and who wrote, durin,^" this reign, )iis Avork against Celsus, gives us to
understand, indeed, that the Christians now enjoyed a season of quiet
but we find in this writer no intimation of the fact, that the ruler of the
Roman empire was a Christian, when assuredly he had occasion to
The only possible way of explaining this
mention it, if it was true.
would be to say, that the emperor, led by political motives, kept his conBut then again, this statement could
version to Christianity a secret.
not be reconciled with the other, namely, that he had visited a Christian
assembly, especially on such an occasion, or that he had submitted to
the penance of the church.
We find, indeed, the first traces of the
tradition respecting the conversion of this emperor to Christianity in an
author of no less credit than Dionysius of Alexandria, who u-rote under
the reign of Valerian, the second in succession after Philip.
He says
of Valerian, that " He showed more good will towards the Christians,
than even those eni})erors who were held to be Christians themselves. ''^
By those emjjerors, Ave can conceive no others to be meant than the
present Philip, and Alexander Severus.
Probably, then, the Avell-informed Dionj^sius placed them both in the same class.
Philip, like
Alexander Severus, might have included Christianity in his system of
religious eclecticism
and the exaggerated legend made of him a
Christian.
But the assassination of his predecessor, and many other
actions of Avhich he was known to be guilty, seemed inconsistent Avith
his Christianity
to solve the contradiction, the legend added this figment of the occurrence at the Easter vigils.
But instead of dAvelling longer upon this exaggerated story, Ave Avill
cite, before Ave pass to new trials of the Christian church, the remarkable
Avords of that great ecclesiastical teacher and writer of those times,
Origen,
rcsjtecting the trials Avhich the church had already encountered, and respecting her then external condition and future ];rospects.
In relation to the earlier persecutions, he remarks,^ " As the Christians,
who had been commanded not to defend themselves against their enemies by outAvard force, observed the mild and philanthropic injunctions
what they could not have gained, had they been ever so poAverfuI, in
case they had been permitted to Avage Avar, that they received from the
G-od Avho constantly fought for them, and Avho, from time to time,
constrained to peace those Avho had arrayed themselves against the
Christians and Avould have exterminated them from the earth
for in
order to remind them, Avhen they saAv some few of their brethren ex|)0sed to sufferings on account of their religion, that they should be the
bolder and despise death, a fcAv, noAv and then, so few that they may
esisi\y be numbered, htive died for the Christian rehgion;"* Avhile God
has always prevented a Avar of extermination against the Avhole bod.y of
Christians, since it Avas his pleasure that they should remain, and that
the whole earth should be filled Avith this saving and most holy doc;

;

—

—

;

;

He had

written letters to the emperor,
Severa, wiiicli have not
been preserved.
1

and to
•^

his wife

Euseb.

1.

VII.

c. 10.

Contra Celstim, lib. III. c. 8.
'Oliyoi Kara KUtpoi)^ Kal a(j><)dpa eiapi-^fxi/Toi vnip rz/g Xp'-jr.avuv
^eoaESEiot
^
*

T'^i-maaLv.
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trine.
And yet, on the other hand, in order that the weaker brethren
might bi-eathe freely, dehvered from their fear of death, God has taken

care of the faithful, scattering, by his mere Avill, all the assaults of their
enemies, so that neither emperor, nor governor, nor the populace, has
been able to rage against them longer." In reference to his own times,
he observes, " The rmmber of the Christians, God has caused continually to increase, and some addition is made to it every day
he has,
moreover, given them already the free exercise of their religion ; ^ although a thousand obstacles liindered the spread of the doctrines of
Jesus in the world.
But since it was God who willed that the doctrines
of Jesus should become a blessing also to the heathen, the machinations
of men against the Christians have all been turned to shame, and the
more emperor, governor and the populace have endeavored to destroy
the Christians, the more poiverfid have they become.'''' ^
He says, that
among the multitude who became Christians, might be found men of
wealth and of high stations in the government, as also rich and noble
women ;^ that the teacher of a Christian church mig]\t now, indeed, obtain honor and respect, but that the contempt which he met with from
others exceeded the respect which he enjoyed from his brethren in the
faith.*
He says, moreover, that those absurd accusations against the
Christians were still believed by many, who carried their prejudice so
far as even to avoid speaking with them.-^
He writes, that by the
di\dne will, the persecutions against the Christians had long since
ceased
but he adds, with a glance to the future, that this time of
tranquillity would, in its turn, certainly come to an end, when the
calumniators of Christianity had once more diffused abroad the opinion,
that the cause of the many disturbances (m the latter part of this
emperor's reign) was the great multitude of the Christians, who had so
increased their numbers, because they were no longer persecuted.^
Thus he foresaw, that the persecutions had not yet come to an end,
and the opinion that the decline of the state religion and the unceasing progress of Christianity was bringing calamity upon the Roman
empire, would, sooner or later, bring on another persecution of the
" If God," says he, " grants liberty to the tempter, and
Christians.
gives him the power to persecute u^, we shall be persecuted.
But if
it is God's will that we should not be exposed to these sufferings we
shall, in some wonderful way, enjoy tranquillity, even in the midst of a
world that hates us
and we trust in him who has said. Be of good
cheer, I have overcome the world.
And in truth he has overcome
the world.
In so far, then, as he who has overcome the world, wills
;

;

;

'

'HS)] 6e Kol irafi^rimav ini.6eSDKEv.

VII.

c.

ov a(j>ddpa.
3

L.

26.

Tivec

L.

syivovro kol Kariaxv-

yvvaia

tu.

c.

28.

Origen says, that Jews

spread abroad those reports about the
murder of children, &c., against the Chris-

the parties existine
L. c.

among

^

Kal

iiiov
irapd.

rolq

2.01W0IC udo^ia Tf]Q TTapil Tolg 6/io66^oig voui^ofiivTjc So^ric Kal oh Truatv, (an allusion
tians.j

L. VI.

tians.

c.

TU)V ev u^iu/j-aai, koI

dSpu Kal Evycvfj. L. Ill c. 9.
* Kal vvv Se nXsiuv earcv 17

to

^

liad

2 ToaovTif) Tz'keiovg

the Chris-

eiKog navaerd-ai to wf Trpof rdv
tovtov Tolq TriarFvovaiv eyyivo/xsvov

utJcef, kiruv Ttakiv ol TravTi

rponu SiajSuX

lovreg rdv "kbyov, rf)v aiTiav ryv knl roaovto vvv aTuaeug ev tvXtj^ei tuv wiaTEVovTO}!'
vojuiauaiv slvai.
L. III. c. 15.
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we should overcome

it, since he has received from lihc Fathei
overcome the world, we rely upon Jiis victory} But if it is
his pleasure that we should again strive and battle for the faith, then
let the enemy come, and we will say to him, "We can do all thmgs
through him that strengthens us, Jesus Christ our Lord."
Although
Origen was too sensible and sagacious to place great confidence in the
peaceful times which the Christian church then enjoyed, though he saw
that new struggles must be undergone, yet he was firmly persuaded
that the day was coming when Christianity, by virtue of its intrmsic,
divine power, would come forth victorious out of them all, and gain the
dominion over entire humanity.
As Celsus had said, that in case all
behaved like the Christians, the emperor would be left without an army,
the Roman empire would fall a prey to the wildest barbarians, and
consequently all culture become extinct to this Origen replied, " If, as
Celsus says, all did as I do, then the barbarians also would receive the
divine Avord, and become the most moral and gentle of men.
All other
religions would cease from the earth, and Christianity alone be supreme,
ivhich indeed is destined one day to have the supremacy, since the divine
truth is continually bringing more souls under its sioay.''''^
The conviction which Origen here expresses,
that Christianity, by its own
intrinsic power, would in addition to its other conquests, subdue all the
rudeness of the savage stock of human nature, and bestow all true culture on the barbarians,
this conviction was nothing new, but from

that

power

to

;

—

—

beginning given with the Christian consciousness itself.
The
Apostle Paul describes Christianity as a power that should reach as
well to Scythians as to Greeks, and impart the same divine life to both
these national stocks, binding them together in one divine family
and
Justin Martyr testifies that no barbarian or Nomadic race was to be
found, in which prayers did not ascend to God in the name of the crucified.^
But the really new,
wherein we perceive the change which
the onward progress of history, during the course of this century, had
produced in the mode of thinking among Christians and in their anticipations of the future development of God's kingdom,
was, that Origen
the

;

—

—

confidently avows the expectation that Christianity, working outward
from within, would overcome and suppress every other religion, and

gain the dominion of the world.

Such an

anticipation

the thoughts of the older teachers of the church.

of the

^

I

Pagan

state in

render the passage,

iifconling to

what seems

to

no other relation than one of constant

(1.

VIII. c. 70,}
to be a ne-

me

oessary con-ection of the text: AcuTiep f'iq
oaov viKi/aai (instead of c) Jy/^uf (this I insert) ai'Tov iSovAerai, Xa/iuv and rou -rraritbg TO viKdv TOV Koa/xov, r^api^nvfiev (Si: I
omit) Tl) EKEIVOV VLKT).
2 AtjXovoti Kal ol fSupfSapoi, ru 7i.6y(f) tov
f^eovTTpoa£'k-&6vTE^,vofiifi{jTaTOLt:aovTai,Kal
Tzuaa juiv -dpriuKEia KaraXv&^aETai, finvr; 6e
7)

XpiaTiavuv upaTTjaEf

VOL.

I.

was foreign

TjTig

Kal novri tcote

9

hostility to

tov ?Myov usl nXe'iovag ve/xouevov

Kparr^aei.,
i/"'/V"f-

to

They could conceive

VIII. c. 68.
Tryph. f. 345, ed. Colon: Ov^i
oAuc '^f^Tl rb yevog av&punuv, elrt
I'-

^ j);^!. c.

ev yd.p

fSapflupuv, elre kTiAfjvuv, elre uTrAuf urivi-

ovv
(JV

ovo/uaTi.
7/

npoaajopevofiivuv

UOI.KUV KaXoV/lEVUV

7)

7/

'A/ia^ol3i-

£V OKTjVal^ KTf/-

oIkovvtuv, kv olg fxij Sia tov bvojiaTog tov aravpu-^ivTog 'Iijgov evxol Koi
EvxapiaTiai tC) irarpl Kal Tvoiijry rCiv b'^.u
vorpocjxji'

yivni^Toi.
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and expected the triumph of the church only as the resalt
coming of Christ.^
Wliat the sagacious Origen had foretold, with regard to impending
persecutions, was soon verified.
Indeed, at the very time he was inditing these words at Caesarea in Palestine, they had already hegun to
Christianity,

of a su})ernatural interposition, at the second

be verified in another district of the empire.
When the enthusiastic
followers of the old religion observed the encroachments which, during
this long season of peace, Christianity had made on every side, threatening the destruction of all they held dearest, the fanatic spirit would
be excited in them to so much the greater degree of violence.
And so
it was, that even before the change of rulers, a certain individual made
his

appearance in i^lexandria, who imagined that he had been called

by a

revelation of the

gods,''^

to arouse the people to

war

in defence of

their ancient sanctuaries, against the enemies of the gods

means the fury

;

and by

his

was
They had already suffered much from

of the extremely excitable populace of that city

kindled against the Christians.
this quarter.

had repeatedly been the case before, that a government favorable
was immediately succeeded by another under which
the reign of Antoninus Pius, for example, by
they were oppressed,
of Alexander ISeverus by that of Maximithat of Marcus Aurelius,
uus the Thracian. So it proved once more, when, in 249, Decins Trajan
conquered Philip the Arabian, and placed himself on the throne of the
It would be natui-al for an emperor, zealously devoted to the
Ciesars.
pagan religion, who succeeded to a government which had been lenient
towards the Christians, to consider himself bound to reenforce the
ancient laws, now fallen into desuetude, and to carry them into more
It

.

to the Christians

—

—

rigorous execution against the religion
reign,

the empire the

which, during the preceding

much more widely diffused. In many parts of
Christians had now enjoyed undisturbed peace for a

had become

so

A

period of thirty years ; in several districts, for a still longer time.
persecution, following after so many years of trancjuillity, could not
lail to prove a sifting process for the churches, where many had f(u-got
ten the conflict with the world to which they Avere called as Christians

It was in
and the virtues which they should maintain in this conflict.
this light, as such a process for the sifting and cleansing of the churches,
now asleep and become worldly in part, under the long enjoyment of
quiet, that this new persecution was regarded bj the bishop Cyprian of
Carthage. It was thus he expressed himself before the Christians under
his spiritual guidance, soon after the first storm of the persecution was

"If," said he, "the cause of the disease is understood, the
The Lord would prove his
afflicted part is already found.
of
the
cure
people ; and because the divinely prescribed regimen of life had beover.3

1

This

is

expressed hv Justin Martyr, in

the Dial. c. Tryph. f. 358, where he says of
"Of ov Kavaovrai havathe «p,toyref,
TOVVTEC Kul ScUKOVTeg TOi)C TO bvOfia TOV
XpiGTov ofiuXoyoiJvTac, ewf iruliv Trapy Kat

—

KaraAvav Truvrac-

Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria, in a
bishop of Antioch, cited in
Eusebius, (1. VI. c. 41,) calls him, 'O \a«-(r)i
-

letter to Fabius,
TtJ TTo'Ael

^

TaVTTj

fi('iv-ic kciI

In his sermo de

lapsis.

koujtih.

\
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come disturbed in the long season of jieacc, a divine judgment was
sent to re-establish our fallen, and I might almost say slumbering faith.
Our sins deserve more ; but our gracious Lord has so ordered it, that
which has occurred seems rather like a trial than a persecution.
Forgetting what believers did in the times of the apostles, and what
thej should always be doing. Christians labored, mth insatiable desire,
Many of the bishops, who, by
to increase their earthly possessions.
precept and example, should have guided others, neglected their divine
Such
calling, to engage in the management of worldly concerns."
being the condition of things in many of the churches, it may be easily
understood that a persecution, which was now so unusual an occurrence,
and which in the present case, became after the first outbreak, so exall

tremely violent, must have produced a powerful impression.
It was certainly the design of the emperor, to suppress Christianity
In the year 250, he ordered rigorous search to be made for
entirely.
all suspected of refusing compliance with the national worship, and the
Christians were to be required to conform to the ceremonies of the
Roman rehgion. In case they dechned, threats, and afterwards torIf they remained
tures were to be employed to compel submission.
firm, it was resolved to inflict, particularly on the bishops, whom the
emperor hated most bitterly, the punishment of death. Theie was a

however, to try first the eifect of commands, threats, perand the milder forms of chastisement. By degrees, recourse
and gradually the persecution
was had to more violent measures
where the presence of an
extended from the capital of the empire
emperor known to be hostile to the Christians made it the most severe

disposition,

suasions

;

at the

beginning

—

into the provinces.

—

Wherever

the imperial edict

was carried into execution, the first step was publicly to appoint a day
against which all the Christians of a place were to present themselves
before the magistrate, renounce their religion, and offer at the altar.
Li the case of those who before the end of the time fled their country,
except that their goods were confiscated,
nothing further was done
and themselves forbidden to return under penalty of death. But if
they were unwilling to make so immediate a sacrifice of their earthly
;

goods for the 'heavenly treasure, if they waited, in the expectation that
some expedient might perhaps yet be found whereby both could be retained, then, unless they had voluntarily presented themselves by the
day appointed, the examination was commenced before the magistrate,
After repeated tortures,
assisted by five of the principal citizens.^

where the additional
overcome their resoluto have been resorted to
tion.
Many magistrates, Avhose avarice exceeded then- zeal
less frequently.
for the laws, or who were really desirous of sparing the Christians,
gladly let them off, even without sacrificing, pro^^ded they bought a
certificate, or libel, as it was called, attesting that they had satisfactorily
those

who remained firm were

cast into prison,

hunger and thirst were employed
The extreme penalty of death appears

sufferings of

1

Cyprian, ep. 40.

Quinque primoics

illi,

qui edicto nupcr magisiralibu? fueraiit coj)alati. ui fidem nosiram subruerent.
The

to

expression edicto renders it not probable,
to say the least, that this regulation wa«
confined to Carthage alone

—
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complied with the requisitions of the edict.^
Some Christians pursued
a bolder course, and instead of providing such certificates, maintained,
without appearing before the authorities, that their names were entered
on the magistrate's protocol, along with those by whom the edict had
been obeyed (acta facientes.)^ Many erred through ignorance supposing themselves guilty of no violation of religious constancy, when
they did nothing contrary to their professed faith either by sacrificing
or burning incense
but only allowed others to report that they ha(|
done so.
But this proceeding the church always condemned as a tacit
;

;

abjuration.^

The

produced by this sanguinary edict among the Christians
such as Alexandria and Carthage, may best be described
in the words of the Alexandrian bishop Dionysius."^
"All," says he,
•'
were thrown into consternation by the terrible decree and of the more
effect

in large cities,

;

many

presented themselves immediately, of their own
some, private individuals, impelled by their fears ; others,
accord
such as were invested with some public office, and were forced to do it
by their employment ^ while others still were conducted forward by
their relations and friends.
As each was called by name, they
approached the unholy offering some pale and trembling, as if they
were going not to sacrifice, but to be themselves sacrificed to the gods,
so that the populace, who thronged around, derided them
and it was
plain to all, that they were equally afraid to sacrifice and to die.
Others advanced with more alacrity, carrying their boldness so far as
to avow they never had been Christians.
In all of these, was verified
the saying of our Lord, ' how hardly can a rich man enter into the
kingdom of heaven.' As to the rest, some followed the example of
these two classes of the more reputable
others betook themselves to
reputable

citizen^,*^

:

;

;

;

;

and others were arrested of these last, a part held out, indeed,
till the manacles were fastened on, and some even suffered themselves
to be imprisoned for several days
but they abjured before they were
summoned to appear at the tribunal. Others endured their tortures to
a certain point, but finally gave in.
Yet the firm and ever blessed pillars of the Lord, who through him were made strong, and endured,
with a power and steadfastness worthy of, and corresponding to, the
strength of their faith, became wonderful witnesses of his kingdom."
Among these, Dionysius mentions a boy, of fifteen years, Dioscurus by
name, who, by his apt replies and constancy under torture, forced tht
flight,

;

;

1

Those who procured snch a

were styled

certificate

^ Cy])rian. ep. 31.
Qui acta fecissent,
cet prsesentes, cum fierent, non affuissent

ut sic scriberetur

11-

mandando.

The Roman clergy, in their
Cyprian, say: Non est immunis
^

letter to

a scelere,
impcravit, nee est alienus a
crimine, cujus consensu licet non a se admissum crimen tamen publice legitur.
qui ut fieret

*

"

in

Euseb. 1. VI. c. 41.
Oi Trepicjavecrrepot, the personae insignes,

whom

first directed, and who, above ali
were exposed to danger.
" Among the persona insignes, a distinction was made between the idio)TsvovTC(;,
who appeared volunt;irily before the civil
authorities and complied with the edict, and

always
others,

libellatici.

the attention of the pagans

was

the

(h/f^nffiEvovreg,

oi

vrro

tCjv

-pa:r(,n.

who were obliged by their official
duties to appear in tlie places of public resort, and were therefore under the necessity of deciding immediately, whether Xhe\
would obey the edict, or render themselves
liable to the penalty by their disobedience
publicly expressed
ip/ovro,
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admiration of the governor himself, who finally dismissed him, declaring
that, on accomit of his minority, he was willing to allow him time for
better reflection.

If the number of the wavering, or of those who fell in the conflict,
was great, yet were there, also, many glorious exhibitions of the power
At Carthage, we find a cerof faith, and of Christian devotedness.
tain Numidicus, Avho, for his exemplary conduct in the persecution,
This man, after having
was, by bishop Cyprian, made a presbyter.
inspired many Avith courage to suifer martyrdom, and seen his own
wife perish at the stake, had himself, when half burned and covered
under a heap of stones, been left for dead. His daughter went to
search under the stones for the body of her father, in order to bury
Great was her joy at finding him still giving signs of life, and when
it.
her filial assiduities finally succeeded in completely restoring him.
woman had been brought to the altar by her husband, where she was
forced to offer, by some one holding her hand. But she exclaimed, " I
it was you that did it ; " and she was thereupon condemned
did it not,
In the dungeon at Carthage, we find confessors of Christ,
to exile. ^
Avhom their persecutors had endeavored, for eight daj^s, by heat, hunger and thirst, to force to abjuration, and who now saw death by starv-

A

—

ation staring

them

in the

Certain confessors at

face.^

Rome, who

had already been confined for a year, wrote to the bishop Cyprian in the
following terms ^ " What more glorious and blessed lot can, by God's
grace, fall to man, than, amidst tortures and the fear of death itself, to
confess God, the Lord than, with lacerated bodies, and a spirit departr
than to become
ing, but yet free, to confess Christ, tlie Son of God
If we have not
fellow-sufferers with Christ, in the name of Christ?
Pray then, beloved Cyyet shed our blood, we are ready to shed it.
prian, that the Lord would daily confirm and strengthen each one of
us, more and more, with the power of his might, and that he, as the
best of leaders, would finally conduct his soldiers, whom he has disciplined and proved in the dangerous camp, to the field of battle which
is before us, armed Avith those divine Aveapons Avhich never can be
conquered." *
The hatred of the emperor Avas particularly directed against the
bishops, and perhaps the punishment of death A\'as expressly intended
for them alone.
At the very outset of the persecution, the Roman
bishop Fabianus suffered martyi'dom.
Several of the bishops Avithdrew
from their communities, till the first tempest of the persecution Avas
over.
This course might be an act of Aveakness, if the fear of death,
But they might
threatened first to themselves, impelled them to it.
also be actuated by loftier motives
they might look upon it as their
duty, since their presence served merely to exasperate the pagans, to
contribute, by their temporary absence, to the preservation of the peace
of their flocks, and moreover, so far as was consistent with steadfastness to the faith and the discharge of their pastoral duties, to secure
:

;

;

;

1

Cypnan.

ep. 18.

^

*

Ep. 21.

Luciani ap Cyprian.

*

Ep. 26.
Ephes.

6, 11.
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their

own

church.

lives for tlie future services of their

But such a

step Avas ever liable

communities and of the

to different interpretations,

and the bishops, particularly those in the large capital towns, on whom
all eyes were turned, exposed themselves to many an accusation.
Even
the bishop Cyprian could not escape these censures, when, moved by
the cry of these furious pagan people, who demanded his death, he with
drew, for a period, into a place of concealment. ^ His later conduct, at
least, shows that he knew how to overcome the fear of death, and the
frankness and peace of conscience with which, in a letter to the Roman
" Imchurch, he explains his conduct, clear him from all reproach.^
mediat'Cly," he writes, " on the first commencement of the troubles,
when the people, with furious clamors, had frequently demanded my
death, I retired for a w^hile, not so much out of regard for my own safety, as for the public peace of the brethren, lest the disturbances which

had begun, might be increased by my obstinate presence." This conduct was in accordance with the principles which he recommended to
" Thus our Lord," he says, " commanded
others in all similar cases.^
that, in times of persecution, Ave should give Avay and fly
he prescribed this rule, and followed it himself.
For, as the crown of i^artjT-dom comes from the grace of God, and can only be gained when the
hour for receiving it is arrived, he who retires for a season, Avhile he
.

:

still

remams

true to Christ, denies not the faith, but abides his time."

There was some

difference,

it

other Christians, and of one
ter,

and duties

must be

alloAved,

who had

between the case of

to fulfil toAvards souls Avliich Avere

But Cyprian waived none of

all

the office of a pastor to adminis-

these obligations.

committed

to his care.

He could truly say, that

although absent in the body, yet in spirit he Avas constantly present Avith
hi^ flock, and by counsel and act, endeavored to guide them according
to the precepts of the Lord.^
The letters which he sent from his retirement by means of certain ecclesiastics, through Avhom he maintained a constant correspondence with his people, shoAv hoAv truly he
could say this of himself; how vigilantly he labored to maintain the
discipline and order of his church, and to provide, in every Avay, for
the Avants of the poor, who Avere hindered by the persecution from pursuing their ordinary employments, and for the relief of the prisoners.
The same principles of Christian prudence which moved him to avoid
a momentary danger, were also exhibited in his exhortations to his
flock, Avhich, Avhile they enforced the duty of Christian constancy,
" I beg of
Avarned against every approach to fanatical extravagance.
you," he writes to his clergy,^ " to use all prudence and care for the
preservation of quiet
and if our brethren, in their love, are anxious to
visit those Avorthy confessors whom divine grace has already honored
by a glorious beginning, yet this must be done Avith caution, and not in
croAvds, lest the suspicion of the heathen should be excited, lest our access to them should be Avholly prohibited, and, in our eagerness for too
;

1

The Roman

clergy, ki their letter to the

Clems at Carthage, express themselves with
some doubt on the matter " They had
\eamed Cyjirianum secessisse certa ex can-

quod utique recte fecerit, propterea
quod sit persona insignis." Ep. 2.

sa,

''

:

*

Ep.
Ep.

14.

^

De

14.

^

Ep. 4

lapsis.

;
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much, we should

lose the whole.

Be

careful, then, that, for the greater

matter be managed with due moderation so that even the
presbyters who administer the communion to the prisoners in their
dungeon, may severally take their turns, as well as those deacons who
go to assist ; for, by this alternation of persons and change of visitors,
Indeed, we must in all things,
the thing will be rendered less odious.
mth. meekness and humiUty, as becomes the servants of God, accommodate ourselves to the times, and seek for the preservation of peace
and the best good of the people." He advised his church to regard
" Let each
this persecution as an admonition to the duty of prayer.^
of us," he says, " pray to God, not for himself alone, but for all the
brethren, according to the example which our Lord has given us, where
we are taught to pray, not as individuals, each for himself, but as a common brotherhood, all for all. When the Lord shall see us humble and
peaceful, united among ourselves, and made better by our present sufferings, he will deliver us from the persecutions of ovir enemies."
From a comparison of the letters of Cyprian which belong to this
period, with those of Dionysius of Alexandria, we may conclude, that
a fact to be accounted
the persecution became gradually more severe
for, however, without supposing that any new edict Avas issued by the
emperor Decius. As so many had wavered on the first menace of the
safety, this

;

;

was the more confidently hoped that the Christians
it
might be altogether suppressed without resorting to extremities, If they
were but deprived of their bishops, who constantly inflamed their zeal
The management of the whole matter had, at first, been
for the faith.
intrusted to the city and local magistrates in the several provinces
persons who, from their acquaintance with the individual citizens, best
knew how to approach them, and Avho could find out those means which
were adapted to operate most effectually upon each individual, accordThe
ing to his particular cliaracter and his particular connections.
severest punishments, at first, were imprisonment and exile. But when
it was seen that the hope which had been excited by the first successful result, was disappointed, the proconsuls took the matter into their
own hands and the proceedings against those whose constancy had
been the cause of this disappointment, became more violent, in order
Hunger and
that they might be forced, at least, to yield like the rest.
thirst, the more refined and cruel methods of torture, in some cases the
punishment of death, inflicted even iipon such as were not connected
with the sacred office, were now employed. But it was natural that, in
course of time, men would grow tired of their fury, and the excited
The change, moreover, which took place
passions become cool again.
In the i)rovincial governments, when the old proconsuls and presidents,
with the beginning of the year 251, laid down their office, might, for a
Finally, the attention of
time, have been favorable for the Christians.
Decius himself was more withdrawn from his persecutions of the Christians, by political events of greater importance to him, the insurrection
m Macedonia, and the Gothic war. In this last war, towards the

magistrate,

;

1

Ep.

7.
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close of the year, he lost his Hfe.
The calm which the Christians enjoyed iu consequence of this change, continued under the reign of
Gallus and Volusianus, through a part of the following year, 252. But
a destructive pestilence, which had broken out in the precedmg reign
and was now gradually spreading its ravages through the whole Roman
empire, besides drought and famine in several of the provinces, excited,
as usual, the fury of the populace against the Christians.-^
An imperial edict appeared, requiring all Roman subjects to sacrifice to the
gods, in order to obtain deliverance from so great a public calamity.^
The public attention was again arrested, by observing how many withdrew from these solemnities because they were Christians. Hence

arose

new

persecutions, to increase the

number

of sacrifices, and to

sustain everywhere the declining interests of the ancient religion.

On

the approach of these new trials, the bishop Cyprian wrote a letter
encouragement to the African church of the Thibaritans,^ in which he
" Let no one, my dearest brethren, when he
thus addresses them.
observes how our people are scattered by the fear of persecution, be
disturbed because he no longer sees the brethren together, nor hears
We, who may not shed others' blood, but must
the bishops preach.
be ready to pour out our ow-n, cannot, at such a time, all meet in the
same place together, Wherever it may liappen, in these days, that a
brother is separated awhile from the chin-ch, in body, not in spirit, by
the necessity of the times, let him not be moved by the fearful circumstances of such a flight, nor appalled at the solitude of the desert,
which he may be obliged to make his refuge. He is not alone, who
has Christ for a companion in his flight he is not alone, who, preserving the temple of God inviolate, is not without God, wherever he
may be. And if robber or wild beast fall upon the fugitive in the
if hunger, thirst or cold destroy him
or
desert oi on the mountains
if his flight lead him over the sea, and the storm and waves overwhelm
him still Christ is present, to witness the conduct of his soldier, wherever he fights."
The bishops of the metropolis, under the eye of the emperor, became
for how could it be expected
naturally the first mark for persecution
to put down the Christians in tlie provinces, if their bishops were toleCornelius, who, at the hazard of his hfe, entered on
rated in Rome ?
his office while Decius was yet emperor, was first banished, then condemned to death. Lucius, who had the Christian courage to succeed
him in the office during these perilous times, became his follower also,
soon afterwards, in banishment and in martyrdom.
Yet the wars and the insurrections which occupied the attention of
Gallus, prevented him from prosecuting with vigor any general persecutions in the provinces and these events, which terminated, in the summer of the year 253, with his assassination, at length restored tranquil
lity and peace to the Christians throughout the empire.
The emperor Valerian, in the first year of liis reign, treated the
of

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

See Cyprian's Apology for the Chris-

tians against tlie charges of Demetrianus.
- Cypriani ep. 55 ad Cornel.
Sacriticia,

fjute edicto

bcbatnr.
^

Ep.

56.

proposito celebrare populus ju-
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Christians with unusual clemency indeed, he is said to have had many
But if, at first, he gave himof them about him, hi his own palace.^
self no concern about the affairs of religion, and let things take their
;

any intention, however, of leaving the old state religion
yet the ever increasing multitude of the Christians, whose
influence reached even into his own court, may have been used as an
aro-ument to convince him of the necessity of some stricter measures.
It was manifestly his object, at first, when, in 257, he suffered himself
to be induced to alter his conduct towards the Christians, to check the
advance of Christianity without bloodshed. The churches were only
course, without
to perish,

be deprived of their teachers and pastors, and paiiicularly of their
Thus
Next, the assembling of the churches was prohibited.
the trial was made, whether the end could be accomplished without the
to

bishops.

effusion of blood.

The forms of procedure, in the first j^ersecution under this emperor,
are most clearly presented in the protocols or minutes of examination,

The proconsul Par
Cyprian and Dionysius.
before his tribunal, and thus addressed Mm.
" The emperors Valerian and Gallienus have sent me a rescript, m
which they command, that all who do not observe the Roman religion
shall immediately adopt the Roman ceremonies. I ask, therefore, what
Cypria7i.
"I am a Christian and a
are you? what do you answer?"
bishop.
I know of no other god than the true and only God, who creThis God
ated the heavens, earth and sea, and all that they contain.
we Christians serve to him we pray, day and night, for ourselves, for
Tlie proall men, and for the welfare of the emperors themselves."
" Do you persist, then, in this resolution ?" Cyprian.
'"A
consul.
good resolution, grounded on the knowledge of God, cannot be
in the cases of the bishops

ternus

summoned Cyprian

—

;

—

—

Upon

altered."

this, the

proconsul, in

compUance with the imperial

pronounced upon him the sentence of banishment and at the
same time, having explained to him, that the rescript had reference not
" I
only to the bisho[)S, but also to the presbyters, proceeded thus
edict,

;

:

desire, therefore, to

know

of you,

— "Your

who

the presbyters are

who dwell

in

laws have justly forbidden against
informing therefore I cannot inform you but in the places where
" The questhey preside, you will be able to find them." Proconsul.
this city."

Cyprian.

—

;

;

am

prosecuting the investigation
"As our doctrine forbids
here, in the place where we are." Cyprian.
a man to inform against himself, and it is likewise contrary to your own
but if you seek
rules, so neither can they inform against themselves
for them, you will find them."
The proconsul dismissed him vith the
tion relates to this place.

To-day

I

—

;

declaration, that the assembling of the Christians, in whatsoever place,
and the visiting of Christian cemeteries, were forbidden under pain of

death.

The design, at present, was only to separate the bishops completely
from their churches but spiritual ties are not to be sundered by an}'
earthly power.
We soon find not only bishops and clergy, who con
;

^

See the

letter of

Dionysius of Alexandria, in Eusebius,

1.

VII.

c.

10.
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tinued to be the special objects of persecutions, but also the laitj,
even women and children, subjected to the scourge, and then con

demned to imprisonment, or to labor in the mines. They had piobablj
been seized at the graves, or in the forbidden assemblies.
The bishop
Cyprian was active in providing, from his place of exile at Curubis, for
their bodily and spiritual wants, and in proving his sympathy by words
and deeds of love. On sending them, for their support and for the
relief of their suiFerings, a large sum of money, taken from his own
income and the treasury of tlie chui'ch, he thus addressed them:^ "Li
the mines, the body is i-efreshed not by beds and pillows, but by the
Your limbs, wearied with labor, recline
comforts and joys of Christ.
upon the earth but with Christ, it is no punishment to lie there. If
the outward man is defiled, the inner man is but the more purified by
Your bread is scanty but man lives not by
the spirit from above.
You are in want of clothing,
bread alone, but by every word of God.
but he who has put on Christ, is provided
to defend you from the cold
mth clothing and ornament enough. Even in the fact, my dearest
brethren, that you cannot now celebrate the communion of the Lord's
You celebrate
supper, your faith may still be conscious of no want.
you present God the costliest offering,
the most glorious communion
since the holy scriptures declare, that to God the most acceptable sacYou present yourselves to God
rifice is a broken and a contrite heart.
" Your example," he writes to the
as a pure and holy offering."
clergy, " has been followed by a large portion of the church, who have
United to you by ties of the
confessed and been crowned with you.
strongest love, they Avould not be separated from their shepherds by
dungeons and mines. Even young maidens and boys are with you.
What power do you now possess of a victorious conscience what triumph in your hearts when you can walk through the mines, with imprisoned body, but a heart conscious of the mastery over itself; when
you know that Christ is with you, rejoicing over the patience of his
servants, who, in his own footsteps, and by his own way, are entering
"
;

;

;

;

;

;

kingdom of eternity
The emperor must soon have learned, that nothing could be accomThis local separation could not tear the
plished by such measures.
By letters, by ecclesibishops from their connection with their flocks.
astics, whose travels preserved the means of correspondence, they still
acted upon the churches as if they were in the midst of them, and
Wherever
their state of exile only made them dearer to their people.
they were banished, a little church gathered roiand them so that in
manv countries Avhere the seed of the gospel had never been scattered, it was by such exiles, whose life as Avell as lips bore testimony to
Thus the bishop
their faith, the kingdom of God was first introduced.
Dionysius, who had been banished to a remote district of Lybia, could
say of his exile r^ "We were, at first, persecuted and stoned; but
soon, not a few of the pagans forsook their idols, and turned to God.
It was by us, that the first seed of the divine word was conveyed tc
into the

!

;

1

Ep. 77.

2Easeb.

1.

VII.

c.

11

;
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chat spot;

and, as

if
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God had conducted us thither for
we had fulfilled

purpose, he brought us back again after

this

sole

the com-

mission."

Valerian thought it necessary, therefore, to employ more vigorous
and severe measures to effect a total suppression of Christianitv. In
" Bishops, presbyters
the following year, 258, appeared the edict.
and deacons were to be put to death immediately by the sword
senators and knights were to forfeit their rank and their property,
and if they still remained Christians, to suffer the like punishment
women of condition, after being deprived of their property, were
Those Christians who were in the service of the
to be banished.
slaves and freedmen are, without doubt, particularly intended
palace,"
" who had formerly made profession of Christianity, or now made
here,
such profession, should be treated as the emperor's property, and after
being chained,^ distributed to labor on the various imperial estates."^
From this rescript, it is evident the emperor had it especially in view',
;

—

to

—

dejjnve the Christians of their spiritual heads,

and

to

check the pro-

gress of Christianity hi the higher classes.
Unnecessary ci-uelty did
not enter into his design ; but yet, the people and the governors did
not always stop here, as we ma_^ leani from certain martyr legends of
the time, against the authenticity of

which no valid objection can be

urged.

The Roman bishop Sixtus, and four deacons of his church, were
who suffered martyrdom in consequence of this rescript, on

first

the
the

August, 258.

sixth of

In the jjrovinces, the new' governors had provisionally recalled from
who had been banished under their predecessors, and were
}iow causing them to await in retirement,
where they were obliged to
remain,
the decision of their fate by the new rescript expected from
Rome. Cyprian resided at a secluded villa
the neighborhood of
Carthage, until he heard he was to be conveyed to Utica, there to
suffer the sentence of the proconsul, who for the present happened to
exile those

—

—

m

be residing in that place.

by word and by

It

was

his choice to give his last testimony,

suffering, like a faithful shepherd, in the presence of his

he therefore yielded to the persuasions of his friends, and withfor a while, until the proconsul should return.
From
the place of his concealment, he addressed the last letter to his church.'^
flock

;

drew himself

^ Perhaps,
according
hranded also.

-

The

ate, in

to

one

reading,

emperor to tlie senoriginal, is extant in Cyprian,

Successum

Ut

episcopi et preshyteri et diaconcs in contincnti r.niniadvcrtantur; senatores vero, egrcgii viri et (ihc
second et is doubtless surreptitious,
the
e;rregii viri are the equites themselves, as
the senatores are the clarissimi,) equites
Romani, dignitatc amissa, ctiam bonis spolientur, et si, ademptis facultatibus, Christiani esse perseveravcrint, ca|)ite quoque
mulctentur ; matroms vero. ademptis bonis,
in cxsilium relcgentur; Ca-sariani aulem
rjuicunque vcl iirius confessi fuerant. vel
:

confessi fuerint, confisccntur et vincli
Ca;sarianas ])OS8essiones dcscripti inittantur.
Instead of descripti, (distrilmted,)
another text has, scripti, or inscripti,
hroiukd.
Tliat as early as the persecution
of Decian, Cliristians were branded on the
forehead, may he gathered from a ) assage
in Pontius' Life of Cyprian
Tot confes^oresfrontium notatoriim secnnda inscriptioi e
signatos. Tiieprimainscriptio, namely, the
inscriptio crucis, ,\oy)ftAr//p, (7(tijiiiy)( rov
crnvpov, was that received at baptism. Yet
the position of the words would iietter cor
respond, perhaps, with the common reading
in

rescript of the

tlie

ep. 82, ad.

nunc

—

—

:

^'

Ep. S3,
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"to be persuaded to retire for a
becomes the bishop to confess the Lord in the
place where he presides over the church of the Lord, so that the whole
church may be honored by the confession of their bishop. For whatever proceeds from the lips of the confessing bishop, in the moment of
confession, comes, under the guidance of the divine Spirit, from the
mouths of all. Let me, then, in this secret retirement, await the return
of the proconsul to Carthage, that I may learn from him the commands
of the emperor in relation to the laity and the bishops among the
Christians, and speak whatever it may please the Lord, in that hour,
But do you, my dearest brethren, in conformto cause me to speak.
''I have allowed mjself," he says,

short time, since

it

ity with the directions which, according to the doctrine of the

Lord,

you have often received from me, study to preserve quiet. Let no one
of you lead the brethren into tumults, nor voluntarily give himself up
The only time for any one to speak, is after he has
to the heathen.
been apprehended in that hour, the Lord, who dwells in us, speaks in
At length the proconsul returned and when, on the fourteenth
us."
of September, the fatal sentence was pronounced by him, the last words
^
of Cyprian were, " God be thanked."
;

;

This persecution ended with the reign of its author, when Valerian,
by the unfortunate issue of the war, became, in the year 259, a prisoner in the hands of the Pei-sians, and his son Gallienus, who had already
been associated with him in the government, obtained the sole authority.
With regard to all public affairs, and so, consequently, to the maintenance of the national worship, this prince was more indifferent than
He immediately published an edict, by which he secured
his father.
the Christians in the free exercise of their religion, and commanded
the cemeteries, as well as other buildings and lands belonging to the
churches, which had been confiscated in the preceding reign, to be

He thus recognized the Christian church as a legally existing corporation ; for no other, according to the Roman laws, could hold
restored.

common

property.

Macrianus had usurped the imperial authority in the East
Egypt, it was not till after his overthrow, in the year 261, that
the edict of toleration, by Gallienus, could go into effect in these provHence, Avhile the Christians of the West were already in the
inces.^
enjoyment of repose, the persecutions might still be going on in these
remarkable example which
provinces, under the laws of Valerian.
occurred at this period in Palestine, is mentioned by Eusebius.-'^ Marius,
a Christian soldier of Cnesarea Stratonis, was about to be invested with
Just as he was to receive the centurion's staff,
the office of centurion.

But

and

as

in

A

(the vitis,) another soldier, the next claimant to the office, step})ed
forward and declared that, according to the ancient laws, Marius was
incapable of holding rank in the Roman army, because he was a ChrisUpon this,
tian, and did not sacrifice to the gods and to the emperor.
^

He was condemned

Roraanis

as

inimicus Diis

et sacris legibus.

Euscbius, (I. VII. c. 13, j has nqt preserved the original edict of this emperor,
'^

but the rescript by which the same edict,
after the defeat of Macrianus, was appliei.'
also to Egypt,
^ L. VII. c. 13.
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a delay of three hours was granted to Marius, within which time he
must decide whether he preferred to remain a Christian. Meanwhile

On the one hand, he
the bishop Theotecnus led him into the church.
pointed to the sword, which the centurion wore at his side, and on the
other, to a volume of the gospels, which he held up before him.
He
the military office and the gospel.
was to choose between the two
Without hesitation, Marius raised his right hand, seized the sacred volume. " Now," said the bishop, " hold fast on God, and may you
obtain what you have chosen.
So depart in peace." He bravely confessed, and was beheaded.
By the law of Gallienus an essential change, prolific of consequences,
would necessarily be produced in the situation of the Christians.
The
important step at which many an emperor, still more favorably disposed to Christianity than Gallienus, had hesitated, was now taken.
Christianity was become a religio licita
and the religious party that
threatened destruction to the old state religion and all the institutions
connected with it, had now for once attained a legal existence.
Many
a prince, who at an earlier period, in accordance witli the existing laws,
would have had no scruples in persecuting the Christians, would now
doubtless be shy of attacking a corporation, once established by law.
This was shown directly, in the case of the second successor of Gallienus, Lucius Domitius Aurelian, who became emperor in 270.
Sprung
from a low rank, and educated in pagan superstition, he could be hardly otherwise than hostilely disposed towards the Christians from the
first
for he was not only devoted, with singular fanaticism, to the
Oriental worship of the Sun,
which doubtless would not have prevented him, however, from showing toleration to various other foreign
rites (sacra,)
but he was also in every respect a blind devotee to
the old religion.
The well-being of the state seemed to him closely
;

;

;

—

—

connected with the proper administration of the ancient rites (sacra.)
When on an occasion of threatening danger from a war with German
tribes, certain persons in the Roman senate moved that, according to
the ancient practice, the Sibylline books should be opened and consulted
for advice, other senators replied, that there was no need of having
recourse to them ; the emperor's power was so great, that it was unnecessary to consult the gods.
The matter remained for the present,
and was not called up again till afterwards. But the emperor, who
perhaps had been informed of these proceedings in the Roman senate,
expi-essed his displeasure, and wrote to them, " I am surprised, that
you have hesitated so long about consulting the Sibylline books, as if
you were conducting your deliberations in a Christian church, and not
in the temple of all the gods."^
He called upon them to support him
in every way by the ceremonies of religion
since it was no disgrace
to conquer with the assistance of the gods.
He declared himself
ready to defray all expenses which might be incurred in ofiering every
description of sacrifice, and to furnish captives for that purpose from all
;

^ This language perhaps may have convejed a suspicion that there were several

Christians among the senators themselves,
who had an influence on the deliberations

;
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Human

must have been included.^ We may
emperor was not averse to the sheddmg
of the blood of the Christians in honor of his gods.
He was inclmed
by natural temperament to harsh and violent measures. Yet in the
first years of his reign, he engaged in no persecution of the Christians.
He even showed by his conduct on one occasion, in the third year, that
he recognized the Christian church as a lawfully existing corporation
for a dispute having arisen among the Christians of Antioch, as to the
individual who should be their bishop, the church applied to the emperor himself and submitted it to his arbitration, whether the bisho]) Paul
of Samosata, long since deposed on account of his doctrinal opinions,
but who had found a patroness in Queen Zenobia, now vanquished by
nations.

sacrifices., then,

presume, therefore, that

this

Aurelian, should not at last be compelled to resign his office.
The
emperor decided, that the one should be bishop who was recognized as
such by the bishop of Rome, his own residence.
It was not till the year
275, when busied with warlike enterprises in Thrace, that with a view
perhaps to show his gratitude to the gods, who, in his opinion, had thus
far so signally favored him, and to conciliate their good will for the
future, he resolved to dismiss all farther scruples, and proceed to
severities against the Christians.
But before he could carry his plan
into effect, he Avas assassinated in a conspiracy .^
For more than fifty years, the Christian church remained in this
condition of peace and repose.
Meanwhile, the number of Christians,
in every rank of society, went on increasing.
But without doubt,
among the multitude who embraced Christianity at a time when it
required no sacrifice to be a Christian, not a few were counterfeits,
bringing over with them into the Christian church the vices of paganism.
The outward form of the church underwent a change, with the
increased wealth of its members, and .instead of the simple places of
assembly, splendid churches began to be erected in the large cities.
The emperor Dioclesian, who from the year 284 was the sole ruler, but
soon after 286 shared the sovereignty witli Maximian Herculius,
seemed, at least to outward appearance, no otherwise than tavorable to
the Christians for the stories of persecutions in the earlier years of
this emperor are at variance with the records of authentic history, and
altogether unworthy of credit.
Christians held offices of trust in the
imperial palace.
They were to be found among the principal eunuchs
and officers of the bed-chamber, (cubiculariis ;) although it could not
be fairly presumed, it is true, from this circumstance alone, that the
emperor was governed by any special regard for the Christians,
since
from an early period, Christians had been members of the Caesarian
household, (Caesariani,)
and if but one individual were such, his zeal
and prudence might have a great influence in bringing the majority of
;

—

—

1

Flav. Vopisc.

c.

20.

Eusebius says, in Iiis History of the
Church, that Aurelian died as he was upon
the point of subscribing an edict against
the Christians.
In the book, De mortibus
persecutorum, it is said, the edict had already been issued, but could not reacli the
2

more

distant provinces until after the death
Others represent the perof the emperor.
secution as having already begun. But it
is most probable, that the report of Eusebius, who says the least, contains the truth,
and the rest was added through exaggeration
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associates to

embrace Christianitv, or
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causing that none but

Christians should be chosen to these offices.

The chief chamberlain (praepositus cubiculariorum) Lucianus "was
probably one of this class, a man in high favor with his prince, and to
whom Thconas, bishop of Alexandria, imparted mvxch wise counsel as
to the management of his office, in a letter which has come down to
our times. ^
He exhorts him to assume nothing to himself, because
many in the palace of the emperor had been brought through him to
the knowledge of the truth but rather to thank God, who had used him
as the instrument of so good a work, and given him great authority
with the emi)eror, in order that by his means the reputation of the
Christian name might be promoted.
If he recommends to him the
greater zeal and prudence, inasmuch as the emperor, though not a
Christian himself,^ yet entrusted to Christians, as his most faithful
servants, the care of his life and person, still we ought not to infer too
much from an expression of this kind, as to the emperor's favorable
opinion of Christianity.
The bishop allowed himself, without doubt,
;

to transfer the judgment of his own mind to that of the emperor ; indeed, this would seem natural from the fact that many who had entered
into the service of the palace as pagans, had been converted by the

influence of this Lucian.
In case the charge over the imperial library
should be committed to any one of the Christian chamberlains,^ this, it
was represented, w^ould be a very important occiirrence the favored
individual was exhorted to take advantage of the oj/jiortunity thus
afforded him, to render the emperor favorably disposed towards Christ;

He should not show contempt for pagan literature, but let it
be seen that he was a proficient in it
should praise it, and use it for
the emperor's entertainment.
Only at times he should introduce some
notice of the sacred scriptures, and endeavor to lead the emperor to

ianity.

;

remark their superiority. It might so happen in the course of converwould be mentioned in that case, it might be gTadnally shown, that he is the only true God.*
So important did it seem

sation, that Christ

;

letter was first published in the
of D'Archery's Spieileii-ium, f. 297,
rtiid r(M)riutf(l in (Jnlland's Bibl. patr. T.
IV. It cannot be certainly ascertained, it
must be allowed, icho the emperor was that
is s])oken of in this letter, nor vviio the bishop Tbeonas was, l)y whom it was written,
li states how Cinnstianity was <rlorified by
tiic ixMsecutions, iiow its difl'nsion was pro1

This

3(1 vol.

moted by

and finally, how peace was
church by good princes. Persecutionum procellis velut auruin in fornace
e.xpurgatum enituit et ejus Veritas ac celsitudo masjis semper ac magis splemlent, ut
jam, pace per bonum principem ecclesiis
concessa, Christianorum opera etiam coram
tliom.

.^ranted to

tlie

infidelibus luceant.

understand

By

this prince

we might

Constantine; but if he were
intended, the immediately preceding persecution of Dioclesian would doubtless have
been more distinctly noticed. If this had

been written subsequently to the final triumph of Christianity, which follower! tho
Dioclesian persecution, the author assuredly would not have employed so indistinct a
phraseology as Quia nos maleficos olim et
:

omnibus
pr/iicijus

flagitiis

refcrtos

putaverunt.

On

voiinulU priori-t
the otlier hand,

tiiese words suit well to the times of Dioclesian.
Moreover, the situation of the
emperor, which is here the subject of discourse, appears by no means such as would

the case of Constantine, especi.-ilhe had become master of the East,
The expression, "pacem concedore," is so
general, that it might lie properly applied
a]»iily to

ly after

to the tranquil situation
tians owed to Dioclesian.
^ princei)s,

adscriptus.
^ For the librarian
*

which the Chris-

nondum Christians

religioni

was still a pagan.
Insurgcrc poterit Christi mentio. Expli-
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the wise bishop to warn against an intemperate zeal, which, by aim
much at once, might occasion more injury than advantage.

to

ing at too

To Roman statesmen

the thought would naturally present

itself,

that

emperor stood intimately connected with the old national worship, and that it was impossible to restore the one without the other.
Now, as it was Dioclesian's wish to
bring back the ancient splendor of the Roman empire, it might appear
to him necessary for this purpose, to infuse life into the old religion now
fast going to decay, and to destroy that foreign faith which was constantly extending itself on every side, and threatening to acquire the
sole dominion.
In an inscription belonging to a somewhat later date,
where the emperor boasts of having suppressed Christianity, it is
brought as a charge against the Christians, that they were ruining the
state. 1
In the edict whereby Galerius put an end to the persecution
of which he was himself the author, he declared that it had been the
intention of the emperors to reform and correct everything according to
the ancient laws and constitution of the Roman state.^
We are not to
believe, therefore, that the cause which held back this emperor from a
persecution in which, on the grounds that have just been mentioned, he
might have been induced to engage at a still earlier period, was any
recognition of human rights and of the limits of the civil power in matters of conscience, to which the earlier Roman emperors had been
How entirely foreign to the views of Dioclesian was a
strangers.
recognition of this kind, is evinced by the principles he avows in a law
though it ma}^ be
directed against the Manichi^an sect, A. D. 296
that the ancient political glory of the

;

admitted, that he entertained towards this sect a peculiar aversion, on
account of its having arisen among his enemies the Persians.^ "• The
immortal gods have, by their providence, arranged and established what
Many wise and good men are agreed that this should be
is right.
They ought not to be opposed. No new relimaintained unaltered.
since it is the greatest of
gion must presume to censure the old
crimes, to overturn what has been once established by our ancestors,
Would not the principles here
and what has supremacy in the state."
avowed, necessarily make Dioclesian also an enemy and persecutor of
;

Christianity

But

?

*

during so long a period, he could never bring himself to the
resolution of openly becoming such, some counteracting cause must
have been at work on the other side. Beside the influence of the
Christians more or less immediately about his person, he may have
been induced to hesitate by reasons similar to those which, in the work,
if,

cabitur paulatira ejus sola divinitas. Omnia
haec cum Christi adjutorio provenire possent.

rem publicam evertebant.
Nos quidem vohieramus juxta leges
eteres et publicam disciplinam Romanofum cuncta corrigere.
1

Christiani, qui

^

3 This edict, known already to Hilarius,
author of the Commentary on the Epistles
of St. Paul, bears every internal mark of
genuineness; and no motive can be ira-

agined, either in pagan or Christian, for
faiiricating it.
Tlie diifusion of that sect,
at this earlier period, in Africa, which is
pre-supposed in the edict, is a thing by no
means impossible,
* Neque reprehendi a nova vetus religio
Maximi enim criminis est, redeberet.
tractare quae seinel ab antiquis tractata et
definita sunt, statum et cursum tenent et
possident.
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said afterwards to have

urged against

the proposition of his son-in-law Galerius, in the conference at Nicomedia,

—

namely, that the Christians, after
soon to be more particularly noticed
a long period of time, had at length become a lawfully existing religious
community that they were widely diifused through every part of the
;

;

that there w^ould be a profuse shedding of blood,

and the public
might easily be disturbed and finally, that the efiusion of
blood had hitherto served rather to advance Christianity than to procure
Anxious as Dioclesian might be to raise up the old
its subversion.
Roman religion, yet assuredly he would never have overcome these
scruples, if he had not been hurried on by some more powerful influence.
The pagans could not but see, that the time when their ancient ceremonies must cease and the hated Christian become predominant, was
fast approaching
and they niust have expended every effort to prevent
the decisive crisis.
The pagan party, to which belonged statesmen,
priests, self-styled philosophers, such as Hierocles,^ needed only a powerful instrument to carry their schemes into execution.
Such a one
they found in Dioclesian's son-in-law, the Csesar, Caius Galerius Maximian.
This prince had raised himself from obscurity by his warlike
talents.
Educated in the blind superstition of paganism, he was
devoted to his religion, and moreover made great account of sacrifices
and divinations. Wlienever he performed these ceremonies in time of
war, where Christian officers were present, the latter were used to sign
themselves with the cross, the symbol of Christ's victory over the kingempire

;

tranquillity

;

;

dom of darkness, in order to protect themselves against the influence
of those hostile (demoniacal) powers, whose agency, as they supposed,
was

visibly manifested in the

Now

as the

notion, a

work

pagan worship.

Christians saw in paganism, not a barely subjective
of human imagination or fraud, but a real outward

power, hostile to Christianity f so the pagans beheld, after their manner,
in Christianity, such a power in relation to the operations and appearances of their own gods
and the pagan priests might say the sign
of the cross, hateful to the gods, keeps them from being present and
from manifesting themselves at the sacrifices and other rites consecrated
;

:

to their service.^

Not tlie author of the Commentary on
Golden Verses.
When the triumph of Christianity was
already decided, and paganism no longer

fiovaq rovg ruv Kara no?i.eic ;t;p;/0T>7/"'(Jv
aiTiovr, ttIuvtjv Jt' Kal andnji' uv^pCov yoi]-

presented

presents itself to us, particularly when we
compare the following passages Lactant.
Institut. 1. IV. c. 27 de mortibus persecuto
rum, c. 10; and Eiiscli. vit. Constiintin. 1. II.
In the ])a>sai:e first mentioned, it is
c. 50.
said: Cum Diis suis immolant, si assistat
aliquis signatam frontcm gcrens, sacra nullo modo litant.
Nee responsa potest consultus reddere vates.
Et ha3c stepe causa
])r;\j(ipua justitiam pcrsequendi malis regibus fuit. Arusjiiccs conquerentes, profa-

^

the

^

as so formidable a jiower
the Christian consciousness;
namely, in the fourth century,
another
view of the matter could be admitted, and
Eusebius of Ca?sarea conld say. that the
pagan art of divination ought to be traced,
not to the influence of the gods, nor even
to demons, but to human fraud, which was
sufficient to account for the whole.
After
having spoken of the deceptive arts of pagan priests and magicians, exposed in the
limcs of the Emperor Constantine, he says:
Tavra^di] tic Kai ttXh'iu tovtup (tl avvdyuv, elnoi uv /n/j Stole dvai, /iTjSi fi//v (iaiin

life,

VOL.

itself,

to

I.

—

10

Euseb. Prseparat. evangel. 1. IV. c. 2.
This is the view of the matter which

tCov.
'^

:

;

nos homines sacris intcrcsse, egerunt prin
cipcs suos in furorem.
Triui, it might be
said, the Christians had only transfeiTod
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Tliere were,

up

to this time,

many

Christians connected with the mil

and lower ranks and thej as yet had
never been compelled to do any thing contrary to their conscience.
This is evident, not only from Eusebius' narrative, but from a particular incident worthy of being noticed, Avhich took place in 295.^
At
Teveste, in Numidia, a young man, Maximilianus, was brought before
Immediately as
the proconsul, as a proper subject for military duty.
he came up, and was about to be measured, to see if his size tallied
itarj service, both in the higher

,

;

with the standard of the service, he exclaimed, " I cannot serve as a
soldier ; I cannot do what is wrong ; I am a Christian." The proconsul
took no notice of these words, but calmly ordered him to be measured.
Being found of the standard height, said the proconsul to him, without
noticing his confession of Christianity, " Take the badge of the service,^
and be a soldier." The young man replied, "I shall take no such
badge I wear already the badge of Christ, my God." Hereupon said
the proconsul, who was a pagan, with a sarcastic threat, " I shall pres" Would you but do that," said the
ently send you to your Christ."
Without further
youth, "you would confer on me the highest honor."
remark, the proconsul directed the leaden badge of the service to be
hung round his neck. The young man resisted, and in the ardor of
his youthful faith, exclaimed, " I accept not the badge of the service
of this world, and if you hang it about me, I shall break it off, for it is
useless. I cannot wear this lead on my neck, after having once received
the saving token of my Lord, Jesus Christ, whom you know not, but
who has suffered for our salvation." The proconsul endeavored to explain to him, that he might be a soldier and a Christian at the same
that, in truth. Christians were to be found, performing military
time
service without scruple, in the body guard of all the four Caesars, DioBut
clesian, Maximian Herculius, Constantius Chlorus and Galerius.
as the youth of one and twenty years could not consent to yield up his
own conviction to the example of others, he Avas sentenced to death ;'
;

;

their

own

sul)jcctive point of

view

the

to

and the legend rcs))ecting the origin of this persecution had thus arisen but
we have no good reason whatever to call in
question this explanation, derived from the
very life of the times, and which answers
paLjans,

;

to the views
other, of both

mutually conditioning each
Cliristians and pagans, with

regard to the relation of their respective

one another. Thus
the Christians appeal to the testimony of
their adversary, Porphyry, to show that by
the power of Christianity the influence of
those demoniacal powers in paganism was
hindered for Porphyry complains, that a
pestilence in some city or other, could not
be arrested, because the appearance and
healing influence of Esculapius was scared
away by the worship of Jesus. Porphyry's
language, in his book against Christianity,
Nwi Jj T^avfiuCovaiv, el tois as follows
aovTutv kruv KaT€i?i,rj(ps rr/v Tr62,tv rj votxog,
'XcfKXrjmov fiiv £TriS7ifiia(; Kol ruv d/lXwv
3tCjv fij/Ksr' ol'crjg.
'h]aoh yap Ttfiufitvw

religious positions to

:

:

nhdejuuc tl^ dsrov drtfioGiag bijiETina^rjrn^i^Tn.
Euseb. Prceparat. evangel. 1. V. c. 1.
i
The time can be definitely determined,
since the mention of the consuls in the
actis Maximiliani, a report drawn up by an
eye witness, furnishes a certain cin-onological
-

datum,
Signacuhim

militise.

He

received his sentence to death with
an ex])ression of thanks to God. To the
Christians around, he said, when he was
led away from the midst of them to cxecudearest brethren, strive with all
tion,
your power, that you may attain to the
"vision of the Lord, and that he may bestow
^

'"

My

on you also such a crown." And he begged
who would not persuade him
his father,
conscience,
reto do contrary to his

—

—

garding him with a joyful face, to present
the new garment which he caused to be
made for liim on his entrance into the milltarv service, to the soldier who was to exfr
cute the sentence of death on him.
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nothing was said of his Christianity, but only his
mihtary service assigned, as the reason for his punishHere, then, is good evidence, that the soldiers also could still
ment.^
openly profess Christianity, and that, if they only did their duty in other
respects, they were not compelled to take any part in the pagan cereyet, in the sentence,

refusal to do

monies.

Only a few years elapsed, however, after this occurrence, when the
ReUgious and political motives induced Galerius, in
the first place, to remove from the armj^ all that refused to sacrifice.
It was easy for him to bring it about, that an order should be sent to
Perthe army, requiring every soldier to join in the sacrificial rites.
case was altered.

haps the celebration of the third lustrum since the elevation of Maximianus Herculius to the dignity of C^sar and Augustus,^ was chosen
it beas a befitting occasion for issuing such an order to the army
ing a festival usually celebrated with sacrifices and sacrificial banquets,
Many gave
in which all the soldiers were now required to take a part.
in their commissioiis,^ and soldiers of all ranks, from the highest to the
lowest, quitted the service, that they might remain steadfast to their
pei'hajis none except
faith.
Only a few were sentenced to death,
where some peculiar circumstances of the case furnished a pretext, at
least in appearance, not only for dismissing them from the service as
Christians, but also for punishing them as guilty of treason
Such as
were not careful to express in moderate language and behavior their
honest indignation at the unrighteous demand, might easily be represented, according to the military code, as refractory subjects. We have
an illustration of this in the case of Marcellus the centurion, who was
connected with the army at Tingis, (now Tangiers,) in Africa.
While the legion was celebrating the festival in honor of the Csesar,
after the pagan fashion, with sacrifices and banquetings, the centurion
Marcellus rose up from the soldier's table, and throwing down his staff
of office, his belt and arms, exclaimed, " From this moment I cease to
serve your emperor as a soldier.
I despise the worship of your gods
of wood and stone, which are deaf and dumb idols.
Since the service
involves the obligation of sacrificing to the gods and to the emperors,
I throw down my staff and belt, renounce the standards, and am a
soldier no longer." *
The tAvo facts were now put together, that Marcellus had publicly cast off the badges of the service, and that he had
indulged, before all the people, in abusive language towards the gods
and the emperors. For this he was condemned to death.
These were the first premonitory signs of the persecution. Dioclesian, for several years, could not be induced to proceed any farther.
At length, in the winter of the year 303, Galerius came to Nicomedia,
in Bithynia, on a Adsit to his aged and infirm father-in-law, who was
already meditating to retire from the government.
On this occasion
Galerius employed every art of persuasion, seconded by many zealoua
;

—

—

^

Eo quod

indevoto animo sacramentum
gladio animadverti pla-

militiae recusaverit,
cuit.
^

Dies natalis Cajsaris.

As

Eusebiiis relates, 1. VIII. c. 4.
Ecce, projicio vitem et cingulum, r«
nuntio signis et militare recuse.
^

*
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pagans among the state

officers, to bring about a general persecution
Dioclesian finally yielded
and one of the great
pagan festivals, the Terminalia, Avhich occurred on the 23d of February, was selected for the onslaught.
At the first dawn of day, the
magnificent church in that city, then the imperial residence, was broken
open, the copies of the Bible found in it were burned, and the whole

of the Christians.

;

church abandoned to plunder and then
was pubhshed an edict, to the following

The next day,
" All assembling of the
Christians, for the purpose of religious worship, was forbidden ; the
Christian churches were to be demolished to their foundations
all
manuscripts of the Bible should be burned those who held places of
honor and rank, must either renounce their fiiith or be degraded in
judicial proceedings, the torture might be used against all Christians,
of whatsoever rank
those belonging to the lower walks of private life,
were to be divested of their rights as citizens and freemen Christian
slaves were to be incapable of receiving their freedom, so long as they
remained Christians."
To what extent Christians in humble life were
to lose the enjoyment of their rights, was not clearly defined, but free
scope left for a})plying the law to particular cases.
It is rendered certain, by the edict in which the emperor Constantino afterwards annulled
all the consequences which resulted from this persecution in the East,
that in some instances free born Christians were made slaves, and put
to the lowest and most degrading servile employments, for which they
were the least suited by their former habits of life.^
Clu'istian of noble rank suffered himself to be hurried, by his
inconsidei'ate zeal, into a violation of that precept of the gospel which
enjoins respect towards all in authority.
He openly tore down the
edict, and rending it contemptuously, exclaimed, " Victories announced
again over the Goths and Sarmatians
The emperor treats the Christians, his OAvn subjects, no better than the conquered Goths and SarmaWelcome was the occasion thus furnished by the delinquent
tians."
to destruction.
effect

:

;

;

:

;

;

A

I

himself, for

condemning him

to death, not as a Christian,

but as a

vio-

lator of the imperial majesty.

The impression produced by this
Euseb. vit. Constantin. 1. II. c. 32, et seq.
arrive at the fullest knowledge possible
of what this edict contained, it is necessary
to compare the two incomplete and inaccurate reports of it in Eusebius, (hist, eccles.
1. VIII. c. 2,) and in the book de Mortib.,
as also the translation of Rufinus.
The
prohibition of assemblies for religious worship is not expressly mentioned, indeed, in
any one of these places; but from the nature of the case, it is tacitly imi)licd by the
1

To

edict itself.
But it is clear, also, from the
credible and official records of this first period of the persecution in Proconsular Africa, that such a prohibition was positively
The most obscure is the pasexpressed.
sage in Eusebius, respecting the true meanwhich
of
there has been no little dising
pute Toi>c iv olKeriaic el Itl iiriuivouv iv
:

edict

must have been the more

ry tov XpiariavLauov

ter-

TrpoT&eaet, elevd-epiac,

aTepda^ai. By ev oiKtriaic, nothing else
can be understood, according to tlie usage
of the language, than men of the laboring
class, slaves.
To bring meaning into the
passage, therefore, we must look round for
some other interpretation of the word caei;i^fp^'a than that which first presents it.;elf. By
the phrase, " deprived of their freedom,"
might be understood, "thrown into chains
and imprisoned." See above, p. 139, the
edict of Valerian against the Cajsarianos.
It is the safest course, however, to follow
Eufinus, who might have seen the original
edict: "Si quis servorum permansisset
Christianas, libertatem consequi non posIf this is right, the translation of
set."
Eusebius, it must be admitted, was very
defective.

—
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inasmuch as it became kno^\'n, in many of the provinces, near the
time of the Easter festival, and in several districts on the very day of
It is quite evident that the plan now was, to extirpate ChrisEaster.^
rific,

There was something novel in the imdertaking
from the root.
It differed from
deprive the Christians of their rehgious writings.
the mode of proceeding in the former persecutions, when it was hojjed
tianity
to

by removing away their teachers and guides. The
importance of these documents, as a means of preserving and propagating the Christian faith, must now have been understood. And there
can be no doubt that the destruction of every copy of the Bible, had
such a thing been possible, would have proved more effectual than the
removal of those living witnesses of the faith, whose example served
On the
only to call forth a still greater number to supply their place.
other hand, coidd the plan have been carried out, to destroy every existing copy of the scriptures, the very source would have been cut off,
from Avhich true Christianity and the life of the church was ever
Let preachers of the gosfreshly springing mth unconquerable vigor.
it was all to no purpose, so long
pel, bishops and clergy, be executed
to sujtpress the sect

;

by which new teachers could always be formed, remained
The transmission of Christianity was
hi the hands of the Christians.
not, in itself, it is true, inseparably and necessarily connected with the
as this book,

Written, not on tables of stone, but on the

letter of the scriptures.

liv-

human

ing tablets of the heart, the divine doctrine, once. lodged in the

preserve and propagate itself through its own divine power.
to those manifold sources of corruption in human nature,
Christianity, without the well-spring of scripture from which it could
ever be restored back to its purity, would, as all history teaches, have
been soon overwhelmed, and have become no longer recognizable under
the load of falsehoods and corruptions.
Yet how was it possible for
the arbitrary human will to succeed in actually executing this cunningly devised means for the suppression of Christianity ?
How could
the arm of despotism, though disregarding all private rights, yet reach

soul, could

But ex[iosed

so far as to grasp

and destroy every existing copy, not oidy of those

scriptures which were deposited in the churches, but also in so
private dwellings

?

The

kingdom of

blind policy of the

lies

is

many
ever

true to its character, in imagining that nothing can escape its investigation,
1

and

that,

by

fire

and sword,

Eusebius and Rufinus place the publimonth of March,

cation of the edict in the

which harmonizes well with

its

tirst

publi-

caiion at the imperial residence. Niconiedia.

In Egypt, according to Coptic accounts, it
was jiublished on the first of Parmuthi, i. e.
by Ideler's tables, the 27th of March;
wliich also harmonizes with the rest.
See
Zocga Catalog, codd. Copt. Romie, 1810,
f. 25.
the
or
fragments of the Coptic acta
Martynim, published by Georgi, Romae,
1793, Priefat. lO'J, where Georgi propoBes an unnecessary emendation, and other
passages.
AVhen these Coptic accounts,
however, which contain a good deal that is

it

can destroy what

is

protected by

fabulous, represent the persecution as fol
lowinjx immediately after the victory over
the Persians, to express Dioclesian's thanks
to the gods for the success of his arms, this
must be an anarhronism; unless the first persecution among the soldiers was confounded with this second one. What is stated in
these Coptic records, about the cause of the
viz. that a Christian metropersecution,
politan had released the son of the Persian

—

King, Sapor,

him

who had been committed

to

for safe keeping, hardly

admits of being

way with

the history aj

reconciled in any

known

to us.
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a higher power and necessity.
The infatuated zeal for the preservation of the old religion proceeded to such length with many, that thej
would fain have seen burnt with the holy scriptures of the Christians,
some of the noblest monuments of their own ancient literature that
they were for having every thing destroyed which could be used by
Christians as a testimony against paganism, and as a means of transi;

tion to their

own

They

faith.

called for a law, ordering the

destruc-

which did such good service for the
Christians. 1
It may be easily conceived that, where individuals of this
stamp, or men who would sooner do too much than too little to gain the
emperor's favor, were found among the governors and provincial magistrates, there would exist already, in the executing of this first edict
for the surrender of the scriptures and the suspension of all assemblies
for religious worship, an occasion for the exercise of every species of
oppression and cruelty towards the Christians,
especially as by this
same edict. Christians of all ranks and conditions were liable to the
tion of all the writings of antiquity

—

torture in judicial investigations.

But there were, also, magistrates of an entirely different temper,
who endeavored to soften, as far as possible, the rigor of these measui-es,
and executed them with as much lenity as they could, Avithout a manifest infraction of the imperial edict.
They very willingly allowed
themselves to be deceived or even suggested means of evading the
edict, by an apparent compliance with its requisitions.
Mensurius,
;

bishop of Carthage, had taken the precaution to remove all manuscripts
of the Bible from the church at Carthage to his own house, as a place
of greater security, leaving behind only the writings of heretics. When
the search-officers arrived, they seized the latter, asking no further
questions.
These, too, were religious writings of the Christians,
and
nothing was said in the edict as to what sacred writings were intended,
nor of what Christian party.
But certain senators at Carthage took
pains to expose the artifice to the proconsul Annubenus, and advised
him to cause search to be made in the house of the bishop, where the

—

—

whole would be found.
Avho, it should seem,
But the proconsul,
therefore, was willing to be deceived,
declined to follow the advice.^
When Secundus, a Numidian bishop, refused to surrender the sacred
scriptures, the officers of police demanded if he would not give them
then some useless fragments, or any thing he pleased.^ Such, very probably, may have been the meaning, also, of the proconsul's legate, when
he repeatedly put the question to the Numidian bishop Felix, " Why

—

do you not give up your useless wi-itings?"*
This is said by the North-African writer,
Arnobius, who in these times composed in
defence of Christianity, his disputationes
adversns gentes. Lib. III. c. 7 Cum alios
audiam mussitare indiynanter et dicere:
oportere, per Senatum aboleantur ut hajc
scripta, quibus Christiana religio comprobetur et vetustatis opprimatur auctoritas.
1

:

Arnobius rem.arks,

in objection to this proIntercipcre scripta et publicatam
velle submergere lectionem, non est Deos

posal:

So the question of the

defendere sed veritatis testificationem timere.
Augustin. brevicul. collat. c. Donatistis
d. III. c. 13.
Optat. Milev., ed. du Pin,
'^

p. 174.
^ Aliqiia lK,3o2,a
*

aut quodcunque.
Quare scripturas non tradis supervaco-

doubtless with intentional ambiguity, so
that the words might be understood in the
sense, that all the sacred writings of the
Christians were useless.

as,

^
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prsetorian prefect to Felix, the African bishop,

—

"

Why

do you not sur

or perhaps you have none ;" was evirender the sacred writings ?
suggest
the desired reply.
dently shaped with a view to
This critical and trying period brought to light both good and e\'il
The weak faith, the false zeal of enin the great body of Christians.
thusiastically excited feelings, and the true mean of genuine, evangelical good sense, were both discernible in the different modes of behavior.
Some yielded to the fear of torture and death, and gave up their copies
of the Bible, which were immediately committed to the flames in the
These, who passed by the name of Traditores,
public marketrplace.
Others
and examwere excluded from the fellowship of the church.
ples of this class we find particularly in North Africa, where a certain
leaning to enthusiasm belonged to the native temperament of the peochallenged tli© pagan magistrates to do their office, and courted
ple
martyrdom with a fanatic zeal. Such persons declared, without being
asked, that they were Christians, that they had copies of the sacred
or they
scriptures, but that they would surrender them on no accoimt
disdainfully spurned those means of evasion which were offered to them
by humane magistrates. They refused to comply with the suggestions
of those who were desirous of executing the imperial ordinance only in
form, and who Avould have them surrender other writings instead of the
They imagined that they ought to follow the example of EleaBible.
zer, 2 Maccab. 6, who would not even seem to eat of the swine's
There were others again, who, oppressed with debts, or conflesh.
scious of grave transgressions, either wanted to rid themselves of a life
that was burdensome to them in an honorable and seemingly pious
manner, or sought in martyrdom an exjiiation of their sins or who
were ambitious of the honor which would be }iaid them by the brethren
in the cells of their prison, or greedy of the gifts which they might
hope to receive there .^ Among the bishops themselves, there were individuals who ajjplauded every mode of confessing the faith, and gave
countenance to that fanatic zeal by which they were seized themselves.

—

—

'

;

;

Others endeavored to unite, to steadfastness in the faith, Christian prudence and sobriety,
and at the head of these stood the Bishop Men
surius, of Carthage.
He would not consent to it, that such persons as
had themselves invited the pagan magistrates to do their worst, in the
way above mentioned, should be honored as martyrs. In these opposite tendencies of the religious spirit here manifested, we may discern
the germ of those divisions which broke out in the church of North
Africa, after peace from without had been once more restored.
Let us now proceed as before, to contemplate in detail, some examples, derived from authentic sources, of the power of Christian faith
and the intrepidity of Christian courage.
In an inland town of Numidia, a band of Christians,
among whom was a lad in the tendercst

—

—

See the acta Felicis in Kiiinart.
Vid. Aiirrustin. brevicul. collat. c. DoDatistis, d. III. c. 13, T. IX. opp. ed. Benedictin. f. ."ies
Quidani farinorosi argueban-

vel

tionis

dobitis vita, vel

:

tur et

fisci

debitores, qui ocoasione persecu-

onerosa niultis
purgare se putarent et quasi

carere vellent

^

'•^

abluere facinora sua, vel certe adquirer«
et in custodia deliciis perfrui
De obscquio Cliristianorum.

pecuniam

—
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were seized in the house of a church-readei", where they had
assembled under the direction of a presbyter, for the purpose of reading the scriptures and celebrating the communion. They were brought
to Carthage, to be arraigned before the tribunal of the proconsul, singSeveral of them were
ing hymns to the praise of God all the way.
put to the torture, for the purpose of drawing confessions from the rest.
One of them exclaimed, in the midst of his sufferings, " Ye are wrong,
unhappy men ; you lacerate the innocent. We are no murderers,
we have never defrauded any man.
God, have pity! I thank
thee,
Lord,
give me power to suffer in thy name.
Deliver thy
servants out of the prison of this world
I thank thee, and yet am
unable to thank thee,
to glory
I thank the God of the khigdom.
It appears,
the eternal, the imperishable kingdom
Lord, Christ,
we are Christians, we are thy servants thovx art our hope." While
he thus prayed, the proconsul said to him, " You should have obeyed
He replied, with a strong spirit, though in
the law of the emperor."
a weak and exhausted body, " I reverence only that law of God which
For this law, I am willing to die. In this law, I am
I have learned.
There is no other." In the midst of his tortures,
made perfect.
Christ! I praj thee, have compassion,
another cried out, " Help,
give me power to sufpreserve my soul, that it fall not into shame.
fer."
To the reader in whose house the assembl}'- was held, said the
proconsul, " You ought not to have received them." He replied, under
the rack, "I could not do otherwise than receive my brethren." "But
the emperor's command," said the proconsul, " should have been of
more consequence to you." " God," he replied, " is greater than the
" Have you in your house," demanded the proconsul,
emperor."
"any sacred writings?" " Such have I," he replied, "but they are
Among the other prisoners was a Christian maiden,
in my heart."
named Victoria, whose father and brother were still pagans. The
brother, Fortunatianus, had come for the purpose of persuading her to
When she
renounce her religion, and thus procuring her release.
steadfastly declared that she was a Christian, her brother pretended
But said she, " Tlds is my mind,
that she was not in her right mind.
and I have never altered it." The proconsul asked her if she would
" No," she repHed, " for I am a Christian,
not go with her brother.
and they are my brethren who obey God's commands." As to the lad,
Hilarianus, the proconsul supposed he would be easily intimidated by
threats ; but even in the child, the power of God proved mighty "Do
what you please," he re})lied " I am a Christian."^
The persecution once begun, it was im|)ossible to stop half-way. The
first measures failing of their object, it became necessary to go farther.
the second
'J'he first step against the Christians was the most difficult
Certain occurrences, moreover, had happened, which
did not linger.
yeara,

—

—

—

—
—

—

!

!

;

;

;

;

1 Tiie
sources are the Acta Satuniini,
Dativi et alioram in Africa. Bahiz Miscell.
T. II. Ruinart, in the above cited collecIt is true, the report has
tion of Du Pin.
not been preserved in its simple, original

form

;

but with an introduction, running

n marks,

and a oonchision, written by some
Donatist. Yet the acta jjroconsuhiria. which
form the ground-work, may still be easilj
recognized.

^
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placed the Christians in a more unfavorable light, or wluch at least
fire broke out in the impecould easily be turned to that account.
rial palace of Nicomedia: it was quite natural to ascribe such an
and the accuoccurrence to the desire of revenge in the Christians,
sation may have had its good grounds, without involving ui the disgrace
Among so large a number
the whole Christian church of that period.
of Christians, there might perhaps have been some who allowed them-

A

—

urged on by passion, which they excused to themselves
under the plea of religion, to forget thus f;ir what manner of spiiit became them as disciples of Christ. Certain it is, however, that this
The sencharge against the Christians could never be substantiated.
sitive author of " God's Judgments on the Persecutors," maintains that
the fire was kindled by Galerius himself, to give him an opportunity of
a statement that cannot be received on such
accusing the Christians,
authority alone.
The emperor Constantine ascribes the fire to lightThe truth is, as Eusening, and looks upon it as a judgment of God.
enough
bius candidly admits, the real cause was never ascertained,
that the Christians were accused of conspiring against the emperors,
and multitudes of them thrown into prison, without discrimination of
The most cruel torthose who were or were not liable to suspicion.
but
tures were resorted to, for the purpose of extorting a confession
in vain.
Many were burned to death, beheaded or drowned. It is
tnie, that fourteen days after, a second fire broke out, which, however,
was extinguished without damage, so that the supposition becomes certainly more probable that it was the work of an incendiary.
selves to be

—

—

;

Some

disturbances which, soon after this event, arose in

Armenia

and Syria, afforded nev/ occasion of political jealousy against the Cluistians.
It was intimated that the clergy, as the heads of the party,
were particularly liable to suspicion and under this pretext, the edict
was issued, which directed that all of the clerical order should be seized
and thrown in chains. Thus in a short time the prisons were filled
with persons of this class.
It is seen on various occasions, how strong
was the inclination to fasten upon the Christians charges of a political
character
nor Avere the Chnstians always careful to avoid every even
seeming ground for such charges as their enemies we^'e seeking to bring
agahist them.
A young Christian from Egypt, who had been apprehended at Cassarea in Palestine, being asked of what country he was,
by the Roman proconsul, replied, "I am of Jerusalem, which lies tow;

;

ards the rising sun, the city of the saints,"
The Roman, who perhaps
was not aware, in his ignorance, that even such a place existed as the
earthly Jerusalem, which might be known to him only by its Roman

—

name, iElia Capitolina,
and who was still more ignorant of the heavenly Jerusalem,
immediately concluded that the Christians had
founded somewhere in the East a city, which they intended to make
the central point of a general insurrection.
The matter appeared to

—

Lactantius

(de
mortibj relates this,
mentioned by no other author. But
lActantius, who ])robably resided himself
»t that time at Nicomedia, would be more
^

It is

familiar with the particulars of these events
than others. Yet it is possible he may have
been deceived by some rumor tiuii lurrenF
in the city.
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him one of grave importance, and he plied the young man with a great
many questions under the torture.^ Procopius, a presbyter of Palestine, when called upon to sacrifice, declared that he knew of only one
God, to whom men were bound to bring such oiferings as he would
Being then required to offer his libation to the four soveaccept.
reigns of the empire, the two Augusti, and the two Csesars, he replied,
doubtless, to show that men are bound to acknowledge but one God
as their Lord,
with the Homeric verse, " The government of many is
not good let there be one ruler, one king." ^
It seems, however, that
it was construed into a political offence, as if he meant to censure the

—

—

;

existing Tetrarchy.''^

AU
a

new

now filled with Christians
commanding that such of

the prisons being

of the spiritual order,

edict appeared,

the prisoners as were

should be set free, and the rest, by every means,
This was followed at last, in 304, by a fourth and
more rigorous edict, which extended the same order to the whole

\^alling to sacrifice,

compelled
still

body of

to offer.

Christians.*

In the

cities,

where the edict was most

strictly

executed, public proclamation was made through the streets, that men,
women and children, should all repair to the temples. Every individual was

summoned by name from

lists

previously

made

out

;

at the city

were subjected to rigid examination, and such as were found
to be Christians immediately secured.
At Alexandria, pagans themselves concealed the persecuted Christians in their houses, and many
of them chose rather to sacrifice their property and liberty, than to betray those who had taken refuge with them.^
tSentence of death, it is
true, was not formally pronounced on the refractory
but we may well
suppose, that an edict which authorized the employment of every
means to compel the Christians to sacrifice, would, still more than an
unconditional decree of death to confessors, expose them to every cruelty which the fanaticism of a governor, or his desire of courting the
imperial favor, might dispose him to inflict.
Each one doubtless felt
sure of never being called to account for any excesses he might be
guilty of against the Christians.
Already did the persecutors fondly
imagine that they should triumph over the fall of Christianity. Already
was added to the other honorary titles of the Augusti, the glory of having extinguished the Christian superstition and restored the Avorship of
" Amplificato per orientem et occidentem imperio Romano,
the gods.
et nomine Christianorum delete, qui rempublicam evertebant.
Superstitione Christiana ubique deleta et cultu Deorum propagate."
Yet
at the very time they were thus triumphing, the circumstances were
already prepared by Providence, which were destined to work an entire
change in the situation of the Christians.
gates

all

;

One of the four regents, Constantius Chlorus, who presided as Caesar
over the government of Gaul, Britain and Spain, possessed naturally
He was morea mild and humane disposition, averse to persecutions.
1

Euseb. de maityiib. Palsestinae,

2

OvK uya-&dv noAvKoipavirr

fffrw, elc fSaai/iiVf;.
^

eic

Ilias II. 204.

Euseb. de martyrib. Palaest.

*

c. 9.

^

Kolpavoc

e. 1.

§

L. c. c. 3.
Athanas. Hist. Arianor. ad Monachal

64.

;
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though not himself a decided Christian, yet evidently a friend to
whether it was, as Euscbius affirms,
and its professors
that he really perceived the vanity of paganism, anxl without being a
or whether, as is more probable,
Christian was an upright monotheist,
Those
he was, like Alexander Severus, an eclectic in his religion.
Christians about his person who continued steadfast in their faith, he
it being a common remark
treated with special regard and confidence
with him, that one who has proved unfaithful to his God, would be still
Yet what Euscbius relates
less likely to remain faithful to his prince.
about his method of putting their constancy to the proof, wears but
As he could not, while a Coesar, show
little appearance of probability.
an open disregard to the edict that had been issued by the Augusti,
he suffered the work of destroying the churches to proceed far enough
to save appearances. In Gaul, where he usually resided, the Christians
enjoyed perfect liberty and quiet^ while the persecutions raged in other
provinces.^
In Spain, he may not have been able to effect so much
but it is certain, that in no one of his provinces was the persecution of
tiver,

Christianity

;

—

—

;

the

same character

as in other districts of the empire.

was

of this emperor, so favorable to the Christians,

still

The
more

inflirence
efficient,

when, in 305, Dioclesian and Herculius abdicated the sovereignty,
and he Avas elevated, in conjunction with Galerius, to the dignity of
Augustus.
On the other hand, there now^ entered the line of the Caesars, a man
who, in blind heathenish superstition and cruelty, perfectly resembled
This was
the em})eror Galerius, who nominated him to that station.
It is natural to suppose, that in
Caius Galerius Valerius Maximinus.
Syria, with the adjacent parts of
the provinces committed to his care,
the persecutions would be renewed
the Roman empire, and Egypt,

—

At

with increased violence.

times,

Dwn rage, when they saw that
imperial edict flagged in

its

—

true,

it is

their efforts

men grew weary

were

to

of their

no purpose.

The

execution, the persecution slept, and the

but when their enemies perChristians enjoyed a temporary respite
ceived that they recovered breath, maddened to think they had not
succeeded in extinguishing Chi'istianity and restoring Paganism to its
;

ancient splendor, their fury broke out afresh, and a new storm, more
Thus, at length, in the year 308, a^d about
violent than ever, arose.

year of the persecution, after much effusion of blood in the
Maximinus, from the time of his accession, a season of tranquillity had commenced.
The Christians who had been condemned to
labor in the mines, were treated with greater lenity and forbearance.
But, all at once, the Christians of these provinces were startled out of
their transient repose by a furious storm.
A new and more rigorous
command was addressed by the emperor to all the officers of his government, from the highest to the lowest, both in the civil and in the
miUtary service, directing that the fallen temples of the gods should
be restored, that all free men and women, all slaves, and even little
the

sixth

states of

1

c.

So

16,

sa;y

the

and ^

Emperor

work De mortib.

pei-scutor.

Donatists to the
Constantine, in which, on this
letter of the

very account,

tliey

demanded

for their judges.

mate, Donatistar.

1.

Gallic bishops
Optat. Milev. de schisI.e. 22.

;
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and partake of what was oifered at heathen
All provisions in the market were to be sprinkled with the
water or the wine which had been used in the sacrifices, that the Christians might thus be forced into contact with idolatrous offerings.
To
such length did fanaticism and despotic power proceed
Noav tortures
and a fresh eifusion of blood ensued.
Again there was a respite, which lasted till the beginning of the
year 310.
Christians confined to the mines in Palestine were allowed
to meet together for worship, but the governor of the province, observing this in one of his visitations, reported it to the emperor.
The
prisoners were now kept apart and put to severe labor.
Thirty-nine
confessors, who after much sufibring were enjoying a season of rest,
were beheaded at once. It was the last blood that flowed in this
persecution, tranquillity having for some time been already restored to
children, should sacrifice,

altars.

!

the Christians in the West.

The instigator of the persecution himself, the emperor Galerius,
softened by a severe and painful disease, the consequence of his excess^, had perhaps been led to think that the God of the Christians
might, after all, be a powerful being, whose anger punished him, and
whose favor he must endeavor to conciliate. At any rate, he could
hardly fail to be struck with the fact, that all his bloody and violent
proceedings had inflicted no material harm on Christianity.
So, in the
year 311, the remarkable edict appeared which put an end to the last
sanguinary conflict of the Christian Church in the Roman empire.
It declared, that it had been the intention of the emperors to reclaim
the Christians to the religion of their fathers, in departing from which,
they had invented laws according to their own fancy, and given birth
to a multitude of sects,
a reproach frequently thrown against the
Christians of this age.^
But as the majority of the Christians, in spite
of every measure to the contrary, persevered in their opinions, and it
had now become evident, that they could not worship their own Deity,
and at the same time pay due homage to the gods, the emperors had
resolved to extend to them their wonted clemency.
They might once
more be Christians, and would be allowed to hold their assemblies,
provided only they did nothing contrary to the good order of the Roman
state, (ita ut ne quid contra disciplinam agant;)'^ "let them now, therefore, after experiencing this proof of our indulgence, pray to their God
for our prosperity, for the well-being of the state, and for their own
that the state may still continue to be, in all respects, well maintained,
and they themselves may be enabled to live quietly in their own homes."

—

1

"

Behold, since you have

of ancient
fathers,

you

left the unity
the authority of the
have been led entirely by j'our

tradition,

own

caprice, and have fallen from one innovation into another; hence the multitude

of your sects."
decree,

The Latin words

— Siquidem

eosdem Christianos voluntas (such
f>9eAoii^p//o-/ceia,)

of the

(juadam ratione tanta
ca])rice

invasisset et tanta stultitia

occupasset, ut non ilhi veterum instituta
sequerentur, quie forsitan primi parentes
eorundem constituerant sed pro arbitrio
suo atque ut hisdein ernt libitum, ita sibimet leges facerent, quas observarent et per
diversa vanos populos congregarent.
;

^ The emperor liad probably explained
himself more distinctly on this point, in a
rescript which has not come down to us.
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Defence of Christianity against these
toritings.

While the ancient world, in order to maintain itself on its own reliwas endeavoring to suppress Christianity by force,
the culture of the age enlisted itself in the same cause and entered
Intellectual weapons were combined with
the contest with its writings.
outward violence in attacking the new principle Avhich had begun to
In these written assaults of Chrisreveal its power in human life.
tianity, the relation of the religious and moral principles of the then
as set forth
existing world, and of its different intellectual tendencies
to this new principle Avhich was now enterby us in the introduction
If He whose
ing into the life of humanity, maybe easily recognized.
external appearance was the perfectly unsullied mirror of his divine
Ufe, still did not fail to distinguish, in the hostile judgments passed
upon his own person, the sins against the Son of Man from those
against the Holy Ghost, much more should we feel it incumbent on us
to institute a like distinction between the judgments of misapprehension
and of calumny passed upon Christianity, where its divine life exhibited
itself under circumstances and forms exposing it to such various debasing mixtures.
In the ferment which Christianity produced on its first
appearance, many impure elements necessarily became mixed with it,
which were destined to be expelled during the purifying process of its
development.
The crisis brought on by Christianity, which was to
introduce a genuine healthfulness of the spiritual life, must needs call
forth also some considerable degree of morbid action, as a necessary
means of arriving at that ultimate healthy condition. Much that
savored of a jealous and narrowly exclusive spirit, would naturally be
engendered by that opposition to the world, in which the new faith must
gious foundation,

—

—

could furrush the Avorld with the principle
in order to judge rightly of these impure
admixtures in their relation to the essence of Christianity, and to discern
the higher element lying at the ground of them, it was necessary that
first

of

display itself before

its

own renovation.

it

Now

Christianity itself should be studied

character.

ward

Whoever contemplated

and understood

these

in its essential

phenomena from some

out-

and by the very peculiarity of this point of view found
himself opposed to Christianity, would easily confound these accidents
position,

attending the process of

and from

its

development, with the essential thing

itself,

knowledge of the former, imagine that he comprehended
the latter.
This remark we shall have to apply to everything which
wears the form of opposition to Christianity in these centuries.
Thus Lucian,
of whose peculiar bent on religious matters we have
spoken before,
fixing on certain accidental marks by which his attention had been caught, could place Christianity in the same class with
the various appearances of fanaticism and boastful jugglery which he
made the butt of his ridicule. When he heard of men who Avere said
to possess the power of curing demoniacs, and of healing other diseases,
he placed them down on the same list with the common vagabond exorcists and magicians.
He has most to say about the Christians, in a
his

—
—

;
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work where,

in his

own pecuUar

style,

he has described the

and

life

self-procured death of the Cynic philosopher, Peregrinus Proteus.

This

personage, according to Lucian's account, was one of those notorious
hypocrites, who understood the art of concealing their vanity and
wickedness under the Cynic guise, and of enchaining the multitude by
various other fraudulent tricks.
Yet it may be a question, how far this

drawn by

answers to the truth, or whether it contains
have a description of this individual by
another contemporary ,i which would lead us to form an altogether
different view of his character
unless we choose to assume that this
other contemporary suffered himself to be imposed upon by a hypocritical show of moral earnestness and zeal.
This Peregrinus then, as
we are told, joined himself for a while with the Christians, and being
imprisoned for confessing Christianity, acquired among them the highest
consideration.
All which account may be a pure invention of Lucian
for the purpose of connecting his hero with the Christians, that he
might have a good opportunity for satirizing the latter.
The importance which was given, from the Christian point of view,
picture,

any

at

all,

satire,

— especially as we

;

to the individual, personal existence, as destined, in its entireness, for
endless duration; the lively 'confidence of faith in an eternal life and
resurrection ; the opposition to the whole previously existing world into
which Christianity caused its folloAvers to enter ; the hearty brotherly

—

bound them to each other;
all these Lucian acknowledges
which had proceeded from the man who was crucified in
Palestine.
But without troubling himself to seek for profounder reasons to account for effects so great, and, as he himself admits, so
abiding, he throws them into the same class with all the other kinds of
" They still worship," says he of the
fanaticism which he ridicules.
Christians, " that great man who was crucified in Palestine, because it
was he by whom the initiation into these new mysteries was introduced
into human life.
These poor creatures have persuaded themselves that
they are all immortal, and shall live for ever.
For this reason they
despise death itself, and many even court it.
But again, their first lawgiver^ has persuaded them to believe that, as soon as they have broken
loose from the prevailing customs and denied the gods of Greece,
love which
as effects

1 Aulus Gellius, (in his Noctes Atticae,
XII. c. 11,) tells us that while residing; at
Athens, he visited this Peregrinus, who
lived in a hut without the city.
He calls
him viriim gravem et constantem. He cites
from his mouth the maxim wickedness
ought to be shunned, not from fear of punishment or disgrace, but only from love of
goodness virum sapientem non peccaturum. etiamsi peccasse cum dii atque homines ignoraturi forent. If the purely moral
1.

:

;

eflfbrt

ly his

which these words express, was realown. it is not difficult to see how he

might thus be induced

to attach himself to
while at the same time, he
it, because he could not
bring himself to believe the facts which it
announced. Yet we do not hold this to be

Christianity

eoon

fell

;

away from

probable, for the followin": reason,

if

there

were no other, viz. we believe, that if any
thing of this kind had happened, some trace
or otlier of such an occurrence would have
been preserved in the religious traditions of
this period.

We

find no good reason for supposing
Paul is intended by this expression
but we must conceive of the same person,
whom he characterizes as the uveGKoAoTzta/:it-vo( aorpiarl/r, and of whose laws he is
'^

that

— the

sole founder of Christianirecognize, also, the allusion to
himself
had said respecting
what Christ
In this particular descripl)rotherly love.
tion by Lucian, we do not remark a single

speaking,
ty.

We

element which could be considered as
longing peculiarly to the Apostle Paul.

be-

;

LUCIAN

— ARRIAN.

reverencing instead of these their
they stand to each other
thej are led to despise everything
as profane, adopting these notions
his laws,

159
and

crucified teacher,

living after

Thus

in the relation of brethren.

everything else
without any sufficient grounds of
Under the example of Peregrinus, he gives a lively desevidence." ^
cription of the sympathy displayed by the Christians for those confessors
who were languishing in prison. " When he was incarcerated," says
Lucian, " the Christians, who regarded it as a great calamity, spared
Finding this to
no expense and no sacrifice to procure his liberation.
be impossible, they were exceeding careful, that he should in all
And from the early dawn, old women,
respects be well provided for.
widows and orphans might be seen waiting at the doors of his prison
the more respectable among these, having bribed the keepers, slept near
Then various dishes were brought in
him in the dungeon.
and
Even from cities
reUgious discourses were delivered in his presence.^
in Asia Minor deputies from the Christian communities were sent to
assist in pi"otccting and consoling him.
They show incredible despatch
In a brief space they give away all."
in a public concern of this sort.
Again, Lucian accuses the Christians as an ignorant, uncultivated
alike, to consider

;

set, of

excessive credulity

disposition

was

;

happened that their charitable
" If a magician, an
upon.
trade, comes among them, having to deal

whence

it

many ways imposed

in

who is apt at his
with an ignorant class of people, he can shortly make himself rich."
He describes the Christians as men " Avho thought it the greatest sin
impostor,

a morsel of food which, in their* opinion, was forbidden, and
who would rather do anything than this." Peregrinus was excluded
from their community, " because he had offended even agamst their
laws, for he had been seen to eat something or other which is forbidden
among them." It is possible that Lucian had in mind here the example
of Jewish Christian communities
or, perhajis, the very punctilious and
superstitious observance of the regulations adopted by the apostolic
to take

;

council at Jerusalem, (Acts xv.) Avhich prevailed after the suppression

of the

more

a judgment.

liberal spirit of St. Paul,

At

all

events,

may have

we cannot

fail

given occasion to such

to see

how,

in this case,

the contracted views of believers led to a misapprehension as to the
essential character of their religion.

The stoic Arrian,.who lived at a somewhat earlier period than
Lucian, judged of the Christians
as the emperor Marcus Aurelius
had done before
strictly according to the relation of the stoic philosoIn his work, which aims to elucidate-the principles
l)hy to Christianity.
of his master Epictetus,^ he starts the question, " Whether by insight
of reason into the laws which govern the system of the universe it
might not be possible to acquire the same intrepidity in view of deathwhich the Galilteans attained to by mad fanaticism and custom."

—

—

1 "Xvev TLvbc uKjHiiovg niareug.
^Ecclesiastics visited liim, and gave reUgions discourses in the cell, where he was
confined;
unless the words '' loyoi lepol
v'lTuv L'AeyovTo," arc to be understood as
_

—

reftM-ring to extracts

Scriptures.

By

the

read from the sacred

"ev TfZe<," who re

maincd with him during the night, maj
doubtless be meant also Ecclesiastics.
"

Diatrib.

1.

IV.

c. 7.
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may

from what we have said respecting the
development in
the ancient world, and to Christianity, that while on one hand it might
serve as a transition-point to the Christian faith, and a source from
whence to borrow the scientific form to be used in the explanation and
defence of Christian truth
so on the other, it would be the school
from which the most numerous as well as the most formidable antagonists of the same religion would proceed.
Perhaps the first man who
felt sufficiently interested in the subject to attack Christianity in an
express work, was from this school
viz. Celsus, who under the government of Marcus Aurelius, when it was attempted to extirpate Chriscianity by the sword, attacked it at the same time with the weapons of
his witty and acute intellect.
He wrote against the Christians a work
in two books, entitled " The true doctrine." ^
It

easily be understood,

relation of the

New Platonhm

to the religious stage of

;

;

Origen himself, however, started the conjecture, that this Celsus
was no other than the person otherwise known as Celsus the Epicurean,
Lucian's contemporary and friend.
Still it is plain, from the uncertainty with which he expresses himself, that he was led to this conjecture, not by any evidence of historical tradition, but only by the identity
of the name
and that he was thrown into doubt again by the internal
evidence presented in the work itself.
Now since it is by no means
impossible, that two authors of the same name should write at the same
period
especially when the name is not an unusual one
the inference from the identity of names must be extremely uncertain, unless
supported by some agreement also in the way of thinking.
Lucian was induced by the last mentioned Celsus to publish his life
;

—

Aoyof

1

—

ukri&f]^,

Orig.

c.

Cels.

1.

1, c. 4.

Several learned writers have supposed it
might be interred from Origen's language,
1. IV. c. 30,) that besides
the work
mentioned, which, as to its essentia]
contents may be restored from the fragments
preserved in Origen's reply. Celsus wrote
an Jther work, in two books, against Christianity.
But we cannot think that the interpretation of the nassage which lies at

(c.

Cels.

just

the basis of their theory, is the correct one.
The passage is this 'O 'ETriKovpeuy^ Kt'Affof, stye oi'Toc sari, Kal Kara XpiaTim'uv
:

uAAa Svo

(SliSXia cvvra^aQ.
I cannot understand aAAa, in this connection, as refer-

ring to other works against Christianity,
besides the one of which alone Origen uniformly speaks, and which it is his business
to refute; but I understand by it other
works than those known to belong to Celsus. in which he betrays his Epicureanism

without any attempt at concealment.
The
so I conEpicurean Celsus, if indeed,
sider myself warranted by the Greek usus
loquendi of this period to understand the
word elye, while at the same lime I ac''

—

knowledge the original difference between
th/e and elTrep,
if indeed he is the same
Tith the one who wrote two other books

—

Bgainst

the

Christians."

By

the

other

V)Ooks, in this case,

none can be meant but

that one work which Origen undertook to
refute. Precisely this was the point in question, whether the Epicurean could be the
author of that work. Whether the same individual had composed two other works besides, against Christianity, was a question
Had it been
that did not belong here.
Origen's intention to designate two books
distinct from that work, he would have expressed liimself somewhat as follows : 'O
xal ravra rd i3iif/j.a Kal uA/a Svo, etc.

Moreover, the prefixing tlie words, KaTu
Xpiariavtov, confirms my interpretation,
And if Celsus had written another additional work against the Christians, two
cases only can be supposed. Either Origen
liad read this work also, or else he had
merely been informed that Celsus had written such a work, without having seen il
himself In the first case, lie would not
have failed to take some notice, in this controversy, of what Celsus had said in his
In the
other work against the Christians.
second case, he would, at least, not have
omitted to declare distinctly, that the other
work of Celsus had never come under his
eye, as he does in fact observe where he is
speaking of a writing of Celsus, which we
shall have occasion to mention hereafter
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CELSUS.
of the magician

Alexander of Abonoteichus, a work wliich he dedicated
This fact Avould correspond with the views expressed

to that friend.

work of Celsus against Christianity. For the antagonist of
Christianity places it in the same class with all phenomena belonging to
the art of magic, and compares it with the latter when he attempts to
He might naturally wish, also,
account for its origin and difiusion.
to know more about the great magician who had made so much noise
in his day, with a view to avail himself of this knowledge in behalf of
his own sftheme of enligJitenment, which would throw all religious phenomena, transcending the ordinary standard, into the same category.
This Celsus had Avritten a book, as Origen also was aware, against
pretended enchantments,^ and which was intended to counteract the
It is described by Lucian as
fraudulent tricks of those vagrant Goetas.
Now it might
a work well adapted to lead men back to sober thought.^
very easily happen, that on these principles, the same zeal against
fanaticism would induce Celsus to write against those who endeavored
to deceive the multitude by their pretended art of magic, and against
Celsus dot'S,
the Christians Avho insisted on their own miraculous gifts.
in fact, compare, in one place, the miracles of Christ with the works of
magicians who learned their art from the Egyptians, and for a few
oboli exhibited them in the open market-place, pretending to expel evil
spirits from men, to drive away diseases by a breath, to call up the
souls of heroes, to charm into their presence costly viands, to make
and he asks, " Shall we, bedead things move as if they were alive
or shall we
sons of God
them
as
things,
consider
cause they do such
Origen was
say these are the tricks of wicked and pitiable men?"^
doubtless wrong in supposing that in these words Celsus conceded the
and that the only way therefore, of reconciling this
reality of magic
concession with the attack on magic by the same Celsus, if he were the
same, was to assume that, to subserve a particular end, he here preFor Celsus might
tended to believe what he did not actually believe.
express himself thus, even though he looked upon those magicians as
no better than jugglers, skilful in deceiving the senses by a certain
sleight of hand ;* and the same writer, in his Avork against the magicians,
may have undertaken to show how such deceptions were brought about.
Yet it must be admitted, that in another passage of the work against
the Christians, Celsus expresses himself as though he considered magic
to be an art possessed of a certain power, though held by him in no great
account.^
He says he had heard it from Dionysius, an Egyptian musician, that magic exercised an influence over uncultivated and profligate
men, but not over those who had received a philosophical education.
This view of magic may be easily traced back to a common opinion
among the Platonists of that period, who supposed that by taking
the

in

—

;

;

^

Kara

^

He

fiayuv.
says in his tract, dedicated to this
Celsus, and entitled, kle^m'i^po^ or ^evihuavTiq, (^ 12.) addressing himself to CelBUS
Olr Kara /luyuv avvEypaipag, KaTJ.iaTOif re afia kol C)ipE?ii/i(.)TaToic avyypafijiaai
'

:

VOL

I.

11

kol dvvafiivoix; au(ppovi^Eiv
vovtuq.
3 Ori^. c. Cels. 1. 1, c. 28.
*

^

roiig

ivrvyxd-

M^'pt (pavramac (paivofieva Toiavra.
Cels. 1. VI. c. 41.

(.
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—

certain
advantage of certain attractive and repulsive poAvers in nature
it would be possible to exercise a great control
magnetic influences
over such as were still fettered by the bonds of nature, though not over
those who had nsen to freedom, and lived in the divine element which
With this the assertion first quoted
is exalted above all natural forces.
from Celsus may be easily reconciled, that magic, as practised in
Egypt, its proper home,^ so influenced men at a subordinate stage
of culture, that sights, and aftections of whatever kind, might be
produced in them at pleasure. It may be questioned, however, whether
Lucian's friend would have conceded as much as this to magic.
Lucian praises the mild temper and the moderation of his friend.
But in Celsus' work against the Christians we see no marks of such
but we feel that we have to do with a man of vehequalities as these

—

;

man

altogether incapable of allowing the cause wliich
At the same time, we
he attacks, to be right on any side whatever.
cannot be certain, that Lucian's opinion of his friend was according to
Besides, there are those who find no difliculty in preserving
truth.
their temper until certain topics are introduced, when they flash out
And especially on religious matters,
at once into fire and flames.
nothing is more common than for men of acute minds, who have entrenched themselves in some negative position of the understanding and
feel jealous of every eccentric appearance in this province, to lose all
self-possession whenever powerful "j^jhenomena of the religious life are
The heat with which Celsus attacks Chrispresented to their notice.
tianity betrays his own oppressive sense of the power with which it

ment

passions, a

was extending itself on all sides.
There can be no doubt, that the Celsus who was Lucian's friend,
But in the work
favored for the most part the school of Epicurus.
against Christianity, very little is to be found which indicates a tendency to this way of thinking, and even this little vanishes under a
more careful examination. On the other hand, the marks of an entirely
opposite system are everywhere apparent.
In this book we certainly perceive a mind which would not consent
we find ourto surrender itself to the system of any other individual
selves in contact with a, man who, by combining the ideas predominant
;

the general

in

ideas

—

philosophical consciousness of his time, the popular
of that period, had framed a system of his own,

so to speak

—

of which he felt rather proud, and which, after he had appeared as a
polemic in his work agamst the Christians, it was his intention to unfold
In this second
in another performance, under a more positive form.

work, he meant to show how
1

And

it

would be necessary for those

so the possession of the art of

magic was ascribed, by those who acknowledged its reality, particularly to the Egyptian priests.

Moreover, Celsus (I

I c.

28^

brings forward the story, borrowed perhaps
from the Jews, that Jesus, on account of his
poverty, was obliged in Egypt to let him»elf out for wages, and there learned the

to live,

by which he performed his pretended
and contrived to attain to such
eminence as to be worshipped as a divina
arts

miracles,

being.

"0~i oirog

6m

nsvlav

elg

Alyvrvrov

/nia^BapvTiaac k^ksI dvva/isuv rivuv neipa&tig, £<(>' ale AIjvtttioi aefivvvovraL, k-^avJ^X-

ralg dwufisai fieya (ppovdv Koi
avrug debv avrbv uvTiyooevaz-v.

-Qev, ev

5i
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who were

willing

executed,

we

and able

to follow

him.

Whether

this plan

was ever

are not informed.^

system, the main ideas are borrowed from Platonism.
the idea of the Absolute, the ov, to which the
the distinccontemplative spirit of the philosopher alone could soar
tion between the highest, primal Being or Essence, and his self manibetween the Highest, who reposes in being,
festation in the Universe,
the world,
and the second god, who reveals himself in becoming,
the idea of the celestial luminaries
as the Son of the Supreme God
as divine essences, of the higher intelligences animating those heavenly
bodies, of the gods appearing visible in the phenomenal world,- as
opposed to the invisible, hidden deities the idea of subordinate deities,
the national gods to
presiding over the several parts of the world,
whom the different portions of the world are subject, and to whom men
are bound to render due homage, by acknowledging this dependence
grounded on the nature of the earthly life ; the idea that the imperishal>le element in human nature, the spirit alone, derives its origin from
God that this element, possessing an affinity to God, exists in the
human soul the hypothesis of a power struggling against tlie divine
and formative principle in the world, of tlie {'Av; as the source of evil
From this vX;/ are
lience of evil in this world as something necessary.
derived the evil spirits, the powers that struggle against the divine,

But

Among

in

this

these

we reckon

;

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

against reason.

These ideas, scattered through his work, betray not the Epicurean
who had appropriated nearly all he possessed from

certainly, but one

New Platonic philosophy of religion. Though
cannot but suppose that Celsus, in opposing the Christian mode of
thinking, and for the purpose of bantering the Christians, said many
things which he did not seriously mean ; yet assuredly we have no
reason to suppose that the tinge of Platonism which appears everywhere through the surface, was assumed merely out of pretence. And
however strong we may be inclined to suppose the tendency to eclecti
ciam was at this particular period of time, still we cannot consider it to
be natural or probable that Epicuz'ean views would be blended with so
But whoever this Celsus.
predominating an element of New Platonism.
may have been, he is for us an important individual, being, in fact, the
original representative of a kind of intellect which has presented itself
over and over again in the various attacks made on Christianity wit
and acuteness, without earnest purpose or depth of research ; a worldly
understanding that glances merely on the surface, and delights in huntthe current ideas of the

Ave

:

ing

up

difficulties

and contradictions.

tianity serve one important end.

They

His objections against Chrispresent, in the clearest manner,

between the Christian standing ground and that of the
and, in general, the relation which revealed religion
ever be found to hold to the ground assumed by natural reason.

the opposition

ancient world
will

;

1 Origen, at the conclusion of his work,
begs of his friend Anibrosius, that if CclBUS had actually executed tliis i)lan, he

would j)rocure for him this woik also, that
he might take measures for its refutation.

These words, too, clearly prove, that Origen
had no knowledge of a second work of
Celsus against Christianity,
^ Qeol (jiavepoi.
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Thus many of

his objections

and strictures became

testimoiiies for the

truth.

How the divine foolishness of the gospel, the faith whereby th€
highest truth -was to be made the common property of all mankind,
must needs appear to the twilight wisdom, and aristocratic culture of
the ancient world, may be seen in those remarks of Celsus, where he
objects to the Christians,^ that they refused to give reasons for what
they believed, but were ever repeating, " Do not examine, only believe ;
Wisdom is a bad thing in life, foolthy faith will make thee blessed.
He makes the Christians say, " Let no
is to be preferred." ^
educated, no wise man approach ; but whoever is ignorant, uncultiwhoever is like a child, let him come and be comforted."^
vated,
This objection was, in part, called forth by the divine paradox of the
gospel itself but in part, there Avas also a one-sided tendency among
the Christians themselves to set up faith as something opposed to
a course which led to the misappreculture and scientific inquiry,
hension of Christianity itself, and to accusations which had no other
ground than this misapprehension. Along with this class of objections
we find another of the directly opposite character, showing how much
the religion which was thus accused of demanding and encouraging
ishness

—

;

—

claimed

implicit faith,

and excited

requisition the powers of thought.

intellectual

We

inquiry, called into

refer to the objection

drawn

"In
the multitude of conflicting sects among the Christians.*
the outset," says he,^ " when the Christians were few in number, they
may, perhaps, have agreed among themselves. But as their nmnbers
fi'ora

increased, they separated into jjarties, mutually attacking and refuting

each other, and retaining nothing in common but their name, if indeed
they did that." ^ He accuses them of calumniating each other, and of
refusing to yield up a single point for the sake of unanimity.'
In objecting to Chi'istianity the many oppositions of human opinion
which it called forth, Celsus testifies against himself. How could a religion of bare faith, a religion that called the unenlightened and repelled
If
the wise of this world, give birth to such a multitude of heresies ?
he had not been so superficial an observer, he could not have failed to
be struck with this contradiction and in endeavoring to resolve it, must
have had his attention directed to that peculiarity, by which Christianity is so clearly distinguished from all preceding phenomena in the
;

A

1
similar objection to Judaism and
Christianity is made also by Galen, that
celebrated physician of the second and third
centuries,
a man incapable of rising to
From the pothe higher fields of thought.
silion at which he contemplates the world,
on one particular side of it, and by the
mere understanding, he observes: 'Iva fir/
rtf ei)i?Df icar' upxii-C "C ^k M.cjvaov Kat
X-ptaToii diarpiPijv u<pi,yfiivoc vofiuv uvairo-

—

SeIktcjv
C.

De

uKovrj.

4.
2 L. I. c. 9.
3 L. III. C.

•oi)f i/?.i'&iovQ

different, puis.

1.

II.

kol uvSpanoda kol yvvaia kol TTaidupia trci&eiv e^eXovai re kol dvvavraL.
* Clement of Alexandria observes, that

pagans and Jews were used

to

bring this

objection against Christianity fi-fi 6elv nt,atevelv 6id t//v 6ia(puviav rCiv alpeGeuv.
Strom. 1. VII. f. 753. Ed Paris, 1641.
5 j^ III. c. 10, and the following.
^ l,Tuaeic ISiac ex^'-'" inaoToi ^ilovai,
G(pu^ avTovg kTieyxovaiv, h'oc, (jf eItteiv, eti
aoivuvovvTeg, Ecys KOivuvovaiv etl, tov bvo;

fiarog.

44

:

^rfkoL

elaiv,

on

jiovov^

Kal uyEVvelg Kal uvat.a^f]Tovc

7 L. V. c. 63: BXaG(pT]/xovai de eig iDJKi)Xov^ ovroi iravdeiva ^riTu Kal a^()r]Ta k(u
ovk uv sliatEV ov6e /cai^' 6tlovv eIc ofiovoiav
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intellectual world.

Celsus was of the opinion, that these oppositions

of knowledge, so hotly conflicting with each other, would bring about
But history has decided against him ;
the dissolution of Christianity.

has shown how the indwelling power of unity in Christianity could
overcome these oppositions, and make them subservient to its own ends.
Celsus then, as we see, was aware of the fact, that many different
But he did not give himself the
sects existed among the Christians.
pains, which a lover of justice and of truth would have done, to distinguish what was grounded in the original Christian doctrine, and what
had been added by these sects what was acknowledged as true doctrine by the great body of Christians, and what was adopted only by
He was somewhat deeply read in the
this or that particular party.
religious records of the Christians, and had heard a great deal repeated
which was derived from them. But the spirit in which he had read
and heard all this, was not one that prepared him to receive, or made
him capable of understanding it but one which, keeping hun on the
alert for opportunities of ridicule and misrepresentation, must find these
opportunities.
He threw the religious writings, as he had done the
religious parties of the Christians, into one class, without examining
Whatever he
either into the origin of them or into their character.
to those
could lay hold of, belonging to the most opposite parties,
fanatical spiritualists, the Gnostics, and to those gross anthropomorphwhich served to present Christianity on different
ists, the Chiliasts,
sides in the most unfavorable light, was eagerly welcomed by him.
Sometimes he objects to the Christians that they had nothing in comat
neither temples, images nor altars
mon with all other religions,
others,
opposing an abstract knowledge of God to the religion that
he calls them a miserable sensehad its birth in historical facts,
bound, sense-loving race,^ who would acknowledge nothing but that
He preaches to them,
which was palpable to the outward senses.
that men should close their senses and turn away from all sensible
things, so as to have the intuition of God through the eye of the mind.
On the watch for every weak spot which the Christians might expose,
and which he could take advantage of in assaihng their faith, the pains
taken by many to work into form the traditions relating to the history
" Many of the faithful," says he,
of Christ did not escape his notice.
" who have come, as it were, out of the fit of intoxication to their sober
it

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

from the shape in which it was
recorded, in three, four, manifold ways, that they may have wherewith to deny objections." ^
He brings this to prove the position, that
the more prudent and discreet among the Christians could not help

senses, alter the evangelical narrative
first

1

c.

AstXdv Kai (pLXocTGi/iaTov jevoc. L. VII.
TlavreAuc rrj aapxl evdede^evoL Kal

36.

Ka-&nptn> i^Titnovrtx.

L. c. c. 42.
of Celsus, (1. II.
c. 27,) are
Tivilc tuv 'Kiarevov-i.iv uq iK
ui-&7]g T/Kovrac ^k Td kdearuvai av-olq fieTaxapuTTELv EK TT/r TTpdiTTjc ypa(j)?/q TO EvajyDuov rpixn Kal rerpaxt/ Kal iToAlaxv kol
UETaTTluTTEiv, iv' txoiev npuc rm\ t/tyxov/;
ipvEla-&ai.
Origen supposes that what Cel<//?(Ui'

^

The remarkable words
:

sus says can apl'ly only to the Gnostics.
allowed themselves in the ])ractiee of
alterinjj: the evangelical records to suit their
peculiar doctrines. Celsus, however, could
hardly have in view this class of men, but
more probably referred to those who, by
their criticism of the text, sprin<;inj,' out of

who

apoloiictical interest, were for removing wh;it might prove offensive to the sen

some

sus communis.

;
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feeling the insuperable difficulties in those accounts,

and therefore

felt

themselves called upon to remove these difficulties bj their emendaBut even this is still a witness in favor of the inward power with
tions.
which these facts had found their way into the religious consciousness ;
since notwithstanding the stones of stumbling that offered themselves
to the common understanding, still, when these accounts came to be
spread among the cultivated, they could win conviction on their side.
In like manner Celsus bears witness, against his will, of the distinguishing peculiarity of the gospel, and at the same time of that Avhich
lay at the very ground of his own want of susceptibility to its power,
when he imagines he can ridicule Christianity, because it invites sinners only to participate in the kingdom of God, and excludes such as
" They who invite us," says he,^ " to become
are wholly without sin.

by proclaiming Let him
approach who is free from all stains, who is conscious of no wickedness,
and this they proclaim who
who has lived a good and upright life
But let us hear who it is these Chrispromise purification from sins.
Whoever is a sinner,' say they, whoever is foolish, unlettians call
tered, in a word, whoever is wretched, him will the kingdom of God
And then he asks, " But how ? Was not Christ sent in
receive.' "
behalf of those who are sinless ?" ^ As Celsus was wanting in a just sense

initiated into other religious mysteries, begin

;

:

'

'

—

'

'

of the nature of sin, and hence could express surprise that Christ did
not announce himself as sent particularly in behalf of the sinless, so
too he was without a presentiment of the soul-transforming power whicli
Christianity carries with it, of that mystery of an entire moral renovation of the nature estranged from God, which Christ sets forth in his
He had no conception of the fact, that
conversation with Nicodemus.
by the power of divine love, a change could be produced, beginning

from within and working outwards, which no fear of punishment could
His words bearing on this subject are well
ever effect from without.
" It is manifest to every one, that it lies within
deserving of notice.^
no man's power to produce an entire change in a person to whom
has become a second nature, even by punishment, to say notldng
of mercy ; for to effect a complete change of nature is the most difficult of things ; but the sinless arc the safer companions in life."
It is evident, that with the habit of thinking which expresses itself in
the passages already cited, Celsus would be incapable of miderstanding
another point which belongs to the characteristic marks of the Christian position as distinguished from that of antiquity, namely, the nature
In virtue of his Platonism, he did, indeed, see that the
of humihty.
TajTeivoTTic, which, from the ordinary ethical position of antiquity, was
looked upon only as something wrong and evil, might also be a virtue
and hence he refers to the passage in Plato's fourth book of the Laws,
which has already been cited on page 19. But instead of recognizing in this something typical and prophetic in relation to Christianity,
he derives the Christian idea of humility from a misunderstanding of

sin

1

2

L.

Lib. III. c. 59.
Ti di ; Tolg uvafiapTrjTOig ovk

c. c.

62.

^

eizEfi^-dri

;

OvSeic uv ovSi koIu^uv

Xol, fijjTL ye kXeuv.

L. III.

ttuvtti fisra^iac.

65
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The

that Platonic sentiment,^

true nature of humility

was a matter

own way

of thinking and apprehension, to make it
to understand the Christian life on this particular side.

too foreign to his

easy for him
Thus, in those caricatures of humility which came under his observation in exceedingly imperfect exhibitions of the Christian life, he was

unable to discern the truth at bottom and he seized on such morbid
offshoots, to represent the essence of Christian humility itself as a morbid thing ;
as if, according to the doctrine of the Christians, the humble man was a creature " for ever on his knees, or rolHng in the dust,
a man who dressed meanly and sprinkled himself with ashes." ^
It may appear strange, that Celsus, who taunts the Christians for
their self-abasement before God, should accuse them at the same time
of the directly contrary error, immoderate pride, a foolish self-exaltation
towards God.
But as he had no proper conception of true humility,
so neither had he any just conception of true loftiness,
both being
intimately connected together in the Christian consciousness, according
to the words of Christ, who makes the humiliation of self the condition
of man's exaltation.
At the position held by the natural man, these
appear as incompatible opposites but they find their resolution in
Christianity.
Hence Celsus must necessarily mistake the Christian
ground of standing on both sides.
Hence he could attack it on both
;

—

—

;

these opposite aspects.

He

ascribe to themselves, to

man, compared with the

ridicules the Christians for

presuming

to

rest of creation, such

worth and dignity in the sight of God, as they did, when they taught
that God had created all things on man's account, and when they represented man as the end of the creation and of the government of tho
world.
The importance Avhich Christianity attached to personal existence, struck him as singular and strange.
It appeared to him, in
accordance with tlie prevailing view of the ancient world, that the universal whole was the only end worthy of the divine mind ; and that man
was of account only as an integrant part of this whole, subjected to
those unchangeable laws of its evolution which operate with iron neces" It is not for man," says he, " that every thing has been given
sity.
;
but every thing grows and decays for the sustentation of the whole." ^
How little capable he was of understanding, indeed, the great idea,
that all things have been created for man, is evident from the form
" Although it might be said that trees,
of some of his objections.
plants, herbs grow for the sake of man, yet might it not be said with
the same propriety that they grow also for the wildest animals?"* And
comparing these latter with man, he observes,^
" We with great labor
and care are scarcely able to support oui-selves but for the brutes
every thing grows spontaneously, Avithout any sowing and ploughing of

—

;

1

VI.

TlapuKovG/ia ruv IlXuTuvog Xoyuv.

L.

c. 1.5.

^L. VI. c. 15. Origen justly replies, " If
tliere are some who, through ignorance and
the want of a riglit understanding of the
true doctrine of humility, do this, the
Christian system is not therefore to he acnised; but ii must be charitably imputed

ignorance of those who propose to
! what is right, but fail for want of knowledge."
^ "E/iooro rrig tov ulov aLm/piag dvena
yive-ai re Kal urcoXTi vrai.
L. IV. c. 69.
* L. c. c. 75.
^ L. c. c. 76.
to the
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In

theirs."

his passionate

respecting the worth of

opposition

human

what

to

Christianity' teaches

nature, he goes so far as to exalt the

" If you SAy, God has given you the power
capture the brutes and make them subservient to your ends, we will
say, that before cities, arts, trades and weapons had existence, men
were torn by wild beasts, not they taken by men." Instead of marking how in the brutes nature is striving upward to man, he adduces the
bees and the ants as examples to show, that even the order of civil sociWhat the Christians taught concerning
ety is no prerogative of man.'-^
a particular providence, and concerning God's care for the well-being
of individuals, appeared, therefore, to him as vain arrogance, as an altogether anthropomorphite notion. " It is not for man," he asserts,^ " any
brutes at man's expense.^
to

more than

for lions or eagles, that eveiy thing in the world has been
created but it is in order that the world, as the work of God, might
present a complete and perfect whole, God provides only for the whole
and this his providence never deserts. And this world never becomes
any worse. God does not return to it after a long interval. He is as
Like a consistent
little angry with man as he is with apes or flies."
Platonist, Celsus rejects every thing teleological in the creation and
redemjition, according to his doctrine, is
government of the world,
wholly out of the question. For in this world, evil is a necessary thing.
It remains constantly as it is,
It has no origin, and will have no end.
just as the nature of the universe generally remains eternally- the same,*
The 'v'Xrj is the source, whence what we term evil ever springs afresh.
By this Platonic principle, a redemption, triumphing over evil, is exCelsus conceives the evolution of the universe as a circle concluded.
;

;

A

stantly repeating itself according to precisely the

same laws.

With

such notions of God's relation to the world, and to man in particular,
with such mistaken views of the worth and significance of personal
existence, he could bring against the Christian view of God's government of the Avorld, and of his method of salvation, and especially of the
work of redemption, the objection so often repeated in after times,
" that the universe has been provided, once for all, with all the powers
necessary for its preservation and for developing itself after the same
laws
that God has not, like a human architect, so executed his work,
;

would need repair.^
is the way in which Celsus treats the
In part, he follows the stories set in circulation by
history of Christ.
the Jews in part, other spurious or mistaken traditions, and partly, the
evaagehcal narratives, which, because he possessed no single collective
intuition of Christ's person, he could not understand in thcii- true
that at

some future period

it

Characteristic of the man,

;

To

avoid the mistake of many, who
supposed they found, in what Celsus
here says, a token of liis leaning much rather to the side of Epicureanism than Platonism in his mode of thinkin;;, it shouUl he
duly considered, that passion and obstinacy
lead him here to push every thiujj to tlie
ex';reme, and that even according to the
New Platonic principles, a soul bearing
1

liave

some

in

its

straint of the
iirute
'^

*

°

L.

that of man but onl)
develo[)ment by tlie con-

to

affinity

eiie<'ked

ilA?;,

was sujjposed to exist

in

animals.

L. IV. c. 81.
L. c. c. 99
L. c. c. 62, and the following.
Ovts tu &e(1> Kaivnrepag 6eI diopddxrei^

c. c.

69.
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Wlierever he thinks the evangelical narratives can be
answer his purpose, he considers their authority to be unim-

significancs.^

made

to

peachable but -when they refuse to lend themselves to his polemical
The Jew whom he introduces as an
interest, he denies their truth. ^
opponent of Christianity, is made to say, that he had many true things
to state in relation to Christ's histoi-y, and altogether different from
those reported by his disciples, but he purposely kept them back.^
Yet Celsus, whose perfect hatred of Christianity led him to collect
together everything that could be said with the least show of probability
against it, would not have failed, certainly, to avail himself of such
We must consider this,
accounts, if they were really within his reach.
therefore, with Origen, as one of those rhetorical tricks of which Celsus
;

example for later antagonists of Christianity.
Accordingly, he assails the position that Christ was wholly free from
sin
yet without producing a single action of Christ to shoAv the contrary.
Among other stories, he lays hold of the wholly unfounded tradition
respecting the uncomliness of Christ's person,^ to represent it as inconsistent with the supposition that Christ partook of the divine nature
beyond all other men.^
In respect to the resurrection of Christ, it did not occur to him to
deny the reality of his death but he denied the truth of the accounts
concerning his reappearance after he had risen.
Without entering into
any careful examination of these accounts, he leaves it optional, either
to suppose them pm'e inventions, or cases of optical delusion
visions
belonging to the same class with the apparition of ghosts.'^
The objections which Celsus urges against the reality of Christ's miracles and
of his resurrection, hai^monize perfectly with his ignorance of the true
" Why did Christ perform no miracle when
significancy of these facts.
chaFenged to do so by the Jews in the temple?"^ "If he really
intended to manifest his divine power, he ought to have shown himself
to those who condemned him, and generally to all." ^
How he is compelled, from overlooking the connection of the divine with the human
in history, to testify against himself, appears once more in a very
remarkable manner, where he says, " How is it, that a onan, w^ho waf
incensed with the Jews, should destroy them all at a stroke and send
up their city in flames
so utterly nothing were they before him
but the Great God, angry and threatening, sends his own son, as they
say, and he must suffer all this." ^^
Thus, to the man who was incapable of understanding the true import
of Christ's appearance, the course of history generally, the signs of

set the
"^

;

;

—

!

—

1 Origen aptly characterizes the sources
of information of which Celsus availed
himself: EIt" kK napaTTovauuruv, elre Kal
k^ uvayvucTfiaTuv, dT" kn oirj-y^fiuruv 'lovSaiKuv.
Li. II. c. 10.
^ L. c. c. 34.
8L. c.c.13.
* Mr]6e uvenilTiTTTov yeyovevat rbv 'h/aovv
L. c. c. 41 and 42.
5 Which tradition had grown out of the
Idea
pushed to the extreme., —of Christ's

—

;

—

appearance in the forni of a servant, and
the literal interpretation of Isaiah 53.
® 'A/j.f/)^avov, otu delov tl ttAeov tCjv uk"kuv -rrpo^yv /irjSev a)Jkov 6ia0epeiv tovt(
6e ovdiv aXkov duipepev, akX' wf ^affi fiiKpdv Kal dvaetdig nal ayevvEQ }jv. L. IV
C.

75.
7

L. JJ. (.. 55 J. "VII.
l_ I c. 67.
L. II. c. 63 and 67.
j

8

^

^

l. IV.

c.

73.

c.

35.
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He could not perceive thac
excited against the Jewish people, served
as instruments of the divine justice to inflict the penalty which that
people had brought upon themselves by the accumulated measure of
the times,

must

also

be unintelligible.

men whose anger had been

their guilt.

From

same school of Platonism proceeded,

the

in the latter half of

the third century, another opponent of Christianity,

— one

in

whom we

recognize a man of noble spirit united with profound intellectual attainments, altogether the reverse of Celsus.
Porphyry, a Phoenician by
birth, was a man of the East, in whom the Oriental basis of character
had been completely fused with the elements of Grecian culture. The
account which comes from the church historian Socrates,^ that he had
originally been a Christian, and only became embittered against Christianity on account of the ill treatment he had suffered from some of
his fellow-believers, resembles, too much to deserve any credit, one of
the common stories by which men endeavored to account, from outward
causes, for an opposition grounded in the inward bent of the mind itself.
In all that belongs to Porphyry, no trace can be discovered of his having once been a Christian for, assuredly, those ideas of his which are,
or rather which seem to be, related to Christianity, cannot rightly be
considered as any evidence of this sort.
In part, those idea»s sprung
naturally out of that part of Platonism which may claim some relationship with Christian doctrines, and which was more distinctly brought
out by the effort to refine paganism and hold it up in opposition to
Christianity and in part, they showed the power exerted by Christianity
even over those minds that were opposed to it as, for instance, when
Porphyry describes the triad of Christian principles. Faith, Love, and
Hope,
though not apprehended according to the profound meaning
If Porphyry had
of St. Paul,
as the foundation of genuine piety .^
not been a disciple of Plotinus, it is possible that by the fusion of
Oriental Theosophy Avith Christianity he might have become a Gnostic.
That speculative direction, opposed to the Oriental Gnosticism, which
he received from Plotinus, the union of a Theosophy based on Platonism with the spiritualized polytheistic system, rendered him a violent
enemy of Christianity, which could not be forced to accommodate itself
;

;

;

—

—

to his eclectic theory.

Porphyry, in the letter to his wife, calls it the noblest fruit of piety
worship God after the manner of one's country.^
Christianity, then,
would be hateful to him, if on no other grounds, because it was a religion
As it was liis wish that such
that conflicted with the national worship.
a worship should be maintained as could not otherwise be reduced to
harmony with the fundamental ideas of his philosophical religion than
by artificial interpretations, unintelligible to the multitude, ho -was
He was, as we
necessarily betrayed into many self-contradictions.
have seen, a zealous advocate of image-worship and in encouraging
to

;

1

L. III.

c.

23.

In his letter to his wife, Marcella, which
was published by Mai, in Milan, 1816, Co.
24 ) Teaaapa aroix^la fiuT^iara KSKparvv2

:

i9(j Tvepl t9-eov- Triarig, uX^\'}i;/,a,

fptff,

iXnic.

j^p ^d Marcellam, ed. Mai. e. 18, where
perhaps the reading shoulil be: Tifiav rd
3

i^elov

Kara

Tii

TruTpca.

PORPHYRY.
this,
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he countenanced at the same time the old superstitions, since the

And jet
people associated with these images their ancient notions.
" That man is not so much of an Atheist who
he writes to his wife
neglects to worship the images of the gods, as he who transfers to God
:

the opinions

of the multitude.''^
a work against Christianity, in which he endeavored to decontradictions between the
tect contradictions in the sacred scriptures,
Apostles,
especially between the Apostles Peter and Paul.^
Doubtless he may have adroitly availed himself, in this work, of the weak
spots presented, not by the matter itself which he was attacking, but
by the manner in which men had set forth and defended it as, for
example, when he was led by those harmonists who regarded the New
Testament only as a rigid unity, to point out the discrepancies existing
in the same,
of which, as we may suppose, he would be sure to make
when, as Celsus had done before him,^ he seized upon the
a false use
artificial, allegorical interpretations, resorted to for the purpose of so
explaining the Old Testament as to show that every part of it was
equally divine and that every Christian doctrine might be found in it,
and turned them into an argument to prove that the Old Testament
admitted of no worthy sense to the natural and simple apprehension.
Not Avithout good I'cason could he say of such explanations, that men
had contrived to dazzle and bewilder the judgment by pompous show.^
Yet what he could assert with so much justice against this artificial
interpretation of the Old Testament, fell back with no less weight
against himself and the school to which he belonged, who took the same
unwarrantable liberties in interpreting the Greek religion and its fables.
There is another work of Porphyry's, respecting which our information is more accurate, where too he has spoken against Christianity, and
may have intended, indirectly at least, to present some check to its
progress,
a system of Theology such as could be drawn up from the
ancient, pretended responses of the Oracles.'*
He aimed in this way,
as we have already observed in the Introduction, to supply the craving
now aAvakened for religious instruction on the basis of some divine
authority that could be relied on,
an interest by which many were led
along to Christianity.
Now, among the responses of the Oracles, some
are to be found which relate to Christ and Christianity,
an evidence
of the power of the Christian religion, which had so early infused its
influence into the spiritual atmosphere, and already pressed itself upon
the heathens from all that surrounded them.
Hence many were at a
loss to know how they should act with regard to it, and sought for

He

wi'ote

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

1

Where he has

recourse to the fallacious

argument grounded on the well-known
cident at Antioch, Gal.
^

Sec

c.

Cels.

1.

I. c.

in-

2.

17

;

1.

IV.

c.

48.

The words

of Porphyry, which very
aptly characterize this sort of self-delusion
in the interpretation of the records of religion, are as follows
Atu tov Tv<pov rd
KpiTiKov T)/( fvx'/i Kara-yorj-euaavTec. Eu^

:

seb. hist, ecclcs. 1. VI. c. 19.
* Uepl t;}c ii< Tioyiuv <j)i}Mao(pia(,

of which,

many respects very interesting work,
considerable fragments have been preserved in the twelve scrmonib. curat, affect, of
Theodovetus. in Augustine's work de Civitate Dei, after a Latin version, in which
Augustine had read it and csjiecially in
that great literary store-house, the Pr8e]«irat. Evang. and Demonstrat. Evangel, of
Eusebius. Mali has ]niblishcd a new fragment in connection witli tlie letter to Map
in

;

cclla.
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advice from the Oracles or from the priests who spoke in their name.
in answer to these applications differed in tone and
import, according to the different modes of thinking of the priests who

The responses given
gave them.

was a case of frequent occurrence,

It

in the first centuries,

women became

zealous Christians, while their husbands remained
wholly devoted to Paganism.
In a case of this sort, a man inquired
of Apollo what god he should propitiate in order to bring back his wife
that the

The pretended Apollo, who knew doubtless the
among the Christians, gave for a response, " that he
might sooner write on the flowing stream, or fly on the empty air, than
from Christianity.^

force of conviction

change the mind of his wife after she had once become impure and
godless.
Leave her, then, to lament her deceased G-od." ^ Apollo
appears, next, justifying the judges who had condemned Jesus to death
" for the Jews acknowledged God, at
as a revolter against Judaism
:

least

more than the Christians," (the common judgment of the pagans.

See the preceding history.)
Many of the pagans were led to suppose from what they had heard
concerning Christ, that he might be worshipped as a god along with the
other gods, and they consulted the Oracle on this point.
It is noticeable that the priests, who composed the response in this case, were
cautious against saying anything disrespectful of Christ himself.
The
answer was, " He who is wise, knows that the soul rises immortal from
but the soul of that man is preeminent in piety." ^ When
the body
they inquired further, why Christ had suffered death, it was responded,
" To be subjected to tlie weaker sufferings is always the lot of the body,
but the soul of the pious rises to the fields of heaven." * Here Porphyry himself takes occasion to explain that Christ, therefore, must not
;

1 Mail infers from this jilace, altogether
without reason, that Porphyry's Marcella
was a Christian. Porphyry undoubtedly
oi' anolker, as he does
cites here the
frequently in this work.
The letter to
Marcella contains no evidence wiiatever
that she was a Christian, but rather proves

qiMi
_

the contrary.

The

XIX. c. 23.
conviction among
1.

of religious
Jews and Christians becanie proverbial, as
from
we see
the words of the ce ebrated
physician Galen where he is speaking of
the great difhculty of bringing about any
change
the opinions of those who are devoted to particular schools of medicine or
philosophy, and makes use of tlie following
coTTiparison: Quttov av rcg rovg uno Muvstren.iith

m

^v
De

Kac Xpiarov fieTaSLduJeiev,
"^fferent.

ter, 1.
2

Vlli

pulsuum,
t.

1.

r,

k,t

III. c. 3, ed.

A.

Char-

68.
fJ.£Td(7o)/ia npojiai-

vEi,
<TO(j)iy

irpo-

''pvxv ^' Evcrefieuv elc

^

ovpuvcov tteSov

cCel.

Porphyry was occasionally
deceived by spurious oracles, that had beeii
interpolated either by Alexajidrian Jews, or
^^i^g, j^„j ^^^^^ ^^„^^ Platonicians.
It is
^^

^^^^

possible also, that oracles of this dehad been interpolated by some oth^^ more rightly thinking pagan", under the
tliougli
^ame of the g6d or the goddess:
j^ may be very well conceived, and indeed
j, ^^^^;.^ ^^^^^.:^^ ^^ suppose, that these ora^j^^ ^^p,.^ ^ptually given on the occasions
specified.
But assuredly the suspicion is
altogether unfounded, tliat they were in..g,^^^,, h,, some Christian, for' Christians
^^,,1^ certainly have never been able to
^^j.^
jj^gj^ ^-^^^ ^^ ^^^, ^^ i^i^ of c^^s^^
scription

—

t,^^

example being once given of such pa-

oracles in relation to Christ. Christifns
miglit then be led, no doubt, to invent others.
In the oracular response cited by
Lactantius, (institut. 1. VI. c. 13) the words
concerning Christ, x^vriTog kz/v aara aapgjy-,

"Orifih' ut'^avurr/fvx'/

yijvaaKEi

u^paveaiv (iaauvoLQ alec

iHjSXrjTai-

-^^

_

Augustin. de ciyitate Dei,

'

* 'ECi/j.a fiiv

TBTifirifievog,

oKka

yE

'iivxh

uvEpoc EVCE^iy 7rpo(pEpEaraTTi karlv

Ike'i-

Euseb. Demonstrat. evang.

Ka,

croipbr

TEpnTuSEoiv

epyoir;,

and severa

Others, betray their Christian author

vov.
1.

III. p. 134.
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be calumniated ; they only should be pitied who worship him as God.
" That pious soul, which had ascended to heaven, had by a certain

become an occasion of error to those souls which were destined
have no share in the gifts of the gods and in the knowledge of the
«»ternal Zeus."
The list of authors who wrote against Christianity is closed by Hierocles, president of Bithynia, and afterwards prsefect of Alexandria.
The time which this writer chose for making his attack, was the last
which any man of noble and generous feelings would have been disposed
fatality

to

to choose, that of the Dioclesian persecution.

unbecoming

And

it

was particularly

in Hierocles to obtrude himself on the Christians in the

character of a teacher, as he was himself one of the instigators of the
persecution, and a principal instrument in carrying it into eifect.
Yet
he assumed the air of one who was actuated by an impartial love of
the truth, and who wi^ote with the kindest feelings towards the Christians, entitling his performance, " Words to the Christians, from a lover
In this work, he repeats over a great deal that had heen
of truth." 1
He indulges himself in retailsaid already by Celsus and Porphyry.
ing the most abominable falsehoods about the history of Christ.
In
particular, for the purpose of at once glorifying the old religion and
attacking the Christian faith, he made use of a comparison of which
probably he has no claim to be considered the original inventor.
To
give the declining religion of paganism a new impulse in its resistance
to the overwhelming power of Christianity, it was necessary to direct
men's attention to those heroes of the old religion who could be set up,
it was imagined, in opposition to him on whom alone the faith of the
Thus the lives of the ancient sages,
Christians reposed.
of Pythagoras, for example, as exhibited by the New-Platonic philosopher,
were colored over with a tinge of the miraculous, if not
Jamblichus,
purposely for an object of this sort, at least under the influence of such
a tendency, which reigned supreme in the religious consciousness of the
But men did not wish to go back for the pictures of such
pagans.
heroes of the faith to hoary antiquity, they wanted to find them nearer
home. The appearance of men who had occasioned vmusual excitement
in the public mind, of such men, for example, as Apollonius of Tyana,
were made available against Christianity in two different ways.
One
class, who were in the habit of referring all eccentric phenomena of
the religious spirit alike to fanaticism or fraud
as Lucian, who places
Apollonius of Tyana on the same level with Alexander of xlbonoteichus,
would avail themselves of this comparison to account also for the
appearance and eifects of Christianity.
Others, again, would oppose
Apollonius, as a prophet and worker of miracles among the Greeks, to
the founder of the new religion.
This was the course adopted by
Hierocles.
He wanted to deprive the miracles of Christ of their force
of evidence, by the miracles of this Apollonius.
He considered every
fable which the rhetorical Philostratus, ages after the alleged events,
had drawn from unauthentic sources, or out of his own imagination, to

—

—

—

—

1

Aoyoi

(piXaXrj'&eic

npbg rovg Xptartavovc

:
;
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be entirely worthy of credit as, for example, that Apollonius under*
while the apostles, uneducated, lying
stood the language of brutes
jugglers, as Hierocles abusively called them without attempting
men,
are declared to have stated nothing but falsehoods. " You
to prove it,
hold Christ to be God," said he, " because he is reported to have made
a few blind men see, and to have performed some other works of the
and yet the Greeks hold an Apollonius, who was the author
like kind
of so many miracles, not to be a god, but only a man particularly
Such was the peculiar method of argument
beloved of the gods."
adopted by Hierocles.^
In this very life of Apollonius, used by Hierocles, and composed by
the rhetorician Philostratus the elder, a favorite of Julia Domna the
wife of Septiraius Severus, some have supposed they discovered a side
aim against Christianity. But there is no single passage of the work
which furnishes any evidence that such was its design, while opportunities were not wanting to introduce in some way or other remarks hostile
On the
to Christianity, as, for instance, where he speaks of the Jews.
other hand, he mentions the divine vengeance inflicted on Jerusalem,
of which the Roman arms were only the instrument,^ in such a way as
would be favorable to the Christian interest, and might be supposed,
indeed, to indicate that he was unconsciously influenced by the prevailYet the
ing mode of contemplating that event among the Christians.
remarks on the preceding page are not wholly inapplicable to the case
Whether it sprang from a conscious design, or from
of Philostratus.
an involuntary interest, the effort is apparent to give dignity to his
hero as a counter-picture to Christ and in doing this we need not
suppose he was influenced by any jMlemic aim against the Christian
fiith, but only by a wish to set forth the splendor of the Greek religion
It may be that the miracles of Christ,
in rivalship with Christianity.^
of which he had informed himself, furnished the occasion for many
scattered embellishments of his own invention, although no reference
of this kind is to be found so distinct and 2Ml2)able as to leave this
;

;

— —
;

;

beyond question.
These attacks on the Christian church were met, from the time of
the Emperor Hadrian and onwards, by men who stood up for the deWe reserve it for another
fence of Christianity and of the Christians.
portion of our history to speak more in detail of these apologists and of
Here we shall simply remark that these apologies were
their writings.
One class
of two different forms, and had two distinct objects in view.
of them were expositions of Christian doctrine, designed for the use
the other class had a more oflicial
of enlightened Pagans generally
;

character, as the authors advocated the cause of the Christians before
emperors, or before the proconsuls and presidents of the provinces.
1 See, respecting him, Lactant. 1. V. c. 2
de mortib. persecutor, c. 16. Euseb. adv.

Hierocl.
2

L. VI.

c.

29,

he makes Titus say,

in

reference to the destruction of Jerusalem

M^

auTog ravTa elpyacF^ai, iJeoJ cSe opyjjv
tuc kavTov ;);etpaf.

<j)yvavTi iTcideSu-CEvai

^

As Dr. Baur

also supposes, in his

on Apollonios of Tyana,

Essay

Tiibinger
Zeitschrift fiir Tlieologie, Jahrg. 1832, 4tes
Heft, also separately printed,) although I
cannot allow that all the references to the
histoiy of Christ which Baur finds in thii
booli, are sufficiently proved.
(in the

:
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not obtain a personal hearing, it was necessary for them
The supposition that the forms of
speak through their writings.
address to the emperors, to the senate, and the governors, were mere
drapery, after the fashion of the declamations practised in the Pagan
rhetorical schools, is certainly inconsistent with the situation and tempey
of the Christians of this time.
It is far more natural to suppose that
the authors of such writings were seeking to correct the judgment of

As they could

to

the civil authorities respecting Christianity

and

its

adherents.

We

cannot wonder, however, that these apologies seldom or never produced
their desired effect on the authorities of the state ; for the latter would
hardly give themselves the time, or find themselves in a suitable mood,
Even
to examine with calmness what these apologists had to advance.
master-pieces of apologetic art, which these productions, written from the
fullness of conviction, certainly were not, could, in this case, have efiected
nothing for there was no possible way in which they could recommend
Christianity so as to meet the politico-reliyious views of Roman statesmen. In relation to the fundamental position of a Roman, it was of no
avail, though they bore witness, with the force of inspiration, of those
truths, the more general recognition of which was certainly owing, in
the first place, to the revolution in the opinions of mankind brought
about by Christianity though they appealed to the univei'sal rights
belonging to man by his creation though they assumed as a point which
every man must concede, that religion is a matter of free conviction
and feeling, that belief cannot be forced, that God cannot be served
" It belongs to the human rights and
with the worship of constraint.
natural power of each individual," says Tertullian, " to worship the
(jrod in whom he believes
it is not the part of religion to force religion
it must be embraced voluntarily, not imposed by constraint, as sacrifices
Although, then, you compel
are recpiired only from the willing heart.
But by the
us to sacrifice, you will still gain nothing for your gods." ^
principle of the laws of the Roman empire, which here came immediately into consideration, there was no cpiestion respecting the iynvard
religion^ but only respecting the ouhvard fulfilment of the laics, the
There was nothing here
observance of the " Roman ceremonies."
The apologist?
that taught any distinction between men and citizens.
might ap^jeal to the blameless lives of the Christians, they might challenge the magistrates to subject them to the severest judicial examinaThe more
tions, and ))unish the guilt}', but this could avail nothing.
intelligent had long since ceased to believe those fantastic reports of
the populace.
Like Pliny, they could not accuse the Christians, as a
But yet the Chi-istian life appeared
body, of any moral delinquency.
to them incompatible with the " Roman manners," and Christianity a
feverish fanaticism dangerous to the good order of the Roman state.
It was a sound and healthy feeling that induced the apologists of
Christianity to assume the existence of a prophetic element, not in
;

;

;

;

1 Humani juris et naturalis potestatis est
unicuuiuc, quod putaverit, colere, nee alii
obest aut prodest alterius religio.
Sed nee
reli;;;ionis est, co<^ere religioncm,(iuae sponte

suscipi debeat,

aniino
lam, e.

libeiiti
2.

non

vi,

cum

expostulentur.

et hostise ah

Ad

Scapa
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but also in Paganism, and to make appeal to tliis, as
Paul, at Athens, in proclaiming the God of revelation,
appealed to the presentiment of tli« unknown God in the immediate
consciousness of mankind, and to those forms in which this consciousness
had been expressed by the words of inspired poets. Christianity, in
truth, is the end to which all development of the religious consciousness
must tend, and of which, therefore, it cannot do otherwise than offer a
Thus there dwells an element of prophecy not
prophetic testimony.
barely in revealed religion, unfolding itself beneath the fostering care
of the divine vintager (John xv.) as it struggles onward from Judaism
to its complete disclosure in Chi-istianity, but also in religion as it grows
wild^on the soil of paganism, which by nature must strive unconsciously
But though the apologists had a well-grounded
towards the same end.
right to search through those stages of culture from which they themselves had passed over to Christianity, in quest of such points of agreefor which purpose they made copious collections from the
ment,
ancient philosophers and poets,— yet they were too closely involved in
the very process of development to be able rightly to understand the
earlier culture, as well in that part of it which was opposed to Christianity as in that which was in relationship with it and led to it.
Very
easily might it happen that they would be led involuntarily to transfer
their Christian mode of apprehension to their earlier positions, and
allow themselves to be deceived by mere appearances of resemblance.

Judaism

aloiie

apostle

the

—

Add

to this,

that

Alexandrian Jews and pagan Platonists

may have

already introduced many forgeries under the famous names of antiquity,
which could serve as testimonies in behalf of the religious truths taken
And
for granted by Christianity in opposition to pagan Polytheism.
at a time when all critical skill, as well as all interest in critical inquiries,
were alike wanting, it would be easy for men who were seeking, under
the influence of a purely religious interest, after the testimonies of the
ancients, for such a use, to allow themselves to be imposed upon by
This happened not seldom with the
spurious and interpolated matter.
Christian apologists.
Thus, for instance, there were interpolated writings of this description

passing under the name of that mythic personage of antiquity, the Grecian Hermes (Trismegistus) or the Egyptian Thoth ; also under the
names of the Persian Hystaspes, (Gushtasp) and of the Sibyls, so
celebrated in the Greek and Roman legends, which were used in good
Whatever truth at bottom might be lying in
faith by the apologists.
those time-old legends of the Sibylline prophecies,^ of which the pro1 I here
make use of an expression,
coined for this purpose by Schelling. a man
endowed above all others with the gift of
finding its right word for the expression of
to mark the notion of naturethe idea,
religion in its relation to the religion of
revelation.
In like manner, Clement of
Alexandria styles the Hellenic philosophy,

power

in its relation to Christianity, the aypi£/la«of.

in nature-religion, is characteristicalfrom the supernatural prophetic element of revealed religion.
Thus
we find the character of the former expressed in ancient verses, cited under the
name of the Sibvl. in Plutarch de Pythiaa
'Qg ohSk uTro^avovaa 'krj^ei
oraculis, c. 9
fiavTLKrjg, uXX,' avrrj /lev kv ry (teXtivti irepieiai to naXov/isvov (paivo/xevov yevo/iivTi

Strom. VI.

TrpoacjTrnv, tu) ds uept

—

^

The

f.

672.

prophetic element, as a natural

ly distinguished

:

rb

-rrvsvfia

avyKpa'&ev
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found Heraclitus, five hundred years before Christ, had said, " their
unadorned, earnest words, spoken with inspired mouth, reached through
a thousand years," ^ the consciousness of such a pi-ophetic element in
these predictions was supposed to refer to the
Paganism, that which
fates of cities and nations, and more particularly to a last and golden
age of the world, ^ gave occasion to divers mterpretations taken from
Jewish and Christian pohits of view ; and as it had been the practice
from very early times, with both pagans and Jews, to interpolate spurious verses, accommodated to their respective religious views and

m

under the name of Sibyllme prophecies,^ so Christian fiction,
first century after Christ, added its own quota to the
rest.
When Celsus reproached the Christians with interpolating many
scandalous things into the Sibylline writings,^ Origen in his reply could
appeal to the fact that the more ancient Sibylline writings were full of
principles,

from the very

interpolations.

With

this use of the so called Sibylline prophecies, all

Christians, however, were not satisfied.

Celsus mentions,

Christian sects, the Sibyllists,^ and Origen accounts for

it

among

other

by supposing

that Celsus might some time or other have heard how" this name of
reproach had been applied to those Avho quoted the Sibyl as a prophetThis,
ess, by other Christians who did not approve of this practice.
however, is not to be so understood as to imply that those opponents
of the Sibylline pi'ophecies had ascertained, on grounds of criticism,
the spuriousness of these writings,^ and for this reason refused to countenance such a fraud for pious purposes ; more probably, they revolted
a priori, at the very supposition that anything of the nature of a pro-

phetic

power existed among

the heathen.

While, by others, the testimonies, genuine and interpolated, derived
from their own literature, were employed against the Pagans, TertuUian
chose a different course.
Inclined to perceive in all culture, science
and art, the falsification of original truth, he preferred to ap])eal to
the involuntary utterances of the immediate, original voice of God in
nature.
He adduced, as evidence for Christian truth against Polytheism, the spontaneous expressions of an irrepressible, immediate,
religious consciousness in common life,
the testimony of the soul,
which he held to be Christian by nature,"
the testimony of the simple,
uncultivated, ignorant soul, previous to all cultivation.^
In his apology
before the pagans he makes appeal to this witness of the soul, " which,
though confined in the prison of the body, though led astray by Avrong

—
—

Tov aufiaroc /xsTa,8a?MVTog

KolvXric

uva(l>vo/xEVTic,

h

yy noag

rfi

j3oaKi]aETaL Tavrr/v

constituent parts

of the

and of the interpolated

Sibylline books,
verses.
See ])io-

lepu dpEfifiaTa xpoac re navToSa-rrug laxovra Kal /iop(pu( Kai TToioTTiTag ETTi tCjv aTT/M-y-

nysius of Halicarn. Archaeol. 1. IV. c. 62.
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Plutarch, de Pythite oraculis, c. 6.
Ultima Cunisei carminis £etas vid. Virgil, IV. Eclog.
^ Varro, in his great archseologiral work,
treated, already in his time, of the different
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^

;
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training, tliough enfeebled

comes

to

itself,

bj the desires and passions, yet when it
fit of intoxication, as out of a sleep, out

as out of a

and when conscious of its healthful condition, calls God
by this name alone, because it is the proper name of the true God.
Great God
good God
and what God gives,
these are common
expressions with all.
It adjures also this God as its judge, in such
of a disease,

^

—

expressions as these

— God

will requite

:

— God

me.

—

is

my

witness,

upward to heaven
from Him and from thence

not to the Capitol, but
the living

—

carcere corporis pressa, licet
pravis circumscripta, licet
libidinibus ac concupiscentiis evigorata, licet falsis Diis exancillata, cum tamen resipiscit, ut ex crapula, ut ex somno, ut ex
aliqua valetudine, et sanitatem suam pati1

Quae,

God

licet

iustitutionibus

tiir,

Deum

nominal, hoc sole nomine, quia

proprio Dei veri.

—

to

God

I

commit my cause,

Finally, in using these expressions,

Deus magnas, Dens

bo-

;

for
it

it

it

looks,

knows the seat of

descended."

^

quod Deus dederit, omnium vox
Judicem quoque contestatur ilium,
Deus videt, et Deo commendo, et Deus raihi
Denique, pronuntians haec, non ad
reddet.
nus, et

est.

Capitolium, sed ad caelum respicit. Novit
enim sedem Dei vivi, ab illo et inde descendit.

SECTION SECOND.
BnSTORT OF THE CHURCH CONSTITUTION, OF CHURCH DISCIPLINE, ANr
OF SCHISMS IN THE CHURCH.
I.

1.

History of the Constitution of the Church.

Of

the Constitution

of Church Communities generally.

In considering the history of the formation of the Christian church
two different epochs must be carefully distinguished
Tlie
first epoch of its formation, as it sprang immediately, in the Apostolic
age, out of the peculiar essence of Christianity,
that essential character of Christianity whereby it is wholly distinguished, as well from
the Old Testament position, as from all previous forms of religious community and secondly, the epoch in icldch this original form of fellowship among Christians became gradually changed under various foreign
infiaences, reaching doivn to the end of this period of the history.
We
speak first, then, oi the foundation laid for the coiistitution of Christian
communities in the Apostolic age.
constitution,

:

—

;

A. The first foundation for
ties in the

the constitution of Christian

communi-

Apostolic age.

What Moses

expressed as a wish,^ that the Spirit of God might rest
might be prophets, is a prediction of that wdiich was
to be realized through Christ.
By him was instituted a fellowship of
divine life, which, proceeding from the equal and equally immediate relation of all to the one God, as the divine source of life to all, removed
those boundaries within which, at the Old Testament position, the development of the higher life was still confined and hence the fellowship
thus derived, essentially distinguishes itself from the constitution of all
previously existing religious societies.
There could be no longer a
priestly or prophetic office, constituted to serve as a medium for the
propagation and development of the kingdom of God, on which office
the religious consciousness of the commmiity was to be dependent.
Such a guild of priests as existed in the previous systems of religion,
empowered to guide other men, who remained, as it were, in a state of
religious pupilage
having the exclusive care of providing for their
religious wants, and serving as mediators, by whom all other men must
first be placed in connection with God and divine things
such a
priestly caste could find no place within Christianity.
In removing out
of the way that which separated mew from God, in communicating tc

upon

all,

and

all

;

;

;

1

Numbers,

1 1

:

29.
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the same fellowship loitli (roti, Christ also removed the barrier \> hich
had hitherto divided vnQnfrom one another. Christ, the Prophet and
High Priest -for entire humanity, was the end of the prophetic office
and of the priesthood. There was now the same High Priest and Mediator for all, through whom all, become reconciled and united with God,
are themselves made a priestly and spiritual race
one heavenly King,
Guide and Teacher, through whom all are taught of God one faith,
one hope, one Spirit which should quicken all one oracle in the hearts
of all, the voice of the Spirit proceeding from the Father
all were
to be citizens of one heavenly kingdom, with whose heavenly powers,
even while strangers in the world, they should be already furnished.
When the Apostles applied the Old Testament idea of the priesthood
to Christianity, this was done invariably for the simple purpose of showing that no such visible, particular priesthood could find place in the
new community that since free access to God and to heaven had been,
once for all, opened to believers by one High Priest, even Christ, they
all

;

;

;

;

—

;

had, by virtue of their union to him, become themselves a spiritual people, consecrated to God
their calling being none other than to dedicate their entire life to God as a thank-offering for the grace of redemption, to pubhsh abroad the power and grace of him who had called
them out of the kingdom of darkness into his marvellous light, to make
their life one continual priestliood, one spiritual worship springing from
the temper of faith working by love, one continuous testimony for their
Saviour (compare 1 Pet. ii. 9, Rom. xii. 1, and the spirit and whole
train of thought running through the epistle to the Hebrews.)
So, too,
the advancement of God's kingdom in general and in particular, the
diffusion of Christianity among the heathens and the good of each particular community, was now to be, not the duty of one select class of
Christians alone, but the most immediate concern of each individual.
Every one, from the position assigned him by the invisible Head of the
church, should cooperate in promoting this object by the special gifts
which God had bestowed on him,
gifts grounded in Im peculiar nature, but that nature renewed and ennobled by the Holy Spirit. There
was no distinction here of spiritual and secular but all, as Christians,
should, in their inner life, in temper and dis])Osition, be dead to the ungodlike, to the world, and in so far separate from the world,
men
animated by the Spirit of God and not by the spirit of the world. Tlni
mdividual predominant capabilities of Christians, sanctified, made godly
by this Spirit and appropriated as organs for its activity, should be
transformed to charismata, gifts of grace.
It was thus, therefore, the
Apostle Paul began his exposition of spiritual gifts, addressed to the
" Once, when ye were heathens,
Corinthian church, (1 Corinth, xii.)
and suffered yourselves to be led blindfold by your priests to dumb
idols, ye wei-e as dead and dumb as they.
Now that through Christ ye
serve the living God, ye no longer have such guides, drawing you along
blindfold by leading-strings. Ye have yourselves for a guide the Spirit
of God, that enlightens you.
Ye no longer dumbly follow He
speaks out of you there are diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit."
;

—

;

—

;

;

;
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tlic Cliristian community rested on tins
that no one
be the chosen, preeminent organ of the Holy Spirit
each at his
for the guidance of the whole ; but all Avere to cooperate,
particular position, and with the gifts bestowed on him, one suppl3nng
for the advancement of the Chriswhat might be wanted by another,
In this view of it, the New Testatian life and of the common end.
ment idea of the charisma becomes important the charisma, by which
is designated the individuality and diversity in the operations of the
Spirit that quickens all, as contradistinguished from that which in
all is the same ; the peculiar kind and manner or form of the activity
of that common principle, so far as it is conditioned by the peculiar natural characteristics of each individual. Just as the unity of that higher
S])irit must reveal itself in the manifoldness of the charismata, so must
all these peculiarities, quickened by the same Spirit, serve as organs,
mutually helping each other for one common end, the edification of the
church.
We understand edification here, according to the general and
original sense of the term in the writings of St. Paul, as referring to
the advancement and development, from its common ground, of the

The essence

of

:

individual should

—

—

;

entire hfe of the church-community.

was the common work of

The

edification of the church,

Even edification by the
word was not assigned exclusively to one individual but every man
who felt the inward call to it, might give utterance to the word in the
Referring to the same end, there Avere likewise
assembled church.
diiTerent gifts, grounded in the diversity of peculiar natures, quickened
by the Holy Spirit according as, for example, the productive, (prophin this sense,

all.

;

;

ecy,) or the receptive, (interpretation, the Supujjveia,') or the ciitical
faculty, (proving of spirits ;) according as the capacity for feeling and
intuition, or

that of sober reflective thought predominated

according

;

overwhelming force, had the preponderance, and
or a harthe Human, in its independent development, gave place to it
monious cooperation of both the Divine and the Human prevailed
accorcting as the momentaneous and sudden seizure of inspiration had
the ascendency, or what was contained in the Christian consciousness
became unfolded through a process of thought quickened by the Holy
Spirit, (where again there were manifold gradations, from an ecstatic
elevation of mind down to the uniform, discreet and cautious unfoldas the Divine, in

its

;

of the imderstanding, speaking with tongues, prophecy, the
ordinary gift of teaching,) in fine, according as the prevailing tendency was to the theoretical or to the practical, (the Gnosis or the

ing

Sophia.')

Since Christianity did not destroy any of the natural distinctions
in the laws of the original creation, but sanctified and ennobled tliem
for our Saviour's words, that he came not to destroy but
to fulfil, apply also to the natural world
so, although the dividing
wall l)etween man and woman, in respect to the higher life, was
removed by Christ, and in him man and woman become one, yet Christianity would have the woman remain true to the particular sphere and
destination assigned her b}^ natun,'. Women were excluded from taking

gromided

;

;
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any public part in the transactions of the church assemblies
they were referred to their appropriate sphere of activity within the
bosom of the family, or some corresponding place in the administration
;

The Apostle Paul, (1 Cor. xiv. 34,) interdicts the
female part of the church alone from publicly speaking in the assemwhich makes it evident again, that no other exception existed to
blies
But this last menthe universality of this right among the Christians.
tioned exception continued to be made, after the same manner, in sucEven the enthusiastic Montanists recognized it only
ceeding times.
maintaining that the extraordinary operations of the divine Spirit were
In proof of this, they referred to the case of
not bound by this rule.
the prophecying women, mentioned in 1 Corinth, xi. 5 ; but incorrectly,
since the Apostle simply speaks here of a practice that prevailed in the
Corinthian church, without approving that practice, but with a design
This will be evident on
of correcting it in a later part of the epistle.
comparing 1 Corinth, xi. 5, with xiv. 34.^
As the inner fellowship of divine life introduced by Christianity
strove, however, from the beginning, to exhibit itself in an outward
fellowship, it must necessarily appropriate to itself some determinate
form, answering to its own essence, a form in which this union could
appear and shape itself as a spiritual body because Avithout such form
no association, for whatever purpose, can have actual being and subTo this end, a certain organization was necessary ; a cersistence.
tain relative superordination and subordination of the different members,
according to the different positions assigned them in reference to the
whole
a certain guidance and direction of the common concerns,
and therefore separation of organs destined for that particular end.
And this stands in no manner of contradiction with Avhat we asserted
respecting the essential character of Christianity and the fellowship'
grounded therein, and respecting the mutual relations of Christians to
On the contrary, the natural relation of members to one
each other.
another points already to such an organic form in the constitution of
For, as there were individualities
the community as a necessary thing.
of character predominantly productive, and others of a more receptive
bent ; as there were those preeminently calculated to guide and rule ;
and, as the Christian life shaped itself after the form of these natural
the natural talent being elevated to
peculiarities, which it ennobled,
the result was, that some members of the community
a charisma,
would come to be possessed of the gift which is designated in the epistles
This mutual rela^
of St. Paul as the x^P'-'^fJ-'^ Kvfiepviiaeug (governments.)
tion of gifts, grounded in the natural talents of individuals, pointed to
a corresponding position of the several mem))ers of the community in
of church affairs.

;

;

;

;

—

—

their relation to

1

one another.

The

Hilary, who wrote commentaries
epistles of St. Paul, is remarkable
freedom
from prejudice with which
the

The

on the
for

CJhristian antiquity.
In
spealving of these matters also, he correctly distinguishes the earlier from the later

he contemplates

x^'^P'-'^f"'

KvfSEpvf/cTEuc;

required a corres-

of the church. Primtim omnes
et omnes baptizabant, ut crescei'et
plebs et multiplicaretur, omnibus inter initia
concessum est, et evangelizare et baptizare
Hilar, in epist
et scripturas explorare.

practice

docebant

Ephes.

c.

IV.
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the fitness for which had been conferred by that gift, in
This was a whole, com])Osed of equal
the members being but organs of the community, as this

ponding

office,

the organization of the church.

members, all
was the body quickened by the Spirit of Christ. All these members,
as organs of the whole and of the one Spirit which gave it life, were to
and
cooperate, each in his appropriate place, for the common end
some of the members acted in this organization of parts as the preemiBut it could hardly work itself out in a natural
nently guiding ones.
way from the essence of the Christian life and of Christian fellowship,
that iflis guidance should be placed in the hands of only one individual.
The monarchical form of government tvas not suited to the Christian
community of spint.
The preponderance of one individual at the head of the whole might
too easily operate as a check on the free development of the life of
the church, and the free cooperation of the different organs, in Avhom
the consciousness of mutual independence must ever be kept alive.
The individual on whom everything depended, might acquire too great
an importance for the whole and so become the centre, round which
all would gather, so as to obscure the sense of their common relation to
The Apostles stood
that only One, who should be the centre for all.
to the collective body of Christians in a relation which corresponded
only to their peculiar position in the development of the church, and
which, for that very reason, could not be transferred to another office
since they alone were to be the bearers of Christ's word and spirit for
all ages
the chosen witnesses of his personal appearance and mhiistry,
of his resurrection to a new and more glorious state of being ; the necessary intermediate links by which the whole church Avas connected
with Christ.
This was a relation of dependence and subordination,
grounded in the nature of the historical develojiment, which could not
;

;

;

;

And these apostles themselves, to whom this position in
be repeated.
the guidance of the church belonged, how far were they from any
thought of exercising a constraining preponderance in its affairs, to lord
it over the faith, of which the foundation had once been laid, and which
was now to develop itself wuth freedom, and give shape to everything
How much respect they showed for
by its own inherent power alone
They endeavored to gain
the free development of the collective body
!

I

the free cooperation of the communities in all the affairs which con-

—

cerned those communities,
a point on which we shall speak more
particularly hereafter.
Peter and John place themselves in their
epistles in the
ties,

same

class with other presiding officers of the

instead of claiming a place above

them

communi-

as general rulers of the

church.
How difficult it might be to find in the communities an individual uniting in himself all the qualifications for guiding the affairs of
How much
the body, and who alone possessed the confidence of all
!

whose
might supply the deficiencies of each as an individual, one of whom might enjoy the most confidence in this, and the
other in that class of the community, and who together therefore migtit
be qualified for such a function.
Monarchy in spiritual things does

easier to find in every
peculiarities together

community several fathers of

families,

:
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not harmonize with the spirit of Christianity

;

for this points

everywhere

and to the
great advantage as well of common counsel as of common prayer.
Where two or three are assembled in the name of the Lord, he promises to be in the midst of them.
Besides, Christianity freely appropriated to its own use such already
to the

feeling of a mutual

need of help,

existing forms as were adapted to

Now

in

its

the Jewish synagogue, and in

to the necessity

spirit
all

and

essential character.

the sects that sprung out of

Judaism, there existed a form of government which was not monarchical,
but aristocratic consisting of a council of elders, c^p.':, Trpeapvrepot, who
To
liad the guidance of all aifairs belonging to the common interest.
this form, Christianity, which unfolded itself out of Judaism, would most
The same polity, moreover, would appear most
naturally attach itself.
natural, in whatever part of the Roman empire communities were
founded among the pagans, for men had long been used to see the
atRiirs of state administered by a senate, by the assembly of decuriones.
It is an evidence of the relationship between the ecclesiastical and cinl
administration, that at a somewhat later period, the clergy were denominated ordo, the guiding senate of the commmiity; since ordo stands
preeminently for the ordo senatorum.
The guidance of the communities was accordingly everywhere enIt was not necessary that these should
trusted to a counsel of elders.
be the oldest in years, though some respect doubtless was had to age.
But age here was a designation of worth, as in the Latin " senatus."
;

yepovaia.'"
Besides the usual name npeaiSvrepoi,
given to these heads of the community, there were also many others,
denoting their appropriate sphere of action, as TToi/ievec, shepherds
The founding of commuuitii'!:
'j>D3"^2, ')yoi'/^€' oil Trpoeo-TWTes TOiv dSeA^dii;.

and

in

the

Greek

''•

among the pagans led to another name, more conformed to the G\x-cian mode of designating such relations, than the appellations above
cited, which clearly show their Jewish origin. This name was ETzlcKonoi^
borrowed from the city foi-m of government among the Greeks,^ and
applied to the presiding officers of the Christian communities, as overseers of the whole, leaders of the community.
That the name kTvlaKonoL or bishops, was altogether synonymous Avith
is clearly evident from those passages of scripture,
where both appellations are used interchangeably. Acts 20, comp.
v. 17 with V. 28; Ep. to Titus, c. 1, v. 5 wqth v. 7 and from those
where the office of deacon is named imuiediatelv after that of bishop,
so that between these two church offices there could not still be a third
intervening one.
Ep. to Philipp. 1: 1; 1 Tim. 3: 1 and 8. This
interchange in the use of the two appellations shows that they were
iierfectly identical.
Even were the name bishop originally nothing
more than the distinctive title of a president of this church-senate, of
a Primus inter pares, yet even in this case such interchange would be
Likewise in the letter which Clemens, the disciple
quite inadmissible.

that of Presbyters,

of Paul, writes in the

1

See on

tills

name

point,

my

of the

Roman

church, the deacons are

Hist, of the Planting;, &c., Vol.

I.

p.
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named immediately

after the bishops, as the presiding officers of the
communities.^
But we here go on the supposition, that in each town, from the beginning onward, one single community formed itself under the guidance
Are we warranted to suppose this ? An oppoof a senate of elders.
site hypothesis has been proposed by several writers in more recent
It is held, according to this view, that there were not single
churches formed from the beginning, especially in the larger towns
but as Christianity was introduced from many different quartei-s and
by different preachers, single, small communities must have been
founded, independent of one another, which remained sepai-ate, and
held their assemblies at different places.
Not till later, then, would
one community be formed from the coming together of these several
conventicles.
Of such separate conventicles preceding the formation
of one community, indications are supposed to be found in those passages of St. Paul's epistles, where one person, with the church assembling in his house, is greeted.
Coloss. 4: 15; 1 Corinth. IG: 19;
Each of these small communiRom. 16 5
14, 15 ; Philem. 2.
ties is supposed to have had its own presiding officer, and in this sense
the monarchical was the original form of government in the constitution
of the church.
According to one view, the contentions of these little
bands and their presiding officers with one another, first caused the
want to be felt of greater unity and closer connection under a common
head by which the gradual formation of the episcopal government of
the church would be promoted.
According to the other view, the
name eTriaKoiTOL designated originally the function of these local presidents, and the name presbj'ters, the collegial union of these several
presidents of communities.
Such an atomic theory, however, corresponds, certainly, least of all, to
the essence of Christianity, of the Christian communit}^ of Sjirit, which
tended everywhere to fellowship and unity, and conveyed with it the
consciousness of all belonging together to one body.^
Everywhere in
the epistles of the New Testament, Christians of the same city appear
as members associated together to form one tKK7,ricjLa.
This unity
never represents itself as something which is yet to take place, but as
the original form, having its ground from the beginning in the essence
of the Christian consciousness
and the pai'ty divisions which threatened to dissolve this unity, appear rather as a morbid affection which
had crept in later, as in the Corinthian church. And if portions of
the church sometimes formed separate assembUes in the houses of such
individuals as possessed local conveniences for the purpose, or Avho
jfvere eminently qualified to edify those who assembled in their dwell-

times.^

:

—

;

;

See Cap. 42.
Dr. Kist of Leydcn see his Essay on
the Oiiiriii of the Episcopal Power in the

Dr. von Baur,

Christian Cliurch, traiishttcd from tlie Dutch
in Illgen's Zeitschrift fiir die historische
Theologie, Bd. II., 2tes Stuck, S. 48,
and

this theory, in

1

2

;

—

,

in his

Treatise on the Pas-

toral Letters.
'*

Conip. what

I

have said

my

in ohjection to

History of the Plantini?,
&c., p. 49 and 199
also Rothe, in his work
Ulwr die Anfan<re der Christlichen Kircha
;
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by the preaching

ings,

of the

word

;

^

yet this was something which

when the communities that were already reguand those who met in such
larly organized became more numerous
assemblies did not, by so doing, separate themselves from the great
whole of the CGmmunity which subsisted under that guiding senate.
Of course the distinction, which has its sole ground in the theory above
and all we can
Qientioned, between bishops and presbyters, vanishes
admit is, that the latter was particularly the name of dignity, the
former the name designating the function, or particular sphere of
did not occur

till

later,

;

:

activity.

These presbyters or bishops then, as we may call the same functionunder different points of view, had the general super-

aries considered

intendence of the communities, the direction of all affairs pertaining to
but the office of teaching was not committed exthe common interest
for, as we have remarked above, all Christians,
clusively to them
originally, had the right of pouring out their hearts before the brethren,
and of speaking for their edification, in the public assemblies. ,It does
not follow, however, frovi this, that all the members of a community
were fitted for the ordinary and regular office of teaching ; a distinction is to be made between a gift of teaching, such as, like every other
cultivated talent, stood constantly at the command of him that once
possessed it, and those effusions proceeding from the inspiration of the
moment,^ which were connected with insulated and transient states
of elevated feeling, such as, in especial manner, belonged to the characteristic features of that primitive time of extraordinary mental excitement from above, when the divine life was first entering within the
limits of the earthly world, and sudden transitions in conversion must
more frequently occur. On such transient awakenings and excitements
of the religious consciousness alone, the care necessary to preserve,
propagate and advance rehgious knowledge, and to defend the genuine,
pure, apostolic doctrine against the various corrupting tendencies
of Jewish or Pagan modes of thinkalready threatening to come in
Christianity claimed for its service
ing, could not be made to depend.
the faculties of knowledge, no less than those of feeling. Where one of
these two faculties predominated to the exclusion of the other, disturbThat
ances of the Christian consciousness and life always ensued.
;

;

—

—

healthy and harmonious development, by virtue of which all exclusive
preponderance of single charismata would be precluded, was one of the
Hence the watchful
characteristic features of the apostolic period.
counteraction of the Apostle Paul, wherever he noticed any exclusive
tendency of this kind which threatened to interfere Avith the harmoni1

p.

Comp. ray
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prophecy, speaking with tongues.

I will take this occasion to point out a passage in Irenajus, which serves to confirm

by the
gift of tongues, was designated something
kind,
not
in
only
in
degree,
that differed
an inspiration
from the prophetic gift,

what

I

have so often advanced,

—

tliat

raised to a higher grade, and suppressing
more entirely the ordinary consciousness.
The passage in Acts, 10: 46, relating to
the gift of tongues, Irenaeus, III. 12, 15,
explains thus while the Holy Ghost restod
on them, they poured out their feelings in
ToO nvevfiaTOi
the manner of prophecy.
:

rov ayiov kwava-xayovTog
ovrac avToi)c uktikosi.

aiiTolc, TtpotpnTeii
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OFFICE OF TEACHING.

—

as we see in his
aus and healthy development of the Christian life,
Care was to be taken, therefore, that
first epistle to the Corinthians.
alono- with those utterances of

extraordinary inspiration, to be connected

with no particular function, there should never fail to be in the communities such as were qualified to satisfy the need of knowledge, men
capable of unfolding and of defending for them Christian truth : the

by the Aoyof yvCxyeug and the x^pi-^h-"- ^i-^acKaliaQ. This
a certain previous cultivation of the understanding,
presupposed
latter
a power of clear and discriminating thought, a certain gift of communiall which, if once present, when quickened by the agency of
cation
Such as possessed
the Holy Spirit, became a charisma of this kind.
this charisma, were on that account fitted to take care for the continual
preservation of sound doctrine in the community and for the estabhshment and furtherance of Christian knowledge, without excluding the
cooperation of the rest, who were at liberty to assist, each from his own
position, and according to the particular gift which might belong to
function denoted

;

him. Hence, in the apostolic age, the gift of teaching, xup^ofia didaaKalia^,
and the order of teachers, ihdiaKaloL, who Avere distinguished by this
gift, are repi'esented as constituting an entirely distinct function and
All the members of a community might, at particular seasons,
order.
feel

the impulse to address the assembled brethren, or to break forth
them in acts of invocation or praise to their God ; but only a

before

few possessed that

and were

xupidfia diSaaKaliag,

It is clear of itself,

however, that

6L6uaKaA0L.

this faculty of

teaching

is

a thing

quite distinct from the talent for administering the outward concerns
of the community, the x'j-Q'-^f-o- nviSepvfjaEur^ which was particularly required

church council, the office of presbyter
These gifts, so dift'erent in their kind, could not always be
united in the same individual.
In the early apostolic church, to which
all arbitrary and idle distinctions of ranks were so alien, and where
every office was considered simply with reference to the end it was to
subserve and circumscribed by an inner necessity, the function of
teaching and that of church government, the function of a 6t6uaKaloi
and that of a noinnv, as also the gifts requisite for both,' were hence
also originally distinguished and held separate from each other.^
In the unfolding of these relations, it is necessary to distinguish
different steps, or stages
and we should not be warranted in assuming,
as the original forai, every thing which Ave find in the later portions of
the apostolic times.
The historic progress itself must have introduced
many changes and it w^ould be a mistake if we supposed that every
arrangement in the communities when St. Paul wrote his last epistles
Thus, with regard to the
remained the same as when he sent the first.
for the office of assessor in the

or bishop.

;

;

ministration of doctnne, the following gradations are to bo distinguished
in the progressive development.^
1. It occurred naturally that individuals, qualified for
1

j.a
'^

The

;^;api(T^a

it

6t6a(TKa?uag

by previous
and the x^P'-'^-

for instance,

Rom.

12

:

7, 8,

and

the passages already noticed, for the pur-

by

virtue

pose of seeing the distinction between the
6idaaKu>v

KvBEpviiaeuc-

Comp.

cultivation of mind, were,

^

See

et. scq.

and the

Trpoearuc.

my Hist, of the Planting, &o, p.
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CONSTITUTION OF THE CHURCH.

of this qualification, particularly called to the regular dispensation of
doctrine.
2. Such persons were commonly ordamed and set apart as

teachers of the church.
elder

became more

3.

The

functions of church-teacher and of
It must have
good arder and quiet of the

closely connected with each other.

been held a salutary thing, tending

to the

communities, that among their presiding officers there should be also
those who possessed the talent for administering the office of teaching.
If in some cases, as in Paul's farewell address to the elders of the
Church of Ephesus, the care of maintaining pure doctruie w^as committed to the presbyters generally, yet it by no means follows that it
belonged to them to administer the office of teaching in the more
restricted sense
for the Apostle may be speaking here simply of one
among the general cares of church government. But when, in the
epistle to Titus, it is required of a bishop, that he should not only
himself hold fast the genuine, pure doctrine of the gospel, but also be
able to establish others in it, and confute its adversaries, it is certainly
implied that the bishop must possess also the gift of teaching.
Indeed
under many circumstances of the church, such as those, for example,
which are alluded to in the above mentioned epistle, this would be
highly desirable on account of the threatening danger from the spread
of erroneous doctrines, which was to be met by the paternal authority
of elders of the community, supported by their oral teaching.
So,
;

too, in the first epistle

to

Timothy (5:17), those of the presbyters

government, KVjiipvnatc, could unite also that of
teaching, didaanaXia, are counted worthy of double honor
and the
prominence given here to each may be regarded as another proof that
the two were not necessarily and always united.
Besides these, we find only one other church office in the Apostolic
The duties of this office were from the beginning
age, that of deacons.
simply external, as it was instituted in the first place, according to
Acts vi, to assist in the distribution of alms. The care of providing
for the poor and sick of the communities, to which many other external
duties were afterwards added, devolved particularly on tliis office.
Besides the deacons, there were appointed also deaconesses, for the
female portion of the communities, because the free access of men to
the female sex, especially in the East, where custom demanded so careful a separation of the sexes, might excite suspicion and give oifence.
If the women, in conformity with their natural destination, were excluded
from the offices of teaching and church government, yet the peculiar
qualifications of the sex were now claimed, in this way, as peculiar
gifts for the service of the communities.
By means of such deaconesses the gospel could be introduced into the bosom of families, Avhere,
owing to the customs of the East, no man could gain admittance. •
They were also bound, as Christian wives and mothers of tried experience in all the relations of their sex, to assist the younger women of
the communities with their counsel and encouragement.^
who,

to the talent for

;

As a proof, see the words of Clement
Alexandria, ("St. 1. III. p. 448,) respectAi uv km el(; tt/i'
in"- Christian women
1

5f

:

ywaiKu^nTLv

udiaj3X^TU(;

rrapecaeSvero

tov Kvpiav diSarrKaXia.
- Tertull. de virginil>. velandis,

r.

9

:

?

Uf

DEACONS

DEACONESSES
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ELECTORS.

regards the election to these cliurch offices, we are in want of
information to enable us to decide how it was managed in the
Indeed, it is quite possible that the method of
early Apostolic times.
As in the institution
procedure differed under diiferent circumstances.
of deacons the apostles left the choice to the communities themselves,
and as the same was the case in the choice of deputies to attend the

As

Bufficient

name of the communities (2 Corinth, viii 19), we might
argue that a similar course would be pursued in filling other offices of
Yet it maybe that in manj cases the apostles themselves,
the church.
"where they could not as yet have sufficient confidence in the spirit of
the first new communities, conferred the important office of presbyters
on such as in their own judgment, under the light of the Divine Spirit,
Their choice would, moreover,
appeared to be the fittest persons.
deserve in the highest degree the confidence of the communities (comp.
although when St. Paul empowers Titus to
Acts xiv 23 Titus i 5)
set presiding officers over the communities who possessed the requisite
qualifications, this circumstance decides nothing as to the mode of choice,
apostles in the

:

:

:

;

;

noi' is a choice by the community itself thereby necessarily excluded.
The regular course seems to have been this the church offices were
:

converts of the communities, provided that in other respects they possessed the requisite qualifications.
Clement of Rome cites the following rule, as
(1 Corinth, vi 15).-^

entrusted in preference to the

first

:

one which had been handed down from the apostles, relative to the
appointment to church offices " that they should he filled, according
to the judgment of approved men, with the consent of the whole community."
It may have been the general practice for the presbyters
themselves, in case of a vacancy, to propose another to the community
in place of the person deceased, and leave it to the whole body either to
Where asking
approve or decline their selection for reasons assigned.^
for the assent of the community had not yet become a mere formality,
this mode of filling church offices had the salutary effect of causing the
votes of the majority to be guided by those capable of judging, and of
while at the same time no one was obtruded on
suppressing divisions
the community who would not be welcome to their hearts.
Again, as regards the relation in which these presbyters stood to the
C(^mmunities, they were not designed to exercise absolute authority, but
to act as presiding officers and guides of an ecclesiastical republic ; to
conduct all things with the cooperation of the communities as their
ministers, and not their masters. So the apostles regarded this relation
when they addressed their epistles, which treat not barely of matters
of doctrine but of things relating to the life and discipline of the
church, not to the presiding officers of the commvmities alone, but to
the entire communities.
In the instance where the Apostle Paul pro;

;

experimcntis

omnium affcctuum

structae,

norint cceteras et consilio et solatio
iuvare; et ut niiiilominus ea dccucurrerint,
per qute femina probari potest.
^ So
also Clement of Rome, (cap. 42.)
says of the Apostles Kara X'^PC''^ ''O* ""o^£tC Ki/f}}>aaovT£c Ka&icTTavou rug dnapx^Q

facile

:

avrijv, doKifidaavrrg rih TTVEV/xart etc kntri-

kottovc koI 6iaK6vovc fieXXovruv Kiarevetv.
-

virh

Tov^ Karaara'&ivTai
tmv anotjTuXuv y ftF.ra^i) ixp' trepiji-

dement, Cap. 44

i?i,?i.oyijj.(jv

avSpuv,

K?i,ij<Tiag Truarig.

:

crvi

evdoKrjadaTjc tt/c iK

^
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Dounces a sentence of excommunication from the fellowship of the
church, he conceives himself united in spirit with the whole community
(1 Corinth. 5, 4), assuming that regularly, in a matter of such common
concern, the participation of the whole community was required.

B. Changes in

of the Christian Church after the
age of the Apostles.

the Constitution

The changes which the Constitution of the Christian Church underwent during this period, related especially to the three following particulars
1. the distinction of bishops from presbyters, and the gradual
development of the monarchico-episcopal church government 2. the
distinction of the clergy from the laity, and the formation of a sacerdotal caste, as opposed to the evangelical idea of the priesthood
3.
the multiplication of church offices.
;

;

;

As

we are in want, it is true, of exact
information respecting the manner in which the change took
place in single cases ; but a comprehensive view on grounds of analogy
will set the matter in a very clear light.
Since the presbyters constituted a deliberative assembly, it would of course soon become the pracand

to the first of these particulars,

full

This might be
one of their number to preside over the rest.
by some law of rotation, so that the
pi-esidency would thus pass in turn from one to the other.
Possibly,
in many places, such was the original arrangement.
Yet we find no
trace, at least in history, of anything of this kind.
But neither, as
we have already observed, do we, on the other hand, meet with any
vestige of a fact which would lead us to infer that the presidency over
the presbyterial college was originally distinguished by a special name.
However the case may have been, then, as to this point, what we find
existing in the second century enables us to infer, respecting the preceding times, that soon after the Apostolic age the standing office of
which president,
president of the presbytery must have been formed
as having preeminently the oversight over all, was designated by the
special name of '^niaKowog, and thus distinguished from the other presbyters.
Thus the name came at length to be applied exclusively to
this presbyter, while t?ie name presbyter continued at first to be common
for the bishops, as presiding presbyters, had no official character
to all
They were only Primi
other than that of the presbyters generally.
tice for

so arranged as to take place

;

;

inter pares.
1 Many of tlie later fathers still have a
right understanding of this process of the
Hilar, in ep. I. ad Tiraoth. c. 3:
matter.
Omiiis episeopus presbyter, non tamen ompresbyter
episeopus hie enim episconis
pus est, qui inter presbyteros primus est.
Jerome, (146, ad Evangel.) says that it had
been the practice in the Alexandrian church,
intil the times of the bishojjs Hierocles and
Dionysius, in the middle of the third century, for the presbyters to choose one of
their own number as a president, and call
him bishop. And so also there may be
some foundation of truth in the account of
;

Eutychius, though it may not be wholly
true, and must be chronologically false,
This person, who was patriarch of Alexandria in the first half of the tenth century,
relates, that in the

Alexandrian church, up
Alexander, in the

to the time of the bishop

beginning of the fourth century, the following an-angeuient had existed: there was a
college of twelve presbyters, one of whom
presided over the rest as bishop, and these
presbyters always chose their bishop out of
their own number, and the other eleven or
dained him.

BISHOPS KAISED ABOVE PRESBYTERS.
Tlie aristocratic constitution will ever find

it

easy,
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by various gradual

and circumstaiices where
changes, to pass over to the monarchical
the need becomes felt of guidance by the energy and authority of an
individual, will have an influence beyond all things else to bring about
;

It may have been circumstances of this kind, which,
Buch a change.
near the times dividing the first and second centuries, tended to give
preponderance to a president of the council of elders, and to assign
him his distinctive 'title, as the general overseer. Already, in the latter
part of the age of St. Paul, we shall see many things diifercnt from
what they had been originally and so it cannot appear strange if other
changes came to be introduced into the constitution of the communities,
by the altered circumstances of the times immediately succeeding those
Then ensued those strongly marked oppoof St. Paul or St. John.
sitions and schisms, those dangers with which the corruptions engen;

dered by manifold foreign elements threatened primitive Christianity.^
It was these dangers that had called the Apostle John to Asia Minor,
and induced him to make this country the seat of his labors. Amidst
circumstances so embarrassing, amidst conflicts so severe from within
and from without
for then came forth the first edict of Trajan against

—
— the authority

men, distinguished for piety,
and would
Thus the
be augmented by a necessity become generally apparent.
the Christians

firmness and activity, Avould

of hidividual

make

itsejf particularly availing,

predominant influence of individuals, who, as moderators over the college of [jresbytcrs, Avere denominated bishops, might spiing of itself
out of the circumstances of the times in which the Christian communities were multiplied, without any necessity of supposing an iyitentional
In favor of this
remodelling of the earlier constitution of the church.
view is also the manner in which we find the names " presbyter" and
" bishop " interchanged for each other until far into the second century.
It may be, that as the labors of the x\postle John in Asia Minor had
a great influence generally on the succeeding development of the church,
such an influence proceeded also from the course he pursued ui this matter, that he was induced by the circumstances of th.e times to entrust
to certain individual presbyters in particular, who had made themselves
worthy of his special confidence, the care of maintaining pure doctrine,
of warding ofl" those threatening dangers, and of keeping an oversight
over the whole life of the church amidst those scatterings of the chaff.
The tradition current at the end of the second century, respecting
individuals who had been placed at the head of communities by the
Apostle John and ordained by him as bishops, may have been thence
derived.
This would be the truth lying at the bottom in this report,
and there would be no necessity of inferring from this circumstance
that an episcopate was designedly founded by this apostle.^
These

I have more fully unfolded in
History of the Plantinp;, &c., Vol. II.
Tiierc is no evidence to establish any
such supposition for to indefinite traditions
the force of evidence cannot l)e ascribed,
*

my

"'

;

In the so called epistles of Ignatius, I per:eive, besides that which took its shape

without any preconceived design, an evident purpose. As the tradition of Ignatius' journey to Home, where he was to be
thrown to the wild beasts, appears to me.
for reasons already allcfred, extremely liable to suspicion
so his letters, which presuppose the truth of this story, inspire me
;
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This relation of the bishops to the presbyters, we may observe all
It is hence tliat Irenaeus
along to the end of the second century.
sometimes vises the names " bishop" and " presbyter" as wholly synonymous, and at others, distinguishes the bishops, as presiding officers,
from the presbyters.^ TertuUian also calls the presiding officei-s of the
Christian communities by the common name of Seniores, including
under this title both bishops and presbyters ^ though elsewhere in the
writings of this father, the distinction between bishops and presbyters
In many respects, Tertnllian may be conis already decidedly drawn.
sidered as standing on the boundary line between an old and a new era
;

in the Christian church.

violent conflicts, internal and external, which the
encounter in these and the next succeeding times, might
contribute anew to foster the monarchical element in the constitution of
the church. Yet as late as the third century, the presbyters still maintained their own footing, as a college of counsellors, at the side of the
bishops, and the latter could undertake nothing of importance without
calling to their assistance the deliberative assembly of presbyters.'^
When Cyprian, bishop of the church in Carthage, was separated from
his community by his fliglit from persecution, if he had business to
transact relating to the interests of the church, he immediately communicated it to his presbyters remaining behind in Carthage, and excused
himself to them whenever he was oljligcd to decide any matter without
He declares it to be his invariable principle to do
their assistance.
nothing on his own responsibility and without their advice.* Alluding
to the original relation of the bishops to the presbyters, he calls them his
Since then, in the constitution of the church, two
Compresbyteros.
it
the aristocratic and the monarchical,
elements met together,
could not fail to be the case, that a conflict would ensue between them.
The bishops considered themselves as invested with supreme power in
the guidance of the church, and would maintain themselves in this
The presbyters would not concede to them this authority,
authority.
and would seek to render themselves again more independent. These
struggles between the presbyterial and episcopal systems belong among
the most important phenomena connected with the process of the devel-

The novel and

church had

to

—

—

with as

little

confidence in their authentici-

That a man with death immediately
before him, could have nothing to say more
ty.

befitting than such things

about obedience

at
to the bishops, I cannot well conceive
least when I transfer myself to the time
when these letters profess to have been writ;

But even supposing the Apostle .John
ten.
did institute the order of bishops, for the
purpose of satisfying a necessity of the
times, still it would by no means follow,
that this was a form of church government,
either necessary or beneficial for all limes.
1 The two names are used synonymously, fl. IV. 26,^ where the successio episcopatus is given to the presbyteris. In 1. III.
In the narrative,
14, he distinguishes them.
Acts, 20: 17, where Paul sends for the

presbyters of the churches of Asia Minor,
Irenteus reckons among them also the bishops, in the view that these latter were no
more than presiding elders; in Mileto conThe convocatis episcopis et presbyteris.
fusion spread over the whole subject of the
succession of the first Romish bishops may
doubtless be owing to the fact, that these
names were originally not so distinguished,
and hence several might bear at the same
time the titles of bishops or presbyters,
- Apologet. c. 39
Pi-aesident probati qui:

que
^
*

seniores.

Prcsbyterium contrahere.
A primordio episcopatus mei

nihil sine consilio vestro

tentia gerere.
in

commune

—

mea

statui,

privatim sen-

Sicut honor mutuus poscit,
tractabimus. Pag.
ed. Baluz.
.'?.

RISE OF A SACERDOTAL CASTE.

liJo

Many presbyters made a
in the third century.
of their power, hurtful to good disciphne aud order
in the communities. Divisions arose, of which we shall sijeak more parand out of these troubles, the authority of the
ticularly hereafter
l)ishops, closely united among themselves, came victorious over the presopment of church Ufe
capricious use

;

byters,

who opposed them

The energy and activity of a
measure to further this victory but it
to him, and changing the point of view

single handed.

Cy[)rian contributed in no small

;

would both be doing injustice
from w^hich the whole matter ought to be contemplated, if we should
charge him with having labored from the beginning, on a systematic
as it is generally true, in matters
j)lan, to elevate the episcopal order
of this sort, that it hardly lies Avithin the compass of one individual to
change the relations of a whole period after some scheme for his own
aggrandizement. Cyprian acted, in this case, rather without being conscious of any plan, in the spirit of a whole party and of a tendency beHe acted as the representalonging to the entire church in his time.
tive of the episcopal system, whose conflict Avith the presby terian church
poHcy had its ground and root in the general process of the development of the church. The contentions of the presby terian parties with
one another might certainly have proved injurious to discipline and
good order in the churches the triumph of the episcopal system undoubtedly promoted their unity, order and tranquillity but on the other
hand, it was unfriendly to the free development of church life, and
served, not a little, to encourage the formation of a priesthood, foreign
to the essence of the New Testament development of the kingdom of
God while on the other hand, a revolution of sentiment for Avhich the
way had already been prepared, an altered view of the idea of the
priesthood, had no small influence on the development of the episcopal
system.
Thus does this change of the original constitution of the
Christian communities stand intimately connected with another and
still more radical change,
the formation of a sacerdotal caste in the
Christiati church.
Without doubt, many changes in church relations
might flow of themselves out of the historical course of development,
without witnessing of any such revolution in the general apprehension
Succeeding the time
of Christians, or b.eing at all connected with it.
of the first Christian inspiration, of that effusion of the Spirit which
made all differences of cultivation retreat more into the back-ground,
came a time when the human element assumed more importance in relation to the progressive movement of the church.
Differences in the
degree of cultivation and of Christian knowledge became more strongly
marked and it might hence hapjen, tliat the guidance of church affairs
was surrendered more and more to the above mentioned church senate,
and the edification of the church by the word more and more confined
to those who made themselves preeminent as teachers.
But besides
what came of itself in the natural course of historical progress, there
enteral in imperceptibly another idea alien to the Christian principle ;
an iLea Avhich could not fail to bring about a revolution of vicAvs, des'^r.ed to last for ages, and ever to unfold itself in a wider circle from
Me gerai Avhich had once been implanted.
;

;

;

;

—

;
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Christianity had spnuig to freed oin and self-subsistence out of the
had stiipped off" the forms in which it was first
envelope of Judaism,
enwrapt, and within which the new spirit lay at first concealed, until by
its own inherent powder it burst its way through them.
This evolution
belonged more particularly to the Pauline position, from which proceeded the form of the church in the pagan world. This principle had
triumphantly pushed its way through, in the conflict with the Jewish
elements which opposed themselves to that free development of Chris-

—

In the communities of pagan Christians, the new creation
but the Jewish principle, which had
been vanquished, pressed in once more from another quarter. Humanity was as yet incapable of maintaining itself at that lofty position of pure
The Jewish position descended nearer to the mass,
spiritual religion.
which needed first to be trained in order to the apprehension of pure
needed to be disaccustomed from paganism. Out of
Christianity,
Christianity, now become independent, a principle once more sprang
forth, akin to the Old Testament position,
a new making outward of
the kingdom of God, a new law discipline, destined to serve one day
for the training of rude nations, a new tutorship for the spirit of humanity imtil it should arrive at the maturity of the manly age in Christ.
This retrogression of the Christian spirit to a form nearly related to the
tianity.

stood forth completely unfolded

;

—

—

Old Testaiiient position, could not fail, after the fruitful principle had
once made its appearance, to unfold itself more and more, bringing to
Ught, one after another, all the consequences which it involved
but a
reaction of the Christian consciousness, striving after freedom, began
also, which was ever bursting forth anew in an endless variety of appearances, until it reached its triumph at the Reformation.
While the gi -^at principle of the New Testament is the unfolding of
the kingdom ,^f God from within, from the union with Christ, brought
about after the like immediate manner in all, by faith the readmission
of the Old Testament position, in making the kingdom of God outward,
went on the assumption that an outward mediation was necessary in
order to the spread of this kingdom ia the W'Orld,
Such a mediation
was to form for the Christian church a priesthood fashioned after the
model of that of the Old Testament. The universal priestly character,
grounded in that common and immediate relation of all to Christ as the
source of the divine life, was repressed, the idea interposing itself of a
particular, mediatory priesthood attached to a distinct order.
This
recasting of the Christian spirit in the Old Testament form did not take
place, it is true, every where uniformly alike.
Where some Jewish
element chiefly predominated, it might very easily grow up out of
this ^ where the Pauline element among the pagan Christians had un;

;

;

1 Thus in the Jewish-Christian apocryphal writing, called the Testament of the
twelve Patriarchs, (in the Testament III.
of Levi, c. %,) it is promised of the Messiah, that he should found a new priesthood
among the pagan nations Tvotriafi. hpaTrlav veav elg rvai'Ta ru M;^;/.
Whether in
the letter of Pol ycrates, bishop of Ephesus,
a contemporary o." L-enreus, (cited in Euseb.
;

I. V. c. 24,) the Apostle John is
denominated leptvg to irsTaAov Tve<popT]iiCg, as standing- at the head of the government of the

church in Asia Minor, may indeed be doubtThe phrase might also be used simply
to designate the highest position of the
spiritual priesthood in the witnessing of the
faith.
(See Testament. Levi, c. 8: TreroAop r7/c Tricrreuic.
ed.

FORMATION OF A SACERDOTAL CASTE.
folded itself in opposition to the Jewish,
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the Christian spirit, gro-wn

still

independence, but not being able to maintain itself at this loftj
position, by virtue of a relationship springing up in itself ^ith the JewOf such a change which
ish position, passed over again to the Jewish.
had now taken place in the Christian mode of thinning, we have a witness
as early as Tertullian, when he calls the bishop summus sacerdos,^ a
title certainly not invented hj him, but which had been adopted from a
prevailing mode both of speaking and thinking, in a certain portion at
least, of the church. This title presupposes that men had begun already
to compare the presbyters with the priests ; the deacons, or the spiritual

up

to

class generally, with the Levites.

And

so

becomes manifest, how the

it

comparison of the Christian priesthood with the Jewish must tend
once more to advance the elevation of the episcopacy over the presbyIn general, the more men fell back from the evangelical
terial office.
to the Jewish point of view, the more must the original, free constitution of the communities, grounded in those original Christian views,
become also changed. We find Cyprian already completely imbued
with the notions which sprang out of this confounding together of the
different points of view of the Old and New Testaments.
In the names by which at first those who administered church offices
were distinguished from the rest of the community, no trace of this
confusion might as yet be found.
The Latin expression, " ordo," denoted simply the guiding senate of the Christian people, ([)lebs.) See
above. Into the Greek words K?J/pog, Klnp'-i^ot, men had introduced, it is
true, already in the time of Cyprian, the unevangelical sense of persons preeminently consecrated to God, like the Levites of the Old Testament, men employed on the afiairs of religion to the exclusion of all
earthly concerns, and who did not gain their living, like others, by
worldly employments, but for the very reason that, for the good of
others, they lived only in intercourse with God, were supported by the
rest, just as the Levites, when the lands were apportioned, received no
particular allotment, but were to have God alone for their inheritance,
and to receive tithes from the rest for the administration of the public

false

functions of religion,

ol elaiv 6 kItjpoc tov &eov, or uv 6 Klf/pog 6 deog kari.
See
18.
This notion of a peculiar people of God, (a K7.7]po^
TOV T?£oi),) applied distinctively to a particular order of men among the
Christians, is now, we must admit, in this sense, something wholly foreign to the original Christian consciousness
for according to this, all
Christians should be a people consecrated to God, a kXt/poc tov i&eov, and

Deuteronom.

c.

;

the employments of their earthly calling should in like

manner be
Their whole
living and doing,
pointed with one reference to Christ, the great High
Priest of humanity, striking root in the consciousness of redemption,
and beai-ing witness of its effects,
should hence become a consecrated
thank-offering, and a spiritual worship, (a ^.oync^ laTpda.') This was the
original, evangehcal idea.
It may be questioned, however, whether
that other notion, so much at variance with the primitive Christian idea,
all

sanctified

by the temper

—

in

which they are discharged.

—

1

De

baptismo,

c. 17.
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was from the

actually associated

first

vi'ith

the appellation

kItiplkc'.

as

If we trace along the history of its usage, it
becomes much more probable, that this sense was brought into the word
at some later period, when a change had taken place in the Christian
mode of thinking, and flie original sense was forgotten. The word /cAf/pof
applied to the clergy.

which had been allotted to each one in the
community by God's providence, or the choice of the people dii'ected
by that providence hence the church officers were particularly denominated KlripoL, and the persons chosen to them, KlripiKoi.'^
But although the idea of the priesthood, in the purely evangelical
sense, grew continually more obscure and was thrust farther into the
back-ground, in proportion as that unevangelical point of view became
predominant, yet it was too deeply rooted in the very essence of Christianity to be totally suppressed.
In the boundary epoch of Tertullian,
we still find many very significant proofs that there was a reaction of
the primitive Christian consciousness of the universal priesthood and
the common rights grounded therein, against the aiTOgated power of
that particular priesthood, which had recently begun to form itself on
Tertullian, in his work on Baptism,
the model of the Old Testament.
written before he went over to Montanism, distinguishes with reference
" In itself considered,"
to this matter divine rigid and human order.
he says, "the laity also have the right to administer, the sacraments
and to teach in the community. The word of God and the sacraments
were by the grace of God communicated to all, and may therefore be
communicated hy all Christians as instruments of the divine grace.
But the question here relates not barely to what is permitted in general,
We may
but also to what is expedient under existing circumstances.
signified originally the place

;

here use the woi'ds of St. Paul, all things are lawful for me, but all
If we look at the order necessary to be
things are not expedient.'
maintained in the church, the laity are therefore to exercise their
priestly right of administering the sacraments, only when the time and
circumstances require it."""^
Sometimes, in their conflict with the clergy, the laity made good their
original priestly rights, as we learn from those words of Tertullian the
Montanist, where in a certain case he reqiiires the laity, if they would
have the same rights with the clergy, to bind themselves to the same
'

1 Thus it is made clear, how the more restrieted notion of casting lots in these words

might be

lost,

though elsewhere the

upxo-t-

K'ArjpuTat are opposed to the tlpxalr x^i-poTovrjTaiQ.
So at first, in Acts, 1 17 kAij:

pof

Trig

pova^aL

Ti)v

:

k?./;in Irenaeus III. 3
k-icKO-i]v.
Clemens Alex,

SiaKoviag

:

;

quis dives salv. c. 42, employs K?J/poc and
K?iripovv with reciprocal reference to each
KX7/po<: ''Ecpeother. Ignat. ep. Ephes. c. 1 1
Tiuv, by which he understands the collecIt is
live body of Christians in that place.
true, the" Old Testament relations could be
found applied to the Christian church in a
writer as early as Clemen-^ of Rome, (c.
iO ; ) but assuredly this epistle, as well as
:

that of Ignatius, although not to such a
degree, had suffered interpolation from a
In other passages of
hierarchical interest.
the same epistle, we meet, on the contrary,
with the freer spirit of the original presbyof the church. How
terial constitution
simply, without any mixture of hieraichical
appointment
of bishops or
display, is the
presbyters, and of deacons, spoken of in
disciple of the Aposthe 42d chapter
tie Paul, moreover, is the last person whom
we should expect to find thus confounding
together the points of view peculiar to th«

A

!

Old and
-

De

to the

New

baptismo.

c.

Testaments,
17.

FORMATION OF A SACERDOTAL CASTE.
duties

are
his

;

and where in a sarcastic tone he says

and

exalt

them

:

^

" "Wlien we

then we are all one, we
us kings and priests unto God and

inflate ourselves against the clergy,

he has made
Rev. 1:6.

juiests, since

all

to
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Father."

Although the
more and more

oflfice

of teaching in the church assemblies was confined
bishops and presbyters, yet we still find many

to the

traces of that original equality of the spiritual right

among

Towards the middle of the third century, two bishops

tians.

Chris-

all

in Pales-

to allow the learned Origen, although he had as
yet received no ordination, to expound the scriptures before their peoand when reproved by Demetrius, bishop of Alexandria, who was
ple
tine did not hesitate

;

strongly inclined to hierarchy, they appealed in their defence to the
practice of many bishops of the East who invited competent laymen

In the pretended Apostolic Constitutions
to preach the word.^
themselves, a work otherwise well tinged with the hierarchical spirit,
and compiled, indeed, out of a mass of heterogeneous elements, there
is yet an ordinance under the name of the Apostle Paul to the following
even

effect,''

trine,

" If any man,

and of

tlcoiiyh

a layman,

venerable manners, he

is skilful in

may

eajjoimdiny doc-

he alloived to teach,

for

all

should he tauyht of God^
In tlie early times, those who took upon them church offices in the
communities, continued, in all prol^ability, to exercise their former
trades and occupations, supporting themselves and their families in the
same manner as before. The communities, composed for the most part
of poor members, were scarcely in a condition to provide for their
presbyters and deacons, especially as they had from the first to meet
so many other expenses, in supporting helpless widows, the poor, the
It might indeed be, that the presbyters besick, and the orphans.
longed to the richer class in the communities, and this without doubt
must have been the case quite often, since their office required, besides
other qualifications, a certain worldly education, such as would more
likely be found in the higher or middle than in the lower class of the
people.
When it is required of the presbyters, or bishops, (1 Timothy,
3 2,) that they should be patterns to other Christians of hospitality also,
they must have belonged to the better class, of whom the immber was
small in the first communities,
and how could such persons be induced
to support themselves on the scanty earnings of the poor
The Apostle
Paul does, indeed, declare the travelling preachers of the gospel to be
warranted to expect, that those for whose spiritual necessities they
labored would provide for their bodily wants ; but it cannot be hence
inferred that the case was the same with those who held church offices
in distinct communities.
It Avould be difficult for the former to unite
the labors necessary for their own maintenance with the duties of their
spiritual calling, although the self denial of a Paul could make this also
possible.
The latter, on the other hand, might at the begiiming very
easily unite the prosecution of their labors for a maintenance with the
discharge of their official functions in the church, and the simple way
:

—

I

1

De monogamia.

c.

12.

^

Euseb.

1.

VI.

c.

19.

8

^

VIII.

c.

32
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among primitive Christians would find nothing repulsive in
such a union convinced as they were, that every earthly employment
could and should be sanctified by the temper with which it was pur
sued, and knowing that even an apostle had prosecuted a Avorldly callBut when the
ing in connection with the preaching of the gospel.
communities grew larger, and the duties connected with church offices
became multiplied when especially the office of teaching came to be
when the calling of the spiritual
confined chiefly to the presbyters
class, if rightly discharged, required all their time and activity, it w^as
often no longer possible for them to provide, at the same time, for their
and besides, the wealthier communities were now in a
own support;
Of the common fund which was raised
condition to maintain them.
from the voluntary contributions of each member of the community, at
each service on the Lord's day, or, as in the North African church, on
every first Sunday of the month ,i a part was appropriated for the mainIt was now attempted from design, to separate
tenance of the clergy.
and in the third
the clergy entirely froin all worldly employments
century, they were already strictly forbidden to undertake any such
Without doubt, this ordinance might have
business, even a wardship,^
a very good reason, and a very salutary end, namely, to prevent the
of tliinldng

;

;

;

—

;

clergy from forgetting their spiritual calling in the business of the
We see from Cyprian's book de Lapsis,^ how extensively even
world.
then, during long periods of tranquillity, the spirit of the world had
found its way among the bishops, who, immersed in secular business,
neglected their spiritual concerns and the interests of their communities.
But there was assuredly some other cause also which operated
to bring about a change of views whereby the administration of a
church office came to be regarded as something which could not possibly be united with worldly employments, and the clergy deemed themto keep aloof from them.
the idea of the universal Christian priesthood retired to the
back-ground, that of the priestly consecration which all Christians

selves

bound

When

As men had disof their entire life, went along with it.
way contradictory to the original Christian consciousness,
a particular priesthood from the universal and ordinarj'- calling of all
Christians
so now they set over against each other a spiritual and a
secular province of life and action notwithstanding Christ had raised

should

make

tinguished, in a

;

;

And from this
the entire earthly life to the dignity of a spiritual life.
view of the matter, it was deemed necessary to forbid the priestly,
1

The

divisiones

mensurae, as

for the clerfjy in this church,
monthly collections.
"

salaries

answer

to the

non discedant, nee circumeuntes provincias
qutestuosas nundinas sectentur. Yet even
is still supposed that they may in
cases be oblifred so to do, " ad victum
sibi conquirendum," where, perhaps, though
they had a salary, they yet received no pay
But in these cases they were to
in momij.
conduct their business by the agency of a
son, a freed man, or some person lined for
the purjjose, and never beyond the bound*
of their own province,

here

Cyprian, ep. 66, to the community at

Fumse.

"

3 Also from the Instructiones of his contemporary, Commodianus, c. 69 Redditur
in culpa pastor ssecularia scrvans, (who
gives himself up to secular business :) and
from Can. IS of the council of Elvira, (l\liberis,) in the year 305: Episcopi, presbyteri et diaconi de locis suis negotiandi causa
:

it

many
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all contact -with the world and the things of the
Thus we have here the germ out of which sprang at length
whole medieval priesthood and the laws of celibacy.
But by this

consecrated clergy,
world.
the

outward holding at a distance of secular things, the worldly sense could
not be charmed away from the clergy, nor the sense for divine things
awakened in them. This external renunciation of the world might be
the means of introducing into the heart a spiritual pride, hiding the
worldly sense under this mask.
Cyprian quotes 2 Timoth. 2 4, as
warranting the prohibition given in the above mentioned letter.^
But
he could not remain ignorant of what, at this particular time, when the
universal Christian calling was commonly regarded as a militia Christi,
must have immediately suggested itself to every one, that these words
applied to all Christians, who, as soldiers of Christ, were bound to perform their duty faithfully, and to guard against every foreign and
worldly thing which might hinder them in their warfare.
Acknowledging and presupposing this himself, he concludes, " Since this is said of
all Christians, how much more should they keep themselves clear of
being involved in worldly matters, who, engrossed with divine and spiritual things, ought never to turn aside from the church, nor have time
for earthly and secular employments."
The clergy, then, were, in fol:

lowing that apostolic rule, only to shine forth as patterns for

by avoiding what was foreign

to their vocation,

all

others,

what might turn them

from the faithful dischai-ge of it.
But still tliat false opposition betAvecn the worldly and the spiritual, Avhich we have before described,
found here also a point of attachment.
In respect to the election to church offices, the ancient principle was
still adhered to, that the consent of the community was necessary to the
validity of every such election, and each one was at liberty to offer
reasons against it.
The emperor Alexander Severus Avas aware of this
regulation in the Christian church, and referred to it when he was
wishing to introduce a similar practice in the appointment to civil
offices in the provinces.^
When the bishop Cj'prian of Carthage, while
separated from his community by the persecution, proceeded to nominate to church offices, individuals about his person, who had distinguished themselves in the trials of the time, he excused this arbitrary
procedure, to which necessity compelled him, both to the laity and to
the clergy, writing to them as folloAvs:^ " We are used to call you together for counsel whenever any are to be consecrated to sacred offices,
and to weigh the character and claims of each candidate in common
deliberation."

The same

prhiciple Avas also observed in the appointment

episcopal office.

It

was

in

the third

to

the

century a prevailing custom,

which Cyprian therefore dei-ived from apostolic tradition, for the bishops
*

Ep.

66.

Laniprid. vit. c. 45: Grave esse,
cum id Christiani et Judiei, (a customary
form tlien of choosing presiding oflBcers
even among tlie Jews.) faccrent in praedicandis s'/',e'd'":ihtts, (piiordinaiKli sunt, non

^'\

in /.-o' iP',iarum rcctoribus,

hominum comiiiittercntur et capita.
From which lanjj^uage it is also apparent,
how far the man who so expressed liimself,
was from doing homage to the Christian
church, tliuiigh he aclviiowledged som©
fortunse

"^.1.

quibus et

tlnng divine in Christianity.
^

ICp. 33.

;
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in connection with the clergy, to proceed to fill the
vacant church in the presence of the community, who were witnesses
of the conduct of each individual on whom the choice might fall, and
could therefore give the safest testimony of his character.
Cyprian
conceded to the community the right of choosing worthy bishops, or of
rejecting unworthy ones.^
This conceded right of approving or i ejecting, was not a mere formahty. Sometimes it happened, that before the
usual arrangements for an election could be made, a bishop was proclaimed by the voice of the commmiity.
Thus there might possibly be
a difference between the will of the community and that of the majority
of the clergy,
the source of many divisions.
In other concerns of the community also, the participation of the
laity was not yet wholly excluded.
Cyprian declared that it had been
his resolution, from the commencement of his episcopal administration,
to do nothing without the consent of the community.^
An affair of
this kind which belonged to the general interests of the community,
was the restoration to the fellowship of the church of a fallen brother
and the examination connected with tJds proceeding was to be conducted
with the assistance of the whole community of Christians
for in Cy-

of the province,

—

;

prian's judgment, this respect

was due

to the faith of those

stood firm through the trials of persecution.^
individuals, not belonging to the clerical order,

Besides,

who

still,

who had

there were

on account of

the respect which they personally enjoyed, had obtained an influence

wer

the

management of church affairs, which even the clergy found it
oppose.
Such were those heroes of the faith, the confessors,

difficult to

who

and death, or under the actual suffering of
pagan magistrates. We
speaking of the schisms of the church, have occasion

in the face of tortures

torture,

had

down

laid

shall hereafter, in

their testimony before

more particularly the extent of their influence.
change in the constitution of the church
related to the multiplication of church offices.
This was in part rendei*ed necessary by the growth of the communities, and the accumulation of business on the hands of the deacons, from whose office many
things had to be taken away
in part, new mattei's of business in the
to consider

The

third, less important

;

churches of large capital towns, reijuired new offices for their proper
discharge
in part, the new notions respecting the dignity of the
clerus, led men to believe that what had hitherto been regarded as the
free gift of the Spirit to all or to individual Christians, must be confined
to a particular office in the service of the church.
It is clear from
what has been said, that none of these changes, which were conditioned
partly by local circumstances, should be considered universal ones.
The new church offices were as follows after the deacons, followed the
;

:

1

the

Cyprian,

in

communities

the
at

name

of a synod, to

Lyons and Astorua,

ep.

68: Apostolica observatione servandiim est,
quod apud nos quoque et fere jjer provindas universas tenetur. ut ad oixlinationes
rit'j celel)randas, ad earn plebem. cui praepositus ordinatur, episcopi ejusdem provinoiie
oroximi quique conveniant, et episcopus

prajsente, quaj sinrrnlonim
plenissime novit et uniuscujusqiie
perspexit.
conversatione
ejus
actum de
dclij^atur plel)e

vitam

Nihil sine consensu jjletns gcrore. Ep. 5.
Prssente etiam stantium plcbe, quibus
et ipsis pro fide ct timore suo honor haben
dus est. Ep. 13.
'

^

J
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]MUT/rirLi!:i).

m

administering the out
fub-deacona, collateral officers to the fonner
ward concerns of the church ; then, the Icctorcs (/Lvayvuarai,'^ who read
the scriptures before the assembled communitj'-,

and

of the biblical manuscripts used on these occasions,

had the care

by the presbyters themselves, or by the deacons,

at first, pi'obablj,

later times the reading of the

in

also

— a duty performed

as

scriptures, particularly the gosj^eh,

—

still continued to be left to the deacons in many churches ;
next, the
acolytes (iLKuXov&m, acolythi) who, as the name indicates, waited on

the bishops while

discharging their

who made prayer over those
evil spirits, (the

business

it

was

energumeni
to attend

Avho

;) finally,

to

official

functions

were supposed
the dvpupoi,

to

;

the exorcistse,

be possessed of

Trv7Mpoi, ostiarii,

Avhose

such outward matters as the cleanliness

and good order, the opening and closing, of the places of public worship.
The office of church reader is, perhaps, the oldest among these. It
is mentioned as early as the second century by Tertullian.^
The others
are noticed collectively not till about the middle of the third century,
and indeed the whole of them for the first time, in a letter of the Roman
bishop Cornelius, cited by Eusebius.^
The office of acolyte had its
origin most i»robably in the hierarchical assumptions of the Roman
church.
It did not find its way into the Greek church.
The Greek
name of the office is not inconsistent with this view of its origin for
the Greek language was in frequent use at Rome, and many of the Roman bishops were of Grecian extraction. As regards the office of exorcist, the end to be accomplished by it had, originally, been considered
a work of the Holy Spirit confined to no outward institution,
whether
it was supposed that any Christian might be employed as the instrument, who called on the name of Christ with believing confidence in him
as hanng overcome the power of evil, or whether it was regarded as a
spiritual gift peculiar to individuals.
Now, the free working of (he
Spii'it Avas to be confined to a formal, mechanical process.
The spirit
of the ancient church, preserved for a longer time in the East,^ was
rightlj'- expressed, on the other hand, by the Apostolic constitutions
" An exorcist cannot be chosen, for it is the gift of free grace." *
We now leave the general constitution of the communities, and proceed to the forms of union by which the individual communities were
bound together.
;

—

Forms of union by which

the individual

communities were bound

together.

With the inner
from the
1

first

fellowship, Christianity

Pisescript. hseret.

c.

41.

^

L. VI. c. 43.
In the letter of Firmilianus, bi-shoj) of
Caesiuea in Cappadocia. (Cyprian, cp.
75
mention is made of the cliurdi exorcists,
But Orijren describes tliis sort of influence
Bs someiliinj; that was not coiitined to any
determinate oflicc, lint wholly free.
He
<onsiders the influence as a tiling' de])end^

inji

produced among

its

professor?

a living outward union, whereby the distantly separated

on the subjective piety of the individual

that exercises it, in Matth. T. XIII. § 7:
EiTTore deoi nepl -depaTieiav daxo^tla-&ai
^//"«f roiovrov ti ttettov^otoc; tivoc, /it/ opKientpcorufiev, firjdh lalufiev wj
ukovovtl tu uKa'&apTu Trvevfiart, uAau c;(o^lofiev, /i7/6e

TiuCovreg irpoQn'xfi xal vjiuTeia. inirvxuftei

tov TVEwov&oTog.
L. VIII. c. 26: Oi' ^ffpoTovcrrat, twot
of yap iKovaiov to e^a'&Aov, Kat x^oiroi
^eoii 6ui Xpiarov.
"T^po^-evxoiiEvoi Tvept
<

constitution of the church.
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This union must be realized in a
were brought near to each other.
determinate form, which latter was conditioned by the existing forms
of social life under which Christianity first unfolded itself in the Roman

A

system of fraternal equality in the relations of the commueach other, would, independent of these determinate circumstances, have answered best to the spirit of Christianity, and been most
But those circumpromotive of its free, uncorrupted manifestation.
stances soon gave rise to a system of subordination in the mutual relaThis system, as well as every
tion of the communities to each other.
other social fonn which had sprung out of the historical development
of the race and contained nothing sinful, Clmstianity could appropriate
Yet, since this relation was not sufiiciently interpenetrated
to itself.
with the free and free-making spirit of the gospel, it operated, by its
undue preponderance, to check and interrupt the development of Christian doctrine and of church life.
We have observed already, that in many districts, Christianity very
Now wherever this was the
early made progress in the open country.
case, and the Christians in a village or country town were in sufficient
numbers to form a separate community, it was the most natural course
for these to choose at once their own presiding officers, presbyters or
bishops, who were quite as independent as the presiding officers of the
In these first centuries themselves, it is indeed imposcity churches.
sible, from the want of authentic records of so early a period, to point
but in the fourth century we
out any particular example of this kind
find, in many districts of the East, country bishops, as they are called,
( XijpETnaKOTrovg, ) who, beyond doubt, might trace back their origin to the
for in the later period, when the church system of suboroldest times
dination had become estabhshed, and the country churches were no\5
accustomed to receive their presiding officers from the city, it is certain
that no such relation eould have arisen; on the contrary, the country
bishops, wherever they yet existed, must have entered into a struggle
with those of the city, for the preservatioyi of their independence. But
the more common case, as we have likewise already remarked, was for
and while
Christianity to be diifused from the city into the counti-y
the Christians in the immediate neighborhood of the cities were still few
in number, they would most naturally repair on the Lord's day to the
But
city to join in public worship with the assemblies there convened.
empire.

nities to

;

;

;

in process of time,

when

number was

their

so increased as to enable

form a community of their own, they applied to the bishop of
the city church with which they had been connected, to set over them
a presbyter, who consequently remained ever after subordinate to the
Thus arose the first greater church union between city
city bishop.
and country communities, which together formed one whole. ^ In the
larger cities it might now have become necessary also to separate the
as in Rome, where,
city communities themselves into several divisions

them

to

;

according to the report of the
1

his

The

presbyters ot

whom

Roman

CjTDrian, at

examination be^"'e the proconsul,

said,

bishop Cornelius, already referred

invenientur in civitatibus suis, were such
presiding officers of country communilies

;
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though the stateto, there were in his time six and forty presbyters
ment of Optatus of Mileve, that Rome contained, in the beginning of
Yet
the fourth century, more than forty churches, is an exaggeration.
in this case, distinct and subordinate filial communities Avere not always
formed by the side of the one episcopal Head and Mother church but
more often, the community remai^ied united as a whole and only on
Sundays and feast days, when one church was insufficient to accomnio
date all the members, they were divided into several churches, where
the different presbyters, according to a certain rotation, conducted the
But it must be admitted, that with regard to the early
public worship.
;

;

;

shaping of these incipient relations, nothing can be decided with certainty, and in default of immediate information on the subject, we can
only infer respecting the past from what we find to have been the case
in the succeeding times.

Again, as Christianity was diffused, for the most part, from the cities
spread from the principal

into the country, so, as a general thing, it

Now as these latter
former, a close bond of union and
subordinate relation were gradually formed between the communities
of the provincial towns and those of the principal city or metropolis.
The churches of a province constituted a whole, at the head of which
stood the church of the metropolis.
The bishop of this became in rela-

cities (uriTpo-oleLc) to the

were

other provincial towns.

politically subordinate to the

tion to the other

bishops of the province. Primus inter pares.

Yet

owing to local causes, this relation did not every where unfold itself in
the same way, and in this period was limited, for the most part, to the
East.

A

between these metropolitan cities and the probetween the capitals of the larger divisions of the
Roman empire,
as seats of government, channels of commerce and
of all intercourse,
and the latter. It was from such larger capitals,
Christianity was diffused through entire sections of the vast empire
it
was here the apostles themselves had founded churches, appointed over
them their presiding officers, and orally preached the gospel and to
the churches here established they had written their epistles.
Hence,
these churches, which went under the name of ecclesiae, sedes apostolicae, matrices ecclesiae, were held in peculiar veneration.
When a controversy arose with regard to any regulation or doctrine of the church,
it was the first in(|uiry, how is the matter regarded in these communities, where the principles taught on the spot by the apostles themselves, have been faithfully preserved from one generation to another ?
Such ecclesiae apostolicae were especially Rome, Antioch, Alexandria,
like relation to that

vincial towns, existed

—

—

;

;

Ephcsus, Corinth.
But all this, which held good of all the churches in the great capital
cities, might be applied in a preeminent sense to the church of Rome,
the great capital of the world. The legend that Peter, as well as Paul,
died as a martyr at Rome, is not raised, it is true, beyond all doubt
but assuredly it is older than the effort to glorify the Roman church
through the primacy of the Apostle Peter, its founder.
From many
other causes ; from the eagerness to confute the Jews and Gnostics, who
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endeavored to make out a difference between these two great apostles,
by showing that they were united even to a common martyrdom in the
capital of the world from the stories of the contest between St. Peter
and Simon Magus, the origin of such a legend would admit of being
more easily explained. But these reasons surely are not sufficient to
warrant us in absolutely denying its truth, when so high antiquity
speaks in favor of it and many difficulties which present themselves
in relation to the concatenation of events, may have their ground in our
;

;

defective historical information. ^

At

events, the universally diffused

all

two great apostles had taught in the Roman church,
by their martyrdom, contributed to promote its author-

belief, that these

and honored

it

From Rome,

ity.

the larger portion of the

West had received

the gos-

from Rome, the common interests of Christianity, through the
The Rowhole extent of the Roman empire, could best be advanced.
man bishops, heads of the wealthiest community, were early distinguished and known in the most distant lands, for their liberal benefactions to the Christian brethren ^ and a common interest bound all the
communities of the Roman empire to the church of the great capital.
In Rome was the ecclesia apostolica to which the largest portion of the
West could appeal as to their common mother. In general, whatever
transpired in this " apostolic church" could not fail to be well known to
all
for here Christians were continually pouring in from all quarters of
as he does
So Irenoeus, who wrote in Gaul, appeals,
the world.
in one passage particualso occasional!}'- to other apostolic churches,
larly to the ecclesia apostoUca in Rome, as the greatest, the oldest,
(which must be doubted,) the universally known, the church founded
by the two most illustrious apostles, where Christians congregate from
the communities of the whole world, and could not fail to learn the doctrine taught by the Apostles.^
pel

;

;

;

—

—

Comp. tTie new inquiry into this matter
the 3d edition of my History of the
Planting, &c., p. 516, et seq.
1

in

^

Euseb.

I.

IV.

c.

23.

According

to the ancient
Latin translation, the original Greek text
being unfortunately lost: '"Ad banc ecclesiam, propter potiorem principalitatem, necesse est omnem convcnire ecclcsiam, hoc
est, eos qui sunt undique tidcles, in qua
semper ah his, qui sunt undique, conservata
If
est ea, quae est ab apostolis traditio."
the word convcnire is taken in the intellectmp-ee
with
the
must
all churches
ual sense,
Roman church, as the one having preemiwe have a meaning
nence over the rest,
^

L. III.

c.

3.

—

—

which is by no means perfectly natural, and
which scarcely in the least degree coincides
with the circle of ideas elsewhere exhibited
What would be meant by sayin Irenteus.
ing, the communities of the whole world
have preserved in the Roman church the
It would be underapostolic tradition ?
stood onlv in some such way as this: that

theRoni'inchurch was the central and representative Doint of all the Christian churches;

—

—

the
if,
what was said in later times,
wholechurch was contained yirt'/ci/j'to- in'the
Roman; an idea of which not the least
trace is to be found in Irenaeus, and a mode
of expression foreign to this whole ])eriod.

as

passage is really to be understood in
way, we could not avoid the suspicion,
that here was one of the interpolations, of
which so many indications are to be observed in this writer. But although it is
If the

this

impossible to decide with perfect certainty
as to the right interpretation of these words,
because we have not the original Greek
yet there are other ways of explaining them
which agree more completely with Irenajus'
mode of thinking as elsewhere exhibited,
and with the connection in this place. In
the first place, I must state that I cannot
approve of the interpretation proposed by
the Licenciate Thiersch in tlie Studien und
Kritiken, J. 1842, 2tes Heft, S. 527. hy
which, we may admit, all difficulties would
be removed. According to that exposition,
?/," should refer,
in qua,"
the phrase
not to tlie more remote sul)ject, " banc ecclesiam," but to that which stands nearer.
'

"'

h
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Moreover, by means of letters, and Cliristian brethren Avbo were
mutual correspondence was maintained between the most
When a Christian entered a
distant chiirches in the Roman empire.
and here he waa
foreign city, his first inquiry was for the church
received as a brother, and supphed with whatever could contribute to
travelling, a

;

and to his bodily refreshment. But as deceivers, informteachers seeking only to gain more followers for their peculiar
opinions, abused the confidence and charity of the Christians, it became
necessary to adopt precautionary measures to prevent the manifold evils
his spiritual

ers, false

way arise. The regulation was therefore adopted,
churches those travelling Christians only should be
received as Christian brethren, who coiild produce a certificate from
These church
the bishop of the community to which they belonged.
which were as tessarse hospitales, whereby Christians from
letters,
Gvery quarter of the world stood in fraternal union with each other,
which might

in this

that in foreign

—

—

received the

name

of epistolaj or literse format?e

tain

"omnem

to.

ecclesiam," as determinins: this
antecedent.
every church in which the
doctrine has been preserved pure, as the
author himself exphxins: " Dummodo ne
in ca ])er haereticos ipsos traciitionis puritas
inquinat<a sit, sive, ut Irenaii verbis utar,
duniniodo in ea a fidelibus cujusvis sint loci
pure conservata sit tradita ab Apostolis Veritas."
But this exposition seems to me
attended with an insurmountable difficulty
already, in the interjjoscd sentence, "hoc est
eos," etc.
If Irenaeus intetided any such
determination of ccclesia, he would certainly have affixed it immediately to the word
ecclesiam. And after all, it is most natural
to refer the relative to the Eonian church
as the principal subject. But now the question arises, to what Greek word does the

—

convenire " correspond whether to
Dr. Gicseler, and ajireeing
with him. Dr. Nitzsch, in his letter to Delbriick and Liccnciate Thiersch, in the treatise above cited, suppose, or to crvvepxecr^ai.
If the latter is the word, by comincj must be
understood a comin;; to that place in person, and the passatre would have to be explained thus
On account of the rank
which this church maintains as the ecclesia
urbi.s, all churches, that is. believers from
all countries must,
the "must" lies in
the nature of the case,
come tofrether
"

;

avfiliaivfLv. as

:

—

there

;

and

Christians

since

from

to^^ether there,

it

—

now from

the hcfjinning,
countries must come
follows that the apostolic
all

tradition has been preserved from generation to p:eneration by the Christians from

countries of the world, vsho are there
united together.
Every deviation from it
would here fall immediately under the observation of all.
As confirmatory of this
'nterpretation, might be cited what Aiheall

;

guard against counterfeits, they were
form; (forma, Tvnog;y and also " epistolse communicatoricie,"

because,

term

( ypuniiaTa rETV7T0)fj.h'a.^
drawn up after a cer-

nseus says of the city of Rome, (Deipnosoph. 1. 1, ^ 36:) "'OLKovjuevTig 6>/fiov ttjv
'P<l)/X7iv,

rijv

'Pufir/v

ttoMv

avviSelv
Tug TToXeic l6pvjiEvac"
oiKov/xsvTig, kv

'Ev

-7j

Jj

ETVLTO^ir/v

T/jg

ianv ovtuq naaac
So might one say:

'PcjfJ.aluv i:KK?i.T]0/a iruaar f-KKAr/aiac

iSpv/iEvac "

Yet I will not deny the difficulty attending the interpretation of the
sentence
to the alteration of consecond
servata into obscrvata, I can no longer
If we consider avfij3alveLv to be the
agree.
word which answers to " convenire," it
;

would be the best way, with Gicseler, to
that the
suppose an error of translation,

—

translator,

out of mistake, rendered

the

ab his." The words
Greek dative into
would have to be understood thus: ''in
which church the apostolic tradition has
"

been preserved for the Christians of all
I cannot deny,
countries of the world."
that in the comparison of these words with
those at the beginning of the same chapter,
" in omni ecclesia adest respiccre omnibus,"
an argument may be found in favor of the
ever

sense just given.

But even according to
same general view

this interpretation, the

Home

of

as that contained in the passage
lie at the basis of

from Athenseus. would
the whole.

I

think

it

will

be unnecessary

here, that I am very far
from being influenced in this investigation
by any protestant interest. At the ])osition
where a scicntitic understanding of the hisfor

me

to

remark

dcveloinnent of Christianity is aimed
the interests of Protestantism, which I
profess, could not be in the least endangered by recognizing a high antiquity of the
torical

at,

Catholic element, both in general

and

in

particular.

guard
How very necessary it
atrainst tiie falsitication of such church let
'

was

to
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(

ypuiifiaTa koivuviku,

were

ers

ally sent

)

inasmuch

as they indicated as well that the bear-

who mutuwere united together in the bonds
degrees the church letters (epistolae clericse)

in the fellowship of the church, as that the bishops

and received such

of church fellowship.

By

letters,

were divided into different classes, according to the different objects for
which the J were written.
It was remarked above, that a closer bond of union existed in the
early times between communities belonging to the same province. We
may add as another effect of the catholic spirit of Christianity, that in
all cases of emergency, in disputes respecting matters of doctrine, of
church life, of church discipline, common deliberations were frequently
held by deputed members from these communities.
Such assemblies

become known to us in the controversies respecting the time of Easter,
and in the discussions on the Montanistic prophecies, towards the close
But as a permanent and regular institution,
of the second century.
bound to stated seasons, these provincial synods first make their appearance at the end of the second or beginning of the third century
and
then, as a peculiar practice of a single district, where local causes may
have led to an arrangement of this kind, earlier than in other countries.
This district was Greece j^roper, where, from the time of the Achaean
league^ the spirit of confedei'acy had been still preserved
and as
;

;

Christianity could attach itself to

all

national peculiarities, so far as

they contained in them nothing immoral nay, become so merged in
it might well hapas to manifest itself under their peculiar form
pen, that the civil spirit of federation, already existing here, passed
over to the ecclesiastical, and gave to the latter, still earlier than in
other countries, a form which was in fact well suited for the common
deliberations of the Christians
so that out of the representative
the Amphictyonic councils,
assemblies of the city commimities,
sprung the representative assemblies of the chui'ch communities,
the
provincial synods.
As the Christians, in the consciousness that they
were nothing and could do nothing without the Spirit from on High,
were used to .begin every important business with prayer, so also at the
opening of these assemblies, they prepared themselves for the public
deliberations by uniting in prayer to Him who had promised to enlighten and guide by his Spirit his faithful disciples, when they cast
themselves wholly on him, and to be in the midst of them wherever they
were assembled in his name.^
It seems that this regular institution was at first objected to as an
innovation, so that Tertullian felt himself called upon to stand forth as
its advocate.^
Yet the prevailing spirit of the church decided in favor
of the arrangement, and to the middle of the third century, the annual
if we may judge
provincial synods appear to have been universal,
;

them

;

;

—

—

—

—

ters,

may

bins,

1.

be seen from a passajje in EuseIV. c. 23, and another in Cyprian,

i[\ 3.

passage of Tertullian, in a
work written at the beginning of the third
renttiry, (de jejuniis, c. 13:) Aguntur per
1

See the

Graecias

ilia ceiiis

in locis

concilia,

ex uni

versis ecclesiis, per quae et altiora quajque
commune tractantur, et ipsa reprascntatio

in

totius nominis Christiani magna veneratione celebratur.
"^ Ista
solennia, quibus tunc prassens p»
trocinatus est sei'mo.

—
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PROVINCIAL SYNODS.
from the fact, that we find them observed at the
the church so widely remote from each other as

same time in parts of
Northern Africa and

Cappadocia.i

These provincial synods might, beyond a doubt, have proved eminently salutary in unfolding and purifying the Christian and church
In these common delife, and indeed did prove so in many respects.
liberations, the views of different individuals might mutually correct
each others' errors and supply each others' defects wants, abuses, and
;

necessary reforms might be discussed more easily and under more difand the communicated experience of each memferent points of view
Certainly also, it savored neither of fanatiber, made available to all.
cism nor hierarchical arrogance, if the delegates and presiding officers
of the communities, in the consciousness that they were assembled in
the name of Christ, confidently relied on the guidance of his Spirit,
whose organs alone they wished to be.
But this confidence, in itself so right and so salutary, took a false
and mischievous direction, when it ceased to be accompanied by a spirit
of humility and self-renunciation, by the constantly living consciousness
of the condition to which Christ had attached that promise, that Chris;

assembled in Ms name. When, unmindful of this condibelieved they were entitled merely as bishops to rely

tians should be

tion, the bishops

on the illumination of the Holy Spirit, a confidence so ungrounded became the source of all the self-deception of spiritual pride, that expressed
itself in the customary words with which the decrees of such synods
were made known, " under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit,"

"

spiritte

sancto suggerente."

must have operated as a check on the
development of the church, when, instead of providing for the interests
of the communities according to the varying wants of each point of
time, they sought to bind mutable things to unchangeable laws.
Finally, it was an evil, that the communities were excluded from all

The

provincial synods, again,

participation in these assemblies

;

that at length the bishops

came

to

them, and by the union which these synods
enter into with one another, made themselves more

constitute the sole

power

in

enabled them to
powerful every day.

As
on

all

the provincial synods were used to communicate their decisions
important matters of common interest to distant bishops, they

thus served, at the
of the
this

to place the distantly separated portions
in

connection.

Union of

the entire

dependent in

and

its

Mode

Thus from
field

same time,

church in living union with each other, and to preserve them

Church in one whole,

all its parts.

closely connected

Outward unity of

and

the Catholic

inter-,

Church,

of Representation.

tlie

unapparent grain of mustard seed, sown in the
up a tree, towering above all the plants of

of the world, si)rung

1 Cyprian,
cp. 40, and Firmilianus of
Caesarea in Cajipadocia, in Cyprian, ep. 75:
Necessario apud no? fit, ut per singulos an-

nos scniores ct praepositi in unum fonvenia
mus, ad disponcnda ea, quae ciirse nostra
comraissa sunt.
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the earth,

and spreading

its

branches in every direction.

Such waa

unity of the catholic church, which, closely connected
through all its scattered parts, was so distinguished in its origin, its
course of development, and it^ constitution, from all barely human inThe consciousness of being a member of such a body, that
stitutions.
had come off victorious over all opposition of earthly power, and wag
destined for perpetuity, must have been felt with the more liveliness
and power by pagans, inasmuch as they had been familiar only with
Che political and earthly bond of union, but never had a presentiment
of such a spiritual and moral tie binding men together as members of
Still stronger and more elevated must
the same heavenly community.
that great

this consciousness

have become

in

force tried in vain to sunder this

when outward
With good right might

times of persecution,
connection.

ihe Christians attach importance even to this unity in its outward manifestation, even to this intimate external connection, as serving to rep-

which all Avere as one, and to
In this outward fellowship
of the church life, they experienced the blessed effects of the inward
fellowship of God's invisible kingdom and to preserve this unity entire,
those idealistic
they entered into conflict with two different parties,
sects, which threatened to sever the inward bond of fellowship itself,
to introduce into the Christian church the old disthe bond of faith
tinction between a religion for the educated and refined, and a popular
faith, (TTio-T-if and yvwaif,) and, as was justly charged upon them by
Clement of Alexandria, to divide up the church into a multitude of Th'eosophic schools ^ and next, those men who, bhnded by self-will or passion, brought in divisions on the ground of mer-e outward differences,
resent that higher

life,

exhibit the unity of the

in the fellowship of

kingdom of God.
;

—

;

;

while in faith they continued to ag)-ee with the rest.
But the conflict arising out of a genume Christian interest, and
aimed against some one-sided subjective element that threatened to dis-

wholesome vuiity of the church, might easily mislead to another
of the existing church
extreme,
an undue estimation of externals,
Since that outforms, with which at first this unity was closely knit.
yard unity was, beyond all doubt, not barely outward, but the image
and expression of the unity within, and in this connection exhibited
men could the
itself to the Christian consciousness and experience
more easily suffer themselves, in this polemic attitude, to be so misled
as to confound, in their conceptions, things wdiich had been fused
together in each one's feelings and experience, and to consider them as
Thus the conception of the church and its
inseparably connected.
necessary unity was thrown outward (verausserlichte sich.) This outward church became the original one for the religious consciousness ;
solve this

—

—

;

and, in this its outward form, the only possible medium of fellowship
That which in all should, in like manner, have formed
with Christ.
itself outwardly from within, was transferred to this fellowship, mediated by means of a determinate outward organism, in certain visible
forms,
1

— and so the inner and the outward, the ui
'

For the words of Clemens

uaXXov V

iKK'X7jai.ac

see St.

1.

VII.

p.

755

:

visible

and the

visible,

Avxovgl n-poLaraa-&ai diarpaPm

.
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inseparauiy lust-d together. T\n& association of the Christian consciouswe may perceive already in a writer as early as Irengeus, who

ness

defines, in the first place, the conception of the

church subsisting under

determinate form of constitution, and then puts down the communion of the Holy Spirit as something first derived from, and mediated
by, the former, when he begins by saying, " Ubi ecclesia, ibi et Spiritus
Dei," and then first adds, " et ubi Spiritus Dei, illic ecclesia." ^ An
entirely different apprehension of the idea of the church and its necessaiy unity would have presented itself, by reversing the order of these
" It is only at the breast of the church," as Irenaeus
propositions.
He who takes not refuge in the
says, " that one can be nursed to life.
He who separates himself
church, cannot partake of the Holy Spirit.
from this church, renounces the fellowship of the Holy Spirit."
Such
this

grounded in that association of ideas. It is true,
mind simply such opponents of the church as, by
unchristian doctriAe and temper, by selfish interests, had excluded
themselves from the fellowship of the divine life.^
Not without good
and sufficient reason could he complain of those " who, from frivolous
causes, divided, and, so far as in them lay, annihilated, the great and
glorious body of Christ." ^
With great truth, doubtless, could he say
of them, that it was utterly out of their power to occasion as much good,
as they had done evil through the divisions excited by their means.
But the position held by Irenneus might easily lead to the mistake of
imputing a bad temper and purpose to all those who, from Avhatever
are the propositions

IreniTeus has in his

tendency, occasioned a reaction against the dominant church system,
movement or other in the church, and hence, divisions.

excited some

New Testament position from the
development of the kingdom of God from within
man's spirit, so we may recognize in this snaking ontivard of the kingdom of God, in this notion of the outward church as an indispensable
mediation, that same confounding together of the Old and New Testament positions, which we were forced to recognize before, in the notions
of the priesthood and of the Clerus.
Indeed, both are necessarily connected
for the existence and propagation of the church was, in fact,
to depend on the priesthood
and its connection with Christ was to be
mediated through the latter.
To the priesthood was added afterwards
the episcopal system, as the outward mediation and foundation of the
outward churcli unity,
a new stl^ in the progress of Theocracy
made o\itward, whose deej)-reaching consequences must ever go on
unfiilding themselves more widely.
In bringing the episcopal system to its completion, we have seen the
Now

as that which distinguishes the

Old,

is

the outward

;

;

—

important part acted by Cyprian, bishop of Carthage.
Not less important was his agency in this pi'ocess of converting the church into an
outward system of mediation, and confounding together the Old and
New Testament positions generally. In this regard, his work, De uni-

'L

III. c. 24. ^

1.

L-

IV

VOL

I.

(•

33,

§

7

airiag to /liya Kal evSo^ov ao)/j.a
tov XpicxTov Ttfivovrag kqI Siaipovviac, *<*'
ocrov to ett' avTolg waipovvrag

;j;o{i(Taf

Semetipsos fraudaiit a vita per sententiam mnlam et Dperiitionem iiessimam.
'

:

Aiu

junpiii,

nal tu-
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middle of the third century, amidst the
which he had to contend, constitutes an epoch. This book
contains a remarkable mixture of the true with the false, arising from
that outward view of the church; and we shall recognize, in much that
he sajs, only the pure expression of the Christian consciousness, when
we strip away from it that outward notion, and understand it after a
more inward sense when we apply to the propositions he lays down the
distinction of the visible and the invisible church.
We shall then find
in this work much that is true, directed against a self-seeking, insulating tendency, that breaks loose from all connection with the fellowship
of life, of which the foundation is Christ.
We need only to apply what
he says of the outward relation to a determinate visible form of manitate ecclesiiB, written after the

divisions with

;

festation of the church, to that inner relation to the

men

subsisting in union with Christ

body of

flows forth to the collective

we must admit,

its

all

community of holy

head, whence the divine

life

the members, which community,

not necessarily confined to any determinate form of
to pluck away his beams from the sun," says Cyprian, " the unity of the light cannot be so divided asunder.
Break
away the twig from the tree, it cannot produce fruit. Cut off the
Just so the church, interstream from its fountain, it becomes dry.
is

" Try

constitution.

penetrated by the light of the Lord, sends
world.

Yet

the light which

is

rays through the whole

its

thus diffused in

all directions, is

In

one.

we were born we are nourished by its milk,
and quickened by its spirit. Whatever breaks itself off from the original stock, when thus apart by itself, cannot breathe and live." But all
lap of that church

the

this,

which

is in itself

;

true,

Cyprian referred exclusively

—

to the determi-

by means of the bishops, its foundation
church, connected,
pillars, as the successors of the apostles and inheritors of their spiritwith these apostles, and through them with Christ.
His
ual power,
Christ communicated to the apostles, the aposchain of ideas is this
by
tles to the bishops by ordination,^ the power of the Holy Ghost
the succession of bishops, the power of the Holy Ghost, whence alone
all religious acts can receive their efficacy, is extended, through the
Thus is preserved,
channel of this outward transmission, to all times.
in this organism of the church, ever unfolding itself with a living progression, that divine life, which, flowing from the fountain-head through
this point of mediation, is thus distributed to all the members united
and whoever breaks off his outward connection
with the organic whole
with this outward organism, does, by so doing, exclude himself from
nate

—

:

;

;

and from the way to salvation. No one,
have any share in the
no one can, by this faith alone, secure
divine life that flows from him
to himself all the blessings of God's kingdom; but all this remains necessarily mediated through these organs and the connection Avith them,
the connection with the catholic church derived from Christ through
participating in that divine

by himself alone, can, by

life

faith in the Saviour,
;

—

the succession of bishops.
This outward view of the church, however, where
1

See on

its

original

form and significancy,

my History of the

it

had progressed

Planting,

etc.

Vol.

I,

p.
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BO far, called forth a reaction, in the effort after a more spiritual un
class
derstanding of its idea, based on the words of Christ himself.
of persons, perhaps lajmen,^ arose in opposition to Cyja-ian, who appealed to the promise of Christ, that " where two or three were gathered
together in his name, there he would be in the midst of them ;" (Matth.

A

20 ;) every association of true believers, then, was a church. But
Cyprian styled such as urged this objection, corrupters of the gospel.
He accused them of rending these words from their connection, and
He maintained, on the other
hence giving them a false explanation.
xviii.

hand, that Christ had just before established harmony among believers,
the union of hearts in love, as the condition to which the fulfilment of
He then proceeded to argue ^ " But how
this promise was annexed.
is it possible for that person to agree with any individual, who does not
;

How can two or three be
agree with the body of the church itself?
assembled in the name of Christ, Avho are separated from Christ and his
gospel ?"
He looks in vain for the fulfilment of the condition of this
promise in men, who, from leaning to the side of their own opinions, had
separated themselves from the church for they were the authors of the
schism,
the church had not separated itself from them.^
But who
is the infaUible judge of men's inward disposition, so as to infer with

—

;

certainty from their outward condvxct towards a church, not always free

blemish, that such a temper exists
where ignorance and misa]>
prehension are quite possible, and right and wrong, in the struggle
between the parties, may he on both sides ?
The church once conceived as wholly outward, it must also be conceived as having a necessary outward unity ; and this principle estabfroili

;

came next

to settle on some outward
some one determinate point.
This was at first a thing wholly vague and undefined
but it was the
germ from where sprang the papal monarchy of the middle age.

lished,

it

to

be thought necessary

representation of this outward unity, at

;

—

Now it was, without doubt, not an accidental circumstance, that the
Apostle Peter, rather than any other one of the apostles, became the
representative of this unity for the religious consciousness of the Western church.
For on him had been bestowed, in virtue of his pecuhar
natural character, ennobled by the Holy Spirit, more particularly the
charisma of church government.
Tliis gift Christ claimed for the
development of the first community, when he named him the Man of
Rock and made him the man of rock, on which he would build his
church.
Yet he said tliis not to that Peter with whom the human
passed for more than the divine,
not to that Peter whom he called
rather a Satan ; but to the one who had uttered the powerful witness

—

^

Cyprian describes tliem

tliiis

:

Nee

se

quidam vana intcrprctatioiiedecipiant, quod
dixerit D^minus: Ul)ictinque fucrint duo
»ut tres colleoti in nomine meo, ego cum
sum.

Corruptores evangclii atque int«rpretes falsi.
8ee next note.
^ E.Ktrema ponunt et superiora prretereunt, partis mcmores et partem subdole

lis

comp-imt'ntes. Ut ipsi ab ecclesia sciss;
rjBj ijn '»rHuli uni'iy »<?j<*<»riM<ir> rin

—

dunt
cordiam
.

Unanimitatem prius
])acis

posuit, con-

ante prsemisit, ut convcnial

nobis, fidoliter et firniitcr doeuit.

do autem potest

ei

cum

Quomo-

aliquo convenire,

cui cum coipore ipsius ecclesia: non convenit
Quomodo possunt duo aut tres in
'.

nomine

Cliristi colligi,

quos constat a Chris-

to et ab ejus evangelio scprrari
^

Non

eniu e^m ab

r*cftsseru}'t.

illif

&t>'

?

illi

a noba

:
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him as the Son of God and inasmucli as lie had uttered this, that
one to whom he could say, " Blessed art thou, for flesh and blood have
not revealed this unto thee, but my Father in Heaven."
That peculiar
charisma procured for this apostle the position he assumed in speaking
and acting in the name of all who composed the first community of
Christians.-^
Yet with all this was by no means conceded to him a
preference and precedence over the rest of the apostles.
Of any rank,
indeed, of one above another, the question generall}'- was never to be
raised among them.
Every assumption of that kind, he who came not
to be ministered unto, but to minister, severely rebuked, (Luke xxii
The only contention was to be a mutual strife of each to serve
24.)
the other.
There were three apostles whom Christ, by virtue of their
personal traits of character, distinguished above the rest; Peter was
only one of these.
Each of them had his own particular charisma, and
his peculiar position which depended on this.
As Peter was the man
of Rock, working outwardly; so John possessed that charisma by virtue
of which he leaned on the Lord's bosom, penetrated most deeply into
his being, and into the matter of his discourses.
As his own peculiar
charisma and position caused Peter first to appear prominent at the
founding of the church so his own charisma and position caused John
to retreat more out of view, acting no prominent part until a later
period, when it became important to reconcile the oppositions that had
arisen, to restore peace among the conflicting elements, to tranquillize
and establish the commmiities when fallen into commotions. The great
apostle to the Gentiles maintained, in a manner the most decided, his
apostolic independence, against that Jewish principle, estimating every
thing by a standard of outwardness, which subsequently, under another
form, mixed itself in with the development of the church
and Paul
could say of himself, that grace had effected more by him than by all
of

;

;

;

the others.

From

it is clear, that the idea of a primacy of
had nothing to fix on but a misunderstanding as well
of the position assigned him in the progressive movement of the church
development, as also of the particular predicates which were given
to him
although it had its good ground, that this peculiar tendency

these remarks, then,

the Apostle Peter

;

centered precisely in him.
In his work on the unity of the church, Cyprian justly observes, that
all the apostles had received from Christ the same dignity and the same
power with Peter ; but he supposes that in one passage, however,
says of him in parChrist bestows this power on Peter in particular,
gives it in charge to
ticular, that on him he will build his church,
for the purpose of showing how
him in particular to feed his sheep,
the whole development of the church and of the priesthood was to radiate from one point, and thus making clearly evident the unity of the
The Apostle Peter appears
church, the unity of the episcopal power.
here as the representative of the one church, abiding in the unity she
ierived from the divine appointment, and of the one episcopal power,

—

—

1

See

my

History of the Planting, &c., Vol.

—

II. p.

505, et seq.

I
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which, though distributed among many organs, yet in its origin and
Whoever, therefore, forsakes
is, and ever remains, but one.

essence

the outward fellowship with the one visible, catholic church, tears him-

away from the representation of the unity of the church, connected
How is
by divine a[)j)oiutmcnt with the person of the Apostle Peter.
it jiossible fur any one to suppose he continues still to be a member of
the church of Christ, when he forsakes the cathedra Petri, on which the
church was founded ? ^
But even allowing that the Apostle Peter might be considered as the
representative of the unity of the church, still it by no means follows,
that an individual i-epresentative of this kind must continue to exist in
Still less does it follow, that this indithe church through every age.
vidual representative must be connected particularly with the Roman
for although the tradition that the Apostle Peter visited the
church
church at Rome cannot, on good and sufficient grounds, be called in
question, yet certain it is, that he was not the founder of this church,
and that he was never, in any special sense, its presiding officer.
This
church could with as little j>ropriety be called the cathedra Petri, as
the cathedra Pauli.
Irenffius and Tertullian seem to be aware, indeed,
that Peter and Paul were its founders, that they gave it a bishop, and
honored it by their martyrdom.
But that the Roman church held a
prominence, as the cathedra Petri, over all other apostolic churches,
they still remain ignorant.
Yet as the idea of an outward unity of the
church could suggest the notion of an outward individual representative
of that unity, so the recognition of such a historical representation
might easily pass out of the ideal into the real world, so that the exhibition of the church unity at a determinate point came to be considered
not barely as a thing once existint/, but as necessary for the existence
of the church in all times.
And as it was no accidental thing, that the
ai)Ostle had been made the representative of the church guidance, so
too was it no accidental thing, that men, when once impelled to seek
for such an outward representation of the church unity for all times,
transferred this dignity precisely to the church of the great city which
was called to rule in the world. As most of the western communities
were used to regard the Roman church as their mother, their ecclesia
apostolica, to whose authority they especially appealed
as they were
in the habit of naming Peter the founder of the Roman church, and to
trace back the tradition of the Roman church to him
and as Rome
was once the seat of the dominion of the world ; it so happened that
men began to consider the Roman church as the cathedra Petri, and
to apply what had been said of the Apostle Peter, as the representative
of the church unity, to this cathedra Petri.
In the nuxkiny outward
of the concejition of the church, from which this form of the outward
presentation of its unity gradually shaped itself, the way was already
self

;

;

;

^ Some tniee of this mock' of explaiiiinj;the above pussivjies relatiu};- to tlicAjiostle
Peter, inay lie foiiiul even in Tertullian.

Prajseri])t.

Petrum

lueret.

e.

22: "Latuit

a!i(iuid

;udilicand!U ecclesiie Potrum dieturn, claves regni ccelorura consecutum et

solveiidi ct allit::ni(li in ca'li> ft in lerris po-

testatem?" This lansuaKC shows tiiat he was
not a Montanist when he wrote this book;
as is evident by comparing it with what he
wrote when a Montanist, in his book de
Pudicitia, of which we shall si)eMk hereafter.
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prepared for
into this

tlie

"

conversion of the political supremacy of the " city
which moreover contained the germ of the

spiritual form,

—

secularizing of Christ's kingdom.

already complete. As evidence
passages in his hook de unitate ecclesiae,
in an uncontroverted passage, ep
where the reading is disputed;^
55 ad Cornel., he styles the Roman church the " Petri cathedra, ecclesia principalis, unde unitas sacerdotalis exorta est."
but a
Witliout doubt, this idea was still very obscure and vague

In Cyprian we find

of this,

may

this transference

serve not only

tho'it'

—

;

false

more vague the

principle once established, the

room would be

left

for

notion, the

new meanings, and

introducing

more

extracting

In the minds of the Roman bishops, this idea seems
inferences.
and here the
early to have obtained a more fixed and definite shape
Roman love of empire seems early to have insinuated itself into ecclesi-

new

;

and made its appearance in a spiritual dress.
Far back we observe already in the Roman bishops traces of the

astical affairs,

assumption, that to them, as successors of the Apostle Peter, belonged
that the
a peculiar and ultimate authority in ecclesiastical disputes
cathedra Petri must take precedence of all other apostolic churches, as
Such an assumption was shown
the source of the apostolic tradition.
by the Roman bishop Victor, when, about the year 190, he excommunicated the churches of Asia Minor on account of some trifling dispute
In the Montanistic writings of Tertullian
relating to mere externals.^
we find indications, showing that the Roman bishops issued peremptory
endeavored to make themselves conedicts on ecclesiastical matters
episcopos episcoporum ^ and were
sidered as the bishops of bishops,
*
in the habit of appealing to the authority of their " antecessores."
century,
the
bishop
Stephanus
Roman
After the middle of the third
allowed himself to be carried away by the same spirit of hierarchical
It was his wish, too, in a dispute
arrogance as his predecessor A^ictor.
;

:

—

;

by no means important,^ to obtrude the tradition of the Roman church
and he exon all other churches as an unalterable and decisive law
communicated the churches of Asia Minor and of North Africa, which
refused to acknowledge this rule.^
;

^ Though in the passage from Cyprian,
"Qui ecclesias renititur et resistit, [qui ca-

thedrara Petri, super quern fundata est ee"

clesia, deserit] in ecclesia se esse contidit

?

the suspected clause, here included in brackets, were genuine, yet it would not follow,
that, in this particular instance, he had in
his mind the cathedra Petri, subsisting at
but the
his time in the Roman church
phrases, " ecclesiie reniti," and " cathedram
according
to
Petri deserere," might rather,
the connection, be wholly coordinate, so
he who breaks his conthat he would say
nection with the one only chui'ch, does by
that very act attack the representation oV
the church unity which had been attached
by Christ himself to the person of the AposThe whole apostolic and epistie Peter.
copal fulness of authority as one, although
manifcsting itself through different organs,
appears to him to be represented in the
;

:

power transferred

to the Apostle
entire episcopatus, or the cathe bisliops conceived as
hence to reone
the cathedra Petri,
nounce obedience to the bishops is the same
as to attack the cathedra Petri,
- The dispute about the time of celebi'at-

spiritual

The

Peter.

thedra of

=

all

=

ing Kaster, of which mention will be

made

hereafter.

Tertullian, de Pudicitia, c. 1: Audio,
edictum esse propositum et qnidem perenip•*

toriiim

:

pontifex scilicet maximus, quod

est episcopus

episcoporum,

edicit.

Tertullian, de virg. vehmdis.
The dispute about the validity of baptism administered by heretics, also to be
noticed elsewhere^ Nihil innovetur nisi quod traditum est,
he declared,
se per successionem cathedrain Petri habere.
Cyprian, ep. 74 el
''

'"

—

75.

—

OPPOSITION TO THEM.

But

it

was

far

IREN^US
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from being the case, that these assumptions of the

—

Roman

to
bishops could penetrate even through the western church
say nothing here of the reaction they had to encounter from the freer
In the first named dispute, the comtendencies of the Greek church.

munities of Asia Minor, nothing daunted by the arrogant language of
mamtained their own principles, and set over against the tradition of the Roman church, the tradition of their own sedcs apostolicae.

Victor,

Roman bishop Victor,
severely rebuked his unchristian arrogance, although agreeing with
him as to the matter in dispute. He disapproved of his attempt to
obtrude one form of church life on all the communities ; and declared
and that this,
that nothing was required but unity in faith and in love
Irenseus, bishop of Lyons,^ in a letter to the

;

instead of being disturbed

by

differences in respect to outward things,

did but shine forth through these differences with the greater strength.

He

recognized the right of all the communities, in such matters, to act
and independently, according to their own ancient usage. He
objected to the authority of the tradition of a single deteraiinate church
the fact, that tradition often originates in, and is propagated by, simAlthough Cyprian, as we have before replicity and ignorance.^
marked, looked upon the Roman church as really the cathedra Petri,
and as the representative of the outward church unity, yet he was far
from inferring thence the right of this church to determine all matters
On the contrary, he maintained, with firmness
of church controversy.
and energy, the independent right of the individual bishops to manage
the affairs of tlieir churches according to their own principles
and he
carried through what he recognized as right, in spite of the opposition of the Roman church.
In communicating to Stephanus,
bishop of Rome, at the commencement of the second of the above
mentioned controversies, the principles of the North African church,
which he well knew did not accord with the Roman usages, he addressed him in the name of a synod, as one colleague, conscious of an
" In virtue of
equality of dignity and of rights, addresses another.
our equal dignity," says he, " and in unfeigned love, we have imparted
these things to you, dearest brother
for we hope, that whatever is
will also, in accordance with your own
agreeable to piety and truth
true faith and true piety, be pleasing to you.
We are well aware,
however, that many are reluctant to part with the opinions they have
once imbibed, and slow to change their principles but so far as they
can do it, without violating the bond of unity and peace, binding them
freely

;

—

;

;

many peculiarities which have become customary among them. In matters of this sort, we put no restraint, we
impose no law, on any man since each presiding officer of a community has, in the management of these matters, his own free will, and
is accountable for his mode of proceeding to the Lord alone."
to their colleagues, cling to

;

'^

^

Euseb.

Twv

1.

V.

c.

24.

to aKpLJ3i( ug e'lKd^ KparovvTuv TT/v Kai^' uTrXoTjjTa Kai IdcoTia/idv avvrj&£(av etc rO /xsTtTzeiTa nenoLTjKuruv.
2

'

Qua

Trapti

in re

nee nos vim cuiquam facimus

aut legem damns, quando liabeat in ecclevoluntatis suae arbitripi ajpositus, ratio
actus sui Domino rcdditurus.

siaj adniinistratioiie

um

libcrum unnsquisque

nem

;
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After the violent declarations which ensued from the Roman bishop,
ne continued to avow the same principle before a council of more than
eighty of the bishops of North Africa inviting each of them to express
" for no one," said he, " should make
his own views with freedom
himself a bishop of bishops."
When Stephanus appealed to the authority of the ancient Roman tradition, and spoke against innovations,
Cyprian replied,^ that it was rather Stephanus himself who made the
" Whence
innovations, and broke away from the unity of the church.
then," he says, "comes that tradition?
Is it derived from the words
of our Lord and from the authority of the gospels, or from the i))structions and the letters of the apostles ?
Custom, which has crept in
among some unawares, ought not to hinder the truth from prevaiHug
and triumphing for custom without truth is only inveterate error. "^
He finely remarks, " that it is no moi-e beneath the dignity of a Roman
bishop than of any other man, to suffer himself to be corrected when he
is in the wrong
for the bishop ought not only to teach but to learn^
for he becomes even the better teaclier, who is daily adding to his

*

;

;

;

;

knowledge and making progress by the correction of

his errors."
Firmilianus also, the bishop of Cgesarea in Cappadocia, in expressing his
agreement with Cyprian, declared himself quite strongly against the
unchristian behavior of Stephanus, who forbade the Roman church to

receive the delegates of the North African church into their houses.
He considered it a reproach that one who boasted of being the successor of the Apostle Peter, on whom was built the unity of the church,

should rend that unity by his vmcliaritable and arrogant proceedings.
Tn opposition to the alleged tradition of the Roman church, he produced the tradition of other ancient churches, as also doctrinal reasons
and as evidence that the Romans did not observe, in all points, the

and appealed in vain to the authority of the apostles,
he adduces the fact, that in many church matters, they departed from
the customs of the church at Jerusalem, and of the ancient apostolical
churches ^ yet notwithstanding all these differences, the unitj'- and
peace of the catholic church had never been disturbed.*
On another and earlier occasion, Cyprian had already shown how
far he was from yielding to the Roman bishops a supreme jurisdiction
ill
the church, and from countenancing them in the exercise of it.
Basilides and Martialis, two Spanish bishops, had been deposed by a
synod, because they were libeUatid, and for other offences
and it is
said, they acknowledged themselves the validity of theii- sentence.
In
the place of Basilides, a successor had already been chosen by the provincial bishops, with the assistance of the church over which he had
presided.
The two deposed bishops, however, had recourse to Stephanus, the bishop of Rome, and the latter, assuming a supreme judicatory
l)Ower, reversed the sentence of the Spanish ecclesiastical court, and
original tradition,

;

;

1

Ep. 74, ad Pompej.

2

Nee consnetudo,

quas

3

a])ud

quosdara

obrepserat, impedire debet, quominus veritas praevaleat et vincat; nam consuetudo
Bine veritate vetu^ias erroris est.

p^^

75

Eos autem, qui Romae sunt, non ea hi
omnihus observare, quss sunt ah origine
tradita, et frustia apostolomm auctorita
*

tern praetendere.
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restored them both to their office

;

whether

it
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was that he found good

reasons for so doing in what they alleged in their own justification, or
that there was already a, strong inclination in the Roman church to
take part with those that appealed to its jurisdiction.
contest now

A

arose in Spain on the question whether the first or the second sentence
should be respected, and the communities of North Africa were apjJied
to for their opinion.

name Cyprian
the

Roman

The North African synod

at

Carthage, in whose

replied, did not hesitate to declare that the decision of

bishop was without force, and strongly charged the Spanish
to suffer the two unworthy bishops to continue in office.

churches not

Roman bishop was justified in prosecuting such a judicial examination, Cyprian did nOt enter
but he declared
without farther discussion, the unjust sentence, resting as it did on in'sufficient grounds, to be void. " The regular ordination," he observed,^
Into the question, whether the

;

(meaning of the successor to the deposed bishop Basilides,) " cannot
be rendered null, because Basilides, after his oifences were discovered,
and had been acknowledged too by himself, went to Rome and deceived
our colleague Stephanus, who was at a distance, and not acquainted
with the real circumstances of the case ; so that he who had been deposed by a just sentence, fraudulently contrived to be reinstated in his
Perhaps the mortification which the am1)itious, hierarchical
office."
views of Stephanus experienced on this occasion
although in other
respects Cyprian speaks of him with great moderation
had much influence in deciding him to the obstinate stand which he took in the
later controversy of which Ave have before spoken.

—

Church Discipline.

Exclusion from the Fellowshijy
Church.
Iie-ad)nission to the same.

—

'of

the

Visible

As the founder of the church had foretold, the process of its development could be none other than a process of refining, renewed over and
over again.
The idea of a perfectly pure and perfectly holy church

—

could not be realized in the earthly course of its history
for the life
communicated by Christ to humanity can be sustained and transmitted
only in a never ceasing conflict with the power of sin, which resists the
current of that life from without, and even threatens to mix in and
;

disturb it -with its own impurities.
The church itself which truly answers to its conception, the church of the regenerate and sanctified,
continues ever to be iuAvardly affected by the reactions of this principle
of sin never wholly overcome
and hence in continual need of cleansing.
But tliis church, though represented in a visible form, is yet in its essence invisible
and to this its visible appeai-ance various elements become attached, partaking in no respect of that inner essence ;
and
there are no sure and certain marks whereby it is possible to separate
from one another these heterogeneous components.
Manifold are the
gradations through which the transition is made from the true church
to the opposite world, which strives to draw her into itself and to transform her by its own spirit ; a thing impossible, unless she enter herself
;

—

;

1

Ep. 68.
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Hence the sifting of the chaff from the wheat,
which can be accomphshed by no human tribunal, and which strives
prematurely to sever the threads of historical development ordained and
surely guided by divine Wisdom, and would hinder the very work of
the church itself to reform the world, must be left to a higher judgment, and can only take place after the thread of history is wholly
unwound.
But the church, when left wholly to herself, and unmixed as yet
with the state, might bring about, if not a perfect, yet a certain separation
so as to exclude from herself the manifestly foreign elements,
showing themselves to be such by marks not to he mistaken ; indeed,
the Jewish synagogues had before exercised a disciplinary judgment of
this kind over their members.
The early communities were thus to
into such a union.

—

seek

secure themselves against the infection of i)agan immorality,
to bear witness, that the mere confession of
faith made no man a Christian
that whoever contradicted by his
daily living the laws of Christianity, could not be regarded as a Christo

and thereby practically

;

—

tian brother.

Hence the Apostle Paul declared the Christian communities to be
not merely justified, but bound, to eject such unworthy members from
their body.
With all pagans, the Christians might eat, and stand in
every social relation
avoid

all

manner of

;

but with such apostate brethren, they were to

intercourse, for the purpose of practically showing

them, that they could no longer claim the title of Christian brethren.
was from this point of view, that TertuUian could now say to the
pagans " Those who are no Christians, ai-e wrongly so called ; such
in truth take no part in our religious assemblies
such receive not with
us the communion; they have by their sins become yours again, since
we hold not even common intercourse with those whom your cruelty
has forced to denial ; although we should certainly be likely to tolerate
amongst us more easily those who through constraint than those who
have voluntarily deserted the principles of our religion.
Besides, it is
-without reason you call those Christians who are not recognized as such
by the Christians, who cannot deny their ow^i." ^
Bat the church was designed also to he an institution for training ;
it was not to give up the hope of reclaiming the fallen.
By this very
exclusion from the society of the brethren, the fallen members, if they
retained any susceptibility for better feelings, were to be brought to the
sense of their guilt and awakened to a fi'uitful repentance.
If they
manifested any such penitence in their living, they were to be taken
under the fostering care of the church, and at length, after their repentance had been sufficiently proved, once more adopted into the
community.
Such was the direction of the Apostle Paul. In later
times, various regulations were gradually introduced, relating to the
cases in which resort should be had to such exclusion from the church
fellowship ; to the manner of life which the excluded members ought to
lead
to the proofs of remorse and penitence which they must give, and
It

:

;

;

1

Ad

nation.

1. 1,

c. 5.

;

.
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duration of the time of their exch;sion.

All these points were

differently detennined, according to the different nature of the offences,

and the different moral character evinced by the offenders.
Those who
stood in this relation to the community, were made a particular class,
designated by the name of poenitentes.
Tertullian requires " that the
inward compunction of conscience should be manifested also by outward
^ that they should expr(!ss their sorrow by their whole
deportment,
pray for the forgiveness of their sins with fasting, present a confession
of their sins before the community, request the intercessions of all the
Christian brethren, and especially humble themselves before the presbyters and the known friends of God." ^
To those who suffered themselves to be kept back by shame from making confession before the
church, he says, ^ " This may be grievous, where one exposes himself to
contempt and to mockery wliere others exalt themselves at the expense
of him who has fallen.
But in the midst of brethren and fellow-servants,
where the hope, fear, joy, pain, and suffering are shared in common
because one common spirit proceeds from one common Lord and Father,
how should you there consider your own as different from yourself?
Why fly from those to whom your grief is as their own, as if
they rejoiced over it ?
The body cannot rejoice at the suffering of one
of its members. The whole body must share in the pain and cooperate
towards the cure.
Where two are together, there is the church ; but
the church is Christ.
When you embrace the knees of your brother,
you embrace Christ, you are a suppliant to Christ. And so when they
acts

;

;

—

weep over you, Christ

suffers, Christ supplicates

the Father.

Easily

Son supplicates of the Father." Ori''
gen writes
The Christians sorrow over those who have been overcome
by lust, or any other noticeable vice, as if they were dead and, after a
longer probation than that appointed for catechumens, if they have
given suflacient evidence of a change of heart, they receive them once
more as those risen from the dead."
When their penitence had been
satisfactorily proved, they were absolved and restored to the fellowship
of the chui'ch with the sign of blessing, the laying on of the hands of
the bishop and clergy.
Salutary as these regulations might be, as a means of Christian culture, in the then existing state of the church, yet here also there was
great danger of confounding the Inner essence with the Outward form,
especially when the outward notion of the church had already become
a fundamental principle.
Such must have been the case, for example,
when it was attempted to confine the expression of penitent feelings to
certain uniform signs, and it was thought that in manifesting these consisted the essence of true penitence itself; and again, when no distinction was made betwixt absolution and the divine forgiveness of sins.
The church teachers, however, did not fail to point out the inwafd
disposition as that on which everything depended, and to guard auainst
that confusion of ideas.
" When the man condemns himself," saya
is

that ever obtained, which the
'*

:

;

1 Ut non sola eonscientia praeleratur, sed
aliquo ctiaiu acta administretur.
Uc poeni-

tentia, c. 9.

'^

L. c.
L. c

* c.

c.

Cels.

10.
1.

III. c. 51

;
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Tei-tullian,i

not thyself,

" God acquits him.

God

So

spare thee."

far

—

believe

me

—

as thou sparest

And

the bishop FirmiUanus of
Cassarea in Cappadocia sajs, in a letter written in the latter half of the
third century ; " With us, the bishops and presbyters meet once a year
will

to consult together for the recovery by repentance of fallen brethren
not as though they could receive from us the forgiveness of sins, but
that they may by us be brought to a sense of their sins and constrained

render a more full satisfaction to the Lord.^ Cyprian explains him^ " We do not prejudge the Lord's judgment ; so that if he
find the sinner's repentance full and satisfactory, he may ratify our
decision
but if any man shall have deceived us by a hypocritical
repentance, then let God, who cannot be mocked, and who looketh on
the heart, decide with regard to that which we have failed to explore
to the bottom, and the master correct the judgment of his servants."
But still it cannot be denied, that the consequences resulting from
that making outward of the conception of the church, and that Old
Testament view of the priesthood, had here already mixed in. Thus
the judgment on an individual who had rendered himself liable to the
church penance was reckoned among the acts of this priesthood and
the full power of exercising it, derived from the authority to bind and
to loose, given to the apostles.
That one should thus submit himself to
the judgment of the priest, appeared as an act of that humiUty which
belongs to the essence of true penitence.*
The notion took such a
shape, that the whole system of church penance came to be considered
as a satisfaction to be done to God.'^
Perhaps there were some who
opposed this view of the necessity of outward church penance, and who
endeavored to establish the principle that all depended on the direction
of the heart and of the affections towards God, not on external things.*^
We say perhaps, for from the language of Tertullian in combatting
this class, from his own assumed position, we cannot decide with certainty in what sense that principle was understood.
It is certainly
possible, that they may have been a class, who made a false distinction
between the Inner and the Outward in the religious life, and under the
pretext that all depended on the inner direction of the affections towards
God, alone, allowed themselves to excuse the failings of the outward life.'
Connected with the remarks here made on church penance and
church absolution, must be our judgment also of a controversy which
arose with regard to these matters.
Had the notion of absolution been
rightly understood, as an announcement of the divine forgiveness of sin,
always conditioned on repentance and faith, instead of being converted
into a judicial act of the clergy, a mutual understanding might have
to

self thuB

:

;

;

—

1

De

poenitentia,

c. 9.

*

In his 52d letter ad Antonian.
See the words, in a letter of the Confessors, in Cyprian, (ep.
Humilitas
26.)
atque subjectio, alienum do se expcctasse
judicium, alienam de suo snstinuisse sen3

*

tentiam.
^ Satisfactio,

in

TertuUian's

Poenitentia a term derived from the civil
law, which he had studied and practised in
early life.
^ Sed ajunt quidam, satis Deum habere,
si corde et animo suspiciatur, licet actu mi;

2 Cyjirian, ep. 75.

book

de

nus

tiat.

De

poenitentia,

c. 5.

' "
Itaque se salvo metu et fide peccare,'
prone, as he was, to in
says Tertullian,
fer evil from tjie doctrines of his opponents.

—

VENIAL SINS

— MORTAL
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been easily brought about on the matter of dispute which we are now
about to mention.
We allude to the controversy between a milder and
a more rigid party on the subject of church penance.
All were agreed in distinguishing those sins into which all Christians
might fall through the remaining sinfulness of their nature, and those
which clearly indicated that the transgressor was still living under
bondage to sin as an abiding condition ; that he was not one of the
regenerate
that he had either never attained to that condition, or
had again fallen from it ;
peccata venalia
and peccata mortalia, or
ad mortem.
These terms they had derived from the first epistle of St.
John.
Among sins of the second class they reckoned, besides the de-

—

;

—

nial of Christianity, deception, theft, incontinence, adultery, etc.^

Now

was the principle of the milder pai-ty, which gradually became the
predominant one, that the church was bound to receive every fallen
member, into whatever sins he may have fallen,
to hold out to all,
under the condition of sincere repentance, the hope of the forgiveness
of sin.
At least, in the hour of death, absolution and the communion
it

—

should be granted to those who manifested true repentance.
The
other party would never consent to admit again to the fellowship of the
church, such as had violated their baptismal vow by sins of the latter
class.
Such persons,
said they,
have once despised the forgiveness of sin obtained for them by Christ, and assured to them in baptism.
There is no purpose of divine grace with regard to such, which is
revealed to us ; hence the church is in no case warranted to announce

—

—

to them the forgiveness of sin.
If the church exhorts them also to
repentance, yet she can promise nothing to them as to the issue, since
the power bestowed on her to bind and to loose has no reference to
such.
She must leave them to the judgment of God. The one party
ivould not suffer that any limits should be set to the mercy of God
*;owards penitent men
the other would preserve erect the holiness of
God, and feared that, by a false confidence in the power of priestly abiolution, men would be encouraged to feel more safe in their sins.
;

Church Divisions or Schisms.

The schisms, or church divisions in the more limited sense, must be
distinguished from the heresies properly so called.
The former were
such divisions of the catholic church, as proceeded from certain outward occasions, aiming at objects connected with the constitution or the
discipline of the church
the latter, divisions which sprung out of differences and disputes on matters of doctrine.
While all that is to be said
of the latter stands intimately connected with the genetic development
of doctrines, the exhibition of the foniier cannot be separated from the
history of the constitution and discipline of the church ; and each serves
to illustrate the other.
In a doctrinal point of view, the history of
church divisions is important only so far as it serves to unfold the doctrine on the church ; but the development of this doctrine stands closely
;

*

Homicidium,

de pndicitia,

c.

idololatria, frans, negatio, blasphemia,

19.

moechia et fomicatio.

TertuUian
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connected again with the historj of the church constitution.
It seems,
therefore, in everj view, best suited to our purpose, to annex the history
of church divisions with the section which relates the history of the constitution of the church.
We have to notice in this period two remarkable divisions of the
church, both intimately connected with each other, as well in respect to
the time of their origin, as in respect to the churches and persons, that
especially took part in them.
In the history of both, the monarchical
system of episcopacy is seen coming forth victoriously out of the contest
with presbyterianism in both, Catholicism is seen triumphing over
Separatism ; both divisions conduced to the establishment of the system
of church unity.
We refer to the divisions of Felicissimus and to that
of Nbvatian ; the first proceeding out of the church of proconsular
Africa, the second out of the church of Rome.
In the history of the first mentioned division, the bishop Cyprian of
Carthage appears as the head of a party, and as the most important
among the actors in the scene ; and the origin of the schism was immediately connected with the manner in which he arrived at the episcopal
dignity.
It will serve, therefore, to give us a clearer understanding of
the whole subject, if we begin with casting a glance at the history of
this man's life.
Cyprian had remained a pagan until the last j^ears of
his manhood.
He was by profession a rhetorician, if not an advocate ,i
;

and the rhetorical cast of his style of writing testifies of this his earlier
occupation.
In the years of his paganism he had already gained public confidence by the uprightness of his life.^
By the influence of the
presbyter Csecilius, whose name he afterwards adopted, and who at his
death committed his wife and children to Cyprian's care, he was
brought to embrace the Christian faith.
Although, while a pagan, he
had led a blameless life in the common estimation, yet it by no means

appeared so to himself, after he had learned to contemplate the requisitions of the divine law, and to know himself in the light of Christianity.
The profound sense of sin, as a power from which man cannot deliver
himself by his own strength, preceded also in his case the experience of
that which grace alone can effect
as he expresses it in the letter addressed to his friend Donatus, written probably soon after his baptism.
Hence he was now the more inspired with a glowing enthusiasm to reach
that idea of the divine life which Christianity had lighted up within his
soul.
And as he interpreted the words of our Lord, " If thou wilt be
perfect, go sell that thou hast and give it to the poor," according to the
prevailing views of that period, more closely to their letter than to their
S[)irit, for the purpose of fulfiling this requisition, he sold the two landed
estates of which he was possessed,^ and distributed the proceeds amono
;

—

was
no good reason
are under no
necessity of supposing tliat in what he says
(ep. I. ad Donatum.) respecting the opposition between spiritual and worldly eloquence, Cin judiciis, in condone, pro rostris.)
that he was thinkino; of his own callin;i',
1

.Jerome says,

(d. v.

i.

c.

a rhetorician, and we have
to doubt this account.

67,} that he

We

and therefore had once been used

to such

jiublic discourse.
^

See the

bioo-rapliical sketch of his

composed by

his disciple, the

life,

Deacon Pon-

tins.
^ His garden was soon restored back to
him, probably by the love of the church, as
we mav gather from the language of Pon-
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the poor.
The devout zeal Avhich shone forth so brilliantly in his conduct even while a neophyte, acquired for him, to a great degree, the
love and esteem of the community. He became the man of the people ;
and the community made use of the influence they could then comin his behalf. He was raised by their votes, contrary to the letter
of the church laws, soon after his baptism, in 247, to the dignity of a
presbyter, and a? early as the year 248, placed at the head, as bishop.

mand,

The community environed

his house, for the purpose of compelling him
accept the epi'^copal dignity.
But this very circumstance, that he
had been raised to the station he occupied by the enthusiastic love of
the church, conMbuted from the first to create a party against him, at
the head of which stood five presbj^ters.^
Of these, several, perhaps,
put forward claims themselves to the episcopal office, and looked with
eyes of jealou?y on the upstart neophyte who superseded those that.had
grown gray in the service of the church. They might also be led on
by other motives to us unknown. Cyprian was well aware of the difficult position, he was about to assume, when he shrank back from the
assumptio7i of the chief pastoral office, the Avhole weight and responsibleness of which stood clearlj' before him,
attractive as it must have
seemed, on the other hand, to a man of his pecuHar bent and talent for
rule to be placed at the head of the church governance.
We discover
here the first ground and the germ of the ensuing controversies.
The
five presbyters above mentioned now proceeded with their followers to
contest the episcopal authority of Cypi-ian
and as the presbyters were
still mindful of their ancient rights, and still striving to maintain their
former influence in the government of the church, there could be no
to

.

—

;

want of disputes between a bishop, and

especially'

one like Cyprian, so

supreme spiritual power
possess by divine right, and his antagonists

resolutely active, in the consciousness of that

which he believed himself

to

in the presbyterial college.

Where men are contending for their rights, even those men in whom
God has indeed begun, but the strength of the old nature

a Ufe from

makes itself felt, it is usually the case, that instead of emulating
each other, with the spirit of love ond self-renunciation, in the fulfilment of duties, thsy allow, on both sides, their own will and their jassions to give that which is wrong the color of right.
So it happened in
the present case.
But we are not well enough informed of all the circumstances to be able clearly to separate the right from the wrong on
either side
for we have only the representations of one party in the
dispute,
representations which sometimes bear on their very front the
still

—

;

marks of strong excitement.

An

unbiassed contemplation will certainly not fail to discover in Cyman inspired and animated with true love to the Redeemer

prian, the

Hortos quos inter initia fidei suae
venditos, et Dei indulpentia restitutes.
1
see this from the words of Pontius,
in speakino- of Cyprian's election Quidam
illi lestiterunt, etiain ut vincerel
with which
rompare ep. 40, rcspectin<; the iutrigues of
tius:

Wc

:

:

the five presbyters

Conjurationis suse memores, et antiqua ilia contra episcopatum
meum, imo contra suftVagium vcstrum nt
Dei judicium vcncna rctinentcs, instaurant
veterem contra nos inipugnationem suam
:
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to his church.

It

is

undeniable that he was devoted to his com
that its interests honestly lay nearesi

tnunity, as a faitliful shepherd

;

and that he meant to exercise his episcopal authority for the
preservation of good order and discipline in the flock
but it is also
certain, that he was not sufficiently on his guard against that fundamental evil of man's nature, which so easily fastens on what is best in
him, and by which the best qualities may be even perverted and destroyed,
an evil which may be most dangerous to those endoAved with
most dangerous, where
great gifts and powers for the Lord's service,
that he was not watchful
it exhibits itself under tlie spiritual garb,
enough against the risings and suggestions of self-will and pride. The
point he was contending for, the full power of the episcopate, proved to
him certainly, at times, the rock whereon his spiritual life made shiphis heart

;

;

—

—

—

—

He forgot, in the bishop, ^'appointed by Crod Mmself and actwreck.
ing in the name of Christ," the man, still living in the flesh, and
exposed, like all other men, to the temptations of sin ; in the bishop,
over whom no layman might set up himself to judge, the bishop called
to rule and gifted with an inviolable authority from God, he forgot the
disciple of Christ, of him who was meek and lowly of spirit, and for the
good of his brethren, appeared in i\ie form of a servant. Had he ever
remained true to this spirit of Christ's disciples, he might assuredly
have gained the victory over his adversaries with far more ease to himself and safety to the church, than by all his stir about the inalienable
rights of the episcopate, and his appeals to the dignity of the priestly
office with which God had invested him.
The five presbyters of the opposite party, or some of them at least,
seem to have been at the head of separate communities in Carthage or
its neighborhood
and they now ventured, in defiance of the bishop
whom they hated, to introduce several arbitrary measures in the management of their filial communities or, at any rate, such measures as
Cyprian, from the principles he maintained with regard to the episcopal
system, might properly consider as encroachments on the episcopal
rights.
One of them, Novatus by name, president of a community
situated upon a hill in or near by Carthage, was, so far as we can
judge,^ a man of restless and enterprising mind, who, with a fierce spirit
;

;

1 The charges which
Cyprian himself
brings against him, (ep. 49,) if well founded, do, indeed, place him in the most unfavorable light but these charges wear every
appearance of being dictated by blind passion, trusting in deceptive reports without
due investigation, and indulging a most unwarrantable liberty of drawing conclusions,
;

A common

method

in controversies,

—

to

impute the worst motives to an opponent,
and suppose them just as true as if one
could read into his heart, yet without offering the least evidence to justify the supposition.
Of Novatus, it was said, that he
was about to be arraigned before an ecclesiastical court his own conscience declared
him guilty; happily for him, the Decian
persecution broke out, and interrupted the
;

proceedings which had commenced against
him. And now, in order to evade the sentence which awaited him as soon as the
persecution was over, he excited all those
agitations, of which we shall speak hcreafter, and separated himself from the dominant church. How cleverly put together,
Cyprian
yet how improbable is all this
himself, during the Decian persecution,
still recognized Novatus as a lawful presbyNow, for the first time, he
ter, see ep. 5.
knows of this man such wicked things as,
if they were true, would testify against the
bishop who could suffer a man of such a
character to retain the office of presbyter,
Cypnan does, indeed, bring forward facts
against him; but what vouches for the
How would it have
truth of those facts ?
!

!
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of ecclesiastical freedom, spurned from hira the yoke of episcopal monarchy.i
This person, without authority from the bishop, proceeded to
ordain one of his followers, Felicissimus, a man well calculated for the

and enterprising partizan, and who doubtless, by
personal relations, had great influence in the community, to the
Cyprian declares this act an
office of deacon in this his own church.^
encroachment on his episcopal rights ; but it may have been the opinion
position of a zealous
his

of Novatus, on the principles of his presbyterian system, that as a presbyter and presiding officer of the church, he was warranted so to proceed. The right and the wrong in the transaction was a point certainly
not so clearly made out, at a time when the struggle betwixt the aris-

and monarchical forms of church government remained still
Cyprian permitted Fehcissimus to retain his office
whether it was out of deference to a powerful party, or whether it
was not till later that he was induced, by the hostile proceedings of
Felicissimus, to declare his ordination irregular and a violation of the
tocratic

undecided.

;

He

avoided in the outset, as it should seem, to
;
he sought by indulgence and gentleness,
with a prudence befitting the circumstances, to gain over his opponents.2 Pei-haps his success would have been complete, if he could have
exercised sufficient control over himself to follow out this course with
patience ; or if the Decian persecution, which broke out soon after, had
not furnished the opposite party too inviting an opportunity to comepiscopal authority.

take any violent measures

have formed one party, were
no other than the old opposition par-

been possible for

this man, if such accusabe justly laid aj^ainst him, to
play the part he did ; What is there which
idle tattle will not jiradually set a going
The opamidst party strifes of this kind
ponents of Cyprian too, as we may infer

in this case to

tions could

in fact

his letter to Pupianus, of which we
speak hereafter, had said many hai'd
things against him.
1 So far there may have been truth in
Cyprian's statement, when he calls him,
fep. 49:) Fax et ignis ad conflanda sedi-

irritation against the

"?

from
shall

tionis incendia.

In order to a right understanding of Novatus' conduct in these disputes, it is important to have the question settled, wheth-

was one of the five presbyters who
opposed Cyprian frotn tlie beginning. Mosheim has urged several objections against
this supposition, the most weighty of which
er he

we

The quesadmit, cannot be decided with
absolute certainty.
But yet the whole connection of the history seems to be in favor
of the affirmative. In Cyprian's fifth letter,
already cited, the names of four presbyters
are introduced, who brought him a petition.
One of these, Fortunatus, V)clonged, according to Cyprian's own statement, ep. 55, to
the number of the five presbyters. Now
as the name of Novatus occurs here along
with that of Fortunatus, it is highly probable that all tiie four presbyters, which seem
shall notice further along.

tion,

we must

VOL.

I.

ir>

ty,

— the

five

Felicissimi.

presbyters or presbyterium
in the repulsive answer

And

which Cyprian gave to

may

perhaps discern a

their petition,

new cause

of

we

tlieir

A

comparibishop.
son of what Cyprian says respecting the
intrigues of NoVatus, ep. 49, with what he
says respecting the intrigues of those five
presbyters, ep. 40, and with what Pontius
reports about the old adversaries of Cyprian, speaks for the existence of but one
anti-Cyprian party, which held together
from the beginning, and in which Novatus
occupied an important place.
- See Cyprian, ep. 49, of Novatus
Qui
Felicissimum satellitem suum diaconum,
factionc
sua
sciente,
nee permittentc me nee
All foes to show
et ambiiione, constituit.
that this nomination of Feliciss'mus to the
oflice of deacon preceded th'- schism of
which he was the author; although the
whole subject is involved in much obscurity
on account of our imperfect knowledge of
:

the circumstances.

To this doubtless refers what Pontius
says of Cyprian's conduct towards his op='

ponents

"
:

Quibus tamen quanta

levitate,

quam patientcr, quam benevolenter indulcicmcnter ignovit, amicissimos
sit, quam
eos

postmodnm

inter et necessarios

tans, nurantil)us multis

compu

;
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mence a

man, whom from the first thej
head of the church government.

public attack on the

lingly seen placed at the

ha.l unwil

We

have already observed, that at the first beginning of this perseCyprian retired for a while from his community. He had good
reasons, indeed, as we then saw, to justify this step, and the best of all
justifications Avas his subsequent martyrdom
but still it was a step
which would always admit of being diiferently construed. The enemies
of Cyprian were glad to look upon the thing in its worst light, and
accused him of allowing himself to be influenced to violate his duties as
cution,

;

a pastor, by motives of fear.^
Besides this, the party opposed to Cyprian had many opportunities,
arising out of events that transpired in the persecution, to increase t|ie

number of their followers, and to excite the minds of men against the
bishop.
Numbers, as we have already observed in our account of this
persecution, had been induced by their fears, or compelled by torture,
measures which were regarded as a virtual denial of the
and which actually excluded them from the communion of the
church.
But most of them were afterwards seized with compunctions
of remorse, and longed to be restored to the community of the brethren, and to the privilege of participating with them in the Lord's supper.
The question now arose, whether their wishes should be complied
with
was their petition to be absolutely rejected, or should a middle
course be pursued, by holding out to them, indeed, the hope of being
restored to the fellowship of the church
but before the privilege was
actually granted them, by subjecting their conduct to a longer probation, and requiring evidence of continued penitence ?
Should the same
course be pursued with all the lapsed, or should the treatment be
varied according to the diiFerence of circumstances and the character
of the offences ?
The church at this time was still without any generally acknowledged principles of church penance in cases of this sort.
There was one party, who were for refusing to grant absolution, on any
conditions, to such as had violated their baptismal vow by one of the so
called mortal sins.
Following that Jewish principle which did not
allow all duties to be regarded alike as duties to Grod, and all sins
alike, as sins against Grod, men made an arbitrary distinction,
for
which they cited as their authority the passage 1 Samuel ii. 25,
between sins against God and against man and to the former was reckoned every act of denying the faith, though the degree of guiltiness, if
the denial was simply a yielding to the weakness of sense, might be far
inferior to that involved in some of the so called sins agaifist man.
Cyprian, who was in the habit of calling TertuUian especially his
to resort to

faith,

:

—

;

—
—

;

We remarked

page 134, how doubtclergy expressed themselves with regard to Cypri;in's conduct
' quod utique recte fecerit," intlieir words,
dicate that Cyprian's enemies had contrived
to represent the matter in an unfavorable
Hence Cyj^rian intimated a suspilight
cion that this letter, in which passages occurred which were so strange to hira, might
be a forgery, ep. 3. Afterwards, when he
1

fully

tlie

Roman

at

learned that his adversaries had represented his conduct in an unfavorahle light at
Rome, he considered it necessary to justify
himself by a correct account of the whole
course of the affair, and he writes thus to the
Roman clergy, ep. 14 Quoniam comperi,
minus simpliciter et minus fideliter vobis renuntiai'i, qut« hie a nobis et gesta sunt el
geruntur.
:
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teacher,^ might, perhaps, from the study of that father's writings, have
received a bias towards the principles of the more rigid party with reMany passages of his works, written previous to the
gard to penance.
Decian persecution, would lead us to conclude, that he was at first in
favor of the principle of granting absolution to none who had committed

a mortal sin ; as, for instance, when he says,^ " The words of the Lord,
while he heals, are ' Behold, thou art made whole
sin no
more, lest a worse thing come unto thee.'
After he has bestowed
health, he gives the rule of life nor does he leave the man thenceforth

who warns

;

;

but as the man was bound to serve him
by the very fact that he had been healed by him, our Lord threatens
him with the greater severity ; for the guilt is less, to have sinned before
one has known the doctrines of the Lord, but when one sins after he has
begun to know them, there is no place for forgiveness." ^ It may be
said, perhaps, that Cyprian, in this case, meant simply to mark the
greater criminality of a sin committed by a Christian, and that the
passage is to be understood only in a relative sense but assuredly more
than this is implied in one of his positions laid down in the collection
" That to him who has sinned against God,
of Biblical Testimonies.*
no forgiveness can be granted in the church." ^ Besides the already
cited })assages from the Old Testament,^ he quotes on this occasion that
from the gospel, relating to the sin against the Son of man, and against
the Holy Ghost whence it is plain, how greatly he misunderstood these

wander about as he

to

lists

;

;

;

conceptions, and this antithesis.

But

if

Cyprian was an advocate of

tered on the episcopal

this principle

when he

first

en-

cherishing as he did the heart of a
father towards his church, he could not fail to be shaken by the great
multitude of the lapsed, who, sometimes with bitter tears of repentance,
entreated him to grant them absolution.
Must all these, many of
office, yet,

whom, as for example, the libellatici, had fallen only from defect of
knowledge, and others from simply yielding to the flesh under the
severity of their tortures, remain forever excluded from the blessed
community of their brethren, and, in Cyprian's view, from that church
in which alone was to be found the way to heaven ?
The paternal
heart of the bishop revolted at the thought, but he dared not act here
upon his own responsibility. In this state of indecision, he declared
that the fallen should be received and exhorted to repentance but that
the decision of their fate should be reserved to that time when, on the
restoration of peace, the bishops, clergy and churches, in joint and
cautious deliberation, after having examined the question in all its
bearings, should be able to unite on some common principles, in relation to a matter where every Christian was so deeply interested.
Be;

"

According to Jerome, de vir. illustr.
he asked for TertuUian's writings,
he used to say to his secretary, "])a magis1

When

tmm."
2
^

De

habitu virginum.
Nulla venia M\tvi\. delinquere, postquam

Deum nosse coepisti.
* De tcstimoniis, 1.

III.

c.

28.

^

Non

Deum

posse in ecclesia remitti

ei,

qui in

deliquit.

Tiie same texts which Cj^jrian quotes
in the epistle to the clergy uf Carthage,
ep. 9. on the subject of dep'.al of the faith
under persecution. So also in ep. 11, we
find the antithesis: Minora dclicta, quas
non in Deum conimittuniur.
''
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was a great difference between tlie offences of these fallen
While some, merely to avoid the sacrifice of their worldly
possessions, had, without a struggle, even hastened up to the altars of
the gods
others had fallen only through ignorance, or under the force
of torture.
The disorders of the times made it impossible to examine
carefully into the difference of offences, and the difference of moral
character in the individuals.
Moreover, those that had fallen should,
by practical demonstration of their penitence, render themselves worthy
of re-admission to the fellowship of the church,
and the persecution
" He who
itself presented them with the best opportunity for this.
cannot endure the delay," says Cyprian, "may obtain the crown of
martyrdom."
It was under this view of the case he acted
directing all the lapsed
who applied for absolution, to look forward with hope to the time for
sides, there

brethren.

;

—

;

when their cases should be examined.
Cyprian afterwards learned, his old adversaries, espoused the interest of these men, and, instead of exhorting
them to peace and order, according to the wishes of the bishop, confirmed them in their importunate demands, availing themselves of this
opportunity to foment the wished for division in the church.
Had these lapsed individuals been upheld in their importunate demands by the presbyters opposed to Cyprian alone, without finding any
other support, their I'esistance to the measures of the bishop would have
been of less consequence.
But now they found means to gain over to
their cause a voice which in those days had great influence with the
Christians,
the voice of those witnesses of the faith, who under the
pains of torture had laid down their witness of the Lord, or who, after
having laid down their testimony, confronted martyrdom.
It was, in
the restoration of trancjuillity,

But some of the clergy, and

as

—

itself

considered, altogether consonant with the spirit of Christianity,
men should be a legacy of affection ; that

that the last legacy of these
their last

words should be an expression of

love to their brethren

;

that

they, who, after having victoriously sustained the conflict, were about
to enter into glory, should show sympathy for their weaker brethren,

who had

that finally, they should recommend
acceptance of the church.
It was just

fallen in the struggle

these fallen to the

charitable

;

and right, moreover, that the word of these witnesses of the faith
should be held in peculiar respect, provided only it were not forgotten,
that they were sinful men, needing, like all others, the forgiveness of
their sins, and that, so long as they were in the flesh, they had still to
maintain the contest with the flesh ; and provided only, these witnesses
of the faith themselves had not forgotten this, and dazzled by the excessive veneration which was paid them, had not been, on this very
account, the more exposed to the lurking enemy with which even they,
as sinful men, had still to contend, and turned the momentary victory,
gained by the grace of God, to the nourishment of a spiritual pride.
Many fell under this temptation and controversies were excited and
The poet Commodian, so distinguished
Qourished by such confessors.
tor his moral enthusiasm, held it needful to remind such persons, tha*
;
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even by their sufferings they could not expiate sin.^ There were conwho, in an authoritative tone, gave to all applicants the peace
of the church, and acted as if it needed only their word to exculpate
and discharge the fallen. Many of the clergy, who, according to Cyprian's advice, ought to have set them right and led them to humility,
rather confirmed them in their delusion, and used them as tools in their
intrigues against the bishop.
By their peremptory declarations, oftr
times vaguely expressed, as for example, " Let such an individual, with
his,"
an expression admitting of interpretations and applications
without limit,
"be received to the felloAvship of the church," they
caused the bishop no slight embarrassment.^ Those who applied such
vague declarations to themselves, now boasted that the confessors or
martyrs had granted them absolution, and they would brook no delav,
suffer no trial of their conduct.
When Cyprian evinced the less disposition to comply with their impetuous demands, in proportion to the
want which they betrayed of true contrition and humility, he made himself extremely unpopular by his resistance.
On two sides, he appeared
in an unfavorable light, on the side of his severity against the lapsed
and of his lack of reverence for the confessors.'^
He fulfilled his duty as a pastor, by taking a firm and decided stand
against the exaggerated reverence paid to these confessors, which might
be a fruitful source of superstition, and against the false confidence in
their intercession, leading men to feel secure in their sins.
He made
the confessors observe, that true confession was not an opus operatitm,
" The tonoue "
but that it must consist in the whole tenor of conduct,
"
said,
which
he
has confessed Christ, must preserve its honor, pure
and untarnished ; for he who, according to our Lord's precept, speaks
what tends to peace, to goodness and to truth, confesses Christ every
day of his life." Li warning them against false security and pride, he
observes,* " It must be your endeavor to carry out what you have happily begun.
It is but little to have succeeded in obtaining an advantage it is more, to be able to j^reserve what you have obtained.
Our
Lord taught us this, when he said, Behold, thoti art made whole sin
no more, lest a worse tiling come unto thee.'
Think that he also says
this to his confessor ;
Behold thou art made a confessor sin no more,
lest a worse thing come unto thee.'
In fine, Solomon and Saul and
many others were able, so long as they walked in the Avays of the Lord,
fessors,

—

—

;

'

:

'

;

1

See

his Instructio, 47

and intimates that manv were made to feel
secure in their sin by tliese libelli pacis inr,nr.l!iAn,.n^,^^„
K« .*„,:,„ j by
u
r
oonsideiatcly bestowed
the confessors,

:

Impia uiartyribus odio reputiintur

in

ignem,

Distniitar martyr, cuius est coiifessio talis,
Expiari ...aiuu, i,ec sanguine fuso docetur:

'

..i

ille cum suis.
Accordin<v
thousands of such '• lipacis" were dailv issued bv the confessors without examination.
Tcrtullian,
at the close of the secoml cenlurv, speaks
already of this practice as a tiaditional
one.
"Pacem in ecclesia non b".bcntes. a
martvribus in carcerc exonire
onsueverunt."
Ad martyr, c. 1. As a .Montanist
he speaks earnestly ajrainst the excessive
abuse to which this practice wa- carried

2

Communicet

to Ovprian, ep. 14.
belli"

:

pudicitia,

22.

Ananist

abuses
Srowing out of recommendatory letters of
*"^ confessors, spurious or genuine, the
«>'i"<''l of Elvn-a speaks on this wise, c. 25
'^>^'""' ''"TT-'s sni. line nominis jj>loria passim
concutiuut simi)lires.
He ti'vcs u< bnnsoif to underst.ind hoA\
I""^" "° '"^^' ^o suffer ni this way, ep. 22
L''i""i"'i"tPs '"ic nos et contra invidise imp«
^"^

c.

the

:

turn totis fidei vn-ibus resistentes
'*" °

:

scmsM
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grace which was given them but no sooner were they left
oj the discipline of the Lord, than they were left also by his grace. I
hear that some are elated with pride and yet it is written, ' Bg not
high-minded, but fear.'
Our Lord ' was led as a sheep to the slaugh;'
ter ; as a lamb before her shearers is dumb, so opened he not his mouth
and is there any one now, who lives by him and in him, that dares to
he ])roud and high-minded, unmindful of the life which He led, and of
the doctrines which He has given us either by himself or by his apostles ?
If the servant be not greater than his Lord, then let those that
follow the Lord, humbly, peacefully and quietly walk in his footsteps
the more one abases himself the more shall he be exalted."
When a certain confessor, Lucianus, professing to act " in the name
of Paul, a martyr," and in obedience to his last injunctions, proceeded
to bestow on the fallen the peace of the church, and to furnish them
with the so called certificates of church-fellowsliip (libellos pacis,) Cyprian refused to acknowledge their validity, and observed, " Although
to retain the

;

;

our Lord has given

command that
name of

the nations shall be baptized and

Son and the Holy
Ghost yet this man, in ignorance of the divine law, proclaims peace
and the forgiveness of sins in the name of Paul
he does not consider
that the martyrs make not the gospel, but the gospel, the martyrs." ^
He spoke on this point with the same emphasis in the discourse,
" Let no
already referred to, delivered on his return to his church.^
man deceive himself, the Lord alone can show mercy. He alone can
bestow forgiveness of the sins which have been committed against him,
their sins forgiven in the

the Father, the

;

;

—

sins
who suffei*ed for us whom God delivered up for
our offences.
The servant may not forgive a crime committed against
his Master, lest the offender contract additional guilt, if he be unmindCursed is he that putteth his trust in man.'
ful of Avhat is written,
We must address our prayer to the Lord, wdio has assured us he ^\i\\
deny those that deny him, who alone has received all judgment from
the Father.
The martyrs require something to be done;
but what
they require must be written in the law of the Lord
we must know,
first of all, that they have obtained i'vom God what they require; and
then only can we do what they require
for it by no means follows, as
a matter of course, that the Divine Majesty will grant what a man has
promised.
Either the martyrs are nothing, if the gospel can be made
void ; or if the gospel cannot be made void, then they are not authorized to act against the gospel, who by its means become martyrs.
That man can neither say nor do anything against Christ, whose faith
and hope, ivhose power and glory are nowhere hut iii Christ^
Still Cyprian was not firm and consistent enough in his opposition to
He was,
the extravagant respect paid to these witnesses of the faith.
to a certain degree, carried away himself by the prevailing spirit of the
multitude, which he ought to have controlled and guided by the spirit
When the summer heats of an African climate began
of the gospel.

who bore our

;

;

'

;

;

^

Quod non martyres evangelium

sed por evangelium martjTes fiant.

faciant,

Ep. 22.

"^

Sermo de

lapsis.

—

—
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multiply cases of sickness, he yielded so far as to grant absolution to
who in sickness and the fear of death were earnestly

those of the fallen,

desirous of the communion, and ive7-e dejjending on such certificates
given them by witnesses of the faith}
In his report to the Roman
church, he assigns as his reason for so doing, that he wished by such a
compliance in one particular, to assuage, in some measure at least, the
violence of the multitude, and so to counteract the plots of those who
were at the bottom of the mischief, and to remove from himself the obloquy of refusing to the martyrs the res})ect which belonged to them.^
Thus by his half-way measures of resistance to the violence of this erroneous tendency, and by his inconsistency, Cyprian did injury to the interests of Christian truth and to his own cause.
If, on the one hand, he
attacked with the weapons of truth that false confidence in the martyrs'
intercession, on the other hand, he supported it, by yielding his ground
for must not tlie recommendation of the martyr become possessed of a
peculiar power and significance, as soon as it was understood, that those
only who were supported by such a recommendation, might in the hour of
death, simply on the strength of this recommeridation, obtain the peace
of the clmrcli and receive the communion, while it might easily happen
that many who had not sought for this recommendation of the martyrs,
were distinguished above those who had secured it, by their sincere
contrition and })enitence.'^
Cyjirian favored this conclusion, for which
his conduct furnished so natural a jiretcxt, by his peculiar form of
expressing this concession, addressing it " to those, who by help of the
;

martyrs

may

obtain succor from the

consistency, he laid open a

would not

fail to

weak

Lord

in their sins."^

By

this in-

spot to his enemies, of which they

take advantage.

Another circumstance which must have particularly contributed to
give a more decided weight to the opposite party in their connection
with the fallen, was the powerful voice of the Roman church, which
had declared itself in favor of the milder principle, if not in its apjjhcation to all the fallen, at least to those who were sick.
Cyprian avowed
also, in making his concession, that he was partly induced to this measure by his respect for the Roman church, with which he did not choose
to be at variance.*
But the proceedings of this cliurch had been more
consonant with the spirit of evangelical truth, in directing the fallen to
the one and only Mediator, and allowing of no other distinction among
them, but that of a penitent or impenitent disposition.^ In their first
letter addressed to the clergy at Carthage, the Roman church had said
of the fallen, " We have, indeed, separated them from us, yet we have
not left tliem to themselves
but we have exhorted them and do still
;

Cyprian, ep. 12, 13 et 14.
"Ad illorum violentiam intequoquo gencre mitipindam
cum
\ideretur et honor martyribus haliendus, et
eornin (jui omnia turliare cuiiiehant, inipetas comy)riniendus."
Of tlic otlier lajisi, on
the contrary, he says, ep. 13: " Qni nullo
libcllo a martyribus accepto invidiam fa^

^

nm

Ep. 14:

—

,

ciunt;"

it

was therefore

tliis

he feared.
^ Auxilio eorum adjnvari
nnin in delictis suis possunt.
*

Ejt. 14. to the

Koman

invidia which
:i])iid

clergy.

Domi-

Standum

putavi et cum vestra .sententia, no actus
noster. qui adunatus esse et eonsentire circa
omnia debet, in aliqao discreparet.
5

p]p. 2.
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exhort them to repent, if peradventure they may obtain forgiveness froHi
do this, lest tliey should become
Him who alone can bestow it.
worse, if deserted by us.
If such persons are attacked by sickness,
become penitent for their offences, and anxiously desire the communion,
they should certainly be assisted."
Yet by the Christian prudence manifested in the rest of his conduct,
where he understood how to unite mildness with energy by instructions and friendly paternal representations, Avinning over the better
disposed among the confessors by the firmness with which he maintained his ground against the presbyters who were so obstinate in their
by the love and esteem in which he stood with the majority
opposition
of the church, the bishop Cyprian seemed to have succeeded in restoring
tranquillity at Carthage, and he was rejoicing in the hope, as the Decian
persecution began to wane in its violence, of returning back to the
churcli from which he had been painfully separated for a year, and of
being able to celebrate with his flock the Easter of the year 251.
But
ere his hopes could be realized, he had to learn that the intrigues of
the opposite party were too deeply laid, and too closely and firmly inThe fire which was
terwoven, to admit of being so easily destroyed.
smouldering on in secret, wanted but a favorable occasion to break
This occasion Cyprian himself presented by
forth into an open flame.
the exercise of his episcopal poAver in an important matter.
Before he returned to his church, he had sent two bishops and two
They
presbyters, as liis deputies, with full powers to hold a visitation.
were to give to the poor of the church, who on account of then* age or
sickness could do nothing for their own support, so much out of the
church treasury as might be necessary for the supply of their bodily wants.
They were to add to the earnings of those who had a trade, but could

We

;

;

;

not gain from

it

enough

for their subsistence, or

who wanted money

to

purchase the tools and stock necessary for their employments, or who
had been interrupted in their business by the persecution, and were
now wishing to commence it again, so much as might be needed in
Finally, they were to draw vip a schedule of all
these several cases.
the poor, who were to be supported out of the ch\irch funds, with a
notice of their different ages, and of their behavior during the persecution, in order that the bishop, whose care it was, might become accurately acquainted with them all, and might promote the worthy, and as
is here particularly specified, the 7neeh and the humble^ to such places
in the service of the church, as they might be found qualified to fill.
The last of these arrangements promised the folloAving advantages,
that the abilities of such persons would be suitably employed in the
that they would secure for themselves an adeservice of the church
and that, at the same time, a burden would be removed
(|uate support
The qualifications to which particular attention
IVom the church funds.
was to be directed, namely, meekness and humility^ were j)eculiarly
jieedful, during this period of ferment and luieasiness in the church, in
iliose who entered into its service, that the peace of the church might
;

;

be restored on a solid foundation, and the first germs of division %y\\>
The presbyterian party opposed to Cyprian may not have admit

pressed.
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ted the bishop's right to order such a church visitation, or distribution of
own rcsjionsibility, and without the concurrence

the church funds, on his

of the whole presbyterial college

;

or they

may have

disputed, at least,

the right in Cyjyrinn, inasmuch as they were no longer willing to

any

own

would be quite contrary to their
plans, should he successfully carry through such an act of episcopal
authority, which must tend to confirm his jiower in the church, to bind
the church more closely to himself, and thus give strength to his party.
At the head of the opposition in this instance appeared the deacon
Felicisdmus.
His official character alone would give him considerable
influence with a portion of his community, for in the church of North
Africa as well as in the nearly related church of Spain,^ the deacons
had more power than they possessed in other countries.
Besides,
from circumstances of which we have no accurate knowledge, he had
become an influential organ of his party, thought he was entitled,
especialh'-, perhaps, because part of the church funds was entrusted to
his care,^ to put in his word m a matter that concerned the application
of the money of the church.
He employed all his arts of persuasion^
his influence and power, to excite a general spirit of determined oppo-

him as

their bishop

;

at

rate,

it

sition to this episcopal ordinance.
He declared in particular to the
poor belonging to the church of Novatus, over which he had been made
deacon, that he should contrive means without fail, of providing for all
their wants
and threatened, in case they appeared before those episcopal commissioners, that he would never admit them to the communion
in his churcli.''
This church now became the general resort of all the
;

1

Concil. Illiberit.

c.

77

:

Diaconus regens

plenom.

That

the North African church, it
belonged to the deacons to keep and manage the church funds, we learn from the
49th letter of Cyjirian, where it is brought
as a charge against a deacon, that ecclesiasticaj pecunia; sacrilega fraude subtracts
ct viduarum ac ])upillorum dejwsita denegata.
And this was the case not only in
North Africa, but alst^in the cliurches of an
entirely different quarter of (he world
as
we learn fiom Origen's com])laints of those
deacons who enriched themselves at the expensc of the church, (in Matth. T. XVI.
c. 22 :) 0/ p) KaUig 6lukovoi (homovvrec ru
-r/c iKKlTjCTcar xpy/MTa, ulX' uel fxh' ravra
p7]2.a(pC)VTs^, (,v /caAwf iVe avru oikovo/j.()vvreg, uTiXu aupevovreg rbv voiiii^o/xevov w'AovTov Kcl xRV/J-o-Ta, iva wAovTucfiv uwb tCjv
eig k6-)ov 7rr(j;^;wv (h6o/j.ivcjv, ovrni eiaiv ol
-

in

;

K0?,?iVj3!.aTai

rpaTTE^ag

xP'I/^^t'^v

f;^;ovrff,

ug KareaTpETJiev 6 '\rjaovg.
It is with reference to this fact, that Felicissimus is accused of "fraudes" and " rapinie," ep. 55.
PecuniiB commissa; silji fraudator. Similar
charges were brought against Novatus, the
presliytcr

munity

and jnesiding

officer of the

com-

in wliich Felicissimus had been appointed deacon. True, these accusations
against both, from the mouth of their enemy Cyprian, cannot he considered as credi-

An

indepenble testimony against them.
dent application of that portion of the church
funds wliich was dci>ositcd in this filial
an applicationof thorn which,
commnnitv,
with tlifi views thev cntertaineil of their re-

—

have thought
an applithemselves warranted to make,
cation suited perhaps to the objects and
ends of their party, may have been representcd by Cvprian as embezzlement. At
all events, the want of an impartial statemet of the whole matter leaves it impossible to assert any thing here with confilaiion to the bishoii, thev inav

—

dence.

^vcrv thing here dei)ends on the corand interpretation of those difficult words in Cyprian, ep. 38: "comminatus, quod secum in morte," or " in monte
non commnnicarent, qui Jiobis obtemperare
voluisscnt."
Acconling to the reading " in
morte," the meaning might be eitlier, if the
phrase " in morte " be referred to Felicissimus, that at his own death he would not
acknowledge them as Christian brethren,
would jironounce them excluded from
church fellowshi]\
in other words, would
never be reconciled to them;
in which
lie difficult to see
however,
it
would
case,
3

rect reading

—

how

—

a threat of this kind could he so dreada thing to the Christians at Carthage:
or, what would be a more natural construction, the phrase " in morte " being referred
f'ul
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lapsed

who were unwilling

to wait with

])atience till the whole matter
Here, without any preparation,
the J were admitted to the communion,
here was the rallying point of
all the disaffected,
a circumstance which must have been attended
with the most disastrous effects on the discipline and order of the community.
It was these troubles which induced Cyprian to defer his return to
Carthage until after the Easter of 251.
He chose this particular time,
because he could reckon on meeting at that time the other bishops (tf
North Africa, who would be there assembled at the annual synod.
This secured to him two advantages
united with the collective body
of his North African colleagues, he would be enabled to take a firm
stand against the refractory and certain settled principles having been
fixed upon, after mature deliberation, by the synod, with regard to the
proper treatment of the lapsi, he might hope that a Umit would be set
generally to the hitherto wavering practice of the North African
church with regard to penance. In this council of the North African
church, it was resolved to adopr. a middle course between that excessive severity which cut off the lapsed from all hope, and a lax indulgence in complying with their wishes to maintain the soundness of
church discipline, and yet not drive the lapsed to despair by an unconditional refusal of absolution and re-admission to the church, whereby
they might be led at length to abandon themselves to their lusts, or to
sink back again into paganism.
First, the different character of the
offences should be carefully in vestigated,^ and to all, not excepting even
the sacnfiecdi, who gave evidence by their conduct of a truly penitent
spirit, the communion was to be granted, at least in cases of mortal
sickness.
Should such persons recover, they were not to be deprived
of the privilege they had obtained by the grace of God, but might remain in the fellowship of the church.^ When afterwards the persecution was renewed with increased violence, another indulgence, prompted
by Christian charity and wisdom, Avas conceded, namely, that the communion should be granted to all who had given evidence by their conduct
of true penitence, so that they might not enter the tjonflict unarmed,
but sti-engthened by communion with the Lord's body.*'^ But they who
had not given the least evidence of repentance in any of their conduct,

relating to their case could be decided.

—

—

;

—

;

;

to the subject understood in " communicarent," the meaning miglit be that the_y, at
their own deatli, should not be admitted by
him to the fellowsliip of the church, should
not receive from him, as deacon, whose office it was to convey the consecrated elenients to the sick, the communion of the
The latter interpretation gives a
supper.

good

sense, if

we bear

in

mind, that Feli-

cissimus was deacon of a particular parish
church, and that he was well agreed with
Novatus the presbyter and pastor of this
church, so that it was in his power to refuse the communion to those who dwelt in
An analogous
this part of the diocese.
in monte " be
sense results, if the reading
adopted. In this case, we must suppose
"'

that the community over which Novatus
and Felicissimus were phiccd, resided on an
and
eminence in or near by Carthage,
hence we might be reminded of the Montenses, the Donatists at Rome, who were
so called from their place of assembly,
which was situated on a hill. Felicissimus

—

threatened to exclude those that complied
with the requisition of Cyprian, from communion in this church,
i
The different degree of guilt in the
sacrijicati, according to the different ways
in which they had been induced to re-

nounce the
latici.

^
^

Ep. 52.
Ep. 54.

faith

;

and so

also in the libd-
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tind first expressed a desire for the communion when on the sick bed,
should not then receive it, because it Avas not sorrow for sin, but the
fear of approaching death which had prompted the desire, and he was
not deserving of consohition in death, who had not thought of death till
In this explanation, it certainly is not difficult to
it was near at hand.

perceive the truly Christian effort to fix men's attention on the nature
of true repentance, and to warn them against the error of reposing
confidence on the opus operatum of absolution and the communion.^
But as we see, the synod allowed itself, by this purely Christian inter-

be led into the mistake of pronouncing a sentence, too harsh and
who first expressed signs
for although such repentance might
of penitence at the hour of death
in most cases be false, resulting from mere sensuous impressions, yet in
some cases, known only to the Omniscient, it might also be true. And
it is clear that the synod might have secured its object without resorting to this unwarranted decision, by a more correct and clearer exposition of the nature of absolution in relation to tlie forgiveness of sin, as
we have already explained. At this church assembly, sentence of condemnation was passed on the party of Felicissimus ; and Cyprian,
united with the bishops of North Africa, succeeded in putting an end
est, to

indiscriminate in this general form, on those
;

to the schism.

It is true, the party did not at once give up their opposition.
They
sought to extend their influence in this part of the church ; and several
of the African bishops, who were at variance with their other colleagues,
or who had been deposed for their bad conduct, united themselves to
They chose in the place of Cyprian, as bishop of Carthage,
this party.
Fortunatus, one of the five disorderly presbyters. They" sent delegates
to Rojne for the purpose of gaining over to their side this principal
church of the West, and there demanded a hearing of the charges
which they had to bring against Cyprian but they were unable to dissolve the bond of friendship existing between the two most influential
bishops of the West, although their clamors excited a momentary sensation.
In a letter expresshig in a remarkable manner the spirit of the
episcopal theocracy,
a theocracy that savored more of Judaism than
Cyprian urged the Roman bishop to defend against
of Christianity,^
the schismatics the unity of the church fomided on the union of the
bishops.
In the same letter, he strenuously contends also for the inde" Smce it has been
pendence of the bishops in their own dioceses.
decided by us all," he writes, " and is, moreover, just and right, that
every man's cause should be examined into on the spot where the wrong
has been done, and since Ids own part of the flock has been allotted to
each pastor, which he is to guide and govern as one who must render to
the Lord an account of his stewardship ; those who are under our jurisdiction ought not to be suffered to go where they please, and by their
deceptions and effrontery interrupt the harmony of the united bishops,
but they should be obliged to prosecute their causes where accusers
and witnesses of their offences can be had."
;

—

1

Ep. 52

—

2

Ep

55 ad Cornel.

;
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is

clear even from this exhibition of the case, in which

we have

use the reports of only one party as the sources of our information, that Cyprian's conduct in this controversy was not wholly
free from reproach ; and we should, perhaps, find still more to censure,
were it in our power to compare together the reports cf the opposite
parties.
In this regard, a letter of Cyprian,^ addressed to one of the

been able

to

who having maintained a good

opposition, Florentius Pupianus,
sion

under the pains of torture, stood

confes-

in high authority as a martyr, is

for this letter is in answer to another,
and hence we may gather from it, what Pupianus had to object against
Cyprian. Although not free from that error of the separatht tendency
which attaches undue importance to the subjective views and feelings,
yet he appears to have been a pious, well-meaning man,
certainly not
disinclined to hearken to reason.
He had referred to many charges
against Cyprian, of which we possess no further distinct information.
He said that he had scruples which must first be removed before he
coukl enter into terms of fellowship with him as a bishop. ^
He reminds him that priests should be humble, as even our Lord and his
apostles were humble.'^
Cyprian, by virtue of a tendency of mind not uncommon in North
Africa, was inclined to lay too gr-eat stress on unusual psychological
phenomena, on presentiments, visions and dreams, and was thus ex-

particularly deserving of notice

;

—

many delusions. He doubtless insisted on the voice of the
which he pretended to have heard on these occasions, where he
ought to have maintained his positions on rational grounds but Pupian
posed

to

Spirit,

;

disdained these evidences.*

The way

which Cyprian replied to this person was certainly not
Without entering at all into the
matter of his opponent's charges, Cyprian continually insists on the
same thing,
the inviolable authority of the bishop ordained of God,
and declares it impiety for any man to set up himself as a judge over
the judicium Dei et Chi-isti.
He maintains that, as the bishop stands
in fellowship with the entire church, so the church rests on the bishop
and whoever separates from the bishop, separates from the church.''
His hierarchical arrogance inspired in him dreams and visions, which
he pronounced divine revelations.
He pretended that he had heard a
divine voice, saying, " He that believes not Christ who appoints the
in

calculated to remove his scruples.

—

—

be compelled to believe him when he avenges the priest."
brings in proof of the necessity of the obedience to be rendered to
the bishop, the fact that even the bees had a queen which they obeyed,
'°

priest, will

He

and robbers, a captain whom they followed in all things. Moreover,
the way in which he appeals to the testimony of Christians and pagans
Ep. 69.
This we gatber from Cyprian's answer:
scnipulum tibi esse toUendum do
Rnimo, in qucm incidisti.
* Sacerdotes humiles esse debere, quia et
Dominus et Apostoli ejus humiles fuerunt.
' As may be inferred
from Cy])rian's

Quanquam sciam somnia

'

words

2

et visiones ineptas videri-

Dixisti,

^

:

Unde

scire dehes,

ridicula

episcopum in

eccle-

quis
episcopo non sit, in ecclesia non esse.
Qui Christo non credit saccrdotem facienti, yjostea credere incipiet, sacerdotem
sia esse, et ecclesiam in episcopo; et

cum
"^

vindicanti.

si
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not exactly suited to refute what Pupian had

is

want of that

virtue.^

letter, in the year 258
own account he had then admmistered

"When Cyprian wrote the above mentioned
or 254,

—

for according to his

—

the conventicles of this
the episcopal office for a period of six years,
party, where the holy supper was distributed, still remained open.^
Pupian had reproached him also with this, that by his fault a part was

Commodian, who ^A'rote liis
separated from the whole community.^
Christian Admonitions at a somewhat later period, considered it still
needful to combat this separatist tendency, which, as usually happens,
perhaps continued to be cherished for a short time even after the occar
He rebukes those Avho
sion was forgotten which first called it forth.
see the motes in others' eyes, but cannot discena the beams that are in
their own.*

origin in the Roman church ; and as in
Cornelius of Rome cooperated with Cyprian
of Carthage, so in this we see Cyprian joined with Cornelius in maintaining the church unity. This latter division, like the former, sprung out of

The second schism had

the suppression of the

its

first,

a controversy relating to the choice of a bishop, and from the collision
of opposite opinions respecting the proper administration of church penance but with this difference, that in the first case, the schism proceeded from the laxer party, in the last, from the more rigid one. The
immediate occasion which led to the actual outbreak of this as well as
the other schisms, were various occurrences which took place during
We have already observed, that in the Rothe persecution of Decius.
man church, the prevaiHng inclination was on the whole to the milder
principle in regard to the matter of penance but there was also in that
church a more rigid party, at the head of which stood Novatian, an
eminent presbyter, who had acquired celebrity as a theological Avi-iter.
For the rest, we possess but scanty means of accurate information
not enough to enable us to
with regard to the character of tliis man,
form any certain conclusions as to the relation of his views on this C|uestion and of his whole conduct in this affair to the peculiar bent of his
disposition for the sayings of exasperated enemies, and representations
which every where bear the marks of passionate exaggeration, are of
When we endeavor to separate the facts
course entitled to no credit.
at bottom from the distorted and spiteful representations of Novatian's
opponents, the following presents iteelf as the most probable state of the
case.
Novatian had been thrown, by fierce conflicts within, from an
earnest frame of mind into one of those states, usually existing in conThis was for him, as it was for
nection with a demoniacal possession.
;

;

—

;

1 Plumilitateni mcani et fratrcs onines cl
gentiles quoque optiine novunt et diligunt;

et tu quoque noveras et diligebas,

hue

in ecclesia esses et
cares.

As Cvprian
Stand,'.when he

mccum

adcotnniuni<'tim

dam
<*

himself gives us to undersays Frustra sihi hlandiri
TV
eos, qui, pacem cum sacerdotibus Dei lion
habentes, obrepunt et latenter apud quos:

•'

I

1.

•

quoqiic,

quod

ecclesia

nunc

propter ine portionem sui in dispense

Iia-

beat,
^

-

coniniunicare se credunt.

Scripsisti

Cap 66

:

Dispositum tempus veuit nostiis. Pax est in orbe
ruina simul blandk-nte seculo premit
^}
I rape I pit IS populi, qucm in schisma niLsistLs.
Con.spicitis stipulain cohscrentem in oculis nostris

Et

vestris in oculis

non

vultis

cemere tmbem.

—
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SO many others of that period, the hard way to faith.
It was to the
prayer of an exorcist of the Roman church, that he,
who had perhaps
already been touched in various ways by the power of Christianity,

—

owed
his

his restoration for the

whole being, he

fell

From

moment.

this violent

whence

into a severe sickness,

convulsion of
resulted his

first

and radical cure. In the course of this sickness his faith beand seeing death near at hand, he received babtism
on the sick bed. He found in Christianity peace, rest and sanctifying
power.
As he became distinguished for stedfastness in faith, clearness
of Christian knowledge,
of which his writings bear witness,
for a
happy faculty of teaching and for an ardor in the pursuit of holiness,
which afterwards led him to the ascetic life, the bishop Fabian ordained
him presbyter, overlooking the fact that he had first made profession of
bis faith and been baptized on the bed of sickness.
The Roman clergy
were dissatisfied, from the first, with this procedure because they held
to the letter of that church law, Avhich required that no individual bapentire

came

established,

—

—

;

—

—

on the sick bed,
no clinicus,
should receive ordination; but
the wiser Fabian decided more according to the spirit than according
to the letter of this law,^ for its object was simply to exclude from the
tized

who had been induced to receive baptism without
true repentance, conviction and knowledge, in the momentary agita^
tion excited by the fear of death.
In Novatian's case, every appre
spiritual order those

hension of this kind was removed by his subsequent life.
For a season,
he exchanged the active life of a practical ecclesiastic for the noiseless

but afterwards, perhaps not till he had made
mind to place himself at the head of a party, he was induced
once more to resume the active duties of his office.'^
seclusion of the ascetic

up

;

his

1 As this is expressed in the 12th canon
of the council held at Neo Caesarea, A. D.
314; for after it had been here declared,
that a person baptized in sickness could not
be consecrated as a presbyter, it was assigned as a reason, " that such faith did not
spring from free conviction, but was forced,"
{ovK. EK Trpoaipsaeoc yup ij -iarig niirov,
uTCk' e^ avayKTjQ.) Hence too, an exception
was made, viz. unless it might be permitted
on account of his subsequent zeal and faith,
(Slu TTjv fzETu Tavra avrov awovSfiv Kal

mariv. ) This exception might apply to
Novatian.
2 It is particularly important to compare
here the synodal letter of Cornelius, bishop
of Rome,"to Fabius, bishop of Antioch.
fragment of it has been preserved by EuThis letter deserves
sebius, (1. VI. c. 4-3.)
notics as illustrating that tendency of the
church spirit to confound the outward with
the inner life, which became, at an early
])eriod, so markedly prominent, especially
as an objection
It is urged
at Rome.
against Novatian, that his restoration from

A

a deinoniacal frenzy, (see above,) as it was
called, by exorcists of the Roman church,
had been the means of his conversion,
Whether this were the case or not, that

surely could bring no reproach on Nova
tian's character as a Christian, which belonged simply to the means whereby he
had been led to emlirace Christianity. Not
less wantinj^ in good sense than unworthy
of a Christian, was the reproachful Ianguage of Cornelius, that Satan was the occasion of Novatian's faith, (oi yff (i^op/z^ roii
Kiarevaai yeyoi'ev h aaravug :) as if the
works of the evil one must not often be
come subservient to the foundation and increase of the kingdom of God. After his
restoration from this demoniacal disease, it
is objected again, that he fell into a severe
fit of sickness, (which may be very naturalthe crisis in his whole organly explained
ic system, for which he was indebted to the
restoration from that frenzy-like condition,
was the cause of the sickness.) and that in
the apprehension of death, he received baptism, hut baptism only by sprinkling, as hia
condition required, (the baptismus clinico
rum not being, according to the usual prac
tice of those times, by immersion,) if
could be said, indeed, that such a one had
been baptized at all. It is objected, moreover, that subsequently he received none of
those rites which should have been bestow
ed on him according to the usages of the
;

i>-
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slight Lints of Cyprian by no means suffice to prove that Noprevious to his conversion, had been a stoic philosopher, and
:hat the spirit of the stoic morality, mixing in with his Christianity, had
produced that severe tone of thinking which distinguished him on these

Some

.'atian,

His principles admit of so natural an explanation from the

matters.

sternness of his Christian character, he acted in this case so entirely in
Ihe spirit of a whole party of the church in his time, that there is the

need of attempting to derive them from some outward source, for
which there is not the least ground of historical evidence.-^
Here a question arises of considerable importance, as the right answer to it would materially assist us in forming a judgment both as to
It is
the matters in dispute, and as to the character of Novatian.
whether his opposition was, in the first place, to Cornelius as
this,
According to
bishop, or to the milder principles of church penance.
the accusations of his passionate opponents, we must, indeed, suppose,
that in the outset he was striving, from motives of ambition, after the
episcopal dignity, and was thence induced to excite these troubles and
If it could be proved, that durthrow himself at the head of a party.
ing the Decian persecution he still belonged to the milder party, it
might in this way be made to appear probable, that he had been driven
Now the Roman
to those extremes by outward causes of excitement.
clergy, in the time of the Decian persecution, and while they Avere
without a bishop, sent to Cyprian, bishop of Carthage,^ a letter in
which he was informed of their decision, that absolution ought to be
less

—

—

church,
not confirmation by the hand of
the bishop. " Hoiu then could fie possibli/
have received the Holy Ghost ? " All this is
so wholly characteristic of the outwardness
and passionate slavery to prejudice of the
hierarchical spirit then accpiirintc strength
bishop of Home,
in the Roman church
probably Fahianus,
the letter goes onto
say,
ordained him presbyter, against the
wishes of the rest of the clergy, who objected to the ordination of a person who
bad been baptized by sprinkling, on a sick
bed.
The bishop, (probably a man of more
liberal spirit.) wished in this case to make
an exception. Cornelius again objects to
him, that during the persecution, he had
shut himself up in a chamber, out of fear;
and was unwilling to leave it, to perform
the duties of his office in behalf of such as

—

!

—

A

needed his help. When his deacons asked
him to do this, he turned them off with the
"

he was the friend of another
philosophy." We can here, to be sure,
merely conjecture what the fact at bottom
is, which lies under the distorted rcpresenreply, that

By the iripa
be understood, probably,
of the ascetic as compared

tation of Cornelius's hatred.
piXoao<j>i.a,

is

to

the secluded life
to that of the practical ecclesiastic.
Novatian may have retired, for a season, into
solitude, and withdrawn himself from publie occupations.
This is in keeping with
the austere character which expresses itself

in his principles of penitence

;

and he might,

as an ascetic, too, stand in high consideration with the church.
Novatian may have
been wrong- in this respect, that by the misleadinjrs of a false asceticism, he forpot Christian charity, and was unwilling to leave his
spiritual cpiiet and solitude, to serve the
bretliren who needed his priestly offices;

but Cornelius may have allowed himself to
invent for his conduct on this occasion,
another motive, hiconsistent with Novatian's character.
i
It is by no means clear, that Novatian's
opponents seriously thought of deriving his
peculiar views from any such source as
this.
When Cyprian objects to these views,

that they are
(r2

more

ad Antonian,,)

stoic than Christian, (ep.
this naturally

their character only,

nnd not

to

refers

to

their ori-

when he upbraids him, "Jactct se
philosophiam vel elocpientiam snam

gin; and
licet et

superbis vocibus pradicet," the first alludes
perhajis to the rpifiuv. the pallium of the
uaKTjTr/c. (see the preceding note,) or to the
fame of a distinguished dogmatic writer
which Novatian had acquired as author
of the work De regula fidei, or De trinitate
Thus too, Cornelius speaks of him in the
above cited letter, as Ovto^ 6 Soy/xaTicrTri^.
6 r?}^ kKK2,TjaiatjTr.K}/c i Tiar^urjc vTcspaam0T7/f.
2 jjp.
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granted at the extremity of death to all lapsed persons who manifested
time penitence
a decision at variance with the principles of the more
rigid party, according to which all who had been convicted of peccata
mortaha should be unconditionally excluded from church absolution.
And yet, according to Cyprian's testimony, this letter was composed by
Novatian.^
But even if Cyprian's account be entirely correct, yet
from a letter setting forth the common decision of a college of presbyters, no certain inference can be drawn with regard to the subjective
opinion of the individual who composed it ; for nothing else needed to
proceed from him besides the form and style of composition.
It may
be, that Novatian at this time submitted to the voice of the majority,
which he afterwards felt himself bound to oppose.
By the same letter,
in fact, notice was also given, that a settled decision on these controverted matters should finally be made, at the restoration of peace, and
after a new bishop had been chosen.
Novatian, although himself inclined to the severer principles, might the more readily yield for the
moment, in the hope of being able to succeed, Avhen the matter should
be discussed preparatory to the final decision, in procuring an authoritative sanction of his own principles.
In the same letter, too, he expresses himself doubtfully enough with regard to the significancy of the
" God only knows," he says, " how
absolution imparted in s\ich cases,
he will dispose of such, and by what rule he will judge them ;" ^ language which intimates the writer's own opinion, that absolution could
not with propriety be granted to such persons
that they should only
be recommended to the divine mercy, and the decision of their fate
left with God
although we would not deny that one might express
himself thus from the position of the milder party,
the consciousness
of the deceptive nature of all outward signs of penitence.^
If Novatian
generally perfonned at this time the function of secretary to the Roman
church,^ he must be considered as the writer also of a somewhat earlier
letter,^ composed in the name of the Roman clergy, in which the same
principles are expi-essed as in the second.
Supposing this to be so, then
what we have just said respecting the relation of the writer's own opinions to the views expressed in the communication of a public body, must
be applied also to this letter.^ It was never objected to Novatian, that
;

—

—

;

;

m

1

He

says, for instance, ep. 52, of this let-

Novatiano tunc scribente et quod scripserat, sua voce recitante.
2 Deo ipso sciente, quid de talibus faciat
et qualiter judicii sui examinet pondera.
2 See Cyprian, ep. 52: Si nos aliquis
pcenitentiae simulatione deluserit, Deus, qui
non deridetur, et qui cor hominis intuetur,
de his qui3e nos minus perspeximus,judicet,
ct servorum suorura sententiam Dominus
ter:

emendet
* Which, however, cannot be certainly
inferred from the testimony of Cyprian, aiready cited. For it is left doubtful, whether it was by a mere accident that Novatian
composed that letter, or whether he wrote
We must allow
it in his official capacity.
it,

however, to be not improbable, that the

author, in a church where learning and talent for composition were not so
common, would be made the church secretheoloi,''ical

tary.
^

The

letter

134, note

we have cited

already at page

and

])age 226, note 1.
In this letter, too, the subjective opinion
of the writer inai/ gleam through the lan1,

''

guage, where he speaks of the admonitions
given to the fallen " Ipsos cohortati sumus
et hortamur, agere poenitentiam, si quo
modo indulgentiam poterunt recipere ab eo
:

—

though the words
qui potest praestare,"
do not necessarily express as much. In the
severity of tone with which this letter speaks
of those bisho])s that forsook their communities, we might likewise recognize the sentiments of the more rigid Novatian.

;
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he had earlier expressed
admits of being easily explained, how it should happen that the
opposition of the more rigid party did not assume a bolder form untU
the close of the persecution, when the deliberations respecting the
treatment of the lapsi commenced, and when the milder party obtained
a leader in the person of their bishop Cornelius.
We have the less
reason to doubt, that it was his zeal for the more rigid principles
which inspired Novatian from the first, because they accorded so perfectly Avith Ms character.
The accusations of his opponents should not
be suffered to embarrass us for it is the usual way with theological
polemics, to trace schisms and heresies to some outward, unhallowed
motive, even where there is no evidence at all that any such motive
nas existed.
Novatian had on some occasion solemnly declared, after
the Roman bishopidc was vacated by the death of Fabian, that he would
not be a candidate for the episcopal dignity,
an ofiice to which perhaps, on account of the high respect entertained for him, as an ascetic
and a divine, by a large portion of the community, he might easily have
attamed.
But he said he had no longing for that office. We have no
reason, with the bishop Cornelius, to accuse Novatian in this case of
falsehood.
He could say this with perfect sincerity he, the quiet
loving ascetic, the theologian glad to be left undisturbed to his dog
matic speculations, surely had no wish to burden himself with an office
so overwhelmed with cares as that of a Roman bishop had already become.
Cornelius knows, indeed, that he secretly aspired after the
episcopal dignity
but whence had Conielius the faculty to penetrate
thus into the secret feelings and inmost recesses of his opponent's
heart ?
Cyprian himself intimates, that a party strife concei-ninc/ prindples, in the outset wholly objective, had preceded ; and it was not
until this dispute made a schism inevitable, that the opposite party set
up another bishop, as their chief, against Cornelius,^ Inspired by his
ascetic zeal, Novatian was only contending for what he conceived to be
the purity of the church, and against the decline of discipline, without
wishing or seeking for anything besides.
Settled in his own convictions, zealous in the defence of them, but averse, by natural disposition,
to everything that savored of a boisterous outward activity, he was,
against his own will, made the head of a party by those who agreed
with him in principles, and compelled by them to assume the episcopal
dignity.
In this regard, he could say with truth, in his letter to Dionvsius bishop of Alexandria, " tJiat he had been hurried on against hia
his later views contradicted the convictions

and

it

;

—

;

;

wiur^
The man who, properly, was

the moving soul of this party, and
whose influence, doubtless, it was owing, that they broke entirely
with Cornelius and created another bishop for themselves, came from
a different quarter.
Novatus, the Carthagenian presbyter, who had
been the chief instigator of the troubles in the church of North Africa,
had left that country, when Cyprian gained the ascendancy; whether
to

1 Cyprian, ep. 42
Diversae partis obstinata et inflexibilis pertinacia non tantwii
matris sinum rccusavit; scd etiam, glisrente
:

VOL.

I.

10

el

in pcjtis recrudescente (Uscordia, episcopum

sil)i

constituit.

'^

"On ukuv

fjX'^v-

Euseb.

1.

VI.

c.

46.
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was, that he no longer agreed with the principles of Felicissimus,
and yet could not he reconciled to Cyprian, and would not have him for
his bishop, or whether it was only the failure of his intrigues against
Cyprian, that induced him to this step.
He had betaken himself to
Rome, where he found those disputes already existing in the bud. His
temperament did not allow hiin to lie idle and neutral where strife and
According to the principles which, in common
agitation were going on.
with the other four presbyters and Felicissimus, he had advocated at
Carthage, he ought to have leaned to the cause of Cornelius.^ But
whether he had now undergone a radical change in his views on the
it

matters in dispute, either through the influence of Novatian, his superior as a theoretical theologian, or in consequence of his ardent temperament, so ready to fly from one extreme to another or Avhether he took
no interest in the real object of the dispute, either at Carthage or at
Rome, but was only, in his way, everywhere a friend to the party in
whether he was inclined to espouse the cause of that party
opposition
which had no bishop at its head, or whether he hated Cornelius for
;

;

—

it suffices to know, that Novatus enlisted warmly in the
other reasons,
He was the man, wherever he
contest for the principles of Novatian.
might be, at Carthage or at Rome, to become the moving spring of

he placed some one else at the head and caused
Thus may it have
every thing to move under the name of the latter.
been through his active influence, that the schism became more decided
in its character, and that Novatian Avas forced by his party to pla(^e
agitation, although

himself, as bishop, in opposition to Cornelius.

As

he had been governed, in his treatment of those
by the milder princiHe had received many to church fellowship, who
ples of the church.
were accused, at least by the other partj^, of being saoificati. It was
laid to his account, by Novatian and his followers, that he had polluted
the church by the admission of the unclean ; and on both sides, great
liberties were taken in ascribing the actions of the opposite party to secret motives, calculated to place them in the most unfavorable light.
As Cornelius pretended to believe that Novatian acted under the impulse of an ambitious longing after the episcopal dignity, so a part at
least of Novatian's followers attributed the mildness of Cornelius towards
others to the consciousness of similar guilt in himself, for he, as they
Both parties sought, as usual in such
affirmed, was a libellaticus.^
cases of dispute, to secure on their own side the verdict of the great
metropolitan churches at Alexandria, Antioch and Carthage, and both
The zeal shown by Novatian for
sent delegates to those communities.
to the latter,

who had

fallen during the persecution of Decius,

1 Mosheiin defends Novatus against the
reproach of contradicting himself, by recalling the fact, that Novatus was not one
of those five presbyters, and that he agreed
with these and with Felicissimus, not in
every respect, but only in their opposition
But the evidence above cited
to Cyprian.
stands in the way of this assertion. The

strongest

argument which Mosheim brings

in

favor of

hh

opinion

is,

that Cyprian,

who

hunted up every possible charge against
Novatian, yet never accuses him, even when
he had occasion for so doing, of self-contradiction.

But

it

may

be conceived, that

Cyprian was loth to touch on this point
because he had reason to fear a retort on
account of his own change of principles,
^ Cyprian, ep. 52.

^

;
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and the purity of Christian conduct,
honesty of which zeal his own life bore testimony, and the authority of certain confessors united with him in the beginning, procured foi
his delegates a favorable reception.
One bislioj), Fabius of Antioch,
was even on the point of deciding in his favor. Dionysius, bishop of
Alexandria, a mild, prudent, liberal minded man, was opposed to the
Novatian principles from the first ; but he began with trying by
friendly persuasions to prevail on Novatian to submit.
He wrote in
reply to his application,^ " If you have been urged on, as you say,
against your own will, you will prove this by voluntarily turning about
for there is nothing you ought not to be willing to suffer rather than
crea.te a schism in the church of God,
And martyrdom incurred for
the sake of preventing such a schism would be not less glorious, than
martyrdom to avoid being an idolater ; nay, it would, in my opinion,
be a nobler act,
for in the one case, you become a martyr for the
peace of your own soul, in the other, for the good of the entire church.
If, then, you should now, either by persuasion or by constraint, restore
the brethren to unanimity, the good you would thus effect would exceed
the evil which you have occasioned.
The latter would not be charged
to your account, and the former would redound to your praise.
But
should they refuse to follow you, and the affair prove impracticable,
hasten at least to deliver your oum soul
Follow after peace and I
bid you farewell in the Lord."
But Novatian was too firmly set in his
opinions, and too far carried away by his polemic zeal, to listen to such
representations as these.
The amiable Dionysius, therefore, now declared more decidedly against him, and used his influence also to draw
away others from his party. He accused him of promulgating the most
mischievous doctrines concerning God, and of misrepresenting the compassionate Saviour as an unmerciful being.
Novatian might now rely with the more confidence on finding support
in North Africa, because Cyprian had himself been hitherto inclined
to favor similar principles on the matter of penitence.
But meanwhile
Cyprian, as we have already observed, had changed his views and his
line of cond\ict, thus bringing upon himself the charge of inconsistency
and fickleness of mind." At the same time, he looked upon Novatian
as a disturber of the church unity, who set up himself against a bishop
regularly chosen and appointed by God himself, and who would prescribe
his own peculiar principles as laws for the entire church.
The controversy with the Novatian party turned upon tAvo general
points
one relating to the principles of penitence, the other to the
question, what constitutes the idea and essence of a true church ?
In
the strictness of church discipline

to the

—

;

;

respect to the first point of disj)ute, Novatian had been often unjustly
accused of maintaining, that no person, having once violated his baptismal vows, can ever obtain forgiveness of sin,
he is certainly exposed

—

damnation.
But first, Novatian by no means maintained
that a Christian is a perfect saint
he spoke here not of all sins, but
eternal

to

;

Enseb.
Euseb.

VI. c. 46.
VII. c. 8: Tdv xPVOTora-^ov
ivpiov iiiiuv 'UjcTovv Xpiardv, ug uvij'Aai
^
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assuming as valid the above-mentioned distinction between " peccata
venialia " and " peccata mortalia," he was treating only of the latter
Again, he was speaking by no means of the divine forgiveness of sin^
The
but only of the church tinbunal, of absolution by the church.
church, he would say, has no right to grant absolution to a person who,
by any mortal sin, has trifled away the pardon obtained for him by
Christ, and appropriated to him by baptism. No counsel of God, touching the case of such persons, has been revealed ; for the forgiveness of
sin, which the gospel assures us of, relates only to sins committed before baptism.
We ought doubtless to be interested for such fallen
brethren, but nothing can be done for them save to exhort them to
" The sacrificati,"
repent, and to commend them to God's mercy.
Novatian wrote,-' " must not be received to the communion ; they should

—

the forgiveness of their sins must be
only be exhorted to repentance,
That this was
left to that God, who alone has power to forgive sin."
though in the heat of controversy
Novatian's doctrine, even Cyprian,
evidently presupposes, when he says,^
he was not always mindful of it,
" Oh, what mockery of the deceived brethren, what empty cheating of
to exhort them to a repentance wherethose afflicted, unhappy men,

—
—

—

by they are to satisfy God, and yet deprive them of the salvation which
To say to your brother,
they were to obtain by this satisfaction
mourn, weep tears, sigh day and night, abound in good works, so thou
mayst wash away thy sins, but after all thou shalt die without the
Thou must do all that serves to obtain peace but the peace
church.
Who would not give up at once ?
thou seekest, thou shalt not obtain
Who would not sink in very despair ? Think you, the husbandman
could labor, were it said to him, Bestow all diligence and care on the
It must be
culture of your fields, but you shall reap no harvest?' "
allowed that Cyprian, even in what he says here, does not enter enough
into his opponent's train of thought, and is not entirely fair towards him.
For it was, by no means, Novatian's doctrine, that all the efforts of a
He mainperson, doing penance in this sense, were to no purpose.
tained onli/, that the church was not warranted to announce to him the
forgiveness of sin, which was sought and which divine gi'ace might

—

!

;

!

'

bestow.

As we see from Novatian's declaration in the passage just quoted
from Socrates, the question in this contioversy related, in the outset,
only to one of those offences reckoned among the peccata mortalia, only
to acts

involving the denial of Christianity.

On

the supposition that

Novatian was at first so severe only against this class of offences, Cyprian was right in attacking the standard of the whole moral judgment
in combatting
which must lie at the basis of this mode of procedure,
the notion, that barely such oifences were to be denominated sina
as if every sin were
against God, denial of God, denial of Christianity
not a sin against God, a practical denial of God, and of Christianity.
" It must be alloAved," says Cyprian,^ " the sin of an adulterer and defor the latter
ceiver is more aggravated than that of the libellatici

—

;

;

'

1

Vid. Socrat.

1.

IV.

c.

28.

2

Ep.

52.

'^

Ep.

52.
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nave falleu luto sin by yielding to force, under the wrong impression
that it is enough merely not to have sacrificed, while the former sins
Adulterers and deceivers, according to the apostle
out of free choice.
" For since our bodies are the
Paul, Eph. 5
5, are as idolaters."
members of Christ, and each of us is a temple of God, whoever by adultery violates God's temple, oifends God liimself ; and whoever in committing sin does the will of the devil, serves evil spirits and false gods
for evil works proceed not from the Holy Spirit, but from the instigationr»
of the adversary, and evil desires proceeding from the unclean spirit
impel men to act against God and to serve Satan."
But later, at least, the Novatian party applied their principle avowedly to the entire class of " mortal sins ;" which application Novatian
himself most probably had in mind from the beginning, though the immediate turn of the controversy led him to speak of one description
The ascetic was assuredly not disposed to treat
only of mortal sins.
?i.ns of volu])tuousness with too much indulgence.
Again, Novatian speaks, in the passage from Socrates, of those only
who had sacrificed. But if Cyprian does not misrepresent Novatian,
the latter, in the outset at least, must, with great injustice, have placed
in the same category, all who had in any way proved unfaithful under
the persecution, as well libellatici as sacrificati, without respect to the
different gradations of guilt, or to the different circumstances that ac:

:

and utterly refused absolution to all libellatici as well as
;
without considering how many of the libellatics were guilty
rather of an error and mistake of the understanding, than of an actual
companied

it

sacrificati,

sin.

There is beautifully expressed, in the manner in which Cyprian combated these principles of Novatian,^ the loving, paternal heart of the
pious shepherd, following his Master's example
the animating spirit
of Christian charity and Christian sympathy.
Having supposed the
case, that many a libellatic, whose conscience reproved him of no crime,
might be tempted, in despair, to tear himself away, with his family,
from the church, and seek admission into some heretical sect, he ob" At the day of judgment, it will be laid to our charge that we
serves
took no care of the wounded sheep, and on account of one that was

—

—

many sound ones to perish that while oiu* Lord left the
ninety and nine whole sheep, and went after the one that had wandered

diseased, left

;

and become weary, and when ho had found
on

his shoulders,

reject

them when

it, brought it away himself
not only do not seek after the fallen, but even
they return to us."
He contrasts with this severity

we

—

several passages from the apostle Paul, (1 Corinth. 9
22,
12 : 26,
10 : 33, etc.) and then adds, " The case stands differently with the
philosophers and stoics, who sa}"- all sins are alike, and that a soiuid
:

—

man

ahould not easily be brought to bend.

But

the difference

is

wide

and Christians. We are bound to keep aloof from
what proceeds, not from God's grace, but from the pride of a severe
-)hilo8ophy.
Our Lord says, in his gospel, Be ye merciful, even as

•betwixt philosophers

'

1

Ep. 52

,
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is merciful ;' and ' the whole need not a physician, but
but such a physican he cannot be, who says, I take care only
Behold, yonder lies thy brother,
of the sound who need no physician.
wounded in battle by his enemy. On the one hand, Satan is trying to
on the other, Christ exhorts us
destroy him whom he has wounded
Which cause do
not to leave him to perish, whom he has redeemed.
we espouse on whose side do we stand ? Do we help the devil finish
Do we, like the priest and the Levite in the
his work of destruction?
gospel, pass by our brother lying half dead ? Or do we, like the priests
of God and of Christ, following Christ's precepts and example, snatch
the wounded man from the grasp of his enemy that having done every

your Father
the sick

;'

;

;

;

thing for his salvation, we may leave the final decision of his case to the
judgment of God ?" ^
Beautifully and truly said as all this was, in opposition to the spirit
of Novatianism, yet Novatian's principles could neither be touched nor
Novatian too declared that the fallen brethren must be
refuted by it.

He too acknowledged God's
for, and exhorted to repentance.
mercy towards sinners, and allowed it right to recommend the fallen to
but that men could once more surely announce to them
that mercy
that forgiveness of sins they had trifled away, this he was unwilling to
concede, because he could find no objective ground for such confidence.
Hence, the only way in which he could be substantially refuted, was to
point out such an objective ground of confidence for all sinners,
namely, in the merits of Christ, which the sinner needed ever but to
appropriate to himself in believing penitence and believing trust, when
the true relation was unfolded between the objective and subjective in
justification and regeneration. But on this point, Novatian's opponents
themselves had not the clearest views;
for though, in opposing his
principles, they did sometimes refer, indeed, to 1 John 2
1,2, yet in
cared

;

—

—

:

so doing, they expressed themselves as if the forgiveness of sin obtained

by Christ, related properly to those sins alone which had been commits
and as if in respect to sins committed afterwards,
ted before baptism
there was need of a new and special satisfaction by good works.
This
position once taken, Novatian might fairly ask, who can vouch for it,
;

that such a satisfaction will suffice

With regard

?

second main point of the controversy ,2 the idea
of the church, Novatian maintained, that one of the essential marks of
a true church behig purity and holiness, every church which, neglecting the right exercise of church discipline, tolerated in its bosom, or i jadmitted to its communion, such persons as, by gross sins, have broker.
their baptismal vow, ceased by that very act to be a true Christian
church, and forfeited all the rights and privileges of such a church.
to the

1 Ut
curauim Deo jtidici reservemus
upon the supposition, that is. that ahsolu-

cannot forestall God's judgment, but
remains valid at the divine tribunal only
when God, who tries the secrets of tlie
heart, finds the temper of the man to correspond witli this absolution.
2 Pacianus, of Barcelona, who wrote in

tion

the latter part of the fourth century, concisely expressed the two main positions of
Novatian in tliese words: "Quod mortale
peecatum ecclesia donare non jiossit, immo

quod ipsa pereat recipiendo peccantes."

Ep
patr.

III. contra

T. VII.

Novatian.

Galland. bibl
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Hence the Novatianists, as thej held themselves to be alone the pure,
immaculate church, called themselves " ol na^apoi,''^ the Pure. It was
rightly urged against Novatian, that individuals could be accountable
and punishable only for their own sins, and not for the sins of others in
which they had no share that it was only the inner fellowship with
sinners by the disposition of the heart, not outward companionship with
them, that tended necessarily to contaminate and that it was a mere
assumption of human pride, to pretend to the exercise here below of
that judicial power of separation between the true and false members
On this
of the church, which the Lord has reserved in his own hands.
point, Cyprian finely remarks, " Though the tares appear to exist in the
church, this should not disturb our faith or our love so far as to lead us
to separate ourselves from the church itself, because there are tares in
it.
We should see to it, that we ourselves belong to the wheat, so that
when the grain is gathered into our Lord's garner, we may receive the
reward of our work. The apostle says, in a great house, there are not
only vessels of gold and of silver, but also of wood and of earth ; and
some to honor and some to dishonor.' Let us labor with all diligence,
To dash the earthen vesthat we may be vessels of gold or of silver.
sel in pieces, belongs to the Lord alone, to whom is also given the rod
of iron.
The servant cannot be greater than his Master and no man
may arrogate to himself what the Father has given only to his Son
nor suppose himself able to wield the fan to winnow and cleanse the
floor
or of separating, by mere human judgment, every tare from the
wheat."
But after all, it was impossible in this direction to find the real point
at issue for the confutation of Novatianism
rather, Novatian and his
opponents were here involved in the same fundamental error and differed only in their application of it.
It was the fundamental error of
confounding the notions of the visible and the invisible church.
Hence
was it, that Novatian, transferring the predicate of purity and unspotted holiness, which belongs to the invisible church, the community of
the saints as such, to the visible form in which the invisible church
appears, drew the conclusion, that ev^ery community which suffered unclean members to remain in it, ceased to be any longer a true church.
The same error of conceiving the church as something wholly outward,
which lies at the bottom of Novatian's false application of the predicates
belonging to the notion of the church, is also betrayed when he maintains that a person is made impure by outward connection with the
impure in the same tjhurch fellowship. But the opponents of Novatian,
who started with the same fundamental error, differ from him only by
laying at the basis of their speculations the notion of the church as mediated by the sixccession of bishops, and then deriving the predicates
of purity and holiness from that notion.
The church transmitted and
propagated by the succession of bishops was, in their view, as such, a
pure and holy one.
Novatian, on the other hand, laid at the basis of
his theoiy, the visible church as a pure and holy one, and this was, in
;

;

'

;

;

;

;

his view, the condition of the truly catholic church.
The catholic
church, transmitted by the succession of bishops, ceases, in his opinion,

;
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be a truly catholic one, as soon as it becomes stained and desecrated
through the fellowship of unworthy men.
The more objective or subjective tendency made all the difference between the two parties, in
their application of the same fundamental principle.
to

Now,

instead of distinguishing diffei'ent applications of the notion of

the church, Cyprian

contented to distinguish simply a two-fold conits condition on earth and its condiwhere the separation has been made complete by the final
judgment. Entangled in this fundamental error of confounding Outward things with Inner, it came about on a subsequent occasion, when
the controversy with Novatianism was no longer before his mind, that
he approached very nearly himself to the Novatian principles, declaring
to certain Spanish communities,^ that by tolerating unworthy priests
they would be defiled themselves
that they who remained in union
with sinners would become themselves partakers of their sins.^
Out of this controversy too, the cathohc church system, so firmly
established and exactly compacted in all its parts, came forth victorious
and the Novatianists continued to Hnger along in the following centuries
only as an insulated and insignificant sect.
dition of one
tion in glory,

and

is

tlce

same church,

;

1

Ep. 68.

2 Coiisortes

lictorum
et participes

alienorum de-

copulati.

fieri,

qui

faeriot delinqoentibas

;

SECTION THIRD.
CHRISTIAN LIFE AND CHRISTIAN WORSHIP.
Christian Life.
Christianity, since it first entered into human nature, has operated,
wherever it has struck root, with the same divine power for sanctification
and this divine power cannot be weakened by the lapse of ages.
In this respect, therefore, the period of the first appearance of Christianity could have no advantage over any of the following ages of the
Christian church.
There was but one pecviliarity of this first period,
viz. that the change wrought by Christianity, in the consciousness and
life of those in whom it was produced, could not fail to be more strongly
marked by the conti'ast it presented with what they had previously
and so the Apostle Paul, in writing to Christians
been, as pagans;
converted from Paganism, reminds them of what they once were, Avhen
they walked according to the course of this world, according to the
and
spirit that was then working in the children of disobedience
after enumerating some of the prevailing vices of the corrupt pagan
but ye are washed,
world, says to them, "and such were some of you
but ye are sanctified, but ye are justified in the name of the Lord Jesus,
and \>j the Spirit of our God." Teachers of the church, who had been
pagans, frequently appeal to such experiences of which they themselves
had been the subjects. Thus Cyprian, under the first glow of conver"Receive from me, what must be felt ere it is
sion, Avitnesses of it.^
learned, what is not gathered from a course of long continued study,
While I was lying
but seized at once, by the shorter method of grace.
in darkness and bhnd night, tossed about by the waves of the world,
ignorant of the way of lite, estranged from the truth and from the light
what divine mercy promised for my salvation, seemed to me, in my
that a man
then state of mind, a hard and impracticable thing;
should he horn again, and casting off his former self, while his bodily
nature remained the same, become in soul and disposition, another man.
How, said I, can such a change be possible that what is so deep-rooted
Entangled in the many errors
within should be extirpated at once ?
of my earlier life, from which I could see no deliverance, I abandoned
myself to my besetting sins, and despairing of amendment, nurtured
But when, after the
the evil within me as if it belonged to my nature.
stains of my former life had been washed away by the water of regeneration, light from on high was shed abroad in a heart now freed .from
when I breathed the spirit of heaven, and
guilt, made clear and pure
;

—

—

;

—

;

;

1

Ad Donat
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was changed by the second birth into a neiv man, all my doubts were,
at once, strangely resolved.
That lay open, which had been shut to
me ; that was light, where I had seen nothing but darkness that became easy, which was before difficult practicable, which before seemed
impossible
so that I could understand how it was that, being born in
the flesh, I lived subject to sin,
a worldly life; but the life I had now
begun to live, was the commencement of a life from God, of a life
quickened by the Holy Spirit.
From God, from God^ I repeat, proceeds all we can now do from Him we derive our life and our power."
Justin Martyr describes thus the change produced in Christians ^
"•
We, who were once slaves of lust, now have dehght only in pui-ity of
morals we, who once practised arts of magic, have consecrated ourselves to the Eternal and Good God
we, who once prized gain above
all things, give even what we have to the common use, and share it
with such as are in need we, who once hated and murdered one another, who on account of differences of customs would have no common
hearth with strangers, do now, since the appearance of Christ, live
together with them we pray for our enemies we seek to convince those
;

;

;

—

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

may

that hate us ^vithout cause, so that they

order their lives according
to Christ's glorious doctrine and attain to the joyful hope of receiving
like blessings with us from God, the Lord of all."
Origen appeals to
the effects wrought by Christianity in the communities scattered through
" The
the world, as evidence of the truth of the evangelical history.
work of Jesus," he says,^ " reveals itself among all mankind, where
communities of God, founded by Jesus, exist, which are composed of
men reclaimed from a thousand vices and to this day the name of
Jesus produces a wonderful mildness, decency of manners, humanity,
goodness and gentleness
tliose who embrace the faith in the doctrine
of God and Christ, and of the judgment to come, not hypocritically, for
the sake of worldly advantage and human ends, but in sincerity and
;

m

truth."

—

As the contrast of Christianity with paganism
which is none other
than that of the old with the new man
was strongly marked in comparing different periods of the life of the same individual, so was it also,
in comparing the Christian life with the pagan, as a whole ; for the
opposition now stood forth open and undisguised ; since paganism needed
not as yet to hide itself under any foreign guise.
To this contrast,
Origen referred, wdien he said, " The Christian communities, compared
with those among whom they dwell, are as lights in the world." ^
The inducements to a mere outward Christianity that presented
the worldly advantages connected with the
themselves in later times,
profession of Christianity as the state religion
custom, which leads men
without any special reasons or inward call in their own minds to abide
by the religion of their fathers,
all this, in the period of which we

—

—

;

—

1
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—

especially the early part of

it

— could
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effect

nothing for the

The majority forsook a religion recommended to them by education, by the reverence for antiquity, by the
force of custom, by the worldly benefits connected with its observance,
advantage of

Christiariity.

which had against it, everything that favored the other, and
which from the very outset required of them many sacrifices, and exposed them to many dangers and sufferings.
Still one must be very slightly versed in human nature to believe
that in any period whatever, there could be a total absence of the
causes that tend to produce a conscious or unconscious hypocrisy in the
reception of Christianity.
Even in this period many such inducements
were at hand, particularly in those longer intervals of peace, which the
church occasionally enjoyed. Says Origen
" There was ahvays a great
diversity am6ng those who sought Jesus, since all did not seek him in
the genuine way, for the sake of their own salvation, and to receive
There were those that sought Jesus from variadvantage from Him.
whence it was, too, that they alone found peace
ous improper motives
with Him, who sought Him in the right way
of whom it may with
propriety be said, that they sought Him as the Word which was in the
beginning and was with God, and for the purpose of obtaining from him
fellowship with the Father." ^
The charitableness of the Christians
offered to many a strong temptation to unite themselves to the Christian community, Avithout having become Christians by conviction and in
the temper of their minds
as is evident from the passage before cited
from Origen
and Clement of Alexandria, too, speaks of those who
hypocritically adopted the Christian profession for the sake of temporal
for one

—

;

—

;

;

advantages.'-^

But
among

besides these pretended Christians, there would be some even
those within whose hearts some seed of the gospel had been

lodged, whose case Avould be. represented by our Lord's parable of the
sower.
It was not in every heart Avhere the seed fell, that it found the
congenial soil in which it would spring up immediately and bring forth

In this period, as at all times, there would be those who had
been for a moment toviched by the ])Ower of truth, but who, neglecting
to follow up the impressions they had received, proved faithless to the
truth
who, instead of consecrating to it their whole life, wished to serve
at one and the same time God and the world, and soon became once
more completely enslaved to the world. Whoever failed to watch over
his own heart, whoever failed of seeking earnestly and constantly, with
fear and trembling, under the guidance of the divine Spirit, to distinguish and separate in his inmost being what was of the Spirit from what
was of the world, exposed himself to the same causes of dangerous selfdeception and consequently to the same fall, as Christians were liable
There are general sources of self-deception having
to in other times.
their seat in human nature itself, to which general sources all particular
fruit.

;

^ Orig. T. XIX. in Job. § 3 : 'Elol yap
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SOURCES OF SELF-DECEPTIOX.

Forms of it may be ultimately referred, and these manifest themselves
outwardly in different ways according to different circumstances. There
are also particular sources of self-deception, belonging to different agea
of the world.
Everything in fact without us, even what in itself considered may be for man's highest advantage, is yet capable, if the true
light has not risen within him, or if he does not watch over his own
heart, of proving only an occasion of self-deception.
Of nothing outward, no situation, relations, or circumstances, can it be unconditionally
affirmed, that by these means vital Christianity must necessarily be
promoted.
That which may promote it in one man, may to another,
who uses it otherwise than he ought, prove the occasion of his fall.
The contrast bet^^ ,'en Christianity and paganism, which was so
strongly

marked

in the life, contributed to preserve the Christian con-

more pure, and to guard it against many a debasing
mixture.
But here, also, what proved to some the means of awakening many Christian virtues, and' in general served to promote the Christian temper of mind, became to others a source of self-deception
to
those, namely, who fancied that by a stern rejection of every thing
sciousness and

life

;

—

pagan, they had quite satisfied the requisitions of Christianity, and made
when they were thus led to conceive
out of this an opus operatum
of the wai'fare with the world in too outward a sense, and on this account
the more easily overlooked the inner conflict with the inward world
;

—

;

and

spiritual pride, imcharitable fanaticism fastened at the root of their

religion.

Many among the number who had been led along to Christianity by
a profound sense of religious need, fell into a mistake, which hindered
them from rightly appropriating to themselves the gospel, and from
giving themselves up to its divine, intrinsic power.
The longing after
reconciliation with God and the forgiveness of sin often lay, in truth,
as we have seen already, at the root of the superstition of this period
but this longing remained covered under a grossly material form.
craving of this sort met with eagerness the annunciation of a Redeemer,
the promise of the cleansing away of all sin by means of baptism
but this was the very source, too, of the delusion which led to the misapprehension
say rather the crass, material apprehension of what
Christianity proposed.
Such persons sought in Christ, not a Saviour
fi'om sin, but the bestower of an outward and magical annihilation of
Bringing their pagan notions over with them into Christianity,
sin.
they were seeking in baptism a magical lustration, which could render
them at once wholly pure. That outward view of the church and the
sacraments, of which we have spoken before, presented beyond doubt
a convenient point of support for this erroneous notion.
Hence it was,
that many who meant to embrace Christianity, delayed their baptism
for a long time, that they might meanwhile surrender themselves without disturbance to their pleasures, hoping to be made quite pure at last
by the rite of baptism. Against such delusions, Tertullian thus expresses himself: ^ " How foolish, how wrong it is, to put off the duty

A

;

—

—

1 In his book de poenitemia, c. 6
Quam
ineptum, quam inuiuum, poeniteiitiam non
:

adimplere et veniam delictorum sustinere
hoc est, pretium non exhibere, ad merce

SUPERFICIAL VIEWS OF CHRISTIANITY.

and yet expect the pardon of sin that is, to hold back
and yet reach out the hand for the goods for it has [jleased

of repentance

the price,

Lord

the
sell,

then,

20o

;

:

to the

to affix this price
first

forgiveness of sin.

If those that

examine the money for which they offered the goods,

make themselves
we may conceive

sure that
that the

it

is

Lord

to

neither worn, filed, nor counterfeit, so
also first makes trial of our penitence

before he will bestow on us the inestimable treasure of eternal life.
divine grace, full and free forgiveness of sin, awaits those who will

The
come

baptism ; but we also must do what belongs to our part, in order to
us to receive it.
Thou mayst, it is true, obtain baptism easily,
by thy protestations deceiving him whose business it is to confer it
he wUl never suifer it
on thee. But God guards his own treasure,
Li whatever darkness
to be surreptitiously obtained by the unworthy.
But many fancy that God
thou mayst veil thy work, God still is light.
is under a certain necessity of performing even for the unworthy, what
he has once promised, and thus turn his free grace into an obligation."
Tertullian appeals to experience to pro'^e that in those who come in
this spirit to baptism, the genuine effects of Christianity cannot be manifested, and that such individuals often fall aw-ay from their profession,
With an eye to the same
since they built their house on the sand.
class, Origen remarks that the whole profit of baptism depends on the
that it is to be enjoyed by him only who
disposition of the recipient
comes to this ordinance with true penitence that, on the other hand,
baptism redounds only to the condemnation of him wdio is destitute of
such penitence ; that the spirit of renewal, therefore, which goes "wnth
baptism, is not shared by all.i
To guard men against the mistake of
to

ciualify

—

—

;

;

such outward Christians, Cyprian, in his collection of scripture proofs
for a layman, (libri testimoniorum,) having laid down the position, that
no man can attain to the kingdom of God, unless baptized and regenerated, adds " It is, however, nothing for one to be baptized, and to
receive the communion, who in his life gives no evidence of refoi-mation." 2
And the passages he cites on this occasion from the New
Testament, go expressly to show the vanity of such outward Christian7 22, Philipp. 2 15.
ity 1 Corinth. 9
5 :'l6,
24, Matth. 3 10,
E.Q then proceeds to say that " even the baptized person may lose the
grace bestowed, and will do so unless he continues to remain pure from
Bin," citing in evidence the following passages of warning: John 6 14,
1 Corinth. 3 17, 2 Corinth. 15 2.
It belonged, indeed, to the peculiar essence of Christianity, that as it
was capable of becoming all things to all men, of adapting itself to the
most different and opposite positions of humanity, so it could let itself
down even to those modes of appi'chending divine things, which were as
:

:

;

—

—

:

:

:

:

:

:

yet altogether sensuous and material

dem manum
Dominus

emittere.

Hoc enim

pretio

hac
poenitentiecompensationeredimondamproDonit impunitatem.
Si ergo qui venditant,
veniain

addicere

r'lmmum, quo

prius
nant,

\,t

eiiam

Dominum

instituit

;

paciscuntur, exaini-

scalptus, neve rasus, ne adulter,

credimus, poenitentise pro-

;

and thus, by the power of a

inire, antam nobis merceta: concessurum.
perennis scilicet
i T. VI. John c. 17.
^ l_ \\i_ c. 25, 26
Parum esse bapti/ari
et eucharistiam accipere, nisi quis factis et
opere proficiat.

bationem prius

dem

\

:
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divine life^ beginning from within, transform them gradually fi-om sen
We should take good care, then, in
suous to spiritual apprehensions.
estimating the religious appearances of these primitive times, how, from
the material habits of feeling and thinking which thej brought along
from some earlier position, we make up our judgment respecting those
who might really be wanting in nothing but the appropriate vessel to
receive the transcendent, divine element that had, in truth, filled their
In this case, too, the great saying of the apostle might find
inner life.
and for a season
its verification, that the divine treasure was received
preserved
in earthen vessels, that the abundant power might be of
God and not of man. It would be, therefore, a very superficial and
unjust proceeding, to conclude at once, that men who framed to themselves such strange conceptions of God, of the things of God and of
But in
his kingdom, could have nothing of the Christian life in them.
the casf of the class just described, when the sensuous element unduly
predominated, and they would not yield themselves to the purifying
influences of the Spirit of Christ, every motion of the higher life necessarily became vitiated by this sensuous element, and in the end suppressed.
Every Christian quality was transformed into some shape of

—

—

—

the flesh and S'^cularized
was thus divested of its true significancy.
Thus they apprehended Christ and his kingdom. Even though the expectation of some future state of sensual bliss, of which their fanatical
imaginations drew ravishing pictures to the fleshly sense, enabled them
to deny the pleasures of the moment, and even to face tortures and
;

death, yet they might be, notwithstanding

all this,

strangers to the true

nature of the new birth, by which alone the kingdom of God can be
entered
might be wanting in the spirit of ennobling love.
Far be it from us, then, to be looking for any such appearance of the
church in which it was found Avithout spot or blemish,
a condition of
it never to be realized till the final consummation.
Nor do the defenders of the cause of Christianity in this period deny the existence of such
blemishes.
They acknowledge that among those who called themselves
Christians, were some whose lives contradicted the essential character
yet
of Christianity and gave occasion to the heathen to blaspheme
they declare that such would not be recognized as Christians by the
Christian communities
yet they challenge the heathen to judge every
man by his life, and to chastise those whose morals deserved it, wherever
they found them.
Thus Justin Martyr and Tertullian express them;

—

—

;

—

;

" If you assert that the Christians are, in avamen, we shad not deny
that some are so.
In the purest bodies, some freckle doubtless may be
discovered."
But neither should we be led away by these blemishes

selves.^

Says the

latter,

rice, in riotousness, in dishonesty, the worst of

that attached themselves to the surface of the church, to overlook the

heavenly beauty which shone through them all.
When the eye is fixed
exclusively on the one or the other, the picture may be easily colored to
an ideal perfection, or sunk to a distorted caricature. An unbiassed
observation will shun both these extremes.
1

Ad

nationes.

1.

1, c. 5.

—
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PROMINENT VIRTUES OF THE CHRISTIANS.

That which our Lord himself, in his last interview with his disciples,
described as the test by which his disciples might always be distinguished,
as the mark of their fellowship with him and the Father in
namely,
heaven, the mark of his glory dwelling in the midst of them,precisely this constituted the prominent
that they loved one another,

—

—

—

mark, plain and striking to the pagans themselves, of the first Christian
The names, " brother" and " sister," which the Christians
fellowship.
gave to each other, were not names without meaning. The fraternal
kiss, with which every one, after being baptized, was received into the
community, by the Christians into whose immediate fellowship he entered,
which the members bestowed on each other just before the celebration of the communion, and with which every Christian saluted his
this was not an empty
brother, though he never saw him before,
a token of the relation
form, but the expression of Christian feelings,
It
in which Christians conceived themselves to stand to each other.
was this, indeed, as we have had occasion to remark already, which, in
to behold men
a cold and selfish age, struck the pagans with wonder,

—

—

—

—

of diiferent countries, ranks, relations, stages of culture, so intimately
bound together,
to see the stranger who came into a city, and by

—

liis

letter of recogiiition (his epistola

formata) made himself known to

beyond suspicion, finding

the Christians of the place as a brother

once among those to

whom he was

personally unknown,

all

at

manner of

brotherly sympathy and protection.
Tlie care of providing for the support and maintenance of strangere,
of the poor, the sick, the old, of widows and orphans, and of those in
This
prison on account of their faith, devolved on the whole church.
was one of the ^ain purposes for which the collection of voluntary conin the assemblies convened for public worship, was instiand the charity of individuals, moreover, led them to emulate
In particular, it was considered as
each other in the same good work.
belonging to the office of the Christian matron to provide for the poor,
for the brethren languishing in prison, to show hospitality to strangers.
The hindrance occasioned to this kind of Christian activity, is reckoned
by TertuUian among the disadvantages of a mixed marriage. " What
heathen," says he, " will suffer his wife to go about from one street to
another to the houses of strangers, to the meanest hovels indeed, for
What heathen will allow her to
the purpose of visiting the brethren ?
If a
steal away into the dungeon to kiss the chain of the martyr ?
brother arrives from abroad, what reception will he meet with in the
If an alms is to be bestowed, store-house and
house of the stranger?^
cellar are shut fast." ^
On the other hand, he counts it among the felicities of a marriage contracted between Christians, that the Avife is at li1>
erty to visit the sick and relieve the needy, and is never straitened or
perplexed in the bestowment of her charities.^

tributions

tuted

;

TertuUian meant, probal)ly, that a peemphasis should he laid on the word
''stranger,"
in aliena domo. in the house
which, to a Christian, is a strangers,
when the house of a Christian matron oni'lu
'

culiar

—

not to be a stransjer's house to hira.
-

Ad

•*

L.

uxorem.

1.

II. c. 4.

8: Libere aeger visitatur, indi
tor
sustentatur, eleeraosynae sine

gens
mento.

c. c.
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BROTHERLY LO^E

Nor did the active brotherly love of each community confine itself tu
what transpired in its own immediate circle, but extended itself also to
the wants of the Christian communities in distant lands.
On urgent
occasions of this kind, the bishops made arrangements for special collections.
They appointed fasts so that what was saved, even by the
poorest of the flock, from their daily food, might help to supply the common wants. ^ When the communities of the pi'oviucial towns were too
poor to pi-ovide any relief in cases of distress, they had recourse to the
more wealthy communities of the metropolis. Thus it had happened
in Numidia, that certain Christians, men and women, had been carried
away captive by neighboring barbarians, and the Numidian churches
were unable to contribute the sum of money required for their ransom
they therefore applied to the more wealtliy communities of the
great cajtital of North Africa.
The bishop Cyprian of Carthage very
shortly raised a contribution of more than four thousand dollars,^ and
transmitted the whole to the Numidian bishops, with a letter full of the
" In afflictions of this sort,"
spirit of Christian, brotherly aifection.'^
he writes to them, " who ought not to feel pained, who ought not to
look on the distress of his brother as his own, when the apostle Paul
tells us, if one member suffer, all the members suffer with it
and in
another place says, Who is weak and T am not weak ?
Wherefore in
the present case also it becomes us to regard the captivity of our brethren as if it were our own, and the distress of those now in peril as our
own distress, since we are united together by one bond of love. And
not love alone, but religion ought to urge and stimulate us to redeem
the brethren who are our members.
For when the apostle Paul again,
in another place, asks, Know yo. not that ye are the temple of God,
and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you ? we must be reminded
here, if charity alone were not enough to impel us to aid our brethren,
that it is the temple of God which has been made captive, and that it
does not become us, by delay, and in neglect of our own distress, to
suffer that temple to remain long in bondage.
And when the same
apostle tells us, that
as many of you as are baptized have put on
Christ,' we are bound, in our captive brethren, to see Christ, and to
redeem him from captivity, who has redeemed us from death so that
he who delivered us from the jaws of Satan, and who now himself dwells
and abides in us, may be rescued from the hands of the barbarians
and he be ransomed for a sum of money, who has ransomed us by his
blood and cross.
Meanwhile, he has suffered this to happen to try our
faith,
whether each one of us is ready to do for the other, what in
like circumstances he would wish to have done for himself.
For who
that respects the claims of humanity and of mutual love, ought not, if
he is a father, to consider it as though his own children were among
those barbarians, and if a husband, as though his own wife were there
in captivity, to the grief and shame of the marriage bond ? !! is indeed
;

;

—

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

—

our earnest hope, that you

may

never be visited again with a like

1 TertuUian, de jejuniis, c. 13: Episcopi
universae plebi mandare jejunia assolent,
industria stiDium conferendaram.

—

^

Sestertia

^

Ep. 60.

centum

millia

aflBiio-

nummonmi.
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tion, and that our brethren may be saved by the mighty power of the
Lord from the recurrence of those dangers to which they are now exposed. But should any similar calamity again befall you, to try the love
and faith of our hearts, delay not to inform us of it by letter for be
;

assured,

may

it is

the prayer of

again happen, but

all

if it

the brethren here that nothing of the kind

should, they are ready cheerfully and abun-

dantly to assist you."

That from which such works took the impress of a truly Christian

—

which here excharacter, was indeed nothing else than the temper
presses itself
of Christian love simply following the impulse from

—

within.

when

This Christian character was no longer present in

its

purity,

when
a means for

the charitable action liad reference to an outward end

;

it

was

extinconverted into a ground of merit before God, into
guishing sin.
And this disturbing element found entrance whenever
the Christian consciousness became in any way diverted from its central point, so as to cease referring to Christ as the sole ground for
salvation.
In proportion as the reference to Christ, which the habit
already noticed, of confounding the church with a set of outward forms,
had no tendency to encourage, was forgotten, in the the same proportion rose the estimate Avhich men placed on their own doings, and on
the merit of good works.
This also must be considered as belonging to
the reaction of the Jewish principle, which had been overcome by the
independent development of Christianity among the pagans, but which
In the third cenafterwards found means of again introducing itself.
tury, we may observe both modes of contemplating acts of charity
running along side by side, and occasionally crossing each other as
for example, in the tract composed by Cy))rian with a view to exhort
;

Christians,

many

of

whom had grown

exercise of this virtue,

— the

father of a family, who,

when

himself on the plea that he

cold in brotherly love, to the

tract de opere

invited to

obliged

is

to

et eleemosynis.

some charitable

To

thp

act, excuses

provide for a large family of

" Seek foi- your sons another father +.han the frail
and mortal one, even an almighty and everlasting Father of spiritual
let him,
children.
Let him be your childre I's gnanlian and provider,
children, he says,

—

with his divine majesty, be their protector against
world.

You

wlio are stnving

more

to secure for

all injustice

of the

them an earthly than

a heavenly inheritance, seeking rather to commend your sons to Satan
than to Clu-ist, incur a double sin, in neglecting to secure for your
children the help of their heavenly Father, and in teaching them to prize
their earthly inheritance more than Christ."
In times of public calamity, the contrast was strikingly displayed be-

tween the cowardly selfishness of the pagans and the self-sacrificing
Let us hear how the bishop Dionysiua
of Alexandria describes this contrast, as it was manifested in the different
conduct of the Christians and the pagans during a contagious sickness,
which, in the reign of the emperor Gallienus, raged in that great capi
" To the pagans, this pestilence api)eared a most frightful calamity
tal.
that left nothing to hope for
not so to us.
We regarded it as a special
trial and exercise for our faith. It was true of most of our brethren, that,
VOL. I.
17

brotherly love of the Christians.

;

^
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cinuoriAN

;

hotiieuly love.

in the fulness of their brotherly love, they

spared not themselves. Theii
only anxiety was a mutual one for each other ; and as the}' waited on
the sick without thinking of themselves, readily ministering to their
wants, for Christ's sake, with them they cheerfully gave up their own
lives.

Many

by

died, after others,

the sickness.

Some

of the best

cons and distinguished

men

had been recovered from
brethren, presbyters, dea-

their care,

among our

of the laity, thus ended their lives

—

so that

manner of their death, being the fruit of such eminent piety and
mighty faith, seemed not to fall short of martyrdom. Many who took
the

the bodies of Christian brethren into their arms and to their bosoms,
composed their features and buried them with all possible care, after-

wards followed them
otherwise

those

;

But with the heathens
symptoms of the

in death.

who showed

the first

it

was quite

disease, they

drove from them they fled from their dearest friends.
The half-dead
they cast into the streets, and left the dead unburied, making it their
chief care to avoid the contagion, which however in spite of every precaution they could hardly escape." ^
In like manner, the Christians at Carthage distinguished themselves
by their disinterested conduct from the pagan world, during the pestilence which at a somewhat earlier j)eriod, in the reign of Gallus, ravaged North Africa. The pagans in a cowardly manner deserted their
own sick and dying. The streets were covered with dead bodies, which
none dared to touch. Avarice alone overcame the fear of death
abandoned men took advantage of the misfortunes of others to plunder
Meantiine the pagans, instead of being led by this calamity to
them.
reflect on their own guiltiness and corruption, accused the Christians,
those enemies of the gods, as the cause of it.^
But Cyprian exhorted
his church to look upon the desolating scourge as a trial of their faith.
" How necessary is it, my dearest brethren," said he to them, " that
this pestilence which appears among us, bringing with it death and
destruction, should try men's souls
should show whether the healthy
will take care of the sick ; whether relations have a tender regard for
each other 7vhether masters will take home their sick servants
It
was not enough, however, to satisfy a bishop who took the Great Shepherd for his example, that the Christians should simply show the spirit
of brotherly love towards each other.
He called his church together
and addressed them as follows "If we do good only to our own, we
do no more than the publicans and heathens. But if we are the children of God, who makes his sun to rise and sends his rain on the just
and on the unjust, who scatters his gifts and blessings not barely on
his own, but even on those whose thoughts are far from him, we must
show it by our actions, striving to be perfect even as our Father in
heaven is perfect, blessing those that curse us, and doing good to them
Animated by his fatherly words, the memthat despitefully use us."
bers of the church quickly divided the work among them.
The rich
gave of their substance, the poor contributed their labor; and in a
;

;

—

^

;

:

1

Euseb.

I.

VII.

c.

22.

^

Cyprian, ad Demetrianam.

* Lib.

de mortalitata
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time, the bodies which filled the streets were buried, and the citj
delivered from the danger of a universal infection.
There were opposite sinful tendencies which Christianty taught men
to avoid, and between which the development of the Christian life had

s'.iort

make good

to

its

In these times of despotism

way.

it

was no rare

thing to find, united with a servile spirit that gave to the creature the
with a slavish obedience that spnmg
honor which is due to God alone,

—

only from fear, a contempt for the laws of the state where they bore
But
hard on selfish interests and the restraint of fear was removed.
Christianity, by the positive spirit which went forth from it, secured men
By it was rendered an obedience that had
against both these errors.
therefore a
its root in the love of God and pointed ultimately to Jiim,
free obedience, equally removed from the slavish fear of man on the
The same spirit of Chrisone hand, and lawless self-will on the other.

—

which inculcated obedience to man for the sake of God, taught
God should be obeyed rather than man, that every consideration must be sacrificed, property and life despised, in all cases where
human authority demanded an obedience contrary to the laws and ordiHere was displayed in the Christians that true spirit
nances of God.
We
of freedom, against which despotic power could avail nothing.
have already had occasion, in the first section of this history, to observe
the effects of the Christian spirit in both these directions. In this sense,
Justin Martyr says,^ " Tribute and customs Ave seek uniformly, before
all others, to pay over to your appointed officers, as we have been
Therefore we pray to
taught to do by our Master, Matth. 22: 21.
God alone but you we cheerfully serve in all other things, since we
acknowledge you as rulers of men." TertuUian boldly asserted, that
what the state lost in its revenue from the temples by the spread of
Christianity, would be found to be made up by what it gained in the
way of tribute and customs, through the honest}^ of the Christians, when
compared to the common frauds resorted to in pa\ang them.- He gives
to those words of Christ in Matthew 22: 21, which were ever on the
lips and in the hearts of Christians, as a maxim of dail}' life, the followin opposition to those Avho understood them, as he
ing interpretation,
supposed, in too wide and indefinite k sense r— "Let the image of
and the image of
Cuesar, which is on the coin, be rendered to Csesar
God, which is in man, be given to God, hence give the money to
for what will be left for God if all belongs
Caesar, but yourself to God
tianity

also that

;

—

;

—

;

Caesar?

to

"'3

by which men were bound to act in this case, could
in theory, and easily deduced from the Holy ScripHence, in theory, all
tures and from the nature of Christianity.
but there was some difficulty in applying these
Christians were agreed
principles to particular cases, and in answering the question in every
instance, how the line was to be drawn between what belonged to Cassar
between what might be considered, in
and what belonged to God,

The

principles

De easily laid

down

;

—

1

*

Apolog.
Apolog.

turn vectigalibus percat fraudc et mendac'o

II.
c.

42: Si ineatur

(ratio,)

quan-

vcstrarum profcssionnm.
**

De

idololatria,

c.

15

—

;
;
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rUbiTlON" OF CHEISTIANITY,

WITH

reference to religion, matters of indiflerence, and what not. The pagan
religion Avas, in truth, so closely interwoven with all the arrangement3
of civil

and

social life, that it

was not always easy

to separate

and

dis-

Many

tinguish the barely civil or social from the religious element.

customs had really sprung from n religious source, whose connection,
however, with religion had long been forgotten by the multitude, and,
remembered only by a few learned antiquarians, lay too far back to be
The question here arose,
recalled in the popular consciousness.^
whether such customs should, like others, be considered as in themselves
whether men might be allowed in such matters to follow
indifferent
the barely social or civil usages, or whether they should set aside all
other considerations on the ground of the connection of such customs
with paganism.
Again, Christianity, from its nature, must pronounce sentence of
condemnation against all ungodliness, but at the same time appropriate
to itself all purely human relations and arrangements, consecrating and
But the question might arise
ennobling, instead of annihilating them.
in particular cases, as to what was purely human, and adapted therefore to be received into union with Christianity ; and what had sprung
originally out of the corruption of human nature, and, being in its
essence ungodly, must therefore be rejected.
Christianity having a}>
peared as -the new leaven in the old world,
and being destined to produce a new creation in an old one that had grown out of an entirely
different principle of life, the question might the more readily occur
which pf the already existing elements needed only to be transformed
and ennobled, and which should be purged wholly away ? In what
already existed, there might be many things which, through the particular turn and direction they had assumed in the corrupt world, might
seem utterly at variance with the essence of Christianity but which, at
by being apthe same time, by receiving aiwther turn and direction
plied in another way, might really admit of being easily brought into
harmony with it. Now there might be some, who, in condemning the
abuse of these things, might also deny the possible good use of them
and others, who, in conceiving of their possible good use, might be led
to approve the existing abuse of them.
Finally, many customs may have existed, which would never have
found any place in a state of things that had grown out of Christianity,
which in their origin and nature were alien to pure Christianity,
but which still, under the influence of the Christian spirit, might be so
modified and applied, as to be divested of that which made them wholly
That religion which aimed
incompatible with the religion of the gospel.
nowhere to produce violent and convulsive changes from without, but
whose peculiar
led to reforms by beginning in the first place within,
to discharacter it was to operate positively rather than negatively,
place and destroy no faster than it substituted something better, might,
;

—

—
;

—

—

1 CoiTiult, for example, what
Tertullian
and Clement of Alexandria have been able
to (h-aw from tlie store" of their own learninjx and the works of other literary men,

—

concerning the religious meaning and

—

ref-

things
erence of the custom of crowiin'j:.
which assuredly would not easily occur to

men

in

coinmon

life.
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REFERENCE TO EXISTING INSTITUTIONS.

by virtue of this its law of action, suffer many of the existing customa
to remain just as they were, in their old defective forms, 'aiming simply
to infuse into them a new spirit, in trust that this would eventually
throw off the unbefitting exterior, and create all things new.
Hence, notwithstanding that Christians were agreed as to general
pi-inciples, disputes might arise among them with regard to the applicaaccording as they were led
tion of these principles in particular cases
;

and tendencies of mind

to take a different
disputes similar to those which at various
view of the circumstances,
periods afterwards were not unfrequently arising, relative to the^ man-

by their

different positions

—

agement of missions among foreign tribes of men, to the organization of
new churches, and to the disposition of matters not essential {u6iu<popa )
on that of too lax an
Men were liable to err here on both extremes,
accommodation to, or on that ot too stern a repulsion of, existing
The aggressive or the assimilating power of Christianity,
usages.

—

which should both be intimately united to secure the healthy development of life, might one or the other be allowed an undue predominance.
The few excepted, who had already progressed farther in the genuine
liberty of the gospel, who to deep Christian earnestness united the prudence and clearness of science, these few excepted, the better class of
Christians were generally more inclined to the latter than to the former
they chose rather to reject many of those customs,
of these extremes
which as pagans they had once practised in the service of sin and falsehood, but which were capable also of another application, than run
they
the risk of adopting with them the corruptions of heathenism
were glad to let go everything which was associated in their minds with
sin or with pagan rites ; they chose rather to do too much, than to for;

;

a tittle of that Christianity which constituted their jewel, the pearl
which they were willing to sell all they had as in general it is
more natural for men, in the first ardor of conversion, the first glow of
genuine love, to go to excess in opposing the world, than in yielding to
The church at large has to pass through periods of development
it.
feit

for

;

as to this matter, analogous to those of the individual Christian. Hence,
in the commencing development of the Christian fife, the extreme ag-

gressive element must

first predominate.
regards the controversy between the two parties described, one
class appealed to the rule, tliat men are bound to render unto CiBsar
that in matters pertaining to civil order,
the things that are Caesar's,
that they ought not unthey are bound to obey the existing laws,
necessarily to give offence to the heathens, nor afford them any occasion
that in order to win all to emfor blaspheming the name of God,

As

—

—

—

brace the gospel, it Avas necessary to become all things to all men. The
but,
other ))arty could not deny that these were scripture principles
said they, while we are to consider all outward, earthly |;osscssions
as belonging to the emperor, our hearts and our lives certainly must belong wholly to God.
That which is the emperor's, ought never to be
;

If the injunction that we
put in competition with that which is God's.
should give the heathen no occasion to blaspheme the Christian name,
must be so unconditionally understood, it would be necessary to put off

;
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Christianity entirely.
Let them continue to blaspheme us, provided
only we give them no occasion for so doing by our unchristian conduct,
provided they blaspheme in us only what belongs to Christianity.
We
should indeed, in every proper way, become all things to all men
but
yet in no such sense as to become worldly to worldly men for it is also
said, " If I yet pleased men, I should not be the servant of Christ." ^
We see plainly that each of these two parties were correct in the principles they would maintain the only question to be determined Avas, where
these principles found their right application.
While one of these classes believed that they ought to avoid every
thing which excited attention among the pagans, and which might invite them to resort to persecuting measures, the other condemned all
such prudence and reserve, as a disposition that was either ashamed or
afraid of public confession. Clement of Alexandria rebuked those who,
whenever they met in the street, publicly saluted each other with the
fraternal kiss, and would thus every where draw attention to themselves
as Christians.
He calls it a foolish provocation of the pagans.^ He
charges them with falsely wearing that Christian love for a show, which
is an inward sentiment, and of not knowing how to suit their actions
to the time ; in doing which, it must be admitted, he makes a wrong
application of the words of Paul in the fifth chapter to the Ephesians.'
Whoever followed a trade or occupation which was conti-ary to the
generally received Christian princi[)les, was not admitted to baptism,
till he had
pledged himself to lay it aside.* He must enter on some
new occupation to earn the means of subsistence or if not in a situation
to do this, he was received into the number of the poor maintained by
the church.
To these occupations were reckoned all that stood in any
way connected with idolatry, or which were calculated to promote it
those, for instance, of the artists and handicraftsmen who employed
themselves in making or adorning images of the gods.
There were
doubtless many, who, wishing to pursue these trades for a subsistence,
excused themselves on the ground, that they did not worship the idols,
that they did not consider them as objects of religion, but simply as
though, in tliese times, it assuredly argued a peculiar
objects of art
coldness of religious feeling, to distinguish thus what belonged to art
and what belonged to religion. Against such excuses Tertullian exclaimed with pious warmth,^
"Assuredly you at-e a worshipper of idols,
when you help to promote their worship. It is true, you bring to them
no outward victim but jon sacrifice to them your mind your sweat is
you kindle for them the light of your skill." With
their drink-offering,
;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

these employments were reckoned the various kinds of astrology
1

Tertullian, de idololatria,

c.

11.

Strom. III. f. 257: 01 Kara rug o6ovg
uyanrjTuv aanaafiol 7raf)f>Tjalac uvotjtov
yefiovTe.^, Karafaviiv role ektoc elvaL fSov'^

rC)v

XofiEvuv ov6s eXax'KyT'iC /J^eTexovaL ;\^(ipi-oc.
8 That they should fivGTiKuc (puoopovelrdai tvvoiS-E7>. E^ayopaCofisvovc ^ov Kaipov.
* Apostol. Constit. 1. VIII. c. 31.
Also,

and of

Council of Elvira, ran. 62: Si auriyja et
pantomimus credere voluerint, placuit, ut
prius actibus suis renuntient, et tunc demum
suscipiantur, ita ut ulterins ad ca non revertantur.
Qui si facere contra interdic
turn tentaverint, projiciantur ab ccclcsia.
°

De

idololatria,

c. 6.

;
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magic, a species of self-deception or of fraud which was at that time so
prevalent and so lucrative.
remarkable proof, how far the moral and humane feelings of our
nature could be blunted by the force of education and custom, how a

A

narrow-hearted political tendency could suppress the sentiment of a
common humanity, is presented in that favorite sport of the Roman people, the bloody gladiatorial shows ; exhibitions given them by men who
claimed to be cultivated, and which many even of the legislators,
statesmen and self-styled philosophers, countenanced and encouraged.
But the feeling of universal philanthropy, roused into life and action
by Christianity, must have struggled, from the first, against this cruel
custom, justified and sanctioned as it was by the established laws and
by the prevalent habits of thinking among the Romans. Whoever frequented the gladiatorial shows and the combats of Avild beasts, was, by
the general principle of the church, excliaded from its communion. Irenfeus names it with abhorrence as the last denial of the Christian character, when certain individuals (belonging to the wildly fanatical and
antinomian sects of the Gnostics) did not even refrain from participatmg in those bloody shows, alike hateful to God and to men.^ Cyprian,
describing the joy of a Christian who has just escaped from the polluted
heathen world, and looks back upon it from his new position, says ^ "If
you cast your eye on the cities, you behold an assembly of men, precombat of gladisenting a more melancholy sight than any solitude.
ators is in pi-eparation, that blood may appease the lust of cruel eyes.
man is killed for the amusement of his fellow men ; murder is turned
into an art, and crime not only perpetrated, but taught as a profesTertullian says to those pagans who defended the gladiatorial
sion."
sports,^ and who probably drew one of their arguments from the fact,
that criminals condemned to death by the laws were sometimes employed as the actors in them " It is well, that criminals should be punished as who else than a criminal can deny ? And yet no innocent man
can find pleasure in Avitnessing his neighbor's punishment it behooves
him rather to grieve, when a man, his fellow, has become so guilty as to
But who is my voucher, that it is
subject himself to so cruel a death.
ahvays the guilty who are thrown to the wild beasts, or condemned to
other kinds of death that innocence also does not sometimes meet Avith
.he same fate, through revenge on the part of the judge, Aveakness in
The gladiators at least, as you
:he advocate, or the force of torture ?
must allow, come to the combat, not as ciiminals, but as an offering to
And hoAvever the case may be with those wJio
the public pleasure.
are condemned to the gladiatorial combats, yet consider what is this
that punishment, Avhose tendency should be to reform those who are
guilty of minor offences, should tend in fact to make them mur"
derers ?
But it Avas not the participation in these cruel sports alone, which to
the Christians appeared incompatible Avith the nature of their calling
:

A

A

:

;

;

;

—

rr/g

napH
tuv

^epcofj-uxt^v Koi ^ovofiaxiag uvSpo<p6vou

&euc

'

Trenseus,

&eC) Kol

1.

I. C.

uv&pu~0Lr
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:

'Of
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fiEjiiarjiievTiQ
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inrsxFf^ai iviovc avruv.
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Ep. ad Donat.

De

spectaculis,

c.
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the

same censure extended

period

to the

;

to all the dllfereut public exhibitions of tha'

pantomimes, the comedies and tragedies, the chariot and

and the various amusements of the circus and the theatre.
Such was the prevailing and passionate fondness of the Romans at that
time for theatrical entertainments, that many were known to be Chris-

foot races,

from the fact that they absented themselves wholly from
The spectacles, in the first place, were considered as an
appendage of idolatry, by virtue of their origin from pagan rites and of
tians siinplj

the theatre.^

their connection with several of the

of idolatry or devil-worship,
enrolled

at

pagan

festivals.

(tto/ztt^ SiajSd/iov,^

their baptism into

Among

the

pomps
when

whicli the Christians,

the service of God's kingdom, were

obliged to renounce, (the sacramentum miUtioe Christi,) these spectacles
In the next place, many things occurred
Avere particularly included.
and
in them which were revolting to the Christian sense of propriety
where this was not the case, yet the occupying of one's self for hours
the unholy spirit which ruled in these assemblies,
with mere nonsense,
the wild uproar of the congregated multitude, seemed unsuited to
;

—

—

the holy seriousness of the Christian, priestly character. The Christians
did, in truth, consider themselves as priests, consecrated, in their whole

God;

Holy

Spirit; everything, therefore,
which they should always keep in
" God has
readiness the dwelling in their hearts, must be avoided.
commanded," says Tertullian,^ " that the Holy Spirit, as a tender and
life, to

as temples of the

which was alien

to this

Spirit, for

gentle Spirit, should, according to its own excellent nature, be treated
that it should
with tranquillity and gentleness, with quiet and peace
not be disturbed by passion, fury, anger, and emotions of violent grief.
How can such a spirit consist with the spectacles ? For no spectacle
When one goes to
passes off without violently agitating the passions.
the play, one thinks of nothing else than to see and to be seen.
Can
one, while listening to the declamation of an actor, think on the sentence of a prophet, or in the midst of the song of an effeminate stageIf every species of immodesty is abomiplay(;r, meditate on a psalm ?
nable to us, how should we allow ourselves to hear, what we cannot feel
at liberty to speak Avhen we know that every idle and unprofitable word
"
is condemned by our Lord ?
To Tertullian, who was inclined to look upon all art as a lie, a counterfeiting of the original nature Avhich God created, the whole system
;

—

;

of spectacles appeared merely as an art of dissimulation and falsehood.

" The Creator of truth,"

said he,^ " loves nothing that

'

is false, ^^all
every thing in the
shape of hj^pocrisy, cannot look with complacency on him who dissimu-

fiction is, to

him,

falsification.

He who condemns

lates voice, sex, age, love, anger, sighs or tears."

Weak minded
i-ied

away by

individuals,

who allowed themselves

Christian feelings, as to visit such scenes, might be
sions thus received,

De

spectaculis,

ethnici

intelli;j;unt

1

to

be so far car-

the power of prevailing custom, which contraiiicted tbeii

and permanently robbed of

24: Hinc vel maxime
factum Christianum. de

c.

repudio spectaculoruni.

'^

De
L.

wounded by

their peace.

spectaculis, c. 15.

c,

;

impres-

'
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We

find examples of a distempered state of mind, like the demoniawhich had been brought on by such inward distraction.^ Others,
after thej^ had been prevailed upon once or twice by the love of
pleasure, and in spite of their conscience, to indulge in these amusements, contracted a new taste for them, and by their passionate fondness for the theatre, were, in the end, gradually drawn back again to
cal,

heathenism.^

The pagans and

the

more thoughtless

class of Christians

were in the

habit of urging the seriously disposed with arguments like the follow-

Why

should they withdraw themselves from these public amuseto the eye and ear, might
God is not injured by
be quite consistent with religion in the heart.
man's enjoyment, which in its proper time and place may be partaken
of without sin, as long as the fear and the reverence of God remain in

ing

:

ments

Such outward pleasures, addressed

?

the heart.^

Thus Celsus

invites the Christians to join in the public fes-

—

" God," he says to them, "is the common God of all,
he is
good, stands in need of nothing, is a stranger to all jealousy.
What
then should hinder men, however much they may be devoted to him,
from participating in the sports of the people ? "* Thus it is, that the
cold frivolity of a worldly mind, when it comes in contact with a character of deeper moral earnestness, commonly assumes the airs of the
philosopher.
To such arguments TertuUian replies, the very point to
be shown is, how these amusements can agree with true religion and with
true obedience towards the true God.
Others, infected with the passion for these trifles, who were seeking
for reasons by which to hush their conscientious scruples as Christians,
argued that nothing was made use of in the public spectacles but
God's gifts, which he had bestoAved on men that they might enjoy
them.
No particular passage of scripture could in fact be shown
where the shows were expressly forbidden. As to the chariot race,
tivals.

there could assuredly be nothing sinful in it, since Elijah rode in a chariot to heaven.
The music and dancing of the theatre could not be forbidden, for we read in the scriptures of choirs, stringed instruments,

cymbals, trumpets and shawns, harp and ];saltery
we see king David
dancing and playing before the ark and the apostle Paul, in exhorting
Christians, borrows images from the stadium and the circus.^
At this
so})histry Tertulliau exclaims, " Ah, how adroit a reasoner does human
;

;

ignorance imagine

itself,

when

particularly

For examples, see TertuUian de specta-

it

fears that

may

it

lose

the thethere in the sad condition of a person demoniacally possessed,
The evil spirit, having^ hcen adjured to tell
why it had taken possession of the sou! of
a Christian, said, or rather the ])aticnt. who
ima<:ined herself to he s])cakiu<j in the
name of the demon " I in this did ])erfect-

the alarm into which she was thrown by it,
that five days .afterwards she died,
L. c. c. 26: Qiiot d(K'umenta de his, qui,
cum diaholo apud spcctaculo communicando, a Domino exciderunt
^ L. c. c. 1.
* (^rig. c. Cels. 1. VIII. c. 21
'0 ye fiTjv
&sbc h~aai Kowbt; uya-\i6g re Kni uTTpoadeTjc,
koI e^w (pT9-6vov.
Tl oiv Ku2,vei roi'f fiu-

found her where my own
Another, the nijrht followin-^
her visit to the theatre, had a frightful vision, and it was perhaps in consequence of

XioTa Ka'&umo/ih'ovc avrij) Kai riov 6t;uoTe?.uv toprCw fiE-aAaf-i^nvsiv
6 -phe tract de speetaculis, among the
works of Cyprian.

1

culis, c.

aire,

26:

A woman who visited

came home from

:

ly rifrht,

for I

kingdom

is.''

'^

:

;
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some of the pleasures and amusements of the world." In answer to
the first of these arguments he says: " To be sure, all things are God'a
gifts
but the question is, for what end has God given them, and how
may they be so used as to answer their true end ? What is the original creation, and what the abuse of sin ? for there is a wide difference
between nature in its original purity, and nature corrupted, between
the Creator and the Creator's counterfeiter."
In reply to the second,
he says " Though in scripture there may be found no express prohibi;

:

tion of theatrical exhibitions,

yet it contains the general principles,
from which this prohibition follows of itself.
All which is there said
generally against the lusts of the flesh and of the eye, must be applied
also to this particular kind of lust.
When we can maintain that wrath,
cruelty and rudeness are permitted in scripture, then may we be at
liberty to visit the amphitheatre.
If we are such as we call ourselves,
then let us, if we can, take delight in the shedding of human blood."
Against such as wrested the scriptures after the manner above
described, the author of the treatise " On Spectacles," in the works
" I can truly say, it were
of Cyprian, uses the following language
better that such persons knew nothing of the scriptures than to read
them thus ; for the language and illustrations employed to exhort men
to the virtue of the gospel, they pervert to the defence of vice ; for it
was so written for the purpose of inflaming us with a livelier zeal in
things profitable, while the heathens display so much earnestness on
trifles.
Reason itself can draw from the general rules laid down in
scripture those conclusions, which ai-e not expressly unfolded by the
scriptures themselves. ^
Let each take counsel only of himself,
let
each confer only with that person whom, as a Christian, he ought to
represent he will then never do any thing unbecoming the Christian,
for that conscience which depends on itself and not on another, will then
preponderate."
Tertullian invites the Christians to compare with those empty pleasures of the pagan world, the true, spiritual pleasures which had become theirs through faith.^ " Tell me, pray, have we, auy other desire,
than that Avhich was also the desire of the apostle, to depart from the
world, and be with the Lord?
Your pleasures are in the direction of
your wishes. But why are you so unthankful, that you are not satisfied
with, that you do not recognize, the pleasures so many and so great,
which even now are bestowed on you by the Lord.
For what is there
more joyous than reconciliation with God, your Father and Lord than
:

—

;

'-^

;

the revelation of truth, the knowledge of error, the forgiveness of multitudes of past sins ?
What greater pleasure than the despising of such
pleasures, the contempt of the whole world ; than true freedom, the
pure conscience, the guiltless life, and fearlessness of death than that
you can tread under foot the gods of the pagan world, that you can
expel evil spirits, heal diseases, and pray for revelations ?
These are
the pleasures, these the entertainments of the Christian ; holy, cverlast;

Ratio docet, quae scriptura conticuit.
Unusquisque cum persona professionis
suas loquatur et nihil unquam indecorum
1

^

geret.
Plus enim ponderis habebit conscientia, quae nulli se alter! debebit, nisi sibi
^ Qq spectaculis, c. 29.
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to be purchased with money.
And what must those be which
eye hath not seen, ear hath not heard, and which it hath not entered
into the heart of man to conceive ?"
In like manner, the author of the
above cited treatise in the works of Cyprian remarks " He can never
look with wonder on the works of man, who has come to know himself
It were letting himself down from his noble preemas a child of God.
inence, to look with wonder upon any thing else than the Lord.
I:et
the faithful Christian apply himself with all diligence to the holy scri|>
tures, and in them he will find the worthier spectacles of faith,
exhibitions which even he who has lost his eyesight may enjoy."
If the mere attending as a looker on at these theatrical entertainments Avas considered a wrong thing by the Christians, much more would
they reprobate the profession of an actor.
In the time of Cyprian,
there was the case of an actor who became a Christian, and then for the
sake of a living set up a school to instruct boys in the art which he
formerlj' practised.
The bishop Cyprian was asked whether such an
individual could bo suffered to remain in the communion of the church,
and he declared strongly against it. If a man, said he, is even forbidden (Deut. 22 5) to put on the garment of a woman, and a curse is
pronounced on any one who does this, " how much more criminal must
it appear, to form the man, by an immodest art, to effeminate and unseemly gestures, to falsify the image of God by the tricks of the devil."
" In case such an one," he adds, " pleads the necessity of his poverty,
he may assuredly find relief from that necessity amongst the rest who
are maintained by the church, provided that he can be satisfied with
a homelier but more innocent fare.
He must not, however, suppose,
that he is to be hired to leave off sinning, since he does this not for our
sake, but for his own.
If the church where he resides is too poor to
support him, let him come to Carthage ; here he may receive whatever
is necessary for his support in food and clothing, provided only he teach
not others who are without the pale of the church what is pernicious,
but learn liimself, within the church, what tends to salvation." ^

mg, not

:

—

:

Among

those social relations which were alien to the nature of Chrisand which Christianity found existing at the time of its first
propagation, belonged slavery.
By the estrangement of humanity from
God, its original unity was disturbed. Mankind, destined to be one,
tianity,

asunder into a multitude of nations, each striving to assert itself
and each taking an opposite direction to the other in its
course of development. Thus the consciousness of possessing a common
human worth was lost ; and it became possible for man to be placed in
that relation to his fellow in which nature alone should stand to humanity, and his own nature to the individual.'^
relation so unnatural
could find its justification only by assuming the position, that the differ-

split

as the whole,

A

1 Ep. 61, ad Euchrat.
2 So says he who has most distinctly denned the ethical and political conceptions
which presented themselves at the position
{gained by the ancient world.
So saj's
Aristotle, Eth. Nicoinach. 1. IX. c. 13. The
relation between master and slave is like

that between the artisan and his tools, the
soul and the hody, the man and his horse
or ox; f) (Jon/iof iinpvxov bpyavov. to 6'
opyavov a''n<xoc (hvXoc.
In this relation,
to speak of a (Unatav, a ^Ma. would be out
of place.

;

:
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—

ence among nations.
wluch took place at a later period, and origin
ated in sin,
that difference, by virtue of which there exists so great
a disparity of intellectual and moral power, was something original.
Hence men could no longer recognize the fundamental identity of human nature, and believed one class destined by nature itself to be the
tools of another, and without any will of their own.
Thus was this relation a necessary result of the position held by antiquity, when state
and nation constituted the absolute form for the realization of the highest good
and thus it could happen, that the nation which was most
ardent for civil liberty, still employed thousands only as slaves.^
And
though their situation was often rendered more tolerable through the
influence of manners and the pure sentiments of humanity,
which,
breaking through unnatui-al restraints, would introduce a heartier fellowship between master and slave,^
yet the contradiction between this
whole relation and man's essential dig-nity could not thus be set aside
and in general it still continued to be the prevailing habit, to regard
slaves not as men gifted with the same rights as all others, but as things.
In a judicial process, slaves who were acknowledged to be implicated in
no guilt, might still be subjected to all the tortures of the rack, for the
purpose of extorting confessions from them. If a master was murdered
by one of his slaves, the terrible severity of the Roman laws required
the sacrifice of all the slaves, male and female, which were in the house
when the crime was committed and this, too, whatever might be their
number, and even though they were not liable to the slightest sus-

—

;

—

—

;

picion .^

But Chnstianity brought about that change in the consciousness of
kumanity, from which a dissolution of this whole relation, though it
could not be immediately effected, yet by virtue of the consequences
resulting from that change, must eventually take place.
This effect
Christianity produced, first by the facts of which it was a witness ; and
next by the ideas which, by occasion of these facts, it set in cu"culation.
By Christ, the Saviour, belonging to all mankind, the antagonisms
among men resulting from sin were annulled by him the original oneThese facts must now continue to operate in transness was restored.
Masters as well as servants were obliged
forming the life of mankind.
to acknowledge themselves the servants of sin, and to receive in the
same manner, as a gift of God's free grace, their deliverance from this
common bondage,
the true, the highest freedom. Servants and masters, if they had become believers, were brought together under the
same bond of an heavenly union, destined for immortality they became brethren in Christ, in whom there is neither bond nor free, mem;

—

;

1

See above,

p. 46, the

way in which

totle seelis to justify this relation, to

Aris-

show

by nature lierself.
that it is one aimed
- Even Aristotle, Eth. Nicomach. 1. IX.
at

c.

13,

the

makes

relation

this distinction in reference to

between

nvn
p fjEv ovv 6ov?iOg,

master

sen

and slave

cpi/ua Tvpog avrdv,

6' uv&puTTog, doKel yap elvai. ri. diKaiov
KavTL av&pu~(f) Tipog nuvra ruv dvvu/itvov
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Tacitus, Annal. 1. XIV. c. 42, et seq
how, in a case of this sort, when tha
blood of so many innocent persons of every
age and sex was to be shed, the compassioij
of the people was roused, and it was necessary to use force to prevent an insurreo
^

relates

lion.
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same heavenly
Servants often became teachers of their masters in the
gospel, after having practically exhibited before them the loftiness of a
divine life, which must express itself even under the most constraining
of relations, and shine forth the more conspicuously by the contrast.'
The masters looked upon their servants no longer as slaves, but as their
beloved brethren; they prayed and sang in company they couli sit
at each other's side at the feast of brotherly love, and receive together
Thus, by the spirit and by the effects of Chi-isthe body of the Lord.
tianity, ideas and feelings could not fail of being widely diffused, which
were directly opposed to this relation, so consonant with the habits of
thinking that had hitherto prevailed. Christianity could not fail to give
birth to the wish, that every man might be placed in such a relation as
would leafst hinder the free and independent use of his intellectual and
moral powers, according to the Avill of God. Hence the apostle Paul,
speaking to the servant, says, (1 Cor. 7 21,) " If thou mayst be made
Yet Christianity nowhere began with outward
free, use it rather."
revolutions and changes, which, in all cases where they have not been
prepared from within, and are not based upon conviction, fail of their
bers of one body, baptized into one spirit, heirs of the

inheritance.

;

:

The new creation to which Cliristianity gave birth, was
an inward one, from which the outward effects gradually,
and therefore more surely and healthfully, unfolded themselves to their
full extent.
It gave servants first the true, inward freedom, without
which the outward and earthly freedom is a mere show, and which,
wherever it exists, can be cramped by no earthly bond, no earthly yoke
The apostle Paul says, " He that is called in the Lord, being a servant,
is the Lord's freeman."
Tertullian, wishing to show how much superior this heavenly freedom is to the earthly, observes,^ " In the world,
they who have received their freedom, are crowned.
But thoi\ art ransomed already by Christ, and indeed bought with a price. How can
the world give freedom to him, Avho is already the servant of another ?
All is mere show in the world, and nothing, truth.
For even then
thou wast free in relation to man, being redeemed by Christ ; and now
thou art a servant of Christ, although made free by a man.
If thou
deemest that the true freedom which the world can give thee, thou art,
for that very reason, become once more the servant of man, and the
freedom which Christ bestows, thou hast lost, because thou thinkest it
bondage."
The bishop Ignatius of Antioch writes to the bishop Polycarp of Smyrna,^ " Be not proud towards servants and maids
but
neither must they exalt themselves
but they must serve the more zealously for the honor of God, so that they may receive from God the
higher freedom. Let them not be eager to be redeemed at the expense
of the church, lest they be found slaves of their own lusts." *
One of
salutary ends.
in all respects

;

;

1 The example of
Onesimus often iccurred.
Tertullian refers to csves in which
a master, wlio had for a long time patiently
endured the vices of a slave but who, on
observing that ho had suddenly reformed,
and being at the same time told that Chris;

tianlty

had wrought

this

change

in

him, out

of hatred to this religion, sent him otF to
the house of correction.
Apologet. c. 3:
Servum jam fidelcm dominus olim mitis ab
oculis relegavit.
-

^
^

De

corona militis. c. 13.
Cap. 4.
The genuineness of the

letter is

here of

;
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the imperial slaves, Euelpistus by name, who was arraigned with Justin
Martyr and other Christians before the tribunal, expressed himself
" I too am a Christian
thus
I have obtained my freedom from
Christ
and through the grace of Christ, I am a sharer of the same
:

;

;

hope."

^

On

the question whether a Christian could properly hold any civil or
military office, especially the latter, opuiions were divided. As the pagan

rehgion of the state was closely interwoven with all political and social arrangements, every such office might easily place one in situations where
joining in the pagan ceremonies was a thing not to be avoided. For this,
all Christians were agreed, no necessity whatever constituted an excuse.
On this point, TertuUian's remark was assuredly spoken from the soul of
" To be a Christian is not one thing here and another
every believer,
there.
There is one gospel and one Jesus, who will deny all them that
deny him, and confess all them that confess God. With him the believing citizen is a soldier of the Lord, and the soldier owes the same duties

—

to the faith as the citizen." ^

But independent

of this was the question, whether such an office,
was compatible with the Christian calling ; which
was answered by one party in the affirmative, by another in the negative.
must here take into view the circumstances in which the

considered in

itself,

We

church found itself placed.
The prevailing idea of the Christian life
was
to follow in humility, in self-denial and the renunciation of all
earthly good, a Redeemer who had made his outward appearance in
poverty and a low estate,
had veiled his glory under the form of a
servant.
The glory of the Christian was with his Saviour in heaven
as to his earthly appearance, what was lowly, what was without pomp
or show, like the appearance of his Saviour, whom he loved to follow in
every particular, best suited his wishes.
He despised the power and
the glory of this world, above which he felt himself elevated by the
consciousness of sharing in another power and another glory. It is true,
this renunciation of earthly things consisted essentially in the temper
of the heart ; and this, under diflferent external circumstances, might
still remain the same ; the outward possessions of earthly property, of
earthly splendor, such as the temporal relations might require, the exercise of earthly power and authority in an earthly calling, were not
thereby necessarily excluded all this might be, and indeed was to be,
sanctified by Christianity.
But the first glow of conversion did not
allow those with Avhom the living feeling was the predominant power,
soberly to distinguish what pertained simply to the idea and disposition
in itself and what to the manifestation of it and the outward conduct
They were inclined to take the figure
of following their Lord, who ap
peared in the form of a servant
in an outward sense, to refer it to an

—

—

;

—

no importance.

At

all

witness of the Christian
in the first century.
^

Acta Mart.

2

De

corona

tam miles

est

we find a
of thinking

events,

by what Tertullian has just before said

mode

specting the fides pagana.
Still the common reading gives also a good sense The
nnbelieving soldier, who violates the duties
of Christian tidelity, is exclnded by him, as
a paganus, in reference to his militia, frcwn
the ranks of the milites Christi, whose obli
gations he has violated,
:

Jnstini.
niilitis, c.

paganns

11

:

fidelis,

Apnd hunc
qnam jiaga-

ins est miles infidelis.
I have translated
on the supposition that fidelis i% the true
reading,
a correction warranted perhajis

—

—

re-
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identity of outward circumstances with those in which he had lived.
which too they so often saw
Thus wealth, worldly power and glory,

—
—

seemed to be shut out from
arrayed against the kingdom of God,
them, and the first fervor of their zeal led them to disdain all this as
It is in this spirit Tertullian says ^ " Thou art
alien to their calling.^
:

He, the Lord,
bound, as a Christian, to follow thy Lord's example.
went about in humility and loneliness, without a certain home, for he
says, ' The Son of Man hath not where to lay his head ' in poor ap
parel, or he would not have said, ' Behold, they that wear soft clotlung
without beauty or comeliness of appearance, as
are in kings' houses ;
If he exercised his right of authority
Isaiah had foretold, (cap. 53.)
over none, not even his own disciples, for whom he performed the most
menial service ; if, finally, conscious of his oivn royal dignity, he refused to become a king, he gave his disciples the most perfect examj lo
For
to shun all that is lofty and great in earthly power and dignity.
who was better entitled to use these things than the Son of God ?
What fasces, and how many of them, must have gone before liiin ;
what purple flowed from his shoulders what gold gleamed on his ln-ow
had he not judged that the glory of this world was alien both to himself and to his
What he rejected, therefore, he condemned." ^
Many Christians, again, from a conscientiousness in itself worthy of all
30,
resjiect, thought themselves bound to take passages like Mattli. 5
in the literal sense.
That tone of mind very generally prevailed, which,
in leading men to take such words of Christ as positive commands, hindered them on this very account from understanding them rightly,
according to their spirit,
as the expression of that which is rooted in
the essence of Christianity, of that new life and law of living which
That which ought to
proceeds from Christ by an inward necessity.
have been applied as referring immediately to the disposition alone,
was referred to the outwardness of the act. It revolted their Christian feelings to suffer themselves to be employed as instruments of pain
to others, to serve as the executors of laws which, in all cases, were dictated and animated by the spirit of rigid justice, without any mixture
;

'

—

;

;

!

:

—

mercy or

of

love.*

In general, the Christians became accustomed by their circumstances
at that time, to consider the state as a hostile power, standing in opposition to the

church

;

and

it

was as yet,

Hence the pairan in Minucius Felix, c.
describes the Christians as men who, half
naked themselves, despise honor and the
purj)le, honores et purpuras despiciunt, ipsi
1

•*

main, quite remote from
and would appropriate to

in the

their ideas to expect that Christianity could

Tertullian,

where he

treats this mattci

8,

in the first place separates those cases in

seminudi.

which a Christian coiild not he allowed
under any circumstances to administer a civil
office
Jam vero qnsc sunt potestatis, ncque

2

De

idololatria,

:

c.

18.

Tertullian, one of the sternest represenit must be allowed, of this mode of
thinking, and in wliom it appears, like evprything else that had seized and animated
aim, to have been pushed to the utmost extreme, says. (Gloriam scculi) quani damna»it, in pompa diaboli dcpntavit.
*

tatives,

judicet de ca]iite alicnjus vel pndore, fcras
enim de perunia, ncminem vinciat, nemineni recludat aut torqucat. si luec creililsile
est fieri posse.
The council of Elvira, can.
56, decreed that magistrates, during the
which,
years in
as Duumvirs, they had to decide on matters of life and death, ought not
to attend church.
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the relations of the state.^ The Christians stood over against
the state, as a priestly, spiritual race ; and the only way in which it
itself, also,

seemed possible that Christianity could exert an influence on civil life,
was (which it must be allowed Avas the purest way) by tending continually to diffuse more of a holy temper among the citizens of the state.
When Celsus called on the Christians to take up arms like other subjects, for the protection of the emperor's rights, and fight in his ranks,
Origen replied

:

"

when we put on a

We

are rendering the emperors a divine assistance,
we follow the command of the

divine armor, wherein

1 Tim. 2 1,
The more devout the man, the more is it in
to render the emperor a far better service than can be done
by ordinary soldiers.
Again we might thus reply to the heathen:
Your priests keep themselves pure, that they may present the customary offerings to the gods with hands unstained by blood. In war,
you do not compel them to take the field. As priests of God it is
their duty to fight, by prayer to him, for those who are engaged in a
just war and for the lawful emperor, that all opposition to those who do
right may be put down.
The Christians render greater service to their
country than other men, by forming the hearts of the citizens, and
teaching them piety towards that God on whom the well-being of the
state depends, and who receives those who in the meanest cities have
led a good life, into a city which is heavenly and divine." ^
To another
proposal made by Celsus to the Christians, namely, that they should
undertake the administration of civil affairs in their country, Origen
" But we know, that in whatever city we are, we have another
replies
country, which is founded on the word of God and we require those
who by their gift of teaching and by their pious life are competent to
the task, to undertake the administration of the offices of the church."
They, on the other hand, who maintained that the Christians were
at liberty to assume the civil and military offices, appealed to examples
from the Old Testament.
But here the difference between the two
stages of religious development was held up in reply.
Tertullian main
tains agamst such, that for the higher stage of Christianity, the claims
rise also higher.^ Again, the defenders of the military profession quoted
in their defence the instance of John the Baptist, who did not bid the
apostle

his

;

:

power

:

;

^ So far from
TertuUian's mind was the
thought, that the emperors themselves would
at some future day be Christians, that in
Apologet. c. 21, he says: Sed et Csesares
credidissent super Christo, si aut Csesares
non essent steculo necessarii aut si Christiani potuisoent esse Caesares. Comp. above,

p. 126.
2 In vindication of the translation given
above to the passage at the end of the
eighth letter against Celsus, I must add a
few critical remarks. In Origen's words,
the reading elg tov noAiea d-edv seems to
me to be the correct one, the reading fir
TOV T~jv o'kuv &idvy false. It admits of being easily explained how the predicate,
which was an unusual one in the Christian
sense, might be altered into the phraseolo-

—

gy common among

the Christians

;

but not

so easily how the latter could be changed
into the former.
But that Origen himself,
speaking from his own Christian position,
should apply the term tto?uev( to God, can-

not appear singular, as the comparison with
the Zevc ttoIlfv^ was hovering before his
mind. The word /roAtf. which occurs so
often in tins sentence, favors the supposition
of such an allusion.
If this reading is
adopted, the allusion makes it probable that
uva2.afii3avovTEC should be read instead of

uvakaiipdvovTa.
3 j)g idololatria, c. 18: Scito non semper
compai-anda esse Vetera et nova, rudia et

polita, coepta et explicita,
ralia.

servilia et libe-
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came to him to relinquish their former calling, but prethem certain rules, by which they might pursue it in a manbut, it was replied to them, that John stood
ner well-pleasing to God
on the dividing line between the two economies. But when they

soldiers that

scribed to

;

brought forward in their defence the example of the centurion, whose

had commended, (Luke 7,) and especially the example of the believing Cornehus the force of such an appeal could be
more readily felt by their opponents, and Tertullian himself, that zealous antagonist of the military profession amongst Christians, believed it
could not be wholly condemned, in the case where such as had become
Christians while they were soldiers, persevered in the calling they had
once chosen, so far as it could be done consistently with their steadfastAgainst the profession of arms was also quoted the
ness in the faith. ^
command to Peter, in Matth. 26 52, to put up again his sword into
This command, the opponents of the military calling, in
its place.2
despite of the context and of the manifest end for which it was given,
would consider as addressed to all Christians.
Christianity, beginning with the consciousness of redemption, the
jentral point of all that is distinctively Christian, aimed to assimilate
and to appropriate whatever belongs purely to man and to his Avorldly
All this Avas to be pervaded with
relations, for the kingdom of God.
This Christian mode
the divine life, all this was to be ennobled by it.

faith Christ himself

;

:

of appropriating the world manifested itself in opposition to the method
in the two prevbus stages of human development ; one of which was

a confounding it with the world and a deifi;
the other, opposition to the world,
arising out of the consciousness of the inward schism of sin, when the
world presented itself to the consciousness only as that which is without

a secularizing of^the

spirit,

cation of the worldly, in paganism

—

Contemplated
God and contrary to God
the Jewish, legal position.
from both these positions, the Christian life was unintelligible in its true
import and significancy.
Contemplated from the legal position, it appeared as something too free, verging near to paganism ; and from the
heathen position, as something too uvfree, too constrained. The Christian life could not fail to be reproached as a being righteous overmuch,

—

sheer pietism. The
immodica superstitio, the nimium jnetatis^
Christians must have seemed a race that hated the light, that were dead

as the

and hence of no use in it.*
charge, laid against the Christians, TertulUan replies :^ " How
is it possible they should be such, who live in the midst of you, have
the same food and clothing, the same necessaries of life as yourselves ?
For we are no Brahmins, or Indian gymnosophists, no dwellers in the
w^ell underwoods, no recluses retired from the haunts of men.
stand what thanks we owe to God, oar Lord and Creator ; we despise
not the enjoyment of his works.
We only moderate that enjoyment,
to the world,

To

this

We

1
'^

De
De

corona

militem

of his

milit. c. 2.

idololatria,

Dominus

c.

19:

in Petro

Omnem

postea

exarmando

dis-

In an epitaph which Gilbert Burnet disrovered at Lyons, and published in the first
3

VOL.

I.

18

pagan husband says of
" qua, dum nimis pifl

the

a Christian.

fuit, fivcta est inipia."
*

cinxit.

letters,

his wife,

" n
*

See

tlie

words

itio liti^bn-c!

Apologet.

\

c.

on page 92
" and others.

cited above,

ct lacifujra

42.
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With jou, therefore,
it may not degenerate into excess or abase.
we inhabit this world, not without markets, baths, inns, workshops,
fairs, and whatever else is considered necessary to the intercourse of
life.
We also pursue with you the business of navigation, of war, of
we share in your employments, and conagriculture, of commerce
that

;

tribute of our labor, to

your

profit, for

the public service."

^

was true, that the Christians by no means Avithdrew
themselves from the intercourse of life, they were, at the same time, in
the frequent habit of setting apart certain days for the purpose of selfexamination and quiet devotion, for the purpose of renewedly conseso that they might return back, with fresh
crating their lives to God
zeal and vigor and renovated powers of holy hving, to their ordinary
These days of holy consecration, of penitence and prayer.
avocations.
which individual Christians appointed for their own use, were oftenThat they might be less disturbed by
times also a sort of fast^days.
sense whilst their minds were intent on holy things, they were accus
tomed on such days to confine their bodily wants within stricter limits
than usual, or else to fast entirely where we must take into consideration the peculiar nature of that hot climate in which Christianity first
began to spread. Whatever they saved by their abstinence on these
days, was appropriated to the maintenance of the poor brethren. There
were also many, who, in the warmth of their first love, after being baptized, immediately gave a large portion of their earthly property, or all
that they had, to the church fund or to the poor, feeling themselves
constrained to express, in the strongest manner, their contempt of the
earthly things by which their hearts had been hitherto enslaved to dewhat now had full possession of their hearts,
clare most decidedly,
the wish to sacrifice, to give away anything, so they might but Avin the
It was to them as though the words of our Lord were
heavenly pearl.
addressed directly to themselves " If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell
that thou hast and give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure m
Within the bosom of the church,
heaven and come and follow me."
they led a quiet, retired life, maintained themselves by the labor of
their hands, and remained unmarried, that, without being disturbed by
earthly cares, they might devote themselves to prayer, to the study of
the scriptures, to holy meditations, and to active labors for the kingdom
and all that remained from the earnings of their industry,
of God
after barely satisfying the most necessary wants of life, they devoted to
Such Christians were called the Absteobjects of Christian charity.

Yet while

it

;

;

;

—

:

;

;

nients, the zealous seekers after Christian perfection, continentes, aff/c;}-^*.^
There were many others, again, who, through the influence of a pious
1 How far remote the idea of the later
raonachism lav from the apprehension of
Christians generally, is evident from a passasc in Irenseus, where he is speaking of
their dependence for the means of support
on the heathens among Avhom they lived,
Etenim, si is qui tibi ha;c im1. TV. c. 30
putat, separatus est a gentilium ccEtu, et
nihil est alienorum apud eum, sed est sim:

pUciter nudus, et nudis pedibns ct sine domo
in montibus conversatnr, queniadmod\im
aliquot ex his animalibus, qure herbis vescuntur, veniara merebitur, ideo quod 'gnoret necessitates nostrse conversationis.
'Aaneiv. nffKr/TTjc, a current word among
pagans atid Christians in this period, to de'^

note a peculiarly rigid moral discipline.
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Christian education, had from the earliest years imbibed such a love for

made them solicitous to loosen to the utmost every tie
which bound them to the earth. Individuals of this class were to be
found belonging to both the sexes ;
the females were called distincdivine things, as

—

tively

TTo.p'&evoi,

Amongst

virgins.-^

the pagans themselves,

it

was then the custom of those who

be ascetics in the sense above
Philosopher and ascetic were synonymous expressions.^
The
term " philosophy " was to denote the direction and bent of the whole
life.
But it must be admitted, that among the pagans this had already
become also a mask for hypocrisy, as for example, with the notorious
pseudo-cynics.
Now it sometimes happened, that these pagan ascetics
were led, in their earnest strivings after perfection, to embrace Christianity
and after having become Christians, still adhered to their former habits of life, sought to transfigure the old form by a Christian
led lives consecrated to meditation, to

given.

;

—

whom Christianity first produced a more
adopted these habits, as a token of the change that
had been wrought in them. They could avail themselves of the attention they attracted by publicly appearing in the garb of these philo-

spirit

;

or that others, in

serious turn of

life,

—

—

and of the respect ] aid
the philosopher's cloak,^
them by the multitude on account of their mode of life, to enter into
philosophical and religious conversation with those who, out of respect
or curiosity, gathered round them in the public walks or places of resort; and thus to present to them Christianity as the new and heavenly
philosophy,* which had come from the East. It was assuredly a picture
taken from the very life of those times, where we are told by Justin
sophical ascetics,
to

Martyr,^ that early one morning, as he made his appearance on the
public walk, he was presently accosted by several with the salutation,
" Good morrow, philosopher; ' ^ whilst one of them added, that he had
received it as a lesson from his master in philosophy, never to slight
the philosopher's cloak, but to welcome with every civility those that
appeared in it, and endeavor to draw^ them into conversation.
This
led to a dialogue on the marks of true religion, and on Christianity.
"Joy to thee," exclaims Tertullian to the philosopher's cloak," " a bet-

deigned to wrap itself in thy folds, since thou hast
began to be the garb of the Christian."
While spiritual pride could so easily attach itself to this mode of
life, the spirit of Christian love and humility, in such a form, shines
forth with the more splendor, as in the example of that Alcibiades,
ter philosophy has

1 Of such Tertullian speaks, de cult, femin. 1. II. c. 9 Aliqni ahstinentes vino ot
animalibus esculentis, multi se spadonatui
and Jusobsifinant propter retrnum l^ei;
IIoA/lot rn'tf koI
tin Mart. Apolog. II

^ gee e. g. Artemidor. oneirocrit. IV.
where he speaks of an 'AM^avSpo^ 6 duo-

TToXkal k^r]KOVTOVTOL Kai l:l36ofj.T/KOVTOv-oi,
Xpiaru,
91 kK iraiScjv ^/j.ay9i]TfvcnicFav t(j
(i^&opoi fiia/itvovm,
which, indeed, is not

yotc Kal ry uaKijatL xpv<^ufj.fvo( ukoXov'&oc

:

—

:

—

ao(poc, i/ieXe 6i avTU),uvTiuid(HuaK7/T7/.ovTe
yix/iov,

V. fS

:

ovre Koivoviac, ovte ttAovtov
'E(pi2.oa667/(rev

* Tpifiiov, TptjBuviov,

pallium.

tuv i3ap(iupuv.
Tryph. Jud.

* i'iAoao(pia

be so understood as if all these had from
the first purposely adopted such a mode of

^ Dial. c.

life.

'

to

^ 'biAouocpE,

xaiptl

In his tract de

— and

evtovuc nal roig

pallio.

Ao-
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who was one of the imprisoned confessors at Lyons. ^ Having accus
tomed himself, as an ascetic, to Hve on bread and water, he continued
when, by the inward voice of
to observe the same habits in the prison
the Spirit, it was revealed to Attains, one of the other confessors, that
Alcibiades was wrong in refusing to enjoy what God had created, and
;

thus giving occasion of offence to other Christians.
To this admoniAlcibiades immediately submitted, and without further scruple
partook indiscrimmately of all that was set before him, giving God
tion,

thanks.^

Now, though such

ascetics were fully penetrated with a Christian
a spirit of love and humility,
yet we cannot fail to perceive, even here, a one-sided tendency, which, in the earlier stages of
the development of Christian life, might easily .become excessive.
spirit,

—

—

was designed to be the world-suhjecting principle. It was
and appropriate to its own ends all that belongs
to man,
all that is of the world.
But to bring this about, it was
necessary that it should first enter into a conflict with what had hitherto been the world-subjecting principle,
into a conflict with sin and
the principle of heathenism and everything connected therewith, concerning which necessary conflict we have had occasion to speak elsewhere.
The clearing away of these hindrances must therefore be the
first aim of Christianity
although indeed this was an object that could
Christianity

up

to take

—

into itself

—

;

not be really accomplished without the positive appropriation of the
purely human element.
In the development, in time, the negative,
aggressive tendency must needs appear first and of this there might
easily come to be an undue predominance, while the positive appropri;

ating element, without which the problem of Christianity could never be
resolved, might retreat out of sight.

dency

easily introduced itself into

the

Hence a
earliest

stadium, of the development of the Christian

stages,
life,

into

the

first

and more particu-

who embraced Christianity with their whole
awakened in the first place disgust at the
which had previously swallowed up the life, enkindled

the case of those

larly in

Wherever

soul.

one-sided ascetic ten-

this religion

worldly pursuits
the holy flame of love for the

movement would
other elements might now
this first

divine, of aspiration after eternal

life,

With

this,

readily assume an ascetic shape.

intermingle, that had formed themselves, independent of Christianity, out of the previous process of the world's
development, and which, without the creative influence of Christianity,
would have taken a much wider sweep, and which could be finally subdued only by the might of this new principle of life. The sprightly,
youthful life of the pagan world had passed over at length into the
sense of inward disunion, of schism, and had given place to the dualisAccordingly, Christtic and ascetic tendencies coming from the East.
ianity at its first appearance found such tendencies already existing, and
these, which found a point of contact and union in the deep-felt breach,
would have pressed onward to a still more extravagant length, if the
consciousness of redemption proceeding from Christianity had not, in
1

See above,

p. 112,

and the following.

"^

Euseb.

1.

V.

c.

3

—
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proportion as it unfolded itself, deprived them more and more of this
But beyond a doubt, this already existing tendency to
point of union.
a misconceived renunciation of the world and of sense, might mix in with
the one-sided negative tendency, which, as we have seen, Avould first

become prominent in the development of Christian life, and might in
this way assume a Christian shape and coloring.
Thus arose an undue estimation of the ascetic, contemplative life
which could go to the extreme of awardnig to such life a
of celibacy
much more exalted stage of future blessedness.^ It was here, that the

—

—

mistaken apprehension of our Saviour's language to the rich found its
that a perfection, surpassing that ordinary standard of the
support,
Christian life which is occupied in fulfilling the duties of one's earthly
which perfection consisted in
calling, was denoted by those Avords,
the renunciation of every earthly good, (the germ of the doctrine of

—

—

the concilii evangelici.)

Now

in this

manner

became

it

possible, that

an opposition which belonged to the fundamental principles of antiquibut which by the consciousness of redemption, of the princity,
ple of the divine life destined to enoble all that belongs to humanity,
should imperceptibly gain admission
was overcome and banished,
we mean, that
once more into the evolution of Christianity itself
opposition between the common and the higher, the practical and the
contemplative life,
between divine and human virtue. It is clear,
how this apprehension must have coincided with the notion of a caste of
priests, preeminently consecrated to God, who must hold themselves
aloof from all intercourse with the world and so too the opinion might
have had its birth, that celibacy belonged to the perfection of the spirit-

—

—

;

—

—

;

ual order.2

This falsely conceived opposition to the world had already become
mask for a worldly temper, which would afl'ect the appearance of
holiness, or sought to gain an easier life at the expense of the church.^
Cyprian had to write a tract of admonition and warning against the
showy dress and disj)lay Avhich had crept in among the rich virgins, at
Carthage, who had consecrated themselves to God.* And thus it hapwhich is also
pened, that in disdaining Avhat is in harmony with nature,
what corresponds to Christianity,
men devised unnatural forms of relation between the two sexes ; and in this case, nature, so proudly disdained, could easily exercise a dangerous reaction, and sensuality corruptly intermingle with the spiritual state as in the cohabitation of such
virgins with unmarried ecclesiastics, under the pretence of a purely

the

—

—

;

spiritual connection.^
1 As is done expressly by Oripen. Homil.
XIX. in Jerem ^ 4. Comp. Cyprian, de

habiiu virginum.
-The council of Flvira, (A. D. 305.)
from which, however, no inference can he
drawn with regard to the general practice
of the church. This council, where the
one-sided ascetic spirit S]ioken of above,
prevailed to an eminent degree, decreed
already, can. 33, that bishops, presbyters
and deacons, living with their wives, should
be deposed from their pUices.

'^

Sec what Tertullian, who was now a

violent, over-lieatcd accuser of the catholic

church, indeed, but who must have felt that
he h.'jd some fjround for such charfzes, says
af:;ainst many ivVg/ncs; ^^mulatio iUas non
ah(|uando et ipse venter,
religio producit
Deus eonim, quia fucile viiyines fiateniitas
;

suscipiL
*
^

De

idolohitria.

c.

14.

Comp. the tract de habitu virginum.
The miveiaaxroiy as they were after-

wards

called, subintroductie.

Cyprian, ep. 62, ad Pompon.

Against them,
Though Cy-
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ASCETICISM OPPOSED BY

And

while thus the seduded life of ascetics and ecclesiastics was ex
above the common life of Christians, another miscliievous consequence resulted. Thej who were occupied in the common business of
life, forgot the greatness of their Christian calling, and thought thoy
were entitled to lower very much the requisitions as to their own daily
tolled

living.

As early as the time of Clement of Alexandria there were those who,
on being advised not to put themselves on a level with the pagans in
their rage for the public shows, but to ponder well what belonged to the
seinousness of the Christian calling, were accustomed to rej^el such exhortations, and excuse themselves by saying, " We cannot all be philosophers and ascetics we are ignorant people
we cannot read ; we understand nothing of the holy scriptures ; why should we be subjected
to such rigorous demands ? " ^
Yet we observe many indications, too, that a sound Christian spirit
opposed itself to this false ascetic tendenc3^ Such we find in an ancient
writing known by the name of the Shepherd, which is said to have
been composed by a certain Ilermas, and had great authority in the
first centuries.
In regard to fasting, it is here said,^ "Above all, exercise thy abstinence in this, to refrain both from speaking and from hearing what is wrong
and cleanse thy heart from all pollution, from all
revengeful feelings, and from all covetousness ; and on the day thou
fastest, content thyself with bread, vegetables and Avater, and thank
God for these. But reckon up what thy meal on this day would have
cost thee, and give the amount to some widow, or orphan, or to the
poor.
Happy for thee, if, with thy children and whole household, thou
observest these things."
Clement of Alexandria notices the- fact, that
many kinds of pagan worship required celibacy and abstinence from
meat and wine in their priests ; that there were rigid ascetics among
the Indians, namely the Samaneans, and hence argued that usages
which may exist also in other religions and even be combined with
superstition, cannot, in themselves considered, be peculiarly Christian.
He then adds,
"Paul declares that the kingdom of heaven consists
not in meat and drink, neither therefore in abstaining from wine and
flesh, but in righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost.
As
humility is shown, not by the castigation of the body, but by gentleness of disposition, so also abstinence is a virtue of the soul, consisting
not in that which is without, but in that which is within the man. Abstinence has reference not to some one thing alone, not merely to pleasure, but it is abstinence also to despise money, to tame the tongue, and
to obtain by reason the dominion over sin." ^
;

;

;

—

prian elsewhere speaks, even in extravagant
terms, of the obligations which were connected with the entrance into such a mode
of life as a connubium s])n-itale cum Domino, yet he expresses himself here with bev'oming moderation Si autem perseverare
nolunt vel non possunt, melius est, ut nubant, quam in ignem delictis suis cadant.
But the council of Elvira decreed, in their
:

13th canon, that such fallen virgins who refused to return back to their former condition, should be refused communion, even in
the article of death.
i 'kXk' ov TruvreQ (l)i2,o(70(povfj.ev, ypu/jt/jara oha efia&ov.
Clemens Pfledagog. 1. Ill
f 255.
^

Lib. Ill, Similitud.

<^

Clemens Strom.

1.

V.
III.

f 446, et seq.
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those people of whom we have spoken above, excused themmore severe requisitions regarding their daily walk,
with the plea, we are not all philosophers, not of the si)iritual order, he
But are we not all striving after life ? What sajest
replies to them

When

selves from the

:

How lovesi chou God and thy
thou ? How art thou then a believer ?
neighbor ? Is that not philosophy ? Thou sayest, I have never learned
But if thou hast not learned to read, thou canst not excuse
to read.
thyself thus, for not having heard; for there is no need of any one's
(x\ll hear the preached word, hear the scriptures
teaching thee this.
But faith is not the possession of the
read in the church assemblies.)
Faith is taught also withwise of this world, but of the wise in God.
ou-t

writing

and

;

of the ignorant,

its

writing, wliich

is still

divine,

and

is
is

adapted even

called love.

to

the knowledge

Even

the business

be managed in an unworldly, in a godly manner." ^
Thus Clement insists on the common spiritual and priestly calling of all
believers, and he requires even of those engaged in trades, and of pubIt was
licans, that they should exhibit philosophy in their practice. ^
for the purpose of correcting the opinion of those who considered the
renunciation of all worldly goods as true Christian perfection, misunderstanding Christ's language to the rich young man, that the same
Clement wrote his beautiful tract on the question, " What must be the
In this tract,
rich man's character, in order that he may be saved." ^
he endeavors to show that in Christianity the disposition of the heart
" Our Saviour," says Clement, " does not, as
is the essential thing.
many groundlessly assume, command us to throw away our earthly
goods, but to banish the opinion of money, the passion for it,
that
canker of the soul,
the cares, the thorns oi ivorldly life, which choke
What does our Lord teach as something
the seed of the divine life.
new, as the onl}^ life-giving doctrine, of which those who came before
him knew nothing ? What is it, that is peculiarl}^ his own, and the new
creation ?
Not some outward act, that others also have done
but
something higher, more divine, more perfect, intimated only by the outward act, that all which is foreign^ should be torn up, root and branch,
and cast forth from the soul. For even those before him despised outward things, and in fact gave away their earthly goods but the inward passions of the soul only became the stronger, for they were filled
with vanity, pride and conteni|)t for other men,
as if they had done
sometliing themselves beyond the reach of humanity. A man may have
thrown away his earthly possessions and still retain the desire of them
in his heart
thus subjecting himself to the double disquietude of having to regret his prodigality and of feeling himself deprived of the
necessaries of life.
What means would be left of communicating one
to another, if none had the means to bestow ?
And were this the docof the world

may

—

—

;

;

—

;

1

Kal

Tuv Kara Koa/iov,
Kara -dedv kari to KTr/fia, ij Se

IlioTif 6^ ov ao(pcJv

il/l/lu

Tijv

avEv ypa/nfiuTuv eKTrai^Everai- Kal rd

uhuTiKdv u/xa Kal
'^eiov, uyanrf KiK?.TjTai. 'AAAa Kal tu h> Koauu KQGiiiu<;, (a play UDon words which canav-yypa/i/ia

avrijc,

rd

not be exactly rendered,) Kara ^sdv unuyeiv
^

oi) K£K(l)2,VTai.

Kal ravT^

Kai ol Kumj?Mi.
^

<pi'korjn(^nvvTuv

Paedagog. 1.
Tig 6 aul^ufievog rXovaioc

o'l.

III.
;

§

ayopaloi
f.
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our Lord, how could it fail to be at variance with many other
Earthly property should be considered in the
?
light of a staff, an instrument for good uses, to be turned to the proper
account by those Avho know how to use it rightly."
Clement recognized a divine order and arrangement in the unequal
distribution of property, which was to serve as a material for Christian
Community of goods appears to him as a thing repugnant to
virtue.
"As food does not advantage us in God's sight,''
the divine plan.^
says he, " so neither does the married or the vmmarried life without
knowledge, but virtuous action done with knowledge." ^
When the Montanists would have imposed new fasts and new laws of
trine of

glorious doctrines of his

abstinence on the church, the spirit of evangelical freedom among the
They were accused of
Christians took strong ground against them.
-not duly distinguishing between the economies of the Old and of the
New Testament of making laws where, according to the spirit of the
gospel, all should be free, Avhere every one should act without con;

straint,

according to his own peculiar temperament and his own indiThe only fasts prescribed by God was fasting from

vidual necessities.

bosom

sins.^

Like others whose language we had occasion to cite above, Commodian also rebuked the extravagant estimation in which martyrdom was
He showed, that whoever was a martyr in
held as an opus operatum.
disposition, whoever exercised love, humility^ patience, was equal to the
" Many err," said he,
martyr without shedding a drop of blood.*
" when they say, we have conquered the enemy by our blood
and
they will not conquer him, if he comes to assault them (if he plunges
them into temptations of another kind.)"^ Thou, then, who wouklst
become a martyr by the confessions of thy mouth, robe thyself in timt^
of peace with all goodness, and rest secure."
If the ascetic tendency was but a transient moment of excess on one
we see on the other hand,
side in the development of the Christian life
;

;

from the first, in that which presents the strongest contrast to it, in the
ennobled family relation, the power of the Christian principle of life in
And this great effect resulted first from the
its healthy development.
fact that the true import of marriage was realized by Christianity
its import as the harmonious union of two individuals separated by sex,
in a higher spiritual oneness of life, by the communication of a divine
Connected with this, was the
life destined to reconcile all antitheses.
fact, that wherever Christianity found entrance, the equal dignity and
worth of the female sex, as possessing a nature created in the image of
;

1

evavTiuv 6 Koaiiog cuyKetrat
Kat ^vxpov, ^.npov re Koi
vypov, OVTO) HUK rC)v 6i66vtcji> kuk tCv
AlfljiavovTUV.
Stromat. 1 III. f. 449.
2 Stromat. 1. IV. f. ?.33.
^ See Tertulliaii, de jejuniis.
* Instruct. 48
'Qf e^

Mons (which

:

sint niartyria, quae fiunt sine sanguiuo fuso.

Alienura non cupere, vtUe mavc\ rium habere,
Unguam refrseMarc. humilem te recWere debes
Vim ultra non facese. neo faotani reddere contra,

gives no good sen^e' patient fueris in

'""

:,a7rep kK ^^p/iov

Multa

—

,

'jSv^^G^-''''

sanguine nostr,
Multi quidem
Vicimiis iniquum, quo mauente.
be referred eitlier to the near(Which
e'rrant dicentes,

may

est subject iniquus,

the more remote
want that victory

blood
.

^

a:s

I

have rendered, oi
tliey do not

saiiouis

wliich

:

—

is

won

without

\

"/

^^^-^-

.

^^^^^.^^^ ^Uere verbo

J ^ J^ ^^^^ ^^ ;^^^ ^^^
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DOMESTIC LIFE OF CHRISTIANS.

God and

allied

to the divine

—

less than the male, was brought disand that the sex was invested with the

no

tinctly before the consciousness

;

in oi)position to the principle of the ancient
it
Awrld, particularly in the East, where the woman Avas placed in an altogether subordinate relation to the man.^ Thus Clement of Alexandria
gives prominence to the Christian import of marriage and of the family
life, in opposition to those who were given to the excessive ascetic tend-

rights belonging to

" The genuine Christian," says he, " has the apostles for his
and in truth, it is not in the solitary life, one shows himself
a man ; but he gets the victory over other men, who, as a husband and
father of a family, Avithstands all the temptations that assail him in providing for wife and children, servants and substance, without allowing
The man with no family
himself to be turned from the love of God.
but as he has none save himself to care
escapes many temptations
for, he is of less worth than the man, who has more to disturb him,
it is true, in the work of his own salvation, but accomplishes more in
wcial life, and in truth presents in his own case a miniature of proviDescribing the Christian matron, he says :^ "The
dence itself." 2
mother is the glory of her children the wife, of her husband both are
And Tertulthe glory of the wife, and God is the glory of them all."
lian * " Wliat a union is that between two believers, having in common
Dne hope, one desire, one order of life, one service of the Lord ? Both,
like brother and sister, undivided in spirit or body, nay, in the true
sense twain in one flesh, kneel, pray and fast together, mutually teach,
they are not separated in the
exhort, and bear with, each other
they share each other's
church of God, and at the Lord's supper
neither has any thing to hide from the
troubles, persecutions, joys

ency.

example

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

other

;

neither avoids the other

;

there

is

free liberty to visit the sick,

needy the harmony of psalms and hymns goes up between them, and each vies with the other in singing the praise of theii'
God. Christ rejoices to behold and hear such things, and sends them
and where he is, the
his peace. Where there are two, there he is also
to sustain the

;

;

cannot enter."
It was required of the Christian mistress of a family, that by the
sobriety of her whole demeanor, by the decency and simplicity of her
dress,'^ she should show the spirit that ruled within, and thus let her
very appearance shine as a light, in an age characterized by excessive
display, luxury and corruption of manners.
But here again there were two opposite parties. While to some,
poverty of apparel seemed inseparably connected with the essence of
humility, and to be implied in the idea of the servant form of the
Christian life, others said, " it is enough to have the disposition which
God looks on the heart
the outward ap
becomes Christian women.
pearance is nothing.
Why make a display of the change that has
been wrought in us ? Far rather are we bound to furnish the heathens
spirit of evil

—

1
1.

Also
34

I. c.

2
*

in the Ethic, magn. of Aristotle,
Xeipov ij yvv?/ tov uv6p6g.

:

Stromat. 1. VII.
Psedagog. 1. III.

f.

741.

f.

2.'J0.

*

Ad

^

Comp. Conirnodian.

uxorem,

1.

II. c. 8.

instructiones. 59,

the satiric remarks directed
dy apparel of the Chri.^tian

a<i:ainst

the gan-

women.
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INTEKMARRIAGE OF

no occasion for blaspheming the Christian

name and

to

accuse Christ

ianity of being irreconcilable with the customs of the world. ^

earthly goods are in our possession

may we

not enjoy Avhat

we have

jects created, if not for us

?

;

?

Who

These

why may we

not use them ? Wliy
For whom were these precious obare to enjoy the costly articles if

To the latter argument, Clement of Alexan" Even though all things are given us, though all things
are alloived us
though all things are lawful for us, yet, as the apostle
all

prefer the cheap f^''^

dria replied

:

;

says,

all

God has created our race for doing
he has created every thing for all everya common good ; and the more wealthy should not

things are not expedient.

good and communicating
thing, therefore,

is

;

;

make of it an exclusive possession. Such reasoning, therefore, .is not
humane, does not correspond with our social affections. Love will
rather speak thus: 'I have it,
why should I not bestow it on the
needy ? '" ^
" What reasons can you have for going about in
Tertullian says
gay apparel, when you are removed from all with whom this is required ?
You do not go the round of the temples, you ask for no public shows,
you have nothing to do with pagan festivals. You have no other than

—

:

serious reasons for appearing abroad.

It is to visit a sick brother, to
be present at the communion, or a sermon ; and if offices of courtesy or
friendship call you among pagans, why not appear in your own peculiar
armor,
especially as you are to mix Avith unbelievers,
that so the
difference may be seen between the servants of God and of Satan, that
you may serve for an example to them, and that they may be edified

—

by you ? "
Adhering

—

and moral point of vieAv in which
presented by Christianity, many be
lieved that where there was no union of hearts by the bond of religion,
where there was rather disunion in regard to the highest concerns of
the inward life, the true significancy of marriage could not be realized.
Hence they discountenanced all marriage relation between Christians
and pagans. Tertullian labors to show how inevitably the pious Christian woman, who regarded Christianity as the soul of her life, who belonged to the church as one of its living members, and felt herself
happy in its communion, must, in a thousand ways, be checked and
disturbed in her religious duties and mjured in her feelings, by living
" Is there a meeting for prayer," says he, " the huswith a heathen.
band will devote this day to the use of the bath is a fast to be obNever will
served, he will on this day make a banquet for his friends.
more hindrances arise from the business of the household, than pi'ecisely when the duties of Christian charity call the wife to go abroad.
(Next follows the passage, which we have already quoted, relating to
those duties of the Christian mistress of a family, in the performance of
What shall her huswhich she is hindered by her pagan husband.)
strictly to that religious

the marriage relation was

first

;

1

Tertullian de cnltu feminarum, particu-

larly

1.

II. c. 11.

2'Cleniens Paedagog. 1. II. c. 12.
3 The sp.mc thing is said by Tertullian,

in the works above referred to, and by CyPerhaps Terprian, de habitu virginum.

tuUian and Cyprian had both read
work of Clement.

this

—
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band sing to her, or she to her husband ? Would she like to hear aiijthing from the theatre, or from the tavern ?
What mention is there of
God, what invocation to Christ ? Where is the nourishment for faith
by the quoting of scripture in their conversation V Where is there re"
freshment of spirit where, the divine blessing ?
In the cases just mentioned, the question related to a marriage that
was to be contracted, where as yet no pledge had been given. It was
different, where a connection, which was not to be dissolved but sanctified by Christianity, already existed, and one of the parties became a
convert.
This case Tertulhan expressly distinguishes from the former.
" It is different with those, who, w'hen they came to the faith, found
themselves already connected in marriage with pagans.
If such a
marriage is valiij with God, why should it not go on with his blessing,
so that it may continue to be spared from many afflictions, disquiet^^des
and stains, enjoying, as it does on one side, the protection of divine
grace.
But where one enters voluntarily and uncalled into forbidden
" The manner in which his wife was
relations, that is another thing."
converted to Christianity," continues Tertullian, " may have a strong
impression on the heathen husband himself, so that he may be cautious
how he disturbs her too much, or watches her too narrowly. He has
witnessed a great event, he has seen the proofs of what God has wrought,
he knows that she has become better for the change.
Thus are those
the more easily gained over to the faith, to whom the grace of God is become familiar." It is true, the observance of such a change did not
always make this favorable impression.
Many a blind devotee to paganism, when he observed that his wife, whose manners he was before
obliged to watch with an anxious scrutiny, had become all at once sq
domestic and exemplary,
but at the same time that Christianity had
produced the change,
spurned from him the wife whose vices he
had before tolerated. The case sometimes occurred, too, where the
Christian woman, who was married to a vicious heathen, and previously, when a heathen herself, had been the pander of his vices, was now
as a Christian forbidden by her conscience to persist in this course.
She endeavored first by exhortations and remonstrances to lead him in
a better way.
But as these w^ould be indignantly rejected, she found
;

—

—

herself compelled, in order to avoid participating in his sinful

obtain a separation from him

and

life, to

proved the occasion of not a
few persecutions, excited by exasperated husbands.^
It resulted from this Christian point of view in the consideration of
marriage, that it early became a custom to add the sanction of the
The presiding officers of the church and
church to the civil contract.
the deaconesses were convoked. It A\"as to be understood that the mar1

XJbi

fomenta

fidei

;

dc scripturaium

in-

terjectione 7 aocording to the rcadiiifr iu
Rigaliius' edition.
According to the read-

of Pamcliu^', "interlectione,'"
intermingled reading of the Holy
Scri])iure>i"
It hardly admits of heing dc-

ing in
'•

hy

tiiat

tlie

terininod

\vlii(

h

is

the coirect reading.

As

this

the wliole j'assage relates to quotations in
ronversftion, tlie first reading is to the
point.
And even if this is the right one, it
follows from it tiiat hnshand and wife roust
jiossess a familiar acquaintance with the
Bible,
'^

See Justin Mart apolog.
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PRAYER.

riage was contracted

by the will of God, and not bj tbe impulse of
was done to the glorj of God.^ Bride and bride
gi'oom sat down together at the Lord's table and partook of the com
munion.
They presented a common offering to the church, and in
return, the blessing of God was specially implored on this new marriage
in the prayer of the church connected with the communion.
What importance was attached by the Christians to the sanction of the church,
appears from the following passage of Tertullian:^ "In what language
can we express the happiness of that marriage which is concluded by
the church, sealed by the communion, and consecrated by the benediction
which the angels announce and God the Father ratifies."
The soul of the whole Christian life was considered to he. prayer.
passion,

and that

all

;

Even they who otherwise differed widely in bent
thinking on many important points, were agreed
Where the spirit of Christianity brings together

of mind, or habits of

acknowledging

in

this.

the most opposite natures, it would be difficult to find a stronger contrast, than that between
the practical realism of Tertullian, so inclined to reduce everything to

forms of sense, and the speculative turn of Origen, who was quite too
prone to sublimate everything into spirit.
But both appear equally
penetrated with a living Christianity, when they come to discourse of
prayer both seem to speak from their own inward experience, and in
both, the essential Christian spirit presses through all individual peculiarities.
Tertulhan, in accordance with a prevailing view of those
early Christian times, contemplates prayer as an exercise of the priestly
" It is the spiritual sacrifice," says he,^ " which
office of Christians.
has superseded the sacrifices of the old covenant, Is. 1 11.
This passage informs us what God does not seek ; but the gospel teaches us
what he does seek,
The hour cometh, and now is, when the true worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and in truth ; for God is a
spirit.'
We are the true worshippers and the true priests, who pray in
the spirit, and thus offer the sacrifice which is befitting God's nature,
and well-pleasing in his sight,
that sacrifice which he has sought.
And what is there, which the God who seeks this prayer can withhold
from the prayer that springs from the spirit and from truth ? How
much do we read, hear, believe of the proofs of its efficacy " He
then proceeds to describe the peculiar efficacy of Christian prayer
to show how it should correspond to the peculiar nature of the religious
constitution under the New Testament
how Chistian prayer reveals
its true power, not in delivering men miracHloiidy in the hour of death
and of suffering, but in making them capable of endu7ing death and svf
" By virtue of imfering with composure and cheerful resigyiation.
;

:

—

'

—

!

;

parted grace it dulls not the sense of pain, but arms him who suffers
the pain with strength to bear it.
The prayer of the Christian draws
down no retribution from heaven, but it averts God's anger it watches
for its enemies
it intercedes for the persecutors
it obtains the forgiveness of sins
it dispels temptations
it comforts the feeble-minded
;

;

;

;

1

Ignat. ep. II. ad Polycarp,

2

Ad

uxor.

^ Caf).

28,
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Prayer

bulwark of faiths

Origen
say about the efficacy of
prayer, when we would thankfully record the benefits I'cceived from
Souls Avhich had long lain barren, and which became conscious
God
of their dearth, rendered fruitful by the Holy Spirit through persevering prayer, have given forth words of salvation full of the intuitions of
truth.
What mighty enemies, aiming at the overthroAv of our divine
Our confidence
faith, have, time and again, been brought to shame
was in those words, ' Some trust in chariots and in horses, but we will
;
and verily we experienced,
remember the name of the Lord our God
The power, also, of bewilderthat the horse is a vain thing for safety.
ing arguments, which might indeed stagger many who are accounted
believers, has been often vanquished by him who trusts in prayer.
How many instances are there of those who have fallen into tenigtations difficult to be overcome, but suffered no injury in them, and come
forth unharmed, without being even touched by the smell of the hostile
flames
And what shall 1 further say ? How often has it happened,
when they have been thrown before ravenous beasts or exposed to malignant spirits and cruel men, they have reduced them to silence by
their prayers, so that their teeth could not touch us, who were the memWe know that many, who had departed from the prebers of Christ
cepts of our Lord, and lay already in the jaws of death, have been rescued by the prayer of penitence."
The same Father contemplates prayer in its inseparable unity with
the entire life, when he says ^ " He prays without ceasing, who suitafor active duty is an integrant part of
bly unites prayer with action
prayer since it would be impossible to understand the words of the
apostle, ' Pray without ceasing,' in any practicable sense, unless we
represented to ourselves the whole life of the believer as one entire
and connected prayer,'^ of which prayer, commonly so called, forms but
a part."
We recognize here a mode of thinking grounded in the essence of
primitive Christianity, intimately connected with the consciousness of
the universal Christian priesthood, which distinguishes the Christian
the view
standing ground as well from the pagan as from the Jewish,
making the entire Chrisof prayer as an act embracing \heiv1iole life,
In this reference, Origen says in his
tian life a continuous prayer.
exposition of the Lord's prayer * " We ought not to think that a set of
words has been taught us which we are to repeat at certain stated seasons for prayer.'
If we duly understand what was said in regard to the
if we do thus
duty of ' praying without ceasing,' then our whole life
;'
must express ' Our Father which art in heaven
pray without ceasing
not
on
earth,
but
always
in
heaven,
such a life having its conversation,
and we being thrones of God, inasmuch as the kingdom of God has its
seat in all who bear the image of the Man from heaven, and have thus
refreshes the strong.

it

says/ "

How much

has each one

is

the

among us

to

!

!

'

!

!

:

;

;

—

—

:

—

—
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become heavenly themselves." Clement of Alexandria says i^ "Prayer,
Although we do
if I may speak so boldly, is intercourse with God.

God without opening the lips, in silence,
inward recesses of the heart for when the whole
Again,
direction of the inmost soul is to him, God always hears." ^
when he is wishing to present the ideal of a devout Christian, arrived
at the maturity of knowledge, the same writer says: ^ " He will pray in
He prays in every
every place, but not openly, to be seen of men.
situation, in his walks for recreation, in his intercourse with others, in
And although he is only
silence, in reading, in all rational pursuits.
thinking on God in the little chamber of the soul, and calling upon his
Father with silent aspirations, God is near him and with him, while he
but

lisp,

we cry

although we address

to

him

in the

;

yet speaking."*

is

Jertullian's description, above quoted, of the blessedness of a Chris-

marriage, shows that uniting together in spiritual songs and the
reading of scripture belonged to the daily edification of Christian famIn like manner Clement of Alexandria recommends union in
ilies.
prayer and the reading of the Bible,^ as a daily morning employment
The controversial writings of Tertulfor Christian heads of famihes.
lian concerning matters of church life and morality, where he conceives
of laymen as his opponents, prove that even they were well acquainted
with the scriptures, and were used to judge concerning the relations of
life from them.
The Christians were, in general, accustomed to fall in with the customary seasons of prayer already fixed upon among the Jews namely,
the third, the sixth and the ninth hours of the day, as it was tlien
divided
or at nine, at twelve and at three in the afternoon ; not that
they wished to confine the duty of prayer to any stated times, but as
Tertullian explained,^ " for the purpose of reminding those of their
duty who might be drawn away from it by their worldly business."
Yet the Christians were accustomed to sanctify with prayer all the
more important portions of the day, and all the more important transsince even
actions of life, whether relating to the mind or the body
the concerns of the world were to be made holy by receiving a heavenly
" It behoves the faithful," says Tertullian, " neither to take
direction.
food, nor to enter a bath, without interposing a prayer ; for the nourishing and refreshing of the spirit should have precedence of the nourishing and refreshing of the body, the heavenly of the earthly." Thus
too, a Christian, who had received into his house a brother from a distant land, and entertained him with all the bodily refreshments in his
power, was not to dismiss him without prayer ; he was to treat him no
otherwise than if he saw in the stranger the Lord himself; and the
gaest was not to look upon the earthly refreshment which he h&d received from his brother as of more value than the heavenly which he
ti-an

;

;

;

1

2

Stromat 1. VII. f. 722.
Huaav yap rr/v Mia^erov
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bestowed on him at parting.^ On pressing emergencies, affecting either
the church in general, or individual members of it in whom all felt a
special interest, the whole church assembled for prayer ; and all genIt was in prayer, that the
eral deliberations were opened with prayer.
brotherly fellowship, the mutual sympathy of the members of the One
Body was to be specially expressed each was to pray in the spirit of
all, and to present the interests of all the brethren, which he regarded
as his own, before the great Head of the Church, and through him, beThus Cyprian, in his exposition of the Lord's
fore Eternal Love.
prayer, says, " The teacher of peace and of mutual fellowship was desirous, not that each individual should pray for himself alone, but that
We say not, 7ny Father, but our Father
each should pray for all.
nor do we pray, each for the forgiveness of Ids own sins alone, nor for
himself alone, that he may not be led into temptation, and that he
may be delivered from the evil. Ours is a common prayer and when
we' pray, we pray not for individuals, but for the whole church, beThat God who
cause, being members of the church, we are all one.
is the Author of peace and of union, would have each individual pray
And when Cyi)rian, the
for all, even as he, in one, has bornt* us all."
bishop, in the pressure of persecution, was encouraging his church to
" Let each of you pray to God, not for
prayer, he wrote to them
himself alone, but for all the brethren, as the Lord has taught us to
;

;

;

:

—

pi-ay."
_

Convinced that the things of God were to be understood only in the
light of God's Spirit, and that the heavenly fountain was opened to
man by pi-ayer, the Christians regarded this exercise as the necessary
means to the knowled<>-e
understando
o of divine thino;s
o and to the ri«;lit

When

ing of scripture.

Origen, that great teacher of the church,

who

had availed himself of every human aid accessible in his time for the
understanding of the scriptures and for the unfolding of the doctrines
therein contained, and turned to this purpose all the resources of his
vast learning and profound speculations, was exhorting his disciple, the
young Gregory, (afterwards called Thaumaturgus,) to diligent " seeking and knocking" in the study of scripture, he added, " Be not conhowever, with seeking and knocking, to gain insight into the things
prayer is the most necessary means of all. ^ Inciting us to
;
this, our Saviour did not say alone, ' Knock and it shall be opened to
you ; seek and ye shall find ;' but also, ' Pray and it shall be given
you."'
On those days which were specially consecrated to the remembrance
tent,

God

of

I

The passage

•Sfiich

is

in Tertullian,

not without

its

de oral.

c.

21,

difficulties, I will

here present translated: "l>ut he himself
from abroad,) after having
been entertained by the brethren,"
I suppose in this place exccptus sliould be read
instead of exemptis,
must not value the
earthly refreshments move hiulily than the
heavenly; for thy faith would at once be
sentenced; (i. e. h«i would thereby evince his

too, (the brother

—

—

he valued the parting praj'er,
the blessing of the Christian brother his entertainer, as of no account compared with
the bodily refreshment bestowed;) or how
shalt thou say, according to the Lord's precejjt, Peace be with this house
unless thou
returnest to those in the house the blessing,
(previously received from them.)
"'Ava-yKaioruTr/ yap icat i] nepl tov voelt
unbelief, if

!

rd &F.la

ei<x:>/-
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of Christ, the Risen, the Christians were
erect, to signify that Christ had raised
fallen

and sunk

in the mire of the earth

Yet Origen warned

kneeling.

accustomed to pray standing
to heaven those who were
on all other days they prayed

up

;

against

Christians

the

self-delusion

which in the outward form forgot the temper of the heart ; he pointed
them from the latter to the former, and labored to show that the latter
was utterly without significance unless connected with the former was,
" Before one stretches out
in itself considered, an indifferent matter.
his hands to heaven," he says,^ " one must lift his soul upward ; and
before one raises up his eyes, one must lift up his spirit to God
for
there can be no doubt, that among a thousand possible positions of the
body, outstretched hands and uplifted eye are to be preferred above all
others, as imaging forth those directions of the soul which are befitting
in prayer.
We are of opinion tliat this posture should be preferred
where there is nothing to forbid it ; for there are certain circumstances, as sickness, where one may pray even sitting or lying. And under
certain circumstances, as for example, on board ship, or in situations
which would not allow one to retire for the purpose of offering up the
suitable prayer, one may pray, without seeming to do so.
And since
the bowing of the knee is required when a man is confessing before
God his own sins and imploring their healing and pardon, he should
know that this posture is the sign of a bowed down and humble spirit."
Urigen supposes the passage in Philip. 2 10, to refer to such a spiritual bowing the knee in self-humiliation at the name of Jesus.
Tertullian and Cyprian explain, that prayer does not consist in the pom}) of
" God
outward gestures, but in the direction of the heart to God.
" He who discerns
hears not the voice, but the heart," says Cyprian.
;

;

:

the thoughts of men, needs not to be reminded of their cry ; thus Hannah, in the book of Kings, presents the type of the church.
She supplicated God, not with noisy prayer, but in the silent depths of the

Her prayer was in silence, but her faith was known to God."
In Comraodian's Collection of rules for the Christian life, we find this
that prayer, not accompanied with works of
laid down with the rest

heart.

:

Christian love,

is

nothing.^

We now pass from the consideration of the Christian
and of family devotion, to the forms of public worship.
II.

Public and
1.

Common Worship

life

generally,

of Grod.

Character of the Christian WorBhip generally.

which the peculiar character of the Christian worship was
really grounded, and by which it was clearly distinguished from every
other kind of religious cultus, was that same fundamental intuition out
of which the entire Christian life originally sprang,
the idea of the
universal Christian priesthood
of that worship of God in spirit and in
truth, which is confined to no special time or place, and to no particular

That

in

—

—

Aut

1

Cap. 31.

^

Instruct 79
Orantem ^i cupias exaudiri de

Rumpe

de latibalis nequitije

si

benefactis ores miseratur egecio,

^'^ dubites

•

coelo,

vincla';

?^u

sane

^^

^^"^

si

quin quod petieris detur oranti.
nudus benefa<-tis Deum adores.
«"= oraMones mepte

™ ^^^"^
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but embraces in like manner all the actions of the
This distinguishing character of the Christian Avorship
whole life.
developed itself, among the communities of pagan Christians founded
by the Apostle Paul, first, in contradistinction to Judaism, and. afterLater indeed, and as the
wards, in opposition likewise to paganism.
result of that revolution of Christian views which we adverted to in
speaking of the history of the church constitution, a reaction of the
Jewish principle began to manifest itself in the forms of worship, as the
The simple and s|jiro])position to that principle became more feeble.
itual character of the Christian worship) was, from the first, a very
particularly the
singular and striking phenomenon to the pagans
fact that nothing of that outward pomp and show was to be seen in it
" no temwhich in all other reUgions was considered to be so essential
When Celsus taunted the Christians on
ples, no altars, no images "
" In the highest sense, God's temple
this peculiarity, Origen replied
and image are in the humanity of Christ
next, in all actuated by
living images these, with which no Jupiter of
the spirit of Christ
Christianity led men to withPhidias is worthy to be compared !" ^
draw from the bustle of the world to the still retirement of the sanctuary within, there to pour out their hearts before Him who chose this
for his peculiar dwelling ; but it also kindled in the hearts of individuals
flames of love which sought after communion, after the means of mutually lending strength to one another, and rising upward in one common
holocaust to heaven.
Felloivshiip in prayer and devotion was considered a means of promoting holiness, since it was known that the Lord
was present with his Spirit, in the midst of those who were assembled
together in his name ; but nothing could be more distant from the
thoughts of Christians generally than to attribute any special sacredness
to the place of meeting. Such a fancy seemed to savor of paganism
and
it was the less possible for Christians to be led into such a mistake at
the beginning, because their earliest places of assembly were ordinary
rooms in private houses, such as any member of the church, who had a
dwelling suited to the purpose, could furnish.
Thus Gaius of Corinth
is called, Rom. 16, the host of the whole- church
because the church
was accustomed to assemble in a room of his house. Origen says •?
" The place where believers assemble for prayer has something about
" but it is the importance of this spiritual
it wholesome and profitable
" Christ, with the host of
fellowship onl}'-, which he aims to impress.
angels," he supposes, "attends the assembly of the faithful
and hence
such assemblies for prayer should not be despised or neglected, since
they have a peculiar power for him who joins in them Avith a sincere
" It is not the place, but it is the congregation of the elect,
heart."
which I call the church," says Clement of Alexandria.^ Tertulhan remarks * " We may pray in every place which the occasion or which
necessity may furnish ; for the apostles who prayed to God and sang
his praise in the prison, within the hearing of the keepers, surely did
class of actions,
,

—

—

1

:

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

:

1 c.

Cels.

1.

"Deorat.

VIII.
c.

mat.

'Oil yap vvv rbv totov, u?i?M rd u-&po-

VOL.

I.
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Qotlimg contrary to the commands of our Lord, an}'- more than dvJ
Paul, when in the ship and before the eyes of all, he consecrated the
Acts 27.
Lord's supper."
It could not fail to happen, indeed, that the principle -which tended to
make religion an outward thing, confined to particular times and places,
would once more find
which principle Christianity had overcome,
entrance into the Christian life but the power of the pure Christian spirit
caused itself to be felt against such depravations when they threatened

—

—

;

Of such a

spread farther.

to

" The

thing Clement of Alexandria testifies

ought so to appear and so to
shape their conduct in their daily living, as, for the sake of propriety,
they should really he, and not
they strive to appear in the church
But I
so gentle, so devout, so amiable.
merely s^cm to be such,
know not how it is that, with the place, they change their appearance
and their manners, just as it is said of the polypus, that it changes its
They lay aside the spiritual
color with the roots to which it clings.
demeanor which they assumed in the church, as soon as they leave it,
and put themselves on a level with the multitude with whom they

when he says

:

^

disciples of Christ

;

—

They convict themselves of insincerity, and show what was
mingle.
really the temper of their hearts, by laying oif their assumed mask of
decorum. They profess to honor the word of God, but leave it behind
them

where they heard

in the place

it."

The Places of Assembly

2.

used by the Christians.

We

have already said that the place where the congregations assembled was at first a room in the house of some member of the church.
In large towns, where such a place of assembly could not accommodate
all, it became necessary that smaller portions of the community dwelling at a distance, should choose other places for their meeting on the
Sunday. When a man distinguished for the talent of communicating
doctrinal instruction settled down in a town, he also might form a circle
in the church, who would assemble at his dwelling for the purpose of

Thus the passages in Paul's epistles
hearing his spiritual discourses.
concerning churches in the house of Aquilas and of others will become
intelligible ; ^ and to this Justin Martyr alluded, when, in the audience
1

Pffidagog.

2

The church

1.

III.

f.

his house,

257.

in his house, v Kar'

ohov

In such passages, the reference certainly cannot be to places of assembly for entire congregations, since in
several instances this // /car' oIkov rivog

aiiToi) eKKAijaia.

is expressly distinguished from
the whole coninmnitv; 1 Cor. 16: 19 and
the church at Ephesus assembling in
20,
the house of Aquilas and Priscilla, is first
mentioned, and then besides, all the brethren, which, according to the above supposiColoss. 4:
tion, would be the same thing.

eKK?>,Ji(Tia

—

15,

is

another case of

tiie

same

sort.

Again,

against this explanation, from, the fact that the same
Aquilas should 'have the church meet in

an objection presents

itself

when he

resided at

Rome,

his or-

dinary home, and when he abode at Ephesus; comp. Rom. 16: 5, and 1 Corinth. 16:
But it is veiy unlikely, that the com19.
munity would have constantly changed its
place of meeting an ".he ?rrival of Aquilas
It is more easy to conceive, that men, who
like the tent-maker Aquilas, were obliged
on account of their occupation, to pro-* ide
themselves with large and commodious
dwellings wherever they took up their residence, were in the habit of giving up one
apartment of their house for the assembling
of a portion of the community, especially
when such a person was also fitted, as prob
ably Aquilas was, by his gift of teaching,
to conduct the exercises of s;/ia// assemblies

;
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which he had with the prefect of Rome, in answer to the question,
"Where do you assemble?" he replied, "Where each man can and
will.
You believe, doubtless, that we all meet together in one place
But it is not so for the God of the Christian is not confined to one
;

but his invisible presence fills heaven and earth, and in all places
Justin then adds, that whenever he
he is worshipped by the faithful."
came to Rome, it was his custom to take up his residence in one particspot,

where those Christians who were instructed bv him,i and who
Other
wished to hear his discourses, were accustomed to assemble.
places of assembl}^ he had not visited.
Gradually such arrangements were made in these places of assembly,
An elevated seat was
as ihe proprieties of Christian worship required.
constructed for the reading of the scriptures and the delivering of the
sermon ;^ and a table set for the distribution of the supper, to which, so
perhaps not without some mixture of
early as the time of Tertullian
the foreign Old Testament idea of sacrifice, at least not without furnishwas given the
ing a pretext for the speedy admission of this idea
name of altar ; ara, altare. As the communities became larger and
wealthier, church buildings were erected expressly for the use of the
Christians.
This appears to have been the case as early as the third
century, for mention is made already of the ^pvatievatfioc ThnoL, (places of
worship,) of the Chiistians, in the edict of Gallien.^ In the time of the
outward prosperity of the church, under the reign of Diocletian, many
splendid church structures had already arisen in the large cities.
The use of images was originally foreign to the worship and excluded
from the churches of the Christians and so in general, it continued to
be in this period.
The confounding of religion and art in paganism,
ular spot,

—

—

;

As at the pagan position
the early Christians sus[)icious of art.
the sense for the beautiful had often appeared at variance with, and
even opposed to, the moral taste, so the early warmth of Christian zeal

made

was inclined to reverse the relation. The religious consciousness easily
took an opposite direction to the aesthetic principle of the ancient world
and the Holy disdained the beautiful form which had been allied to the
unholy.
The idea of the appearance of the godlike in the form of a
servant, an idea so well suited to the oppressed condition of the afilicted
church of this age, men were inclined to push to an undue extreme,
rather than to seek to ennoble the divine by the beautiful form.
This
exhibits itself more particularly in the universal opinion of the primitive
church, according to which Christ veiled his intrinsic divine majest}^
under an uncomely appearance, which served to conceal it an opinion
for which they found authority in the Messianic passage, Is. 53
2, too
literally understood.
Thus Clement of Alexandria admonishes the
;

:

in the capacity of a diSdaKa^oQ.
Comp.
above, p. 183, and
History of the Planting, &c., Bd. I. S. 208.

my

1 This was accordingly ^ Kaf oIkov tov
lovarivov iKK/irjaia.
2 Suggestus, pulpitum.
^ See above, p. 140, and the foUowng. If
any confidence is to be ])laced in the narrative of tiic Cluonicle of Edessa, cited in

Assemani Bibliothcca

oriental. T. I. f. 391,
(see above, p. 80,) there was a Christian
church structure in Edessa as early as the
year 202 and if the explanation of that
passage by Michaclis, Oiicntalische und ex;

egetische Biblioihck,

Thcil. X., S. 61,

is

church was separated thus
early into three ])arts, according to the pattern of the Jewish temple.

made

out, this
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Christians against placing too high a value on beaut} of person,

by

" Our Lord himself is said to have
been ivithout comeliness in his outward appearance and who is better
than our Lord? But if he did not reveal himself in that personal
beauty which is perceptible to sense, he appeared in the true beauty
both of soul and of body ; 6f the soul, in goodness
and of the body,
in its destination for an imperishable existence." ^
Church teachers of the most opposite bent of mind, those inclined to
a more sensuous and those to a more spiritual mode of conceiving
Reahsts and Idealists, who, on account of these different
divine things,
intellectual tendencies, might be expected to have different views in
relation to this matter, as we find that different views of the same did
wei'e
result from such diverse intellectual tendencies in later times,
yet united on this point by their common repugnance to that practice
of confounding the natural with the divine in paganism, and l3y their
efforts to preserve pure and uncontaminated the worship of God in
Clement of Alexandria is as little favorable to
spirit and in truth.
" We must not cling to the sensuous,"
religious images as Tertullian.
he remarks, when speaking against the pagan use of images, " but we
must rise to the spiritual. The familiarity of dailj'- sight lowers the
dignity of the divine, and to pretend to worship a spiritual essence
through earthly matter, is to degrade that essence to the world of
sense."
It is evident from these remarks how foreign, on the whole,
to the notions of Christians in this age must have been images of Christ.
Pagans, like Alexander Severus,^ who recognized something of a divine
nature in Christ, and sects which confounded paganism Avith Christianity, were the first to introduce images of Christ ; as, for example, the
gnostic sect of the Carpocratians, who placed such images beside the
reference to the example of Christ.

;

;

—

—

busts of Plato and Aristotle.

was not in the church, but in the family, that religious images
came into use among the Christians. In their daily intercourse
with men, the Christians saw themselves everj^where surrounded by
the objects of the pagan mythology, or, at least, by objects offensive to
It

first

Representations of this sort
moral and Christian sentiments.
covered the walls in shops, were the ornaments of drinking vessels, and
seal-rings, on which the pagans frequently had engraven the images of
It
their gods, so that they might worship them when they pleased.
was natural that in place of these objects, so offensive to their rehgious
and moral sentiments, the Christians should wish to substitute others
more agreeable to them. Thus they preferred to have on their goblets,
the figure of a shepherd, carrying a lamb on his shoulder, which was
the symbol of our Saviour, rescuing the repentant sinner, according to
And Clement of Alexandria says, in reference to
the gospel parable.^
their

1

Paedagog.

1.

III. c. 1

:

Tdv Kvpiov avrdv

r^v oipLV alaxpov yeyovsvai,

Sm

'Radlov rd

iTvevfia fiapTvpel.
2

Eusebius savs, likewise,

hist,

eccles.

1.

VII. c. 18, Xh^tpaqans were the first to provide themselves, according to their heathen
notions, with painted images of Christ,

Peter and Paul, as benefactors of mankind,
This admits of being easily explained from
the religious eclecticism of that period.
^ Tertullian. de pudicitia, c. 7
Procedant ipsie picturaj calicum vestrorum. Cap.
Tiie
10: Pastor, quern in calice dopingis.
figure of Christ on the cup seems not to
:

;
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the seal-rings of the Christians,^ "
bol of the

Holy
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Let our signets be a dove, (the sym-

Spirit,) or a fish ,2 or a ship sailing towards heaven, (the

Bj^mbol of the Christian church

and of the individual Christian

soul,)

or a lyre, (the symbol of Christian joy,) or an anchor, (the symbol of

Christian ho])e,) and he who is a fisherman will not be forgetfvd of the
Apostle Peter, and of the children taken from the water ;^ for no
images of gods should be engraved on the rings of those who are forbidden all intercourse with idols no sword nor bow, on the rings of
;

who

no goblets, on the rings of those who are
the friends of sobriety."
Yet religious emblems passed from domestic
use into the churches, perhaps as early as the end of the third century.
The walls of them were painted in this manner. The council of Elvira,
in the year 305, opposed this innovation as an abuse, and forbade " the
those

peace

strive after

;

objects of worshi}) and adoration to be painted on the walls."
visible representation of the

cross

way among

^
The
may, doubtless, have early found its
their domestic and ecclesiastical life.

the Christians, both in
This token was peculiarly common with them.
It was the sign of
blessing when they rose in the morinng and when they retired at night,
when they went out and when they came in employed indeed in all
the transactions of daily life.
It was the sign which the Christians unconsciously made, in all cases of sudden surftrize.'^
It was a sensible
expression of the truly Christian idea, that all the transactions of Christians, as well as their whole life, should be sanctified by the faith in
Christ crucified, by being referred to him
that tliis faith was the most
efiectual means of obtaining the triumph over, and securing protection
against all evil.
It was but too easily, however, that men confounded
this idea with the symbol which represented it
and the efficacy of the
faith in Christ crucified was transfeiTed to the outward sign, and a
supernatural, sanctifying, protecting power, attributed to this
an
error, the vestiges of which may be traced as far back as the third
century.
;

;

;

—

We

now pass from the consideration of places of public worship, to
that of the seasons of worship and the festivals of the Christians.
3.

What we have
Christian worship,

namely, that the
have been pleasing

Seasons of Public Worship and Festivals.

said in general respecting the essential character of
is

also

to

be applied to the feasts in particular

spirit of universality in Christianity abolished all sep-

to the

Montanistic asce-

ticism.

PiEdagog.

Ill f 246 and 247.
'^
The same allusion as in the case of the
fishermen,
also an allusion to the anagram of Christ's name, 1X6X2
'Itjcjoi'^
XpifTTor, Ofov Tioc, ItUT^p.
^ The Christians, whom the divine teacher, the i^f<oc -atAavwyor,
Christ, leads
1

1.

—

=

—

through baptism to regeneration.
Me, quod colitur et adoratur in parietibus dcpmgatur. Concil. Illibert. can. 36.
'

It

must be

admittixl. that the interpretation

of this canon cannot be settled with entire
certainty.
There is a two fold ambiguity.
The plirase " qnod colitur et adoratur,"
may be understood as referring to objects
of religion generally, or more s/nt</y to objects of projier worship, to images of Christ,
of
or symbolical representations of God,
the Trinity.
The term "walls," may also
bo understood in two different senses, either
as referring to llie walls of the house of
those of the clmrcli.
^ Comj). TertuUian, de corona milit. c. 3

—
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the Christian worship of God
and particularizing limitation
claiming for itself the entire life flowing out from a commerce with
heaven, that clung no longer to the elements of the world, was no lougei
to be confined either to any particular place or to a particular time. In
the New Testament fulfilment, i. e., the keeping holy of the entire life
as a life consecrated every day alike to God, the Old Testament law
arative

;

Sabbath must find

of the

its

resolution.

Not barely

the observance

and modes of particularizing the Christian life by reference to certain times, is reprobated by the apostle
Paul, as a Jewish practice,^ a descent to servile dependence on the elements of the world. But if men did, notwithstanding, now select certain
days for the purpose of associating with them the remembrance of the
great facts connected with the history of Redemption, to which the
whole Christian life was ever to be referred, for the purpose of making
these occasions central points of Christian fellowship, yet this was by
no means inconsistent with that Christian tendency and intuition which
were at bottom. It was only a descent from the elevation of the pure
spirit, at which even the Christian, still partaking of a double nature,
of Jewish feasts, but all forms

—

cannot always sustain himself, to the position of sensuous weakness,
a descent which must become the more necessary, in the same proportion as the fire of the first enthusiasm, the glow of the first love,
abated.
But even in this respect, as well as in reference to the idea of
the priesthood, the particularizing spirit of the Old Testament dispen-

a disturbing influence, by fastening itself on that
which had sprung originally from the purer development of the Christian
sation introduced

hfe.

When

new fasts hy law,
be confined to stated times, what Paul had written in
the epistle to the Galatians against the Jewish observance of times
was very justly quoted against them ; but Tertullian, the defender of
Montanism, Avhom we have described above as standin<2; on the dividing
the purely evangelical
period,
line between the early Christian
and the Christian JoAvish period which was now about to commence,
already shows himself incapable of rightly distinguishing the two
positions, that of the Old and that of the New Testament ; for he conceives the Judaizing spirit, reprobated by St. Paul, to consist simply
in the observance of Jetvish festivals, and not in the whole relation,
whatever
corresponding to the Jewish position, of particular days,
According to
to the religious consciousness.
days they might be,
his view, it would savor in no respect of Judaism, if feasts which had
reference to what is simply Christian, were placed in such a relation
the Montanists were wishing to introduce

which were

to

—

—

—

—

to the religious consciousness.^

The weekly and yearly festivals of the Christians originated m the
game fundamental idea, which formed the centre of the whole Chris1

Bd.

See
I.,

my

History of the Planting,

S. 215,

etc.,

if.

2 Against this objection of conforming to
Galaticari," TertuUiJewish practices,
an, de jejuniis, c. 14, replies: Galaticamur
plane, si Judaicarura ceremoniarum, si le-

—

•'

gnlium solennitatum observantes sumus
illas enim Apostolus dedocet, compesccns
veteris Testamenti in Christo sepulti perseQuodsi nova conditio in Chrisverantiam.
to, jam nova et solennia esse debebunt.

;

—
THE SABBATH.

—

tian life,

imitating
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the idea of imitating Christ, the crucified and the risen,
in his death, by appropriating through faith and repent-

him

—

ance the effects of his death, by dying to self and to the -world,
imitating him in his resurrection, by rising with him, in faith and through
the power which he imparts, to a new and hoi}' life, consecrated to
God, commencing here in the germ, and unfolding itself to maturity in
Hence, the jubilee was Wiq festival of the resurrection ;
another world.
and the preparation for it, the remembrance of Christ's sufferings with
penitence and crucifixion of the flesh, was the day of fasting and peniAccordingly, in the week, the jubilee or festival of joy was Suntence.
day ; the preparation for it were the days of fasting and prayer consecrated to the remembrance of the sufferings of Christ, and of what preceded them, on Thursday and Friday. Accordingly, the yearly festi-

were in remembrance of the resurrection of Christ, and of his
the preparation for these,
works after his resurrection and ascension
were the remembrance of Christ's sufferings and the fasts. Having
presented this general view, we shall now proceed to consider, more in
detail, the several weekly and yearly festivals.
The opposition to Judaism early led to the special observance of Sunday in place of the Sabbath. The first intimation of this change is in
Acts 20 7, where we find the church assembled on the first day of the
week ^ a still later one is in Rev. 1 10, where by the " Lord's day,"
Thus in the catholic
can hardly be understood the day of judgment.
epistle ascribed to Barnabas, at the close of the 15th chapter, Sunday is designated as the day of jubilee in remembrance of Christ's resurrection and ascension to heaven,^ and of the new creation which then
commenced and in the epistle of Ignatius to the Magnesians it is presupposed,^ that even the Jews who had come over to Christianity subAs the Sabbath was regardstituted Sunday in place of the Sabbath.
ed as representing Judaism, Sunday was contemplated as a symbol of
the new life consecrated to the risen Christ and grounded in his resurrection. Sunday was distinguished as a day of joy, by being exempted
from fasts, and by the circumstance that prayer was performed on this
day in a standing and not in a kneeling posture, as Christ, by his resurrection, had raised up fallen man again to heaven.
But as we have
already observed in Tertullian a confounding of the Jewish with the
Christian view of feasts, so we find also in him indications of the transfer of the law of the Jewish Sabbath to Sunday
for by him, attendvals

;

—

:

;

:

;

;

1

See

Vol.

my

I. p.

History of the Planting,

215,

etc.,

Considering the close connection in
which the resurrection of Christ and his ascension to heaven stood with each other in
-

—

the Christian consciousness,
since his resurrection was regarded as but a transition
point to his entire exaltarion above the
region ff earth in this new, glorified form
of exist«>nce,
I cannot lay .«o great stress
on the manner in which the writer of this
letter expresses himself with regard to

—

Sunday
pCov

f.

Kat

roiV."

:

" Lv
y Kat 6 'Irjaotx uviarri kK vck-

uveprj e/f tovq ovpathink myself authorized

(pavf:pu\')elc

Nor can

I

to infer from it, citlicr that according to the
author's opinioTi, Christ's ascension also occurrcd on Sunday, or tliat he conceived the
fact to have been that Clirist rose to heaven

immediately after his

Mary, as the

first

appearance

to

risen Saviour,

'*Chap. 9: M7iketi (rajiffari^ovTec
Karil KvpiaKijv l^u^v ^uvreg.

uA^d
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any business on Sunday seems

to

pinful.^

have been regarded as

to

—

—

and
this day in particuLar
Again, the Friday of every week
Wednesday were specially consecrated to the remembrance of the
On these
sufferings of Christ and of the preparatory circumstances.
days there were meetings for prayer, and fasts till three o'clock in the
afternoon
yet nothing in regard to these arrangements was defined by
law.
Every one took a part in these observances according to his own
the

;

necessities

particular

prayer, the Christians,
militia

—

Christi,

and

Such

inclination.

his

fasts,

united with

— who were fond comparing
they
— hence both
days were named
of

called stationes^

duties of the soldiers of Christ

their calling to a

constituted

as if

the sentry

these

;

dies stationum.^

Those churches, however, which were composed of Jewish Christians,^
though they admitted, with the rest, the festival of Sunday, yet reand it was from these that the custom
tained also that of the Sabbath
became general in the Eastern church of distinguishing this day, as
well as Sunday, by the exclusion of fasts and by the standing position
while in the Western, and especially in the Roman church,
in prayer
where the opposition against Judaism predominated, the custom, on the
other hand, grew out of this opposition, of observing the Sabbath also
This difference in customs became striking whenever
as a fast day.'^
;

;

1 As is to be inferred from TertuUian's
language, de orat. c. 23 Solo die dominico resurrectionis non ab isto tantmn (the
bowing of the knee,) sed omni anxietatis
habitu et offido cavere decern us, differente.s
etiain necjotia, up. quein diabolo locum deinus.
^ We find tlie word static used in this
sense, tirst in Hernias Pastor, 1. III. SimilStatio was
often in TertuUian.
tud. V.
the technical designation for this half-fast,
:

—

contradistingni-ihed

as

Tei-tullian,

jejunia.
^

Feria ([uarta

de

from

the

pro]ier

probably

=

feria

hence the signification
of the word feria in the Latin phraseology
of the church.
* From
the language of the passage,
which has already been cited. Ignat. ep. ad.
Magnes 01 kv jTa?Miotc Trpuyiiaaiv uvaarpacpEVTeCi
fn/KETi aaiSjiaTlQavrrg, u7Jku
Kara KvptaKTiv ^ur/v ^uvrsc, it might be inferred, indeed, that the Jewish Christians
had substituted Sunday in place of the Sabbath: the inference, however, thus generally expressed, assuredly cannot be true.
° TertuUian, de jejun. c. 14
Quanquam
vos etiam sabbatum si quando continuatis,

diei qnartas. scxtas

:

;

—

:

Paschate jejunandnm. He
objects, as a Montanist, to his Roman oplionents. that they had deprived the Sab-

minquam

!)ath of its

He

calls

this

continuation " suporpositio

Fasting on the Sabbath appears
case to have been a pre])aration for

jejunii."
in this

the jubilee of the communion on Sunday,
as ojjposed to the Jewish celebration of the

Sabbath, which had

jejuniis. c. 14.

et sexta,

TertuUian the Montanist here attacks, we
find mentioned by Victorinus, bishop of
Petabio in Pannonia, (now Pcttau in Steiermark,) near the close of the third century, in the fragment on the History of the
Creation, first published by Cave hist, lit.

nisi in

due celebration, and sometimes

continued the fast on Fiiday over into the
Sibbath, when properly the only exception
to be made here was in the case of the passover.
The same practice of continuing the
last on Fi'iday over into the Sabbath, which

Christ.

Hoc

been

by

abrogated

die solemus superponere

;

id-

dominico cum gratiarum ac(the sacrament of the sup
Et parasceve superj-ositio
per,) exeamus.
fiat, nc quid cum Judteis sabbatum obserGalland. bibl. patr. T. IV.
vare videamiis.
and Routh reli<iuia3 sacrae. Vol. III. pag.
circo, ut die

tione ad

panem

237.
Oxon. 1815.
Tiie council of Elvira opposed to the error of the Sabl)ath celebration, such a continuation of the fast on Friday over into
the Sabbath; Can. 26: Errcrem jilacuit
corrigi, ut omni sabbati die superpositiones
celebrcmus. This canon may. without question, be differently understood, according as
we refer the phrase "errorem corrigi," to
something not expressly stated, l)iit supplied by the mind, or to the following conIf it is referred to the last, rbr countext.
cil must be understood as declaring itself

expressly opposed to these mperpoadiones
But the analogy of the whole style of expression in the' other canons of this council would rather favor the first interoreta
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members of Eastern churches passed their Sabbaths in churches of the
But too soon, the princij^les of the apostolic church, which,
amidst all the differences in outward things, abode firmly bj the unity
of faith and of spirit in the bond of love, was departed from, and uniformity in such matters was required. Tertullian, previous to his conversion to Montanism, spoke on this disputed point with Christian moderation.
He said of the few advocates of the Eastern custom,^ " The
Lord will bestow his grace, so that they will either yield, or else follow their own opinion without giving offence to others."
As early as
West.

the beginning of the third century, the learned Hippolytus was led to
write on this controversy between the Eastern and Western chiirch.-

From the same point of view originated the first yearly festivals
among the Christians yet here, that opposition between the communi;

composed of Jewish and those composed of Gentile Christians,
which had such important influence on the unfolding of the life of the
church as well as of its doctrines, was sti'ongly manifested at the very
ties

The former

beginning.

retained, with the whole JcAvish

ceremonial

the Jewish festivals, although gradually they ascribed to then,
such Christian import as might naturally present itself.
On the contrary, among the churches of Gentile Christians, there were probably,
law,

all

whatever, as may be inferred from
This then must have been the case also with
the churches of Asia Minor, which assuredly were founded by the
But from these churches started the controversies in the
Apostle Paul.
second century respecting the time of the passover and they appealed
to the authority of an ancient usage introduced by the Apostle John.
In regard to this point, thus much of truth may doubtless lie at bottom that the changes which took place in these churches, after the
times of St. Paul, in the particular form of worship and the introduction of the annual feast,
which we must assume, and search for its
might be derived from the Apostle John, whose longer resicause,
dence in Minor Asia must have had a lasting influence on the state of
As it regards him, it is in itself probable, that as
the churches there.
he had been accustomed heretofore to celebrate the Jewish annual festival, and as the feast of the passover, which called to mind the great
facts of which be had been an eye-witness, must have had a peculiar
significancy for him, he may have introduced its celebration when he
took up his permanent residence among the churches of that region.
Thus is it explained how it happened that men were guided there wholly
by the chronology of the Jewish passover.

from the

first,

no yearly

festivals

the epistles of St. Paul.^

;

;

—

—

tion.
At a later period, when the point of
view from which the subject was refrarded
in the early Christian times, had passed out
of mind, and tlie cause of that custom in
the Roman church of fastinjr on the Sabbath was no longer obvious, fables were invented in explanation of the matter: as, for
example, that Peter had fasted on this day
to prepare himself for the dispute with

Simoa Magus.

i

De

or.it. c.

2 Cf,._

The

23.

Hieronymu?

cp. 72,

ad Vital,

Corinth. 5: 7, contains
any allusion to a celebration of
the passover in the Corinthian church, which
was peculiar to the Christians; but simply
opposes that cleansinj^ of the lieart which
is the result of faith, to the outicard Jewish
celebration of the feast.
Com]), my Histo
ry of the Planting, &c., Vol. I. p. 220.
^

in

no

passasje,

sort,

1
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Now in modern times, it has become the prevailing opinion,ithat the
paschal supper which the Christians of Asia Minor observed in remem
brance of the last paschal supper of Christ, was the point by which
thej determined the time of the Christian paschal supper.
But it may
be questioned, whether the most reliable and the oldest document on this
controversy,
the letter of the bishop Poly crates of Ephesus,^
favors

—

this view.^

—

From

the language used in this document,

it

might much

rather be inferred, that in the churches of Asia Minor, the Christians
who followed the Johannean tradition, went on the supposition, that the
14th day of the month Nisan ought to be regarded as the day of
Christ's passion.
Hence it was believed that this day ought ever to be
appropriated to the remembrance of Christ's passion, since also the
paschal lamb, slain by the Jews on this day, was considered a foretype
of the offering of Christ.'^ At all events, then, it is settled, that in Asia

Minor the celebration of the passover was established wholly according
to the Jewish chronology. Hence it might* come about, that the remembrance of Christ's passion was celebrated on another day of the week
than Friday, the remembrance of Christ's resurrection on another day
than Sunday.
When, on the other hand, in the course of the second
century, annual feasts Avere introduced also into the Western churches,

men proceeded from an

altogether different point in determining their
Following the same method according to which the Aveekly festivals had been arranged, Chi-istians held it necessary that a Friday
should always be consecrated to the memory of Christ's passion, a Suntimes.

to the memory of Christ's resurrection.
This difference of outward use existed at first, without being deemed
of sufficient importance,
since it was an external thing,
to be made
a matter of dispute
it was still kept in mind, that the kingdom of

day

—

—

;

1

The

first start to

which was

sriven

by

the Dissertation published by myself in the
2d Hefte des Kirchenhistorischen Archiv's
von Vater, J. 1823. See the history of the
treatises on this subject.
a subject rendered obscure and ditiicult by the deficiency of ancient accounts and the ambiguity
of the term Pascha.
in Illgen's Zeitschrift
fiir die historische Theologie, Bd. II. 4tes
Stiick. J. 18.32, by Dr. Rettberg.
2 Euseb. 1. V. c. 24.
The fragment, preserved to us in the Chronicon paschale
Alexandrinum, from a work by ApoUinaris of Hierapolis, on the feast of the Passover, of which I have made much use in
the Dissertation just referred to. is, to say
the least, suspicious since in the ancient
lists of the writings of Apollinaris, in Eusebius, in Jerome and in Photius, no such
work is mentioned and it were singular if
in the district where he wrote, the usage of
the church in Asia Minor was not followed,
3 Polycrates, in the letter referred to, s.ays
of his predecessors Uuyrec kTr]pr]<yav tjjv

—

—

;

;

:

rjfiEpav

TrjQ

^

TscraapecKaifisKarrig roii aiiaxo.

Ka-h Td evayjeXinv. This, to say the least,
would be singularly expressed, if it is to be

understood as referring only to the paschal
supper to be held on the evening of this
day, which supper, according to the gospel
narrative relating to the last paschal supper of rhrist, it was believed should be
held at the beu-inning of the Jewish feast of
the passover, on the fourteentli day of the
month Nisan. Afterwards it is said Ilavrore ttjv rjfiepav rjyayov ol ffvyyeveic fiov,
orav tuv 'lovdaiuv 6 Xaog t'/pvvs r/jv (vfiTjv.
What sense would this afford, if the subject of discourse were the paschal supper?
It is, in fact, evident of itself, that the pasckal supper could be held only on the day
when the Jews removed the leaven from
their houses. This would be idem per idem,
On the other hand, every thing is consistent, if we supjjose, that the writer is speaking of the celebration in mnembrayicc, of
Christ's passion, on the fourteenth of the
month Nisan. The source of proof appealed to here was the gospel, bv which
may be understood either the evangelical
history generally, or the gospel of John in
:

particular.
*

f

Comp.

2.59.

and

Justin M. Dial.
338, ed Colon.

f.

c.

Tryph.

Jud

CONTROVERSY CONCERNING THE PASSOVER.

God

consists neither in
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meat nor drink, nor any other kind of external

action.

This diversity, together with several other differences, between the
church of Asia Minor and the church of Rome, first came into discussion when, in the year 1G2, the bishop Polycarp of Smyrna made a
Polycarp alleged that he himself
visit to Anicetus bishop of Rome.^
had observed such a passover with the Apostle John, whose disciple he
was. Anicetus alleged, that his predecessors (in a church consisting of
Gentile Christians from the school of Paul, and in which there were
originally no yearly feasts at all ^) had introduced nothing of that sort.
But as it was not supposed that the apostles were agreed in respect to
such outward matters, nor that they would have considered uniformity
in regard to such things as necessary, it was believed that without prejudice to the fellowship and unity of Christians, a difference on these
As a token that the bond of
points might be suffered to remain.
Christian brotherhood was not to be disturbed by such, and, as it seems,
other still more important points of difference, Anicetus permitted Polycarp to preside in the church in place of himself, at the celebration of
the Lord's supper.
If two books which, about the year 171, the bishop Melito of Sardis
wrote upon the passover,^ referred to this dispute, it must about this
time have broken out anew ; yet it does not admit of being proved, that
The typical explanation
the work contained any reference of that sort.
of the Jewish passover might also have led to the composition of such a
work, independent of this controversy.
But about the year 190, when Victor was bishop of the Roman
On the one side stood the
church,* the controversy broke out afresh.
church of Rome, togetlier with the churches of Caesarea in Palestine,
on the other were the
of Jerusalem, of Tyre, and of Alexandria
churches of Asia Minor, headed by the bishop Polycrates of Ephesus.
The Roman bishop, actuated by that hierarchical spirit, which, as we
have already observed, had already begun to show itself in the Roman
church,^ published sentence of excommunication against the churches of
:

1 At any rate, if we may judge from the
langiiage of Irenajiis, cited by Eusebius,
the oljject of I'olycarp's journey to Rome
was not to settle the disputes respecting
No disputes on
the feast of the passover.
and the
this question had as yet arisen
conversation upon it was only cursorily introduccd, while the ])arties were speaking
on the points in which the churches dif;

Neither is it by any means clear,
although it is possible, that the object of
the journey was to discuss those other differences. More importance has been sometimes attributed to this visit, than it can
be proved historically to have had.
- The matter is obscure, as we have in
our hands only a disconnected fragment of

fered.

Perha])s there was
the letter of Irenaius.
not as yet even then in the Roman church
any yearly ieast jjcrhaps the difference
at that time had reference to this very point.
;

—

the conflict between the ancient rites according- to Paul, and the more recent ones

according to John.

way

I sjjcak here

only by

of conjecture.'

Euseb. 1. IV. c. 26.
I once inferred, from the fact that Irenseus, in his letter to Victor, holds up only
those Roman bisiiops who preceded Soter,
**

*

as patterns of toleration, tliat a change had
already taken place under the latter; but
if we mark how the phrases in Irenaeus,

(npo) 2wr^pof Kpea(iv-epoi and ol npo
oov npeajSvrepoi, answer to each other, it
becomes evident that no stress can lie laid
on the former of them. Irenajus means
simply to say, that difference, and withal
that tolerance, did not first begin under the
last bishops, but existed already before
Soter.
^ See above, p. 214.
oi

oOO

ORiaiN OF THE FEASTS OF

Asia Minor, on account of this trivial point of dispute but this un
christian proceeding could not fail to encounter decided resistance, in
an age when some portion of the gospel spirit still remained. Irenseus,
in the name of the churches at Lyons and Vienna, wrote him a letter,
in which he sharplj rebuked this method of procedure.
He endeavored to make Victor ashamed of his conduct, bv comparing it with the
example of his predecessor, Anicetus, and declared to him, " Notwithstanding these differences, we live together in peace, and our disagreement with regard to the regulation of fasts serves only to make our
unity of faith the more clearly evident."
In the same letter, or another
document originating in the same controversy, he said, •' The apostles
have directed us to let no man judge us in meat or in drink, or in respect of a holy day, or of the new moon or of Sabbath days.
Why
then these disputes, why these divisions ?
We observe fasts, but with
the sour leaven of malice and cunning, rending the church of God we
observe the externals, so as to let go those weightier matters of faith
and love. We have learned from the prophets, however, that such feasts
and such fasts are an abomination to the Lord."
As Friday was customarily considered a day of penitence and fasting
preparatory to the celebration of the resurrection Sunday, it was the
practice of these churches, where one Friday in the year was consecrated to the remembrance of the passion, and one Sunday to the remembrance of- the resurrection of Christ, to make this Friday a day of
penitence and fasting preparatory to the greatest Christian festival, the
celebration of the remembrance of Christ's resurrection on Easter Sun;

;

day.

Yet mtli respect

to the duration of this season of fasting,

nothing

was determined. In order to imitate the temptation of Jesus during
forty days in the wilderness, this fast was extended in some districts
to forty hours, which led afterwards to the forty da3'S,^ or Quadragesimal fast.
After the feast of the resurrection followed the feast of Pentecost,
(Whitsuntide,) in remembrance of .Christ risen and glorified, as he
thus revealed himself to the faithful, and at length actively manifested
himself, in a self-subsistent community of divine life, in the effusion
of the Holy Spirit.
All this was embraced as one included sum of the
activity and self-revelation of the ascended and glorified Redeemer, in
this prolonged celebration of fifty days.
It is evident from this, how
closely connected in the Christian consciousness of this period were the
conceptions of Christ ascended and glorified.^
This entire pei-iod was
observed as Sunday that is, there was never any fasting prayers were
made in the standing and not in the kneeling posture it was perhaps
;

;

;

1

Irenseus, in Euseb.

1.

V.

c.

24.

This mode of contemplating the subjeet was still adopted also l)_v Origen, and
accounts for the manner in which he places
juxtaposition wth the weekly feasts, the
2

m

irapaaKeval and Kvptatiai., the yearly feasts,
the n:iaxa and the TVEVTr/KoaT//. j-egarding
the feast of the resurrection as the point at
which rhe feast of pentecost began. Hence

he observes " Whoever in sincerity of heart
can say, God has raised us up and set us
with him in heavenly places, celebrates con('O 6vstantly the feast of pentecost."
:

va/isvo; ^etu uA,r]-&Eiac Xtyeiv, crvvaveaTTjtu XpiarC), d7Xa koI rd ovvriyeLpe koI

jxev

avvEKu-&iaEv I//j,u^ ev toIq kTrovpaviotg ev
Xp^artj, ueI trr-iv ev rnT.c rt/g rrevrjiKuarf/f
f//iEpaic.)
Orig. c. Cels. 1. VIII. c. 22
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many of the churches at least,) that the congregaassembled and celebrated the communion.^ Afterwards, two
special events were selected out of this whole period, the ascension of
Christ, and the effusion of the Holy Spirit, to which the celebration of
Pentecost was confined.
,l%ese feasts, ?iS it appears from the passage cited out of Origeii,
were the only ones generally observed in this ])eriod. That fundamental view of the whole Christian life, Avhich referred everything to the
the case also, (in

tions daily

sufferings, resurrection

and glory of Christ, and the accommodation or

opposition to the Jewish observances, were reasons that these in partic

ular constituted the only general festivals.

was foreign

The idea of a

birth-day

they regarded the second birth as the man's true birth.
So far as it concerned the birth of the Saviour, the case must have been somewhat
different, indeed.
By hiin, human nature was to be sanctified from its
festival

to the Christians of this period generally

development.

But

could not at

;

present itself in
many of whom
had embraced Christianity when now advanced in years, and after a
decisive crisis of their life.
It was, moreover, only by degrees that
Christianity could pass over into all the relations of domestic life. Besides, it was, in truth, unknown at what definite time the celebration of
earliest

this fact

first

so prominent a point of light to the early Christians, so

remembrance of Christ's birth should be placed, as nothing definite
was ascertained respecting the date of his birth. The case Avas entirely different with those more ancient annual feasts.
Yet we find even in this period some trace, probably, of the festival of
the

Christmas.
The history of it is closely connected with the history of
another kindred festival, the festival of the maiiifestation of Jesus in
liis character as the Messiah, his consecration to the office of Messiah
at his baptism by John and the beginning of his public ministry, called
afterwards the kopTrj tCjv E'in<pavLC)v, rf/g eTn<paveiac tov XpiaTov.
We find in
later times, that

mer extended
East

to

these festivals spread in opposite directions

AVe might infer from Tertullian, de
23, where he had said that worldly
Imsiness on Sunday was deferred, and
where he subsequently transfers the entire

the for-

only the feast of the effusion of the Holy
Spirit: and hence requires, that it should
be celebrated fifty days after Easter. It
charges the former, who did but wrongly
apply the name of pentecost, of departing

1

ni'fit. e.

celebration of Sunday to the pentecost, that
the fonner practice was observed also
ilirough the whole of Pentecost; which,

from the authority of Scri])ture. Ut cuncti
diem Pcntccostes post Pascha celebrcmus,
non quadragesimam, nisi quinquagesimam.
^ The feast of Epiphany, considered as

however, can harcjly be credited. De Idolhe says, wishing to withhold
Christians from taking any part in the
heathen festivals Exccrpe singulas sollennitates nationum, Pentecosten implere non
poterunt
The first trace of a limitation
of the pentecost to one day, is to be found
perhaps in the 43d canon of the council of
Elvira.
This certainly very obscure canon
eecms most naturally to admit of being unolatria, c. 14,

:

meaning that some had selected
out of the whole time of pentecost merely
the feast of ascension.
On the other hand,
by the pentecost the council understands
rterstood as

;

from the West to the East, and the latter from the
the West.^
Clement of Alexandria simply notices, that the
itself

,

the feast of Christ's baptism, stood in high
consideration towards the close of the fourth
century, at Antioch, while the introduction
of the Christmas festival, coming from the
West, met there with a good deal of ojjposition.
Several Eastern chiu-chos, wlieie
men became first acquainted with the festival of Christmas in the last part of the
fourth century, or still later, but where the
feast of Christ's baptism had been longer

known, afterwards united both feasts tojust as in the Western churches a

gether

;

;
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Gnostic sect of the Basilidians kept the latter festival in his time at
Alexandria.
It can hardly be admitted, however, that this sect invented the festival, interested as thej were in observing it on the
ground of their doctrines ; for we cannot suppose that the catholic
church would ever have received it from the Gnostics. Thev had most
probably borrowed it from Jewish Christian churches in Palestine
With Jewish Christians it probably originated ; for to their
or Syria.
peculiar mode of thinking, this moment in the life of Jesus must have
appeared most important. The Gnostics afterwards gave it their own
Clement speaks, at the same time, of individuals who
interpretation.
were disposed to calculate not only the year but also the day of the
nativity of Jesus, and indeed seems to censure such inquiries as idle
and unprofitable, in which, moreover, it was impossible to arrive at any
He does not state indeed that they observed the day which
certainty.
they attempted to determine, as a festival yet it is probable that the
day which they took so much pains to reckon, they also observed ; and
the general shaping of the passage in Clement would seem to indicate
He could not have alluded, however, to
that this was his meaning.^
the Gnostics, of whom he speaks afterwards, for with their system the
festival of Christmas stood in direct contradiction.
Thus these two
feasts answer to two stages of Christian intuition, a lower and a higher
that which attached itself immediately to Judaism, and the Christian
the view of
stage carried forward to an independent development
Jesus as the anointed of the Holy Spirit, armed with divine powers
for his work as the Messiah, and of Jesus as the god-man, the Word
become flesh, whose humanity was from the beginning filled with the
We pass now to consider the several acts of Clu-istian
divine essence.
worship.
4. The several acts of Christian Worship.
;

;

The nature of the single acts of Christian worship will be evident
from what we have remarked respecting its essence generally. As the
elevation of the spirit and heart of the united church to God was the
end of the whole, so instruction and edification by uniting in the common contemplation of the divine word, constituted, from the first, a
principal part of Christian worship.
The mode in which this was done,
might, like the form of the church constitution, be closely connected
with the arrangement of the assemblies of the Jewish communities in
the synagogues.^
As in the synagogue assemblies of the Jews the
reading of portions from the Old Testament formed the basis of religious instruction, so the same practice passed over into the Christian
somewhat

different meaning was given to
the recent feast of Epiphany, which came
The Donatists reto them from the East.
fused to adopt the feast of Epiphany, considering it as an innovation coming from
Quia nee orientali ecthe Eastern church.
clesiae, ubi apparuit ilia stella, communiAugustini Sermo, 202, § 2. These
cant.
are only preliminary remarks, introduced
here in confirmation of the conjecture above

expressed; the subject will be resumed in
the following period.
i Clemens Stromal, 1. I. f. 340 : 'Edal 6s
ol TcepLcpyorepov ry yeviast rov auT^pot, rjfiuv oh fxovov to erog, uXTiu Kal Trfv
r/fispav npoaTid^evTec oi Se uwo Baai^eiSov
Kal tov ^aKTia/j.aTo; avrov ttjv 7}/iepav

iopra^ovat.
2

gee

Vol.

my

I. p.

39.

History of the Planting, eta

:

READING THE SCRIPTURES.
assemblies.

The Old Testament was read

phetic parts of

it,

SERMONS.
first,

as referring to the Messiah
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particularly the pro-

next, the gospels, and

;

finally the apostolic epistles.

The reading
was desired

it

of the scinptures was of the greater consequence, since
to make every Christian familiar with them ; and yet,

on account of the rarity and high price of manuscripts, and the poverty of a great proportion of the Christians, or because all could not
read, placing the Bible itself in the hands of all was out of the question.
The frequent hearing of the Avord must therefore, in the case of
many, be a substitute for their own reading it. The scriptures were
read in a language that all could understand.
This, in most of the
countries belonging to the Roman empire, was either the Greek or the

Various iraws/^i'^/ons of the Bible into Latin made their appearance at a very early period since every one who liad but a slight knowledge of Greek, felt the want of thus making himself familiar with the
word of God in his native tongue.^ Lx places where the Greek or the
Latin language was understood by .only a part of the community, the
men of education, the rest being acquainted only with the ancient dialect of their country, which was the case in many cities of Egypt and
Syria, church interpreters were appointed, as they were in the Jewish
synagogues,^ who immediately translated what was read into the provincial dialect, that it might be universally understood.^
As early as the third century it was the practice, as we learn from
the complete liturgies of the fourth which are known to us, for the deacons, before the Anagnost began to read, to exhort the community in a
certain customary form of words, to attention and devotion in listening
to the divine word.*
The reading of the scriptures was followed, as in the Jewish synagogues, by short, and originally very simple addresses, in familiar language, such as the heart prompted at the moment, which contained the
exposition and application of what had been read.
On this point, JusLatin.

;

Martyr expresses himself as

tin

follows

:

^

" The presiding

officer of the

church gives a word of exhortation, and incites the people to exemplify
in their lives the good things they had listened to."
It was among
the Greeks, who were more given to the culture of rhetoric, that the
sermon first began to take a wider scope, and to assume an important
place in the acts of woi'ship.*^

'

AugUStin. de doctrina Christiana,

-11

«ihe

1.

a:?o;i7^n, Dragomans.

'EpfinvevTal yAuaarjg dg yXu>aaav, f/ kv
r,iZr avayviMecLv, y kv Tate TrporTOfiaiair
Epiphan. exposit. fid. Cathol. c. 21. Procopius, the martyr,
the jicrsecution of
Dioclesian, umted
his own person, at
Scythopolis ni Palestine, the offices of
Anagnost, exorcist, and interpreter, (from
the Greek into Syriac.) Sec his Acta.
* As we may see from the words of Commodian, against the speaking, particularly
of the female sex, in the churcii
8

m
m

Bucoina praeconum clamat, lectore legente.
Ut pateant aures, et tu magis obstruis illas.

II.

L.
5

Apolog.

6

When^'Sozomcn,

c. c.

76.

II.

hist, eccles.

1.

VII.

c.

^q^ ^^ho wrote in the first half of the fifth
century, says that the practice of preadiing
did not exist in the Rom.in church, the rcmark could in no case have reference to
the earlij times ; but, supposing the statement
j^ to ^e depended upon, it would simplv
amount to this, that by the predominance
of outward show and liturgical i)omp, the

sermon was
fact

finally

may have

pushed

out.

But

the

been, that this Eastern writei

*

CHURCH PSALMODY.
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Ohurchpsalrmdy^

also,

THE SACRAMENTS.

passed over from the synagogue into the ChriS'

The Apostle Paul exhorts the pnmitive churches to sing
spiritual songs.
For this purpose were used the psalms of the Old
Testament, and partly hymns composed expressly for this object, especially hymns of praise and of thanks to God and to Christ
such having heen known to Pliny, as in customary use among the Christians of
tian church.

;

In the controversies with the Unitarians, at the end of the
second and the beginning of the third centuries, the hymns were appealed to, in which from early times Christ had been worshipped as
God. The power of church melody on the heart was soon acknowledged ; and hence such as were desirous of propagating peculiar opinions of their own, like Bardasanes or Paul of Samosata, seized upon this
as an instrument well adapted to their purpose.
The visible church required visible signs, for the spiritual facts on
which its inward essence rests.
Hence Christ, who meant to found a
visible church, instituted two outward signs, as symbols of the invisible
fellowship between him, the Jlead of the spiritual bodj, and its members, the believers, and of the union of these members not only with
visible means of representing the inhimself, but with one another
visible heavenly benefits to be communicated by him to the members of
his time.

—

body and with the believing use of these signs, furnished to the
outward man of sense in behalf of the inward spiritual man, was to be
connected the enjoyment of that fellowship and of those heavenly benefits.
As in Christianity and all Christian life, there is nothing which
stands separate and insulated, but all forms one whole, radiating from a
common centre, so in the present case, what is represented by these
outAvard signs was to be something which should proceed on through
the whole inward. Christian life
something which from one single moment of that life should be diffused over the whole of it and again,
from other single moments, should be specially awakened and carried
still further onward.
Such was baptism, the sign of the first entrance
into fellowship with the Redeemer and with the church, the first approthe forgivepriation of the benefits which he bestowed on mankind
the particiness gf sins and the inward union of life thence resulting
pation in a sanctifying, divine sinrit of life
and such was the Lord's

this

;

;

;

—
—

;

supper, the sign of a constantly progressive perseverance in this fellowboth
ship and in the appropriation and enjoyment of these benefits
representing the essentials of the whole Christian life within, in its first
rise and its progressive development.
The whole peculiar spirit of the
Christian worship invariably stamped itself upon the mode in which
and again,
these outward signs of divine realities were administered
the mode of their administration powerfully reacted upon the character
of the worship.
The connection of the moments represented by these
outward signs with the whole of the Christian life, the union of the inward and divine things with the outward transactions, were present to
;

;

the lively Christian feelings of the early believers
was deceived by false accounts from the
West. And the mistake may have arisen

rom some

observation, that the

Sermon

in

;

but

it

was here a

Roman church did not occupy so important a phice in the worship, as in th«
the

Greek church

^

BAPTISM.

PREPARATION FOR

—
—
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IT.

we observed

in the case of
neglected duly to separate and distinguish in their conceptions, -what was connected together
It was from the same source that the outward conin their feelings.
ception, not merely of the church, but also of those symbols which were
And
so closely connected with the being of the church, proceeded.
Jiource of great practical mischief,

just as

the doctrine concerning the church,

that

men

one kind of outward conception reacted upon the other.
We shall speak first of hcqjtism. At the beginning, when it was important that the church should rapidly extend itself, those who confessed
their belief in Jesus as the Messiah, (among the Jews,) or their belief
in one God, and in Jesus as the Messiah, (among the Gentiles,) were
immediately baptized, as appears from the New Testament. Gradually
it came to be thought necessary, that those who wished to be receivet
into the Christian church, should be subjected to a more careful pre
This whole class
paratory instruction, and to a stricter examination.^

were denominated

Karrjxovfievoi, uKpoaral,

appellations they were designated

By

these

receiving

thei::

auditores or avidientes.

as those

who were

and w^ho could only be permitted to
hear the reading of the scriptures and the preaching of the word. The
period of probation must have been determined by the diiferent condiinstruction in Christianity,

first

tions of individuals

;

yet the Council of Elvira decided generally on a

Originally there was but one common name for
period of two years.
all who had not as yet received baptism, but Avere in the state of probation and preparation.
But as diiferent stages and gradations were
here distinguished, these were also designated by particular names.

Accordingly in Origen we find these catechumens distinctly separated
1. Those who were for the first time receiving priinto two divisions.
vate instruction, and 2. Those who were admitted to the meetings of
the church, and who were immediately prepared for baptism.
The

assertion advanced by Dr. Rothe,
interesting tract, (De disciplinos arami, quae dicitiir, in ecclesia Christiana oriHeidelberg, 1841,) that the instrucgine.
1

in his

tion

and examination of catechumens

re-

and bind themselves to
the same method
of uniting doctrine and practice which niust

had been

tausiht,

rule their lives by them,

prevail at

all

catechumens.

—

periods in the instraction of
It is

beyond

my

power

to

latcd in the tirst place to matters of practice
only, and that an important change took
place when, at a later period, the instruction

conceive what conclusion can be drawn
from the words of Celsus, 1. III. c. 50, with
regard to the instruction of catechumens

and examination was directed

words are totally foreign to the
having reference simply to the
mode which the Ciiristians adopted of seek-

—

to matters of

theory,
this assertion I cannot tliinli established on good and suflicient grounds,
Both were, from the beginning, united toThis is
gether, as Christianity required.
clear also from the passage in the greater

Apology of Justin Martyr,

§

61,

where he

of those who are preparing themselves
"Oaot dv ireia'&Cjai Knl TnaTtitfor baptism
udLv aXri-dfi ravra tu v(j>' iifiuv du^aaKo/in'a
';ays

:

Kol TieyofiEva elvai kol (Siovv ovrug ilrvaaT^ai vTTiaxvoivTac.
Here instruction in doctrine is assuredly presupposed, and the corresponding conduct of the life derived from
it, and both supposed to be so united with
each other, that those wlio wished to receive baptism i^hould declare themselves
convinced of tiic truth of the doctrines they

VOL.

I.

20

;

for

these

subject,

ing

tirst to

to slaves

gain access to the uneducated,

and yonth, and bring them over

Christianity.

to

Neither has the relation of

Clement's two works (the Piedagogue and
the Stromata) to each other, any thing to
do with the present subject ; it answers to
the relation of the Triarir to the yi^oimr,
among the Alexandrians; and tiie Gnosis
assuredly could not be taught to catechumens. Instruction in the fundamental doctrines of Christianity is quite another thing.
- Origen. c. Ccls. 1. III. c. 51, says that to
those wiio wislied to embrace Christianity,
private instruction was first imparted, (by
this

circumstance he explains their

name
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For the private instruction of these catechumens, a distinct oifice
was instituted in the church. At Carthage the dutj was devolved,
after a period of probation, on some individual who had distinguished
himself among the church readers.
At Alexandria, where it often
happened that men of education, even the learned, and those habituated to philosophical reflection, applied to receive instruction in Christianity, it was necessary that the catechists should be men of liberal
education, qualified to meet the objections and doubts of pagans, and
to follow

them on

own

their

therefore selected here

;

position.

and

Able and learned lajonen were

this class of catechists led

afterwards

to

the formation of an important theological school among the Christians.^
Some traces of a confession of faith ^ which was made at baptism,
are to be found even in the New Testament.^
Such confessions of
faith were afterwards more fully drawn out, in opposition to Jews, to
pagans and to heretics. These confessions were intended to embrace
•those essentials of Christianity, wherein all the churches were agreed.
It was believed that the doctrine expressed in these confessions of faith
proceeded from the apostles
that it was the doctrine which they
preached in living words and in their writings but it was by no means
the opinion in the beginning, that the apostles had drawn up any such
confession in words. In this sense it was called the njjpvyfia uttootoIlkov,
;

;

the

napudomc

u7ro<j~o?uKP

;

the misconception of this phraseology after-

wards gave birth to the fiction, that the apostles had verbally composed
such a confession.^ This formula of confession was then designated by
the distinctive term of Symbolum.
It may be a question, whether, in
this use of the word Symbolum, the allusion was to its general meaning
of " a sign," in the sense that the words of the confession were a
characteristic, representative sign of the faith, or w^hether a particular

application

of this

avfi^oXov (TTpaTMTiKov,

meaning was intended, having reference
the tessera militaris

:

to the

so that the confession was, as

it were, the watchword of the miles Christi, communicated to every
one on his admission into the militia Christi.
So far as we can trace
the history of the phrase, the first seems to be the more probable supposition ; for where the word Symbolum first occurs in connection with
baptism, it has only that general signification.*

uKpoarai) For when they had sufficiently
held to their purpose of leading a Christian
life, they would be introduced into the community tot/jvlkuSs avrovg elaayovenv, Idea
fiev TTOiijaavTE^ rayiia ruv upTi upxofiEvuv
Kol elaayofiEvuv nat ovdeTro) to avfijio'kov
Tov aTroKeiia-dap-dai, avetX-q^oTuv.
The last
distinction shows evidently that these should
be distinguished from the baptized, who are
afterwards spoken of It was only the
moral oversight to be extended to the baptized members of the congregation, which
forms the subject of discourse afterwards,
And so Origeii describes, not three, but two
classes of catechumens.
;

1

More on

this

whole subject hereafter, in
to the Alexandrian

the section relating
school.

—

^ See 1 Pet. 3: 21.
1 Tim. 6: 12, is
not so clear, as this might refer to a profession voluntarily made by Timothy, from
the impulse of his own feelings, on a special occasion, when he was chosen and consecrated as a missionary to the heathen.
^ Rutin, exposit. symbol, apostol.
* As, for example, where TcrtuUian, _de
poenitentia, c. 6, says, that baptism, which
by its nature should be a symbolum vitae,
becomes to those who receive it %vithout the

right disposition, a
in his work, conti-.

bolum

is

symbolum
Marcion.

1.

mortis.

V.

c. 1,

So
sym-

used by him as equivalent

to

So in the letter of
Firmilianus of Caesarea, where the " symbolum trinitatis" is expressly distinguished
from the confession of faith, and employed
mark.

sign, generally.

ITS

The very
sion to

MEANING AND DESIGN.

significant Avord

many
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symbolum, would now give occathe one that soon became

avuPoiov,

different religious allusions

;

predominant was that which fixed on the favorite comparison among the
early Christians of their vocation to a military service (militia.)
In
the Alexandrian church, on the other hand, where a taste prevailed for
tracing analogies with the pagan mysteries, and sometimes, indeed, in
a way but little suited to the simple character of the gospel, the term
was compared to the watch-Avord of the initiated.^ Others fixed on
another meaning of the word " Symbolum," namely, a commercial compact as if the pledge of a spiritual fellowship was the thing designed
to be represented.^
Again, the fable recorded by Rufinus,^ which
ascribed the authorship of a confession of faith to the apostles, gave
currency afterwards to the notion, that this confession had been formed
by contributions from each of the apostles and so the meaning of the
word cv/i(3o2,ov, av/i(3ol7i, a Contribution, was apphed in the present case to
denote a confession which had grown out of the contributions of the
;

;

several apostles.

This confession was put into the hands of the catechumens as a doc-

ument which contained the essentials of Christianity. Many who had
been led to embrace the faith after much inquiry, after consulting dif
ferent religious writings and reading the scriptm-es for themselves, of
course did not need it to introduce them to the knowledge of Christianity.
It could only serve in their case as a means of convincing them,
that the church with which they wished to become connected, agreed in
doctrine with the holy scriptures from which they had already derived

Thus Clement of Alexandria invites the heathen to convince themselves what the true Christian doctrine is, by searching the
scriptures, Avhere it was to be found, if they would but apjDly their
their faith.

mental powers to distinguish the true from the plausible, the doctrine
really derived from the scriptures from that which merely attached
itself to

them

in appearance.'*

Others, however, obtained their first knowledge of Christianity from
the instruction contained in the confession of faith and imparted in
coimection with it, Avithout finding themselves in a situation, till sometime afterwards, of comparing Avith the scriptures what they had thus
.

received from himian tradition.

remarked

:

^

" They are led

It Avas of these, the Gnostic

first to

as a desig:nation of the formula of baptism,
(Baptismus) cui nee symbolum trinitatis
nee interrogatio legitima et ecclesiastica
defuit.

Again, ep

76,

Cyprian, ad

Mag-

believe on the Saviour
rios

;

for this

testi-

assuredly a designation bor-

New Testament,
Augustin, scrrao, 212: Symbolum

rowed from the
^

se faciiint mercatores,

num:

pacto

tize

commercium

" eodem symbolo baptizare," to bapwith the same formula. Perhaps this
word was originally nothing more than m
designation of the formula of baptism, and
became subsequently transferred to the confcssion of faith.
1 Stromat. 1. V. f. 582. The Xovrpor compared with the Kai^apGLoic of the pas^^an
mysteries.
In the designation '^ (tiuriajioc"
borrowed from the New Testament, we can
find, however, no reference to the myste-

is

Heracleon

by the

^

quo eorum

iniei

societal

teneatur; et vestra societas est
spiritualium.
,
In his expositio in symbolum apostofiiici

lorum.
* Stromat.

VII. f. 754 et 55 At avrojL
iK/iav&uvEiv uTToSstKrcKug.
AiaKpiveiv re ttj KaraljinTiK^ I'Jptjpt'^z, (comprchending intuition,) koI tC) Kvpiurarif
/ioyta/z^, (right thinking,) td ulri'Big a'Tf»
tov ^aivofiEvov.
^ Orig. Tom. XIII. in Joann. ^ 5*
~C>v ypacpuiv

1.

•

—

ORAL TRADITION OF THE CREED.
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raonj of men ; but when tliej come to his own words, they beheve no
longer on the ground of human testimony alone, but for the sake of the
truth itself;" and in reference to the same class, Clement of Alexandria says ^ " The first saving change from heathenism is faith, that is,
:

On this
a compendious knowledge of all that is necessary to salvation.
foundation is built the Gnosis, which is a solid demonstration, derived
from the doctrine of our Lord, of that which has been received by
Others, who were wholly uneducated, and unable to read any
faith."
writing, could only learn from the mouth of others, and never come
themselves to the fountain of God's word ; but still the divine doctrine,
which they imbibed from the lips of others, proved itself independently
Where the word but once found ada divine power in their hearts.
mission, an independent Christian consciousness was capable of being
thereby awakened. " Many of us," says Clement of Alexandria, " have
received the divine doctrine, without the use of writings, in the power
of God through faith." 2

The few words of this confession of faith needed not, of course, to be
communicated in writing. They were to pass into the heart of the
catechumen to pass from the living word into his life to be expressed
by him as the deep conviction of his heart. Was it wished to attach
to this custom, which arose so naturally, of orally communicating the
confession of faith, some higher meaning ?
The interpretation most
;

;

readily presenting itself was, that the Christian doctrine

come

to

men from

without, through the

medium

should not

of letters, but should

be written in their hearts by the Spirit of God, and propagate itself
there as a living principle.
Jer. 31 33.^
In later times a disposition
to dip into mysteries quite alien from the spirit of the simple gospel,
which disposition had first found entrance into the Alexandrian church
from her leaning to an accommodation with the pagan mysteries and
from the influence of the Neo-Platonic mysticism^ gave to this custom
the meaning, that the most sacred things ought not be entrusted to
writing, lest they should be produced among the uninitiated, and therewhile yet the scriptures, the holiest tradition
by become profaned ^
of the divine, might come into the hands of every heathen
while the
apologists felt no scruples in presenting before the heathen the inmost
:

:

—

;

mysteries of Christian doctrine
This confession of faith was made by the catechumens at baptism, in
!

answers

to distinct questions.^

1

Stromat. 1. VII. f. 732, Lit. D.
Stromat. 1. I. f. 319: 01 6s Kal uvsv
ypafifj.uTo)v Swaiisi rov wepl -^eov Sta mareuc 'rrapeiXffAa/iiev Tioyov.
3 So Augustin, Sermo 212: Hujus rei

and want of foundation, men could make

2

whatever they pleased.
^ According to the most natural interpre-

significandae causa, audiendo symbolum discitur, nee in tabulis vel in aliqua materia,

purr/fia,

sed in corde scribitur.
* Tlie like play and parade about raysteries, to which more importance came to be
attached than they originally possessed, afterwards led to the invention of the obscure.
vague and unhistorical idea of a disciplina
ircani, of which, from its very vagueness

tation,

1

Pet. 3: 21, has reference already

to the question

proposed at baptism.

'Ettc-

metonymice

for the pledge in answer to the questions. Tertullian, de corona milit. c. 3 Amplius aliquid respondenif'S,
quam Dominus in evangelio detertninavit.
Again, Tertullian, de resurrect, c. 48, respectAnitna i-espoiwione sancitur.
ing baptism
The council of eighty-seven Bishops in the
time of Cyprian, respecting these questions
:

:

"

Sacramentnm

inteirogare,"

(sacramentun

FORM OF
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RENDTSrCIATION.

With the oral confession of faith was also connected the avowal of a
The transaction was looked upon in the following
moral engagement.
light
the candidate for baptism separated himself from the kingdom
of sin, of darkness, of Satan, which, as a heathen devoted to his lusts,
he had hitherto served, and came over to the kingdom of God and of
Christ.
He was now, therefore, solemnly to renounce all fellowship
with that kingdom of which he had before been a subject.
Giving his
hand to the bishop, he solemnly declared,^ that he renounced the de\il
meaning particularly by these the pagan shows
and all his pomps,
and his angels
an expression pi-obaand things of the like nature
bly based on the notion, that the heathen gods were evil spirits, who
had seduced manldnd.^ In accordance with the favorite comparison
already alluded to, this pledge was regarded as the Christian's military
oath, the sacramentum militise christiange, whereby he bound himself to
live and fight as a miles Dei et Christi.
This form of renunciation, which we meet with in the second century, should be distinguished from the exorcism, which could not have
sprung so early out of the prevailing mode of thinking in Christian
antiquity.
It is true, the idea of a deliverance from the domuiion of
the evil spirit in a moral and spiritual respect, of a separation from
the kingdom of evil, and of a communication by the new birth of a
divine life, which should be victorious over the principle of evil, is
to be reckoned among the number of original and essential Christian
ideas ; but the whole act of baptism was to be in truth precisely a representation of this idea ; there was no need, therefore, that
any separate act should still be added to denote or to effectuate that
which the whole act of baptism was intended to denote, and to the believer truly and effectually to represent.
The case was different with
the form of renunciation.
This, like the confession of faith, had reference to what the candidate was bound, on his part, to do, in order to
enjoy the benefit of baptism.
As in Christianity faith and life are
:

—

—

—

the renunciation accompanied the confession.
second century no trace as yet of any such form
But the tendency to confound the
of exorcism against the evil spirit.
inward with the outward, the inclination to the magical, the fondness
for pomp and display, caused that those forms of exorcism which had
been employed in the case of the energumens or demoniacally possessed,
should be introduced in the baptism of all heathens.
Perhaps the fact
also had some connection with this change, that exorcism, which in earlier times was a free charisma, had become generally transformed into
a lifeless mechanical act, attached to a distinct ofiice in the church.
In the Apostolic Constitutions, we find neither the one nor the other.
The first unequivocal trace of exorcism in baptism is found in the acts
closely conjoined,

Hence we

so

find in the

here equivalent to doctrina sacra.) In a
Dionysius of Alexandria, cited in
Eusebius, 1. VII. c. 9: ''ETrepurijouf, Kac
iinoKpiaeig.
Cyprian, cp. 76, ad Maynum,
Credis remiscites one of these questions
sionem peccatorum et vitam setemam per
9anctam ecelcsiam ?
is

letter of

:

According

Tertullian, de corona
first, before he went
to baptism, perhaps on his first admission to
tiie cliurch assemblies, next at baptism it^

milit. c. 3,

to

— twice, —

self.

^'ATvoruaaea'&aiTCjdiaPoXff) Kalrgnofiir^
Kal rolg uyjiXoig avrov.
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of the council of eighty-five or eighty-seven bishops, which convened at
Carthage in the year 256.^
In respect to the form of baptism, it was in conformity with the
original institution and the original import of the symbol, performed by
immersion, as a sign of entire baptism into the Holy Spirit, of'being entirely penetrated by the same.^
It was only with the sick, where the
exigency required it, that any exception was made and in this case
baptism was administen-ed by s])rinkling.
Many superstitious persons,^
clinging to the outward form, imagined that such baptism by sprinkling
was not fully valid and hence they distinguished those who had been
so baptized by denominating them the cliniei.
The bishop Cyprian expressed himself strongly against this delusion.* " It is otherwise,"
he
" the breast of the believer is washed, the soul of man is cleansed
says,
by the merits of faith. In the sacraments of salvation, where necessity
compels and God gives permission, the divine thing, though outwardly
abridged, bestows all that it implies oh the faithful.^
Or if any one
supposes that they have obtained nothing because they have been merely sprinkled with the water of salvation, they must not be so deceived
themselves, as to think that they ought therefore to be baptized over
again, in case they recover from tlieir sickness.
But if those who have
once been consecrated by the baptism of the church, cannot again be
baptized, why fill them with perplexity in regard to their faith and the
grace of the Lord ?
Or is it admitted that they have indeed become
sharers of the grace of the Lord, but in a smaller measure of the divine
largess and of the Holy Spirit, so that they must be considered as
Christians indeed, but yet not placed on the same level Avith the rest ?
No the Holy Spirit is not given by measure, but poured out in full
on the faithful. For if the day breaks alike on all, and if the sun pours
his light on all in equal measure, how much more shall Christ, the true
sun and the true day in his church, distribute the light of eternal life
"
;

;

—

—

;

with unstinted equality

The formula of

!

the name of/ the Father, Son and Holy
Ghost, which is cited as the traditional one by Justin Martj^r, is perhaps not the oldest but the older is perhaps the shorter formula which
refers only to Christ, to which there is allusion in the New Testament,
which Marcion also insists on in his attempt to bring about a restoration
of the original gospel, and which, amid the disputes concerning the baptism of heretics, still received special recognition.
At all events, this
baiitism., in

;

The North African

Bilta,

mightier than exorcism. Spiritus nequain
ultra remanere non possunt in liorainis cor-

in this case, that

pore, in

1

hishop, Csecilius, of

goes on the supposition by his vote
exorcism belonged esscntially to the whole act of baptism.
So too
the votum of the fanatical Vincentins a
Thibari, that the manuum impositio in exorcismo must precede the baptism of hereBut from the 76th letter of Cyprian
tics.
ad Magnum, the presence of exorcism in
baptism generally cannot be proved he is
speaking there simply of exorcism in the
;

case of energumens, and it is rather Cyjrian's object to show that baptism is far

quo

baptizato

et

sanctijicato incipit

spiritus sanctus habitare.
-

See

I. p.

my

Hist, of the Planting, etc., Vol.

222.

See above, p. 238.
Ep. 76 ad Magnum.
The passage rendered here according
to the sense, to make it intelligible " Totum credentibus conferunt divina compen**

*
^

:

dia."

;
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formula contains within it, as must be allowed, all that which in
is but more fully analyzed and unfolded.^
Baptism was administered at first only to adults, as men were accustomed to conceive baptism and faith as strictly connected. We have
all reason for not deriving infant baptism from apostolic institution,^ and
the recognition of it which followed somewhat later, as an apostolical
tradition, serves to confirm this hypothesis.
Irengeus is the first church
teacher in whom we find any allusion to infant baptism, and in his mode
of expressing himself on the subject, he leads us at the same time to
recognize its connection with the essence of the Christian consciousness
he testifies of the profound Christian idea, out of which infant baptism
arose, and which procured for it at length universal recognition.
Irengeus is wishing to show that Christ did not interrupt the progressive
development of that human nature, which was to be sanctified by him,
but sanctified it in accordance with its natural course of development,
and in all its several stages. " He came to redeem all by himself; all
sliorter

the longer one

who, th7'ough him, are regenerated to God
infants, little children,
young men and old. Hence he passed through every age, and
for the infants he became an infant, sanctifying the infants ;
among
the little children he became a little child, sanctifying those who belong to this age, and at the same time presenting to them an example
of piety, of well-doing and of obedience ; among the young men, he became a young man, that he might set them an example and sanctify
them to the Lord."^ It is here es[iccially important to observe, that
infants (infantes) are expressly distinguished from children, (parvulis,)
whom Christ could also benefit by his example and that they are represented as capable of receiving from Christ, who had appeared in their
age, nothing more than an objective sanctification.
This sanctification
becomes theirs, in so far as they are regenerated by Christ to God.
Regeneration and baptism are in Irenieus intimately connected and it is
difficult to conceive how the term regeneration can be employed, in reference to this age, to denote anything else than baptism. Infant baptism,
then, appears here as the medium, through which the principle of sanctification, imparted by Christ to human nature from its earliest development, became appropriated to children.
It is the idea of infant baptism, that Christ, through the divine life which he imparted to and
revealed in human nature, sanctified that nature from the germ of its
earliest development.
The child born in a Christian family was, when
all things were as they should be, to have this advantage above others,
that he did not first come to Christianity out of heathenism, or the
sinful nature-life, but from the first dawning of consciousness, unfolded
his powers under the imperceptible preventing influences of a sanctify;

boys,

—

;

;

1

See

Vol.
'^

my

I. p.

History of the Planting,

etc.,

222.

The same,

;

p. 224,

ff.

4 Omnes enim
per semelipsum venit salvare: omnes, inqnam, qui per earn renascuntur in Deum,
infantes et parvulos et pueros et juvenes et
icniorcs.
Idco per omnem venit aetatem,
^ Ireniuus,

1.

et infantibus infans factus, sanctifiians in-

fames in parvulis, parvulus, sanctificans
banc ipsam babentes setatein, siinul et exeniplum illis pietatis effcctus. et justitice et

II. c. 22, §

:

subjcctionis

;

in juvenibus, juvenis,

plum juvenibus
ino.

tiens et sanctificans

cxcm
Pom-
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that with the earliest germination of the natu
another divine principle of life, transforming the
nature, should be brought nigh to him, ere yet the ungodly principle
could come into full activity ; and the latter should at once find here
In such a life, the new birth was not to
its powerful counterpoise.
constitute a new crisis, beginning at some definable moment, but it waa
to begin imperceptibly, and so pi'oceed through the whole life.
Hence
baptism, the visible sign of regeneration, was to be given to the child
the child was to be consecrated to the Redeemer
at the very outset
from the beginning of its life. From this idea, founded on what is inmost in Christianity, becoming predominant in the feelings of Christians,
resulted the practice of infant baptism.
But immediately after IreniBus,^ in the last years of the second century, Tertullian appears as a zealous opponent of infant baptism
a
proof that the practice ha-d not as yet come to be regarded as an apostolical institution
for otherwise, he Avould hardly have ventured to express himself so strongly against it.
We perceive from his argument
against infant baptism, that its advocates already appealed to Matth.
19 14, a passage which it would be natural for every one to apply in
this manner. " Our Lord rebuked not the little children, but commanded
them to be brought to him that he miwht bless them." Tertullian advises, that in consideration of the great importance of the transaction,
and of the preparation necessary to be made for it on the part of the
recipients, baptism, as a general thing, should rather be delayed than
prematurely applied, and he' takes this occasion to declare himself parIn answer to
ticularly opposed to haste in the baptism of children.^
" Let
the objection drawn from those words of Christ, he replies
ing, ennobling religion

;

ral self-conscious life,

;

;

;

:

:

—

them come while they are
learning, while they are being taught to what it is they are coming
let them become Christians, when they are susceptible of the knowledge

them come, while they are growing up

;

let

;

of Christ.
What haste, to procure the forgiveness of sins for the age
of innocence ?
show more prudence in the management of our
worldly concerns, than we do in entrusting the divine treasure to those
who cannot be entrusted with earthly property. Let them first learn
to feel their need of salvation
so it may appear that we have given to

We

;

those that wanted."

Tertullian evidently means, that children should

but that they
be led to Christ by instructing them in Christianity
should not receive baptism, until, after having !)een sufficiently instructed, they are led from personal conviction and by their own free choice
It may be said, indeed,
to seek for it with sincere longing of the heart.
that he is only speaking of the course to be followed according ic the
whenever there was momentary danger of death, bapgeneral rule
;

;

1 It
has been attempted to prove the
practice of infant baptism from tiie passage
already cited from Clement of Alexandria,

Paedagog.

lib.

III.

f.

247

uvaaizLjuevuv TranJtwi',"

:

" rdiv ki

baptism
be considered a valid proof; for
tion, refers to

;

Ma-oQ

beyond (piesbut this can hardly

wliicli.

of the -QeIoq Tvaidayuyoi; was

a.s

the idea

floatina; btjfore

Clement's mind, he could denominate

all

Beyond

doubt, the writer
is speaking in ihis passaue directly of conregeneration,
in
reference to all
version and
Christians

Tra/.dia.

men.
-

De

baptisnio,

c.

utilior est, pra?cipue

18

:

Cniactatio baptismi
circa parvulos

tamen
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But if he
tism might be administered, even according to his views.
had considered this to be so necessary, he could not have failed to
mention

it

laid downi

It seems, in

expressly.

fact,

according to the principles
efficacy whatever

by him, that he could not conceive of any

residing in baj)tism, Avithout the conscious participation and individual
faith of the person baptized ; nor could he see any danger accruing to
the age of innocence from delaying it ; although this view of the matter was not logically consistent with Ids own system.

But when, now, on the one hand, the doctrine

of the corruption
nature in consequence of the first transgression, was reduced to a more precise and systematic form, and on
the other, from the want of duly distinguishing between what is outward and what is inward in baptism, (the baptism by water and the

and

guilt, cleaving

to

human

baptism by the Spirit,) the error became more firmly established that
without external baptism no one could be delivered from that inherent
guilt, could be saved from the everlasting punishment that threatened
and when the notion of a magical influhim, or raised to eternal life
ence, a charm connected with the sacraments continually gained ground,
the theory was finally evolved of the unconditional necessity of infant
About the middle of the third century, this theory was
baptisjn.
The only
already generally admitted in the North African church.
question that remained was, whether the child ought to be baptized immediately after its birth, or not till eight days after, as in the case of
The latter was the opinion of the bishop
the rite of circumcision.
Fidus, who proposed the question to a council convened at Carthage.
Cyprian answered it, in the year 252, in the name of sixty-six bishops.^
His answer evinces how full he was of that great Christian idea which
has just been unfolded, and out of which the practice of infant baptism
But embarrassed by his habit of confounding the inward
proceeded.
with the outward, by his materialism, he mingled with it much that is
erroneous.
He declares himself against the arbitrary limitation of
" None of us could agree to your opinion.
On the contrary,
Fidus.
it is the opinion of us all, that the mercy and grace of God must be
for since our Lord
refused to no human being, so soon as he is born
says in his gospel, The Son of man is not come to destroy men's
souls, but to save them,' Luke 9
50, so everything that lies in our
power must be done that no soul may be lost. As tjod has no respect
of persons, so too he has no respect of age, oifering himself as a Father
with equal freeness to all, that they may be enabled to obtain the
heavenly grace.
As to what you say, that the child in the first days
of its birth is not clean to the touch, and that each of us would shiink
from kissing such an object, even this, in our opinion, ought to present
no obstacle to the bestowment of the heavenly grace for it is written,
;
' to the pure all
and none of us ought to revolt at
things are pure
Although the child be
that which God has condescended to create.
but just born, yet it is no such object that any one ought to demur at
kissing it to impart the divine grace and the salutation of peace, (i. e.
;

;

'

:

;

'

1

Ep.

59.

814
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the brotherly kiss, which was given to persons newly baptized, as the
sign of the fellowship of peace in the Lord,) since each of us must be

by his own religious sensibility, to think upon the creative hands
God, fresh from the completion of their work, which we kiss in the
newly foi'med man when we take in our arms what God has made. As
led,

of

to the rest, if

anything could prove a hindrance to

men

in the attain-

ment of grace, much rather might those be hindered whose maturer
years have involved them in heavy sins.
But if even the chief of
sinners, who have been exceedingly guilty before God, receive the forgiveness of sins on coming to the faith, and no one is precluded from
baptism and from grace, how much less should the child be kept back,
which, as it is but just born, cannot have sinned, but has only
brought with it, by its descent from Adam, the infection of the old
death
and which may the more easily obtain the remission of sins,
because the sins which are forgiven it, are not its own, but those of
;

another."
In the Alexandrian church also, which, in respect to

its whole theoand dogmatic direction of mind was so essentially distinguished
from the church of North Africa, we find prevailing, even at a somewhat earlier period, the doctrine of the necessity of infant baptism.
Origen, in whose system infant baptism could readily find its place,^
though not in the same connection as in the system of the North African church, declares it to be an apostolical tradition;^ an expression,
by the way, which cannot be regarded as of much weight in this age,
when the inclination was so strong to trace every institution which was
considered of special importance, to the apostles and when so many
walls of separation, hindering the freedom of prospect, had already
been set up between this and the apostolic age. Also in the Persian

logical

;

church, infant baptism was, in the course of the third century, so generally recognized that the sect founder Mani thought he could draw an
argument from it in favor of a doctrine which seemed to him necessarily presupposed by this application of the rite.

But

if

the necessity of infant baptism was acknowledged in theory,

far from being uniformly recognized iii practice.
Nor was
always from the purest motives that men were induced to put off
their baptism.
Precisely the same false notion of baptism as an opus
operatum, which had moved some to consider the baptism of infants so
unconditionally necessary, led many others, who mistook indeed, in a
far grosser and more dangerous manner, the nature of this rite, to delay their baptism, that they might, in the meantime, the more freely
abandon themselves to their lusts, and yet, cleansed in the hour of death
by the magical annihilation of their sins, be able to pass without hindrance into eternal life.
We have already noticed the pious indignation
it

was

still

it

Namely,

in its relation to his theory,
souls are fallen heavenly essences, and are to be cleansed from a guilt
which they brought with them see below.
•2
This, expressly in the fifth book of his
Ccramentary on the Epistle to the Romans,
1

that

human

;

according to the Latin translation of Rufinus.
In Origen's time, too, difficulties were
still frequently urged against infant baptism,
similar to those thrown out by Ter'allian.

Comp.

his

Homil. XIV.

in

Lucam,

ing to the translation of Jerome.)

(accord-

^
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ani force with which TertuUian, who was otherwise opposed
baptism, combated this error.

to haste in

Infant baptism, also, furnished probably the first occasion for the ap
pointment of sponsors or god-fathers ; for as this was a case in which
the persons baptized could not themselves declare their confession of
faith and the required renunciation, it became necessary for others to
do it in their name ; and these at the same time engaged to take care
that the children should be rightly instructed in Christianity, and
trained up in a life corresponding to the vows given at baptism
hence
TertulHan adds it to his other
they were called sponsors, (sponsores.)
arguments against infant baptism, that these sponsors were obliged to
assume an obligation which they might be prevented from fulfilling,
either by their own death, or by the untoward conduct of the child.
With the act of baptism, several symholieal customs were vinited,
which flowed from the idea of this transaction, and in which this idea
was to be represented to the senses. Thus it came about that, as the
;

participation of the universal priesthood of all the faithful

was consid-

ered as necessarily united with the introduction to the fellowship of
Christians, so the symbol of priestly consecration was made to follow
the act of baptism.
As, in the Old Testament, anointing was the sign
so oil, which had been blessed
of consecration to the priestly office
expressly for this purpose, was applied to the newly baptized, as a sign
;

of consecration to this spiritual priesthood.

We

first

meet with

this

custom in Tertullian, and in Cyprian it appears already to constitute
an essential part of the rite of baptism.^ The imposition of hands accompanied by prayer, with which the act of baptism was concluded, is
beyond doubt a still older custom. The sign of the imposition of hands
Qmdemg ruv ;t:f«pwp, ;^:etpoi?£(Tia, HD'o?) was the common token of religious
consecration, borrowed from the Jews, and employed on various occar
denote consecration to the Christian calling in general,
or to the particular branches of it.
The apostles, or presiding officers
of the church, laying their hands on the head of the baptized individsions, either to

ual, called

upon the Lord

now completed,
it,

to consecrate

him with

bestow his blessing on the holy transaction
be fulfilled in him whatever was implied in

to

to cause to

his

Spirit for the Christian calling,

and

to

pour out his Spirit upon him.
This closing rite was inseparably connected with the wh-ole act of baptism. All, indeed, had reference here
to the same principal thing, without which no one could be a Christian,
the birth to a new life from God, the baptism of the Spirit,

—

Dc

liaiitismo, c. 18: Quid enim necesse
sponsores etiam pericnlo in^jeri ? quia
et ipsi per mortalitatem destituere promissiones suas possunt, et proventu malie indo1

est,

lis falli.

L. c. c. 7 Egressi de Lavacro, perunguimur beuedicta unctione, de pristina disciplina, qua iiiigui oleo de cornu in sacenlotium soleliant. Adv. Marcion, 1. I. c. 14;
de res. earn. c. 8. Yet in the book de corona miiit. c 3, where he descrit)es the usages
in baptism vihich were derived not from
^

:

Scripture, but from ecclesiastical tradition,
he makes no mention of this unction. Cyprian, cp. 70, in the name of an ecclesiastiUngi quoquc necesse est
cal assembly

—

:

eum qui baptizatus sit, ut, a'cepto chrismate,
esse unctus Dei et h.abei e in se gratiam
Christi possit; (the next following words,
res|iecting the sacrament of tbe supper, are
manifestly a gloss, disturbing the sense, and
occasioned bv the subsequent mention of
the supper.) unde baptizati unguuntur olet
in altari sanctificato.

^

;
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which was sjmbolicallj represented bj the baptism of water.
Tertuland baptism as one whole, belonging
toge ther
although he distinguishes in it the two separate moments,
the negative and the positive, the forgiveness of sin and cleansing from
sin which was mediated by baptism in the name of the Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost, and the importation of the Holy Spirit following thereupon,
upon the individual now restored to the original state of innocence, to
which importation the imposition of hands refers.
But now, since the idea had sprung up of a spiritual character belonging exclusively to the bishops, or successors of the apostles, and communicated to them by ordination on which character the propagation
of the Holy Spirit in the church was dependent
it was considered as
lian still considers this transaction
;

;

;

their prerogative to seal,

by

the whole act of baptism

this consecration of the imposition of

hands,

(hence this rite was called signaculum,
(T(j>payLc.
It was supposed that a good and valid reason for this rite
could be drawn from the fact that the Samaritans, baptized by a deacon, were first endowed with spiritual gifts by the imposition of the
hands of the apostles, which was added afterwards, (Acts 19,^) as this
passage was then understood.
So now the presbyters, and in case of
necessity, even the deacons, were empoAvered to baptize, but the bishops only were authorized to consummate that second holy act.
This
notion had been formed so early as the middle of the third century.
The bishops were under the necessity, therefore, of occasionally going
through their dioceses, in order to administer to those who had been
baptized by their subordinates, the country presbyters, the rite which
was afterwards denominated confirmation. In ordinary cases, where
the bishop himself administered the baptism, both were still united
together as one whole, and thus constituted the complete act of bap;

)

'

tism.^

After

had been performed, in many of the churches, in those
of North Africa and of Alexandria, there was given to

all this

for instance

the person newly baptized a mixture of milk and honey, as a symbol of
filiation into

the

new

life,

and as a

1 De baptismo, c. 8: Dehinc manus imponitur per benedictionem, advocans et in-

vitans Spiritum sanctum.
He names togather, de res earn. c. 8, in connection with
baptism, all the three things which afterwards, separated from it and combined
together in one whole, constituted in the
Roman church, the sacrament of confirmation
the unction, conveying with it the consecration of the soul; the signing with the
:

conveying with it protection from coil
imposition of hands, the illuminatio spi-

cross,

the
2

See on

this subject,

etc.,

Vol.

i. p.

my
82,

History of the

ff.

Cyprian apcaks of a sacramentum duplex, water baptism, and sj>iritual baptism,
represented by the imposition of hands,
(sacramento utroque nasci.) yet both united in the church act of baptism, cp. 72, ad
^

promise

Jubajanum, and ep. 72, ad Stephan. We
must not lose sight here of the unsettled
meaning affixed to the word sacramentum,
according to which it signified any sacred
After
thing, sacred doctrine, sacred sign.
example of Philip and the apos-

citing the
ties,

he says

:

Quod nunc quoque apud nos

geritur, nt, qui in ecclcsia baptizantur, praepositis ecclesite ofFerantur, et jier nostram

orationem ac manus impositionem spiritum
sanctum consequantur et signaculo domini-

The same

co consummentur.

notion occurs

contemporary work, as is most probable, de rebaptisniate; this act is here denominated baptisma spiritale. Cornelius,
in Euseb. 1. VI. c. 43, asks respecting one
who may not have received this confirma" How could he without
tion of the bishop
this become partaker of the Holy Spirit*"
in the

ritus.

Planting,

spiritual application of the

:
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concerning the land flowing with milk and lionej, to that heavenly
country, with all its blessed privileges, to which the baptized belonged.^
He was then received into the church by the first kiss of Christian
brotherhood, the salutation of peace, of that peace with God which he
now participated in common with all Christians ^ and from henceforth
he had the right of saluting all Christians with this fraternal sign. But
Clement of Alexandria already had to complain that this brotherly kiss,
originally a natural expression of Christian feeling, was become an opus
operatum, a thing of conscious display, b}^ Avhich the suspicion of the
heathens was excited.-'^ His objection to it is, that love evinces itself
net in the brotherly kiss, but in the disposition of the heart.^
Before taking leave of this subject we must touch on a controverted
question, which, in the second half of the third century, created no small
agitation. It was the question, what constitutes the validity of baptism 9
What was to be done in the case of a heretic, who, after having received
baptism in his own sect, came over to the orthodox church ? Before
any special inquiries on this point had as yet been instituted, the
churches in different countries had been in the habit of pursuing different courses, just as they happened, as is usual in such cases, to proceed
unintentionally from different starting points.
In Asia Minor and the
adjacent countries, the point started from was that no baptism was valid,
save that administered in the orthodox church, where alone all religious
acts had their true significancy ; that the baptism of heretics Avas null
and void, and that the true baptism ought therefore to be administered
to such as came over from the sects, in the same manner as to heathens.
This may be easily explained from the asperity of the polemical relations which existed in these particular districts between the church
and the sects, and from the character of these sects ; for instance, the
Gnostic, who departed widely in regard to the most essential points of
doctrine and of practice from the commonly received opinions.
In the
Roman church, on the contrary, where too in other respects a bitter
hostility prevailed against the heretics, the matter was conducted in a
milder spirit, more importance being here attached to the objective side
of baptism.
The principle was pursued in practice, that baptism, in
;

'

virtue of the objective significancy of the

with the invocation of which

name

of Christ or of the Trin-

was administered, always has validity,
by whomsoever and under whatsoever religious views it may be administered.
The heretics, therefore, who came over to the church, were
recognized as baptized Christians and only the rite of confirmation, in
the sense above explained, was bestowed on them by the bishop, that
ity,

it

;

1 See the passajje
above quoted- from
TertuUian's de corona milit. and adv. Mar-

14

Deus

mcllis et lactis societate snos infantat, (he causes them to be
kno^vn as his new-born children.) Clemens,
Paedagog. 1. I. f. 103 Ei^il^vf avayevvrj-dtv-

cion.

1.

I. c.

:

:

rer TETCij,r]fiE-&a n/c avmravafMQ rr/v kXizlfia,
ri/v uvcj 'lepovaa?J/ii evayyeXi^oiievoi, kv

yuXa bfijipelv uvayeypanraL.
Oscolum pacis, eIot^vt]. See above.

\dXL Kal
'

y

* In the passage already cited from the
Ptedagog, 1. III. f. 256 01 di ovSev, uA/J
:

?/

(l>i?^///J.aTi.

KaTaipo(pov(ji riic EKK?i7/ciag,

to

ivSov ovk exoi'^'^f avro.
Kal yup
tovto kK-nrsK/ir/Kev vwovoiag a'uxpuc xal
rd
(SXacycprifilac
uvai6rjv xP'if^^o.i rCi 0t/l^(piloiiv
rf//

/Ltari,

*

oirep expf/v elvat /xvariKov.

'Ayunri Si

evvoig. Kpiverai.

ovk

kv

(pilrKiaTi.,

aW

h

,

;
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Holy Spirit might render efficacious the baptism they had received
a practice which was one of the occasions of separating confirmat.on
from baptism. As the different communities willingly directed themselves according to the model of their apostolical mother churches, (the
sedes apostolicse,) it is probable that most of the Western churches
the

followed the example Avhich had been set them at Rome.
But towards the close of the second centary, the custom, which thus
far had been tacitly observed, became an object of especial inquiry in
Asia Minor whether it was that the prevailing principle in that region,
being followed also by the Montanistic churches,^ was therefore called
in question by those who were glad of any opportunity to oppose the
The majority
Montanists, or whether it was for some other reason.
Somewhat later,
declared in favor of adhering to the old principle.
when the matter again came up, this principle was solemnly confirmed
by two ecclesiastical councils at Iconium and Synnada in Phrygia.
;

This led to the discussion of the same question in other countries. Tertullian, most probably while he was still a member of the Catholic
church, wrote in the Greek language a special treatise on the subject,
in which he did not hesitate to depart in this particular from the custom
To defend the necessity of recognizing heretiof the Roman church.
cal baptism, the opposite party had doubtless already appealed to Ephes.
4 5, 6, " One Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of
and had drawn from it the conclusion that wherever men were
all,"
found to call on that one God and that one Lord, it was necessary to
But TertuUian replies r^
recognize the validity of their baptism.
•'
This can relate only to us, who know and call upon the true God and
The heretics have not this God and this Christ. These words,
Christ.
therefore, cannot be applied to them ; and as they do not rightly administer the ordinance, their baptism is the same as none."
In the North African church, men willingly followed, for the most
part, the example of the mother church at Rome, but were at the same
time far from submitting their own judgment to the authority of that
At a council held in Carthage, over which the bishop Agripchurch.^
pinus presided, seventy bishops of North Africa declared themselves
Yet neither party was disposed as yet to obfor the opposite opinion.
The churches which
trude its own views and practice on the other.
differed on this point, in no case dissolved the bond of fraternal harmony on account of a disagreement which so little concerned the esBut here again, it was a Roman bishop,
sentials of Christianity.
Stephanus, who, instigated by the spirit of ecclesiastical arrogance,
domination and zeal without knowledge, attached to this point of disHence towards the close of the year
pute a paramount importance.
253, he issued a sentence of excommunication against the bishops of
Asia Minor, Cappadocia, Galatia, and Cilicia,* stigmatizing them as
anabaptists, (wa/3a7rrtoTai ,)& a name, however, which they could justly
:

.

—

.

1

See Tertullian, de

2

De

pudicitia,

c.

baptismo, c. 15.
^ See above.
* Dionysius, in Euseb. 1. VII.
miiiauus in Cyprian, ep. 1?>

^ The words of Cyprian, ep. 71 ad Quin
turn
Nos autem dicimus eos qui inde
veniunt, non rebaptizari apud nos, sed bap-

19.

:

c.

5

;

Fir-

tizari

;
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a'nnu they did not deserve by their principles for it was not their
wish to administer a second baptism to those who had been already baptized, but they contended that the previous baptism, given by heretics,
could not be recognized as a true one.
From Asia, the discussions in regard to this matter extended themHere there was always a party which stood
selves to North Africa.
The earlier discussions were now forfirm by the old Roman usages.
gotten ; and hence there arose new questions and investigations relative
These induced Cyprian, the bishop, to propose the
to this matter.
point for discussion at two synods held in Carthage in the year 255,
;

the one composed of eighteen, and the other of seventy-one bishops
and both assemblies declared in favor of Cyprian's views, that the bapAs he was well
tism of heretics ought not to be regarded as valid.
aware 1 what importance the church of Rome and its followers attached
to traditional customs, and that they held up this long observed practice
in the light of an apostolical tradition, although from the nature of the
thing, cases of this sort could not well occur in the time of the apostles ; he expressed himself after the following manner in a letter to

Quintus,2 an African bishop, to whom he communicated the decisions
" This is a case in which we are not to be arbitraof the first council
:

by custom, but to be convinced by arguments. For even
Peter, whom our Lord chose to be first, and on whom he founded his
ohurc.li, did not arrogantly pretend, when Paul afterwards disputed
rily directed

with him concerning circumcision, Gal. 2,^ that he lield the primaand younger apostle should yield obedience to
him nor did he despise Paul, because he was once a persecutor of the
church ; but he took counsel of the truth and easily acquiesced in the
He thus gave us an*
correct views which Paul succeeded to establish.

cy, and that the later
;

example of unanimity and of patience, that Ave should not obstinately
cleave to our own way, but rather, when any useful and salutary thing
is occasionally suggested to us by our brethren and colleagues, make it
ours, if it be true and lawful."
He communicated the decisions of the
greater council to Stephanus also, the Roman bishop, in a letter written
with great freedom of spirit, though in a tone of forbearance *^ but
Stephanus, in his arrogant reply ,^ set up against Cyprian the tradition
of the Roman church.
He is said to have carried his blind, unchristian zeal so far as to indulge himself in undignified and abusive language towards his African colleague, refuse the bishops an audience
who came to him as delegates of the North African council, and even
Yet far from Cyforbid his church to receive them into their houses
;

!

prian was the thought of submitting his reason to the authority of the
Roman church. He convened at Carthage, in the year 256, a still
larger council, composed of eighty-seven bishops, and this assembly also
acceded to the princiijles before expressed. In the North African church
was evinced, under this zeal for the exclusive vahdity of Catholic bapSee above.
Ep. 71.
remarkable how constantly the unbiassed, unprejudiced view of this fact had
1

been oreserved

2

*

Ep

^ It is

^

See above,

in the

North African church

72.
p.

216,

ff.

—
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tism, a fanatical hatred of heretics

;

an exaggerated opinion of the

clusive holiness of the Catholic church.^

same individual, who held

But

it is

noticeable

how

ex-

the

tradition generally in so high esteem, opposed

" In vain." he says,
" some who were cast in the argument, oppose to us usage, as if usage
were greater than truth, or as if in spiritual things, one must not follow
that better way which has been revealed b}^ the Holy Spirit." ^
Cyprian now endeavored to form a connection with the Asiatics, who
entertained the same views of this matter with himself; and to this end
laid the whole case before one of the most eminent of the Asiatic bishops, Firmihanus, of Coesarea in Cappadocia.
The latter signified his
entire concurrence in Cyprian's views,^ and added some well-timed remarks on the advantages of common deliberation on spiritual matters,
when such deliberation is conducted in the spirit of Christ. " Since
divine doctrine transcends the boimds of human nature, and the soul
of man cannot grasp the Whole and the Perfect, therefore is the number of prophets so great, that the manifold wisdom of God may be apAnd hence he Avho has first spoken as a
portioned among many.
prophet, is commanded to keep silence when any thing is revealed to
another."
1 Cor. 14 80.
The Christian moderation of the bishop Dionysius of Alexandria has
been noticed already in a former controversy.^ We find him manifestOn the pohit in question he agreed, it is
ing the same temper in this.
true, with the churches of North Africa and Asia Minor, the same
views havdng for a long time prevailed in the Alexandrian church ; ^
though he differed from them in one respect, that his more liberal
spirit was rather inclined to make exceptions to the riile,^ in regard to
many sects, who in doctrine harmonized completely with the church.
But at the same time he endeavored to maintain brotherly harmony
He besought
with the bishops of Rome, and dispose them for peace.
the Roman bishop Stephanus with earnest representations not to disturb again the Eastern church in her enjoyment of that external peace
which she had obtained from the emperor Valerian, and of the internal
to it

on

this

occasion, truth and right reason.

:

See Cyprian's words, ep. 71: Hoeretiet profanam tinctionem
vero, unico et legitime ecclesise catliolic£e
baptismo prasponere. Nihil potest esse com1

corum sordidara

mune

Antichristo et Christo.

baptism of heretics,

"

aqua

He

styles the

pei-fida et

men-

dax." The opinions expressed by many
of these bishops manifest the same spirit,
a premonitory sign of those struggles
which in the fourth century were produced
in these di itricts by a fanatical separative

—

gpirit.

Proinde frustra quidam, qui ratione
V'incuntur, consuetudinem nobis opponunt,
quasi consuetudo major sit veritate, aut non
id sit in spiritalihus sequer.dum, quod in
melius a Sancto Spiritu reve.atum. Ep. 73.
3 Cyprian, ep. 75, in a Latin translation,
-

often "iheral.
* See above, the Novatian schism.
^ That the Alexandrian church, too, re-

jectcd baptism administered in the churches
of heretics, seems necessarily to follow
from the declaration of Dionysius in his
letter to the Roman bishop, Sixtus II., Euseb. 1. VII. c. 7, where he says, that when
members of the Catholic church who had
crone over to the heretics, returned back
again to the former, it was not the custom
to rc-baptize them, for they had before received the Iwli/ baptism from the bishop.
This therefore was the only case. Conse-

quently baptism
Catholic church,

administered out

was not recognized

of

the

as holy,

as valid.
^ Thns he made an exception of this sort
with respect to the baptism administered in
the Montanist churches, probably because
he entertained milder views respecting theii
relation to the universal church. See Basil
Caesar, ep. 188, or ep. canon 1.
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peace whicli accompanied it since the suppression of the schism of No" Know, my brother," ^ he wrote, " that all the once divided

vatian.

still beyond are now united together, and that
the presiding officers of these churches agree, rejoicing exceedingly

churches in the East and
all

in the

peace which, contrary

to expectation,

has fallen to our

All
probably
in consequence of his negotiations with the Roman church, conducted
in this spirit of love and wise forbearance, that Stephanus did not venHe continued the corresture to excommunicate him with the rest.
pondence with Sixtus, the successor of Stephanus ; and to maintain the
bond of brotherly love, he even asked his advice in relation to one matter, where both of them could start from the same principles.^
The emperor Valerian becoming soon after a persecutor of the
Christian church, this outward conflict contributed to hush the disputes
within it
perhaps, also, the successor of Stephanus did not partake of
give praise to

God

in

that

we should

harmony and brotherly

love."

lot.

It Avas

;

his blind zeal.

It remains

consider somewhat more minutely the
and the mode of their devel-

points in dispute between the two parties,

opment on both

sides.

There were two points of dispute.

In respect

Roman

party maintained that the validity of baptism
depended simply on its being administered as instituted by Christ.
The formma of baptism, in particular, gave it its objective validity it
mattered not what was the subjective character of the officiating priest,
who served merely as an instrument in the transaction it was of no
consequence where the baptism was administered.
That which is objectively divine in the transaction could evince its power, the grace of
God could thus operate through the objective symbol, if it but found
in the person baptized a recipient soul
that person could receive the
grace of baptism, wherever he might be baptized, through Ms own
faith, and through his own disposition of heart.^
But Cyprian brings
against his opponents a charge of inconsistency, from which they could
not easily defend themselves.
If the baptism of heretics possessed an
to the first, the

;

;

;

same reason, their confirmation must
"For," says Cyprian, "if a person
born out of the church, (namely, to the new life,) may become a temple of God, why may not also the Holy Spirit be poured out on this
temple ?
He who has put off sin in baptism and become sanctified,
spiritually transformed into a new man, is capable of receiving the
Holy Spirit. The apostle says, 'As many of you as are baptized, have
put on Christ.'
It follows, then, that he who may put on Christ when
objective validity, then, for the
also possess

^

V.

c. 5.

VII.

c. 9.

Euseb.

2 L.

c. 1.

an objective

1.

validity.

to a baptism

Eum qui quomodocunque foris (withont the church,) baptizatur, mcntc et fide
sua baptismi gratiam consequi. The opinion of the Roman church is by no means
to be so apprehended, as if the employment
of the correct formula of baptism, even of
such a baptism as departed in all respects
wholly from the original institution, could
render it valid. That the qucition related
*

VOL.

I.

21

which in other respects wa-i
administered in the right way, was presupposed on both sides. Had the opponents
found it in their power to charge any fault
upon Stephanus and his party in this respect, they would hardly have omitted the
opi)ortunity. Moreover,"Dionysius of Alexandria, in the question which he proposed
to the Roman bishop, Euseb. 1. VII. c. 9,
proceeds on the supposition that they were
both agreed on that point.
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much more receive the Holy Spirit, which
Christ could be put on without the Spirit, or the
Spirit could be separated from Christ."^

baptized

by

heretics, can

Christ has sent.

— As

if

The other party maintained, on the other hand, that no baptism could
be valid, unless administered in the true church, where alone the efficacious influence of the Holy Spirit is exerted. If by this was understood
merely an outward being in the church, an outward connection with it,
the decision of the question would be easy.
But what Cyprian really
meant here,
by faith and

an inward subjective connection with the true church
He took it for granted that the officiating priest himself, by virtue of his faith, must be an organ of the
Holy Spirit, and enabled by the magical influence of his priestly office,
duly to perform the sacramental acts, to communicate, for example, to
the water its supernatural, sanctifying power.^
But when the matter
took this shape,
was made thus to depends on the subjective character
v/as

disposition of heart.

—

—

it became difficult, in many cases, to decide as to the
of the priest^
validity of a baptism, which must be the occasion of much perplexity
and doubt
for who could look into the heart of the officiating
;

priest ?

—

^

But the Roman party went

farther in their defence of the ob-

still

Even a baptism where

jective significancy of the formula of baptism.

the complete form was not employed, but administered simply in the

name

of Christ, they declared to be objectively valid.*

Cyprian, ep. 74.
Quomoilo sanctificare
L. c ep. 70
aquain potest, qui ipse immundus est et
^

-

:

apud quem Spiritus Sauctus non est 1 Sed
et pro baptizato quam precem facerc potest
sacerdos sacrilegus et peccator
Ep. 76
'?

Quaiido haec

:

in ecclesia fiunt, ubi sit et ac-

cipieiuis et dantis fides integra.
5 Tiie author of the book, dc rebaptismate, wliich stands among the works of
Cyprian, could therefore malce the objection Quid dictarus es de liis, qui plerumque
ab episcopis pessimas conversationis baptizantur ? i^y those who afterwards, when
their vices came to be lino\»n, were deposed.
Aut quid statues de eis, qui ab episcopis
prave sentientibus aut iraperitioribus fue;

rint baptizati?

From Cypi-ian's letters, and from the
it is clear beyond all
controversy, that the Roman party maintained this. If Firmilian, in the 75 ep. Cyprian, speaks only of the foi'mnla of baptism in the name of the trinitas, it does not
follow, that the opponents had spoken bareFirmilian gives prominence only
ly of this
to that point against which he meant particidarly to direct his polemics, the principle,
that the baptismal formula gave to baptism
an objective validity; and hence he does
not distinguish, what would have to be distinguished in exhibiting the opinion of his
opponents. Yet we see also the other position of his opponents, which must have
*

book de rebaptismate,

Cyprian main-

floated before his mind, discovering itself,
when he says N<m onmes autem. qui nomen
Christi iiwocant, aiidiri. &c.
The tract de
:

rebaptismate, a

work of some acuteness,

I

have thought myself undoubtedly authorized to cite as belonging to this period.
1
cannot adopt the opinion, that it is the one
which, according to Gennadius, de script.
eccles., Ursinus, a monk, is said to have
written, not till the close of the fourth cenThe writer disconr.sesj
tury, or still later.
like a man who lived in the midst of these
controversies, in the tim.e of the persecutions ; all which is inconceivable of an au-

When he
thor belonging to a later ])criod.
says, these controversies were to produce
no other fruit, nisi ut unus homo, quicunque ille est, magnre prudentice et constantine esse, apnd quosdam leves homines inani
gloria ])ra;dicetur, we see very clearly thai
Cyprian is here meant, and only a contemporary could so speak of him. The expression relative to an ancient apostolic
tradition, " post tot seculorum tantam seriem," seems, it is true, unbefitting in the
mouth of a man who wrote in the middle
of the third century. But this expression
would in any case continue still to be very
hyperbolical, although employed by a writei
and it is
at the end of the fourth century
the feet generally, that strong hj'perboles
are not unusual in the writers belonging to
the African church.
;

!
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formula of baptism had no longer
We perform instituted by Christ.

tained, on the other hand, that the

Bignificancy,

when not

in the full

ceive here the more liberal Christian spirit of the anti-Cyprian party.
The thought hovered vaguely before their minds, that everything that
pertains to Christianity is properly embraced in the faith in Christ.^
Cyprian himself, however, did not venture to limit God's grace by
such outward things in cases where converted heretics had already
been admitted without a new baptism, and had enjoyed the fellowship
" God," he observes, " is great in his
of the church, or died in it.

mercy, to show indulgence and not exclude from the benefits of the
church, those who have been received into it informally, and thus fallen
remarkable case of this sort is narrated by Dionysius of
asleep." ^
Alexandria.^
There was in the church of Alexandria a converted

A

many years, and parHappening once to be present at a baptism of catechumens, he remembered that the baptism
which he himself had received in the sect from which he was converted,
probably a Gnostic sect, bore no resemblance whatever to the one he now

heretic,

who

lived as a

member

of the church for

ticipated in the various acts of worship.

witnessed.

Had

possesses

that

he been aware that whoever possesses Christ in faith,
is necessary to his growth in grace and to the salvation of his soul, this circumstance could not have given him so much
uneasiness.
But as this was not so clear to him, he doubted as to his
title to consider himself a real Christian, and fell into the greatest distress and anxiety, believing himself to be without baptism and the grace
of baptism.
In tears, he threw himself at the bishop's feet, and besought him for baptism.
The bishop endeavored to quiet his fears ;
he assured him that he could not, at this late period, after he had so
long partaken of the body and blood of the Lord, be bap'tized anew.
It was sufficient that he had lived for so long a time in the fellowship
of the church, and all he had to do was to approach the holy supper
But the disquieted man
with unwavering faith and a good conscience.
found it impossible to overcome his scruples and regain his tranquillity.
So destructive to peace of conscience were the effects of such tenacious adherence to outward things, of not knowing how to rise with
freedom to those things of the spirit, which the inward man apprehends by faith
We proceed now to the second holy symbol which Christ instituted
for his church,
the Lord^s supper.
The last supper which Christ held with his disciples on earth, must,
from the nature of the case, have been full of meaning, as the parting
meal of him who was about to give up his life for their salvation, and
for that of all mankind ; and who afterwards, although no longer visall

—

1 In the book de rebaptismate
Invocatio
haec nominis Jesu, quasi initiiim quoddam
mysterii dominici, commune nobis et ca^teris omnibus, quod possit post modnm rcsiduis rebus impleri.
The party of Stephanus not badly appealed to the fact, that
Paul testified his Joy in knowing that
Christ was preached, even tiiough it were
:

not done in the right way, as was the cjjse
wth regard to those judaizing Christians,
Cyprian, who wanted to
Philip. 1: 16.
deprive thcin of the use of this text,
not understand it so well, ep. 73.

dC

^ j^p. 70.

^

Euseb.

1.

VII.

c. 9.

;
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among them as at this meal, yet quite as really, and with a more
powerful divine efficacy and a richer hlessihg, would manifest among
them his spiritual presence, impart to them himself and all his heavenly
treasures.
Besides, this meal was to take the place of the paschal supper, which Christ could no longer celebrate on earth.
The feast in
celebration of the foundation and covenant of the Mosaic reliyious coniblf}

was now,

accordance with the order of development of
to exchange its earthly for a heavenly import, and to assume a relation analogous to the new shaping of the theocracy.
The Jewish passover was a festival of thanks for the favor
which the Almighty Creator of nature, who had caused its fruits to
grow for the service of men, showed the people whom he honored with
his especial guidance, when he delivered them from the Egyptian bondage.
The father of the family, who kept the passover with his household and distributed wine and bread among the guests, praised God,
who had bestowed these fruits of the earth on man, for the favor he
had shown his own people. Hence, the cup of wine over which this
giving of thanks was pronounced, was called the cup of praise or thanksgivmg.^
On the present occasion, then, Christ pronounced the blessing as the master of the household a blessing, however, which, in its
relation to the theocracy, must receive a new application, to denote deliverance from the guilt and punishment of sin ; release from the dominion of sin ; the bestowment of true moral freedom through the sacrifice of Christ for mankind
the preparation for entrance into a heavenly country
and this was the foundation of the kingdom of God,
which is laid in the forgiveness of sins, and deliverance from sin, for
all humanity.
Hence Christ said, Avhen he distributed wine and bread
among his disciples, that this bread and this wine were to he to them,
and consequently to all the faithful of, all times,
his body and his
blood ;
the body which he offered for the forgiveness of their sins,
stitution,

in

the theocratic economy,

;

;

—

;

—

—

for their salvation, for the establishment of the

new

—

theocratic relation

and as these outward symbols represented to them his body and his
blood, so would he himself be hereafter spiritually present with them,
just as truly as he was now visibly among them
and as they now sensibly partook of these corporeal means of sustenance, which represented
to them his body and his blood, so should they receive him, the Saviour,
present in divine power, wholly within them for the nourishment of their
souls
they should spiritually eat his flesh and drink his blood, (John
6,) should make his flesh and blood their own, and cause their whole
nature to be more and more penetrated by that divine principle of
life which they were to receive through their communion with him.
Thus, to praise the efi'ects of his sufierings for mankind, to celebrate
their intimate life-giving communion with him as members of one spiritual body under one Great Head, they were to keep their feast together
;

;

till

at length, in the, actual possession of that heavenly country, they

should enjoy, in

*

its

full

n3"i3n

extent, the blessedness which

Dli), 'TOTTjpiov ev'koyLaQ

=

rvxapLoriac

had been ob
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tained for them by his sufferings, without being separated from him,
and should, even in open vision, be united with him in his kingdom.
After the example of the Jewish passover, and of the original institution, the Lord's supper was accordingly at first united with a social
Both constituted a whole, representing the communion of the
meal.
faithful with their Lord, and their brotherly communion with one
both together were called the supper of the Lord, (^ihiTrvov
another
rav Kvp'iov, deiTTvov KvpiaKov,') the supper of love, (ayuTT??,^)
There was a
daily celebration of this Christian communion in the first church at Jerusalem the phrase KXav uprov, breaking of bread, in Acts 2
46, is
most probably to be understood of them both together. In like manner we find them both united in the first church at Corinth and so it
probably Avas with the innocent, simple meal of the Christians of which
PUny speaks, in his report to the emperor Trajan .^ On the contrary,
in the description given by Justin Martyr, we find the celebration of
the supper entirely separated from those feasts of brotherlj^ love, if
indeed they still continued to exist in those churches which he had
in view.
This separation was occasioned partly b}^ similar irregularities to those which had arisen in the Corinthian church, Avhen the spirit
that prevailed in these feasts became unsuited to the holy rite which
followed, and partly by local circumstances, which prevented generally
In truth, these meals were espethe institution of such social meals.
cially calculated to excite the jealousy of the heathens, and gave
^ and this may have
Isirth to the strangest and most malicious reports
led to the less frequent observance or abolition of the Agap«.
We now speak first of these feasts of brotherlj- love, as they were
afterwards, when, separated from the supper of the Lord, they went
under the particular name of agapag, (^u-yunai.') At these, all distinctions of earthly condition and rank were to disappear in Christ.
All
were to be one in the Lord rich and poor, high and low, masters and
servants, were to eat together at a common table.
We have the des" Our supper," he
cription of such a feast of agape by Tertullian.*
says, " shows its character by its name
it bears the Greek name of
love
and however great may be the expense of it, still it is gain to
make expense in the name of piety, for we give joy to all the poor by
this refreshment. The cause of the supper being a worthy one, estimate
accordingly the propriety with which it is managed, as its religious end
demands. It admits of no vulgarity, nothing unbeseeming. No one
approaches the table, till prayer has first been offered to God as much
is eaten as is necessary to satisfy the demands of hunger, as much is
drunk as consists with sobriety every one remembering that the night
also remains consecrated to the worship of God.
The conversation is
Buch as might be expected of men who arc fully conscious that God
hears them.
The supper being ended, and all having washed their
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

See

Vol.

my

I. p.

History of the Planting, &c.,

30.

See above, p. 98.
Tertullian on the hindrances which a
Christian woman meets with when married
-

*

to a heathen.
Ad uxorem I. II. c. 4 Quis
ad convivium illud dominicuin, quod infamant, sine sua sus!i)icio:ie dimittef?
Apologet. c. 39.
"•
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hands, lights are brought in ; then each is invited to sing as he is able,
either from the holy scripture or from the prompting of his own spirit,
a song of praise to God for the common edification.
It then appears
how he has drunken. The feast is concluded with prayer." These
agapce lost bj degrees their true original significancj, which it was im-

them

except under the first simple relations of the
often a lifeless form, no longer animated
by the original spirit of brotherly love, which removed all distinctions
between men and united together all hearts as one. Many abuses
crept into them, which furnished occasion for the maliciously disposed
to present the whole solemnity in the most unfavorable light.
As usually happens in such cases, some attributed undue importance to the
dead form, as an opus operatum ; others unjustly condemned the whole
custom, without distinguishing the right use of it from its abuse ;
neither party being any longer capable of appreciating the simple,
possible for

communities.

to retain

They became

spirit in which this festival had originated.
Wealthy indl
viduals of the church provided agapse of this sort, and imagined they

childlike

had done something peculiarly meritorious and here, where all should
be on a level, attention began to be paid to distinction of ranks, and
the clergy, who should have set an example of humility to all, allowed
themselves to be distinguished by outward preferences unworthy of their
s^^^
calling.!
ungentle, morose, ascetic spirit condemned these agapce
altogether, and eagerly caught at every particular instance of abuse
on these occasions, which was set out in exaggerated colors, for the pur»
pose of bringing into discredit the whole custom.
Such was the course
of Tertullian after he became a Montanist.^
Clement of Alexandria
;

expresses himself with greater moderation

'^

;

although he declares his

who imagined they could purchase with banquets
God, and who seemed to degrade the heavenly name

opposition to those

the promises of

of love, by such a particular appro|)riation of it to these banquets.
" Love," says he, " is indeed a heavenly food. In heaven this heavenly
feast truly exists
the earthly one is indeed given by love, yet the feast
is not love itself, but only the proof of a benevolence ready to communicate.
Take care, therefore, that your treasure be not misrepresented
for the kingdom of God is not eating and drinkhig, but righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Ghost.
He who shares in this
latter feast, attains to the most glorious of all possessions, the kingdom
of God, while he strives to belong, even in the present world, to that
holy community of love, the church in heaven.
Love is the divme
thing itself, pure and worthy of God
to communicate es a worh of
;

;

;

love.^^
1

A double portion was

siastics, in

set before eccle-

Stromat.

accordance with a grossly pur-

tic sects:

verted and

sensual interpretation of the
text, I Timoth. 5: 17.
Tertullian, when a
Monlanist, de jejnniis, c. 17: Ad elogiuni
fulse
tur.

quod duplex apud te
honos binis partibus deputa-

ture pertinet,

pr.'Bsidcntibus

Comp. Apostol.

Constitut.

1.

II. c. :28,

where that which Tertullian very ))roperly
censures, is prescribed as a law.
Clement,
"

VII. f. 759, respecting the Gnos'H GVfnroTiiif) 6i.a r^c; tpevSuvvfiov

1.

uynm/g TrpuToaMaia.
^ I)e jejnniis, c. 17: Apud te agape in
cacahis fervet. Major est agape, quia per
banc adolescentes tui cum sororibus dormiunt. So passionate an accuser appears
of course not worthy of credit,
3

Paedagod.

1

II.

f.

142.
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SEPARATED FROM THE AGAP^.
So long as the agapce and the Lord's supper

-were united

together,

This
towards evening did

the celebration of the latter formed no part of the divine service.

was held earl}^
the church re-ass^mble
service

At

in the

morning, and not

at the

common

love-feast

till

and

for the celebration

may

be easily concluded, no
one could be present who was not a member of the Christian church,
and incorporated into it by the rite of baptism. But there was no
reason for excluding unbelieving or unbaptized persons from participatIt is clear from 1 Cor. 14
ing in the worship held in the morning.^
23
25, that in the age of the apostles, no stranger was withheld from
of the supper.

celebration, as

this

:

—

that, on the contrary, such visits were rethose assemblies
garded with pleasure, because the salutary impressions which were
The Apostle Paul
thus made on them, might tend to their conversion.
desired, that divine service should be so arranged as to exert an influ"We see no reason to justify a
ence in this manner on such persons.
deviation from this practice. There needed to be no fear of spies. Tlie
extravagant reports spread abroad concerning the Christians, could be
Publicity was the best witness
best refuted by ocular demonsti-ation
To this, moreover, Tertullian apof the innocence of the Christians.
peals, that each one could have convmced himself of the untruth of
those stories, as the churches were so often surprised in their meetings,
and it must thus have been observed what was transacted in them.^
Tf then the pagans themselves were challenged to testify what they had
seen done in the Christian assemblies when thus surprised, there certainly was no reason for repelling all visits of strangers for fear of

risiting

;

'

spies.

But now, when the celebration of the supper was disjoined from the
agapae and united with the other parts of divine service, it might happen on this very account, that men would believe it necessary to conthat at this
fine the participation of unbelievers to those other parts
celebration and the preparation which went before, they should be
dismissed, because these celebrations, from their very nature, were designed only for the members of the church, and originally all who were
Marcion, the
present partook in the communion of the \\o\j supper.
;

life, the warm opponent
combated the new separation
made between catechumens and the baptized entitled to communion,
and this dismissal of them at certain church prayers united with the

defender of apostolical simplicity in church
of

all

Je'w'ish, hierarchical peculiarities,

1 ])r. Rothe, in the acute and ingenious
dissertation which has already been referred
to, de disciplina arcani, maintains the opinion, that the admission of unbelievers and
catechumens to the first portion of the ser-

guishing of a niissa catechumenorum, and
a missa fidclium. But I cannot be per-

and that it
vice was a later arrangement
was the change whicli took place in the
catechumenal instruction, (see above, p.
305,) and the introduction of a class of
catechumens into the church assemblies, in
which hitherto none but those that had been
ba])tized, took a part, which first led to the

cise

fiomparing of the Christian worship with
die Grecian mysteries, and to the distiu-

mur.

;

suaded that the suppositions on wliich this
opinion rests are sulticicntly well grounded,
although I confess, there is a want of prcdata for a certain determination of tin;
disputed questions. The reasons for my
opposite views, and against Rothe, lie in my
development of the matter itself,
^ A))ologet. c. 7
Quotidie obsideniur,
quotidie prodimur, in ipsis plurimum coetibus et congregationibus nostris opprirai:

;

:

THE lord's supper.

Z2i8

Bupper, as an innovation alien from the original spirit of the apostolic,
He would have the catechumens take
part in all the prayers of the church.^
He would see nothing offensive
or as he said, Pauline church.^

even were they present also at the celebration of the holy supper, withTertullian, on the other hand, objected to the
out participating in it.
heretics,
by whom he seems particularly to have had in his mind
the Marcionite party,
that in their assemblies, it was impossible to
distinguish who were catechumens, and who were believers, (baptized
;)
that all entered in alike or at once, and took part in the same prayers
that moreover, when pagans came in, the holy, such as it was, was
thrown to dogs and the pearls before swine,
viz. the celebration of the
supper was exposed before the eyes of the profane although, in truth,
Tertullian proceeding on the assumption that,
no Lord's supper,
among heretics, there could be neither a true baptism, nor a true Lord's
supper."^
From this passage it is perfectly clear, not that the pagans
assisted in the divine service, but that they could be present at the
whole without distinction.
This was what offended Tertullian.
He
demanded that pagans, catechumens and baptized persons should, in

—

—

—

;

—

the divine service, take their several places
that certain holy rites
should be performed only in the presence of the last, but remain concealed from the gaze of the profane.
It was the new arrangement
combated by the Marcionites, by virtue of which the divine service
was divided into two portions, the acts in which catechumens and unl)elievers might take part, and those in which only the baptized could take
;

Here the comparison with the mysteries of the Greeks, of which
we have already spoken above, found place although we cannot assert
part.

;

that this division proceeded originally out of a comparison with the

Greek mysteries. For those only who had been consecrated by baptism,
could the veil be removed from the hidden sanctuary.*
Thus it came
about, that while Justin Martyr did not scruple to sketch out a description of the administration of baptism and of the celebration of the sup1 In reference to the position held by such,
TertuUian, praescript. hcerct. c. 41 Simplivolunt esse prostrationem disciplinse, cujus penes nos curain lenociniuin,
(a corruption of the primitive unity,) vo:

citatein

cant.

See Jerome on the epist. Galat. 6, 6
Marcion hunc locum ita interpretatus est,
'^

piitaret fidelcs et catecliumcnos simul
orare debere, et magistrum coinmunicare in
oratione discipulis.
fn•'Tertullian, pnescript. hieret. c. 41
primis. (juis catechumenus. quis fidclis,
incertum est; parher adeunt, pariter orant,
different
ctiain ethnici si supervenerint.
.•ense presents itself, according as we take
fliese words with what precedes or with
what follows them. In the first case, the
whole would lie a continuation uf the same
thought, and by the sanctum we should
have to understand the church prayers. In
the second case, the sense expressed by me
lit

:

A

in the translation

would answer

to the origi-

nal.

cannot concur with Rothe in respect
to all the passages in which he is disposed
to find an allusion to the Greek mysteries,
or an affectation of secrecy in imitation of
them. In particular, in the language of
Athenagoras, Legat. pro Cliristiaiiis, f. 37,
* I

no trace wiiatever of
conceahnent and mystery as to certain sacred rites. Athenagoras speaks of the fact,
tliat the Christians, who distinguished ihcmselves for their zeal in behalf of strict morality, must expect to be accused by the
pagans, who were slaves to every lust, of
the same unnatural debauchery which tliey
found existing among themselves, and in
"
'i2 ri av sliroiiu
this connection he says
ed. Colon., I c:\n find

:

rti

airoppiiTa

;

"

"

What

shall I say of that

concerning which one would prefer to be
silent ? "
Indigna dictu. Not a word here
respecting the mysteries of the Greeks, nor
respecting the sacraments of the Christians

:

;
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per for the use of pagans, it was thought, on the oiner hand, after this
transferring of the conception of the mysteries to the holy supper,
that one ought not to speak of these holy things before the uninitiated.
And this revolution coincides with the time when that great revolution
To the
of the Christian views took place respecting the priesthood.
inner connection which here presents itself, it is unnecessary to direct
the attention of our readers.
Already in the third century, it became customary, before the prayer
of the church which prepared the way for the celebration of the supper, for the clergyman who presided at this celebration, to admonish
the church to silent devotion, calling upon them to lift up their souls to

heaven, and the church thereupon responded,

— Yea,

to the

Lord

ive

have lifted them up}
It has already been remarked, that the prayer of praise and thanks
had passed over to the Christian celebration of the supper from the
Jewish passover. This prayer of praise and thanks was, moreover,
always considered as constituting an essential part of the solemnity :
hence the Lord's supper obtained its name of the eucharist (evxapLcria. 2)
The presiding officer of the church, taking up the bread and wine from
the table that stood before him, gave thanks to God, in the name of the
whole church, that he had created the things of nature, which were
here represented by the most essential means of sustenance, for the use
of man ; and that he, the Lord of nature, had also, for the sake of
man, given his Son to appear and suffer in human nature. Both the
thanksgiving for the gifts of nature and the thanksgiving for the blesssince it is not until
ings of grace were in fact intimately connected
man, redeemed, returns back to his filial relation with the Heavenly Father, that he truly perceives how all had been bestowed on him by the
love of his Heavenly Father ; then every earthly gift acquires for him
;

a new and higher significancy, as the pledge of an eternal love, imAll nature,
parting blessings to men of far higher worth than these.
which before had been desecrated by him, in his servitude to sin, in
his condition of estrangement from God, was now sanctified and reimmediately after the presiding
of the church has pronounced this
over the bread and
thanksgivinji:
of
prayer
wine, and the church joined in it with their

1 Cyprian, de oratione dorainica
Sacerdos ante orationem praefatione praeniissa
parat fratrum mentcs dicendo sursum corda,
ut dum respondet plebs habcmus ad iJominu/n, adnioncatur, nihil ahiid sequam Dom-

pressly, that

And Commodian,
cogitare debcre.
:;.
76, in' rebuking the female practice of
lalking in the church, says

tributcd.

:

:

:

cnum

Sacerdos Domini cum sursum corda prsecepit
In prece fienda ut fiant silentia vestra,
Linipide respondes nee temperas quoque promissis.

Thus we
liturgy,
in

tiic

2

find already the first traces of the

which we become acquainted with

fourth century.

The term

''

evxapiaria"

is

used meto-

I'i

—

aa'Of," in Justin Martyr,
the bread and
wine over which the prayer of tiianksgiving

has ban pronounced.

the sacramental elements were dis-

Amen,

Ho

The

li'iter

says ex-

He

mentions no other consecra-

f5i' evx'iC ?^6yov rov napavrov {rov Xpiarov) Evxapiarri'&elaa rpoThis cannot be a prayer which came
<P^verballv from Christ, for they had no such
jjravcr but it is rather the prayer of thanks
rrenerally, instituted by him, which, after

tion.

says: 'H

;

was

to be offered at this celebe that the words of the
institution were introduced into this prayer,
In the language used by Firmilian, Cyprian,
cp. 75: "invocatione non contemtibili sanctificare pancm et eucharistiam facere," lies
j)robably the idea of a consecration, whereby the ordinary bread became the sacrament

his exanijjle,

bration.

nymically, resembling in all respects the
evAoyovfisv,'^
phrase. '^ TfOTr/piov evAoyiac,
" 6 Evxapifrrr/^nr dprog koI
in St. Paul

=

officer

It

may

of the supper.

;

THE lord's supper.

830

stored back to him as a redeemed creature

and in the Lord's supper,
become transfigured into a symbol or
vehicle of the heavenly, the divine.
With the bodily food, thus sanctified by the prayer of thanksgiving, was now to be connected, by the
power of the same God who had caused this earthly means of sustenance to grow for the use of men, a higher, heavenly food for the life
of the inward man.
(We shall say nothing at present of the different
;

the earthly, the natural was to

notions concerning the relations of the signs to the thing represented.)
_ This connection of ideas was quite familiar to the early Christians

they often

made use

contempt for naAttached to this, moreover, was the
allusion to a peculiar custom of the church at this period
the members
of the community themselves offered the wine and the bread as a free
gift, and from these were taken the elements for the celebration of the
Lord's supper.i
These gifts were regarded as the spiritual thank-offerture affected

of

it

in their polem.ics against the

by the Gnostics.

;

The presiding officer of the church, in taking
ing of the Christians.
from these gifts the elements of the supper and consecrating them to
God with praise and thanksgiving, represented the whole community
as one priestly race, as one in the Lord,

again to the service of

God

all

and as ready

to

that they had received from

consecrate

Him.

This

thank-offering of the Christians, considered as a spiritual offering of the
heart, as a free expression of childlike love and gratitude, was opposed
to the sacrificial worship of the

of the Christians
officer,

;

pagans and Jews.

In part, these gifts
church

in part, the pi-ayer of thanks of the presiding

God

with which they were consecrated to

entire celebration of the Lord's supper,

was

;

in part, finally, the

called, at first only in this

sense, an offering or sacrifice, npoacpopu, ^vala.^ Li allusion to this, Justin

Martyr says

" The prayers and thanksgivings offered by worthy

:^

are the only true sacrifices, well-pleasing to

God

;

men

these alone have the

remembrance of their
by which
which Christ endured on their

Christians learned to offer, and particularly in

bodily nourishment, which consists of the dry and the moist,

they are reminded also of the sufferings
He regards this as a proof of the high-priestly lineage of
account."
since God receives offerings from none but his priests.
the Christians
In this sense Irenoeus, contrasting those spiritual offerings with evei'y
species of ceremonial connected with a sacrificial worship, observes " It
;

:

not the offering that sanctifies the man, but it is the conscience of
the offerer that sanctifies this offering, if it be pure, and induces God
Accordingly, the idea of a sacrifice in
to receive it as from a friend.^
the supper of the Lord was at first barely symbolical ; and originally
The
this idea did not even have reference to the sacrifice of Christ.

is

1 This usage, which
is already pLiinly
presupposed by the allusions of Justin Martyr, of Irenffius, is mentioned in express
tenus by Cyprian, de opcre et eleemosynis,
where he rebukes the rich woman, who
came to the communion without Imngiug
with her a gift of charity for the necessities
Locuples et dives es, et
of the church.
dominicum sine sacrificio venis. qvix. partem
ffc sacrijicio, quod pauper obtulit, sumis ?

^ Hence the expression which occurs so
frequently in Cyprian oblationem alicujus
accipere, offeiTC. To receive such gifts from
any one for the church, to take from them
the elements of the supper, and consecrate
them, was evidence that he was considered
to be a regular me:nber of the church
^ Dial. c. Tryph. Jud. f. 345
:

*

Iren.

1.

IV. c

18.

:

ELEMENTS.
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only thing originally had in view was the spiritual thank-offering of the
Christians, of which the presentation of the hread and wine, the first

served as a symbol

while no doubt the consciouswhich the redeemed were } laced by
the sufferings of Christ, lay at the basis of the whole transaction." ^ Afterwards, the reference to the death of Christ was made more prominent, yet so that it continued still to be no more than the idea of a
commemorative or symbolical representation of this sacrifice. But as
one error begets another, it was quite natural that the false notion of
fruits of nature's gifts,

new

ness of the

relation to

God,

;

in

a particular priesthood in the Christian church, corresponding to that

Old Testament, should give birth

to the erroneous notion of a
worship Avhich should stand in the same relation of correspondence to that of the Old Testament ; and so it came about that the
whole idea of sacrifice in the Lord's supper, which in the first instance
was simply symbolical, took a direction altogether wide of its true import, and bearing towards the magical ; the earliest indications of which
we find in Cyprian.
The ordinary bread presented by the church was used for the Lord's
Bupper.
Justin Martyr calls it expressly common bread, (^koivvc uprog ;)
those who went on the supposition that Christ kept the passover a day
earlier than it was usually observed, had no occasion to take other than
common bread for the celebration of the ordinance but even those who
entertained the contrary opinion did not consider the .use of unleavened
bread as an essential thing in the institution of the supper.
We meet
with but one exception, in a class of Judaizing Christians,^
an exception, however, which in this case explains itself.
These Christians
''elebrated the Lord's supper, in remembrance of that last supper of
Christ, but once in the year, at the feast of the passover
hence they
were bound, as Christians who still continued to observe the Jewish ceremonial law, to use unleavened bread. ^ As among the ancients, and
particularly in the East, it Avas not customary to drink at their meals
pure wine unmingled with water, it was taken for granted that Christ
also, at the institution of the supper, made use of mingled wine.
The
taste for higher mystical interpretations could not be satisfied, however,
with this simple, but, as it seemed, too trivial explanation of the prevail-

in the

sacrificial

;

—

;

A

single passage in Irenseus, 1. IV. c.
seems to speak a different language
"verbum quod offcrtur Deo; " therefore the
Logos himself, Christ, is ofiFercd up in the
sacrament of the supper. But even if there
were no other reading, yet this could not be
for such a form of expresthe right one
J

18, § 4,

:

eion would not only stand in manifest contradiction to the whole chain and connection of ideas elsewhere so luminously exhibIted in Irenseus, but also be unsuitcd to
what immediately precedes. He had in
fact just before said, "offerlur

Deo ex

cre.a-

trra ejus," (thus the offering is referred to
11 e bread and wine,) and
in the preceding
iliapter, ^ 6, it is said : " per Christum offert

ecclesia."

Beyond

question, therefore, the

—

reading of other manuscripts at this place
" per quod oflf'ertur," must be recognized as

It is precisely the refer
the correct one.
ence to Christ, the high priest, which give*'
as well to this spiritual thank-offering, as to
the entire Christian life, the right consecration.
This is the meaning of Ircnaeus.
- Epiphaiiius says respecting the Ebionitcs
of his time, that they annually celebrated
the communion with unleavened bread and
with water, (the latter, because their ascetic
])rinci])lps allowed not the use of wine.)

ha-rcs.
^

.30,

§ 16.

See what

Ebionitcs.

is

to be said hereafter of the

^
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PRIVATE COMMUNION.
custom.

The mingling of water with the wine was

said to denote

the union of the church with Christ.^

As we have already remarked, the celebration of the Lord's supper
was still held to constitute an essential part of divine worship on every
Sunday, as appears from Justin Martyr and the whole church partook
of the communion, after they had joined in the Amen of the preceding
prayer.
The deacons carried the bread and wine to every one present,
in order.
It was held to be necessary, that all the Christians in the
place should, by participating in this communion, maintain their union
with the Lord and with his church
hence the deacons carried a portion of the consecrated bread and wine to strangers, to the. sick, to
prisoners, and all who were prevented from being present at the as;

;

sembly.^

Li some of the churches, however, as for example in the chui-ch of
North Africa, the daily enjoyment of the communion continued to be
held necessary
since it was considered the daily bond of union betwixt the Lord and the church, the daily means of strength, life and
salvation to Christians.
Hence Tertullian and Cyprian give a S'piritual
explication of the petition for our daily bread, as a petition for an uninterrupted, sanctifying union with the body of Christ through the Lord's
supper.
But when the daily service and celebration of the Lord's supper ceased, the only means left was, to take home a portion of the consecrated bread, wjiich, in this case of necessity, was to be substituted
for the whole communion
the first trace of the practice, introduced
through error and abuse, of receiving the Lord's supper under one
kind. Thus every Christian, with his family, after the morning devotions,
and before engaging in his daily business, partook of the communion at
home, that the life of the whole ensuing day might be sanctified by
;

—

We recognize here the ideas at bottom, lying in the depth of the Christian consciousness ; but also the same
spirit of externality, disturlwng the Christian consciousness, which Ave
fellowship with the Lord.

have met with in so many different forms, and which was ever prone to
ascribe a magic power of making holy to the sensible elements.
But other countries, perhaps, even as early as this, acted upon the
1 Quando in calice vino aqua miscetur,
Christo populus adanatur. Cyprian, ep. 63.
^ In the description of the rite by Justin
and by Irenseus cited in Eusebius, 1. V. c.
24: HefiTTEiv EvxapLOTiciv rolg utto tuv
TrapninMv TvapovdLv, where the author is
Thus
speaking of the Roman bishops.
arose first the custom of communicating
with elements previously consecrated, (the
TTiJOJijinauiivn, as they were afterwards callThe idea at bottom was, that a comed.)
munion could properly have its right significance only in the midst of a church;
the communion of persons absent, of individuals, was to be considered therefore as
only a continuation of that communion of
But when
the whole body of the church.
in Cvprian mention is made of preshi/tfi-is
iipud confessores ojfcrentibns. the meaning

'\s. that the elements were firsi conseerated by the presbyters on the spot.
^ To this custom the following passages
refer.
Tertullian, speaking of the suspicion
of the pagan husband towards his Christian
Non sciet
wife, Ad uxorem, I. II. c. 5
maritus, quid secreto ante omncm cibum
gustos 1
Et si scivcrit panem, non ilium
De orat. c. 19,
credit esse, qui dicitur.
(in the piece discovered hj Muratori,) Accepto corpore Domini et reservato, (respecting a Christian mistress of a family.) area

probably

:

—

sua, in

qua Domini sanctum

fuit.

—

Cyprian,

In the work
lapsis, p. 189, cd. Baluz.
ascribed to Cyprian, de spectaculis, respecting one who runs from the church to the
theatre: Festinans ad spec aculum, dimissus e domiiiico et adhuc gerens secum, nt
assolet, eucharistiam.

de
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men ought never to partake of the holy thing except
very especial preparation of the heart, and therefore only at
The learned
stated seasons chosen according to each one's necessities.
Hippolytus, who lived in the first half of the third century, wrote thug
early a discussion on the question, " Avhether the communion should be
principle that
aft6r a

received daily or only at stated seasons." ^
As the church of North Afnca was the first to bring prominently
into notice the necessity of infant baptism, so in connection with this
they introduced also the communion of infants ; for as they neglected
to distinguish with sufficient clearness between the sign and the divine
thing which it signified, and as they understood all that is said in the
sixth chapter of John's gospel concerning the eating of the flesh and
drinking the blood of Christ to refer to the outward participation of the

Lord's supper, they concluded that this, from the very first, was absolutely necessary to the attainment of salvation.^
The celebration of the Lord's supper became the seal of all religious
it was thus used at the conclusion of a marriage,^ thus at
consecration
Of the latter, we will
the solemnities in commemoration of the dead.
;

here take occasion to speak somewhat more at large.
As Christianity in its general influence did not tend to suppress but
as it opposed itself generonly to ennoble the natural feelings of man
ally, as well to the perverted educatioti which would crush these natural feelings, as to the unrestrained expression of them in the rude state
;

of nature

;

the same was

From

the dead.

the

its

first,

influence also in relation to mourning for
condemned the wild, and at the

Christianity

same time hypocritical expressions of grief with which the funeral procession was accompanied, those wailings of women who had been hired
for the occasion, (muheres prieficie ;) yet it required no stoic resignation and apathy, but mitigated and refined the anguish of sorrow by
the spirit of faith and hope, and of childlike resignation to that eternal
love, which takes, in order to restore what it has taken under a more
which separates for the moment, in order to re-unite the
glorious form
;

When multitudes at
separated in a glorified state through eternity.
Carthage were swept away by a desolating pestilence, Cyprian said to
" We ought not to mourn for those who are delivered
his church:
from the world by the call of the Lord, since we know they are not
lost, but sent before us ; that they have taken their leave of us in order

—

We may

we do for those who have
lament them. We may not here
below put on dark robes of mourning, when thei/ above have already put
on the white robes of glory ; we may not give the heathens any just
occasion to accuse us of Avec ping for those as lost and extinct, of whom
we say that thei/ live with Qod, and of failing to prove by the witness
of our hearts the faith we confess with our lips. We, who live in hope,
precede

to

us.

long after them as

sailed on a distant voyage, but not

1

See Hieronym. ep.

2

And

who

71,

ad Lucin.

came

about, that to children
were not yet able to eat bread, they
so

it

gave wine. Cfr. Cyprian, de lapsis. Once
more an example, how a superstitious abuse.

contrary to the institution, led to a separation of the elements of the supper.
As to what
* Oblatio pro matrimonio.
is to be understood by this, see above,
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who

God, and trust that Christ has suffered for us and risen
we, who abide in Christ, who through him and in him rise
again,
why do we not ourselves wish to depart out of this world or
why do we lament for the friends who have been separated from us, as
if they were lost, when Christ, our Lord and God, exhorts us, saying,
'
he that believeth in me, though he
I am the resurrection and the life
were dead, yet shall he live ; and whosoever liveth and believeth in
me shall never die ? Why are we not in haste to see our country and
home, to greet our elders ? There await us a multitude of those whom
we love, fathers, brothers and children, who are secure already of their
own salvation and concerned only for ours. What mutual joy to them
and to us, when we come into their presence and into their embrace !"^
Out of this direction of the feelings arose the Christian custom which
required that the memory of departed friends should be celebrated
by their relations, husbands, or wives, on the annivei'sary of their death,
in a manner suited to the spirit of the Christian faith and of the Christian hope.
It was usual on this day to partake of the communion,
under a sense of the inseparable fellowship with those who had died in
the Lord
a gift was laid on the altar in their name, as if they were
still living members of the church ; and in return for this, the petition
for peace to the souls of the departed was introduced into the prayer
of the church which preceded the communion.^
But when the ideas of the priesthood and sacrifice took another
shape, this circumstance also would necessarily react on those Christian
memorial observances connected with the holy rite. We meet with the
first indications of this false tendency as early as the times of Cyprian.
believe in

again

;

—

;

;

'

;

While individual Christians and

Clivistiau families celebrated in this

manner the memory of those departed ones who Avere especially ne?r
to them by the ties of kindred, tvJiole communities celebrated the mem
ory of those who, vrithout belonging to their own particular community,
had died as witnesses for the Lord.^ The anniversary of the death of
such individuals was looked upon as their birth-day to a nobler existGreat care was bestowed in providing for their funeral obseand the repose of their bodies, as the sanctified organs of holy
souls, which were one day to be awakened from the dead and restored
to their use under a more glorious form.
On every returning anniversary of their birth-day, (in the sense which has been explained,) the
people gathered round their graves, where the story was rehearsed of
their confession and sufferings, and the communion was celebrated in
ence.

quies,

the consciousness of a continued fellowship with them,

now

that they

were united with him for whom, by their sufferings, they had witnessed
a good confession.* The simple Christian character of these celebraCyprian, de mortalitate.
Oblationes pro defunctis annua die faciemus. Tertullian, de corona milit. c. 3,
The same writer
as an ancient tradition.
says to a widower, in reference to his deceased wife Pro cujus spiritu postulas, pro
1

2

:

^ua oblationes annuas reddis. Commendabis per sacerdotem etc. De exhortatione
castitat. c. 11.

^

The

dies natales, natalitia

raartyrnm

ysvi-&ALa tCiv /laprvpuv.
* The oblationes, sacrificia pro martyribus, presupposed orifjinally that the martyrs
were like other sinful men, who might well
stand in need of tlie intercessions of Christians.
This usage was, in its oiic/inal sense.
in collision with the extravagant veneration
of the martyrs; and this circumstance ac

OF THE MARTYRS.
b.uns is
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eNdnced by the maimer in which the church at Smyrna, in their

report of the martyrdom of Polycarp, their bishop, answered the reproach of the heathens, who refused to give up the remains of the
martyr, lest the Christians should abandon the crucified, and begin to

" They are not aware," writes the church, " that we
worship Mm}
can neither forsake that Cln'ist who has suffered for the salvation of the
whole world of the redeemed, nor worship another. Him we adore, as
the Son of God
but the martyrs we love, as they deserved for their
unconquerable love to their King and Master, and because we also wish
The church then
to become their companions and fellow disciples." ^
proceeds to say,
" We gathered up his bones, which are more
precious than gold or jewels, and deposited them in a suitable place ;
and God will grant us to assemble there in joy and festivity, and cele
brate the birth-day of his martyrdom, in remembrance of the departed
champion, and for the purpose of exercising and arming those whom
the conflict is still awaiting." ^
Yet it cannot be denied that as early
as the time of Cyprian, or even earlier, (for TertuUian, when a Montanist, combated this error,) the germ began to show itself of an excessive veneration for the martyrs.
So uniformly is man inclined to idace
an undue value on the human agent, to deify the instrument, which
should simply point to Him who employs it ; and the false element once
existing in the germ, it soon unfolds and spreads, unless repressed by a
;

—

mightier reaction of the sense of truth.
cordingly must have afterwards led

to

a

different intei'pretation of the ancient custorn.

IV.

c. 15.
See above, p. 109.
yip, vibv ovra tov ^eov
irpofKvvavfiev ToiDf 6e fxdpTvpaf, (if /la^^
1

Euseb.

2

Tovrov

1.

[isv

rac tov Kvpiov kol jiifirjTag ajaTTUfiev, a^iuv
i-vEKa evvoiac uv vnepl37ij]Tov rijc eIc Tbv
uhov (SaaiXea Kal 6i6u(jKa?iOv.
3 Elf te tuv 7rpor/i^/l///<:6ruv ^iv^fiijv, Koi
tuv fieXXovruv acKtjarv re icai kTomaaiav.

SECTION FOURTH.
history of christianity, apprehended and developed as a
system of doctrines.

General Introductory Remarks.

1.

to which, as we have seen in the preceding
proceeded to unfold and shape itself in the outward life from within, will again offer itself to our notice in the present
section, where it is our purpose to trace the progressive development
It is the law expressed in the words we have
of Christian doctrine.
words employed by our Lord
prefixed as the motto to this volume,
himself to describe the manner in which his kingdom should be developed here on the earth. As the fi-agment of leaven cast into the large
mass of meal brings on a process of fermentation, and by its own mnerent virtue, working through the mass, assimilates the whole to itself;
by the power of a divine life,
the heavenly leaven,
80 Christianity,
created a ferment in human nature, which, from the hidden depths, the
inmost recesses of that nature, extended its influence as well to the
faculties of thought as to the outward life, striving to assimilate, to
an effect which
transform and fashion the whole to its own likeness
could only be brought about by a gradual process of development, and
which presupposed manifold conflicts with the alien forces it was necesTo exhibit the workings of Christianity, now that
sary to overcome.
they have been contemplated in the phenomena of life^ as they are
seen in the development of thought and of knowledge, is the problem

The same law according

sections, Chiistianity

—

—

—

—

;

before us.

As

one essential characteristic of Christianity, that it did not
in a distinct set of formal precepts, nor found a new
society, organized from Avithout in certain fixed and invariable external
forms so it is another, that it did not communicate a rigid system
of doctrines, settled and determined once for all in certain ready made
In both these respects, the word of the quickening Spirit
conceptions.
it

is

new law

deliver a

;

was

to find its

ing of the

way outward from

within,

so also in the coining of

life,

the external shap— just
condoctrines
as in

its

into distinct

ceptions for the understandmg. The divine revelation was so delivered
and so calculated, that its substantial contents might be elaborated and
evolved, through the divinely enlightened reason of man, actuated by

the

new

divine

penetrated by

in the same proportion as he became more fully
and with the free activity befitting its own proper es-

fife,

it,

was not something engrafted on the difterent individuahties
character and still remaining foreign to them but the divine
matter, suited to all the individualities of human character, and "in
which these individualities were to find, not their destruction, but their
(jompletion, was designed for the very end of being appropriated b^
sence.
Df

It

human

;
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each in its own way, and of being developed by each in the form
most nearly corresponding to its own stamp. As Christ, the second
man. the prototype of the new regenerated humanity, is exalted
above all antagonisms of hmnan individuality, comprising in himself
the original elements of them all harmoniously combined
so what
in him is one, must, in the ennobled human natui-e proceeding from
;

him, become individualized.
destined,

when animated by

The various
his life,

to

peculiarities of character,
present different phases of

were to cooperate, each supplying what the others might lack,
a perfect exhibition of the fullness of Christ in the course of
And this law was verified at the very outset, in the case of
history .1
those who formed the necessary connecting links between himself and
those organs and veliithe next succeeding evolution of the church
Hence the mode of apprecles of his Spirit to all subsequent ages.
hending and presenting that divine truth, which is one in essence, must,
at this point, be immediately separated into four grand particular direcas will be evident
tions, constituting all together the fullness of Christ
by comparing the different characters of James and Peter, Paul and
The spirit of Christ exercised too mighty an influence over
John.
these individualities of character, attracted and animated as they were
by one and the same power, to leave it possible for them to unfold
themselves in such opposite ways as to exclude one another.
Hence
whatever was diverse in them still remained subordinate to a higher
unity, in which they were one.
And so on in the future
it rested
on the natural diversities of human character to decide, by which of
these grand tendencies in the original presentation of Christianity each
man should be chiefly attracted and on which side, in what form of it,
each could appropriate it to himself.
But when, in the after course of development, the power of Christ's
spirit, which thus subordinated the human element to itself, no longer
predominated, but the human individuality asserted its own importance,
then partial systems arose, running counter to each other, which, in one
way and another, did great injury to the cause of divine truth ; and it
only remained that the progressive movement and purification of the
church should cause that unity to be once more clearly apprehended
and restored out of these conflicting elements.
In the sections which have gone before, we saw" Christianity pressing
into the conflict with the religious principles of the earher world
with
those of paganism and Judaism
and the strife was not barely one of
open war, but those principles entered into the mode of apprehending
Christianity itself, threatening its corruption by lowering it down to
liimself,

to give

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

1 1 cannot deny myself the pleasure of
referring here to those beautiful words of
Schleiermacher, which express so profound
an understanding as well of the historical
development of Christianity as of the es•' If
sential character of Christ.
we con-

template Christendom in its full and comjilete sense, if we can but for a moment so
fill the mind's eye with light and so kindle
the fire of love in the heart, that the differ-

VOL.

I.

22

ences shall no longer shock and repel us,
shall not only find in them all, taken togother, the fullness of Ciirist, as well as the
fullness of the undivided spirit of God, but

we

we

shall also see therein the Father who
has revealed himself in his Son, and take
in at a glance all these different broken
rays of divine light as they proceed from
one central point." Schlciermacher's Predigten, neue Ausgabe, B. III. p. 590.

;

:
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their

own standard and becoming themselves blended

same thing we

shall

have

-with

to observe in the process of the

it.

The

development

Just as in the progressive evolution of Christian life, we
in with a corrupting influence,
while yet the Christian principle preserved itself pure in the conflict
with both
so we must observe the same thing again in the history of
doctrines, and perceive the intimate connection between the development of the Christian principle in doctrine and in life, in dogmatics
and in ethics, both having sprung from a common root. Now wherever
the religious tendencies of the old world, which at first presented themselves in outward hostility to Christianity, became so mixed in with its
inner development as to lame the foundation of the Christian faith itself,
by appropriating to themselves only a part of the whole, those appearances arose which we're designated by the name of heresies ^ though
in later times this name was often applied in a very diSerent manner,
that refused to recogbeing employed by some one dominant sect,
nize the manifold phases necessarily presenting themselves in the healthy
development of Christian truth, and would substitute in place of the
unity, exhibiting itself in these manifold forms, a uniformity that sup
to brand as a morbid
pressed the healthy process of development,
appearance every deviation from a mode of apprehending Christianity
which claimed to be the only valid one.
The multiform and grand phenomena of the heresies which arose in
this period, where we may observe Jewish and Oriental-Greek elements
of culture in various combination, exhibit to us, on one side, the chaotic
heavings of a dismembered world, on the point of either plunging into
dissolution or rising in some new creation called forth out of the chaos
while on another, they bear witness to the mighty attractive power
which the appearance of Christ exerted on the elements of this chaos,
the powerful impression which it produced, both attractive and repulSuppose the case that nothing had come down to us save the
sive.
knowledge of these phenomena that we knew nothing about the causes
by which they were produced yet any mind, of more than ordinary
of doctrines.

saw Jewish and pagan elements entering
;

;

—

—

;

;

constrained to recognize, in these mighty afterworkings, some still greater phenomenon that had preceded them ;
and doubtless it would be possible, from studying the one, to arrive at
some probable conclusion with regard to the character of the other.
reflection,

1

would

The word

feel

alpsaic, in its original signifi-

grounded on its etymology, has, as
well known, no bad meaning attached to

cation,
is

but in the philosophical tisus loquendi.,
denotes the choice of certain principles for
some parthe whole regulation of life,
ticular conviction determining the character
cf the life.
Hence it was used to designate the different schools of philosophy,
which were divided each from the other by
their difference in respect to such convic-

it;

—

Thus Sextus Empiricus

gives as
the most general definition of the word
/lo/w Tcvl Kara rd (paivo/xevov iiKoAov&ovaa
iyuvs. But where the question turns not

tions.

on the different opinions of men with regard tc important subjects, but on truth
communicated by divine revelation whereby the foundation is to be laid of a fellowship and unity of religious conviction, of
an all-embracing church, the word alpp.aic
as opposed to this postulate, as denoting the
preponderance of the subjective side where
by that higher fellowship and unity are violated, takes in the associated idea of arbi-

trary human opinion, through which divine
truth becomes corrupted and with such an
associated bad meaning the term seems tc
be employed even in the usus loquendi erf
;

the

New

Testament.
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Since we must perceive in these heresies the reaction of different
fundamental pi-inciples, prevailing in the ancient world, which had
found their way into Christianity itself and strove to maintain themselves
along with it it is evident that they must have subserved this importr
ant end namely, that the Christian mind, while engaged in repelling
such a reaction, must, in this opposition, still more clearly develops
and express itself, than it could have done if these fundamental principles had merely been brought to assail Christianity from without. These
conflicts could not fail to result in a conscious knowledge, more clearly
developed and more sharply defined, of the distinguishing essence
;

;

of Christianity generally, and of the substantial contents of

its

several

doctrines.

In contemplating the oppositions most distinctly marked in the hereand the process of development whereby the Christian consciousness, which was thus more clearly unfolded, came forth
triumphant from these conflicts, we see those words of the Christian
philosopher, which we selected as a motto for the first volume of this
history, remarkably verified, that all oppositions find themselves resolved
sies of this period

and reconciled

in Christ.

development of Christian doctrine
can be rightly understood only by taking into view its conflict with the
heresies, we must first turn our attention to the consideration of these
phenomena.
Since, then, the process of the

Heretical Tendencies.

What
will

the two most important tendencies of the heretical spirit were,
appear as soon as we consider the relation of Christianity to the

previous religious development of mankind.
Christianity was the new
creation, that pushed its way out of the envelope of Judaism.
In common with Judaism, it possessed the character of a revealed religion, as

opposed to the nature-religion of heathenism

;

—

it

possessed the ground-

—

work of the theocracy, and yet was something entirely new
a principle which aimed at the transformation of everything already extant.
The least among those who shared ih the new creation was to be greater
than the greatest among the prophets.
It was the dissolution and the
fulfilment of Judaism.
Hence it was important to a right apprehension
of Christianity, that both these relations should be rightly seized
that
it should be seen how Judaism was to meet with its fulfilment in Christianity, but how, at the same time, united with this fulfilment, was the
dissolution of the distinct religious ground which Judaism had, till now,
;

behooved that Christianity should be rightly underconnection with the preparatory elements in Judaism,
and also in its opposition to Judaism itself. Hence there could arise
contrary tendencies of error, according as cither the opposition was lost
^ight of in the intimate connection, or the intimate connection was overlooked in the opposition.
And in these main directions of the heretical spirit, we shall easily be able to trace the influence of two elementa
of culture directly opposed to each other, which were attracted by
Christianity,
the opposition of the Jewish and of the Hellenic mind.
maintained.

It

stood, both in

its

—
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— JEWISH

AND GRECIAN.

As the new spirit which Christ introduced into humanity was at first
covered up and hidden under the old forms of Judaism, from which it
aa
was afterwards to burst free bj virtue of its own inherent power
the Jews, from their previous rehgious point of view, could come to the
knowledge of Jesus as the Messiah promised in the Old Testament, it
came about, that the doctrine of Christ was wholly blended by them
with their previous Judaism, that they were for holding fast, as of perpetual validity, what was to be only a transient moment,
that stage
of the development of Christianity in which it first appeared clothed
under the forms of Judaism. The free Grecian spirit, on the other
hand, which struggled hardest against the yoke of the law, being most
strongly attracted by that particular phase in the appearance of Christ
and in Christianity which was most directly opposed to the restraints
of Judaism, would most naturally apprehend Christianity simply as a
religion opposed to Judaism
would be disposed to deny the fact of
their common divine foundation
to explain the connection between
them as a thing merely accidental, and to overlook the more profound
and necessary inner connection, the higher unity which existed between the two religions. Indeed we may perceive the germ of the
opposition just described as early as the time of Paul,
the opposition,
that is, between those who held to the exclusive authority of the apostles of Palestine, and those who attached themselves exclusively to the
between those who remained in bondage to the JewApostle Paul,
ish law, and those who gloried in their Christian freedom and higher
knowledge. 1 The same opposition appeared still more strongly developed in the age of John ^ and hence arose afterwards the opposition
between the Jewish and the Gnostic understanding of Christianity.
Where this opposition reaches its full and complete development, it is
the one which of all others aifects most deeply the entire apprehension
of Christianity, extending alike to all its ethical and all its dogmatic
elements.
The first of these spiritual tendencies cleaves^ to the temporal, earthly form of manifestation alone, without divining the higher
the other disdains that temporal
spirit which it embodies and conceals
form of manifestation, which is the necessary medium for the appropriation of the spirit, and would have the spirit without this medium.
The one sticks fast by the letter, beyond Avhich it cannot penetrate to
the revelation of the spirit ; the other believes itself competent to grasp
The one perceives nothing in Christ but
the spirit without the letter.
and so the
the other, nothing but the Son of God ;
the Son of man
one would have only the human element in Christianity, without the
The last antidivine ; the other, only the divine, without the human.
thesis is of the utmost importance, on account of its bearing on the
For as this presupposes the onen:ss of
essence of Christian moraUty.
the Son of God and the Son of man in Christ, so the refinement of tlie
entire man, as a form for the manifestation of the divine life, is its prin^
eiple, flowing directly from this presupposition.
Of these two main tendencies, we shall now proceed to consider, first,
the one which exhibited itself in the Judaizing sects.
;

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

;

1

See

my

Apostol. Zeitalter, Bd.

I.

S. 314,

flF.

2 Id.

Bd.

II. S.

532. ff
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1

.

The Judmzing

Sects.

This main heretical tendency, as may be gathered from what has been
said, is the oldest which entered as a disturbing influence into the deIt fixed itself on Christianity at the
veloping process of Christianity.
exhibvery spot of its birth for it had a slow and gradual growth,
iting itself first, when that which, in its crudeness and imperfection, constituted the first necessary link in the chain of development, set itself

—

;

in hostile opposition to the progressive

and promised

;

next,

when

movement which

that which was in

its

Christ aimed at

right place at the be-

ginning, gave itself forth as the end, and asserted its own validity
against the free development of the spirit bursting from the covering
finally, when the same fleshly
in which it had been previously confined
;

and contracted Jewish sense which showed

its hostility to

Christianity

at first in decided unbeHef, received Christianity, but received it aftei
its own fashion, that is, the shell instead of the kernel ; when the same

which our Saviour's exalted language had so often been
a stone of stumbling, behoved his words in [lart, it is true, but again
taking them accordbetrayed itself by misconstruing their meaning,
But still
ing to the sensuous letter, and not according to their spirit.
we must carefully distinguish the different gradations in this tendency,
which varied from a merely imperfect and subordinate stage of Chrisfleshly sense to

—

knowledge, to that which may properly be called heresy.
Let us recollect that the faith in Jesus as the promised Messiah
was the fundamental doctrine, on which the whole structure of the
church arose. Accordingly, the first Christian community was formed
It was composed of such as differed
of very heterogeneous materials.
from other Jews only by the acknowledging of Jesus as the Messiah
of such as still conthmed bound to the same contracted Jewish notions
which they had entertained before and of such as, by coming to know
Jesus more and more as the IN'Iessiah in the higher spiritual sense, by
tian

—

;

surrendering themselves with docility to the spirit of Christ, would, by
the inworking of that spirit, be ever growing in their Christian knowledge, and becoming more completely freed from their besetting errors.
The heterogeneous elements, which, in the first communities formed
4iyiong the Jews, were thus outwardly rather than inwardly combined,
must now, in the course of the progressive development, be thrown

The sifting process of history must effect a
who had really been brought in contact with
the spirit of Chi-istianity and those who still belonged more truly to
Judaism.
To this necessary sei)aration in the coui;ge of history, the

apart from each other.
separation between those

words of Paul, 1 Corinth. 11 19, and of 1 John, 2 19, properly
api%.
As Christ himself had faithfully observed the Mosaic law, so tne
faithful observance of it was adhered to at first by all believers, and
was held to be a necessary condition of particif^ating in the jNIessiah's
kingdom. After the preparatory labors of Stephen, the martyr, and
that which
)ther men of Hellenistic origin and education, and of Peter,
Christ intended, when he said that he was not come to destroy the law but
:

:

—
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—

that
to fulfil it, and wlieu he called himself the Lord of the Sabbath
which he meant bj the worship of God, confined no longer to particu
lar times or places, but in spirit and in truth, the essence of the new
spiritual creation, which is grounded in the resurrection of Christ,^
was clearly conceived and expressed by the Apostle Paul, and a selfsubsisting Christian church, wholly independent of Judaism, formed
among the pagans. Already a schism threatened to break out between
the
the two elements of which the Christian church was composed,
prevailing notion of Christianity in Palestine, which "was characterized
by a decided leaning to the Old Testament, and which suffered the
new spirit to remain enveloped in the old forms of Judaism and the
independent Pauline development of Christianity among the pagans.
By the compromise entered into between the two parties at Jerusalem,^
and it was the triumph of
this opposition was harmoniously reconciled
the idea of a catholic church, whose unity, grounded on the faith in
Jesus as the one Saviour and Lord of all, was to outweigh all subordiBat the
nate differences of Jewish and Hellenic forms of culture.
more deep seated opposition could not be overcome and set aside by
The power
this reconciliation, brought about by outward concessions.
of the Apostle Paul in establishing the pnnciples of the more expanded
view of Christianity, and his successful and rapidly extending labors
among the pagans, which excited the jealousy of the pharisaic party
among the Jewish Christians, soon caused it to break forth anew. In
opposition to Paul, whom they refused to acknowledge as an apostle,
whom they accused of corrupting the doctrines of Christ, arose that
party of Jewish Christians,
zealots according to the pharisaic spirit,
which was not until afterwards distinguished by a common name.
At the time when this opposition had become most violent, Paul was
removed from his earthly field of labor. Then followed the conciliating
element of the Apostle John's labors in Asia Minor, by which many of
the points of difficulty were removed
but still the opposition, in those
respects in which it had been most strongly marked, could not be wholly
;

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

suppressed.
About the middle of the second century we still find, among the
Christians of Jewish descent, the two parties which existed in the apostolic age.
This is evident from a passage in the dialogue of Jusjtin

Martyr with
their

own

Ti"ypho.'^

Two

classes are here mentioned,

— they who

in

practice united with the faith in Christ the observance of the

Mosaic law, but without requiring the same observance of believing
pagans, whom they acknowledged rather as genuine Christian brethren
and accounted worthy of all brotherly fellowship, notwithstanding that
fchey maintained their original Christian freedom,*
and they who

—

and thenceforth bound to no outward
circumstances whatever.
- See on this subject, my Apostol. Zeital-

Following the Pauline train of thought,
Christ the risen possesses a life exemptthe dominion of nature, from the
from
ed

free,

uTOLxsla Tov Koafioii, so too tlie spiritual
of those who are spiritually risen with
him is exempted from the dominion of na-

Bd. I. S. 169, tf.
Ed. Colo«. f. 2G6, to which, in many
respects, important passage, we shall have
occasion to advert again hereafter,

1

As

life

a religion emancipated
from the elements of the world, altogether
ture, their religion is

ter,
^

*

As

Justin reports of

them

in

the jiaa
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were not content with observing the Mosaic law themselves, but were
for forcing the pagan believers universally to the same observance, and
who refused otherwise to have fellowship with them thus proceeding
on the assumption, that the helieviyig pagans, like all others, were unclean, and that without the observance of the Mosaic law no man could
be just before God.^ The former were the genuinely apostolic, Jewish
Christians, who had remained true to the pledge of agreement made at
Jerusalem the latter belonged to that party with whose influence th^
Apostle Paul had so often to struggle among the communities of the
;

;

pagan

Christians.

As

the destruction of Jerusalem and the abolition of the Temple
worship could not shake the faith of the Jews at large in the perpetual
validity of their religious laws, so neither can it be said that the at-

tachment of those Jews to the Mosaic law, who embraced Christianity,
was thereby diminished. They regarded these events, doubtless, as a
divine punishment, sent upon the mass of the people, who were hostile
to Christ, and whose wicked disposition had caused his death
and
many among them were expecting a glorious restoration of the city and
of the temple to the faithful of the nation.
Those that were not finally
drawn by their Jewish way of thinking, on which had been merely
grafted a superficial faith in Jesus as the Messiah, to fall Avholly back
again into Judaism,^
the more genuine class of Jewish Christians,
who were at Jerusalem at the breaking out of the Roman war, could
have no sympathy with the fanaticism which this war brought along
with it and when reminded of the admonitory, warning and threaten;

—

;

ing words of Chi'ist, could hardly

fail to foresee, in the issue of this war,
the divine punishment of their perverse nation which he had predicted.

may have been

the case, perhaps, that as the prophetic voice, was
occasionally heard in the Christian assemblies, some pious men felt
constrained to warn the assembled communities of the approaching

It

still

destruction, and to call

ined people,
ern bank of
lis.^
At a
Jerusalem.

and repair

upon them

to

remove from the midst of the

one of the ten

ru-

on the eastthe Jordan, known under the collective name of Decapolater period this community is said to have returned to
Until the time of the emperor Hadrian, it was wholly
composed of Christians of Jewish descent, who were distinguished from
pagan Christians by their strict observance of the Mosaic law ; though
to

above refeired to: Alpovvrai (jv^^v
Toig XpioTiavolc Kal marolc, jX'f] KEi-^ovTeg
ai'Tovg fiT/TE 7rEpLTefj.vf:crdai bfioiug avTolc,
saj;e

uTjTe iyafJl3aTc^eiv, fiTjre tlTCka

haa roiavTu,

lari tti-eIv.
Justin's words : 'Eav 6e ol aizb tov ye'ovc TOV v/xETEpov (the race of the Jews)
.'iGTEVELV ?^E-yovTE(; em tovtov tov XpiaTbv,
CK TtavTo^ Kara rbv 6cu Muaeug 6iaTax&evTa
^

uvaym^uai ^f/v rove i^ i'&vuv tnaTEVovTag f/ fxri koivuveZv avToig ti'Q ToiavTTjc; cvvihayuyiic alpCivTai.
change very easily accounted for, and
one which Justin notices in the passage
ibove I'cfeiTed to: Toijg ouo'Aoyr/aavTac kuI
vofiov

'-'

A

cities

in Peraea,

kTVL-yvovrag tovtov elvai rbv Xpiarbv Kal
-^tlvlovv alria fieraf^uvTac inl Tfjv evvo/xov
iroXiTsiav, upyTjaafiivovg on ovtoc iuriv o

Xpiarbq.
3 Eusebius,
/nbv

toI(;

1. III. c. 5;
avro'&i boK/fioi^

Kara
rft'

riva XP^^'

uTvoKalv-ijiEiJi

EKbodevra.
In Epiphanius, (de nietisur. et
pond. c. 15,) an exar;f;enitin<; tradition ha*
already converted this prophetic utterance
into a revehition dehvcred by an angel.
Without doubt, this whole account springs
from some earlier source perhaps a statement of Hcj;csippus. We have no suflicient reason for calling in (jucstion its truth,
;
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we have no reason to infer from this, that there existed among them no
Under
other diversities of religious tendency and of rehgious opinion.
Hadrian a change was for the first time produced by outward causes,
which led

community of an altered shape
That emperor was induced
the Jews under Barcochba, to exclude them enJerusalem and its circumjacent territory. This
extended to all native Jews, who had not, by
life, utterly renounced their nation.
The com-

to the substitution of another

in place of that original Christian

by the insurrection of
tirely from the city of
prohibition must have
their Avhole

manner of

church.

munity could no longer subsist, then, in its ancient form, in this place.
Thus there was formed at first in the pagan colonial city, ^lia Capitolina, which had been founded in the place of the ancient Jerusalem,
a church in which no further trace was to be found of the observance
in which Christians of pagan descent, and liberalof the Mosaic law
minded Jewish Christians who did not hesitate to put the pagans on an
equal footing with themselves in respect to all matters of outward life,
were mingled together. This community had for their presiding elder
But this
a Christian of pagan descent, whose name was Marcus.-^
change had no influence on the other Jewish Christians and those who
;

;

perseveringly distinguished themselves, by a strict observance of the
law, from the Christians of pagan origin, and avoided all intercourse
with them, would thus naturally become more widely known, as a disIf the story, already alluded to, concerning
tinct sect by themselves.
the return of the original community from Pella to Jerusalem, is a correct one, or if a great majority of them, at least, did not remain behind
at Pella, the event just mentioned would naturally lead those who held
tenaciously to the Mosaic law, to separate themselves from the mixed

community and repair once more
Christian church maintained

Now

its

to

Pella,

existence

where a

down

strictly

Jewish

to the fifth century.

might easily happen that, from a superficial knowledge or consome might be led to place together in the
same class all these Jewish Christians who agreed in observing the
Mosaic law, without any regard to the diiFerences existing among them.
Accordingly, from the time of Irenseus, who first mentions the name,
they all came to be designated by the common appellation of Ebionites.
In respect, first, to the origin and the meaning of this appellation, the
opinion certainly must be rejected that it is a proper name, derived
This hypothesis appears first in the
from the founder of the sect.
writings of the inaccurate Tertullian, who, in his ignorance of the Hebrew, and of the signification of the word in that language, took it for
a proper name and as other sects were named after their founders,
Epiphanius, who
supposed the same must be true of this sect also.
})0ssessed the advantage over Tertullian, it is true, of being acquainted
it

sideration of the facts,

;

1 Easebius. 1. IV. c. 6.
See also the remarkable words of Sulpicius Severus, who,

after citing the prohibition of the Emperor
Hadrian. goes on to say, (hist. sacr. 1. II. c.

31

:)

Quod quidem christianae fidei proficitum pane omnes Christum Deum

ebat, quia

sub

legis obscrvatione credcbant.

Nimiruni

Domino ordinante, dispositum, ut legia
servitus a libertate fidei atque ecclesiae tollerctur; where this writer has perhaps atid.

tributed too

much importance

to the

event

,
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with the Hebrew langua,ii;e, but was liowever no less inaccurate, followed the same opinion without furtlier inquiry although he himself
;

proposes another derivation of the word, quite inconsistent with this
hypothesis, taken from its etymological Hebrew signification, with which
Since the character of the party desighe was doubtless acquainted.
nated by this name was of so general a nature, and the party itself
embraced in it so many different shades of the Jewish Christian principle which they held in common ; since, as appears from what has been
said, such a general ground-tendency as the one denoted by this name
could hardly fail, in the historical course of development, to pass over
the origin of this pariy from any
from Judaism into Christianity,
single individual should seem to be a thing quite improbaMe.
We
might suppose, indeed, that this name was applied first to a distinct
sect belonging to this general class, and founded by a man who had
some peculiar views of his own and that, at some later period, it received a more general application.
But we have no warrant whatever
for any such supposition. No tradition respecting the founder of a sect
by the name of Ebion is supported on grounds of authentic history.
The more accurately informed authorities, such as Irenasus and Origen,
nowhere mention such a person and all that we find anywhere said
respecting the pretended Ebion, is of that vague and indefinite character which sounds suspicious. Origen was the first to give the correct
derivation of this name,' from the Hebi-ew word P'^J?., poor.
These

—

;

;

Jewish Christians, then, were called the poor but the question now
arises, in what sense, was this appellation originally applied to them ?
And with this is connected another,
by whom first was this appellation
given them ?
Upon the resolution of these questions it must depend,
whether the appellation is to be understood as a term of reproach or of
praise.
Now it appears evident, it is true, from an explanation which
Epiphanius cites from the mouths of the very people in question,^ that,
in his time, the Ebionites regai-ded it as an epithet which they had
bestowed on themselves. But although the Ebionites did actually ap
propriate and sanction the name, it might nevertheless be true and
wholly consistent with this fact, that the epithet Avas originally bestowed
on them by their adversaries while they might afterwards apply it to
themselves, either in the same or a different sense
since what was
considered by their opponents a term of reproach, might be regarded,
from their own point of view, as an honorable title.
Origen, who, as we have said, first presented the correct explanation
of the word, applies the designation, " poor," to the meagre religious
;

—

;

;

system, the poverty of faith, that characterized this party .^
In this
sense, the term may have been applied to them by pagan Christians
but it cannot be supposed that pagan Christians would have chosen a
Hebrew word to express this character. It is far more natural to sup1

Haeres. 30.

8 Orig. in

XVI.

c.

12:

Tw

kiii-

Kal T^Tux^vovTi, TiEpl TT/v Eif 'Irjcovv
nioTiv.
It was hardly Origcn's intention

<.)ve''.u

in this place, to give

nation
he merely alludes, after las vsuai
way, to the ineanin<r of the name. Yet,
'Ettu(c. Ccls. 1. II. c. 1 ,) he savs cxpresslv
vvfwi ri/g Kara Tr/v kiv()ox>/v 7r^cJ^^;eiac rot
;

Matth. T.

an etymological expla-

:

vo/xov.

;
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pose that the inventors of this name were Jews ; and at the particulai
position of these Jews, it might be used and understood to denote a
poor, meagre waj of thinking, especially if this notion be defined according to the acute and ingenious suggestion of a distinguished modern inquirer in this department of learning ^ namely, that in the mouth
;

Jews who were expecting a Messiah

of those

in visible ylory,

it

would

designate such as could believe in a 'poor^ abject, crucified Messiah,
like Jesus.
Yet even this explanation, taken by itself, seems not the
most simple and natural and, indeed, the author of it himself joins it
with the other, about to be mentioned. What objection is there to understand this word in the literal and obvious sense, as a designation of the
;

poorer class among the people of the nation ?
We know, in fact, what
reproach was cast upon the Christian faith bj the hierarchical party
among the Jews, because none but those belonging to the ignorant and
poorer class of the people would openly profess it, (John 7 49 ;) and
:

the like objection was

made

by the pagans. ^ Thus it
may be explained, how the Christians among the Jews came to be designated as the poor and this name, which was employed by them to
designate the Christians generally, would afterwards naturally be employed by the pagan Christians, without any knowledge of the meaning
of the name, to designate that portion of believers who were distinguished from the rest by their observance of the Mosaic law.
When
we observe that the same thing happened in the case of another name
which was originally a common appellation for all Christians among the
Jews, the name " Nazarenes," it may serve to confirm the above supto Christianity

;

position.

When

Ebionitism was looked at as

appeared in

its extreme form,
mass of believing
Jews, it might be said of it, perhaps with justice, as Origen expresses
himself,^ that there was little to distinguish its adherents from the common Jews, who were fettered to the mere letter. We see in them the

and as

it

may have been

exhibited

it

among

the great

natural descendants of those fierce antagonists of the Apostle Paul,
who never ceased to calumniate him as an apostate from the law.*
They disseminated false and malicious reports respecting the life of this
apostle, in order to attribute his

abandonment of Judaism

to

unworthy

Later Ebionites at least do not scruple to assert, that he was
a proselyte of heathenish descent.^ In Christianity, they saw at best
but a perfecting of Judaism by the addition of a few isolated precepts
and it was in this sense, probably, they explained to themselves, what
is to be rightly understood only in its connection with the whole of
motives.

1 Dr. Gicseler in the Archiv fur alte und
ncue Kirchengeschichte von Slaudlin und
Tzschirner, Bd. IV, 2tes Stiickj S. 307.
- See the first section.
In Matth. T._XI. § 12: Ot aufzaTinol
'lovdaiOL^ nal ol bXiyu dia^epovTeg avrCiv

'KfiLuvaloi.
4 Origen, (Horn. XVIII. in Jerem. § 12,)
Bays: Kai fxexpi vvv 'ElSiuvaloi. rvnTovai
roy uTToaTolov 'iTjaov JptcTov Myoig ^va,

*r//ioic.

5

vid. Epiphan. hseres. 30,

^

25.

Perhaps

these Ebionites followed, in this respect also,
the example of their predecessors, with

whom
to

Paul had to contend perhaps
some such malicious perversion of
;

it

is

fiicts

has reference, when, in speaking
of various events in his earlier life, he protests to the truth of what he utters and
when he places so much emphasis on the
fact of his Jewish origin, and his education
in the Pharisaic schools.
this apostle
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sermon on the Mount. Then- views respecting th<
work and character of Christ, the essence of Christianity, and the person of its author, are closely connected with each other.
In both respects, the Ebionites seem to have remained within the
contracted range of the ordinary Jewish point of view.
As they could
not understand the specific difference between Judaism and Christianity, so neither could they understand what it was, that distinguished
the author of Christianity from Moses and the Prophets, and from the
founders of other religions.
Looking upon him not as the Redeemer
of all mankind, by whom every other means of justification and expiation had been rendered null and superfluous, not as the author of a new
creation of the divine life, but only as the supreme Law-giver, Teacher
and King, they did not feel themselves constrained to admit any higher
views of Christ's person.
They were precluded, therefore, on this side,
from the possibility of understanding his discourses.
TTiey held firmly
to the chasm, not to be filled up, betwixt God and his creation, which
the stem monotheistic system of' legal Judaism taught in opposition to
the polytheistic and pantheistic principles of nature-religion.
To Jesus
they simply transferred the notion of the Messiah which most widely
prevailed among the Jews, and most perfectly agreed with this common
principle of the Jewish system,
that he was a man distinguished
above all others for legal piety,
who, for this very reason, was deemed
worthy of being chosen as the Messiah,
who knew nothing at all of any
special call to the Messiahship, as others, too, were far from divining any
such thing of him, until Elias re-appeared, and revealed to him and to
others his election to the high office, when he was filled with divine
power for the exercise of his mission as the Messiah, and thus enabled
to work miracles.^
What was generally believed of the Ehas, these
Ebionites transferred to John the Baptist.
It was first when Jesus
came, with all the others, to John, to receive baptism from him, that
the miraculous phenomenon occurred, by which the fact of his election
to the Messiahship was revealed, and along with which, the di\ine
power which he required in order to fulfil his mission, descended on
him. An abrupt antithesis was thus formed between two portions of the
life of Jesus,
the period before and that after his consecration to the
Messiahship so that while the mere human nature, to the entire exclusion of everything supernatural, was placed in the first portion, the
sudden entrance of the supernatural and sensuously objective element
was made prominent in the event which took place at the very beginning of the second portion.
The fact of Christ's supernatural birth
was particularly opposed to this view of the matter and indeed this
fact was directly at variance with that Jewish ground of doctrine generally, wearing to the Jews a certain pagan aspect, and being placed
by them in the same class with the heathen myths concerning the sona
Christianity, the

—

—

—

—

;

;

The Jew Trypho

—

in Justin,
Dial. e.
291, ed. Colon.
expresses this
common Jewish point of view, where he
requires of tlie Christians to prove concerning Jesus: "0-t avroi tariv 6 XpLOTog, dm
rb lvv6fj.(jc fni. TfAeiur TroAi.Tev£(r&at airbv
1

Tryph.

f.

—

tov kKTisyfjvaL elc Xpiarov.
Respecting the appearance of Elias, whereby the Messiah was first to be made known
as such to liimself and t
otliers, see f. 96W
KaTrj^cucrd-ai

compared with 336.

;
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of the gods.^

Even

in the well

known passage

of the 7tli chapter of

announced the birth from a virgin.
In the Ebionitic revision of the gospel history, which sprang fi-om one
of the main branches to be traced back to the Apostle Matthew, the
appearance at Christ's baptism is represented as an altogether outward,
sensible event, connected with the descent of the Holy Ghost upon
and the appearance is supposed to be designed as well to lead
Christ
Isaiah, the Ebionites could not find

;

himself to the consciousness of his call to the Messiahship, as to reveal
This phenomenon is decked out with miracuthis fact to the Baptist.
light shone over the place, fire burst forth from the river
lous events
Jordan.^ Jerusalem, in the estimation of the Ebionites, was still the
city of God, the central point of the Theocracy.* They lived in expect;

God, and

ation of Christ's speedy return, to restore this city of

to re-

All the Jewish
notions respecting the millenial kingdom of the Messiah they transferred
establish the

Theocracy there

in surpassing splendor.

to this event.^

We

have remarked already, that among the Ebionites, if we consider
as a general appellation for Jewish Christians, there must
have existed different forms and shades of opinion, arising out of the
Irenasus
various combination of Jewish and Christian points of view.
was not aware of the existence of any such differences. But Origen,
who was more skilled in the accurate investigation of relationships and
differences, and who had himself been a longer time resident in Palestine, distinguishes two classes of Ebionites, a class which denied the
If we
supernatural birth of Jesus, and another which admitted it.^
duly consider how obstinately the ordinary Jewish spirit must have
struggled against the acknowledgment of such a fact, we must conclude
from Origen's statement, that connected with this deviation from the
common bent of the Jewish mind, there were also other differences
that those who could be induced to admit the fact above mentioned,
must have been more deeply affected by the spirit of the new creation.
It seems implied that they did not, like the others, in accordance with
the common Jewish views, separate the divine from the human nature
this

1

name

See what the Jew Tryphon,

(in Justin

M^
291,) says against this doctrine
TeparoAoyELv toX/iute, otvuc; fiiiTE ofioicjg

M.

f.

:

Tolg "'EXlrjai fiupaivEiv EMyxv^'^^2 The position assumed by the Ebionites
led to a dispute about the interpretation of
this and several other prophetic passages.

Where men were

usually satisfied by alle-

gorical interpretation, the Ebionites, following the Jewish doctrines, may have entered
more deeply into the use of "language, into
the connection, and the historical allusions,

and may have sought

to

show how many

things which were referred by Christian
teachers to the history of Christ, had been
already accomplished in the facts and appearaiices of earlier history.
may hence
explain, perhaps, what Irenteus objects to
them, (lib. I. c. 20 :) Quffi autem sunt prophetica, curiosius (irEpupyoTEpuc) exponere

We

Oituntur.

^ See the fragment of the gospel of the
Hebrews, in Epiphan. Hiaeres 30, § 13, and
Justin. Dial. c. Tryph. f. 31.5, ed. Colon.

*

Hierosoiymam adorant, quasi domus

Dei.
^

Iren.

1.

I. c.

26, \

sit

2.

See, in the Jewish-Christian work, the

Testament of the twelve patriarchs, (Testament IV. of Judah, § 23,) the return of
the scattered Jews from their captivity and
" Jerusain Testament VII. of Dan. § 5
lem shall then sutler desolation no more,
and Israel no more be carried into captivi;

:

ty for the liord shall dwell in the midst of
"
Jerusalem, and walk with men
;

•*

Orig.

c.

Cels.

name

1.

V.

c.

61.

where he em-

Ebionites to designate generally all Jewish Christians observing the
Mosaic law: 01 dirrol 'EiSiuvaloi, ijroi ek
wap-&£vov 6/io?MyovvTEC, biioiuc; iifuv, rdv
'lijaovv, ?} ov;(' ovtu ysyEvvf/cr&ai., u?A' (1>(
roiic Xonroi)^ uv&puTrovcploys the
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and suppose merely a sudden commencement, of the actuat-

ing power of the Holy Spirit upon him, but that they conceived of a
certain cooperation of the divine and human elements in Christ, wherea certain original actuaby he differed in kind from other prophets,

—

under whose influences the human nature in
Christ began as well as continued to develope itself. Being less fettered
in this respect by the Jewish spirit, they may have been so much the
more freo also in their judgment respecting the continued obligation of
the Mosaic law, insomuch as to make a distmction between the position
of the native Jews and that of believers from among the Gentiles.
Thus we perceive that they must have been the same Jewish Christians,
followers of the apostolic principles, whom we saw described by Justin
Martyr, as a class of these latter that still remained. To the same class
belonged also the people about whom Jerome took pains to obtain more
accurate information, during his residence in those countries, near the
tion of the divine Spirit,

They then dwelt

at Beroea, in Syiia,^
This name, like that of the
Ebionites, Avas in the first place, perhaps, a common appellation for all
Christians among the Jews, so called as sects that sprang out of Nazareth, and still more common than the former one, as appears from Acta
24 5, and from the fact that in still later times all Christians were
condemned under this name in the Jewish synagogues.^
The distinctive trait of these Nazarenes was their decided anticlose of the fourth century.

and passed by the name of Nazarenes.

:

They denounced the maxims of the scribes and
who caused the peop)le to err by their traditions, and who
had hindered them from believing in Jesus. ^ In explaining Isaiah 8
23, (9
1,) they held, that by the preaching of Christ in Galilee, the
Jews had been first delivered from the errors of the Scribes and Pharpharisaic tendency.

Pharisees,

:

:

and from the burthensome yoke of the Jewish traditions and
they interpreted chaper 9
2,) as referring to the preaching
1, (9
Thus it is
of the gospel, by the Apostle Paul, to all pagan nations.*
clear, that they differed entirely from those Ebionites who were hostile
to this apostle
that they acknowledged his call to be an apostle to the
Gentiles, and so were not disposed to enforce on these latter the ob-

isees,

;

:

:

;

servance of the Mosaic law.
Accordingly we find that Jerome actually makes a distinction between the Ebionites and the Ebionitarum
socii, who considered all this to be permanently obligatory only on such
They lamented the condition
as had descended from a Jewish stock .^
of their unbelieving people, and earnestly longed for the time when
these also should turn to believe in the Lord and in his apostles. Then
they would put aside all their idols, wliich had led them into the devious ways of sin.
Then every obstacle which Satan had set up to hinder the progress of God's kingdom, would be removed, not by human
might, but by the power of God ; and all who had been hitherto trust*
1

2
5,

Vid. Hieronym. de viris illustrib.
Ejusd. commentar. in Isai. 1, II.

IX.

c. 3.

c.

5 to

Vid. Hieronym. commentar. in

o. 29, v. IS cd. Vallarsi. T. IV. p 398,
See Jerome's remarks on those pas

sages,

18.
2

*

Isai.

1.

^ L,

1.

c.

c. p.
1.

130, ed. Vallarsi.
p. 21.

I. c. I,

:
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mg

to their

own wisdom, would become converted

Thej

to the Lord.

believed that they found this promised in Isaiah 21 : 7, 8.^
The view of Christ which, as we were led to suppose, prevailed

among

those

whom Origen

refers to the second class of Ebionites,

should, perhaps, be warranted to ascribe also to these Nazarenes

;

we

for that

they did not suppose the divine element in CJirist had its first beginning with his inauguration into the Messiahship, seems evident from
the fact, that the recension of the Hebrew gospel which Jerome received
from them and translated into Latin, did not, like the gospel of the
other party, commence Avith the inauguration of Christ into his office as
Messiah, by John the Baptist, but had adopted besides the first chapHe is described by them as
ters, which treat of the birth of Christ.^
the one towards whom the progressive movement of the Theocracy
as the end and aim of all the earlier
tended from the beginning ;
In him, the Holy Spirit, from whom, down to this
divine revelations.
time, only isolated revelations and excitations had proceeded, first found
an abiding place of rest, a permanent abode. Inasmuch as the Holy
Spirit was the productive principle of his entire nature, and it was first
from him that the efficiency of the Spirit, in shaping the entire life of
humanity and forming other organs of action, could proceed, he is
as the Holy Spirit is also
called the First born of the Holy Spirit
denominated his Mother.-^ Where this gospel describes how the whole
fountain of the Holy Spirit descended on Christ at his baptism and
abode permanently with him, the following words of salutation are as" My Son, in all the prophets I expected thee,
cribed to the former
for
that thou shouldest come, and I might find in thee a place of rest
thou art my resting place, thou art my first born Son, who reignest forAssuredly, in this representation, we perceive a more proever." *
found Christian consciousness, rising above the limited views of the
common Ebionitism. And the appellation, given to the Holy Spirit, of
Mother of Christ, may perhaps, in some way, stand connected with the
idea of his supernatural generation.
It appears evident, from what has been said, that although sternly
pronounced Ebionitism excluded all speculations concerning the divine

—

;

—

:

;

1
1.

c.

See Jerome's remarks on this passage,
In the erlition of Martianay,
p. 425.

— the places

p. 79, 83, 2.50 and
evident from Jerome's comof Matthew, chapter
the
gospel
on
imentary
2d, at the beginning where by the ipsum
hebraicum is doubtless to be undei-stood,

T.

2

III.

261".

As appears

;

according to the connection, the Hebrew
also from the
gospel of the Nazarenes
words which he cites from this gospel in his
work de viris illustrib. c. 3.
* See the passages cited by Jerome, in
Micham 1. II. c. 7, T. VI. p. 520; and by
Origen, T. II. Joh. § 6, in which Christ says
'kpTL eXajSe jie t] /if/rr/p /lov, to ayiov irvev;

(la,

—

tv fiia tC>v rpi.xCjv /lov,

km

a-jvevEyKi

fxe

OajSup; where it ma.y he
a question, whether the thought is merely
expressed in a poetic form, that Christ re-

elg tD opoc rb fieya

paired thither by the impulse of the

Holy

which animated him in all things, or
whether a supernatural conveyance is meant.
That the passage is to be understood in the
former way, and not literally, appears probable when we compare it with the similar
figurative modes of expression in an orienSpirit,

In Taberistanensis annales reatque legatorum Dei, Vol. II. Pars I
Gryph., 1835, page 103, it is said by thos«
whom God had converted from being enemies of Mahomet into zealous advocates of
his cause, (in Kosegarten's Latin translation from the Arabic original :) ' Denique
Deus cordibus cincinnisque nostris prehensis, per eum in viam rectam ita nos direxil^
ut eum sequeremur."
* Vid. Hieronym. in Isai. 1. IV. c. 11. T
tal writer.

gum

IV.

p. 156.
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nature in Christ, yet still, where it assumed a milder and more liberal
form, as it did in the case we have just described, such speculations
might perhaps also be united with it. Again, we must not forget,
what we have more carefully considered in the general introduc-

—

tion,

—

that,

at

this

period,

Judaism had become decomposed

—

into

and these had become
manifold and even conflicting elements ;
blended with many tendencies foreign from original Judaism.
These,
now, might easily be attracted also by Christianity, and might seek to
appropriate it to themselves, after their own way.
If, at first, Pharisaic views became mixed with the apprehension of Christianity, they
were afterwards followed by such as were more nearly related to Essenism, or to the system of the Alexandrian Jews.
having been suddenly removed from the circle of

commanding

The Apostle Paul
laboi*s, in

influence opposed an invincible bulwark to

all

which

his

corruptions

of Christian truth, there began to be formed,

first in Asia Minor, such
mixtures of doctrine, the earliest example of which we find in the
Similar appearances we recognize once
church of Colosse, in Phrygia.
more in a great deal which Epiphanms embraces under the general
name of Ebionitism;
appearances which are wholly distinct from the
Ebionitism that sprang out of the common Pharisaic elements, and the
origin of which would assuredly carry us back to an earlier period than
that in which Epiphanius wrote.
Among the Ebionites described by
Epiphanius, there were those who started from that common Ebionitic
view of Jesus as a man, first raised to the dignity of Messiah on account of his legal piety
but then, whilst others affirmed, that the
whole power of the Holy Spirit descended on him at his consecration
to the Messiahship by the baptism of John, they substituted, in place of
the Holy Spirit, the highest of the spirits created by God,
a spirit
exalted above all the angels,^
and the latter was then considered the
true revealer of God, the Messiah in the highest sense.
By means of
such a separation of the divine and human natures in Christ, the Ebionitic element might pass over to the Gnostic.
Others placed in connection with Christianity, that idea which exhibits itself to us under so
many different forms, on which sometimes the Oriental, sometimes the
Hellenic stamp predominates, the idea of a heavenly man, Adam Kadmon, the primal man. The Spirit, which is the pure efilux of the divine Spirit, which appeared first in Adam and afterwards returned
under manifold shapes, to reveal God to his fallen children,
this
same Spirit re-appeared in Christ, to deliver the last revelation to hu
manity.
We should not be warranted to suppose, in the case of all the tendencies which were designated under the common name of Ebionitism,
the same degree of adhesion to the law of Moses.
There had, in truth,
been evolved among the Jews themselves, out of the opposition to the
traditional element of Pharisaism, as we saw in the example of Saddu-

—

;

—

—

—

—

1 So says Epiphanius: Ov
(puaKovaiv ek
&eov TcaToog avrov yE-/evria-&ai, uXkd kKTia&ai, (if 'va tCjv up^ayytkuv, /lei^ova 6e
avTuv ovra, avrbv ^e KvpiEveiv rcJv uyyiAuv Kal TTUi. ruv vtvo tov navroKouTopoc

"r-oi.i//i!vi.v.
So Philo describes the Logos as an dpx^iy^^oq.
Cons, the Jewish
apocrvphal work, 'Iwcr//^ -poai:vxf] HpuTO
yoioq navTbg ^tjov ^uoifiivov i'lrd &eov.
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ceism, tendencies whose aim was to distinguish the original rehgion of

Moses from

This distinction, however, might assume
to proceed from different tendencies of
mind. An entirely different character from that which it presented among
the Sadducees, it must have assumed in those cases where it started
from some mystico-ascetic bias, which, alien from the original Hebraism,
had formed itself out of that which was the essential element of Judaism as opposed to Pharisaism and Sadduceism, and under the influence
of an Oriental spirit. Out of this sprang next the idea of a more spiritual, primitive religion, wliich had been corrupted at some later period
by the importation of foreign elements ; and among these corruptions
was reckoned everything that was at variance with this mystico-ascetic
tendency.
There was an Ebionite sect, as we learn from Epiphanius,^
which, rejecting as well the eating of flesh as the offerings of animals,
explained the entire sacrificial worship as a thing foreign from primitive
Christianitj^, contemplated from this
Judaism, and as a corruption.
point of view, must have been considered as a restoration of the original Judaism. From this sect proceeds a book under the name of Jacob,
uvaliadfiol 'laKuiSov, Steps of Jacob, (probably intended to denote the steps
of initiation, with reference to the true Gnosis,) in which the patriarch
is introduced discoursing against the sacrificial and Temple worship.
With this ascetic tendency stood connected the rule which required a
total renunciation of earthly goods, complete poverty, as an essential
part of religious perfection
whether such a tendency had already,
before the appearance of Christianity, sprung up among the Jews, in
opposition to the worldly spirit in Judaism,
just as the societies of
spiritual paupers (the apostolici, the pauperes de Lugduno) sprung up,
during the middle age, from an opposition of this sort,
or whether
this tendenev was first called forth by a partial and imperfect apprehension of the Chi'istian principle.^ The Jewish spirit
although in a
way foreign from the original Hebraism
yet nevertheless manifested
itself in the whole outward character which it gave to the opposition
betwLxt the kingdom of the Messiah and the kingdom of Satan, as if
the two were outwardly divided in the world, and the present earthly
world belonged wholly to Satan, whilst the future had been committed
later additions.

different forms, as

it

happened

;

—

—

—

—

—

to Christ.

Hence

those

who would

of the Messiah, must look

upon

participate in the future

kingdom

the goods of this world as alien
from them, and renounce every earthly possession. The members of
all

were willing to call themselves Ebionites, as the poor in spirit,
and they traced back this inherited name to the circumstance, that their
fathers, who formed the first church at Jerusalem, renounced all rights
of private property, and hved in an unconditional community of goods.*^
this sect

^ Whether, as Epiphanius alleges, a person otherwise unknown, by the name of

Elxai,

had so great influence

about

this modification

in bringing
of Ebiomtism, we
must leave undetermined. In the formation of a religious tendency of this kind,
very little depends, in any case, on the personahty of an individual.
See above, page 276.
''

^

This

of the epithet
also in the words of

laudatory sense

p'^N, is referred to
Testamentum VII.

in the Testaments of
the twelve patriarchs, (c. 5 ) where it is said
respecting the form of government in the
perfected kingdom of the Messiah : ^''^yiof
'lopa^i jSaailevuv kn' avrovc svraneivu>ae,. Kai iv tztc^x^'^o-

—
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question, whether this is the correct explanation of the name, depends on another, whether the name was employed originally to designate only a smaller portion of the Ebionites, and afterwards obtained a
more general application, or whether that more general application, of
which we have spoken, was the earlier one, and this interpretation of it
first introduced at the stage of the above described peculiar modifica-

The

tion of the Ebionite spirit.

But with this ascetic tendency, however, we see a reaction of the
Hebraism manifesting itself in the fact, that this sect combat-

original

ted the over-valuation of celibacy ; that they were inclined to prefer
early marriage, according to the prevalent custom of the Jews, as being
a preservative against unchastity. This party must therefore have been

polemically opposed to those ascetic tendencies in the Christian church
which favored the life of celibacy.^

The peculiar Ebionitic tendency here described,^ appears in a very
remarkable apocryphal book, called the Clementines, or the eighteen
Homilies,^ in which, as it is pretended, Clement, descended from a noble
family in Rome, and afterwards bishop of the church in that city, gives
an account of his conversion and of the discourses and disputes of the
Apostle Peter.* It is somewhat difficult, indeed, to separate here what
belongs to the general tendency of that particular sect of the Ebionites
which we last described, and that which must be reckoned to the peculiarities of the author, as they developed themselves amid the conflictAt all events, it may be easily
ing opinions of the second century.
seen, how a rehgious tendency and a work of this description might be
When
called forth in some connection with these conflicting opinions.
the Jews, Judaizing Christians and Christians of pagan descent were
standing in stern opposition to each other, when Judaism, attacked in
various Avays by the Gnostics, was placed in the most unfavorable light,
the thought occurred to some individual of this particular Ebionitic tendency, to compose a work that might serve to reconcile those opposite
a noticeviews,
a work of an apologetic and conciliatory tendency,
able phenomenon in the ferment of that chaotic period, to which a new
breath of life, setting everything in motion, had been commmiicated by
Christianity, and in which the most heterogeneous elements could be
fused together, what was really profound meeting and mingling with
The fundamental idea of the apologetic
w^hat was altogether fantastic.
and conciliatory aims of this work, is the idea of a simple and original

—

—

1 So we may remark a similar opposirion,
proceeding from the same spiritual bent,
among the Sabacans, or (Icciplcs of John.
- Epiphanius speaks of tliese Ebionites
aj a party still existing in his own time,
It is certain that he had derived the informaticn he gives us concerning them, partly
from his own personal intercourse with the

and partly from other works of theirs
besides the Clementines.
The Clementines
presuppose the existence of such a sect,
that
not
the writer of that work should be
regarded as the author of such a system.

sect,

VOL.

I.

^3

* I cannot deny myself the pleasure of
directing the attention of the theological
public to a work which we are soon to expect from one of the most distinguished
of our young tlicologians, the candidate
containAdoljjh "Schliemann of Rostock,
iiig a thorough investigation into the origin, the end, the peculiar religious bent of
mind, and the composition of this remarkablebook; and intended also to embrace a
complete critical examination of all that

—

has been said till now on this subject, which
of late has been so much discussed.
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proceeding from divine revelation, as the

religion,

of

Judaism and

Christianity.

The

common

foimdation

supi'anaturalist element of

Judaism

In contemplating so many
here presented in peculiar strength.
restless spirits, ever on the search for truth and tortured with doubts,^
so many conflicting systems of the philosophers, the author is conwithout which, man is
vinced of the necessity of a divine revelation
the
certain of nothing but the most general principles of morality,
consciousness that, as no one is willing to suifer wrong from others, so no
Whoever seeks the truth, evinces by
one should do wrong to others.^
this very fact, that he is in need of some higher source, from which to
He needs a criterion to enable him to disderive the knowledge of it.
tinguish the truth ; he holds that to be true which flatters his inclinahence so many opposite systems. " He only who is under no
tions
necessity of seeking the truth, he who has no doubts, he who knows the
truth by means of a higher spirit dwelling within himself, which is superior to all uncertainty and all doubt, obtains the knowledge of the
Thus the author arrives at the
truth, and can reveal it to others."
is

—

;

:

—

conception of the true prophet, from whose revelations all religious truth
" Looking away from all others, men should entrust
is to be derived.^
themselves to the prophet of truth alone, whom all, however ignorant
they may be, can know as a prophet. God, who provides for the necessities of all, has made it easy for all, among both Greeks and barbari" The first prophet
ans, to recognize the person of such a revealer."

was Adam,
the creative

vine Spirit,

whom, if in any one, formed as he was immediately by
hand of God, that Avhich is the immediate efflux of the diThe doctrine of the fall of the first man, is one
dwelt."

in

which the author of the Clementines felt constrained to combat,* as
blasphemy against God.^ " On the man created after his own image,
God, the alone good, bestowed everything. Full of the divinity of his
Creator, and as a true prophet knowing all things, he revealed to his
children an eternal law, which has neither been destroyed by wars, nor
corrupted by godless power, nor hidden in any particular place, but
may be read of all men." ^ In reference to this general revelation of
God, it was consistent with the system, in the Clementines to affirm,
" that the appearance neither of Jesus, nor of Moses, would have been
necessary, if men had been willing, of themselves, to come to the
1

See Vol.

2

Horn.

dwardi
ravra

I.

6

:

iarai, lilfiv

'AXfj-^eiac

'KoliTeiag

eKeivric T;/f did. ro

vai dvvafiEVTjc,

r/Ti-g

T^ELV u6LKsl(7-&ai,

TOV

Kparslv
/J.6v7}g,

ov
koI

evXoyov yvupia'&ritov fir/ &E-

iKuarCf) ek
fiTj

dslv aTilov uSikeIv

yvuaiv irapiaTTjaLv.
3 Horn. II. c. 9.
* Horn. III. c. 20 and 42.
5 We should have better means of judgin"' in what sort of connection this view
stood with earlier Jewish doctrines, if a
Jewish work were made known, which has
been cited by Eisenraenger, (Theil. I. Kap.
8, S. 336:) DTi< ri-15T, the jyurity, innocence

T7/V

Adam,

of

p. 8.

II. c.

in

which

it

was likewise

asserted,

Adam never sinned.
Horn. VIII. c. 10: Nofiov aluvtoviopiaev, o'Xoic, (perhaps we should read o Awe.)
[ivts vnb noXs/xuv e/XTTpr]rr^!ivai. Swu/xevov,
that
•»

uaEiSovc nvbg imovoi9evoixevov,
roTTu anoKEupv/jfiEvov, ulla iruaiv

fiv^'

vTrb

(J-VTE

hi

uva-}'v(i}(7&JjvM dvvafiEvov.
it

was the author's design

Without doubt
to

oppose

this

law, springing
from the revelation of God's Spirit in the
first man, to the Mosaic law recorded in
the letter of scripture, which, as he endeavoriginal, universal, eternal

show in this work, must be liable to
those defects from which that highei

ors to
all

law was exempt.
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knowledge of what is right, (of what thej must do, in order to obtain
" But since this
God's favor for everything depends on works.^)
original revelation, which should have been transmitted, by the livmg
word, from generation to genei-ation, was corrupted over and over by
impure additions, proceeding from an evil principle, (a notion which in
this book stands closely connected with its pervading doctrine, concerning the antithesis of the good and the evil principle in the whole history
of the world,) new revelations were requisite to counteract these corand it was
ruptions, and restore the matter of that original revelation
alwaj'-s that primal Spirit of humanity, the Spirit of God in Adam,
which, in manifold forms, and under various names, re-appeared ;2
falling in with the
where we have presented that view of the matter
eclectic bent of the period, but in the East ever recurring from the
oldest time
which regarded all religions as different foims of the
manifestation of one divine principle, or of one fundamental truth.
Thus, Moses constitutes one of these forms of manifestation and the
religious law proceeding from him is one of the new revelations, intended to restore the primitive truth. The author of the Clementines joined
himself to that party of the Jews who exalted the Pentateuch above
The Pentateuch alone passed
all the other books of the Old Testament.
with him as a book coming from divine revelation yet he was far from
acknowleding it as such in its whole extent.
We see in him the first
being in this, as in
who disputed the genuineness of the Pentateuch,
many other respects, a forerunner of far later appearances being the
first, indeed, who availed himself of many of the argviments, which
were afterwards again brought forward, independently of him, by later
disputers of the genuineness of this work. He maintained, for instance,
that the Mosaic doctrine, which was to be transmitted only by the living
word, was re-written many times over
and that, until the Pentateuch
reached its latest form, various foreign elements, conflicting with the
truth revealed by Moses, were introduced, through the influence of the
;

;

—

—

—

;

;

—

;

;

ever seeks to corrupt the revelation of the godlike.
away as interpolations everything which contradicted his own ascetic tendency, and which was made use of against it
by the opponents of Judaism among the pagans and the Gnostics. In
principle wdiich

TTius he could explain

those

cases where

tfie

Jewish theologians of the Alexandrian school

sought to relieve a difficulty by explaining that the letter was the mere
envelope of an idea allegoiically represented, the author of the Clementines would remove such a stone of stumbling entireh^ aw-ay, by the
application of his expurgatory criticism.
Thus he was forced to do by
his chosen position ; for he was opposed to all allegorical shifts.
He
required of the prophet, that he should express everything clearly ;
without ambiguity simpjy and comprehensively. Such, as it appeared
to him, was the character of the discourses of Christ,^
though for

—

;

Horn. VIII. c. 5 Ovre yap uv MuvffiovTE TTj^ Tov 'Irjaov napovaiag XP^'-'^ ^/'''
tlnsp u<p' iavTuv rb ev'koyov voelv kjiov^

:

Of,

iovTo.
2

Horn. HI.

c.

20: "Of

utt'

upxr/C aiuvo^.

ujia

role ovojiaacv /xopcpuc uTiXuacuv,

aiuva rpexec.
Horn. III.
(jifj ley El.
'^

c.

26:

'¥r]Td.

rdv

npc^TjTF.vn, aa^
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indulges himself in extremely violent and tortuous interown peculiar opinions.
Since the author of the Clementines required of the prophet, that he
should announce the truth in calmness of spirit, and in simple, clear, and
unambiguous language, with this requisition must correspond also the
notion he formed to himself of inspiration, and of the prophet's mental
state.
He rejected the Platonic^ notion of an h^ovmaa/iog corresponding
to the fiavia,
of an ecstatic state of the prophet, such as occurs in the
Jewish theology of the Alexandrian school, and lies at bottom of the
legend respecting the origin of the Alexandrian version.
In the case
of the true prophet, he would not allow that there was any such state
the rest,

lie

pretations, with a view to favor his

—

of ecstasy, in which, borne onward by the might of a higher actuating
spirit, the prophet announced greater things than he could himself comprehend.
Such a state, he supposed, did not agree with the nature of
the divine Spirit,
for this is a Spirit of quiet and of order,
but

—

—

corresponded to the character of the demoniacal spirit, which is a spirit
of confusion.
Such states as might occur in pagan divination, and at
the pagan oracles, ought not to be transferred to the true prophet. If
a person is impelled, sometimes by this and at other times by that spirit,
announces sometimes what the divine Spirit, and at other times what
his own spirit suggests to him, then the criterion is wanting, by which
to separate, in his discourse, the true from the false.
The prophet,
who appeared for the restoration of the true religion, and from whom
men were to learn to distinguish the genuine from the spurious, in
the earlier records of religion, would himself make it necessary to repeat the same separation over again.
The author of the Clementines
had a true perception of the fact, that nothing analogous to the ecstasy
is to be observed in the case of Christ
that the whole style in which
he expresses himself, testifies of a calm consciousness, alwa3^s clear as
to its own meaning, always self-possessed.
But as it was the peculiar
bent of many, in this period, to be looking for the full and complete
everywhere alike, to allow of no gradual transitions and intermediate
steps, so the author of the Clementines requires in all manifestations
of the prophetic gift, what corresponds to this complete conception of
prophecy, as it was fulfilled in Christ ; and all else he sets down as belonging to false prophecy.
The true prophet must be ever, like Christ,
one with himself; must have with him the divine Spirit at all times
alike. ^
Now, as he could not apply this notion of prophecy to the
prophets of the Old Testament ; as he found in them a great deal that
was obscure, a great deal expressed respecting the Messiah and his
kingdom, which, literally understood,
as everything announced by
divine revelation should be understood,
did by no means agree with
the appearance and conduct of Jesus as the Messiah
so he looked
upon all this as a mark of the spurious prophetic spirit, which was calculated to deCeive.
And so the Jews did, in fact, suffer themselves to
be led astray, by this ambiguous or false matter in the prophets, when
they were looking for a worldly Messiah,^ and a worldly kingdom of
;

—
—

;

1

Horn. VIII.

c. 1 1

and

12.

2

l.

c. c-

22 and 23

;
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Messiah, the son of David,

Son of God,^ and hence did not acknowledge Jesus

as the

Messiah.

We may well presume that, when men of the peculiar spiritual hent
which characterized the Essenes, became possessed of the idea of the
Messiah, they would show themselves to be opposed, on this side also,
to the common Pharisaic notions, and would shape the idea in accordSuch a peculiar shaping
ance with their own mystico-ascetic spirit.
That Ebionite idea of
forms the ground-work of the Clementines.
that striving after
spiritual poverty, of which we have spoken above
emancipation from the world, which was opposed to the secular direction of the religious sentiment among the great body of the Jews, and
the traces of which we perceive also in the Clementines as the product
of such a shaping of the Ebionite spirit, would lead to a corresponding
mode of apprehending the idea of the Messiah and of his kingdom.
Opposition to the secular and political element enterhig into the noto the views of the Chiliasts, would necessarily
tion of the Messiah,
and so we find the case to be in the Clementines.
spring out of it
Now as the author was incapable of understanding the organic historical connection, following the law of constant progress, in the successive
the gradual emerging of the idea, unfolding itself,
steps of revelation,
under the actuation of God's Holy Spirit, out of its temporal envelope,,
as he was incapable of understanding this, he sees of course in everything that borders on that secular form of the idea respecting the Messiah, and on which the false expectation of the Jews had fastened, the
;

—

;

—

—

pseudo-prophetic element.^
From these two opposite shapings of Ebionitism, which may be succinctly denominated the Pharisaic and the Essenian,^ there would arise,
in the next place, two opposite ways of contemplating the gospel hisof which the one would seek to get rid of all incipient appeartory,

—

ances of the supernatural in the history of Christ's childhood, and of
everything that would lead to the recognition of a higher nature and
the other would endeavor to expunge everything which
dignity there
the potentiated David.* While
represented him as the son of David,

—

;

1 Thus in Horn. XVIII. c. 13, the passage
Matth. 11: 27, is explained as spoken in
opposition to the Jews, who in the Messiah
saw the son of David, and not the son of
God.
- Horn. III. c. 22, 23, etc., wlicre the contrast between true and false prophets is

edged the prophets of the Old Testament,

seized with reference to this point.
^ By employing which term, liowever, we
would not he understood to maintain, that
this particular .«hai)ing of Ebionitism ]iroceeded directly from the sect of the Kssenes
but we regard Essenism as being only one
particular manifestation of a religious bent
See
of mind wliich extended still farther.
Vol. I. p. 43, f.
* The author of the Clementines probably belonged to that class of the Eliionitcs
who acknowledged the supernatural birth of

fivaapag orayovoc yEyevq/ievif) 6uhvc e;);fa',
"
oii ru /xtyiara uaejici
It seems implied
here, that in the last form of manifestation
of the Adam-spirit, there must have been
something analogous to the immediate exercise of God's creative power, as contradistinguished from ordinary birth, in fivanpcf crrayovor, (the way in which the false

Christ

:

for in

opposing

tliose

who acknowl-

but did not reckon Adam among the prophets, he says, (Horn. III. c. 20:) "If one
cannot discern the lioly spirit of the Messlah in the man produced immediately by
God's creative liand, (ru vwo xci-P'-'i' ^sow
Kvo<pop7]^hTL uv&puTvCf),) ncjg ertpw nvl ek

']

It is true,
prophets came into existence.)
the question arises then, how he rcpresent.ed to himself the origin of others, whom he
regarded no less as forms of manifestation
of the primal spirit.

^
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the great mass of worldly minded Jews were unwilling to acknowledge
Jesus as the Messiah, because thej did not find realized in him every
feature of the Messiah's image presented to them in the prophets ;
while the Christian church teachers, without distinguishing the peculiar
positions held by the prophets, in the development of the Theocracy,
from the more advanced position of Christianity, contrived by allegorical shifts to introduce the fully developed Christian scheme into the
prophets; while the opponents of Judaism among the Gnostics laid hold
of the discrepancy between the appearance of Christ and the i.lea of
the Messiah contained in the letter of the prophetic writings, to prove
that an absolute opposition existed betwixt Judaism and Christianity
the author of the Clementines opposed to all this another view of the
idea of inspiration and of the prophetic gift, by which, while the divine
character of the Mosaic religion was upheld, the writings of the prophets were represented not as constituting any part which belonged to the
progressive completion of that religion, but as something wholly alien
from it. He may have attached himself to a sect among the Jews
which exalted Moses far above the prophets, and which placed the
writings of the prophets, to say the least, far below the Pentateuch.
This view of the corruption of the original truth by becoming intermixed with foreign elements in the records of revelation, stands connected with a remarkable idea concerning the process of the development of religious faith, and the law observed by the revelations of God
to mankind.
That intermixture was designed, for instance, for the
special purpose of trying the godlike temper in man.
The consciousness of God, love to God, should be so strongly developed in the man
of piety, as to reject at once as spurious all those declarations at variance with it, which have become incorporated into the records of religion.

The

criterion, accordingly, in this case,

was

in the disposition

;

—

;

—

every thing was to depend on the cherishing of a disposition in which
genuine faith had become rooted.^ " The Holy Scriptures do not lead
men into error, but only cause the hidden disposition of every one to
be made manifest.
Thus each man finds a God in the Holy Scriptures
such as he would have him to be." ^ In another recension of this
work, the Recognitions of Clement, which are known to us only in the
shape given to them by the version of Rufinus, this idea is also applied
to God's mode of reveaUng himself in the works of nature and in the
entire life of humanity " that which may create doubt every where ac;

Epiphanius knew of an Ebionite party,
who received the Pentateuch alone as the
divine book of the Old Testament, yet did
not admit the authority even of this in its
whole extent, and who acknowledged Christ
alone as a true prophet, and represented
the prophets of the Old Testament as
prophets endowed merely with human insight, avveaeur 7rpo(pf/Tac, Kal ovk u'A//-&Eia^.
depreciation of
Haeres. 30 c 15 et 18.
the prophets springing out of some such
1

A

Ebionite principle, we tind described also in
words of Methodius, who wrote in the
beginning of the 4th century: 'E^ Idiac kithe

tovq wpo<j)T/Tac XeXaTiTjKsvai.
In
Combefis. bibliothecae graecor. patr. auctarium novissimum Pars I. f 113. Paris, 1672.
As to the end which the introduction of

vt/cteuc

'-^

those false declarations, (t(jv (i'kaa(l>tjfiuv
ttepikokcjv) wei-e to subserve, the Homilies
say Tovto ysyovev Ao/u Kal Kpiaei, ottu^
s'Xeyx'&ucnv, Tiveg ToXfiuaiv tu nard. rbv
:

d-ebv

ypa(j>evTa

cropyy

(j>i7ir]K6u^

Ix^iv,

rlveg

rt

ahrbv tu kot' avrov "keybfiEva 'jifi' fibvov umarelv, aXku fir/Se rf/i
upx'/v uKoveiv uvexco'^o-i.
Horn. II. c. 38
3 Horn. XVI. c. 10.
rr)

Trpbg
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companying that which leads

to faith in

a divine providence."

^

It is

the author of the Clementines was led by his
peculiar cosmological and theological system to express, for the first time,
that great and fruitful idea which the profound Pascal, from an entire-

interesting to observe,

how

ly different point of view, has so beautifully unfolded in his apologetic

" Thoughts

way

;

"

—

the idea in which various difficulties, standing in the
first meet their solution, and which points to the

of religious faith,

true connection between believing piety and liberal science.
Strongly prominent as the conception of outward revelation, of the

authority of a true prophet,

is

made

in the Clementines, no less care-

work on his guard, as is evident from what has been said, against giving a one-sided outwardness
The universal revelation proceeding
to the supranaturalist principle.
at the same time, an inward one in
as we see,
from Adam becomes,
Every new revelation, by which the matter of the first
the conscience.
fully notwithstanding is the author of this

—

—

was

to

to its original purity, is calculated with reference to

be restored

God and of
on whatever authority

the inward state of recipiency, the inner consciousness of

The good man dares

truth.

to believe nothing,

be presented, which stands in contradiction with God (the genThe nature related to
idea of God) and with God's creation.
God is the spot where the inner revelation of God takes place. In the
truth, implanted by God in the depths of the human mind, all other
the revelation of the Divine Spirit does but bring
truth is contained

it

may

eral

;

—

This revelation of God, coming forth from
something higher and more trustrworthy than any revelation
by visions and dreams, Which, after all, is something Avithout the man,
and pre-supposes in him an estrangement from the God, who stands to
him in so outward a relation.^
According to the doctrine of this work, then, the first father of the
this

up

within,

to consciousness.^

is

human

race was moved by the love of his children, scattered throughout the world, to appear once more on the earth in the person of Jesus
himself, for the purpose of purifying the original religion from the addi

Thisl^urpose of his appearance is intimated
tions which distorted it.
by him, when he says, Matth. 5 17, " Think not I am come to destroy
:

the law,* but to fulfil."

belong to what he

What he

has destroyed, then, cannot possibly

calls the law, to that primitive religion.^

He

appeared

particularly for the purpose of extending his blessings to his other chil-

dren, to the Gentiles, and of delivering to them also that pure, primitive religion, which had been constantly handed down by a consecrated
Hence the doctrine of Christ is alto
few among the Jewish people.^
The Jewish
gether one with the pure and original doctrine of Moses.
mystic, the Essenian or any person of that class,
1

Nihil

tise fafiat,

omnino est, quod fidem providenet non habeat e contrario aliud

ad infidclitatem paratum.
VIII. c. 53.
- 'Ev Ty kv fifilv SK d^eov

UKug

Recognition.!.
rid-eicrri OTvep/ia-

TTuaa evegtiv tj a?.fj^Eia, &eov 6e
ffipt (jKenErai Kal uTvoKaXvnrETaL.
* Horn. XVII.
§ 18: Td rris bpyyg 6C

who embraced

dpafiuruv koI hvTvviuv,

to.

6e:

Chris-

Trpdc:

(pu.ov

Kara arufia.
* The words " roJ)f Trpo^^rof " are arbitrarily omitted here, because the prophets
were not recognized by the autlior.
^ Horn. III. ^ 51.
arufia

*

Ta

utv'

aluvog iv Kpynrif} u^ioiq napa-

dido/ieva Knovaauv.

:;
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was not obliged to adopt a new doctrine the doctrine of Christ
was for him but a confirmation of this earlier religious belief; he only
rejoiced to behold that secret doctrine now made the common property
of mankind,
a thing which before seemed to him impracticable.
In
Jesus he witnessed a new appearance of that Adam, whom he had con
stantly reverenced as the source of all that is true and godlike in hu
" None but the father could so love his own children, as
manity.
tianity,

;

—

Jesus loved men.

His greatest sorrow was, that he must be striven
whom he strove as his children
and yet he loved them that hated him, yet he wept over the disobedient, yet he blessed them that blasphemed him, yet he prayed for liis
enemies and these things he not only did himself, as a father, but also
taught his disciples to pursue the same course of conduct towards men
against

by those

in their ignorance, for

;

as their brethren."

^

Hence, then, the conclusion

— "that

the same primitive religion

is

—

be found in the pure doctrine of Moses, and in Christianity
he
who possesses the former, may dispense with the latter and he who
possesses the latter, with the former:
provided the Jew does not
blaspheme Christ, whom he knows not, nor the Ohristian, Moses, whom
he knows not.
But he who is counted worthy of attaining to the
knowledge of both, to find in the doctrine announced by both but one
and the same truth, is to be esteemed as a man rich in God,
one
who has found in the old that which has become new, and in the new,
that which is old
an allusion, doubtless, to the passage in Matth. 13
52? The Jew and the Chiisfcian owe it entirely to the grace of God,
that they have been led by these revelations of the primal man,
repeated under different forms, one by Moses, another by Christ,
to
After they have obtained this, then,
the knowledge of the Divine will.
without any help from themselves, that which now does depend on
themselves is, to carry out in their conduct all that is prescribed by
Moses or by Christ. Itisin this way, too, they entitle themselves to a
reward."
Now if we must recognize, in the author of the Clementines, after
this exposition of his system, the representative of some Jewish principle of doctrine, peculiarly modified by a way of thinking closely alUed
to Essenism, a principle according to which the vwh of Christ is not
prominently set forth as th'e main point, but Christ is considered simply
in the light of a teacher and lawgiver, the revealer of the truth which
had been previously taught and transmitted as a sec-et doctrine
then it becomes evident in what sort of relation, or rather opi>osition, he
must have stood to the teachings of the Apostle Paul. The Jewish
to

;

;

—

—

;

—

—
—

;

principle,

apprehended

in this exclusive

and one-sided manner, was wont

we may expect, therefore,
same hostile relation existing in the case before us. It is
Paul is nowhere mentioned by name but the author may have

express a peculiar

to

—

hoseilit r to this

Apostle

;

to find the

true,

1

5

Horn. III. §
Horn. VIII.

;

uv7)p kv i?£cj r:7Mvatoc KaT?ipi-d/xrjTai.

19.
^ 7

;

TlTir/v

fj

rig Kara^uj-

emyviJvai, uf //.luc
&e^.r) roi)f ufKpoTspovg
di'^aoKaXiac vif avruv KeKi/pvy/xevrjc, ovtoc

up^ala via
vevotjiccjg.

tu) xP^'^

'•*

'^^^

''<*

ra re

naiva tra^aid
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his reasons for preferring to attack the principles of the Apostle,
and this is the course actually taken in
without introducing his name
the epistle of Peter to James, prefixed to the Clementines ; ^ where, by
the unknown enemy, who corrupted the doctrine harmonizing with the
Mosaic law, which was preached by Peter, no other person can be unIf it was of any consequence to the author of the
derstood than Paul.^

had

;

Clementines to carry out the idea of his work in a consistent manner,
without playing his part falsely, he could allow nothing to be seen in
and was obliged to represent
the present but the germ of the future
those tendencies of his own time, which he really meant to combat, as
though they had been already attacked in their pi-inciple by the AposAccordingly he assails several of the tendencies which first
tle Peter.
began to appear in the bud during the second century, such as Gnostibut he transfers them all to the contemcism, perhaps also Montanism
porary of the Apostle Peter, Simon Magus, who, on account of the
opinion entertained of him in the first centuries, was very generally regarded as the representative and forerunner of all the heretical tendenAs Peter is the representative of the pure doctrine
cies of later times.
of revelation ; so in his view every thing conspired in the person of
Simon Magus to denote the blending together of all erroneous tendencies in one image, wherein the analogies to individual appearances in
In the sense of the
later times cannot be distinguished with certainty.
author, the Pauhne doctrine concerning the relation of the gospel to
the law belonged, without any doubt, among the number of these. And
the remark is, in all probability, aimed against the Apostle Paul, when
Peter says to Simon Magus, " Why should Christ have remained with
his disciples and instructed them an entire year,^ if one might be formed
;

;

1

This perhaps did not proceed from the

So we
as the Clementines.
might conclude from the fact, that he differs from the Clementines in his view of the
Old Testament prophets, inasmuch as their

same author

divine authority is presupposed, and only
the necessity of having a key to the right
understanding of them argued from the
ambiguity of their language.
2 It is very evident that Peter alludes to
what is related in the epistle of Paul to the
" I see already
Galatians, when he says
the beginning of the evil for some of the
Gentiles have rejected the doctrines taught
by me, which are in harmony with the law,
having adopted an anti-legal and fabulous
:

;

doctrine from the
(rot)

ex'&poi)

man who

('iv&puTrov

is

my

dvoiwv

enemy,

nva

(pXvapoxhj TTpoGTiKufievoi Siihfrhallav.)

kol

And

what some have undertaken to do
even during my life-time, wresting my
words bv various false interpretations, to
the subversion of the law, as if I also were
really, tliough I did not openly express it,
this is

same opinion."
supposition, of which we find m.nny
traces even in writers belonging to the first
century, and which might have easily orig-

of the
8

A

inated in the defective chronological arrangement of events in the gospel history,
Had
as we find it the synoptical writers.
the author known, "however, from the gosChrist
lasted
of
ministry
pel of John, that the
several years, he assuredly had special good
reason for putting down several years instead
shall find it probable, thereof one.
fore, that he made no use of John's gospel.
Yet there are to be found in the Clementines declarations of Christ, which bear a
close resemblance to the altogether peculiar
type of Christ's discourses as exhibited in
this gospel, and which appear so nearly the
same with particular sayings of Christ,
which are nowhere to be met with but in
this gospel, that we cannot avoid perceiving

We

We

must
them to be essentially identical.
either sujipose, then, that these sayings
came to the knowledge of the author
through some other collection or narrative
drawn from the gospel of John, or that he
found in his cvnyyrMov ku^' 'E/ipa/oi;f siich
words of Christ taken from tradition, which

John has communicated

in

the

original

connection in wliich they were spoken. The
latter will appear to have been the true state
of the case, if we compare the form of thesd
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by a

vision ?
If, however, thou hast been made an aposbeen instructed bj him in a momentary appearance,
then preach his words, love his apostles, and fight not against me, who
have lived in his society." ^ There appears also to be some allusion to
the reaction of the Jewish Christian scheme against the Pauline type
of doctrine, which took place at the close of the age of St. Paul, when
Peter lays it down as a law, that, as the appearance of falsehood must
uniformly precede the revelation of the truth,
Simon Magus having
preceded Peter,
so the false gospel must first be spread by a teacher
of error, (Paul,) and then, after the destruction of the temple, the true
gospel must be secretly disseminated, for the rectification of the subsequent heresies, (in accordance with that taste for mystery which characterized a tendency so closely allied to Essenism ;)^ and so likewise at
the end of all, the Antichrist would precede the appearance of Christ.
It must have proved difficult, it is true, for that rigid Ebionitism
which maintained the perpetual validity of the Mosaic law, when the
Christian church had once established itself on an independent footing
among the pagans, to make proselytes from among the members of that
body but it seems to follow, notwithstanding, from the words of Justin
Martyr, which have been cited above, that such attempts still continued
to be made in his time, and not always without success
for he speaks
of Pagan Christians, who had been induced to unite the observance of
the Mosaic law with the Christian faith.^
As it would appear, then, from the exposition which has been given,
that there were various grades of difference amongst those who were
inclined to the Ebionite Avay of thinking, so there were also such grades
of difference amongst the Pagan Christians in their relation to the Ebionites
from a mild and tolerant, intermediate tendency, to downright
opposition.
In these diversities, too, we meet once more with those
various shades which had already begun to appear in the apostolic age.
On both sides, error could find some point of union. That tendency
which strove to reconcile the differences between Jewish and Pagan
Christians, might be led wrong by the habit of surrendering itself too
much to the influence of the Jewish spirit the more repulsive tendeninto a teacher
tle

after having

—

—

;

;

;

;

sayings, as they occur in the Clementines,
with the form in which we find them in the

gospel according to John.
1 Horn. XVII. ^19.
2 Horn. II. c. 17:
Houtov ipevSlg del
kXd-ELv EvayjE/iiov vno nXavov Tcvog, koL M'
ovTug, fzeru Kad-aipeaiv rov uy'tov tottov, ev-

ayyeTiLov uki]-&hg Kpv(pa 6ia7re/x(j)-&^vai.
^Justin's words are, (1. c. f. 266:) Tow
6e 7Teid-o/i£Vovg ai'Tolc ETcl rf/v evvo/xov no'/iiTEcav fiETu Tail (pvXuaaEiv rf/v slg tuv

XpiGTov Tov d-EOv o/noXoyiav Kai aod^fjasa^ai Icicjc vwoXafifidvLj.
We take it for
granted, in the view of the matter which
we have given in the text, that the author
is here speaking not of Jews but of pagans,
On the other hand, the Diaconus C. Seinisch
in his Monograph on Justin Martyr, Tlieil
(

II.

S. 236,

Anm.

1,)

a

work distinguished

and candid inquiry,
understand tlie author as alhiding
But since, in the
in this case also to Jews.
preceding passage, those Jewish Christians
have been described who were lor constrainino- the pagans to observe the Mosaic law,
I do not see how we can suppose that .Jews
are meant again by " those who followed
them, and passed over to the observance of
the law." The latter must necessarily be a
for profound, extensive

seems

to

from the former, and therepagan Christians onh- can be meant.

different class
fore

It is evident, moreover, that Justin does not
express himself with the same mildness in
speaking of the latter, as in speaking of the
former; for with regard to one class he
simply testifies his disapprobation, but with
regard to the others he says doubtfully, " he
believes they would ;3e/-Aa/)s be saved."

TO JEWISH.

JUSTIN MARTYB.
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might in this ^ay be pushed onward to an ultra Paulinism, breaking
from the connection of all the other types of apostolic doctrine,
and gradually passing over into the province of Gnosticism. These
more rigid Pagan Christians, who by no means adhered to the genuine
liv

loose

principles of St. Paul,

we

find represented

says, that they pronounced

by

that class of

whom

Justin

the like sentence of condemnation on

all

observed the Mosaic law, even those who were not wishing to
obtrude it on the Gentile Christians maintained that such could not
be saved ; and renounced all Christian fellowship and all manner of
intercourse with them.^
The milder tendency of the Pagan Christian
party is presented to us, on the other hand, in the person of Justin
Martyr himself. He is ready to extend the right hand of fellowship to
those Jewish Christians, who, although they observed the Mosaic law
for themselves, yet were not for obliging the Gentiles to do the same.
He knew how to overlook the weakness of a subordinate position,^
which must present itself in the intervalbetweeti Judaism and Gcntilism
to distinguish an inferior and still defective stage of Christian knowlBut even on those Jewish Chrisedge, from the Keretical element.
tians who, while they maintained the absolute validity of the Mosaic
law, yet united with it faith in Christ, he pronounced no anathema, excluding them from salvation, but simply witnessed that he could not
agree with them.
And, what is still more, even from the less excusable Gentile Christians, who had alloAved themselves to be drawn away,
by the deceptive representations of Judaizing proselyte makers, to adopt
the Mosaic law, even from these he ventures not to exclude all hope of
salvation
he says, they may perhaps be saved by their faith in Jesus as
their Saviour. He is ever true to the principle of the apostolic church, that
faith in Jesus as the Messiah is the sole ground of salvation ; and this
faith he still acknowledges to exist, even where it is accompanied with
all defective Christian knowledge.
So mildly did he judge respecting
those who were still entangled in that error ; although he must haveknown, without doubt, that they were far removed, not only in their views
of the Mosaic law, but also in their opinion concerning the person of
He speaks exChrist, from what he considered to be Christian truth.
pressly, also, of those who recognized Christ barely as a man born of
men,^ and without adding any harsher word, he simply says, he does
not agree with them,* because he held only to the doctrine of Christ
and of the prophets. He was under the necessity of speaking with

who

still

;

;

;

1 M>?(5e KOLvuvelv dfiiXiac
v tariag role
ToiovToi^ ToXfiuvTE^.
2 Ata Tov ucr&Eveq rf/g yvuyTjg, as he expresses it.
2 Ed. Colon, f. 267.
It is the Ebionites,
without doubt, whom he has particularly in
view here; although other Christians" of
similar views may be meant at the same
time, if we may assume that the reading
'"
Tivkg urrd
of the manuscript is correct
Toi) ii/iETtpov
ytvovg.''
Yet taking into
'* v/xeTepov
phrase
ronsideration, that the
:

yevoc"

is

a designation of the Jews, and that

was observed just before, that the doctrino
of a preexisting- divine nature of the Messiah
was one peculiarly foreign to those of their
race, viz. the Jewish, we might be led to
conjecture, that Justin expressed himself
thus " Hence there are many of your race,
it

:

Jewish descent,) who do indeed acknowledge Jesus as the Messiah, Imt hold
him to be a mere man." We do not venture, however, to pronounce the reading
f//f rcpov" to be the one neceosarily re
(juired by the context.
(of

•'

*

OiV ov avvrli^euat
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more sharpness against the Gnostics, since by these, as will hereafter
be shown, the fundamental doctrine itself of the historical Christ waa
attacked.

This mild tone of judgment with regard to the Ebionites by no means

was inclined to Ebiowhich he expresses himself with regard
to the Judaizing Christians, as parties with w^hom he had no sympathy,
is sufficient evidence to the contrary,
as well as the Pauline element
of his Theology,^ respecting which there can be no mistake.
Indeed,
how could that man be possibly inclined to Ebionitism, who could assert
that Christians of a more genuine stamp sprang from the midst of the
pagans, than from the midst of the Jews,^
who gave it to be understood that the genuine and full understanding of Christianity must first
proceed from the pagans.
Such mildness in passing judgment on the diflferent stages of development in Christianity did not, indeed, last for any length of time. It
is only among the Alexandrian church teachers that the traces of such
mildness once more make their appearance
and indeed this was a peculiarity which stood connected with their whole tendency of mind,
hereafter to be described. Thus Origen* again recognizes in these Ebiowai'rants us, then, to suppose that Justin himself
nitism.^

The very manner

in

—

—

;

nites

weak brethren, whom Christ notwithstanding did not

reject

;

for

he was even .to them the Messiah, from Avhom they expected all their
help, although they acknowledged in him only the Son of David, not
the Son of God.
In his fine allegorical exposition of the story of Bartimeus, Mark 10 46, he represents the blind man who accosted Jesus
as the Ebionite, and the many who bid him to be silent, as the believers from among the heathen, who for the most part have higher
" But," he continues, " although the
views of the person of Jesus.
:

many

bid him be silent, he cries still the more, since he beheves on
Jesus, although he believes on him rather after the human manner,^

and says. Son of David, have mercy on me." ^
From Ebionitism, however, we must distinguish" certain elements,
possessing some affinity with Ebionitism, but involving a grossly material view of Christianity, since they adhered to the sensuous envelope
of the letter, and failed of penetrating to its spirit
that materialist element of the religious spirit, in affinity with the Jewish position, which
betrayed itself, for example, in the anthropo-morphism and anthropo-pa;

As

many

modern

^

times. For the history and also a thorough
refutation of this opinion, consult the above
cited work of Semisch, (Th. II. p. 233.)

*

Mattli. T.

XVI.

^

ULarevuv

/j.ev

1

is

maintained by

in

2 That he never quotes St. Paul by name,
can be no evidence to the contrary; although
we should not be inclined, with Semisch, to
account for this silence on the ground that
the Dialogue cum Tryphone was written
expressly with reference to the Jews. We
find elements derived from the apnstle John
also in the same work, although John is
nowhere named; and in general, with the
exception of the scriptures of the Old Teslament, no writing is cited by name but the
Commcntcries of the Apostles.

See above, Vol.

niKuTepov 6e

I.

p. 63.

c. 12.

ettc

tov '[ijaovv, dv&pu-

tvicttevuv.

^ O'lrivsg Trap' 6?ujovg arravTeg TreTTicTevKaaiv ovtov ek 7rap-&evov jeyevi/ad-ai.
This theory, in the germ, is to be found
in Clement of" Alexandria; 01 iiev ttoHoI

Aa;JM

lleyov, bliyoL d\ vlbv
Strom. 1. VI. i. 680.
The neglect of this distinction, and the
too indiscriminate application of the term
Ebionitism, have, in recent times, given
occasion to many arbitrary historical combinations and hypotheses

vis

klir^aov

eylyvuoKov tov
7

fie

i^fcii.
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thism of the doctrine concerning God ; in the low, worldly views of the
in Chiliasm.
tendency
to be founded bj Christ on earth
of this kind might easily take its rise also in paganism, since it found a
ready point of union in the sensuous element of spiritual culture gener-

kingdom

ally

and

;

A

;

would, of

this

itself,

stand forth prominently as the

first

stage

of evolution, until the influence of Christianity, like the leaven, had
more fully penetrated the entire mode of thinking. Although we find

among Jewish tendencies

the first traces of an intermixture of the theoOld and New Testaments, and hence the transference of the Old Testament priesthood into the Christian church,^ yet
it by no means follows, that this corruption of the great Christian principle, concerning which we have spoken in the history of the church
constitution, is to be traced ultimately and every where to such a
source.
We see the opposite case to this in the Roman church, where
the development of the Christian life, which proceeded in the first place
cratic principles of the

from a Pauline, Gentile Christian principle,^ could afterwards, through
that outward and formal notion of the church which found its point of
attachment in the political element of the Roman spirit, make open
room for the reaction of the Jewish element that had been vanquished
by Paul.
This new intermixture of Jewish and Christian principles contributed
to call forth the reaction of that opposite tendency of mind, already deits great features in the introductory remarks to the preswhich at length must
ent section,
we mean the Gnostic tendency,
bring about a total separation of Christianity from its organic connec-

scribed as to

—

—

tion with Judaism.

But Gnosticism

phenomena peculiar

to this period, originating in the vast

one link of a greater series of
interchango
among nations which this age witnessed, the contact of the East with
the West, and the intermingling of the Eastern and Western spirit,
such a series of events as occurs in history only at rare intervals.
We see how Christianity announces itself to the East and the West
as a new power in the history of the world ; how oriental and occidental
minds are attracted by it, and peculiar combinations of both are formed
under the influence of Christianity a proof of the great energy with
which it begins to operate on the spiritual life of the Eastern and Westtransient, though stupendous phenomenon indeed, but
em nations.
premonitory of the enduring influence which Christianity was to produce in more distant future times. This series of phenomena we now
propose more distinctly to consider.
is

—

;

A

Sects which originated in the blending

The

list

sects, in

tianity

of these

which

made

its

of Christianity

loilh ancient

Oriental Views.

commonces with the great family

of the Gnostic

this intermingling of the old oriental spirit with Chris-

We

earliest appearance.

shall

speak

first

therefore

of the
1

On

civ,

(in

ground, we find asserted alreaTestament. IV. of Judas, c. 21,)

2

this

Iliklebrand's principle of the subordination
of the kmgdom to the priesthood
'i2f virepix^i^ ovpavdg tt/c yf/Ct ovTug vjvEpexst '&eov
koa-eia r^f tirl y^f jSaai^eiac.
:

of

g^g
the

^q evidence in favor of this origin
Roman church, in my Apostol.

Zcitalter,

to

th'^.

tion.

Bd.

I.

S.

subject once

384

ff.

more

We

shall return
in another connec
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Gnostic Sects,
General Remarks on the Origin and Character of these Sects, on their Common
Characteristic^
and the Specifc Differences constituting the Groimds of their Subdivision.

To appreciate

rightly the historical importance of this great pheit from several different points of view.
perceive in it, in the first place, the reaction of the aristocratic

nomenon, we must contemplate

We^

ruhng supreme in the life and making itself felt in the religion
and philosophy of the old world, against the Christian principle by
which it was overthrown, against the recognition of one religious faith
whereby all the distinctions hitherto subsisting among men in relation to
the higher life were to be abolished, and all united together in one
higher fellowship of life.
As the aristocracy of knowledge and culture
had at first spurned this faith with contempt, and set itself in hostile
opposition to it, so afterwards, when Christianity had found its way among
the educated men and seekers after wisdom, the same principle was attracted itself on many sides by Cliristianity, and sought to incorporate
itself with it.
To such a tendency the very name employed to designate this phenomenon, the Gnosis, refers, which denotes the religion of
knowledge and of one who knows, as opposed to the faith of ttic multispirit,

tude (TTLaTLQ Tijv TToXTiuv .") Wc liavo sceu ^ liow already among the Alexandrian Jews such a philosophic system of religion had been formed
under the influence of Platonism, which would exalt itself above, or set

up in
now found
itself

opposition to, the
its

way

was added

talism

common

into Christianity.

Hellenism,

to

tonic philosophy.

As on

—

religious faith.

But

Such a tendency

in the present case, Orien-

the Oriental Theosophy to the Pla

the practical side, in church

life,

the old

between priesthood and laity had insinuated itself into the
development of Christianity, so here Ave perceive a similar reaction of
the an te-christian principle on the theoretic side.
As we find there the
antithesis between pnesthood and laity, so here we find the antithesis
between knowers and believers,
Beside
a hierarchy of another kind.
that practical distinction between the spiritual and the secular class, tlie
other distinction established itself, which had grown up in the theoretical
domain,
the distinction between the privileged natures, the men of
intellect, whose vocation it was to know, the nvevfiariKoi, and the rude
mass of the rpvxiKoi^ who could not rise above blind and impUcit faith.
distinction

—

—

We may

observe uniformly, that all reactions against the Christian
principle are first called forth by occasion of some defective or discolored view of that principle, and are directed against this
and we
cannot fail to see, that it was so in the present instance.
If greater
prominence had been given in .the church to the genuine Pauline concei>
tion of faith, this reaction, originating in an over valuation of knowledge,
(that which Paul himself designated by the phrase ooipiav ^rireiv,') might
:

Kave arisen indeed
1

;

yet the elevation of mind which

is

grounded

See the account of the Alexandrian theology in the general Tntroduction.

in

;
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the essence of faith as thus understood, would not have been so easily
But this conception had now become generally very much
overlooked.
obscured ; and instead of it there was to be found only the notion of
faith, in the sense of trust on outward authority, which by itself alone

could not obtain the reward of eternal life, but must have added to it
Such a faith might with good
works actuated by love.
reason be characterized as a subordinate position of the Christian lify,
something which was more truly Jewish than Christian ; and this furnished Gnosticism with a y^lausible reason for its depreciation of faith.^
besides, good

Again, it cannot be denied that faith, taken according to that outward
view of it, often placed itself in direct opposition to the striving after
knowledge
holding fast on every thing as positive, as given from
witJiout, as an aggregate of separate, positive doctrines and precepts.
But in Christianity, while faith was the starting point, inasmuch as it is
so the craving
tbp principle of completion for all that is purely human
after knowledge in religion was, without overstepping the limits of a
;

;

It was necesconformity to nature, also to find its satisfaction.
Christianity entered into the spiritual life, that out of it
should grow the craving to arrive at some clear consciousness of the
strict

sary,

when

connection between the truths communicated by revelation and the already existing mental possessions of mankind,
as also of the internal
harmony existing within the sphere of Christian truth itself as an organic whole.
But wherever such a craving, instead of being met and
satisfied, must be violently suppressed, the one-sided tendency of the
Gnosis found in this some ground of justification.
An exclusively theoretical tendency opposed itself to an exclusively practical one, and the
deficiency of the latter tended to introduce the former.^
The nature of Gnosticism, as a reaction of the antique principle in
religion against the Christian, stands closely connected with another
point.
The opposition both between an esoteric sacerdotal doctrine
and an exoteric religion of the people, and between a philosophic relig-

—

1 The late Dr. MiJhIer made Gnosticism
a precursor of Protestantism, and in endeavoring to caiTy out his position, made
use of many arguments jiartially grounded
in truth.
Among these half truths belongs
the following: that Gnosticism, so far as its
polemical altitude to the dominant church
is concerned, did undoubtedly agree with
Protestantism. But there was this dift'ercnce that the opposition in the two tendcncies sprang out of an altogether different positive principle.
In Gnosticism it
originated in a purely theoretical ])rinciple,
a conception of the Gnosis which was foreign from the ground-position of Christianity
in Protestantism, on
the other
hand, it sprang out of the Pauline conception of faith, once more restored and reinstated in its rights.
Marcion alone constitutes an exception, and he may with more
propriety/ he styled a precursor of Protestant;

;

ism.
ry of

—

Thus

whole theothe truth, that Gnosticism,

at the basis of this

Mohler

lies

in so far as it was a reaction against the
Jewish element that had Lecome mixed in
with Christianity, was a precursor of Protestantism
to which, however, it must be
added, that as this reaction in Gnosticism
proceeded from a ditfcrent principle, so it
was carried to an extreme which led to error
of another kind. Marcion constitutes an
;

exception in the first respect, not in the last,
as a Jewish element mixed in with
Christianity is perceived in Catholicism,
when considered from the Protestant point
of view, so on the other hand, Gnostic elements might be naturally expected to manifest themselves in Protestantism, as viewed
from the Catholic position,

But

^ Thus Origen told his friend Ambrosius
he had been conducted to a false Gnosis
'ATvop'ig. tuv irpeajSevovTov tu KpeirTova,
/j>/ iptpuv t//v uXnyov teal 16ujtik>,'v irlaTiv
Orig. T. V. in Joann. ^ 4. T. I. p. 172, eij

Lommatzsch.
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ion and a mythical, popular faith, has its necessary ground in the fact,
that antiquity was destitute of any independent means, adapted alike to

the stages of human culture, for satisfying the religious want. Such
a means was suppHcd for all in the faith in great historical facts, on
which the religious consciousness of all men alike was to depend. The
emancipation of religion, as well from all dependence on the elements
of the world, of which emancipation we have spoken in the history of
all

worship, as from dependence on the wisdom of the world, which knew
not God in Ms wisdom, was thereby secured.
Now, as in the history
of worship we observed a reaction of the earlier principle, which would
force back religion once

more under the yoke of the elements of the
world ; so in the Gnosis we observe a reaction of this kind, whereby
reUgion was to forfeit on another side the freedom achieved for it by
Christ, and to be made again dependent on human speculation.
Christianity gave a simple, universally comprehensible word for the solution
of all the enigmas which had occupied all thinking minds
a practical answer to all the questions, with the answering of which speculation
had busied itself in vain. It disposed the heart to a tone of feeling, by
virtue of which, doubts which could not be resolved or got rid of by the
efforts of speculative reason, were to be practically vanquished.
But
Gnosticism would make the system of religion depend once more on a
speculative solution of all these questions
would in this manner first
lay for it a firm foundation and provide for the correct understanding
of it, so that men were in this way first to learn to comprehend Christianity, first to attain that true firmness of conviction, which no longer
;

—

;

depended on any external

Now, with regard

fact.

element in these systems, we may
not the product of reason divorced from history, and
resolving to draw the whole out of its own depths.
As we noticed in
the general Introduction, men had turned back again from the rationalist principle, with which the bloom and vigor of the ancient history

remark that

to the speculative

it is

ended, into which Greek and Roman culture finally resolved itself, and
to search after the vestiges of the revelation of divine things
The empty void into which a mere negative philosophy
in history.
merges, had taught the human spirit, craving after the real by virtue
of an instinctive necessity, to seek again after a more positive philosophy.
We have seen how, in this v/ay, the efforts of a revived Platonism to explore and compare together the theologumena of ancient peoples, had arisen.
The example of a Plutarch has shown us how this
tendency, proceeding out of Platonism itself, led to the fountains of the
ancient East.
Platonism aimed to incorporate itself, it is true, with
every thing else ; as this indeed resulted from the peculiar character
of the Grecian mind but itself procured an entrance thereby for the
Oriental spirit, and the latter now revolted against all dominion of the
It was for subjecting the Grecian element to its own
Grecian spirit.
sway, and in its lofty flights soared far beyond the limits within which
the Platonic philosophy had caused reason, confined wholly within itThe profound Plotinus felt himself called
self, to remain contented.
upon afterwards to restore the original Platonism, as he believed it

had begun

;

—
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should be systematically, understood, to its purity and independence.
He must seek to release the Grecian spirit from the dominion of the
Oriental must stand forth as the defender of the old Hellenic philosophy against the haughtiness and pride of the Oriental spirit, as he saw
;

it

exhibited in the Gnostics.^

Accorduigly we may trace, in the Gnostic systems, different elements, although not blended together after the same manner in all,
elements of Platonic philosophy, of Jewish theology, and of old Oriental
theosophy ; and a more enlarged acquaintance with the different religious systems of interior Asia might perhaps furnish many new parbut at the
ticulars, throwing light on the connection of these systems
same time, great caution should doubtless be employed, lest, from an
agreement which might spring from an inner ground, from the same
;

essential tendencies of

under

human

nature, which result in like
be directly

like circumstances, the conclusion should

phenomena
drawn that

This Gnosis
there had been some inter-communication from without.
arrayed itself against Judaism, as a religion too material, too earthly,
for how devoid of spirituality, how
too confined, too little theosophic ;
bald, how diminutive and empty must Judaism have appeared indeed,

—

men

of this intellectual bent, compared with the old, colossal relialthough, to him who understands the great purpose which religion is designed to answer in behalf of mankind, this
same comparison which led them to despise Judaism, first discloses its
to

gious systems of Asia

;

worth in relation to the religious development of humanity. Those
ancient religions seemed, in their enigmatical shapes, where man is
inclmed to look for lofty wisdom much more than in what is simple, to
promise them far greater insight into the questions which excited their
full

inquiries.

Among

the old Oriental systems of religion, Parsism, or the dochad particularly, by means of the intercourse of
nations through many ages, and the power of the Dualistic element,
which found a point of sympathy and union in the prevailing tone of
trines of Zoroaster,

—

of
the minds of this period, acquired great credit and influence,
which the Gnostic systems are themselves an evidence. Yet this doctrine appears here not to have been seized in a way suited to the origi-

According to
ual spirit of Parsism ; for this was a practical spirit.
Parsism, the creation of the good principle uniformly comes first powers of the kingdom of light are everyAvhere at work in the world ;
Ahriman is but the disturbing and destructive principle. While the
votary of this system exercises an active and formative influence on
nature, governs and directs its wild energies and sets limits to destruction, he acts as a warrior in the service of Ormuzd for the overthrow

—

;

of Ahriman.
But in the Gnostic systems, though not in all alike, this
practical element, this love of nature, retreats farther into the background. Another spirit has here pervaded and remodeled this scheme.
The power of the ungodly principle in the world appears greater and
hence arises the tendency to represent the spirit in affinity with God aa
;

1

VOL.

I.

See Ennead. H.

24

1

IX.
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abstaining from nature, wliicli is alien from
upon it a shaping and formative influence.

it,

We

rather than as exerting
recognize in the Gnos-

systems, considered on this side, rather the spirit of Brahmanism,
and especially of Buddhism,
that longing of the soul for release
from the bonds of matter, (the world of Sansara,) of nature
for
reunion with the primal spirit, from whom all life has flowed
that
striving after entire estrangement from human passions, and from all
sublunary things, which strove to pass beyond the hmits of finite existence.
Though there is no need of looking after causes in the shape
of external influences, to account for such a direction of minds, which
might easily take this peculiar tone from inward causes, without any
impulse Avhatever from without and although even such external influences themselves could not well be comprehended in their significancy,
without that point of union in the inner development of the spiritual
world, which has just been referred to, yet we have reason, notwithstanding, to suppose an influence also of tendencies and ideas originating in those remote countries of the East.
New investigations and
discoveries have pointed out the way through which Buddhism might
spread its influence, even to districts within the compass of the Roman
tic

—

;

—
;

;

empire.

Although the Gnostic systems contain elements which had been derived from various ancient systems of religion, yet they will never
admit of being explained as resulting simply from the mixture or combination of such elements

—

it is a living principle peculiar to them;
which animates most of these combinations. In the first place,
the age in which they were produced, stamped them with an altogether

selves,

for we may often observe that, in times of great
excitement, certain tendencies are imparted to a whole series of intellectual phenomena resulting from such times, even where they stand in
no outward contact or connection with one another. There are certain
tendencies and ideas which exercise a wonderful power over everything
belonging to such periods.
At the present time, it was the power of

peculiar character

;

the Dualistic principle, which hai'monized with the prevailing temper
of the age, and in which the latter saw itself reflected.^
The ground-

tone in

many

more

serious minds of this period,

was a consciousa feeling of dissatisfaction with the existing
state of things, aspiration after something beyond the limits of this
earth, the felt necessity of some new and higher order of things.
This
fundamental tone also pervades the Gnostic systems but upon this
feeling Christianity exerted an altogether peculiar influence, without
which the greater part of the Gnostic systems would have come to an
entirely different result.
It was the idea constituting the peculiar
essence of Christianity, the idea of redemption, which modified this
fundamental tone of those systems ; although they were capable of seizing this idea only on a single side, and not in its whole compass and
with all the consequences resulting from it. When, in the Gnostic sj'Sness of the

of the

power of

evil,

;

Just as the progressive movement in
own time enables us to explain the
power which the Pantheistic principle has
1

our

acquired, so the progressive movement in
the period of which we are speaking, explains the power of the Dualistic principle.
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terns, tlie amazing impression is described, which the appearance of
Christ produced in the kingdom of the Demiurge, as revealing a ne^
and mighty principle which had entered the precincts of this lower
world, this was but a reflex image of the powerful impression which the

contemplation of the life of Christ, and of his deeply working influence
on humanity, had left on the minds of the founders of these systems.
It is evident how all earlier institutions seemed to them, in comparison
how the latter appeared to them as the
with Christianity, as nothing
commencement of a great revolution in the life of the race. The ideas
of the conof the restoration of a disturbed harmony of the universe
;

;

ducting of a fallen creation back to its original source
of the reunion
of the earth with heaven ; of the revelation of a higher, godlike life
in humanity, a life transcending the limits of mere human nature ; of
a new process of development which had entered into the whole earththese and such were the ideas which, from
ly system of the world,
this time onward, formed the central point of these systems.
The peculiar and distinguishing aim of these Gnostics is, to grasp the appearance
of Christ, and the creation proceeding from him, in their connection
with the whole evolution of the universe. In that theogonie and cosmogonic process of theirs, in which they go back to the original ground
of all existence, everything is referred backwards and forwards to the
fact of Christ's appearance.
What the Apostle Paul says respecting
the connection of the redemption with the creation, they made the
central point of a speculative system, and endeavored to understand
;

—

speculatively.

As

it

respects the particular class to which their speculations belong,

—

men with whom, for the
;
element had far the preponderance over
the Grecian.
They differed radically from the thinkers of the West.
They moved rather amidst intuitions and symbols than conceptions.
Where the Western thinker would have framed to himself an abstract
conception, there stood before the soul of the Gnostic a living appearance, a living personality in vivid intuition.
The conception seemed
to him to be a thing without life.
In the eye of the Gnostic everything became hypostatized, which to the Western thinker existed only
as a conception. The image, and what the image represented, were, in
the Gnostic's mode of representation, often confounded together ; so
that the one could not be divided from the other.
Hurried alons;, in
spite of himself, from intuition to intuition, from image to image, by
the ideas floating before or fiUing his mind, he was in no condition to
evolve these ideas and place them in the clear light of consciousness.
But if we take pains to sift out the fundamental thoughts lying undeveloped in their symbols, and to unfold them clearly to our consciousness, we shall see, gleaming through the surface, many ideas, which,
though not understood by their contemporaries, were destined, in far
later ages, to be seized upon once more, and to be more fully carried
out by a science regenerated through the influence of faith. ^ Intuition,

these Gnostics are Oriental

most part at

We

TheosopJdsts

least, the Oriental

^
mean, e. g., the ideas lying at the
root of the systems of those Gnostics who

attached themselves to Judaism, respecting
the connection of the Old with the TSevi

—
;;
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anticipating the lapse of ages, here grasped iu an immediate waj, what
the process of logical analysis was to master only after long and various
wanderings beyond and short of the truth.
The questions about which they especially busied themselves were
these
how to explain the transition from the infinite to the finite ?
how to conceive of
how to conceive the beginning of the creation ?
God as the author of a material world, so alien from his own essence ?
whence, if God is perfect, the imperfections of this world ?
whence the destructive powers in nature ?
whence is moral evil., if a
Holy God is man's creator ?
whence the great diversity of natures
existing among men themselves, varying from minds which may properly be called godlike, to those which appear to be utterly abandoned
to blind passions and without the vestige of a rational and moral
nature ?
Here Christianity separated entirely what belongs to the province of
religion, from what belongs to speculation and to a merely speculative
And just by so doing, Christianity preserved religion from
interest.
the danger of confounding things divine with the things of this world,
the intuition of God with that of nature.
It directed the eye of the
mind beyond that whole series of the phenomena of the world, where,
in the chain of causes and effects, one thing ever evolves itself out of
another, to that almighty creative Word of God, by which the worlds
were fi'amed so that things which are seen were not made of things
which do appear. Hebr. 11 3. The creation was here apprehended,
as an incomprehensible fact, by the upward gaze of faith, which rose
above the position of the understanding, the faculty which would derive
all things from one another, which would explain everything, and hence
This one practically important truth, the
denies all immediate truth.
church was for holding fast in the doctrine of the creation from nothing
taking her stand in opposition to the ancient view, which would
and
condition God's act of creation by a previously existing matter
which, in an antbropopathic manner, conceived of Him, not as the free,

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

;

:

;

—

;

Author of all existence, but as the fashioner of a material
The Q-nosis would not acknowledge any such limits to
how God
clear up to the mental vision
speculation. It would explain
It was thus obliged to place
is the source and ground of all existence.
self-sufficient

already extant.

in the

essence of

—

God

—

himself a process of development, through which

From overlooking th«"
the ground and source of all existence.
negative sense of the doctrine concerning the creation from nothing,

God

it

is

was led

to

oppose against

it

the old principle, " Nothing can

come

It substituted in place of this doctrine, the intuitive

out of nothing."

idea of an eflux of all existence out of the supreme being of the Deity.
This idea of an emanation admits of being presented under a great
under the symbol of an evolution of numbers out
variety of images
;

of an original unity
of a

development of

;

of an eradiation of light from an original light

spiritual

powers or ideas, acquiring self-subsistence

Testament; respectin<^ the relation of the
prophetic element in the Old Testament to

Christianity; respecting inspiration, and the
organic connection in history generally.
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of an expression in a series of syllables

and tones, dying away grada-.

an echo.

ally to

of such an emanation answers to an obscure presentiment,
of the positive element lying at
in the human soul,
the root of the negative definition of the creation from nothing ; and in
this presentiment it found a foot-hold ; but at the same time it gave oc-

The idea

—

— deeply seated

casion for a host of speculations,

by which men would

easily be led fur-

ther astray from, and in effect, would entirely lose sight of, the practically important ends of religious faith.
According to" this view, God was represented as the self-included,

incomprehensible and original source of all perfection.^ From this
incomprehensible essence of God to finite things, it is impassible to conSelf-limitation is the starting point,
ceive of an immediate transition.
the fii'st passing
whence a communication of hfe on the part of God
and from this probegins
into manifestation of the hidden Deity

—

—

;

further self-developing manifestation of the divine essence.^
this first link in the chain of life are, in the first place,
evolved the manifold powers or attributes, dwelling in the divine
essence, which, until that first self-affirmation, were all hidden in the
abyss of that essence ; each of which attributes presents, on one particular side, the whole divine essence, and to each of which, in this

ceeds

all

Now, from

These divine powers,
view, are applied the appropriate titles of God.^
evolving themselves to self-subsistent being, are hence the germs and
The life contained in them
pi-inciples of all further evolution of life.
and in such a way,
developes and individualizes itself more and more
that the successive grades of this evolution of life are ever sinking
;

lower, the spirits ever becoming feebler, the further they are removed
Here, we must admit, the Gnosis,
from the first link in the series.
in attempting to explain the incomprehensible, falls continually into an-

thropopathism, and, without being aware of

it,

transfers to the eternal

the relations of time.

the origin of a purely spiritual world in affinity with
thus admit of being explained, that the evolution of different
grades of perfection in the spiritual world might thus be made clear to
yet how explain, by an emanation from God, the
the imagination;

But supposing

God might

—

world; how account for the oriwith regard to this last mentioned problem, the
rock on which sjjeculation has so often split, injuring in no sliglit
measure the attribute of God's holiness and the freedom of rational,
accountable beings, the Gnosis was for giving speculation an unbounded
starting into existence of the sensible

Even

gin of evil

?

range.

God

If

has bestowed on

man

1 The Unfathomable Abyss, (ISMog,) according to Valentine, exalted above all posof whom, properly
sibilit V of designation,
speaking, nothing can be predicated ;— the
u/cnrov6/ia(T70f of Basilides, the d(i' of Philo.
2
npurri naTuXr/fic iavrov, the Tzputrov
KarnATiTTTav rov -^eov, hypostatically repre'
sentcd in a vovq or 'koyoQ.
« Hence the ditterent mennings given by
beah.n\
which,
•he Gnostics to the word

—

A

a free

will,

and

if this

free will

is

sides its primitive signification,, eternity, is
nsed by them to denote sometimes thi
Eternal, as a distinguishing attribute of the
Supreme Essence, sometimes those original

divine powefs above described, sometnnes
n/iifpufia. as
the whole emanation-world
contradistinguished from the temporal world,
employed
is
sense^ir
In the last mentioned
by Heriicleon. Grig. T. XIII. in Joaim.

=

c.

U.

;
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the cause of evil,

—

said the Gnostics,

—

its

cause reverts back

God

to

Tliej Avould not alloAV of any distinction between permission
and causahty on the part of God.^
see, in fact, how it is, that if
himself.

We

not content to acknowledge evil as a fact, as the act of
the creaturelj will forsaking its natural dependence on God, and to be
if speculation must explain
explained from no other cause or quarter
speculation

is

;

must be driven either to violate God's holiness and deprive the opposition between good and evil of its objective
significancy, thus undermining the ideas of moral good and evil as to
their essence, by tracing back the causality of the latter to God, which
doctrine does indeed lie involved in Pantheism
or else it will limit
God's almighty power, by supposing an absolute evil, an independent
ground of it beyond the divine control which is done by Dualism.
Yet Dualism is driven, notwithstanding, to the very thing which it chiefThe idea of evil, which it would firmly maintain, it
ly labors to avoid.
must really sap at the root, inasmuch as it imputes it to an outward
cause, and makes of it a self-subsistent nature, working with necessity
and thus it must, at the same time, involve itself in the contradiction
of supposing an independent existence out of God; therefore, since absolute independence (aseity) can be predicated only of God, a God
evil or its origin

;

then

it

;

—

;

who

In avoiding the first of these rocks, the
is not (xoc?, not good.
Gnostics foundered on the last.
They deemed it necessary to unite with the doctrine of emanation
that of Dualism, and sought to explain by the commixture of two hostile kingdoms, by the products of two opposite principles, the origin of
a Avorld not answering to the divine idea, with all the defects cleaving

And this hypothesis opened a Avide field
and their fanciful images. At this point were
evolved two different modes of contemplation, which still, however, in
these times of religious and philosophical eclecticism, do not stand so
directly opposed to each other, but often come in contact and comand in the end they are found
mingle at various intermediate points
to be based on the same fundamental idea, though conceived on the one
side under a more speculative, on the other, under a more mythical
form.
In one of these general schemes, the element of Grecian speculation, in the other that of Oriental intuition, chiefly predominates
and
hence these different modes give rise to the distinction of an Alexandrian and of a Syrian Gnosis (which latter was particularly modified
in so far as these two forms of Gnosis
by the influence of Parsism).
may be opposed to each other in abstracto, without any reference to the
cases where, in the varied phenomena of these times, they are found to
intermingle.
In the former, the Platonic notion of the vlrj predomithe boundary that limits
This is the dead, the unsubstantial,
nates.
from without the evolution of life, in that step-wise progression whereby
to

it, all

the evils

it

contains.

for their speculations

;

—

;

—

—

This vT^ri, again,
is ever evolving itself into the less perfect.
as the darkness that exists along
represented under vai'ious images,

the perfect
is

with the light
1

Td

/U^

—

;

as the void

(jisvufia, kevov')

Ku?.vov, aiTLov kuTLv, their usual

motto

in

in opposition to the

fulnesa

opposing the doiarine of the church

;
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shadow that accompanies the light as the
This matter, dead in itself, possesses

tlie

;

chaos, the stagnant, dark water.

by

its

As

OAvn nature no active power, no insus.

foreign to

it,

itself

makes no encroachment on the

life

of every sort

divine.

But

is

since

life

(the essences developing themselves out of

the progressive emanation)

become feebler the further they are removed

the divine evolutions of

from the first link in the series since their connection with the first
becomes more loose at each successive step, hence, out of the last step
of the evolution proceeds an imperfect, defective product, which cannot
retain its connection with the divine chain of life, and sinks from the
which is the same notion
or
world of ^ons down into the chaos
somewhat difierently expressed
a drop from the fulness of the divine
Noav first, the dead matter, by
life spills over into the bordering void.^
commixture with the living, which it wanted, receives animation. But
at the same time also, the divine living particle becomes corrupted by
there
Existence becomes multiform
min2;lin«; with tlie chaotic mass.
The foundation is laid for a
springs up a subordinate, defective life.
new world a creation starts into being beyond the confines of the world
But since now, on the other hand, the chaotic principle
of emanation.
of matter has acquired a sort of life, hence there arises a pure active
opposition to the godlike,
a barely negative, blind, ungodly naturepower, which obstinately resists all plastic influence of the divine ele;

—

;

— —

;

;

—

ment

hence, as products of the spirit of the v?^v, (of the nvevfia v?uKnv,')
Satan, malignant spirits, wicked men, in all of whom no reasonable,
no moral principle, no principle of a rational will, but blind passions
only have the ascendancy.
There is the same conflict here as in the
:

scheme of Platonism, between the soul under the guidance of divine
reason, the voix, and the soul blindly resisting reason,^
between the
npovoia and the avdynri^ the divine principle and the natural.
As Mnnum contradicts what every man should know immediately
so Dualism contradicts
the laws and facts of his moral consciousness
Monisni, shrinking from
the essence of reason which demands unity.
itself, leads to Dualism
and Dualism, springing from the desire to
comprehend everything, is forced by its very striving after this, through
the consti'aint of reason, which demands unity, to refer back the duality
Thus was the Gnosis
to a prior unity, and resolve it into this latter.
forced out of its Dualism, and obliged to affirm the same which the
Cabbala and the New Platonism taught namely, that matter is nothing
else than the necessary bounds^ between being and not-being^ which can
be conceived as having a subsistence for itself only by abstraction,*
as
the opposite to existence, Avhich, in case of an evolution of life from God,
must arise as its necessary limitation.*'' In some such way, this Dual.sm could resolve itself into an absolute INIonism, and so into Pantheism.

—

—

;

;

;

—

1 According to the sclicmes of the Ophites
and of Bardcsanes.
- See Phito leg. hb. X. p. 87-91, v. JX.

ed.

Biijont.
qu. IV.
^

As

Ijj^Sp.

it

Plutarch. Qusestt. PlatoniciB,

were the outer

*

By a

Aoyof vu-do^, according to the

Thus the Gnostics in Irenaeus, Lib. II.
arc careful to defend themselves against
the charge of Dualism
Continerc omnia
patrcni omnium, ct extra Plcroma esse niiiil;
et id, quod extra ct quod intus, dicere cos
»

c. 4,

:

shell of existence,

New

Phitonists.
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scheme accommodated

Tlie other

itself

—

more

to

the Parsic doctrine

concerning Ahriman and his kingdom ;
a doctrine which it would be
natural, especially for those Gnostic sects which originated in Syria, to
appropriate to themselves.
This theory assumed the existence of an
active, ttcrbulent kingdom of evil, or of darkness, Avhich, by its encroachments on the kingdom of light, brought about a commixture of the light

with the darkness, of the godlike with the ungodlike. Different as these
two modes of contemplation may appear in description, yet we may recognize in them both the same fundamental idea. In all cases where the latter mode o& contemplation becomes somewhat more speculative, it passes

former ; as will be seen in Manicheism, which, more than any
other Gnostic system, wears the stamp of the Parsic religion
and in all
cases where the farmer mode of conception assumes a more poetic dress,
strives to present itself more vividly to the imagination, it passes iminto the

;

and

this it might do sometimes with the
whole was but a symbolical dress, whereby abstract conceptions were to be rendered more vivid to the imaginar
tion.
We have an example of this kind in the profound thinker, Plotinus, who was very far from being inclined to substitute a conflict of
principles beginning at a certain point, in the place of a development
going on Avith immanent necessity, from first to last, even to the extreme bounds of all existence.
Even among the Platonists there were those who supposed, that along
with an unorganized, inert matter, the substance of the corjjoreal tvorld^
there existed from the beginning a blind, lawless nwtive power, an un-

perceptibly into the latter

;

^

distinct consciousness, that the

soul, as its original moving and active principle.
As the
inorganic substance was orgamzed into a corporeal world by the plastic
power of the Deity, so by the same power, law and reason were com-

godlike

municated to that turbulent, irrational soul. Thus the chaos of the
*A?7 was transformed into an organized u'orld, and that blind soul into
a rational principle,
a mundane soul, animating the universe.
As
fvom the latter of these proceeds all rational, spiritual life in humanity
so from the former proceeds all that is irrational, all that is under the
blind sway of passion and appetite
all malignant spirits are its progeny.
It is easy to see how the idea of this 4>vxv u^oyog^ brooding over
chaos, would coincide with the idea of a Satan originally presiding over

—

;

—

the

kingdom of darkness.^

In the system of the Sabaeans, or
Bcmndiim agnitionein et ignorantiam, sed
non secundum localem distantiam. Tlie
lower creation was comprehended in the
Pleroma, velut in tunica maculam.
1 As, for example, when Plotinus represents matter as being seized with a longing
after light or the soul, and describes h<rw it
darkens the light in attempting to embrace
I'lotin. in^Enneas
I. lib. VIII. c. 14:
-rXn rrapovaa TrpooatTel, Kal olov epox'iel,
Kat eic TO elaJ nape%-&dv e^iAei, 4v 6e
it.

m'l
~

^

^

)

-a

'_.„_-

A-

,r

o
^

ci
.„
T>i
.
u
J
See Plutarch, de anim?e
•

T>

..

rrocreat.

e

disciples of John,^

which was

allied,

Timreo, particularly c. 9. Opera'ed. Hutten.
T. XIII. page 296.
This sect of tlie Sabseans, {/3a~TLara't,
from l*2Vi) Nazareans, Mandeaiis, (accord'^

;„

j^
,

Norhcrg, from ;'T,
,

.

,

'
,

,

.

'

//ai?;/-at
•

r

or yvui

cvulently took Us origm from those
'^•^"P^^"^ .°!^ J«^" .''^""^ Baptist who, contrary
^o/^e ^P^'"" '^"^1 mtentmn of their master,
'^fOJ^ted, after his martyrdom, a course hos^\e hnd trace, of them,
'''« '" Clinstianity
mixed up with taliuloii-; matter, in the
Clementines and in the Kecognitiones Ulementis, perhaps also in the vfj.tool3a7VTtaTak
f/r
^""'."'-^

mi

^
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beyond doubt, by derivation, with the Syrian Gnosis, there does appear^
indeed, to have been an independent kingdom of darkness, -with its own
powers but this has no influence on the higher kingdom of light. The
thought conceived by one of the genii belonging to the world of light, of
separating himself from the great primal Fountain, for whose glory all
creatures should exist, and of establishing a separate and independent
;

—

w:rld in chaos
was the original cause of the intermingling of the two
the beginning of the visible world, which is founded on
kingdoms,
territory won from the kingdom of darkness, from chaos ; and which
now the powers of darkness, impatient of any encroachment on their
province, seek either to wrest away and bring into their own possession,
or else to destroy.
When the genius who belongs to the third grade in
the evolution of life, when Abatur reflects himself on the dark water of
chaos, there springs up from his image an imperfect genius, formed out
of the mixture of this light-nature with the substance of darkness, and
destined to a gradual transfiguration. This is FetaMl, the world-builder,
from whose awkwardness i-esults all the imperfections of this world.
Also in the sj^stem of the Syrian Bardesanes, matter is represented as
being the genitor of Satan.

—

Thus
liar to

it

is

how the modes of conception pecuthe Alexandrian Gnosis pass, on this side,

evident enough here,

the Syrian and

to

over into each other.
It might also admit of a question, perhaps,
whether we can properly speak of a Gnosis originally Alexandrian ;

whether Syria is not the common home of everytliing that goes under
name,
whence it was merely transplanted to Alexandria, in
which latter place it received a peculiar stamp from the Hellenic, Platonizing tendency which there prevailed.
At Alexandria, such a
Gnosis could easily find many points on which to attach itself, in a certain Jewish, ideal philosophy of religion already existing there
but in
this, however, the Platonic and Western element, which confined itself
more strictly to the pure ideal position, and did not directly hypostatize the idea into intuitions, too strongly predominated to admit the possibility of its resulting, without the influence of the pure Orientahsm
from Syria, in the peculiar character of the Gnosis.
It might be tl^ought, that this two-fold theory would have resulted in
a corresponding difference of practical spirit. As the Syrian theory
supposed an active kingdom of evil, which was one and the same with
the kingdom of matter, we might conclude from this, that it made the
renunciation of this hated matter and its hostile productions, the great
point in 'its system of morals.
Since, on the other hand, the Alexa)!
this

—

;

and 7aAt/la/o«r of Hegisippns; sceF. Walch.
de Saliais comment. Soc. Reji'. Gott. T.
IV. Part, philol. Prom this spvuns up aflerwards a seet. whose system, formed out
»f tlie elements of an older eastern theosophy, has an important connection with the
history of the (inosis.
critical examination of their most im])ortant relijrioiis hook,
puhlished hy Norherir, the Lil)cr Adanii,
may funiisli much additional information
on this sul)jei-i. See a review of tliis work

A

by

Gesciiius, in the Jenaischen Literatiu
Zeitung, J. 1817, No. 48-51, and (KK'Ukcr's?) review in the Gottinp^schcn Anzei<ren
^ The idea liere may ho eomi)ared wholly
with the Ophitic idea of the Ojjhioniorplius.
(see helow.) alihon;;h the latter, in the 0]ihitie system, appears possessed of a malifrnant nature; and yet the Ophitic system,
so far as it concerns its sjieculative ideas, is
in very many respects nearly related to the
Alexandrian system of Vf Jentinus.

;
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drian Crnosis considered matter in the light of an unorganized substance, and the divine as the forming principle of matter, we might
suppose that it would adopt no such negative theory of morals, but be
rather to make the active melioration of the world, by the
power of the divine element, the principle of its moral system. Thia
conjecture would be rendered still more probable, by comparing several
of the Alexandrian with the Syrian systems.
But we must see, as we enter more deeply into the matter, that the
difference of practical tendencies is not so much grounded in the difference of these principles, as it is true that a different shaping and application is given to the principles themselves, by virtue of the diversity
of intellectual bents
and that all the principles derived from other
quarters receive, through the general, intellectual bent which appropriates them to itself and the peculiar spiritual temperament of this period,
an application which needed not necessarily to flow from them, by themselves considered.
We have seen,^ indeed, how Dualism, in its primitive form among the Persians, by no means carried along with it the
tendency to an ascetic, inactive renunciation of the world but how an
active life, and the exercise of a plastic influence on the outward world,
in the conflict for the kingdom of light, developed itself therefrom.
And yet the same principle received, through the influence of the prevailing tone of mind in this period, another application.
But in Platonism, two points of view were proposed, and its practical influence was
conditioned by the predominance of the one or the other.
On the one
side, Platonism represented the soul as the plastic power in the Avorld
it made the ideas actualize themselves in becoming, stamp theminclined

;

;

—

The self-manifestation of these ideas, strivino; to
should press forward to meet their kindred spirit,
in its contemplation of the world in all its aspects,
in all appearances
of the beautiful and good.
Through the symbols
though inadequate
to the original type
of the ideal harmony of the universe in the sensible world, the recollection of the original Former himself was to bo
selves in

the
overpoAver the

va;?.

vlrj^

—
—

—

up in the spirit that belonged to the higher world, and the craving after this awakened within it ;
by means of .this contemplation,
the soul was to become gradually winged.
But on the other side, Placalled

—

tonism taught that there was a resistance of the vln against these ideas,
to be entirely vanquished
it presented to consciousness
that opposition between the idea and the manifestation, which could
never be overcome.
According to this view, evil is, in this world, a
necessary antithesis to good.
This is inseparable from the relation of
the idea to the v'^v
and hence it is only by contemplation, rising to
the spiritual world of ideas, that one can soar above this opposition,
which must always necessarily continue to exist in this lower region.

which was not

;

;

At

was from this position that the aristocratic principle
which we have before spoken, took that direction, by virtue of which the contemplative life was exalted far above
the practical
as in like manner, this defect
though more or less
all

events,

it

of the ancient world, of

—

;

^

See above,

p.

376.
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tempered, in proportion to the greater or less reaction of the Christian
Now in procleaves to the Gnostic systems generally.
principle
portion as the one or the other of these sides of the Platonic theory
predominated, there came to be united with Platonism, either a more
practical, esthetico-artistic, or an ascetic, contemplative tendency.
Platonism contains within it, considered on that first side, the genuine
principle for the construction of the system of ethics ; but in order to

—

the actualization of what lies within it, it is requisite, that the other
This Dualism must be pracside should retreat into the back-ground.
tically annulled ; a means must be given of reconciling the opposition
between the idea and the manifestation, and this could be mediated

Thus Platonism points
only by the fact of a redemption of mankind.
away to Christianity, through which alone the ethical problems grounded
in the Platonic ideas could be actually realized.
Now the spiritual tone of this period, which lies at the root of all
those Gnostic systems, out of which sprung hatred and contempt of tlie
world, the predominant Oriental principle of utter estrangement from
the world and from all human aifections, tended to give prgminence to
one of those sides and to repress the other and the same thing, indeed, is manifested in the ethics peculiar to the later Platonism generOne of these Gnostics, Marcion, united,
ally, if we except Plotinus.
in fact, as we shall see, with the doctrine of the vi-n^ a tendency in
;

other respects altogether foreign from Platonism.
The most essential diflerence between the Gnostic systems, and the

one which is best suited also to be made the basis of their distribution,
is that which arises from their different degrees of divergence, in respect to what constitutes the peculiarity of the Gnostic view of the uniIt is the Dualistic element carverse, from the purely Christian view.
which Christianity
ried out
by virtue of which those oppositions,
exhibits as conflicting with the original unity in creation, as having first
originated in the fall of the creature, and only to be removed by the
redemption,
these oppositions are considered as original, grounded in
hence, also, as being of such a
the very principles of existence
the
kind that they could not be overcome by the redemption itself
oppositions between a temporal, earthly, and a higher, invisible order
of things ; between the natural, the purely human, and the divine.
This opposition, so apprehended, must be extended moreover to the reWhere
lation of Christianity to the creation, to nature and history.
this opposition generally was seized in its most sharp and decided
form, nothing less could be suj)posed than an absolute opposition also
between nature and history.
between Christianity and the creation,
Christianity must make its appearance as an altogether sudden thing,
as a fragment disconnected from everything else, as something coming
According to this view, no gradual
in wholly without expectation.
development of the Theocracy, as an organically connected whole,
The connection, also, must be broken between
could be admitted.
And all this becomes concentrated in the
Christianity and Judaism.
form of relation in which the Demiurge was conceived to stand to the
Supreme, perfect God, and the world of ^Eons. Everything depends,
;

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—
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then, on the circumstance, whether an absolute opposition was

room was

made

to

some sort of mediation. It is manifest, how deeply this difference must affect everything that pertains to
the province of morals and religion.
In the following respect, all these Gnostics agree they all held, aa
we remarked above, to a world consisting of the pure emanation of life
from God, a creation evolved directly out of the divine essence,^ far
exalted above the outward creation produced by God's plastic power,
and conditioned by a preexisting matter. They agree moreover in
tids, that they did not admit the Father of that higher world of emanation, to be the immediate author of this lower world, but maintained
that the lower creation proceeded from the World-former, (drjiiLovpyo^,
)
a being of kindred nature with the universe formed and governed by
him, and far inferior to that higher system and the Father of it.
But
here arose a difference among them
for while they all maintained the
exist here, or

still left

for

;

;

such a subordination, they did not agree in their conceptions aa
to the particular mode of its existence.
Some, taking their departure
from ideas which had long prevailed among certain Jews of Alexandria, (as appears from comparing the Alexandrian version of the Old
Testament, and from Philo,) supposed that the Supreme God created
ajid governed the world by ministering spirits, by the angels.
At the
fact of

head of these angels stood one, who had the direction and control of
hence called the opificer and governor of the world. This Demi-'
urge they compared with the plastic, animating, mundane spirit of
Plato and the Plato nicians,^ which, too, accordhig to the Timseus of
Plato, strives to represent the ideas of the Divine Reason, in that
which is becoming and temporal.
This angel is a representative of the
Supreme God on this lower stage of existence. He acts, not independently, but merely according to the ideas inspired in him by the Suall

;

preme God
all

just as the plastic, mundane soul of the Platonists creates
;
things after the pattern of the ideas communicated by the Supreme

Reason, (vovg.^') But these ideas transcend the powers of his own limited nature ; he cannot understand them
he is merely their unconscious organ
and hence is unable himself to comprehend the whole
scope and meaning of the work which he performs. As an organ under
the guidance of a higher inspiration, he reveals what exceeds his own
power of conception. And here also they fall in with the current
ideas of the Jews, in supposing that the Supreme God had revealed
himself to their Fathers through the angels, who served as ministers
of his will. From them proceeded the giving of the law by Moses. In
the following respect, also, they considered the Demiurge to be a rep;

;

—

Supreme God ;
as the other nations of the earth
are portioned out under the guidance of the other angels, so the Jewish people, considered as the peculiar people of God, are committed to
the especial care of the Demiurge, as his representative.* He revealed

resentative of the

^

r\i7''X5<

2

The
The

rrapadei-yfia of the

D7li'.

devrepoc i^eof, the i?edf yev/jToc.

—

o ^arc Cuov,
an antithesis to the
yevirov, the ^ek' yer/jroc of Phito,
the
8

—

Divine Reason hyposta-

tized.
*

According

to

"f Deutcron. 32-

the AlexanUrine version
8.

9: "Ore

diefiepiCsv 6
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also among them, in their religious polity, as in the creation of the
world, those higher ideas, which himself could not understand in their

The Old Testament, like the whole creation, ivas
symbol of a Jdgher mundane system, the veiled type of Chns-

true significancy.
the veiled
tianity.

Among

the Jewish people themselves, hoAvever, they carefully dis-

tinguished, after the example of the Alexandrians, between the great

who

mass,

are barely a representative type of the people of God, (the

Israelites according to the flesh, the

smaller number,

who became

'lapa>]l ala^TjTog,

Kara cupua,^

and the

really conscious of their destination as the

people of God, (the soul of this mass, the spiritual men of Philo
the
'lapai^l nvevfiuTiKog, vor/Tog
the truly cousccrated race, living in the contemplation of God
the uvfip Spuv rbv &e6v the TvvEVnaTiKoi, yvuaTLKoi, tis
contradistinguished from the rpvxi-ico'i., klotlkoI.')
The latter, with their
;

;

;

;

sensual minds, adhered to the outward form, perceived not that this was
barely a symbol, and therefore entered not into the meaning of the
s;ymbol.^
Thus those sensual-minded Jews knew not the angel by

whom God

revealed himself in

all

the Theophanies of the Old Testa-

ment knew not the Demiurge in his true relation to the hidden. Supreme God, Avho never reveals himself in the sensible world. Here,
too, they confounded type and archetype, symbol and idea.
They rose
no higher than to this Demiurge ; they held him for the Supreme God
Those spiritual men, on the contrary, clearly perceived, or at
himself.
least divined, the ideas veiled under Judaism
they rose above the Demiurge, to the knoioledge of the Supreme God they are, therefore,
pi'operly his true ^vor shippers, (^epairEVTai.'y
The religion of the former
was grounded barely on a faith of authority the latter live in the contemplation of divine things.
The former needed to be schooled and
disciplined by the Demiurge,
by rewards, punishments, and threats
the latter need no such moans of discipline
they rise by the buoyancy
of their own minds to the Supreme God, who is only a fountain of
blessedness to those that are fitted for communion with him
they love
him for his own sake.^
When now these Jewish theosophists of Alexandria had come over to
Christianity, and with this new reUgion had united their previous ideas,
they saw the spirit of the Old Testament completely unveiled by Chris;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

tianity,

and the highest idea of the whole creation brought clearly

to

The scope and end of the whole creation, and of all human
development, now for the first time became clear.
As far as the Supreme j3Lon^ who appeared in the person of Christ, is exalted above

light.

the angels and the Demiurge, so far does Christianity transcend Judavipiarog

£-&vri, icTTjaev Ijpin k-&vuv

itpi^/ibv u-yye2.uiv &£ov, Kal
uepif Kvp'iov ?Mdc aiiTov 'laK(l>l^.

Thus

Kara

kyevij'&T)

in the epistle ascribed to Bamalms,
asserted by a moderate Gnostic, who
had as yet by no means attained to that
higher Gnosis which resulted from the mixlure of the Alexandrian idealism with Syrian tJicosopliy, that the Jews had altogether misunderstood the ceremonial law, in
1

It

is

ohserving: it outwardly, instead of seeinjr in
it an allegorical representation of universal
religion and moral truths.
Tiie Gnosis
furnished the key which first unlocked this
its true meaning.
- See above, Part I. p. 56, etc., respecting
the two religious positions according to
Philo.
" Novc or Xoyog.
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ism and the whole earthly creation.
The Demiurge himself now perceives entering into his province a revelation of a higher system of
things, and serves henceforth as its self-conscious organ.
If the law was called by Jewish theologians a law dispensed by angels,
with a view to mark, in this way, its divine, as opposed to a merely
human, origin,
this designation is, on the other hand, employed in the
apostolic letters, for the purpose of clearly setting forth the superiority
of Christianity to Judaism,
of exhibiting the former as the absolute
religion, for which all the earlier fragmentary revelations of the divine
councils only served to prepare the way. The all-embracing revelation
of God in the Son, through whom God himself enters immediately into
fellowship with the creature, is opposed to the revelation mediated by the
instrumentality of individual angels,
individual godlike powers.
By
the manifestation of the comprehending whole, everything partial is
rendered superfluous.^
The inventions of the Gnostics, in which the
whole matter is spun out into a mythical form, turn on this profound

—

—

—

idea.

In what the Gnostics who adopt this point of view say about the relaDemiurge, of his creation, of his previous dominion, to the
appearance of Christ and of Christianity, we have a glimpse of ideas,
in themselves profound.
They endeavor to express how the whole was,
at least in idea, in the germ, implanted in the original creation, which
was to be actually realized and fulfilled only by Christianity
how
reason, attaining first through Christianity to the full and clear consciousness of the ideas incorporated in and stamped upon creation, was
to express these in an actual manifestation
a great and fruitful
thought, which, obscurely divined by the Gnosis, waited to receive its
clear and discreet exposition from a future science, striking root in
Christianity.
The Gnosis bore within it the germ, first presented as a
tion of the

;

;

—

—

poetic intuition, of a true philosophy of history.

The

other party of the Gnostics consisted mainly of such as, before
coming over to Christianity, had not been followers of the 3Iosaic
religion, but had already, at an earlier period, framed to themselves an
Oriental Gnosis, opposed as well io Judaism as to slW popular religions,
like that of which we find the remains in the books of the Sabaeans,
and of which examples may still bo found in the East, among the PerThey regarded the Demiurge Avith his angels,
sians and the Hindoos.
their

not simply, like the former class, as a subordinate, limited being, but as
one absolutely hostile to the Supreme God. The Demiurge and his angels
are for establishing their independence within their limited sphere.
They would tolerate no foreign dominion within their province. Whatever higher existence has descended into their kingdom, they seek to
hold imprisoned there, so that it may not ascend again above their narrow precincts. Probably, in this system, the kingdom of the worldforming angels coincided, for the most part, with the kingdom of the
deceitful star-spirits, who seek to rob man of his freedom, to beguile
and who exercise a tyrannical sway
him by various arts of deception,

—

1

See Heb.

2.

Ephes. 3

:

10,

and

the

words of Christ

to

Nathanael.
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over the things of this world. ^
The
ing being proud, jealous, revengeful

Demiurge

is a limited and limitand this his character expresses
itself in the Old Testament, which proceeded from him.
Believing that thej found in the Old Testament so many qualities
attributed to God which were anthropopathic,
so much which was at
variance with the Christian idea of God and with moral perfection, it
would indeed have been natural for these Gnostics, had they lived in a
;

;

—

different spiritual

man

atmosphere, to consider

all

this as the result

of hu-

whereby the true idea of God had become vitiated. But to
refer this to a subjective cause, and explain it psychologically, lay altogether remote from their habit of contem])lation.
To them Judaism no
less than paganism appeared, as opposed to Christianity, something too
positively real to admit of being satisfactorily explained in any such way
error,

as this.

They fancied

that, in the life of nations,

influence of self-subsistent spiritual powers,

who

they could trace the

controlled the general

What St. Paul says of the principalities and powers,
and hiovaiaL^^') they referred to these agents. As in paganism
they saw the kingdom of the demons, so in Judaism they saw the kingdom of the Demiurge. And so while they acknowledged the history of
the Old Testament to be true, they were led to transfer whatever appeared to them defective in the idea of God in the Old Testament, to
the Demiurge himself.
The reflected image of this being, they saw
in the character and in the conceptions of the people devoted to his
service.
Even in nature, where they beheld the dominion of an iron
necessity, governing by invariable laws and sparing nothing, they believed the God of holy love, revealed through Christ, was not to be
fomid.
They saw, manifesting itself there, a plastic power indeed, but
inadequate to master its material, to subdue the destructive agencies
which resisted its efibrts.
They beheld the old chaos once more bi-eaking loose
the wild energy of the vA??, revolting without control against
the domhiion which the formative Power would exercise over it,
casting off the yoke imposed on it, and destroying the work he had begun.
Tims they recognized here a powerful, indeed, but not all-powerful
Demiurge, against whose supremacy the vl?]^ which he sought to subject to his will, was ever rebelling.
The same jealous being, hmited in
his power, ruling with despotic sway, whom they found in the Old Testament, they imagined they saw in nature.
At the bottom of these
peculiar views lay the truth, that even on the foundation of the Old
Testament, religion could not as yet be wholly emancipated from the
principle which ruled in the ancient world
although a higher, theistic
consciousness.
(Jipxai?

—

;

;

element Avas here revealed in opposition to that principle.
This could
be brought about only by the redeeming power of the gospel.
TJiese
Gnostics judged thus:
the supreme God, the God of holiness and
love, who has no connection whatever with the sensible world, has re-

—

1 Accordingly, in the system of these Sabseans, the seven star-spirits and the twelve

of the zodiac, who sprung from
an irregular connection between the cheated
Fetahii and the spirit of darkness, play an

star-spirits

important part in everything: that

To

is

bad.

deceptive arts, the Siibaeans traced
the origin of those detested religions, Jadallicir

ism and Christianity.
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vealed himself in this earthly creation only by certain divine seeds of
life, scattered among men, the germination of which the Demiurge
The perfect God is, at most, known
strives to check and suppress.

and worshipped in mysteries alone by a few spiritual men. Now this
God, through his highest ^on, let himself down at once, without any
forgoing preparation, to this hiferior system, for the purpose of drawing
upward to himself those higher and kindred spiritual natures which are
Christianity finds nowhere in the whole creation
here held in bondage.
a point of entrance, except in those theosophic schools where a higher
wisdom, in the form of secret doctrines, has been handed down from age
to age.

This difference between the Gnostic systems was one of great imporand a practical point of view. The Gnostics
of the first class, who looked upon the Demiurge as an organ of the
supreme God, and his representative, the fashioner of nature according
tance, both in a theoretical

guiding spring of the historical evolution of God's kingtheir peculiar principles, expect to find
the manifestation of the divine element in nature and in history. They
were not necessarily driven to an unchristian hatred of the world.
They could admit that the divine element might be revealed even in
that everything of the earth was capable of being
earthly relations
They could therefore be quite
refined and ennobled by its influence.
to his ideas, the

dom, might, consistently with

;

moderate in their ascetic notions, as we find the case actually to have
been with regard to many of this class although their notion of the
v7,ri continually tended
to the practically mischievous result of tracing
evil exclusively to the world of sense ; and although their over valuation of a contemplative Gnosis might easily prove unfavorable to the
On the contrary, the other kind of Gnosis,
spirit of active charity.
which represented the Creator of the world as a nature directly opposed to the supreme God and his higher system, would necessarily
lead to a wildly fanatical and morose hatred of the world, wholly at
war with the spirit of Christianity. This expressed itself in two ways ;
among the nobler and more sensible class, by an excessively rigid asceticism, by an anxious concern to shun all contact with the world
though to fashion and mould that world constitutes a part of the Chris;

—

The morality, in this case, to make the best of it, could
be only negative, only a preparatory step of purification in order to the
But the same eccentric hatred of the world,
contemplative state.
coupled with pride and arrogance, might also lead to wild enthusiasm
and a bold contempt for all moral obligations. The principle once
started upon, that the whole of this world is the work of a finite, untian vocation.

not susceptible of any revelation of divine
who belong to a far higher world, are

godbke

spirit

things

that the loftier natures

;

;

that

it

is

here held in bondage ; these Gnostics easily came to the conclusion,
that everything external is a matter of perfect indifference to the inner
the outward
nothing of a loftier nature can there be expressed
man,
man may indulge in every lust, provided only that the tranquillity of
The most
the inner man is not thereby disturbed in its meditation.
dirt^'t way of showing contempt and defiance of this wretched, hostile

—

;
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world Avas, not to allow the mind to be affected by it in any situatioD
should mortify sense by braving every lust, and still preserving
" We must conquer lust by inthe tranquillity of the mind unruffled.
for it is no great thing for a man
said these hold spirits
dulgence,
The
to abstain from lust who knows nothing about it by experience.
greatness lies in not being overcome by it, when clasped in its embrace."^
Though the reports of enemies ought not be used without great caution

Men

—

—

and distrust, and we should never forget that such witnesses were liable,
by unfriendly inferences or the misconstruction of terms, to impute to
such sects a great deal that was false yet the characteristic maxims
quoted from their own lips, and the coincident testimony of such men
as IreniBus and Epiphanius, and of those still more unprejudiced and
careful inquirers, the Alexandrians, places it beyond all reasonable
;

doubt, that they not merely expressed, but even practised, such princiBesides, that enemy of Christianity, the Neo-Platonic
ples of conduct.
philosopher Porphyry, corroborates this testimony by citing from the
little standmouth of these persons maxims of a similar import.^ "
ing pool," said they, " may be defiled, when some impure substance

A

drops into it
not so the ocean^ which, conscious of its owni immensity,
admits everything.
So little men are overcome by eating ; but he who
is an ocean of strength Q^ovma, probably a cant term of theirs, founded
on a misinterpretation of St. Paul's language, 1 Corinth. 8 9 6 12)
Not only in the history of Christakes everything and is not defiled."
tian sects of earlier and more recent times, but also among the sects of
;

:

;

:

among the rude islanders of Australia, instances
be found of such tendencies which defied all moral obligations
tendencies that have arisen from speculative or mystical elements, or it
may be from some subjective caprice setting itself in opposition to all
positive law.
In the connection of the present period, the false striving
of the subjective spirit after emancipation, after breaking loose from all
the bonds, holy or unholy, whereby the world had been hitherto kept together, is quite apparent.
And this aim and tendency might seem to
have found a point of union in that unshackling of the spirit, so radical
ly different in its character, which Christianity brought along with it.
This difference shows itself, again, in the views entertained of particular moral relations
The Gnostics of the last-mentioned class either
enjoined the life of celibacy, and expressed their abhorrence of marriage
on the principle
as being an impure and profane connection, or else
that whatever pertained to sense was indifferent, and that men needed
they justibut to defy the Demiurge by despising his stringent laws
fied the gratifying of every lust.
Those of the first class, on the contrary, honored marriage, as a holy estate ; and on this subject also,
found in Christianity the complete fulfilment of a relation introduced
and
into the Demiurge's world, as the tyjie of a higher order of things
the Valentinian Gnosis, which invariably regarded the lower world as a
symbol and mirror of the higher, which sought to trace the manifestation of the same supreme law in various gradations, at different
the Hindoos, and even

—

may

—

—

;

1

Clemens Stromat.
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stages of existence, saw in the relation of marriage, as elsewhere, the

type of a higher relation pervading every stage and degree of existence,
We may here observe
from the highest link of the chain downwards.
in the Valentinian Gnosis, the first attempt, originating in the influeuce
of Christianity, to understand in a scientific way the true significance
of marriage, in its connection with the laws of the universe,
a point
which the mind of Plato was striving to reach in the Sym^josium ; but
which could not be truly reached and adequately presented until Christianity had led men to recognize the unity of God's image in both the
sexes, and their relation to each other, and to the common type of humanity residing in that unity.
The difference betiveen these tivo tendencies of the Gnostic 2^Tinciple
was strongly manifested, again, in the different ways of contemplating
Christ's person.
All Gnostics, it is true, were in a sense agreed in this
respect that as they distinguished the God of heaven from the God of
nature, and hence, too, separated beyond necessity the invisible from the
so they could not acknowlvisible world, the divine from the human,
edge the unity of the human and divine natures in the person of Christ.
Yet as in the first of these cases we remarked an important difference
between the two predominant tendencies of the Gnostic systems, so we
may observe an important difference, too, in the case last mentioned.
We find here an essential gradation in the views entertained of the
Some regarded
relation of the divine and human natures in Christ.
the humanity of Christ as real, and as possessed of a certain dignity of
its own
yet, as they made two Gods of the one God of heaven and of
nature, and represented the creator of the latter to be nothing more
than the organ of the former
so they divided the one Christ into two
Chris ts,
a higher and ,a lower, a heavenly and an earthly Christ,
the latter serving merely as the organ of the former ; and this, not by
an original and inseparable union with him, but in such sense that the
former first united himself with the latter at his baptism in the Jordan.
But the other sjyecies of Gnosis, denying, as it did, all connection of
Christianity with Judaism, and all progressive development of the king-

—

;

—

;

;

—

dom

of

God among men

;

representing, as

it

did, the

God

of Christ

and of the gospel as a different being from the God of nature and of
history, must necessarily do away the connection of Christ's appearance
The notion, so pleasing to the fantastic
with nature and with history.
taste of the East,i and which had long obtained currency among the
Jews, that a higher spirit has the faculty of representing himself to the
outward eye in various forms, deceiving the senses, though in themOne entire and imselves without substance, was applied to Christ.
portant part of his earthly existence and of his personal being was criticized away
his whole humanity was denied, and whatever appertained
to Christ's human appearance represented as a mere deceptive show, a
mere vision.'^ Yet we can in nowise agree with those who hold that
Docetism was only one form in which a decided tendency to idealism
;

1 We have only to think of the Hindoo
Maia, and the host of Indian mvtlis.
2 Just as Philo's idea of the Old Testament theophanics led to the views enter-

tained by one Jewish sect respecting the
angelophanies, noticed in Justin M. Dial
c.

Tryph.

See vol

I.

p. 42.
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and rationalism manifested

itself,

prevailing notions of the age

— a form

by the
had they lived at

peculiarly modified

so that the Docetce,

;
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Bome other period, would have substituted in place of the historical
should be careful to distinguish the
Christ a mere ideal one.
proper essence of the heretical tendency from the symptoms through
Docetism may be the result of very different
which it expressed itself.

We

—

a tendency to supranaturalism, or a tendency to
There might be united with it, an interest at bottom to
give all possible prominence to this supernatural and real element in
Docetism, at this point, supposed a real, though
Christ's appearance.
and a real irapartation of Christ to humanity.
not sensible Christ
Christ gave himself, according to this view, to humanity, as a source of
He presented himself sensibly to the eyes of men, not in
divine life.
his true, divine nature, but only so as to be perceived by them, yet
without coming himself into any contact with matter, in an unreal veil
His appearance was something truly objective but the senof sense.
sible form in which this was apparent to men was merely subjective.
This was the only possible way in which men, under the dominion of
mode
sense, could come into any contact with a nature so divine.
tendencies of mind,

rationalism.

;

;

A

of apprehension turned exclusively in the direction of supranaturalism,
might lead in this case to a total denial of the reality of the natural

But under this form of Docetism might be lurking,
element in Christ.
also, a tendency which would have resulted in an entire evaporation of
Christianity, in turning the life of Christ into a mere symbol of a spiritual communication from God, in substituting the idea of God's redeeming power in place of the historical Redeemer in a word, there
might eventually spring out of a tendency of this sort an opposition to
and that this did actually come about, will be
historical Christianity,
shown hereafter by specific examples.
When these Gnostics, with their system ready made, looked into the
scriptures of the Now Testament, they had no difiiculty in finding it all
there, since they were only on the search for points of coincidence.
Trusting to the inner light of their higher spiritual nature, which was
to make all things clear to thein, they gave themselves but little conIn all cases, they were
cern about the letter of the religious records.
that is, from their intuifor explaining outward things from within,
tions, which wore above all doubt. They disdained the helps necessary
to unfold the spirit contained under the cover of the word ; they
despised the laws of thought and of language,^ and were thus exposed,
;

—

—

in interpreting the records of religion, to all

manner of delusion

;

while

they had power also to charm others, as ignorant of those laws as they
were themselves, within the circle of their intuitions and symbolical
Understanding, for instance, the term " Avorld,"
representations.
wherever it occurs in the New Testament, in one and the same sense,
neither distinguishing nor separating the objective from the subjective
world, they could easily demonstrate the position, that the whole earthly
1

Orif^en, in Philocal.

c.

14, sliows

how

ronch the Gnostics were strengthened in

their errors in biblical interpretation
ayvola tC)v loyiKuv.

by the
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creation betrays defects, and could not have proceeded from the Supreme and perfect God. The parables, for whose simplicity and profound practical meaning they seem to have been endowed with no
sense, were specially welcomed by them, because in these, when the
point of comparison was once dropped, an arbitrary interpretation had
the fullest scope.
The controversy excited, liowever, by this arbitrary
biblical interpretation of the Gnostics, had one good effect, in turning
the attention of their opponents to the necessity of a sober, grammatical

method of

scriptural interpretation, and leading them to establish the
hermeneutical canons as may be seen from numerous examples in
Iren?eus, Tertullian, Clement, and Origen.
As the opinion that falsehood was allowable and might even be necessary to guide the multitude, was a principle inbred into the aristocratic
spirit of the old world
and as the justification of falsehood, therefore,
could not be wholly cut off, and the unconditional obligation of truthfulness, arising from the fact that all are alike rational, all created alike
in the image of God, could not be brought home to the general consciousness of mankind except by means of Christianity
so it was ever
found to be a consequence of the reaction of that old aristocratic spirit
with which Gnosticism was connected, that the principle. Falsehood is
laAvful for a good purpose, once more slipped in.
By means of the
opposition which the Gnostics set up between psychical and spiritual
men, they could defend the practice of descending from one of these
positions to the other, and of saying what was false to men of the lower
stage, because they were not prepared to receive the pure truth.
This
principle influenced their interpretation of the New Testament
and
they were the inventors of the exegetical theory of accommodation.
Many among them asserted that Christ and the apostles expressed themselves differently, according to the different standing of those whom
They accommodated themselves to these different
they addressed.
positions
to the natural men, (the tpvxiKoi,^ those who stood on the
fiiith on outward authority and on
ground of blind, unconscious faith
miracles, (those who were tied do\\ai to Jewish prejudices,) they spoke
only of a Demiurge, for in truth the limited capacities of these men
were unfitted for anything higher. The higher truths from the world
of ^ons, and relating to that world, they had communicated to none
but a small circle of the initiated, who by virtue of their higher, spiritual nature, (nvevfMTiKoi^') were capable of understanding such truths.
But in all other cases, they had simply hinted at these truths" in isolated
That higher
figures and symbols, intelligible to such natures alone.
wisdom they had spoken, as Paul declared, 1 Corinth. 2 6, only in
the living word, among such as were perfect ; and it was only by the
living word, within the circle of the initiated, that it was to be continThe knowledge of this secret tradition, therefore,
ually handed down.
was the only true key to the more profound exposition of scripture.
Though other church teachers, whom the spirit of Platonism had too
strongly influenced, were not wholly exempt from that aristocratic element, yet the clear and earnest Christian spirit of Irenaeus took a
first

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

:
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" The apostles," he said,^ " who
bold and decided stand against it.
were sent forth to reclaim the erring, to restore sight to the blind, to
heal the sick, assuredly did not accommodate themselves to the existhig opinions of their hearers ; but spoke to them according to the revWhat physician who desires to heal the sick, will
elation of truth.

whims of his patient, instead of prescribing to him so as to
The apostles, those disciples of truth, are strangers

yield to the

eifect his cure ?

because deception has nothing in common with truth,
Our Lord, who is himself the
v.ith light.
truth, for that very reason could not deceive."
Others, relying on the principles of their Gnosis, ventured to subject
the whole Noav Testament to the boldest criticism, affirming it to be impossible, from the instructions of the apostles alone, to get at the pure
doctrines of Christ ; for, said they, the apostles themselves were still
somewhat fettered, with the rest, hj psycliical or Jewish opinions. The
spiritual man (the Pneumaticus) must sift the " natui-al " from the
Or they even went so far as to distin"spiritual" in their writings.
guish in Christ's discourses, what had been spoken by the natural
Chiist, under the inspiration of the Demiurge what had been expressed
through him by the divine " Wisdom," which had not yet reached its
full development, but still fluctuated between the province of the Demiurge and the " Pleroma;" ^ and Avhat had been spoken through him by

to all deception,

any more than darkness has

;

the supreme

Nus

out of the Pleroma.'^
under this theosophic style of intuition and exveiled a completely rationalistic mode of thinking, which

It is easy to see, that

pression

is

The
above the Christ and the Christianity of history.
view of a certain opposition betwixt the idea and its manifestation in
of a perfectibility of Christianity, by rear
primitive Christianity itself,
son of which it was to purify itself from that which, in its first form of
is
manifestation, checked and vitiated the pure evolution of the idea,
In the person of Christ himself, a distinction is
here lying at bottom.
made between what belongs to the idea, and what belongs to the vitiathig element of the temporal appearance ; between the truth which he
uttered by immediate inspiration, and what he spoke from the inferior
standing ground of reflection disturbed by temporal ideas.
These Gnostics, or at least a portion of them, were not at all disposed to separate themselves from the rest of the church, and establish
They were satisfied that the psydistinct communities of their own.
chical natures were unable, from their lower station, to understand
Christianity otherwise than in the form which had been given to it by
that they could reach nothing higher than the blind faitli
the church
on authority that they were utterly destitute of a faculty for the higher
they were not for disturbing, therefore, these
spiritual intuition
common followers of the church in their quiet faith ^ they were for
uniting with the ordinary congregations, and establishing, in connection
with them, certain theosop'hic schools, certain Christian mysteries, into
strives to soar

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

1

Lib. III.

*

The

c. 5.

Sophia, Achainoth; see below.

^

Vid. Iren.

*

Toi'f KOivoi/i- iKK'AijaLaariKovc
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which all those persons should 'be admitted, in whom they discovered
They complained,
that higher faculty which was not bestowed on all.
that they were refused admission to the fellowship of the church, and
that they were called heretics, though they concurred in everything
which the church taught.
But what would have become of the church, had they succeeded in
their design of introducing within it such a distinction of two different
positions in religion ?
The essence of the church, which admits no
Buch opposition, which rests on the fact of a common faith uniting all
hearts in the same fellowship of a higher Hfe, the pecuhar character of
Christianity,
Christianity itself, would have been thereby destroyed.
as we have seen, could let itself down agahi to a more Jewish position
of the mind, it could wrap itself in a Jewish dress, and could be thus
propagated in the consciousness of men Avho must be trained to Christian freedom by a gradual process. The essentials of the church would
still be retained, though in a form inadequate and coming from the reaction of an earlier stage of religious development. But had the church
allowed room for the introduction within its bosom of such an opposition,
it must have forfeited its very essence and existence.
Hence the
spirit, which throws off what it finds no way of digesting and assimilating to its own nature, united together men of the most opposite theological tendencies in a common resistance against this reaction, which
threatened directly the very life of the church itself.
Gnosticism had a two-fold conflict to sustain a conflict with the
Christian principle asserting its own indeijcndence, and another with
Platonisin.
Plotinus, who in no part of his works openly attacks
Christianity, felt himself under the necessity of standing forth as an
opponent of the Gnostics, since in their speculations they pretended to
outstrip Plato and tho old Greek philosophy.^
He evidently does them
injustice when he asserts, that what they taught consisted partly in
ideas borrowed from Plato, and partly in new inventions, hatched up
for the purpose of forming a system of their own, but destitute of
truth. ^
Their opposition to Platonism was in no sense, assuredly, a
;

capricious, far-sought thing, a

was one necessarily grounded
ples from which they started,
his mode of combating them.

mere

stx'iving to out-do antiquity

in the religious

—

and

;

but

as indeed Plotinus himself evinces

On

it

philosopliical princi-

by

those principles, whether regarded

on the side of the Christian or of the Oriental theosophic element entering into them, the Gnostics were compelled to believe that they
found in Plato intimations of the truth indeed, but not the true light
1

Quaeriintur de nobis, quod,

cum

similia

nobiscum sentiant, sine causa abstineamus
nos acommunicatione eoruin,et, cum eadem
dicant et

eandem habeant doctrinam, voce-

mus illos haercticos.
- He accuses them

Iren.

lib.

III. c. 15.

of perverting Plato's
loctrines, and of seeking to place them in
iin unfavorable light
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To Plotinus, beyond
which <;ould explain the history of the universe.
new tendency, regarded from his own point of view as a
Greek philosopher, must have seemed, both in res|)ect to what was
true and what was false in it, a declension from the old healthy culture,
a doctrine wholly at variance with the sober discipline of the Greeks.
He looked upon it as a contagious, fanatical turn of thinking, which
had taken possession of men's minds and rendered them incapable of
On one side, the opposition of
appreciating arguments from reason.^
the Platonic principle to the Gnosis, in Plotinus, is directed against
Christianity itself, against the Christian element admitted by the Gnoson the other hand, it is coincident with the opposition which would
tics
arise out of the Christian principle itself against the Gnosis ; and it is
interesting to compare what Plotinus says, from this point of view, with
the similar strictures made by Christian antagonists of the Gnostic
i|uestion, this

;

heresy.

In respect

the former of these cases,

is necessary to notice,
point of view.
Though
this might have found its place in the original Platonism, which was not
rigidly pursued out to all its consequences, yet by the more severe and
systematic deduction of the Neo-Platonic Monism,^ it is wholly excluded.
Nothing is admitted here but the immanent necessity of the
conception, in its evolution from the Absolute to the extreme limit of
all being.
The teleological element in the action of spiritual jiowers,
which the Gnosis introduced, as well as the substitution of this transitive action in place of the immanent necessity of a process of development, could not but appear to Plotinus an anthropopathic vitiation

first

of

all,

to

it

his opposition to the teleological

of the wT/ru, inasmuch as

it

transferred the notion of the end and the

thereby determined beginning of an action, taken from human and
temporal relations, to an order of things placed above and beyond
these categories.^
Accoixlingly, it seemed ridiculous to him that they
should transfer to the Demiurge the relation of the human artist to his
work, and say he created the world for his own glory.'* But those
Gnostics whom we described as belonging to the first class, would by
no means spurn such a comparison and analogy. They understood how
1

When Plotinus says, — that the

have advanced

many better

ancients
things on s])irit-

ual matters, will be readily seen by such as
have not been carried away by the delusion
now spreading among men, (ro<f /^^ t>?a~arcjiJ.h>ot(

Ti/v

tixL-diovaav

tig

av{^pi'.>-ovg

the question comes up, whether
by this uTTuTij is to be understood the spreading Gnosis, or the still more widely spreadIf the latter, then this
ing Cliristianity.
would be Ine only jiassage in which he attacks Christianity and it is singular that
he should do so but once, and then in a
.nanner so vague and indefinite.
should
have to ascribe it to his indulgence towards
religious conviction which may have
a.
had its followers among his immediate
friends. Polemical allusions, bearing against
Christianity generally, have been found also
iiTvuTtiv,)

;

We

by Creuzer

in his review of the edition of
Heigl, in the Studien und Kritiken, 1834
and by Baur, in his investigations of
this book of Plotinus, in his work on the
Gnosis, p. 418, etc.
Yet I cannot agree
with the latter, in believing that all the passages contain such allusions in which he
would trace them.
- So I think I may call the system of
Plotinus, notwithstanding his doctrine of
the i'/*-'/, which, however, has no positive
existence, but only forms the boundary of
all hein^.
* To de 6iu ti kTvoirjae Koafiov, ravrbv t<^
Siu ti tart ip'^X'!
^<^' <^'" ''"' 9 (J/y/ziovpyoj
"0 rrpurov /j,ev upxr/v XauPo'
eTzobjaev
vwnjv iarl tov uei.
* TeTlolov rd Iva Tt/itpTO, Kal fiETa<pEp6vtuv uno ruv uyaX/iaroiroiuv -ru)^ h'ravda.
II.,

'>

\
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to make a very good use of them on the principles of their own
scheme, by which they sought to show how the highest stage of being
symbolized itself in all the succeeding steps.
Again, to Plotinus, who had assumed the immanent necessity of
the process of cosmical evolution, in which every thing occupied the
precise place which belonged to it as a part, the great question on
how to account for
which the Gnostics bestowed so much labor,
appeared quite as abwhat is defective, how to account for evil
The Christian
surd as the answers which they gave to that question.
doctrine of the fall must have appeai'ed to him in the same light, on

—

the principles of his

own

—

monistic scheme of the universe.

He

says of the Gnostics, that they strove to rise above reason, and
a proposition, however,
on that very account fell into im-reason ^
which, understood according to the fundamental principle of Plotinus,
strikes not barely against the fantastic speculation of. the Gnostics, but
;

—

and against the Christian
idea of divine grace.
In the following case, too, Plotinus' objection to the Gnostic princiHe represents it
ple would bear also against the Christian doctrine.
also against the Christian notion of revelation,

thing in the Gnostics, that they presumed to exalt
that they called their
themselves above the great heavenly bodies,
own souls and those of the worst men immortal and divine
while
in the stars, whose regular courses manifested the presence of a soul
acting without disturbance according to invariable laws, they could
To Plotinus the soul of man apsee nothing but perishable matter.^
peared vastly inferior to the soul, always like itself and exalted above
all change and all passion, which resided in those great heavenly
as a very absurd

—

;

—

bodies.

Though

the charge of pride, which

Gnostics, was, in one view of

it,

the

Plotinus brought against the

same which was urged on the

paganism generally against the entire Christian scheme, yet in
another view, where he complained of the arrogance and superciliousness of the Gnostics, and found in them nothing like humility, he
" Men without unmight coincide with the Christian principle itself.
derstanding," says he, " follow after such discourses, in which they are
told all at onc^. You shall be not only better than all men, but even
than all gods for pride is a mighty principle in men, and he who before thought meanly of himself, and took his place with ordinary mortals,^ begins to be elated, when he hears it said. You are a son of God,
What thev have rebut the others, whom you admire, are not such.
ceived from the fathers, what they reverence, is not the right doctrine.
But you are higher than the very heavens, and that although you have
side of

;

1

To

6s vnlp voiw

7/6tj

eotlv t^u vov

tte-

avrcov rpvxf/v u^avarov
Kui ^elav XkytLv koI ttiv tC>v <l>avXoTuruv
uvT^p(l)T(jjv, Tov 6e ovpavbv iruvra Kal rd
2

Ov6e

TTiv jLiiv

rr/c u-^avarnv KEKOLvu>vriKevai.
'O nporepov Tav:eLvog kol tierpiOQ koi

Uel uarpa HTj
8

iSiurric avrjp.

tion of

aelv.

In virtue of this combina-

homogeneous

predicates,

it

seems

to

me

Ihut the TarreLvo^ refers here to meanness of condition, and that this passage
cannot be reckoned with those in which a
iiit is

intended against the Christian notion

ot humility.
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In this charge of arrogance against the Gnosboasting of tlieir \o?t\ev ptieumatic origin and nature, Irengeus
also agreed, when he says of them,^ " Whoever gives himself into their
thinks himself neither in heaven nor on
hands, is puffed up at once

done nothing at all."^
tics, in

;

and struts about full of
see here the unspeculative church father and the pagan

earth, but to belong already to the Pleroma,

We

pride."

philosopher perfectly agreed in attacking the spiritual pride of the
Yet it maybe asked, whether Plotinus wonld not be obliged,

Gnostics.

on his own position, to judge precisely in the same way of the Christians, who gloried in having become, through grace, the children of
God, and despised the religion and culture handed down to them from
whether, in writing that passage, he was not thinking at
the fathers
the same time, of the Christians as a body.
Plotinus, who does not distinguish the several parties of the Gnostics,^ thinking of those among them that held to the doctrine of an
;

—

Demiurge and the Sujircrae God, and
between the two orders of world, says their doctrine led to the same
practical result as did the principles of the Epicurean school, which
denied everything divine, and made pleasure the highest good.
For
were it true that this world is utterly estranged from everything godlike, so that the latter cannot reveal or realize itself in it, men might
safely conclude that they had nothing elsfe to do but to make the best
they could out of pleasure and profit ;'^ and so they would, did not their
own moral nature teach them better than such a system.^ To these
fundamental principles, too, he very justly traces the great defect in
all their systems, that they had nothing to say on the subject of morality,*'
and he sums up with these remarks " To say, Look away to
absolute opposition between the

—

'

:

nothing to the purpose, unless you are taught how you may be
able to look away to him
for what hinders one, you might say, from
looking to God, though one should neither abstain from pleasure, nor
moderate one's anger ; since surely men may think of God's name, at
the same time that they abandon themselves to their passions. Virtue,
which goes right forward to its end and dwells in the soul with wisdom,
God,'

is

;

1

KpeirTcjv

Kal rov ovpavov, ovSkv

over without any notice the sti-ictly moral
spirit which pervaded the sect.
The preeminently practical tendency of Marcion

wo-

VT/aac.
'^

Lib. III.

^

Banr

lias

c. 1.5.

acknowledged

work, just mentioned,

this.

was

See his

44G. In respect to
the theoretical jiart, the speculative view of
the universe, the majority of the ajlusions
in tills book are doubtless to the great Valentinian branch of the Gnostic system.
In
this I agree with Baur.
In respect to the
practical part, the attack seems to be directed for the most part against the sheer Dualistic and antinomian views.
In fact, Porphyry, the discij)le of Plotinus, combats
p.

tendency in his work on " Abstinence
from animal food." I can find nothing in
the book which may not be sufficiently well
explained on this hy])otliesis,
nothing
this

—

which, as Baur supposes, could refer directly to the sect of Marcion.
In reference to
the latter, Plotinus would not have passed

"

no sense calculated to bi-ing on any
between this school and the New
Platonists.
But it is noticeable that Por
phyry names no one of the Gnostics who is
in

collision

known

to us, but others

who

are quite un-

known. Of the works, too, which are said
to have been the fruit of immense labor or
the part of the Gnostics mentioned by him.
we know nothing. Perhaps we might obtain more accurate information about au
ante Christian Gnosis, if these works were
in

our hands.
* "Iva

fiTj^ev

Ka\bv tvTav-&a

dr)

b(p-^eii[

vnupxnv.
^ Ei iirjTiQ rri (^vaei ry avrov Kpeirrui
eJr; ruv \byuv tovtuv.
M.Tj(^eva Xbyov nepl upsri/g TreTroc^a&ai
"^
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enables one to see God.
But Avhen, without true virtue,
it is only an empty name."

God

is

named,

The most convenient

basis which can be adopted for a classification
suggested by what has been said respecting the
most important difference which obtained among them that is, they
may be referred to different classes, according as they were given to
a sterner or a milder form of Dualism
according as they represented
the Demiui'ge as a being altogether alien from and opposed to the Supreme God, or only as subordinate to him and acting even in the antechristian period as his unconscious organ ; according as they acknowledged the connection subsisting between the visible and invisible
worlds, between God's revelation in nature, in history and Christianity,
the union of the Old and New Testaments as belonging to the same
whole of the theocratic development, or denied all this, and admitted
of nothing but an opposition in these several respects.
In short, we
may divide the Gnostic sects into two classes one attached, the other
opposed to Judaism.
If we may not always find the antithesis so
sharply defined in fact as it is presented in our conception of it, but
shall observe many shades of transition from the stiff and rigid to the
more pliable and flowing forms of doctrine, yet we must remember that
this is precisely what might be expected in such a time of ferment and
confusion,
the same thing, m fact, which occurs in other well-founded
instances of opposition.
It furnishes no ground of objection, therefore, against the correctness of our division.
As the first oppositions in the mode of apprehending Christianity
arose from its birth-place in Judaism, the same was true also of the
Gnosis though subsequently the latter developed itself into a tendency
directly opposed to Judaism.
We observed, in fact, among the Judaizing sects themselves. Gnostic elements Avhich were to be traced to
mystical, theosophic and speculative tendencies existing among the
Hence many phenomena may present themselves, which would
Jews.
leave us at a loss whether we ought to reckon them to Judaizing or to
and as they are phenomena belonging to the boundaries
Gnostic sects
of both, and constituting transition points between them, we may be in
one sense right, whether we consider them as belonging to the end of
the de /elopment of the Judaizing sects, or to the beginning of the development of the Gnostic sects. But wherever a phenomenon presents itself, which in spirit and character belongs to a fundamentally
Jewish mode of thinking, though it may be seen to contain individual
elements of Gnosticism, yet we shall be obliged, notwithstanding, to
Wherever certain tendencies or ideas
refer it to the former system.
predominate in the spiritual atmosphere of a period, they without fail
become mixed up with everything which in any vf&j presents a possible
point of luiion for them, even though in other respects of a quite oppoThis holds good of the religious tendency which shows
site tendency.
Although it must be conceded, that indiitself in the Clementines.^

of the Gnostic sects,

is

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

1

1

must explain myself on
differ from Dr. Baur.

where I
in

which

we

differ in

this

point,

The way

our distribution of the

Gnostic sects, is connected, indeed, with the
difference existing between us in the mode
of apprehending the entire system of Gnosti-

;
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vidual ideas, closely related to Gnosticism, are to be found in

this

work, jet the striving after a simplification of the doctrine of faith
the doctrine of a primitive religion, simply restored by Moses and
Christ; the purely Jewish conception of maTL^; the prominence given
to outward works, the assertion of their meritoriousness, and the jre-

—

all which the
dominant tendency to the outward and practical life,
Gnostic himself would ascribe to a psychical temperament, incapable

of receiving the

Gnosis,

—

all

this

is

too characteristically distinctive

of the Jewish fundamental position as opposed to

the Gnosis, to leave

a moment doubtful, in which category we have to place this phenomenon, while at the same time the work itself assumes a polemical attitude against Gnosticism, of which Simon Magnis appears in this work
We must place the tendency of the Cleraenas the representative.
iines, as not belonging itself to Gnosticism, but as representing the extreme Jewish position, over against the system of Marcion.
The
extreme point of Judaism, most directly opposed to the Marcionitic
the Clementines recognize in Christianheresy, we consider to be this
ity nothing that is new ; Christianity is only a restoration of the pure
religion of Moses.
So far as the main question in the Clementines
it

:

relates to the restoration of a simple, monotheistic, primitive religion,

and Judaism

is

stript

rather a precursor of

entirely of

its

prophetic element,

Mohammedanism, than a form

we

see

in

it

of the manifesta-

tion of Gnosticism.

But while we are constrained to adopt this division of the Gnostics
two main classes, we may at the same time conceive of a two-fold

into

modification

of

the

second anti-Judaistic tendency.

Christianity w'as presented in direct opposition to

Either,

Judaism

;

e.

g.

but, in

compensation, brought into so much the closer connection with Paganism, though not with the mythological, but speculative element of Hellenism or else Christianity was severed from all connection whatever
with earlier systems, so that it might appear in its complete elevation,
its eclipsing glory, above all that went before it,
so that it might be
free from all liability to corruption by elements from a preceding stage
The first mentioned modification of Gnosticism, inasmuch
of calture.
as it brings Christianity into union with Paganism much more than with
Judaism, must lose sight of the theistic principle itself as opposed to
that of nature-religion, and hence must prove most injurious to the
character of the Christian element.
The second modification, on the
other hand, comes into cotlision with the spirit of Gnosticism itself, by
which it is on one side attracted, through the purely Christian interest,
although misapprehended, which animates it.-^
After these general remarks, we now proceed to consider the several
Gnostic sects in detail ; and following the classification Avhich appeared
;

—

cism and this ditfcrence, again, with the
fundamental difference in our theological
principles. I have not thought it proper to
enter any farther into tiie polemics of the
question, inasmuch as the grounds for my

i I readily
acknowledge, with thanks, that
I should, perhaps, not have come to this
new niodificution of the division offercil in
my genetic development, and in the \\y<\
edition of my Church History, will. out the

own development

impulse given me by the strictures on
classification by Dr. Baur.

;

development

of

itself

tlie

subject

lie

in that

mj
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us the most proper one, we shall speak first of those GrnoBtic sects^
which, attaching/ themselves to Judaism, held to a gradual development
to

among mankind from an

of the Theocracy
in the race.

original foundation of

it

Particular Sects.
Gnostic Sects attaching themselves to Judaism.

1.

—

Cerinthus.
Cerinthus is best entitled to be considered as the intermediate link between the Judaizing and the Gnostic sects.
To him the
remark just made applies in all its force, that it may be disimted, whether
he ought to be placed in the former or latter class of these sects since in
him, as has been shown already, elements of Ebionitism and of Gnosticism are both found united.
Hence even among the ancients, opposite
reports from opposite points of view could arise respecting his doctrine,
according as men gave prominence only to the Gnostic or only to the
Judaizing element ^ and hence the dispute on this point could be kept
up even to modern times. In point of chronology, too, Cerinthus is
the one who may be regarded as representing the principle in its transition from Judaism to Gnosticism
for he made his appearance in Asia
Minor, near the extreme close of the apostolic age, when the tendencies
allied to Essenism were now following out the Pharisaic Judaism which
first mixed itself in with Christianity.
As in the epistles which St.
Paul wrote during his first imprisonment, we already find indications
of the first appearance of such a phenomenon, we have no reason whatever to call in question the tradition, which can be traced back to disciples of the Apostle John himself, on the credit of which Irena^us certifies
that Cerinth was a contemporary of this apostle, and was combated by
him.
There is nothing improbable in what Theodoretus reports,^ that
he began in Alexandria, received his first impulse from the theology
of the Alexandrian Jews, drew from thence the germs of his doctrine,
and made his appearance in Asia Minor only at a somewhat later time.
We detect the Jewish principle in Cerinth, when he places a boundless chasm between God and the world
and here comes in the hypothesis of numberless intermediate beings, or angels,
lower and higher
orders of spirits,
to fill up this chasm.
In truth, the doctrine about
the different classes of angels assumed in the later Jewish theology, a
;

;

;

—

;

—

By the instrumentality of such angels, he
created this world ;
for it seemed to him beneath the
dignity of the Supreme God that he should come into any immediate
contact with a world so foreign from his essence.^
At the head of these

very important place.
taught,

—

God

1 To the Gnostic, by Irenseus, in whose
account, however, the Judaizing element
occasionally shines through;
to the Judaizing element, by the presbyter Cains, at
Rome, and Dioriysius, bishop of Alexandria, in their reports preserved to us by
Ensebius.

—

-

HiEret. fab. II. 3.
Philo, too, thought it necessary to distinguish, in the nature of man, the higher
^

element, proceeding immediately from God,

and the lower, which was formed by infevid. de mundi opiticio, § 24:
and this notion finds something to fix itself
on in Plato. (Timicus. T. IX. p. 326, ed.
Bipont..
where he says the eternal, the
godlike in man proceeds from the Supreme
God himself, the mortal from the subordin'to them was to be ascribed the
ate gods,
rior spirits,

—

)

—

a^aviiTu d-viirdv 7rpoav(paivEiv.
The doetrine, too, afterwards further prosecuted and

matured by the Gnostics, as we

shall see,
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angels he placed one^ who, in his whole activity at this stage of existence,
lower world, was to represent the Supreme God,

in his relation to this

Cerinth
and without knowing him, serve as an instrument of his will.^
held to the representation that the Mosaic law was given by the ministry of angels ; and this representation he employed in the way already
noticed, to explain, consistently with the divine origin of Judaism,

subordinate character.

The angel who

its

stood at the head of the rest.

may have

regarded, perhaps, distinctively, as the ruler of the Jewish
whom the Supreme God revealed himself
Above him, the Jewish people, at least as a body, never
to them.
could rise ; although a small number of enlightened persons, the spirMen beitual nucleus of the Israelitish people, formed an exception.
lieved they possessed and worshipped in him, the Supreme God himself.
like distinction, indeed, had been also made by Philo. From the great
mass of the Jew^s, who were destined to represent objectively the type of
God's people, but who possessed only an indirect knowledge of God
as he presented himself in outward revelation and in his works generally, or in his Logos
or who considered the Logos to be the Supreme
God himself, and whose God was the Logos,
from this common mass
of the Jews, he distinguished those who had soared beyond all that is
indirect and positive, to the region Avhere the spirit comes into immediin other words,
ate contact with the Absolute, the wv or the ov itself,
In those passages of
those whose God is the Supreme God himself.^
the Old Testament where, after an angel had spoken, God is introduced
as speaking himself. Gen. 31 13, Philo supposed he found presented
that subordinate position or stage of religious development, at which the
angel, through whom God reveals himself, is considered to be God himself; or to which, rather, God, revealing himself in the form of an angel,
lets himself down;
since in becoming all things to all, he becomes a
man to men, exhibits himself in the likeness of man in condescending to
meet them at their own position. These are the ones who confound God
as he manifests himself in his works, with God as he is in himself, in
his essence
like persons who imagine that in the reflected image of the
sun, they have its essential nature itself.^ In such representations the
Gnostic theories may have originated ; although, by holding fast to the

he

people, and the being through

A

;

—

—

:

—

;

respectinp: the diflFerent elements in

liuman

nature, wliiili spran<,' in part from the Su;)reme God, and partly from the Demiui'ge,
might lean on the same basis.
i
Thus we understand the doctrine of
Cerinth, as exhibited by Ircnajus, lib. I. c.
26 " Non a primo Deo factum esse mundum docuil, sed a virtute (piadam valde
separata et distante ah ca principalitate
quae est super universa, et ignoranie eum,
qui est super omnia, Deum."
It is possihie, indeed, that Irenceus transferred to the
doctrines of Cerinth. the character of the
:

later Gnosis, with
u.iliar,

which he was more

and thus attributed

to Cerinth

fa-

what

really did not belong to him.
But it is at
least in perfect kcej)ing with the whole con-

"cction of hif system, and finds confirma-

tion when we compare it with other Gnostic
systems, to suppose that he conceived one
of the angels to be ruler over this stage of
existence, and therefore designated him
particularly as the former of the world.
^ Qii-of (o \6)oq) iifiCjv tcjv ut£?mv av
tlij ^eog, tuv 61 ao<pcjv Kal teXiidv 6 ivpurof.
Legis allegor. 1. III. § 73. See above,
vol.
8

I.

p. 57.

Qen. 31

ETveaxe,

n-pof rf/v

^eov

:

uaa

13.
rijj

'On

rbv uyycXov tottov
doKEiv, ov /lerafSoluv,

rov fiTjnu dwafievov rbv

Idelv

ucpsAeiav.

Ka-&u7rep

uXijdi'i

yup

rf/v

uv&iiXiov avxf/v wf fi?uov ol fiy dvvufievoi
rov i}liov avrbv Idelv bpCai, ov7i.>i Kal tt/v
jov ^eov ehova rov uyyelov avroi) Xoym
De somniis, 1. I
<jf avrbv Karavoovaiv.
k

4i_
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side of fact

and

common Alexandrian th&
much more predominate.
based on the common Ebionite way of

they differ from the

reality,

ology, in which the Platonic and ideal elements

The Christology

of Cerinth

is

His notions respecting Jesus up to the time of his inaugurathe office of Messiah, appear to have been the same as we found

thinking.
tion to

among

who denied the supernatural conception
with these, he traced back all divine attributes
in Chi'ist to that descent of the Holy Spirit upon him, which accompanied his baptism.
The Holy Spirit, he regarded as the Spirit of
the Messiah, (the Trvevfia Xpiarov,') as the true heavenly Christ himself
that class of Ebionites

of Christ.

(J)

uvu

In

XpiffTo^.')

common

By

this

Spirit, Christ

Supreme God, who was

was led

to the

knowledge of

unknown to him. It was the same
who through Christ revealed this unknown God, and who bestowed
on Christ the supernatural power of working miracles.
The lower,
the

befoi'C

Xpi.aToc^') the man Jesus, was only the vehicle
and organ of that heavenly Christ, who wrought in him. If Christ, the
crucified, proved a stone of stumbling to those Jews who conceived the
idea of the Messiah in accordance with the common political spirit the
same Jewish spirit presents itself in Cerinth, only under another form,

earthly Messiah, (o kutu

;

corresponding to the theosophical, Magian turn of his mind.
Cerinth
divinity appearing in the form of a servant, in
the extreme of self-humiliation.
He was for no other Messiah than one
who should manifest himself in splendor ; for no other than a glorified
Christ.
The heavenly Christ, according to the doctrine of Cerinth, is
superior to all suffering
he withdrew from the man Jesus when he
was given up to the pains of death. The very fact of his suffering
proves that Jesus had been forsaken by that higher spirit, superior to
all pain
for had he remained united with that spirit, he could not possibly have been overcome by force, nor subjected to suffering or death.
Accordingly it is probable that Cerinth attached no importance to this
suffering, as connected with the work of redemption
yet possibly he
may have regarded it as a proof of that piety and devotion to God, by
which Jesus entitled himself to the highest reward.
In consistency
with his whole mode of thinking, he must now have supposed that
the higher Christ united himself again with Jesus, who had shown his
perfect obedience to the Supreme God under all sufferings, that by
him he was awakened from death, and exalted to heaven. But we
have no information as to the farther development of his ideas. According to a report of Epiphanius, he denied the resurrection of Jesus.
Supposing this to have been so, the connection of his doctrines would
have to be conceived, perhaps, somewhat after the following way
The
higher Christ was not again to unite himself with the man Jesus, until
he should establish him a victorious sovereign over the Messiah's kingdom, and with him awaken all the faithful to share in his triumph. The
report of Epiphanius, however, is not to be trusted ;
for as he went
on the hypothesis, that the Apostle Paul had everywhere to encounter
the followers of Cerinth, it is possible he may have been led, by some
passages in the 15th chapter of the first epistles to the Corinthians, to
impute to the latter an opinion which did not belong to him.

had no conception of the

;

—

;

;

:

—
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Cerinthus agreed with the. JEbionites, again, in maintaining that the
Mosaic law continued, in a certain sense, to be binding on Christians.
He may have held, perhaps, that by the heavenly Christ, Judaism in
its highest sense, which was not yet clear even to the angels who gave
the law, the 'lovdaia/xdc TTvevtiaTLKog (heavenly things typified by the
earthly) had been revealed first
that the earthly shadow, however, Avould still continue, until the triumphant ushering in of the Messiah's kingdom, or the beginning of the new and heavenly order of
things.
But since Epiphanius says of him, that he adhered in part to
Judaism, and it is not probable that Epiphanius would have invented
anything precisely of that sort ^ we may conclude that Cerinth did not
look upon everything in Judaism as alike divine
but that, in some
sort, like the author of the Clementines, and many of the Jewish, mj'stic sects, he distinguished an original Judaism from its later corruptions, and that he insisted on the continued obligation of only that
part of the ceremonial law which he reckoned as belonged to the former.
As an intermediate link and point of transition between the earthly
and the new, heavenly and eternal order of the world, Cerinth, in common with many of the Jewish theologians, placed a happy period of a
thousand years, when Jesus, having triumphed, through the poAver of
the heavenly Christ united with him, over every enemy, would reign in
the glorified Jerusalem, the central point of the glorified earth.
It was
inferred from Ps. 90 4, too literally understood, that as a thousand
years is with God as one day, the world would continue in its then condition for six thousand years
and at the end of this earthly period of
the world, would follow a thousand years of sabbaths (of uninterrupted
blessedness) on the earth, when the righteous should be delivered from
all their conflicts.
It may be a question, indeed, whether he entertained such gross and sensual notions of this millenial sabbath, as
Cains and Dionysius imputed to him.
Such views would hardly be in
keeping with his system as a whole.
He spoke of a wedding feast
an image then commonly employed to signify the blessed union of the
Messiah with his people ^ but any one who was not familiar with the
figurative language of the East, and who interpreted his language under the bias of unfriendly feelings, might put a wrong construction on
Dionysius says, that in speaking of festivals and offersuch images.
ings, he was only seeking to [lalliate his gross, sensual notions.^
But
what was his warrant for such a supposition ? If Cei-inth really taught
such a grossly sensual Chiliasm, we should in this see something so
v^holly repugnant to the spirit of Gnosticism, so strongly preponderating
;

—

;

;

:

;

—

;

WpoGEXEiv TU) 'lov6ai(TfiC) tnrb fiepovg.
be afliriiied with certainty, that
Epiphanius meant to denote in this way a
As
partial observance of the Mosaic, rites.
'

niiiy

It

it

was

his object here to distinguish Cerinth

from Carpocratcs. who rejected Judaism,
the phrase might be understood of a jiartial

recognition of Judaism n< a divine inpartial, so far at least as he
angels.oH/y, its authors.

stitution,

made

—

2 The Gnostics also described the blessed
ness of the Trvev/iaruiol, when received into
the Pleroma, under the image of a weddintj
/Jws^, of a marriage between the cu-iip and
the coipia. the spiritual natures and the angels, (see below.) Thus in Heraeleon, " avunnvmr ?) ^:v ya/ju " cited by Orig. in Joann

T. X. § 14.
Euseb. hist,
'^

eccles. lib. III. c. 2S.

—
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on the side of the Je^^vish point of view, as to make it necessary for us
to rank him with the Judaists rather than with the Gnostics.
Basilides.
From Cerinth Ave pass to BasiUdes, who lived in the
It is in the highest degree probable,
first half of the second century.
that Alexandria was the principal seat of his activity
the stamp of
the Jewish-Alexandrian culture both in him, and in his son Isidorus,^
whose name denotes his Egyptian origin,
is too strongly marked to
be mistaken.
But the account given by Epiphanius, that Syria, the
common birth-place of the Gnostic systems, was also the native land of
Basilides, is not in itself improbable, though not absolutely certain.
The doctrines of emanation and Dualism formed the ground-work of his
system.
At the head of the world of emanation he placed that unrevealed God, who is infinitely exalted above all representations and
names.^ The medium of transition between this incomprehensible first
ground, and all the following evolution of life, was the unfolding of the
same into its several self-individualizing powers, which are so many
names of the Ineffable. Man can conceive God only after the analogy
o^his own mind; and this analogy is bottomed on an objective truth,
since the mind of man is God's image.
On this rests the truth lying
at the root of the intellectual process through which we arrive at the
formation of our conceptions of the divine attributes, and the truth lying
at the bottom of these individual attributes themselves.
But the

—

;

—

—

—

Gnostic, incapable of distinguishing the objective and subjective, transferred this to the evolution of objective existence from the divine,

—

pri-

—

he conceived
mal essence. In order to the production of life
it
was necessary that the being who includes all perfection in himself,
should unfold himself into the several attributes which express the idea
of absolute perfection
and in place of abstract, notional attributes, un;

snited to the Oriental taste, he

powers

substitued living^ self-siibsistent, ever

the intellectual powers, the spirit
reason (Aoyof,) the thinking power (j>p6vriai(:^ wisdom (ao(pia\'^
next, might (6vvaiiLc) whereby God executes the purposes of his wisdom ;
and lastly the moral attributes, independently of which God's almighty
power is never exerted namely, holiness or moral perfection (^SiKaioffvvT},'^
where the term is to be understood according to its Hellenistic and Hebrew meaning,
not in the more restricted sense of our word rightactive, hypo&tatised

:

first,

(vouf,) the

:

—

eousness.^

Next

to

moral perfection follows inward tranquillity, peace

which, as Basilidcs rightly judged, can exist only in connection with holiness:
and this peace, which is the characteristic of the
The
divine life, concludes the evolution of life within God himself.'*
number seven was regarded by Basilides, as it was by many theosophand accordingly those seven
ists of this period, as a sacred number;
powers (dvvafiEL^ ) together with the primal ground out of which they
(elp'rjvrj,')

1

—

The name, however,

for the

is a singular one
son of a person of Jewish descent.

2

'O unarovufiaaTog, up^i/rog.
remarkable that Basilides employed
the word <5(/i:a;o(T ('17;, according to the Hellenistic and Hebrew usage, to denote moral
perfection ; while the other Gnostics, espe^ It is

cially those of the

second

class,

used

this

word to denote a moral quality only
which there was more or less of delect,

in

the notion of justice or righteousness in
more restricted sense. (See below.)

its

*

Iren.

Strom,

24
IV. f 539.

lib.

lib

I. c.

;

lib. II. c.

16.

Clem.
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were evolved, constituted

in

Ills

ceeded

to

scheme the

From

tave, or root of all existence.

irpwrr] oySoa?,

the

oc-

first

this point, the spiritual life

pro-

evolve itself farther arid farther, into numberless <^radations

of existence, each lower one bein^ ever the impression, the antitype
(dv7tVv7r(.s)

We

of the higher.

perceive here, for the

first

time, that grand idea of Gnosticism,

that one law, in different degrees and forms of application, pervades

all

and kinds of existence, so that everything from highest to
those general laws of the
lowest is produced by a uniform law
universe, after the knowledge of which science in its more profound inthe stages

;

—

vestigations feels itself impelled to struggle, although the attainment of

the end, the complete resolution of the pi-oblem,
intuition of a higher state of existence.

must be reserved

for the

It is the striving to find the unity

to gain a knowledge of the TryAiiTroih-tAos
from the mirror of its self-manifestation.
Might we safely judge from the opinions of later Basilideans, as
they are presented by Irenseus, and from the Basilidean gems and
amulets, respecting the doctrines of the original school, it would appear
that Basilides, holding to seven homogeneous natures in each gradation of the spiritual world, supposed that there were three hundred
and sixty-five such regions or gradations of the spiritual world, answering to the days of the year. This was expressed by the mystical
watch-word uySpuias, formed after the Greek mode of reckoning num
bers by the alphabet.^
Within this emanation-world, each was precisely what it ought to be
but from the mixture of the godlike and the
at its own proper stage
ungodlike arose disharmony, which must be reduced again to harmony.
It is to be regretted, that at this point, a hiatus exists in the accounts
we have of the system of Basilides. The question here arises, whether
he followed the theory which attributed this mixture to a falling down of
the divine germ of life into the bordering chaos, or the one which supposed a self-active kingdom of evil, and traced the mixture to an
encroachment of this kingdom on the realm of light.
After what has been said, however, in our introductory remarks, no
very great importance can be attributed to this difference, so far as it
would be likely to affect the particular shaping of the system. In an
ancient writing of the fourth century,^ some expressions are quoted
from a work of Basilides,^ in which the subject of discourse relates to

again in the endless multeity
ao</)ta

ill

;

its airXoTi]';,

;

1 It may be, that this term, which denotes
the whole emanation-world, as an evolution
of the Supreme Essence, had some other
meaning besides but every attempt to explain it would be arbitrary, since tiiere are
no certain data extant on which to proceed,
- The disputation of Archelaus and Mani,
prtserved to ns in the Latin translation, c.
hb.
In I'abricius' edition of the works of
Hippolytus, f 19.3.
^ Gicseler, it is true, in a review of his,
(Studien und Kritiken, J. 1830, S. 397,) has
denied that Basilides (/!« Gnostic is here in;

VOL.

I.

^G

tended. But I must agree with Baur, who,
in his work on the religious system of the
Manichcans, p. 85, pronounces the argumentsofGieseler not satisfactory. Thequal-

"Basilides antiquior," can hardly
be understood to mean, that a different jierson from tiiat Basilides who had some time
before been mentioned (c. 38. f. 175) in coiiiiection with Marcion and Valentine, was
intended; for the allusion to a person who'
had been named so far hack, is too remote;
it must necessarily have been more strongly marked.
The '' iwtiqxdor" may be verj
itication,

;
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a poor and a rich principle

the nature of the poor being represented

;

upon things, as without
These very obscure and enigmatical words

as one which has supervened, obtruded itself
root

and without place. ^

But if we take into consideration, that
whole work of BasiUdes, or at least in the portion to which this
sentence forms the introduction, the subject relates to the antagonism
of a good and evil principle, and that afterwards the manifestly Zoroastrian doctrine concerning the kingdoms of Ormuzd and of Ahriman is
alluded to,^ it will appear probable that those obscure, introductory
words are only a symbolical designation of these two principles.
The
good principle is the rich, the evil principle the poor element. The
being " without root and place," characterizes the absoluteness of the
principle, that emerges all at once, and mixes itself in the evolution of
Probably the poor was attracted, by a craving of need,
existence.
toward the riches which were presented to view, and which excited in
Probably
it an irresistible longing to abstract something for itself.
Basilides would next proceed to cite the Persian doctrine as corroborative of his own dualistic theory. It comports with this view of the matter,
if, as ia stated by Clement of Alexandria, it be true, that he deduced the
foreign element which united itself with the godlike nature of man,
from a mixture of these principles,^ If the charges which Clement of
are, indeed, only a fragment.
in this

well understood as referring to the age of
Basilides as compared with that of Mani
and the " quidam,'' used witli regard to a

person

who had been

named with

already

me

as so very singular, especially in such a style of writing.
But how can such slight reasons warrant us,
when everything else perfectly agrees with
others, docs not strike

the Basilides
living at the

known

to us, to

suppose another

same

period,

who

have tauglit dualistic doctrines

also

must

The

tractatus of Basilides bore cited is probably the
same work with the ff7/y7?-««u, to which
?

Clement of Alexandria refers.
1 Per parvulam (here there is probably a
a false reading) divitis
et pauperis naturam, sine radice et sine loco
rebus supervenientem, unde ]iullulaverit infalse translation or

—

which signification, indeed,
"original,"
etymologically, it unquestionably admits
of,
and he refers what is here said to the

—

consequences.
He supposes
according to his rigid tlieory of God's justice, could not allow that

and

fall

its

" that Basilides,

human

souls were thrown into these bonds

of matter witliout previous guilt." But
neither indet^d would deriving the disturbance of the divine in individuals from the
fall agree with the theory of justice, apprein this rigid sense. According to this
on the contrary, each must atone for
own sin. And even if Basilides taught,

hended
theory,
liis

as Gieseler assumes, that the divine germ
of life became mixed with a dead matter,
(iiZ?/);

yet nothing

is

gained in this way,
in carrying out

which could avail any thing

dicat.

the rigid theory of justice.

Qufe de bonis et inalis etiam barbari inquisiverunt.
Here the barbari are the Persians, for the doctrine immediately cited is
The
evideiitly the pure Parsic doctrine.
same form of presentation may perhaps be
recognized also in the manner in which Isi-

still

-

dorus, the son of Basilides, refers certain
enigmatical expressions of Pherecides Syrins, to a cope stretched out in the starry
heavens over the realm of light, a bulwark
Vid.
ojjposed to the kinsi'dom of darkness.
Clemens Strom. 1.' VI. f. 621 ; Orig. c. Cels.
Pherecydis fragmenta, pag. 46,
I. VI. c. 42
ed. Sturz.
:

The

souls

would

continue to suffer in consequence of an
inevitable mischance; unless we may suppose that the first mixture of the spirit with
matter was connected with guilt, and refer

mixture itself to a primitive fall in the
world of spii-its. But even in that case,
wliat was at first connected with guilt,
would, in its consequences, be to the souls
afterwards produced, only an inherited misthis

A theory of justice so rigid and
narrow must generally, if it supposes a
cosmical and historically cohering process
of evolution, become involved in many difIt may be
ficulties and contradictions.

fortune.

Clemens

conceived, perhaps, that Basilides supposed,

Strom. 1. II. f. 408. Gieseler, in the review
mentioned in a former note, p. 396, has pre-

in the first place, an oi-iginal mixture of
principles as the cause of all other distur
bances, and then still held fast to the prin

*

Tapttjoc"

f^ai

(TvyxvfTtc uoxiKr)

feired the signification of the

word upxiKog,
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Alexandria brings against Basilides, that he deified the devil, might
have reference to his Dualism, this would furnish a certain proof, that
he adopted the doctrine about Ahriman ^ but this accusation is not to
the
It is to be considered as merely hypothetical
be 80 understood.
arbitrary deduction of an inference from an assertion of Basilides,
which does not belong here, but of which we shall have occasion to speak
;

;

hereafter.^

But whatever might have been the origin of this mixture of light and
darkness, of the godlike and the ungodlike, it was obliged, according
to this system, to subserve the purpose of the godlike, to accomplish
of the law which regulates the enthe ideas of the divine wisdom,
tire evolution of life ; since the kingdom of evil is, in itself, nothing
the element destined to triumph by its own
the godlike is the real

—

—

;

nature.

—

darkness, death, matlife, soul, goodness, on the one hand,
these were the corresponding members of the
on the other,
antithesis, which, according to Basilides' system, extends through the
Everywhere, as rust deposits
whole progressive course of the world.
itself on the surface of iron, darhiess and death cleave to the fallen
seeds of light and life; the evil to the good; the ungodlike to the

Light,

—

ter, evil,

—

while at the same time it is impossible that the original es;
It must only purify
sence should, in this way, ever be destroyed.
itself by degrees from the foreign dross, in order to gain once more its
just as the iron needs to be cleansed from its rust,
original splendor
Such a process of purification
in order to recover its higher lustre.^
which was
he considered to be the whole course of the present world
formed for this end, namely, to separate the godlike from all foreign
mixture, and conduct it back to its kindred element, to a reunion with its

godlike

;

—

—

original source.
is in some way or
other a correlative of subjective sin.
Now though tlie word upxinoc may un-

ciple that all suffering

doubtedly signify the original, yet the manncr in which the' words «p,T'/, /l.o;«f ''/JI'«ofi
/loi'apx'ia, are employed in the Alexandrian
use of the language', is more favorable to
my own view of the sense, and the connection of the words seems to mc to favor it
likewise; for avyx''J<7'S signifies a confused
mixture, and this requires sonic dcteniiination.

Now

luhat

it is iluit is

—

mixed

togcilier,

shows,
it is a mixing togcther of principles. Doubtless I must admit, that the words need not necessarily
designate a confusion or intermingling of
the jjotencies of light with a self-active kingdoin of Ahriman, but that they may also
denote tlie mixture of the fal'lcn, "divine
germ of life with a dead J'/?/. But we cannot allow there is any force in the argument
the

word

('px''^'/

of Gieseler, that if Basilides had entertaineda theory closely related to the Zoroastrian
Dualism, 'Docetism would have been the
necessary result.
have already asserted, and must again repeat, that by such
reasonings greater importance is ascribed

We

to this difference than really belongs to it.
Just as in the original Parsism, such a mixturc of the kingdom of Ahriman with the
kingdom of light might be sup])osed, and
t/iis world derived therefrom, without yet
making the evil principle in the world of
sense so radical a one as it is presupi)Osed
while, on the other
to he by Docetism
hand, it would be possible to start from the
notion of the vA)/, and yet be led to Docetism. as the example of Marcion teaches,
^ Clem. Strom. 1. IV. f. 507
eeiuCuv tod
;

:

duijio'Aov.

Here I must allow Gieseler to be right,
retract my former view of the matter,
Basilides says this of all suffering of
"Pain
the- fallen light-nature generally.
and anxiety deposit themselves outwardly
on thing.s. like the rust on iron," (n novoc
koI 6 <j)6i3oc fTviavfiiinivEi role Trpuy/iacriv
oV o (of rw auh'/pLi.) Strom. 1. IV. f 509,
In all this we sec the spirit of the original
Zoroastrian doctrhie fnr more clearly expressed than in the gloomy Dualism of other
Gnostics, where the Zoroastrian doctrines
appear as if moditicd by a tone of mind
which did not spring from that system.
-

and
^

A

;
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On the
In the system of Basilides, we find contradictory elements.
one hand, there prevails in it, by virtue of the Dualism and the mixture
of the two principles, the idea of a natural necessity determining the
fate of souls ; but, on the other hand, he takes great pains to give disa justice which accurately
tinct prominence to the notion of justice,
weighs the amount of merit and demerit and to the notion of a free
As
will, which conditions the whole development and destiny of man.
hi man's life on earth, each moment stands connected with the one
which preceded it, and is thereby determined, according to the differ-

—
;

ent application he may give to it by his free will, so in Basilides'
scheme, the life of each individual man on earth stands connected, in
the great refining process of the universe, with the preceding series of
Each one brings evil with him out of some earlier state of
existences.
and has to atone for it and purify himself from it in the
existence
Upon his moral conduct, again, in this earthly life, depresent life.
;

In this sense
his condition in a subsequent state of existence.
Basilides explains the words of Moses, respecting retribution until the
Thus it is certain that the transmigrathird and fourth generation.^
tion of souls, within the sphere of humanity, occupies an important
pends

place in the system of Basilides.
But here the question arises, whether he did not extend his doctrine
about the transmigration of souls still further ; whether he did not sup-

This
pose that the soul migrated also into the brute animal kingdom.
might seem, indeed, to jar with the Theodicee above noticed, which
sprang out of the strict notion of justice but the words of Basilides
9, he
liimself ^ express such a doctrine, when, in explaining Rom. 7
" I lived once without the law that is, before I came into this
says
human body, I lived in a bodily shape which is not subject to the law
There is evidently pre-supposed here a transposition
in a brute body."
of the soul from the organism of the brute body, which still holds the
consciousness of reason enthralled, into the organism of the human
;

:

:

body, in which

;

it

attains to free development,

and hence

to

the con-

Such a doctrine is closely connected,
sciousness of the moral law.
From the kingdom of
too, wnth the fundamental ideas of Basilides.

—

it is only like the rust,
darkness, nothing positive can proceed,
which deposits itself on iron. All that issues from the realm of light
is life and soul. From the kingdom of darkness, which has mixed itself
in with the products of the kingdom of hght, that only springs which
the souls everyholds enthralled the Ught and the germs of life,
which does not suffer them to come to themselves.
where scattered,
Thus he was obliged to recognize also in the
It is the bond of matter.

evil, of

—

—

1 The proof of this is to be found in the
words of the Didascal. Anatol. in Clement

Alexandria, ed. Paris, 1641, f. 794 Toi^eof in:o6i6ov^ iirl rpirTjv Kal TETuprrjv yeveuv Tnlg aT^ef&ovai, (paalv oi uto Baai'Ael-

-^f

:

It is true, the
^ov Kara tuc ivau/iaTuaeic.
writer is here speaking only of the followers of Basilides, and among these there
were some who departed far from the spirit

But the
principles of their master.
connection in which this doctrine stands
with his principles, evinces that it must lie
considered as having actually originated
with him.
- Preserved by Origen in the hflh booh

and

of his
opp. f.

Commentary on Romans,
.549.

T IV

:
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kingdom a soul oppressed and confined by elements belonging to
kingdom of darkness. And this Ave should have to reconcile with
principle, already stated, respecting justice and divine retribution,

brute
the
his

manner. As long as the soul is kept confined in that
lower kingdom of nature, it lies prostrated under the destiny of that
mixture, under the power of the nature which fetters it but when it
once attains to a free development of the rational principle, or of its
light-nature, or when it has once passed over into the human organism,
in the following

;

the law of rigid justice begins to apply in deciding the destiny of the
free rational beings thus produced.

Basilides, then, there is no such thing as a dead nadead, has no existence for itself; it is only that which
oppresses actual life, till the reaction of the latter becomes strong
enough to burst the enveloping rind. Thus, throughout all nature, he
perceives a life striving after release from the bonds of matter, in a
progressive movement towards freedom, from the mineral kingdom, u}>
ward through the different stages of nature to man. Accordingly the
ethics of Basilides Avas based on his cosmogonic doctrine, Avhen proceedmg on this principle of the identity of life and soul in all things,^ he
annouiiced the law " Love must embrace all, because all things stand
all things are closely akin to all." ^
in a certain relation to all,
And
30, in the purifying and evolving process of the universe, there prevails a two-fold law
the law of natural necessity in the evolution
from below upward to man ; and the progressive education, determined
by the laws of the moral order of the universe, from man onward from
this point, progress and regr-ess, bliss and wretchedness, are conditioned
on free self-determination.
What we remarked concerning the place which the Demiurge occupied in the systems of the first class of Gnostic sects, applies to that
angel, who, Basilides supposed, was set over the entire earthly course
of the world, over the whole purifying process of nature and history.
This Archon does
This being he denominates the ruler, (6 upx^^v.')
not, according to his doctrine, act in his government of the Avorld independently and arbitrarily but the whole proceeds ultimately from the

According

ture.

What

to

is

:

—

;

—

;

;

overruUng providence of the Supreme God.
Three factors meet together in the remarkable doctrine of Basilides
concerning providence
but the factor from which everything eventually springs and on which everything depends, though through numberless intermediate agents, is the Supreme God himself.
From him
comes the law implanted in the nature of all beings, according to which
they develope themselves, and which conditions all influences by which
;

—

—

they are capable of being affected,
the law containing in itself the
whole process of the development of the universe.
The Archon does
nothing more than give the impulse to the execution of that which
is already grounded, so far as it concerns the inherent law and the implanted power, in the individual beings themselves.
He works on all
^

^

As in Buddhism.
The words of Basilides,

found in Clement, Strom.

1.

To
as

they

IV.

f.'

lU'e

508

i/yaTrjjKevai uTravra,

^ovcn Trpdg rd

miv

5ti

airavra.

Xoyov

airoait-

^

;
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law of nature derived from the Supreme God, and
what is deposited and prepared in these laws of nature
into action
and in this guiding activity of his, he acts simply,
though unconscious of it, as an instrument of the Supreme God. "Although that which we call providence," says Basilides, " begins to be
put in motion by the Archon, yet it had been implanted in the nature
of things at the same time with the origin of that nature, by the God
in obedience to this
calls

forth

'

—

of the universe." ^
see how Basilides endeavored to take a middle course between
two opposite ways of conceiving the divine government of the world
that which represented God as operating only in a transitive manner
upon things without himself
and the other, the Neo-Platonic, which

We

:

—

;

used the word providence to denote simply an eternal, immanent necessity in the universe, developing itself according to invariable laws.
Although, in his language, he approaches to the Neo-Platonic view,^
yet he adopts nothing but what can be reconciled with the theistic view
of the world and in him we find fresh confirmation of what we have before said respecting the relation of Gnosticism to the Neo-Platonic
The recognition of a personal Go<:l, whose agency is conphilosophy.
tinually and everywhere concerned in the evolution of the universe,
and the teleological moment, closely connected therewith, distinguish
his fundamental position from that of Neo-Platonism.
Hence, too, the
communication of something higher, of something above nature and
above reason, finds place in his system while to Plotinus, on the other
hand, that which is above reason must appear contrary to reason.
Closely connected with Basilides' doctrine respecting the angels, the
different grades of the spiritual world, respecting the process of puri;

;

fication, and the training of incorporated souls, is that of his son Isidoms, which, perhaps, we may properlj^ refer back to the father,
that
every soul, on becoming incorporated in a body, is attended by an
angel, possessing some affinity with its peculiar nature, to whom is com-

—

mitted the guidance of
particular training

;

its

particular process of purification, and of

and who, probably,

after its separation

its

from the

body, was supposed to accompany it to the place of its destination conin this sense, a guardian spirit,
ditioned by its conduct on earth.
Such a spirit, acwhich evei'ywhere accompanies its kindred soul.

—

cording
1

to

Isodorus, was the

Clemens. Strom.

1.

IV.

f.

509

:

demon
'H

irpo-

Kal utto (not virn, because this
impulse proceeds, indeed, from him, but is
to be derived from another as the first

voia

iVe,

el

cJf (puvai, Kipsla^ai
upXtrai, aXk' hyKaTEa-uprj rale ovaiaic ovv
-?/
Tvpo^ rov ruiv
yEvmEi
Kal
tCov oi'dujv
oMjv &EOV. It is true, Clement does not
cite these words directly as the language of
But as he is treating of him in
Basilides.
this whole passage, and as the expression
apxuv is peculiar to Basilides, it scarcely
admits of doubt, that Clement, who is bent
on refuting Basilides on his own principles,
makes use of his own words.
Vid Plotin Ennead. III. 1. II. at the

cause.) Toi) upxovroc,

•i

of Socrates.
beginning
///)

:

voiav

6p-&(J(,

travTl clvai,

uei Kal to ovnoTe
tu6e (f>a/Liev napelvai, tijv npouv Kal u.ku7mv&o^ Tleyoi/xev r^
to Kara vovv avrb Eivai.

'EtteI 6e to

rcj Koa/utj

3 Isidorus cites, in the first book of his
exposition of the prophet Parchor, so called, a doctrine of this sort taught by the ancicnts, as one of the loftier truths received

by them:

^acji 6s

oi

'A.ttlKoI uE/ir/vva !}at

Tivd I,cjkoutfi -n-apE-xofiEVOv oaifiovo^ avTij.

Kai

k-piuTOTD^riQ dalfioai

kexP^i'^'^o-'-

T^av-

rag uv&puTvovg 'aejei. avvof^aprovcnv ahroli
Tvapa rov xpovov rr/c haupiaruaeug Without doubt, from some writing falsely altrib
uted to Aristotle. Strom. l.'VI. f 641

^
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It appears evident from what has been said, how far Basil ides w^as
from adopting an absolute Dualism ; hoAv far he was from countenanchow his
ing an unchristian contempt or morose hatred of the world
system, perhaps, led those who studied it to recognize the revelation
of one God in the creation, to observe the connection subsisting between
divine things and natural, between grace and nature.
His aim was, to
make men conscious of the unity of God's revelation in nature and in
history,
to lead them " to consider the ivJiole universe as one temple
Tlie Tlieodicee was with him a point of the greatest imporof Crod.^^
tance. Faith in the goodness, holiness, and justice of Providence stood
more firmly fixed in his mind, than all things else. Whenever, in contemplating the course of the world, difficulties presented themselves to
his mind, leading to perplexity and doubt, his last word ever was, " I
Avill assert anything, sooner than I will allow a complaint or a slur to be
cast on Providence." ^
From Basilides' theory of the Archon in his relation to the Supreme
God, we may easily infer what his opinion was of Judaism, and of its rela;

—

tion to Christianity.

The Jews

are,

it is

true, in idea,

and

in the ideal sig-

nificancy of their religion and of their national destination, that conse-

Supreme God, from whom the true knowledge and
Most High was one day to proceed but in actual mani-

crated people of the
Avorship of the

;

devoted and consecrated to the
Archon, who for a while constitutes the highest potence in the history
of the world.
The great mass of this people regarded
as the Supreme and only God. It was the spiritual men alone among the Jews,
they who constituted the spiritual Israel, that became actually confestation, thej' a})pear only as a people

Mm

and in whom it attained to its realizaThese alone soared beyond the Archon himself to the presentiment
of the Supreme God, revealing himself through the other, as his unconscious of that ideal significancy,
tion.

They only could rise to the intuition of the ideas
by the Supreme God in the Archon, which the latter reveals
imder the cover of Judaism, without comprehending them himself.
These ideas, not fathomed by the Archon himself, to whom they were
exhibited under a sensuous covering and drapery answering to the in
scious instrument.

inspired

grade of his limited nature, form the connecting link betwixt this
mediated and veiled revelation of the Supreme God in the Old Testament and his immediate and unveiled self-manifestation in Christianity.
Accordingly Basilides says, " Moses erected but one temple of God,
ferior

and thus proclaimed one universe of God."^ By this was hinted, as we
find it somewhat similarly expressed in Philo, the universality of the
reference, lying at the very foundation of Judaism.
Basilides, however, (lid not confine himself to the canonical writings of the Old Testament alone. He made use of apocryphal scriptures besides, which are
tjjC), (lukTiov y KQKdv
to irporovv
Strom. 1. IV. f. 506.
6'
"Eva
oiv viijv idpvaufievoq rov d^eov,
fiovoyevij re Koafiov KnTf}yyei?ue.
Strom,
1. V. f. 58.3, D.
We ])crceive here, both in
the thought and the expression, the clcments of an Alexandrian-Jewish education.

1

ip<j

2

lluv

Philo and Joscplnis, also, both consider the
temple as a symbol of the world, and carry
Philo nepl
the image into further details.
/lovapxiagl.ll.: Td fj.iv uvuruTifj Kai npdf
uTJi-^tiav iepbv •&eov vofiO^Eiv rov cv/j-Tvavra
XP'/ Koa/idv elvat, to Si x^H^otuijtov.

;
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—

predictions of a certain prophet Parchor, and revela
under the name of the Patriarch Ham. We can hardly
suppose such writings were forged bj him or his school.
Probably
they were works handed down from more ancient times works which
he used in good faith
monuments of some older ante-Christian
source of the ideas lying at the root of the Gnosis.
Perhaps he believed that in these documents he found a still clearer exposition of the
loftier truth transmitted in the form of secret doctrines, than he could
find in the canonical scriptures of the Old Testament.
He might easily
explain it to his oavu satisfaction, hoAv a people who had no recipi(mcy
for such ideas, would naturally have nothing to do with the books containing this higher truth, and so rejected them.
We perceive here such an element of universality
and with this
to us,

tions passing

;

;

—

;

—

agrees the fact, that he did not confine the tradition of the higher
truth in the ante-Christian period exclusively to the Jewish people, but
supposed that he found indications of the same truth beyond the limits
of that nation.
We have seen, indeed, that he cites the doctrine of Zoroaster as a testimony of the truth.
The fact that he derived the tradition of the higher wisdom from Ham, not from Shem, indicates perhaps
that he acknowledged the authority of a tradition which was not Hebrew.
It is not improbable, that he valued the wisdom of those Avho
by the Greeks were called barbarians, above the Greek philosophy itYet it is certain, as appears from a remark of Isidorus, already
self.^
cited, that he sought also in the Greek philosophers, Plato and Aristotle, whether it was in their genuine works or in spurious writings attributed to them, the vestiges of that higher wisdom.
In the passage
from Isidore's exposition of the prophet Parchor, which has come down
to us, these vestiges of truth, to be found in the Greek philosophers,
were not derived however from a common inward source, a reaction of
the spiritual principle against paganism in the more eminent men, but
from a source without themselves, a tradition received from another
quarter.
Yet the calm and considerate spirit of this school, and its
more favorable judgment of the Greek philosophy, are evinced by the
fact, that Isidorus does not fasten in this case on the Jewish fables respecting the fallen spirits, who had intercourse with the daughters of
men, and diffused the higher kinds of knowledge in the pagan world
but upon the less fantastic, although not historical hypothesis of the
Alexandrian-Jewish theology, according to which the Greek philosophers had borrowed such doctrines from the scriptures of the Old Testament, through the medium of Egypt. " And let no one believe," says
Isidore, " that what we consider to be the peculiar profjorty of the elect
for it is no discovery
hiid been declared before by some philosophers
of theirs, but they ha\'e taken it from the prophets and appropriated it
to themselves, and united it with their own pretended wisdom," ^
It
;

1 Giving this turn to Plato's expression,
'E^Xr/vff ueI TraZdff.
2 Kal liJj TIC olsa^u), o (pafxev ISiov elvat

TovTo npoeipri/iivov VTrupxsiv
Tivuv di/.orroouv, ov yap kariv avrCiv

Tui' kKXeKTi-ni,
i)T{i

ruv 6e

erpr/fja-

Trpoai'&T/nav

aofu.

7-(j

Strom.

rrpocpriTuiv
fui

1.

acpETepiaaitevoi

vTviipxovTL Kar"

avrov^

now

believe

VI.

f.

641.

I

expression should be understood
as neuter, " the wisdom which does not ex-

tlie latter
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from this, what a low estimate was pliiccd bv tliis school on the
Hellenic philosophy as compared with the Old Testament, and even
IS cleiti'

.vith

the ancient

philosophers as

wisdom of the East.

men who merely

Isidore describes the

Greek

give themselves the appearance of

philosophizing. 1 He acknowledged in the Greek philosophy no original,
but only derivative truth, and that alloyed by foreign corruptions.
But the doctrine, above noticed, concerning a guardian angel, commissioned to attend on every soul, may. I'.erhaps, be considered as a
proof that he did not by any means consi(ier the pagan nations to be

deserted and

left destitute

of

divine influences and providential care.
attend on each individual soul, he would,

all

As he made a guardian angel

perhaps, following the analogy of this theory, have angels placed as
rulers over the several nations.
In this doctrine the Basilideans of the
West, with whom Irenoeus became acquainted, may have rightly apprehended the opinions of their master; though they superadded some'
thing else, which did not come from him.
These angels, the Elohim of
other nations, he considered, probably, as national gods, just as he supposed the Archon, who stood at their head, to be the particular god of
the Jewish people.

It

is

evident that in entertaining such a theory of

the Elohim, he might lean for support on several passages in the Alex-

—

andrian version of the Bible,
that he appropriated to himself an idea
that had long been extant.^
Thus there ruled over mankind those subordinate ysowers, to Avhom
men's consciousness was subjected no one could release himself wholly from their spell, from the spell of the cosmic principle.
There existed, for the most part, only an unconscious union with the Supreme
God and the order of world which stood in relationship with him. The
natures which bore within them the germ of a life akin to him, remained
fettered and confined within the province of the Archon.
Without question, Basilides possessed a profound knowledge of the
;

mankind in the ante-Christian period, and especialtime immediately preceding the appearance of Christ ; Avithout
question, he had a ])rofound sense of that oppressive weight lying on the
consciousness of mankind, and especially on the noblest natures, of that
unconscious craving after a release of the spirit and from this vantage
ground, he might come to know the nature of the redemption and to
perceive its necessit)'.
If he apprehended it only on a single side, yet
it had a necessary place in his system.
Without it, the separation be
twixt the world of the Archon and the proper divine order of the world
must ever continue to exist. The spirits destined for the highest stage
spiritual condition of

ly the

;

with them," i. e. their pretended wisdom,
verb irpoarn^tvai seems to me best
suited to this rendering; of ao<p^.
ist

The
1

Toi>

TT-poaTToiov/j.tvovg

(pt.Xoaoipnv.

—

Strom. 1. VI. f. 641.
2 Bcs'des the jiassage already cited on p.
in the same song of Moses, Deut.
380,
32 43, are the words, not found in the Hebrew, which the translator has added on the
groun<l of some such theory: kuI Trpocr/cvvtiauTuaav avTib tzuvtec uyyeAoi &tov, com-

—

:

pared with v. 8. All the Elohim that presided over the other nations, are called ujion
What the
to do homage to (iod's people.
nations were to do. and what the powers
ruling over them do, is. according to this
scheme, one and the same thmg. The former is derived from the latter. Comp. I's.
97: 7, where the Alexandrians translate
D n'7X by ayye'/.oi, and beyond question
i,a(j

;„

niind such powers as the national

gods were supi)Osed

to

be

;
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of being must ever remain confined in their depressing thraldom; Thej
might, indeed, through the progressive movement of the metempsychosis, rise from one higher step to another in the kingdom of the Archon
but they could not, in conformity with the longing implanted within
them, attain, over and beyond this kingdom and the Archon himself, to
fellowship with the highest order of the Avorld, and to the clear consciousness as well as to the full and free exercise of their higher nature,
unless the Supreme God himself brought his divine life near to their
kindred germ of life, and thereby first set ijie latter into activity. And

whilst,by the act of redemption, the spiritual natures were exalted to the
highest position, its influence is made to extend also to the subordinate

harmony is everywhere restored, each order of
being attains to its natural destination.
But if, on the one hand, Basilides, in his mode of apprehending the
doctrine of redemption, departed essentially from the Jewish position,
yet on the other, like Cerinthus, he agreed entirely with the Ebionitc-,
in supposing a sudden entrance of the Divine nature into the life of
Jesus, and admitting of no such thing as a God-man, in whom from the
first the divine and the human elements were inseparably united.
He
supposed at bottom, it is true, a redeeming God, but no redeeming
God-man. The man Jesus was not in his view the Redeemer he differed from other men only in degree.
Basilides does not seem to have
allowed even that he possessed absolute impeccability.
Jesus, in his
view, was merely the instrument, whom the redeeming God selected,
for the purpose of revealing himself in humanity and of entering into it
with an influential agency.
The Redeemer, in the proper and highest
sense of the term, was, as he supposed, the highest ^on,^ sent down
by the Supreme God to execute the work of redemption. This being
united himself with the man Jesus at his baptism in the Jordan.
Now, although Basilides did not acknowledge Jesus of Nazareth to be
the Redeemer, but held that Jesus himself stood in the need of redemption, yet he cannot be accused of holding that the redemption was simply an ideal thing, and of denying it as a great historical fact.
Far indeed was it from him, as may be gathered from what has been said, to
suppose that any being enthralled within the kingdom of the Archon,
could release himself.
There was required for this an objective fact,
the actual entrance of that might from a higher world, the vovc, into
the world of earthly manifestation, which was accomplished through
the medium of the man Jesus.
This, according to Basilides, was the
greatest fact in the history of the created universe, from which everything that succeeded, to the final end of the perfectly restored harmony
of the universe, must proceed.
The manner in which he speaks of the
baptism of Jesus, testifies of the impression which this fact, and the
public ministry of Christ following thereupon, had left by tradition on
the minds of Christians. Clement cites on this point the following words
coming from the Basihdean school.^ " When the Archon himself heard
stages of existence

;

;

'

Or voi'f, who, inasmuch

*

Clemens Stromat.

as he minisUTS for the salvation of

lib. II.

f.

31^

mankind, is called du'novot
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word of the communicated Spirit,^ (the Spirit sent from above,) he
was amazed at what he heard and at what he beheld,^ the joyful annunciation^ being wholly unexpected to him
and his amazement was
called fear,* the beginning of wisdom,
of a wisdom which discriminated the dilfcrent classes of men, perfected all, and restored the original harmony
for he distinguished and separated from one another i>ot
only the natures belonging to the world, (to his own kingdom,) but also
the elect (the pneumatic natures superior to the Archon's kingdom)
from tJiem, and released them from his ban (or conducted them) to
the

—

;

,

God who is over all." ^
Thus a new light dawns on the Archon himself. He comes to the
knowledge of a higher God and a higher world, above himself. He
is redeemed from his confinement.
He attains to the consciousness
of a superior power, which rules over all, and which he himself, withthe

out being aware of

it,

has always been serving.

He

sees himself

released from the mighty task of governing the world, which until

now

he supposed that he supported alone, and for which his powers had not
proved adequate.
If it had thus far cost him so much pains, and he
still could not succeed in reducing the conflicting elements in the
course of the world to order, he now beholds a power adequate to overcome every obstacle, and reduce all opposites to unity. Basilides, partly from a more profound insight into the essential character of Christianity and of history, partly from those effects of Christianity which
were befDre his own eyes and which contained the germ of the future,
foresees what stuff to excite fermentation, and Avhat separation of elements, would be introduced by it into humanity.
He perceives how
the recipient minds among every people, freed from the might Avhich
held their consciousness in fetters, redeemed from all creaturely dependence, and raised to communion with their original source, would become united with one another in a higher unity. All these effects pre-

We

1
may presume the word is meant
which, according; to the Nazarene gospel,
(set; above, p. 350,) the Holy Ghost is said
to have spoken to Christ at the moment of
his descent upon him.

-

The

glorified

appearance

in

which

when united with this exalted being,
])rescnted himself to the Archon
or the
sight of the miraculous dove, which was a
syml)ol of the Spirit, which had come down
Christ,

:

from on high

or the miraculous appearances accompanying the baptism of Christ,
according to tlie gospel of the Ebionites.
^ The
annunciation of the Spirit being
called a evayyeliov for the i'lpx^iv. it is evident that he did not yield to the higher
jiower merely from constraint; but his lirst
amazement was converted into reverential
joy.
The prosj.ect of being one day re;

leased from the embarrassing government
of the world, when the elect natures should
have attained to their destined glory, and
of entering into rest witii his own,
to

—

which expectation of the Deminrge

the

Gnostics referred such passages as Kom. 8
20, 21,— Vid. Orig. T. I. in Joann. § 24,—
could be no otherwise tlian joyful to him.
Comp. Didascal. Anatol. opp. Clem, f 796,

where the blessing which the Demiurge
pronounces on the Sabbath is adduced, to
show how difficult the work was for him.
D.,

* Thus I*s. Ill
10, "The fear of the Lord
the beginning of wisdom," was interpreted,
:

is

^

Avtov tuv apxovra inaKovaavTa

rr/v

<pucnv tov chaKoi'ovfievov TTvevfiaTo^', cKirXa-

yvvai tw T^EufiarL nap' r'ATridag evayyeTiiavTov (pdpov kTit/^iivai, apxvv yevojievov ao^iag (pvXoKpLvrj-

ci.Jvov, koI ti/v (K-n'Aijiiv

Tm/g re. nat SiaKpiTiKr^c xal rcltuTiKijc nal
unoKaracTTaTiKi/c, ov yup fiovov tov koc/iov,
d^Au Kai ryv fKloyfjv ihaKpivar, !, (-ttI nuci
TrponeftTvei, (this

Assuming

tgj to

then would he the apx(Jv)
be the correct reading, I

},ave rendered as in the text: in this case,

the

Supreme God must be understood

denoted.

to be
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to his imagination as an impression made on the Archon at the baptism of Christ.
The whole work of redemption, then, Basilides, like Cerinth, attributed to the redeeming heavenlj^ Genius.
Most probably he agreed also
with the latter, in supposing that this Genius, at the time of the passion
left the man to himself, whom he before used as his instrument.
The
suiferings of Christ could not, according to the system of Basilides
have the least connection with the work of redemption ; for according
to his narrow conception of justice, the divine justice does not allow
that one being should innocently suffer for another
it requires that the
sin of each individual should be expiated by suffering.
He reo-arded
not only suffering in general, but also the particular sufferings of each
individual, in the light of a punishment for sin.
He embraced the the" Each inory which Christ (John 9:3; Luke 13 2) condemned.

sented themselves

;

:

dividual suffers, either for actual sins, or for that evil in his nature,
which he brought with him from an earlier state of existence, and which

may

not as yet have come into actual manifestation." ^
Thus it was
to this latter, that he vindicated Pi-ovidence in respect to
the suffering of children.
When pressed with an objection drawn from
the suffering of men of acknoivledged goodness, he might undoubtedly

by pointing

appeal, and with good reason, to the general fact of the sinfulness of
human nature, and reply " Whatever man you can name to me, he is
:

a man. God alone is holy.
unclean ?
Not one." Job 14

Who

still

But

:

can bring a clean thing out of an

4.

the case was different Avhen this proposition

came to be applied
Redeemer, who, as certainly as he is the Redeemer, must be
pure from sin.
Clement of Alexandria directly accuses Basilides of
carrying the proposition even to this extent.
In those words, which
Clement cites, this surely is not necessarily implied. He merely says,
" If, however, you let this whole investigation go, and endeavor to bring
me into difficulty by adducing the case of certain persons ; if you say,
Then he has sinned, for he has. suffered, &c." It might be held, that
Basilides is simply speaking here of certain men who were regarded
with peculiar veneration, who stood in high repute for holiness
and
Clement took the liberty to draw his own conclusion. But
the first
to the

;

m

place, the objection which Basilides supposes to be

would

and meaning,

made

against his

were not designed
to be understood precisely in the sense above given
and next, this
wide extension of the proposition stands intimately connected with his
theory concerning the relation of suffering to sin, and with his theory
of the divine justice and of the process of purification to which every
position,

lose all its force

if it

;

nature belonging to the kingdom of the Archon is subjected.
The
Jesus who belonged to this kingdom certainly needed redemption liimself, and could only be made partaker of it by his union with that heavenly redeeming spirit.
To render him worthy of being redeemed before all others that needed redemption, and of being employed as the
1
I

Sufferings,
f. 506!

IV.

— expiatory and

purgative of

sin, [djuapria

or the ufiapTi]TiK6i'.)

Strom
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instrument for diffusing abroad the influences of the redeeming Genius
to others, it was sufficient, if, as the most excellent and the purest of
men, who had advanced the furthest in the work of purification, he
possessed the minimum of smhilxiess. Here indeed the objection might
be urged against the Basilidean system, which certainly must have
supposed that some proportion existed betwixt the degree of sin and
the degree of punishment
how then reconcile so great suffering with
the smallest degree of sinfulness ?
But here, probably, as we may infer from his remarks on martyrdom, he could be at no loss for an
answer " The consciousness of serving as an instrument for the highest and holiest cause of humanity, and of suffering in this mission,
(perhaps, too, the prospect of the glory into which he was to enter
through suffering,) so sweetened the pain, as entirely to remove the
sense of suffering."
In accordance with the same principle, he denied the doctrine of justification in the sense of Paul.
He admitted no such thing as objective justification in the sight of God, as forgiveness of sin, in the sense
of deliverance from the guilt and punishment of sin.
Every sin,

—

:

whether committed before or after faith in the Redeemer, or baptism,
must, according to his scheme, be in like manner expiated by suffering.
This was a necessary law of the government of the universe, which
could in no wise be dispensed with.
The only exception he makes is in
the case of sins of ignorance, or unintentional sins
his explanation of expressions so vagnie

;

^

but unfortunately

and undefined, has not come down

Perhaps he intended only sins of ignorance not involving guilt,
which had been committed in a state of consciousness obstructed by
some involuntary confinement
analogous to the state of the rational
principle held restrained in the bodies of brutes.
But if, on the other
hand, by justification (^SiKaiuaig, 6iKaioavt>7]^') is meant an inward, subjective condition of being made just, sanctification by the communicating of a divine life ; such a doctrine had a very important and necessary place in the system of Basilides.
Among the religious and moral ideas of the Basilidean scJiool, there
are several other remarkable points which deserve to be particularly
to us.

—

noticed.

—

What distinguishes Basilides from other Gnostics is this,
that he
did not oppose the Gnosis as the highest stage in religion, to the Tvianr^
but valued faith itself as the highest quality.
to faith
Yet he distinguished in the latter a series of higher and lower degrees, corres-

—

;

ponding

to the different grades of perfection which different souls are
destined to occupy in that higher spiritual world from whence they
sprang. He supposed, in fact, as we have remarked, a series of grades
in the higher world of spirits, of which one continually symbolized the

Divine germs of life from all these grades had become mixed
with the kingdom of darkness.
Christianity is the sifting principle,
whereby the spiritual natures belonging to the different grades of the
spiritual world are separated, are brought to the consciousness of their
other.

1

Movoc Tuc uKovmovc Koi

Kar' uyvoiav a^iea^ai.

Strom.

1.

IV.

f.

536.
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own proper essence, and acquire the power of bringing it into action,
and of rising to that region of the spiritual world, to which they belong
by virtue of this their proper and essential being, which before had remained undeveloped. By means of Christianity, men arrive, in this manner, at the difiFerent positions for which they are fitted by their peculiar
natures, each reaching the stage of perfection of which he is capable.
At the entrance of the redeeming spirit into the Avorld, the Archon,
in a word, received the aofta (pvTioKpivTjnKf/.
Now that by which this
process of separation actually takes place in the different natures,
and by which each individual is enabled to reach that grade of the
higher world which corresponds to his spiritual essence, is faith.
In
this

way we must understand

that

"

faith

the Basilidean school,

when they taught

and election, both taken together, constitute one thing, aneach of the several grades of the spiritual world and the

swering

to

faith of

each individual nature in this world exactly corresponds to

its

;

supramundane election." ^
Such being the scheme of Basilides, we may perhaps conclude, that

the ordinary standard of Christian truth, as he found it existing with
the majority in the church, met with more favor and experienced

greater justice from him, than it usually did from other Gnostics. These
ordinai'y believers he recognized as Christians, members of one Christian community ; and he distinguished in this regard only different
stages of Christian knowledge.
Faith he considered the common foun-

dation of Christian fellowship, and supposed

which was common

to all, there

were

only that besides this,

different degrees of Christian con-

It is evident then, that he was far from ascribing the
Considered as faith grounded on outward authority and cleaving altogether to things sensible, exclusively to the psychical class. He
understood faith to be in its essence an inward principle.
Faith,
according to his apprehension, is a conviction that springs from the
contact of the spirit with the godlike, from the attractive power exercised by the higher world over its kindred spirit.
The spirit has revealed to it that higherregionof existence, whence it came and to which
it belongs ;
and it feels itself drawn towards its kindred element.
Faith is an immediate fact, Avhich renders all evidence superfluous.

sciousness.
n-iarig^

The

spirit, in this case, grasps the truths corresponding to its own
essence by an immediate intuition.^
The soul assents to that which
does not come to it through the senses, which is not presented to it
under any form of sense.^ Although the elect live on, as strangers in
the world, yet, through the buoyancy of faith, they perceive the reality
of the things of that higher world which beam on them from afar. But

standing ground of each individual's faith must corresthe conviction
peculiar standing ground of his hope,
that he shall actually enter into that higher world to which he had been

to the peculiar

pond

1

—

also the

Hiariv

cifia

Kal iKXoyijv oUsiav elvai

Kod" tKaarov dtdaTjJiia,

naf

inaKoT^o'v&Tina
<i' dv TT/g EK?[,ori/g r/ig vTrEpKoa/jiov rf/v
KoalUif/v itTuarig (piiasug avvf"KEa-&ii mariv.

Strom

1

II.

f.

303.

^

To. ^a'&fjiiara avano6e'LKTug evpiaKovaa

votjtik'/j.
Strom. 1. H. f. 363.
Faith is a ipvxr/g ffvjKaTif&emg xpog ti
tuv {iti klvovvtuv al(r&ri<nv 6ta rd u^ nopeivai.
L. c. f. 371.

KaraXjiTpei
^
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shall attain to the full possession of those bless-

ings which faith has laid hold on.^

Now if we perceive something of the Pauline spirit in the peculiar
prominence which Basilides gives to the idea of faith, yet presently we
see him again departing widely from the Apostle Paul, inasmuch as he
places the essence of faith rather in an intuitive than in a practical and
making it proceed rather from an intuition of the
ethical element
;

than fi'om a determination of the will conditioning the direction
and it is easy to see how this difference is grounded in
of the heart
the very nature of his fundamental principle.
The objection which Plotinus brought against the Gnostics generally,
that they neglected ethics^ cannot be justlj^ applied to the school of Bar
s])irit,

;

for Isidorus composed a system of ethics, from which unfortunately but a very few words have been preserved to us by Clement of
silides

;

Alexandria.

The moral system of Basilides is to be gathered from his CosmogAssuming a mixture of opposite principles, and considering the
development of the human race as a process of purification, which was
ony.

to be carried onward to its end by Christianity, he must necessarily
have made the fundamental principle of his moral system to be this
namely, that the godlike nature of man should be purified from the
foreign elements adhering to it, and approach continually nearer to its
Man, according to this system, is a
free development and activity.
carrying within himself opposite elements from two oppomicrocosm,
site kingdoms.
In the elements foreign to his higher nature,^ are
reflected the different properties of the animal, vegetable and mineral
kingdoms
hence the temperaments, desires and passions which correspond to these different properties, (for example, the mimic, sportive
nature of the ape, the murderous disposition of the wolf, the hardness
of the diamond, &c. ;)
the collective sum of all these effluxes from
the animal, vegetable and mineral worlds forms the blind, irrational
soul,^ which constantly threatens to check and disturbs the activity of
man's godlike nature. The Isidorus above mentioned thought it of
great importance to secure this doctrine against the objection or the
misapprehension, that its tendency was to destroy moral freedom, and
to furnish an excuse for all wickedness, as if it resulted from the irresistible influence of these foreign mixtures.
He appeals, on the other
" Having, by the
hand, to the superior power of the godlike element.
rational principle within us, so much the advantage, we ought to appear
as conquerors over the lower creation Avithin us." ^ "Let one but have
the will,^^ says he, " to do nothing but what is right, and one will acquire the poiver^ ^
But this earnest will, this true love for goodness,
" We say indeed with
is for the most part the only thing wanting.

—

—

;

—

—

1

KaruXlriTiOv

dvat

rrj

iKuarov eXmSi

Koi T7/g TTiaTeur -i/v Supeuv.
L. e. f. 363.
Tliere is a remarkable coincidenre between
the definitions of faitli by Basilides and
"
Hugo a St. Victore.
^ Appendages of matter. TrpoaapTrz/mra.

^

The

ipvxv T^pocKpvrjg iikoyo^.
Aet 6e tC) XoyiariKil) Kpelrrovac yevofxevovQ, rr/c eXuttovoq kv r/iilv Kxicreuc ^avyvat KparovvTag.
^ Strom. 1. III. f. 427: QelriaaTu fiovtn
uirapTrjaai rd KaXbv Koi iiriTevieTCU.
*
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iiioiith,

we

p(._*son in this
is

will

not

condition

But our

sin.
is

A

soul lias the inclination to sin.

restrained only

by the

fear of punishment

;

he

destitute of love."

It might easily be inferred from the whole connection of the Basilidean system, that, in giving so high a place to the faculty of will, Isidorus Avould by no means ascribe to it an independent self-sufficiency, nor
deny the necessity of a higher assistance of grace. By his theory of
redemption, he acknowledged it, in effect, to be necessary, that the
godhke in human nature should receive its ti'ue freedom and power of

right action

How

by means of

its

union with the higher source of divine

earnestly bent he was on reminding

men

life.

of their need of help,

is

shown by the advice which he gives to a person suffering under severe
trials,
words which prove at the same time how far he was from
cherishing a speculative pride, that despised the ordinary means of
grace enjoyed by the Christian communities.
He exhorts the individ-

—

ual not to retire into solitude, but

to

ask the Christian brethren for

their intercessions, to seek in their society the strengthening of his

di-

he might find confidence in fellowship with the invisible saints.
He says of one in this condition,
" Let him not separate himself from his brother. Let him say, I have
entered into the sanctuary ; I can suffer no evil." ^ If a person thus
afflicted felt himself too much oppressed by the power of temptation, he
should say to his Christian brother, " Lay thy hand on my head, (give
me thy blessing) and he would receive spiritual and sensible assistance "
(feel himself relieved in spirit and body.)^
What importance he ascribed to praj-er, is shown by the fact that he distinguishes the different
moral states of the soul by the different character which prayer must
that is, according as one feels conassume accordhig to those states,
strained to thank God for the victory achieved, or to pray for new assistance for the impending conflict.'^
The Basilideans were far from being given to extravagant ascetic no
tions.
We have already observed how this mode of apprehending the
dualistic element, which came so very near to the pure doctrine of Zoroaster, would by no means lead necessarily to a decided and morose
They allowed a value, it is true, to the unmarried life, as
asceticism.
a means which would enable one to occupy himself undisturbed by
earthly cares, solely with the affairs of the kingdom of God.
But they
regarded this as a thing of which all were not capable, and which was
not advisable for all.
They recommended marriage, as a means of
subduing the sensuous impulses, to those who would otherwise have to
suffer many temptations.
At the ground of this view of marriage, there
lies, it is true, a very low, a mere negative and sensuous notion of the
institution
and hence indeed the exaggerated worth ascribed to cehbacy.
We do not perceive here the more profound and positive view of
vine

life,

in order that, so strengthened,

—

;

1

OvTog Tov

u6e?.<Pov

/z/)

x<^pii^£ad-u, 2.eye-

Tu, oTL EiatXfi'kv&a hyu slg tu
Sivafiai nadscv.

Strom.

1.

III.

Ixyi-af.

427.

ohdev

^

Kal

Xfjipera^

fSo'r/-&£iai'

Kal votjttjv koI

alad-rirf/v.

This
'Orav 6e
^

is
i)

clear

from

EVxapiaTia aov

Isidore's words
tlq alvTjcnv vno-
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the marriage estate, as a realization of the moral idea, or of the king-

God in a good of humanity a loftier conception, which, as we
already observed, becomes faintly visible in the Valentinian
Gnosis.
We must notice finally, one other remarkable phenomenon. In the
Basilidean docti-ine, there are, as we have seen, marks of a relationship
according! ; ii agveed, in preferwith certain Ebionitc elements

dom

of

:

ha'\-e

:

ence for the Apostle Peter, with the Christians of that party. And yet,^
inconsistent as it may seem, Basilides acknowledges the authority also
of the xlpostle Paid, as is evident from the fact of his attributing so
much authority to the words of this Apostle, recorded in his epistle to
the Romans f as well as from the influence of the Pauline ideas, so a[>
parent in his doctrine concerning the essence of faith and concerning
marriage. We hence perceive then, that these opposite elements stood
by no means in such a relation to each other, as never to admit of being

phenomena of these times.
Valentine and his School.
Next after Basilides we place Val
Qntine, who appeared nearly at the same period
though somewhat
later.
To judge from his Hellenistic style of expression and the
united in the

—

;

Aramsean words that occur in his system, he was of Jewish descent.
he was by birth an Egyptian ^ and it may be safely presumed that he received his education likewise at Alexandria. Thence
he travelled to Rome, where he seems to have spent the last years of
which gave him opportunity to expound and promulgate his
his life
doctrines in that part of the world.
In his fundamental ideas he
agrees with Basilides but differs from him in his mode of carrying
them out, and in the imaginative di-ess in which he clothes them.
But as the doctrines of the founders of Gnostic schools, and of their
later followers, from whom these doctrines received some peculiar modification, were never carefully distinguished
and as moreover many
cognate doctrines, which sprang from a common source, became intermixed with the Valentinian system it is scarcely possible to separate
with certainty, from the accounts which have come down to us, those
It is said,

;

;

;

;

;

doctrines which belong properly to Valentine himself, the author of the
school.

Like Basilides, Valentine placed at the summit of the chain of being
where

the primal Essence, which he denominated the Bythos (the abyss,

the spirit

is lost

This term, by itself, makes it evident,
something diflerent from the Absolute of the

in contemplation.)

that he conceived under

it

Neo-Platonic philosophy, the absolutely simple.
The word leads, without doubt, to the pre-sujDposition of an infinite fulness of life ; and this
same infinite, transcendent exuberance of being necessitates, in the first
place, a self-conception (a KaraXafi^uvEiv iavrSv,'^ a self-limitation, in
case anything was to come into existence.
The Neo-Platonic ov
withdraws itself from all possibility of comprehension, on account of ita
absolutely simple unity ; but the primal Essence of Valentine, on account
The

Basilideans traced back tlieir GnoGlaucias, a pretended interi)reter in
the service of Peter.
Strom. 1 VII. f 7fi4.
1

eis to

VOL.

I.

27

^

See above,
According

p.

404.

to the report of

Epiphanius
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The Bjthos is, in a certain sense,
its transcendent fulness of life.
something directly opposed to the Absolute of the Neo-Platonic philosoIt may doubtless have happened, that with many, the former
phy.
idea passed over into the latter ; and indeed Valentinians are cited,
who made out of the Bythos something exalted above all opposition, of
the Absolute, identical
which even existence could not be predicated
with Nothing.^
What Basilides denominates the (hvajiEL^, (powers,) are in the
system of Valentine the ^ons.^ The idea is peculiar to him, that as
in the primal source of all existence, (the Bythos,) the fulness of all life
is still undeveloped, so with the development of life from him, members
were formed, standing as complements one to the other, predominantly
creative and predominantly receptive ^ons,^ masculine and feminine,
by whose mutual inworking the chain of unfolding life progressively
The feminine goes to integrate the masculine, and conadvances.
stitutes the Pleroma (t6 TrA^pw/xa) * and so also the complete series
of ^ons, as one whole, as the fulness of the divine life flowing out
which whole again constantly requires fructificafrom the Bythos,
tion, so to express it, from the same source, stands to it in the feminine
relation,
was called the Pleroma. The hidden essence of God, nc
He can be known
beinf can comprehend it is the absolute ujvuaTdv.
only so flir as he has revealed himself in the unfolding of his powers or
^ons. The several ^ons are various forms of manifestation, phases,
names of him who in his hidden being is incomprehensible, ineffable, exalted above all possibility of conception or representation,'^ even as that
first self-manifestation of the Hidden, the Monogenes, is called distinctively the invisible name of the Bythos (that wherein the Bythos has
of

;

;

—

—

;

conceived himself, the irpumv KaTuXri-rr-rov, the Karalriip'.^ Tov ayevt/Tov.') It
is a profound idea of the Valentinian system, that as all existence
has its ground in the self-limitation of the Bythos, so the existence of
While each remains within
all created beings depends on limitation.
the limits of its own individuality, and is that v,^hich it should be at its
own proper place in the evolution of life, all things can be fitly adjusted
to one another, and the true harmony be preserved in the chain of unBut as soon as any being would overstep these Ihnits, as
folding life.
soon as any being, instead of striving to
1

IreiiiBiis,

who

states the different opin-

Valentinians respecting the
Bythos, observes Ol /lev yup avrov ul^vyov

ions of

the

:

/i,eyovcLv, fiijTE ul)f)eva, /ir^re d-f/Xeiav, ftr/re

The
tl.
Iren. I. 1, at the end.
disciples of such Gnostics would soar, in
their speculations, above their master,
blue ovra

—

a primal ground still more
Irenajus cites one of this descripsimple.
tion, whom he not unajnly describes as

would ascend

to

inpj/XoTspov aal
uFvog,

yvuariKuiT'tpov kneKTsivo-

who knew how

to distinguish

between

the iiovorrjc, the ivoTri^- and the tv, and was
in the habit of saying of everv principle, so
In this Irenaeus finds good matI name it.
ter of ridicule: w/wAo;, ?//cp (iti. avrbc bvotxa-

know God

in that manifesta-

ra rsT^eLKe rij 7T?MG/xaTi, inrb jj.7]6evbg rcporepov uTCkov re^eifisva, § 3.
For the explanation of this word, see
above.
^ ^^ {„ ^\\ the rest of creation, which presents a symbol of that highest order of the
universe, this two-fold series of factors may
be traced.
* Which word these Theosophers, who
assuredly never thought of adhering strict\y to the grammatical signification of their
terms, understood perhaps at one and the
same time, in an active and passive sense:
to -Tu/povv and ro TrXi/poipevov.
^ xhe JEons are pop(;)al tov x'^eov. bvo/laTa tov uvuvo/iuarov.
'^
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tion of himself Avhich God makes to him at his own proper position,
boldly attempts to penetrate into his hidden essence, such a being rmis

Instead of apprehending the
the hazard of plunging into nothing.
Horus, Q>poc,) the genius
Real, he loses himself in the Unsubstantial.
of limitation, of the finite, the power that fixes and guards the 'oounds
of individual existence, restoring them wherever they have been disturbed, occupies therefore an important place in the system of Valentine
and the Gnosis here, so to speak, bears witness against itself.
;

Redeemer must of necessity be closely
as the forming and redeeming of
existence are kindred conceptions, and the principle of limitation in
The ideas

of

Horus and of

the

related in the Valentinian system

;

respect to both occupies an important place in this system.

In

fact,

Horus was also called by many 'Avrpurrig and auri/p, Redeemer and
Saviour.
There are occasional intimations of a scheme, according to
which the Horus was regarded as only a particular mode of the operaredeeming

spirit ; just vas the Valentinian system gave diiferpower, accox'ding to the different points of his activity and his different modes of operation, extending through all the
grades of existence. Others, indeed, transformed these difterent modes

tion of one

ent

names

to this

of operation into so

many

different hypostases.

In the Valentinian doctrines concerning this Horus, there are, lying
at bottom, profound ideas on the process of development of the divine life
important in their bearing on Christian ethics,
in general and in detail
and the mode of contemplating the great facts of history. Valentine's
school perceived that, in the process of development of the divine life, two
moments must concur, a negative and a positive, both standing necessarily
the purification of the spiritual individuality
connected with each other,
from the foreign elements by which it had become vitiated, into which it
threatened to become dissolved,- and the estabhshment of the purified
individuality in itself, its firm and steadfast shaping, its assumption of
its own nature.
Two operations were ascribed to the Horus the negative, by virtue of Avhich he defines every existence within itself, separates and keeps away from it every foreign element ; ^ and the ^^oszYi'i-e.
by virtue of which he fixes, moulds, and establishes in their own peculiar
essence, those that have been purified from the foreign elements by
which that essence was disturbed.^ The first operation was to be designated preeminently by the name opog, the second by the term aravpoi.
In this latter appellation there is evidently an allusion to the significaThose two appellations, however, may
tions cross, stake, palisade.
perhaps not always have been so sharply discriminated since aravpog
with the signification cross might in fact also be a symbol of the separating, destroying energy of the Horus.^
Where Christ says, " I am
not come to bring peace on the earth, but the sword," they found the
description of that negative energy of the Horus, which separates from
;

—

—

;

;

The
The

Evepyeia fitpiaTLKr/ koL diopiariKT/.
kvcpyela ii^paariKTi kol artipiaTHirj.
Clement of Alexandria also employs
the cross as a symbol of t!ie divine power,
wrherebv the soul is made free from the clc1

•^

'^

ments of the world, from sensuous
'kTzo'Avaai

aravpoc

Koi

uTToaTz/aai

arjjxaivEi,

the iivaivavaLq.

and on

Strom,

kqI

this is
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And where John the Bapone another the godlike and the ungodlike.
tist announces the appearance of Christ, with the fan, and with the fire
by which the chaff should be consumed, it was considered by the Valentinians as a description of this activity of the liorus as connected
with the history of the world, representing how he would destroy all the
vlri^ and purify the redeemed.
In the passage where Christ says, " No
man can be my

disciple, unless he takes up his cross and follows me,"
they saw a description of that divine power, symbolized by the cross,
whereby each individual, becoming purified from what is foreign to him,
and attaining to a self-subsistent shaping of the higher life in his own
individuality and to a well-defined impression of this individuality refined by a godlike life, first becomes a true disciple of Christ.^
While Basilides ascribed the mixture of the divine element with matr
ter to an encroachment of the kingdom of Darkness on the kingdom of
Light, Valentine, on the other hand, attributed it to a disturbance
originating in the Pleroma, and a consequent sinking down of the diLike Basilides, he acvine germ of life from the Pleroma into matter.
knowledged the manifestation of a divine wisdom in the world but here
It is not the divine wisalso the lower is only a symbol of the higher.
dom itself which is the soul of this world ; not the ^on (J0(pia, but its
immature birth, which, before it can reach its maturity, needs to pass
The idea which lies at bottom here is,
through a gradual development.
that in the world we are presented Avith a revelation of divine wisdom
going on to unfold itself; that through the appearance of Christ and
;

through the redemption, this manifestation first attains to its end that,
contemplated in this connection, the world presents the image of the
Accordingly that ^on,
divine wisdom in its process of development.
when everything has been made
the Heavenly Wisdom, rejoices,
to find that it has recovered its
clear by the appearance of Christ,
since now the manifestation corresponds to
lost idea (*vtJi'a/-/crjf)
the idea, and the latter presents itself in the former to immediate
;

—
—

—

A

vision.
symbol of this was, in his opinion, the woman who lighted
a candle to seek after the lost piece of silver, and finally after the house
had been swept, rejoices to find it. Luke 15 8.
the AchaAccordingly he distinguishes an uvu and a «"t-(j aoipia,
moth.2
This latter is the mundane soul, from whose mixture with the
higher in
vMi springs all living existence, in numberless gradations
proportion to its freedom from contact with the vlv, lower in proportion

—

:

;

as

it is

drawn downward and

afiected

by matter. Hence

arise the three

1. The divine germs of life, superior by
ranks or orders of existence.
their nature to matter, and akin to the <jo(^ia, to the mundane soul, and
2. The
the spiritual natures, (pmeic nvEv/iariKai.
to the Pleroma,
natures originating in the life that has been divided by the mixture ot
the vXtj^ the psychical natures, (pvaeic ipvxcKal ; with which begins an
altogether new order of existence, an image of that higher mundane
and finally, 3. The ungodlike nature,
system, in a subordinate grade
which resists all amelioration, and whose tendency is only to destroy

—

;

1

Iren. lib.

I. c.

3, § 5.

—

2
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Betwixt all those natures
the nature of blind appetency and passion.
sprung from the evolution of the divine life, (which flows out from the
Bythos through the mediation of the ^ons,)
from the Pleroma
down to the genns of life which have fallen into humanity, the scatr
tered seed that is to attain to its maturity in this earthly world
there
are only differences of degree ; but betwixt those three orders of existence, there is an essential difference of kind.
Hence each of these
orders must have its own independent, governing principle
though
every process of culture and development ultimately leads back to the
Bythos, Avho, through the mediation of these manifold organs, corresponding to the numberless gradations of existence, influences all, and
whose law alone is supreme. He can never himself, however, come
into immediate contact with what is alien from his essence.
Accordingly there must appear at that subordinate stage of existence
which intervenes between the perfect, the godlike, and the ungodlike,
as the type of the highest
the material, a being'
who, Avhile believing that he acts independently, must yet subserve those general laws,
from Avhich nothing can be exempted, in realizing the highest ideas, to
This being is to the psychical world what the
the bounds of matter.
with this difference only, that he involuntaBythos is to the higher
rily acts as the instrument only of the latter.
This is the Demiurge
Moreover, the Syle has its representative jirinciple,
of Valentine.
through wdiich its activity is exerted
but a principle which, by its
nature, is not formative and creative, but only destructive ; namely,
Satan? 1. The nature of the nvEv/iariKov^ the spiritual order, is to be
essentially in relationship with God (the 6/ioov(jlov tu) i9ew ;) hence the

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

the undivided, absolutely simple

of unity,

life

The essence of

2.

the

ipvxiKoi

is

(^ovola Ivikt/, /lovoeiSr/c.')

separation, division into multiplicity,

manifoldness but which subordinates itself to a higher unity, whence
it admits of being derived, first unconsciously, then consciousl3^
3.
The essence of Satan and of his whole kingdom is the direct opposite
to all unity
separation and disunion in itself, without the least recipiency, without any pomt of coalescence whatever, for a unity ; with the
;

;

all unity, to extend its own inherent disunion to
everything, and to rend everything asunder.^
This principle has no
power to fix, to assert anything, but only the power to deny it is unable to create, to produce, to form, but only to destroy, to decompose.*

striving to dissipate

;

The

by

of these grades constitutes,

nature, imperishable life,
other hand, stands midway betwixt the imperishable and the perishable,
the soul of nature
being mortal, and capable of being made immortal only through a
higher informing power.
The TpvxiKoi attain to immortality, or they
fall a natural prey to death, according as they yield themselves by the
the

1

^

;

the

The fiEGOT-nq.
As Heracleon

ftkrtq

XIII.
^

first

essential uf^apaia

TTjq

v\r\q.

iivxinov,

:

M6-

The

ovaia

TroTivaxt^'/C^ that

<imihite every thing to

itself.

seeks to as-

—

defined by Heracleon, who says
roiavra riva t?) kavrCw <pvaei,
cpT&opoKoiu yup Kal uvaXiaKovra rove tfjI^XTj
d-evraq elg aiiru.
Orig. in Joann. T. XX,
*

defines him
(itpog h>
Vid. Orig. in Joann. T.

its

on the

Ov

§

Thus

yfvvqt
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bent of their will to the goclhke or to the
being of Satan, as of the i^v, is death itself,
which in the end, when
of all existence,
been rent bvit shall have developed itself to

—

ungodlike.

The

essential

annihilation, the negation

every existence that has
a mature individuality and
become sufficiently established in itself, will be vanquished by the
force of the Positive, and having attracted within its sphere all kindred ungodlike natures, resolve itself into its own nothingness. 1. The
essential being of the first is the evolution of pure life from within outward an activity, not of one thing outwardly on another, but one
which has no obstacles to overcome ; a life and agency exalted above the
;

and motion.
2. The essential being of the i'^v is, in
considered, the rest of death but a spark of life having fallen
into it, and communicated to it a certain analogon of life, it became a
wild, self-contradictory impulse, as it is exhibited in Satan, its representative, to whom was attributed, and as well to all men akin to him by
antithesis of rest
itself

;

rational consciousness, no self-determining will, but
When
only a blind, wild impulsive nature, only desire and passion.^
he looked at the crimes committed among men, which filled him with
abhorrence, this was the only explanation which could present itself to
a man like Valentine.^ 3. Peculiar to the Demiurge and his subjects
the PsT/cJik'i, is the propensity to create, to produce without themselves,
They would always be doing, without really
a busy activity.
understanding, as is common with such busy natures, what they are
their nature, no

—

about,^ without being really conscious to themselves of the ideas that

govern them.*

The doctrine of redemption occupied a place no less important in the
Valentinian than in the Basilidean system, forming properly its central
point as might be gathered from what has already been said concerning the relation of the notions of creation and of redemption hi this
scheme.
It was yet more the aim and effort of this system to comprehend the doctrine of redemption in the connection of the universal
;

process of development;

mony

—

as to go

in the universe, so also to

back

to

the

first

germ

of dishar-

point out the necessity of a

redemp

must be allowed, this was so done, that
the speculative interest was continually flying more and more beyond
tion in its primal ground.

the practical.

As

It

a process of unfolding

life

pervades every region of

and as the disharmony, which, in its germ, began in the Pleroma itself, extended itself from thence still more widely so the ^vhole
mundane course can only then attain to its end, when harmony has been
restored, as in the Pleroma, so through all the grades of existence.
What takes place in the Pleroma, must be imaged forth in all the other
gradations of being.
Inasmuch, then, as the work of redemption
takes place in different gradations of existence, and the same law is

existence,

;

1 HeracleOTi says
Tdv Suijiolov /j-tj exclv
^eXTjua, «Aa' im-&v(xtav.
Orig. in Joann.
:

T.

XX.

§

20.

- Notice tlie remarkable manner in which
a Valentinian expresses himself on this
point in the dialoijue on Free Will, ascribed
Galland. Bibl. patr. T. III.
to Methodius.

762.
Consult, however, on this tract, the
investigations in my '• Genetic development
of the Gnostic systems," p. 205.
^ <t>vGL(; TTOAvepyog, iroAv-puyfiuv.
* For evidence, see H^racleon, Orig. in
f.

Joann. T. XIII

XX.

c.

20.

c.

16, 25, 30, 51,

59;
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here carried out in different forms at different positions, so accordingly
is the same agent of the manifestation of the hidden God, the same

it

agent through whom the life that flowed out from God is again reunited
with him, who, working progressively onward to the consummation of
all things, presents himself under different hypostases, according as he
accomplishes his work at different stages of existence.
Thus it is the
same idea, which is represented in a Monogencs, a Logos, a Christ, a
Soter.
The Soter is the Redeemer of the entire w^orld without the
Pleroma ; and hence also its former wdiere Ave must take into view
what has been said already respecting the two-fold activity of the
Horus. By the process oi forming, the higher element is, in the first
place, freed from its adherent matter, evolved from an unorganized,,
formless existence to a determinate one, with its proper organic form.
By the redemption, the higher individualit}^- first attains to mature, full
development, and to clear self-consciousness.
Redemption completes
the process of formation.
All the divine life of the Pleroma concentrates and reflects itself in the Soter, and through him works farther
onward to indi\adual shaping, to the sowing of the spiritual natures,
affining to the Pleroma, in the world, and their maturation to perfected
existence.
The Christ of the Pleroma^ is the working, the Soter without the Pleroma, the recipient, forming, perfecting jn-inciple.^
The Soter first proves his redeeming, formative power on that yet
;

—

immature mv/ndane soul, originating in the Pleroma
the same power
which was afterwards to be extended to the kindred, spiritual natures
that sprang out from her, the common mother of the spiritual life in
the lower world, (see above.)
The Soter is properly the former and
ruler of th(? world, as he is its redeemer
for the formation of the
;

;

world

beginning of the process of development,
which can be brought to its full completion only through the redemption.
The Soter, as the inward, actuating principle, inspires in the
mundane soul, destined to reunion (syzygia) with him ,3 the plastic
is

in truth the first

Demiurge, who conceives
knowing it, actuated
and impelled by the might of these ideas in forming the Avorld. Thus
the world is a picture of the divine glory, designed by the Sophia or
the Soter, as the artists, but in the execution of which the Demiurge
is employed only as an histruraent.
Since every picture, however, is,
from its nature, but an imperfect representation of the prototype, and
can be really understood only by him who has the intuition of the latter, so the Demiurge with his creation is but an imperfect representaideas

and she communicaflfes them

;

that he acts independently.

The

to the

latter is, without

In the rorrof ficcoTi^roQ.
So says Heracleon of the Soter in his
I elation to Christ.
The former, he observes,
receives the divine seed, yet undeveloped,
out of the Pleroma from the latter; and
gives it the first sha])intj towards detcrmin-

the Gnostics, equivalent notions.

1

are, with

^

The undetermined, unorganized, answers

ate, individual existence, Ti/v Hp(JTr/v fiup-

(puaiv,

n/v Kara, yeveaiv, elg jj.op<p>/v Kal
Kal nepLypa<pr/v dyayuv Kal uva-

puTicr/j )v

5«'^af.

bring

to

Orig. in Joann. T. II. c. 15.
To
light, to shape, to individualize,

Acin the spiritual province to the v'at}.
cordinjjly, in the Valentinian fragments, in

—

Irenajus, lib. I. c. 8, §4,
to the Trpn/idXXelv a-rfifiuTtiwc ~i/v bJ.7]v ovaiav is opposed the //op^fu'v, (fturiuiv, (pavepovv.
Christ scatters the seed, the Soter gatheri
the harvest. Orig. in Joann. T. XIII. p. 48
^

Karu ao^m, Achamoth.
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tion of the divine glory

and he only, who has cau<^ht a ghmpse of the

;

divine essence within himself, can rightly
understand the world as a sjmabol or picture, and the Demiurge as a
The inner revelation of God, which is
prophet of the Supreme God.
the portion of the TwevfianKoi., is a confirmation of the outward, a creValentine himself
dential for the Demiurge, as God's representative.
expresses the matter thus ^ "As the picture falls below the living counNow what is the
tenance, so does the world fall below the living God.
The majesty of the countenance, which furcause of the picture ?
nished the painter with his type, in order that it might be glorified by
the revelation of its name ; for no picture has been invented as a selfsubsistent thing, (every picture necessarily refers back to an original
type.) But as the name^ of that which is represented supplies the defirevelation of the

invisible

:

of the

ciencies

essence as

picture, so

the invisible idea of

reveals itself in the spirit which

it

is

God

(his

related to

invisible

God)

con-

tributes to the verification of the copy."

Man

is

the being throagh

whom

name

the

of

God was

to

be revealed

the being who, through the invisible revelation of God in
himself, was to mediate the connection betwixt the copy and the prototype ; accordingly, to supply what was lacking to the world in itself
in this world

;

That man occutowards a complete revelation of the Divine Being.
pies this important position in creation, belongs among the fundamental
Humanity and the revelation of God
ideas of the Valentinian system.
are conceptions which here stand in intimate connection with each
Hence the primal man makes his appearance as one of the
other.
^ons and in another Valentinian representation it is expressed
" When God willed to reveal himself, this was called man." ^
thus
;

:

But

in respect to this point also,

we must

distinguish

what the Demi-

urge intended, and what he was necessitated to do, in an unconscious
manner, as the instrument of the higher order of the world. He combined with his angels in a higher ethereal region, paradise, the third or
This being, as
fourth heaven,^ to create man as their coiwmon image.
lord of the world,

was

to

represent the Demiurge in

But here

it.

also

the latter acted as the instrument of a higher order of the world,
according to the ideas insjiired in him by the Soter and the Sophia.

1

Strom.

1.

IV.

f.

509

:

'Ottoctov

eAdrruv

7}

ELKuv Tov (uvToc TvpocjuKov, TOfjovTov r/(Tcro)v
6 Koa/ioQ TOV CCivToc aluvoc, (which name,
according to what we have already observed,
is a distinctive appellation of the Su])reme
God himself) T/.c ovv alria r/)f e'ikuvoc;
iileyaTkUTivrj rod npoaunov, TTapeiyxVfJ-i:^'"^
r-j i;(jypu(p^) TOV TV7T0V, Iva TLjLJii^ri 61 !jv6iiaTor avTov, (I understand this as referring
to his own name, which was to be revealed
by the creation,) ob yap ab&evnKiJr ebps-d-rj
uop(prr uAld TO ovo/ia. (the name as it reveals itself immediately in the higher selfconsciousness, or in the spiritual natures)
inh'/puae to varfprjiia kv Tvlaaer avvepyeL
6e Kal TO TOV ^Eov unpaTov sir jriaTiv tov
(This is without doubt the
^ETzlaaiiEvov.

neuter

=

Tvluafia).

may

It

tinc here conceived the

be, that

Valen-

Demiurge and

the

world formed hy him, as constituting one
iuuige of the Supreme God, analogous to
the i^fV ysfriTOC of Plato, in the same way
as Philo, in many places, unites togecher
the Logos and the world animated by him.
Yet this docs not necessarily appear from

language in this instance,
"Ore ii^iAijaev eTcuhf.iai avrbv, tovto
Iren. lib. I. c. 12, § 3.
av&puTror ikf-x-ds^ See those Gnostic excerpta of the DiQKxSnTov
EiriTo^aL^ opp.
dascal. Anatol. or
Xvi'ipuTToc kv ri^TvaClement, f 797, B.
padeim,) tC) TETupru ovpavu dr/fiiovpyetrat.
his

'^

:

and

Iren.

'

lib. I. c. 5, §

2
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Unknown to himself, some of the seed of the divine life was communicated to him from the Pleroma, and this passed over from him into
man.^
Thus was revealed in the appearance of man, that prototype of
and the being who was to reprethe heavenly man from the Pleroma
sent only the crowning point of the cosmical principle, exhibited in his
The Demiurge and his
appearance tokens of something far higher.
angels were seized with amazement, when they beheld a strange and
higher power enter their kingdom for they had not as yet attained to
the conscious recognition of that higher order of the world, and to a
free obedience of it.
This could be brought about only by the redemption.
Thus they were astounded at their own work, which threatened
to exalt itself above themselves.
As Valentine beheld the same law
pervading every grade of existence, so he supposed he found this fact
recurring in every case, Avhere men, animated by the inspiration of
lofty ideas, while endeavoring to represent them in their works, produce eifects not anticipated by themselves and are astonished at their
owu productions like the artist, who, having formed the image of a
god, afterwards falls down and worships it.
Valentine thns expresses
himself on this point " Just as fear seized the angels in the presence
of that form, when it expressed something greater than was tt be expected from such a creation, because a seed of the higher essence had
been invisibly imparted to it, so also among the generations of men in
this world, their works became objects of fear to their very authors
as
statues, pictures and everytaing wrought by human hands with any sort
of reference to the name of God
for Adam, who had been formed to
represent the name of man, excited fear of the primal man, as if
;

;

;

:

;

;

the latter existed in him."

The cosmical

^

principle must, then, endeavor to assert itself, in its

and dominion, against the danger with which man,
bearing witness of the supramundane essence, threatened it. The Demiurge and his powers combine to hold man in subjection, to suppress in
him the consciousness of his higher nature. They plunge him from the
psychical region of the third heaven into the world won from the Hyle
and built on its verge, and they environ his psychical nature with a
body formed out of matter.^ But that this should so happen, did not
proceed from the arbitrary will of the Demiurge.
In this also he must
act as the instrument of that higher wisdom ; in carrying out his own
self-subsistence

'>
'Add//, adr/Tt^uc; avTu, vtvb ttjq
harrapev, TO aTrep/xa TO nvevfiariKov.
Didascal. Anatol. f. 797.
2 Kal uaKf:p (pojSog em EKeivov rov nXuaUOTog i<K7/p^E Talg ayyi'koK;, 5te fiElt^ova
E<pd-EY^aro T>/g Tr/lacrewf, (hci tov uopaTov iv
aiirij (TKEpfia defJw/cora, tt/v uvu-&ev ovaiav
Kol 7rai'i()Tf(7ta(6fiEi'ov, ovru, (here the apodosis begins,) Kal kv Taig y£7'eaif rwv KoafitKuv uv&pi,)TTuv (p6(3ot Tu Epja tC)v li.v&pC)nuv Tolg TTOLovatv h/EVETu, olov uvdpLuvTFg
Kal EucovEg Kal nuvTuv, (here an a has
doubtless slipped out, or nav^' u may be
the reading.; al x^^Rt'C uvvovaiv slg 6vo/m
&Etnr lie yl
Trlaa'&Elg
''vojia ''ivd^purro--

1

'Eaxsv

aocjyia^

<pftj3ov Trapiaxev npoovroc av&punov,
6^ aurov kv avTiJ Ka&EaTCJTog.
Strom.

'k6u(i
uc;

375.
coats of skin, the ;^trwvef depfiaTivai of Genesis, which were commonly so
understood by tlie Theosophists of this peThus we must sujjply the hiatus
riod.
which has come down to us in Valentine's
system, when it is said at the conclusion of
the above-cited passa,<2:c, " The angels would
have speedily destroyed their work;"
or
we must suppose tliat sentence was hypothetical, i. e. they would have destroyed,
unless they had been prevented in an invisible manner by a liigher power.

lib. II.
^

f.

The

—
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he must subserve the end of a higher will the principle of divine
was to penetrate through all the grades of existence, extend itself
even to the bounds of the Hjle, enter into the realms of death itself, in
But this was the only way in
order to bring about its destruction.
which it could be done.
That which is to represent humanity at large, becomes actually realized, then, by those only who bear within them that higher germ of
divine life springing frorh what had been invisibly communicated to
They are the salt and
the Demiurge (the higher spiritual natures.)
The soul Qpvxv^
light of the earth, the leaven for entire humanity.
\vill,

;

life

but the vehicle of the Twev/iariKov, to enable the latter to enter
the temporal world, in which it must unfold itself to maturity.
When this end is attained, the spirit, which is destined only for the life
and
of intuition, will leave behind this vehicle in the lower sphere
every spiritual nature, as the recipient, feminine element in relation to
the higher spiritual world, will be exalted to intimate union (Syzygia)
Only the higher
with its correlative angelic nature in the Pleroma.
will then
this is Valentine's meaning
faculty of immediate intuition
all those powers and modes of operation of the soul which
be active
had been directed to the temporal and the finite, as the faculty of reflection, of which the fvxv is according to Valentine's notions the comprehending sum, will then, in the Pleroma, entirely fall away.^
The attractive power exerted by the godlike on everything, even
while those that are affected by it are unable to understand it or explain
The Demiurge
is a favorite idea of Valentine's.
it to themselves
is attracted b}^ the spiritual natures scattered among the Jewish people,
Hence he made of such, prophets,
without knowing the reason of it.
Hence it was, that the prophets particularly were
priests and kings.
able to point forward to that higher order of things, which was first to
According to the Valentinian
enter into humanity through the Soter.
1.
theory, there was a four-fold principle at work in the prophets
The psychical principle, the humanly limited, the soul left to itself; 2
The inspiration of this ^'vxri, which proceeded from the Demiurge's
3. The wvevfiaTiKov, or spiritual element, left to itinfluence upon it
self ; 4. The pneumatic inspiration, which proceeded from the informing
Sophia.2
gy t}jig theory, and the appHcation of these four principles,
Valentine could distinguish in the writings of the prophets different utterances of higher and lower kind and import, and a different higher
and lower sense of the same passages. 1. The purely human. 2. The
isolated prophecies of events, which the Demiurge, who, though not omniscient, yet glanced through an enlarged circle of the future, could comthe prediction of a Messiah, likewise proceeding from him,
municate,
the prediction of the
but still enveloped in the temporal, Jewish form
a psychical Messiah
Messiah, as the Demiurge meant to send him,
3.
for the psychical natures, the ruler over a kingdom of this world.

is

into

;

—

—

;

—

:

;

—

;

—

—

ideas touching on the Christian economy, and pointing to that,
the transfigured Messianic element, set forth with more or less of purity,

The

1

Comp.

Ari^tot. de anima.

lib. III. c. 5.

^

vid. Iren.

lib. I. c. 7, ^

3 et

4.

—
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it had proceeded barely from the higher spiritual nature,
from the immediate influence of the Sophia. This view might lead
to remarkable investigations respecting the mixture of the Divine and
the Human in the prophets, and to fruitful results connected with the
We here observe, emerging for the. first
exposition of their writings.
time, a more profound apprehension of the idea of inspiration
a sti'iving to bring the religious and scientific interests to harmonize with each
other in the exposition of the Old Testament.
The question now arises, whether Valentine acknowledged the rays
of higher truth to exist barely among the Jews, whether he confined
the spiritual natures to the Jews alone, or whether he admitted that
they were diffused also among the heathens.
True, he held, according
to Heracleon,^ the Jews to belong to the kingdom of the Demiurge; the
pagans, to the kingdom of matter, or of Satan; and the Christians, to
the people of the Supreme God
but this does not prove, that he
meant to exclude everything of a higher nature from the pagans for
he supposed there existed in Judaism
although he assigned it preeminently to the Demiurge
scattered examples of the higher pneumatic
element and although he assigned Christendom to the Supreme God,
yet he saw even among Christians a large class of psychical natures.
He is speaking, then, of the predominant and prevailing character
only
and so might recognize even among the pagans, notwithstanding
the predominantly Hylic element in paganism, a sprinkling of the Pneumatic.
He was indeed compelled to do so by his own principles since
the higher, spiritual life (the nvevfiariKuv,') was to pass through every grade of existence to the bounds of matter, in order to prepare the
way for the total destruction of the kingdom of the i'A??. What Valentine says, in the passage above cited, respecting the power of art employed in representing the images of the gods, allows us to infer, that
he judged the polytheistic system with more lenity than the ordinary
Jews, who looked upon the Gentile gods only as evil spirits that, resting on Acts 17 23, he believed it possible to trace even in this system
indications
corrupted though they might be through the predominance of the material principle
of an unknown God, extending hio
uncomprehended influence over all. Accordingly, Valentine actually
alludes, in the preserved fragment of a Homily,^ to the vestiges of truth
dispersed also in the writings of the pagans, wherein the imvard nature
of God's spiritual people, of the Tivev/iaTiKoi, scattered through the
human race, reveals itself: "Much of that which is written in the
books of pagans, is found written in the church of God this common
ti'uth is the word out of the heart, the law written in the heart
it ia

according as
)r

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

:

—

;

;

the people of the beloved

(i. e. this

common higher

—

consciousness

sign of the Soter's scattered community, of the nvevfxauKoi')

is

the

who are

loved by him and love him in return."

The Soter, who from the beginning has directed the ivhole process of
development of the spiritual life-germs that fell from the Pleroma to
form a new world, the invisible former and ruler of this new world,
^

Orig in Jiwnn.

T

XITI.

c.

16.

-^

Clem. Strom.

1.

VI.

f.

641.
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must now enter

at last himself immediately into the mundane sphere
purpose of extending the act of redemption,
which he had
originally accomplished on the mother of all spiritual life, the tvorld-soiil,
the /Sophia,
to all the spiritual life that has flowed from her, and thus
carry the entire work to its completion. Everything, down to the Hylic
element, struggling against all existence, was, each after its oivn decree,
capable of being ennobled.
The Soter must, therefore, in order to
place everything
as Avell the psychical as the spiritual natures
in
training for that stage of the higher life of which each is capable, enter
into union with all these gradations of existence.
Besides, in following
the course which is in harmony with nature, he could only enter into
union with the spiritual nature, and into that only in connection with a
soul (^fvxr/,') in this world of time.
The doctrine concerning Christ must always be conditioned by the
peculiar mode of apprehending the relation of the world to God, and
the doctrine concerning man.
In both these respects, this system sets
clearly forth the necessity of a redemption, and that too in its true import, as a grand historical fact, the purpose of which is to restore har-

he

for the

—

—

—

—

mony between

the different gradations of existence, to fill up the chasm
which separated the world and heaven from each other, and to raise
the Pneumatic natures, who never could have attained by themselves
alone to the full consciousness and the full exercise of their hidier nature, to fellowship with the higher world intimately related to their own
essence.
But still it was a consequence grounded in the separation
here supposed between the kingdom of the Demiurge and that of the
Supreme God, that all in this world could not be equally adapted for the
benefits of redemption and equally penetrated by its principle.
Certain
antitheses were here assumed to exist in human nature itself, which excluded the possibility of a uniform appropriation of this nature in its completeness by the Redeemer and the redemption.
In this system, the
purely Human (the psychical nature) was too far separated from the
properly Divine (the pneumatic nature.) the oneness of God's image
in man too feebly recognized, to allow of the full and adequate appre-

N

hension of the historical Christ finding admission into the realization
The antitheses which made their
of the original type of Humanity.
appearance in the cosmology and the anthropology, as originally given
in the constitution of the world and of man, must also betray their
We cannot allow, that the
presence once more in the Christology.
tendency of the A^alentinian system bore towards the hypothesis of a
merely proto-typic or ideal Christ, and towards making the Christ of
history a barely accidental point of attachment for this idea
but in
this respect we can say nothing more, than that his principles admitted
only of a one-sided, mutilated apprehension, as well of the proto-typic,
The fundamental defect is to be traced, in
as of the historical Christ.
one word, to the reaction of the great principle of the ancient world in
Though Valentine
conceiving of the godlike, as being the super-human.
could attribute to the human element in Christ a greater significancy
than Basilides, still he could never, according to those principles, recognize in him the full signifieancv of the human element in connection
;
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with the divine, never understand their true union in him, nor even alHuman itself to be altogether human, for there was still some-

low the

in the human that belonged only to the kingdom of the v^.
The Demiurge had promised his people a Redeemer, a Messiah, who
should release them from the dominion of the Hjdic power, bring about
the destruction of all that opposed itself to his own kingdom, rule in his
name over all, and bless those that were obedient with all manner of
earthly felicity.
He sent this Messiah, who was the express image of
but this exalted being could
the Demiurge, down from his heaven

what

;

Destined to bring about the annihilation of the material element, how could he indeed assume any part of
it to himself ?
With the material body, he had been under the necesthat fountain
sity of assuming also its kindred material spirit of life, ^
and how could he be the Reof all corrupt appetites and desires
deemer, if the principle of evil were present in his own nature ? The
Demiurge formed, then, for the psychical Messiah, a body composed of
the finest ethereal elements of the heaven from which he nas sent down
into this world.
This body was so wonderfully constituted,^ that it
could be visible to outward sense, and submit to all sensible actions and
aiFections, and yet in a way altogether different from that of ordinary,
earthly bodies.^
But the miraculous birth of Jesus consisted in this
that the psychical nature, descended from the heaven of the Demiurge,
together with the ethereal body which it brought with it from the same
region, was ushered into the light of this world through Mary, only as a
chaimel of conveyance.'* Yet this psychical Messiah would have been
inadequate to the task of accomplishing even the work assigned him by
the Demiurge. It required a higher power to vanquish the kingdom of
the v^.
The Demiurge acted here, as in everything else, simply in
The latter had decreed on the
unconscious subordination to the Soter.
time when he would unite himself with this psychical Messiah as his
instrument, with a view to accomplish the work ordained and promised
by the Demiurge, in a far higher sense than the Demiurge himself had
divined to found a kingdom of the Messiah, of a far loftier description,
the true character of which had been only intimated in the sublimest
descriptions of the prophets, which the Demiurge himself had been unable to understand.
The psychical Messiah, who had no presentiment of the destination
that awaited him when united with the Soter, meanwhile displayed
from the beginning the ideal of ascetic holiness. By virtue of the
peculiar constitution of his body, he could exercise an extraordinary
control over matter.
He ate and drank, it is true, like others ; letting
himself down, in this respect, to human infirmity.
But yet he did so
without being subject to like affections as other men.
He did everything after a godlike manner.^
At his baptism in the Jordan, where he was to receive from John the
Baptist, the Demiurge's representative, his solemn consecration to thfl
enter into no union with matter.

—

;

—

;

1

The

'<pvxf)

8 1iiJfj,a

uXoyoc-

'^

Ik t^q uipavovc

Theodot. Didascal. Anatol.

'Ef

o'lKOVOfiiac.

Tpv;i^iK7ic

ovaiag.

* 'i2f
^

Sia

(Tu^.t/vo^.

Clem. Strom,

lib. III.

f.
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^
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office of Messiah, tbe Soter, under Avhose invisible guidance everything
had been so directed, entered into union with him, descending in the
form of a dove. As to the question, whether the psychical Messiah
possessed with his soul also a pneumatic element, so that the Twevfia
descended at the same time with the soul as its vehicle, for the purpose
of unfolding itself in this world, and then serving as an instrument of
the descended Soter, or whether the Soter, on his first entrance into
this world, took from the Sophia a spiritual nature as his vehicle, so that
he might be capable of uniting himself Avith a human nature, and thus
the higher pneumatic principle was first communicated to the Messiah
of the Demiurge at his baptism
as to this point
there might be a
;

difference of opinion

—

—

among

the Yalentinian schools themselves.
According to Valentine's doctrine, as well as that of Basilides, the
appearance of the redeeming spirit in humanity, and his union with the

psychical Messiah, must constitute the principal thing in the work of
redemption. He agreed with Basilides also in supposing that the Soter,
at the passion, left the psychical Messiah to himself; and this passion,
as it did not light on a material body, capable of suffering, but on a

psychical one, could not possibly be regarded by him according to its
full import.
Yet it is certain, that, so far as it respects the mode of
contemplating Christ's passion, the Jewish element, in the case of the

Valentinian Gnosis, exercised no such important influence as in the
case of the Gnosis of Basilides
and tliat the Valentinians were far
better prepared to understand the significancy of this passion for the
;

A

power

overcoming of evil and for
was ascribed to the sufferings
of the psychical Christ.
We have, in fact, already become acquainted
with the idea of the Valentinian system, that the same laiv must be
Christian consciousness.

for the

the purification of the nature beset with

- The
latter seems to be the view expressed in a passage of Heracleon, Orig.
T. VI. § 23. Grabe Spiceleg. T. II. p. 89,
in which passage I once supposed, (see my
Genetische Entwickelung, p. 149,) though
erroneously. I bad found the doctrine of a
proper incarnation of the Soter, and of his
union with the human nature from its first
development. Heracleon
on John 1 27
correctly explains the sense of the pasfirst
place,
after
sage in the
his usual manner; namely, that "'John acknowledged
himself unworthy to perform even the
and
meanest ser\ ice for the Redeemer,''
then proceeds arbitrarily to imply, in these
simple words, a higher sense, in accordance
Ovk kyu
with his own theosophic ideas

—

—

:

—

:

eljii.

ixavd^-, Iva dl

)?oi'f ical

aupKu

tfii

XujSi],

KarsXd-Ti

ug

anb

fieye-

invodrifia, Tzepl 7jc

iyC: 2.6rov <'nTO(hvvaL ov Svvaixai,

ovde

dirj-

jriaaawai y L~ikvaaL tj/v Trcpl avrtjc olkovo/iiav.
can hardly understand by " the
flesh " here, which the Soter took on him
when he descended from the higher region
bordering on the TT'/.ijjuoim and the to-zoq
ueaoT-qrog. the body of the psychical Messiah, former' by a special o'lKovouia for the

We

;

it,

subject of discourse here is undoubtedly
the Soter, who revealed himself to John at
the baptism and this Soter, at all events,
united himself, according to the Valentinian
theory, not with the bodi/, but with the psychical Messiah, ir/io uxis clothed with this
body. Consequently John, hei'e reprcsenting the person of the Demiurge, could not
;

have tluis expressed his wonder at this
wonderful body, which had been formed by
the Demiurge himself But the Valentinians were used to denominate every Oij/ward
envelop, every vehicle of a superior being that
descended to a lower region of existence
The Sophia gave the Soter a
a aup^.
arrep/ia TrvEv/naTiKov, that so with this ve-

hide he might descend to the earth, and
through its medium, enter into union with
We have the evidence of this
the i'vxr/.
in the commencing words of the Didascal.
"O irpoeSaAnatol., which are as follows
Aev aapKiov tC) Xoyu, (equivalent to the
:

Soter,)

?)

(yo(j)ia

to

TrvevfiariKdv

(jTrep/ia,

Il
tovto aroXiau/xevog Karij'k&ev 6 aurrip.
was of this wonderful economy, then, thai
Heracleon was speaking,
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order to the
carried into effect at the different stages of existence,
The cross, as we have
restoration of the harmony of the universe.
already observed, was considered in this system a symbol of the might
that purifies a nature from foreign elements, and leads it as well to selfconfinement within the limits of its own proper nature, as to fixedness
and constancy there. Now the crucifixion of Christ represented the
The manner in which the
activity of this power in this lower world.
psychical Messiah was stretched on the cross, and with this, over the
exhibited himself sharing in the sufferings of humanity
lower creation,
is a symbol of that first redeeming act, where the Soter received the
suffering Sophia, stretched over her the Stauros, jiairified her from
every foreign element, and conducted back her dissipating existence
within its proper confines.
A similar operation is now imaged forth by
this act of the psychical Christ, where that which had been already accomplished in the highest region, is brought about in the psychical
world.
Even considered by itself alone, this representation cannot be
an idle, fruitless, barely symbohcal thing, but there must be connected
with it the like influence, only after a manner corresponding to this
particular stage of existence.
Hence Heracleon could say, that by the
cross of Christ all evil was consumed,^ and that his passion was necessary in order that the church, cleansed from the influence of the mateAccordingly he
rial spii'its, may be converted into a house of God.^
spoke of a spiritual appropriation of Christ's sufferings, through which
the participation in the kingdom of the Divine life, in the marriage supper of the church, is mediated.^
By the words, " Father, into thy
hands I commit my spirit," the psychical Christ commended to the care
of the Heavenly Father the TrvEv/uariKbv ffnep/na, Avhich was now forsaking him, that it might not be kept back in the kingdom of the Demiurge, but rise free to the upper region ; commending to him also by
the same act all spiritual natures, who were represented by the one
united with himself.
The psychical Messiah rises to the Demiurge,
who transfers to him the sovereign power and government, to be administered in his name
and the pneumatic Messiah to the Soter, whither
all the redeemed spiritual natures will follow him.
The point of chief importance, the main thing in the redemptive
work, so far as it concerns spiritual natures, is the redemption of which
man's nature was made to participate by its union with the Soter at
the baptism in Jordan.
This must be repeated in the case of each individual.
Of the sanctifying effects flowing from inward communion
" There is one good
with the Redeemer, Valentine speaks as follows
and
Being, whose free manifestation is his revelation by the Son
through him alone could the heart be made pure, after every malign

—

—

;

:

;

1

'Avr/Xua'&aL koI r](pavia'dai Tod^ kvjSev-

rdf, efiTTopovg, (allusion to the narrative of

changers fVoni the
temple, and without d()ul)t meaning here the
demons, or cttiuxes from matter, whcrchy
Christ's expellitifr the

'^
"\va tt/v iKK2,7jalav Kara<TKevu(jTi, ovkstl
XtigtCiv koI EfinopDV cTVTiXaLOV, uTiXu olnov

tov -Karpbg avTov.

Ood's temple in humanity became defiled,)
Koi -daai Tijv KOKiav.
Orig. in .Toann. T.

L. c.
the typical meaning of the pas
AvofiEvov (lev rb nudoc rov
chal supper.
2wr?7pof rb kv Koafu,) euijfiaivEv, ka-^LontL. C
vov 6e ri/v uvanavaiv • tjv tv yufiif).

X.

^ 14.

c.

19

^

ppom

;
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had been ejected ; for many are the spirits that take up their
abode in the heart, and allow it not to be pure. Each of these is busily
employed in his own work, while they, all in various ways, shamefully
And it seems to me to fare with such a heart much as with
defile it.
an inn for the inn is worn and trodden to pieces, often filled with dirt,
being the haunt of riotous, licentious men, who have no interest m the
place, since it is none of their own.
So is it with the heart
until it
receives the heavenly grace, it remains unclean, being the abode of
many evil spirits. But when he who only is good, when the Father
adopts it as his, it becomes holy and resplendent with light
and accordingly he who possesses such a heart is pronounced blessed, for he
Spirit

;

;

—
;

God." i
The Valentinians were penetrated

shall see

with the consciousness that Chris-

even here on the earth imparts a divine life, and in this life, the
fellowship with heaven.
This consciousness is thus expressed in the
Valentinian form of intuition " Every pneumatic soul having its other
half in the upper world of spirits (namely, its attendant angel,) with
which it is destined to be united, it receives power through the Soter
to enter into this union (Syzygy) spiritually even in the present life."^
But it is quite evident of itself, that the Valentinians must have distinguished the effects of baptism and of the redemption, in their relation to the two positions of the Pneumatici and the Psychici.
The
psychical man obtains forgiveness of his sins, is released from the dominion of the hylic principle, and receives power to withstand it.
The
pn^umatical man is, through communion with the Soter, incorporated
into the Pleroma, attains to a full consciousness of his nature affinin;; to
the latter and exalted above the kingdom of the Demiurge, and is empowered to develope it free from the restraints by which it was before
shackled.
He is released from the cramping power of the Demiurge.
The two classes differ from one another, in their way not only of arriving at Christianity, but also of appropriating and apprehending it.
tianity

:

The psychical men must be led to the faith by causes out of themselves,
by facts of the sensible world, by miracles;"^
so the stage of progress

—

which they never go beyond,

is

that of faith on grounds of historical

They are

not capable of the intuition of the truth itself.
John 4 48. In the case of spiritual
men, on the other hand, faith does not krise out of the things of sense
they are seized immediately, in virtue of their godlike nature, by the
authority.

It is to such Christ speaks in

intrinsic

away

:

might of the truth itself, feel themselves immediately drawn
which is in affinity with their essential being * and in

to that

;

virtue of this spiritual contact with the truth, their faith

is

superior to

doubt.^
Their worship, grounded in the knowledge of the truth,
the true, " reasonable service of Ciody

all

1
•2

Strom, lib.
Heracleon,

II.

Ko/iiCecF'&ai. Trap'

f-vuatv Koi

TTjv

oiufia avTjjg.
8 /\' ip^'uv

f.

crewf 7re£i?ecr#at, Koi ovxl "koyu

409.

Tnareveiv.
Orig. in Joann. T. XIII. ^ 59.
* Heracleon, in Orig. 1. e. c. 20, the deKTV'

Origen, T. XIII. § 11
avTov ttjv dvvafiLv koI ttjv
uvuKpaaiv npdg rd ttXt/-

in

:

ktj fwryf

IxovTeg Kal 61

aia'&ij-

Siud^eaig.

'H udiuKpiroc Kal KaTuk'krfkoq ry
aiirfj^ TciaTig.
L. c. 4 10.
fi

(pvff'"

is

<pfiaet
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The

origin of the Christian life being thus different, the position in

different also.
Here arises the distinction of a psychical and
a pneumatical Christianity.
By those of the one class, only the psychical Christ is recognized
those of the other rise to the divine Soter in
him.
In the one position, men rest satisfied ^vith historiofd Christianity
in the other, they grasp it in its connection and coherence with
the whole thcogonic and cosraogonic process.
While Christ is acknowl
edged by those that belong to the first class, only in consideration of
the extraordinary works by which he was accredited as a divine
teacher, and what he revealed is received on his authority
by those
of the second, on the other hand, the necessity of the facts of Cbristianity,
the necessity grounded in that process,
is understood;
and on that very basis reposes a conviction raised above all doubt. To
the psychical class, Paul says that for them he knew nothing, and could
preach nothing, save Christ crucified ^ that he could not announce
to them that wisdom of the perfect, which is hidden even from the Demiurge and his angels. In accordance with these different positions,
Christ is presented in different ways to the Christian consciousness
as indeed the angels themselves, on account of their different natures,
do not all behold alike the countenance of the Father. ^ The recomiition of a necessary difference in the mode of contera])lating Christ's
person and work, grounded in these different stages of religious development, is a truth lying at the root of these Valentinian doctrines.
Those spiritual men are the salt, the soul of the outward church
those by M-hom Christianity is propagated as the forming principle of
humanity
By them is the way prepared for the transfiguration of
the entire earthly world, and for the final destruction of everything
material and evil
an event that shall ensue, when matter shall have
been deprived of all those germs of life it had seized on, and these,
purified of their dross, shall have attained to the development corresponding to their essential being.
So was it necessary that the divine
life should be merged in the world of death, in order that that world
might be overcome. Valentine addresses these spiritual men as fol" Ye are, from the beginning, immortal and children of eternal
lows
life ; and ye were willing to apportion death among you, that you might
swallow up and destroy it, and that in you and through you death might
die.
For if ye dissolve the world (prepare the way for the dissolution
of the material world,) but are not yourselves dissolved, ye are masters
and lords over the creation, and over all that is perishable." *
Though the Christian principle appears, in this Valentinian tendency,
vitiated by a certain theosophic pride, and an element of Oriental

that

life is

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

,'5

;

—

:

Didasoal. Anatol. concernino^ a two-fold
of preaching by the apostle Paul. In
reference to the psychical men
'Eicr/pv^E
TOV (7uT?/pa ytirjTOv Koi ko'&tjtov.
- L. c.
'I6iu^ (KaoTog yvupll^Ei rbv nvpiov, Kat ovx' o/joloc nuvreg rb npoaunov tov
1

mode

:

:

narpbg opdaLv ol uyjE'Xoi.
' See the proof directly, where
of Heracleon.

VOL.

I.

we speak
28

apxvf u^uvaroi tare koI tekvo
aluvia^- kol tov Qavarov 7,i9f Pitre
fiephacr&ai elg tavrovc, Iva 6aTTavyai]Te
avrbv koI uva'XuarjTe, kol uno^avy 6 ddvarog kv vfilv sal 6i vfxCdv.
"Orav } up rbv
fiev k6(t/iov Ivtite, vfielg 6e firj KaTd/VTjcr&t,
nvpievFTE T>/g KTiaeug Kat ti/q rp^opuc Ana* 'Att'

C'-'W

(jrig.

Strom.

1.

IV.

f.

509, B.
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there gleams through these words a consciousness ul
what Christ intended, when he called the bearers of his word and spirit
the salt of the earth,
of the high calling and place in the world of
those who trulj displayed the image of Clirist, and in whom the idea
of Christianity was realized
who were to be scattered abroad in the
midst of an impure world, and connected with it by numberless gradations, in order to prepare the way for its gradual purification.
When now the end for which these spiritual men prepared the way
should be attained, the Soter, after the dissolution of the whole material
world, should be united in one " syzygia " with the Sophia, the maausterity, yet

—

;

tured spiritual natures, paired with their respective angels, should under him enter into the Pleroma, and the psychical minds occupy under
the Demiurge the last grade of the spiritual world ; ^
for they too
should receive the measure of felicity answering to their peculiar na-

—

ture.

whom

The Demiurge rejoices at the appearance of the Soter, through
a higher world, to which he was before a stranger, has been re-

and through whom also, reheved from his toilsome
vealed to him
is enabled to enter into rest and enjoy an echo of the glory
He is the friend of the bridegroom (the Soter.) who
of the Pleroma.
standeth and heareth him, and rejoiceth greatly because of the bride;

labors, he

—

voice,
rejoiceth at the consummation of the espousals.^
John the Baptist spake these words (John 3 29,) as a representative
of the Demiurge.
Distinguished Men belonging to the School of Valentine.
Among the men of Valentine's school, Heracleon was distinguished
for his cool, scientific, reflective bent of mind.
He wrote a commentary on the Gospel of St. John, considerable fragments of which have
been preserved by Origen ^ perhaps also, a commentary on the Gospel
according to Luke.
Of the latter, a single fragment only, the exposition of Luke 12
8, has been preserved by Clement of Alexandria.*
It may easily be conceived, that the spiritual depth and fulness of John
must have been preeminently attractive to the Gnostics. To the exposition of this gospel Heracleon brought a profound, religious sense,
which penetrated to the inward meaning, together with an understanding invariably clear when not led astray by theosophic speculation.
But what he chiefly lacked was a faculty to appreciate the simplicity
of John, and earnest application to those necessary means for evolving

groom's

:

—

;

:

the spirit out of the letter, the deficiency in which among the Gnostic?
Heracleon hon
generally has been already made a subject of remark.
estly intended, indeed, so far as we can see, to derive his theology from
But he was entirely warped by his system and with all his
John.
;

habits of thought

and contemplation,

so entangled in its mesh-work,

move out of it with freedom, but spite of himself,
implied its views and its ideas in the Scriptures, which he regarded as
the fountain of divine wisdom.
that he could not

1

The TonoQ nEaoTi]Tog.
The union of the Soter with

the Sophia, of the angels with the spiritual na'^

tufrjs in

the Pleroma.

3 j^ his Tomis on John, in which he fre
quently has reference to the expositions of
Heracleon.
* Strom. 1. IV. f 503.

^
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In proof of what has been

said,

we

will
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consider Heracleon's

iiiter-

pretation of that noble passage containing our Saviour's conversation

woman of Samaria. With the simple facts of the history,
Heracleon could not rest content ; nor was he satisfied with a calm psychological contemplation of the Samaritan woman in her relation to the
Saviour.
His imagination immediately traced in the woman who was
BO attracted by the words and appearance of Christ, the type of all
9])iritual natures, that are attracted by the godlike
and hence this
history must represent the entire relation of the nvevfiariKoi to the
Soter, and to the higher, spiritual world.
Hence the words of the
Samaritan woman must have a double sense,
that of which she
was herself conscious, and that which she expressed unconsciously,
as representing the whole class of the nvev/iariKoi
and hence also the
words of the Saviour must be taken in a two-fold sense, a higher and a
lower.
True, he did not fail to understand the fundamental idea contained in the Saviour's language
but he allowed himself to be drawn
away from the principal point, by looking after too much in the several
accompanying circumstances. " The water which our Saviour gives,"
says he, " is from his Spirit and his power.
His grace and his gifts
are something that never can be taken away, never can be exhausted,
never ca,n pass from those who have any portion in them.
They that
have received what is richly bestowed on them from above, communicate
of the overflowing fulness which they enjoy, to the everlasting life of
others also."
But then he wrongly concludes, that because Christ intended the water which he would give to be understood in a symbolical sense, so too the water of Jacob's well must be understood in the
same symbolical sense. It was a symbol of Judaism, inadecpiate to the
wants of the spiritual nature,
an image of its perishable, earthly
" Give me this water, that I thirst
glory.
The words of the woman
not, neither come hither to draw "
express the burthensome character of Judaism, the difficulty of finding in it anything wherewith to
nourish the spiritual life, and the inadequacy of that nourishment
when found. ^ When our Lord afterwards bade the woman call her
husband, he meant by this her other half in the spiritual world, the
angel belonging to her ; ^
that with him coming to the Saviour, she
might from the latter receive power to become united and blended with
this her destined companion.
And the reason for this arbitrary interpretation is, that " Christ could not have spoken of her earthly husband,
since he was aware, that she had no lawful one. In the spiritual sense,
the woman kneAv not her husband,*
she knew nothing of the angel
belonging to her in the literal sense, she was ashamed to confess that
she was living in an unlawful connection."
The water being the symbol of the divine life communicated by the Saviour, Heracleon went on
to infer that the water-pot was the symbol of a recipient spirit for this
divine life on the part of the woman.
She left her water-pot behind
with him ; that is, having now a vessel of this kind with the Saviour,
with the

;

—
;

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

^ Td knifiox^ov koI dvunropiaTov Kal arpopov iKeivov Tov vdaroc.
2 To TTTiTjpuua avrfjc.
Sec above;

*
<

Kara
Kara

rb voovfievov
rd uttAovv.

^
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in -which to receive

the living water she

came

for,

she returned intc

the world to announce that Christ Avas come, to the psychical natures.

many

In

of his interpretations, in which he distinguishes himself

and

by

depth in the simplicity,
he is too simple for the artificial taste of Origen, who finds fault With
him for adhering to the letter, and not penetrating more deeply into the
Explaining the words of Christ in John 4 34, he
spiritual sense. ^
says " The Lord here calls it his meat to do the will of his Father ; for
But by his
this was to him his nourishment, his rest and his power.
Father's will he meant, that men should come to the knowledge of his
Father and be blessed. And accordingly, this discourse with the SamarOn John 4 35, he
itan woman belonged to the meat of the Son." ^
says " Christ speaks here of the sensible harvest, which Avas yet four
months distant while on the other hand, the harvest of which he discourses was already present in reference to the souls of the faithful."*
As the Gnostics took ground against the Jewish element in the doctrines of faith and morals, they uniformly set up the principle that
everything spiritual must proceed from the inner life and temper, in
opposition to the tendency which severed good works from this connecIt was such a reaction
tion, and attributed value to them separately.
of the Christian spirit among the Gnostics that declared itself against
the exaggerated estimate placed on the opus operatum of martyrdom,
whereby, as we have seen, the deifying of man was promoted among
his healthy feeling for the simple

for the

:

:

:

:

;

the multitude, and spiritual pride and false security among the Avithave earlier remarked, that Basinesses of the faith themselves.
lides resisted this excessive veneration of the martyrs ; and on the other

We

martyrdom, though in connection,
to depreciate
But the way in Avhich
indeed, Avith false premises from his system.
Heracleon attacked the wrong notions of martyrdom had no connection
whatever Avith such errors. His only concern Avas to show that the Avitness of Christ should not be isolated, as a mere outAvard thing, but be

hand endeavored

found in connection and in unity with the entire Avhole of the Christian
" The multitude," says he,^ " regard confession before the civil
life.
This confession, hypoauthority as the only one ; but without reason.
This is one particular form of confession
crites also may lay doAvn.
it is not that u7iiversal confession, to be laid down by all Christians,
the confession
and of Avhich Christ is here (Luke 12: 8) speaking;
by works and actions that correspond to the faith in him. This universal confession Avill be folloAved also by that particular one, in the hour

—

1

to

;

—

We must iiUow Heracleon the justice
acknowledge, that Origen wrongly ac-

him here, as in many places, of confor how, says Origen,
tradicting himself,
could the Samaritan woman announce
Christ to others, when she had left behind,
with him from whom she had parted, the
cases

—

But He-

/ecipient organ of divine
in
racleon was perfectly consistent here:
applying the allegory, the notion of " leaving behind,'" so fiir as space was concerned,
life ?

did not, in fact, enter his mind.

—

^ 'Etj-^

r^f le^eug

§

sfiEive,

fifj

olo/isvoi

Orig. in Joann. T. XITI.

avTr/v uvdyecrdai,.
41.

3 It is deserving of notice, how Origen
censures Heracleon on account of thi«
sound exposition "0-ep vofuCtj aa<pC)^ irav:

bpaa-dac

tI

koI

i^eSiaffftsvuc*
s

L.
j^

c. ^

L.

-aiveLvCig
c. §

e^£i/l?)</ii9^ui

Kai

of

hi?

38.

41.

the fragment

commentary on Luke,

above

cited,
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of

trial

confess

him

and when reason requires it.
him in words, to deny him bj

in truth,

fesses,

who

— having

It is possible for those
their works.

live in his confession

;

in

whom

They only

who

so

confess

he himself also con-

received them to himself as they have received

him

he can never deny himself^ ^
We may mention further, Ptolemceus, who, if we may judge from the
work of Irenseus, (which was aimed chiefly against his party,) contributed much to the spread of Valentine's principles. It may be questioned
whether TertuUian is correct in saying that Ptolemaeus diftcred from
Valentine principally in representing the ^ons, whom the latter
regarded as powers residing in the divine essence,^ more under the
at least it may be doubted whether this was a
form of hypostases
since, in every case, the represendistinction of so much importance,
tations which the Gnostics framed to themselves of the ^ons were at a
far remove from abstract, notional attributes, and must have bordered
closely on hypostases.
very important production of Ptolemoeus, Avhich has come down
his letter to Flora, a lady whom he endeavored to win
to our times,
over to the Valentinian principles,*
shows that he was well qualified
to present his views to others in the least exceptionable form.^ As the
individual to whom he wrote belonged in all probability to the catholic
church, it Avas particularly necessary for him to remove the offence she
could not fail to take at the opjwsitiori between his views and the doctrine of the church, and at the position, that neither the Old Testament
nor the creation of the world proceeded from the Supreme God.
To
meet the first difficulty, he appeals to an apostolic tradition, which
through a succession of witnesses had come down to himself, and to
the iDords of the Saviour, by which all doctrine should be settled.
By
the tradition he meant probably an esoteric one, which, being himself
deceived, he traced to some reputed disciple of the apostles ; and as it
regards the words of Christ, he could easily adapt them to his system
by the Gnostic mode of interpretation. As to the second point, we
may well supjjose he would exhibit his principles in their mildest possible form, to gain admittance for them with one who was not yet among
the initiated.
But still we find nothing in what he advances, which is
at variance with the Valentinian principles.
He combats two opposite
errors
the error of those who held the creation of the world and
the Old Testament to be the works of an evil being,
and the error
of those who held them to be the works of the Supreme God.
One
of these parties erred, in his opinion, because they knew the Demiurge
alone, and not the Father of All, whom Christ, who alone knew him,
first revealed
the other, becaixse they knew nothing of such an intermediate being as the Demiurge.
Ptolemseus probably would say,

For

to tliemselves.^

;

A

this reason,

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

1 'Evei?i7ifx/x(:vo(;

—

avrovg Kal txofxevo^ vtto

TovTiJv.
^

Which must

adfcctus et
tinian,
*

°

quas Valenti-

in ipsa siuniiia divinitatis, ut sonsiis et

this

take place, if such as stand
connection with him, could he
:>rou!iht to deny him.
" Nominilnis ct numeiis tconum distinc-

in

in personales substantias,

tis

nus

motus

incluserat.

Adv. Valen

c. 4.

Epiphan. haeres. 33, § 3.
Sec note at the end of the volume.

;
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first error was entertained by those who in Chi'istianity
continued still to be Jews ; the second, by those who had passed at
once, without any medium of transition, from the service of matter and
Satan in paganism, to the knowledge of the Supreme God in the gospel
and from having made this immense leap in their knowledge and religion at once, supposed there was also a like chasm in the nature of
" How can a law that forbids sin, proceed from the ev'J
things.
and says he,
being who is at war with all moral good ?" he asks
" the man must be blind, not in the mental eye alone, but also in that
of the body, who cannot discern in the world the providence of its

then, that the

;

—

maker,"
Immovably persuaded that the world could not have sprung from
an evil being, he was also firmly convinced that its author could not be
His
the perfect God, whom the Saviour was first enabled to reveal.
Christ, indeed, called him the being who
essence is only goodness
;

As

—

seems, Ptolemceus considered punitive justice to
On the other
be something irreconcileable with this perfect goodness.
hand, he represented justice, in the more limited sense, to be the peculiar attribute of the Demiurge, as marking a stage, lying in the middle
between evil and perfect goodness. He distinguished justice in this
sense from justice in the highest sense, which coincides with perfect
'YYidi^, which is intermediate,^ he considered as belonging to
goodness.!
He professes adhethe essence of the Demiurge and his kingdom.
rence to the doctrine of one primal Essence, the One Father who is without beginning, from whom all existence springs, and on Avhom it depends,
a being who would show himself to be greater and mightier than
He writes Flora, to give herself no uneasiness, if it
the evil principle.
should appear strange to her, that from a perfect primal essence should
alone

is

good.

it

—

proceed two alien natures, that of the perishable essence,^ and that of
the Demiurge, occupying the intermediate position, inasmuch as the
good, from its very essence, must produce only what is like itself;
" for," he adds, " you shall come to know the beginning and origin of
If Ptolemseus was not here accommothis also in its proper time."
dating himself, for the occasion, to the principles of the church, or representing his own in a milder form, with a view gradually to lead on his
pupil still farther, we should have to reckon him also among the Gnosto an original Monohe must have been anxious to point
out, how not only the kingdom of the Demiurge, as a subordinate stage
of existence in the general process of unfolding life, but also how at
length the vlrj must exist as the extreme limit of all, or as an antithesis
necessary to appear once and to be overcome.*
tics

ism

who reduced Dualism back

before described,

;

for according to

this view,

1 The proof is
in what Ptolemaeus says
eoncerning the Demiurge 'Idiug Xex'^ei-rj
uv diKaioc, Tiig naf aiiTuv 6LKaioavvi]g tji'
:

3paj3£VT!jg, aal earai fiev Karadesffrepo^ -oi)

Kal -rig eKelvov diKaioavvrig
iKiiTTuv ovToc 6 -d-eoc.
2 The fieaov, answering to the roirog fiemTj/rog in Valentine's system.
Ts2.£lov -d-eov

^

The

<t>-dopu.

the vA??.

Perhaps Secundus also belonged to the
party who supposed evil to be a necessary
momentum in the process of development,
if he distinguished in the first Ogdoad a
nrpac thiui and a Te-pag apLarepa, calling
the first light, and the second darkness
*

Vid. Iren.

lib. I. c. 11, ^ 2.

;
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Agreeing entirely with the Valentinian notion of inspiration, accord
Ing to which all was not regarded as alike divine, but a cooperation of
different factors was supposed in the origination of the Old Testament,
Ptolemseus distinguished several elements in the writings of the Old
He divided the religious polity of Moses into three parts.
Testament.
2. That which Moses
1. That which proceeded from the Demiurge.
3. The
ordained under the impulse of his own reason left to itself.
The Saviour, as he
additions made to the Mosaic law by the elders. ^
maintained, plainly distinguished the law of Moses from the law of God
Yet again he excuses Moses,
(of the Demiurge,) Matth. 19 6, &c.
:

and endeavors to show that the contradiction between him and the Dehe merely yielded through constraint
miurge is only in appearance
to the weakness of the people, in order to avoid a still greater evil.
What came from the Demhirge, he divides again into three parts. 1.
The purely moral portion of the law, unmixt with anything evil, which
was called distinctively the law, in reference to which our Saviour says
;

—

he came not to destroy the law but to fulfil for as it contained nothing
For examforeign from Christ's nature, it only required completion.
;

ple, the precepts

Thou

shalt not

kill.

Thou

shalt not

commit adultery,

which forbid anger, and impure desires.
2. The law, corrupted by the intermixture of evil, as for example, that
" Even he who
which permitted retaliation Levit. 24 20 20 9.
retaliates wrong for wrong, is none the less guilty of injustice, since he
repeats the same action, the order only being reversed." Yet he recog-

were completed

in the precepts

:

;

nized here, as in the case of

Moses just

;

:

stated, a psedagogical element.

" This command," says he, " was and perhaps still continues to be a
jmt one, given in consideration of the weakness of those, who received
It is alien, however,
the law, not without overstepping tlie i^ure Icnv.
from the essence and from the goodness of the Universal Father ;
perhaps agreeable to the nature of the Demiurge f but more probably
For he who forbids to kill in one place, and comextorted from him.
mands it in another, has allowed himself unawares to be surprized hy a
The Demiurge, he would say, was not wanting in
sort of necessity.''^
This part of the law, as
the will, but in the power to vanquish evil.
contradicting the essential character of the Supreme God, is now
It is plain, that Ptolemseus must
wholly abolished by the Saviour.
have looked upon the capital punishment of the murderer as only a
The state generally, according to his doctrine, which
second murder.
represents retributive justice as altogether foreign from the Supreme
God, can belong only to the kingdom of the Demiurge. And it follows, that those who had separated from the kingdom of the Demiurge,

—

the genuine. Gnostic Christians, must decline all offices of civil trust.
here see betrayed again, a defect in the ethical system of these

We

Gnostics, which defect had

its

in their speculative theology

ground

1 Ptolemaeus assumes that the Pentateuch
He supposed,
did not come from Moses.
probably, with the Clementines, tliat when
the lawwas written down from oral tradition, many forei<rn additions of the elders
i-ame to be mixed in with it.

have transhited accordinji to a correc(1. c. c. 3.) which seemed
to me necessary lawf tovtu KariO.Ti ijXov.
The o need only be altered to
^

x

tion of the text,

.

<••
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since the former could never, according to the latter, become the anithe possibility was never given to this of
mating principle of a state,
becoming a form of manifestation for the kingdom of God. We grant
there was this of truth also lying at the bottom, that no civil laws and
civil constitutions can be derived immediately out of the essence of
3. The typical, ceremonial law, Avhich (see above) conChristianity,

—

—

the laws concerning
concerning circumcision, concerning the sabbath, the pass" All that was merely type and symbol became
over, and fasts.
The visible and outward observance
altered after the truth appeared.
was abolished. It passed, however, into a spiritual service, in which
For it is the
the names are the same, but the things are altered.
not oiferSaviour's command, that we also should present our oft'erings
ings, however, of beasts or burning incense, but the spiritual sacrifice
of doing good and
of praise to God. and giving thanks to his name,
communicating to our neighboi's. It is his will also, that we be circumcised
not however with the outward, bodily rite, but with the spirHe wills, moreover, that we should
itual circumcision of the heart.
keep the sabbath, for he would have us rest from doing evil also
not however with bodily abstinence, but with
that we should fast,
Yet the practice
spiritual, which consists in abstaining from all sin.
for it may be some
of outward fasting also is observed by our people
not from imi
what profitable to the soul, when performed rationally,
tation of any one, not from custom, not from regard to the day, as if
but to remind us of the true
one day were specially designed for it
fast, that those who are as yet unable to keep the latter, may still
Ptolemgeus was
be led to keep it in view by the outward fasting."
thoroughly penetrated with a sense of the elevation of the Christian posiIn the order of set
tion, superior to all constraints of time and place.
fasts, and doubtless also feast days, he saw something Jewish.
Among the so called disciples of Valentine, Marcus and Bardesanes
We say so called; for it would be more corheld distinguished rank.
rect perhaps to express it thus, that these two drew from the same
common fountain with Valentine, in Syria, the native country of the
Marcus came from Palestine, probably in the latter half of
Gnosis.
That Palestine was his native land, we may gather
the second century.
If in the
from his frequent use of the Aramaean liturgical formula.
theosophy of Heracleon and Ptolemaeus the scientific tendency of the
Alexandrian school predominated in that of Marcus, on the other
He set forth
hand, the tendency was to the poetic and symbolical.
discourshis system in a poem, in which he introduced the divine
ing, in liturgical forms, and with gorgeous symbols of worship, of which
we shall cite some examples hereafter. In the manner of the Jewish
Cabbala, he hunted after special mj^steries in the numbers and position
The idea of a '^oyo^ tov bvrog, of a word manifesting the hidof letters.
den divine essence in the creation, was spun out by him into the most
the entire creation being, in his view, a continuous
subtle details
utterance, or becoming expressed, of the ineffable.^ The manner in which

tained the figure of higher, spiritual things,
sacrifices,

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

Mom

;

—

1

T<j ap^TjTOv f)TjTdv yevTi'&Tjvai.
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germs of divine life,^ h'm-^ shut up in the ^ons, go on progressively
unfold and individualize themselves, is represented by supposing that
these names of the Ineffable became analyzed into their separate sounds.

the
CO

An

echo of the Pleroma

falls

down

into the

v?^v,

and becomes the form-

ing principle of a new, lower creation.^
The second of these two, Baro'e^aves, who can with

still

less propriety

be considered a disciple of Valentine, lived in Edessa of Mesopotamia.
This is mdicated by his name Bar Desanes, son of Daisan, from a river
so called near the city of Edessa.
He made himself known by his extensive learning.
Many of the older writers speak of alterations in the

According to Eusebius's account, he was at
systems of Bardesanes.
first a follower of Valentine's doctrines
but having convinced himself
by more careful examination that many of them were untenable, he
came over to the orthodox church. Yet he retained many of his earlier doctrines
and hence became the founder of a particular sect. According to Epiphanius, he passed over from the orthodox church to the
Valentinians.
But of all these changes, the learned Syrian author in
the fourth century, Ephraim the Syrian,
who lived in the country of
Bardesanes, wrote in his language and had read his works,
says not
a Avord and it admits of being easilj' explained, hoAv these false reports
arose.
Bardesanes, like other Gnostics, was in the habit of accommodating himself, when he sjioke publicly in the church, to i\\Q prevailmg
opinions ; he let himself down, in this way, to the level of the psychical
natures.
He did, hi many points, really agree, more than other Gnostics, with that system of doctrine.
He could even write, from honest
conviction, against many other Gnostic sects then spreading themselves
in Syria
as for instance, against those that denied any connection between the Old and New Testaments that derived the visible world
from an evil being that taught a doctrine of fatality destructive of
moral freedom.
In truth, the Gnostic Ptolemajus had also written
igainst such sectarians, without prejudice to his Gnosticism.
In perfect conformity with the Valentinian system, Bardesanes recognized, in man's nature, something altogether superior to the whole world
in which man's temporal consciousness is unfolded,
something above
its own comprehension,
the human soul,
a germinal principle sown
;

:

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

1

The

onepfiara TTvevfiaTiKu.

In ^xeneral it is an idea peculiar to the
Gnostics, that the hidden godlike expresses
itself to an erho, and finally a cessation of
all sound; and that again the echo increases to a clear tone, to a distinct word, for the
revelation of the divine, i&c.
ideas which
ihey could turn into a great variety of
Thus Ileracleon says: The Savshai;es.
iour is the Kwrf, as the rcvealer of tlie godlike; all prophecy, which foretold his com2

—

without being distinctly conscious of
the idea of the Messiah in its spiritual
sense, was only an isolated tone that preceded the revealing word John tlie Bajilist, standing mid-way between the Old and
New Testament economy, is the voice, which
13 alrcadv closely related to the word that
ing,

;

—

—

expresses the thought with consciousness.
The voice becomes ux)rd, by John's becoming a disciple of Christ
the <o»e becomes
voice when the prophets of the Dcmiuri^?
togetliL-r with himself, attain to the conscions recognition of the higher order of
;

—

the world which the Messiah revealed, and
thenceforth serve this higher system with
self-conscious freedom.
Orig. T. VI. ir
Joann. § 12. 'O 7.uyo(^ fiiv 6 auTTjp kcrriv,
(pojv^ (5e >/ ev ttj tprifiif) rraaa nfjo(j)T/TiK?j
tu^iq, ttjv (puv^v olKeiorepav ovoav tu 7.6jtf

Xoyov yevecr&ai.
t7/v

elc

^^pav

6u'^ovq

'de

Tu

jf)X¥

fierapoXf/v,

'PV'^i'^

ecrecr^at

fj.a'&Tjrov

ti) iJ.ETaj3a2,2.ovari

(it should perhaps read
ry utto r'/xov elg ^uvrjv.

^uvij y,

Xov

cfiuvijv

elg

jxev

loyov

Tr)v,) 6ov-
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—

from the Pleroma
whose essence and powers, Laving sprung
hence remain hidden to itself, until it shall at
tain to the full consciousness and to the full exercise of them in the
According to the Grnostic system, this could properly be
Pleroma.^
true, however, only in respect to the spiritual natures
but he must

forth

from

this loftier region,

;

attribute also, according to that system, to

the psycldcal natures a

moral freedom, stqjerior to the constraint of natural influences, or to
the constraint of ihe Hyle.
Hence, though, like many of this Gnostic
tendency, he busied himself with astrology, he yet combated the theory
which held to any such influence of the stars (sliiapfievri,) as determined with necessity the life and actions of men. Eusebius has preserved in that great store-house of literature, the TzponapaaKEvfi evayye/uKfi,
a considerable fragment of this remarkable production.
Bardesanes
here adduces, among other proofs that the stars had no such irresistible
influence on the character of nations, the multitude of Christians scattered through so many diflerent countries.^ " Wherever they are,'^ says
he of the Christians, " they are neither conquered by bad laws and
customs, nor constrained by the dominant constellations that presided
over their birth, to practise the sin which their master has forbidden.
To sickness, however, to poverty, to suffering, to that which is accounted shameful among men, they are subjected. For as our free
man does not allow himself to be forced into servitude, but if forced,
resists; so on the other hand our phenomenal man, as a man for service, cannot easily escape subjection.
For if we had all power, we
should be the All,
and so if we had no power, we should be the tools
But if God helps, all things are possible,
of others and not our own.
and nothing can be a hindrance, for nothing can resist his will. And
though it may seem to be resisted, yet this is so, because God is good,
and lets every nature retain its own individuality and its oumfree will.''''
In conformity with his system, he sought to trace the vestiges of truth
among people of every nation. In India he noticed a class of sages
Avho lived in habits of rigid asceticism, (the Brahmins, Saniahs,) and although in the midst of idolaters, kept themselves pure from idolatry and
worshipped only one God.
We now pass over to the Gnostics who manifested opposition to Judaism ; and in the first place, to those who, in aiming to sever Christianity from its connection with Judaism, were still more inchned to bring
Christianity into union with paganism.

—

The
The

G-nostic Sects in conflict with

Sects which, in opjjosing Judaism, inclined to the side

The Ophites.

— The Ophites

to this class of the Gnostics

by receiving a somewhat

;

for

will

we

Judaism.
of

the

Pagan Element

form the most natural transition

how the same ideas,
were capable of leading to en-

are here shown

different tarn,

tirely different results.

f.

1 Vid. EphrjEm. Syr. opp. Syr.
*
553 et 555.

lat.

—

T. II
1

- See Vol. I. p. 80.
VI. c. 10, near the end.

Praepai-.

evangeJ

;
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In the system of these sects, as in that of the Valentinians, the predominant idea was that of a mundane soul, sprung from a feeble ray of
light out of the Pleroma, -which, plunged into matter, communicated life
This mundane
to the inert mass, being itself, however, affected by it.
soul, the source of all spiritual life, which re-absorbs to itself whatever
the pantheistic principle, whose germ existed
nas flowed out from it
already in the Valentinian system, becomes only more salient in the
system of the Ophites, just as the properly Christian element retreats

—

into the back-ground.

Different modifications in this respect

seem

to

The same
branches of the Ophitic sect.
fundamental jyrinciples miylit be seized and applied in different ways
according as the Christian, the j^urel^ Oriental
in the same period,
and theosophic, or the Jeivish element, happened most to predominate.
The Ophitic system represented the origin of the Demiurge, who is here
named laldabaoth, in altogether the same way as the Valentinian
moreover, in the doctrine of his relation to the higher system of the
world, it is easy to mark the transition-point between the two systems.
The Valentinian Demiurge is a limited being, who in his limitation imagmes he acts with independence. The higher system of the world is at
In the
first unknown to him ; he serves as its unconscious instrument.
phenomena, or appearances coming from that higher world, he is at first
not, however, on account of
bewildered and thrown into amazement ;
Finally he is attracted, however, by
his malignity, but his ignorance.
the godlike, rises from his unconsciousness and ignorance to consciousness, and thereafter serves the higher order of the world with joy. According to the Ophitic system, on the other hand, he is not only a limited being, but altogether hostile to the higher order of world, and so
remains.
The higher light he is possessed of in virtue of his derivation
from the Sophia, he only turns to the bad jmrpose of strengthening his
position against the higher order of the universe, and rendering himself
an independent sovereign.
Hence the purpose of " Wisdom " is to
deprive him of the spiritual natures that have flowed over into his kingdom, and to draw them back into itself, that so laldabaoth with his entire creation, stripped of every rational nature, may be given up to destruction.
According to the Valentinian system, on the contrary, the
Demiurge constitutes through eternity a grade of rational, moral existence, of subordinate rank indeed, but still belonging to the harmonious
Yet here again we can trace a relationevolution of the great whole.
inasmuch as the Ophites represent
ship) of ideas in the two systems
the Demiurge as unconsciously and involuntarily subservient to Wisdom, working towards the accomplishment of its plans, and ultimately
bringing about his own downfall and an^hilation. But if laldabaoth is,
without willing or knowing it, an instrument to the ])urposes of divine
wisdom, yet this gives him no distinction, as in the Valentinian system,
it does not
but in this he is even put on a level with absolute evil
proceed from the excellence of his nature, but from the almighty power
the serpent form
Even the evil spirit
of the higher order of world.
( 6(pwfiop(i>os,') that sprang into existence Avhen laldabaoth, full of hatred
and jealousy towards man, looked down into the v/i»; and imaged himself

have existed also

in different

—

—

;

:

—

—
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on its surface, must against Ms
about the purposes of wisdom.

serve only as an instrument to bring
Moreover, the doctrine concerning the
origin and destination of man in this system has a great deal which is
but a great deal also which
closely allied to the Valentinian theory
belongs to another branch of the Gnostic system.
The empire of laldabaoth is the starry world. The stars are the
representatives and organs of the cosmical principle, which seeks to
hold man's spirit in bondage and servitude, and to environ it with all
manner of delusions. laldabaoth and the six angels begotten by him
are the spirits of the seven planets, the Sun, the Moon, Mars, Venus,
It is the endeavor of laldabaoth to
Jupiter, Mercury, and Saturn.^
assert himself as self-subsistent Lord and Creator, to keep his six angels
from deserting their subjection, and, lest they should look up and
observe the higher world of light, to fix their attention upon some obTo this end, he calls upon the six angels to
ject in another quarter.
create man, after their own common image, as the crowning seal of
Man is created and being in
their independent, creative power. ^
He
their own image, is a huge corporeal mass, but without a soul.
They
creeps on the earth, and has not power to lift himself erect.
therefore bring the helpless creature to their Father, that he may animate it with a soul. laldabaoth breathed into it a living spirit,^ and
thus, unperceived by himself, the spiritual seed passed from his own
being into the nature of man, whereby he was deprived himself of this
higher principle of life.
Thus had the Sophia ordained it. In man
(i. e. those men who had received some portion of this spiritual seed)
was concentrated the light, the soul, the reason of the whole creation,
laldabaoth is now seized with amazement and wrath, when he beholds
a being created by himself, and within the bounds of his own kingdom,
risino; both above himself and his kingdom.
He strives therefore to
prevent man from becoming conscious of his higher nature, and of that
to keep
higher order of world to which he is now become related
him in a state of blind unconsciousness, and thus of slavish submission.
It was the jealousy of the contracted laldabaoth which issued that command to the first man but the mundane soul employed the serpent
(the oipiofiopipog,') as an instrument to defeat the purpose of laldabaoth,
According to another
by tempting the first man to disobedience.
view, the serpent was itself a symbol or disguised appearance of the
and in the strict sense, it is that part of the sect
mundane soul *
only that adopted this view, which rightly received the name of Ophites,
to which
for they actually worshipped the serpent as a holy symbol
they may have been led by an analogous idea in the Egyptian religion,
the serpent in the latter being looked upon as a symbol of Kneph oi
will

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

1

The

religious books of the Sabians also
to say about the manner in

have much
which these
2
^

esis

star-spirits deceive

Thus they explained Gen.
They supposed they found
2

:

men.
1

:

26.

this in

Gen-

7.

The serpent, a type of the ^uoyovog gooia:
the winding shape of the entrails
*

—

—

—

a symtJOJ
presents the form of a serpent,
of that wisdom of nature, that soul of th»
world, which winds in concealment througli
all the different grades and orders of natu
Theodoret. hajret. fab. vol. I. 14
ral life.
jjerceive how tiie Pantheistic principl*
more clearly through the sur
here
shines

We

face.
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who resembled the aofta of the Ophites.
At all
was through the mundane soul, directly or indirectly, that the
eyes of the first man were opened.
The fiill of man,
and this presents a characteristic feature of the Ophltic system, though even in
this respect it was perhaps not altogether independent of the prior
the fall of man was the transition point from a
Valentinian theory,
the

aya'&oMiiuv^

events,

••

it

—

—

state of unconscious limitation to

one of conscious freedom.

Man now

became wise, and renounced his allegiance to laldabaoth. The latter,
angry at this disobedience, thrusts him from the upper x*egion of the
air, where until now he had dwelt in an ethereal body, down to the
dark earth, and banished him into a dark body. Man finds himself

now placed

in a situation, where, on the one hand, the seven planetary
seek to hold him under their thrall, and to suppress the higher
consciousness in his soul
Avhile on the other hand, the luicked and
purely material spirits try to tempt him into sin and idolatry, which
would expose him to the vengeance of the severe laldabaoth. Yet
" Wisdom" never ceases to impart new strength to man's kindred nature, by fresh supplies of the higher spiritual influence
and from Seth,
whom the Gnostics generally regarded as a representative of the
nvevjiaTLKoi^
the Contemplative natui-es,
she is able to preserve,
through every age, a race peculiarly her own, in which the seeds of the
spiritual nature are saved from destruction.
In respect to the relation of the fsychical Christ, or Jesus, to tbe
Christ of the j^on tvorld, which latter united himself to the former at
the baptism, the doctrine of the Ophites was like that of Basilides and
the Valentinians. The only thing peculiar to them was, that the higher
Christ, in descending through the seven heavens of the seven angels,
or in wandering through the seven stars on his way to the earth,
appeared in each of these heavens under a khidred form, as an angel
of the same kind, thus concealing his own higher nature from those
angels, while he absorbed whatever of the spiritual seed they still possessed, and crippled their power.
The way in which these Gnostics
endeavored to prove that the heavenly Christ first became united with
Jesus at the baptism, and forsook him again at the passion, makes it
clear how this entire theory may have arisen.
They appealed, for
instance, to the circumstance that Jesus wrought no miracle, either before his baptism or after his resurrection.
This fact they imagined
could be no otherwise explained than by supposing that higher being
was only united with him from the time of his baptism to his death.
remarkable fact, beyond all doubt, and worthy of special notice, that
Christ wrought miracles only from a certain point of time to another
certain point of time
only they gave it a false explanation.
laldabaoth, the God of the Jews, must see himself deceived in
lespect to that which he had expected from his Messiah
since the
latter did not advance his kingdom, but as an instrument of the higher
Christ, proclaimed the unknown Father, and threatened rather to subvert the law of laldabaoth, that is, Judaism.
Hence he determined to
spirits

;

;

—

—

A

;

—

—

1

fomp.

Creutzer's Symbolik. Th.

I.

S. 312, u. 504. 2te Aufl.
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get rid of him, and brought about his crucifixion.

After his resurrecJesus remained eighteen months on the earth.
He receiv^ed by
inspiration of the Sophia a clearer knowledge of the higher truth, which
he communicated only to a few of his chosen disciples, whom he knew
to be recipient of such high mysteries.
Upon this he is raised by the
tion,

celestial Christ to heav^en, and sits at the right hand of laldabaoth,
unobserved by him, for the purpose of drawing and receiving to himself every spiritual being that has been emancipated and purified by
the redemption, when released from its sensible veil.
In proportion as
Jesus becomes enriched in his own spirit by this attraction to himself
of his kindred natures, laldabaoth is deprived of all his higher virtues.
The end is, to procure the enlargement of the spiritual life confined in
nature, and bi-ing it back to its original fountain, the mundane soul,
from which all has flowed. Jesus is the channel through which this is
accomplished.
Thus the planets are at length to be deprived of all
the rational existence which is to be found in them.
There were some
among this kind of Gnostics who carried the Pantheism through with

more consistency

still

;

— who

held

that the

same soul

is

diffused

through all living and inanimate nature ; and that consequently all
life, wherever it is dispersed and confined by the bonds of matter within the limits of individual existence, should be at length retracted
through that channel and re-absorbed by the mundane soul, or the Sophia,
the original source from whence it had flowed.
Such Gnostics
said, " When we take things of nature for food, we absorb the souls
scattered and dispersed in them into our own being, and with ourselves
carry them upward to the original fountain." ^
Thus eating and drinking was for them a sort of worship.
In an apocryphal gospel of this

—

mundane soul or Supreme Being says therefore to the initi" Thou art myself, and I am thou where thou art, I am ; and
diffused through all.
Where thou pleasest thou canst gather me,

sect, the

ated
I

am

:

;

but in gathering me thou gatherest thyself." ^
Pantheism, and the confounding of the natural and the divine which
results from it, can never by their very nature have any favorable influence on morals
and where the reaction of a moral element does not
oppose itself to that of the subjective temper, immorality will ever be
naturally promoted by it.
Pantheism, and the wildly fanatic spirit of
defiance against laldabaoth, and his pretended, cramping ordinances,
seem in truth to have led these Ophites into the most unnatural extravagances.
statement of Origen deserves special notice, who reports that the
Ophites were not Christians and that they admitted none to their
assemblies who did not curse Christ.
The important inference might
be drawn, that this sect sprang from a religious party which existed
before the appearance of Christianity ; and of which one portion afterwards appropriated to themselves some of tlie elements of Christianity,
while another, holding fast to the traditional principles of their sect,
opposed Christianity altogether.
We should thus be led to the hypoth-

—

;

A

;

1

Epiphan.

liaeres. 26, c. 9.

'^

Chap.

3.
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THE PSEUDO-BASILIDEANS.

an ante-Christian Gnosis, which afterwards in part received
itself, and partly appeared in bitter hostility to
them.
In fact, Origen names, as the founder of this sect, a certain
Moreover,
Enp/iratei<,v,hr,msiy have lived before the birth of Christ.^
the striking relationship between the Ophitic sj^stem and the systems
of the Saboeans and Manichasans, might be considered as pointing to
3ome older common fountain of an ante-Christian Gnosis. But on the
other side it cannot be denied that the Ophitic formulas of exorcism,
which Origen cites immediately after he has made this statement,
And it might be, that the
plainly contain allusions to Christian ideas.
esis

c»f

Christian elements into

to the Christ of the church, the psychical
Messiah, was to be traced to a certain peculiar turn that had been
that the distinction they made between the
given to their principles
the light estimation in which
pneumatic and the psychical Christ
they held the latter, may have become converted, among a portion of
their sect, into a position of downright hostility to the latter, and hence
so that
to the Christ whom the majority of believers acknowledged,^
to curse the limited Messiah of the psychical natures, was finally made
We meet with somea mark of true discipleship to the higher Christ.

opposition of the Ophites

;

—

—

—

thing like this in the sect of

tlie

Sabpeans,

who

transferred

many

things

from the history of Christ to a heaveMly Genius, tlie messenger of life,
Mando di Chaia, whom they worshipped as the proper Christ, from
whom the true baptism proceeded
and the rest to Jesus the antiThis Jesus corChrist, sent by the star-spirits to betray mankind.
itipted the baptism of John.
And we shall discover something similai- to this in one variety of the Basilidean sect soon to be mentioned.
Pseudo-Basilideans.
These stand related to the original Basilideans in the same way as the Ophites to the genuine school of Valentine.
The prudent and moderate spirit of the Basilidean system,^ was here
the distinction between the Supreme God and the
(luite extinguished
Demiurge pushed onward to an absolute Dualism, out of which had developed itself a Avild defiance against the God of the world and his laws,
a bold antinomianism.
According to their theory, the redeeming
spirit
could enter into no union with the detested kingdom of the Demiurge he only assumed an apparently sensible form. When the Jews
were for crucifying him, having the power, as an exalted spirit, of clothing himself in every species of sensible form, and of presenting whatever
shape he chose before the eyes of the sensuous multitude, he caused Simon of Cyrene (Mark 15) to appear to the Jews under Ms oivn shape;
while he himself took the form of Simon, and rose without hindrance

—

—

;

—

'*

;

—

1 Orig. c
Cels. lib. VI. c. 28, ff.
The obscure and in:-ccnratc Philaster, who places
the Ophites at the head of the ante-Christian sects, cannot be considered any
f;ood
"

authority.

spoken of precisely similar practical errors
in false followers of Basilides, to those we
meet with in this sect, we mi<;lit be led to

suspect that the so called Basilideans of
Irenaens had no connection whatever with

am indebted for this last remark to
the profound critique of
work on the

Basilides.

Gnostics, by Dr. Giesclcr.
* Unless
Clement of Alexandria

Basilides.

- I

my

had

*

The

vovq.

See above, the system of

;

THE CAINITES.
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to his invisible

To

kingdom, mocking the expectations of the deluded Jews.

They
who confessed him, as confessors of a phantom, dupes to
an illusion of the senses.
Such men, they allowed, were no longer
Jews, but neither were they Christians.
They ridiculed the martyrs,
as men who sacrificed tiieir lives in the confession of a phantom. Those
who were initiated into the true mysteries were well aware, that none
but a few, only one in a thousand could comprehend them.
Their Wus
(vovg') possessed the faculty of making himself invisible to all
and
these people the doctrine of Christ crucified was foolishness.

ridiculed

all

;

they also possessed the same.^ There was no form of sense they could
not assume, no visible appearance to which they could not accommodate
themselves in such a manner as to deceive the gross multitude, and
escape persecution.^
Cainites.
Closely related on the side of their practical bent to
though, in respect to the
these Pseudo-Basilideans, were the Cainites
fundamental principles of their system, they belonged to the great stock

—

;

Among them as well as among the Sethians, who were
of the Ophites.
of the same stock, we meet with this fundamental idea
that the
Sophia found means to preserve, through every age, in the midst of the

—

Demiurge's world, a race bearing within them the spiritual seed which
was related to her own nature. But while the Sethians, whom we must
reckon with the first class of Gnostics, regarded Cain as a representaand Seth, who was finally
tive of the Hylic
xlbel, of the Psychical
to reappear in the person of the Messiah,^ of the Pneumatic principle
the Cainites, on the other hand, singularly distinguished themselves h»y
assigning the highest place to Cain.
To such an extreme did these extravagant Antinomians carry their fanatical hatred of the Demiurge
and of the Old Testament, that they made the worst characters of the
Old Testament, as rebels against the laws of the Demiurge, their own
They regarded them as the sons of the Sophia, and the
Coryphseuses.
instruments she employed in combating the Demiurge's kingdom. To
these people, the apostles, without exception, appeared too narrow and
Judas Iscariot alone possessed, in their opinrestricted in their views.
They held, that he procured the death of Christ
ion, the true Gnosis.
from good motives for he knew that this was the only possible way of
bringing about the destruction of the Demiurge's kingdom.^ Their
principle, destruction to the works and ordinances of the Demiurge,
served as a pretext to cover every species of immorality.^ We ought
not to wonder if such a sect, so audaciously perverse, so partial to the
But the
traitor Judas, should finally become hostile to Christ himself.
language of Epiphanius, which might lead us to conjecture that such
;

:

;

1 This faculty of becoming invisible, was
claimed also in the Cabalistic school. We
have a remarkable example of this folly in
S. Maimon's life of himself, published by
and it may be observed in geneMoritz;
ral, that a great many interesting points of
resemblance to Gnosticism may be traced
in the later Jewish sects, which Beer has

—

described in his instructive History of Sects
among the Jews, (Briinn, 1822.)
'^

Iren. lib.

I. c.

24.

^n

idea nearly related to the doctrine
of the Clementines.
* They had also a gospel, under^ the
name of Judas, containing their Gnosis.
^

6

38.

Vid. Iren.

lib. I. c.

31. Epiphan. haere*.

;
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was actually the case with regard to a portion of the sect, ia too vague
indefinite to deserve being relied upon as a safe authority on thia

and

point.

Carpocrates and Epipiianes Prodicians, Antitactes, KicolaTo the class of Gnostics we liave just described,

ITANS, SiMONiANS.

;

—

whose licentious tendencies, so opposite to Christianity, could caily find
an accilental point of union in the ferment which it excited, belonged
Carpocrates.
He resided probably, during the I'cign of Hadrian, in
Alexandria,
where a certain religious eclecticism or s^^ncretism was
then prevailing, which attracted the notice of that emperor himself.^
He drew up a system of doctrines, which passed over into the hands
The latter, who died at the early age of sevenof his son, Epiphanes.
teen, abused and expended great natural talents in the defence of a
perverse tendency, most pernicious in its influence on the moral feelings.
According to Clement of Alexandria, Carpocrates had busied
himself with the Platonic philosophy, and taught it to his son.
The
Platonic ideas of the soul's preexistence, and of that higher species
of knowledge, which under the form of a reminiscence came from
some earlier, heavenly state of being, gleam through the surface of
this system, whose authors seem to have borrowed a great deal from
Plato, particularly from the Phaedrus.
Their Gnosis consisted in
the knowledge of one supreme original Being,^ the highest unity,
from whom all existence has flowed, and back to whom it strives to

—

The

spirits, ruling over the several portions of the
and
counteract this universal striving after unity
from their influence, their law^s and arrangements, proceeds all that
checks, disturbs, or limits the original communion lying at the root of
nature, which is the outward manifestation of that highest unity. These
spirits seek to retain under their dominion the souls which, emanating
from the highest unity, and still partaking of its nature, have sunk
down into the corporeal world, and there became imprisoned in bodies
so that after death they must migrate into other bodies, unless they are
From these
capable of rising with freedom to their original source.
finite spirits the diflerent popular religions had derived their origin.
But the souls which, led on by the reminiscences of their former condition, soar upward to the contemplation of that higher unity, reach a state
of perfect freedom and repose, which nothing afterwards is able to disturb.
As examples of this sort, they named Pythagoras, Plato, ArisTo the latt(T
totle among the heathens, and Jesus among the Jews.
they attributed only great strength and purity of soul, which enabled
him, through the reminiscences of his earlier existence, to attain tho
highest flight of contemplation, break free from the narrow laws of the
God of the Jews, and overturn the religion which had proceeded from
By virtue of his union with the
him, although educated in it himself.
Monad, (/^6vaf,) he was armed with a divine power, which enabled him

return.

finite

earth, seek to

*

See bis

;

-

letter, cited p. 102.

Hence

dria,

VOL.

T.

'^^

called, in

yvuaig

fiovadiKTj.

Clement of Alexan-
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overcome the

of this world, and the lav/s by which they govern
work miracles, and to preserve the utmost
composure under sufferings. By the same divine power, he was afterto

spirits

the operations of nature, to

wards enabled

to

ascend in freedom, above

spirits of the woi-ld, to the

highest unity,

all

the powers of these

— the ascension from the world

of appearance to Nirwana, according to the system of

Buddha. This
between Christ and the wise £.nd
good men among every people. They taught that an}^ other soul which
could soar to the same height of contemplation, might be regarded as
standing on an equality with Christ.
In the controversy against converting the religious life into a mere outward matter, they took sides
with St. Paul, but on a directly opposite principle not on the principle of
faith, in the apostle's sense, but on that of an antinomian Pantheism,
which looked down upon morality of life with a sort of contempt. Hence
they foisted a meaning wholly alien from their true import, upon those
fundamental positions of St. Paul respecting the vanity of the merit of
good works, and respecting justification, not by works, but by faith
alone.
What they understood by faith was a mystical brooding of the
" Faith and love," said they,
mind absorbed in the original Unity.
" constitute the essential thing externals are of no importance.
He
who ascribes moral worth to these, makes himself their slave subjects
himself to those spirits of the w^orld, from whom all religious and political ordinances have proceeded.
He cannot advance, after death, beyond the circle of the Metempsj^chosis. But he who can abandon himself to every lust, without being affected by any, who can thus bid defiance to the laws of those mundane spirits, Avill after death rise to the
unity of that original Monad, by union with which he was enabled, here
in the present life, to break loose from every fetter that had cramped
his being." ^
Epiphanes WTote a work on justification, in which he endeavored to carry out the position, that all nature manifests a striving
after unity and fellowship, and that human laws which contradicted
these laws of nature, and yet could not subdue the appetites implanted
Acin human nature by the Creator himself, had first introduced sin.
cordingly he so Avrested the language of the Apostle Paul respecting
the inadequacy of the law to make men holy, and its design to evoke
the consciousness of guilt, as to treat the Decalogue with bold conThis sect busied itself a good deal with the art of magic.
tempt.
Whoever, by union with the original Monad, was enabled to rise above
the subordinate gods, who, like all things else, were subject to changed
above the finite s[)irits of the world, could show this superiority by
his works, by producing effects transcending the laws of nature, which
Thus they explained the miracles
proceeded from those inferior spirits.
of Christ holding that any other person who rose to this union with the
Monad, co'ild perform similar wonders. These Carpocratian doctrines
embody a great deal which bears a close relation to the Hindoo spirit.^
sect accordingly

made no

distinction

;

;

;

—

;

25.

1

Iren.

'^

See Colelirooke's Dissertation on the

lib. I. c.

school of S.uikhya. Essais sur la philosophie des iliiuious par Colebrooke, traduits

par G Pautliier. Paris, 1833. Pag. 32.
Altho.igh hy tliis I do not mtan lo assert,
however,
wliich,
that these fioctrines
might well be possible in the stale of inter-

—

—
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The Carpocratians paid divine honand particularly to BuddhismJ
ors to an image of Christ, which, as tliey maintained, came originalThe same honors they paid also to the images of
ly from Pilate.
pagan philosophers, who had taken their stand, like Christ, above the
popular religion.
In so doing, they made use of heathen ceremonies,
a practice not to be reconciled, we must allow, with the system of Carpocrates and Epiphanes, and to be imputed rather to the superstition
At Same, the principal city of the island Cephalene
of their followers.
in the Ionian Sea, whence sprung the family of Epiphanes on his
mother's side, so great is said to have been the impression made by
this young man on the minds of the multitude, that a temple, a museum
and altars Avere erected to him, and divine honors paid to his name.
As we have this account from the learned Clement of Alexandria,^ a
man not given to credulity in such matters, we have no reason to question the fact, which indeed fully accords with the spirit and temper of
those times.
Perhaps, however, it was only from the members of his
own sect, who would probably meet with a cordial reception on this
island, that he enjoyed these honors, as one of the greate.^t among wise
men.*^

To

same

Antinomians belonged the sect of
denoted by their name.
The good and
gracious God, said they, created all things good.
But one of his own
offspring rebelled against him.
This was the Demiurge, the God of
the Jews.
He it was that sowed the tares, engendered that principle
of evil wherewith he has encompassed every one of us ; by which, we
must suppose, is meant the material body, constituting at once the
prison-house and the fountain of all sin to the souls banished from above.
Thus he has placed us at enmit}'- with the Father, and we in turn set
ourselves at enmity with him.^
To avenge the Father on hirfi, we do
directly the reverse of what he wills and commands.
As a proof that
the Old Testament bore witness against itself, they appealed to Mai. 3
15, quoting the language of the godless as words of truth.^
To the same class belonged the Prodicians, who were followers of a
certaih Prodicus.
They maintained they were sons of the Supreme
God, a royal race ; and therefore bound to no law, since kings were
under none.
They were the lords of the sabbath, the lords over all
ordinances.
They made the whole worship of God to consist, probably,
in the inner contemplation of divine things.
They rejected prayer, and
perhaps all external worship, as suited to those limited minds only
which were still held in bondage under the Demiurge
and they were
the

Antitactes.

class of licentious

Their doctrine

is

:

;

—

noarse between the nations at that time
wcre derived indirectly fi'om such a source;
since the tendency of mystic Pantheism
exhibits itself in similar phenomena, even
independently of all such influences; and
in cases of this sort, instead of com munication from without, it is sufficient to su])(»ose an inner relationship of spirit; as in
<iie instance of the Beghards of the middle
age.
^

See the remarks which follow, on Mani-

cheism.
2

Clement. Strom.

1.

III.

f.

428.

We

make no mention here of the Cyrenian inscri]itions, of which so much has
been said in modern times; for. ahhon'rh
conceived exactly accordin<? to the spirit of
this sect, they have been proved to be not
genuine* 'XvTiTananfie&a rovTif).
^ AvTEarrjaav rCy ^eC), kuI kau'&riaav;
where, moreover, they interpolated tlie word
avaidcl.
By resisting; the unabashed God,
men are delivered from his bondage. Clem,
Strom. 1. III. f 441.
'^

'
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habit of appealing to the authority of certain apocryphal books
to Zoroaster.^
if,
With this class of Antinomians belonged also the Nicolaitans,

In the

which were attributed

—

Irenseus
indeed, the actual existence of such a sect can be proved.
He traced
takes notice of a sect of this kind which existed in his time.
its origin back to that Nicolaus, a deacon, whom we find mentioned in
the Acts of the Apostles ; and he supposed the same sect was described

second chapter of the Revelation.^ But it might be doubted,
whether Irengeus was right in the interpretation which ha has here
whether the word Nicolaigiven of the passage in the Revelation,
tans, which occurs in this place, is in truth the proper name of a sect,
and more particularly of a Gnostic sect. The passage relates simply
to a class of people who were in the practice of seducing Christians to
participate in the sacrificial feasts of the heathens, and in the excesses
just as the Jews of old were led astray by the
which attended them,
in the

—

—

Moabites,

Numb.

25.

quite possible, too, that the

"It is

name

Nicolai-

a symbolical sense, according to the general
style of the Apocalypse, and signifies corrupters, seducers of the people,
in this sense, Balaamites.^ It was a favorite idea with
like Balaam
Irengeus, that the Apostle John, even at this early period, had come
and he was wont
into conflict with Gnostics of various descriptions;
to search in the writings of John for allusions bearing directly upon the
Having found, then, many of the errors reproved in
Gnostic heresy.
tans

is

employed purely
;

in

—

—

passage of the Revelation to be the same that prevailed among the
Gnostics of his time, he concluded that the practical errors denounced
by the apostle might have sprung out of a theoretical Gnosticism and
the name sussested to him the Nicolas, mentioned in the Acts, as its
Irenaeus are,
The remarks relatmg to this sect
probable author.
however, really so obscure, that we have no just reason for supposing
that he knew anything about it from his own personal observation.
Had we no other account, therefore, than that of Irenoeus, we should
this

;

m

be obliged to allow

it

to

be possible, at least, that the tradition about

had grown out of some misconstruction of the passage in the
Revelation though it might seem strange that Irenoeus, without any
assignable motive, should represent a man who had been chosen by
this sect

;

the apostles themselves to a public office, as the founder of a heretical
sect.
But no such mistake can be supposed to have existed in the case
of the learned and unprejudiced Clement of Alexandria, who in the first
place was better versed in historical criticism, and next appeals to facts
which could not have been fabricated. There were those who maintained the pernicious principle, already mentioned, that the lower passions were to be subdued by indulgence, without allowing the spirit tO'
So should men mortify the flesh, destroy it by
be affected by them.
1
f_

Strom.

1.

1, f.

304

;

1.

III.

f.

438

;

1.

VII.

he does not so distinguish them from other
Gnostics, as to

722.

make

teristics clearly

vivunt. L. c. 1. III. c. 11, he speaks
of their speculative errors; where, however.

etymology from

ipopuc,)

1.

1, c.

26.

Speaking of

»

Balaam

their peculiar charac-

prominent.

their praclical errors, he says: qui indiscrete, {u6ia^ Iran.

== i^t/coAaof,— according to the
i^'iz

and uy.

;
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STMONIANS.

means

of itself, show contempt for it.
Their motto consisted of certain
words to this purport which they ascribed to Nicolas the deacon.^ In
a passage which follows,^ the same Clement speaks of another incident
in the hfe of this Nicolas, often appealed to by the sect in justification
of their extravagances. Accused by the apostles of jealousy towards his
wife, to prove the groundlessness of the charge, he led her forth and
said, Let him that chooses marry her.
Yet Clement himself was very
far from believing that the Nicolas of the Acts was the founder of this
sect, although they claimed him as such.
He defends the character
of the man, as a member of the apostolic church
and refers to a tradition which testified that this Nicolas lived in honorable wedlock to the
last, and left behind him children who led decent and pious lives.
We
see, then, that Irenseus was not mistaken in assuming the existence of
such a sect, but only careless in examining into the truth of their pretended origin.
It was the custom with such sects, as we have often
observed, to attach themselves to some celebrated name or other of antiquity, in the choice of which they were not seldom influenced by circumstances quite accidental.
Thus the Nicolaitans claimed Nicolas
the deacon as their master, though he had done nothing to entitle him
to that bad distinction.
Clement supposes his words and actions had
been misinterpreted, and endeavors to explain them in a milder sense
but it may be doubted whether Clement, in this case, carried his criticism far enough.
Everything imputed to Nicolas by the tradition
wears an apocryphal aspect.
Perhaps the sect possessed a life of him
drawn up by themselves or others from fabulous accounts and unauthentic traditions, in which the whole of this was embodied.
If this
sect was really derived from those Antinomians who were called Nicolaitans in the age of the Apostle John,
a point which cannot be absolutely decided,^
then possibly this very name in the Apocalypse
the Nicolaitans
may have led the more recent sect to derive their
appellation from Nicolas.
Belonging, as they probably did, to the antiJudaistic party, and consequently acknowledging no other apostle than
Paul, they may have seized upon what they found asserted in the
Apocalypse as affording evidence of the antiquity of their sect, since it
had been attacked ah-eady by the Judaizing teacher John and the re
semblance of names would naturally invite them to refer its origin back
to the Nicolas mentioned in the Acts.
We have noticed examples
already of Gnostics choosing for their leaders persons whose characters
appear in an unfavorable light in the Old or the New Testament.
We have still to mention the Shnonians, an eclectic sect, who can
scarcely be brought, however, under any one specific class
since they
seem to have accommodated themselves, som-etimes to paganism, at
;

—

—
—

—

;

—

;

1

To

•Strom.
2

L.

delv 7rapaxp7]<r&ai ry
1. IT. f. 41 1.
c.

1.

III.

f.

aapKu

Clem,

436.

yet

^ Even thoujjh the name Nicolaitans in
the Revelation were really the proper name
of a party wiiich owed its rise to some per-

pon hv U>e

name

of Nicolas, and

only the name, which existed hcfore, that
gave occasion to this allusion to Balaam,

it

was

it

could not he inferred thence notwith-

standinj;, that the party then

a Gnostic one.

my

e.\.istin<'-

See respectinfr

Apostol. History, vol.

II.

]i.

this

533.

was
seet
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SIMONIANS.

others to Judaism or to the rehgious opinions of the
at others again to Christianity,

— sometimes

to

Samaritans, and
have been rigid ascetics,

at others wild scoffers at all moral law, (the Entjchites.)

Simon Ma-

gus was their Christ, or at least a form of manifestation of the redeemwhether it was
ing Christ, who had manifested himself also in Jesus
that thej actually derived their origin from a party founded by the
sorcerer of that name mentioned in the Acts, or whether, having sprung
up at some later period, they chose, of their own fancy, Simon Magus,
a name so odious to the Christians, for their Coryphaeus, and forged
writings in his name which made pretensions to a higher wisdom. The
opinion of some learned writers, that another Simon, distinct from the
older Simon Magus, was the founder of the sect, and afterwards became confounded with this latter, is an arbitrary conjecture, by no
;

means

—

called for to explain the historical fact.^

Anti-Jemsh Gnostics, who

strove to

apprehend Christianity, however, in

its

Purity atwl absolute

Independence.

Strongly contrasted with these Gnostics, whom we have just been conand who were directed away from the ethical spirit of Christianity by their own prevailing bent, were another class, who were led to oj>
pose Judaism through the influence of a mistaken Christian interest, and
were betrayed into Gnosticism by their one-sided mode of apprehending

sidering,

This Simon Magus, who cannot propeven among the founders of Christian sects, acquired unmerited
importance in the Christian church, by
1

erly claim a place

being held up as the great father of the
Gnostic heresy. As the representative of the
whole theosophico-goctic tendency, in opposition to the simple faith in revelation, he
became, so to speak, a mythical, personage,
and gave occasion for many fictitious legends, such, for example, as his dispute
with the Apostle Peter, and his unsuccessThe
ful experiment in the art of flying.
most ingenious version of this story is to
he found in the Clementines. It is a singular fact, however, that Justin Martyr, in
his second apology to the Roman Emperor,
mentions a pillar erected at Rome to this

Simon, on an island in the Tiber, {tv tC)
pera^v rwv Svo }E(l>vp(Jv,)
with the inscription, Simoni deo sancto.
Although sorcerers of this stamp could
often find their way even to persons of the
TijSept TTorap.u),

higlicst rank, yet

it

is

incredible, that the

should ever be carried to such an extreme as to the erection of a statue and the
passing of a decree of the senate, enrolling
Simon Magus among the deos Romanes.
The correctness of Justin's statement might
therefore be called in question, even though
it were impossible to show the reason of
But the occasion of his mishis mistake.
take may now, as it would seem, he explained.
In the year 1574, a stone was dug
ap at the spot described by Justin, which
appears to have served as the pedestal of a

folly

"

statue,

and on

it

was

the inscription,

Semo-

True, this
Saiigo Deo Fidio sacrum.
stone was not erected by the Roman senate, nor by the 'emperor, Init by a certain
But Justin, with his
Sextus Pompeius.
head full of the legends about Simon Maall
this, and confounded
overlooked
gus,
the Seino Sancus, (a Sdhino-Roinun deity,
probably unknown to Justin, wlio was better versed in the Greek than in the Roman
mythology,) witli the words Sinio sanctus
for it is to be observed that the cognomen
of that deity was sometimes written sancTertuUian. who had
tus instead of sancus.
a more familiar knowledge of Roman antiquities, might be expected, it is true, to
know better; but even he was too prejudiced in such cases, and too ignorant of
criticism, to institute any further examination with regard to the correctness of a
statement which was in accordance with his
taste, and which besides came to him on so
The more critical
respectable authority.
Alexandrians take no notice of the matter.
ni

;

Origen's remark,

(lib. I. c.

Cels.

c.

57) that

Simon was not known beyond Palestine by any but Christians, who becatne ac
quainted with him from the Acts of the
this

Apostles, would seem to imply, that he
looked upon the story of the pillar erected

him in Rome, as a fiction. The Samaritan Goetce and Heresiarchs, Dositheus and
Menander, (the latter of wliom is re|)resented to have been a disciple of Simon Magus,)
deserve still less to be particularly noticed
to

in the history of

ChristKm

sects.
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We

have observed already, in that
the ethical element in Christianity.
section of the present history which relates to the Christian life, how
possible it was, that there should spring up in the course of its progressive movement, a one-sided ascetic tendency, leading to a wrongly conNow a tendency of this
ceived opposition to the world and to nature.
Bort might be united with the absolute Dualism of the Gnostics, and in
Thus arose
the latter doctrine find a speculative ground of support.

those peculiar phenomena of the Gnosis, in which the practical, ascetic
element especially predominated, and which were distinguished for a
certain earnestness of moral spirit, running however into the extreme
of rigid asceticism.

Saturnin.

a.

— The

first

whom we

shall mentijon here is Saturnin,

Emperor Hadrian. His docthey can be ascertained from our imperfect sources of
At the lowest stage of the emanation
information,! were as folloAvs
world, on the boundaries between the kingdom of light and the kingdom
of darkness, or of the v7iv, stand the seven lowest angels, spirits of the
These combine together to win away from the kingdom of darkstars.
ness, a territory on which to erect an hidependent empire of their own.
Thus sprang into being this earthly world, and through its different regions these spirits of the stars dispersed themselves. At their head stands
They are engaged in an incessant war with the
the God of the Jews.
kingdom of darkness, and with Satan its prince, who will not suffer
their kingdom to grow at the expense of his own, and constantly seeks
feeble ray only gleams down
to desti'oy what they strive to build up.
The appearance of this
to them from the higher kingdom of light.
They would seize it
light from above fills them with a longing for it.
Whenever they would grasp it, it retires
for themselves, but cannot.
Hence they enter into a combination to charm this ray of
from them.
the higher light, and to fix it in their own kingdom, by means of an
image fashioned after the shape of light floating above them. But the
form made by the angels cannot raise itself towards heaven, cannot
At length the Sustand erect.2
It is a bodily mass without a soul.
preme Father looks down with pity from the kingdom of light on the
feeble being man, who has been created, however, in his own image.
He infuses into him a spark of his own divine life. Man now, for the
first time, becomes possessed of a soul, and can raise liimself erect
towards heaven. The godlike germ is destined to unfold itself, in those
human natures where it has been imjilanted, to distinct personality, and
The men
to return after a determinate period to its original source.
who, carrying within them these divine seeds, are appointed to reveal
the Supreme God on earth, stand opposed to those who, possessing
nothing but the hylic principle, are instruments of the kingdom of darkness.
Now to destroy this empire of the planetary spirits, of the God
)f the Jews, Avhich would set up itself as an independent kingdom, as
well as to destroy the empire of darkness, and save those men who,
through the divine seed of life, have become partakers of his own na^
Avho lived at Antioch, in the time of the
trines, so far as

:

A

I

Ire^aeus and Epiphanius.

2

g^g above, concerning the Ophites
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Supreme God

down

his JEon Nus, (vovg.^
But since
any union with the planetary empire, or
the material world, he appeared under the disguise and semblance

ture, the

sent

the latter could not enter into

merely of a sensible form.

how spontaneously the ascetic bent above menexcessive valuation of celibacy, would spring up out of such

It is evident of itself,

tioned,

tlie

a system.

—

L Tatian and the

Encratites.
Tatian of Assyria lived at Rome
a rhetorician, where he was converted to Christianity by the
instrumentality of Justin Martyr, who was on terms of greater
intimacy with him on account of their having received the same
as

education in the Platonic school.
During the lifetime of Justin he adhered to the doctrine of the church.
He composed, while still entertaining the same views, after Justin's death,
an apologetic discourse, ^ which contains a good deal, however, which
philosophical

might be accommodated
discourse, Tatian, like

to

the

of Gnosticism.
In this
the example of

doctrines

his teacher

Justin, following

Philo, received into his system the entire Platonic doctrine concerning

was with a theory

which the doctrine of the
was this Platonic doctrine which led him to adopt also the hypothesis of an ungodlike spirit
of life wedded to its kindred matter, whence he derived the evil spirits,
whom he describes as irvev/iaTa v?uku,
inconsistent as this hypothesis
also was with the Christian doctrine concerning the nature of evil
spirits, and concerning the origin of sin.
In this discourse already, he
advanced a theory, which, we may remark, had found its way out of
some Jewish system of theology into the speculations of several of the
early church teachers,
that the human soul, like everything else
formed and partaking of matter,'^ is by its own nature mortal that the
first man, living in communion with God, had within him d^priyiciple
of divine life, exalted above the nature of this soul which had been
derived from matter, and that this is properly the image of God,^ by
virtue of which man became immortal.
Having lost this image by sin,
he fell a prey to matter and to mortality.
It is easy to see how these opinions, loosely strung together as they
were in Tatian's system, would furnish a convenient foothold for the
Gnostic idea of the vatj\ and of the distinction between the rpvxiKov and
the TTVEVfxaTiKov, and how they would naturally result in an asceticism,
striving after an absolute estrangement from the things of sense.'* According to the report of Irenpeus,^ Tatian conceived a doctrine of ^ons
similar to that of the Valentinians
yet this would not suffice of itself
to warrant us in concluding that his system bore any affinity to the
Valentinian. According to Clement of Alexandria,^ he belonged to the
matter, inconsistent as

it

creation from nothing was

still

in

maintained.

It

—

—

;

;

1

His Tioyu^ npog "EAXr/vaQ.

with the above-msntione<i distinction be-

'-

A

tween the ipvxucuv and the TzveviiaTiKov in
the nature of the first man, he having lost
Lili. I. c. 28.
the latter by sin.
* Corap. Clem. Strom, lib. III. f. 465. C

'^

*

vXlk6v.
Osoi) duuv Kal hfioiuat^.
TTveii/ua

Tatian was the
condemnatory sentence
man; which indeed would agree

According

first

to Ircnaeus,

to assert the

nf the

first

'^

L.

c. f.

460, D.
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and transferred St. Paul's statement of
between the old and the new man, to the relation of the
yet he might perhaps have expressed himOld and New Testament
self in this way, even according to the Valentinian Gnosis, which by
no means supposed an absolute contrariety between the two economies.
A remark of Tatian, which has come down to us, would seem to imply,
that he was far from separating the Demiurge, the God of the Old
He
Testament, so entirely from all connection Avith the higher world.
and this
looked upon the expression in Genesis, "Let there be light,"
class of anti-Jewish Gnostics,

the contrariety

;

—

—

—

serve to illustrate his arbitrary mode of interpreting scripture,
not as the commanding, creative word, but as the language of prayer.
The Demiurge, seated on the dark chaos, prays that light may shine

may

Tatian's strong leaning towards a fanatical ascetiabove. ^
cism might perhaps warrant the conclusion, however, that he drew a
sharper line of distinction between the creation of the Demiurge and
the higher world, and consequently between the Old Testament and the
New, than could be admitted by the principles of the Valentinian

down from

;
for this pi*actical repugnance to the creation of the Demiurge
was usually connected with an opposition to it in theory.
Tatian Avas aware that the system of Christian morals must be derived from the contemplation of the life of Christ, and take its laws
from thence. Assuming this, he wrote a work in whic|i he endeavored
to show how true perfection might be attained by the imitation of

school

He

one respect
that he did not seize the life
completeness, and in its relation to his mission as the
redeemer of mankind, and the author of the new creation of divine
life, which was designed to embrace and pervade all human relations
Paying no
only in the further course of its development from him.
regard to this, he held the life of celibacy and the renunciation of all

Christ.^

of Christ in

failed only in

;

its

worldly possessions, after the pattern of Christ, to be the distinctive
But to such as appealed to the life of
of Christian perfection.
Christ considered in this light, Clement of Alexandria replied, " The
specific nature of Christ's being, as distinguished from all other men,

mark

That necessity of something to
no room for the marriage relation.
complete the human nature, which is grounded in the mutual relation
The only analogon to the marof the sexes, found no place in him.
riage estate was, in his case, the relation he bears to the church, which
Nothing could issue from him, as the
is bound to him, as his bride.
Son of God, but a sf)iritual posterity." ^ The strong bias of Tatian in
this particular direction led him to understand the Apostle Paul, in 1
Corinth. 7 5, as teaching that marriage and unchastity were one and
It may be too,
both equally the service of Satan.**
the same thing,
left

:

—

1 Theodot. Didascal. Anatol.
Origenes dc oral. c. 24.

2 riept 701' Kara,
8 Oii/c

tvpLov,

laaai ri/v

npuTov

f.

806.

—

rdv auTrjpa KarapTia/iov.
alrlav rov fif) yiifiai rdv

fiEv

yup

ttjv

UViav vvfi(pT]v

eixf TTjv kKK.'kr](7i.av, eTveira Je ov6e uv^pcjKoc f/v KOLvbg, Iva Kai poTi^ov rivog Karil
<TaoKa Stripy, ow^i TEKvoTzoujaacr&ai r/v aiiTiJ

uvayKoiov, ui6iug fievovri Kai

/lovcj

vlu ^eov

ye/oj ort.
Clem. Strom, lib. III. f. 446.
< Paul, he affirms, <j;ivc.s permission in
ai.d immediatethis plaee but oslcnsihly,
ly shrinks back from what he permits, when
he says that those who followed his permission would serve two masters; by mutual
contincuce and iirayer they would serve

—
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tlie canonical gospels, lie made use of apoerjphal histories,
which the image of Christ had already become modified under the

that besides
in

influence of theosophico-ascetic habits of contemplation.^

dency

As

the ten-

which sprung up in the
East, had now become widely spread, it can be no wonder that there
were different kinds of these abstinents,^ who had no special connection
with Tatian, and who belonged in part to the Jewish and partly to the
to a theosophical asceticism of this kind,

anti-Jewish party .^
c.

— In

Marcion and his School.
we observe already

the case of the Gnostics last

element asserting iton the side of ethics, while the
speculative retreats proportionally out of view.
This is still more
clearly apparent in the case of Marcion.
He is the terminating
point at which this whole development naturally ends
since he
the

considered,

on the

self chiefly

dualistic

practical side,

;

belongs with the Gnostics only in a single respect.
He stands on
the dividing line between Gnosticism, the prevailing tendency of
which is to speculation, and a predominant practical direction of mind,
diametrically opposed to speculative Gnosticism
so that, considered in
this point of view, the Alexandrian theology recognized by the great
;

God, by incontinence they would serve unand Satan. Strom. 1. III. f. 460.
he
1. IV. c. 29,
According to EuselAvs,
was accused of undertaking to garble and
chastity

—

—

many

expressions in the writings of
but from the words of Eusebius,
/ieTa<ppuaaL clxjvdc, uQ K—i^inpavTov
Tivwf

alter
St.

Paul

;

d-ovfievoi'

avruv

-/)v r?)f (t>puaecj(:

avvTaii.v,

impossible to determine, whether the
alterations were made to favor his own dogmatic and ethical principles, or whether
thev were changes from the Hebraistic into
a purer Greek and tlien the question arises,
whether Tatian actually allowed himself in
the practice of such an arbitrary sort of
it

is

Tatian might find occaon the ground of his peculiar
Gnostic views concerning Christ, to leave
out those parts of the gospels which contain the genealogies, and perhaps all that

haeret. fab. I. 20.

sion

also,

related to Christ's nativity.
2 'EyKpaTiTai, aTtoraKTiKoi, vSponapaorarai, (because they made use of water only
at the

communion.)

Among

or whether he only had in his possession
certain readings varying from the received
text, which it was assumed, as a matter of
course, might be regarded as intentional

these belonged Julius Cassianus, in whose doctrines we may recognize,
perhaps, the lingering influence of the
Alexandrian- Jewish theology the evayye'Aiov KOT Pi.lyv-riuvg being the source, indeed, whence he derived his knowledge of
Regarding Adam as a
the gospel history.
symbol of the suul degraded from a heavenly condition to the corporeal world, he
made it the chief duty of man to gain the
mastery over matter by means of ascetic

falsifications.

austerities,

;

criticism,

1

t^iis

We

which certainly

should

point, if

is

quite possible

;

know something more on

Tatian's " evayye'ALov dul rea-

nupwv " were still extant. The old writers
seem to have looked upon this work as a
compendious harmony of the four gospels,
IV. c. 29 but it may be doubted
Euseb.
whether Tatian really confined himself to
whether he
our four canonical gospels,
1.

;

—

did not at least make some use of several
since according to
apocry|)hal gospels
which we
Epiplianius' account, H. 26,
this colmust allow is extremely vague,
lection possessed some resemblance to the
Theodoretus
Ka&' kjipaiovg.
evayyi'X.cov
found more than two hundred copies of this
work in use within his Syrian diocese, and
thought it his duty to witlidraw them, probably because he found them to contain a
good deal of heretical matter. Theodoret.
;

—

—

'^

;

and for this reason would not
admit that Christ had appeared ij\ the corHe was considered one of
poreal world.
In hi*
the leading men of the Docetie.
iii/yi/TiKu, he endeavored to introduce his
doctrines into the )ld Testament by meansof the allegorical method of interpretation.
<

See Clem. Strom, lib. I. f. 320; lib. III. f.
Furthermore, the Severians belong to
a class which passes generally under the
Encratites. They are said to have
of
name
sprung from a certain Severus, and to have
rejected the epistles of Paul, and the Acts
of the Apostles. Theodoret. haeret. fab. I.
21.
Their hostility to Paul might be considered, ])erhaps. as an indication of theil
origin from the Jewish Christian party
Tlie inference, however, is the less sure, be

465.

doctrine

cause the peculiar

spirit of their

may

to that hostiliiy.

have led them
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church contains more that is in affinity with Gnosticism,
than the theology of Marcion.
The Christian interest is more directl_y
addressed by him than it is by the other Gnostics, because his whole
being is far more thoroughly penetrated by Christianity
because the
Christian element properly constituted the ground-tone of his whole
inner life, his whole node of thinking in religion and theology
while,
in the case of the other Gnostics, this was only one spiritual tendency
belonging to them along with several others of a foreign character,
liody of the

;

;

—

although it was sometimes the predominant one.
It is instructive lo
observe, how a tendency proceeding from the very heart of Christianity
may be impelled, by taking a settled direction on one particular side,
to allow the admission of unchristian elements.
It must leave us with
a sad impression of human weakness, to see, in the example of this
remarkable man, in what a strange relation or want of relation the
speculative system may stand to that which moves and animates the
inmost life of the man,
to see how, by his own misunderstanding of
liimself, he could lead others, who ought to have been bound to him by
the fellowship of the same higher life, to misunderstand, be deceived
in, and condemn him
and those very persons too who came nearest to
him in what constituted the fundamental and essential character of
their spiritual bent.
This world, in which we come to our knowledge
neither of God, nor of ourselves, nor of each other, directly, but only
through a glass in broken and refracted rays, is full of misunderstandings.
What Marcion had in common with the Gnostics, and particularly with the Gnostics belonging to the last-mentioned class, consisted
partly in his attempt to sunder the God of nature and of the Old Testament from the God of the gospel,
to separate generally the purely

—

;

—

human from

and partly

in various speculative elements
which he wrought into his reUgious system. At the same time, it is quite
evident that he had arrived at what he had in common with them, by
a method wholly different from theirs.
His God he had first found in
Christ, and that gloiy of God which was revealed to him in Christ, he
could nowhere find again in nature or in histoi-y.
The speculative elements which he borrowed from other Gnostics, were to him but expedients which he resorted to for the purpose of filling up the chasm necessarily left in his s^^stem, which had been formed out of a bent of mind
radically different and \mve\y practical.
It clearly was not his object,
as it was the object of other Gnostics, to supply the imagined defects
of Christianity by a speculative solution of difficulties taken from other
systems of doctrine but the design he started with was simply to restore Christianity in its purity, which, in his opinion, had been corrupted
by foreign adlitions. The one-sided position from which he started
with this object in view was the occasion of most of his errors.
He did not make a secret traditional doctrine the main source of this
^•enuine Christianity.
But neither was he willing to be confined to tlie
general tradition of the church; for in this, according to his ojdnion,
foreign elements had already becorrie mingled with the pure apostolical
Christianity.
Taking his stand, in the spirit of true protestantism, ou
the ground of positive Christianity, he would admit that nothing but

the

divine,

;
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the words of Christ and of his genuine disciples ought to be considered
as the fountain-head of the true gospel.
must confess, that instead

We

of recognizing the

many

different phases of Christianity presented in

tlie manifoldness of the organs chosen for its promulgation, he allowed
himself to indulge an arbitrary partiality in distinguishing and separating them one from the other.
His efforts in looking up the earliest
records of the pure, original Christianity, led him into historical and
critical investigations, lying remote from the contemplative direction of
mind peculiar to other Gnostics. But here also he presents to us a

—

showing how such investigations, when guided and
by preconceived dogmatic opinions in which the understanding has entangled itself, must necessarily lead to disastrous results,
showing how easily an arbitrary hyper-criticism may slide into the opposite extreme, in opposing a careless facility of belief, and how readily,

warning example,

controlled

in

—

combating one class of doctrinal prejudices, one

may

fall

into others

differing only in kind.

The other Gnostics united with

their theosophic idealism, a mystical,

allegorizing interpretation of the scriptures.

cion was decidedly opposed

He

to. this artificial

The simple-hearted Marmethod of interpretation.

was a zealous advocate, on the other hand, of the

literal

interpre-

among the antagonists of Gnosticism and it is
evident from his example, how even this method of intei'pretation, when
not united with other hermeneutical principles, and when pushed to an
extreme, must lead to many arbitrary procedures.
The opposition between TviaTiQ and yvLJai.^, between an exoteric and
an esoteric Christianity, was among the marked peculiarities of the other
Gnostic systems
but in Marcion's case, on the contrary, who adhered
tation which prevailed

;

;

so closely to the practical Apostle Paul, no such opposition could possi-

To the merely outward, and more truly Jewto exist.
than Christian notion of -rriaTLQ^ which had found admission into
not a self-conceited Gnosis, but the
the Christian church, he opposed
conception of Tciang itself, apprehended according to the genuine sense
In liis view, niarLc was the common fountain of the
of St. Paul.
He knew of nothing higher than the
divine life for all Christians.
What he recogillumination which every Christian ought to possess.
nized as genuine Christianity, ought to be recognized as such by all
He could make no
capable of receiving Christianity in any sense.
other distinction than that between the riper Christians and those
that needed still to be instructed in Christian principles, (the catebly be allowed
ish

—

chumens.)
In a two-fold respect, Marcion's appearance is a fact of great signiIn the first place, he stands a
ficance in the history of the world.
living witness of the impression which Christianity, as something wholly
new and supernaturally divine, produced on men of strong and lively
feelings.
We see how Christianity appeared to such a person, looking
at it from the point of view which had been reached by his age, and
in its relation to all that had proceeded forth out of the previous development of mankind. It is a fact, which here speaks to us. Next the
that we
great significance of Marcion's appearance consists in this
:

MARCION.
perceive in him the
of

tlie

first

symptoms of a reaction necessary in the course

historical evolution,

reclaiming

its

rightful
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—

a reaction of the Pauline type of doctrine,

strong leaning of the

authority, against the

—

church to the side of James and Peter,
a reaction of the Christian
consciousness, re-asserting the independence acquired for it by the
labors of Paul, against a new combination of Jewish and Christian elements,
a reaction of the protestant spirit against the catholic element
now swelling in the bud. At its first appearance, this reaction might
easily be led wrong, and tend too exclusively again, to the other side
of the truth.
It was needful that various momenta should be evolved,
before the reaction could be a pure one, clear in itself, and therefore

—

As Marcion gives us the picture of Paul, not
harmonious maiiy-sidedness of his great spirit, but only in a
single aspect of it, we consequently find in Marcion himself the impetthe practical, but
uous ardor, but not the calm reflective prudence,
we find in him theacuteness and pernot the dialectic spirit of Paul,
spicacity of the apostle in discerning and setting forth opposites, but
not the conciliating wisdom for which the apostle Avas no less distinguished.
We shall now endeavor to seize the character of Marcion in
its connection with that stage of development the church had arrived
at in his time,
though in doing this we must be made to feel the great
want under which we labor, of satisfactory information with regard to
his early habits of life and education. This deficiency we must'endeavor
to supply by the aid of historical combination.
Marcion was born at Sinope, in Pontus, near the beginning of the
According to one report,^ which is not placed, howsecond century.
ever, beyond all doubt, his father was bishop of the church in Sinope.
In this country, there were beyond question families, even thus early, in
which Christianity had been handed down from parents to children ; so
that Marcion might have been led to the Christian faith through the
yet even supposing his father to
influence of his early education ;
have been a bishop, it would not be necessary to conclude that the fact
was so. He speaks of the " ardor of his first faith," ^ Avhere he seems
Perto refer to the glow of feeling experienced by a new convert,^
haps he belonged to the number of those who were first brought to the
faith, not by the tradition of the church, but by their own study of the
written word.
And as he appropriated Christianity in a way somewhat
independent of tradition, so in the after development of his Christian
views he ever pursued this independent direction, and was unwilling to
certain of the victory.
in all the

—

—

—

—

1

In Epiphanius, and in the later addi-

tions

may

Tertullian's Pr£escriptiones.
It
excite some doubt to find that Tertulto

Man has made no use of this fact against
Marcion, that he had abandoned the Catiiolie church in which his father was a bishop,
The silence of Tertullian, who had been at
great pains to obtain information with regard to all the particulars of Marcion's life,
on a point which he had so much occasion
to speak of, mvist lead us to suspect the
hundation of Epiphanius' report, who con-

trasts the

heresy of the son with the ortho-

doxy and piety of his father. Yet it does
not obhge us to reject the account.
^ Primus calor fidei.
^ Ahhough wc grant that this might also
be said, in the
by a ])erson

first

ardor of pious feeling,

who had been educated

in

Christianity, especially in this period, wher
the baptism of infants was not practised

yet the other
tion.

is

the most obvious construe
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human tradition. Perhaps it was the majesty of
Christ beaming upon him from the survey of his life and the contemplation of his words, whereby he was drawn to Christianity.
And the
subject himself to anj

Pauline type of doctrine, which most completely harmonized with hia
tone of mind, may have been the form in which he first learned to
understand Christianity, and which chained his spirit once for all.
In
this manner, the peculiar shape which the Christian faith assumed in his
case, may have been determined from the beginning.
Like many others, he felt constrained by the ardor of his first Christian love, to renounce every earthly possession.
He presented to the
church a considerable sum of money, and began, in a course of rigid
abstinence, the life of a "continent person" or an uGKT]Tj]g}
His contempt of nature, which was at first simply practical >Mid ascetic, proceeding from a false notion of the contrariety between the natural and
the divine, would lead a man of his ardent temperament, so eager to
grasp what he approved, and so bold in rejecting wlijat he disliked, to
institute a theoretic distinction and separation between the God of nature and the God of the gospel.
The contemplation of this period
brings to our notice minds of the most opposite stamp,
those that were
for reconciling all antitheses,
for blending together elements the most
heterogeneous, and those as well who would see everywhere nothing
else but opposites, and know of no means to reconcile them.
To this
latter clS-ss belonged Marcion.
The consciousness of redemption
formed the gi'ound-tone of his religious life,
the fact of redemption
he regarded as the central point of Christianity. But as it is only
through numberless stages of transition and intermediate points that
everything can ultimately be referred to this as the central point,
as
the whole development of the world in history and nature were in this
tc be brought into a comprehending unity,
the impatient Marcion,
who was averse to all gradual measures and intermediate steps, who
was for having everything alike complete and at once, could not so understand it.
Tertullian has aptly characterized him, when he says',
" While in the Creator's universe all things occur in the order of a
gradual development, each in its proper place, Avith Marcion, on the
other hand, everything is sudden." ^
To his heart, filled and glowing
as it was with the image of the God of mercy and compassion, who appeared in Christ, Nature appeared as something entirely alien from
the manner in which this God revealed himself to him in his soul.
In
history too, Marcion, who was so full of the glory of the gospel,
believed he could find no trace of the God that had revealed himself
to him there ; and into the demon world of paganism he looked back.
Jike so many other zealous Christians, only with shuddering aversion,—

—

—

—

—

—

1

See above.

fidei

ecclesias

Marcion,

1.

IV.

Pecuniam
contulit.
c. c.

It

in primo calore
Tertullian. adv.

amounted

to

two

hundiedsestertia. See Tertullian. prsescript.
c. 30.
Epiphaniu'!. in calling Marcion a
uovdCuv, (recluse.) only confounds the reiations of his own time with those of an
earlier period.
must consider the

We

fwvu^uv

as equivalent to the uanriri]^
accuses Marcion of acquir
ing by his asceticism a deceptive show ot

Ephraem Syrus

0pp. Eph. Syr. lat. Scrmo I. f
438, seq.
^ Sic (subito) sunt omnia apud Marcionem, quas suum et plenum habent ordineir
apud creatorem. Lib. IV. c. 11.
sanctity.
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The same tendency of
he saw nothing there but Satan's kingdom.
which made it impossible for him to find again in nature the God
of the gospel, allowed him to see nothing but contrariety, no unity at
The jealbottom, in the relation of the Old Testament to the New.
ous God of the Old Testament, in his judgment so inexorably severe,
and the God of the gospel, whose essential being is only love ; the
Messiah of the world with his worldly kingdom, and Christ who dechned all earthly power and glory, and woi;ld not found a kingdom of
We must
this world, seemed to him utterly opposed to one another.
here consider between what opposite tendencies, none of which could
On the one side were
satisfy his mind, Marcion found himself placed.
spirit

those uneducated Christians

who were

led,

by

their grossly literal

method

of interpreting the Old Testament, to frame to themselves the most
unworthy notions of God ; ^ on the other side were those who contrived,

by

artificial

and allegorizing expositions,

to lay into tlie

Old Testament

But it belonged to the character
be an enemy of that allegorical interpreta-

the whole system of Christian truth.
of the simple Marcion, to

and

tion of the Bible,

to

oppose

to it

a method which uniformly adhered

to the literal sense.

A

man

go

mind and spirit as was Marcion would be
to combat an erroneous extreme, to
Thus it fared with him in the contest with that

so constituted in

easilv impelled,

wherever he had

to the opposite one.

tendency of mind, confounding the Jewish with the
generally diifused hi Asia Minor.
Here he believed it impossible to recognize genuine Christianity, as it
had been preached by the Apostle Paul in the churches of Asia
Minor; and hence the striving might have arisen in him to purify
Christianity from the foreign Jewish elements with which it had been
It may have
mixed, and to restore it once more to its primitive form.
been from this opposition, as the occasional cause, that he conceived a
prejudice against the conciliating direction which had originated in the
Perhaps he found a footlabors of the Apostle John in Asia ]Minor.
hold in some ultra-Pauline element which may already have made its
appearance in opposition to the Apostle John himself.^ Accordingly,
step by step, he was driven to place the Old and the New Testament
in a continually sharper opposition to each other.
This peculiar dogmatic tendency of Marcion was probably the occaHe
sion of his being excommunicated from the church at Sinope.'"^
Chiliastic, material

Christian element, which he found

1

6nd

As

01 uKepaiorepoi tCjv
Oriijen says
iKKArjaiag avxovvTuv rvyxuveiv,
:

rr/c

Tov fiiv (^Tjfiiovpjov fieO^ova ovSiva VTreL?./}6'e vTro?afj/3uvov(n ncpl avTov,
OTTOia ovTe irepl tov di/ioTurov nal u6ikutuTOV uv&po)-!vov.
Dc princ. 1 IV. § 8.
2 See my Age of the Apostles, vol II.
"
p_ 55g_
» The statement in the spurious additions
to TortulMan's Prescriptions, in Epiphanius
and Esnig, that Marcion was cxcommunicaled from the fellowship of the church on
account of unchastitv, is undouhtcdlv an

^aa'; rotavra

Ilail
invention of anti-hcvetical hatred.
anything of the kind got al)road, even in
the form of a rumor, in Tcrtullian's day,
he certainly, according to his usual jiracticc.
would not have allowed it to pass without
what may
But on the contrary,
notice.
be considered the most decided testimony
he
against the truth of this statement,
contrasts Marcion's disciple, Ajielk's, on
the score of his unchastity, with his rigid
master. Tertull. Pra?script. c. 30. Although
the Armenian Bishop Esnig, of the fifth
century, whose account of Man ion has

—

—

:
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now hoped

Roman

church, to which he betook himself, a
its origin, which it derived from
Paul, and its original Pauline character, and on account of a prevailing anti-Judaizing tendency,^ which still existed in it on many points.
If the report of Epiphanius is well founded, he proposed the question to
the Roman clergy, how they would explain the passage in Matthew 9
17, Avith a view to draw from their own li])S the confession, that men
could not pour the new wine of Christianity into the old bottle of Judaism, without spoiling it.
But at Rome, too, his Dualism on the docto find in the

better reception, both on account of

trine of divine revelation could only meet with contradiction, since the
acknowledgment of one God, and of one divine revelation in the Old
and New Testaments, belonged to the doctrines universally received by
the church.
Repulsed here also by the church, he was driven to the
measure of shaping his anti-church tendency into an established selfconsistent system, and of founding an independent church by itself.
Until now, his system had only a practical basis
the conviction that
Christianity had made its appearance among mankind as something
entirely new, unexpected, and undreamt of; that it had imparted to
humanity a divine life, to which nothing in human nature, up to that
time,* was in affinity; that the God who appeared in Christ had earlier
revealed himself neither in nature, nor in reason, nor in the Old Testament that nothing witnessed of him nothing was his work save Christianity alone
this conviction was the groundwork on which Marcion
proceeded to build.
The God who had revealed himself in Christ was
in his view one altogether diverse from the Spirit which had hitherto
ruled in the world
and the latter was in all cases displaced from his
throne, wherever Christianity found admittance, to make room for a
higher Spirit.
Accordingly Marcion was comjelled to distinguish from
that God hitherto unknown to the Avorld, the God of the world and of
the Old Testament, with his angels.
In jirofoundly studying, with this
direction of ideas, the epistles of liis favorite Apostle, Paul, he might
;

;

;

—

—

;

;

easily be led to believe that he found these ideas confirmed,

of a

when he read

God of this

who

world, of the princes of this world (upxovteq rov aluvog tovtov,)
would not have surrendered up the Lord of glory to the death of

—

of the upxm and e^ovcrlaic, whom
by his crucifixion. And it may be explained, how these
ideas exercised a power over his mind, by reason of the truth lying at
their root.
In the Demiurge, the ruling spirit of the ante-Christian
world, so far as that Avorld was not wholly given to evil, became to Marcion's imagination objectized and personified.
This being could not unthe cross,

if

they had known him

;

Christ vanquished

new divine principle, Avhich through Christ entered into
The hidden glory in Christ's appearance was something
alien from him.
He must bring death to the being who had come to
iestroy his kingdom
but through this very death must be brought

derstand the
the world.

;

made known by Prof. Neumann, in a
German translation," in Ilgen's Zeitschrift
been
liir

historische Theologie, Bd. IV. J. 1834,
a more credible authority, so far as

1

St., is

it

relates to his

trines,

account of Marcion's docwhich he may have drawn from the

own

writings, yet in the outline of
he follows the less authentic
narratives of the writers belonging to hia
latter's

Marcion's

own
i

life,

age.

See above,

ship.

in the history of divine

wor

^
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The idea
about the dethronement of tliis sjjiiit of the world himself.
of matter, as the spring of all desires and passions, belonged too to the
Thus it would in fact admit of being
current notions of the period.
explained, how Marcion might have been led to form and gradually
mai.are his system out of his own peculiar Christian consciousness, in
the spiritual atmosphere of this period, Avithout any connection whatever

Yet although, for the reasons thus hinted at,
with the Gnostic sects.
we caimot consider the influence of those sects on his mode of thinking
to have been so important as it has sometimes been represented, we are
not disposed to deny, what the ancients are unanimous in stating, that
at Rome he attached himself to a teacher from Antioch by the name of

Cerdo, who held to the purely Dualistic Gnosis, and from him borrowed
fill up the chasms of his dogmatic system.

d good deal to

It lay in the essential character of Marcion's mode of thinking, that
he must have labored more earnestly and assiduously than other Gnos-

—

for while others believed it
tics for the extension of his principles,
impossible to communicate their higher knowledge to any save a small
number of Christians, the spiritual men, Marcion, on the other hand,

was convinced that

his doctrine was no other than the primitive Chrisshould come to all men.
He must have felt constrained to
communicate to all Christians, the light of truth which had fallen to his
own share. Hence he made frequent journeys, and spent his life in an
uninterrupted series of conflicts with pagans and with Christians.
To
be hated, and to sufler, he accounted the destination of every Christian, Avhich

"Fellow-hated, and fellow-sufferers" (avjiiuaovjievoi koI awTokaihis common form of salutation to his brethren in the faith.
He was, perhaps, residing in Rome, when the aged bishop Polj^carp of
Smyrna came on a visit to the Roman bishop Anicetus.^ Mai-cion,
who probably in his youth had enjoyed the friendship of Polycarp, and
now saw him again after many j'ears, went to him and addressed him
in these words: " Dost thou remember me, Polycarp ? "
But the old
man
otherwise so amiable
could embrace within his love all but
the enemies of the gospel
among whom he reckoned Marcion, unable
as he was to discern the Christian element lying at the T*oot of his very
errors.^
He is said to have replied to him " Yes, I remember the
first-born of Satan."
Tertullian relates,* that Marcion testified at last
his repentance for the schism which he had occasioned, and sought to
be restored to the fellowship of the church
that this request was
granted on the condition that he would bring back into the church those
whom he had led astray ; but that his premature death prevented the
fulfilment of this condition.
B\it the testimony of Tertullian, in matters of this sort, is not of sufl^icient weight to establish the truth of this
report.
It might easily happen with him, that he took up the story on
the credit of some rumor not sufficiently well founded.
It was in fact
a thing too obvious not to be suggested by somebody, that the heretic
should repent in the end of his defection from the church, and yearn
tian.

7r(jpoi,y

was

—

—

;

:

;

1

Tertall

2

See

vol.

VOL.

I.

c.

M.

I. f).

1. IV.
299

c.

36

;

1.

IV.

c. 9.

30

m. c. 3, §

•'

x,.en.

*

Praescript.

i.

c

30.
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bosom.

after re-admission to its

of which he was the author

But

if tlie

continuance of the breacL

was a fact testifying against

this supposition,

was necessary that some legend should arise, to reconcile the discrepMarcion was too clearly conscious to himself of an opposition in
ancy.
principles between him and the then church, to leave it possible for any
one to believe this story, without any better guaranty for its truth.
Meanwhile, there must have been some good and sufficient reason, why
such things were said of Marcion in particular, and not of the other
If some conciliatory word or other of Marcion's was not the
Gnostics.
occasion of it, the remote ground must at any rate be sought for in the
consciousness penetrating through the blinding influence of polemical
it

passions, that after all this

and

Christianity

Gnostics stood

;

man

stood in quite a different relation to

Christian church, from that in which other
that he was connected with both by a tie not to bo
to the

sundered by the force of intellectual error.
It iiow remains, that we should enter into a detailed examination of
Marcion's system, in its later and complete development. This system
coincided in its fundamental princi))les with other Gnostic systems of the
that in his theory it is
last>-mentioned class, with this single difference
ever gleaming through the surface, how everything had been seized by
him on the practical rather than on the speculative side, and that the
speculative element w^as to him a matter of inferior interest.
He assumed three fundamental principles 1. An vIt] existing from eternity.
the God who is
2. The infinitely perfect, almighty and holy God,
eternal love the Good, 6 uya-doq^ who alone is to be denominated God in
the proper sense who, by virtue of his holy nature, is incapable of entering into any contact whatever with matter ; creating, only by communication of himself, a life in affinity with himself, but forming nothing
3. The Demiurge, a suboi'dinate being of limited power,
from without.
holding a middle place between good and evil, who is named God only
in an improper sense, (as the divine title is also transferred to other
beings in Ps. 82,^) who is in a constant conflict with matter, seeking to
subject and to fashion it according to his own ideas, but never able
wholly to overcome its resistance. ^ Matter, with regard to which he
appropriated to himself the common ideas, he regarded as the stuff furnished for the creative might of the Demiurge ; the passive potence
He described it also as the power or the
in relation to the latter.^
But out of that in it which resisted the formative
essence of the earth.
might and the dominion of the Demiurge, proceeds evil, a wild, ungodAll this became concentrated in Satan. The distinction
like impulse.
between true moral perfection, which consists in love or goodness,
whose essence it is only to communicate itself, only to bless, to make
and mere justice, wdiich metes out ev^ery thing by
happy, to redeem.
desert, rewards and punishes, requites good with good and evil with
evil, which gives birth to mere outward discipline, can communicate no
power of moral enthusiasm,
this was the great 2yraettcal and funda;

:

—

;

;

—

—

i

c.

Clem. Strom, lib.
lib. I c. 7 - 15.

M.

III.

f.

431.

Tertiill.

2
8

Ephr. Syr. Orat. XIV.
See Esnig, 1. c. p. 72.
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mental idea of Marcion, which formed ;he nucleus of all the rest. But
between love and a justice which revealed itself in punishment, he
While he gave to the love of
could find no means of reconciliation.
God, the revelation of which in the gospel had penetrated through his
whole soul, a strong and exclusive prominence, he allowed all other noSeeking to make
tions of the divine attributes to retire out of view.
that alone valid which belonged peculiarly to Christianity, but rending
it from its connection with the Old Testament groundwork, detei-mined
to know nothing at all of a vindictive justice grounded in the holiness
of God, of a holy anger of God against sin ; he evaded what essentially
pertains to this, in order to distinguish the theistic position of ChristianAnd inasmuch as he comity from that of the old Natui-e-religion.
prised in the notion of justice severed from its connection with the other
divine attributes, all those marks which he believed might be derived
from the Old Testament, as belonging to the character of the Demiurge,
that notion itself became to him an inconsistent and self-contradictory
one.
The inner coherence and consistency was ever in his case more
in the heart than in the head.
Vague and indefinite also, appears to us, in the accounts that are
extant, the mode in which Marcion conceived the relation of the Demiurge to the perfect God,^ in respect to his origin.
As we find elsewhere among the Gnostics Dualistic systems only,
none in which
three pnnciples, 'wholly indej^endent in their origin, had been assumed,
it seems most natural to conclude that Marcion also would be for deriving the imperfect Demiurge through a series of evolutions from the perfect God,
a course which, as a consistent thinker, he must have felt
himself constrained to adopt by his own fundamental principle.
Yet it
is singular, that not one of Marcion's opponents attempts to explain by
what mediation it was, he connected one with the other, although this
is a point which they never fail to notice in speaking of the systems of
other Gnostics.
We must infer, that in his writings he did not express
any opinion on this subject himself. In fact, there was wanting in his
which is another circumstance whereby he was distinguished
system
from other Gnostics
the doctrine of emanation, necessarily pre-supposed in order to such a mediation and derivation.^ It is from the predominating practical interest, the unspeculative and unsystematic spirit
of Marcion, that we shall perhaps have to account for these lacunce.
The great point of practical moment Avith Marcion was, next, to assert
the absolute newness of the creation by Christianitj^
to sever every
thread of connection between it and the world as it had subsisted before.
But hence it was impossible for him to apprehend in its true significancy
this new creation itself; since it can be vmderstood only as a restoration

—

—

—

—

;

and fulfilment of the original one.
his

And

in this lies the deficiency jf

moral system.

The Demiurge of Marcion does not work
•

The church

teacher,

Khodon,

(Eusel).

1.

says that Marcion supi)oscd only
two principles. M'o (ipx<'i-<:- Esnig, howevever, ascribes to him a Triarchy.
V,

c. 13,)

after the pattern of higher

^ That nothing akin to the emanationsystem of other Gnostics is to he found in
Marcion, seems to follow from the remaTks
of TertuUian, c. Marcion, lib. I. c. 5-
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ideas, of which, though unconsciously, or even against his will, he is the
organ but he is the absolutely independent, self-subsistent creator of
To this
an imperfect world, answering to his own limited essence.
world Marcion reckoned also the nature of man, in which he did not
acknowledge, like other Gnostics, the existence of another element becreated man, his highest work,
so he taught
The Demiurge
sides.
Man's body he
after his own image, to represent and reveal himself.
hence evil desires to this body he gave a soul in
formed of matter,
He gave him
affinity with himself and deriv^ed from his own essence.
a law, to try his obedience, with a view either to reward or to punish
But the limited Demiurge had it not iu
him, according to his desert.
his power to give man a godlike principle of life, capable of overcoming
evil.
Man yielded to the seductions of sinful lust, and thus became
subject, with his whole race, to the dominion of matter, and of the evil
From the entire race of fallen humanity,
spirits which sprang out of it.
to this
the Demiurge selected only one people, for his special guidance
people, the Jews, he made a special revelation of himself, and gave a
consistreligious polity, answering to Ms oivn essence and character,
ing, on the one hand, of a ceremonial confined to externals; on the
oilier, of an imperative, deficient system of morals, without any irmer
;

—

—

—

;

;

—

life, without power to sanctify the heart, without the spirit of
Those who faithfully observed this religious law, he rewarded by
conveying them at death to a state of happiness suited to their limited

godlike
love.

But all who sufifered
natures, in the society of their pious forefathers.^
to be seduced by the enticements of the vlr] to disobey the

themselves

—

a system to
all who abandoned themselves to idolatry
he hurled down toperdition.^
be traced to the influence of this vlt]
Not powerful enough to give his people the supremacy, and to extend
his kingdom over the whole earth, the Demiurge promised them a Redeemer, a Messiah, by whose means he would finally accomplish this
end in the conflict with the hostile powers of the vIt] by whose mean",
he would gather in all the Jews from their dispersion, bring heathenf
and sinners to a rigid judgment, and conduct his own people to the
peaceful enjoyment of all earthly felicity in a kingdom erected over the
But the perfect God, whose essence is mercy and love,
whole world.
could not suffer this severe sentence to be executed on men whose fall
was owing to nothing but their inherent weakness. It is consonant
with his character, not to wait, like the Demiurge, for merit, but out of

Demiurge, and

—

;

who are alienated from
not to begin with giving a law, and making man's destiny depend on his observance or disobedience of that ; but to reveal
and communicate himself to those who are willing to enter into fellow-

his

own

free love to receive to himself those

him, and

lost

;

ship with him, as the fountain of divine

life

and blessedness.

The

ap-

pearance of Christ was the self-manifestation ^ of the Supreme God, <ill
then altogether hidden to this lower creation.
According to the earlier known accounts of Marcion's doctrine, we
1

Apud

lull. c.

V.

f.

M.

546.

inferos, in sinu
lib. III. c.

24.

Abrahami. TerClem. Strom, lib.

^

See Esnig,
TertuU. c.

1.

M

c.

p. 74.

lib. I

c.

11.
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suppose, that he represented the Supreme God himself as appearing \Yithout any mediation in the kingdom of the Demiurge, or upon
the earth ; and thus he might have attached himself to the theory
tniglit

foi-m

—

—

Asia Minor
of the Patripassionists,^ in which
he had, perliaps, from the first, become acquainted with the doc-

BO widely diffused

trine of Christ.

in

This theory was exactly suited to his })redominant

practical tendency, to the element of Christian feeling

which in his case
Penetrated by the consciousness, that
Christianity was nothing other than the communication of the Supreme
God himself, that men have God himself immediately in Christ, the
theory of subordhiation in the church doctrine of the Logos might be
In this peculiar tendency of his doctrine concerning
offensive to him.
Christ, then, to simplification, he would once more differ from the other
Gnostics, whose speculation tended to multijjly the hypostases.
The
inadmissible form of representation, that God the Father appeared himself, immediately, in a human bodj'-, might then easily pass over to the
other notion, that this manifestation was merely in appearance.
Yet
however much this supposition must have in its favor,^ according to the
accounts thus far known to us, we notwithstanding venture no longer to
hold on to it, since Esnig's account has been communicated ; for accordprevailed over every other.

this, Marcion expressly distinguished Jesus, as the Sou sent down
from the heaven of the Supreme God, from the latter as his Father.
And to this distinction he must, in truth, have been led also by the
authority of him who passed, in Marcion's estimation, for the only

ing to

apostle.

Marcion's Docetism was not grounded solely in the view he enter]3ut was closely connected also with the whole essence
and spirit of his dogmatic system. According to this, Christianity must
make its appearance of a sudden, as an unprepared-for fragment, having no connection whatever with anything else.
Everything, in fact,
was with him sudden and unexpected.
His gospel began wdien the
Son of God, in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius, descended
into the city of Capernaum, and appeared at once as a public teacher.^
Jesus, therefore, according to the scheme of Marcion, was not the
Messiah, promised through the prophets hj the Demiurge, since, indeed,
he wanted many of those marks of the Messiah contained in the prophets
while, on the other hand, what was peculiar in his character and
conduct was in no wise to be found among the charat;tcristic traits of
the Messiah announced by the prophets.
]\Iarciun attempted to carry
out in detail the contrast between Christ as he is refiresented in the
gospel history, and the Christ of the Old Testament,
and here too
it is evident, how deeply Christ's image had imiirintcd itself on his
warm heart but he was wrong in his very princii>le of requiring that
the foretype presented to the prophetic vision under a temporal drapery
tained of matter,

;

—

;

1

Concerning wliom we

shall spciik far-

ther in the section relating to the formation
of church doctrine.
2 Even when Tcrtullian (lib. I. c. 19)
9ays in the sense of Marcion, concerning

Jesus: Dcscendit de coelo sjjiritus salutaris,
a distinction is imi)lied between the redeemino; Spirit and the Sujireme God.
»

Tertull.

c.

M.

lib.

IV.

<•

17

;
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should correspond exactly to the reality of the manifestation.
Henco
called himself the Messiah, it was only in accommodation
He wished to find some possible point of union with their
to the Jews.
views, to gain their confidence by some well-known form, to which he
could afterwards give a higher meaning.^

when Jesus

To bestow the greatest favors in vain on men who were wholly alien
from him, was the great characteristic of his life. How far the Docetism
of Marcion was from denying the reality of the works accomplished by
Christ, is evident, when we consider what importance he attached to the
miracles of Christ, as acts of succoring love, and of power over the
kingdom of the Demiurge. He represents the Supreme God saying to
" Heal their wounds, bring
his Son, when he sent him down to men
their dead back to life, make their blind to see, accomplish among them
the greatest cures without reward." ^
The characteristic mark which
distinguished the miracles of Christ from those of the prophets, consisted
according to Marcion in this, that no intermediate second causes, borrowed from the kingdom of the Demiurge, were needed to compass such
effects, but he was able to do all by his word and his Avill alone,
thus
evincing his superiority over the kingdom of the Demiurge.*^
Christ
required no prophecies to confirm his divine mission his self-manifestation by godlike actions, above the kingdom of the Demiurge, was ac
evidence which rendered all other superfluous.*
But as all that he required was a humble reception of the higher ele
ment which he came to bestow on men, he would meet with a readiei
reception among pagans, abandoned to the sense of their wretchedness,
than among the men who were satisfied with their confinement in the
:

—

;

kingdom of the Demiurge.

As

to\

Demiurge

the

himself,

who saw

in

Jesus only the Messiah promised by himself, who like the Jews held
him to be a man the same with other men he had looked upon him as
Hence he must be the more exasperated, when he
his instrument.
found himself deceived in his expectations, when he saw him performing works which so far exceeded his own power, and must perceive how
men would be led away by this Jesus to defection from his own law
how he threatened to destroy that very kingdom, Avhose interests he
He caused him to be crucified by those whom
should have subserved.
he employed to execute his purposes.
The heart of Marcion would assuredly be touched by the idea of a
so great imporlove that suffered, and conquered through suffering,
tance did he find attached, in the writings of his own Apostle Paul, to
and yet this did not harmonizo
the redemptive sufferings of Christ ;
;

—

—

1 Ut per sollenne apud eos et familiare
nomen irrepeiet in Judseorum fidem. L. c.

lib. III. c.

2
**

15.

See Esnig. 1. c. p. 74.
In the work where Marcion treated of

the opposition between tlie Old and New
Testaments, his Antitheses, this remark occured: Helisseum materia eguisse, aqnam
adhibuisse, et eam septics; Christum vero
verbo solo et hoc semel functum curatio-

nem

statim reprcesentasse.
Tertull. c. M.
As Christ healed the ten lepc. 9.
ers, sine tactu et sine verbo, tacita potestate
L. c. c. 3.5.
et sola voluntate.
* Non fuit ordo ejusmodi, (preparation by
means of prophecy,) necessarius, quia statim se et filiuni et missum et Dei Christum
rebus ipsis esset proba turns per documcnta
virtutum. L. c. lib. III. c. 3
lib.

IV.
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Now although he was not allowed by that thewell with his Docetisin.
ory to attribute any real suffering to Christ, yet he was prepared to
show how this very delusion, designed with reference to the Demiurge,
must conduce to the accomplishment of the saving purposes of the Supreme God.
While it was taught in the church, that Satan deceived himself, and
saw his own power destroyed, in supposing Jesus to be subject to death,
like other men, Marcion simply substituted the Demiurge in the place
and we have already remarked how he might be led to supof Satan
pose that he found some confirmation of this view in the words of the
;

Moreover, he received from universal tradition the docdescensus Christi ad inferos, and to this perhaps he
referred the words in Paul's epistle to the Laodiceans (Ephesians) 4 9.
But his aversion to tlie Jews and preference of the pagans led him to give
to this doctrine also another turn, so as to bring it into harmony with
his own system.
It was the will of the Demiurge to condemn him whom he placed in
the same class Avith all the others that had revolted from his empire, to
Christ descended there
but here also he found himself deceived.
hell
for the purpose of taking to himself the poor heathens, whom the Demiurge had condemned to everlasting punishment he released them, because he found them possessed of the faith which he had not been able
to find among the self-rigliteous Jews, from the power under Avhich till
and raised them along with himself to
then they had been subjected
Thus the wrath of the Demithe Father of love in the third heaven.^
urge was excited afresh, " he eclipsed his sun, and veiled his world in
an allusion perhaps to the phenomenon which took place
darkness,"
at the death of Jesus.
Then Christ revealed himself to the Demiurge in his true form, in
he compelled him to acknowledge a higher God
his divine essence
over himself, brought him to a consciousness of guilt according to his
own laws, since he had shed tlie blood of an innocent j)erson, Avho had
shown to his creatures nothing but benevolence. Thus he must bow before a higher power.
It seems, although it cannot be determined with certainty, that Marcion taught, that the Messianic predictions of the Old Testament would
still be actually accomplished in behalf of the believers in the DemiThe Messiah promised by the Demiurge would appear, and
urge.
bring to a rigid judgment those Avho had not been freed from his power
by faith in the higher Christ awaken the just dead of the Old Testament, and unite them all together in a millenial reign of earthly felicity.
The eternal heavenli/ kingdoin to which the Christians belonged, would
then form the direct antithesis to this perishable, earthly kingdom.
Apostle Paul.
trine of

the

:

;

;

;

—

;

;

The
rises

would lay aside their gross bodies, as the bird
out of the egg, as the kernel casts off the shell or leaves behind its

husk

in the earth,

fruit

drops from the stem."

1

c.

souls of Christians

and

Vid. Iren. lib. I. c. 27,
Esnig, 1. c. p. 74.

24.

lifts itself

§

2;

cfr.

in

freedom

The God
lib.

2

I.
c.

Tert.

29.

to

the day-light, as the ripe

of love does not punish
c.

M.

1.

III.

c.

3,

Ephr. Syr. Oiat. CII.

;

but

4 et 24; 1 IV.
f. 551 et 552

6,
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-.vho were unwilling to receive the proftered fellowship with hini^
under the power of the Demiurge and his avenging justice.^ But
whoever, on the other hand, enters into fellowship with the Father
through faith in the Son of God, becomes partaker even here on the
earth of a divine life above the power of the Demiurge and of the Hjle
and for him there is no longer any judgment. Delivered from the
might of the Demiurge, he stands under the special guidance of the
God of love. Plotinus, in his work against the Gnostics, among others,
censures those who maintained a Kpovola of the Supreme God which extended to themselves and not to the whole world.
We are not of the
opinion,^ that he had the Marciouites particularly in view here
but we
must at least pre-suppose such a doctrine in Marcion. From Marcion's
connection of ideas resulted the antithesis betw^een those who were left
subject to the Demiurge's government, and those who, released from his
power, become objects of the providential care of the Supreme God,
those whom God trains for his kingdom, those in Avhose behalf all things
shall work together for good, serving to conduct them ouAvard to the
mark for which eternal love has destined them. Providence general
and 82?ecial Marcion must have attributed to the Demiurge that providence alone which has been designated b} '".he term providentia specialissima, could be accounted by him as the \wrk of the Supreme God in

tho33
fall

;

:

;

reference to his chosen ones.

A dogmatical

system like Marcion's, in which the antithesis between
and gosjiel was expressed in such a way, could not fail to be followed by a system of morals full of meaning for the distinction Avhich
he made between the two amounted in fact to this; that i\\Q former^ by
its precepts, could not confer on man any true, inward sanctification,
any power to obtain the victory over sin while the latter, by faith,
brought man into union with a fountain of divine life, a union which
must necessarily manifest itself by the conquest over sin and by holiness of living.
Even Marcion's warmest opponents, who sought
eagerly to sum up every bad quality which could be imputed to liim,
and who refused to acknowledge the essential difference between his
system and all other forms of Gnosticism, still could not deny, that
the Marcionites differed entirely in their moral conduct from those
Gnostic Antinomians
'that they came fully up, for example, to the
standard of the most rigid Christians, in their abhorrence of the pagan
games and pastimes.^ While many Gnostics, who held to the doctrine
of an allowable accommodation to prevailing errors, or to the principle
that no importance was to be attached to externals, found no difficulty
in evading the obligation to become martyrs
the Marcionites, on the
laiv

;

;

;

—

;

other hand, felt certainly constrained to bear witness of Christianity,
which was a cause enlisting the affections of their heart.*
have,
in the previous remarks, alluded already to the necessary defect in Mar-

We

cion's

system of morals, grounded in his peculiar doctrine concerning
The ascetic bent of life, which he

the creation and the origin of man.
1

\ur.
•^

Abjecti, ab ijjne ("reatoris dcprehendcn-

tertuU.

c.

See above,

M.

1.

I. c.

p. 390, etc.

28.

^

TertuU.

^

See,

c. 12.

c.

e. g.

De

M.

1.

I. c.

Eiiseb.

Martyr.

1.

28.

IV.

c.

Palaj.stin. c

15:
10.

1.
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iiTarcionites.

had adopted already as a member of the catholic church, and in ^vhich,
as we observed above, his system found a natural point of union, was
now again still further promoted by the matured and perfected docHe reckoned that mode of life, which, in the
trines of his system.
catholic church, was led only by a particular class of ascetics, as belonging to the essential being of genuine Christianity

;

—

Christians should

even here on the earth, a heavenly life, above all contaminating
influence of matter.
He who was not as yet capable of leading such
a life, must remain in the class of catechumens, could not yet be admitlead,

ted to baptism.^

Marcion assuredly regarded Paul as the only genuine apostle who
remained true to his calling. He taught, that after Christ revealed
himself in his divine character to the Demiurge, and compelled him to
acknowledge a higher power, he manifested himself to Paul, (referring
doubtless to that revelation of Christ to the apostle of which the latter
The
himself testifies,) and commissioned him to preach the gospel."
other scriptures of the New Testament, save Paul's epistles, he
rejected not because he supposed them interpolated at a later period,
but because he did not recognize the authors of them as genuine teachBesides the epistles of Paul, he made use of a
ers of Christianity.
pretended original gospel, which he held to be the record of the gospel
history cited and used by Paul himself.^
All the other gospels he
traced to those corrupters of the evangelical truth, against whom Paul
himself had warned men.*
But we must ever keep it in mind, that
Marcion regarded the older apostles themselves as such corrupters. As
he presupposed everywhere in the church a corruption of the primitive
truth, and the image of those Judaizing corrupters liaunted him like a
ghost, he thought it necessary, that even those religious records, whose
authority he acknowledged in common with the church, should first be
restored to their primitive condition, by a critical process of his own,
designed to purge them of every element of Judaism.
His pretended
original gospel, used by the A])Ostle Paul, seems to have been a mutilated copy of the gospel according to Luke.'^
His critical expurgation
was not consistently cai-ried tl^rough, many things being allowed to remain, Avhich could be brought into harmony with Marcion's system
only by resorting to a tortuous exegesis, made possible by ignorance of
;

the right principles of interjiretation.

Marcion's Sects.

— Marcion

diftered

from other Gnostics

in this

respect also, that while the latter, as Clement of Alexandria said of
1 Tcrtull. c. M. lib. 1. c. 34: Quoinodo
nuptias dirimis ? iiec conjungcns inaiem et
ferainam, nee alibi conjuiietos ad sacrainenturn liuptismatis et c'leharistia: adniittens,
nisi inter se conjuravennt adversus friictum
nuptiaruin.
See Esnig, 1. c. p. 75.
* Perhaps there had been preserved in
the apostolic churches of Asia Minor the
remembrance of such an evangelical collection, which St. Paul had brought with liim.
* See Tertull. c • M. lib. IV. c. 2 et 3.
''

Origines in Joann. T.

de recta in
T.
la Rue.

Dcum

"V. § 4.

V. Dialog,

fide in Grig. opp. ed.

de

807.
Detailed investigations into Marcion's
canon of the New Testament would he out
of" place here.
See more on this subject in
the learned and ingenious inquiries of my
I.

f.

^

Ilahn and Olshausen, and in my
Genetic development of the Gnostic systerns.
On Marcion's gospel, consult Tlu
lo's edition of the Apocryphal wriiijigs of
the New Testament, T. 1."

friends
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LUCAS.

APELLES.

them, endeavored to found schools only,^ he, on the other ha.nd, wai
establishing a church, a community.
To restore the primitive
church, designed bj Christ, founded by the Apostle Paul, was the aim
of his life.
And being everyAvhere excluded from the catholic church,
he was compelled, in preaching the pure doctrine of Christ as he understood it, to found communities of his own.^
The universally intelligible and practical character of Marcion's doctrines, the enthusiasm
with which these principles were announced, might give this sect a
wider spread than any other could reach.
Very soon, however, diiferences of opinion must begin to manifest themselves within it.
While among the other Gnostics, the arbitrary character and great
variety of the speculations they indulged in, furnished occasion for the
later disciples to depart in many respects from the doctrines of the
earher masters ; so, on the other hand, the predominant practical tendency and the poverty of speculation in the system of Marcion compared with the other Gnostic systems, laid the foundation of changes,
which his followers, not so exclusively governed as he was himself by
the practical interest, undertook to introduce.
Many of them endeavored to supply the defects which they thought they detected in the system, by appropriating to themselves elements from other Gnostic systems,
not suited to Marcion's theory.
Many, like the Marcionite Marcus,^
espoused the doctrine of the Syrian Gnosis respecting the formation of
man ; ^ which was-, that the Supreme God communicated to man a portion of bis own divine life, (the nvevfta,') which man lost however by
sin,
a doctrine at variance with the whole character of the Marcionite system. While Marcion probably gave himself no farther thought
concerning the final destiny of the Demiurge and of the " psychical
natures," the Marcionite Lucas, on the other hand, thought himself
compelled to believe that everything " psychical" was perishable; that
the TTvevjiiaTiKov only, which participated of the divine life, was imfor

—

mortal.''^

In the case of Apelles, who had for a while turned aside from the
predominant practical tendency of Marcion, and indulged in various
speculations foreign to the primitive Marcionite system, the original
practical tendency finally gained once more the ascendency in a very
remarkable manner.
Tertullian gives an unfavorable account of the

moral character of this man ^ but Rhodon, a catholic church teacher
in the beginning of the third century, whose testimony, being that of
an opponent, is beyond suspicion, sufficiently exonerates him of this
charge for he describes him as a person " whose moral character commanded the respect of all. Probably, it was the altogether blameless
intimacy subsisting between Apelles and Philumene, a certain female
theosophist, which furnished occasion for this charge
men l^eing ever
;

;

—

AmrpilSai
Concerning the ecclesise, which were
founded hv Marcion or his disciples, cons.
Tertull. c. M. lib. IV. c. 5.
" In the Dialogue de recta fide. Vid. opp.
Origen, T. I.
1

^

*

Sec

fibove,

the

in

ct;

se

of the Ophites

and of Saturninus.
^

See Tertull. de resurrect, cam.

Orig. c Cels. 1. III. c. 27.
PriBscript hferet. c. 30
*^

"

Euseb.

lib.

V.

c.

13.

c.

2

"

•
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inclined to put a folse construction on the actions of one stigmatized as
The only reproach that can be brought against Philumene
a heretic.
is,

that she forgot her mission as a woman, and hence was betrayed into
against Apelles, that he confirmed her in this hne of con;

fanaticism

—

duct, and looked upon the fonatic discourses that proceeded from her
distempered mind, as revelations, which he gave himself the trouble of
may make some use, however, of the report furexpounding.^

We

nished by TertuUian, tliat the protracted residence of Apelles in Alex
audria effected a change in his Marcionite views ; since all we can
gather from the scattered accounts in TertuUian, Origen, Epiphanius,
and in the work of Ambi'osius " De Paradise," intimates a modification of his system through the influence of the Alexandrian Gnosis.
it was, that he brought the visible and the invisible orders of the
world, the Demiurge and the Supreme God, the Old and the New Testaments, into closer connection with each other, than was admissible
Starting with the prinaccording to the spirit and system of Marcion.
ciple, that the Old Testament came from different authors, partly from

Hence

the inspirations of the Soter, partly from those of the Demiurge, and
in part from those of the evil spirit, who corrupted the revelations of
"I
the divine things,^ he Avas for everywhere holding fast the good.

use

the scriptures of the Old Testament," said he, " gathering from
He appealed to a saying, often cited by
is profitable." ^
ancients, which was attributed to our Saviour, perhaps in the

all

them what
the

evayyiAiov

Ka-&' 'EjSpalovg

:

"Be

skilful

monoy-changers, ever ready to

dis-

tinguish the genuine from the counterfeit, the true from the false ;
(jivscr&e doKLjiol TpaTreCirac.')
While Marcion, who was inclined to ohjectize

everything, received all in the Old Testament as true to the letter, but
ascribed it not to the Supreme God, but to the Demiurge ; Apelles, on
the other hand, found in the Old Testament fables wholly destitute of
see exemplified in this man the force of a tendency which
truth.'*
the great difficulty which indiruled the minds of a particular age

We

—

who would gladly withdraw themselves from it, must still exjieThus Apelles felt the might of the
in assei'ting their freedom.

viduals,

rience

principle, the incompatibility of which with Christianity he
acknowledged, and to which, notwithstanding, he saw himself ever forced
back again by the power that governed his thoughts. Accordingly he
concluded his inquiries, at an advanced age, with the confession, that
he could not do otherwise, but felt himself absolutely compelled to bebut scientifically
lieve in One eternal God, the author of all existence
to demonstrate how all existence could be traced back to one original
The church teacher Rhodon, a
principle, transcended his ability.
stranger to such conflicts of the spirit, could not understand the confession, and bantered him for professing to be a teacher, while at the
same time he avowed that he only believed, but was unable to prove,
dualistic

;

1 His work of (pavtpuaecg, which has not
reached our times.
2 He endeavored, in a work which he entitled " Conclusions," (yvlloyiajioi, to point
Dut the contradictions -n the Old Testament.

"

Xpw and

waajjg ypa(j>7/(;, uvaKkyuv rd
Epiphan. haeres. 44, § 2.
Orig
MyiJof rd '\ov(Saicjv ypu/ifiaTa.

xi'^'l^"*
c.

Cels.

lib.

V.

c.

54.

;
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FORM OF WORSHIP

'

what he taught. Apelles seemed now to have lost all interest in dis
" Let every man," said he, " stand fast bj?
putes on these matters.
his faith for all that put their trust in Christ crucified, shall attain salvation, if they only prove their faith bj their works."
;

APPENDIX.
Concerning the WorsMj) or Cultus of the Gnosis.

The different tendencies of Gnosticism, Avhich we have thus far contemplated, had great influence also on the views which they entertained
of divine worship.
The reaction that sprang out of Gnosticism against
the confounding together of the Jewiali and Christian positions, and
against the conversion of religion into an outward thing, could not fail
to manifest itself strongly on this particular side.
Indeed we have
observed this already, in the declarations of Ptolemgeus respecting festivals and fasts.
But that tendency, growing out of the Dualism of
the Gnostics, to abstraction from the world and estrangement from all

human affections, which stood opposed to the Christian principle insists
ing on the transfiguration of the natural and the human, must, when
consistently carried out and pushed to the extreme, have led in the
case of worshij) also to the rending asunder of what Christ, for man's
had put togeU^er. And the exaggerated value placed on
knowledge in religion,
the twilight knowledge which set up itself as
the supreme good,— might end m a proud contempt for all those means
of grace which had been furnished in aid to the Christian li+"^
a
similar tendency having in fact, at a still earlier period, grown out of
the Jewish Gnosis at Alexandria.
Accordingly we find those among
the Christian Gnostics who said that salvation consisted in knowledge
in knowledge, man had all that he wanted. As the world of sense had
sprung out of an alienation from the divine being, it was letting down
the dignity of the transcendent things of God, to attempt representing
them by sensuous, defective, perishable things.^ But the same theosophic tendency might bring with it too a symbolic cultus, full of mysterious pomp and ceremony;
as we see illustrated in the case of that
sect of the Marcosians,^ from whom Irenaeus derives the Idealists, menbenefit,

—

•

—

tioned farther back,

who discarded

virtue of the distinction

between

a.

all

external rites of religion.

psi/chical

and

Si,

pneumatic

By

Christi-

—

anity, they were led to distinguish also ttvo lands of baptism,
a baptism in the name of Jesus, the Messiah of the psychical natures, where-

by believers obtained forgiveness of
1

Their words are to be found in IrenrEus,

M^

Seiv to t//^ uf)/)))Tov
21, § 4:
Kol uofjuTov dvvufisojg fivaTrjpiov 61 oparCiv
lil». I. c.

Kal

(p&apTuv

ETTLTe'kela-QaL

KTifTfiarcjv, kqI

Tuv uyEvvrjTuv Kal uau/xuTuv
Kol au/iaTiKuv.

F,lvai

61 ala'&iiTuv
6e TeXeiav uiroAv-

rpuaiv ai'T/jv ri/v ETrtyvwaiv tov app'riTov
ne-)b%vr.
Theorioret. ha;ret. fab. I.e. 10.
If the Caianians, attacked

by Tertullian

in

work, " de Bajitismo," "were identical
irith the Gnostic Cainites, with whom they

his

sin

and the hope of eternal Hfe

in

are sometimes confounded, these last must
also be placed in the same class, which
would agree with their general tendency.
But the reasons alleged by those Caianians
against the necessity of outward baptism,
have no resemblance whatever to the wild.
fanatical spirit of the Cainite? ; and the
sect generally exhibits none of ihe Gnostic
peculiarities,
"

Adherents of Mark.

AMONG THE
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kingdom of the Demiurge and pneumatic baptism, in the name of
heaven united with Jesus, -whereby the spiritual nature
attained to self-consciousness and to perfection, and entered into fellowThe ceremony of baptism and the baptismal
ship with the Pleroma.
the

;

the Christ from

formula probably differed with them, according as the candidate
received the first or the second baptism, was received into the class of
The latter was probpsychical or into that of pneumatical Christians.
Acably accompanied with more pomp and parade than the former.
that the baptized and
cording to the Gnostic idea, (see above,)
redeemed pneumatic nature entered into a spiritual marriage (syzygy)
with its other half in the spiritual world, with the angel Avhich with it
they celebrated baptism as a wedding, and
constituted one whole,
decorated the room where the ceremony took place, like a bridal chamber.
One baptismal formula for the Pneumatics ran thus " In the
name which is hidden from all the divinities and powers, (of the Demiurge,) the name of truth^ which Jesus of Nazareth has put on in
the light-zones of Christ, the living Christ, through the Holy Ghost, for
the name by which all things attain
the redemption of the Angels,^
to pei'fection."
The candidate then said " I am established and redeemed,^
I am redeemed in my soul from this world, and from all
that comes from it, by the name of Jehovah, who has redeemed the
The whole assembly then said,
soul of Jesus* by the living Christ."
" Peace (or salvation) to all on whom this name rests." Next they

—

—

:

—

;

—

bestowed on the person baptized the sign of consecration to the priestly
office, by anointing with oil, customary also in the church, (see above ;)
for the precious, farbut the oil in this case was a costly balsam
spreading fragrance was intended to be a symbol of that transcendent
bliss of the Pleroma which had been appointed for the redeemed. It is
among these Marcosians we first meet with the ceremony of extreme
unction. The dead were anointed with this balsam, mingled with water,
and a form of prayer was pronounced over them, to the end that the
Bouls of the departed might be able to rise, free from the Demiurge
and all his powers, to their mother, the Sophia.^ The Ophites also had
similar forms of adjuration for the departed. To the same sect belonged
too the well-known mystical table, (the '^la-ypu/n/ia,') which contained a
;

symbolic representation of their system.
The protestant, reforming tendency of Marcion shows itself also in
His simple, practical bent kept
reference to the forms of worship.
1 The
uh}^Eia, self-manifestation of the
Bvthos.
'2
E/f AvTpuaiv ayye'KLKrjv. To the same
redemption, of which this spiritual nature,
as well as the angel belonging to it, must
partake, in order that both might be capablc of entering into the Pleroma, which
neither could do separately, but only in mu-

^ Iren. lib. I. c. 21.
The practice of exorcism at baptism was in accoraance also
with the theory of the Gnostics respecting
the indwelling of the various Trvevf/ara
vAiku until redemption. Exorcism (Mwp
kiopKiCojiEvov) occurs for the first time,
than in the North African
still earlier

tual union.

tol.

^

'EoTspiyfiai Koi

?t.t?.vTpu/iat,.

See above,

on Horns.
* I suppose that in the above formula
r

w

'Inaov should be read instead of avrov.

church, (see above.) in the Didascal. AnaIt may have been
800, col. II. D.
here, however, not as a peculiarly
Gnostic custom, but as belonging to tbe
Alexandrian church generally,
f.

cited
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him remote from that mysticism which delights in outward povnp and
show but at the same time also from a proud, contemplative idealism.
His efforts, in this matter too, were aimed to restore the worship of
God to the primitive Christian form, and he attacked many of the new
regulations, as corruptions of that original simplicity.^ Thus he resisted
the practice, which was now for the first time becoming common, of
dividing the service into the two portions of the missa catechumcnorum
and the missa fidelium since he required that the catechumens should
share in all the privileges of their teachers,^ and not be dismissed at
;

;

the

beginning of the prayer introductory to the celebration of the
He supposed the holy rite could not be profaned by their

supper.

presence.

would indeed stand in contradiction with what has just been said,
is true, that Marcion was the author of the superstitious custom,
of a
founded on a mistaken interpretation of 1 Corinth. 15 29,
representative baptism of the living for catechumens who had died
but it is without any reason whatever, that the introduction of such
vicarious baptism is imputed to Marcion, to whose simple, evangelical
If the practice had
spirit such a superstition was altogether unsuited.
become dominant among the Marcionites who in the fifth century had
spread themselves among the country population of Syria, yet we
should by no means be warranted to infer from the customs of such
ignorant and uncultivated men, who were hardly capable of comprehending the spirit of Marcion, that the practice was authorized by
It

if it

—

:

—

;

himself.^
II.

Christianity had

Mani and

come

the Manichceans.

forth victorious out of the conflict with that re-

action of the fundamental principle of the old world, which we have
Christian Theism had vanquished
contemplated in the Gnostic sects.

Gnosticism had accomplished its destined work. It
to a self-active appropriation and digestion of
Christian truth, brought to clearer consciousness the peculiar essence
of Christianity, and the subject-matter of its principal doctrines. After
Gnosticism had entered thus deeply into the progressive movement of
it
Christian doctrine and theology, it retired into the back-ground
endured only in its subsequent influences but it was not till a later
period that these received their greater significancy as reactions against
the catholic, or Jewish-Christian element still further developed.
When, however, the period of Gnosticism had already passed, a new
Oriental Dualism.

had aroused men's minds

;

;

1 In
had in
all probability Tertnllian
view particularly the "Marcionites, when he

41

says of the heretics, (Priescript. c.
:)
Simplicitatan volunt esse prostralionem disciplinoe, cujus penes nos curam lenocinium
vocant.
^ To this point, Marcion, by his forced
interpretation, applied the passage in Gal.
See vol. I. p. 328.
6 6.
^ Tertnllian (de res. carnis c. 48, and adv.
Marcion, 1. V. c. 10) by no means so ex:

presses

himself, as

if

such a substitutive

baptism was anywhere practised in his own
time, but he only supposes the possibility
that such a custom existed in the time of
the apostle, and that the latter spoke ia
reference to it; and in the latter place, he
considers in fact another explanation of
1 Cor. 15: 29, as the more probable one

As

to Chrysostom's remarks on this p'a
sage, they can a])ply only to many of the
ignorant Marcionites of his own time, but in
no wise to Marcion himself, and the older
Marcionites.
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attempt was made by the Persian Mani or Manes, towards the close of
the third century, to blend together Christianity and the religions of
ancient Asia.
Such attempts were called forth by the inner relation
of Christianity to those ancient religions ; for the facts of which the
redemption, the union of God with humanity
gospel witnesses
answer to a fundamental want of the religious nature, which powerfully
revealed itself in those old religions, and anticipated, in fantastic
caprice, that which was destined to be given, in the fulness of the
Superficial contemplation, or
times, in the form of historical reality.'
contemplation too much chained down to the position of the ancient
world, might therefore, in comparing Christianity with those old religions, imagine that it had found again the same divine element, only
But all becomes a different matter,
in a more multiform shape.
through the different notion, Ij'ing at bottom, of the Divine Being, of

—

—

his relation to the world, of the creation

;

—

since in those nature-reli-

gions, instead of the idea of the personal, living

God, such as he de-

clares himself to be in revelation, the Pantheistic view predominates.

Hence

the seeming resemblance

and

must transform

itself into

an essential

those old religions, in consideration of such a su}>
posed relationship, were to be transported into Christianity, it could be
no otherwise effected, than by severing Christianity itself from its natdiflerence

;

if

ural connection with the preparatory revelation of religion in Judaism,

and by fusing it with a Pantheistic
an entirely different thing.

nature-religion, transforming

into

it

Maiiicheism differs from Gnosticism mainly in this respect, that in the
former, the element of old Oriental theosophy introduces itself to a far
greater extent into Christianity, appropriating it as a symbol for ideas
foreign to

itself,

so that the Christian terms often appear here only as

mere accidents.

Moreover, in this system, which grew up in countries
whither no influence of Platonic philosophy and of Jewish theology had
penetrated, the Oriental theoso[)hy could not become mixed up with
ideas which were derived from such sources.
More especially we find
gleaming through the Manichean system, the Zoroastrian doctrines on
the conflict of Ormuzd and Ahriman, Avhich we have already observed
in the Gnostic systems.
It is not to be mistaken, that Mani made the
centre of the Parsic view of religion his point of departure
that he
was for reconciling with one another, for fusing together in one, the
Zoroastrian and the Christian religions.
But the retoarks which have
been already made respecting the opposition in the whole spiritual tendency between Gnosticism and the original Parsism,- is to be applied
to Manicheism also, and indeed is here still more strongly marked.
That leaning to a morose estrangement from the world, which is altogether alien from the original Parsism, constitutes a characteristic dif
ference between the latter and Manicheism.
In Manicheism, we find
the aim to be perfection, the utmost possible estrangement from all that
pertains to the world
in Parsism, plastic influence on the world
;

;

1

:ian

such resciiihlanoes of the Chriselement in the old relijrion, that Ter-

It is in

;

—

tuIHan thoujrht he discovered the ingenia
diaboli ([uasciam de divinis affectantis
- See above, p. 376.

;
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and tWs practical opposition stands connected with the radical differ
ence in the whole mode of looking at things.
According to the original Parsism, it is a pure creation, which proceeds from Ormuzd, into
which Ahriman introduces a disturbing, destroying influence. Hence
the genuine champion in the service of Ormuzd has to combat this influence. According to the Manichean theory, an evil principle is at work
in the whole creation, which holds in bondage the elements springing
out of the kingdom of light.
Deliverance from this bondage, so that
the liberated spirit may become once more united with its original fountain, is therefore the highest end to be attained.
Now it is true, that
to account for this radical difference, it might be deemed sufficient to
suppose that by a mixture of Parsism with Christianity, and especially
with Christianity apprehended after a^ one-sided, ascetic manner, the
character of Parsism itself must liave undergone great alterations.
It
may be conceived, that the commixture of two systems might have
given birth to a third, wearing in its general aspect, and in its details,
a type different from either. Yet there is a great deal in Manicheism,
as, for example, the doctrine of metempsj'chosis, of a fettered soul
throughout the whole of nature
that reverence shown by the perfect
Manichean for all life in nature, which sprang out of his belief that
he saw the same spirit of heavenly origin, more or less imprisoned and
confined, in all natural objects
the cautious fear, thence resulting, of
injuring even the leaf of a tree,
which witnesses of a striking affinity
of Manicheism with that religion, the most widely extended of all in
Asia, which, through its institutions akin to the monasticism of the middle ages, and throu2:h the feelinsrs of gentleness and of self-sacrificino;
benevolence which it excited, became to many tribes of people a means

—

;

;

—

—

of transition from the wildest barbarism to semi-civilization,
w^emean
Add to this, that we are not merely led to

the Buddhist religion.^

such a result by comparing the inner character of the two systems, but
that moreover there are quite distinct outward and historical indications, going to show that Maui attached himself to Buddhism, and visited countries where the Buddhist missionaries and pilgrims had already
spread themselves.
Among the predecessors of Mani, if we may so consider one from
whose writings Mani is supposed to have largely drawn. Western tradition, which grew out of many misapprehended facts, names Buddas
and of him it is related, that he pretended to be born miraculously of a
virgin.
Something similar occurs also in the tales relative to the birth
Later Manicheans taught exof Buddha who appeared in humanity.
pressly, that Mani, Buddas, Zoroaster, Christ, and the Sun are the
same ^
and this view agrees entirely with the Buddhist doctrine,

—

;

1

In the

torv, 1

first

edition of

had alluded only

my
in

Church His-

a cursory way

relationship of Manicheism and
it is the great merit of Dr.
;
Baur, constituting an epoch in this department of history, that in his work on th«
Manichean system of religion. (Tubingen,

to

the

Buddhism

1831,) he has

more

fully exhibited

and un-

folded this relationship, and thus opened a
new path for the genetic exposition of Manicheism.
- Toi^ ZapaSav Kal BovSuv Kal rbv Xpia~ov Kal rbv ^iavcxalov koI tov 7/?uov iva
Koi rbv avrbv elvai.
See Jacob. Tollii
Traject. 1690.
insignia itinerarii Italici.

Pag. 134.
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Buddlui 'reseated himself on earth at diiferent times, under difforms of human existence, true or apparent shapes, and in aU
these different forms of manifestation, announced the same religion.
Mani is said, moreover, to have retired to a cave in the province of
Turkistan, from whence he came forth with the pretension of having
Now sacred grottos occupied an importreceived special revelations.
and in modant place among the holy things of the Buddha religion
ern times such monuments of Biuldhism have been discovered in the
districts bordering on Persia and Bactria.^
It is in the highest degree probjvl'le, raat in the public appeai'ances
and this view of the
of Mani, two epochs are to be distingiushed,
the
matter is also confirmed bv indications in the historical notices,
first, when his aim was simi)l;/ to reconcile and blend together Parsism
and Christianity the second, after he had become acquainted in his
travels with Buddhism, from which a new light arose within him, and
he supposed that he first attained, from this new position, to a better
Dualism, with
uudei'standing of the truth in all the three religions.
that

]

ferent

;

—

—

;

*

him, must now gradually pass over more completely into pantheistic
For we cannot hel{) considering Buddhism, although the
Monism.
fact has been denied by many in modern times, as one phase of the
abearance of Pantheism since indeed we must consider as such every
;

doctrine which does not recognize

God

as a self-conscious, free causal-

view to certain purposes or ends.
The
Dualism of the Buddha system is of altogether another kind from that
of the Parsic. It is not a positive kingdom of evil that stands opposed
to the kingdom of good, and with a corrupting influence mixes into its
creation
but by Dualism here nothing else is expressed, than that the
Divine Being is under the necessity of passing out of itself, and over
into maiifestation
and the problem then is, how to return back from
this manifestation into pure being.
The same may be said of this foi-m
of Dualism, in its connection with the pantheistic element, as was said
of the apparent Neo-Platonic Dualism, described in a former part of
this work.
There are two factors, the Spirit=God, and nature, or matter.
When the Spirit passes out from itself into nature, then spi-ings
into existence the phenomenal world, the world of appearance, of Sansara,
the Maia. The Spirit becomes ever more coagulated in nature,
more completely estranged from itself, even to entire unconsciousness.
In man, it returns back through various stages of development and
purification once more to itself
till, wholly released from the bonds of
natural foi'ce, after being stripped of all limited, individual existence,
it becomes conscious of its oneness with the primal Spirit, from w'hich
all life has flowed, and passes over into the same.
This is becoming
Nirwana. The antithesis is obvious,
the Spirit, in its estrangement
from itself, the world of manifestation or of appearance, (Sansara,
Maia;) and the pure beuig of the Spirit, (the Nirwana.) It is a
ity of existence, acting with a

;

;

—

—

;

—

1

Sec the work of C. Ritter. Die Stuoder die architektonischen Denkmale

pa's,

der indo-baktrisclicn KiJnigsstrasse und die

VOL.

I.

•

31

Kolosse von Bamiyan.
30, u. d.

f.

Berlin, 1838.
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mark of the Buddhist mode of contemplation, and an
evidence of the Monism lying at the root of this Dualism, when we
find it described as the highest stage of perfection, that the Sansara
and the Nirwana become one for consciousness the Spirit is no longer
affected at all by the appearance, can energize freely in connection with
it, and amidst the world of appearance, recognizing this as appearance
and in its necessity, holds fast only the pure being, the entire oneness
of the world on this side, and the world beyond time.^
Thus Buddha
lets himself down to the world of Sansara for the redemption of the
souls therein confined, and both are one to him.
Mani adopted the Zoroastrian Dualism, in all cases wdiere he represented his ideas in images of sense
but he introduced into these symNow we meet with diverse forms of represen
bols Buddhist notions.
tation of the Manichean system
those in which the Parsic drapery
appears the more prominent,
where an active kingdom of evil is exhibited in its attacks on the kingdom of light
and those which seem to
have more of a Grecian coloring, and in which the great point of discussion is the opposition between God and matter.^
We might indeed
suppose, that the latter mode of representation sprung from a transfer
of Maui's doctrines into the Hellenic form of culture ; but if we bear in
mind the Buddhistic principles into which Mani fused the Zoroastr^n
ideas, we shall rather perceive here the original form of apprehension,
answering to the Buddha system and Mani liimself may perhaps have
expressed himself diiferently, according as he preferred to employ conceptions and forms of the understanding, after the manner of Buddhism,
or chose the Parsic mode of repi'esentation by means of symbols.
If we consider the two systems of religion which Mani placed in
combination with Christianity, in their relation to the latter, the whole
The religion of Zoroaster }ii-esents,
matter will shape itself as follows.
in the doctrine concerning the conflict between the kingdoms of good
and of evil, concerning the mission of the servants of Ormuzd to exert a
plastic influence on the world, and thus to counteract the destructive influence of Ahriman
in the doctrine concerning the final victory awaiting the kingdom of light, and the regeneration of the world, which is
to purify it from all disorders, and concerning the resun-ection,
a
point of coalescence and union with Christianity.
Moreover, the cencharacteristic

;

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

This difference of Sansara and Nir-

must be allowed, admits of being under-

wana is a main position of Buddhistic
wisdom see Schmidt's Essays on the fun-

stood also jn another sense than that of the
' He to whom
pantheistic Buddhism

1

;

:

—

damental doctrines of Buddhism, in the eternity is as time, and time as eternity, is
Memoirs of the Petersburg Academy of delivered from all strife." I have taken for
Sciences, vol. I. 1832, pp. 223 and 235,
the basis of my exhibition of Buddhist docalso, the History of the Eastern Moguls,
trines, particularly the essays of Schmidt
>vritteii from the Buddhistic point of view,
just referred to, and those which are found
with a German translation by Schmidt,
in the same collection of Memoirs for the
j)ul)lished at Peterslmrg in 1829, where on
year 1834, vol. H.
"
page 271
is said of a wise man, that
- So says Alexander of Lycopoli?, in his
he
followed tlic doctrine of the nothingness of
work against the Manicheans, in Combefis,
all things, and attained to the knowledge
Grtecorum patrum auctarium novissimum.
that there is nothing terrible either in SanParis, 1672, P. H. f. 4, where he says di
We may here compare Mani: upx'i-C Iti^fto -^sbv koI v?riv.
sara or Nirwana."
'h« language of Jacob BcEhnian. which, it
it;
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tral idea of Christianity, the idea of redemption generally, might perhaps lend itself to the here pre-supposed need of purification but the
more determinate apprehension of the notion of redemption, the doctrine of a personal, historical Redeemer, was something foreign to this
On the other hand, Buddhism testifies most distinctly to the
system.
consciousness of the need of a redemption, and that too of a redemption
brou<i:ht about through a true entrance of the divine essence into the
;

—

But this rethe incarnation of the Buddha.
forms of human nature,
semblance between Christian and Buddhistic ideals is still only an apsince the Christian notion of the redemption and of the
parent one
Redeemer is conditioned by the Christian notion of that from which
man is to be redeemed, the notion of sin, and of Him who is the supreme causality of the redemption, of God. But the Christian notion
of. sin, which is grounded on the freedom of the creature, is foreign to
Buddhism. The world of appearance, the Sansara, is, in so far as it^
holds the spirit in oppression and confinement, the cause of all evil.
Hence the tempter, in the sense of Buddhism, who answers to Satan
in the Christian representation, is not an intelligence fallen from his allegiance to God, nor even, as in the Parsic system, an originally evil
but he is the king of the Shimnus, (Demons,) standing at
princii)le
the head of the third world, which is the world of sensual jjleasures and
of changeable forms, who, for the purpose of keeping the souls confined
in the Sansara, of preventing them from rising to the Nirwana, charms
and deceives them with many a delusive show
nature personified,
which seeks to retain everything Avithin her enchanted circle, whose enticements the spirit must resist in order to attain to freedom.
Redemj>
tion is therefore the release of the soul from the bonds of Sansara, from
the circle through which the spirits fettered in the bonds of nature
must wander,
the metempsychosis, the spirit's return to itself.
The
final end is the becoming Nirwana.
That whereby this end is reached,
is coming to the knowledge of the essence of the spirit, and of the
Avorld of appearance.
And as Buddhism knows no personal God, but
;

;

;

—

—

him the general notion of spirit it follows that
could have nothing to sa}-^ on the subject of God becoming man in a
determinate person,
of a redemption accomjilished by this person once
for all
but a multitude of Buddha manifestations are supposed, which
found the beginnings of the different periods in the history of the world ;
and every man, by freeing himself from the bonds of the Sansara, is
capable of raising himself finally to the dignity of a Buddha for in all
there existed in fact one and the same spirit.
In Mani's doctrine concerning Christ, and concerning the electis, we shall find much which is
in affinity with these views, only mixed up with Parsic and Christian
substitutes in place of
it

;

—

;

;

ideas.

determination of the ultimate end to which the conflict of the
light with the kingdom of darkness is to lead, Parsism approaches nearer to Christianity than Buddhism for what the latter
considers as the ultimate end of the redemptive manifestations of
Buddha is, to deprive nature of spiiit, and after the spirit shall have
gathered to itself everj kindred element held bound under the fetters

In

its

kingdom of

;
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return to the original unity of the universal spirit. We
doctrine agrees in this respect more with Buddhism than with Parsism. Taking the whole together, we cannot deny,
that although Buddhism comprises in itself, besides the notion of redemption, insulated practical elements, such as the doctrine of self-sacrificing love, self-denial, which might properly be received into a Christian connection, yet in the main Parsism has more that is in affinity
with Christianity than Buddhism, and that the predominant spirit of
speculative Buddhism might easily exert an influence on the Christian
doctrines brought in connection with it of such sort, as to deprive them
of their true Christian substantiality
a remark which we shall find
of Sansara,
shall see

its

how Mani's

;

—

corroborated by a closer examination of Manicheism.
When we have convinced ourselves of the fact, that an outward and
inner connection exists between Manicheism and Buddhism, the result
we have arrived at may also have some tendency to modify our views
respecting the relation of several Gnostic systems to Buddhism.
It
requires, no doubt, especial caution to avoid falling into the error of
tracing to such outward influences, what may be satisfactorily and suffi
ciently explained from inward similarity of spirit.^
Analogies of this
sort, having their origin in the mind, independent of outward influences,
will be found often recurring in the historical development of Christianity, wherever corruptions of purely Christian truth have sprung up ;
these will betray themselves j)recisely in this, that the earlier stages of

—

development became once more dispersedly (sporadically) intermingled and confounded and to this category will belong also the
But now if we find in Manicheism
pantheistic element of Buddhism.^
so much that is in affinity with the earlier Gnostic systems, and the
derivation of the former from the influence of Buddhism is a point settled on historical grounds, the question may arise, perhaps, whether we
have not to suppose a common source, from which those earlier systems
religious

:

drew as well as this last ? ^
Let us now first cast a glance at the early education of Mani. Relating to his history, we possess two distinct sources of information, which
agree in only a few particulars, while in all other respects they are in
direct contradiction to each other, the Crreek and the Oriental sources.
The account of Cyril of Jerusalem, of Epiphanius, of the ecclesiastical
historians in the fourth and fifth centuries, all point to one common
1

Thus Schmidt,

in his

Essay on the

finity of gnostico-theosophic doctrines

af-

with

the religious systems of the East, especially

Buddhism, (Leipsic, 1828,) has evidently
gone too far in this.
When, in the legends of Buddhism, it
is related of a Buddha, that he addressed
himself to tishes and Ijirds, and that these
'•^

devoutly listened to him, and thus tlie way
was prepared for the emancipation of the
spirit

\he

iuiprisoned in these creatures from

bonds of Sansara, the story

is entirely
consistent with the position held by this
pantheistic religious consciousness.
But,
on the other hand, when we find a similar

story occurring in the life of St. Francis,
see in this hitter case, how nearly the
aberration of an eccentric religious feeling
may graze on a foreign position, which refuses to enter into the connectiou of Christian consciousness.
For example, the gradual da-spiritualizinc/ of the world in the Opliitic system ;
the completely Buddhist idea, tliat he who
has attained to the Nirwana in the midst of
the Sansara, is lord over the Sansara, cav
perform ali nuracies: laai tie is even superior to the mundane deities, who are beings
still subject to change, in Cariiocratiauism.

we

**

;
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—

tlie Acts of a disputation, said to hive been held with
source;^
Mani, by Archelaus, bishop of Cascar.'-^ But those Acts have come
down to us, to say the least, in a very questionable shape. With the
exception of some few fragments, which have been preserved in the
Greek, they appear only in a Latin translation from the Greek document,
and this Greek work is perhaps nothing more than an unfaithful version
from the Syriac.^ These Acts manifestly contain a disconnected story,
savoring in no small degree of the romantic.
Although there is some

truth lying at bottom,

— as we must allow there

is

much

in the represen-

which wears the appearance of truth, and is
confirmed also by its agreement with other representations,
yet the
Greek author seems, from ignorance of Eastern languages and customs, to have introduced a great deal that is untrue, by bringing in
and confounding together discordant stories, to the neglect of all criticism, and with an uns])aring indulgence of exaggeration.* How difficult
it was for a Greek to transport himself out of his own world, and to
form any just conception of national peculiarities wholly foreign to his
own, is what ever}' one knows.
In some few points, we may, even with such scanty means as we
possess for deciphering this historical enigma, come upon the trace of
the misapprehended facts lying at the bottom of these stories.
The
first origin of the Manichean doctrines is to be derived from a Saracen
merchant, Scythianus by name, who, it is said, by many journeys to Asia,
Egypt and Greece, accumulated a large fortune, and at the same time
ac(|uired an intimate knowledge of the Oriental and of the Greek })hilosophies. This Scythianus lived not far from the times of the apostles
a statement indeed w Inch the story itself proves is an anachronism
for otherwise Mani would have lived but a few generations after the
same period. The heir and disciple of Scythianus is said to have been
a certain Terebinth, who afterwards called himself Buddas.
We have
already stated what, without any question, is to be understood here by
the name Buddas.^ Now if it is clear, that by Buddas we are not to untation of the doctrines

—

—

Eusebius, who wrote before this source
information liecame known, could say
nothino: relative to Mani's personal history,
2 If there is no mistake here in the name,
if it was not rather CarriuB, (j^n,) in
1

of"

—

—

Mesopotamia,
according to what we^mnst
allow to be a vcrv uncertain conjecture.
3 Jerome reports, (de vir.iUustr. 72.) that
these Acts were written oripinaliv in Svriac
but the first oriental author who shows anv
acquaintance with these Acts was a church"teacher, who wrote about the year 978, Severns, bishop of Asnionina in Ksryi>t.
See
Renaudo) hist. Patriarch. Alex, p." 40. His
;

however, m many respects,
from the revision of the Acts which has
come down to ns. It is indeed much more
simple; a fact which seems to show that
his copy of the Acts was not the same with
ours, but another of the same kind; and
perhaps the ony;inal from which ours was
derived.
Heraclian, bishop of Chalcedon,
account

ditiers.

says, (Photius, cod. 95.) that a certain

He-

ffemonius was the compiler of those Grecian Acts.
* Beausobre properly rejected the Western narratives, whose "want of authenticity
he satisfactorily proved, and confined hiiii''^'•f wholly to the Oriental.
The objections
"'"Kfl by Mosheim ajj:ainst tlii.^ course, jms"^'S''

''"t little force.

^ It

has. been justly observed,

Greek name Tiin^iin^nr

that

the

perhaps only a
translation of the Clialdee .n^,';-'2!, by which
in tiie

is

Tarjiums the Hebrew word

n^X

is

rendered, whidi the Alexandrians translate
Trfyt^Siv^nr.
Another Ini.oihcsis has been
started bvRitter, in the work above referred
to, p. 29,"viz. that the Greeisetl name Tercbinthos is based on a predicate of Buda\,,^ originating in those countries where

acquainted with Buddhism,
Hindoos. It is
a point on which nothing certain can be as
>i,,„i

_

[.ecaine

Tcrc-Jliiitu, lord of the

^
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derstand any historical person, the

name Scythian

also, as the designa-

becomes thereby susijicious. It is very
natural to take it as simply a geographical name, having reference to
those populations among which Buddhism first extended itself. Meanwhile we venture not, however, to express a decided opinion on the
point, as letters of Mani, addressed to a person of this name, are cited.
The Oriental accounts possess a great deal more internal coherence
and consistency. They are found, it is true, in historians of much
more recent date than the Grecian sources but the Oriental writei^s
have undoubtedly made use of older records, in availing themselves of
which, they were not liable to fall into the same errors with the Greeks.^
To understand the appearance of such a man as Mani, we nmst figure to ourselves the circumstances and relations under which he was
educated.
By birth he was a Persian but it may be a question,
whether the name of the country should be understood here in the
stricter sense, or whether it refers only to some province belonging to
the great Persian empire.
In favor of the latter, might be adduced
the fact that Mani composed his works in the Syriac language whence
we might infer that he was a native of one of those provinces of the Persian empire, where Syriac was the vernacular tongue.
This fact, however, by itself, proves nothing for even without this supposition, it would
easily admit of being explained, that as the Syriac, through the intimate connection of the Persian Christians with the Syrian church,
might even thus early have become the language of books among the Persian theologians,
so Mani may have been induced to employ this language, (although it was not his native tongue,) hoping by this means to
promote the more general introduction of his doctrines into other counti'ies.
It is said, that he sprang from a family of the Magians, (the
Persian sacerdotal caste ;) that at the age of manhood he [)assed over
to Christianity, and became presbyter of a church in Ehvaz or Ahvaz,
principal city of the Persian province Huzitis
whatever maybe the
accuracy of these statements.
At any rate, it is quite probable that
Mani was educated in the religion of Zoroaster, and embraced Christianity at some later period of life.
tion of a historical individual,

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

We are not sufficiently informed with regard to his early history to
be able to determine whether, in the outset, he abandoned the religion
Christianity from honest conviction, and
ftf his fathers and embraced
by the form in which the latter was presented in
was led to revive in his soul the fundamental ideas
of his earlier religious mode of thinking, and now became satisfied that
by combining it with these, he first placed Christianity in the true and
proper light or whether he had been attracted from the first only by
afterwards, repelled

the church doctrine,

;

the affinity of Christianity with
eertained.

been a

Possibly Terebinth

liistorical

things ascribed to

])erson,

to

may

many
liave

whom many

Buddha had been

trans-

ferred.
1

Vid. Fabricii

bibl.

The

narrati\es in

Graec. vol. VII.

f.

516.
^

oriental

Herbelot's

Persian ideas, without noting the

—

Bihliotlieque Orientate, sub v. Mani,
in
the Persian liistorian Mirtchond's History
of the Sassanides, cited in Silvestre de Sacy
Memoires sur diverses antiquites de la Perse.
Paris, 1793.
In Abulpharag. and Pococke
Specimen hist. Ai'ab
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between resembling ideas, according

to their pecu-

of apprehension and position in Christianity and in the Persian rehgion so that from the beginning he had only been constructing
for himself a religious system of his own, by the fusion together of Perliar

mode

;

sian

and Christian elements.

By

the reestablishment of the ancient Persian empire, after the exhad been called forth among the

pulsion of the Parthians, the effort

Persians, to restore the ancient religion of their fathers, purified from
The consequence was, that
its original splendor.

foreign elements, to

disputes arose on the question, what was to be considered the pure doc-

and particularly on several points which had been
undecided by the previous religious tradition, as for example,
whether a primal essence was to be supposed, exalted above the two
Councils were held for the purpose of investiconflicting principles.
and pretended prophets arose, who
gating the questions in dispute
were for settling every difficulty by divine inspiration.^ The religion
of Zoroaster, which now acquired fresh power, and set itself to oppose
all the foreign religions that had before been tolerated, was brought
into collision also with Christianity, which had been suttered to make
Under
progress withoiU disturbance under the Parthian government.
such circumstances, the thought might shape itself, in a man of a lively
and profound mind, like Mani, that he was called to be the author of
such a reformation of Christianity, now corrupted by the intermixture
of Judaism, as should sever it from its cormection with the latter, and
trine of Zoroaster

;

left

;

more intimate union with ideas of the Zoroastrian religion.
declared himself to
w^s afterwards done by Mohammed
Ey this he in nowise underbe the Paraclete, promised by Christ."-^
stood the Holy Ghost, but a human person, an enlightened teacher
promised by Christ, who was to bring out still more distinctly the religion revealed by him, in his own spirit, purify it from the corruptions
of Ahi'iman, especially from those which had sprung from the intermingling of Judaism, and lead the faithful to the consciousness of those
truths which men in the earlier times were not yet in a condition to
understand.
By him that perfect knowledge should be given, of which
Paul had also spoken as a knowledge reserved for some future period,
10.^
Accordingly Mani could denominate himself at one
i Cor. 13
and the same time the promised Paraclete and the apostle of Christ
as indeed he began the letter in which he designed to unfold the fundamental doctrines of his religious system (the epistola fundamenti,
which was so famous among the Manicheans) with the following words
" Mani, called to be an apostle of Jesus Christ, through the election of
God the Father. These are the words of salvation from the eternal
and living fountain." *
He first made his appearance, with these pretensions, near the close
bring

Mani

it

—

into

—

as

:

1

See Hyde

liist.

relig. vet. Pers. p. 276.

Memoiies sur divcrses antiquitfe de la Perse
de Sa( y, p. 42.
See Miikliond in Sacy, p. 294.— Tit.
c. Manich. lib. 111. in Canisii lect.

jiar S.
2

Bostr.

Basnage and Galland. bibl. patr.
T. V. f. 326.
^ See Acta cum Felice Manichseo, lib. 1
c. 9.
0pp. Augustiui, T. VIII.
* Aiigustin. c. epist. fundamenti, c. 5.

antiq. ed.
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Shapur I., (Sapor,) about 270. To
an ardent, profound mind, and lively imagination, he united various
knowledge, and practical skill in the arts, of which he availed himself
As a mathematician and
for the purpose of diffusing his doctrines.
astronomer, he is said to have been distinguished among his countrymen ^ the fame of his talents as a painter lasted for a long time in
In the outset, he succeeded in conciliating the favor of that
Persia.
prince ; but when his heretical doctrines, as they wei-e regarded by
if any confidence
the Magians, came to be known, he was obliged,
can be placed in the later legends, and the hypothesis was not invented
simply to account for the different portions of which his doctrine is constituted,
He now made
to seek safety from persecution by flight.
distant journeys to India, and even to China
and tarried for a considerable time in the province of Turkistan.
At all events, an important effect in the shaping of his system is to be ascribed to his longer
residence in the last-mentioned province, where he became acquainted
with Buddhism
and this acquired so great an influence on his mind,
that a peculiar stamp was thereby given to his whole mode of thinking
and a wider range to his aims, which now embraced in their scope the
blending together of all the three rehgions into one.
From one of the
grottos consecrated to Buddhism, he issued forth, with those symbolic
I)ictures which were designed to represent, for immediate intuition, the
doctrines made known to him, as he pretended, in his retirement, by
divine revelations.
These emblems were long preserved in lively remembrance among the Persians, under the name of Ertenki-Mani.
After the death of Sapor, in 272, Mani returned to Persia, where
he was well received, together with his pictures, by Hormuz, (Hormisof the reign of the Persian king

;

—

—

;

;

The latter assigned to him, as a safe place
Deskereh at Chusistan in Susiana. But
this prince, after a reign of less than two complete years, was succeeded by Behram, (Varanes.) He also appeared at first favorably
disposed towards Mani
but perhaps only in semblance, and with a
He caused a disputaview to lull him and his followers into security.
tion to be held betwixt Mani and the Magians, of which the result was,
that Mani was pronounced a heretic. Refusing to recant, he was flayed
alive,^ and his skin stuH^ed and hung before the gates of the city Djon-

das,) Sapor's successor.

of residence, the castle of

;

dishapur in 277,^ to terrify his followers.
Let us now proceed to unfold the Buddhist-Zoroastrian-Christian system of doctrines taught by Mani.
It is still a disputed question, whether, in the doctrine of Zoroaster,
absolute Dualism is the starting-point, and the hypothesis of a common
principle of derivation lying at the ground of both Ormuzd and Ahriman
time without end and without beginning, the Zervan Acarene,

—

1

Who, however,

possessed no

(/)«/?

know-

ledge, doubtless, in these sciences. Yet it is
highly probable that a good deal in his sys-

connected, even when divested of its mythical dress, with a partial
and defective knowlediie of these sciences.

lem stood

(closely

'^A cruel mode of punishment, which
was doubtless r*orted to in the East,

The chronology in this case
be admitted, quite uncertain,
-^

is, it

mus*
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4.S1)

—

sprang
answering to the Gnostic aluv, i3m%c, to the Neo-Platonic of
out of a speculative need of reducing the duality to a higher unity
or whether the recognition of such an original unity was the original
principle, and this had only become suppressed in conscious thought
through the predominant dualistic form of the religion as a practical
From tlie proclamation, still extant,^ of the Persian
system of living.
general and Grand-vizier ]\Iihr Nerseh, after his invasion of Armenia,
in 450, it is clear, that the acknowledgment of a primal essence, which
existed before the antithesis pronounced in the creation, was reckoned
to the Persian orthodoxy.
We find here a view of the matter Avhich is
akin to that Gnostic scheme that reduced the Dualism to a Monism,^
and supposed the antithesis of good and evil as something necessary in
The first germ of evil is here derived
the evolution of life from God.
from the supreme essence, from the great god Zervan himself. This is
the Ptrhaps, which God spake, the principle of doubt, of uncertainty,
which must some time make its appearance, before everything could
form itself out into a certain and stable existence.^ The opposite doctrine of an absolute Dualism, was maintained by the Magusseian sect,*
and the latter was the scheme followed by Mani.
Thus he was able
to transfer the Persian Dualism into the Buddhist opposition of spirit
and matter.
He supposed accordingly two principles, absolutel}'' opposed to each
other, with their opposite creations
on the one side God, the original
good, from whom nothing but good can proceed, from whom all destruction, punishment, corruption is alien,
the primal light, from whom
on the other side, original evil, which can work
pure light radiates
only by destroying, decomposing,
whose essence is wild, self-conflicting uproar matter, darkness, out of which flow powers of an altogether
corresponding nature,
a world full of smoke and vapor, and at the
same time full of fire that burns only without shining. These two kingdoms subsisted at first wholly separate from one another. The Supreme God was the king of the empire of light, as the original source
of an emanation-world in affinity with himself and most nearly connected with him were these ^ons, the channels for the difflision of
light from that primal light, to whom, as representatives of the Suj)reme
God, was transferred his own name who therefore might be styled deities, without infraction of the honor due to the pi'imal essence alone.^
In the letter in which Mani exhibited the fundamental doctrines of his

first

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

First coinmuiiicated by St. Martin in
Mc'moiies historiciues ct ge'ograpliiques
T. II. p. 472,
sur rAnne'nie. Paris, 1819.
but more fully, after another recension,
in the history of the relifcious wars between
Armenia and Persia, eomposed by the Ar-

I pirka/is to obtain a son, Vormist. (Orniuzd,) wlio will c-roatc licavoii and cavtii?'
and lie hoj^at two in his hodv, one by virtmof his ])rayer, the other because he said
perhaps." The first born was Ahriinaii.

menian bishop, Elisicus, and translated from
the Armenian into English by Prof. Newman. London, 18."?(). P. ll,tf.
2 See above, p. •'575.

makes everything

1

his

—

This remarkable view is expressed in
-'Before heaven
the following language.
or earth existed, the great god Zervan
prayed a thousand years, and spake
Was
^

'

:

the

son

of

doubt, the
a

])rinciple,

(jin'stion.

We

which
here

))crceive the fonntain-bcad of later Chris-

tian sects, in

which Satan was designated

as the first-born.
Sec Shahristani, in Hyde, 1. c. p. 295.
^ Like the Amsliaspands, Ized of tho

Parsian religion.
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he thus describes this Supreme God enthroned in his kingdom
" Over the kingdom of Hght, ruled God the Father, eternal
m his sacred race, glorious in his might, the truth by his very essence,
ever blessed in his own eternal being, who bears within him wisdom
religion,^

of light

:

2

and the consciousness of

with which he embraces the twelve
transcendent riches of his own kingdom.
In each of his members are hid countless, immeasurable riches.
But the Father himself, glorious in his majesty, incomprehensible in his
greatness, has united with himself blessed and glorious iEons, in numbers and greatness surpassing estimation, with whom this holy and most
glorious Father lives,
for in his exalted kingdom, no needy or feeble
being dwells.
Bat his resplendent realms are so deeply grounded in
the blessed earth of light, that no power exists by which they could
ever be destroyed or shaken." ^ The powers of darkness were engaged
in wild conflict with one another, till in their blind struggle they approached so near the realms of light, that a glimmer penetrated to
them for the first time from that before unknown kingdom. They now
forgot their mutual strifes, and attracted in spite of themselves by the
splendor of the light, combined with one another to penetrate into the
kingdom of light, with a view to appropriate some of this light to themselves.*
There now seems to be something like inconsistency in Mani,
when, after having ascribed to the empire of light an unshaken stability, he proceeds to speak of a danger threatening it, which rendered
precautionarv measures necessary, and could thus express himself:
" Then the Father of the most blessed light beholds a vast desolation
rising up from the darkness, and threatening his holy ^ons, unless he
opposed to it an extraordinary divine power,^ at once to conquer and
destroy the race of darkness,
so that, after its destruction, the inhabitants of the light might enjoy tranquillity." ^
Simplicius and Evodius
have in fact here accused him of self-contradiction
but this charge
applies rather to the mythical or symbolic form of representation, than
to the train of thought which is therein embodied.
The fundamental
thought with Mani, as with the Gnostics, is this,
that the blind firce
of nature, which resists the godlike element, tamed and subdued by
intermingling with it, should finally be rendered altogether powerless.
And acoordingly Mani conveys the Zoroastrian theory over into the
Buddhist,
that nature, in degrading, disintegrating and fettering
the spirit, was to bring about its own dissolution, and the final result

members of

his

life,

his light, that is, the

—

"

—

—

;

—

—

—

1

2
C.

The

fundamenti.
contra epist.

direct contradiction with the dualistic theo-

ejjistola

Augustin.

fundamenti;

13.

5

of liyht, Mani did not conceivo to be any thing distinct from the suprenie, primal essence, but all to be simply
a shaping of the one divine light-essence.
* It is easy to perceive the idea lying at
bottom,
that the evil principle is in conftict with itself, and becomes one only in
struggling against the good; such is the
attractive power which the good exerts on
evil itself;
an idea, it must be allowed, in
3

ry of an absolute evil.

This

eartli

—

—

^liq^oj uiinium ac prseclarum

et vir-

potens noiuen.
In the Zoroastrian
system, also, the Amshas])ands are represented as armed champions for the kingdoni of light.
The ejiistola fundamenti, in the work
de tide contra Maniciiteos. c. 11, of which
Evodius, bishop of Uzala in Numidia, was
jierhaps the author,
to he found in the
Ajipendix to the 8th vil. of the BenediiUine
edition of St. Augustin.
tutc

"^

—
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that of the unsinritiialized nature, nothing would be left bebut the dead residiimn^ and this would fall a prey to utter annihilation.i
To this last result of all, according to the Buddhistic view of
the world, Mani indeed, in his doctrine of final .causes, did not proceed,
'noald be

liind

as

we shall see.
The ruler over

the kingdom of light, in order to guard its bountlaries,
caused to emanate from himself the Mon, Mother of lifeP- The name
of this Genius denotes that it stands for the highest mundane sold,
that the divine life was now to separate itself from the unity of the light>
kingdom, and in the conflict with the ungodlike element, resolve itself

—

The mother of life, like the uvu ao(pia of the
into individual existences.
Valentinian system, could not as yet be affected by the kingdom of
Here too we find the distinction between the higher mundarkness.
dane soul belonging to the kingdom of light, and a reflection of it,
which mixes itself with the kingdom of darkness.^ This mother of life
generates thp primitive man, with a view to oppose him to the powers
the same idea of the dignity of man's nature, which we
of darkness,
The primitive man, in conjuncobserved before among the Gnostics.^

—

pure elements, fire, liglit, air, water and earth, enters
Here we recognize again the forms of intuition borreverence towards an originally pure nature,
rowed from Parsism,
which had only been corrupted by the interference of Ahriman. Moreover, according to the Parsian doctrine, a life which had flowed out
tion with the five

into the conflict.

—

from the kingdom of light is acknowledged to exist in the original eleThey were summoned to act as fellow-combatants against Ahriments.
man's destroying influences, .by means of their fructifying, life-giving
But this would be an element at variance with the Bu Idliistic
power.
view of nature and we cannot fail to perceive in it the preponderant
Yet this is modified in Mani by the
influence of the Zoroastrian spirit.
circumstance that matter does not mean the elements of actual nature,
but the elements of a higher world, tliat which is itself but one radia;

When Mani
tion and form of the manifestation of the divine essence."""
opposes to the five pure elements of the kingdom of light the five elements of the kingdom of darkness, the only (pestion is, whether the
idea, that evil is ever the distorted image and counterfeit of the good,
or the idea, that from the kingdom of light forms must go forth to the
conflict with the kingdom of darkness which seem like those of the
At all events, it was necessary to
is the fundamental one.
latter,
explain, how visible nature arose out of the event that matter, or the

—

1 See Schmidt's
Essay on the thousand
Buddhas. See the Meiiicirs of the St. Pe-

tersbuig

Academy.

1834. Vol.

II. p. 66.

2 Ui/TJin r/'f (cri/c.

Simpiicius (in Epictet. f. 187, ed. Salmas.) aptly describes the Manichean doctrine in this respect: Ovte to Trpurov uya&bv KaKvvea-dai Aiyovatv, oure to. ulXa
uya^a rd npocjExcJC nvrC) avvovra, rf/v /xtjTepa T>)c Cw/;c Kal rdv 67]fj.iovpyov (the Cwv
3

The -punr

'iv&punog of

respecting
there said.

whom many

Mani may be

simih\r things are

quite prohahle that Mani
adopted this Parsian idea into his system
and we shall see hereafter, how he might
find something of a kindred nature even on
this side in Buddhism.
aliud quam
^ Quinque elemcnta niliil
It is

;

substantia Dei.

rvcviia) Kal Toiic inel aiuvac.
*

coinpared with the Tipouv uvt^puiro^ of the
Valeniinians, the Adam Kadmon, and espccially the Kajomorts of the Zcndavista,

turn,

1.

XI.

c. 3.

Augnstin.

contra

Faus-
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kingdom of darkness, had seized upon certain divine essences or elements of the spiritual substances and this corresponds entirely with the
;

Buddhistic scheme.

But

the primitive

man

is

worsted in the conflict

;

he

is

in

danger of

kingdom of darkness in this strait, he prays to the
ruler of the light-kingdom and the latter, to assist him, causes the living
This Spirit raises him up once more to the kingspirit to emanate. 1
dom of light but meanwhile the powers of darkness had succeeded in
swallowing a part of the armor of the first man, and part of his lightwhich is the mundane soul, now mixed with matter.^ Here
essence
again we perceive the affinity of Mani's ideas with those of the Gnosfor according to the latter, too, the ku™ (jo<pia was delivered, it is
tics
true, bv means of the Soter sent to her assistance, from the kingdom
but still a seed of the divine life had fallen down into
of the Hyle
matter, and this must now go through a process of purification and deIt must so come about, that by the magical power of the
velopment.
falling

into the

;

;

;

;

;

;

divine

of the light of the soul, or of the spirit, the wildly tumultuous

fife,

kingdom of darkness shall be tamed in spite of itself, and finally rendered powerless.'^ The subjugation of that tumultuous and bhnd Nature-power is in fact the end aimed at in the creation of the world.
Mani, it is said, endeavored to illustrate his doctrine by the following

A

plunge into the midst of his
a ram the lion springs ravenously to the spot to devour his prey, but in so doing falls into the pit,
The shepherd, however, finds
from which he cannot extricate himself.
means of delivering the ram, and keeps the lion confined in the pit,
In like manner is the kingthus renderitig him harmless to his flock.*
dom of darkness rendered harmless the souls it has devoured are
finally delivered, and restored back to their native element.
After the living spirit had raised man once more to the kingdom of
parable.

flock.

He

good shepherd sees a

lion

digs a pit, and casts into

it

;

;

he made preparations for the process of purifying the souls mixed
kingdom of darkness which is the final cause of the entire
creation, and the end aimed at in the whole course of the worlds
That class of souls which had not been affected by mixing with matter
or the nature of darkness, he raised above this earth, and placed in the
sun and the moon, that from thence they might send forth their influence to release and draw back again to themselves, by means of the
refining processes in the evolution of vegetable and animal Ufe, their
kindred souls, which were scattered through all nature, and held in

light,

in with the

;

bondage by the kingdom of darkness.
The foJi' 7n'£!),aa occurs also in the GnosActis Thoma, which contain a good deal
Ed.
that is analo<;ous to Manicheism.
Thilo, p. 17.
1

tic

2

The ^vxv anuvTuv.

"

Titus of Bostra

12,) well describes the

in the following

unoaTs'AAEi
roi)c ijpovr.

6'

Manich.

lib.

I.

c.

Manichean doctrine

words: 'O aya-&og dvva/iiv

tivu,

to

(c.

dv'Xu^ovaav

fikv

a2,ri-&eg 6 e'kea p

drj^ev

kaoue-

vr;v sic
fxov,

uKovaiov t^ vT^tj cu^povcerponov tivu uanep -drj-

e^e&-^

piov.
• Disputat. c. Archelao, c. 25.
This parable wears every mark of genuineness ; it
is at least wholly in the sjiirit of Manicheism.
o ^^ j^ the Valentinian system, the Soter
begins to ])ut forth his influence, after ha
has first lifted up the Sophia.
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Conformably with his B uddhistico-Zoroastrian view of the world,
the same conflict of Ormuzd and Ahriman, of spirit and of
matter, the same process of purification, going on in the physical as in
the moral world.
But in his manner of carrying this process through,
he confounded together the physical and ethical elements, in contradiction to the essence of Christianity, which, by freeing religion entirely
from the system of nature, separated these two elements from one
another.
As the religious system of the Persians assigned an important place to the sun and moon, in the conflict in the physical and spiritual world between Ormuzd and Ahriman, and in carrying forward the
so was it also in the
universal process of development and purification
Very nearly the same that the system of Zoroaster
system of Mani.
taught concerning Mithras, as the Genius (Ized) of the Sun, Mani
the pure soul, sending forth its influence from
transferred to his Christ,
Representing the soul as having sprung
the sun and from the moon.
from the primitive man, he interpreted in this sense the biblical name,
" Son of man " (ylb^ avi^pwn-ov,) and distinguishing between the pure
and free soul, enthroned in the sun, and its kindred soul diffused
throughout nature, and corrupted by its mixture with matter. So too he
distinguished a son of man superior to all contact with matter and incapable of suffering, from a son of man crucified, so to speak, and suf
Wherever the scattered seed pushed upward out of
feriug in matter,^
the dark bosom of the earth and unfolded itself in a plant, in its blossom and its fruit, Mani beheld the triumphant evolution of the principle
of light, gradually working its way onward to freedom from the bondage of matter he beheld how the living soul, which had been imprisoned in the members of the Prince of Darkness, loosens itself from the
confinement, rises in freedom, and mingles with its congenial element
the pure air, where the souls completely purified ascend to those ships
of light (the sun and moon) which are ready to transport them to their
native country.
But whatever still bears upon it various blemishes and
stains, is attracted to them gradually, and in portions, by the force of
heat, and incorporates itself with all trees, with whatever is planted and

Mani saw

;

—

;

sown.
This

may serve as an example of his mystical philosophy of nature,
which is presented sometimes in strange myths, occasionally bordering
on immodesty, but containing nothing which would appear singular to
sometimes under the disguise of Chiistian
the Oriental imagination,
Thus the Manicheans could speak of a suffering son of
expressions.
of a Christ crucified in every soul; and
man, hanging on every tree

—
—

They could give their own interpretation to the
in the entire world.
With the
symbols of the suffering Son of Man in the Lord's supper.
for this confounding of
same, and even with still greater propriety,
religion Avith the theory of nature savored more of paganism than of
Christianity,
the Manicheans could employ the pagan fables as a draThus the boy Dionysius torn in pieces by the
pery for their ideas.
Titans, according to the mys*-eries of Bacchus, was considered by them

—

—

1

The

vlog uv^purrov ifnxa&ijg

and the

viuc

ov^punov

aTza&fiQ.
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^

the powers of darkness, the
nothing else than the soul swallowed up
divine life rent into fragments bj matter.^
The powers of darkness were now in danger of being gradually deprived, through the influence of the spirit of the sun on the refining
process of nature, of all the light and life which they held imprisoned
The soul on which thej had seized, striving after
in their members.
freedom, and attracted by its kindred Sun-spirit, gradually liberates itso that at length, deprived of all its stolen light,
self and evaporates
the kingdom of darkness must soon be abandoned to its own intrinsic
What was to be done ?
being must be crehatefulness and death.
ated, in whom the soul of nature, which was striving to liberate itself,
in whom all the scattered light and
might be securely charm-bound,
life of nature, all that the powers of darkness had held imprisoned in
their members, and of which they were gradually deprived by the powThis is 7nan, the image of that primers of the Sun, might converge.
hence destined by his very form for dominion over nature.^
itive man,
The fact was as follows. That majestic shape of light, the primitive
man (which probably also belonged to the Son of Man enthroned in the
Sun)^ shines down from the sun into the kingdom of darkness, or material nature.
The powers of darkness are seized with longing after the
Their prince now
shape of light, but at the same time with dismay.
" What seems to you to be the great light that yonaddresses them
Behold how it shakes the pole, how it strikes down
der breaks forth ?
It behooves you, therefore, to give up to
multitudes of our powers
me whatever light you may have in your power thus will I make an
image of that lofty one, who appeared so glorious, through which we
shall be able to rule, and one day liberate ourselves from our abode in
Thus human nature is the image, in this world of dart
darkness."
ness, of a higher existence; by which image the higher existence itself
;

A

—

—

:

!

;

1

See Alex. Lycopol.

c. 5.

— We may

influence through the air on the refining
process of nature, and the doctrine of
Christ's birtli from the virgin, (a doctrine
which tlie Manicheans, being Docetae, could
not admit in the proper sense,) as a symbol
of the birth of that Jesus patibilis from the
virgin womb of the earth, through the informing power of the Holy Spirit " Spiritus sancti, qui est majestas tertia, aeris huiic
omnem ambitum sedem fatemur ac diver
sorium, cujus ex viribus ac spiritali profu
sione terram quoque concipientem gignere
patibilem Jesum, qui est vita ac salus horn-

in-

its

here some peculiarly characteristic
passages from Manichean writings, in proof
From Maof the exposition given above

sert

ni's work entitled Thesaurus: "Viva anima, quae earandem (adversarum potestatum) membris tenebatur, hac occasione

laxata evadit, et suo purissimo aeri miscetur: ubi penitus abluta; animis adscendunt
ad lucidas naves, quae sibi ad evectionem
atque ad suae patriiB transfretationem sunt
prasparatae.
Id vero, (juod adhuc adversi
generis maculas portat, per aestum atque
ealores particulatim dcscendit, atque arboribus caeterisque plantationibus ac satis om
nibus miscetur." Euodius de fide, c. 10
From Mani's tetter to the Virgin Menoch
" Agnoscendo ex quo genere animarum em-

:

inum, omni suspensus ex ligno. Quapropter et nobis circa universum, (all the products of nature, as forms of the manifestation of the

.

anaveris,

quod

est

confusum omnibus

saporibus

et

A

same divine

principle suffering

bondage of nature, of the same Jesus

patibilis,) et vobis similiter

cor-

speciebus variis
cohaeret." Augustini opus im.perfectum conpassage from
tra Julian, lib! III. § 172.
the Manichean Fau^t.us, who lived in the
first half of the fifth i;entury, in which the
Holy Spirit is represented as the quickening 'and fructifying po'.ver of God, exerting

poribus el

in the

.

erga

panem

caliceni par religio est." Augustin.
lib.
^

c.

et

Faust,

XX.
Qompare

the kindred doctrine of the

Ophites.
^

Alexand. Lycopolit.

//?a'cj

c.

4

:

EUnva

di iv
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When they
be attracted hither, and held fast in its domain.
this, after long deliberation among themselves, they deemed it
best to comply with the proposal, for they had no covjidence that they
nhoidd be able long to retain this light among themselves.^ They thought
it expedient, therefore, to entrust it to their ]jrince, since they had nc
doubt that in this way they should be able to gain the supremacy
The powers of darkness proceed now to intermarry and produce chil
dren, in whom their common powers and natures are once more represented and all they themselves possess, of the essence of darkness and
of light, is reproduced. All these, their children, the prince of darkness
devours
he thus concentrates in himself all the substance of light
and
that had been dispersed among the several powers of darkness,
now generates man, in whom therefore all the powers of the kingdom
of darkness and of light which had here been mixed together, are
a copy of the entire world
united.
Man is therefore a microcosm,
of light and darkness, a mirror of all the powers of heaven and of the
What is here narrated conti^mally recurs as a fact in the
earth.^
at the birth of each man, the wild
course and movement of ymture ;
forces of onatter, the jjoivers of darkness, intermingle to produce hu"
man nature, in tchich they mix together ivhatever they possess of the
higher and of the lotoer life, in which they endeavor to hind fast the
soul of nature, ivhich is field captive by them, and which is striving to
to

is

heard

;

;

—

—

—

—

get free.

We must here distinguish, in the Manichean doctrine, the symbolic
and mythical forms of re[»resentation, running into the imagery of
Parsism, from the ideas lying at bottom, Avhich were clearly ajipreMani
hended by Mani, and correspond to the doctrines of Buddhism.
says himself, that what then transpired, still continues to take place at
the generation of each man, where the evil nature which forms the
human body, matter, absorbs the powers of light, in order, by this interFroca
piingling of the powers of light and darkness, to form man.^
tliese words it is quite apparent, that in the action of the prince of
darkness, as it is represented in that fiction, the operation by which
man is formed in the laboratory of sjjirit-absorbing nature, is meant to
It is doubtless only another
be exhibited under certain forms of sense.
mythical mode of representing the same idea, when it is said, that the
powers of darkness, to escape that threatened lot of despiritualization,
which would be their utter destruction, and to hold fast the spirit in
their own region, combine to create man, probably after the image of
1

That

is

the

main

point.

In fiivor of this view., speak, for the
part, all the passages in onr frasjmentary sources of information, and the whole
analogy of the Manichean system confirms
it.
Comp. liaur's work on the Manichean
fast.

Mani, in tlic seventh l)ook of the work
bearing the title of Tlicsaurus, (cited in Angnstin. dc natura boni, c. 46,) says: '• Constniel)antur et contcxehantur oniniinn imagines, ccelestiuni ac terrenarum viriiitum
2

;

nt /iti^i viddiiet orbis id, quod forniahatar,
have followsiniilitudinem obtincret."
ed tlic method uf construing the Manichean

We

system, dis])utcd by Mosheim. according to
which, man was formed at a later ])criod
than the rest of nature, for the very purpose of holding the fleeting soul in nature

most

system of religion, p. 120, ff. One passage
from Alexander of Lycopolis, Avliich formerly seemed to me against this view, has
been more correctly explained by Baur.
' Auguslin. de natura boni, c. 4G: Sicuti
etiam nunc fieri videmns, corporum formatricem naturam mali inde vires sumenteui
figurare. ita etiam antedictus princeps etc.
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man, that this form might exercise an entrancing power over the soul, that strove to return to its original fountain,
the heavenly, primitive

and the

latter be thus

Buddhistic

bound

to the earth

^
;

just as, according to the

Shimnus seeks, by various
attractive and enticing objects, to hold fast the souls within his own
kingdom, and to prevent them from elevating themselves to Nirwana.
In all these forms of representation, we find the same fundamental ideaf
marking the desthij^ by which the spirit is held bound to nature, but ia
doctrine,

the

prince

of the

human organism, conducted

yet, through the ti-ansition-point of the

on-

ward to its freedom.
While the souls dispersed and scattered in the other kingdoms of
nature, or the light-essence, is prevented by the predominance of matter from becoming conscious of itself, the light-nature, on the other
hand, which is concentrated in man, attains to a conscious and free evolution.
The spirit, fettered by matter in the rest of nature, becomes
first released from these fetters in man, comes first, in him, to itself.
Here first begins the realm of consciousness and of freedom, the spirit
emancipated from the bonds of natural necessity. Man, therefore, in
the Manichean, as in the Buddhistic sj'stem, occupies the loftiest position
he forms the transition-point, conditioned by the act of freedom,
to the complete disenthralment of the spirit that rises wholly above the
cycle of metempsychosis to a reunion with the kingdom of light.
According to the Buddhistic system, he is the necessary transition-point
to the becoming Nirwana.^
As the universal mundane soul seeks to subject to itself matter in
the mass, in the great mundane bodies, so the human soul, that is of
the same derivation, should govern this corporeal world in its details.
" The first soul," said Mani, " which flowed from the God of light, received this structure of the body for the purpose of subduing it to its
own bit." ^ The soul of the first man, as standing yet nearer to the
;

—

1 See Titus of Bostra, in the preface to
the third hook of his work against the Manicheans. (in Canisii lect. antiqu. ed. Basnage, Antverp. 1725, T. I f 137 :) 'E/cacrToc: Tdiv Trjr vKi^Q upxovTuv E/xopibuGEv tav-

Tov

£iV '&/ipa/ia Ti/g ^vx'i<;,

— and of Adam,

as their production, opjavov im&v/uai; kui
Ae.Aap Tuv uvudev ifivxcjv
And that someis here represented as once beginning,
which continually perpetuates itself in the
generation of men, appears from what
Mani says in his letter to the virgin Henoch,
cited in Augustin. opus imperfect, contra
Julian. 1. III. c. 174: Sicut auctor animarum Deus est, ita corporum auctor per con-

thing

cupiscentiam diabolus est, ut in viscatorio
(analogous to that former bait whereby the
souls were bound to bodies.) per concujuscentiam mulieris, unde diabolus aucupa-

is

to the Buddha doctrine, man
in this respect superior even to the gods,

According

who

enjoy a life of serene blessedness, enduring through many periods of the world

j

for, like all

be found an eternal rest beyond all
change. By the brief duration of
and the multiform trials and
sufferings which fall to his lot. man is admonished to strive after that higher end.
But the gods, through default of such admonition, may easily he drawn away from
that highest end, and become so fettered to
their individual existence, which, however,
is one of the changeable forms of the spirit,
as to forget to aspire to anything beyond it.
To man, in this world of trials and confiicts, various means are given of rendering
by a'serics of meritorious works,
himself,
worthy of
actions conditioning destiny,
the Nirwana
but these opportunities are
to

is

jjossihle

his existence,

—

—

;

See Schmidt's Es-

wanting to the gods.
above cited, vol. II. p. 37. 1834.
Operae pretium est, advertere, quia prima anima, quce a Deo Irtmiuis manavit,

says,

tar, etc.
2

of the gods must some time or other
to an end, while only in the Nirwana

life

come

individual existence, so too the

'^

accepit fabricam istam corporis, ut earn
Mani's words, in his
frseno suo regeret.
letter to the virgin Henoch, in August.
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original

preemhient

kingdom of

liglit,

41)7

was therefore endowed with

faculties.

the first man consisted, like each of his descendants, of two oppoelements, a soul still living in the full possession of its original power, springing from and akin to the kingdom of light,^ and a body derived

But

site

from the kingdom of darkness, with a soul in

affinity to

blind, material faculty of desire originating in the

same

wild power of nature that resists the godlike, (the Tpvxn

it,

and the

principle

—

the

This
element, affining to the kingdom of darkness, supplied a channel for
the introduction of its influences.
The powers of darkness must now
come to see how the light-nature, concentrating itself in man, became
thereby more powerful and they must resort still to the same artifices
by which they sought at first to hold fast in their kingdom the element
of light which had fallen down into it, in order to retain under the ban
of their kingdom, this spirit concentrated in the human nature, which
threatened to free itself from the bonds of matter, and to mount upward to its original fountain. Hence they must seek to draw him down,
by every possible enticement, to the world. They invited man, as it is
symbolically expressed, to partake of all the fruits of the trees of Paradise.
Only they would hinder him from eating of the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil that is, would suppress in him the consciousness of that which is in harmony with his true nature, and of that
which is in contradiction to it,
would make him worldly. Yet an
angel of light, or Christ himself, (the Spirit of the sun,) counteracted
their artifices.
This was the truth which was found in the narrative
in Genesis concerning Paradise and the forbidden fruit, considered
from the Manichean point of view. They believed that in the represenu?M-/or.^')

;

;

—

tation of that earliest record, they

when

saw only the influence of the

evil

reversed, and what should have been
ascribed to the powers of darkness, was transferred to God, and what
belonged to the Genius of light, applied to the serpent, the symbol of
principle,

the parts were

Ahriman.^
opus imperfect, c. Julian, lib.
T. X. opp. ed. Benedictin. P.

III.
II.

§
f.

186.
1122.

Paris, 1690.
1 t^uasi de primte facta flore substantise,
(namely, lucis Dianas,) says Mani, in his
letter to a certain Pairicius.
L. c.
- Banr has endeavored to show, that the
hypothesis of two souls in man, ^rhich cannot be demonstrated from tlie words of
Mani himself to be a Manichean doctrine,
does not belong to the system. It may be,
perhaps, that the expression " two souls "

something foreign to Manicheism;

since,

according to Maui's doctrine, soul,

spirit,

is

This view of the matter we must asMani, if we may venture to considcr what is cited as spoken from the Manichean point of view, in the preface to the
tliinl book of Titus of Bostra against the
Manicheans, towards the end, .as containing
At least, I
the thoughts of Mani himself.
can find nothing therein, as Baur professes
to do, vvliich is incongruous with the other
but as I have unfolded it,
ideas of Mani
with a constant reference to Baur's objections, it seems to me to agree perfectly well
with this man's spirit and train of thought;
although I allow, that it forms no nccessa^

cribe to

;

ity

ry member of the Manichean system, and
that possibly some later person may have
thus expounded the record in Genesis, contein])lated from the Manichean point of
view.
Moreover, Augustin favors the supposition that this was the Manichean doc-

.?ire.s,

trine, (de

light,

godlike, are identical notions.

But

thing itself, which the opponents of
Manicheism, from their own point of view,
have designated with this name, the hypothesis of such a motive principle in aftinthe

with matter, the fountain of sinful deagrees perfectly with the Manichean
system.

VOL.

I.

32

Genesi contra Manicheos,

§39): Sic

isti

credunt, quod

lib. II.

serpens

illf

;
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When the powers of darkness saw their plots against the light-spirii
concentrated in human nature, which they would hold captive bj every
possible charm within the bonds of nature, thus defeated, the}' made
trial of another expedient.
They seduced the first man, through his
associate Eva, to abandon himself to the impulses of carnal desires,
that by so doing he might prove faithless to his light-essence, and make
himself a slave to nature.
The consequence was, that the soul, which
in its orighial powers should have risen to the kingdom of light, became
divided by propagation, and was bound once more to a material body
80 that the powers of darkness were enabled continually to repeat over
what they had done in producing the first man.
Since every thing depended on man's learning how to distinguish
from one another the two opposite elements of his nature, and since,
according to the Manichean system, it is the doctrine of man's origin,
(anthropogony,) taken in connection with that of the origin of the
world, (cosmogony,) which clears up this point, Mani taught that it
was of the utmost importance to obtain a right understanding of these
doctrines.
Accordingly, in his " epistle of the foundation," he says
" Had it been given man to perceive clearly how the matter stood in
relation to the oi'igin of Adam and Eve, they would not have been subjected to a transitory existence and to death."
And hence he writes
to the virgin Menoch ^ " jMay our God himself enlighten thy soul, and
reveal to thee his justice, that thou art the fruit of a divine stock.^
Even thou art become light, since thou hast known what thou wert
before,
from what race of souls thou art sprung ; which race, intermixed with all bodies, is connected with numberless forms ; for as souls
are begotten of souls, so the bodily structure is composed of the corporeal nature.
What is born of the flesh, then, is flesh, and what is boi-n
:

:

—

of the spirit
soul, flesh

—a

is spirit.

from flesh."

But know,

He

^

that the spirit

appealed

to

is

the soul

—

soul from

the practice of infant bap-

practice, therefore, w^hich must have already become general
Persian church
as a proof that Christians themselves presupposed by their practical conduct the existence of such a stain in
human nature. " I ask them," says he in the letter above cited,* " is
all sin actual sin ?
Why then does any individual receive the cleansing
by water, before he has done a sinful act ; shice in himself considered
he hag contracted no guilt ? But if he has contracted no guilt, and yet
must be cleansed, then by this action they do of themselves bear witness to the derivation from an evil stock
yes, those very persons do
so, whose fatuity keeps them from understanding what they say or what
they im])ly in their own acts."

tism

in the

—

;

Christus fuerit, et Dcum, nescio quern, gentis tenebraruni, illud
prteccptuni dedisse
confingunt, tanquam iiivideret hominibus
scientiaiu boni et mali.
1

Augustin. oi)us imperfect,

c.

Julian,

lib.

^

—

According

system of light-eman-

—

between spirit and soul. This again
coincided entirely with the Buddhist doc-

man,

Ul.k 172.
- The
revelation

trine.

this,

III. § 187.

consists precisely in
that man is brought to a consciousness
of his light-nature.

to his

Mani could make no distinction between the Spirit of God and the spirit of
ation,

*

Augustin. opus imperfect,

c.

Julian. lib

;;
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which

Adam

liglitruature cuiicentrated in

human

souls are derived

is
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tlie

fountain-liead,

from

but on account of its continual
division and contamination bv matter, the spirit has lost much of the
original power which it had when it gushed fresh from the kingdom of
all

That original poAver of the

light.

supposes, in order to

its

being

;

free light-nature

" The law

fulfilled.

is

is

what the law preholy," said Mani.

a holj law for the liolij soul; the commandment is just and
it is so for the just and good somZ." ^ In another place,^ he
says, " If we do good, it is not a work of the flesh, for the works of
the flesh are manifest, Galat. 5:19; or if we do evil, it is not the
work of the soul, for the fruit of the spirit is peace, joy. And the
apostle to the Romans exclaims, ' The good that I would, that do I not
but the evil that I would not, that do I.'
There you hear the voice of
the struggling soul, defending her freedom against the slaver}^ of lust
for she is pained that sin, that is, Satan, should work in her all manner
of concupiscence.
The authority of the laAv discovers to her its turpitude
by the authority of the law she is brought to the consciousness
of evil,
since it condemns the works of lust, which the flesh admires
and prizes for all the bitterness which is felt in renouncing lust, is
sweet to the soul,
it is that by which she is nurtured and grows vigorous.
In fine, the soul of that man who abstains from all the pleasures of lust, is wakeful, becomes mature and progressive
but by the
gratifications of lust, the soul is wont to be enfeebled."^
Now, to procure the final deliverance of his kindred nature, the soul, from the
power of darkness, to quicken "it anew, to give it the complete victory
over the evil principle, and raise it upward to himself, it was necessary
that the same Spirit of the Sun, which had thus far conducted the whole
fining-process of nature, and of the spiritual Avorld,
both of which,
accoi'ding to the principles of Mani's system above explained, constituted one whole,
should reveal himself in humanity.^
But there can be no communion between light and darkness. "The
light shines in the darkness," said Mani, explaining in accordance with
his own views the words of St. John, " but the darkness comprehends
it not.
The Son of primeval light, the Spirit of the Sun, was incapable of entering into any union with a material body
he only clothed
himself in a shadowy, sensible form, in order that he might be per" The Supreme Light," says he, in another
ceived by sensual men."
fragment,^ " when it placed itself on a level with its own, being among
material things, assigned to itself a body, although it is all of it but
one nature."
In defence of his Docetism he cited the fact, explained
after his own arbitrary manner, that Christ, on a certain occasion when

"but

it

is

— but

good,

;

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

1

L.

c. §

cited in

186.

2 L. c. § 177.
*

Aii^iistin.

III.
*

opus

im])erfect.

c.

Julian,

^177.
Concerning the incarnations of

tlie

lib.

sun

in the old oriental systeins of religion, cons.

Creutzers Symbolik,
it was wliolly
Manichean system,

207.

Alexiindcr of Lycopolis,
vnr^ is ra tivra

said, Christ as the

last cd., vol. II. p. 53,

in

accordance with the
tlie Manichcans,

that

So

Thomse,

(c.

24,)

nuvra.

10: Kvpie,
6 kv 7ru(nv o)v, koI dupxofievog 6ia tziivtcjv, /ca; kyKsl/ievo^ vraac rolg fpyoig crov,
Kal 6id rfjc ttuvtuv evepycia^ (pavipov/ievo^.
6 In the letter to a certain Adas or Addas
Fabricii Biblioth. gra;c. ed. nov.
Vol. VII
f.

too, in the Actis

.'J18I

p.

:
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the

Jews would have stoned him, passed on untouched through

titude

also, that Christ, at his transfiguration,

;

appeared

the mul-

to the disci-

ples in his true form of light.^
Jesus assumed the title of Christ or
Messiah only by a catachresis, in accommodation to the notions of the
Jews.^
The prince of darkness sought to bring about the crucifixion
of Jesus, not being aware that he was superior to all suffering
the
crucifixion was, of com-se, a mere semblance.
This seeming transaction symbolized the crucifixion of the soul, sunk in matter, which the
Spirit of the Sun would raise up to itself.
As the crucifixion of that
soul which was dispersed through all matter, served but to accomplish
the destruction of the kingdom of darkness, so much more was this the
effect of the seeming crucifixion of the Snjjreme Soul.
Hence Mani
said, " The adversary, who was hoping to crucify the Saviour, the
What seemed to be
Father of the righteous, was crucified himself.
done in this case is one thing what was really done, another." ^ The
Manichean theory, which represented the doctrine of Christ as a mere
symbol, is clearly set forth in an apocryphal account of the travels of the
apostles^
During the agony on the cross, Christ appears to the
afflicted John, and tells him that all this is done but for the sake of the
lower populace'' in Jerusalem.
The human person of Christ now
vanishes, and instead of it appears a cross of pure light, surrounded by
a countless multitude of other forms, still representing, however, but
one shape and one image, (a symbol of the various forms under which
the soul manifests itself, although it is in truth but one and the same.)
divine voice, full of sweetness, issues from above the cross, saying
to him, " The cross of light is, for your sakes, called sometimes the
Word, sometimes Christ sometimes the Door, sometimes the W'ay
sometimes the Bread, sometimes the Sun sometimes the Resurrection, sometimes Jesus
sometimes the Father, sometimes the Spirit
sometimes the Life, sometimes the Truth ; sometimes Faith, and sometimes Grace."
Siding with the advocates of an absolute Dualism among the Persians, Mani held the aim and purpose of the whole course of the world
a supto be, not a reconciliation of the good and the evil principles,
but a
position which would have been at war with his whole theory,
total separation of the light from the darkness, and the reduction of the
latter to utter impotence.
This was in accordance also with the Buddhistic doctrine.
Matter, after having been deprived of all its foreign
All
light and life, was to be converted by fire into an inert mass.^
souls were capable, by means of their light-nature, of participating in
the redemption
but if they voluntarily surrendered themselves to the
;

;

A

;

;

;

;

—
—

;

See the fragments from Mani's

1

L,

letters.

c.

Augustin. The words of the Manichean
Faustus, Augustin. c. Faustum, lib. 32
Crucis eju.s mystica fixio, qua nostra; animce passionis inon^rantur vuhiera.

:

'H Tov XptaTov npoariyopia bvofia iari
KaTaxpv^TiKov. L. c.
3 From the epistola fundamenti, Euod. de
T;)!^ (^i'va/itv rrjv I'feiav eviipfiofide, c. 28
A'ex. Lyod-ai, svearavpua&nL r^j v?.7].
Christus in omni mujjdo et
copolit. c. 4
imni anima crucitixus. Secundin. ep. ad
2

:

*

tlcpio^oi

Anio V.

ed.

u7to(7T(')Xuv.

*"

:

c. 5.

Concil.

Mansi. T. XIII.

Tcj kutu uxauTit. Bostr. I. c. 30

°

f.

Nic

II.

167.

Alex. Lycopolit

;
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service of sin or darkness, thej would, in punishment, be banished, at

the general separation of the two kingdoms, to the dead mass of matter,

and stationed there

as a

watch over

it.

On

Mani, in his
" The souls that have

this point

epistola fundamenti, expressed himself as follows

:

allowed themselves to be drawn, by the love of the world, awaj from
their original nature of light ; that have become enemies to the holy
light, openly taken up arms for the destruction of the holy elements
that have entered into the service of the fiery spirit, and by their
deadly persecution of the holy church,^ and of the elect Avho are found
therein,"-^ have oppressed the observers of the heavenly commandments,
these souls shall be precluded from the blessedness and glory of the
holy earth.
And since they have allowed themselves to be overcome
by evil, they shall continue to abide with this race of evil so that the
})eaceful earth and those realms of immortality are shut against them.
This shall be their portion, because they have so devoted themselves to
evil works as to become estranged from the life and fi-cedom of the
hol_7 light.
They will not be able, then, to find admittance into that
kingdom of peace, but shall be chained to that frightful mass (of matter or darkness left to itself,) over which too there must needs be a
watch.
Thus these souls shall continue cleaving to the things they
have loved, since they did not separate themselves from them when it
was time." ^ It is clear, that Mani did not entirely agree, in his doctrine of the last things, either with Buddhism, or with the Zoroastrian
or the Christian system, but, by the fusion of the three, formed a pe-

—

;

culiar theor}' of his own.

In respect to the views of the Manicheans with regard to the sources
of religious knowledge, they considered the revelations of the Paraclete,
or Mani, as the highest and only infallible authority, whereby every
thing else was to be judged.
They Avent on the principle, that Mani's
doctrine embraced the absolute truths Avhich enlighten the reason
whatever did not accord with them was contrary to reason, wherever it
might be found. They received in part, it is true, the scriptures of
the New Testament.
But judging them by that standard principle
which Ave have mentioned, they indulged in the most arbitrary criticism
in applying theui to points of doctruie or ethics.*
Sometimes they asserted that the original records of the religion had been falsified by
;

—

various corruptions of the prince of darkness (tares among the Avheat ;)^
sometimes, that Jesus and his apostles had accommodated themselves to
existing JeAvish opinions, Avith a vicAv to prepare men gradually for the
sometimes, that the apostles themselves,
reception of the pure truth
Avhen they first ai)peared in the character of teachers, Avere entangled
in various JcAvish errors.
Hence they concluded, that it Avas first by
the teachings of the-Paraclete, men Avere enabled to distinguish the true
from the fidse matter in the NcaV Testament. The Manichean Faustua
;

1

That

2

Persecution

icheans,
die,

Manichean sect.
ol' the Bramins of the Manthe Electi, was a crime of peculiar
is.

the

— wholly

in

accordance with the orien-

ideas of the priests.
3 I)e adc, c. 4.

tal

•

This was said of them ah-oady Iw Titus
tlic bei,nnning of his third

of Bostra, in
book.
^ See, above,

tlie

similar principles of the

Clementines respectin<^ the Old Testament
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the principles of Manicheism on this point, as follows :^ " Of
Testament we take only what is said to the honor of the Son
and by the latter only
of glory, either by himself or by his apostles
after they had become perfect and settled in their faith.
Of the rest,
which was either said by the apostles in their simplicity and ignorance,
while they were yet inexperienced in the truth
or inserted, with malicious design, by the enemy
or incautiously asserted by authors ^ and
lays

the

down

New

;

;

transmitted to posterity,

—

;

of

all

this

we

desire to

know

nothing.

I

mean, namely, such assertions as these, that he was born shamefully of
that he was circumcised as a Jew
that he offered sacrifices
a woman
that he was meanly baptized, led into the wilderness
like a heathen
and miserably tempted of the devil." These same Manicheans, wha
slavishly submitted their reason to all that Mani had uttered, as if it
was a divine revelation, were zealous for the rights of reason, and would
have themselves regarded as the oiily rational class, inasmuch as they
only knew how to separate Avhat was consistent with, from what was reThe Manichean Faustua
pugnant to reason in the New Testament.
says, to him that believes without inquiry whatever is contained in the
New Testament " Thoii blind believer of everything, who banishest
reason, that gift of nature, from humanity ; who makest it a ^natter
of conscience to decline judging between the true and the false ; thou
art as afraid of separating the good from its opj^osite, as children are
of a ghost r^ ^
The Manichean sect had a church constitution of their own, suited
to the distinction of the esoteric and the exoteric in the old religions of
Asia
the two-fold mode of representation already described being,
in truth, based on such a distinction existing within the sect itself.
From what has been said, it is evident that Mani differed entire'ly fi;om
;

;

;

:

;

—

The latter wished to
they were desirous only
of introducing, in addition to the confession of faith for the tpvxiKoi, a
Mani, on the other hand, would
secret doctrine for the n-vev/j.aTiKoi.
have himself regarded as a man of God, endowed with divine authority
He was for giving the whole
for the reformation of the entire church.
church, which had become wholly degenerated,* in his view, by the corThere
rupt intermixture of Judaism with Christianity, a new shape.
was to be but one true Christian church, formed after the doctrines and
Within this church, there were to be two distinct
principles of Mani.
The great mass, consisting of the exoterics, were to constitute
grades.
the Auditors.
To them the writings of Mani might indeed be read,
and his doctrines presented in their symbolical and mythical form
It
but they were to receive no explanation of their inner meaning.
may be imagined, to what pitch of expectation the minds of these Auditors would be raised when these enigmatical, mysterious sounding things
the majority of the founders of Gnostic sects.

alter nothing in the existing Christian

church

;

;

XXXII.

1

Apud

2

Namely, the authors of the gospels, who

Aug;iistm.

lib.

were not apostles.
3 Augustin. c P"aust.
KI.

lib.

XVIII.

called other Christians, no(
but Galileans. Fabric. Bibl
graec. vol. VII. f. 316
*

also lib.

Hence he

—

Christians,

a

;
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were set before them, and, as usually happens, chey were hoping to find
The Esotewisdom in what was so obscure and unintelligible.

lofty

—

^
the sacerdotal caste, the Brahmins
held a very important place, according to
they formed the
the Manichean doctrine, in the great refining process
link of transition between the earthly world, the circle of the metemp-

rics

were the Elect or Perfect,

of the Manicheans.2

They

;

sychosis,

and the kingdom of

— they

light

(between the world of Sansara and

constituted the last stadium of the purification
;)
Their
of the spirit in redeeming itself from the bondage of nature.
utter
held
they
thus
which
position
to
the
must
answer
life
mode of

the

Nirwana

—

estrangement from the world, in the Buddhist sense, which was a]>
They were to possess no worldly propplied to Christian asceticism.
erty, but were bound to lead a strictly ascetic and contemplative life
to abstain from marriage, from all strong drinks, and from all animal
food.
They were to be distinguished for a holy innocence that shrunk
from injuring any living thing, and religious reverence for the divine
They were not only to relife which was diffused through all nature.
frain, therefore, from destroying or harming any animal, but even from
The Avhole round
pulling up an herb, or plucking a fruit or a flower.
of their austere life was marked by three particulars, the signaculum
The Audioris, the signaculum manuum, and the signaculum sinus.^
tors Avere to see that they should be provided Avith all that was necessary for their subsistence, and to reverence them as beings of a superior
order.
They should look upon them as their mediators, in direct comBy their kindness to the Elect,
munication with the kingdom of light.
the Auditors shoidd enter into the companionship of their perfection
and the defects adhering to them in consequence of their less rigid life,
and among these
would be made up by the merits of their superiors
defects were reckoned the neglecting to spai^e the life of animal or vegThe harm thus done was to be repaired
etable, and the eating of flesh.
;

;

—

The
their own means of subsistence with the Elect.'*
importance attached by Buddhism to the kind offices of the pious,
shown towards the Buddhas who made their appearance in humanity,
was transferred by the Manicheans to the kind offices shown by the
And it was also according to the Buddhist
Auditors to the Elect.
doctrine, thai by repeated kind offices of this sort, shown in the different modes of human existence passed through by metempsychosis, one
might gradually accumulate such a store of good works, as to arise at
by their sharing

length to the dignity of a Buddha.^
From this sacerdotal class Avere chosen the presiding officers of the

—

1 TeP.etov, accordin<^ to Thcodoretus,
term which recurs once more among the
Gnostic Manicliean sects of the middle age.
2 Faustus, quoted by Augustin, calls them

the saccrdotale genus".
8 See, e. g., Augustinus de moribus Manichseorum, c. 10, et seq. The word signac-

me

to denote here, not a
safe keeping, as
a translation of the Greek (Tdpaytr, applied,

alum seems

to

sign, but a seal, a

means of

for instance, to the rite of confirmation.

*

To

this

Ephvoem Synis

refers,

when he

accuses the Manicheans of bestowinj;; absoUnion in return for the bread given to them.
See the' extracts ])ublished by A. F. W. von
Wcgner, in his work de Manichaeorum indulgentiis, Lips. 1827, p. 69, et seq.
Comp. Sclimidt's Dissertation on the
thousand Buddhas, in the Memoirs of the
Academy of St. Petersburg. VI. scries,
T. II. A. D. 1834, p. 88. etc.
''

.

;
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As Mani wished

entire religiouf? society.

bj

the Paraclete promised

to

have himself regarded

afe

Christ, so after Christ's example, he chose

twelve apostles.

This institution continued to exist

persons, with the

title

;

and twelve such

of Magistri, had the government of the whole

sect.
At the head of these, was placed a thirteenth, who, as the leader
of the sect, represented Mani.
Subordinate to these, there were sev-

enty-two bishops, answering to the seventy or seventy-two disciples of
and under these last were presbyters, deacons, and finally
Jesus
travelling preachers.^
As to the mode of celebrating the sacrament of the supper among
the Manicheans, it is a matter involved in much obscurity, owing to the
fact that no credible account was known to exist about a transaction
which was confined to the very secret assemblies of the Elect for as
the Auditors answered to the catechumens, and the Elect to the Fideles in the dominant church, it is plain that the sacraments could be administered only among the Elect.
The argument already alluded to,
which Mani drew from the existing practice of infant baptism, has led
some to suppose
though wrongly, as Mosheim has shown
they
•*

:

;

—

might

—

but in that place, Mani
their

same practice among the Manicheans
simply refuting his opponents by adducing

infer the existence of the

own

is

practice in favor of a principle which that practice necessa-

yet without expressing any approbation of the pracbe a question whether Mani would not object to this
sign, as a Jewish rite derived from John the Baptist.^
Perhaps from
the first, no other forai of initiation prevailed among the Manicheans,
than the one which we afterwards meet with, in the middle age, among
the kindred sect of the Catharists.
But the celebration of the Lord's
supper was an ordinance that could be easily explained in accordance

presupposed

rily

tice.

And

it

;

may

^ According to
the well-known various
reading.
^ jVugustin. de lueres. c. 32.
^ From the words of the Manichean Felix,
Aug. c. Fel. lib. I. c. 19, ut quid baptizati
sumus 1 it cannot be jn-oved, that the Manicheans looked upon baptism as a necessary
ceremony of initiation ; for in this case too,
the Manichean is employing rather the argumentum ad hominem and verv possibly
he may have received baptism Wfore he
went over to the Manichean sect. Nor
again can it in any wise be certainly inferred
from the passage in the comnionitorium,
quomodo sit agendum cum Maniehteis,
(found in the Appendix to the 8th vol. of
the Benedictine edition of Augustine,)
;

where a distinction is made between tiiose
Manicheans who, on coming over to the
Catholic church, were received ati\ong the
catechumens, and those who, having been
already baptized, were received among the
Poenitentes, that baptism was a customary
rite

among

can

it

the Manicheans and still less
be inferred from the fact, that a distinction of the same kind is made between
;

the baptized and the unbaptized among the
Elect themselves, who should come over to
tlie Catholic chui-ch, that baptism was received by such of the Elect as chose it of
their own free will
for here too the refer;

ence maj' have been to such persons
fore they joined the Manicheans,

as, be-

had been

baptized in the Catholic church. Neither
does it in any wise follow from the passage
in Augustin, de moribus ecclesioe, c. 35,
where he represents the Manicheans as objecting to the Catholic Christians, that the
tideles et jam baptizati lived in the state of
marriage, and in the family relation, possessing and managing worldly property,
that there were among the Elect a certain
class of persons voluntarily baptized, who
were alone bound under an inviolalde vow,
to a strictly ascetic life: for the fideles and
baptizati
both terms being exactly syanswer generally here to the
nonymous
Moshcim's
Electi among the Manicheans.
distinction, therefore, between baptized and
unbaptized Electis, which in itself is not a
very natural one, appears to be altogelhei

—
—

arbitrary.

—
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the principles of their mystical philosophy of nature.^

while he Avas a

Manichcan Auditor, had learned

Augustiu,

that the .Elect cele-

brated the Lord's supper
but about the particular mode in "which it
was observed, he knew nothing.^
It is only certain, that the Elect
drank no wine. Whether, like the Eiicratites, the so called iSponapa(jTurai, they used Avater instead of wine, or if not, what else they did, it
As a token of recognition, the Manicheans were
is impossible to say.
used to give each other the right hand whenever they met, thus shewing their common deliverance from the kingdom of darkness by the
right hand of the redeeming Spirit of the Sun,
the same aci having
been repeated in their own case as in that of their heavenly father,
the original man, when, on the point of sinking into the kingdom of
darkness, he was rescued by the right hand of the living spirit.^
As festivals, the Maniclieans celebrated the Sunday of every week,
not on account of its reference to the resurrection of Christ, which
would have been inconsistent with their Docetism, but as a day consecrated to the Sun, which was in fact their Christ.'*
On this day they
fasted,
contrary to the practice of the dominant church. The Christmas festival of the church was, of course, not in harmony with the
If occasionally, as Augustin reports, they
Manichean Docetism.
conformed to the practice of the dominant church in celebrating the
festival of Easter ; yet we may easily suppose, that this festival would
be of but little interest to them, as they were unaffected by those feelings which rendered the day so sacred to other Christians.
So much
the greater respect did they pay to the festival in honor of the martyrdom of their master, Mani, wbich fell in the month of March. It was
called /3///za, (suggestus, cathedra,) the feast of the tribune or pulpit,
the feast in remembrance of the divinely enlightened teacher.
gorgeous pulpit, ascended by means of five steps, symbolizing perhaps the
five elements, and decorated with costly drapery, was on this occasion
placed in the hall, where they assembled.
To this all the Manicheans
paid obeisance, prostrating themselves on the ground after the custom
of the East.^
As it concerns the moral eJiaracter of the Manichean =/=ct, it is impossible, with the scanty information we possess respecting its early followers, to give any just account of a matter in which the different periods in the history of a sect should be so carefully distinguished.
It
can only be said, that Mani aimed at a strict system of morals but
without doubt the mystical language of the sect, which occasionally
vei-ges to immodesty, might, in the case of the uneducated, tend to
introduce a sensuous fanaticism dangerous to good morals.
;

—

—

A

;

Already, when the Manicheans began first to make progress in the
empire, a violent persecution broke out against them.
As a
Beet which had sprung up in the Persian empire, then at war with the

Roman

In accordance with the idea, that the
of the earth represented the Son of
man cruciKed in nature. See above.
^ Auirustin. contra Fortunatum
lib. I.
Appendix.
1

fruits

*

Disputat. Arcbelai.

c. 7.

many

other places, comp. Aulib. XVIII. c. 5: Vos
in die, quern dicunt solis, solcm colitis.
^ Auf;ustin. contra ep. fundamenti, c. 8;
*

Besides

gustin.

c.

c.

Faustum,

Faustum

lib.

XVIII.

c.

.5.
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Romans, and

in

some sense

allied

object of peculiar hatred to 'the

to the Parsic religion,

they were an

Roman government.

The Emperoi

Diocletian, A. D. 296, issued a law against the sect (cited already in
the first section of this history) condemning its leaders to the stake,

and punishing
\yith

adherents,

its

if

they belonged to the

common

order,

decapitation and the confiscation of their property.^

III. Doctrine of the Catholic Church, as it proceeded to form itself in
opposition to the Sects.
A. Genetic Development of the Chtrch Th-eolor/y generally.
Character of the several individual tendencies of the religious and dogmatic spirit, ivhich had special influence on it.

Having thus

far considered

the diftcrent tendencies of the heretical

element as it grew np out of the reaction of ante-Christian principles,
we now proceed to inquire how the movement of the church theology
generally, and in

its

bj

several particular modifications, was affected

was the case in the heresies,
that the unity of Christianity came to be split up into too many opposite theories, each excluding the other
the movement of the church
theology was, on the other hand, distinguished, it is true, by the circumthese various forms of opposition.

If

it

;

stance,

that

the unity of the Christian consciousness here asserted

much more

strongly, and hence men were less exposed to run
such direct oppositions of doctrine but even here, owing to the
strong propensity in man"- nature to fall into one extreme or the
other, the higher, comprehending unity had to resolve itself into oppositions of a subordinate kind,
oppositions which remained grounded,
indeed, in the essence of Christianity, but which might approach, however, on one side or the other, either to the position of Judaism, or of
its opposite. Gnosticism.
When the church had once established itself
on an independent footing, the less it was obliged to defend its princiitself

into

;

—

'

The

(idict

contains, in

its

style of

thought

and language, every internal mark of auIt is scarcely possible to imagine by whom and for what purpose such an
edict could have been forged in this particular form.
Had it l)een the intention of
some Christian to fabricate an edict of this
sort, with a view to excite following emperors to persecute the Manicheans, he would
not have chosen Dioclesian certainly and
still less would he have put such language
into his mouth.
Though the later Chris-

thenticily.

;

had much that was analogous to the
older pagan way of thinking about a dominant religion handed down from the fathers,
yet a Christian would never have expressed
tians

himself after this peculiar fashion.
VVhat is there to forbid supposing that
the Manicheans had extended themselves,
even thus early, to proconsular Africa, since
the Gnostics had already paved the way for
them, and it is certain that the Manicheans
early spread themselves in these countries,
and since the chronological dates connected
with the early history of this sect are so
uncertain
If the law reads: " si qui sane
''.

etiam honorati aut cujuslibet dignitatis vel
majoris persona ad banc sectam se transtulerunt,"
it does not necessarily follow irora
this, that the Emperor had certain information of the spread of the doctrines of this
sect among persons of the highest rank and
in the next place, it would be no singular
matter, considering the prevalent rage at
that time among people of rank,
a class
ever prone to seize on any thing which
would distinguish their religion from that
for theurgical speculaof other people,
tions, and for searching after higher explanations respecting the world of spirits, that
a mysterious and high-pretending scheme
of faith like this, should meet among thena
with a welcome reception. The argumentum e silentio is, for the rest, very unsafe
in historical criticism, unless supi)orted by
other considerations and the fact that the
older fathers make no mention of a law bj
Dioclesian directed particularly against the
Manicheans, may be very easily accounted

—

;

—

—

;

for.

ry

Yet

this

law

is

referred to

by

who wrote a commentary on

epi-stles.

In ep.

II.

Timoth.

III.

tlie

Hila-

St. Paul's
7.
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Judaism, and the more

it

had

them

to assert

the conflict with Gnosticism, the more easily might it happen that a
Jewish element would be imperceptibly introduced hito the theological
in

without being communicated from without, but by
we observed it to do in the hisGnosticism,
tory of the church constitution and of Christian worship.
either in a way of unagain, might be attacked in two different ways
compromising hostility, which refused to recognize in it a single element of truth, and which hence would be liable itself to run into some
opposite extreme of error ; or in such a way as to leave room for admitting, that along with the error there was also a fundamental truth,
that there was at bottom a true spiritual need, which was only seeking
And, in truth,
its proper satisfaction, and must find it in Christianity.
Gnosticism could be effectaally vanquished only in this latter way only
by separating in it the true from the false, and presenting something
whereby the spiritual need, the failure to recognize and satisfy which
had called Gnosticism into existence or promoted its spread, might find
Yet there was at the same time great
itself met and answered.
danger that, in the very effort to seize and appropriate whatever of
truth there was in Gnosticism, some of its errors might also be unintentionivlly included.
The two main tendencies of the theological spirit here denoted, correspond to the two tendencies which necessarily belong together in the
(Christian process of transforming the world
but of which either one
or the other is ever wont to predominate
the world-resisting and the
world-appropriating tendency of the Christian mind.
The undue predominance of either one of these is, in truth, attended with its own peculiar dangers.
In connection with this stands another antithesis.
Christianity is based upon a su])ernatural revelation
but this revelation would be appropriated and understood by the organ of a reason
which submits to it since it is not destined to remain a barely outward
thing to the human spirit.
The supernatural element must be owned
in its organic connection with the natural, which in this finds its full
measure and complement. The fact of redemption has for its very
aim, indeed, to do away the schism between the supernatural and the
natural
the fact of God's becoming man is in order to the humanization of the divine, and the deification of the human.
Hence chere
will ever be springing up two tendencies of the theological spirii cor<
responding, as must be evident, to the two just now* described, and of
which the one will feel itself impelled to understand and represent the
supernatural element of Christianity in its opposition to, the other, the
same element in its connection with, the natural: the one will seek to
apprehend the supernatural and sujira-rational element as such; the
other will strive to apprehend the same in its harmony with reason and
nature,
to present the su|)ernatural and supra-rational to consciousspirit

;

and that

too,

Bpontaneousl}^ springing up within, as

;

—

;

;

—
—

;

;

;

—

,

—

ness, as that Avhich

is

still

conformed

to

Thus

nature and to reason.

ihere comes to be formed a predominance of the siipernaturalist

or

element, both of which should meet together in
"rder to a sound and healthy develop-ment of Cbristian doctrine
while

of the rationalist

;
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from the predominance of the one or the other of these elements, oppo
site dangers arise.
It is very easy to see, that although Christian science must have its
root in faith, and grow up out of the interest of faith, and although faith,
which ought to receive into itself and animate all the powers of the
human spirit, must seek to create a scientific understanding out of itself, jet according to the proportion in which one or the other of these
interests predominates, one or the other of these tendencies will be
formed and hence we must proceed in the first place to inquire, how
the matter stood in this respect under the given circumstances and con;

ditions of the national life

period

Avhicli is

and

intellectual

culture prevailing in the

the subject of our consideration.

The first thing that presents itself to our notice here will be, the difference between the two great individualities of national character, out of
which proceeded the civilization of those times,
the Greek and the
Roman. In the Greek predominated the activity of the intellect,
the scientific, speculative element. Greece was, in fact, the birth-place
The Roman character, on the other hand, was less moof philosophy.
bile.
It was more fixed and inclined to be tenacious of old usages
Both these mental characteristics
its tendency was to the practical.
will mark the peculiar shaping of Christian doctrine and theology,
will in different circumstances operate favorably or unfavorably on the
since both these individualities of charprocess of their development
and
acter correspond to the peculiar main tendencies above described
it was most desirable, that they should so act as mutually to balance
and check each other. Alexandria, the principal seat of philosophical
culture, where a philosophy most nearly akin to the religious element,
viz. the Platonic, then held the supremacy
where, at a still earlier
period, we saw growing up a Jewish philosophy of religion, gave birth
also in these centuries, by the blending of Grecian elements of culture
with Christianity, to a tendency which sought to present the new matter given by revelation in harmony with the previous development of
reason.
But from the school of John, in Asia Minor, there had gone
forth a tendency, which was opposed to the speculative caprice of the
Gnostics, and which sought faithfully to preserve and hold fast the peculiar, fundamental doctrines of Christianity, so as to secure them
And this tendency it was, which Irenaeus,
against all corruptions.
who had been educated in Asia Minor, in the school of those veneratransplanted to
ble presbyters, tlTe disciples of the Apostle John,

—

—

;

—
—

;

;

;

—

—

the West.

This Father, distinguished for the sobriety of his practical,
Christian spirit, possessed of a peculiarly sound and discriminating
tact in determining what was of practical moment in all doctrines, profoundly penetrated with a sense of the grandeur of God's works and
of the limited compass of the human understanding, perseveringly
opposes the humility of knowledge to the arrogant pretensions of Gnostic speculation, and forms the link of connection betwixt the church of
re])resenting in himself what was
Asia Minor and that of Rome,

—

them both. But as in the Roman spirit, the
ohurch interest was so. absorbing as to leave no room for the

common

to

pi-actical

scientific,

;
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want of an organ whereby the spirit which prevailed
itself.
Such an organ was supplied
by the church of North Africa, in a man who united in himself the elein Tertullian.
ments of the Roman and of the Carthaginian character,
Wanting the chaste sobriety of mind for which Irengeus was distinguished, Tertullian, though a foe to speculation, yet could not resist the
and to the devout practiimpulses of a profound speculative intellect
destitute, howcally Christian element he united a speculative one,
which continued for a long time to
ever, of the regular logical form,
operate through various intermediate agencies in the Western church,
until it finally impregnated the mind of that great teacher of centuries, Augustin, in Avhom Tertullian once more appears under a transfigured form. A great impression was made on the peculiar temperament
of Tertullian by the remarkable phenomenon which sprung out of the
very midst of that spiritual tendency of Asia Minor we have already
described, and which we may designate as the extreme of the anti-Gnostic
])osition.
We mean Montanism. As this forms one of the essential
elements in his peculiar cast of mind, so it was by him that the principles which lie at the basis of this system were systematically determined, and thereby made to have an influence on the history of Western theology.
To this important phenomenon we must now^ direct our
die

West was

in

there couhl scientificaUy express

—

—

;

—

attention.

We

should but poorly understand this product growing out of the
developing-process of the church in the second century, if we considered the personal character of the founder, by whom the first impulse

was given, as the main cause of all the succeeding efiects. Montanus
was hardly a man of sufficient importance, to entitle him to be placed
If an uneducated indiat the head of any new and grand movement.
vidual, who displays the characteristic spirit of the Phrygian race,
under the impulse of a fanatical excitement, produced by his appearance great effects, yet these effects beyond question far exceeded the
measure of this individual. A Tertullian, as being the person bjMvhom
such a spiritual tendency was systematically defined, would assume
Nor were there any new spiritual elehere a more important place.
ments, which were here freshly called to life but only a nucleus was

—

;

a point of attachment,
elements long before existing,
Tendencies of mind,
around which these elements would gather.
which were scattered about through the whole church, would here conThus Montanism points out to us kindred elements
verge together.
existing everywhere already ; and for this very reason it was that the
impulse, once given, could produce such great and general movements
since the way had already been prepared for them in the course of the
Yet while we are careful not
inner development of the church itself.
to overrate the importance of Montanus, w^e should also guard against
Without the impulse given by
the error of allowing him none at all.^
Montanus, this whole movement, which produced such a stir and excitefurnished

for

1 As is done with a fantastic sort of exaggeration, when persons, whose real exist»nce, though our knowledge of them is

extremely deficient, is sufficiently accredited
by history, are represented as mythical personifications of general tendencies.
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meiit ill the minds of men, and which we may admit caun«Jt bt
explained from his influence alone, would by no means have arisen.
Let us in the first place, then, cast a glance at the process of church

development

to which Montanism attached itself, and at the general
tendencies of mind which were grounded in and which are represented
by it and then we may proceed to a nearer examination of the person
of the author, and of the effects which proceeded from him.
Christianity forced its way among mankind, in the first place, as a
supernatural power
and as such a power it originally presents itself
;

;

also in the character of its effects.

was then more strongly marked than
of supernatural healing

;

The immediateness
in the

later times

;

of inspiration

— those

gifts

those gifts of speaking with tongues, of proph-

—

ecy ; those effects which suddenly displayed themselves after baptism
such were the signs of the new creation which had seized on human
nature.
But this opposition between the supernatural and the natural was not to last always, but to be overcome by the progressive development of Christianity. To bring about the harmonious union of the
supernatual and the natural was its ultimate aim
as to femove the
discordance which has its ground in sin, was to be the end of the redemption in its further unfolded effects. The new, divine power, which
in its outward manifestations had just shown itself as an immediate one,
was to enter into the circle of human instrumentality, and gradually
appropriate to itself those natural organs and means wliich were not as
yet given to it on its first appearance.
The Apostle Paul had indeed
alluded to such an aim, when he admonished Christians to estimate the
charismata, not by the extraordinary and supernatural appearances
which more prominently marked their effects, but, on the contrary, by
the degree in which the natural in them was permeated by the supernatural, and in which the form of working of the supernatural was one
that grew out of the natural course of development
and he distinguished above all others the charismata of Gnosis and of Didascalia, as
those which were most required for the edification of the church.
Accordingly,
as we remarked in the first section,
those extraordinary effects of the divine power, which was to be the dominant element
of culture for human nature, continally diminished
and the existing
natural culture began to be turned more and more in the direction of
Christianity and to be attracted by it.
Now, on the boundary between
these two periods of development, sprang up a reaction, which opposed
this natural change required by Christianity, and which would hold
fast the form which was the first to appear in the working of Christianity, as the perfect and the abiding one.
That which opposed itself to
the healthy and natural course of development, must necessarily be a
morbid action.
The enthusiasm which surrendered itself to such a
tendency, must degenerate into fanaticism.
It may be gathered from what has been said, that since Montanism
opposed itself to tiiat union and conciliation of the supernatural with
the natural, which Christianity in its progressive development required
and prepared the way fpr, it would partially hold fast to the supernataral as contradistinguished from the natural.
The supernatural, the
;

;

—

—
;

;
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presented itself here to the religious consciousness as an irreagency, which left no room for the human individualitv of charHence, from this
acter to thrive in free, independent development.
point of view, the ecstatic element was reckoned as belonging to the
the human consciousness must retire
essence of genuine prophecy
wholly out of the way, where the voice of the divine Spirit caused
The human soul was to stand to this informing
itself to be heard.
as Montanus
Spirit only in the relation of an altogether passive organ
The
characteristically remarked, God alone is awake, the man sleeps.
Boul stands in the same passive relation to the divine, informing
agency, as the lyre to the instrument (the plectrum) with which it is
Here, too, in what Montanism introduced, there was nothing
played.^
This notion of inspiration had long been familiar to the Jews
new.
as we may see in the case of the Alexandrian legend about the verbal
agreement of the seventy interpreters, in their independent translaBut such a form of insfjiration is much
tions of the Old Testament.
better suited to the legal position of the Old Testament, which assumes
this separation between the divine and the human, than to that of the
New Testament, which aims at a union between the two, grounded in the
But when this, however, was now prominently set forth as
redemption.
something belonging to the perfection of the Christian system, as something requisite for the guidance and growth of the church, a foreign
element was introduced, and the natural process of development,
grounded in the church itself, and the spirit which quickens it, could
not thereby be promoted, but must on the contrary be disturbed and
hindered. Through such workings of the Paraclete promised by Christ,
such revelations of the prophets and prophetesses, uttering themselves
in those states of ecstacy, the church was to be ever conducted onward
We
in its development, till it attained to its final consummation.
rliviue,

sistible

;

—

;

;

should not fail to remark, that Montanism was driven to this one-sided
supranaturalism, by a polemical opposition which had its ground in a
genuinely Christian interest against two aberrations of the Christian
spirit.
Opposing itself, on the one hand, to the introduction of foreign
speculations in the Gnosis, it would secure the pure Christian doctrine
from this soui-ce of corruption while, on the other hand, it resisted a
;

element, which allowed no room for any progressive development of the church life, but was for confining down everything in fixed and unalterable forms.
As it regards, however, the first designated opposition, it passed
petrified, traditional

ov3r into a tendency hostile to

culture, to all art

all

and

science.

in virtue of this opposition to all the mediating activity of reason,
the resistance also to the stift" and rigid church tendency must take a

And,

wrong

direction.

Montanism would

tolerate no pause, no still-stand

from the foundation of that unchangeable Christianity contained in the common ^radition of all the
But as it had no confidence
eharches, to the mature age of manhood.
it

recjuired a progressive development,

^

lia,

Thus TertnUian considered the anicnthe excidere scnsu, as something neces-

connected with
ohumhravi.

sarily

the

divina virtute
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power of the

regenerated and enhghtened by Christianity,
ever clearer consciousness,
and to form the life more and more in accordance thereto as it disdained the instrumentality of reason, which was appointed to administer, by its own pecuHar activity, the treasure imparted to it from
above, nothing else remained but to assume, that Christianity mast be
continually integrated and perfected by means of extraordinary revelations continually accruing from without, in relation to which the
human mind was to remain in a state altogether passive. Thus, a onesided supranaturalism, which failed duly to acknowledge the eft'ects of
the redemption in converting the mind, when restored to communion
with God, once more into an organ for divine things, must be driven to
deny the adequacy of the divine word bestowed on the church for its
guidance in knowledge and life, because it lacked the organ requisite
for understanding and for applying, for working over and digesting
the included truth therein dehvered.
perfectibility of Christianity
was maintained, after a Wiiy Avhich disparaged the woi'k of Christ.
Thus, one-sided supranaturalism led to the same result as one-sided
rationahsm.
Now, that which was to be superadded from without, in order to the
perfecting of the Christian life, but did not proceed of itself from the
regular development of the Christian principle, could, under the name of
perfecting, really exert no other than a checkhig and corrupting influence.
The perfection had reference to the introduction of a more rigid asceticism and in this respect too, we see in Montaiiism the one-sided appearance of a tendency of the Christian life, which had long since existed,
pushed to its extreme. Multiform new positive precepts were to be imposed on the church by the new revelations of the Paraclete. But Christianity does, in fact, distinguish itself from Judaism by the very circumstance, that it substitutes the law of the Spirit in place of the imperative
letter, and has made an end of all positive commandments, through that
love which is the fulfilling of the law.
great deal in the new precepts
of Christ which the sermon on the mount contains, was, in the first
centuries, less perfectly understood, because men did not refer these
precepts to the one whole of the new law, grounded in love, and identical with the essence of the Christian life itself, but regarded them as
isolated, positive precepts. The frey development of the Christian spu'it
was destined continually to suppress everything positive, by the progresBut Montanism, on
sive identifying of it with itself (Verinnerlichung)
the contrary, was for holding fast the positive as something permanent,
and by adding to which the church was to be perfected. Accordingly,
the spirit of Montanism, by itself, without the aid of any outward inBy this, however,
fluences, brought back the Jewish legal position.
we are not in the least degree warranted to suppose that Ebionitism
had any influence ^n the development of Montanism since the latter
much rather made it a point to bring distinctly to view, and carry out,
whatever there was new and peculiar, whereby Christianity differed
from the Old-Testament position and this end, the new epoch of development, introduced by the revelations of the Paraclete, was to subin the

spirit,

to unfold the contents of Christian truth to

;

A

;

A

.

;

;

—
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Without mcauiui; to do so, Montanism grazed upon a Jewish
element, which, with consciousness and design, it would directly combat ; and, in like manner, bj suppressmg the Christian clearness and
sobriety of understanding through the ecstatic trance, it encouraged
the intei-minghng of excited and rapturous feelings with the developserve.

and thereby grazed on the Pagan position, as
have occasion more particularly to observe.
The movement of which we speak, took its beginning from a Phi-ygian by the name of Montanus, who li\'ed in the village of Ardaban,
The characterison the boundary-hne between Phrygia and Mysia.
tics of the old Phrygian race are displayed in his mode of conceiving
Christianity, and in the shape which the zeal of the new convert assumed. In the nature-rehgion of the ancient Phrygians, we recognize
the character of this mountain race, inclined to fanaticism and suand
perstition, easily credulous about magic and ecstatic transports
we cannot be surprised to find the Phrygian temperament which displayed itself in the ecstacies of the priests of Cybele and Bacchus,
exhibitino; itself once more in the ecstacies and somnambulisms of the

ment of the divine

we

life,

shall afterwards

;

Montanists.

Montanus belonged to the class of men in whom the first glow of
We
conversion begat an uncompromising opposition to the world.
should remember that he lived in a country where the expectation that
the church should finally enjoy on the theatre of its sufferings, the
earth itself, previous to the end of all things, a millennium of victorious
the expectation of a final millennial reign of Christ on
dominion

—

earth, (the so-called Chihasm,) particularly prevailed

;

and where

vari-

ous pictures of an enthusiastic imagination, representing the charactei
The
of this approaching kingdom, were floating among the people.^
either during those catastrophes of natime in which he appeared
ture which led to the tumultuary attacks of the populace on the Chris

—

tians,2 or
relius'^

during the bloody persecutions of the Emperor Marcus Au
altogether suited to promote such an excitement of

— was

1 In Phrygia, Papias of Hicrapolis had
certainly lived and labored, and many passajces in the Pseudo-Sibylline books contain
allusions to Phrygia.
There is no existing
reason whatever for sup]50sing. witii Longuerue and Blonde), that Montanus or any
Montani.'ts were themselves the authors of
such jias'ages; for nothing at all is to be
found in those Pseudo-Sibylline writings
which belongs to the pccnliur ideas of Montanism.
are led rather to recognize in

We

jieculiar Phrygian .spirit, of
is also
the reflection,
the mount Ararat transferred
in these writings to Phrygia, we perceive
here the same partiality of the Phrygians
for their own country, which they held to
be the oldest in the world, as is shown by
Montanus in fixing ujion the village of
Pepuza, in Phrygia, as the destined seat of
the millennial kingdom.
2 See Vol. I. p. 104

x\\v:m. the

scuiic.

which Montanism

When we find

VOL.

I.

3o

^ There are no distinet and well-authenti
rated facts from Avliich it is possible to form
a certain conclusion as to the time of Mon
tanus' first appearance. From the nature of
the case, liowever, the first beginning of a
movement of this kind scarcely admits of
Eusebius. in his
being distinctly fixed.
Chronicle, states the year 171 as the time
when Montanus first appeared. But, assuming that the Poman bishop who was
induced by Praxcas to excommunicate the
Montanists, was not Victor, but Anicetus,
the reasons for which opinion I have given
it
in my work on Tcrtullian, p. 486.
would follow, that Montanus had already
made his appearance, in the life-time of tiie
Roman bishop Anicetus, who died A. D.
161.
Apollonius, cited by Eusebius, (V.
18,) and Epiphanius, both speak in favor of
The latter fixes the upthe earlier date.
pearance of Montanus in about the yea*

—

157.
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and such a direction of the imagination. It was precisely at
violent controversy arose between the speculative
A great
Gnostics and the advocates of the ancient, simple doctiine.
deal was said about the corruptions with which Christianity was threatAll this would naturally work on the mind of the Phrygian
ened.
convert, inclined already by temperament to a high-wrought enthusiAnd we should observe, moreover, that he lived in a period
asm.
which has already been more fully described as the boundary epoch
between two stadia in the development of the Christian church.
He fell into certain states of ecstatic transport, in which, no longer
master of his own consciousness, and made the bhnd organ, as he fancied, of a higher spirit, he foretold, in oracular, mystical expressions,^
exhorted the Christians to a hfe of
the approach of new persecutions
more rigid austerity, and to an undaunted confession of their faith
extolled the blessedness of the mart^T's crown, and charged the faithHe announced the judgful to stake everything in order to win it.
ments impending over the persecutors of the church, the second coming of Christ, and the approach of the millennial reign, the happiness
of which he set forth in the most attractive colors. Finally, he claimed
to be considered as a prophet sent of God in behalf of the whole
The Chrischurch, as an inspired reformer of the whole church life.
tian church was to be elevated by him to a higher stage of practical
perfection. A loftier system of Christian morals, befitting its maturity,
was to be revealed through him he appealed to Christ's promise, that
he would, by the Holy Ghost, make known things v^'hich the men of
He believed
those times were not yet in a condition to understand.
feeling,

this time, that the

;

;

;

himself to be called also to give new expositions of the doctrine of
faith, which were to serve for the clearing up of the disputed points

most agitated in those

districts,

and

for the defence of those doctrines

agauist the objections of heretics.
It is probable that different epochs should be

distiuguished in the

Montanus. The ready sympathy with which, in that excited period, what he delivered as revelations from above was received,
contributed, doubtless, to urge him continually onward, till he attributed to himself a higher mission than he may have thovight of claiming
and moreover the poLut-blank opposition which he afterin the outset
wards met Avith from other quarters, served to increase his enthusiasm.
But our information is too inadequate, to enable us to separate and
In
distinguish these several epochs with any degree of accuracy.
connection with Montanus, there were two women, Prisca or Priscilla,
and Maximilla, who claimed also to be regarded as prophetesses.
We will now proceed to a moi-e detailed account of Montanism, as a
tendency stamped and characterized by distinct principles and doc
trines.
We mean that tendency of spirit, as it began with Montanus,
developed itself still farther, down to the time of TertuUian, and became
reduced by him to the form of a system.
history of

;

1

Scvo(j)uviai.

nited in Eusebius,

A
1.

contemporary writer
V. c. 16, uses the term

yhjaant.
de Pvth.

Plutarch on the ancient oracles
or.ac. c. 24.
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have seen that the fundamental principle of Montanism was a

one-sided supranaturalizing element, winch placed the spirit in an alto-

gether passive relation to the divine influence. This principle appeared
most strongly prominent in the first gusts of religious feehng in Monand the approximation to the Old-Testar
tanus and his prophetesses
mont position, introduced by tliis principle, is more clearly discernible
in the earliest Montanistic oracles, than in the later forms which Montanism assumed for in the outset the whole discourse was of God the
Almighty, not of Christ or the Holy Spirit. As the Almighty ruled
alone in the prophet's soul, and his own self-consciousness retired
back, God therefore spoke from the soul of the prophet, of which He
took entire possession, as if in His OAvn name.
Accordingly, it is asserted, in one of these oracular sayings of Montanus: "Behold! the
man is as a lyre, and I sweep over him as a plectrum. The man
sleeps, and I Avake.
Behold it is the Lord, who estranges the souls
of men from themselves, and gives men souls," ^
another oraSo,
" I am the Lord, the Almighty God, who take up my abode in
cle
man ^ I am neither an angel, nor a messenger but I am come as the
Lord himself, God the Father." Also, in a prophecy of Montanus's
associate, Maximilla, there is as yet no distinct mention of the Holy
Spirit or the Paraclete
but the Spirit, vindicating himself from the
objection that he set men beside themselves, declares, "' I am chased
as a wolf from the midst of the flock.
I am no wolf; I am word, and
spirit, and power," ^ This supranaturalizing principle, expressing itself
more after a form of the Old than of the New Testament, was, to all appearance, consistently adhered to by the Montanistic tendency, as it
first presented itself, in this respect also, that the new prophets did not
promise a progressive development of the church, in the sense of one
which was to proceed from the new revelations delivered to them but
annoimced that which should bring to a close the whole thread of
earthly development.
They hint at the near approach of a new order
of things, the final separation which was to be brought about by Christ
himself, and the millennial kingdom to be set up by him on the earth.
Maximilla is said to have declared expressly, " After me no other
prophetess shall arise, but the end shall come." *
The God who had
determined to bring about the great judgment, called on the faithful
by his voice in the new prophets, to prepare themselves for it by a
stricter life, so that the Lord, at his second coming, which was
near at hand, might find them well provided and waiting.
With
this expectation of the approaching end of the world, stood intimately
connected the contempt of life and of all earthly things, to which the
new spirit of the prophets called men.
But though many of the predictions of the new prophets were not
;

;

!

m

:

;

:

;

:

'

1 'ISoii. uv^puTTOc uad Ivpa, Kgr/o iTrrafiai
uaeiKX^KTpov. 'O avdpunog KoifiCiTat, Kg.yu
'Wot), Kvpiog koTiv 6 knaTuvuv
Ypvyopo).

Euseb.

KopSiac ('iv&puTTtjv icm

Mer"

&pu-^oi^.

Epiphan.

(5(f5oi)f

Kopdiac uv-

*

navTOKpa-

1.

V.

c.

Kal irvev/ia,

i/ne

ical diva/xt^.

Set

16.

The words

reXeia.

haeres. 48.

2 'Eyu) Kvpiog, Kvpioc; 6 i^edf, 6
fuo, Karayivouevog kv uv&puTr<j).

^ 'Pf/fia eljii,

are cited in Epiphanins
npo(jy^Ti^ ovKeri e<TTat, uAAd cmv
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fulfilled, jet the pi-inciple announced by them entered mightily into tht
development of the Christian consciousness in this period. And as
these new revelations were brought into connection with the doctrine
of the Holy Spirit, which, in the church system of theology, was still
less completely vmfolded, with the doctrine of spiritual gifts, and
with the promises of Christ respecting the Paraclete, the idea went
forth, that there were certain seasons or epochs of the outpouring of
the Holy Ghost, through wliich the progressive development of the
church was to be promoted a new momentum superadded to its ordinary, regular course of development, and designed to complete what
was lacking in it.
In receiving this principle and looking round for arguments in support of it, Tertullian endeavored to show the necessity of some such
progressive development of the church, by pointing to a law running
through all the works of God in the kingdoms of nature and of grace.
'" In
the works of grace," said he, " as in the works of nature, which
proceed from the same Creator, everything unfolds itself by certain suc;

cessive steps.

From

the seed-kernel shoots forth

first

the plant

;

then

comes the blossom, and finally this becomes the fruit, which itself arrives at maturity only by degrees.
So the kingdom of righteousness
unfolds itself by certain stages.
In the first place, there was the fear
of God aAvakened by the voice of nature, without a revealed law (the
patriarchal religion ;) next followed the stage of childhood under the
law and the prophets then that of youth under the gospel
and at
;

;

length the unfolding of the spiritual life to the ripeness of manhood
through the new out-pouring of the Holy Ghost, connected with the a|>
])ea ranee of Montanus
through the new instructions of the promised
Paraclete.^ How should the work of God stand still and make no progressive movement, while the kingdom of evil is continually enlarging
itself and acquiring new strength ? "
On this ground, the Montanists

—

denounced those who were for setting arbitrary limits to the agency of
Holy Spirit, as though his extraordinary operations had been

the

confined to the times of the apostles alone.
Thus, in a Montanistic
" Faith ought not to be so weak
writing of North Africa, it was said
and despondent, as to suppose that God's grace was powerful only among
the ancients
since God at all times carries into effect what he has
:

;

promised, as a witness to unbelievers and a blessing to the faithful." ^
The later effusions of the Holy Spirit ought rather to exceed all that
had gone before.''^ The fact was appealed to, that Christ himself promised believers the revelations of the Paraclete, as the perfecter of his
church, through whom he would make known what the men of those
times would have been unable to comprehend.
By this, it was by no
means intended to deny in general, that the promise above mentioned
had any reference to the apostles
but the opinion was simply this,
that the promise did not refer exclusively to the apostles
did not, in
its application to them, become entirely fulfilled, but on the contrary
;

1

Tertullian. de virgfj. veland.

2

Acta Perpetuae et Felicitat. Praefat.
Praefat. in Acta Perpetuae: Majora

^

—

—

putanda novitiora quaeque ut novissimiora,

c. 1.

secundum exubei-ationem
re-

saeculi spatia

decretam.

graiiae in ultima
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—

by the prophets now awakened,
complement and enlargement of that
original revelation.^
The truth springing from the latter and transmitted by the general tradition of the chnrch, was in the former always
refei-i-cd also to

the

new

revelations

that these last were a necessary

The new prophets should
presupposed as an unchangeable foundation.
distinguish themselves from false teachers, and prove their divine misBut proceeding
sion, by their agreement with this original revelation.
on such foundation, the Christian system of morals and the entire
church life should be carried still further onward by these new revelations ;
for the men who were first weaned from paganism and sensuality, were not as yet in a condition to understand the requisitions of Christian perfection. Moreover, by these revelations, the Christian doctrines,
attacked by the ever encroaching sects of the heretics, were to be defended. As the heretics made use of arbiti-arj' and false interpretations
to explain the holy scriptures, (from which, too. they might best be refuted,) in accordance with their own notions so by these new revelations a
fixed and settled authority would be established against them. Finally,
they were to supjily means for resolving disputed questions on matters
Hence the Montanist Tertullian, towards the
of faith and practice.^
end of his treatise on the resurrection, addresj^ing himself to those who
were willuig to draw from the fountain of these new revelations^ says
no questions will perto them, " You will thirst for no instruction
plex you."
Thus Montanism set over against the rigid, traditional element, one

—

;

;

of free, progressive movement.

—

The occupiers

of this

new

position

were better prepared to distinguish between what Avas changeable and
what was unchangeable in the church development, since they admitted
the immutabilitij of the doctrinal tradition alone ;
they maintained
that the 7'egulations of the church might be altered and improved by
the progressive instructions of the Paraclete, according to the exigencies of the times.^
While, moreover, according to the view taken by
the church, the bishops were regarded as the sole oi-gans for diffiising
the influences of the Holy Spirit in the church, being the successors of
> the
apostles and the inheritors of their spiritual power
it was the
opinion of the Montanists, on the other hand, that besides the ordinary
organs of church guidance, there were still higher ones,
those extraordinary organs, the p)rop)hets awakened by the Paraclete.
The latter
only, according to the view taken by the Montanists, were the succes-

—

;

—

—

sors of the apostles in the highest sense, the inheritors of their spiritual
in full.
Hence Tertullian sets over against the church consisting of the number of bishops, the church of the Spirit, which manifests
itself through men eidightened by the Holy Spirit.^
While it was the
custom to derive the power conceded to the bishojis from the power to
bind and to loose conferred on Peter, the Montanist Tertullian, on the

power

Tertullian. de pudicitia, c. 12.
de vir<r<r. veland. represents
as the administratio Paracleti, quod disciplina dirigitur, quod scrii)iuriE revelantur,
1

2 Tertullian.

quod

intellectus reformat ur.

Tertullian. de corona niilit. c. 3.
Ecclesia
Tertullian. de pudicitia, c. 21
spiritus per spirilalem liominem, non eccle^
*

sia

:

nunierus episcoporum.

;
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other hand, maintained that these words referred only to Peter person
ally, and to those who, like Peter, were filled with the Holy Ghost, in
directly.!
They who followed the voice of the
Ghost speaking
through the medium of the new prophets, being the spiritually minded,

HoW

genuine Christians, (Spiritales,) constituted the church in the proper
sense ; while, on the other hand, the opposers of the new revelations
were usuall_v styled the carnally minded, the Psychical.
Thus Montanism set up a church of the Spirit, consisting of the spiritales homines, in opposition to the prevailing outward view of that institution. TertuUian says: " The church, in the proper and preeminent
sense, is the Holy Spirit, in Avhich the Three are One,
and next, the
whole community of those who are agreed in this faith (that God the
Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost are one) is called, after its founder
and consecrator, (the Holy Spirit,) the church." ^ The Catholic point
of view expresses itself in this,
viz. that the idea of the church is put
first, and by this very position of it, made outward
next, the agency
of the Holy Spirit is represented as conditioned by, and hence derived
through, this mediation.^
Montanism, on the other hand, like Protestantism, places the Holy Spii-it first, and considers the church as that
Avhich is only derived.
Assuming this position, the order would be reversed
Ubi Spiritus, ibi ecclesia et ubi ecclesia, ibi Spii'itus. But
the Montanistic conception does not coincide with the Protestant
for in the former it is not the general fact of the actuation of the Holy
Spirit, as it takes place in all believers, but the above described extraordinary revelation, which is meant.
Partly this latter, which is here
placed as the original thing, and partly the acknowledgment of the
same in its divine character, constitute, according to the Montanistic
view, the essence of the true church.
It is that church in which God
awakes the prophets, and by which the prophets are recognized as

—

—

;

;

:

such.

Since again, according to the Montanistic theory, prophets could be
since the Montanists

awakened from among Christians of every rank

;

expressly regarded it as one of the characteristics of this last epoch in
the development of God's kingdom, that, according to the promises in
the prophet Joel,^ which were now passing into fulfilment, the gifts of
the Spirit were to be dispensed to Christians of every condition and
sex without distinction and since requisitions in regard to the Christian
walk which before had been confined wholly to the spiritual order,
;

were extended by the new revelations to all Christians as such they
were thus led to give prominence once more to that idea of the dignity
of the universal Christian calling, of the priestlg dignity of all Chris;

1 Secundum Petri personam, spiritalibus
potestas ista conveniet. aut apostolo autproL. c.
phetse.

Nam

et ecclesia pro])rie et principaliter
ipse est Spiritus. in quo est triiiitas unius
divinitatis. lUam ecclesiam congrcjrat, quam
Dominus in tribus posuit, (where two or

three are gathered together in his name,)

atque

ita

exinde etiam numerus, qui in

lianc fidem conspiraverint, ecclesia ab aucL. c.
tore et consecratore censetur.
'^

Ubi

As

in the

well-known words of Irenaeus

ecclesia, ibi Spiritus

;

et ubi Spiritus, ibi

ecclesia.
*

Praefat. in Act. Felicit
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a measure, suppressed

by the confounding

together of the fundamental principles of Judaism and Christianity.^
But although the idea of the church and of its progressive develop-

ment was in one phase of it seized by Montanism after a freer and a
more spiritual manner, yet in another respect, by deriving this progressive development from new, extraordinary revelations, from a newly
awakened prophetic order, it fell back upon the position of Judaism.
While, according to the ordinary church principles, the Old Testament
priesthood was transferred over to the Christian church according to
the Montanistic view, the Old Testament order of prophets was thus
transferred.
And it is noticeable, that the Catholic church, which
;

afterwards adopted many of the views which in the beginning she censured in Montanism, seized particularly on many things asserted by the
Montanists concerning the relation of the new revelations by their
prophets to the ground-work of church tradition and scripture doctrine,
in order to explain the" relation of the decisions of general councils to
new particular Avas superinduced on the church
both these matters.
notion of tradition
to holding fast on the original doctrine once delivered, was added the element of a progressive advancement in harBut while
mon}^ with this doctrine, and derived from the Holy Spirit.
this actuation of the Holy Spirit was regarded, from the Montanistic

A

;

—

point of view, as one that proceeded from newly awakened, extraordi-

nary organs it was, by the principles of the church, transferred to the
We must here
regular organs of the church guidance, the bishops.
bring in also what has already been said concerning the Montanistio
;

notion of inspiration.^

But this way of considering inspiration, which, derived from the Jews,
had, up to this time, chiefly prevailed also among the fathers of the
church, was now gradually suppressed by the opposition to Montanism.
Its violent opponents condemned the ecstatic state without reserve ;
considering it rather as the sign of a false prophet. Unfortunately, the
work against Montanism by the Christian rhetorician Miltiades, in which
this very point was set forth, that the ecstacy was a state of mind at
variance with the character of a true prophet,^ has not reached our
times
a work by Avhich probably much light would be shed on the
Men were
then interesting discussions about the notion of inspiration.
inclined to trace the ecstacy to an agency of the evil spirit, as a spirit
of confusion and of schism ; and contrasted it with the influences of the
Holy Spirit, as a s})irit of sober and clear self-possession. Men were
for denouncing the Montanistic notion of the prophet and the prophetic
office in everything, without attempting to separate what was true in it
But the more free and unbiassed spirit of the
from what was false.
A-lexandrian school is to be seen also, in its judgment on these phenom;

1

—

As, for example, TertuUian de mono-

Dd conspicit,

vel cum per ipsuin Deiis loquX'
necesse est excidat seiisu, obumbrataa

|amia

tur,

- The definition of such an ecstatic state
of the Montanistic mind, is lo he found in
Tertuilian. c. Marc. 1. IV. c. 22
In spiritu
homo constitutus, praesertira cum qJoriam

scilicet virtute divina.

:

'

ilepl tov

laXelv.

fifj

Seiv npo^iJTTiv kv tKarxaet
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It is true, Cleiaent of xllexandria, too, represent.-? the ecstacj as
the sign of a false prophet, and of the actuation of the evil spirit, whereby the soul becomes estranged from itself ^ but yet he declared him-

ena.

;

who, as he expresses it, unreservedly condemned,
with a blind zeal of ignorance, everything that proceeded from these
false prophets, instead of inquiring into Avhat was s^d, without respect
to the person, and ascertaining whether it contained any portion of
In contradicting Montanism, men fell into the erroneous thetruth.''^
ory at the opposite extreme. Unwilling to admit that there was anything
at all of an unconscious nature in the prophets of the Old Testament,
they attributed to them a clear, conscious knowledge of everything ina view of the
cluded in the divine promises which they announced ^
matter which could not fail to obscure the right understanding of the
relation between the Old- and New Testaments, and to prevent an unself

opposed

to those

;

—

biassed exposition of the latter.As we observed above, in giving the general characteristics of

grazed closely, by vitiating the
daism on the one side and upon paganism
States somewhat akin to what occurred
ena like the magnetic and somnambulist
tanism,

it

Mon-

Christian principle, upon Ju-

on the other.
in

pagan

divination,

phenom-

appearances occasionally presented in the pagan cultus, mixed in with the excitement of Christian
Those Christian females who were thrown into ecstatic
feelings.
trances during the time of public worship, were not only consulted about
remedies for bodily diseases, but also plied with questions concerning
In TertuUian's time, there was one at Carthage,
the invisible world.
who, in her states of ecstacy, imagined herself to be in the society of
The matter of her visions corresponded to what
Christ, and of angels.
she had just heard read from the holy scriptui'es, what was said in the
Psalms that had been sung, or in the prayers that had been oifered.*
At the conclusion of the service and after the dismission of the church,
she was made to relate her visions, from which men sought to gain information about things of the invisible world as, for example, about
;

the nature of the soul.

The Jewish element discovered itself in the pretended completion
by new precepts which had particular refer-

of the system of morals
ence to the ascetic life

Thus, fasting on the dies stationum, which

1 Strom, lib. I. f. 311, where he says of
the false prophets: Tu ovtl ovtoi ev inardCFA Trpof:ip/iTsvoi', (jf uv uTToaraTov dcuKoi'oi,
where, without doubt, there is a play on
words in the use of the terms tuaraaiq and

LixonTiniiQ-

His words are Oh /j-sv 6iu rbv Xsyovra
KaTayvuartuv u/j.ad-(l)g nat tC)v 2,f:yn/j.EV(jv,
oTTsp Kal e-i Tuv 7Tpo(p7)T£ietv vvv 6rj Xeyo'^

:

napaT7jp7jTfov uA'Ad tu 'Myo/irva
Strom,
ffKOTTT/Teov d r;/f uXi/^eiag exerai
1.
VI. f. 647. As we might expect from
Clement a more unbiassed judgment than
was commonlv entertained" by" others, we
have so much the more reason' to regret the
loss of the work, in which he desiirned to

(lEvuv

—

if,
inspeak more fully of Montanism,
viz.
deed, he ever executed that design,
Vid. Strom. L
his hook jfpl TTpoip;/Tt:iaQ.
IV. f. 511.
^ E. g. Orig. in .Joann. T. VI. ^ 2; IIpoTTfTuf awo(p!jvaa-&aL irefH irprxpriTuv, uq ov
aofuv, ti //?/ VEVoijKaai tu (ikg Idiov aro-

—

(larog.
*

Tertullian. de anima. c. 9, says of her:
et audit sacramenta. et quorundam

Et videt

medicinas dcsiderantibus
vero prout scriptnra; leguntur, aut psalmi canuntr.r, aut aliocutiones
profcnintur, aut peiitiones delegantur. ita
inde materiae vision'.'jus subministrantur.
corda

di>,'noscit et

submittit.

Jam

;
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now had been considered a voluntary

till

scribed as a law for

all

It

Christians.
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thing, (see above,)

was

also

made a

should be extended to three o'clock in the afternoon.

fast

was

pre-

law, that this

During

three Aveeks of the year, a meagre diet, like that adopted of free choice
the continentes or u<7«?)rat, was enjoined as a law on all Christians.^
Against these Montanistic ordinances, the remaining spirit of evangelibut afterwards
cal freedom still nobly and emphatically declared itself
the spirit which here expressed itself in Montanism, also passed over

by

:

into the Catholic church.

From Montanism proceeded a tendency, which, instead
men to value the blessings of humanity according to their
tion, in the

view of Christianity,

— led them only

to the

highest good,

—

of leading

the

true rela-

kingdom

one over against the other.
And
the same tendency, by the undue prominence it gave to the divine element as a power to suppress every human motive, would lead also to a
quietism that crippled and discouraged human activity. On this principle, neither would the blessings of the earthly hfe be estimated according
to their real worth, nor the use of the requisite means for securing and
preserving them be acknowledged as a duty. Accordingly, Montanism
tended to foster a fanatic longing after martyrdom. It set up the principle, that in submitting to the divine Avill, men should do nothing to
avoid those persecutions ,2 which it was God's will to suspend over
Christians for the trial of their faith.
This spirit of Montanism characteristically expresses itself in the following oracle " Let it not be your
wish to die on your beds in the p^ins of child-birth, or in debilitating fever
but desire to die as martyrs, that He may be glorified, who suffered for
you."
The same tendency of spirit pushed Montanism, in its anxiety
to avoid an accommodating disposition, which might prove injurious to
faith, to the other extreme of sternly renouncing all those usages of
civil and social life which could in any way be traced to a Pagan origin
of despising all those prudential maxims by which it was possible
to avert the suspicion of the Pagan authorities.
It seems, among
other things, to have been objected to the Montanists, that, by their
frequent meetings for fasting and prayer, they defied the estabhshed
of God,

to place the

:

;

laws against secret assemblies.^
This tendency of the moral spirit led to an undue estimation of celibacy
and the unmarried life was already particularly recommended by the Montanistic prophetess Priscilla, to the clerical order, as if
it was in this way only they could be the worthy channels of holy
influences, could properly render themselves capable of receiving the
;

1

The

—

so called

Xcrophajxiae.

—

Suntlai/

were cxcej)tcd from these
fasts.
The Montanists were at difference
with the Roman church in respect also to
the not fastiny: on the Salihath, (see above.)
At the time of Jerome, when, however, the
Montanists seem to iuive def)arted in many
respects, as, for example, in respect to the
ihurch conslitntion. from their orirrinal institiitions, they had three weeks of XerophagiseThese may be compared with

and the

Snlihalh

Quadraj^t^simal fasts in the later chnrch;

—

and so indeed tlicy are called by Jerome,
(ep. 27, ad Marcelium): " illi tree in anno
facinnt quadrajresimas."
- See Tertullian. de fujra in jiersccut.
^ De Jejuniis, c. 13: Qnomodo in nobis

ipsam quociue tmitatem iejunatinnum et
xcropha;riarum et stationum dcnotatis ?
Nisi forte in senatusconsnlta et in princi])um mandata coitionibus opposita delin-

quimus.
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Hence, we may observe another instance
which Montanism passed over into the CathoHc church.
Now an ascetic spirit of this sort is elsewhere usually coupled with
ignorance of the marriage state, as a form for the realization of the
and this ignorance is usually based on a sensuous and
highest good
barely outward conception of this relation.
But Montanism united
with tliis ascetic tendency, a conception of the mari'iage institution directly opposed to the one just mentioned.
We see the influence of
the peculiar Christian spirit manifested in Montanism, by the prominence it gives to the idea of marriage, in that view of it which was
first clearly suggested by Christianity,
as a spiritual union, consecrated by Christ, of two individuals, separated by sex, in one common
life.
The Montanists held, therefore, that the religious consecration
of such a union was a matter of the' highest moment
they reckoned
divine gifts of the spirit.^
in

;

—

;

it

as belonging to the essence of a truly Christian marriage, that

it

A

should be concluded in the church, in the name of Christ.
marriage
otherwise contracted, was looked upon by them as an unlawful connection."^

Regarding the

Montanism would

institution in this light,

it

followed again, that

second marriage, after the death of the
first husband or the first tvife; for marriage being an indissoluble
union in the spirit, not in the flesh alone, was destined to endure beyond the grave. ^ In this instance, also, the Montanists, in their legal
spirit, only pushed to the extreme, a view to which others doubtless
were inchned.* And it is clear, that in this matter too, the Montanistic element passed over into a Catholic one ; for the way was thus prepared for the sacramental view of the marriage institution.
The severe legal spirit of Montanism displays itself in the zeal it
manifested for" the more rigid principles of penance.'^
But the Montanists, so far as they failed, like their opponents, rightly to distinguish
baptism and regeneration, and rightly to understand the relation of
allotv

of

710

and the forgiveness of sin to the entire Christian life, were involved in the same error which lay at the foundation of this whole dispute on the extension of absolution.^. The moral zeal against that false
confidence in the efficacy of absolution which tended to encourage the
feeling of security in sin, expresses itself in the following exposition of
TertuUian, aimed against a wrong application of the passage in 1 John
faith

in Terworkdeexhortationecastitatis, c. 11,
are
Quod sanctus minister sanctimoniam
noverit ministrare. Purificantia enim concordat et visiones vident et ponentes faciem
deorsuni etiam voces audiunt manifestas,

unam

tam salutares quam

hortat. castiiatis.

^

The words of Rigaltius, published

tullian's
:

ct occultas.

c. 4
Penes nos
quoque conjunctiones, id est, non
prius apud ecclcsiam professoe, juxta mcechiam et fornicationem judicari periclitan'^

TertuUian. de pudicitia,

:

occultse

tur,

nee inde consertiB olitentu matrimonii

According to the principies of Montanisin, the essence of a true
marriage in the Christian sense is, (de monogamia, c. 20) cum Deus jungit duos in
crimen eludunt.

;

carnem, aut junctos deprehendens in
(Whereto
eadera, conjunctionem signavit.
the marriage contracted by two parties
while they were still pagans, the sanctifying
consecration of Christianity is superadded.)
"^

See TertuUian. de monogamia and ex-

Athenagoras (legal, pro Christian, f
ed. Colon) styles the yufj-o'c Sevrepoc
EVTvpeiri]^ ixoixeia.
Origen (Tom. in Matth.
says that Paul gave permission fof
f. 363)
a second marriage after the death of the
first husband or the first wife: "^pK t-^v
*

37,

aKXrjpoKopSlav
^

See on

®

L.

c.

fj

uad-evelnv.

this controversy, vol. I.p. 217, ff
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suvs, if we would walk in the light, as he is in the
'' J )li.i
we have fellowship one with another, and the blood of Jcsua
Christ his Son cleauseth us from all sin.
Do wc sin then, if we walk
in the light, and shall we be cleansed if we sin in the light ?
By nc
means. For whosoever sins, is not in the light, but in darkness.
He
is showing, then, how we shall be cleansed from sin, if we walk in the
lights in Avhich no sin can be committed for such is the power of the
I

7.

:

light,

;

blood of Christ, that those whom it has cleansed from sin,
forth preserves pure, if they continue to walk in the light." ^
It

is

true, as

it

thence-

we have remarked, that Montanism encouraged the
martyrdom for, according to the Montanistic

fanatic enthusiasm for

;

martyrs would be entitled to enter immediately after
death into a higher state of blessedness, to which other believers could
obtain no admittance ^ yet the struggle to maintain a rigid penitential discipline induced the Montanist TertuUian to oppose the undue
homage which in another respect was paid to the martyrs. Since
many, for instance, to Avhom Montanism refused absolution, could obtain it, in the Catholic church, through the mediation of the confessors,^
TertuUian was led to denounce this false confidence
the efficacy of
their intercession, and to chastise the spiritual arrogance of these men.
" Let it satisfy the martyrs," said he, " to have purged themselves of
their own sins.
It savors of ingratitude or arrogance, to pretend to
bestow on others what it must be considered a great favor to have obtained for one's self.
Who, but the Son of God only, has paid the
debt of death for others by his own ? For to this end he came, that,
free from sin and perfectly holy himself, he might die for sinners.
Thou, therefore, who wouldst emulate Him
procuring the forgiveness
of sins, suffer for me, when thou art free from sin thyself.
But if thou
art a sinner, how can the oil of thy puny lamp suffice at once for me
and for thyself? "4
In accordance with the one-sided, supra-naturalistic element of the
scheme we have been considering, the expectations and attention of the
Montanists were so directed as to observe, not hoAV Christianity was to
transform the life of humanit}'-, by beginning from within and workmg
outwards, but how the kingdom of Christ was to gaui the dominion of
the world by some outward miracle.
Here full scope was given to
their extravagant coloring of Chiliasm
and in this respect also, they
only pushed to the furthest extreme, a way of thinking which very
doctrine, the

;

m

m

;

generally prevailed in the church.
If by pietism we understand that morbid direction of pious feelingg
where some arbitrary figment, some excrescence from without, something cast over and over in the same mould, is substituted for the natural development of the Christian life,
in other words, the reaction
of a legal {)rinciple within the bosom of Christianity,
then we shall
have good cause to consider Montanism as the earliest form of manifestation of what may properly be styled pietism.

—

1

fers

De

pudicitiu,

c.

19.

Which work

generally to this dispute.
3'

See

vol.

1.

p 220-228.

re-

^

ma.

—

The Paradise;

see TertuUian, de ani-

c. .)6.

*

De

pudicitia,

c.

22.
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was m part its re
and in part the contagious influence of enthusiasm, and the manner in which spiritual
since he who acknowledged the new prophpride was here nourished
ets, might directlj consider himself to be a truly regenerate man, a
member of the select company of the spiritually minded, (Spiritales,)
and despise all other Christians as carnally minded, (Psychici,) as not

What tended

spread of

to further the

this party,

latioa to Christian principles long before existing,

;

yet truly regenerated.
The controversy on Montanism was conducted with extreme violence,
first in Asia Minor.
Synods were held for the purpose of inquiring

which many declared themselves opposed to it the
proceedings of these sjaiods were sent to the more distant churches,
and these were thus drawn into the dispute. It is to be regretted, that,
owing to the want of distinct accounts, the whole of these proceedings,
and hence the gradual formation of the Montanistic sects, and their
relation to the rest of the church, are matters involved in great obscurity.
Though the Montanists considered themselves to be the only
genuine Christians, and looked upon their opponents as being Christians
though they thought
but in part, and as occupying an inferior position
themselves exalted above all the rest of the church, yet it does not appear that they were inclined to separate immediately from the latter,
and to renounce its fellowship ; they wished only to be considered
the ecclesia spiritus, spiritalis, within the ecclesia made up of the
psychical multitude.
They introduced a similar distinction into the
practical province, as the Gnostics had done into the theoretical.
It
is true, by this practically aristocratic spirit, the essence of the Christian church was not exposed to so much danger, as it could not fail to
be by the theoretical but yet the adherents of the new prophetic order could not be tolerated in that relation to the rest of the church in
which they were continually seeking to extend themselves more widely,
without great injury to the church life
for they claimed only toleration at first, in order that they might gradually establish their own
into the affair, at

;

;

;

;

supremacy.

The community

at

Lyons had among them,

at the time of the bloody

Emperor Marcus Aureand they were led by their
close connection with the Asiatic church, to take a lively interest in
the proceedings relative to Montanism.
The community wrote to
Eleutherus, bishop of Rome, and the presbyter Irenceus was the bearer
of their letter.
Much light would be shed on the whole subject, had
we more distinct information respecting the contents of this letter but
Eusebius^ bai'ely remarks, that the judgment on the matter expressed
by the church was just and orthodox. Now, as Eusebius certainly
considered the Montanistic tendency as heretical, we might infer from
this remark of his. that the judgment expressed in the letter was one
persecution which they experienced under the
lius,

many members from Asia Minor

;

;

unfavorable to the Montanists.
But in this case, the letter could not
have had in view the end which Eusebius assigns to it, that of putting
1

Lib. V.

c. 3.

—
-
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would harmonize most perfectly witli this
was written in a spirit of Christian
moderation, which sought to lessen the importance of the points in dispute, to refute the various exaggerated charges laid against the Montanistic churches, and, in the diversity of views respecting the worth
of the new prophetic order, to inculcate the importance of Christian
unanimity.
On this suj^position, we may explain why Eusebius should
express so favorable an opinion of the contents of the letter, which he
could not have done, had it breathed a decidedly Montanistic spirit.
an end

to the disputes.

end, to su])pose that

It

tlie

letter

This supposition accords best, moreover, with the known character of
Irenaeus, a man of moderation and a lover of peace ; as also with hia
opinions, which, without being Montanistic, were yet not wholly unfar
By this mission, Eleutherus was persuaded
vorable to the Montanists.
probably to make peace with those churches but, soon after, Praxeas
of Asia Minor, a violent opponent of Montanism, came to Rome ; and
partly by presenting before the Roman bishop the opposite conduct of
his two predecessors, Anicetus and Soter,^ partly by his unfavorable
representations relative to the condition of the Montanistic churches,
The Montapersuaded him to revoke all that he had hitherto done.
nists now proceeded to form and propagate themselves as a distinct
They were styled Cataphrygians, from the name of their counsect.
try
also JPepuzians, l)ecause Montanus, it was said, taught that a
place called Pepuza, in Phrygia, perhaps the first seat of the Montanistic church, was the chosen spot fi'om which the millennial reign of
Christ was destined to begin.
It might be gathered from the relation of Montanism to the prevailing spiritual tendencies in tlie church, that there would be various gra;

;

dations and stages of transition between the latter and

Montanism

de-

many

shades of difference amongst its opponents, from those that were not disposed to overlook the Christian element in this appearance,
as for example a Clement of Alexandria,
down to those who, by their uncompromising opposition, were driven to
another extreme, and to a depravation of the Christian spirit of another
kind.
As Montanism confounded together the Old and New Testament positions, its antagonists were led to draw with bO much the
greater precision the line of demarcation between them. Their current
watch-word was borrowed from Matthew 11 13, " The prophets and
the law prophesied until John the Baptist,
then they were to cease."
This maxim they opposed as well to the new ascetic ordinances and
to the new precepts curtailing Christian freedom, as to the new prophetic order by which the church must allow itself to be governed.
Tertullian remarks, of those who so applied the above passage, that they
would have done better to banish the Holy Spirit entirely from the
church, since his agency was so wholly dispensed with.^ But his accucidedly exjjressed

;

as also

—

—

1 The truth of what is here asserted depends, however, on the question whether
the bishop before mentioned was Eleutherus
or Victor.
Tertullian replies: Palos terniinales fig'-

itis

:

Deo, sicut de

De jejuiiiis,

c.

gratia, ita

de disciplina

11.

Superest. ut totum auferatis, quantum
in vobis tam otiosuin.
De jejuniis, c. 11.
^

;
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sation

is,

in this case, unjust

;

for both parties

were agreed

in believing

that the church could not subsist without the continued actuation of the

Holj

Spirit.

The only

point of dispute between the two parties was

the question about the form of that agency, whether it was one which
lay at the ground in the whole ordinary course of the development of
it was newly created by a divine, supernatural
was these very antagonists of Montanism, who
seem to have prominently set forth in contrast to the Old Testament
view, the conception of the Holy Spirit, as the new, animating principle, both of the individualities of character and also of their harmonifrom which
ous combination in the communities which it actuated
specific difference itself they drew their conclusion, that the church
But the
could not be made dependent on any new prophetic order.
most decided opponents of Montanism, such as the Alogi hereafter to

the church, or whether

interposition.

And

it

;

—

be mentioned, either denied the continuance of the miraculous gifts
which distinguished the Apostolic church, the charismata, which, in their
form, discovered something of a supernatural character or were not
ready to acknowledge the prophetic gift as a thing that pertained to the
Christian economy, but considered it as belonging exclusively to the
Old Testament and hence they could not admit any prophetic book
into the canon of the New Testament.
It is to be regretted, that our
information is so scanty respecting the party of the Alogians, so called
and that the work of Hippolytus on the charismata, which was probably written in opposition to those ultra anti-Montanists, has not reached
our times. We should otherwise have been enabled to speak with more
definiteness and certainty on this disputed point, and on the manner in
which it was handled.
There were antagonists of Montanism, who o|>posed to a fanatical
tendency on tRe side of the feehngs, a negative tendency on the side
of the understanding
and who, from the dread of what was fanatical,
It is true, as must
rejected much also that was genuinely Christian.
be evident from what has been said, that Montanism fonned the extreme point of the anti-Gnostic spirit but that ultra anti-Montanistic
tendency of the understanding, however, must, in order to maintain
itself in its dry sobriety, so hostile to everything of a transcendent
character, have been no less opposed to the speculative and mystical
And the dread of the Gnostic tendency
element in Gnosticism.
might, precisely in the same way as the dread of the Montanistic, push
men to one-sided negations. It is easy to understand how persons with
some partial leaning of this sort must be struck with the peculiar element of St. John as wholly foreign from their own views ; and how
they would be inclined to bring up the differences between the gospel
according to John, and the others, which seemed more accordant with
their own. opinions,^ for the purpose of showing, that the gospel which
the INIontanists were chiefly in the habit of quoting in defence of their
doctrine on the new revelations, was not a genuine one. Irenaeus, from
;

;

;

;

As, for example, according to the testiof Epiphanius, (hieres. 51,) that the
history of the temptation is omitted in
^

mony

John, that in the Synoptical evangelists
mention is made of one passover, in John
of two.

THE ALEXANDRIAN SCHOOL.

whom we have
when he

the

account of

goes too far,
gospel of John on account of
Avhich speaks of the Paraclete.^
That passage alone
first

tells us, that tliey

tne passage in

it
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this party, certainly

rejected the

not possibly have induced thera to such a step
for in truth thej;
needed only to limit, as was actually done by others, the promise to the
apostles, in order to deprive the Montanists of this support.
As it was
their practice, however, when those words of Christ were adduced by
those who held the IMontanistic views, to pronounce the whole book
which contained them a spurious one, it was a natural course, suggested
by the propensity so common in theological polemics, of drawing general
conclusions from partial facts, to infer that they had rejected the gospel
on account of this single text alone.
Apart from the consideration that the antagonists of Montanism
must reject tlie Apocalypse as a prophetic book, and favorable to Chiliasm, the whole drift and style of this book must in itself have possessed something alien from the spirit of this party of the sober understanding.
They made sport of the seven angels and the seven trumpets of the Revelation.
Yet such a prosaic tendency of the understanding as the above described, was somethino; too foreign from this
youthful age of the church, to allow of its meeting with any very genfjould

;

eral reception.

As

in

Montanism a tendency repellant of the existing elements of
its most decided form
so, on the other hand, the

culture ap])eared in

;

tendency which strove to reconcile the existing culture with Christianity, and to cause it to be pervaded with the spirit of Christianity, presented itself especially in the Alexandrian school.
But the question
arises, from what source is this tendency to be derived, and what was
its original aim,
whether perhaps it was, in the outset, merely a ])rovision to comnumicate religious instruction to the pagans, or whether
there had existed in Alexandria, from the first, a school to educate
teachers for the Christian church, a sort of theological seminary for the
clerical order.
The notices of Eusebius ^ and of Jerome ^ are too indefinite to furnish any solution of this question
and besides, neither of
these church .Fathers was so situated as to be able duly to distinguish
the form of this school as it existed in his oion time from what it originally was.
We must therefore content ourselves with what may be

—

;

1

Irenaeus,

lib.

IIL

c.

11. ^ 9.

His words

are: Ut donum spiritus fru.strentur, quod
in novissimis temporibus secundum placiturn Patiis cffusum est in huinanum genus,
illain speciein non adniittutit, quce est seciiiidum Joannis evangelium, in qua Paracletuni so missurum Dominus promisit.
2 Lib.
c. 10, that a rfi(5a(T\-a/lf£0i' tf/xJv
Xoyuv had existed there from ancient times,
which according to the clnirch phraseology
may be most naturally interpreted as meaning a school for the expounding of the

VL

scriptures.

But

this

does not suffice to

characterize the particular mode and form
under which the Alexandrian school appcared : though it i< easy to bring into these
words all that belonged to theological study

in the sense of

tills

school,

when

its

condi

and character are once understood.
For its Gnosis was designed, without any
doubt, to furnish a key for the right understanding of scripture, and was to be derived
tion

from scripture by allegorical interpretation,

A

distinct classification of diflerent theological disciplines, as exegesis, dogmatics,

age of the church, when every
thing was still in one chaotic mass, not to
be thought of,
as has been very clearly
pointed out liy Ilr. Director Hasselhach of
Stettin, where he explains this phrase in
his Dissertation de schola, qua; Alexnndriff

etc., is, in this

—

floruit, catcchetica, Part. I. p. 15.
^
vir. illustr. e. 36.

De

^
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gathered from our knowledge of the lahors of the individual catechista
who presided over the school. Now we find in the outset at Alexandria
but one man appointed by the bishop to hold the office of catechist.
whose business it was to give religious instruction to the pagans, and
moreover doubtless to the children of the Christians in that place.
Th3 catechist Origen was the first to share the duties of this office with
another person, when they became too multiplied to allow him an opportunity of prosecuting at the same time his works on scientific theology.
The catechumens wore then divided into two classes. But though the
ofiice of catechist at Alexandria differed in no respect originally from
the same office in other cities, yet it could not fail to become gradually,

an entirely different affair.
were required for this office, who possessed a perfect and exact
knowledge of tlie Grecian religion especially, who had received a philosophical education, and been trained in the society and amidst the discussions of those learned pagans, who, after having explored many systems, had turned their attention to Christianity.
It was not enough
here, as in other churches, to present the main doctrines of Christianity, according to the so-called TcapuSoatc it was necessary, with the educated catechumens, to go back to the primitive sources of the religion in
the scriptures themselves, and seek to initiate tltem into the understanding of these.
They required a faith which would stand the test
of scientific examination.
Clement, who was liimself one of these catechists, points to the need of a thorough method of administering the
catechetical office at Alexandria, when he says ^ " He who would
gather from every quarter what would be for the profit of the catechumens, especially if they are Greeks,'^ (for the earth is the Lord's, and
the fulness thereof,) must not, like the irrational brutes, be shy of
much learning, but he must seek to collect around him every possible
means of helping his hearei"S "
and directly after,'* " All culture is
profitable, and particularly necessary is the study of holy scrijiture,
to enable us to prove Avhat we teach, and especially when our hearers
come to us from the discipline of the Greeks." ^ The patience and
skill Avhich must be exercised by these Alexandrian teachers, in answering the multifarious questions which would be proposed to them, is intimated by Origen, when he requires of the Christian teachers, that they
should follow Christ's example, and not show a fretful spirit, if they
should be pushed with questions proposed not for the sake of learning,
of

itself,

Men

;

:

;

—

but for the purpose of putting them to the proof.
Much care was therefore necessary in selecting these Alexandrian
catechists ; and the office was conferred in preference on those men of
*^

1

Eusebius (1. VI. c. 6) says, that Oriwhen a boy, had been a pupil of Clem-

gen,
ent.

Strom. 1. VI. f. 659, B.
complete the thought;
he ought
not to be timid in exploring the vestiges of
truth even in pagan literature, and to ap-

—

"To

propriate the useful
for
God, and is, as such, pure.
* Strom. 1. VI. f. 660, C.
;

all

comes from

^ With
these remarks compare what
Clement says generally with regard to those
to whom the faith must be demonstrated

manner of

the Greeks.
§ 16: Ueipal^ofiEvov
TTfXiKovrov crcjTi/poc tj/h'Ijv, rig ruv /j.a-&rjTuv
avrov uyavaicToir/ TFTayfiivoc elg SidaaKaXiav, enl tcj TveipuCs(T-&ai inro tivuv ko'i

after the
^

In Matth.

T XIV.

TTVv&avo/jevuv ovk sk (pLXofia-delac,
and tov neipa^eiv t-&e?i,eiv :

dXX'
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learning and of a philosophical education, who had themselves been conducted to Christiaiiitv by the way of philosophical inquiry,
such as
were Pantcenas, the first Alexandrian catechist of whom we have any
distinct knowledge, and his disciple, Clement.
The circle of studies taught by these men went on now of its own
accord gradually to extend itself, and to embrace a wider range for it
was the first attempt to satisfy, on the principles of the church faith, a
want deeply felt by numbers,
the want of a scientific exposition of
that faith, and of a Christian science.
Their school was frequented
partly by those educated pagans who, after having under their instructions been converted to Christianity, were seized with the desire of devoting themselves, and all they possessed, to its service
and with this
in view chose the Alexandrian catechists for their guides ; and partly
by young men who, standing already within the Christian pale, were
only thirsting after a more profound knowledge, and aiming to pre])art
themselves for the office of church teachers. Thus there grew up here,
in a manner perfectly spontaneous, a theological school.
It was the
birth-place of Christian theology in the proper sense,
theology as it
sprang partly from the inward impulse of the mind thirsting after scientific knowledge, and partly from an outwardly directed apologetic interest to defend the doctrines of the church against philosophically educated Greeks, and against the Gnostics.
To form a right conception of this school in its early growth, we must
consider its relation to the three different parties, in connection with, or
in opposition to which, it shaped itself; and whose different tendencies
it conceived the possibilitj'- of uniting together by means of a higher
principle which should reconcile their antagonisms
its relation, 1. To
those seekers after wisdom, the Greeks, who despised Christianity as a
blind faith, that shunned the light of reason
and who were only confirmed in their contempt of it by the gross, material views of those un
educated and sternly repulsive Christians with whom they came in contact ; 2. Its relation to the Gnostics, now a numerous class in Alexandria, who likewise spoke with contempt of the blind faith of a groveling multitude, and by promising a higher, esoteric knowledge of religion, drew to them those pagans who sought after wisdom, and those
Christians who were not satisfied with the ordinary rehgious instruction ; 3. Its relation to that primitive class of church teachers, who
occupied the ground oi practical Mealism, and more especially to those
zealots among them, whom the pride and arrogance of the Gnostics had
led to be suspicious of all speculation and philosophy, and whatever
seemed like the striving after a Gnosis,
and who were in continual
fear of the corruption of Christianity by the mixing in of foreign philosophical elements.
By means of a Gnosis resulting from, and harmoniously combining with, faith,^ the Alexandrians supposed they should
be able to avoid all that was partial and. false in each of these tendencies, and even find means of reconciling them together.
They differed from the Gnostics in their theory of the relation of tht

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

1

VOL.

I.

FrcJaic

a'Aird-ivf},

opposed

34
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;
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yvijatc to

the

mijTLr. in tliat tliej

acknowlecli^ed faith as the foundation of

as the common bond, whereby all.
from one another in mental cultivation, are still united
They contrasted the unity of the
together in one divine community.
catholic church, founded on this basis of faith, with the strife of the
They held- that the sources of knowledge
Gnostic schools, ((Jmrp«/3at.)
for the TTiaTLr and for the yvumg were not different, but the same for
both namely, the common tradition, handed down in all the churches,
concerning the fundamental doctrines of Christianity, and the holy
the higher'

however

life

for

all

Christians;

differing

;

They made

scriptures.

it

the business of the Gnosis, simply to place

what had been first appropriated by
and incorporated with the inward life to unfold this in its full
extent, and according to its internal connection to place it on the basis
and under the form of science to prove that this was the genuine docto give an account of its history, and to
trine as it came from Christ
defend it against the objections of its enemies among pagan philosophers and heretics. Their w^atch-word, which seems to have been a current motto already handed down from some earlier period, and which
subsequently continued to be the watch-word for marking the relation
of faith to knowledge, from the time of Augustin to the establishment
of the scholastic theology for which he prepared the way, was the pasa passage, it must be allowed, which admits of
sage in Isaiah 7 9,
the sense they ascribed to it only in the Alexandrian version, and
there only when taken without any regard to the connection ^
" 'Euv iiTi TciaTEvariTE, ovdi fir/ (Tw?/re," if ye do not believe, neither shall ye
These words, which were first used in the sense, He who
understand.
believes not the gospel, can obtain no insight into the spirit and essence
of the Old Testament, were in the next place employed in the kindred
sense, that without faith in Christianity and its several doctrines, it is
impossible to penetrate into the more profound knowledge of Christianity
and its doctrines. According to the measure of faith will be the proIn the clear light of consciousness,
faith,

;

;

;

;

:

—

—

:

—

the degree of knowlmade in the understanding of the truth
edge will correspond with the degree of faith.^
Clement of Alexandria defends the worth of faith against those pagans
and Gnostics who confounded faith with opinion. " It is plain," says
he, " that faith is something godlike, which can be destroyed neither
by the power of any other worldly love, nor by present fear." ^ He
represents faith as holding the same relation to the higher life, as the

gress

;

breath to the life of the body.^ An important character, for him, in the
essence of faith, is that spontaneous seizure of the godlike, anticipating
1

Just

as,

in

more recent

times,

many

from Lutlier's translation of the Bible
became current proof passages for propotexts

Kara, ttjv

uvakoylav

Tr/g

mareur, to

^

Oelov

tl elvai, fif/rs vtto uXXtjc (pi/uo'^

sitions relating to Christian faith or prac-

KOcrfxiKr/g 6ia<y^u[ievr]v, ixrjre inzo

although this application of them was
wholly inconsistent with the sense which

povmc

tice,

they had in the original.

Strom. 1. I. f. 273, A. I. II. f. 362, A.
IV. f. .o2S, B. and Orig. in Matth. ed.
Huet. T. XVI. ^ 9 'E/c tov TZETrtaTEvnEvat
'^

;

I.

:

<n I'U

vai.

cl>6fSov

tto-

Strom. 1. II. f. 372.
* Tf/v tt'kjtiv oiiTug uvajKaiav tu yvGjarikcj vnupxavaav, ug raJ /card tov Koauot
t6v6e jSiovvti, Trpof rb Ct^v rb ava-nrvelv.
L. e. f. 373.
diaXvofievrjv.

—

;
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conception, which proceeds from the recipient disposition of the heart.

In this phase of it, so far as faith presupposes an attractive power of
the godlike on the human heart, and a spontaneous yielding to that
power on the part of the latter, he well understood its essential characHe supposes, in human nature, a sense correlative to truth, which
ter.
Accordingly
is attracted by the same, and repelled by what is false .^
a positive union with
he characterizes faith as something positive,
the godlike ; and, on the other hand, unbelief as a negative quality,
With faith is already
which, being such, presupposes the positive.^
the divine life
given, according to this view, the highest thing of all
itself.
As he elsewhere remarks * " He that believes the Son, hath
If they who believe, then, have life, how can there be
eternal life.
anything higher for them than life eternal ? Faith wants nothing ; it
self-sufficing." Clement here puts it down as the
is complete in itself
characteristic of faith, carrying in it the pledge of the future, that it an-

—

—

:

—

When this divine life, received by
if were present.^
permeates and cleanses the soul, it is in possession of a new sense
for the discernment of divine things.
So Clement remarks " Behold I
will do a new thing
which no eye hath
says the Logos, Is. 43 19
seen, nor ear heard, neither hath it entered into the heart of man to
conceive, 1 Corinth. 2:9; which can be seen, heard and conceived only
with a new eye, a new ear, a new heart, through faith and understanding
since the disciples of our Lord speak, conceive and act sjiiritually." ^
This intimate connection between knowing and living belongs to the
peculiar character of the Alexandrian Gnosis.
The Gnosis was conceived by this school, not as a mere form of speculation, but as a result
of the whole tendency of the new inward life growing out of faith and
manifesting itself in the conduct,
as a habitus practicus animi.
This
" As is the doctrine, so
is expressed in the following w^ords of Clement
tedates the future as
faith,

—

:

—

:

—

:

also

must be the

life

;

for the tree

is

known by

its fruit,

not by

its blos-

soms or its leaves. The Gnosis comes, then, from the fruit and the life
not from the doctrine and the blossom.
For we say that the Gnosis
is not merely doctrine, but a divine science
it is that light, daAvning
within the soul from obedience to God's commands, which makes all
things clear
teaches man to know all that is contained in creation, and
in himself, and instructs him how to maintain fellowship with God
for what the eye is to the body, such is the Gnosis to the mind."
There can be no such thing as a knowledge of divine things without
that living them out, which is the fruit of faith.
Knowing and living
here become one.
This unity of the theoretical and the practical ele;

;

—

;

">

- 'TTTokrjipLQ
EKovaiog nal TrpoATiipiQ evyvufiovog -KpoKaTokriipEug
L. c. f. 371.
Tdv dv^oo)Trov, (pvaet fiev diajBEJiXrifievov TTfihg T/jv Tov rpEvihvg avjKaru'&Effiv,
'xovra de u^opfiuc npbg kicjtlv t" uXij'&ovcL. c. f. 384.
8 'H uTriaTta uTromiaraaig ovaa ri/c; iricr.

'^

6vvafj.?/v dsiKwai r\v avyKaru'^Eaiv
TE Kol niaTLv, dvvnap^ia yup OTEpricng ovk
6v yEyoiTo.
Strom. 1. II. f. 384.

reuc

*

Paedafrog Mb.

I. c. 6.

^

'EkeIvo 6e rb (rw) mcTTevaai

?iT](j)6Ttg

eao/iEVOv, jierd rfjv

rjchf

—poei-

uvuaraaiv

uiro-

^aul3ai'0/i€v yevofXEvov.

Strom. 1. II. f. 365, B.
"^wf ekeIvo rb ev ry ipvxri iyjivo/xEvov
Tfjq Kara rug ivTOAug v-xnKoyg, to Truvra

''

"

i-c

to. te ev yevECEi avrov re
tov av&puirov iavTov te yivuaKsiv rrapaokevu^ov, koi -dsov imi3o?iov Ka-&inTacrda
8i6d<yKnv
Strom. 1. III. f. 444.

KarudrjTia tcolovv,

;
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and the subjective state of the individual,
sented itself to Clement just as it sprung out of the depths of his
although the Neo-Platonic philosophy
Christian consciousness,
him a form for the expression of it, in what it taught concerning
of the voovv and the voijicv^ at
identity of subject and object,
highest position of knowledge.^
This accordingly is, in the Alexandrian scheme, the subjective
merit, of objective truth

—

—

pre-

own
lent

the
the
con-

and the subjective essence of the Gnosis. As it respects the objective source of knowledge, whence the Gnosticus should seek to derive still deeper and clearer views of the truths he has received by faith
dition,

If

it

—

this, according to Clement, is Holy Scripture.
was the case with many, who were without the requisite training,

into his inner life,

necessary to enable them to search the scriptures for themselves, that
they simply adhered to the essential and fundamental truths of faith,
which, in conformity with the Paradosis, had been communicated to
them in their earliest instruction, yet the Gnosticus must distinguish himself from these ordinary believers by his ability to prove those truths
to deduce them from a comparison of the different parts of holy scripture ; and to draw from the same source the refutation of all opposite
Instead of a faith grounded on the authority and tradition of
errors.
the church, he should possess a faith grounded on the knowledge of
Accordingly Clement says ^ " Faith is, so to speak, the
the Bible.
:

compendious knowledge of essentials

;

Gnosis, the

incontrovertible

demonstration of the things received by faith, erected on the foundation of faith, through the doctrine of our Lord, whereby faith is raised
The same father, in meeting
to an irrefragable scientific knowledge."
the objection of Pagans and Jews, that it was impossible, owing to the
multitude of sects among the Christians, to know where the truth was
to be found, points them to the infallible criterion of Holy Writ, and
" We rely not on men, who merely give us their opinions,
observes
But if it is
over against which we, in like manner, may set our own.
not enough merely to give our opinion, if it is necessary to prove what
we affirm, we do not wait for the testimony of men, but prove it by the
word of the Lord, which is the most certain of all arguments, or rather the
the form of knowing whereby those who have barely tasted
only one,
of the scriptures, become believers, and those who have made greater
progress and become accurately acquainted with the truth, are
:

—

Grnostics."

'^

Hence Clement denominates

the Gnosis which results from compar-

ing different passages of scripture, and which deduces the conclusions
that flow from the acknowledged maxims of faith, a scientific faith."'
The Gnostic, according to him, is one who has grown grey in the study
of the holy scriptures
1 'i2f firiKETi

kmaTr/fi7]v

;

whose

l;);e«v

/cat

life is

yvuaLv

KeKT7/a4ai, {rbv yvoaTiKuv,) kniar'riinjv 6e
L. c. 1. IV. f. 490.
tlvai Kac yvuGLv.
* 'H liiv ovv TTLCTTLg avvTO/iog ecrnv, <l)g
eIttuv, -iJv KarETTEiyovTuv yvuaig, rj
wucig 6e anodEi^ic TiJv did niartiog nap-

iirog

u?i7j/i{ievuv

laxvpi^

xai

Sefiaiog,

did

Trjg

nothing else than a series of works
StdaoKaTiiag eTvoiKodo/iov/uiv/] tq
niareL, eZf to u/ietutttutov kuI /j.et' iKLorffStrom. I
firig KaraXtjKTov napa-KE/iTcovaa.
Kvpi.aK.Tig

VII. f. 732.
s Strom. VII.

f.

* '^inryTijjiovLKfj

381.

757.
ttkjtlc.

Strom.

1.

IJ

f
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and of words, corresponding with the transmitted doctrine of our Lord J
But it is only for the Gnostic that the holy scriptures generate such a
knowledge of divine things, because it is he only who brings to them

Where this is wanting, the scriptures
the believing recipient sense.
appear unfruitful.^ This inner sense, however, is not sufficient of itself
to deduce from the holy scriptures the truths they contain, to unfold
these truths in all their bearings and form them into an organic whole,
as well as to defend them against the objections of pagans and heretics,
and to apply them to everything hitherto presented to man's faculty of
knowledge.
There is required for this a previous scientific culture,
and such a culture could not be created new and at once by Christianbut Christianity must here form a union with the scientific culture
ity
which had resulted from the previous history of mankind, in order that,
as the leaven for all that pertains to humanity,^ it may gradually pervade it, and fashion it to its own likeness.
It was here the Alexandrian Gnosis drew upon itself numerous objections from the other party, who despised the culture of the Greeks
Against these, its advocates
as altogether repugnant to Clu-istianity.
must defend themselves and vindicate their peculiar method on what
grounds they could.
Interesting is this conflict, which has so often
been repeated in history. It was argued against the Alexandrians, that
the prophets, and the apostles at any rate, had no concern with philosoph" The apostles and prophets, as disciical culture. Clement answered
ples of the Spirit, spake certainly what the Spii'it commnnicated to
them but we can rely on no such guidance of the Holy Spirit superseding all human means of culture, to enable us to unfold the hidden
sense of their words.
He who would have his thoughts enlightened by
the power of God, must already have accustomed himself to philosophize on spiritual things, must have already inured himself to that form
of thought, which is now to be animated by a new and higher spirit.
logical cultivation of the mind is necessarily required, in order duly
to distinguish the doubtful and synonymous words of scripture." *
In answer to those who would have men satisfied with faith alone, and
who rejected all science which men might wish to employ in the service
" It is as though they would look for the grapes at
of faith, he says
once, without having bestowed any previous culture on the vine.
Under the figure of the vine our Lord is presented to us, from which we
must expect the fruit to come only in proportion to the reasonable care
and art of the husbandman. It is necessary to prune, to dig, and to
bind up ; the hook, the hoe, and other implements used in the culture
cf the vine, must be employed, that it may yield us the pleasant fruit. "^
;

:

;

A

:

1 Strom. 1. VII. f. 762, et 763.
^ Strom. 1. VII. f. 756.
Tolg yvoxTTtKolg
KEKviiKamv al ypaipai.
Which similitude of the leaven Clement understood how to explain in a very
<*

beautiful manner.
He calLs it " the ))ower
bestowed on us by the Word, which by

small
ible

means

effects

much

in a secret, invis-

*

Strom,

one
and reducing his whole

5

L.

manner, attracting

who has

received

it,

'H hxi^? tov 'Aoyov f/
do-&eiaa Vjilv, avvTo/io( ovaa Kai dwari],
TruvTa tov KaradE^ufiEvov koI kvrdc tavroi
KTrjaufievov avrijv, e-iKeKpvftfih'io^ re Ka'i
u<puvug npbg kavrrjv iXKEi Kal ro ttuv avroi
avaTi]jxa elg ivoTTjTa mjvuyEi.
Strom, lib
V. f 587.
nature to unity."

to itself every

c.

f.

lib. I.

291.

f.

292
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appears, according lo

It

this, to

have been considered as the proper

business of the Gnosis, to unfold the included

sum

of the faith, to

di-

and preserve it from the intermixture of foreign elements,
Clement had to defend the Alexandrian Gnosis against the objection,
that divine revelation was not allowed to be in itself the sufficient source
of truth, but was represented as standing in need of additional aid and
support from without itself that such as had not enjoyed the advantage of scientific culture, Avere precluded from the possibility of understanding it. To this he answers ^ "If it were necessary to draw i distinction for the sake of those who are always ready with their coniplaints, we might call philosophy a co-operating help in ac([uiring the
knowledge of truth a seeking after truth a preparatory discipline of
but that which simply cooperates we make not the cause,
the Gnostic
We do not represent it as though the latter could
the principal thing.
for in fact nearly every one among us,
not exist without philosophy
without having gone through the circle of the sciences,'^ without the
Grecian philosophy, many of us without even knowing how to read or
write, carried captive by that divine philosophy which came from the
barbarians, have, by the power horn on high, through faith, received the
Complete and sufficient in itself, then, is the doctrine
doctrine of God.
and when to this
of our Saviour, as the power and wisdom of God
is added the Grecian philosoplw, it does not indeed make the truth any
more powerful, but it renders futile the attacks of sophistry, and, as it
wards off every fraudulent plot devised against the truth, has been
The truth
properly denominated the wall and hedge of the vineyard.^
the preparatory
of faith is like the bread which is indispensable to life
discipline may be compared to that which is eaten with the bread, and
gest

it,

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

to the dessert."

In general, we must allow, Clement was distinguished for the mildness and moderation with which he met the opponents of the AlexanHe was himself aware how their fears had been excited
drian Gnosis.
by the corruptions to which simple Christianity was exposed among so
many sects who were inclined to mix up into the gospel wliat was most
he was aware how natural it is for man to confound the abuse and the right use of the same thing ; but yet the zeal
forei'^n to its spirit

—

;

—

of his opponents, and his
we must allow too ignorant zeal
conviction that that grossly material and one-sided tendency was
a serious hindrance to the spirit of Christianity which was striving to
ennoble the whole man, and that many were thereby prevented from
often

own

embracing it, seduced him into the error of expressing himself somewhat too roughly against these opponents, and of denying them the justice
due to their honest zeal as when he says:* " It is not unknown to me
what many an ignorant brawler^ has at his tongue's end, that faith
should cling to the most necessary things, to the essential points, and
pass over those foreign and superfluous matters which detain us to no
;

2

Strom, lib. I. f. 318.
"Avev T//C b/iiVKliov

3

What

-

ouon

-irauhlag.

the ancients said of logic in its reit was the i?pi)'/cof,

to philoso]ihv\ that

the Alexandrians applied to the relation of
philosophy itself to the Christian gnosis.
* Strom, lib. I. f 278.
^ 'kfia^uc i/'o^wtSs/c-
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purpose on what has no concern with our great object; " and again :^
•'
The multitude dread the Grecian philosoiihv,^ as cliildren do a mask,
fearing it Avill carry them off".
But if their faith is of such a sort (for
knowledge I certainly could not call it) as that it may be subverted by
specious words, it is always liable to be so subverted
for they confess
jhemselves that they have not the truth ; since truth is invincible, but
false opinions are overthrown at any moment."
We perceive here the
high-hearted confidence of Clement in the might of Christian truth,
which had nothing to fear from opposition, but would rather shine forth
by its means with still greater lustre
although it must be allowed,
this confidence leads him to bear too hard against a faith which, in the
consciousness of its own weakness, is too anxiously concerned about the
safety of its dearest possession.
The Gnostic, according to Clement,
alluding to that saying ascribed in the apocryphal gospels to our Sa;

—

—

—

"yivEGi^e SoKifioi Tpa-rrs^iTai" (he ye sldlful
viour,
mouey-changei's)
should in all cases be able to distinguish truth from specious error, as
genuine from counterfeit coins, and therefore stand in no fear of error,

He needed to be familiar with the Grecian philosophy, for the very purpose of pointing out to the philosophically educated pagans its errors and* its insufiiciency, of refuting them on their
own position, and of conducting them from this to the knowledge of
" Thus much," observes Clement,^ " I would say to those
the truth.
who are so fond of comjjlaining if the philosophy is unprofitable, yet
the stud^ of it is profitable, if there is profit to be derived from thoroughly demonstrating that it is an unprofitable thing. Then again, we
cannot condemn the heathens by merely pronouncing sentence on their
dogmas ; we must enter with them into the development of each in dehowever specious.

:

tail, until we compel them to acquiesce in our sentence
for that sort
of refutation wins the most confidence, which is united with a thorough
;

knowledge of the matter in hand." He says in another place :*," We
must offer to the Greeks who seek after that which passes with them
for wisdom, things of a kindred nature, so that the}'^ may come, as it
may be expected they will, in the easiest way, through what is already
familiar to them, to the belief of the truth.
For I become all things
to all men, says the apostle, that I may win all."
The most violent opponents of this liberal tendency, in order to a
total condemnation of the study of the Greek philosophy, brought in the
Jewish legend related in the apocryphal book of Enoch, which represented all the higher kinds of knowledge as having come to the heathen
out of due course through the agency of fallen spirits
and they held
all heathen philosophers, without distinction, to be organs of the evil
spirit.
They either considered the whole pagan Avorld before Christ to
be in direct opposition to Christianity
confounded Avhat was pagan
with the original and divine element, without which Paganism, which
;

;

c. lib. VI. f. 65.5.
Clement. Stromat. VI. 659, wittily remarks, " Most Christians treat tiie doctrine
in a boorish manner, like the companions
of Ulys-:cs. who .•^ou'^lit not to avoid the
Syrens, but their rhytiim and song, igno^

^

L.

for they are conthey once lend an ear to the Greek
philoso[)hy, they would be unable to make
raiitly stoppin<; their ear.s

soious,

good

if

their escape."

^

Stromal,

*

L.

c. lib

lib. I. f 278.
V. f 554.

;

—
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only adulterated and obscured this, could not have existed at all ; reknow any point of union betwixt Christianity and that part
of man's nature which, through all his corruption, intimates his relationship to God, and without which Christianity never could have been
planted in the soil of heathenism or, hke the stern -and fiery Tertullian,

fused to

;

the friend of nature

and

and

all

cultivation, they

original manifestation of

saw

life,

the foe of art

in philosophy nothing but the

hand of
Satan, falsifying and mutilating the original form of nature.
Clement
endeavored to confute this party also, on their own chosen position.
" Even were this view correct," says he, " yet even Satan could deceive
false

men, only by clothing himself as an angel of light he must be obhged
draw men by the appearance of truth, by mingling truth with falsehood and we must still search for, and acknowledge, the truth, from
whatever quarter it may come.
And even this communication can
take place no otherwise than according to the will of God must therefore bo included with all the rest in God's plan of education for the
;

to

;

;

human

race." ^
Yet, speaking from his own position, he declares himself very strongly
" How should it not seem strange," says he,
against siich a view.
" when disorder and sin are the appropriate works of Satan, that he
should be represented as the bestower of a benefit, philosophy,
for in this he would seem to have been more benevolent to the good
men amongst the Greeks, than Divine Providence itself."^
Clement traces, on the other hand, in the progressive steps of the
Greek philosophy, the working of a divine system for the education of
mankind,
a sort of preparation for Christianity, suited to the pecuIt was the favoiite idea of Clement, that
liar character of the Greeks.
the divine plan for the education of mankind constituted a great whole,
the end of which he considered to be Christianity, and within which he
included not merely the providential dealings of God with the Jewish
people, but also, though in a different way, the providential dealings of
God with the heathen world.^ In reference to that particularizing

—

conception of history, which would confine the directing agency of God
in preparing the way for Christianity exclusively within the narrow
" Every movement
compass of the Jewish nation, Clement remarks
He employs those men who
to that which is good, comes from God.
are peculiarly fitted to guide and instruct others,^ as his organs to work
on the larger portions of mankind. Such were the better sort among the
Greek philosophers. That philosophy which forms men to virtue, canit remains, then, that it should l^e of God, whose
not be a work of evil
And all gifts bestowed by
only work is to move to that which is good.
God are bestowed for right ends, and received for right ends. Philoso'jhy is not found in the possession of bad men, but was given to the
best men among the Greeks: it is evident, therefore, from what source
it was derived, and that it is the gift of that Providence which bestows
on each, whatever, under his own peculiar circumstances, it is proper he
:

;

1 The sense of the passages in Strom,
VI. 647, and lib. I. .310.
2 Strom, lib. VI. f. 693.

lib.

^
*

See the General Introduction, vol.
The i/ye/iovtKoi and TvaukvTiKoi.
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Thus we see, that to the Jews was given the law, to
should receive.
From tliis
the Greeks philosophy, until the appearance of our Lord.
period the universal call 1ms gone forth for a peculiar people, who are
to be made righteous through the doctrines of faith, now that the com
mon God of both Greeks and barbarians, or rather of the entire human
Before the aprace, has brought all together by one common Lord.^
pearance of our Lord, philosophy was necessary to the Greeks as a
means of riyhteoasness ; but now it is useful in the service of piety, as
a sort of preparation for exhibiting the evidence of faith for thy foot
will not stumble when thou derivest all good from Providence, whether
since God is the Author of
it belong to the heathens or to ourselves
all good
partly in a special sense, as in the gift of the Old and New
Testaments, partly in a more indirect sense, as in the case of philosoPerhaps the latter, however, was also given to the Greeks in a
ph^^
:

—

;

special sense, before our

Lord

it educated the
and philosophy was
be conducted through Christ

called the Gentiles, since

Gentiles, as the law did the Jews, lor Christianity

a preparatory step
to perfection." 2

were to
Clement speaks of a righteousness

for those w^ho

When

tained by philosophy, he does not
to the

;

mean

to

be ob-

that philosophy could lead

end of their moral destination, and qualify them

men

for attaining to

life
for this he held the redemption to be absolutely necessary; nothing else could, in his opinion, be an adequate substitute for
this fact
it would all serve only as a preparation for the appropriating
of this as the ultimate end.
The firmness of his conviction on this

everlasting

:

;

—

point is evident indeed from the fact,
which we shall consider more
mhiutely in another connection,
that he held to the necessity of a particular arrangement, in order to bring even those heathens whom he so
mildly judged, to the conscious appropriatfon, after death, of the redemption.
He distinguishes between a doctrine that makes man righteous, which in his view is the gospel only, and a doctrine which could
do no more than prepare the way for this.'^ He distinguishes between
a certain stage in the awakening of the religious moral sense, a certain
stage of excitement to moral effort, of moral preconformation, and that
universal complete righteousness which is the end of man's nature generally,^ in contradistinction to that partial cultivation of human nature
which belongs to a distinct period of human development. He says^
of the Greek philosophy, that it is too weak to fulfil the precepts of our
Lord that it only serves, by ennobling the manners and by encouraging the belief in a Providence, to prepare the minds of men for the
due reception of the royal doctrine.^ " As God showed his regard for
the well-being of the Jews," says Clement, " by giving them the proph-

—

;

•

he separated from the mass of common men the most eminent
making them appear as the prophets of that people in their own language, according to the degree in which they were

ets, so too

among

the Greeks,

VI.

694 et 695.
282.
^
tj
te diKaiovcra, tj re elg
rovTo x^'pf'^Y'-'yov'^o. KOi av7Jkaii^dvovaa.
Strom, lib. VI. f. 644.
1

2

Strom,
Strom,

lib.

lib. I.

^ AidaaKa?.'ia

f.

f.

*

'H Ka^oXov SiKaioavvj}

6

l.

c. I. f.

Strom.

I.

31ft

309.

^ 'A/nTj-yewT)

aucppov'it^ovaa rd ij-do^ kcii
nporvTroiiaa koI npoarv(j)Ovaa tic T^apadoxv't
rr/c u'A7j-&Eiag tov npovoiav Sn^uCovra.
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capable of receiving his blessing.
And as now, at the prcper time,comes the proclamation of the gospel, so at the proper time were given
to the Jews the law and the prophets, and to the Greeks, philosophv,
that tlieir ears might be practised for this proclamation." ^
In fact Clement had observed with regard to many a man of philosophical education,
perhaps he had learned from his own experience.
that the previous cultivation of philosophy might prove a transition-

—

—

point to Christianity

;

and hence he appeals,

said, to the fact, that those

in evidence of what he had
the faith were conducted alike

who received

from the discipline of the Greeks, as well as of the law, to that one
" As the Pharisees,
family composed of the people of the redeemed.^
who mingled the divine law with human ordinances, came through the
medium of Christianity to a right knowledge of the law, so the philosophers, who had obscured the revelation of divine truth in the mind of
man by human one-sidedness, came through Christianity to the true
*
To illustrate the transfiguration of philosophy by ChrisClement uses the comparison of the graft, a figure which had
already been employed by the apostle in an analogous sense, and
which happily sets forth the ennobling influence of Christianity on human nature. " The wild olive," he observes, " is not wanting in sap,
but in the power of rightly digesting the sap which flows to it in abundance.
In like manner the philosopher, who may be compared to the
wild olive, is possessed of a great deal of crude and indigested matter,
being full of an active spirit of inquiry, and of longing after the noble
sap of truth ;' and when now he receives the divine power, through
faith, he digests the nutriment which had been conveyed to him and
becomes a noble olive-tree.."'^ This comparison is certainly well suited
to express the thought which Clement had in his mind, that as the
whole wealth of human culture cannot make up for the want of the
divine life, which it needs in order to be emiobled by it
so the new
divine principle of life imparted by Christianity needs the whole wealth
of human culture, in order to acquire shape, and to incorporate itself
therein.
Clement employs another happily chosen similitude, when he

philosophy."
tianity,

;

says, that the full, pure revelation of divine truth in Christianity stands

same

and turbid apprehensystems, as the pure, clear rays of light beaming
forth immediately from the sun, to those which are artificially collected under a burning glass.^
Thus Clement secures the central position for a more unbiassed contemplation of the developing process of
religious truth, as well in the period after, as before, Christ's appearance as well in the Christian heresies, as in the systems of Greek
philosophy which Avere more or less connected with a religious interest.
in the

sion of

it

in

relation to the fragmentary, partial,

human

;

Everywhere he

and sundered from

finds alloyed, dissipated,

1 Kara Kaipov, i. e. when, under the previous guidance of Divine Providence, man-

kind had become prepared for it.
2 Tuf uKour e-&i^ovaa ~pof rd Kripvyfia.
L- c. lib. VI. f 636, seq.
^ Strom, lib. VI. f. 636 et 637.
L. c. f. 644.

^

L.

^

'H

its

natural

672.
iXXrjviK^ (pi?.offn(pia rrj kK r^f
"d-pulXiih^ eoike "kafnzrjdovi, /jv avinrrovaLV
c.

f.

fisv

uv&puTrni napa i/Xlov, kMtttovtec evrexvui
to ^wf, KTjpvxO-evTO^ SI rov Xojov, xd>
eksIvo to uyiov e^eXafiipe (puc- Strom 1.

V

f 560

;

1,

VI.

f.

688.

a;
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and original unity, what in the primitive, pure Christianity

is

exhibited

momenta in harmonious
from giving undue prominence and indi-

as a whole, uniting together all the individual

The

agreement.

error arises

moments, which only by their mutual union form the
"
whole.
In this view, Clement says: ^ "As the truth, then, is one, for
a thousand fragments, (like
falsehood only has a thousand bye-paths,
the Bacchantes who cut to laeces the limbs of rcntlieus,j— so the sects
that come from the barbarians (the Christian sects) and the sects of
the Greek philosophy boast of that portion of truth which they possess,
as if it were the whole truth but by the rising of the ligbt, everything
"As Eternal Being," says he, " brings to view
is brought into day."
viduality to the

—

;

so
in time is divided into past, present, and future
power of assembling together its kindred seeds, although
The Greek and the barbarian
they may bave fallen on an alien soil.
philosophies have in some sort rent eternal truth into fragments, not as
in that mythus of Bacchus, but in the divine revelation of the eternal
Word. But he who brings together again what they have rent asunder,
and reduces the Word to its completeness and unity, will discern the
^
truth without any danger of mistake."
first
proceeded the idea of a scienfrom
whom
Thus it was Clement,
the idea
tific conception of historj'- having its ground in Christianity,

a

in

moment what

;

truth has the

—

of a true understanding of the history of doctrines, as a develo])ing
process going forth from the Christian consciousness, exhibiting itself,
with more or less of purity, in all forms, within and without the church,

— an idea which,

after

it

had

first

taken

start,

and been propagated

in

the Alexandrian school, comjielled to yield to a one-sided dogmatic and
only after
a narroAv polemic spirit, was soon lost, to rise again, and find
many great revolutions of the human mind in religion and science

—

—

more congenial soil in far later times. Thus the Alexandrians knew
how to distinguish, even in the heresies, a Christian truth at bottom
and to discriminate the importance of controverted questions by their
diflierent relations to

the essence of Christianity .^

In one aspect of the case, it might seem, then, that Clement, so far
from acknowledging the distinction which the Gnostics made of an esoteric
and an exoteric Christianity, held to one life of faith in all Christians,
and understood by the Gnosis nothing more nor less than the scientific
knowledge and development of the included sum of doctrines contained
and so conceived the difference between the yv^ai^ and
in the faith
But although
the TTtVrtc, not as a material, but only as a formal one.
such a view must have occurred to him, from the connection of the
Christian life with Christian thinking, yet it was something too novel to
The allbe at once fully apprehended and consistently carried out.
:

1

2

L. c.
"Hre

I.

—

298.

/?dp/?a/)Of r)rs

k'/.TiT/vcKf/

<pi.?Mau(l>ia

anapay/xov nva ov rr/f
Aioviaov /iv&oXoylnc, t'/q ^e tov 'Aojov tov
'O Si tu
ovTOf uet ^£o?Myiac ize-oiriTaL.

Tf}v ciidiov u?Jj-&eiav

avvT^elc ai-&ig Kal fvonoi-fjaa^
rbv Aayor, uKivdvvug tv l(r&' on
KfiTvxpeTai r^y u/J/^eiav.

Str/prifieva
J

iXciov

" See, for example, in Strom, lib. VI. f.
675, the important distinction between 0/
mpc rtva ruv ev /lipei acpa'AAofievoi and oi

e/f ''"

KvpMTara

TrapaTr'iTVTovreg.

Compare

Clement's jndgment on Montanisra, cited
above,

p. 520.
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pervading Christian principle, in contradistinction from the aristocratic
principle of education and scientific culture among the ancients, had
still to come into conflict, even in those minds to which it found access,
with various reactions of the earlier systems, until an independent
Christian theology and system of faith could proceed out of it
as we
shall see whe-a we come to consider the genetic development of ctiese
principles from Clement down to the revolution brought about in the
Western theology by Augustin. Accordingly, we see Clement still
verging again towards the Gnostic or the Platonic position. With that
idea of faith, derived from the essence of Christianity, was mixed up
in his conception of it, the notion that still clung to him, and which
was derived from the Platonic philosophy, of the opposition between a
religion of the more highly cultivated minds, to be arrived at through
the medium of science, and the religion, cleaving to sense and entan;

mere opinion, (Sofa,) of the many.
seems, if we may judge from several of his explanations, to understand by TTiOTif only a very subordinate position of subjective Chrisa carnal, implicit faith, adhering to the
tianity,
of the Christian life
mere letter, which was still at a very far remove from the proper spirit
and essence of Christianity, answering rather to the standing ground
The Gnosis, on the other hand,
of the law, than to that of the gospel.
is according to him an inward, living, spiritual Christianity, a divine
life, similar to what the mystic opposes, as true inward Christianity, to
mere historical faith. While the simple believer is impelled to that
which is good by the fear of punishment and the hope of future blessedness the Gnostic, on the other hand, is stimulated to all his efforts
by the inward and free impulses of love. He requires no outward evihe
dence to convince him of the divine character of Christianity

gled in

He

—

;

;

—

lives in the consciousness, the

immediate

intuition, of divine truth,

and

While the mere believer
be already blessed in this.
(nia-riKng ) acts from obscure feelings, and sometimes, therefore, fails of
what is right, or at least fails to do what is right in the right way the
Gnostic, on the other hand, acts uniformly with clear Christian conClement
sciousness, under the guidance of an enlightened reason. ^
fixes as the distinguishing characteristic of the Gnosticus, what belongs
namely,
to the essence of the purely Christian position generally
What the
that through love the future is akeady made present.^
The latter
Stoics said of the wise man, he applied to the Gnosticus.
alone does right for the sake of the right end, to which the whole life
should be referred, with clear consciousness. All his actions are therefore, as Clement terms them, according to the Stoic terminolog}',
KaTop-^ufiaTa.
The good. On the other hand, which the iriartKuc does, in
instinctively,
is a ^eaov, something intera more unconscious way,
mediate between good and evil.^ This resembles what the Gnostics
feels himself to

;

;

—

—

1

Strom,

2 'E.(JTLV

L

ueX^ov.
*

f. 518, 319, et 645.
avrC) di.' uyuTTr/v EVEOTog

C.

1.

VI

Toil 6e i.Tr'Kug

yoil'
uri^'t

av

fjdrj

rd

652.
f/.f-ar;

wpuiic

"^i-

},n^nv E-iTf/nvityvri,

k >t'\
kot' kniaTacnv

/iiiSiTTO)

rfjv

f.

mamv

—

Karop^ovuEvv

Strom, lib. VI. f. 669. With which may be
comyjared, perhaps, what he says of the
'Epyoig Trpoffopx^odo^daraif KaAovfXEVoig.
(bEOovTai KaAolg, ovk eISotec; a Tzoiovai.
f.
292.
C. lib. I.
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said of the

good works of the psychical natures. Hence the yvumc
not a means to something else
for it

own end, and the highest

its

the

life

641

in the godlike itself.

—

;

is
is

It Avould live only in the uninterrupted

contemplation of the godlike, and struggles only to come in possession
But the nianc is a means, inasmuch as it is impelled to the
itself.
avoidance of sin and to obedience by the fear of punishment and the
hope of reward.^ We find in Clement a remarkable exposition of the

of

knowledge, and faith, wherein he defines
Faith receives the fundamental doctrines,
the intuition
without intuition, only with a view to practical exercise
of the spirit soars immediately to what is highest ; the inteimediate
steps of demonstration is what he calls yvuGic and i-iaryfi?].^
In speaking of the progressive steps in the divine education of man,
where he represents the Logos as the -^eioc TvaiSajuydg, Clement says ^
" All men belong to him, some with consciousness of what he is to
them, others as yet without it some as friends, others as faithful
servants, others barely as servants.
He is their Teacher, educating
the Gnostics by the revelation of mysteries, (the imvard intuition of
truth,) the believer by good hopes, and the hardened by corrective discipline affecting the outward sense."
What Clement says, then, on the
difference

between

intuition,

their relation to each other.

;

:

;

relation of the yvuaTiKoc to the mc-iKog in respect to subjective Christian-

would seem to agree entirely with what the Gnostics taught concerning the relation of the JTvev/iaTiKoc to the iwxiKoc in the same respect
but still there is this important difference, in two particulars first, that
Clement did not derive these two several positions from an oripnal difference of human natures, but allowed that a capacity for attaining to
the highest existed ecjually in all
so that everything was made to depend simply on the cultivation of that capacity, conditioned on each

ity,

;

;

own activity. Next, Clement differs from the Gnostics, in that
he recognizes the same foundation of objective Christianit}^ for both the
higher and lower position of Christian knowledge and fife.
It might
be said, that the two different positions of subjective Christianity, however, which Clement here distinguishes, actually existed at that time
and moreover, since they are grounded in human nature, are found
again in other times so that the language employed to denote these
two several positions is not of so much importance
for it can make
no so great difference whether we suppose two several degrees in the
development of faith and of the life in faith, or whether, like Clement
in many passages of his writings, we attribute the true spiritual life of
Yet this distinction is by no means of such
faith to the Gnosis only.
inferior importance as it might seem to be at the first glance, but is
both more deeply grounded and followed by more important consequences than would at first appear.
The reason why the Alexandrians conceived the matter in this way, lay partly in their predominant
one's

;

;

;

1

L.

^

The

c. HI).

VI.

f.

663

different nieanin}j:s of (ppovriaic, ac-

rordinj^ to the different

ways of employing

the conception: 'E7rf«5ai' ^iv knijiukATt
rolq npuroig airioic, vor/aic KaWelrai- drav
"Je

Tavrrjv unoSeLKriKif) Xoytf)

fielSaiuffTjrai,

—

yvCxjig re kuI k-KiarrifiTi 6vo/iu(eTar kv .'c
toI^ evTiafteiav ffwreivovai ytvofihri, Kal

uvev Sewpiac napadf^ofievT} tov upxiKbv
T^oyov, kotu r^v kv avri} iiepyaaia^ riipTjaLJ,
nicTTic Xeyerai.
L. c. lib. VI. f. 691
8 l^ (._ ijj,. VII. f. 702.
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intellectual tendency,

presented

to

them

in

and partly
the case

in the

form under which

of rasbuj of

the

faith

was

Christians of that

period.

As regards the first point, it is evident that, by their prevailing contemplative and speculative tendency of mind, their entanglement in the
forms of the Platonic philosophy, the Alexandrians were hindered from
acknowledging, in its full extent, the independent practical power of
faith to transform the whole spiritual life from within although, in order
to arrive at this truth, Clement needed only to unfold what was already
clearly involved in his own language on this subject, which we cited
;

above.

As

second point, we should not forget the particular shape unmany possessed it, was presented to the Alexandrians,
where it consisted of little else than a blind behef on authority,
accompanied, as it would seem, with a sort of sensuous Eudemonism.
They could not fail to observe, it is true, the meliorating influence of
faith on the life, even where it appeared to them under this form,
when they compared the condition of these men, as Christians, with
what they had previously been as Pagans and indeed, as we have
already remarked, they were far from denying it: but still they
thought they could see nothing here of the eimobling influence of Christianity on the whole inner nature of the man
nothing of the divine
life of the Sjjirit
and this sensuous Christianity was repugnant to their
own spiritualizing mode of thought. They might be led, too, it may be
supposed, by the repulsive impression .which this sensuous form produced on their minds, to overlook the divine life which lay hidden under this incrustation, without being able as yet to break, through the
indurated shell.
And again we ought not to forget, that, when the new
spiritual world first began to be formed out of Christianity, there was
much still lying confused in a chaotic mass that could be separated and
reduced to order only by slow degrees
as for example, the different
parts of theologv, which afterwards mutually set bounds to each other
and the departments of a theologv which was to spring immediately out
of Christianity
and of a Christian philosophy, which was to receive
from Christianity its main impulse and direction.
Thus a great deal
that was vagae and erroneous might be traced to the fact, that heterogeneous interests and wants were confounded Avith each other in the
souls of these men
although the immediate religioiis interest was with
them ever the predominant one. Hence, forgetting the immediate and
originally practical aim of holy writ, they sought in it for the solution
of questions which it was never designed to answer.
This mistake discovers itself in the answer which Clement gave to
those who opposed the humility of knowledge to the Alexandrian
" The wise man is convinced," said they, " that there are
Gnosis.
many things incomprehensible and precisely in acknowledging the in
comprehensibleness of these things consists his wisdom."
But Clement
" This wisdom belongs as well to those also who are capable
replied
only of very narrow and limited views.
The Gnosticus comprehends
what to others appears incomprehensible for he is convinced that to
to the

der which

—

faith, as

;

—

;

,

;

—

;

;

;

:

;
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Son of God nothing

incomprehensible, and that there is nothing,
may not be taught by him for he whc
suffered out of love to us, could withhold from us nothing which is neces"
sary for our instruction in the Gnosis.-'
The fundamental ideas here unfolded, respecting different stages of
development in Christianity, we find presented once more by Origen^
but in such a way
the second great teacher of the Alexandrian school
as leads us to recognize in him a disciple gifted with creative ])Owers of
one who, although excited by ideas received from another,
hi«? own
or passing current in a certain circle, yet did not adopt them as a matter of tradition, but reproduced them in an independent manner out of
seized and digested them
his own Christian experience and reflection,
the

is

therefore, concerning which he

;

;

;

—

—

in a f

i:-

ecnliar to himself,

!i

and

full

of his

own

and

life

spirit.

And

here we must notice the fact, that he did not belong to that class who
had been conducted by the Platonic element of philosophical culture
out of the midst of paganism to Christianity, but that he came to strive
after a Gnosis from the position of a well-assured faith and childlike
piety. This earnest and settled faith he had received from a Christian
education and to this he ever remained true, amidst all the changes of
As the fervor of his piety, when a child,
his outward and inner life.
had led him to seek martyrdom so in the evening of life, when his fun;

;

damental j)rinciple in theology and dogmatics had undergone an entire
change, he still displayed the*same earnest zeal, which subjected him to
Even after he had settled
great sufferings in the cause of his faith.
the principles of his Gnosis, far was it from his thoughts ever to resolve
Christianity into a certain system of general ideas, and to consider the
The acknowledgment
historical element as nothing but their drapery.
this was the preof the great facts of Christianity in their reality,
and it was to be the
supposition which his Gnosis adopted from faith
aim of the former, to understand the full significance of these very facts
in their connection Avith the whole developing process of the universe.
The Gnosis was to demonstrate, that without these facts the universe
With
could never have reached the xiltimate goal of its completion.
the striving to penetrate beneath the surface into the interior of things
is not united here, as might possibly happen in such a tendency, an inbut, on the con
clination to evaporate everything into the subjective
trary, an aim to understand the great phenomena of religion according
to their objective import, and in their connection with supernatural factors.
We will illustrate this ])Osition by a remarkable example. Thus,
Origen seeks for the cause of the sudden conversion of entire poiiula
tions or cities, not in their previous course of development, but in the
impression which the appearance of Christ produced on the spiritual
powers presiding over these populations just as, in the case of the
Gnostics, the effect of Christ's appearance on the spirit of humanity
and of history was ohjectized into an effect on the Demiurge.^

—

;

;

;

1

Strom.

^ Orijrcn,

Kai rrepl

3a2.6vrac
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VII. f. 649.
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In his controversies with the Pagans, who reproached the Christiana
a blind faith, Origen often declares it to be the peculiarity of Christianity, as a revelation from God, who cares for the salvation of all men, that it has the power of attracting even the great niaaBes of mankind, those who are incapable of scientific inquiry, and of
operating, by virtue of bare faith, ^ with divine power for their sauctification.
He appeals to the experience of the many thousands who
could bear testimony to this power of Christianity, and also to the
analogy of all life, where every course of action, that contemplates
some end in the future, must proceed on the ground of faith and
trust.'^
Those who had first attained to the faith only in this form, and
become renewed by it, might next be led of themselves to penetrate
by degrees more -deeply into the sense of the holy scriptures.^ The
Pistis he considers to be the lowest position of Christianity,
a stage
of it which must exist, "in order that the sim]>le also, who devote themselves so far as they can to a pious life, may obtain salvation."
Above
this he places the position of the Gnosis and of the Sophia.
The latter
is a divine wisdom, communicated by divine grace to such souls as are
capable of receiving it, and as seek after it by the study of the scriptures and prayer to God.
Human wisdom, the wisdom of this world,
is only a preparatory discipline of the soul, designed to fit it, by cultivating the powers of thought, for the attainment of that higher wisdom, which is its true end.* In refuting the Gnostics, who confined
the faith which is awakened by miracles exclusively to the psychical
natures, Origen adduced the example of the Apostle Paul, who was
led to the faith by a miraculous vision.^ In relation to the fundamental
principle of the Montanists, he took the right ground
pjlacing the
gifts connected with knowledge and teaching above the gift of miracles,
and appealing to the fact, that Paul assigns to them the highest place,
in that passage of the second epistle to the Corinthians which treats of
the relation of these gifts to each other.
Like Clement, Origen, in many passages of his writings, expresses
himself emphatically with regard to the essence of faith, as being a fact
as followers of

—

;

life, whereby man enters into a real communion with divine
and from this living faith, he distinguishes that which clings
only to outward authority.
Thus in his exposition of John 8 24," he
" Faith brings with it a spiritual communion with him in whom
says

of the inner

things

;

:

— hence a kindred

:

one believes

;

The

disposition of mind,^ which will mani-

is taken up
and becomes to it an. informing princii)le. Where
case, it is only a dead faith, and deserves not the name.

fest itself in

works.

object of faith

life,

1 '^tiTJfj irtaTK:, TTLariQ

^
lib.
3

Compare,
VI.

c.

Merti
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arra^
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presents himself to the religious consciousness as the Logos who has
appeared in humanity under various relations,^ so the faith will correspond to these various relations and as Christ is an object of faith in
these different relations, he is received as such into the inner life
;

—

;

—

nothing can gain admittance
must be actually manifested
into the life which conflicts with what Christ is in these several relation?.
Thus with the faith in Christ as the justice, the wisdom, the
power of God, is given also the appropriation of that which is involved
and whatever contradicts them is banished."
in these conceptions,
It might be said, it is true, " that Origen is here speaking rather of an

and

this

—

ideal than of a historical Christ.

Were

the latter left wholly out of
is here con-

the account, and those general attributes, of which Christ

sidered as the bearer, substituted in |)lace of him, nothing would be
thereby changed,"
But assuredly a meaning would thus be foisted
into the words of the great teacher which is wholly foreign from him ;
for it is difficult to conceive, how he whose higher hfe had sprung out
of faith in the Christ of history, and ever continued to be rooted in tlia*
faith, could possibly, when this Christ had certainly become all that to
himself which he denoted by these conceptions, entertain the intention
of separating what was so closely united in the experience of his

inner

life.

From

own

the spiritual fellowship, springing out of faith, with

should be developed in the case of
order of connection which is grounded moreover
in his ideas, hereafter to be explained, on the relation of the eniSTj/xia
vcrrj-nj tov loyov to the imdjiftia
aLa^r}-T].
And he says expressIy, Avith the
Apostle John, that whosoever denies the Son, the same hath not the
Father, in any form, " neither for the Pistis nor for the Gnosis." ^ It
is true, as we have just seen, that Origen acknowledged the importance
of miracles as a means of awakening religious faith, and he recognizes
a certain stage of faith, proceeding in the first place from the impression produced by miracles
but yet he requires that the faith should
rise higher than this stage, to the sjnritual apprehension of the truth.
Accordingly he distinguishes^ a sensuous faith in miracles from faith in
the truth.
He says, comparing John 8 43 and 45 " Those sensuous
Jews had indeed been impressed by the miracle, and believed in Jesus
as a worker of miracles
but they had not the recipient temper for
divine truth, and did not believe in Jesus as a revealer of the more
profound truths of religion ;" * and he adds: " We see the same thing
exemplified at the present day by multitudes, who wonder at Jesus
when they contemplate his history, yet believe in him no longer, when
some more profound doctrine, exceeding their own power of comprehension, is unfolded ; but suspect that it is false.
Let us therefore
take heed, lest he say to us also, ' Ye believe me not, because I tell
"
this real Christ, all these qualities

each individual

— an

;

:

:

;

you the

truth.'

Origen sometimes compares the relation of the Pistis
1

The

different tm.volai -^ov XpLUTiv.

Joann. T. XIX. ^
matzsch, T. 11. p. 14a.
« In Joann. T. XX. c. 25
^ In

VOL.

I.

I,

Ed

Lorn-

*

ftev
rrjv

35

As

if

to the

Christ would have

Gnosis,

siiid:

Kao?' a

repuaTia noiu, izLOTeveTi /xot, «at?' o di
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of that which la
with the relation of the present world to the future,
of faith to intuition.
which is perfect,
So when he

—

in part to that

" They who have received the charisma of the Gnosis and of the
they are the
no longer in faith, but in open vision ;
spiritually-minded, who are no longer at home in the body, but even
while here below are present with the Lord. But theya.Ye still at home
in the body, and not yet present with the Lord, who do not understand
the spiritual sense of scripture, but cleave wholly to its body, (its letFor if the Lord is the Spirit, how can he be otherter, see below.)
wise than still far from the Lord, who cannot as yet seize the spirit that
maketh alive and the spiritual sense of scripture ? But such a person
He takes great pains here to explain, in his own
lives in faith." ^
?ays

—

:

So})hia, live

sense,

what Paul had

said, so directly contradictory to

this vieAV, con-

cerning the relation of faith to open vision, in the fifth chapter of the
second epistle to the Corinthians combating, not without sophistical
equivocation, the position correctly maintained by most of the church
fathers, that Paul spoke of himself as one who Still lived in faith, and
had not yet attained to open vision. He assumes that the phrases, " to
be present in the body" and " in the flesh," and " to live after the
;

flesh," are

synonymous

;

and

so arrives at the conclusion, that

Paul

asserted this, not of himself and all spiritually-minded men, but only of
believers wdio were still carnally-minded.

Yet we ought not to infer too much from such a passage as the one
We should wholly misapprehend Origen, if for this rear
above cited.
son we supposed, that he placed the Gnosis of this present life on a
The
level with the intuition of the life eternal. Far was he from this.
longing after a divine life beyond this world was too deeply seated in
his

lofty spirit, to

find

its

over-strained speculations.

satisfaction so easily in the self-delusion of

He

longed after a knowledge of divine

things no longer confined by the limitations of this earthly existence.
In such places as the one alluded to, he speaks only in the way of comparison, in conformity with the principles of a method of interpretation
which allowed the same biblical expression to be variously explained,

Thus he might employ,
according to its several grades of application.
in order to explain the relation of the Old Testament to the New,
the same expression which, in
the relation of the Pistis to the Gnosis,
its highest and fullest sense, had reference to the relation of the presIn other passages, he expresses himent world to the world to come.^
self strongly on this point, namely, that not only the knowledge of this
life, as a knowledge only in part, shall vanish away, when the fulness
of the eternal life appears, but that the same shall be true also of all
He considers even the faith
the goods pertaining to the present life.
of this earthly life only as in part, and describes a perfect faith, which
shall enter in at the same time with the perfect knowledge ; of which
faith so denominated, in this higher sense, that of course could not be

—

1

In Joann. T. XIII.

§

52.

T(J ipxo.iievif) reXtii-j KarapyovvTL to kK
aipovg, orav to vTcspixoi' r;}f yvdxyeug XpiffTov x'^P'/'^o.i TCQ 6vvij-&y, oh avynpiaEi nuvTa
-

ra npo rriq TTi?UKavT7ic Koi Toaavrtjg yvuaeuQ ov aKVjSaXa rfj Idiq. (pvaei. rvyx^vovTO^
aKv^iaka uva(jiaivETai. In Matth. T. X. 4 9
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predicated, which

is affirmed of the faith belonging to the "manj'-," and
opposed to the Gnosis.^
The two ditferent stages or positions of the Pistis and of the Gnosis
stand, according to this view, in the same relation to each other, as the

which

is

Xpt(^navLafidc acj/xauKog to

the

;t'P'<^^'oi-'<'/"'V

the

TTvevfiariKog,

aufiaTLKug

;t;/aiCTriax'i$F;j'

He who

stands at the position of the fleshly
Chi-istianity, continues to adhere only to the letter of scripture, to the
he cleaves to the outward form of the manifestahistory of Christ;
to the TTvtviiaTLKCoQ

xpi-'^'^'-^'^i-^'^'-'^-

—

godlike, without elevating himself in spirit to the inward
He stops short at the earthly, temporfJ, hisessence therein revealed.
tion of the

— he does

Logos
Logos himself. He

a})peai'ance of the divine

torical

to the intuition of the

;

is

intent

not mount upward
upon that which ia

the outer shell of the doctrines of Christianit}^, without reaching the
he cleaves to the mere letter of scripture, in
;
which the spirit lies bound. The sjDiritual Christian, on the other hand,
spiritual kernel within

sees in the temporal appearance and actions of Christ, a revelation and
representation of the eternal acting and working of the divine Logos.

The

him but an envelope of the spirit and he
from this covering. Everything
the form of the manifestation of divine things is for him

letter of scripture

knows how

is foi-

;

to disentangle the spirit

temporal in
taken up into the inner intuition of the

spirit

;

—

the sensuous gospel

becomes spiritualized mto the revelation of the eternal,
gospel ^ and the highest problem for him is, to discern the

of the letter^
spiritual

;

former to translate the former into the latter ; to understand the holy scriptures as a revelation of one coherent plan of the
divine Logos for the progressive education of humanity,
of his unintermitted activity exerted for the salvation of fallen beings
the central point of which is his appearance in humanity, (the sensible representation of his eternal, spiritual agency,*) and its end, the return of
every fallen being to God.
Since he makes everything refer to tJtis, it
follows, that by the gospel, as he views it, all scripture is transfigured

latter in the

;

—

—

—

It is by spiritual fellowship with the divine Logos,
Origen sui)poses therefore,
by receiving the spirit of Christ into the
into gospel.

inner
anit}'-,

life

—

alone,^ that each for himself attains to true, S[)iritual Christi-

and

to the right, spiritual

as the prophets, even before

understanding of

ChrkVs

all

Now

scripture.

tenq.oral ai^pearance^ shared in

the spiritual fellowship with the divine Logos,

and by virtue of

tliis fel-

lowship were enabled to announce before-hand the whole of Christianity
as they already possessed, therefore, the spiritual understanding of the Old Testament, and wei'e already, even before the apjjear;

—

1 'i2f
*AC

npbg rb reXeiov, onep orav e7Sy, rd

fiepovg Karapyri'&TjaeTat, izdaa
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i]
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ance of Christianity, in a certain sense Christians
so, on the other
hand, there are still to be found among Christians, since the appearance
of Christ, men who have not as yet come to share in this spiritual fellowship with the divine Word,
men who, like the Jews of old, still
cling to the outer veil, and of whom the same may be asserted,
as
Paul said of the Jews who lived before the appearance of Christianity,
Gal. iv.,
that they are children to whom " the time appointed of the
Father" has not yet come and that, as children, they are still under
tutors and governors, still possessed of habits of thinking which are
;

—

—

—

:

merely j>reparatory in ordei' to fit them for receiving the true spiritual
" Every soul," says Origen, " which enters on its childChristianity.
hood, and finds itself on the way to maturity, needs, till its appointed
time of maturity arrives, a task-master, tutor, or governor."

^

Accordingly, Origen compares the different stages of the develop-

ment of Christianity in the same period, with the different stages of
religious development in the succession of time.
His theory is, that
as Judaism was a necessary stage preparatory to Christianit}^, so also
there is still, in the Christian church, a Jewish mode of thinking,
which forms a preparatory stage and a transition-point to the true,
spiritual apprehension of Christianity
that as, under the Old Testament, we must admit, there was a spiritual revelation of Christ preceding his temporal appearance, and an anticipation of the Christ-like,
so under the New again, there must be supposed to exist, in the case
of the great mass of believers in a historical Christ, a stage of religious
faith approaching much nearer to a Jewish than a Christian position.
" We must know," says he,''^ " that Christ's spiritual presence was revealed, even before he appeared in the body, to those perfected ones
who had passed their season of childhood to those who were no
longer under tutors and governors, but to whom the spiritual fulness
to the patriarchs, to Moses the servant of God,
of time had appeared
and to the prophets who saw Christ's glory. But as he appeared
himself, before his visible appearance in the flesh, to those perfected
there
since his predicted assumption of human nature
ones so too
have appeared, .for the sake of such as are still children, being under
tutors and governors, and not yet come to the fulness of time, those
'precursors of Christ, the ideas which are suited to the minds of childBut
ren, and which may be said to be necessary for their education.
the Son himself, the divine Word, has not as yet appeared to them in
his glory
since he waits for that preparation of mind which must
open the way for him to those men of God who are destined to comprehend his divine dignity. And again, we should know, that as
there is a law, containing the shadow of those good things to come,
which are revealed by the promulgation of the true law, (in Christianity,) so too it is only the shadow of the Christian mysteries which is
presented in that gospel which every common reader supposes he
That gospel, on the contrary, which John calls the
understands.
;

;

;

—

—

;

;

1
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everlasting, "whicli mav be properly called the spiritual gospel, seta
clearly before the eyes of all wlio understand it, whatever pertains to
the Son of God himself, the mysteries typified under his discourses,

and the things of which his actions were the symbols. Accordingly,
we must believe, that as there is a Jew which is one outwardly, and a
circumcision Avhich is outward in the flesh, so there is also an outward
Christian, and an outward baptism."
This theory of two different positions in Christianity is, in Origen's
closely connected with another theory of his, respecting the
different forms of the revelation of Christ with reference to these
While the Gnostics separated the revealing and
different positions.
redeeming power of God into various hypostases,^ according to the
case,

grades or positions which, owing to a radical difference of
natures, they supposed to exist in the spiritual world ; while they had
their Monogenes, Logos, and Soter, their avu and their kutu XpiarS^, their
different

Origen, on the contrary,
and their psychical Christ
acknowledged the unity of essence, and of the divine and human
There was for him but one
elements in the appearance of Christ.
Christ, who is all ; but he appeared under different predicates, through
different ways of intuition, in different relations to those to whom he
revealed himself, according to their different capacities and wants, and

'pneumatical

;

hence, either in his godlike majesty, or in his human condescension.
It is a thought often recurring in Origen, that, in a more divine sense
than Paul did, the Redeemer becomes all things to all men, in order
" The Redeemer," says he, " becomes many
that he may win all.things, perhaps even all things, according to the necessities of the
whole creation capable of being, redeemed by him." ^ Those predicates which belong essentially to the divine Word, as the eternal
revealer of God to the whole world of spiritual being, the fountain
of all truth and goodness, must be distinguished from those predicates
which he has only assumed, in behalf of those fallen beings who are
to be redeemed by him, and in condescension to the different positions
" Happy are they," says Origen,^ " who have
at which they stand.
advanced so far as to need the Son of God no longer as a healing
but
physician, no longer as a shci»herd, no longer as the redemption
who need him only as the Truth, the Word, the Sanctification, and in
whatever other relation he stands to those whose maturity'" enables
them to comprehend what is most glorious in his character." Histori
cal, practical Christianity, the preaching of Christ crucified, was
regarded by Origen as nothing more than a subordinate position
above this, he ptlaces a certain wisdom of the perfect, wliich knows
Christ no longer in the humble condition of a servant, but recognizes
him in his exaltation, as the divine Word although he acknowledges
the former as a necessary preparation, to enable men to rise from the
temporal to the eternal revelation of God, and, cleansed by faith in
;

;

1

See part II.
Joann. T. XX. § 28.
In Joann. T. I. § 22, wlierc, as

2 In
*

instead of KaT&apti^ei

we

I .suppose,

should read

/coiJ'

a

XPV^^^ avrov rj kXev&epoixy&ai dvva/iivr
naaa KTiaiq.
* In Joann. T. I. § 22.

;
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made

holy bj following the Son of

God

as he appeared
communications of
" When thou canst understand the difierence
his divine essence.
between the divine Word," says Origen,^ "as it is either proclaimed
in the foolishness of preacliing, or presented in the wisdom of the
perfect, thou shalt perceive how it is, that the divine Word has for the
beginners in Christianity the form of a servant while he comes ir. the
majesty of the Father to the perfect, who can say. We behold hia

the crucified,

in

human

become

nature, to

fitted for the spiritual

;

and

glory, the glory of the only-begotten of the Father, full of gi-ace

truth

;

for to the perfect, the glory of the

Word

appears as lie is, the
of grace and truth

only-begotten of the Father, and as He is, full
which he cannot comprehend, whose faith stands in the foolisJmess of
preaching.^''
In another place, ^ he says: " To them that live in the

he became flesh but to them who no longer walk after the flesh,
he appears as the divine Logos, who was in the beginning with God,
and who reveals to them the Father. That stage of faith where one
desires to know nothing save Christ crucified, he regarded as a subordinate one ; from which however, through the sanctification there
obtained, one might progressively ad\'ance to the higher, spiritual
Christianity.
With regard to this preparatory faith, he remarks " If
flesh,

;

:

one belong to that class of the Corinthians, among whom Paul was
determined not to know anything save Jesus Christ and him crucified
if he have learned only of him who for our sakes became man
yet
even through the man Jesus he may be formed into the man of God,
die, in the imitation of his death, unto sin, and rise, in the imitation
Thus the intellectnalizing
of his resurrection, to a godlike life."
mysticism of Origen did not permit him rightly to understand the
meaning and force of St. Paul's determination not to know anything
save Jesus the crucified.
What the great apostle considered as the
highest attainment, Origen regards as making a subordinate position,
above which the Gnosticus is bound to rise.
It is true, he stands hi
no real contradiction with Paul, when he asserts, under the name of
the Gnosis, a wisdom of the perfect, which cannot be understood at
any lower position that remains still too carnal. Yet there is this
difference between what Origen has in view, and what is meant by St.
Paul.
According to the doctrine of the latter, it is in a practical way,
by becoming more and more purified from that which resists the influences of the Divine Spiiit, from the selfish nature, by becoming
ennobled tlirough the spirit of love and humility, that one attains to
that higher wisdom
while Origen, still too much fettered b}' his
Platonic InteUeotnalism, makes the progress to that higher wisdom
depend especially on the stripping away of the sensuous and material
elements in life and in contemplation,
on a direction of life and an
effort after knowledge, aspiring to the superhuman.
According to the
doctrine of Paul, the fact of Christ's appearance as the Son of God
on earth, of his passion, and of his resurrection, is the central point
5n which the whole of Christianity tuni?;, and so, consequently, that
;

;

—

1

In Matth.

p.

290

2

j^ Matth.

p. 268.

^

Jq Joann. T.

I. 4

U.

561

scuooL.

wisdom of the perfect avIucIi is grounded in the more profound underAccording to Origen's doctrine,
standing of historical Christianity.
the Gnosis, while it acknowledges and presupposes the importance of
those facts in their bearing on the salvation of fallen beings, and
searches into their deeper grounds, jet strives ultimately at this,
namely, to rise from the historical Christ to the spiritual essence of
the Logos, as he is in himself, and so above this to the absolute itself,

—

—

understanding of the life and conduct of the
symbol of the ever-enduring, controlling agency
From this spiritual revelation of the Logos, the
of the Divine Logos.
Gnosticus has still more to learn than he can derive from the holy
scriptures, however accurately understood " for the latter contain, after
all, but a few comparatively insignificant elements of the whole of the
We should be
Gnosis, and a very brief introduction to the same." ^
careful to note here, however, that Origen, hke Clement, confounding
the provinces of a Christian system of faith and of Christian speculation, was looking in the holy scriptures for the solution of many
problems which revelation generally was never intended to solve matters with which the wisdom of the perfect, in the Pauline sense, had
the

ov,

to attain to the

historical Christ, as a

;

;

not the least concern.

Yet we cannot

fail,

at the

same time,

to perceive in

what Origen

says, concerning the different stages of Christian development, accord-

mixed in again or was vanquished
a fundamental truth, fertile of results in its
relation to the study of history, which, suppressed at first by the dominion of a narrow spirit in dogmatics and church life, was destined to
make good its rightful claims, not till a long time after. And intimately connected with this mode of contemplation was the magnanimous
but which
toleration which distinguished Origen as well as Clement
in the former, as the author of a firmly established system of doctrines,
ing as the Jewish principle either

by the Christian

spirit,

;

more brightly, when we find him looking after and
acknowledging the Christian s})irit which presented itself to him with
more or less of purity in all its various stages of development. He
showed himself an enemy to that pride of understanding which could
wantonly injure the Christian feelings of such as appeared to entertain
more narrow views, or Avhich could treat their ophiions with haughty
'•
contempt.
As Paul," says he, " could not profit those who were Jews
where there was good reason for so
accordhig t) the flesh, unless
he caused Timothy to be circmncised, shaved his own head,
doing
presented an offering, and, in a word, became a Jew to the Jews, in order that he might win the Jews so he who would be profitable to many
persons, cannot, by means of spiritual Christianity alone, educate and
advance to a higher and better stage those who still remain in the
school of sensuous Christianity: hence, they must combine spiritual
Christianity with the Christianity of sense.^ And whenever it becomes
shines forth the

—

—
;

In like manner, Clement, where he

1 Ol/xai TJjc oTiT]^ yvuaEio^ (rroixdu nva,
ITiaxiarac kui 0paxvTaTac eh'ai elaayoiyag

l^eiv.

hlag YpaipaCy xav -uvv voii^C>olv uKpiiSu^.
In Joiinn. T. XIII. ^ 5.
2 llvEvuaTiKug kuc auuartKuc ;\;pto'rmi'«-

Strom.

syieaks

of the oiKovofiia of tlie Gnostirub,
Vll. f 730. Comp. the ideas of

1.

I'hilo. vol.

I.

p. 52,

and onward.

;
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necessary to preach the gospel of sense, by virtue of which one ia
determined to know nothing among sensuous-minded men save Jesus
and him crucified, this must be done. But when thej show themselves to be well-grounded Christians, bringing forth the fruits of the
Spirit, when they have imbibed a love for the heavenly wisdom, then
we should communicate to them the Word now once more exalted fwm
its appearance in humaiuty to that which it was in the beginning with
God.^ "
So in expounding the words of Christ in Matthew 19: 14,'^
after having drawn from them the general doctrine, that one should
become a child with children, in order to win over the children also to
the kingdom of God just as Christ himself, although in the form of
God, yet became a child;
he proceeds in the following beautiful
" This should be rightly understood, so that Ave may not, out
strain
of a vain conceit of our own wisdom and superiority, as great ones in
the church, despise the little ones and the children
but, remembering
how it is said, that of such is the kingdom of heaven, so demean ourselves, that through our means the salvation of the children may be
promoted.
It is not enough that we do not stand in the way to prevent such little ones from being brought to the Saviour we should

—

;

:

;

;

by becoming children with the children that so when
the children shall, through our means who become children, enter into
bliss, we, as they who have humbled themselves, may be exalted of
God." Origen is here censuring those who, like the Gnostics, were
wont to despise the more ordinary teachers, such as, wanting the adfulfil

his will,

;

vantages of a high mental cultivation, presented the simple gospel in
a rude, unpretending form as though they were doing something unworthy of so great a Saviour and Master.^ " Even after we have
attained to the highest intuition of the word and of the truth, we shall
still assuredly not altogether forget the sufferings of Christ
for to
these were we indebted for our introduction to this higher life during
the period of our earthly existence." *
It is already evident, from what has been said, that, corresponding to
these two different ways of apprehending Christianity, there would
also be two different modes of interpreting the sacred writings ; one
having reference to the literal and historical, and the other to the
higher spiritual sense.
The highest problem in the interpretation of
scripture, for Origen, was, to translate the gospel of sense into the
;

;

gospel of the spirit ^ as it was the highest aim of Christianity, to rise
from the earthly appearance of the incarnate Word to spiritual fellowship with him, and to the contemplation of his divine essence.
Thus
he looked upon all scripture as a letting-down of the infinitely exalted,
heavenly spirit to the human form which is so incompetent to grasp it
as a condescension of the divine teacher of humanity to man's infirmities and wants
the whole of scripture being, as it were, a humaniza;

;

1

In Joann. T.

I. § 9.

In Matth. 1. c. 374, 375. Ed. Huet. or
T. XV. in Matth. § 7 ed. Lommatzsch, T.
^

,

III. p. 340.
3 B/lfTrertj

ovv Tig tlvu tCjv ETTayyf;?i?io-

•iivuv «ar^^?;(Tir eKKA7]cnacrTiK^v ^a< dLdarr-

Kokiav, tTpoa^ipovTa tu /lupa rov Kocfiov
nal tu h^ovdevufitva Kal to. uyevv*

In Joann. T.

5

To

II. § 4.

fi£Ta?M!3ELv to ala-^nThv eiayys\iom

e/f to KVEVfiaTLKov.

—
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Profound and pregnant ideas are those which
of the Logos.
ideas which, seized and wrouglit over by
Origen here expresses,
sober, logical thought, would be prolific of results in their application
to hermcneutics, exegesis, the defence of revealed religion, and doctrinal theology
though Origen was hindered from carrying them out
in this manner by the cleaving defect in his fundamental principle
of theology.
Thus, he says ^ " All which is here called the word
of God is a revelation of the incarnate and
so far as it concerns
(iion

—

;

:

—

—

self-renouncing divine Word.
essence
Hence we see
the Word of God on earth, since it became man, under a human
form; for, in the scriptures, the Word conthnialli/ hecomes flesh ,^ in
But when we have leaned on the bosom of
•)rder to dwell among us.
his divine

the incarnate Word, and are able to follow him as he goes up into the
high mountain, (Matt. 17,) then we shall say, we have seen his glory,
the transfiguration of scripture, for all who, in the living fellowship with
Christ, and rising; above the world with him. thus learn to understand
spirit."
He went upon the principle, that an analogy existed between holy scripture, as the work of God, and the whole creajtion, as
proceeding from the same almighty hand. Thus he says:'^ " We ought
not to be surprised, if the superhuman character of the thought does
n')t, to the unlearned, immediately become obvious in every text of
for even in the works of a providence which embraces the
scripture
whole world, some things reveal themselves as such works of prondence in the clearest manner, whilst others are so obscure as to leave
room for the admission of unbeUef in a God who governs all with
But as we do not quai-rel with provinexpressible wisdom and power.
idence on account of those things which we do not understand, if we
are but truly convinced that such a providence exists
so neither can
we doubt the divinity which pervades the whole body of the sacred
scriptures, because our weakness is incompetent to trace, in each deC'laratidn, that hidden glory of the doctrines, which is veiled under the
simjjlicity of the expression
for we have the treasure in earthen
vessels."
He says in another place * " Whoever has once assumed
the position, that these writings are the word of God, the Ci'eator of
the world, must be convinced that the same kind of difficulties which
must be encountered by those who attempt to exi)lain the creation, are
to be expected also in the case of the holy scri])tures.
There is a
great deal in the scriptures, as well as in creation, which human nature
and yet we are not warranted,
discovers with difficulty, or not at all
on this account, to accuse the Creator of the universe, and find fault,
for example, because we know not the reason why basilisks and other
venomous animals were created for here it is becoming the modesty
of true piety, that, remembering the weakness of our race, and how
its

;

;

;

:

;

;

^

See Philooal.

c.

15.

Clement

also remarks, that the character of the scri])tiires is paraholical, just as
the whole appearance of CMirisLis paraholithe divine under an earthly veil.
cal,
^

—

'AapafioXiKoi yuf- 6 x^-P^'^'^VP vT^upx^'^ '"""

ypa<pu)v, 6mti kol 6 Kvpiog ovk uv KoafiiKOi,
wf KoafiiKog elg av&punovg T/'A'&ev.
Strom.
1. VI. f. 677.
^

philoial.

*

L.

c. c. 2,

c. IT, p.

p.

61

10.
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it is fully to comprehend the creative -wisdom of God, we
should leave the knowledge of such matters with God, who will hereafter, when Ave shall be deemed worthy of it, reveal to us those things

impossible

about which we have now piously doubted."
How full he was of the
faith that a divine spirit breathes through the entire scriptures
how
convinced that this truth can be received only in the exercise of an
humble, believing temper of mind, is beautifully expressed in the
;

^ " We are bound to believe, that not
one
lacking in the wisdom of God
for he who
said to man, ' Thou shalt not appear before me empty,' Exod. 34, will
much less himself say anything that is empty ; for the prophets receive what they say, out of his fulness
all therefore breathes of this
and there is nothing either in the prophets, in the law, or in
fulness
That breath is to
the gospel, which does not flow out of this fulness.
be felt by those who have eyes to perceive the revelations of the

following words of Origen
tittle

of holy sci-ipture

:

is

;

;

;

divine fulness, ears to hear them, and a sense to inhale the savour
But whenever in reading the scriptures thou
which they diffuse.
comest jUpon a thought which is, so to speak, a stone of stumbling and
a rock of offence to thee, lay it to thy own account for doubt not this
stone of stumbling contains importaut meaning, and so that shall be
hall not be brought to
fulfilled which is written: 'He that believeth
shame.'
Beheve first, and thou shalt find, beneath that which thou
accountest an offence, much that is profitable for holiness."
But however correct were these principles of Origen, yet, in their
apphcation, he was led wide astray from the sjiirit and aim of holy
scripture, and of all divine revelation through the Word, by a false
and this false point of view again was intimately conpoint of view
nected with the wrong conception he had formed of the relation of the
Gnosis to mnng. In respect to both these particulars, he was led astray
by the too great predominance which he gave to the speculative view
by failing duly to distinguish between what belongs to
of religion
by
a Christian creed and what belongs to a Christian philosoi>hy
not keeping sufficiently in view the essentially practical end of all
divine revelations, and of Christianity in particular.
He did not
refer everything to the great end bearing upon the whole of human
nature,
to redemption, regeneration, sanctification, and the blessedness resulting therefrom
but the practical end of reformation
;

^

;

;

;

—

;

was, in his view, a subordinate one, designed especially for the great
mass of believers, who were as yet incapable of anything higher
and nobler. To his apprehension, the speculative end was the highest
the aim above all others was, to communicate the higher truths
to the spiritual men who were competent to understand them,
to the Gnostici.
These higher truths were supposed to relate
chiefly to the following questions: ^
" First, concerning God, what
is the nature of his only-begotten Son, and
in what sense is he
the Son of God ; for what reason did he condescend to enter into
human nature what effect resulted from this act, and on what beings,
and when does it reach them ? Secondly, concerning the higher kinds

—

;

—

;

1

Philocal.

c. 1, p.

51.

2

philocal.

c.

1, p.

28.
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of rational beings who have fallen from the state of bliss, and of the
causes of their fall
of the different kinds of souls, and whence these
;

Thirdly, concerning the world, what is it, and why
created
whence the existence of so much evil on the earth, and
whether it exists on the earth only, or is to be found also in other parts
of the creation ? "
Regarding, as he did, the solution of tliese quesdifferences arise

?

;

main thing, many parts of scripture, if he abode simply
by the natural sense, must necessarily appear to him barren as to the
most essential end.
The whole history of earthly events, and all legislation with regard to mere earthly relations, he therefore explained as
being the symbolical veil of a higher history of the spiritual world, and
of higher laws relating to a spiritual kingdom.
Thus the higher and
the subordinate ends of scriptui-e were to be miited
the revelation of
the higher truths was to be veiled under a letter suited to the instruc" The mass of genuine and simple believers,"
tion of the multitude.
says Origen, " testify to the utility even of this inferior understanding
of the scriptures."
Intermediate between these two senses of scripture, Origen supposed there was also another allegorical sense, suited
to the capacity of those who had not yet attained to that loftier contemplation of the spirit;
an application, not so elevated and profound,
to general purposes of moral instruction and edification, of those passages of scripture which relate to particular cases.
Thus he refers to
this class the passage 1 Cor. 9
9, and most of the allegorical expositions of scripture employed at that time for popular instruction.
Thus
tions to be the

;

—

:

the three-fold sense of scripture corresponded to the three parts of hu-

man

nature as it was contemplated by the theory of Origen
to the
properly godlike in man, the spirit, which tends to the eternal, and finds
its appropriate life in the contemplation of things divine
to the soul,
which moves within the sphere of the finite and temporal and to the
As Origen agreed Avith Philo in the essential features of this
bod^.
view, so too he labored generally to deliver objective truth from the historical letter given as an envelope of the spirit.^
Yet he found passaeither because he
ges where the letter seemed to him to be untenable
was destitute of correct princijilcs of interpretation and of the necessary helps thereto, or because he did not understand how to separate
;

;

;

;

—

human element from the divine ^ or
which is conbecause, starting from exaggeranected with what has just been said
ted notions of inspiration, he coiild not suppose there were any contra
and must believe
dictions in scripture even in unimportant matters
in scripture the

—

;

;

therefore that the only
izing the meaning.^

way

—

of relieving the difficulty was

And hke

Philo, he united

to

by

sjiiritual

these views such

reverence for the holy scriptures, as led him to say, that these things.
these mythical coverings of a
80 untenable according to the letter,
are interspersed, as stones of stumbhng, for the purhigher sense,
pose of exciting men to d.eeper investigation.*

—

Td

1

ruv
2

%{

(TUfiariKdv

tuv ypacpuv, rb evdv/ia

TvvevjiaTiKiJv.

For example, he considered the story
Uriah to be in its literal meaning unten-

—

able because in David he saw only the
spired of God. and not the sinful man
^ Kvayuy'ri el( to voijtov.
* "LKavdaka, irpoanouuaTa.
;

'
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Tliese principles Origen applied, not to the

and expressly,

the

New,

— expressly

Old Testament alone, bui

to the gospel history.^
he imagined, could be solv^ed by supposing, that
the apostles had represented what they had to say respecting a different agency of the divine Logos,^ under the figurative dress of various
The difficulties which he would thus remove, Avere
sensible facts. ^
partly such as his own acute intellect, more acute than simple and
healthy, had created ; and in part such as really existed, but which he
could have solved in a better way, and without prejudice to the historical
truth, by soberly comparing the different accounts, by distinguishing
the divine from the human element in the sacred scriptures, and by
separating the essential from the unessential.
The application here of
his own profound idea respecting the humanization of the divine Logos
respecting the Word assuming, in the letter,
in the holy scriptures
the form of a servant
respecting the treasure contained in earthly
vessels
would have led him, had he been free from the fetters of
his mystical intellectiialism, to another mode of reconciling discrepalso,

Many

a

to

difficulty, as

;

;

;

ancies.

These principles of interpretation, it must be allowed, surrendered
the historical facts in which Christianity is grounded, to all manner of
subjective caprice
and Origen must have been aware of the danger
arising from this source. He endeavored to guard against it, and never
failed to insist that, in most cases, the letter and the spirit must both be
;

adhered

to,

and that

it

was never right to give up the letter, but after
But what safe limits could be fixed in

the most careful examination.

such a case ?
We cannot deny, however, that, in the case of Origen himself, the
lawless caprice growing out of these principles, which might have been
so pernicious to historical Christianity, was restrained by the sincerely
devout, believing temper of mind, fully penetrated with the historical
Nor should we fortruth of Christianity, by which he was actuated.
get that, in his case, truth and error were combined together in a manner to be explained only from the personal character of the man, and
his relations to a period agitated by so many various and conflicting influences.
He observed how earthly-minded Jews, clinging to the letter
of the Old Testament, could not attain, to the faith in the gospel: how
earthly-minded Christians were, in the same way, led to form the
he saw how anti-Jewish
rudest notions of God and of divine things
Gnostics were, by this same way of regarding the Old Testament, betrayed into the contrary error, refusing to acknowledge as the God of
which was the fact
the gospel a being who appeared so material,
Origen was
lying at the ground of their whole system of Dualism.
persuaded that all these conflicting errors coidd be radically removed
;

—

1 See the passages already cited from the
also c. 15, p. 139.
Philocalia;
' From divers communications of the
iTTtd/jfila voTjTT] Tov XpiGTov.
3 TlposKECTO avTolc, OTTOV /j.}v Evex<^pEi,
i2,Tj^EVEiv Tivev/iaTCKuc ufia Kai aufiariKuc.

—

otvov fii] tveSexETo ufj-iporepug, irpoKpiveiv
rb TrvevfcariKOv rov acj/iariKov, au^^ofievov
iroTikuKig rov uXT/d^ovg TTvev/iaTiKov iv r^
aufiaviKC), dig uv EiTTOi TLg, ipevSeL.
In Jo
ann. T. X. § 4.
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only by this spiritualizing method of interpretation.^
It was by no
means his intention, in this way, to degrade the divine in the sacred
scriptures to the level of the human
on the contrary, he went too far
to the other extreme, of deifying the human.
Yet, beyond question, the Alexandrian tendency of mind, bad it experienced no opposition, had it been allowed to take its own course,
unrestrained by that ])ious spirit which tempered it in the case of a
Clement and an Origen, would have led to an Idealism, subversive of
all the historical and objective truths in Christianity
just as the mys:

;

tical interpretation,

much

as

it

differed from the mythical in respect to

and in the religious-p'hilosophical and doctrinal princion which it proceeded, yet produced the same results with the
latter, and might run into the same mythical system. 'But here, as ai>
pears evident from the conflicts which the school of Origen had to
undergo near the end of the present period, this tendency had to meet
with a check and counterpoise in the JReaUsm of the Western church ;
while, in turn, the latter tendency felt the spiritualizing influence of the
Alexandrian school.
Having thus endeavored to p)resent a general sketch of the different
main directions of the theological spirit in their relation to each other,
we shall now proceed to consider how far this original diversity went to
modify the treatment of the several doctrines in detail which will present a test of the correctness of our general view, at the same time that
its

starting-j)oint,

ples

;

it

furnishes evidence of the fact, that both tendencies, notwithstanding

their antagonism,
tal

would

still

meet and blend together

in the

fundamen-

truths of Christianity.
B. Development of

the several

Main

Doctrines of Christianity.

We

should never forget that Christianity did not deliver to men isoGod and of divine things, nor furnish
them with a ready-made doctrinal system in a form which was to stand ;
but that it announced facts of a communication of God to mankind,
by which man was placed in an entirely new relation to his Creator,
from the recognition and appropriation of which must result an entirely
new direction and shaping of the religious consciousness, and whereby
all that had been previously contained in this consciousness must undergo a modification. The fact of the redemption of sinful man through
lated speculative cognitions of

Christ, constitutes the central point of Christianity.

influence which the reception of this fact could not

It

was from the

exert on the
inward life of man, that this new shaping of the religious consciousness
developed itself; and hence proceeded, in the next place, the gradual
regeneration in the habits of thinking, so far as they were connected,
fail to

directly or indirectly, Avith religion.

This influence extended itself also to the general sense of the divine
the consciousness of the God in whom we live, move, and

existence,

^

—

After adducing

Philocal.

f.

TrpO£Lprjfj.ivoi(;

UimtikCjv

]).

1,

all

17:

those errors, he says,

elvai doKcl
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hav^e our being.
Tlds^ too, became, in believers, a more living, a more
profound sentiment.
They felt more stronglj and vividly the all-pervading presence of that God who made himself to be felt by them in
nature, and wliose existence to the spirit is undeniable.
It was to this
undeniable fact of consciousness, indeed, they appealed, in endeavormg to lead the Pagans away from the gods which they themselves, had
made, to the acknowledgment of the only true God.
This appears to
us as the one common feature in the mode of expressing themselves, on
this subject, which prevailed among the church fathers, amid all the
diiforences of form between those whose education had led them
through the Platonic philosophy, and such men as TertuUian, who
stranger and an enemy to philosophical culture
witnessed, in an original manner, of that which had penetrated deeply into the vigorous but
stern individuality of his character.
Clement appeals to the principle,
that all scientific proof supposes something which cannot be proved,
which can only be seized by coming immediately in contact with the
mind.
To that which is highest, simple, superior to matter, he says,^
faith only is capable of rising.
He contends, therefore, that there
can be no knowledge of God, except so far as he has revealed himself
The knowledge of God cannot be arrived at by demonstrato man.
tive science ; for this starts from the more original and better known ;
but nothing has priority to the Eternal.
It only remains, therefore,
to arrive at the knowledge of the Unknown by divine grace, and by
the revelation of his eternal Word.
He then cites the address of Paul
at Athens concerning the knowledge of the unknown God.^ In another
" The great first Cause is exalted above space, time,
place he says
name, and conception. Hence even Moses asks of God that he Avould
plainly evincing that what God is, no man
reveal himself to him,^
can teach or express, but that he only can make himself known by his
own power." The same father recognizes in all men an efflux from
God, a divine particle,* which constrains them, in despite of themselves, to acknowledge One Eternal God.
What was taught in the
philosophical schools concerning the recognition of an unconditioned
first truth, presupposed by all demonstrative science, and grounded in
the immediate consciousness of the spirit, was by him transferred, it is
true, at once, and without supposing any middk step, to an immediate
consciousness of the living God, derived from another source than the
from God, bearing witness of himself
exercise of the thinking mind,
by his own self-manifestation. In place of the undeniable Absolute of
speculative reason, he substituted the God known in the universal consciousness of mankind without any mediation.^

—

—

:

—

—

1
''•

**

Strom.
L.
L.

c.

1.

c.

I.

1.

II.

V.
V.

f.
f.

f. 364.
588.
582.

— Ex.33.

* 'Arro/j/iota &Eliij].

*

Ei

6i:

Strom. 1. II. f. 364, and 1. V. f. 588
AeLwerai 6f/ d-Eia ,Y"P''''' "^^^ (lovu tCj nap'
avToi) \oyu) to ajTucrTuv vodv.
Compare
Aristot. Ethic. Magii. I. p. 1197, ed. Bckker:
'H jLief yup ETTLaTiifirj Tutv fieT' uirodEt^tuv
apxvg.

Protrept. p. 45.
Tig TiiyoL ttjv eTTLarrjuiiv uirodeiK-

ToK/jv eivai fiETa 7i,6yov, anovauTu, utl not
ai apxal uva-odeiKTot, and after remarking

thai neither Tf-xvT/ nor <j>i)6ri/cn.(; can arrive
liiaTEL
at these ])rineiples, he conchules
(ivv EipiKEO&ai. aovri oLovte Tijg tuv 6?i-uiv
:

bvTuv eotiv, al 6' upx<t-i nvaTrodEinTOi., (jot*
ovk av sirj 7rf pi Tug apx'^K
emaT/ifiri, u2,7i'
u vovg.
Of which, or .some similar passage
what Clement says is a copy.
'/
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places the idea of one God, according to the language of

philosophy, in the

same

class with the Koivug hvoiag, (the ideas

common to

manldnd,)i so he considers the sentiment of
God in man's nature to be a mark of its relationship to the Divine BeTheophilus of Antioch recognizes a revelation of God in all the
ing.
works of creation but at the same time he supposes a recijaency to be
necessary on the part of mnn's moral and religious nature, in order to
perceive this revelation.
Where the one is wanting, the other becomes
unintelligible to man.
To the common question of sensual-minded Pagans, " Where is your God ? show him to us,"
he replied, Show me
thy man, and I ivill show tliee my God.
Show me that the eyes of thy
All have eyes to see the
soul see, that the ears of thj heart hear.
sun, but the blind cannot see it.
As the blurred mirror is incapable
of receiving an image, so the impure soul is incapable of receiving the
image of God. True, God has created all things for the purpose of
making himself known through his works just as the soul, though inthe consciousness of

all

;

—

;

All life reveals Him
without it, all would sink back to nothing but
the darkness of the soul itself is the reason why it does not perceive this
revelation."
He therefore says to man " Submit thyself to the jjhysubmit thyself to God." ^
sician, who can heal the eyes of thy soul
While Clement, who had been conducted to Christianity through the
visible,

makes

itself

His breath quickens

known by what

all

does.

it

;

;

:

:

;

Platonic philosophy, would fain discover something akin to the Christian consciousness of God in the sayings of the ancient philosophers,

but suifered himself also to be misled, by this effort, to interchange coins
Tertullian, on the other hand, the friend of
of very different value
nature, the foe of art and of scholastic wisdom, was secure against all
such danger.
He makes his appeal rather to the spontaneous testimony of souls, not trained in the schools, but simple, rude, and uncultivated.^
While others rummaged the stores of ancient learning, and
even spurious writings, to collect testimonies of the truth presup])0sed
by Christianity in the religious consciousness of mankind, Tertullian
contented himself with pointing to an obvious testimony, accessible to
those sallies of the soul (erupall, and of indisputable genuineness,
tiones animae) which are a tacit pledge of the inborn consciousness.*
Marcion was the only one who, led astray by a misconceived truth,
seized on but one particular side, (sec above,) and by a direction of the
Christian feelings not well understood and pushed to an undue extreme, denied that any testimony concerning the God of the gospel was
to be found in the woi'ks of creation, or in the common consciousness
of mankind.
The more emphatically, therefore, does Tertullian dwell
on this testimony.^ " Never," says he, " will God be hidden, never will
God ])e wanting to mankind ; always will he be recognized, always peVGod has for a witness of himjeived, nay, even seen when he wills it.
He proves himself to
self all that we are, and all that is aromid us.
be God, and the one only God, by the very fact that He is known to
;

—

C. Cels. lib. I. c. 4.
Autolyc. lib. I. c. 2.
^ Dc tcsiimonio animae. See vol.

•

1

2

Ad

See place referred to
Marcion, lib. I. c

^ c.
I.

p. 177.

and

19.

in the last note.
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for the existence of any other would first have to he demonstrated.
The consciousness of God is the original dowry of the soul the same,
and differing in no respect, in Egypt, in Syria, and in Poutus for the
God of the Jews is the one whom men's souls call their God."
In respect, however, to the development of the idea of God, it
should be remarked, that it was only by degrees, and after overcoming
a great number of obstacles, that Christianity succeeded by its spiritualizing and ennobling influence to remove the crass and sensual elements in which that idea had become smothered. When it proclaimed
" God is a Spirit," it still required a new form of thought, springing
from the regeneration of the power of thought itself, to develope therein
what this idea involves, to enable men to understand what spirit is. By
men whose habits of thought were entirely wedded to forms of sense,
what was termed nvevna could be conceived no otherwise than as a species of matter, though matter of a more attenuated, ethereal kind
and
fancy, overruling the understanding, invented numberless ways of refining and subtilizing this notion.^
Accordingly no single influence could
effect much here
a counteracting influence was necessary, that should
come from the whole general tendency of thought. Where this general
spiritualization of the habits of thought had not yet taken place, the
most profound and fervid religious feeling, which strove spontaneously
to hold fast every thing in its reality, and to avoid all subtDization,
would from its very depth and earnestness become the more easily
blended with the sensuous element as we may see illustrated in Tertullian's case, who found it impossible to conceive any thing to be real,
which was not also, some way or other, corporeal,
The influences which at this time contributed to spiritualize men's
conceptions of the idea of God were, on the one hand, a sober and
all

;

;

:

;

;

;

chaste practical bent of the Christian mind, springing immediately
from Christianity, and which inchned the soul to elevate itself to God
by the heart, rather than by speculation and fancy, and which, from
the depth of the Christian consciousness, gave them assurance that the
imagery of divine things was only imagery, and a feeble expression of
that which by divine communication becomes the portion of each believand, on the other hand, the scientifiiing soul in its own inner hfe
cally cultivated faculty of thought, exercised in endeavoring to master
the contents of Christian doctrine, as was seen in the case of Clement,
The former of these
Origen, and the Alexandrian school generally.
Iretendencies we meet with in such men as Irengeus and Novatian.
nseus says " Whatever we predicate of God, is only by way of comparThese attributes are but the images which love conceives, and
ison.
into which feeling introduces something else, which is still greater than
any thing that lies in these images considered by themselves." ^ And
Novatian remarks, of God's essence * "It is that which Himself only
knows, which every human soul feels, although it cannot express." ^ The
;

—

:

:

1

See Orig. inJoann. T. XIII.

c.

21.

Tertullian. de carne Chrisli, c. 11 Nihil
Adv. Praxincorporale, nisi quod non est.
Spiritus corpus sui generis.
earn, c. 7
2

:

:

3

Dicitur quidein secundum

hisec

per di-

lectionem, sentitur supra haee secundum
magnitudinem. Lib. II. c. 13, \ 4.
*

See cap. 6 and

^

Quod mens omnis humana

non exprimit.

8.

sentit, etsi

—
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—

owing to the necessary
same father observes, that although Chi-ist
emjdoyed fewer
progress of the human mind in rehgious development
anthropomorphical images than the Old Testament, yet even he could
speak of that Being who is exalted above all human conceptions and

—

language only in such images as still fall short of the reality itself.
From Atiihropomorphisin we distinguish Anthropopathism, employing
both terms in the sense which seems chiefly authorized by their etymology and their historical use. The latter, so far as it denotes a morbid
exercise of the mind, consists in ascribing to the Absolute Spirit the
same limitations and defects which are foimd cleaving to the human
But there is one very important respect in which this antbrospirit.
For at the root of
popathism difters widely from anthropomorphism.
since man, being
the former hes an undeniable and inner necessity
created in the image of God, being a spirit in affinity with the Father
of spirits, is constrained and warranted to frame to himself the idea of
;

God

There
and a correct

after this analogy.

Anthropopathism

;

is,
a,s

therefore, a true as well as a false

well as an erroneous avoidance of

it,

We see all
according as this analogy is rightly or improperly used.
Both
these tendencies manifesting themselves in the period before us.
as we observed
among Jews and among Pagans there was opposed
in the Introduction
to the crass and mateiial humanization of the
idea of God, an over-refining of that idea by the setting aside of all
human analogies, which proceeded especially from the Platonic school.
As Christianity presented the complete image of God in Christ, and
restored it once more in human nature, so must Christianity purify in anthropopathism the true from the false, aiming not at its removal, but its
transfiguration
which could be effected,however, only by a reconciliation of antagonisms in those existing tendencies of mind which were
concerned also in the development of the Christian idea of God.
While Marcion opposed to the ruder conceptions of God's anger and
vindictive justice, the one-sided notion of a love which excluded justice
altogether
the religious element in those conceptions which he was for
banishing entirely from the system of faith, found a powerful advocate
in that enemy to all spiritualizing subtilty, Tertullian.
He supposes he
can point out an inconsistency in Marcion, inasmuch as redemption and
the forgiveness of sin, which the latter acknowledged to be alune the
work of his God, yet presupjjosed the existence of guilt in the eye of
God as a holy Being. ^ He maintained, on the contrary, that there
was a necessary connection between God's goodness and his justice.
The latter he regarded as the principle of order, which gives each thing
its due,
the principle which assigns to each thing its place and relation in the created universe,
the justitia architectonica, as it w as afterwards called,
so that justice and moral evil were not necessarily
correlative notions, but the notion of a vindictive justice in relation to
moral evil presupposed that more general notion of justice.^ He insists

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

^

Sed

an ejus possit
negeturtcnere et an ejus sit absolnon sit etiam dainnare; et an
congruat eum i^rnoscere, in quem nihil sit
adniissum. c. Marcion, 1. IV. c 10.
1

et peccata dimittere

esse, qui

:

vere, cujus

VOL.

I.

36

^ Ne justitiam de causa mali
Omnia ut bonitas coneepit, ita

tinxit.

L.

c.

1.

II. c.

12 et 13.

obfusces.
justitia dis-
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on the necessitj, grounded in the very nature of the human mind
of the anthropopafchic form of conception, which has

itself,

truth in the

its

man was created in the image of God. Hence he has, in
with God, all the attributes and agencies pertaining to the
essence of spirit,
only with this difference, that everything which in
man is imperfect, must be conceived in God as perfect. And this, he
maintained, held good as well of those attributes which alone Marcion
would ascribe to God,
goodness and love^
as of those which he
wholly rejected.^
Proceeding on the assumption that Christianity
aimed at a transfigured, spiritualized aathropopathism, growing out of
the restoration of God's image in man, he insisted that instead of transferring every quality to the Divine Being in the same imperfection in
which it was found existing in man, the endeavor should be rather to
transfigure everything in man to the true image of God, to make man
truly godlike.^
He sees in the entire revelation of God a contmual
condescension and humanir.ation,
the end and goal of which is the
" Whatever you may bring together
incarnation of the Son of God.
that is low, weak and unworthy of God, to degrade the Creator, to all
this I shall give you one simple and certain answer.
God can enter
into no sort of contact with man, except by taking to himself human
passions and modes of feeling, whereby he lets himself down and moderates the transcendent excellence of his majesty, which human weakan act, in itself, indeed, not worthy of God,
ness could not endure
but necessary for man, and for this reason still worthy of God ; since
nothing is so worthy of him as that which conduces to man's salvation.^
God conducted with man as with his equal, that so man might conduct
fact that

common

—

—

—

—

;

—

God as with his equal. God appeared in lowliness, that man
might thus be exalted to the highest point of dignity. If thou art
ashamed of such a God, I do not see how thou canst honestly believe
To be sure, this last charge of inconin a God who was crucified."
sistency did not touch Marcion's case, because the same principle which
made him opposed to the anthropopathic God of the Old Testament,
made him opposed also to the doctrine of Christ crucified. Tertullian
argues further, from the nature of a graduated progress in revelation,
that God's vindictive justice must predominate, before his love could
prevail,
that the legal principle of the Old Testament must necessarily thus distinguish itself from the New Testament principle )f redeemAvith

—

ing love.*
1 Et hffic ergo imago censenda est Dei in
homine, quod eosdem motiis et sensus habeat humnnus animus, quos et Deus, licet
non tales, quales Deus pro substantia enim
;

eorum et exitus distant. Denique
contrarios eorum sensus, lenitatem dico,
patientiam, misericordiam ipsamqne matricem earum bonitatem, cur divina pra;sumiNee tamen perfecte ea obtinemus,
tis ?
II.
quiB solus Deus perfectus. c. Marcion,
et status

1.

c.

16.
^

Satis

humana

perversum

est,

ut in

constituas, quara in

Deo

homine

potius
divina,

hominis imagine

et

qnam Dei hominem.

Deum
L.

imbiias potius,

c.

Conversabatur Dcus, ut homo divina
'X.(\xio agebat Deus cum
homo ex Xi\\\o agere cum Deo
posset.
Deus pusiUus inventus est, ut ho"

agcre doceretur; ex

homine, ut

mo maximus

fieret.

L.

Ut bonitatcm suam

c. c.

2".

voluerit ofTendere,
in quibus ]jrfemiserat severitatem, quia nee
mirum erat diversitas temporalis, si postea
Dens mitior pro rebus edomitis, qui retro
austerior pro indomitis.
c. Marcion, 1. II
*

c.

29.
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As to tlie Alexandrian church teachers, their philosophical education
ed them to try to exclude all material antliropojjathism from the Chrisbut in so doing it might easily happen, that thej
tian system of faith
would incline too sti-ongly to the opposite extreme, and draw the doctrine of the divine attributes too much over to the subjective side.
As
an illustration, we may take the following words of Origen, where, notwithstanding all that is so truly and beautifully said concerning the
divine plan for the education of mankind, yet he betrays the inclination
to give too subjective a turn to the notion of the divine anger, and fails
of understanding the objective truth which it contains so clearly as does
TertuUian.
Availing himself of Philo's doctrine concerning God represented as man, and represented not as man,^ he says ^ " When the holy
scriptures speak of God, in his divine majesty as God, and when they
do not present the divine agency as interwoven with human circumstances and relations, they say, He is not like man, for his greatness is
The Lord is a great God, a great King
unsearchable, Ps. 145 8
above all gods, Ps. 95 2. But when the divine agency is represented
as interwoven with human circumstances and relations, God assumes
the feelings, the manner and language of men, just as we, conversing
with a child two years old, accommodate ourselves to the child's language since, if we preserved the dignity of riper years, and conversed
with children without letting ourselves down to their language, they
could not understand us.
So conceive it in relation to God, when he
;

:

:

:

:

;

down
who are

human

and especially to that part of
Observe how we,
grown-up men, in our intercourse with children, alter even the names
of things
how Ave call bread by one particular name, and drink by
another, emyiloying a language which belongs not to those of mature
Should some one hear us so conversing with chilage but to children.
dren, would he say, This old man has lost his understanding ?
And
'Behold I,' says our Saviour,
BC God speaks also as with children.
and the children which God hath given me,' Hebr. 2 13.
When
tliou liearest of the wrath of God, believe not that this wrath is a passion of God.
It is a condescension of language, aiming at the conversion and improvement of the child
for we ourselves assume an angry

lets

himself

the

race

to the
still

at

the

race,

age of infancy.

;

'

:

;

look to our children, not in accordance with the feelings of our heart,

but with a feigned expression of countenance.
If we expressed the
friendly feeling of the soul towards the child on our countenance, and
let our love be seen, without altering our looks as the good of the child
required, we should s{)oil him.
So God is described to us as angry, in
order to our conversion and improvement, when in truth he is not angry.
But thou wilt suffer the wrath of God, if thou art punished by his so
called wrath, when thy own wickedness shall draw down upon thee
suiferings hard to endure."
Thus Origen expressed himself in a sermon; but on another occasion, in his commentary on Matthew, where
he brings out the same theory, he observes ^ " To such as wouhi not
:

1
'•^

See vol. I. p. 57.
Homil. XVIII. in Jeremiam,

8
^ 6.

Ed. Huet.

f.

378.

T.

XV.

*

1

;
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harmed thereby, we might say mucli of God's goodness,
and of the overflowing fahiess of his grace, which, not without good
reason, he has concealed from those who fear him.
Here too the Alexandrians sought for the middle ground between the
Grnostics and the other church teachers.
While the latter ascribed to
God the attribute of absolute, punitive justice, and the former abolished
be likely to be

the whole notion of justice as incompatible with the essential being
of the infinitely perfect God, opposing the attribute of justice to that of

goodness ; the Alexandrians, on the other hand, represented the notion
of justice, which they endeavored to defend against the Gnostics as an
attribute belonging to the divine perfections,^ as wholly merged in the
notion of a divine love, disciplining rational beings who had fallen, according to their various moral characters and wants. ^ Accordingly
they would say, that the distinction which the Gnostics made between
the just and the good God might be employed in a certain true sense
the educator and
as for example when Christ (the divine Logos)
purifier of fallen beings, whose discipline is aimed to render all capable of
being made recipients of the divine goodness, and thus rendered blessed
Thus, according to this scheme,
is distinctively called the just one.'"^
the notion of divine justice merged in that of disciplinary love
of the

—

—

wisdom of love

—

—

loses its

own

self-subsistence.

And

the same

is

true

regarded simply as a means to
an outward end, as a purifying process ordained by divine love, without
any reference to the idea of punishment in its relation to the moral order
of the universe, and to the way in which it is to subserve that end.
Already, in the history of the heresies, we have spoken of the close
connection between the doctrine of God, as the absolutely free Creator
and of
of the universe, and the whole peculiar essence of Christianity
the strong antithesis which this doctrine must have presented to the
existing modes of thought which had been derived from antiquity. The
Apostle Paul sums up the Christian Theism, as the belief in One God,
from whom, by Avhom, and to whom, all things exist and the threefold
relation here expressed of all existing things to God, denotes, at the
same time, the close connection between the Christian doctrines of creation, redemption, and sanctification, as well as the close connection befor the phrase
tween the doctrine of creation and the ethical element
" to him," which assigns to the Christian system of morals its province and
its fundamental principle, presupposes the " from him " and the phrase
" by him " denotes the synthesis or mediation of them both. Hence, as we
also of the idea of punishment,

which

is

;

;

;

—

;

saw

in the history of the Gnostic sects, the corruptions of the Christian

doctrine of the creation which proceeded from the reaction of the spuit
of the ancient world, must superinduce corruptions also of the doctrine
1 See
Oris:. Comment, in
Lommatzsch. T. VIII. p. 300.

2

A
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^

—
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Hb.
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Accordingly, in the New
of redemption and of the system of morals.
Testament, we read of God as the positive original ground of all existence of a God
out of nothing.

who has revealed himself

;

in creation,

—

not of a creation

In the im})ortant passage, Hebrews 11
3, that act of
whereby the spirit rises
the spirit denoted under the name of faith
above the whole linked chain of causes and effects in the phenomenal
is
world to an almighty creative word, as the ground of all existence
opposed to the contemjilation of the world by the understanding that
judges by sense, and that acknowledges nothing higher than the con:

—

—

nected chain of things in the world of appearance.^
But in opposition to the hyjothesis of an original matter, as the condition of the creation, the |)0sitive element of this faith was negatively
defined in this way, namely, that God created all things out of nothing.^
This definition of the doctrine was a stone of stumbling, not only to the
Gnostics,, but to all who were still fettered by the cosmo-plastic theories
of antiquity,
or in whom the speculative interest exceeded the reliTo this class begious, and who would set no limits to the former.
longed Hermogenes, a ^laiuter at Carthage, who lived near the close of
the second and the beginning of the third century.
He differed essentially from the Gnostics in the decidedly Western bent of his mind ; the
Bpeculative tendency of the Greeks predominating in his case over
the Oriental hituition.
And hence his system, which did not, like the
Gnostic systems, seize such powerful hold of the imagination, obtained a
much smaller number of followers. We hear of no sect called the Hermogeneans. Neither was it his wish, like the Gnostics, to set up a distinct system of esoteric religious doctrines.
It was on a single point
only,
a point, however, which be^^ond question would have an important influence on the whole system of religion,— that he departed from
the received doctrines of the church.
It was the doctrine of the Greek
philoso])hy concerning the v\v, which he received into his system, and
the point of union for it was furnished him by the manner in which this
idea had already been appropriated by the Apologetic writers ;
although it may be shown, that they were far removed from Dualism,
and adopted the Platonic notion of the vlri merely in a formal way,
making it an entirely difierent thing in the coherence of their system.
He was probably one of the zealous antagonists of Montanism, which
was now making progress in North Africa. The artist Avould find as
little to symjiathize with in the Montanists, as the latter would find in
the artist.
It is a mark of the more free, artist-like turn of mind which
he op))osed to the stern Pietism of the Montanists, that he could see
nothing which ought to give offence in employing his art on the inventions of the pagan mythology.'^
This indicates an objectiveness in the

—

—

—

*

The

nepntivc of the ]M-oposition
Ik
tu jS'Xs'n^dftfva yeyovevai.
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2
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^

;

The obscure words

which

this

'ows

Pinp:it

Dei

nit.
The first part of tlie sentence might
be understood to mean that Tertnllian regarded the art of painting; itself as a pajran
and sinful occupation hut even Tcrtullian's
Montanistic hatred of art could hardly be
supposed to <i;o to such an extreme as this,
and there is no evidence that it did in his
writings.
Neither do the words, " he de-

r

account

is

illicite,

of Tertullian, from
dei'ivcd.

nubit

in libidinem defendit, in

run as

fol-

assidue. lpp:em

artem contem-
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habits of thouglit, which, in the antagonism then existing

between Chrisand Paganism, could hardly consist with a healthy and eaniest
tone of Chi'istian feeling.
We mark in him the predominance partlj
of a speculative and partly of an artistic tendency over the religious
element of his character.
Hermogenes combated the emanation-theory of the Gnostics, because it transferred to the Divine Being the notions of sense, and because
the idea of God's holiness could not be reconciled Avith the sinfulness of
the beings which were supposed to have emanated from Him.
But he
combated also the doctrine of the creation out of nothing because, if
the world had no other cause than the will of God, it must have corresponded to the essence of a perfect and holy Being, and must therefore
have been a perfect and holy world nothing imperfect and evil would
have found its way into it for in a world having its ground only in
God, how could there be any thing foreign from the essential character
of God ?
Hermogenes was not less disinclined than were the Gnostics
themselves, to recognize the important part which Christian Theism
attributes to the free agency of the creature, inj;he development of the
universe.
In respect to moral evil, he was quite as difficult as wez*e
the Gnostics to be put by with the distinction between positive will and
simple permission, on the part of the Divine Being.
At the same time,
however, the strength of the moral interest by which he was governed
shows itself, when we find him rejecting the ground on which many
tianity

;

:

;

attempted to explain the origin of evil, viz.
that it w^is a necessary
for the purpose of exhibiting moral good in its true light by the
means of contrast. ^ He probably believed, that by such a Theodicee^
the self-subsistence of the idea of goodness would be weakened, and
the existence of evil, if regarded as necessary for the harmony of the
And here, indeed, we do certainly recognize in
universe, justified.
him the victory of the Christian principle over that of the ancient
but, at the same time, Hermogenes fell into the very error he
Avorld
wished to avoid, by persisting to trace the origin of evil to a natural
:

foil,

;

necessity.

The imperfection and evil which are in the world have their ground,
according to his theory, in the fact that God's creation is condiFrom
tioned by an inorganic matter which has existed from eternity.
all eternity, there have existed two principles, the alone active, plastic
and the sim})ly passive, in itself undetermined, formprinciple, God
The latter is a boundless mass, in constant chaless principle, matter.
otic motion, where all antagonisms meet in an undeveloped state, and
;

gpised the law in its relation to art," favor
the above sense ; for we can iinajiine no ]iassage of scripture which Tertullian could interpret as forbidding the art of painting genBut it is iirobable that Tertullian
erally.
meant by lex Dei the Old Testament, particularly the denunciations against tlie makers of idols, and that the sense is:
He
(Hermogencs) despises the authority of
the Old Testament by the way in which he
employs art ; while, on the other hand, he

would

still uphold its authority for the purpose of defending i-cpeated marriages (nubit
assidue) against the Montanists, who on
this point declared that the authority of the
Old Testament had been annulled by Christianity, and by the new revelations of the
Paraclete
Exp'ig^ Tertullian adv. Herinog. c. 15
nat quorundam argumentationcs. dicentiura
mala necessaria fiiisse ad illuminationem
bonorum ex contrariis intelligendorum.
:
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flow into each other,

—a

mass

full
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of wild impulses, without law or

order, like water in a cauldron boiling over on

all sides. ^
It was not
involved in such boundless confusion, could be seized at any one point, brought to a pause, and compelled to subject itself to form and order.
It was only through the
relation of his own essence to the essence of matter that God could
and must exert an influence over it. As the magnet attracts the iron
by an inherent necessity, as beauty exerts a natural powder of attrac-

by a single act that

this endless chaos,

on what3ver approaches it,^ so God, by his bare appearance, by the
transcendent power of his divine essence, exerts a formative influence
on matter.^ According to these principles, he could not, if logically
consistent, fix on any beginning for the creation
and in fact he seems
not to have supposed any such beginning,
Avhich is imjtlied also in the
argument he brings in support of his doctrine namely, that if sovereignty belongs to the number of the divine attributes, then God must
always have matter over which to exercise this sovereignty.
Accordingly he held to an eternal exercise of the sovereignty of God over
matter; which sovereignty, according to his system, consists principally
in this victorious formative power.
From what .has been said, it follows
that, according to this system, we are to conceive of the chaos, not as
though it ever had any independent subsistence by itself, and as though
the efficiency of this divine formative power had begun at some determinate moment but as having a subsistence only in connection with
this imparted organization, so that the two can never be separated except in conception.
It was to the resistance which this endless matter,
capable of being reduced to form in all its several |)arts only by
degrees, presented to the formative power of God, that he traced the
origin of all imperfection and evil.
Thus the ancient chaos reveals
itself in whatever is hateful in nature, and whatever is morally evil in
tion

;

—

;

;

the spiritual world.

In holding the doctrine of a progressive formation of matter
nection with the doctrine of an eternal creatioA,

in con-

Hermogencs was

guilty
impossible to conceive of a progressive
development which has no beginning.
He fell into a still stranger inof an inconsistency

;

since

it is

consistency if it is true, as Theodoretus reports, that he supposed the
development tended to a final end. For, according to this, he held, like
the Manicheans, that all evil would finally resolve itself again into the
matter from which it had ])rocoeded, and consequently that there would
be a se{)aration of that part of matter Avhich was susceptible of organization, from that other part which obstinately resisted it.^
Here the
teleological and moral element which he had derived from CliristianInconditus et confu^us et turbulcntus
motus, sicut oUoe undique cbullicntis.
here perceive the painter.
^ Non iiertran^icns niateriani facit Dciis
mundum. sed sohimmodo adparens et adpropinqnans ei. sicut facit qui decor, solummodo adparens (vulncrans aniinnm) et
niagnes lapis solummodo adpropimiuans.
1

tnit
-

We

Theodoretus, to lie sure, docs not say
but such a doctrine seems
to be neecssarily implied in that which, accordin<|; to his account, HcrniOf^cnes maintained. The jiassai^e Croin Theodoretus (in
*

this expressly;

IhTret.
i3o'/mv

fall. I. 19) is as follows:
'Ybv 6h fiut
nal rovg daiuovag elc ryv v'Ajjv uva

;i;i97/CTe(n9af.
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—

*

-an element not easily combining with the heathen notion of sin
J,
rendered him inconsistent with himself.^
as a natural evil,
it

—

—

Irengeus and Tertullian maintained
Gnostics, the other to llermogenes

others

;

the one in opposition to the

the simple Christian doctrine of

any speculations on the

the creation, without indulging in

From

—

subject.

these church teachers Origen differed on this point, as on

— having a

many

peculiar system of his own, the main features of

which we must here present, so far as they are connected with the docIn conformity with the general character of hia
trine of the creation.
Gnosis, he built on the foundation of the system of doctrine generally
received in the whole church, and supposed that his speculative inquiries, extending beyond the limits of this system, might still be in perHe declared himself in favor of the
fect consistency with the same.
doctrine of a creation from nothing, so far as that doctrine expressed,
that the free act of God's almighty power was not conditioned by a
and this he did, not by way of accommodation, but
precxistent matter
He moreover acknowledged that the speout of honest conviction.but the question as to
cific existing world had a specific beginning
what was before it, seemed to him one which scripture and the faith of
It was here,
the church left open for the free range of speculation.
then, that he supposed he found those reasons against a beginning of
creation generally, which must ever strike the reflecting mind which
cannot rest satisfied with simple faith in that which is incomprehensible.
;

;

How

is it

conceivable, that

sence, what

if to

create

is

agreeable to the divine es-

thus agreeable to the divine essence should ever be wantshould not those attributes belonging to the essence of the

is

ing ?
Why
Divine Being, his almighty power and goodness, be ever active ?
transition from the state of inactivity to the act of creation is inconceivable without a change, which is incompatible with the being of God.

A

Origen was opposed also to the doctrine of emanation since by this
theory the distance between the Creator and the creature was annihilated
a unity of essence seemed to be supposed between the two ^
representations of mere sense were transferred to the Almighty, and
he was made subject to a kind of natural necessity.* All communicar
tion of life from God, he regarded not as the result of any natural proBut for reasons
cess of development, but as an act of the divine will.
which have been mentioned already, he beheved it necessary to sui>
;

W

;

1

;

Theodoretus also ascribes

to

Hermose

nes the doctrine, that Christ put off his

bwJy

may

be doubted whether Theodoretus has not here confounded
the doctrine of Hermouenes with something
else that resembled it;
at any rate, it is
doubtful how his words are to be understood.
Perhaps Hermogenes taught that
Christ, in ascending to the heavenly state
of existence, left behind him in the sun the
outward garb he had assumed in the materi:il world.
Ye. so fanta'^tic an opinion can
hardly be ascribed to Hermogenes; and, in
default of authentic documents, we must
leave the matter in the dark.
Some interin the sun.

It

—

pretation of Ps. 19: 4, which was nnderstood to apply to the Messiah, may have
given rise to this opinion,
- See Fraefat. libb. nepi upxi)V, f. 4
ibid,
;

1.

II. c.

Genes,

1,

§

4;

1.

III.

c.

5.

— Commentar.

init.

Where Origen

has reference to the
Gnostic doctrine of the ojioovaLov between
the spiritual natures and the uyevvriTog (pvaig.
In Joann. T. XIII. § 25.
* Aoy/jara
uv&piJTruv, /i7]6' ovap (pvai*
uoparov Kal uaufiarov T:e(pavTaaiiEvuv ovaat
Kvplug ovaiav.
In Joann. T. XX. ^ 16
^

11.

upx-

lib. I. c. 2, § 6.

;
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pose, in connection with the glory of God, an eradiai on of it in a
world of spiritual beings, affining to himself, and subsisting in absolute
dependence on him.^ He maintained the idea of a continual heco7ning

—

a relation of cause and effect -without temof this spiritual creation,^
the Platonic idea of an endless becoming, symbolizporal beginning,
mg the eternity of the divine existence.^ What Origen says in another
connection, respecting an activity of God not to be conceived under the
dimensions of time, and an eternal becoming, we might apply also, in
akin to God and
his own sense, to the relation of the spiritual world,

—

—

—

He had
to God as its orighial source.*
essence from him,
respect, in his system, to those difficulties which present themselves,
on one particular side, to the mind hampered and confined by the limitations of time, when striving to conceive a beginning of the creation

deriving

its

— but not

to the difficulties which arise also on the other side, when it
attempted to carry out the idea of a becoming, without a beginning of
created existence.
The bishop Methodius, who attacked this doctrine of Ongen in his
work " On the Creatures," was vastly his inferior in the genius for
speculation.^
He bad not even power enough of speculative intuition
and what he could not comprehend, he
to comprehend Origen's ideas
is

;

Comparing the relation of
represents as being senseless and atheistic.
God to created things with the relation of a human architect to his
work, he brings against the system of Origen objections which are altoHoav incompetent he was to understand the great
gether irrelevant.
in his ignorant zeal he nicknames a centaur, is shown by one
namely, that if the
of his objections against the argument of Origen
transition from inactivity to the act of creation supposed a change in
God, so also the transition from the act of creation to the cessation of

man whom

;

But God must have ceased
from creating the world, when the world was finished, and then there
would consequently be a change in him. Put Origen, arguing from his
own position, might reply to this, that we are not to conceive of God's
as an action
activity in creation as ceasing at a certain point of time,
begun at a specific time, and then brought to an end. He might retort
the objection of Methodius, and say that, by the comparison which the
latter introduced, a self-subsistence is attributed to the creature which
as though its existence were not every moment
does not belong to it,
conditioned by, and grounded in, the same creative power of God, exMore to the jioint, tliough aimed against an
erted for its prcservati(jn.
unbefitting ex[)ression rather than against the idea of Origen, Avas the
objection, that the notion of God's perfection involves the necessity of
that act would imply a like change in him.

—

—

^

The

^eoi'

in

XXXII.

liEpiKu,

the
§

uT;av)aG^iaTa

'AoyiKfj

Kriaig.

Tijc

('^u^r/g

rov

In Joann. T.

18.

Accordinf!: to Methodius, a yeviirbv ud
ytveaeuc; upxi/v oi'K e,xov,i\nuvupx(->C Kparelv
2

T(,v

*
vor,

TEXvijuaTog.

Plato in the Timaeus, eIkuv KLv?iTf/ alujdvovToc aluvoQ kv ivl Kar' apf&nin

lovaa aiuviog
Enneail. 7.

cUuv.

Comp.

Plotin.

III.

rov unavyu"Oaov iarl to
afiarog, km tooovtov yevvuTai rd uTravyaajia
*

^dif KOLTjTt.Kbv

In Jerem. Horn. IX. ^ 3.
Extracts from the work of Methodioa
Cod. 235.
in Photius.
nig So^ijc.
^
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being self-grounded, dependant on nothing else, conditioned by
nothing else.^
In connection with Origen's doctrine of the creation, must be taken
his peculiar way of conceiving the doctrine of Q-ocVs almighty power.
When he says, We ought not to conceive of the divine Omnipotence,
if we would apprehend it in its true glory, as infinite power, without
any farther modification,^ the proposition has a meaning which, in one
respect, is altogether true. The conception of the divine Omnipotence,
as contradistinguished from the principle of Nature-religion, according
to which the gods themselves were conceived as being subjected to a
higher necessity, was, in fact, something entirely new, and hence possessed so much the greater significance for the Christian consciousness,
It was the usual
in expressing its opposition to the. earlier views.
answer which uneducated Christians, and those who were incapable of
assigning any more distinct reason for the faith that was in them, gave,
when urged with objections against that doctrine, that with God all
things are possible, even those things which to men seem impossible.
By this antithesis, however, of a supernatural Theism to the ancient
Naturalism, many were led into the error at least of so expressing themselves, as if, under the idea of Omnipotence, they conceived of an infiwhereby they laid open to those who attacked
nite, arbitrary will,
Christianity from the position of Paganism, many Aveak points, of which
such men as Celsus were not slow to take advantage.^ Now, in opposition to the notion of such an unlimited arbitrary will, Origen placed
the idea of Omnipotence as an attribute not thus indeterminate, but
standing connected with the essential being of God, as God, and with
" God can do anything,"
the other divine attributes, rightly defined.
says he, " which does not contradict his essential being as God, his
anything by which he would not deny his own
goodness and wisdom,
character as God, as a being of infinite goodness and wisdom."* If
by that which is contrary to nature ^ is meant what is bad, irrational,
self-contradictory, the notion of the divine Omnipotence cannot be exBut the case becomes different, when nature is
tended to such things.
understood according to its ordinary meaning, as the common course
The laws of nature, thus understood, are valid only for
of nature.^
one particular point of view and there may be something, therefore,
considered from this particular pohit of view, above nature, which, in
In its relation
the other sense of the word, is not contrary to nature.
to a higher, divine life, which is in its essence supernatural, the miracle, regarded as an individual effect of this higher power introduced
Many
into humanity, may be something in harmony with nature.'^
its

—

—

;

1 Td avTO 6l
kav'h kavrov irTlT/pufta bv
Kal avTo tv kavTcl) /xivov, te'Aeiov elvai roiiro
uovov do^aaTEOv.
2 neTTepaa/ievr/v y'up elvai Kal rrjv 6vva/av
rov T^EOv 'Aekteov kul fiy 7rpo(pu<7eL evcpTjuiag

T^v
1.

nEpi-ypa(pi}v aiirr/g TveptaipeTEOV.

II. iipx-

II. c. 9.
^ Sec Orig. c. Cels. 1. V. c. 14.
* Avvarai ttuvto 6 ^eof, linep dvvajievog

rov i9e6f elvac Kal tow uya&dg slvat Kal ao-

Aoq elvaL ovk h^iaraTai.

and
^

c.

Cels.

1.

III.

c.

70,

V. e. 23.
Tii napu tjivaiv.
1.

'H Koivorepa I'oov/iivri ovate.
'Eari nvu virep ttjv (pvaiv {t^v kolvotepcv) voovf/EV7]v, u Kou/aai uv ttote d^cbg, vnip
TT/v avd pumvriv (pvaw uva!Si)3u(uv rov uv-^puwcv, Kal tvoiuv avrdv /xETajSuXXecv eirl
(pvaiv Kpe'iTTOva koI ^EioTEoav.
^
'
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may take place according to the divine reason and the divine
which, on this very account, although they may be miraculous, or
may seem to be so to many, are still not contrary to nature.^
But the position of Origen, that the divine Omnipotence must not be
conceived as an undefined, indeterminate power, has also another meanthings

will,

many other instances, we find him mixing up elements of Platonism with Christianity. The doctrine of the Neo-Pla^
tonic school,^ that no consciousness can grasp" an infinite series, passed
and hence he inferred, that God
with him for a demonstrated truth
could not create an infinite, but only a determinate, number of rational
beings
because otherwise they could not have been grasped by any
consciousness, and a providence, reaching to every individual thing,
could have no existence.^ It will be seen of what importance this
single point was, in its bearing on the whole system of Origen,
With
this was connected in his mind the peculiar shaping of his doctrine of
an eternal creation, namely, that there was no such thing as a multiplication of the number of created spirits
that all manifoldness was to be
derived, not from the production of new beings, but only from the
changes undergone by those already brought into existence by the eternal creation
that there were no new creations, but only metamorphoing, in which, as in

;

;

—

;

;

ses of the original ones.

Although Origen in other respects agrees, in many of his results,
with those who teach tha,t everything possible must also be actual, and
who represent the divine Omnipotence as wholly expending itself in
events that actually transpire, yet this principle was never expressed
by him, and it is one altogether foreign from his whole philosoi>}ncal

and dogmatical bent

;

^

—

as indeed

it

is

usually found united with a

certain doctrine of determination, to which Origen's views stood directly

opposed.

Even here where he

errs, we cannot fail to perceive the religious inwhich was uppermost in the feelings of the great teacher. He
supposes it impossible, without this doctrine, to place beyond dispute
the necessity of acknowledging a personal God, embracing in his consciousness everything that exists,
a truth which he considered it of
vital importance to hold fast, in opposition to the Neo-Platonic theory,
which assumed an impersonal ov pure being without consciousness, as
the highest and absolute being, while it only supposed an immanent

terest

—
,

rpovoia,^

We
1 c.

^
c.

DOW proceed

Cels.

See

e.

1.

V.

c.

to the doctrine in

of Orif;:en

23.

g. Plutarch,

de defectu oraculor.

24.
3

T^ yap

kcu

H. upx. 1. II. c. 9. 'Arreipa ttj
fvaet ovx olovre neptkanJiu.vEa-&aL rfj nepaToitv ncAvKVLi TU yvuaKO/ieva yvuan.
In
Matth. T. XIII.

4

III. p. 210.
*
opposite is

The

:

Obn

e/ino61.[^eTni,

its

to livai tu

contto/I-

dwarvv, evog tK tuv noXTiurv bvrog toi
eao/ievov.
ed. LornIn ep. ad Rom. lib. I.
/Id

;

rb uneipov unepilrinTOV
Toaavra, wv l:6vvaTo TreptavyKparelv vizb rf/v avrov

ipvaei

jcenoiiiKS TOLvvv

ipu^acrSai
npovoiav.

which Theism, taken in

I

;

ed.

Lommatzsch, T.

expressed in the words

matzscb, T. V.

p. 251.
true opi)Osite of the Neo-Platonic ov
is exjjresscd in what he .say-; of God the
iavru (hia^o/jievov, ore ir
Father: Avrbv
^

The

h

ry invrov yivo/^ievog irepiuny knl ry eavrois
yvuasi Kal Ty eavTOv deup'ta eviPpatv^Tai u<parov Tiva x^pu^'.
In Joann. T. XXII. ^ 1&
ed. Lommatzsch, T. II. p 470.
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oection with the proper and fundamental essence of Christianity, or
with the doctrine of redemption, finds its ultimate completion, the
This doctrine does not belong to the fundoctrine of the Trinity.
damental articles of the Christian faith ; as appears sufficiently evident
from the fact, that it is expressly held forth in no one particular pas-

—

for the only one in which this is done,
sage of the New Testament
the passage relating to the three that bear record, (1 John 5,) is undoubtedly spurious, and in its ungenuine shape testifies to the fact, how
foreign such a collocation is from the style of the New-Testament
We find in the New Testament no other fundamental artiscri])tures.
cle besides that of which the Aj>ostle Paul says, that other foundation
can no man lay than that is laid, the annunciation of Jesus as the Mesand Christ himself designates as the foundation of his religion,
siah
the faith in the only true God, and in Jesus Christ whom he hath sent,
(John 17 3.) What Paul styles distinctively the mystery, relates in
no one instance to what belongs to the hidden depths of the divine
essence, but to the divine purpose of salvation which found its accomBut that doctrine presupposes, in order to its beplishment in a fact.
;

;

:

ing understood in
this

fundamental

its

real significancy for the Christian consciousness,

article of the Christian faith

the essential contents of Christianity,

;

and we recognize therein

summed up

in brief, as they

come

from the determinate form which is given to Theism by its
connection with this fundamental article.
It is this doctrine, by which
God becomes known as the orighial Fountain of all existence as he
by whom the rational creation, that had become estranged from, him, is
brought back to the fellowship with him and as he in the fellowship
the threefold relation ^ in
with whom it from thenceforth subsists
which God stands to mankind, as primal ground, mediator and end,
in which threefold relation the
Creator, Redeemer, and Sanctifier,
Accordwhole Christian knowledge of God is completely announced.
ingly all is herein embraced by the Apostle Paul, Avhen he names the
one God and Father of all, who is above all, and works through all and
in all, (Ephes. 4:6;) or Him from whom are all things, through
when, in prowhom are all things, and to whom are all things
nouncing the benediction, he sums up all in the formula the grace of
the Lord Jesus Christ, the love of God, and the communion of the
Holy S[)irit. God, as the living God, the God of mankind, and the
God of the church, can be truly known in this way only. This shape
of Theism presents the perfect mean between the wholly extra-mundane
God of Deism, and the God brought down to, and confounded with, the
As this mode of the knowledge of God belongs
world, of Pantheism.
to the peculiar essence of Theism and the Theocracy, it follows, that
it8 ground-work must be given with the ground-work of the latter in the
the doctrine of God whose agency is in the world
Old Testament,
through his Word and with his Spirit and hence it was no accident, to
be explained by the supervention of outward influences merely, that

forth

;

;

:

—

—

;

—

:

—

:

1 In the miTialog "knyoq: 'O \f&:^ upxrjv ts
Koi TeXtvrTjv kuI /leoa 'cji' ovtuv intavTuv

exo>v.
p. 185.

Plato legg. IV. Ed. Bip.

v(»l.
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Buch a shaping of the consciousness of God grew out of the germg
a truth which has not beer
ah-eady contained in the Old Testament
duly attended to, by those who, in their account of the progressive development of doctrines, liavc been inclined to explain too many things
;

—

by a reference to outward causes.
We must take care not to be deceived by false analogies, in comt)aring this doctrine with apparently kindred dogmas of other religions, or
Its connection, already pointed out,
with mere speculative theories.
with the fmidamental consciousness of Christianity, must furnish, in this
Aside from this, the threecase, the right standard of comparison.
Suj)reme Essence, or the hypothesis of a threecan furnish only a delusive
analogy, where perhaps there may be lying at bottom some theory most
as the case is,
directly opposed to the Christian view of the Avorld
indeed, with regard to the Indian Trimurti, which stands connected
with a thoroughly pantheistic scheme, wholly at war with the theistic
the doctrine, namely, of a
and theological principle of Christianity,
divine essence, which manifests itself in a constant repetition of the
same process of rising and vanishing worlds. And even within the
Christian church itself, systems, consisting of a pantheistic deification
of reason and of the world, have employed this doctrine, wrested from
its original connection, and made to bear a sense at variance with its
true import, for the purpose of giving currency to some scheme under
a Christian garb, which in essence was wholly opposed to Christianity.
The doctrine of the Trinity, however, in its practical or economical
fold designation of the

fold gradation in the principles of existence,

;

—

—

import, does not preclude the reference to an inner and objective
since indeed in
relation within the essence of the divine nature itself
the revelation of God in his works, his essence is presented to us,
though to our faculties of knowledge it appears at first, as it were in a
and since, from the contemglass, darkly, as an enigma to be solved
;

—

plation of God's self-manifestation in his works,

we

are constrained to

form our conception of the divine attributes according to the analogy
of our own mind.
Only we are not to forget that the practical or economical Triad, which starts from God revealed in Christ, or from the
position of the Apostle Paul, that God was in Christ reconciling the
world to himself, must ever be considered as the ground-work of the
whole,
the original element from which the speculative or ontological view is derived
a position which we shall find substantiated in
tracing, as we now propose to do, the historical development of this

—

;

—

first centuries.
This economico-practical doctrine of
the Trinity constituted from the beginning the fundamental consciousness of the Catholic church, while forming itself in its conflict with the

doctrine in these

opposite theories of the

heretical

consciousness in

all

ages.

But

It is that which forms the
and the identity of the Christian

sects.

basis of the true unity of the church

the intellectual p.rocess of development,

by means of which the economico-practical doctrine of the Trinity was
-educed to the ontological, was a gradual one, and must necessarily
un through manifold opposite forms, until it issued at last in some

;
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of apprehension, satisfying tlie demand of unity in the Christian
consciousness, and in the activity of the dialectic reason.

mode

It is ah'eady evident, from what has been said, that the development
of this doctrine must start from the reference to the person of Christ
and the original element here, which preceded all speculation, is the
imaiie which Christ himself left on the consciousness of those who received the immediate impression of his life, and were appointed to be
The doctrine of the divine essence dwelling in Christ
witnesses of it.
grew first out of the intuition of the divine glory manifested in his life,

—

—

We

"
beheld his glory,
as it was expressed by the Apostle John,
the glory as of the only-begotten of the Father " and out of the discourses, in which, from his own self-consciousness, without any connec;

whatever with the existing ideas of the period, but rather in oppohe expressed himself with regard to his relation to
It is the intwitive vieiv of his person, which lies
his heavenly Father.
at the basis of the representation of it, even where it appears less
strongly developed, in the three first gospels, and which beams forth
12
with peculiar lustre in many individual traits, Matth. 11 27
16 16, (compared with Christ's manner of approving what
6, 42;
was here expressed ;) and when he employs the 110th Psalm, for the
purpose of leading those whom he addressed to the recognition of him
who was eireater than the Son of David. The doctrine concerning
Christ as taught by the Apostle Paul, proves that the view of Christ's
person as it is presented through all the writings of John, was not one
Moreover, if we leave out the minor epistles of Paul,
of later origin.
the genuineness of which several writers in modern times have, without
any sufficient grounds, been pleased to call in doubt, and which form,
notwithstanding, the necessary point of termination in the development
tion

sition to those ideas,

—

:

;

—

:

:

of the Pauline theology

;

if,

I say,

we

leave these aside, the same thing

Him by whom are all things, (1 Corinth.
implied in the designation
In the Jewish theology, which prepared the way for Christian8 6.)
ity, we may distinguish two diiferent tendencies ; first, in the idea of
is

:

:

—

who
the theocratic king, who was to realize the idea of the Theocracy,
should concentrate in himself all the rays of the divine Majesty ; and
from this necessarily proceeded the intuition of a person transcending
the finite human nature, the image of the Son of God, as it beamed
and
forth transfigured in the consciousness of inspired prophets
next, the limited apprehension of the Messiah's person, connected with
;

—

the limited apprehension of his work, in the common Jewish conscioushave observed in the history of the Judaizing and Gnostic
ness.

We

how both

these modes of apprehension proceeded to develope
themselves into opposite theories, each wholly excluding the other. As
to the above-mentioned prophetic element, we find it once more taken
up, and still farther prosecuted, in the doctrine concerning Christ,
That being by whom the
taught by the Apostles Paul and John.
human race, when estranged from God, was to be brought back to fellowship with him, appears as the one through whom the procession of
as
all existence from God had been mediated from the beginning,'
vhe one who, being the original self-manifestation of the hidden divine
sects,

—
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Essence, always formed the transition link between God and the creation.
The same was the first-born of every creature, and the first-born
of the new creation of humanity, restored to the image of God in the
transfigured human nature which he exhibited after his resurrection.
the image of God before all existence, and the image of
the divine fountain of light and of life, from whom
humanity
all spirits were from the beginning to draw their supplies, and he
who appeared as such in humanity, for the purjiose of revealing in it,
the original Word of God, the first
and of imparting to it divine life,
act of the divhie self-manifestation, (of God's self-affirmation,) which
humanized itself, in order that everything pertaining to humanity might
become godlike.
The title " Word of God," employed to designate this idea, the
Apostle John coald have arrived at within himself, independent of
any outward tradition and he would not have appropriated to his own
purpose this title, which had been previously current in certain circles,
had it not oftered itself to him, as the befitting form of expression for
But this word itself is certainly not
that which filled his own soul.
derived, any more than the idea originally expressed in it, from the
Platonic philosoph}', which could furnish no occasion whatever for the

The same was

God

in

;

—

;

choice of this particular expression.^

But

it is

the translation of the

and it was this Old-Testament conception,
to the New-Testament idea of the Logos.
An
intermediate step ^ is formed by what is said in the epistle to the Hebrews concerning a divine Word and thus we find in the latest epistles
of Paul, from the first epistle to the Corinthians and onward, in the
epistle to the Hebrews, and in the gospel of John, a well-connected
series of links in the progressive development of the apostolic doctrine.
If this idea of the Logos was not placed in connection with Christianity by the authority of an apostolic type of doctrine, but if it must
be considered as merely the product of a fusion of Platonism, or of
the Alexandrian-Jewish theology with the Christian doctrine; its wide
diffiision, of which church fathers of the most opposite tendencies bear
witness, could hardly be accounted for.
If it could so commend itself
to the teachers with whom the Platonic element of culture predominated, still the others, by whom every thing derived from that (juarter
was suspected, must, for this very reason, have been prejudiced against
Old-Testament terra
moreover, which led

"i^n

;

;

As the defenders of the doctrine of Christ's divinity, in the beginning of the second century ,2 could ajipeal, in evidence of the fact that
this was the ancient doctrine of the church, to the oldest churchteachers and to the ancient Christian hymns, so this evidence is in fact
eonfiimed by the report of Pliny, already cited on another occasion.*
But Avhile, in the tradition of the church, the Logos-idea was taught
and transmitted in the form which most perfectly harmonized with the
habits of thought that had resulted from the previous stage of spiritr
it.

1 The Platonic philosophy led rather to
the employment of the term vovg as a deBignation of tiie mediating: principle.

^

RespecLini; which, Eleck, in his masterly

Commentary, has made some excellent
marks.
" Euscb. 1. V. c. 28.
* See vol. I. p. 97

re-
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namely, as the idea of a spirit, first begotten of God and
subordinate to him
there was, besides this, another view of the doctrine concerning the Trinity, which may be designated, after the customary language of this period, as that of the Monarchians. Although
opposite tendencies are to be found among the followers of this sect,
and they were drawn into still more violent disputes ivith each other,
than they ever engaged in against the subordination-theory of the
church yet they were agreed with regard to everything expressed by
ual culture

;

;

;

They felt a common interest in preserving
the unity of the consciousness of God, which made them unwilling to
acknowledge any other divine being besides one God, the Father.
the term Monarchianism.

Either they disclaimed all knowledge of the Logos-doctrine generally,
or they understood by the Logos simply a divine energy, the divine
wisdom or reason, which illuminates the souls of the pious
in this
respect falling in with a certain modification of the Logos-idea which
was adopted by one class of Jewish theologians.^ Now it may appear
singular, that precisely at this period,
when a Christian consciousness was struggling to form itself in the midst of Paganism, and surrounded by its influences,
such a strictly monotheistic interest could
arise, and the hypostatical Logos-doctrine create scruples in this particular quarter.^
But when we consider how the case really was with
Christians of this age
when we call to mind, that their Christian
consciousness developed itself in direct opposition to their previous
;

—

—

—

;

Pagan mode of thinking, that the doctrine of the divine unity had
been deeply impressed on their minds by the earliest catechetical
instruction which they received, and that the Logos-idea did not originally belong to

the primitive, simple confession of faith at baptism,
does not occur in the so-called Apostolic Creed ;) it may
easily be explained how it should happen, that when afterwards this
doctrine came to be set before them, they would believe it contained
something in contradiction to the principle of the (lovapx'ia, which they

(as in fact

had been

it

first

Among

taught.^

these Monarchians, w^ho were agreed in combating the doc-

trine of a hypostatical Logos, two classes are

some of them, the monarchian

since, with

still

to

be distinguished

interest of the

common

;,

re-

immediately connected with the person of Christ, the interest of Christian piety in the
proper sense, being a qiiite subordinate matter ; while, in the case of
others, both these interests were combined, and both cooperated with
equal power and in close connection Avith this difference was another,
that while with the one class the dialectic, critical faculty of the
understanding was supreme, with the other it was the practical element
and Christian feeling which predoniinated.* The former were of the
ligious faith, or of reason, predominated, the interest

;

1

Already mentioned.

2

Oiig. in Joann. T. II.

(jiLXo^Eovg

§

2

:

Td

tto/I/Ioi)?

dvai evxofiivovg rapdaaov, evXa-

uvayopevaat {^soi'C.
is confirmed by Tertullian, adv.
Praxeam, c. 3 Simplices quique, ne dixevim imprudentes et idiotoe, quae major semBovfiivovg
3

ii'o

This

:

per credentiurn pars est, quoniara et ipsa regida Jidei a pluribus Diis seculi ad unicuro

verum

et

Deum

transfert,

o'lKovofiiav, (the trinity to

the

nnity.)

expavescnnt

ad

be connected with

Monarchiam, inquiunt. tene-

mns.
*

Orij;en clearly distinguishes

these two
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opinion that in the church system the distance was not sufficiently
marked between Christ and the only true God. They denied that
Christ was divine in every sense, and would only admit that he was

They tauglit, namely, that Jesus was a man
divine in a certain sense.
but that from the first he was actuated and guided
like all other men
;

by that power of God, the divine reason or wisdom, bestowed on him in
and
larger measure than on any other messenger or prophet of God
that it was precisely on this account he was to be called the Son of
God. They differed from the Ebionites, properly so called, in this,
;

that they did not believe, with them, such a union of Christ with

had
it

first

moment

taken place at a determinate

as lying at the

acknowledged

his

of his

development

basis of his entire

;

God

but regarded
since in fact they

life,

miraculous conception.

whom not merely the interMonotheism or Monarchianism, in which a Jew also might
participate, but the interest at the same time for the faith in the true
But

the second class consisted of those

est for

deity of Christ,

made opponents

the form in which

it

Avas

Logos, that he had become
from, and subordinate

of the hypostatical Logos-doctrine

The common notion

then understood.

to,

man
God

in Christ, as

in

of the

a being personally distinct

the Father, although most intimately

them to be too inadequate a representation
of such a distinction between him and the Suwas revolting to their faith in Christ: he was for them the

related to him, appeared to

of Christ.

preme God

The idea

God himself, who had revealed liimself here
had done nowhere else, had appeared in a human
body.
They regarded the names Father and Son as oidy two different
modes of designating the same subject, the one God, who, with reference to the reU.cions in which he had previously stood to the world, is
called by the name of the Father as with reference to his apjjearance
in hwianity, he is called the Son.^
They would have in Christ only
the one, undivided God
the feeling which was uppermost with
them, would admit here of no distinction or division.
While the first
class of Monarchians recognized nothing in Christ but the man, and
banished the divine element out of view
the others saw in him nothing but the God, and the human element was, on the other hand,
wholly suppressed or overlooked.
The tendency of their views was to
make of the human appearance simply a transient, removable veil,
serving for the manifestation of God in humanity.
Yet we are i<'-norant as to the 2)articidar loay in which they developed their thou'dits
The more profound pious feeling among the laity who
on this ])oint.
were without education, seems to have inclined them rather to the lastonly true and supreme

in

humanity

so as he

;

;

—

;

classes; in Joann. T. 11. § 2: 'Hroj hpvovuivovg IdtuTTjTa viov irfpnv napu ttjv roii

with the Father; these are the ratrioas-

n- elvai tov fiexpi'
narpdc, OfioAoyovvTac,
wo/MToc nap' avrolc vim Trpocayopsvofj-evov,
(they acknowledge the divinity of Christ,
but deny liim a personality distinct from
the Father, and call him the Son in name
only,
they do net consider him as such
in truth, inasmuch as they identify him

TLdevrag (Ve avrov rf/v l6i6T?/Ta Kni uvalav
Karu KEpiypa<j)r/v, (an individual existenee
natura certis tiniljus circumscrii)ta,) Tvyxavnvnav eripav tov naTpoc, (the other class.)
T. II. § 18; T. X. § 21; c. Cels. 1. VUI.

li/

—

VOL.

I.

o7

sians:)

ij

('ipvov/xEvovg

rr/v

dtorz/ra rov vcov

c. 12.
i

Two

emvoiat.

hoc

i"noKei/x£voi<.

;
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mentioned view and if, as appears evident from the passages cited
from Tertullian and Origen, this view had many adherents even as
late as into the third century, j'et this cannot be regarded as any
evidence whatever against the antiquity of the Logos-doctrine, as if
the latter had first made its appeai'ance in the conflict with some mode
of apprehension far older than itself; but it might easily be the case,
that, while the Logos-doctrine was becoming moulded into shape in
theology, the view just mentioned sprung up out of the popular consciousness.
It was the reaction of the Christian consciousness among
the laity, against the doctrine of the Logos, as it became more precisely
defined in a subordination-system.^
This is the class, of whom Origen
says, that under the show of aiming to honor Christ, they teach what
is untrue of him.^ It is such whom he has in mind, when he describes,
as belonging to a subordinate position, those Avhose God is the Logos,
who imagined that in him they possessed the whole essence of God,
and who held him to be the Father himself.''^ And it is the same class,
perhaps, of whom he says, that they knew nothing but Jesus the
crucified
that they imagined they possessed in him who became flesh
the entire Logos
that they knew Christ only according to the flesh
and as such he describes the great body of believers, over against
whom he was accustomed to place the genuine Gnostics.* Just as
;

—

;

;

Philo distinguishes those who elevate themselves to the Absolute, and
those who imagine they have all in the Logos, considering the latter as
the Supreme God himself; and as the Gnostics distinguish those who

Supreme God, and those Avho held the Demiurge to be the Supreme God himself
so Origen distinguishes those
who elevate themselves to God the Father himself, and those who
never proceeded beyond the Son, and held him to be the Father
elevate themselves to the

;

himself.^

These

latter

were usually denominated Patripassians,^

Instead of being able, with Dr. Baur,
positions we have not neglected to
consider in the statement above given,) to
regard the Logos-doctrine as an attempt to
strike the mean between the two classes of
the Moiiarchians, and to account hence for
its spread; wc must on the contrary mainfain, that it was precisely the antithesis of
the Logos-doctrine in the form of suhordination, which called forth Patripassianism.
1

(

whose

We

discern in this last tendency the

same

expressing itself in a purely practical way, without dialectic reasoning, which
afterwards sought its satisfaction by means
of dialectic reasoning, in the matured notion of the Homoiision.
^ In Matth. T. XVII. ^14: Ov vniucTeov
tlvaL inrtp avTOv tovq tu }p£V()Ti (ppovovvTag

interest,

neol nirov, <pavTaaia tov 6o^u,C,slv avTov,
bno^ji eiaiv oi avyxeovTeg Trarpog kuI vlov
Ivvoiav Kal ry vnodTuaet kva didovTsg dvat
rdv TraTEpa Kal tov vlov^ Ty tTVLvoia [J.6vy Kal
TOig livofiadL diaipovvTeg to iv viTOKei/j.evov.
lie distinguishes such from heretics.
^ 'O /loyog Tuxa tuv ev avTu Icjtuvtuv to
TTuv Kal TUV nuTEpa avTov vofu^ovTuv eotI
?e6f.
*

L.

In Joann. T. II. § 3.
Oi /itjSev eidoTeg,
c.
:

fi^

'Itjoovv

a

XpLCfrbv Kot tovtov kaTavpu/j.svov, rdv jevooupua Xbyov to tvuv vojuaavTsg slvcu
tov 'koyov, Xpcarov Kara cupua fiovov yivuCKovaf tolgvtov de kari to -K^jj-dog tuv ne-

fievov

mcrTevKEvm VQiitC,oiLSVui>. Yet we should
not omit to notice, that in the above-cited
passage, Matth. T. XVII. § 14, Origen distinguishcs those who. out of a mistaken
wish to honor Christ, identify him with the
Father, from the great mass of orthodox
believers, who, though they do not consider
Christ as a mere prophet, yet are far from
having a sufficiently hiirh cotiception of
him, are unable to form to themselves any
clear conception of bis character. Ot bx'Aoi,
Kav jiti n/ /,t'|« wf TTpofl/Tjjv ainhv k^oau, d,
tl kot' uv exuolv avTOV, tto}M~o IXaTToi ix^vaiv avTov ov eariv, ovSev Tpavovvrec ticoI
aiiTov.

exovGi, Tdv tCov okui -^sbv,
TOVTOvg ()£VTepoi icrruuevoi crrl
L. c
tov vlov tov \9eov. tov XpioTov avTOv.
6 q,,; unam eandemque
subsistentiam
Patris ac Filii asseverant, unam personam
duobus nominibus* subjacentem, qui latina
Orig. fragment
Patripassiani appellantur.

01

fxev

^eov

ol St rrapu

Commentar.
si

—

in ep.

ad Titum.
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name which would he applied to them, however, only by those who
maintan^cd the subordination-theory of the church ^ and on the
ground that they saw it must tend to impair the superior dignity of
the Father, if that was transferred to him which could only be j^redicated of the Logos,^ who came into all manner of contact with the
;

creature.

We

shall now proceed to consider more hi detail the several phases
of Monarchianism.
As it regards the firs<>named class, we find the earliest traces of it
and since it has been foinid tliat Monarchians
in the Roman church
of the third century appeal to the agreement of the older Roman bish;

ops with their views, modern inquirers have been led to infer from this
circumstance, that the Monarchian tenet was in this church originally
the prevaiUng one, while the doctrine of the Logos was unknown to it:
and this was connected with another position, namely, that the Roman
But if this last position is
church had its origin in a Jewish element.
an erroneous one, and the Pauline, Gentile-Christian element must be
regarded much rather as the original one in this case, (as we think we
have shown it must be, in another place,-^) one of the principal arguments for such a supposition falls at once to the ground. Moreover, on
such a supposition, it would be least of all possible to account for the
favorable reception Avhich the Patripassians met with at Rome; for it
is evident, that there was nothing which so contradicted the fundamental principle of the Jewish Christians, nothing so far alien from Ebionitism, as this theory concerning the person of Christ,
have seen,
in fact, that the two classes of the Monarchians stand in well-defined
opposition to each other.
Hence both cannot at one and the same time
have been dominant in this church, cannot have sprung out of its original element; although one side might doubtless, by its extreme positions,
have called forth the otlier. Now, if Patripassianism was the predominant doctrine, this would least of all have presented any foothold for
the other classes of the Monarchians.
These could expect nothing
after this, but to meet with the warmest resistance.
But if that tendency of Monarchiaiiism which was more nearly akin to Ebionitism had
its ground in the original doctrine of this church, the favorable reception which a Patripasslan teacher met with here, could not be accounted
for.
The intimate connection, moreover, of Irenneus with the Roman
church,^ to the doctrinal tradition of wliich he especially appeals, testifies against the existence of such a Monarchian tendency opposed to
the Logos-doctrine in this church.
And it is by no means clear, that
those Monarchians were at home in Rome
they came from some other
quarter to the ca})ital of the world, where was a confluence of the most
heterogeneous elements from all directions.
The Monarchians of the
first class did in fact, from the first, meet even here with a very unfar

We

:

^ In a different sense from what was intended, when, at a later period, those who
were aocu'^ed of not duly distinguishing tiie
divine .and tlie human in Christ were denominated Theopaschites.

See the words of Tertullian, cited above
Pater philosophorum Dens,
^ See my Apostol. Zeitalter, vol. I. p. 384
* See vol. I. p. 204.
'^
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But as to the circumstance of their appealing to
vorable reception.
their agreement with the more ancient doctrine of the Roman church,
this just as little proves that the original doctrine of the Roman church
which they also made to the
Testament proves that the latter favored them,^

really favored them, as their appeal

tures of the

New

scrip-

The

true state of the case probably was, then, that they sim])ly took advantage of the more crude and undigested form of the doctrine in the

Roman

church

The founder

to

introduce their own.
Monarchian party in

of this

Rome

appears to have been

It
a certain Theodotus, a leather-dresser (rat^rei-f) from Byzantium.^
is evident, from the way in which he interpreted the language of the
angel, (Luke 1 31, )'^ that although he acknowledged nothing of an
indwelling divine nature in Christ, he yet supposed that Christ had
grown up from the beginning under the special influence of the divine
:

The language was

Spirit.

not, he said, the Spirit of

God

shall enter

was not an incarnation of
the divine Spirit,* but only a descent of the divine Spirit on Mary.
Whence too it appears that he by no means denied the supernatural
into thee

;

tlierefore the

fact here denoted

character of Christ's nativity of Avhich therefore he is unjustly acThe Roman bishop, Victor, is said to have
cused by Epijthanius.
excommunicated him from the church, whether this took place at the end
of the second or at the beginning of the third century ; yet his party
continued to propagate itself, independently of the dominant church,
and endeavored to get into notice by contriving to elect for its bishop
The latter seems, however, to have inNatalis, a venerated confessor.
troduced a schism into his own breast, by departing from a conviction
which had once given him strength for conflict and suifering. The disand
quiet of his heart manifested itself in frightful dreams and visions
in the end he penitently returned back to the Catholic church.^
There arose, independently of this Theodotus, another Monarchian
It is certain that the
sect in Rome, whose founder is called Artemon.
party which derived its origin from this man did not acknowledge Theodotus as belonging to them ; and if they supposed they could appeal to
their agreement in doctrine with the Roman bishop Victor, who had
excommunicated Theodotus, they must either have assumed that their
doctrine differed from that of Theodotus, or that the latter had been
excommunicated for other reasons than his erroneous doctrines. The
latter may be supposed, if the somewhat highly colored and, as we
must admit, not sufficiently well-supported account,^ that Theodotus
;

;

1

Although we may be inclined

to sup-

po8e that the Artemonites did not receive
the gospel of John, yet we must admit that
they acknowledged the epistles of Paul.
2 The latter is reported by Epiphanius
und Theodoretus.
* His words, cited by Epiphanius hoeres.
Kai avro rd evayyeXLov ep] rfj Ma54, are
:

pig.'

TTVsvfia

ovK Einr

Kvp'iov

7TVEv/j.a

Whether

tTreAEVGerai inl ae, koI

Kvpiov yevijaeTai kv coi.

was, that by this divine
Spirit he understood the Logos, or whether
*

it

he disclaimed all knovvledn:e of such a l>eWe should not forget here, tnac these
ing.
words were in fact referred, at that time, to
See Justin
the incarnation of tlie Logos.
M. Apolog. II. ed. Colon, f. 75 To nvtr^
Kai. tt/v Svvaiuv rf/v napu &to6 ovS'sv dAAo
:

tov Xoyov.
may trust to the report of an op-

vorjouL &Ejiig
^ If

we

f]

ponent. Euseb. lib. V. c. 28.
Besides being' cited in Epiphanius, it
may be found in the appendices to Tertal*
*^

lian's Praescriptions, c. 53.
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excommunicated from the church on account of his denial of
may have some foundation of truth.

the faith under a persecution,

The Artemonites continued to propagate themselves in Rome till far
About the middle of this century, the Roman

into the third century.

presbyter Novatianus

still

the doctrine of Christ's
of that party

;

of as a party

considered

it

necessary, in his exjiosition of

divinity, to notice particularly the objections

and, during the later Samosatenian disputes,
still

it

was spoken

in existence.

If the Artemonites pretended that what they called the truth, had
been preserved in the Roman church down to the time of the Roman
bishop Zephyrinus, yet this, as we have remarked before, signifies
nothing more here than it does in the other cases, where they cited the
older church teachers generally and the apostles themselves as witnesses for the truth of their doctrine.

When a man

entrenches himself

some particular dogmatic interest, and makes that his central position, he can easily explain every thing in conformity with his own views,
and find everywhere a reflection of himself. But when they asserted,
that from the time of Victor's successor, Zephyrinus, the true doctrine
in this church become obscured,^
some fact must be lying at the bottom of this assertion, which unhappily, in the absence of historical data,
it is impossible at present accurately to ascertain.
Perhaps by these
very disputes, the Roman church was led to fix some more clearly defined doctrinal distinction or other, which was unfavorable to the interests of this party.
But the Roman bishops, who, even at this early
period, held so tenaciously to traditional forms, even in unimportant matters, would hardly be induced to exchange, at once, the Monarchianism
received from their predecessors, for the Logos-doctrine coming to them
from abroad and such a change, moreover, did not admit of being so
in

—

;

easily effected.

As it regards the tendency of mind in which the doctrine of these
Artemonites originated, we are furnished with a very instructive hint
on this subject, in one of the objections brought against them. They
busied themselves a good deal with mathematics, dialectics, and criticism with the philosophy of Aristotle and with Theophrastus.
It
was, then, a predominantly reflective, critical, dialectic bent of mind,
which, in their case, encroached on the fervency and depth of Christian
feelings.
Tliey were for a Christianity of the understanding, without
any mystical element. Every thing of a transcendent character, every
thing which would not adapt itself to their dialectic categories, was to
be expurged from the system of faith.
It is worthy of notice, that they
devoted particular attention to the Aristotelean philosophy.
We perceive here the different kinds of influence exerted by the systems of
philosophy
the Platonic being employed to defend the doctrine of
Christ's divinity, while the opposite direction of mind, tending to combat
that doctrine, leaned to the side of the Aristotelean.
It was alleged against those Artemonites, that, under the pretence of
emending the text of the holy scriptures, they indulged in a very ar
;

;

'

'knb re tov 6t.a66xov ahrov Xefvpivov Trapanexapax-Bai t^v akfjdetav. Euseb.

1.

V.

c. 28.
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An

bitrarv kind of criticism.

opponents

accusation of this sort from the mouth of

must be admitted, not

is in itself, it

entitled to

much

credit.

There was ever a strong inclination to charge those who deviated from
the church doctrine, whenever thej cited other readings than those
which were customarily received in the church, with interpolating and
corrupting the holj scriptures so as to make them favor those opinBut the peculiar intellecions in Avhich they diifered from the church.^
tual bent of these people renders it not improbable, that they did
indulge in a licentious criticism, favoring the interest of their own pecuTheir antagonists speak of the variations which were to
liar dogmas.
be found in the several recensions of the text proceeding from the theologians of this party, as each was ambitious to acquu-e importance by
his skill in criticism.'-^

Many

of the Artemonites were led also by this critical bent of mind,
would seem, to oppose the tendency to confound together the fundamental positioiis of the Old and New Testament to combat the
practice of imjtlying, by means of allegorical interpretation, every ChrisThey Avere for holdtian truth in the scriptures of the Old Testament.
ing the two positions more distinctly apart for distinguishing more clearly
the new, specifically Christian element from that of the Old-Testament
Possibly, also, they may have discriminated more carefully
scriptures.
the peculiar character of the agency exerted by the Holy Spirit in the
case of the New-Testament, from that in the case of the Old-Testament scriptures. To the latter they may not have ascribed the same
as

it

;

;

authority as to the former.^
Tertullian's Prfescriptions

1

disciplinte et fidci Christianae,
tas scriiiturarum et

:

Ubi

illic

expositionum.

Veritas

erit veri-

De

prse-

script, c. 19.

There were many copies of the New
Testament, inscribed with the names of the
critics of the several sects from which the
-

UokAuiv
revision of the text proceeded.
(uvTtjpafCn') kanv ev-Kopyaai, 6id to oiXon/xug iyyeypiKp-daL rovg /xad-r/Tuc avruv, tu
KaXovai, KarupV(j>' EKuarov avTuv, wf avTo/.
&cjfieva.

We

3

words
Euseb.

V. c. 28.
this from the remarkable

Enseb.
infer

1.

in the controversial notice just cited,
6' airuv ovde ra1. V. c. 28: 'Eviol

paaaecv ij^lcjaav
OTT/ldif

avruc

upvTjaufievoL Tov

iTpo(j>fjrac,

uvofiov

Kol

(raf ypacpug) uAX
Te vofuiv Kal rovg
(tdeov didaaKaXiag

(here a word must have slip])ed out, for I
do not feel at liberty to sup[)ly ^.^tAC, nor
do I believe tliat this is the word missing,
Neither can I, with Stroth, take tliese words
as in apiiosition with ;\;upirof,) TipucpuaeL
XupiTog (under the pretext, that they would
glorify the grace bestowed by the gosjjcl)

dc

Inx^arov uTTu}i.siag

We

b'}\.f.-&pov

KaTu'/ua&rjGav.

may

here compare what Origen says
of the .same class: Qui Sjjiritum Sanctum
aliura quidem dicant esse, qui fnit pro]3healium autem, qui fait in apostolis.
tis,

Fragment. Commentar.

in epist.

ad Titum.

But when

Dr. Baur endeavoring to
between the tendency
here described and the sect of Marcion, I
must l)e allowed to say, that I see no tiround
If these
\^iatever for any such hypothesis.
people aijreed with the school of Marcion
in ojjposing the practice of confounding together the fundamental positions of the
Old and the New Testament, (and yet they
were certainly very fiir from ])roceeding to
I find

establish a eonneotion

the same length in this opj^osition as Marcion did,) this cannot possibly be regarded
as sufficient evidence of any relationship
of theirs with the sect of MarcioTi. They
wore driven to this result from an entirely
starting-point, by an intellectual
tendency directly opposed to that of the
Marcionites.
Had they stood in any sort
of connection with the sect of Marcion,
other Christians certainly would ne-er have
had so much to do with them, lint would
have repelled them, without ceremony, from
different

But
society, as notorious heretics.
neither can we believe, that it was to this
party the opponents belonged whom TertuUian combats as a Montanist, (see above,
p 52.5, note 2 ;) for had it liecn in his j/ower
to charge these opponents with such errors
a.s the above-described, he would assuiedly
their

not have allowed such an opportunity
pass without availing himself of it

to
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recognize the same tendency in the oldest opponents of Jolin'g
the so-called Alogi, whom
who were connected with this party,

—

we have already spoken

of,

as a sect that

pushed the antithesis of Mon-

farthest extreme on the other side.^
second class of Monarchians, the Patripassians, the first
one of the party who comes to our knowledge is the confessor Praxeas.
He came from Asia Minor, the father-land of Monarchianism, where he
had made himself known as an antagonist of Montanism from which
circumstance, however, it is by no means clear, that the peculiar direction he took with regard to the doctrine of the Trinity had any connecespecially if we consider that the
tion whatever with this opposition
prophetic spirit of the Montanists itself, as we have before pointed out,
assumed in the first place an Old-Testament form, and spoke in the name
He afterwards travelled to Rome,^ and by
of God the Father only.
his influence induced the Roman bishop, either Eleutherus or Victor,
to pronounce sentence of excommunication against the Montanists in
Asia INIinor. He at that time encountered no opposition on the score
of his Patripassianism ; whether it Avas that men were less disposed to
examine rigidly into the creed of the confessor or that, amidst the negotiations respecting many other important matters connected with the
interests of the church, this difference in doctrine never happened to be
the church doctrine at Rome,
mentioned or that Praxeas found
which as yet was not very precisely defined, a point of union for his
own vicAvs, and by his zeal in behalf of the faith in Christ, as the Godman, perhaps by his hostility to the other party of the Monarchians,
his favor.
won over the pubhc opinion
He next went to Carthage,
where too he may have relied for support on the before-described pious
interests of simple faith in the laity, which had not yet passed through
any process of theological development.^ Yet here an opponent of this
doctrine presented himself, and a controversy arose.
If we may believe
the hostilely-disposed Tertullian, Praxeas was induced to recant his
opinions.*
Yet we should here probably distinguish between the real
matter of fact, and the interpretation of the fact by an antagonist.
It
may be doubted whether the explanation of Praxeas, to which Tertullian alludes, may not have been simply a vindication of his doctrine
against some falsely charged conclusions.
Somewhat later, when Tertullian had already gone over to the Montanistic party, the controversy
broke out afresh ; and he had now a double motive for writing against
Praxeas.
According to his representations, there were two possible ways of
construing the doctrine of Praxeas
either that he denied the existence of any distinction in the being of God himself
denied the existence of any duality in God, which might seem to be presupposed by
Christ's appearance, even a duality understood merely in a formal sense

tanism to

As

its

to the

;

;

;

m

;

m

:

—

—

1

See above,

For tlic
note 3, and
2

p. 526.
precise time, sec al)ove, p. 513,
525.

^ TertuUiiiii's

words, wliere he

»f the spread of

tliis

is

speaking

doctrine in Cartilage,

arc

:

Dormientibus

doctrince.
*

c.

multis

rraxeam,

in

simplicitate

c. 1.

Caverat pristinum
His lanfriiaRC is
doctor de cmcndatione sua et manet chiro*
graphuin apud psychicos. L. c.
:
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and applied the name Son of God to Christ simply -with reference tt
appearance on earth ^ or that he admitted the doctrine of a
In the latter case, he would not only
divine Logos in a certain sense.
have applied the name Son of God to Christ with reference to hia
human appearance, but he would have acknowledged a distinction, from
the creation of the world, between the hidden, invisible God, and him
v.'ho revealed himself in the work of creation, in the Theophanies of
the Old Testament, and finally in a human body, in Christ.
In the
last-mentioned relation, God would be called the Logos or the Son. By
extending, in some sense, his activity beyond himself, and so generathis hodilj

;

Now TertuUian, when
ing the Logos, he thus made himself a Son.'^
he expresses himself in this last way, has either failed to enter fully
enough into the whole connection of his opponent's mode of thinking,
has transferred to Praxeas his own Avay of construing the meaning of
Praxeas, or else different views must have existed among Praxeas' followers, according to the degree of their intellectual culture, and according as they adhered more or less closely to the church terminology.
To this class of Monarchians belongs, moreover, Noetus, who appeared in the first half of the third century at Smyrna.-^ It is a characteristic fact, and serves to confirm what we have said before respecting the import of Patripassianism, that when Noetus was cited
before an assembly of presbyters, to answer for the erroneous doctrine
of which he was accused, he alleged in his defence that his doctrine
" Of what evil am I guilty," said he,
tended only to honor Christ.
" when 1 glorify Christ ?" * The unity of God and Christ, this only
In proof of his doctrine he referred to Rom.
was his motto.
God,
to the words of Christ,
9:5, where Christ is called God over all
perhaps also^ to the
John 10 30, " I and my Father are one "
words John 14 9, " He that hath seen me, hath seen the Father." It
appears, from these examples, that Patripassianism appealed to the
and it is evident,
authority of St. John's gospel, as well as to others
how slight are the grounds furnished by the spread of such doctrines
for presuming that this gospel was either not known to exist, or not received.
If, in the case of Praxeas, we were still uncertain whether he
made the distinction between God hidden within himself and God in
his self-manifestation, it is, on the other hand, clearly evident from the
report of Theodore tus, that Noetus made a doctrine of this kind his
There is one God, the Father, who is invisible
very starting-point.
when he pleases and appears (manifests himself) when he pleases ;

—

;

:

;

—
—

:

;

;

Praxeam c. 27.
26.
The objections
of Baur cannot move me. The passage
marked c. 14, especially, where the writer
is

1

See TertuUian,

2

L.

c. c.

10, 14,

c.

and

speaking of the application of the docOld Testament, leads neccssa-

trine to the

rily to this i-esult.

that others before him had ah-eady broached
one of the same kind, among whom he
names two individuals unknown to us,
Epigonius and Cleonienes.
* Vid. Hippolyt. c. Noet.
Ti ovv /ta§ 1
:

nbv

ttouj, do^ui^uv

^ I

say

''

rov XpiaTOv^

pej-ha]>s"

because

it

is

not abso-

this

from the words of Hippolytus, whether he is answering an objectioa
actuullt/ made, or only one which he con

He

conceived possible.

Theodoretus, together with Hippolytus,
furnishes the most characteristic notion of
•5

doctrine, (vid. H:eret. fob. III. c. 3.)
correctly remarks that Noetus set forth
no new doctrine invented by himself, but

lutely certain
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but the same, whether visible or invisible, begotten or unbegotten.
Theodoretus refers this last expression to the birth of Christ
but it
may be doubted whether he has in this instance rightly taken the sense
of the man whether the latter had not in his mind the yewymg tov Uym ;
and by this he could have understood here nothing else than God's acAt all events, he must have so appropriated
tivity without himself.
the Logos-doctrine of John as to understand by the Logos only a designation for God proceeding forth from his hidden essence,
God rethe same God, denominated, in diiferent relations,
vealing himself;
;

—

;

—

—

Lv

and

Aoyof,

In the conflict with these two classes of the Monarchians, the church
and in two diiferent quarters,
doctrine of the Trinity unfolded itself,Li the latter, the doctrine
in the Western and in the Eastern church.
of subordination became firmly established in connection Avith the hypossince in the controversy with the Monartatical view of the Logos
chians, who denied the distinction of hypostases, that distinction became
On the other hand, we see how the
still more prominently set forth.
Westemi mind, starting from the doctrine of subordination received
along with the distinction of hypostases, is ever striving to make prominent the unity of tlie divine essence in connection with this distinction.
The designation of Christ as the Logos could have been known from
the gospel of John, without any use being made of it, however, for a
speculative exposition of the doctrine concerning Christ.
This first
took place, when a species of intellectual culture which had been
formed in the schools of philosophy, particuhirly in the Platonic school,
though after a superficial manner and more under the .impulse of a religious than of a philosophical interest, came into contact Avith ChristianThe first author still extant, in whom this character may be disity.
cerned, is Justin Martyr.i
He availed himself, in his speculations (as
Philo, whose ideas seem to have been known to him and to have influenced him, had already done) of the ambiguity of the Greek term Logos, which denotes both reason and word.
Hence the comparison of
the reason, which dwells in God, (the /loyof evdidi^erof,) and the revelar
tion of this reason, appearing creatively without
the self-subsistent
Word, (UyoQ irpo(j>opiK65, the word as it stands related to the thought,) by

—

;

—

which the ideas of the divine reason are revealed and become actualized.
Accordingly this word
so taught Justin
emanated from

—

—

God

before

ity derived

by

this

all

creation, (being his self-manifestation,) as a i»ersonal-

from God's essence, and ever ultimately united with

community of essence,

—a

1 Justin describes the doctnne of Christ's
divinity as one tauj^iit by Christ himself,
Tleideax^ai rolg di' avrov tMax&dct.
Dial,
f.
267.
The doctrine concerninjj
Christ as the Son of God in that hij^her
sense, he thought he foutid in the uTvoiivriuovEVfiara tojv uTvoard'Auv, hy wliich nlu-ase
he means the gospels, as l)cing memorials

Tryph.

of Christ's life.
Sec f 327 and when all
the scattered allusions to the gos]>el of
John, in his writings, are compared togeth;

liim

distinction Avhich does not arise out
er, it is impossible to doubt that be Iiad
read this frospe!, and comprised it among
liis apostolic commentaries
for, indeed, he
describes these commentaries as having
been composed partly by the apostles them*
selves, (Matthew and John,) and partly by
Toig utvotheir disciples, Lul^e and Mark.
iuvi//j.ovcv/j.aai,
u 67i/u vnb tuv wkootoTuuv
Koi tuv iKeivoig napaKoTuovdnaavruv avvre;

rux&ai,.

Dial. Tryph.

f.

331.
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any necessity of nature, but

of

The idea

will.

world, from

is

brought about by an act of the divine

of this Logos, as the invisible teacher,of the spiritual

whom

all

goodness and truth proceed, Justin employs for

the purpose of setting forth Christianity as the central point, where

—

all

humanity converge,
the
absolute religion, in which all that has been, till now, fragmentary and
and for the
rent piece-meal, is brought together into a higher unity
purpose of comparing the full and unalloyed revelation of the absolute,
divine Logos in Christ, with the partial and fragmentary revelations
of truth in the human
so fragmentary as to contradict each other
consciousness, growing from the implanted seed of the Logos, which is
The same fundamental
of one nature with that eternal, divine reason.^
the hitherto-scattered rays of the godlike in

;

—

—

view we find in the other apologetic writers ^ but we may notice, in
the case of Athenagoras, how, in* endeavoring to strip away everything
that savors of Anthropopathism, and in contrasting the spiritually conceived idea of the Son of God with the pagan myths concerning sons of
deities,^ he is led to express himself on the unity of the divine essence,
in a way which strikes a middle course between the Monarchian theory
and the doctrine of the church in its later and more matured form. It
is easy to see how the above-named Monarchians might avail themselves of the authority of such passages, to maintain the highei' antiquity of their own form of doctrine.
Thus unfolded, this doctrine passed over into the Alexandrian school,
whose philosoj)hically cultivated minds strove from the first to remove
away from it all relations of time and analogies of sense, as the analogy,
for example, drawn from the expression of thoughts in words.* Already
Clement describes the Logos as the ground-principle, without beginning
and timeless, of all existence.^ He transfers what was taught in the
Neo-Platonic school concerning the relation of the second principle, the
;

vovg living in self contemplation,

— he

the hypostatised ideal world, to the ab-

and applies

this to the revelation of the Loalthough, at the position he occupied, and with his
Father,
mode of contemplating the universe in the light of a Christian Theism,
which acknowledged a living, personal, acting God, it was still impossible for him to appropriate to his own purpose the sense in which all this
was meant in the coherence of that philosophical system.^ The specula-

solute, the

gos

ov,

to the

transfers

—

1 Wliich proceeds from the ifK^vrov navrl
yevei uv&puTruv anspfia tov 'kbyov^ the narii

Tioyov fiipog,

compared with

tlie

loytubv rd

TTuvra rd tov Aoyov of e^n Xptcrrof.
ApOlog. I. f. 48.
~ In
Athenagoras after the following
form: The Logos, as God's indwelling reaThe Logos, as
son, projects the ideas;
Word, emanated into self-subsistence, carries them into realization, loyoc iv Idea Kal

67uov,

—

kvepyfla;

— as

irpoeX'dcjv evepyela, it is that

by which the organized world was formed
oiit
<*

of chaos.

The

for the
o-os in

TrpijTov yevvTi/ua, ovx'

Father haH from
himself

all

wf

y£v6/j,evov;

eternity his Lo-

*

Tioyog ivSiuderoQ

In the

and

Trpo^opi-

Kog.
^ 'Axpovog km uvapxoc upxv, uTrapxri ruv
'H tCov
ovtuv.
Strom. 1. VII. f. 700.
oXcJV UpXV EliELKOVlGTal, f/C TOO &EnV TOV uoaMvwv.
Kal
irpd
L.
c.
V. f.
purov TrpuT?}
1
Aoyog niuvioc. L. c. 1. VII. f 708.
.565.

"We
Strom
III.

c.

this by comparing Clement,
IV. f 537, with Plotinus. Ennead.

see
1.

7,

scqq.

It is

true,

Clement may

not have taken any thing from Plotinus,
wlio wrote some years later; but we must
presuppose doctrines of the NeorPlatonic
Clement
school still older than Plotinus.
'O i?c6f uvrtTrofc/crof Civ, ova koTiv
says
This answers to the NeokinaT7iiJ,ovLKbi.
:
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ideas of Neo-Platonism were, in his case, mixed up with Christian
As Ave observed on a previous page, that Clement intro-

fcive

intuitions.

duced into certain philosophical propositions a rehgious m-atter which
was foreign from them, so here too we see him striving to find the idea
this
which grew out of his own Christian consciousness and thought,
idea of the unity of the divine life, grounded in faith, and of negation
striving to find this idea
and schism as the very essence of unbelief,

—

—

the speculative

in

But

vovi.^

maxims of

the Alexandrian system, which sprang out of the

furnished by Clement, was
fect shape

the Neo-Platonic school concerning the

by Origen

;

first

carried out and

— and the influence of

trine continued long to

be

were as follows.
There is an original source of

ideas in

The leading

it

all

of spirits,

who, as they are

in the

and blessedness to a world
him by nature, are also, by

life

allied to

and raised superior to the limitations
In virtue of this divine life, which flows to them

communion with him,

of a finite existence.

God

existence, to be called

absolute sense ;^ the fountain of divine
their

germ

into its per-

his exposition of the doc-

Eastern churcn.

in the

felt

moulded

deified

through their communion with the original divine essence, the more exsj)irits may be denominated, in a certain sense, divine beings,
gods.^
But as the avro^eoc is the original source of all existence and
of all divine life, so the Logos is the necessary intermediate link through
which all communication of life from him proceeds. This latter is the
concentrated manifestation of God's glory, its universal, all-embracing
alted

by whom the partial eradiations of the divine glory are diffused abroad through the Avhole world of spirits.*
As there is but one original divine essence,^ so there is but one original divine reason, the absolute reason,*" through which alone the eterHe is to
nal Supreme Being reveals himself to all other existences.
objective, self-subsistent truth itself. Orithem the source of all truth,
gen considers it very important to hold fast the position, that each several rank of reasonable beings, or each several intelligence, has not its
own subjective Logos, but that one absolute objective Logos, as well aa
one absolute objective truth, exists for all the one truth of the divine

reflection,

—

;

Platonic

maxim

conccrnirifj a suprarational,
hy which the vnvg. ris-

intellectual intuition,

—

so Plotiing above itself, soars to the ov,
nus says of the ov: 'Y7repj3ti3iiKd( tovto ttiv
Toi) vov (^voLV. TLVi uMaKotTO f'-t;3o?.,^ u&pua;
What Piotinns says of the voi'C as the hipyeia TvpuTi] kv (5if^"6(5(.j tCjv -nnvruv, as the
ev mlv, Clement tiansfers to the Lopos.
1 Because the Zoyof is the nuvra tv,
rd
dg avTOV aal rd 6i' ai'Tov nicTevaaL, fxovadi-

—

yivEcr&ai, uTrFpiaKuanoc ivoi'fievov
rh <5e uman/aat, diaTaaa' larl Kai
^laoTT/vai Kal iiFpL(Tdf]vai.

Kov
iv

tari,

ai'Tif),

-

The

(iTvh'.xj i^iof,

avTo-diog.

*

MfroY?) ~>/g kKeivQV -dForr/Tog -BfoizoiovIntimately connected with this distinction, stands Oriu^cn's theory conccrninfr
process
of the development of Theism.
the
T/ity occupy the liijrhest position, who
have soared to the aiiroi^eof himself;
the
uevni.

—

second, those

who

believe that they possess
God himself, (see
who are conducted

in Christ the Supreme
above;) the third, those

some notion of God, by recoj;:niping
those hiyhcr divine essences, the divine intelliiiences which animate the planets. Ori
jrcn ar^^ucs, as Philo had already done from
Deut. 4 19, a certain necessity of Polytheism, and in particular of Sabcism, in the
process of the rclij^ious development of
fzij
mankind, ordained by God TJ)

first to

:

:

(luvajdvovQ

em

mf

Tfjv votjt^v uva<)pafi.fiv tpvaiv,

6C aladiiruv dtiov Kivov/jeTovr TTfoi Bfottj
rog, aymrriTug kov h> rovroig larao&ai kcu
See in
fiT] niiTTsiv ini elduXa koI dai/iovia.
Joann. T. XII. § 3.
* In .loann. T. II. c. 2; T. XXXIl. c. !S
^
''

The
The

avTo-&£og.

avT6?,oyoc
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man with all the different ranks of intelli" Every one certainly will admit," says
gences in the world of spirits.
he, " that truth is one. None surely will venture to affirm that the truth
that of the angels, another
and that of men, still
of God is one thing
another since, in the very nature of the case, there can be but one
But if truth is one, it rightly foltruth in regard to each one thing.
lows that the evolution of truth, which is wisdom, must be conceived as
one, inasmuch as all false wisdom comes short of the truth, and cannot
But if there is one truth and one wisdom,
properly be called wisdom.
then the Logos also is one, who reveals truth and wisdom to all such as
Although the Logos, however, is by his
are capable of receiving it."
own nature the absolute one, yet he places himself in manifold forms
and modes of activity, according to the different positions and the
different wants of reasonable beings, to whom he becomes whatsoever is
While the Gnostics made different hynecessary for their well-being.
postases out of these different modes of operation of one and the same
Redeeming Spirit, Origen referred back these different hypostases to
diffei^ent ideas and relations, Qmvoiag ;) but while he combated these
all-hypostatising Gnostics, he opposed also the Monarchians, who reduced the whole Triad simply to different relations of one and the same
He who denied the independent existence of the divine
divine essence.
to
Logos, seemed to him to reduce every thing to the subjective,
to make of this
deny the existence of an absolute objective truth,
a bare abstract thing. There is no truth for the.creaturely spirit without the revelation of the Logos, as of him through whom the consciousness of the spiritual world is united with God. " Not one of us," says
Origen,^
is possessed of so mean an intellect as to suppose that the
essence of truth ^ did not exist before the earthly appearance of Christ."
As Origen explained the several designations of the Logos to be symbolical, so he considered it to be also with the name Logos itself ; and
he spoke against those who, availing themselves of the comparison with
the Aoyof TTpo(popLK6s, which seemed so inadeijuate to the Alexandrians,
held last to the name Logos alone, and thought they might refer to this,
all passages of the Old Testament where a Aoyof was spoken of.^
The
notion, which went along with this view, of an emanation of the Logos
consciousness, which binds

;

;

;

—

—

*•'

to self-subsistent existence before

the creation of the world, was, like

every other transfer of temporal relations to the Eternal, combated by
He who fixed no beginning to the creation, but supposed it to
Origen.
be eternal, would far less fix any beginning here.
He strove to banish
all notions of time from the conception of the generation of the Logos.
It was necessary here
to conceive of a timeless
as he thought
present, an eternal now
and this he supposed to be intimated by the
expression " to-day " in the second Psalm,*
In excluding all notions of time, it is also implied, in his opinion, that
the generation of the Logos should not be conceived as something wliicb

—

—

;

1 c.

2

Cels.

1.

VIII.

c.

12.

'H T^f uXTjiSrlac ovaia.

avvEX^i XP'^'^'^'^'- 'y' i^vpsvSaTo ?/
(Mv "koyov aya-&6v, i/;. 44, 1, olouevot

2 'ETTfii

KOpdlo.

Tvpo^opav TrarpiKr/v olovel ev mi'Kka^aig
dvai tov vlbv Tov -Qeov.

fxivr/v
*

In Joann.

I.

32;

II. I.

KSi-
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happened once and was then over'. With the conception of beginning,
that also of an end must be carefully exchided,it should be conceived
Origen seeks to render this theogonic proas a timeless, eternal act.
by comparing it with the process accordcess clear by an analogy,
ing to which the divine life developes itself in believers,— the just man
not being born of God at once, by virtue of the divine life imparted to
him, but being ever born anew of God
so that all the good he does,
proceeds from this generation of the divine life in him.^
With the glory
of God exists also its radiation in the Son
from the light ever goes
forth its radiation.2
We should not forget here, that Origen was led
into this view by his philosophical education in the Platonic school
for
he only needed to apply what was taught in this school concerning the
relation of the 6v to the vovs, to the relation of the Father to the Logos.
But here, owing to the difference between his own fundamental jtosition
and the Neo-Platonic, a question might occur to him. On the NeoPlatonic principle, all teleological considerations, all will and action of
the absolute, Avere excluded
nothing properly had any place here but a
necessity of the conception.
But it was otherwise with Origen's idea
of God the Father
hence the question arises, whether, in reference
to the generation of the Logos, he conceived of a necessity grounded
in the divine essence, or of an act proceeding freely from the divine
will.
Had he been possessed of the later-developed notion of the unity
of essence in the Triad, it would have resulted from this as a matter
of course, that he would be led to distinguish the eternal generation of
the Son, as an immanent act grounded in the divine essence, from a

—

—

;

;

;

;

:

—

But the
a different aspect to Origen, viewed in the
light of his principle of subordination, which, strictly taken, excluded
such a mode of conception.
And this result, to wdiich Origen's principle would lead, he is said actually to have expressed in his disputation
with the Valentinian Candidus, in which he attacked the Gnostic doctrine
of emanation.
He affirmed, that we are not to conceive of a natural
fiat

of the divine will as the mediating cause of the creation.

matter presented

itself in

necessity in the case of the generation of the Son of God, but, precisely
as in the case of the creation, Ave must conceive of an act floAving from the
divine Avill
but he must have excluded hei-e all temjwral succession of
;

the different momenta.^
1

ConceiTiing Christ

:

'On

From

this

ovxi eycwTjoev

6 irarr/p tuv vldv Kal uTrelvatv avrov 6 TraT7)p uTTo TfjQ yeveceuc nvrov, u?JJ ucl yevva

Concerning the just man Oh yup
UTTu^ kpu) Tov ()iKaiov yeyevvr/a&ai., uXA' del
avTov.

:

Kad' iKaan/v -Kpd^Lv uyadf/v, kv
rbv i^Ikucov 6 -deog. In Jerem. Horn,

ytvi>u(T-&ai
17

yevvqi.

IX.
'^

§ 4.

tooovtov yevvurai to urravtov dcov.
^Jerome says: Halietur Dialogus apud
3r?ecos Oriirenis et Candidi, Valentiniaiii

yua/xaroc, kirl

rr/c 66^T/g

ha-resis

defeiisoris,

in

quo

rejiugnat,

Dei

prolatum esse vel natum, (the lathe could only deny so far as it
was too sensuously conceived,) ne Deus Pa-

Filium

of the sulycct, Origen Avas

ter dividatur in

partes, scd dicit

et excelli'iiiissiinam

sublimem

creaturam vohmtate ex-

Patris, sicut et civtcras creaturas
Hieroiiyni. T. II. contra Kutin. ed. Vallarsi
II. ]). I. p. 512. Venet. 1767. or cd. Martianay, T. I V. f. 413.
It must he confessed,
the source from wliich we obtain this is not
wlioliy to he relied on
for we know not
willi what degree of care the notes of this
dis])utn;ion were talvcn down.
Many ex)>i-essioiis which are liere ascribed to Origen,

stitisse

T.

;

"Oaov tarl rd ^uf noiriniibv tov urrav-

yaa^a

vieAv

vel

ter certainly

do not ayrce with his mode of tliinkiiig or
The above dctinition,
style of language.
however, as must be evident, is well supported by Origen's system and it is easy to
see. that he would have been led to state
this in so express terms, only when driven
;
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also led to object emphaticallj to the notion of a generation of the

God from

the essence of the Father,

such a theory seemed to him

(jevvi]ai.g ek ryg ohaiag,')

to lead to the supposition of

cessity to which the divine essence

was subjected,

tion of a sensuously conceived emanation,

—a

—

to

Son

of

inasmuch aa
a natural nethe supposi-

severing of the divine

essence.^

development of ideas, Origen held it to be
and superiority of
God the Father, so far as his essence is concerned, above every other
existence just as he was accustomed, when a Platonist, to consider the
highest bv as immeasurably superior to all other things, and exalted, in
It appeared to him, therefore,
its essence, even above the vovg itself.
something like a profanation of the first and supreme essence, to suppose an equality of essence or a unity between him and any other being whatever, not excepting even the Son of God.
As the Son of God
and the Holy Spirit are incomparably exalted above all other existences,
even in the highest ranks of the spiritual world, so high and yet higher
To this distinction between
is the Father exalted even above them.'-^
the essence of the Son of God and that of the Father,^ Origen was induced to give still more prominence in opposing the Monarchians, As

In conformity with

this

quite necessary to insist on the absolute exaltation

;

these latter, with the distinction of essence, denied also the personal
it was with Origen a matter of practical moment, on account of the systematic connection of ideas in his philosophical systena"
of Christianity, to maintain in opposition to these the personal indepenSometimes, in tliis controversy, he distinguishes
dence of the Logos.

distinction, so

between unity of essence, and personal unity, or unity of subject, in
which case he was only interested to controvert the latter.* And this
and he
certainly was the point of greatest practical moment to him
must have been well aware, that many of the fathers, who contended
for 2b personal distinction, held firmly at the same time to a uniti/ of
But the internal connection of his own system required that
essence.
wherever he spoke, therefore, from
both should stand or fall together
the position of that system, he affirmed at one and the same time the
tTEpOTTjg TTjg ovaiac and the eTeporriQ T^g vivoaTuaeug OV tov vnoKeifiEvovP
From this doctrine he drew the practical inference, that we are bound
whence it is apparent,
to pray to the Father alone, and not to the Son
what a strong practical interest the Patripassians, they whom Origen
accused of knowing only the Son, without being able to elevate themBut
selves to the Father, must have had to controvert such a system.
as
still Christ was, even to Origen, the way, the truth, and the Ufe,
;

:

;

—

to it in opposing the doctrines of a sensuous emanation-theory, or of natural necessitv.
i Against those who erroneously exphiined the passage, John 8 42, as referring to
the generation of the Logos, he says, in
Joann. T. XX. § 16: 'AA?>.oi 6e to- E^/i2.&ov
:

6u]yfjaavT0 avrl tov yE-yiv^'Tjuat
uTTo TOV &EOU, olg uko2,ov3ei kK Tr/g ouaiag
ipaaKEiv Toi) naTpog yEyevvT/ad-ai tov vlbv,
oiovEi /lEiovuEvov Koi ?i£'L7TOvrog Ty ovaia, y

UTTO &SOV,

nporepnv slxe, 6by[iaTa uv9pcjTTuv, /ir/d' ovap
uoparov Kal uau/xarov KE^-vTaafiEvuv.
^ In Joann. T. XIII. § 25.
^ The doctrine of a ETEporrig t^c ovaiac,
in the dispute against the ofioovmov.
In Joann. T. X. against those who said,

(piaiv

•*

"Ev, oh [lovov ovaia, d/U-d Kal
Tvy\;uvEiv u/i(poTEpovg.

vTzoKEifiivc^

^ In Joann. T. II. § 2.
De orat. c. 15:
Kar' ovaiav nai Ka-&' vkokei/ievov iariv 6

vlbg irspog tov TraTpoc.

THE ALEXANDRIAN LOGOS-DOCTRINE.
he expressed

it

with

51)]

own
way to

conviction, even on the grounds of his

full

He knew

philosophical system of Christian ideas.

of no other

no other spring of divine life
no other source of truth
him he was the mirror, through which Paul and
He says, the Gnostics
Peter, and all who were like them, saw God.^
may be allowed in a certain sense to be right, when they affirm that th<
Until then, men could have no
Father was first revealed by Christ.
other knowledge of God, tlian as the Creator and Lord of the world,
since it was first through the Son they came to tlie knowledge of him
and it was by the spirit of adoption which they reas their Father
ceived from him, they were first enal^led to address God as their
Father.^
He recognized him as the Mediator from whom alone Christo whom they should contians derive their communion with God
stantly refer their Christian consciousness, and in whose name and
He says,
through whom they should always pray to God the Father.
" Why may it not be expressed in the sense of him who said. Where
fore callest thou me good ? There is none good but one, that is God.
Why prayest thou to me ? Thou shouldst |)ray to the Father alone, to
whom I also pray. As you learn from the holy scriptures, you are
not to pray to the High Priest ordained for you by the Father, to him
who has received it from the Father to be your Advocate and Intercesbut you must pray through the High Priest and the Intercessor,
sor
through him who can be touched with your infirmities, having been
tempted in all points like as ye are, yet, by the gift of God, without
sin.
Leara, then, what a gift you have received from my Father, when,
by your new birth in me, ye have received the sjjirit of adoption, tha^
ye might be called sons of God, and my own brethren."
We have already remarked, that Origen unfolded and matured his
doctrine of the Logos in the controversy with the two classes of the
Monarchians and the systematic foundation which he laid for this doctrine could not fail once more to call forth a reaction from the Monarchian party for his views, as must appear evident from the exhibition
of his system, were hardly suited to remove the scruples they entertained against the hypostatical Logos-doctrine, in a way which would
But Monarchianism, in
be satisfiictory to them at their own position.
order to sujjport itself, now n:ade its appearance under a new shape.
Amid the strifes of the two classes, there arose a conciliatory Monarchian tendency.^
It proceeded from those who agreed with the Monarchians in contending against the doctrine of a hypostatical, suhorthe Father

;

;

for all creatures, but

:

;

;

;

-^

;

;

In Joann. T. XIII. § 25.
In Joaun. T. XIX. ^ 1. vol. VI. f. 286,
la Kue
fri. de
T. II. p. 146, ed. Lornmatzsch.
1

2

;

8

De

orat. c. 15.

In opposition to Dr. Baur, who denies
the existence of any such tiiird class of
*

I must once more affirm, that
the ])l)enomena jjresented in this jjortion of
history could not possibly be undei-stood
without the supposition of such a conciliating tendency and that Beryllus of Bostra,

Monarchians,

;

must take the place which
belongs to him, between the two above
named classes of the JNIonarchians and
as its forerunner,

Sabellius.
1 add. that neither the strictures
of Dr. Ullinan,inhisllallischen Weiiinachts])ro}j;ramm. v. J. 1835, in the Stndien nnd
Kritiken, J. 1836, 4tes Stiick, S. 1073. nor
those of Dr. Baur, in his History of the
Doctrine of the Trinity, are of such force
as to induce me to abandon the views which
I held before,
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but whose interest for Christianity forbade them to be
with the way in which the first class of the Monarchians contemplated Christ in his relation to other enlightened teachers
who
felt constrained to believe that he possessed a special divdne nature ;
but who at the same time, as their reason could not be satisfied to remove back the difficulties by appealing to the incomprehensibleness of
the subject, must have felt themselves repelled by the Patripassian
hypothesis of an incarnation of God the Father himself ' Accordingly
there started up a new theory concerning the person of Christ, which
aimed to strike a middle course between those who ascribed to him too
dinate

Logos

;

satisfied

;

—

much, and those who conceded

to him too little.
It was not the whole
the Father which dwelt in him, but a certain
efllux from the divine essence ; and a certain influx of the same into
infinite

essence of

God

human nature was what

constituted the personality of Christ.
It was
not before his temporal appearance, but only subsequently thereto, that
he subsisted as a distinct person beside the Father.
This personality
originated in the hypostatizing of a divine power.
It was not proper to

suppose here, as the first class of Monarchians taught, a distinct human person like one of the prophets, placed from the beginning under
a special divine influence but this personality was itself something
specifically divine, produced by a new creative communication of God
to human nature, by such a letting down of the divine essence into the
;

precincts of that nature.

are united together

;

Hence

hence he

is

in Christ the divine

the Son of

God

and the human
which

in a sense in

no other being is. As notions derived from the theory of emanation
were in this period still widely diffused ; as, even in the church mode of
apprehending the incarnation of the Logos, the doctrine of a reasonable,
human soul in Christ was still but imperfectly unfolded (it being by
Origen's means, as we shall see afterwards, that this doctrine was first
introduced into the general theological consciousness of the Eastern
church);
so, imder these circumstances, a theory which thus substituted the divine, which the Father communicated from his own essence,
in place of the human soul in Christ, could gain the easier admittance.
If we transport ourselves back into the midst of the process whereby
the doctrines of Christianity were becoming unfolded in consciousness,
into the conflict of opposite opinions in this period, we shall find it very
easy to understand how a modified theory of this sort came to be

—

foi'med.
It belongs also to the peculiarity of this

new

modification of Monar-

spoke of an ideal being of Christ, a being in the
Cerdivine idea, or predestination, before his temporal appearance.
tainly they who expressed themselves thus did not wish to deny, that
this could be said concerning the relation of God's eternal plan to
But, when they
everything that appears in the succession of time.
gave prominence to this point in reference to Christ's appearance in
particular, they must have connected with the assertion some peculiar
meaning; they meant without doubt to mark thereby the important
bearing which the appearance of Christ had on the execution of the
divine plan of the universe, as being the end and central point of all
chianism, that

it

*

-
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mark

to

the necessity of such an appearance, in order to the reahza-

And by

tion of the divine ideas.

virtue of their peculiar

mode

of ai>

prehending the essence and the origin of Christ's personality, they might
To this, then, they would also
certainly ascribe to it this significancy.
refer those passages of the New Testament which speak of Christ's
being with the Father before his temporal appearance.

The first who took a conciliatory position of this sort was Beryllus,
bishop of Bostra, in Arabia, a man well known in his times as one of
The peculiar modification
the more learned teachers of the church. ^
See Euseb. 1. VI. c. 20. His doctrine
described by Eusebius in the somewhat
Tuv nvobscure passage in 1. VI. c. 33
ptov fj.r] Tvpovcpearuvai, Knr' ISiav ovaiaQ irept1

is

:

ypa<pr}V

In

irpo

the

rfjg

interi)retation

must

airrcc,

differ

from

known

elc

uvdpunovg
of

tiiese

i-cdri/uag.

words,

I

on one point, with Baiir, and
Schleicrmachcr,

in

his

well-

on the Monarchians,
and from Ulhnann, and maintain that -tpiypa<>>Tj certainly does not denote a circumdissertation

scription of the divine essence; but, as I
have already explained the same thing
above, and, as I believe, proved in the first
edition of this work, it can mean, in the

language of Origen, nothing else
than a personal, individual existence, as
scientilic

contradistinguished from a barely ideal exmere distinction of the understanding.
Compare e. g. in Joann. T. I.
^ 42, where the dvat kqt' hUav Trfpt^pa^z/v
is opposed to the dvai barely /car' tirivoiav
erepov, the uvvKoararov.
The words mean,
then, that Christ, before his appearance in
liumanity, had no self-subsistent, personal
existence.
He could thus be, before this,
different from the Father oidy kut" tnlvoiav,
or have only an ideal being.
This marks
the opjiosition to the hypostatical Logos
doctrnie. but also to the doctrine of the
Patripassians; for, according to the latter,
there was not acknowledged to be in Christ,
even when he appeared on the earth, any
ovaia Kar' uViav ni:pLypn<j)fjv mpa, in relation to the essence of the Father.
But we
must now bring in also the second part of
the description
fzf/v -deoTriTa uVcav
fi7j6e:
ix^iv, o.'X'a' £fmo?UTevoniv7/v avrC) fiovTjv tt/v
n-aTpiK7/v.
Tiie explanation of this passage
by Baur, who j)rofesses to adhere to the
etymological and original meaning of the
word noALTsvEa&ai, I cannot but regaril as

istence, or a

:

somewliat

arbitrary

and

artificial.

The

word denotes, according to the use of language in that period, and according to the
context, certainly notiiing else than the notion of wdwdlinij.
Now such an expression
would assert too much, if it was meant to
denote barely a certain ImcorLing of God
upon a man standing under his special influence.
These words would rather characterize the view of the Patripassians; but
which we cannot suppose to be expressed
here, on account of the preceding proposi-

VOL.

I.

38

We

must, then, seek for a h^ijotheholding the middle place between the
two views above mentioned, as that does
which is ])resented in the text. Why should
Eusebius waste so itiany words, if lie meant
simply to attribute to Beryllus a theory
akin to that of the Artenionites 1 He would
doubtle>s iiave expressed himself in tliis
case, as he did in speaking of the doctrine
of Paul of Samosata, with n)uch n)ore heat
and acrimony. I must therefore decidedly
object to the view of Baur; according to
which, moreover, it would be impossible to
point out any difference between the doctrine of Beryllus and that of the Artemonites.
must next compare what Origen
says concerning the Monarchians, in liis
tion.
sis

We

Commentary on

the Epistle of Titus,

which

has a striking resemblance to the abovequoted language of Eusebius; but which,
unhappily, has come down to us only in the
Latin version of Rnfinus: Qui hominem
dicunt Dominum Jesum pra^(•ognitum et
praidcstinatum, qui ante adventum carna-

lem substantialiter et proprie non exstiterit,
sed quod homo natus Patris solam in se
habuerit Dcitatem.
Trae, one might suppose, since the others whom he describes in
the second member of the sentence are tho
Patripassians, (see the passages cited above,
p. 578, note 6,) it would be necessary to
infer that we are to conceive here of the
same class of Monarcliians as in the passages quoted above, (p. 576-7, note 4, beginning at line 12;) but, on the other hand, it is
to be considered that Origen's ex]iression
denotes higher views of the divine clement
in Christ, than we can atti-ibnte to the first
class of Monarchians.
that Origen would
doubtless have expressed himself more
strongly against these, and that he had already spoken before of those who held
Clirist to be a mere man, and therefore would
not have repeated it.
find in these
words, then, a confinnation of our views.
And, if it may be presumed of itself, that
Beryll suj; o d no human soul in Christ,
distinct from the indwelling of the divine
nature in him, I see not why we may not
be warranted to place in connection witli
this the report of Socrates, (III. c. 7,) that
the synod convened against Beryll settled
the doctrine concerning a human soul in
Christ.
doctrine so determined always

—

We

,

A
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of the Monarchian doctrine which he presented having excited contro

244 a synod convened for the purpose of settUng
The great Origen, then residing at Caesarea
Palestine, was drawn into this controversy, being the most

versj, in the year

the matter in dispute.
Stratonis, in

important advocate of the opposite doctrine of the Logos.
He entered
largely into the dispute with Beryll
and probably by his intellectual
superiority, argvxmentative skill, and moderation, succeeded in convinTrue, we here follow the account of Eusecing the latter of his error.
and, as we no longer have
bius, one of Origen' s enthusiastic friends
access to the sources of information from which Eusebius drew his account, we are without the means of forming an unbiassed and independent judgment of our own.
Yet we should give its due weight to the
fact, that at this period, when as yet there was no religion nor church
of the state, there existed no earthly power which eonld force Beryllus
though the authority of an episcopal collegium had great
to recant
power over the churches. But had it been the
indeed too great
purpose of the bishops to crush their colleague under the weight of
their numbers, they needed not to call to their aid the banished and heretNor was Oriical presbyter, whose only power was in his knowledge.
gen a man who would be disposed to overwhelm another by the weight
of his name or the superioi-ity of his mtellect.
It is the men of the Alexandrian school alone, who furnish us the
rare example of such theological conferences, which, instead of resultSuch was
ing in still greater divisions, created a union of feelings.
the influence of men who were not slaves to the mere letter, and who
knew how to unite with zeal for truth, the spirit of love and moderation.
According to Jerome's account,^ Beryllus addressed a letter of
We
thanks to Origen for the instruction he had received from him.
have no reasons for doubting this yet the accoimt of Jerome is not so
much to be relied on as that of Eusebius.
If the midway tendency of Beryllus was thus obliged to yield under
the preponderance of the other system, yet we soon notice the appearance of a similar attempt, conceived and carried out in a still more sysSabellius of Ptolemais in Pentapolis, Africa, who protematic form.
ceeded still farther in the path struck oiit by Beryllus, appears to have
been the most original and profound thinker among the Monarchians.
Unhajjpily we have only a few fragmentai-y remains of his system, from
which we must seek to reconstruct the whole, and among which not a
Since the time of Schleiermachlittle still remains doubtfid or obscure.
er's profound dissertation on this subject, the opinion has obtained some
considerable currency, that Sabellius shows, particularly in one respect,
an important advance in the further development of the Monarchian
While, for instance, the earlier Monarchian tendencies agreed
theory.
;

;

;

—

—

—

;

leads us to infer

Dv which

it

was

opposite as the

its

distinctly

means

brought out.

And

Kince, in the case of Ori>;en, his Lofjos-doc-

tnne was so

connected with his doc-

clojicly

trine concerning the

becomes so much

human

soul of Christ, it
the more probable, that

both were united also in his polemical efforts.
Thus we must reckon Beryll with
those who held Christ to be a iv Trovr"
ucsbvdETOv.
8
Orig. in Matth. T. XVI.
fj

i

De

vir. illustr. c.
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SABELLIUS.

with the system of the Logos-doctrine so far as this, that they eonsid
sred the name of God the Father to be a designation of the primal
Sabellius,
divine essence, and all besides this to be something derived
on the other hand, referred all the three names of the Triad to relations
The names Father, Logos,^ and Holy Ghost, would,
wholly coordinate.
according to hivn, be, after the same manner, designations of three difAll
ferent phases, under which the one divine essence reveals itself.
the three would belong together, to designate, in a manner exhausting
There would thus
the Avhole truth, the relation of God to the world.
be the general antithesis between the Absolute, the essence of God in himself, the (Uovdf, which must be regarded as the pure designation of the
and the Triad, by which would be denoted the
Al)Solute, of the ov
We have,
different relations of the seli-evolving (jlovu^ to the creation.
it is true, several sayings of Sabellius, according to which one might
suppose, that he would liave distinguished God the Father, as well as
the Logos and the Holy Ghost, from the novug in itself; as for instance,
when he taught that the Monad unfolded became the Triad. ^ But, in
other places, he clearly identified the Father with the iiovag, and considered him as the fundauioutal subject, which, when hidden within himself, was the pureMonas, (the w,) and, when revealing himself, unfolded
" The Father remains the
his essence to a Triad, as he expressly says
same, but evolves himself in the Son and Spirit." ^ It is this only that
distinguishes Sabellius from the other Monarchians
he received the
whole Triad, and, along with the rest, the doctrine on the Holy Spirit,
;

;

.

:

;

into his

—

Monarchian theory.

How

the one divine essence comes to be called by different names,
according to the different relations or modes of activity into which it
What the Aposenters, he sought to illustrate by various comparisons.
tle Paul says about the relation of the multifarious modes of activity
and gifts to one Sjjirit, who, persisting in his oneness, exhibits himself
notwithstanding in these manifold forms,
this Sabellius transferred to

—

the self-evolution of the

Monad

into the Triad.^

Or, accorilinp: to Baur's view, " Son."
'H fiovug n'AaTvvddoa yeyove rpiag.
Atlianas. orat. IV. c. Ariiin. § 13.
may
especially advert to the fact, that the question occurred e\eii to Athanasius, wliether
Saliellius did not distinguish the /invar from
the Father.
'E/crof ei fir] i] Aeyofdv?} nap'
avni fiovuc; uXXo ri eutl napu rbv naTtpa.
'^are elvni jiovuda. fira Koi trartpn koI vibv
^

2

We

—

But as Athanasius, in this
only aitning to show Sabellius, that,
conceive of the matter as he miyht. he must
Btill find that he
fell into absi.ndiiics, we
ought not to lay too mucii stress on this
imputation of consequences, as helping to
determine the doctrine really tauirht by the
Kal

m>€v/j.a.

place,

is

man.
'O narfjp b avrbc (liv irsri, n?MTVVETai
Si «'f vlbv Kal TTvevfia.
Athanas. orat. IV.
I do not see with what pro])riety it
§ 25.
"an be asserted, that Athanasius has not allOwed Sabellius here to use liis own Ian2

That which

is,

in

it-

imputed to him a mode of expression to which he was a stranger. Even
when SabclHus designates the Father a*
one of the npuauTr-a, it still by no means
follows, as has been asserted, that he could
not employ this name also to desitinate the
guao^e, but

The same name which

fiovug.

the

i'>v

desip;nates

in itself, serves also to distin;;-uish

it

from the different phases of its self-manifcs
In its ro
tation and self-communication.
lation to the other i^rrn'oiaic under which
which
desigiuites
conceived,
the one
God is
God's essence in itself is also the
of a particular ETrivoin^ different from
When God speaks as the uv,
the others.
this too is a npoawnm', in which he ])resent9
orij);inally

name

himself.
*

'Qonep

avrb

diaipiaeig xftptff|"«'rwi' elai, rb 6e

-rrvt-r/ia.

obru Kac b

TiTiarvverai 6e
orat.

IV.

^ 25.

dq

iraTJip b

avrbc tare,

vlbv Koi nvevfia.

Athanas
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and continues

self,

He

threefold.

son,

drawn from the

per substance,^

and

to be, one, presents

said to have

is

light, so

its

made use

" As

sun.

in the

round shape, and

may we

its

in its manifestation, as

sun we may distinguish its propower of communicating warmth

God

distinguish in

itself,

also of the following compari-

his proper self-subsistent es-

sence, the illuminating power of the Logos, and the power of the Holy
Spirit, in diffusing the warmth and glow of life through the hearts of
believers."'^

He

did not scruple to

"three persons," (tres personse,

make use

of the church phrase,

but he took it in another sense, as denoting different parts, or personifications, which the one
rpia npoauna;')

and occabehooved that God should be represented acting in this or that particular way, so would the same one subject be
introduced in the sacred scriptures, under different personifications,^ as
divine essence assumed according to varying circumstances
sions.

According as

it

Father, Son, or Spirit.*

According to this theory, the self-development of the divine Essence,
proceeding forth from the unity of its solitary, absolute being, is the
ground and pre-supposition of the whole creation. The self-expression
of the
1

The

Supreme Being

—

the ov becoming Logos

ov, the /lovuc.

Epiphan. hseres. 62. I leave it undetermiiieil, whether Sabellius made use also
of the comparison drawn from the trichotomy of man's nature, body, soul, and spirit,
It seems to me not
actually in this form.
like his usual subtle manner.
3 It is plain from Sabellius' language, that
he attached no other sense than this to the
term rrpdauTrov. The word, however, has
sometimes been taken in its signification of
" countenance," and in this sense apj)lied
2

to explain the ideas of Sabellius but I must
object to this as wholly arbitrary and un;

warranted.
""Eva fisv elvai Ty viroaTaaEi. tov &ebv,
TTpoauTroLelo&ac 6e vno ttjc ypa<pr/g SiaAopug,
*

Kara to Idiu/ia rr/g VK0K£ifj.£vr/g eKuarore
Xpsiag, Koi vvv piv rug warpiKug eavrCj nepiTL^evai <j)o)Vug, orav tovtov Katpbg r/ rov npoaunov, vvv 6e tuc viCi Tvpeirovaag, vvv (5e to
TOV nvEvpaTog vrroSi'EG&ac Tvpoaunelov. Basil,
T^i' avTT]v vKooTaaLV irpog ri/v
ep. 214, § 3.
kKaoTOTE napspnlTTTOvaav XP^'-'^^ peTaaxvpaTi^sa^ai.
Ep. 235, 6. Tov avrov iJeov
iva Tip VTVOKELpSVIJ OVTa, TVpOg TUQ EKaaTOTS
naparrcnTOvaac XP^'^'^C psTapopdovpsvov, vvv
pEV ug TraTspa, viiv (5? ug vlov, vvv ug to
fj

Ep 210.
ayiov TTVEvpa Sia'/JyEa&ai.
6
may here notice the theory of Dr.
Baur, who holds that Sabellius did not consider the Logos to constitute one of the

We

irpoauTra of the Triad, but conceived this
notion as holding an altogether different
The Logos, acrelation to the Godhead.

cording to Baur, would only denote what
stood opposed to the pure being of deity in

— the

principle which supported and
being in the form of an
It was first and
actual, concrete existence.

itself,

maintained

this

^

—

is

the ground of

only in this divine being, become an actual,
concrete existence, that Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost would constitute three coordinate designations, exhausting the whole
sphere of this being, and corresponding to
the three momenta, or periods of the universe, in its historical

development.

Hence,

again, they would not subsist simultaneously, but follow one after the other
so that,
when the npoau-rrov of the Son made its
appearance in Christ, the npoauTrnv of the
;

Father which belonged to the Old Testament ])eriod would disappear; and, in like
manner, the Holy Spirit would take the
place of the Son, when the latter disappeared.
But I cannot possibly look upon
this ingenious combination as one which
It were
correctly represents the theory.
quite contrary to the whole analogy of the
opinions and modes of thinking in this
period to suppose, that the notion of the
Logos was conceived as independent of that
of the Father, and even prior to it. And
in the language of Sabellius himself, all
those expressions relating to a yEvvav, a
npoSuXkcLV of the Logos, refer back, without any doubt, to the presupposed notion
of the Faiher.
Baur appeals, it is true, to
the words of Sabellius already cited, (in
note 4,) where a 6La?Jy£adaL is attributed ai
well to the Father, as such, as to the other
npoacj-rra,
is represented as common to all
But manifestly this
the three Kpoauira.
dt.nXeyEG'&ai has no reference to the proper
Logos-notion.
The author is treating in
that passa<:e simply of the different parts
or personifications under which the same
divine subject is introduced in the sacred
scriptures, speaking sometimes as the Fath'
er, sometimes as the Son, (which here ib

—

:
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all

Hence, says

Sabellins, "

God

silent, is inactive,

— but

In a particular manner, he recognized the symSo Philo maintained, that
bol of the divine Logos in the human soul.
but that the
to the ov, no creaturely existence can have any likeness
The condition, then,
soul was created after the image of the Logos.
the 6v became
of the soul's existence was, that God broke silence,
begat the
Logos, or that he caused the Logos to proceed from him,
Logos from himself. Hence Sabellius could say, in reference to mankind
" To the end that we might be created, the Logos came forth from God,
^
(or was begotten ;) and because he came forth from God, we exist."
But when these souls, by sinning, swerved from their true destination, which is, to represent the image of the divine Logos, it became
necessary for that archetypal Logos himself to descend into human
nature, in order that he might perfectly realize the image of God in
In his views
humanity, and redeem the souls which are akiu to him.
speaking,

is

active.^

;

—

—

The
same remarks which we made with respect to the doctrine of the latThe Logos is first hypostar
ter, will apply also to that of the former.
relative to the person of Christ, Sabellius coincides with Beryllus.

tized in Christ, but then only in a transient

form of

its

manifestation.

human body,
We may combegat the person of Christ.
pare this theory of Sabellius with the doctrine taught by a class of
Jewish theologians, who held that God caused to proceed from himself,
and then withdrew again, his power of manifestation, the Logos as
that the Angelophanies and Theophanies of
the sun does his rays
the Old Testament are nothing else than diiferent transitory forms of
In like manner, Sabellius
manifestation of this one power of God.*'^
He made use
conceived the Theophany in the appearance of Christ.
God caused the power of the Logos to go forth
of the same image
from him, as a ray from the sun, and then withdrew it again into
The

divine

and by

power of the Logos appropriated

to itself a

this appropriation

:

;

—

:

himself.*

Where

Sabellius expressed himself strictly

^

according to his system,

no*, in the sense of Sabellius, idenwith the Logos absolutely,) and someThe Logos,
times as the Holy Spirit.
therefore, may well be regarded as one of
these three TrpoauTva. Again, according to
the scheme of Sabellius, the transition from
the Monad to the Triad begins with the

Trpoe/S/lr/iS?;.
L. c. ^ 11. The words would
give another sense, if we preferred to understand them as referring to the Kaiv^ kt'lcir, and to the incarnation of the Logos,
But taking them as they read, and as they
are cited by Athanasius. tiie meaning above
ascribed to them must still be regarded as

But the nAxLTVvea-&ai,
necessarily connected with the generation of the Logos. Here, then, a separation
into the several TvpnauTra must be already
supposed. And if the notion of the Logos
was intended to designate the universal
sphere to which all the three -pocuiKa belong, there would be an incongruity in conceiving the Logos and the Son as correlative notions, and in ascribing the incarnation
to the Logos in particular.
1 Thv iitov ciojTccjvTa /uv dva'Epyi]TOi\ "ka"Kovvra 61 iaxi'eiv.
Alhanas. orat. IV. § 11.
2 "Ivfi i/fidc KTicrdufiEV, irpoTi'k-Bev 6 loyog,
KOL wpn'.XiiovToc ai'Tov kajiev.
Athanas.

the

deed

is

tifiod

Tr'Aarvvtadaiot' the ov.
is

orat.

IV.

§

25,

— or:

At'

riixdc

yeyevvTjTcu,

most natural.

As the
Dial. c. Trypii. Jud. f 358.
light issues from and returns back to the
sun, ovtu^ 6 irari/p, brav l3ovA,i]Tac, 6vva(uv
^

ahroii nponridav noid,
'Aiv

*

/cat

drav

l3ovAr]Tat, tto-

uvaarE?.2.eL etc iavrov.

'Qf ind i/Xiov 7ve/i(p-&£laav uKTiva^ kcu
elg rdv f/Xiov avaSpaiiovaav Epiphan.

mTuv

.

haires. 62.

was somewhat different, when, (perby way of accommodation to the
church terminology,) speaking of a generation of the Logos, he may have styled hire
the Son in a certain figurative and improp^ It

ha|)S

er sense.
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name Son

he applied the

hypostatizing of the

God to the personality derived from
The Logos is, in itself, only Logos

of

Logos.

tha
;

—

becomes the Son of God.^ But while thig
was the original doctrine of Sabellius, that the name Son of God was
not to be applied to the Logos in itself, but only to Christ, yet the adherents to this system, as appears from the quotations of Athanasius,
had different ways of explaining themselves on this point. Either it
was said, that not the Logos, but the man into whom the Logos entered, was the Son of God ^ or both taken together, that which resulted from the union of the human nature with the Logos, was the Son
of God ^ or the Logos itself, so far as it was hypostatized in the manner described, was styled the Son of God.
All these three modes of
expression might doubtless flow out of one system.
By reason of this
connection of ideas, it might now be said again,
the Logos is called
the Son of God, not in respect to essence, but only in reference to a
with

humanization

its

it first

;

;

—

certain relation.*
It

may

be gathered from the whole coherence of this system, that in

the personality of Christ could not be regarded as anything possessed
of an eternal subsistence, but only as a transitory appearance.
The
it

all is defined by SabelUus to be this
that the Logos,
conducted the souls created in his image to their perfection, would return back into his original being, into oneness with the
Father,'^
the rplas would again resolve itself into the uovdcP
Whence
it necessarily follows, that, when everything has reached this ultimate
end, God once more withdraws into himself the power of the Logos,
which had been hypostatized into a self-subsistent, personal existence ;

ultimate end of

:

after having

—

and, consequently, this personal existence

The

itself is annihilated.

it was not the opinion
of Sabellius, that after Christ had accomplished his work on the earth,
God did then, with his ascension to heaven, re-absorb this ray which

question, however, might arise, whether

from himself, and by which the personality of Christ was
The manner in which Epip'hanius represents the doctrine
might seem to favor this vicAV namely, that, after the Son had accom
plished all that was necessary for the salvation of mankind, he was
conveyed up once more to heaven, like a ray of light flowing from the
the sun, and returning back to it again."
A comparison of this with
the above-mentioned doctrine of the Jewish sect respecting the Theophanies, where a similar image is employed, Avould seem to confirm
this view.
And we might suppose a connection of ideas, somewhat

had

flovved

constituted.

;

1

'Ev upxy

jilv

dvai "koyov aiOiuq- ore de
vluv irpb yap

tvi]vdpcjTT7]ae, Tore cjvofiua&aL
7-^f

kivLfavdaq

vov Kal uoKep

yjf}

eivai vlov, u7iku. 'kbyov (mo-

aup^ lyiveTO, ova uv
irpoTepoi' aHp^, ovtuq 6 Auyog vlog yeyove,
ovK C)v KpoTepov vlog.
Athanas. orat. IV.
§

6 Tioyog

22.
2

Tov uv&puTTOV,

bv k(pbpi]Gev 6 Xbyog, abrdv elvai TOV vlov tov -deob
tov fiovoyev^,
maX UTj "kbyov, vlbv.
L. c. § 20.

—

^ ^vv///j./j£va u/j,(pbTepa vlbg.

L.

c. ^

21.

* Kar' knivocav vlbv Myecfdai tov
Athanas. oral. IV. § 8.
^ A(' fifiu(;

rpix^i-^
*'

"'«

?!.

yeytwi/rat., Kot

uo/^^P

t/v.

L.

|«ei?'
c. §

"kbyau,

^/^df avct-

12.

L.

c. ^ 25.
Hefcipd ivra rdv vlbv KncpCt

tzote, uoTrea
UKTLva, Kat epyaoa/ievov tu nuvra ev tcj koru
Tt/g
o'lKOVo/ilag
a/xu)
r?/f evayysXiKf/i Ka^
aurriplag tCov uir&puiruv, avakr]<pi}Evra 6i
avSig elq ovpavbv, big vko i/klov Kefj.(j)^iiaat
uKTiva, kol nuTuv elg tov r/kiov uvaSpautwoav.
"^
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that, after God had withdrawn again into himself the
personifying power of the Logos, the infusion of life into the distinct
personalities of believers by the divine power, in the form of the Holy
Spirit, was thenceforth to take the place of the former.
But when we
like the following

:

consider that Sabellius, however, seems to describe the enlvoia of the
Son of God, which the Logos assumed, as something permanent, some-

thing which was to end only when this entii-e -T?MTvafi6c^ whereby the
Triad, should cease, after the purpose which the
whole was to subserve, had been attained ;i we might rather be inclined
to think it was his opinion, that the person of Christ would cease to

Monad had become

exist only with this final

Although Epiphanius enter-

consummation.

tained a different opinion, yet this may have arisen from his not understanding what Sabellius had said respecting the ultimate purpose of the

redemption, exactly according to the latter's meaning.^
Thus it may
be explained, how Sabellius could join in the anathema pronounced on
such as believed not in the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,^ since he considered all the three npoauKa as continuing until that final consummation.
But the (question may still arise, how Sabellius, if he defined the evolution
of the Monad to the Triad to be something which preceded the appearance of Christianity, could apply this to the Holy Spirit since, indeed,
;

Holy Spi/it is but a
accomplished by the hypostatized

according' to his opinion, the communication of the

of the redemption
Logos. But we may perhaps assume that he supposed a certain actuation of the Holy Spirit, even in the ante-Christian period, particularly
under the Old-Testament dispensation and from this we might perhaps infer some such connection of ideas in his mind as the following :
that the ante-Christian efficiency of the divine Spirit stood related to

consequence

;

same Sp^irit mediated through the personal appearance of the Son of God, or to that which is to be entitled the Holy
the efficiency of the

Spirit in the strieter sense, in the

same manner

as the efficiency of the

under the Old-Testament dispensation, stood related
to the efficiency of the Son of God, under the New-Testament dispensation.
We may here refer to the remarks made on a former page,®
concerning those who are said to have distinguished the Holy Spirit
that actuated the apostles, from the Spirit of God in the prophets.
And thus the Triad of Sabellius would possess also a historical signifiLogos, in

1

IV.

T^f

itself,*

Xpsiac

n?i7)po)^si.aric.

Athanas.

orat.

§ 25.

^ After this statement, we may understand wliy Dionysiusof Alexaiidria (Euseh.
1.
VII. 0. 6) accused Salicliius of many
blaspiiemies against God the Father, (so
such an expression as the expansion of the
divine Monad into the Triad must have appeared to the Origeiiists,) of great unbelief
with regard to tlie incarnation of the Logos, (inasmnih as he looked upon it only in
the light of a transitory manifestation of
the divine power.) and of great in^^ensibilig' (avaLcrdrjaia) in respect to the Holy
pirit, (because he denied his reality and
objectivity, and had represented him as

nothing: more than single transitory emanations of divine power.)
Accoi'ding: to Arnohii conflictus cum
Bilil. patr. Liigd. T. VIII.
Serajjione.
'''In the Old Testament," said Sabel"*

lins,

"no mention

made

is

of the

God, but only of the Logos,"
ev r^ TxaWuL^ nepl vlov, uXXu
Athanas. orat. IV.

§

23,

(fiT/

Trtpi

wliich

Son of
elpf/a^ai
?^6yov,)

perhaps

would lead us
in his

mode

to jiresume also a difference
of explaining i>assages in the

Old Testament.
» P. 582, note 3, and the passage there
quoted from Origen's Commentary on the
Epistle to Titus
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cancy, having some reference to the succession of events in time.

At

the legal stage, where a separating gulf stands between God and mankind, God reveals himself as the Father ; and along with this is to be
found, in the Old Testament, only the preparatory agency of the Logos

Logos, in Christ, hypostatizes himself to the
and, by virtue of this intimate union of God with humanity, the Spirit of God now becomes also a real, individual, animating
principle in the human personalities of which it takes posession.^
The ultimate end, then, was considered by Sabellius to be the restothat God, as the absolutely one, should
ration of the original unity
in which sense, probably, he interpreted the words in
be all in all,
But in this case, what were his views respecting
28.
1 Corinth. 15
Did he
the continued duration of the separate creaturely existence ?
suppose, that at length all existence, as it had been begotten from God
through the mediation of the Logos, would, at the close of this mediation, return back again to God, and no existence subsist any longer out
Since the Christian faith in a personal, eternal life stands
of himself?
on the faith in the eternal duration of the personality of Christ, we
might conclude, that as Sabelhus made Christ's personality to be nothing more than a transitory appearance, so he must have conceived it to
And, in general, he who
be also with regard to all personal existence.
has not found that personal existence, by its very nature, can subsist
no otherwise than for eternity ; he who can make up his mind to regard
any personal existence, and especially the most perfect of all, as being
merely an ephemeral appearance, will find it a comparatively easy
The
thing to conclude the same to be true of all personal existence.
pantheistic element which lies under such a mode of apprehension,
may easily push him on further. Athanasius understood these conse-

and the

Spirit, until the

Son of God

;

;

—

—

:

"^

But as he
quences, which might result from the system of Sabellius.
himself, the warm opponent of this system, signalizes this only as one
of the consequences resulting from it, but by no means charges it upon
so we should be the
Sabellius as a position actually maintained by him
less warranted to attribute to him such a pantheistic denial of immortality, which, if it had been suspected, would have been more severely cas;

tigated by his Christian contem[)oraries.

At

the

same time,

this first

shaping of Monarchianism, which was somewhat akin at least to a pantheistic tendency, remains a noticeable historical phenomenon.
We need, it is true, no outward ground of explanation to account for
such a system, sprniging as it did from a mind so speculative as we
must suppose that of Sabellius to have been. But as there are so many
pohits of resemblance in this system to what we find in the AlexandrianJewish theology, a report of Epiphanius, who supposes Sabellius borrowed his system from an ajiocryphal gospel derived from the same
source with the latter, the thayyi'kiov Ka-' Klyvixriovr^ deserves some notice.
1

See Theodoret.

^

Ei iva f/ung

fab. haeret. II.

c. 9.

KTLa&C)/j.sv, TcpoJfk&EV 6 A6-

vof, KoL ttpoeXt^ovtoc avrou eafisp, driTvov on
avaxiJpotivTo^ o.vrov F.lq tov rrarepa, ovkstl
Athanas. orat. IV. § 25. liaXivkaoiiP&a.

dpofiovvrog rov loyov^ ovx' vnap^ei r/ KTiatc.
L. c. § 12.
Exhibition of the gospel history according to the Egyptian (the Alexandrian) tra'^

dition.

:

PAUL

Oi'
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have communicated to his disciples,
wisdom, some similar notions respecting the
" If the multitude, who cannot elethe Triad

this gospel, Christ is said to

In

as a doctrine of esoteric

:
relation of the Monad to
vate themselves to the intuition of the highest, simple unity, hold God
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, to be different divine beings,

they (the disciples) should know that Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, are
but owe, but three difterent forms of the revelation of the divine esMoreover, the Sabellian doctrine, akin to the pantheistic
sence." ^
element, that all antitheses would finally resolve themselves to unity,
seems to have been set forth in this gospel for to the question of Salome, who asks when his kingdom should come ? Christ replies
*'
When two shall be one, and the outer as the inner, and the male with
when there shall be no male and no female."
the female
Soon after Sabellius, we see Monarchianism revived in an opposite
Except that he reform by Paul of iSamosata, bishop of Antioch.
ceived into his system the Logos-doctrine, after modifying it by that
system, he had little or nothing peculiar to distinguish him from the
Artemonites, with whom indeed he was usually compared by the
ancient writers.^
But it is worth while to notice the contrast which
these two shapes of Monarchianism, with which the evolution of the
doctrine of the Trinity in this period terminates, form, when compared
to each other, both in respect to their peculiar mode of apprehending
the doctrine concerning Christ, and in respect to the whole intellectual
While in Sabellianism, the human arid
bent out of which they grew.
personal element in Christ was made simj'ly a transitory form of the
manifestation of the Divine, the theory of Paul of Samosata, on the
other hand, gave prominence to Chnsi's human pei'son alone,
and
the Divine appears only as something which supervenes from without.
While Sabellianism tended towards a Pantheism which confounded God
with the world, we discern in the theory of Paul the deistic tendency
which fixes an impassable gulf betwixt God and the creation,
which
admits of no community of essence and of life between God and humanity.
;

;

—

—

^

Epiphan. haeres. 62. Concerning this
'Ev ahru yap ttoaTiu roLavra uq ev

gospel

:

ixvaTTjpiuSiJc ix TrpoauTvov tov
auTT/pog M'aijyepcTat, 6c avTOv di/Xoi'VTOC voig
uo.^ijToig^ TOV aiiTov eivai naTf-pa, tov avTov

TrapafSvari^

elvai

vldv,

avrov elvac iiyiov TVVEifia.
de Abrahamo f. 367,
explain the sense, where it is

rdv

The passage

in Philo,

serve to
the 6v, from which ])roceed the
two highest 6vva.fj.Eig. the ~ou}TiKr] and the
0nac?.iKr}. appears according to the difterent
positions at which the souls that are more
or less purified stand, as o»e or as llireifold.
If the soul has risen above the revelation
of (Jod in the creation, to the intellectual
intuition of the bv, then for that soul the
Trinity rises to Unity.
the soul Iieholdso»e
light, from which proceeit. as it were, two
sliadows, God's essence, and those two
modes of operation, merely sliadows, which
fall off from his transcendent light. TptTniiiv

said, that

—

(pavrnalav hog vnoKeifiEvov KwraXaufiatov uev c>c vvrog, rolv 6' aXkow &[)olv^
ug av airnvyaCpixivuv anb tovtov ckluv.
Next: Hapej^tx t?) opariKi/ Siavoia tote jj£V
hog, tote 6e Tpiuv cpavraalav ; ivog /xiv, Gictv
uKpug na-^apdElaa ij tIwxv nal fir/ jxovav Tii
Tr'Ar/di] tC^v upiSfiuiv uXku koi ttjv ys'tTOva
fiovwhg 6vu6a vnEpfiucja kt'X. There is also
a striking resemblance between Sabellius'
mode of expression and that which is peculiar to the Clementines, a work which
tt/v

vti,

proceeded from some Jewish-Christian Theosophist.
Clementin. H. 16. c. 12: Koto
yup EKTaaiv kul ava7o7.T]v 1/ fxovug 6vug eIvcu
vofilCETai.
-

Baur,

who

attacks

me on

this assertion, contributes,

own

account of
however, by hi?

representation of the matter, considered apart from his parenthetical remark?,
to confirm thft same view,

;
:
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—

—
—

according to Paul of Samosata
The Logos
is in relation to God
nothing other than reason in relation to man,^
the Spirit in relation to
God, nothing other than the spirit in relation to men. As he controverted the doctrine of a personal Logos, so too he declared liimself op
posed to the theory of an incarnation of the Logos, of an indwelling of
He would onlj concede, that the divine
its essence in human nature.
reason or wisdom dwelt and operated in Christ after a higher manner
than in any one else."'^ To his mode of developing himself, as man,
under the divine influence,^ is to be attributed the fact that he outshone
in wisdom all other messengers of God that preceded him.
For this
because he was, in a sense in which no other prophet before
reason
him had been, an organ of the divine wisdom that revealed itself
he is to be styled the Son of God.
This Paul is said
through him
to have employed the expression " Jesus Chi'ist, who comes from here
below," Qivooiig XpioTog KUTu&Ev^') in order to indicate that the Logos did
not enter into a human body, but Christ, as man, was deemed worthy
of being exalted to this peculiar union with God by means of such
And hence, indeed, Paul
an illumination from the divine reason.*

—

—

came down and imparted his influence to
and chen rose again to the Father.^ Although, by this theory,
Christ was regarded as a mere man, yet Paul, adopting the scriptural
and church phraseology, seems to have called him God in some imIn this case, however, he explained,
proper sense, not exactly defined.
that Christ was not God by his nature, but became so by progressive
development.^ If his language was strictly consistent with his system,
to the
he certainly referred the name Son of God to Christ alone,
man specially distinguished by God after the manner above described
and hence he ever made it a prominent point, that Christ, as such, did
affirmed that the divine Logos
Christ,

—

;

not exist before his nativity
^

"UaTrep tv

uv&punov Kapdia 6

;

that

ISiog Xoyoc.

Epiphanius, hteres. 67.
^ ''E.voLKrjaai iv avTu rfiv ao<pi.av, ug hv
ovSsvl aAh,).
He taught oh crvyyeyEvr/G-&ai

uv&pomvu

TGJ

TT/v

ao(p'tav

ovatuduQ,

cMA

Kara TroLOTrjra. Paul's words, as cited in
Leontius Byzantin. c. Nest, et Eutyehen
which work, till lately, had been known only
but the fracrment
in the Latin translation
of Paul, in the original Greek, has been published from the manuscrijjt in the Bodleian
library at Oxford, in Erlich's Dissertation
de erroribus Pauli Samosat. Lips. 1745,
;

p. 23.
^ I

must agree with Baur on this point,
no satisfactory evidence for

viz. that there is

tlii« Paul denied the supernatural birth of Christ.
* See the synodal letter in Euseb. 1. VII

supposing that

c.

30.
5

'EMf^v

av^Mt

i T^oyog

kvrjpyqae koI fiovov Knl

Epiphanius.
^ So Athanasius (de Synodis, c. 4) represents the doctrine of the Samosatians conrerning Christ: "Tarepov avrov fieru tt/v
^vavdouTnimv fm npoKon^c re'&eonoLfiaT^ai
Tzpog Tov naripn, in

when a being with God

before

all

These words mig-ht. indeed, be understood to mean, that Christ tirst raised
himself to the divine diirnity through the
moral perfection wliich he had attained by
avrov.

his

own human

his opinion, he

Bnt

if this

were

would doubtless have

said,

efforts.

as the Socinians afterwards did, that Christ
raised himself by what he had arcomplished in his life on earth, to such divine digniBut. in all
ty, in virtue of his glcritication.

the other citations from him, we find no evidence of such a separation made by Paul
between that which Christ was originally,
and that which he became by his own efIn the system ot
forts and his own doings.
Sabellius, what Christ was over and above
is.
fact,
traced
to the very
men,
in
all other
circumstance, that he stood fiom the beginning under the special influence of the diThe npoKonrj forrna
vine reason or wisdom.

here simply the antithesis to the Kara

mv

—

<*>v-

—

answers tlie Kc'iru-dev
and so, accommodating himself to the
church phraseology, he is reported to have
said: 0£Of ek rr/c TvapSevov, deoc e/c Na^ft
pei? 6(^i9£i'cAtlanas. c. Apollinar. 1. II. 4 .3
to the avui'^er

PAUL OF SAMOSATA.
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time is ascribed to him, this is to be understood as relating only to an
Meal existence in the divine reason, in the divine predetermination.^
Hence, when his opponents, judging rather from the connection of ideaa
in their own mind than in his, accused him of supposing two Sons of
God, he could confidently affirm, on the contrary, that he knew of but
one Son of God.^ It may be, however, that, where it was for hig
interest to accommodate himself to the terminology of the church, he
too spoke of a generation of* the Logos in his own sense, understanding
by this nothing else than the procession of the Logos to a certain outwhat was usuward activity,
the beginning of its creative agency,
ally designated by the phrase ^6-yoc npo(t>optK6g.^
Of this man's character, the bishops and clergy, who composed the
synod that condemned his doctrines, give a very unfavorable account.^
a man
They describe him as haughty, vain-glorious, and self-seeking
It is
that eagerly entered into the cares and business of the Avorld.

—

—

—

accusations

the

true,

of

polemical

opponents,

especially opponents

to much confidence ;
but the charges in the present case contain so much of a specific character, that we can hardly suppose them to have been AvhoUy without
foundation and unhappily this picture accords but too well with what
we otherwise learn respecting the bishops of the large towns, like AntiThese districts
och, the gi-eat capital of Roman Asia in the East.-^
were then comprised under the empire of Zenobia^^ Queen of Palmyra,
who is said to have been friendly to Judaism.'' Paul is accused of
having sought to present the doctrine concerning Christ in a dress

so passionate as these were, are

seldom entitled

;

which would be more acceptable to the Jewish mode of thinking, exBut there is no
pressly with a view to gain favor with this princess.
In the synodal letter to Paul of Samehv Turrian, cited in Mansi,
(Concil. I. f 1034.) the only credible docnment amono^ those made known by him relating to these transactions, this opposite
thesis is set up, viz. that the Son of (Jod
ovaia
existed Trpo alu>Vij>\> oh -poyvuat.L
^

sata, published

uW

/cat

VTioaTuaei

:

from

this

we may

that Paul taut^ht the contrary:
iSfoi)

01,1''

Which

i'T^ooruaei,

aAhn

infer, then,

Tovvldv tov

Trpoyvcjatt

kt2..

confirmed also by the rcpresentation of Athanasius, who says of Paul's doctrine concerning ('hrist: Aoyoi' ivtpybv e^
ovpavov nal aodlav iv ai'Tu o/ioXoyec, rC> /jsv
npoopia/iC) npd aluvuv ovra, rij de vivup^ei
iK uvnCaper iiva^eix^Evra.
c. ApoUinar. 1.
is

II. ^ 3.

^Mt] HivotmaTaadaivloiX- Leont Ryzant.
* This is made ])robable by the oi/posite
theais in the before-cited synodal letter: Atti
roil 7Mynv 6 Tiarr/p nuvra TTenoirjKn; ovx' '>?

opyavov, ovd' ug 6l' Emcn7/jj.Tic uvvTroaruTOv.
yevv7)aavToc /lev tov -irarpog rbv vibv uf 6jrav kvepyeinv Kal kvvnbarajov. From this
it may be inferred that Paul had spoken of
a ao^ia, twLnTTjjiri uvvnoaTiiTOc, and by the
/evvTimc of the Xoyog understood nofhin<;
else than an kvepyda uvimbaTaTog of God
ii'

as the Creator.

From

this,

however,

it

does

not certainly follow that he himself made
u<e of the expression yevv7jaig.
Euseb. 1. Vll. c. 30.
^ See what ()ri<;cn says in Matth. f. 420,
ed. Hnet., or Vol. IV. T. XVI. § 8, p. 24,
ed.Lomm.: " We, who either do not underhere
st;ind what the teachinfj of Jesus
means, or who despise tliese express admonitions of our Saviour himself, we proceed
so far in the affectation of pomp and state,
as to outdo even bad rulers amontr the pagans; and, like the emperors, surround ourselves with a L'uard. that we maybe feared
and made ditticult of approach, especially
•*

And in many of our so-called
cliurches, particularly in the lar<;cr towns,
may be found presidinp- officers of the
church of God, who would rcfu.se to own

by the poor.

even the best amonfr the disciples of Jesns,
while on e.tith, as their equ.als." M?;(!f/«'av
looXoyiav kmrpenovTax; ten?' on Kal rotf koX
AtaTOiQ rCrv 'Irjffov fiaOTjTuv, elvai npug av
~ofg.

Married to the Roman commander
Odcnatus, who bad made himself indej)cn
dent of the Roman empire.
~
'lov6aia tjv 7.riv6i3ia, KulUav^M) nposani
Athanas. hist. Arianor
tov ZanoaaTeug.
ad Monachos, § 71.
''
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evidence that this charge was well founded ; the facts of the case require no such explanation
and the constancy with which Paul adhered
to his convictions, even after the political circumstances were changed,
;

suffices to vindicate

him from

this imputation.

ble to suppose, that his intercourse with

queen, with
sideration,

It

were more reasonathe person of the

whom Paul, being a man of the court, stood
may have had some influence in giving this

may

— though we

in liigh con-

turn to his

are under ^^ necessity of supposing even
have been, too, that his peculiar doctrinal opinions con-

doctrinal opinions
this.

It

Jews about

;

tributed to procure for

him the favor of the queen,

once formed with

powerful patroness, he

The connection
use of it to gain
influence and consideration in secular affairs, and to surround himself with
state.
In direct contrariety to the ecclesiastical rules which had already
been publicly expressed, at least in the Western church, (see above,)
he held a civil office not quite compatible with the vocation of a bishop.^
this

made

At Antioch,

the profane custom seems already to have passed over
from the theatre and rhetorical schools to the church
a practice
which put church teachers on the same level with actors and declaimers
that of applauding popular preachers, by the waving of handkerchiefs, exclamations of applause, and the clapping of hands.
The vainminded Paul was delighted with all this but the bishops, his accusers,
seem well aware, that it was contrary to the dignity and order becoming the house of God.
The church hymns which had been in public
use ever since the second century, he banished as an innovation probably on the same principle which at a later period was advanced also
by others, that in the church nothing ought to be sung but pieces taken
Probably, therefore, he ordered
directly from tlie holy scriptures.
that, in place of those church hymns, Psalms only should be used
There is no good reason for the conjecture, that Paul did this merely
It is more probable,
out of flattery to his Jewish patroness, Zenobia.
that, knowing what a deep impression the sentiments contained in those
church hymns made on the minds of the hearers, he was hoping to

—

—

;

;

banish, "with those ancient songs of praise to Christ, the sentiments they
contained from the hearts of men.
When we are told, that the man
who so carefully weighed every expression which was applied to Christ,
delighted in the incense of extravagant flattery heaped on himself, unand in being
der the form of odes and declamations in holy places
called, in the swollen, rhetorical language of the times, an angel come
down from heaven, we are not indeed to give implicit faith to such
nor ^^et have we any
stories from the mouths of heated opponents
good reason whatever to reject them as wholly false.
It seems to have been the design of Paul of Samosata to introduce
To
his peculiar views of Christ into the minds of his flock by degrees.
this purpose served the change which he introduced with regard to the
;

—

;

1

The

office

of Durenarius promrafor, (not

confounded with the Diioenarius judex.) so called because the pay amounted
sestertia.
200
See Sueton. Claudius,
to
Cyprian, ep. 68. It is ))ossible that
c. 24
to be

;

he was ah'eady

in possession of this office
elected bishop; in this case the bishops would accuse themselves for tolerating
such an infraction of the orrlesiasfical lavs.

when

;;
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use of church

hymns

;
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and he contrived, as we have seen

in particular

cases, to explain the church terminology in confonnity with his

Hence

views.
trine

;

and

it

it

might be

was not

till

own

convict him of erroneous docprevious unsuccessful attempts,

difficult to

after

many

that the bishops finally succeeded, at a synod convened in 2G9, to 1)ring

him, chiefly by means of the presbyter MalcJiion, an expert dialectian open avowal of his opinions. ^ He was deposed, and his
office conferred on another
but as he still had a party in his favor,
and was moreover patronized by Zenobia, it was impossible to carry the
matter through, until the year 272, when Zenobia was conquered by
the Emperor Aurelian.
The latter referred the matter to the decision
cian, to

;

of the

But

Roman

bishop.^

while, in the Eastern church, the struggle with this

Monarchian

tendency, which gave an undue prominence to the unity in the Triad,
had an influence in causing the distinctions and gradations in it to be
more precisely marked, and the subordination system, which had been
reduced by Origen into a settled form, to be more decidedly pronounced,
a quite different relation was gradually working itself into shape in the
Western church, which we will now more closely consider.
How differently the same Christian truth may shape itself to the apprehension of minds which have been differently trained, is seen by
comparing Origen with TertuUian.
To Tertullian, accustomed and
familiarized to material notions of the divine essence, the
ties

would not present themselves here, as revolted the

mind of Origen.

same

difficul-

philoso]-hical

He

could quite clearly conceive, by the aid of his
how the Godhead might cause to proceed from its own essence a being possessed of the same substance,
only in an inferior degree, and standing in the same relation to the
former as a ray of light to the sun.
He asserted, therefore, the doctrine of one divine Essence, shared in a certain gradation by three persons, most intimately connected.^
The Son, so far as it concerns the divine essence, is not numerically
distinct from the Father
the same essence of God being also in the
Son but he difters in degree, being a smaller portion of the common
mass of the divine essence.* Thus the prevailing view in the Western
church came to be this
one divine essence in the Father and Son
but, at the same time, a subordination in the relation of the Son to
the Father.
Here were conflicting elements. The process of development must decide Avhich of the two should gain the preponderance.
This, then, constituted the difference between the two churches:
that
while, in the Eastern church, the prominence given to the distinctions
in the Triad did not leave room for the consciousness of the unity
in the Western church, on the other hand, the unity of essence, once
material notions of emanation,

;

;

:

—

1 Irom
Eusehiiis' expressions, although
Thcodorctus, to whom iieihajis tlicy apDoared offensive, cxphiincd them otherwise,

ivc

must

infer, that tliis eeelesiastic, too,

ex-

ercised a profession not wholly befitting his
spiritual calling, that of a rhelorickin.

"^

^
*

ro.

See

Una

vol. I. p. 142.

suhstantia in tribns cohaerentibus.

Deus de dco, modulo
Adv. Praxeam.

alter,

non name-

:
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decidedly expressed, caused the subordination-element to retire ever

more

into the background.
Thus, from a difference in the process of the development of doctrine in the two churches, an opposition of views naturally arose on
as we see in the case of the above-mentioned council at
this subject
A.ntioch, in 269, which, in the heat of the polemical opposition to Monarchianism, was moved to condemn the expression " oixoovatov,'" answermg to the doctrinal formula of the \\"est " una substantia." ^ And
;

we

see, again, in another noticeable appearance, a premonitory symptom of those doctrinal controversies Avhich, in the fourth century,
sprung out of the opposition thus prepared between the two churches.^
Th^i doctrine of Sabellius, and his mode of interpreting the church

terminology so as to accord with his own system, hy^ving found their
the bishops of that district, Dionysius, the bishop of Alex
andria, felt it incumbent on him, since the whole of tkat church diocese
fell under his supervision, to issue a pastoral letter against these spreadThe opposition into which he was (hus brought with the
ing tenets.'^
Sabellian denial of the hypostases, led him to express the distinction
of hypostases, and hence too the doctrine of subordination, in a more
stiff and decided manner than he would othervyise have done.
He
made use of several expressions which Ariauism could afterwards fall
back upon. He made it a prominent point, that the Son of God had
his existence by the will of the Father
he styled the Son, in relation
to the latter, a Koi-mia, and employed many singular comparisons, with a
view to mark his subordinate relation to the Father.
He is reported
to have made use of expressions, for the purpose of affirming with emphasis that the Son received his existence from the Father, which afterwards became favorite mottos of Ariauism as, for example, that he
did not exist before he was begotten thei'e was a moment when he
did not as yet exist.^
He also declared himself opposed to the

way among

;

;

;

Homoousion.
Certain individuals, to wlioin these expressions of Dionysius appeared
a disparagement of the divine dignity of Christ, laid their complaints
before Dionysius, bishop of Rome
and the latter was thus led to compose a work,^ wherein he opposed to the different tendencies of the
;

^

nor, of wliich frao^ments have been preserv-

lar.

See e. jj- Athanas. de Synod. § 43; Hido Synod. § 86.
As this admits of beinq: so naturally
explained from the system of doctrines held
the
Alexandrian school, and moreover
in
the reasons urged by the council against
this church expression answer ])erfectly
to this system, the account is for these reasons, if there were no other, rendered probable.
The Arians, from whom we receive
the account, are, it is true, on this point,

ed in Athanasius' work on tlic doctrines of
Dionysius.
Ath'inas. de sententia Dionysii, § 14.
For the purpose of strongly emphasizing
the oi<K ud rjv, he is reported to have said
Ovk tjv nplv yavvrj&rj, u/J/i' ijv jvore urs ovk
tjv.
Being a disciple of Origen, he may
have expressed liiniself in the latter way;
perhaps to mark a beginning of existence,
but no beginning in time. But, in trutli, it
is impossible, since Dionysius' work has not
been preserved entire, to determine, with any
degree of certainty, what his language really was, so as to distinguish what he actually
did say, from the conclusions which men
thought proper to draw from what he said.
^ 'AvarpoTTTj, fragments of which woik

'^

suspicions witnesses; but the fact that their
warm opponents, Athanasius, Hilarius of
Poitiers, and Basilius of CiBsarca, quote
the same account from their mouth, yet
without contradicting it, may be considered
OS a confirmation of its truth.
^

The

letter to

Ammonius and Euphra-

•*
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Eastern church, that system of the unity of essence which had become
akeady matured in the Western church, and from which every trace of
Besides the Sabellians, he
subordination had been nearly obhteratcd.^
attacks two other tendencies. He says he had heard that many among
their teachers ^ had fallen into an error directly opposed to that of Sabelliamsm, viz. Tritheism ;" that they had separated the holy unity into
three hypostases, totally alien and totally sei-arated from one another.
Yet we can hardly reconcile it with the general shaping of Christian

thought and speculation among the Orientals,

to suppose that those
teachers did really hold to the existence of three essences, equally
without beginning, and standing in no relation of dependence on each
other.
The Roman bishop here assuredly followed the reports of
others, who so interpreted the explanations of those teachers.
It is
probable that, in marking broadly and strongly the distinction of the

hypostases in the conflict with Sabellianism, they may only have so
expressed themselves as to furnish some color for those complaints.
The third of these erroneous views, censul-ed by the Roman Dionysius,
was precisely that one, according to which the Son of God was regarded as a creature, and a beginning assigned to his existence
the
error which some were bent on finding in Dionysius of Alexandria.
Now, had the latter clung pertinaciously to the difl^erence which did
really exist on this doctrine between himself and the Roman Dionysius,
had he given still greater distinctness and prominence to the differences
between his own and the Roman form of doctrine, and set himself to
defending these points, the signal w'ould have been given for a controversy, which might have terminated in a separation of the two
churches.
But Dionysius demeaned himself according to the spirit, so superior
to dogmatic narrowness, which had descended to him from his great
master Origen.
The common ground-work of the Christian faith stood
at a higher value with him than subordinate differences of opinion
he was more anxious to preserve alive the consciousness of unitj^, than
to give prominence to the dividing points of op{)Osition.
Without manifesting any resentment to his accusers, who had resorted to a foreign
bishop, and one so eager to obtrude- himself as a judge in the concerns
of other churches ; without being ruffled even by that bishop himself, who seems to have assumed the tone rather of a judge than of a
colleague, he endeavored, with calmness and prudence, and without
denying his own convictions, so to explain the offensive propositions, by
pointing out their connection with his whole system, as to remove all
scruj.les against them, even from those who adopted the }irinciples of
;

—

;

t^ve been preserved in Athanasius' book
on the decrees of the Council of Nice.
1

We

still

perceive, however,

some

re-

mains of the old system of suhordination,
the Father, as the apxi/, the God of
the universe, is stvled absolutely the Almighty. TfjV Tpiu()n dc tva, uo-rrep dg koOV<jn/v TLva, tov iiebv tuv d?i.uv rdv ivavroKpuropa ^yoi, crvyKt:(paXacova-&ai. Kal avvuyeadcu

when

Trcffa avayKT).

Nieenae,

^

—

Athanas. do dccretis synodi

26.

His words are, 1. c.: Uetnaiiai elvai
nvaf tuv nap' vfilv KarTjxoi'VTwv Kat didaakuvtuv rbv &dov loyov ravrric /
J/rdf T^f
'^

(/)//)'

(ppoviiaeug.
^

Ot Kara MijitTpov uvuKeLVTac ry DojSeA-

Tuov yvufiy.

:
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Roman

the

church.

He

expounded,

the

in

manner of Origen,

the

He

was even wiUing
to tolerate the term d/xoovmov, so far as it was employed to denote simply the relationship of essence between the Son of God and the Father,
and to distinguish him from all created beings though he had it to
object, that it was a term not hitherto sanctioned by ecclesiastical use,
and nowhere to be found in the holy scriptures,
an objection of little
weight, we must allow, against a dogmatic expression, since the changes
arising from the progressive development of the dogmatic spirit generally, and from the new errors which strike into it, may make it absolutely
necessary to resort to new expressions
and since all that is really important here, is to see that the notion which the dogmatic term should
express, is clearly deducible from the scripture doctrine.
By this selfdenying moderation of Dionysius, the dispute was brought to an end,
anc^ a schism avoided which might have rent the bond« of Christian
fellowship. 1
It is true, this practical union had no power of enduring
influence.
The oppositions which had once made their appearance in
the process of doctrinal development, must continually assert over again
their rights within the sphere of thought, and strive on towards their
notion of the eternal generation of the Logos.

;

—

;

reconciliation in a higher unity.

In the doctrine concerning the Holi/ Spirit, the want of correspondence between ivhat was contained in the Christian consciousness
and its notional expression, clearly manifested itself. In the first youthful age of the church, when the power of the Holy Spirit made itself to
felt in the life, as a new creative, transforming }trinciple,
veiy far from being the case, that the consciousness of this
Spirit, as one identical with the essence of God, had been thoroughly
apprehended and presented in conceptions of the understanding.
If we except the Monarchians and Lactantius^^ men were agreed in
The conception of
conceiving of the Holy Spirit as a personal being.
his reality and objective essentiality coincided in the Christian thought
But the
with the conception of his personal, self subsistent existence.
logical consistency of their system of subordination in the Logos-doctrme, compelled the church fathers to conceive of the Holy Spirit as
the first of the beings prosubordinate to the Father and th« Son
duced by the Father through the Son ;
and we shall perceive the
after-influence of this tendency of thought in the Eastern church, till
When, on the one hand, men felt themlate into the fourth century.

be so mightily

it

was

still

;

—

by the demands of the Christian consciousness and
of the holy scriptures, to recognize in the Holy Spirit something beyond a creaturely existence, to bring him into nearer relation to the
selves constrained,

Son of God, and assign him a place in the Triad and were driven,
on the other hand, by the logical consistency of the theory of subordination, to represent him as the first being created by the Logos, through
;

See the fragments of the second letter
bishop Dionysius, under the title
'Kkeyxo^ nai airoXoyia, in Athanasius de
1

Father and of the Son,
vel ad Filiuin

enm

vel ad Patreni

et sanctiticationcra

to the

referri

sententia Dionysii.

utriusque personae sub ejus nomine demon
Vid. Hieronym. ep. 41 ad Pamach
strari.

2

Who

Holy

is

supposed

to

have explained the

Spirit as the sanctifying energy of the

et

Oceanum.

;

THE HOLY

whom God

called

all
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SPIRIT.

things into existence

—

;

the thought,

proceedmg

on such difterent assumptions, must entangle itself in contradictions,
which would give an impulse to still further efforts to place the doc
Thus, in Justhi Martyr particularly, we may
trine in its right shape.
observe a wavering of this sort, between the idea of the Holy Ghost,
as one of the members of the Triad, and a spirit standing hi some relaAlso, in Origen, we observe the two eletionship with the angels. 1
the sound Christian view, producing itself
ments coming together,
out of the immediate contents of the Christian consciousness, and the
On the one
speculative view, standing m no sort of relation to it.
hand, he considers the Holy Sfiirit as the substance of all the gracious
gifts proceeding from God, communicated through Christ,'^ the source
and then he describes him, notvrithstandof sanctification to believers
mg, as only the first-begotten of the Father through the Son, to \\hom

—

;

The

reasons which have hccTi presented
Catholic and Protestant theologians
against my exjiosition of Justin's expres1

by

sions respectinir the

Holy

cannot pre-

Spirit,

me

to abandon it. See the literature
dispute in a inonotiraphy on Justin,
remarkahlv full and lhorouj;h, written hy
Semisch, II. p. 318. If it has been attempted to show, that Justin's notions of
the essence of the anprels and of creatures
generally were irreconcilable with that
view, yet this objection is set aside by our
Self-contradictory
remarks in tlie text.
momenta ought not to be considered as
anything strange, when found at this stage
of the development of doctriTie but unless
we return back to old doctrinal jjrejudiees,
and overlook once more the essential character of the ))rocess of histoiical developthe besetting sin of a certain narrow
ment,
and narrowing church tendency, of which
however, I cannot accuse many of my opponejits.
they must appear rather as a
matter of course. On the same grounds, I
must protest against that which the Herr
Diaconus Semisch brings as evidence
against the truth of my own view of the
mattei', where he says: "No representation
certainly clashes, so much as this, with the
scriptural position and the common feeling
of the ancient church." But as it concerns
vail

((In

on

this

;

—

—

tlie scrif)tural

do with

position,

we have nothing to
The included

that question here.

contents of the divine Word must, in its
]>rocess of develojimcnt for the human
thought, go through manifold intermediate
forms.
The position taken by Justin constitutes one among these liistorically conditioned intermediate forms.
And as it
respects the common Christian feeling, we
do, in truth, recognize such a common feeling, by which the cliurch in all ages is knit
together; but this common feeling did not
find at once its corresponding expression
in the forms evolved by the understanding.
Of the two passages from Justin, wliich we
are concerned with, one is where Justin, in

VOL.

I.

39

confronting the charge of u-dEorrjQ. enumei''
ates tlie objects of religious worsliip among
the Christians; Apol. II. f. .56: ''EK'-ivov re
aal Tov Trap' ai'Tov viov i'A&ovTa Kcil ikou^avra
i/udg TavTa Kai tov tCjv uXkuv knofiivuiv snl
uyyiTiuv
E^ofioLQVjxcvuv uya^u^v
arparbv,
nvtvfj.u Te rd 7rpo(priTiK')v asfi6fiE-&a kqI npoQ'

Now

Kvvoiifxev.

Semisch

affirms, that

it

is-

contrary to the hnvs of language and of

word uAlur to that which
But the sinii>le f[uestion is,,

logic to refer the

follows

afiei'.

whether, in a writer like Justin, such ani
instance of negligence in st\ le may not be
supposed. If, with Semisch, we take the

—

that Jnstin. under
passage in this way,
the term u?,Xuv, had in mind Cin-ist, ;md
understood the word dyycAo^ at one and the

same time

in the

more general sense

(of n

messenger of God) and the more limited
one (of angel)
it still remains certainly

—

a very harsh construction, not admissible
in the case of any other writer
For the
rest, in

whatever way the word ('Muv might
a circumstance by no means

be explained,

—

decisive as to the wliole meaning of the
passage,
it still ever remains the easiest
and best way, to account for what we find
here associated together, by referring to the
connection which existed between the notions of the Holy Sjiirit nml of ihe angels.
But in no case can I concede to Hr. Semisch, that by the angel of (!od. the might
sent by Christ for our assi^iance, (Dial. c.
Tryph. f. 344.) Justin could haye nniinstood snything else than the Holy Spi.it
The reference to the passage in the .3d of
Zechariah has nothing to do with the ques-

—

but if it had, it would be rather
than against, the necessity of
this interpretation.
If vi'e pay any regard
to Justin's peculiar style of doctrinal language, it is (piile impossible to understand
tins term as referring merely to the moral
power bestowed by Christ.
tion here

favor

in

'^

"ICTcTj

;

of,

tCjv xapLrtfiaTuv, Ivrpyov/xEVt]

anb

tov Xp'iarov.

Id

Toil i?foii, 6LaK0vovf.i.evTi vird

Joann. T.

II. ^ 6.
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not only being, but also wisdom and holiness,

is first communicated b^
dependent on him in all these relations.^
It is besides worthy of notice, that, in the dispute with the Monarchi*
ans, the doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit was not touched upon at
all,
a proof how little men had busied themselves as yet with the
more accurate determination of this doctrine
how very far it retired
into the background, compared with the significance attached to the

the

Son

;

—

—

Logos-doctrine.

It altogether befitted the peculiar^ bent of the Patri-

passianists to refer everything to the undivided

Christ
ence.

and

;

to consider the

Holy

But when the doctrine of

tant place which

God, the Father in
agency or influassumed the impor-

Spirit simply as his

the

Holy

Spirit

did in the perfected Montanistic system, the proceedings entered into with the adherents of this scheme would lead to
it

more accurate investigations of this doctrine as indeed we know that
Clement of Alexandria, in whose writings preserved to us no speculative determination of this point is to be found, was intending, in his
work on prophecy, (^nepl vpocpriTeLag^^ which had reference to the dis;

pute with the Montanists, to enter into a fuller development of the doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit.^
Accordingly Sabellius was the first
who received into his Monarchian scheme the notion also of the Holy
In this dogma, too, we see the element of the subordination
Spirit.
theory more and more overcome, by the matured conception of the one
This is particularly disceniible in
substance in the Western church.
the letter of Dionysius, bishop of Rome, to Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria, (see above.^)
From the doctrme concerning God, (theology in the stricter sense
of the word,) we pass to the doctrine concerning human nature, (Anthe two doctrines being, in their peculiar Christian
thropology,)
both deriving their peculiar
acceptation, most intimately connected
Christian significancy from their particular relation to the doctrine of
From the doctrine of
the central point of Christianity.
redemption,
God's holiness proceeded a conception of sin, entirely different from
and thia
that presented in the mode of thinking of the ancient world
of itself had the greatest influence on Anthropology.
Again, the redemption in which entire humanity is destined to participate presupposes, on the one hand, the need of such a provision exthe feeling of their own moral insufiiciency, of the
isting in all men,
inner schism, the sin and guilt which separate them from God and, on
the other hand, the consciousness of a recipiency for the redemption,
as a quality possessed bv human nature in general, by virtue of which
the redemption may find a point of union in the soul's act of free selfdetermination.
Both are intimately connected for it is oat of the

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

1 Oil
xpii^^'-'^

vovvTog avTOv

koiKS TO llyiov TtvEVfia, 6iaK0-

VTTOaTuasi, ov fiovov e/f to
elvai, d/lAa Knl ao(pbv elvai koX Iovikov Kal

diKaiov

Kal

T7j

ttuv

OTinoTovv xpV avTo vodv
tCjv npoeipj^^evuv

EnLnveladai to aytov -nvEVjia

KaTu fieTOxr/v
XpLaToi) kmvoujv.
L. c

nepl \l>vxv<: eTVL^eLxd^aeTai
!. IV. f. .511.
f. 591

2 The Holy Spirit, as somctliiny: cabove
nature, su])ervening to the ori2:inal facuhies
of the soul 'H/zeZf [xlv tu TvemarcvKon irpog-

to dyiov

Tvyx^i-VEiv

:

(pa/iev,

— dAA'

ovx' "f fJ-spog deoi) kv knaoTu rifuov to ttvevfia- oXui> 6e i] diavofi?/ avTrj Knl oti ttote inn
rd uyiov Trvevfia, kv toIc nepl npoiprjTsiag koI
tj/uv.

Strom.

1.

V.

;

^ ''EiKpi'koxupelv
Trvev/j-a.

cenas, k 25.

tu i?ew

De
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recipiency that the want developes itself, and the want without the recipiency would be a self-contradiction in nature.
The consciousness of

and

sin

guilt,

which answers

to

the need of redemption, itself presup-

poses also something akin to God, elevated above natural necessity,

something of the essence of a free self-determination of the spirit, without which sin and gvult can have no existence.
On both these sides,
the position occupied by the ancient world was opposed to Christianity.
On the one side was the moral self-sufficiency ,i which exhibits itself to
the self-feelmg from which prous at its highest point in Stoicism
ceeded the ethical notion of a neya2xy>pvxla^ (magTianimity,) and to
which the Christian virtue of humility appeared to be a sort of selfdegradation on the other side, that pomt of view which made man
dependent on natural necessity, and caused moral evil to be regarded
as something having its ground in such necessity,
a point of view by
which room enough was still left to admit the notion of moral imperfection, but not the conception of sin.
In the stoical doctrine both are
brought together, the Autonomy and Autarchy of the Wise man, and
the necessity of evil in order to the hannony of the universe.
Although, in relation to the first of these points, the opposition in which
the fundamental principle of the ancient world stands to Christianity
^ yet it comes forth with so
is tempered by the Platonic philosophy
much the greater strength on the other side, when all evil is here
regarded as something uivolantary, is traced to a deficiency of knowledge, a preponderance of the natural (of the v^^ over the rational
element in man, by virtue of which preponderance the rational element
cannot yet attain to a free development.
It is true, diiferent stages
are here to be distinguished in the development of Platonism, according as the tendency predominates to apply and carry out its specula-

—

:

—

;

tive princij^les with logical consistency, as in the case of Plotinus, or a

prevailing interest in behalf of religion and morality operates independently of those principles, as in the case of Plutarch, who so earnestly
defends moral freedom against the stoical doctrine of necessity.
But
even where this notion of freedom most decidedly manifested itself, as,
for instance, in Aristotle, who combated the Platonic principle that evil
implied the absence of freedom,'^ men must necessarily have felt embarrassed by great difficulties in endeavoring to apply the notion of freedom to life. They thought they perceived an unconquerable natural
temperament of certain tribes, certam great classes among men, who
had no power of elevating themselves above a very inferior grade of
moral culture. But even these restrictions could not overcome the idea
Yet they could be wholly got
of freedom in such men as Aristotle.
rid of onlv- when the might of e\'il in humanity came generally to be
understood to be something not original, but to be first traced itself to
an original act of freedom ; and when a power was introduced into

^

The Horatian maxim, bonam mentem

mihi ipse parnbo.
-

See on

is

this relation, vol.

I.,

Introduc-

rion.

'

Thus he understands,

terminate rharacter of a man, by which he
(U'tcrniincd in

is itself
^s^'i',

that even the de-

a

Nicom.

liis

judixnicnts

work of freedom.

Towiroig
III. 7.

^fj yevea'daL, dtd

and

actions,
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humanitj, whereby those differences of nature could be equalized, and
the same divine life could be imparted alike to all.
It was only with
the victory over the nature-principle and over the aristocratic leaning
of antiquity, that the idea of moral freedom could be completely established in its rights, as a power belonging to human nature.
As Christianity, then, brought about an important revolution in the
ethical and anthropological views of mankind, by the doctrine of a primitive condition and of man's loss of it by an act of his own choice ;
so we may add, as another weighty fact, that it placed Anthropology in
connection with the doctrine concerning spirits (Pneumatology), inasmuch as it caused the essence of spirit to be known as the image of God
as the common element in man and all ranks of the spiritual world
and as lying at the basis and indicating the fact of a common destination ; inasmuch as it presented to view, on the one hand, the fellowship
of one divine life uniting together all spirits in the kingdom of God,
and on the other, referred back the origin also of the ungodly life to the
first act of the self-will of a higher intelligence.
This latter fact was
particularly important as opposed to the pagan nature-view of sin, and
to all the tendencies which led men to regard it as something necessarily rooted in the organism of human nature, in the union of a rational
with a sensuous nature.
Now, while the interests of the Christian faith require the union of
of all that has reference to the need of rethe momenta here unfolded,
demption, and of all that has reference to the recipiency for redemption
and the severance of these correlative momenta engenders the
heretical element yet the greater or less degree of prominence given
to the one or the other of these momenta, depended partly on the oppositions, and partly on the peculiar character, of the different tendencies
As it
of the theological spirit, which we have previously described.
respects the former, we may notice in particular the opposition of GnosAgainst this there was no need, as is clear from the representicism.
tation of the Gnostic doctrines, to prove in the first place the existence
of a schism in man's nature, and of a need of redemption grounded in
but on the contrary, as an original threefold difference of
that schism
human natures was asserted by the Gnostics, and a recipiency of the
divine life acknowledged to exist only in one class of these natures, the
capacity for the redemption and the power of moral freedom had to be
The polemical interest exdemonstrated to belong in common to all.
;

;

—

;

;

;

cited

by the controversy with the Gnostics was the cause, therefore,

many extremely one-sided theories, to which men were afterwards
led by separating momenta of the Christian consciousness which beThe hypothesis
long together, did not as yet make their appearance.
that

of a predetex'mination of natures endangering moral freedom was thereby kept back. Those passages of the Old Testament, such as related
for instance to the hardening of Pharaoh, which subsequently furnished

a foothold for such doctrines, but which were made use of by the Gnostics as points of accusation against the God of the Old Testament, men
must seek to defend against them, and to show them, that these passages contained a meaning capable of being reconciled with God's love
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Thus

and man's indestructible freedom.

it

belongs

among

peculiar characteristics of the position which this period held in the
evolution of the doctrines of the Christian faith, that, as a general thing,
tlie

men were far from the thought of framing to themselves, out of some
like those from
of the more dark and difficult jiassages of scripture,
which, singly taken, in after times, the doctrine of absolute predestination was derived,
a system to Avhich thej would be ready to sacrifice
all other religious interests and the whole analogy of Bible faith ,^ but

—

—

went rather on the principle of holding fast to that which they found,
by comparing different passages of scripture, was the collective doctrine
lying every where at bottom.
On this point, those who took the lead
in the guidance of the church were uniformly agreed
and it was only
ignorant, uneducated, and at the .same time arrogant individuals among
the laity, who were inclined to fix on such insulated passages, and run
into downright extravagances of doctrine.^
It belongs further to the common ground assumed by all Christians
in opposing Gnosticism, that Avhile the Gnostics regarded Dualism as an
original and absolute truth, and the schism as a necessary thing in the
evolution of existence, necessary to appear at some period in order to
be overcome, something of which the foundation was laid already in the
world of ^ons
the church fathers, on the other hand, were agreed
in this, that contrary to the Gnostics, they traced everything here to
the freedom of the creature.
The Gnostics were used to propose the
dilemma
If the first man w as created perfect, how could he then
sin ?
If he was created imperfect, we suppose God himself to be the
author of sin.
To this the church fathers, if we set aside what w'aa
peculiar in Origen's system, were accustomed to reply
that a distinction should be made between what the first man was in respect to
his original capacity, and what he was to become by that development
of this capacity which depended on his oAvn free will.
Here we meet
with a distinction, widely recognized, around which, in the subsequent
;

,

;

;

—

—

—

•

;

evolution of the doctrines of faith, important diflfei'ences clustered.

The

between that which is denominated c^.ii:. and that which is
denominated n^m. in Genesis, the eIkuv and the dfioiuatg rov ^eov (the image,
and the likeness of God)
the first being what was laid in the original
capacities of human nature, and what, inasmuch as it was grounded in
its essence, wjis indestructible
to which were usually reckoned reason
distinction

:

—

;

^ Opposed to this were the hernieneutipal
canons which Irenaeus set up against the
Gnostics; as, for example, that men should
not seek to explain a;ni<imata per aliud

niajus aenigma, sed ea, quai sunt talia,

ex

maiiifestis et consonantibus et claris accipi-

nnt absolutior.es.

Lib. II.

c.

10, § 1.

T«

favepCog eipTifiivainiXvaei rue TzapafSoTiug. Kal
"^td TT/g niv 'M^euv noXv^uiviag iv cn.'/j.<p(jvov

y/uv alax^yaerni.
Lib. II. c. 28, § 3.
- Origcn, in his exposition of the passage
in Ex. 10: 27, distinguishes from the Gnostics, who made use of such texts as arguments ajiainst the God of the Old Testament,
and those who sought to remove the diffi-

fieXog iv

culty by correct interpretation, two classes
Oi /lev (ppovovaiv,
amonfj the Christians
(l)CupaKaiuu-oK?J/puaivddebc bvdE?iei{:?^el,
bv 6s ^sXsiGK/Jipvvei' i-epoide (Sekriov napa
roiVwr <btp6/itToi (pam noXXu Kal uAJM Ke:

avTolg vor/fiara, Kal ov
vyiovg mareioc Tpeneo&at.

Kpi'(l>dai ri/g ypa(pr/c

Kapa toutu

ti/q

T. VIII. ed. Lomm. p. 299. The principle
described in these last words of Origen, is
the same with one which is laid down also
by Irenisus: Ei hta tCjv ^7/rr//zarwv uva
^Tiao/j.ev tu i?£6J, Kal ttjv moTiv rijiuv 6ta
(pvXu^ofiev kui
II. c. 28, § 3.

ukcv6v%'oi dia/j-ivoifxev.

Lib

—
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and the power of moral freedom

—
—
;

the second, the likeness to

God

bj the right employment of these capacities, in
but in order to the realization of
which consists the image of God,
which, another principle, besides what is given in man's natural capacia principle partaking of the supernatural,
ties, must supervene,
fellowship with God, without which human nature is inadequate to atr
The important thing here was, the recognition
tain to its completion.
of an indestructible image of God in human nature, and of an original
actually

realized

—

man for the supernatural, the deep-founded consciousness
of the essence of human nature, as one which could find the fulness of
its true essence and the attainment of its end only in the fellowship
thus the recognition of the correlation, existing from the
with God
the recognition of the fact that
first, of the human and the divine
destination of

—

;

This distinction, however, might be so apprethey belonged together.
hended, as to lead to a false separation of the human and the divine.^
In the next place, the fundamental differences of the theological tendencies which have been described by us, would have a special influence in determining the peculiar method of treating Anthropology.
Those church-teachers whom we have described as. representing tiie
predominantly supranaturalist tendency, were urged by this their prevailing tendency, to set in the most prominent light the corruption of
man's nature and his need of redemption, the power of renewing grace,
and the contrariety between grace and nature. Montanism, which we
presented as the extreme exhibition of this fundamental tendency, waa
in truth ever inclined to glorify the divine grace in such sense, as that
the human element was entirely swallowed up by it, instead of seeking
Those
to establish the harmonious union and cooperation of both.
church-teachers, on the other hand, who, as the antagonists of a sheer
supernaturalism, strove after a union between the interest of faith and
that of reason, were led by this their own peculiar tendency, to give
special prominence in their treatment of Anthropology, to human freedom and self-activity ; and thus, in the case of those church-teachers
who otherwise held a conciliatory position in relation to the Gnostics,
the polemical interest against Gnosticism could not fail very decidedly
to manifest itself in the treatment of this doctrine.
It becomes very important, therefore, that on this point also, we
should compare together the doctrine of the North-African church and
that of the

The

Alexandrian

school.

its shape from Teradopted, out of the previous doctrine of the church, the
idea, that the first man, as he was created by God, possessed all
the faculties necessary to reveal the image of God through his moral
nature but that these faculties lay still in a dormant, undeveloped
Their development depended on man's free will.
state.
To the inworking of God on human natui-e there was, by virtue of its purity, as

doctrine of the North-Afiican church took

He

tulUan.

;

by fellowship with God, human nature would have be«
come more and more ennobled and transfigured, and was made capabla

yet no obstacle

1

;

In the doctrine concerning the relation of the dona gratuita to the dona naturalia

—
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tertullian's views.

of attaining to a participation in a divine, imperishable life, so as to be
But by the first sin, which conplaced beyond the dominion of death.

man's refusing

sisted in

own

subject his

to

opposition to the will of God,^

man

will,

departed from

but setting

it

up

in

fellowship with

this

and a mortal nature. By
two are united in the
notion expressed bj ^i9opo, while the opposite term uip-&apaca denotes with
a connection of
them at once a divine, imperishable, and holy life
ideas which had an importa»nt influence on the sy^stems of faith and
morals. As tlie harmony between the divine and the human will resulted
in harmony through all the departments of man's nature, so the schism
between the divine and the human Avill resulted in the schism Avhich rung
In place of that union with the
through the whole of human nature.
The original
divine Spirit, came the union with an ungodly spirit.
God, and so became subject
church-teachers

the

of

this

to a sinful

these

period,

—

father entailed the spirit of the world on

all his

posterity .^

Peculiar, however, to Tertullian was his theory to explain the p-opabeing connected
gation of this original corruj^tion of human nature,
with his theory respecting the propagation of souls. It was his opinion,
namely, that our first parent bore within him the undeveloped germ of
all mankind
that the soul of the first man w^as the fountain-head

—

;

human

of all

souls,

and that

all

human

the varieties of individual

nature

Hence
are but diiferent modifications of that one spiritual substance.^
the w^hole nature became corrupted in the original father of the race ;
and sinfulness is ])ropagated at the same time with souls.^
Although this mode of apprehending the matter in Tertullian is connected with his sensuous habits of conception, yet is this by no means
At the root of this mode of apprehension lay
a necessary connection.
a higher truth and necessity, of which Tertullian bore witness as the
author of the so-called doctrine of the traduction of souls.
It

is

worthy of notice, that the same Tertullian, who

first

brought

expUcit form, exclaims,
though in a somewhat earlier work, where he takes ground against the
practice of infant baptism ^ " Wherefore should the age of innocence

out the doctrine of

inherited

sin in

this

:

be in haste after the forgiveness of sin

?

"

'^

Tertullian was equally penetrated with the consciousness of sinfulness cleaving to man's nature, and with the consciousness of an undeniable godlike nature in man, in contrast with which it is that sin reveals itself as sin.

This great church-teacher, who in

many

respects

must be considered as the forerunner of Augustin, is to be compared with
since Avithout any doubt he had had occahim also in this particular,
sion to learn from his own experience the resistance of a fiery, violent,
rude nature to the godlike spirit, and so the opposition between nature
and grace. * Though we know less about his early development than we

—

do about xiugustin's, yet we
ter, as
1

it

Electio suae potius

tentise.
^ Spiritum

quam

mundi universe

De

from

infer

his wholly peculiar charac-

divinae sen-

generi suo

anima,

c.

10 and

c. 19.

it

was only

^

Tradux animae tradux

''

Sec

^

Quid

vol.

].

p.

after

peccati.

312.

festinat innocens astas ad remisDe bapt. c 18.

sionem peccatorem.

tradidit.
^

may

exhibits itself to us in his writings, that
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—

and the reactioii
many an inward struggle he could attain to peace
of those deep elements of his natural character doubtless furnished
But equally mighty was the immeoccasion for many an after-conflict.^
;

diate feeling of the underlying godlike principle in his sturdy, inartifi-

" The corruption of nature," he says,^ " is a second
nature.
nature, Avhich has its own god and father, even the author of the corruption himself; so that goodness, however, still resides also in the

cial

soul

;

that original, that godlike and genuine thing, which is its proper
For that which is from God is not so much extinguished as

nature.

obscured

;

for

it

can be obscured, since

it is

not

God

;

but

it

cannot be

As the liglit, when some object is
extinguished, since it is of God.
intei'posed, continues to exist, though it may not be transmitted, o^ving
so goodness in the soul, when suppressed
to the density of the object
by evil, as it is the peculiar nature of evil to suppress it, either remains wholly inactive, its light being hid or else bursts through in
;

;

Thus

it is that some are very
good and others very bad; and yet all souls are of the same stock:
thus, too, there is something good in the very worst, and something bad
since God alone is without sin, and as man, Christ
in the very best
Thus it is that the divinity
alone without sin, since Christ is also God.
of the soul, by virtue of its original goodness, breaks out in obscure
pi'esentiments, and the consciousness of God comes forth as its Avitness.
For this reason no soul is without guilt, for none is without the seeds

freedom, where

given

it is

it

to

do

so.

;

of goodness."
It is a characteristic trait in Tertullian, that, as he laid p^-culiar
stress, because he was a Montanist, on the unusual psychological phenomena presented in the effects of the new divine life, on the miraculous element in the charismata ^ so too, where he is led to speak of
man's natural condition, he is fond of bringing up such eccentric
appearances as the manifestation of a natural power of divination, as
indications of the indestructible, godlike element in human nature*
He was led still further to unfold and to defend these views, not only
in his controversy with Marcion, who, as we have observed above, did
not acknowledge the existence of anHhing origmally godlike in the
On this latter occasion,
soul, but also in his dispute with Hermogenes.
he wrote a work, wliich has not come down to us, on the descent of
Hermogenes had combated the theory of a heavenly descent
souls.
of the soul, of the inbreatliing into it of a di\ine particle, by which
theory the Divine was subjected to a mar, to a stain, since it was im;

possible to avoid the necessity of tracing to this soul, at the

1

Thus we hear him speaking out of

the

fuhiess of his inner experience, when in his
work, written in praise of the Christian vir" Ita miscmmus
tun, jxitience. he says, c. 1
ego semper reger caloribus impatientiae,
quam non obtineo patientiae sanitatem, et
:

invocem et perorem necesse est,
cum recordor et in mese imbecillitatis con-

susjiirem ct

tcmplatione digero, bonam tidei valetudinem
et dominicie discipline sanitatem, non facile

same time,

cuiquam, nisi patientia adsideat, provenire."
- De anima, c. 41.
^ The distinction between that natural
faculty of divination and prophecy as a
charisma is stated, de anima, c. 22: Divinatio interdum, seposita, quae per Dei gratiam obvenit ex prophetia.
* De censu animce.
learn what wer«
the contents of this book from his work d(

We

anima.

•

tertullian's views.
the origm of evil.^

He

61

r

—

thinks himself bound to suppose in matter,
ground of the creation,
not only

—

that int)rganic stuff lying at the

something akin to the corporeal world which is produced out of it, but
something akm to the soul, which was likewise formed out of it.
The wild motion in it, is that which it has akin to the soul, and which
As God, by his organizmg influences,
lies at the ground of the soul.^
produced the corporeal world out of the chaotic mass, so he fomied the
Taking his position on this
soul out of the chaotic principle of motion.^
denymg that
ground of materialism, he hence agreed \\-ith Marcion
any point of union was presented for Christianity in an original element
Evil he derived from this wild,
of the human soul aldn to the Divine.
chaotic principle of motion, not overcome just as he would regard
whatever was hateful in the corporeal world as a remnant of the anAlso in Satan and evil spirits, he believed probably that
cient chaos.
Souls
he saw the reaction of that untamed chaotic power of motion.
needed the communication of a divine life really related to God, and
order to
hnparted to them by the redemption and by regeneration,
be enabled to vanqtdsh the evil element growmg out of their origin.
Tertullian defended, as he himself affimis,^ agamst Hermogenes, the
free will, as an original property of the soul and mdestructible.
We
might thence infer, that Hennogenes regarded the participation
the
redemption, and in the divine hfe originally ahen from the soul, as not
that he did not
conditioned by the self determination of the free Avill
consider faith as proceedmg from that source ; but derived everj-thing
here alike from the unconditional divine mfluence and election and
he would thus belong among the first advocates of the doctrine of an
unconditioned predetermination, and of an unconditioned, irresistible
grace.
The logically consistent development of his principles might
certainly lead to such results
for if the soul, by virtue of its material
origin and essence, presents no pomt of imion for grace, there seems
necessarily to follow, as from the theory of an absolute cormption of
human nature, such a result from these premises. Yet we are too imperfectly acquamted with the system of Hermogenes, to be able to
affirm with any certainty, that such was the comiection of his ideas.
From the thesis we camiot argue with perfect safety to the antithesis
for it is possible that Tertullian may have been led, simply on the
ground that Hennogenes denied the original existence of an}i:hmg akin
the soul, to maintain this against him, together with all the
to God
marks and characters belonging thereto, among which he reckoned also
the free will, without Hermogenes having wholly denied the freedom
of the will just as Tertullian does in fact maintain the doctrine of the
also

m

;

m

m

;

;

;

;

m

;

1

Dun:

incredibilc est, spiritiini

Dei

in

delictum et niox in judicium devenire. ex
materia potius anima eredatur quam ex Dei
spiritu.
De anima, c. 11. Tertullian con-

on the contrary, that the soul is denot from the si)iritus Dei, hut from
that it was not the essence
the flatus Dei
of God, hut only .something imparted immediately by the Spirit of God
something

in affinity

;

—

spirit,

which resided

in

^

The

incovporale inconditus motus maAdv. Hermogenem, c. 36.
Comp. the passage from Plutarch, cited

teriae.
^

tends,
rived,

with that

the soul.

on

p. ."^TG, relative to a soul united originally
with the chaos.
* Ines«e nobis rh avTe^ovaiov naturaliter,
jam et Marcioni ostendimus et Hermogeni
De anima, e. 21.
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Marcion, while yet we do not know that Marcion evei
events, Hermogenes denied the natural immortality
of the "soul, and regarded immortality only as a consequence of the
new di\ine life imparted by Christ
hence he considered believers
only to be immortal. All evil
evil spirits, and men who have not become partakers of the divine life
was finally to be resolved into the
matter from whence it originally sprang.^
Against this doctrine of Hermogenes, then, Tertullian maintamed,
" that the souls, sprung from that first soul wliich arose immediately
from the breath of God, are immortal, endowed with free will, in possession of a faculty of divination
evident signs of their heavenly
free will against

denied

it.^

At

all

—

:

—

:

—

^

origin."

He considered all the parts and faculties of human nature as one and
the same work of God, a work good in itself; and everythmg contrary
to reason in it, therefore, as but a consequence of that original schism
which grew out of the first sin. The division which Plato makes of the
soul mto the AoyiKov and uloyov he was willing to admit
though not in
respect to the original, but only in respect to the corrupted, human
;

nature.*

To

the Gnostic doctrine concerning the different fundamental princi-

ples of

human

nature, accordmg to which they maintained that a hylic

or material nature could never be converted into a pneumatic or spirit-

ual one, and that a spiritual nature could never be converted into a
material one,
to this doctrme Tertullian opposed the almighty power

—

human

of grace and the mutability of the

Avill.

When

the Gnostics

appealed to the declaration of Christ, that an evil tree caimot bring
" If this
forth good fruit, nor a good tree evil fruit, he replies to them
is to be understood -so, then God cannot raise up from the stones children to Abraham then the generation of vipers cannot brmg forth
fruits to repentance
and the apostle was mistaken, when he wrote,
' Ye also
were sometimes darkness,' and We also were once by nature
the children of wrath,' and
Ye were once among these but now are
ye washed.' But wiU the declarations of the holy scripture contradict
one another ? No for the evil tree will not bring forth good fruit, unless
it he grafted; and the good tree Avill bring forth evil fruit, unless it
be cultivated and the stones will become children of Abraham, if they
be formed to the faith of Abraham and the generation of vipers will
bring forth the fruits of repentance, when they have disgorged the
:

;

;

'

'

;

;

;

;

1

We must here remark, by way of supple-

inent, that, in Marcion's system, this point
still

For the same reacase of Hermogenes, such an

remains undecided.

sonj^, as in

the
hypothesis .vould perfectly accord with his

system

also,

and

it

would moreover harmoBut the

nize well with his ultra-Paulinism.

prominent pla^e which he gives to God's
paternal love, and the manner in which he
sjjeaks of the arbitrary conduct of the God
of the Old Testament, accusing him of having compassion on some, and hardening the
hearts of others, leave it quite improbable,
that Marcion ought to he considered as an

advocate of the doctrine of absolute predestination.
-

Vid. Theodoret. fab. haeret.

I. c.

19.

Animam

Dei flatu natam, imniortalem,
liberam arbitrii dominatricem, divinatricem.
De anima, c. 22.
De anima, 16. Naturale enim rationaU
credcndum est, quod animae a primordio sit
ingcnitum a rationaVi videlicet auctore irrationaleautemposteriusinielligendum, ipsum
^

'^

:

admissum atque (quod)
exinde inoleverit in anima, ad instar jam
naturalitatis, quia statim in naturae primoiillud transgressionis

dio accedit.

;
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tertullian's views.

These effects di\dne grace can produce which,
mightier than nature, and to which the free will ^nthin us
is subjected.
As this last, too, is a natm-aJ thing and susceptible of
change, so the nature turns in the same direction as this turns." ^ One
might understand the above remarkable passage, as if even at this early
peiiod TertuUian would attribute to grace an irresistibly attractive
power over the corrupted will of man one might say he asserted the
freedom of the will only in opposition to the doctruie of a natural necessity, to the affinnation of a complete moral want of susceptibility in
the case of certain natures
but not in respect to the soul-transforaiing
poison of wickedness.
of a truth,

;

is

;

;

principle

of

grace.

Montanism might easily result m givmg the
the overwhelming influence of the divine power,

utmost prominence to
and in reducing the free will to a blind passive instrmnent. But we
are by no means authorized by the comiection to give the language such
an interpretation. For TertuUian, accordmg tcj the context, is only
intending to prove, that grace, through its inworking agency on the
corrupted nature, could, by virtue of the free will, impart to it a higher
power than dwells in itself, and thus transform it to sometliing else
and we are bomid
justice to adopt that interpretation which best
accords with other explanations that TertuUian gives concerning the
free will.
It is true, as Ave have before remarked, that the influence
of the whole peculiar tendency lying at the root of Montanism must
have been, to cause that the power of grace should be magnified but
even Montanism cannot be accused of rending asunder the momenta
which belong together in Christianity, and giving supremacy to one
wholly at the expense of the other.
Even Montanism was far from any
tendency to the doctrine of a constraining grace, operating with irreThat it did not look
sistible power on the conversion of man generally.
upon the agency of grace generally as being of this kind, may be gathered from the fact, that it regarded this kind of gracious agency connected with bare passivity on the part of man, as an exception to the
general rule,
supposed it to be confined
as an extraordinary thing
to the prophets.
Accordingly we find, even in TertuUian, a passage
in which he speaks of such influences of grace, where everythmg desuch
pends solely on the divine influence, nothmg on human conduct
extraordinary virtues as could be regarded only in the light of free
gifts of divine grace, which God imparts to each individual as he pleases.Eut this very circumstance, of his ascribing the whole to the action of
grace alone only in such extraordinary cases, may serve as a proof,
tliat he did not consider this as the general law which governed the
evolution of the Christian hfe.
And we are by no means warranted to
conclude from such a declaration of TertuUian, that he was already a
Montanist when he so expressed himself;
fur, in this particidar reference, our general remark will find its application, that Montanism is

m

;

—

;

—

—

—

1 Haec erit vis divinsB gratine, potentior
utiquc natura, liabens in nobis subjacentem
sibi liberam arbitrii poteslatem, quascum sit
et ipsa natnrulis atquc mutal)ilis, quoquo
vertitur, natura eonvertitur. l)c anima, c. 21.
'^

Quod bonoruin ([uorundam

sicuti et

ma-

lorum

intolerahilis

capionda

magnitudo

inspirationis opcrctur.

bonum,
id

id

quam

dignetur.

est,

ut

ad

et jm-estanda ea sola gratia divinye

Nam

quod maxiine

maxime penes Deum

;

nee alius

qui possidet, dispensat. ut cui(iue

De

patientia.

c. 1.
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be regarded merely as the extreme point of tendencies and modes of
thinking which were already in existence.
to

But a directly opposite view to this resulted of itself from the process
of development in the Alexandrian church. Accordingly Clement combated, without meaning to do so, the doctrine of the North-African church,
having in his eye simply the Gnostic dualism, which represented birth to
be a work of the evil principle. " How then," he asks, " could the cliildren have siimed, or fallen under the curse of Adam, when thej are
chargeable with no actions of their own ?" ^ The question here related
to the explanation of those passages of the Old Testament, which in the
North-African church were adduced in proof of the doctrine of inherited
sin. Job 14
4
Ps. 51 5.'^ Clement referred such and similar passages to the natural ignorance of man in reference to God and divine
things, to the power of sinful habits.^
But it by no means follows, that
Clement did not belieye in the doctrine of a fall from a state of moral
puritj. To the Gnostic dilemma,* above quoted, he opposed the assertion,
that the first man was not created perfect, but with the capacity for vii*tue ^ so that its cultivation and application depended on himself.
He
yielded to the enticements of sensual pleasure in that childhood of his
being, as it was for him to decide, according to his own free choice.^
:

—

:

;

While many Gnostics made the fall to consist in this, that ihe first man,
yielding to sensuous appetite, gave himself up to the indulgence of the
sexual propensity, whereby both himself and his entire posterity came un
der the dominion of the wA?? Clement, on the other hand, regarded man's
guilt to consist simply in this, that he did not wait for the suitable period
appointed by God for the satisfaction of that impulse.'^
Thus he might
regard that power of the sensuous appetites over the spirit as a consequence of the first disobedience,
might suppose, that by the guilt of
man the sway of sense became continually stronger, while still, however, it continued to depend on man's will to resist its enticements
We perceivfe the influence of the ideas which had found their way into
his mind through his philoso|(hical education,
the inclination he
manifests to refer back e\'il to the poAver of sense
and accordingly he
must refer redemption and regeneration mainly to the end of pro\ddmg
a way for the soul to partake of the divine life, by being delivered from
" It is not without special grace," says he,
these foreign elements.
" that the soul attains to this power of soaring aloft on wings, after
having laid aside every weight, so as to unite itself with its kindred
element." ^ This was the important thing with Clement, to recogiiize
both the need in wliich the free will stood of assistance, and also the
;

—

m
;

Strom. 1. III. f. 453 et 469.
^ See Cyprian's collection of proofs from
the scriptures of the doctrines of faith and

like Philo, regai-ded the serpent as a iyir.

morals, Testimonior.

npcjTOK'Auarov.

Strom.

vij&riaav -duTTOV

7/

1

3 'Sivvy&sia

ij

1.

III. c.

u/mprcj/iug

.54.

Tu(;

npurag in

yrveaeu^ op/xuCi i^od' af i^foi' ov yLvcjaKO/iev^
aaejhlnc Xeyei.
Strom. 1. III. f. 469.
* See above,
p. 613.
* 'EmTT/deiog
npog ttjv kt^glv upeTf/g.

Strom.

1.

VI.

* liaorjyETo

f.

662.

km&uidaiC 6 nalc.

Clement,

bol of
'

jyifow/.

Ta,Ya

irov

Protrept.

f.

69.

npo'AajSdvroc
1.

tov naiphv rov
'Eki
f. 466.

III.

Kpoar/Kov

7jv

m

vioc Tre^w-

Kurec, uttutij napax&svTeg.
''

Ov

x^piToc; uvev TTjg

L. c. f. 470.
E^aipirov uTepovTM

re koI uviaTarai. Kal uvu tcjv inrepKeifievo/v
alpsrai Ij ipvx^, tvuv rd fSp'fdov anon-c^Ff^ttr,
Kal uirodidovaa tC) avyyevel.
L. c. 1. V. f

588.
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grace was conditioned on its eiforts, and -was desiinicd to meet
On this point he thus expresses himself: ^ " When
man seeks by his own efforts and practice to free himself from the power
of his passions, he effects nothing.
But when he manifests a true zeal
and earnestness, then he gains the victory, by the accessory power of
God for God bestows his Sjjirit on willing souls. But when they remit
their desire, the Spirit, which God bestows, also withdraws.
The kingdom of heaven belongs not to the sleeping and indolent, but the violent
take it by force,"
lie Avas too strongly fettered to this dogmatic interest, too little capable of moving out of the circle of his subjective
notions, rightly to understand, out of its own self, particularly the Pauline type of doctrine,
as apj)ears, for examjile, in his remarkabl^^ tortuous interpretation of 1 Corinth. 1:20; where the last words, according to him, arc not to be taken as a question, but thus
it was not God
who made the wisdom of this world foolishness, but it became foolishness through the guilt of man.^
Quite peculiar to himself on this subject, is also the sj^tem of Origen.
We have observed, that he was attached to a spiritually conceived theory of emanation
in opposition to the Gnostics, who would
account for the difference among rational creatures, partly by a natural
law regulating the graduated evolution of life proceedmg from God,
parti V by their derivation from different fundamental principles. Origen
sought to trace all differences to moral freedom.
God, as the absolute
unity, he taught, can only be a source of unity.
So far as all existence
springs from him, the unity of his own essence must reveal itself therein.
No difference, no manifoldness, can spring from him. It would, moreover, be inconsistent with his love and justice, not to bestow on all his
fact that

its

deficiencies.

;

—

:

;

creatures the same measure of perfection and blessedness.'^
God thereis to be originally contemplated as the fountain of a world of spirits, allied to his own nature, blessed in their communion Avith him, the
members of which were all homogeneous and equal. In the second
book of his work T^epl upx^v, he so expresses himself, as if he considered
fore

not onlv
all

all

iu)t original,

1

2

measure of powers and of blessedness, but
which was
bat which resulted in the first instance from the difference

difference in the

differences in individual existence generally, as a thing

Qnis dives
Strom, lib.

salv.

21.

c.

f 313.
* Hitter, in his Christlichen Philosophie,
Bd I. S.317, maintains, that, at the foundation of Oiigen's doctrine, lies the thought,
" that creatc<l spirits in the outset did not aetually i):irtake of the good and of the perfect,
but had simply received the faculty for all
good. Their connate jierfection consisted
in this."

But

I.

sn<'b

a

thought would cer-

imply the notion of a development
from a lower stage.
a progressive and
graduated movement from the imperfect to
the perfect: and it is evident how utterly
this view clashes with the system of Origen.
Origen does in truth conceive the perfect as
tainly

—

fall,

—

traces all imperfection
involving gailt because it was fen

the original state
to a

;

act of freedom; and regards, as the final
end, the restoration of the original state, and
not the coniijlctc development of the capacities bestowed at the creation.
This simply
is the thought lying at the basis of his system,
that the rational spirit should maintain, by freedom as its proi)crty. the perfection bestowed on it already by the creation

—

;

and, having lost

by freedom

—

it,

should recover

it

again

that the fellowship witii God.
the source of all good in the rational creature,
is not coercive, liut can be preserved only by
;

virtue of a free appropriation, and can be
by the same means

accpiired again only

This

is

among

the points, too, which essen
the doctrine of Origen

tially distinguish

from that of Clement.
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moral bent of the will. Accordmg to this, Origen would have
held the original creation to be one of beings perfectly equal and only
numerically different
and would have regarded all individual peculiin the

;

A

very narrow
a consequence of estrangement from God.
conception of the creation, we must allow, viewed in relation to the infinite being of God
but in a characteristic manner does Origen here
show how, in opposition to the Gnosticism and Platonism, by which he
was at other times governed, the Christian point of view, though but
aiities as

;

partially seized

by

liim.

predommates

in his

way

of thinking, and

how

be places over against the hypothesis of a natural necessity, the moral
point of view, as the highest position, by which everything else must be
determined.^
Already in Origen's predecessor, Clement, it may be perceived how
the pushing to an extreme of one Christian momentum, the doctrine of
the pushing of this
freedom, seized to the exclusion of the other,
doctrine to an extreme, in opposition to the Gnostic distinction of natures, could fead to such a result as that is, where he supposes it necessary to ascribe whatever there was which distinguished the apostles
from other men, not to a peculiar nature bestowed on them by God,
According
but all to the merit of the riirht direction of their own will.
to his opinion, they did not become such, because they Avere chosen to
be such by God but they were chosen to their office by God, because
he foreknew what ihey would become by the direction of their own will.
In proof of this position, Clement adduces the fact, that Jadas Iscariot
was also one among the apostles, that Matthias, in consideration of his
wortliiriess, was afterwards received into the number of the apostles in
It was only necessary to carry out this one-sided
place of Judas. ^
which was diametrically opposed to the doctrine of absolute
view,
predetermination and divine decrees, and by which the significance of
any distinction of nature given by creation itself was utterly denied,
to its legitiand everything here derived solely from moral worth,
mate consequences, in order to be driven on from the position of Clement, to the system which Origen carried to its completion.
It may have been the case, however, that at some later pex-iod, Origen
retracted this hypothesis, as he did many other immature ideas which he
had brought to view in that work of speculative dogmatism. At least, he
says, in a passage belonging to a later work,^ that the Son of God is the
universal brightness of God's glory, but that scattered beams of his
glory were spread over the rest of the rational creation, since no crein which it
ated being could contain the whole of the glory of God
would seem to be implied, that what in the Logos is one and the same,

—

;

—

—

;

1 The importan<*e of the free will, as eonnectcd with all spiritual devclo])ment, Origen
describes ill the following words
'F.m jAv
ruv rrujiaruv oh napa 'tjv alTiap rov uv{^p(j:

Tovg anepjiaTLKOVQ 7i,6\ovg^ 6
itf'v Tig earl fSpaxvg kol fiiKpog, 6 Se fiiyag^
i r5e fjLETa^v'
km 6e tuv ^vxuv Kal k<p' r/utv
lai. ai nialde npu^eig Kal rd toiovtov rjiiog
•Tjv ahia; e,t« Toii /jiyav tlvu elvai y lUKpbv

rrov, uX'/.fl Trap'i

^ sv Tolg fiera^v rvyxavsLv.

XIII.

§

In Matt. T.

26.

'^Ohx'oTtrjaav hK\eKTolyevojievoi.aTToaTo2x)i

Kara tl (pvaeuv Idiujia. knel 6 '\ov6aQ i^rXeytj
avv aiirolg, uk'K oioire Tjaav urroaroTMi yeve^{iu bOiEyevTeg rrpbg tov nal to. teTit] npoopuuivov. Strom. 1. VI. f 667.
^ In Joann. T. XXXII. \ 18.

:
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unfolds itself in the rest of the world of spirits into a manifoldness of
individual natures, of which each reflects and represents the

God

of

in his

own

peculiar way, so that only the collective

these individuals would correspond to the glory of

God

sum

glory
of

all

in the Logos.

This must doubtless have been the case, if Origen had clearly opened
out to his own mind all that is contained in the thought w'hich he exHe seems,
pressed but it may be questioned, if he ever did this.
in one passage of the same commentary on John from which the passage
just alluded to is taken, to consider it as the linal end of this evolution,
;

that

all

the rational beings conducted back by the Logos to a perfect

communion with God, would have but one common employment,
of the intuition of

God

and

;

that, fashioned

—

that

through the knowledge of

know as completely Avhat the Son is, as at preSon has known the Father.^ But since, according to the
system of Origen, all things are, by that final consummation,"-^ to be
once more restored to their original condition, it seems to follow, according to the same system that such a state of equality and unity was the
the Father, they would

sent only the

,

one which oriyinally existed.
Origen argued still further: God alone is by his own nature good;'
all created beings, on the contrary, are, and continue to be, good only by
virtue of their fellowship with the original fountain of

all good, the Losoon as the desire arises in any rational being to be something
" What has become goodness," says Origen,'^
for himself, evil exists.
" cannot be in like manner good as that which is goodness by its own
essence.
It can never be wanting, however, to him who, for its preservation, receives into himself the so-called living bread.
Whoever fails
of obtaining it, fails by his own fault; since he neglects to ];artake of
the living bread and of the true Avater, wherewith, nourished and
refreshed, the wings grow." *
Evil is the only thing which has the
ground of its existence in itself, and not in God. Which, therefore,
generally, is grounded in no being, but is nothing else than an estrangement from the true being, that which has only a subjective and no objective existence, that which is in itself nothing.^
Hence he says

As

gos.

i In Joaiin. T. I.
See also tlie p.as§ 16.
sage in jNIatth. T. X. § 2. f. 207 " Then the
righteous will no lonircr shine in ditf'crcnt
ways, as at the bef.^inninfj hut all will shine
like one sun in the kingdom of their P\itlicr."
Matth. 13: 43. (Tore jiuhoTa ol dinn'oi Aufifovaiv ovhtTL 6ia(pupwr, wf Kara rug upxag,
u?M TTuiTtf dg r/Tjiog.) Yet this passage of
Origen could be understood as referring
barely to an equality of moral condition
:

;

The

nnoKaruaraaig.

8 c. Cels.
*

An

dnis

VI.

1.

c.

44.

allusion to the jNIyth in Plato's Plicethe wings of the soul.

res|)(.'ciing

^ To Plato's metaphysical idea of fit/ bv
{according to which, if we get a clear notion
of it, evil is necessary as a limit to the evolution of life
and, consequently, the idea
of evil, as to its moral import, is virtually
annulled.) Origen gave more of a moral
;

The p)

bv here

is,

according

to his view, rather privative ttian iie;:ative.
See in Joann. T. II. § 7: Oi /itTt\ovTfc

lov uvtoc, fisTExovai 6e ol uyim, n'Aoywf av
bvrer ^piniarlC.oiev ol 6e anoarpaipevTeg ttjv
tov bvTog fif:T0X7/v, ru iaTep7/adai tov ovrog.
yeyovaaiv ovk oTttg.
Hence I cannot admit at all the correctness of what KittL'r says
in his (jeschichte der Christlichen Philoso])hie. Bd. I. \ .524, concerning
Orlgen's
theory: "
limitation of this sort, in which
created spirits originally exist, might perhai)s be regarded by Origen as an element of
evil or impurity in tlii'in, since he considered
evil generally to be sini]ily a defect of <;oodness."
Such a view is wholly at variance
with the theory of Origen, who thought it
of so much importance to define evil as a
thing which has its ground in no luitural
necessity, but which is derivable only from
an act of the free will. The notions of ini-

A

and blessedness.
^

sifinifieanee.
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" The assertion of the Gnostics, that Satan is no creature of God,^ haa
some foundation in truth naraelj, to this extent, that while Satan is
;

indeed a creature of
Satan." 2

God

in respect to his nature,

he

is

not so aa

The

will of the spirits, who were enjoying the blessedness of a divine
having become estranged from God, the original unitv Avas now dissolved
a disharmony arose, which could only be restored back to unity
after a long process of purification and culture.
The soul of the world
is nothing other than the power and wisdom of God, which is able to
combine these great moral differences into one Hving whole, and which
pervades and animates the universe, subjecting all dissonances to a
higher law.^
The corporeal world was brought into existence and constituted with
a view to this end, that the spirits which had become incapable of the
purely spiritual, divine life, might be brought to a consciousness of
their estrangement from God, and of their culpable misery ; that the
craving might be awakened in them after a restoration of their fellowship with the divine Fountain of Good
that they might become more
-and more purified by conflict.
The matter lying at the ground of th*corporeal world is the undetermined element, destitute of all properties, which receives first, from the plastic hand of Omnipjotence, a certain form and pressure, and that, varjang according as bodies of a
higher or lower order, ethereal or more gross, in manifold gradations,
are formed out of it.*
Thus arise manifold gradations, from the spiritual to the sensuous, corresponding to the different stages of fallen
beings.'''
There exist intelligences, which were united in a freer manlife,

;

;

perfection and of moral evil are, according
to his doctrine, to be carefully distinguished.

the former position as the doctrine of Origen.

God, it is true, is the holy, good being, in a
sense in which no creature can be so called
but moral evil
(see T. II. in Matth. § 10)
is not an original element, but is to be traced
only to a voluntary apostacy from God.
The fJ-T/ ov is not to be considered as a defect
cleaving to creaturely existence, but as a
voluntary alienation from the wv.

" Principaliter quidem creatas
as follows
esse rationales naturas, materialem vero
substantiara opinione quidem et intellectu
solum separari ab eis et pro ipsis vel post
ipsas effectam videri, sed nunqiiam sine ipsa
cos vel vixisse vel vivere." From this, we
should be led to represent the subject as
Ritter understands it ; namely, that the

;

1

See Part

II. p. 37.3.

2 In Joann.

T.

II. ^ 7.

Hepl upx<^v. 1. II. c. I.
In the ivv'Aog Koa/ioc is to be distinguished
v?i.7) lying at the ground, and the Xoyoc 6 KoauCjv tt/v vXrjv.
In Joann. T. XIX. ^ 5.
* We here encounter a difficult question;
viz. whether Origen supposed, that from the
beginning the v'Ari also was brought into
existence, together with the world of spirits,
as a necessary limit for the creature, so that
the creaturely spirit must of necessity be
always provided with a material organization, which, corresponding only to the stage
of moral perfection, would be of a higher or
ower order; or, whether he traced the first
jrigin of matter, and of the material world
3
*

itself, to

the

fall.

If

to a passage in the

we confined ourselves
work nspl apxi-iv, we

should be under the necessity of considering

The remarkable passage

(1.

II. c. 2. § 2)

runs

:

conception of matter arises simply from an
abstraction of the sum total constituting the
creaturely existence; that it is nothing else
than the objective conception of the limit of
creaturely existence, of tliat which forms the
just as
boundary of individual existence,
the Platonists taught, that the conception of
matter could be apprehended only by the
/loyof vo^og.
Arid it is very certain, that

—

the antithesis between

body and

spirit van-

our apprehension, if we think of
the manifold gradations in the attributes or
properties stamped on the vAt?, and by abstraction go back to the undetermined somewhat which lies at the ground of all these;
islies,

to

f/iveiv to vIikov, tuiv ttolottjtuv iiETafiaXkov

aCm «f ufx^apalav. In Joann. T. XIII. §59.
This would harmonize with his doctrine
concerning the transfigured organization
after the resurrection, which rests doubtless

—
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ner with an organic foi-m of higher character, for the purpose of cothose intelligenoperating with and assisting the other fallen spirits,
ces residing in the planets,^ which administer a painful service of love,
yearning after the time of the universal restoration, when, hghtened
of this burden, they should be raised once more to a state of existence,
the earnest
emancipated and dehvercd from all that is sensuous;
According to Origen's doctrine,
expectation denoted in Rom. 8 19.'-^

—

—

:

owe it to their own free will alone, to their
merit, that they occupy this elevated rank in the creation ; that
they are united in this freer manner with the corporeal world, and
have received such an organization of higher, transfigured, more etheThe question may now arise, did Origen regard these
real mould.
these higher intelligences

own

first fall, but, by reason of
had entitled themselves to this
In this case, he would suppose that, by virtue
place hi the universe ?
of the free direction of their own will, some among the rational existences had persevered in goodness, others swerved from it but that
those also who had remained steadfast must enter into some sort of connot as though they were bound to
nection with the corporeal world,
do so, but because they chose to subject themselves to this connection^

beings as those which had no share in the

their unalterable fidelity to the Creator,

;

—

hi

order to subserve the good of the other fallen beings.

Hence the

more do they long for that period when, the end of the universal purification having been attained, they too shall be released from this burand the doctrine set forth in the Avork
densome service. Or perhaps
nepl upxuv is certainly more favorable to this view of the matter
Origen considered these intelligences, not as those who had remained
wholly unaffected by the general defection of the creaturely existence,
but simply as those which had taken the least share in it, and which

—

—

on the same

<rcneral foundation, and with
doptvine concerning the transfigured,
tu riJv uyyeethereal bodies of the angels

his

;

/luv aij/iara a'n'ii/ua kql acyofitStf

tpCjc-

In

JVEatth. T. XVII. § 30.
And to the souls of
the planets, he ascribes a au/xa aldiptov Koi
I)e oral. c. 7.
In this case,
we Jiiust, with Kitter. consider that mode of
expression as a strictly scientific one, to
which everything else in the sense of Origen
should be referred. AVhere, on the other

Ka-&afn'oTaTav

.

hand, he speaks of a production of matter
which ensued at some later period, it must be
explained as a case iii which he descends

from the strictly scientific jiosition, and aeoommodatcshimself to a more popular mode

—

of thinking
leaves the position of the
yvwoif for that of the Txiarig. But we very
much doubt, whetlier we are warranted to
ascribe to Oriiren a speculative theory of this
Bort, so rigidly cariicd out, aiul uniformly
adhered to.
We cannot believe there is
any good reason for explaining all his assertions belonging to a later ])eriod, and seeming to contradict what is here afiirmed,
according to the theory set forth in the work
Tj/)i

upx(-iv;

case of a

VOL.

for

man
I.

in

it

is

plain,

how

—

in the

whose mode of thinking

40

speculative elements, borrowed from o'her
and derived from Christianity,
be might easily lie led to
came together
retract, at some later period, many things
which he had presented in this first essay
In
at a speculative system of doctrines.
this work itself he rather puts down tiie
matter as ])rolilematical, than decides on it
In Joaiin. T. I. ^17,
with confidence.
where indeed he also expresses himself not
uvayin a positive manner, hut in the form
Kalnv E-mari/am el,
ho distinguishes from
every corjiorcal existence, even from every
free conncctitm with an organization of
transfigured mould, iin dvAog -avrri i<ai uaui.i.n.Toq
(i,)!/.
as the original one.
And, in
.loann. T. XIX. § 5, he oniioses this later
formed eorjioreal world to i\\c, KdaiiogvmjTO^,
'A/i/ia Kal d otiKVV/in'Oi
subsisting alone
naaiLog vTiLKog yevo/itTog ()u). to}\ dn/^divTai
ti/c Evvh)v l^ur/c tottuvc /jiv ex^'^ (itci(t)6povc,
ohiveg 6f/ TvuvTeg. ug fiiv npbc tu uvAa Kal rd
uaufiara, kutu elmi\ oh Toaov ru rnnu daov
rij npog tu dopara avyKpiaei.
And he says
that the formation of the /coff/zof ci^D/loi- is described not without rea.son as a KaralSo?./)
^ See above, p. 392.
cjuarters,

—

—

:

:

^

See

c. g.

de Martyr.
"

§ 7.

—
;
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hy virtue of this their direction of will, \\ hereby, at least, they
distinguished themselves from the rest, obtained this position
the unithen,

m

verse.

But

if this is his

train of thought,

Origen takes away from free

m

with one hand, what he gives to it with the other for,
thia
free will no longer constitutes the difference between the
beings who persevered in goodness and those who fell from it, but onl}'
between those who deviated to a greater or to a less extent and moral
evil appears in this case as something necessary in the creaturely existence,
at least in a certain degree,
as a necessary point of tranwill

;

case, the

;

—

—

sition.

We see before us only a fragment of the great course of the Avorld,
which embraces in it all moral diversities, together Avith all the consequences thence resulting, up to their entire removal at the general consummation
hence our defective, limited Theodicee.-^
From the doctrine of Origen it necessarily followed, that human
souls were originally the same in kind with all higher spirits
that the
difference between the former and the latter, and between the foi-mer
compared with each other, proceeded only from a diversity in the moral
:

—

;

bent of the will of the several individuals that accordingly all soul3
are fallen heavenly beings.
All consciousness in time, which moves between the antithesis of subject and object, and the understanding which
is directed to things finite, only grew out of the estrangement from
that unity of the divine life, which is the life of immediate intuition
and it is the soul's destination that, after having become purified, it
should rise once more to that life which consists in the pure, imme;

diate intuition of

God

;

or, since the life of the spirit

by the quenching of
should be once more transfigured into
life

of the soul

that heavenly

was changed
fire,

to

a

that the soul

spirit.^

His theory of the preexistence of the soul is opposed to the doctrine
of the Oreationists, who taught that each individual soul is formed by
an immediate creative act of God,
a doctrine which seemed to him
irreconcilable with the love and the justice of God, which extend equally to all his creatures,
and also to TertuUian's traduction system,
a doctrine which he regarded as too crass and sensual. That he mio;ht
hold on upon his peculiar speculative theory concerning the origin of
souls without seeming to interfere with the doctrines of the church, he
insisted, as he had done in defending his theory of a creation antecedent to the creation of this temporal world, that these were points
which, by the cluu'ch doctrine, had been left undecided.
But on the doctrine concerning an adherent corruption of human
nature, he could express himself precisely after the same manner with
the teachers of the North-African church
he could speak of a mystery
of the birth,^ owing to which every individual that comes into the world
needs purification and in defence of this he might appeal to the samo
texts of scripture which were adduced by others in support of the doc-

—

—

;

;

1

2

Homil. IV. in Jes.

^ 1.

Ilapu rf/v uTToiTTuacv Kot rf/v ipv^iv liiv
inrb tov ^P/V to) izvev/iaTi. yeyovsv ij vvv yevo'vovg TTug ovv yiyovs ipv^v, koI
tie,., \iiixv'

II. upx
i'vxv KaTOfr&u^slcra yivercu. vovq.
1. II. c. 8.
Compare the similar view of the

Gnostics above.
^ Mvarr/funv rfjc

ysvFaf:(jc.

^

;
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trine of original sin.

He

had only

condition of

to trace this

human

namely, to the personal guilt of each fallen
heavenly spirit, in an earlier state of existence. And consequently
this conniption could not, accordmg to Origen's theory, be the same in
all
but the degree of it depended on the degree of the earlier guilt.
Although he considered Adam to be a true, historical person, yet he
coiiJd regard him in no other light than as the first incarnate soul which
had fallen from the heavenW state of existence. Like the Gnostics, he
must give a symbolical explanation to the narrative concerning Paradise
which he represented as the spnbol of a higher spiritual world,
Adam beuig the type of mankind at large, of all fallen souls.
In his work nepl apx^v^ Origen
agreeing here too with the Platonists and with many of the Gnostics
had admitted the doctrme, at
least, as one which co\dd not be du-ectly disproved, that fallen souls
might, through total degeneracy, smk down even to the bodies of
brutes.^
But as his system differed essentially from the Neo-Platonic,
in givhig predominance to the moral, teleological point of view peculiar
to Christianity, he must have been ultimately led, as this point of view
became more clearly fixed ui his mhid, to reject altogether the doctrine
of such a transmigration of souls, as being inconsistent with that end of
purification which presupposes the continuance of conciousness.^
His
doctrme, answering to the ethico-teleological point of view, concerning
the process of the soul's purification prosecuted to the result of its final
restoration, fonns rather the direct opposite to the hypothesis of a circle of metempsi/choses, which grew out of the predominant habit of judging spiritual things after the analogy of Nature.*
Origen, like the Gnostics, placed in man's fallen nature three principles, the aapKiKov, the fvxMov, and the nveviJ.anK6v
and also supposed
three different stages or positions of human nature corresponding to
these principles.
But he differed from them in one essential point.
As he acknowledged all human souls to be the same in kind, so he held
that each and every one of them is possessed of the same principles
and consecpiently he represented the difierent stages as resulting, not
from any original diftcrence of natures, but from the predomuiance of
some one or other of those principles occasioned by the different bent
of the will.
The spirit (irvei/m) is the highest element in man's nature, that w'hich is immediately divine, that whereby man is comiected
with a higher order of things
the organ through w Inch alone he is
capable of understanding divine things.
It is not liable to be affected
by sin, or to be corrupted or alloyed by anythhig foreign. Nothing
It can retire
evil, nothing but what is divine, can proceed from it.'^
Qature to another source

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

1. IV. § 40:
Oi'X ov-uc T^^fi i^'og
nepl dX(yv tov yevovg Tavra (IhlokovTo^ TOV •deiov 7Myov.
It is refoncilahle with
tills, tliiit Orim'i), in spcakiiii,^ of Adam on
other nrcasions. expressed himself wholly
after thr mamnr of the chiinli. as in Joann.
T. I. *22; T. XIII. § 34. He mifrht unlierstand the lanj;tia<;e in his own sense,
especially in iiomiliis. where the gnosis did
lot properly bclontr.
Horn. XIV. in Jerem.

1 c.

nwf,

Cels.

(jf

^ See the Greek fiagniciit
Orig. ed. de la Hue T. I. f. 76.
<*

See

c.

Gels.

1.

n upx.l.I.

III. c. 76, II. 16, in

Jerem.

wliere lie speaks of nietemp'<yclio.«is in a
paraholical sense, carefully jiuavdinsr ajrainst
the misconception which would arise from
takinfr his laiij^ua-^e literally.
*

[Von vorhciTschenderNaturanscbaaung

ausjrchenden Annahme.]
'Avemi)eKrnv n^r i'- ''"i-'wv rd irviiua. In
>>

Joann.

T.XXXII. Ml-
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wholly out of view and become dormant onlj through man's guilt,—
it is hindered from revealing itself and from acting hy the
predommance of sense, of the lower faculties of the soul, of the worldly
temper.
In wdiat the Apostle Paul sajs concerning an opposition between the works of the flesh and the works of the spirit, Origen finds a
since he refers the latter to the spirit in
confirmation of his opinion,
the active principle in all
man, as contra-distinguished from the flesh,
The reaction of the inward presentiment of God and of
that is good.^
There is
conscience against ungodliness, he derives from this irvevfia.
here revealed a commanding, judging, p\inishing power, superior to the
Those men in whom the soul surrenders itself entirely to
soul itself.^
only where

—

the guidance of this

—

those

whom

this faculty is

predomiIn the case
of such, the true saints, the unity of the whole life is grounded on the
this is the governing prinfact of its being determined by this nvevfia,
Living in the spirit, all they do and suffer
ciple of their Avhole life.
proceeds from this.
it is this which gives their conduct its true imFrom this pohit of view, Origen ought to have
port and significancy.*
for it seems to lie at the basis of all that is here
been led to see,
nvev/ia^

denominated

nant, are hence

in

men,

spiritual

nvevfiaTiKol.^

—

—

said,

—

—

that

by

it is

this unity

grounded m the godlike alone, the essence,

human nature can
end of man consists

the destination of

—

that the true

that where Paul opposes the

find its completion, its fulfilment,
in this very thing.
to the rpvxMos

-n-vevnanKoc

Yet he says,
(1 Cor. 2
14,

—

:

since
15,) he describes the latter only, and not the former, as men;
man consists of bodv and soid, but the Trvev/iaTmog is more than man.^
And this fomi of expression is not a mere isolated exaggeration, possessing no farther significance in relation to the fundamental principles
of his theology but it stands closely connected with that ground-tendency described by us above, by virtue of which Origen, both in theory
and in practice, w^as inclined to regard the godlike not as the ti'uli/ human element, but as something superhuman,
a tendency in which we
recognized the reaction of a principle belonging to the old world,^
which remained yet to be vanquished by Christianity. And connected
;

—

Ta

Ku?i?daTa Kapirol "XkyovTat elvaL tov
wf uv oi7j-&elr) ng, tov uyiov,
a?i?iu 70V uvdpunov.
1

TTVev/iaToc, oi'X
^

In his commentary on Romans,

where Origen

refers

1.

II.

xovti tuv tv tQ (riv /cat Traarig Trpdfew? Kal
ei'X'}f i^o-i- tov irpog d^ebv v/ivov, ovrcog ttuv 6, tc
nor' uv Troiy, Tznui ttv£v/mti, u2.7m aav nuaxy,

nuaxmn'n'/xan. In Joann. T.

what Paul says con-

cerning conscience to the workings of this
Twevfia, he expresses himself, according to
Jerome's translation, as follows
Quia ergo
tantam ejus video libertatem, quee in bonis
:

quidcm

gestis gaudeat semper ct exsultet,
in maiis vero non arguatur, sed ipsam animam. cui cohaeret. reprehendat et arguat,
arbitror, quod ipse sit spiritus, qui ab apostolo esse cum animo dicitur, velut psedagogus et quifUim sociatus et rector, ut eam
de melioribus moneat vel de culpis castiget
Ed. Lomm. T. VI. p. 107.
et arguat.
^ Ov KaTu fxETox^v ETTiKpaTovaav ;t'p77^arife£
6 irvEv/iaTiKog.
In .Toann. T. II. § 15.
* 'i2c yap 6 ujiog c^j) irvevfiaTC, npoKaTap-

^ 'Hfielg yiip

ov

/j.uttiv

XXXII.

§ 11.

avTov [the Apostle

<pa[iev km tov TT^'evfiaTiKou nfj TrpogTs^siKevai rd uv&puTvog, KpslTTov yup fj uvdpunog 6 TWEVfiaTiKog, tov yroL tv Tpvxfl V
aufxaTt fj tv avva/xcpoTEpocg xnpdHTTjocCofttvov
oi'xl fSs Kal tv rtj tovtuv i^ei.0TEp(f} Tvevjj.aTi'^

Paul]

^

L.

c.

T.

II. ^

1.5.

Thus

Aristotle (Ethic. Nicomach. X. 7)
places the contemplative life as the divine,
answering to the godlike in man, above the
practical, which he considers to be the jiurely
human el -dElov 6 vovg npog tov uv-dpuirov,
Kal 6 kotu tovtov (ilog ^Etog npog tov uvOpU'
mvov j3lov, and yet he says of the vodg : r'rfTO
^

:

fialicFTa

av&punog
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with this severance of the Trvtvjxa from the Tpvxv, as the purely human
whom the ipvxv surrendered itself
element, is his doctrme, that those
to the guidance of the m>£vfxa^ would persevere in the unity of this existence animated by the Trvevfia, and rise
the perfected state of their
essence, when thoroughly penetrated by the iwevfia^ to a higher life after death
but those hi whom the ifvxv always resisted the nvt-viia^ would
after death be forsaken by the latter, which would return to God from
whom it came, while they themselves, separated from the nvevfia^ would
be given up to woe ; ^
a doctrme which it is very ditiicult to reconcile
with Origen's idea of a purifying process going on after death, and of
the uni^'ersal restoration as the final end of all things.
For the rest,
he ascribed to this Trvevfta
as we might presume he would do, from his
idea, already mifolded, respecting the relation of the rational being to
God,
no autonomy,
no independent self-subsistence, but regarded it
as the organ destmed to receive mto itself and to represent the workmgs
of the Divine Spirit.
The iwevi^a in man can be active, accordhig to his
doctrine, only by being comiected with the Divine Spirit.''^
As Origen, then, supposed a threefold division of hiunan nature, so
he distmguished three different stages of moral development accordmg as the irvevna, the ipvxv, or the aup^, predominated. The second stage,
where the personal I, estranged from God, is uppeiTnost, and at the
same time there may be a certain dominion over sense,
where the
soul follows its egoistic inclinations,
is the stage of a certain merely
worldly cultivation, of an intelligent Egoism, where no enthusiasm for
moral goodness impels the man, nor yet does moral evil break out into
any rude expressions,
Avhere the man, as Origen expresses it, is
neither cold nor hot.
This stage does, it is true, in itself considered,
hold the middle jilace between the two others yet it might be asked,
from which pohit the way is easiest to attain the divme life.
Origen
brings up the question, whether the aapKiKog (the carnal man) might not
be more easily led than the tpvxiKOi (the spiritual man) to conviction of
sin, and thereby to true conversion.'^
Connected with this is Origen's
idea, that as a wise physician will sometunes call forth the elements of
disease lurkmg
the body, and by means of his art cause other disorders to arise, that so these elements of disease which threatened to destroy the entire organism may be expelled
so God places men in

m

m

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

m

;

nature is called forth to open
activity, in order tliat they may be thus brought to the consciousness
of their moral disorder, and of its destructive effects, and so be the
more easily and radically healed.'* In this sense, he ex[)lains the

situations

We

where the

evil lurking in their

passages only from
to us in
Latin translations
the fidelity of which,
however, on these points, we have no reason
to suspect.
Conimcntar. cp. ad Rom. I. II.

'^
In Matt. T. XIII. § 2 : "^repov elvai rd
TOvd^covTn'cr/ia.Kav EV!/fMV'^,7rapuTdTTV£Vfia
Ikuotov uv&puirov to ev av-u ; which latter

Hie ipse spiritus
108, cd. Lomm.
est, cpii coluvret animahus justorum.
Si
vero iiiobcdiens ei anima ct contumax fucrit,

See dcorat.c. 29, and the fragment of the
commentary on Exod.c. 10: 27 in the 26tb
chapter of the (pi'XoKaTJ.a, and in the 2d vol. ed.
de laKue, f. 111. "ilanep iTiiTLVuv aufiaTiKCiv

1

can here

cite

works which have been preserved
;

c. 9, p.

dividctur ab ea post excessum.
tar. serieii in

Lomm.

Matth.

c.

62, T.

IV.

Commenp.

352, ed.

he here also distinguishes from the xpvxv^ lit pi

upxi^v,

1.

III. c. 4.

''

;

imdti^druv,

elg fSin&og

Toi\ iv'

K€XupviiOTog KaKOv, 6 iarpbg

dg

elnu,
inKpaveia*

oiJTuig

tt/v
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scriptural expression,

God hardens

the heart, and others of the like

import.

Regarding the self-determination of the creaturely free will as the
ground of all the diversities existing among rational beings,
Origen supposed it was likewise this which conditions the whole subsequent process of purification and development, including all the stadia
up to the final goal of the restoration.^ Accordingly, it is with him an
hnportant point to define the notions of God's foreknowledge, and of
predestination as contradistinguished from the doctrine of an el/iapfievri,
original

He teaches, that God arranged the
or of an unconditional necessity.
plan of the universe after having taken into view all the different bents
of will, and all the possibilities of which thej were the condition.^
He
distinguishes, in moral evil, an objective and a subjective necessity.
Although moral evil, when it once exists, must exhibit itself in certain
determinate forms, vet it is not therefore necessary that this or that
determinate

evil

should be brought about by this or that particular

individual.-^

must be quite clear already, from the exposition of Origen's docGod, and of t'le
spirit (^TTvevfia') in man to the Holy Spirit, (jwev^aayLov^^ how grace a:id
It

trine respecting the relation of the S|)iritual world to

made

harmonize with each other.
In
the good thrift of husbandry requires the coming together of two factors, the husbandman's own activity and the blessing of God
so, in order to goodness in rational beings,
there must be their o^vn free will and the power of God, to uphold the
good purpose.* But our own free will and the divine assistance are
both, necessary, not only to become good, but also in order to persevesince even the perfect man
rance in virtue, when once attained
would fall, if he became proud of his goodness, and ascribed it to himself,
if he failed to give the honor which is due, to Him who bestoAved
on him all by which he was chiefly enabled both to attain to virtue, and
free will are, in his system,

conformity with

this,

he says

:

to

"As

;

;

—

—

to persevere in

it.'''

may

be gathered, then, from what has oifered itself to our notice
as the views held in common by all, in the Anthropology of this period,
It

—

—

the
as was the case also among the Gnostics
not only
acknowledgment of a Redeemer found its point of attachment m the
which constiuniversally expressed need of redemption, but that also
tuted the difference between the church and the Gnostic Anthropology
liuman nature was on no side supposed to be so beset with moral
CAal, as to exclude the possibility of a complete appropriation of it by
Hence, from the very first, the church consciousness
ihe Redeemer.
developed itself in antagonism with Docetism under all its forms and
that

—

—
6ia.

Tivuv (papuaKuv

i>?ij)v,

eA/cet

(pTieyfiovclg ,YaAe7rdf

kuI EmaTruToi tt/v
eunoiiov nal Sioid^-

CEig Kai TTovovg nXeiovag cjv elxE tic,

oiiaL Koi
•caKiav eig

ovtuc

Tov i5e6v o'lKovofxdv rrjv Kpv(l)iov
(iddog KeXijpJlKvlav T?jg tpyxijC-

ri)

T. VIII. p. 305, ed. Lomni.
1 Tbv debv imaT7jv oIkovo/xeIv rpvxvv, adoxjvra Eig rf/v atdwv avri/g ^ufjv^ usl Exovaav
De oral. ^ 29.
rb aiiTE^ovawv.

^

gpg

^y^Q

commentary on Genesis.

'AvayKT] tari, ravra eX^dv, ovk uvajKi)
(5e diu T0v6e nvog.
In Matth. T. XIII. { 22,
* Td rov "koymov uya&bv /iiktov scttlv t:< rt
fr/g TTpocupsciEug avTOv Koi r/;f avjXTrvenvririi
^

Qeiag dwufieug tu tu KaXkiara irpoe^ojicvu).
5

From

cal. c. 24.

the commentai'V

Ed.

Lomm.

on

T. XI.

~ir.

p.

TV. Philo
450.

—

;
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degrees.
Thus this anti-Docetic tendency is strongly marked in such
passages of the epistles ascribed to Ignatius, as, by their stamp of antiquity, form a decided contrast to the prevailing tone of these letters.
" They who would
It is here said of the Docetae, in an original way
make nothing but a spectre of Christ, are themselves like spectres,
And TertuUian says to the Docetaj " How is it,
spectral men." ^
:

:

that

you make the half of Christ a

He

lie ?

are offended," says he in another place,^ "

was

when

all

truth."

^

" You

nourished
and fondled in the uncleanliness of its swaddling-clothes. This reverence shown to nature you despise,
and ho-\v were you born yourself?
Christ, at least, loved man in this condition.
For his sake, he came
down from above for his sake, he submitted to every sort of degradation, to death itself.
In loving man, he loved even his birth, even his
the child

is

—

;

flesh."

In opposition no less to Docetism, which objected to Christ in the
fomi of a servant, which would receive only a glorified Christ, than to
the esthetic Paganism, which idolized the beautiful,^ the person of our
Saviour was represented as being without form or comeliness, as that
of one whose outward appearance contradicted the glory within
a
notion Avhich was based partly on a passage in the 53d chapter of Isaiah,
too literally understood, and partly on misinterpreted passages in the
TertuUian says ^ " This was the very thing which excited
gospels.
men's wonder as to everything else in him, when they said, Whence
liath this man this wisdom and these mighty works ?
The exclamation
comes from men who thought they might despise his form." ^
If we here compare TertuUian with the Alexandrians, we see at once
the great advantage which the former, from deriving everything solely
from his own Christian consciousness, possessed over the latter, with
whose notions other elements of a foreign culture had been blended.
His characteristic trait was that of a vigorous, Chi-istian realism.
We
have remarked already, in contemplating the Gnostic systems, what a
close connection subsisted between the })eculiar essence of the Christian
system of morals, and the views entertained concerning the person and
life of Christ.
The intuition of Christ's life was destined to give birth
from this was to proceed forth the pecuto a new ethical standard,
liar principle of the Christian system of morals.
those cases
But
where the ethical principle itself was adulterated by the influence of
;

—

:

—

m

other standards conjoined with the Christian, this corruption reacted
also on the views entertained concerning the person and life of Christ
and the
as we have seen, indeed, in the case of the Gnostics;

—

—

same thing may be remarked in the case of Clement of Alexandria.
Founding his judgment on that moral system which demanded an absolute estrangement from all human feelings, and which made Neo-Platonic philosophers, and other ascetics of that pei'iod, ashamed of their
1

AvTol rb 6oKdv hvreq a(Tu/iaToi Kal SaiEp. arl Smyrn. § 2.

uoviKoL

''Quid diiniilias
Totus Veritas fuit.
8

L.

c. c.

U.

iiicndacio

De came

Christum?

Christi,

c. 5.

*

See

^

De came

"^

Ncc liumanre

dum

vol. I. the Introduction.

Christi, c. 9.

honestatis corpus

ccelesti<; claritalis.

fuit. iie-

;
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was incapable of understanding the revelation of the

human form, as it Avas presented in the person
Instead of the purely human character, he was for the superhuman. Christ was to represent the Ideal of estrangement from sense,
of a life wholly independent of sense not to be affected by sensuous impressions by wants, as hunger and thirst, by feelings of pain, by agreeable
the ideal of a perfect andOsia.
As the
or disagreeable sensations,
Logos became man, he must, in his essence, be superior to such things ;
and so the genuine Gnostic, in imitation of him, should strive, by the
efforts of his will, to attain to a similar apathy.
He says characteristically: " It would be absurd to suppose, that in the case of our Sar
viour, the body, as such, required the necessary services for its support
he ate, not for the body's sake, for this was preserved by a holy power."^
Now this principle might have led him to a Docetism of his own. The
contemplation of Christ, as he is presented in the gospel history, exerthe historical truth was
cised, however, too great a power over him,
a thin«; of too much weidit with him, to allow him to settle down on
any such position as that. He would only say, that Christ was not, by
any necessity of nature, subjected to those various wants and affections,
but subjected himself to them of his own free choice, out of volunto give a proof of the
tary condescension for the well-being of man ;
reality of his human nature, so that no room nor pretext might be left
for Docetism.2
We must, however, do Clement the justice to acknowledge, that, along with this distempered element, there was much which
was sound and healthy in his ethical tendencies, as they were influenced
by his contemplation of the life of Christ;^
as, for instance, when in
another place, speaking against the ascetic contempt of the body, he
says Christ would not with the health of the soul have restored that of
the body also, if there ought to be any enmity between the body and
divine

life

in the purely

of Christ.

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

the

soul.'^

this tendency of Clement, which caused him to overlook the
purely human element in Christ, the other, which led him, by his exaggerated notions of the servant-form, to imagine that Christ possessed an
and
uncomely person, might seem to stand in direct contradiction
undoubtedly he never would have arrived at any such view himself;
but, transmitted to him by the church tradition, he contrived to bring it
into hannony with his own peculiar bent of mind and habits of thinking, by applying it in the following manner
that, since the Godlike
presents itself in this mean, uncomely shape, men should be led thereby to despise sensuous beauty, to soar by spiritual contemplation from
the sensuous to the Godhke, which is exalted above all that partakes

With

;

:

Tov cuTripog rd aCijia unairelv wf
Tof avaynaiag vnjjptalac eif Siafiovr/v
yt:X(jC uv drj, e(payev yup oii 6ul rd aufxa,
(Jwdufii ffiii'e,-^;6|U£i'ov dyt'rt. Strom. 1. VI. f. 649.
^ Accordingly he says of Christ: 'Ana^
OTrAwf u-a-&f/(; rjv, dg bv ovdkv napeigdverai
KivTjua nn&TjTLKbv, ovre r/dovfj ovte kinrtj.
^ Compare the remarks in vol. I. p. 279,
on the reaction of the Christian spirit in
1

'E7r4

o(j//a

—

—

Clement, against a one-sided ascetic tendency.
*

Ovk uv

i7TETeL\%sv

(5e,

ei

ex&po- V c^pf

aiiTi) t?/v

e,^i?p(iv 61

W

''"W V'^'-V^f

iiyielag

i

km-

(probably it should rear), according
emendation, a/va'afwi') he would
not have taken the hostile aiip^ under his
protection.
Strom. 1. III. f. 460.

(T/ciai^wv

to Hervet's

;

;
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No one should be misled to admire the beautiful form, and
heed to the substance of Christ's discourses.^
This view of Christ's person, as one who appeared in the fonn of a
servant, took a different shape with Origen, so as to harmonize with the
whole connection of his system.
We have stated on a former page,
how his doctrine of the different stages in Christianity was connected
of sense.^

so give less

with his idea of the different forms of manifestation of the divine Logos.
all things to all, in a still higher sense than that in
which Paul would say this of himself and this Origcn a})i»licd also to
Christ's temporal appearance.
He becomes all things to all men, ap
pears to them in different forms, suited to their recipiency.
To some
he reveals himself in his glory, in a celestial light which spreads from
himself to his word so that now, for the first time, after having come
to the knowledge of Christ himself in this higher way, they can understand it in the [tlenltude of its meaning,
nay, in a light which re-

The Logos becomes

;

;

—

back even on the Old Testament, Avhich now becomes trans-

flects itself

figured in

its

relation to Christ

become known

in his glory.

To

others

he appears only in the form of a servant, as one without fonn and comenamely, to those who are unable to elevate themselves, beyond
liness,
the temporal appearance, to the contemplation of the Logos revealmg
himself m it.'^
Accordingly, the Christ of the transfiguration and the
Christ without form or comeliness, as men were used to represent him,
would be nothing other than designations of two different ways
depending on the recijiiency of the subject
of contemplating one and
the same Christ, whom all were not in a condition to know in his divine
Thus to him it must have appeared necessary that the mass
exaltation.
of believers should frame to themselves the conception of Christ, as of
one who appeared without form or comeliness.
Their whole view of
Christ and Christianity, which, at the position they occupied, could be
none other than it was, reflected itself under this particular form. A,nd
accordingly he could have considered the transfiguration of Chrisv in
no other light than as a symbol of that higher form of beholding, in
which Christ presented himself to his more advanced disciples.* But
if he regarded |)articular facts as symbols of universal ideas, or of a
general stadium in the evolution of the spiritual life, yet he by no means
denied, in so doing, the objective reality of such facts, Avhich at the same

—

—

—

The words

of Clement res])ecting Christ
oapid fxhv ueu);/c (as the reading,
heyond all doubt, should be, as may be
gathered from the following context, and
from the allusion to Isa. 53 2) ih£?J/?iVdev
KQ? ufxoprfiog, elg id ucaYtc Koi uau/iarov Tfjg
1

are:

'Ei'

:

&uag a'mac
Strom.

1.

2 Oil

au/MTog

III.

uimfSXemiv
f.

iiuTTjv

Iva

/itj

ng

evreT^el

xp^<7aai9a«

rb upalov k-KaivCov

Kal TO KuXTiog davfiui^uv, u(p'tarrjTat tCjv /lejOftivuv Kal Tolg KaTa7j:i~o^h>oig\\.\\\s latter

word

offers here

neither

mean,

—

—

instead of

no good sense.

It

can

ichat should he kfi behind,

nor what has bce7i I ffl behind. I have scarcely
a doubt that the correct reading is Kara-

upward

— uru

jJ'AinEiv npdc; ret

votitu) -Kpogavexi^v, unoTifivriTai tCjv voj]tuv.
1. VI. f. 690.
'Q aoTi/p /id?JiOv TlavTMV toic ttugi navra
iva tovq nuv-ag Kepi^ijcri.
In
Joann. T. XX. ^ 28; and, in respect to the
two-Jb/d /-lopcpii in which Christ ajipcared, in
Matt. T. XII. ^ 37.
* See e. Cels. 1. IV. c. 16, wlicre he says
of those wiioi-eccived the account of Christ's
transfiguration too literally and sensuously
lily voi/aavrtg rue wc h> iaropiatc Xeyo/xevac
^erafiokug fj fiera/wpipijaeii- Toi< 'Itjaofi

Strom.
8

ye^'6/2n>nc,

ii-HiTirtan'

f^op(p^,

(^u^uckuv.

v/iuc

470.

with
Kara lias a ibrce in this eonnection
the
looking downward to the object of sense,
iSXennfieviu^. Jloreover, the coinpositiGn

:
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—

time answered to a more universal idea
and accordingly that more
general view of the transfiguration of Christ in no wise precluded ita
histoi-ical reality.
As Origen was prone to explain away the objective
into the subjective, so, on the other hand, was he inclined to represent
the subjective as something objective,
of which we have seen many
examples.
And thus it happened, that the profound idea of the neces;

—

were obwhich Christ

sarily manifold gradations in the views entertained of Christ,

by him,

jectively represented

as so

many

different forms

in relation to the different positions held by the men with
he had intercourse.
As the manifoldness of the forms of revelation Qiopcpa'L) in which he presents himself to the spiritual world, belongs to the essential character of the Logos, so Christ mirrored forth,
in this respect also, the activity of the Logos himself in his own tempoIt pertains to his peculiar and essential character,
ral appearance.
that he had no unchangeable, determinate form
but appeared, according to the different characters of men, to some in the lower form of a
servant
to others, divested of this form, and in a shape of light, in
affinity with his godlike nature.
Thus Origen explained to himself the
fact of the transfiguration, and several other appearances in the gospel
The whole view was closely connected with his notions of the
history.^
stuff lying at the ground of the corporeal world, as something indeterminate, and which could run through various metamorphoses from the
higher to the lower.^
The complete victory over Docetism implied the complete recognition
of the purely human nature in Christ ; and this could not be separated
Yet this particufrom the supposition that he possessed a human soul.
lar point did not immediately stand forth clearly developed in the dogLi the first place it was only the two conceptions,
matic consciousness.
the TMyo^ in his essential divinity, and the aap^^ from which all the human
characteristics proceeded, which Avere clearly separated and distinTrue, men must necessarily have been driven, if they were
guished.
disposed to carry through the identity in Christ's person with the human nature, to ascribe to him a soul, also, with human feelings but
still all this, as we see in the example of Irenaeus, was referred back
simply to the oap^ ^ the flesh taken from the earth.^ Although this
same father says, that Christ gave his own body for our body, and his
own n>vxv for our ipyxv and we are constrained, in this distinction, to

assumed

whom

;

;

—

;

;

1 c.

1. VI. c. 77
To TtapaTJiaTTOV tov
avrov npog Toig ipuai dwarbv koI

Cels.

au/j,arog

dia TovTo

xpvf^i-IJ-ov,

:

roiovro (baivo/xEvov, ottoIov

This is applied to
the transfiguration, of which he directly says:
'T£'XE>' TL aal fivariKov 6 XoyoQ, uTmyyiTJiuv rug
TOV 'irjooi' (kacpopovg /j.op(pdg uva(j)epeadai enl
sense
TTiv Toil {iELov "koyov (l>vaiv, in the
In perfect harmony
already expounded.
idei eKuaT(.j iSXsTTELo&at.

with this is tlie passage which has been preserved to us only in the Latin translation
Quoniam non solum duse formas in eo fue-

una quidcm, secundum quam omnes
eum videbant, altera autem secundum quam
runt,

transfiguratus est

coram

discipulis in

monte,

sed etiam unicuique apparehat secrundum
Commentar. Series
quod f'uerat dignus.
Ed. Lomm. T. IV. p. 446.
in Matth ^ 100.
^ Ov ^avfiaarov rijv tpiaei Tpe-rtrtjv aal
okTinujTfjv kw Trucrr/f roLorriTog, yv 6 rexviTTig
(3ov?.£Tai SsKriKi/v ote jxev exelv noioJTiTa. KQ-d'

T^yerai to- ovk eIxev eldog ov^e kuTJuic,
6te ds ovruc ivSo^ov km. KaTaT:7aiKTLK.r)v kcH
rjv

T&av/xaarf/v,

^Earag.

c.

cjf

£7:2

Cels.

1.

npoaunov
VI. ^ 77.

tteoelv

tovq

^ The emotions excited at the approach
of death are classed under the av/xpola aap-

koc

ttiq

anb

yf/g EiXrififiEvric.

Lib. III.

c.

22

^

:
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TERTULLIAN.

yet he at least
understand by the term ipvxv, not life, but the soul
makes no farther use of this distinction, in other cases, where he speaks
of Christ as man.
Justin seems to have applied the common trichotomy of man's nature to Christ, with the following modification Christ,
the
as the God-man, consisted, like every other man, of three parts
body, the animal soul, (the lower principle of life,) and the thinking
reason ; but with this difference, that in him the place of the fallible
human reason, which is but a ray of the divine reason, of the ^yof,^ was
represented by the universal divine reason,^ by the >Myog itself:* hence
;

'

:

;

was

it

in Christianity alone

that the universal revelation of religious
by partial, one-sided representation,

truth, a revelation not disturbed

would be given,
Tertullian was the

first to

express distinctly and clearly the doctrine,

that Christ possessed a proper

human

soul

;

having been led to

by

this

the views which he entertained in general concerning the relation of
the soul to the body, and by the tendency of his controversial writings,
relating to the doctrine of the jierson of Christ in particular.

He

did

not hold, hke others, to the three parts of human nature mentioned
He affirmed that
above, but supposed it to consist of only two parts.
it was not a mere animal soul, distinct from the reasonable soul in man,
which was to be considered as the animating principle of the body but
that, in all living things, there is but one animating essence, although
that the
this, in the human nature, is endued with superior powers
;

;

thinking soul itself, therefore, is the animating principle of the human
body.^ If Tertullian, then, conceived of but one soul, as the medium
between the divine Logos and the body of Christ, he must necessarily

have conceived of it as a reasonable human soul in the proper sense.
Again, he was engaged in controversy with a Valentinian sect, who
taught that Christ, instead of veihng his soul in a gross material body,
so modified the fvxv itself that it could, like the body, be visible to men
under the dominion of sense. Against these he maintained, that it
was necessary to distinguish, in the person of Christ, as in the case of
every man, soul and body, and what belongs to both that Christ, in
order to redeem men, was under the necessity of uniting to himself a
and so much the
soul of that kind which belongs peculiarly to man
more, as the soul constitutes man's proper essence.''
But still greater than the influence of Tertullian was that of the systematizing intellect and the conciliatory, apologetic bent of Origcn, in
;

;

See the words of Irenaeus,

1

T^

1.

V.

c. 1. § 1

alfxan 7a)Tpuaaiiivov ii/iug tov Kvpiov
Koi 66vTog TT/v {jwxf/v imp tuv r/furipcov
ibvxuv Koi TTjv aupKO Trjv eavruv uvtI tuiv
161.(0

As the thought here is,
who
Christ surrendered to Satan
claimed a power over man's soul and body
his o^xn body, as a ran-^om for the men
whom he held captive, the word here can
hardly be understood otherwise than of the
ij/neripuv aapuCiv.

that

—

—

human soul.
2 The ampfid "koyiKm, the
"cof, the Myoc Kara /xepo^.
*

AuyiKdv Td b?Mv.

—

* Apolog. II. § 10.
One might be led to
suspect, liowever, that the words, km aCofM
/cat Aoyov Kal rljvx>}v, are the interpoUition of
a some hiter hand, who would make Justin
orthodox on this article, since this precise

nowhere
and stands here not exactly in its
proper place. But we must admit, that the
first reason is of little force, and the second
of none at all in the case of such a writer as
definition occurs in Justin's writings
else,

Justin.

Aoyof anep/xari-

^

Justin

®

De
De

"^

is,

in time, before Apollinaris.

anima, c. 12.
carne Christi. c

11,

and onwards.

—
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unfolding and establishing this doctinne in the church system of faith.
did not proceed here upon speculative principles, but upon an analogy
drawn from the Christian consciousness. As the divine life in believers

He

leads back

he endeavored to illustrate
nature in Christ by the analogy

to Christ as its original source,

human

the union of the Logos with the

of the union between Christ and believers.

become of one

If believers, as Paul says,

with the Lord, this is in a far higher sense the
case with that soul which the Logos had taken into indissoluble
union with himself.
According to the theory of Origen, it is in truth
the soul's original destination to surrender itself wholly to the Logos,
and, by virtue of its communion with him, to live wholly in the divine
element.
Now that which, in the case of other souls, is found to be
true only in the highest moments of the inner Hfe,
namely, that they
pass wholly into union with the divine Logos, lose themselves comAvas in the case of that soul a continupletely in the intuition of God,
ous and uninterrupted act, so that its entire life rose to the communion
it became wholly transformed into a divine being.
with the Logos
As Origen, again, distinguished, in every man,^ the spirit (nvevfia)
from the soul (iivxv^ in the more limited sense of the word, so too he
applied this distinction to the human nature of Christ.^ Human nature
in general attains to a moral perfection just in proportion as everything
but this has
in it is determined by the spiritual principle (the TrveC/za)
been completely and perfectly realized only by Christ. " If this is so
in the case of every holy man, how much more must we affirm it of
Jesus, the forerunner and pattern of all saints, in whose case, when he
assumed the entire human nature, the miEVfia was the moving spring of aU
the rest of the man ^
But, as we have said, it was a leading point in the system of Origen,
that in the spiritual world everything depends on the moral bent of the
will.
To this general law in the divine order of the world, he could not
allow that this highest dignity to which any soul had attained, formed
any exception. That soul had merited, by the true bent of its will, by
the love Avhereby it had remained constantly united with the divine
Logos, to become, in the manner above described, wholly one with him,
He explained the words in Ps. 45 5, as referring to
W'holly divine.^
such a fusion of .this soul with the Logos, deserved by its bent of will.
But here arises a question of some importance in its bearing on the
spirit

—

—

:

—

;

!

:

1

Koivuvla (ikV svuaig Km uv.'ir^f EKELVov ^eutijtoc KeKoivuvTjKEvai,

Oh uovov

•cpaoig,

dg ^Eov
•^

^
*

Toi' uvy^i>il)7T0v

EV

uv&pioTTOv TO EV
avTui uvi}puTnva.

^ ri.

XXXII
7(2)

A

^11:

Oi' to nvei'iia

uvEi?.i/<ptvai

ai'TiI)

MoEtCE

ai'Tov
Til

okov

7.0LTTU

EV

—

upx-

1-

II- c. 6.

c.

tlie "

hapux'&ri t^

Cels.

1.

II. c.

9;

In Joann. T. I. § 30 T. XIX.
§ 5, where he says, quite in the Platonic
manner 'H V^,T'/ '^ov 'Itjcov EfnroTiiTEvo/xEvr}
1.

dogmatico-cthical reas often hajipens
mark but which Origen
with him, in introfUicing liis own doctrinal
and speculative distinctions into the scripwould base upon a text, from which,
tures
ftccording to the verbal sense, t!iu remark is

—

;

jXETUjiEiiTjKEvaL.

See above.
See above.
In Joann. T.

;

viz.
altogether foi'eign
TTvti\uaTi."
John 13: 21.

III. c. 41.

;

:

tC) oAaj)

Koa/Kj ekeIvu)

— the

Koa/ioc

svnonymous with

vo/jtoc,

the voi'c or the
KainuvTaavTuv EfmtptEpxo/iivr]
Aoyof itself
kuI x^tpayuyovaa ett' aiiTov tovc /xad^TEVOixsvovg.
In Joann. T. XX. § 17; T. III. opp.
In JNIatih. f. 344 et
ed. de la Rue, f. 226.
Pom423; T. XIII. §26: T. XVI. § 8
niontar. ep. ad. Rom. lib. I. T. V. p. 250, ed
Tu)V iSeuv,

Lomm.

In Jerem.

Hem. XV.

§ 6.
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Had

system of Origen.

the intelligence which -was taken into such

been aftected by the general deand fall of the creature and did it differ from all the intelligences which had in some way departed from that original unity, only
by the circumstance that, in surrendering itself to the divine Logos, the
univ^ersal Redeemer, it had become not only freed from all the consequences of that defection, but elevated to a still higher unity with God
than it possessed before, a unity which precluded the possibility of any
future separation ?
Or did this intelligence have no part whatever in
the defection of the others ?
Was it secured against this defection by
the steadfast perseverance of its fellowship with the Logos
and by the
same means did the divine life, which it first received into itself by the
If the latter is assumed
bent of its Avill, pass wholly into its essence ?
to be according to the spirit and sense of Origen, an important consequence would follow in relation to his principle of creatureh' mutability.
It would be evident, that he did not hold the defection from the original
unity to be an absolutely necessary transition-link in all creaturely development for at least the example of this one intelligence would be
indissohible fellowship with the Logos,
fection

;

;

;

evidence to the contrary.

Now when we
became

i)vxri

first

ful to distinguish,

according to Origeu's theory, the vw?

reflect, that,

by the

we

see no reason, especially as he is careeven in Christ, between the TWEvjia and the iivxh-, why we
fall,

are not warranted, according to his theory, to apply this principle also
to the soul which, by its steadfast bent of will, had attained to that in-

We

dissoluble union with the Logos.
spirit first

became

soul

by

its

must suppose, then, that as the

defection from the original unity, and the

end of the recovery is that the souls, returning back to the original
more become divested of their ps^xhical being and

unity^ should once

—

thoroughly penetrated with the pure life of the spirit,^
so this particular soul had, before all others, and in a higher manner than all others,
already attained to this end, and hence, would become the mediatory instrument of conducting all other fallen souls to the same end.
But it is
nevertheless impossible to retain this view of the matter, consistently
with the sense and spirit of Origen.
For in this case it would all along
be presupposed, that what in Christ is denominated a soul, is not a soul
in the proper sense.
We must all along assume, that the soul in Christ,
which had returned back to the pure being .of the vovg^ had made itself
like to the fallen souls, only in order to their i-ecovery,
had appropriated to itself an outward veil of psychical being, and entered into the
contracted sphere and divided being of the psychical life, for the purAnd in truth
pose of conducting it back again to that higher unity.
we might find >«ome confirmation of this view in the language of OriBut when we have once assumed the necessity of such a progen.^

—

J

OvKETt fievn

Tpvxf/

k

iarat, ore ovk inrai ipvxJ}-

auddaa

De

ijivxff.

]jrinci]).

1.

—
II.

So he says, iis an cncourajrcment
martyrdom FA dD^fifn^ ijjiuv aiJaai rfjv

c. 8, § 3.

to

ipvxf/v,

:

iva

nvTT/v

uT:n?Miic,)ftev

V'^^W) finpTvpiif) uTToMaunfv
Martyr. § 12.

updrrova

abrijv.

Ad

^

Tuxa yap

rt)y;j;uvoiiffa

r/

tov 'Itigov rpvxv iv
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eedure in the case of the soul of Christ, which had returned back to
the pure Ufe of the spirit, the reason grounded in the connection of Ori-

gen's ideas imuaediatelj disappears, which compelled us to suppose that
the hitelligence which the Logos had received into such a fellowship

with himself, must also have shared in the general defection of the crear
ture.
It is evident now, that Origen might have so conceived the matter, as to suppose this intelligence to be one which from the beginning
had not become a soul bj falling, but which had only assimilated itself
to the fallen souls by a voluntary humiliation.
We should thus be forced
to the other view, which in many respects would better harmonize Avith
It would now be quite consistent that this intelhad ever persevered in the original unity, should, on this
very account, deserve to be appropriated by the Logos, as an organ

the system of Origen,

ligence, which

purpose of extending the redemption, which it did not need itself, to other beings who were in need
This view is confirmed when we find Origen distinguishing this
of it.
intelligence above all others, as one which from the beginning of the crewhere, to
ation had ever remained inseparably united with the Logos,-^
be sure, we must understand by the creation, the original one, and not that
which was first occasioned by the fall. Accordingly, he could designate
this spirit as one which, free from all contact with the corporeal world, ever
lived in the contemplation of the intelligible world, (the Koafiog voijtoc,')
the latter being identical with the Logos ^ for with the defection from
the original unity, is also supposed, according to Origen's doctrine, some
Thus Christ might be said
contact or other with the corporeal world.
to be without sin, in a sense inwdiich no other creature could, since that
Although, by virtue of
intelligence had never been touched by evil.^
the creaturely mutable will, it was, like all others, subject to be tempted
to evil, yet since it stood this test where the others fell, it attained, by
its unalterable submission to the Logos, to a divine life exalted above
and what was origiiially the work of its free wiU,
all temptation to evil
now became a second nature.* Yet Origen, in saying this, meant by no
means to assert, that the soul, when arrived at such an immutable state
of the divine life, dispensed with the free will belonging to its own
essence ; for so indeed, as must certainly have been his opinion on the
He asprinciples he held, this essence would itself be annihilated.
indissolubly united with himself, for the

—

;

;
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De prin5.

We

may now

refer

words of Origen. in which he
expressly guards against a conclusion which
possibly might be drawn from his doctrine
also to those

that every rational creature must necesat some time or other, succumb to the
temptation to sin. Sed non continuo, quia
dicimus, nuUam esse creaturam, quae non
prjssit recipere malum, idcirco confirmamur,

viz.

siirili/,

omnem naturam

recepisse

malum,

id

est

As
etfectam.
L. c. 1. 1, c. 8, ^ 3.
the translation of Rufinus cannot be perfectly relied on, we should not venture to
make use of these words, to determine wha*
was the opinion of Oriyen, unless what we
would prove from them mi<ilit be feathered
also from his p;eneral train and connection
of thouj^ht, as it has been shown in the text
But in order to make every
that it may.
thing in Origen harmonize, we must suppose also, that he did not always use the
i>vxv in the same sense, but sometimes in a
more general sense, to denote the spirit or
intelligence generally, and sometimes in a
more limited sense, in contradistinction to
vovg or nvevua.
malam
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cribed to this soul, even after the incarnation of Christ, a self-detertliough persisting in union with the nveifia^ and thereby
mining power,^

—

But here, if we examine into the connection of his
with the Logos.
ideas, the question will come up, how, supposing he conceived this soul
to be one which had already attained to such perfection, he could still
admit of any human development in Christ, in his earthly existence
how this in his case would be anything else than a mere appearance.
And yet he believed he could fully receive the entire narrative in Luke
2 40, relating to the progressive development of the child Jesus and
he considered this progress as having its ground in the free will of
Christ.^
But there was a similar difficulty, according to Origen's doctrine, with regard to the earlier, conscious, personal existence of the
soul generally, in the case of every human development.
We have to mention one other particular point, in which the connection between Origen's doctrine concerning man, and his doctrine concerning Christ, is very clearly exhibited.
Holding it as a general principle, that the character of the instrument or organ given it as a body,
corresponded exactly to the work of each soul, which stamped on it the
form and pressure of its own peculiar essence, he applied the same principle to the relation between the body and soul of Christ.
The most
exalted of all souls was veiled in the most glorious of all bodies ;
only this glory was, during its earthly existence, still hidden,
broke
forth on such individuals as were capable of receiving it only at individual moments,
fore-tokening what should one day appear. By virtue
of Christ's exaltation to heaven, this body,
a thought perfectly harmonizing with Origen's doctrine of matter, already described as an
element in itself undetermined and capable of endless modification of
form,
this body is now freed from all the defects and limitations
of the earthly existence, transfigured to an ethereal character, more
nearly akin to the essence of the Spirit and of the divine life.^
By this exposition of Origen's theory, 07ie difficulty which must have
etruck reflecting minds in considering the doctrine of the incarnation of
the Logos, though many never became conscious of it, was removed
the difficulty, to wit, of conceiving how the divine Logos could become
united with a human body
how the purely human nature could be
transferred to him.
This difficulty now vanished, since it was assumed,
that the Logos did not directly appropriate to himself the body, but that
he appropriated to himself the soul as his natural organ. Thus it was
made possible, also, to conceive of everything that belongs to human
nature existing in Christ unalloyed.
But, in place of the fonner, another difficulty now arose
namely, to conceive how the unity of
Christ's i*er3on and life could be maintained, in this combination with
a human soul persevering in its own individuality.
We have seen in
what way Origen supposed that it was possible to surmount this diffi-

—

:

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

;
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Yet this view of the matter seems to have given umbrage
many, and he drew upon himself the accusation from such persons,

cultj also.
to

many

of the Gnostics, he distinguished from each other a
Christ, or a Jesus and a Christ ; or that he
represented Jesus as a mere man, who differed from other men only in
that, like

superior and an inferior

possessing a higher degree of fellowship with the Logos, and therefore
only in degree,^
Thus we see here, also, the germ of a controversy
which reached into the following period.
As it regards the work of Christ as the Redeemer of mankind, we
find already in the language used by the church fathers on this point, in
the period under consideration,

all the elements which lie at the basis
afterwards came to be defined in the church
elements grounded in the Christian consciousness itself, and indicating
how Christ manifested himself to the religious feelino;s and to the intuitions thence resulting, as a deliverer from sin and its consequences, a
restorer of harmony in the moral order of the universe, a bestower of
divine life to human nature.
But on this point no antagonisms were as
yet presented, by which men would be constrained to distinguish and
separate more accurately what lay in their conceptions. We hear, for
the most part, only the language of immediate religious feeling and
intuition
and hence, in comparing the expressions of these churchteachers with the later doctrines of the church, men were liable to err
on both sides, in ascribing to them more, and in finding in them less,
than they really contained.

of the doctrine as

—

it

;

The doctrine of redemption has a negative and a positive moment the
former relates to the removing of the disturbance introduced into the moral order of the universe, the raising-up of liumanity out of its schism with
God
the second, to the glorifying or rendering godlike of human nature
when delivered from this schism. As it respects the first, there was here
presented in particular a certain peculiarity in the mode of thinking,
which, as we see it expressed under different modifications in men of
the most diverse principles and tendencies,
in a Marcion, an Irengeus,
and an Origen,
we may consider as a more general expression of the
Christian consciousness of this period.
It is this idea
Satan hitherto
ruled mankind, over whom he had acquired a certain right, because
the first man fell under the temptation to sin, and was thereby brought
under servitude to the evil one.
God did not deprive him of this right
by force, but caused him to lose it in a way strictly conformable to law.
Satan attempted to exercise the same power which he had thus far exercised over mankind, on Christ, a perfectly holy being, meaning to treat
him like the others, as a man in all respects the same with them but
here his power was baffled, and he must find himself overmatched.
Christ, being perfectly holy, could not remain subject to the death which
Satan, by means of sin, had bi-ought on mankind.
By him, the repre:

;

—

—

—

:

;

^ See the Apology of Pamphilus in behalf
of Origen, T. IV. f. 35, and several of the
passages above cited, in reference to his doctrine on the union of the Logos with the

soul in Christ,

—

in

which passages he cor-

it necessary to guard against any such
as, for
misinterpretation of his doctrine
instance, in Matth. T. XVI. § 8, towards the
liTJtjv arniepov oh Xvuend, where he adds
rov 'Itiaovv iinb tov XpiaTov

siders

;

:
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human nature, the latter has been delivered, on grounds of
he has no more claims
reasonand justice, from the dominion of Satan
upon it.^ Marcion simply transferred, as we have seen above, that
which in the church view of the matter was true of Satan, to the Demi
At the bottom of this whole theory, lies the idea of a real objecurge.
tive might, which the ungodly princivile in humanity, that had made
itself a slave to that power, had acquired, and of a real, objective overcoming of this might, the redemption, as a legal process in the liistory
of the world, corresponding to the requisitions of the moral order of
We ought here surely to distinguish the inadequate form,
the universe.
in which the idea at bottom has enveloped itself, from this idea itself.
Combined with this ncgati\'e moment, we find in IrevuTeus the positive
one, in which the original picture of humanity is represented in a perfectly holy life, and in the communication to it of a divine life, which
His
should sanctify and refine it in all the stages of its development.
ideas, dispersed through his wi'itings, amount, when we bring them to" Only the Word of the Father himself could
gether, to what follows
declare to us the Father
and we could not learn from him, unless the
Man must become used tc
teacher himself had appeared among us.
receive God into himself, God must become used to dwell m humanity^
The Mediator betwixt both must once more restore the union between
both, by his relationship to both
he must pass through every age, ii>
aentative of

—

:

;

;

order to sanctify every age, in order to restore the perfect likeness with
God, Avhich is perfect holiness.^ In a human nature which was like tc
that burdened with sin, he condemned sin, and then banished it, as a
thing condemned, out of human nature, Rom. 8:3; but he required
men to become like him. Men were the prisoners of the evil one, of
Satan Christ gave himself a ransom for the prisoners.
Sin reigned
over us, who belonged to God
God delivered us, not by force, but in
a way of justice, inasmuch as he redeemed those Avho were his own. If
he had not, as man, overcome the adversary of man if the enemy had
not been overcome in the way of justice and, on the other hand, if he
had not, as God, bestowed the gift of salvation, we should not have that
gift in a way which is secure.
And if man did not become united with
God, he could have no share in an imperishable life.^ It was through
the obedience of one man that many must become justified, and obtain
salvation
for eternal life is the fnut of justice.
The import of the
declaration, that man is created in the image of God, had hitherto not
been clear,* for the Logos was as yet invisible. Hence man, too, easily
;

;

;

;

;

nos,
his,

is what Irenseus refers to, when he
Rationabiliter rcdiinens
(1. V. c. 1):
redcmptionem semetipsmn dcdit i)ro

This

^

says

qui

in captivitatcin

ducti sunt.

Et, quo-

dominabatur nobis apostasia,
et, cum natura essemus Dei oinnipotentis,
alienavit nos contra naturam, suos proprios
faciens discipulos, potcns in omnibus Dei
verbum et non deficiens in sua justitia, juste
etiam adversus ipsam convcrsus est apostaBiam non cum vi, sed secundum suadelam,
quemadmodum ilia initio dominabatur nos-

niam

injuste

;

VOL.

I.

41

tri

sed

;

dum

secundum suadclani, quemadmo
Deuin suadcntem, et non vim

deccljat

infurentem, accipere quae vellet, ut iieque
quod justum est confi-int^eretur, neque antiqua plasmatio Dei deperiret.
-

See

tlie

remarks on a former page

the rchition of the e'cKuv
bjioiuaix; mii Si:ov.
spcctini,^

to

re
tiie

^ The communication of a divine life to
mankind through Christ, the Ivumg npdc

u(p-&apaiav.
*

Two ideas

are here to be taken together;

:
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lost his likeness

But when

with God.

the seal to both.

He

Logos became man. he set
bj becoming, himself,

the

truly revealed that image,

that which

was his image and he exhibited incontestably the likeness
God, by making man like to God, who is invisible." ^
In Irenoeas, the suiferings of Christ are represented as having a
necessary connection with the rightful deliverance of man from the
power of Satan. The divine justice is here displayed, in allowing even
Satan to have his due.
Of satisfaction done by the sufferings of
Christ to the divine justice, as yet not the slightest mention is to bf)
found but doubtless there is lying at bottom the idea of a perfect fulof

man

;

to

;

filment of the law

God

by Christ of
;

Martyr may

obedience to the holiness of

his perfect

from mankind. But in Ju5tin
be recognized the idea of a satisfaction rendered by Chiist

in its claims to satisfaction

due

to it

—

through suifering,
at least lying at the bottom, if it is not clearly
unfolded and held fast in the form of conscious thought for Justin
says ^ " The law pronounced on all men the curse, because no man
could fulfil it, in its whole extent (Deut. 27 26).
Christ dehvered us
from this curse, in bearing it for us." His train of thought here can
be no other than this Crucifixion denotes curse, condemnation nothing of that sort could touch Christ, the Son of God, the Holy One
in reference to himself, this was only in appearance.^
The significancy
of this curse related to mankind, who were guilty of violating the law,
and hence involved in condemnation. Christ, in suffering, took this
condemnation resting on mankind, upon himself, in order to free mankind from it.
The /or, in this case, passes naturally over to the instead.
The author of the letter to Diogtietus thus brings together the active
and the passive satisfaction, yet with predominant reference to the former, when he reduces the vv'hole to the love of God, Avhich in itself required no reconciliation, and was itself the author of the reconciliation
" God, the Lord and Creator of the universe, is not only full of love to
man, but full of long-suffering. Such he ever was and is, and such he
supremely kind, without anger, true, the
will ever continue to be
alone good.
He conceived a vast and ineffable counsel, which he
communicated to none but his Son. So long as he reserved this
as a hidden counsel in his own mind, he seemed to have no concern for us.
He left us, during the ages past, to follow our liists at
will, not as though he could have any pleasure at all in our sins, but in
order that we, having in the course of that time, by our own works,
proved ourselves unworthy of life, might be made worthy by the grace
and that we, having shown our own inability to enter into the
of God
kingdom of God, might be enabled to do so by the power of God. But
when the measure of our sins had become full, and it had been made
;

:

:

:

:

:

;

—

;

one, which we find ah-eady in Philo, tliat
man, as the image of God, was created after
the other, that God
the image of the Logos
designed to represent in the person of the
God-man, as the original type of humanity,
the ideal of the entire human nature. Limus
ille jam turn imaginem induens Christi futuri
in carne, non tantum Dei opus, sed et
;

pignus
verior.

qui homo futurus
TertuU. de carne Christi,

filii,

Praxeam,
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death were ready to be our
reward, he neither hated us nor spurned us, but showed us his longsuffering.
He even took upon himself our sins, he even gave his own
Son a ransom for us, the Holy One for sin ; for what else would cover
"
our sins but his righteousness ?
According to the connection of ideas which has just been exhibited
as peculiar to Origen, the highest end of the earthly appearance and
rainisiry of Christ is to represent that divine activity of the Logos,
which, without being confined to any limits of time or space, aims to
Accordingly, all his actions possess a
purify and restore fiillen beings.
higher symbolical import, to master which is the great problem of the
Gnosis but thereby, as is shown in the case of his miracles, the saving
effect which they are calculated of themselves to produce, is by no
means excluded and in this way he could also appropriate to himself
what was contained in the consciousness of all Christians, relative to
the redeeming sufferings of Christ.
We find here a great deal which
he could not have been led to adopt by the general ideas of his system,
unless he had been first led to such a conviction in some other way, independent of his system. To speak of a feehng of sin, a sense of
perfectly manifest that punishment and

;

;

being forsaken of God, in the case of the soul of Christ, which he regarded as perfectly holy, exalted above all contact with evil, is what he
could find no ground or reason for in the speculative ideas of his sj^stem.
But in many of the facts of the gospel history he came to perceive such a connection between Christ and the whole spiritual life
of humanity estranged from God, by virtue of which connection Christ
and what no conception could grasp, he
felt its trespass as his own,
was enabled to construe to himself by an intuition springing out of the
inmost dejith of his being.
Thus could he affirm of Christ, that which
is intelligible only to him who is at home in, and familiar with, the world
" He bore in himself our infirmities, and
of Christian consciousness
carried our sorrows ; the infirmities of the soul, and the sorrows of the
inner man on account of Avhich sorrows and infirmities, which he bore
away from us, he saj^s that his soul is troubled and full of anguish " ^
and in another place " I'his man, the purest among all creatures,

—

:

;

;

:

died for mankind ; he who took on himself our sins and infir;iiities,
because he could take on himself and destroy the sins of the whole
world." 2
Origen beheved that by a hidden law, pertaining to the moral order
of the universe, the self-sacrifice of a perfectly holy being must serve
to cripjile the power of evil, and to free therefrom the beings subjected
to it.
He found pi'oof of this in the prevailing belief of mankind, that
innocent individuals, by a voluntary sacrifice of themselves, had saved
whole populations and cities from threatening calamities.^ It was not
to God, but to Satan, that the ransom for those held in captivity
oy him was paid
according to the prevailing views of this period,
.

;

1 With reference to Isa. 53
Airdf
4, 5.
^Suaraae ua&cvda^ Tuf rf/f rpvx'K ^ai vocovg
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ijfiCyv ntpiAvnov txeiv rf/v ipvxv^ bfinTuayb
In Joann. T. II. § 21.
koI TeTapayfievTjv.
L. c T. XXVIII. § 14.
^ L. c. T. VI. ^ 34
T. XXVIII. § 14
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;
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which have been already explained. In lighting upon this holy soul,
which could not be held in the bonds of death, the power of Satan must
necessarily be broken.^
The peculiai manner of Christ's death serves to satisfy him, that it
proceeded from an act wholly voluntary.
He died at the precise point
of time when he chose to die, not succumbing to an outward force, like
those whose limbs were broken. From this circumstance, he endeavors
to explain the unusual suddenness of his death.^
necessary connection betw^een redemption and sanctification was
involved in the whole Christian mode of contemplating the work of redemption, and the nature of the union with Christ.
We need only
make clear to ourselves the relation of the conceptions which here
grew out of the Christian consciousness, to perceive that this was so.
Godlike life and a holy life,
these were inseparable notions at the
Christian point of view. Both were comprehended in one in the notion
of u(t)dapaia^ immortal life.
Now the Logos was regarded as the source
of this life
Christ, as the appearance of the Logos in humanity
as
the Mediator of this higher life to human nature
as the one through
whom, in every stage of its development, it became pervaded and rendered holy by such a divine Ufe.
By the faith in Christ, by baptism,
each individual became incorporated into the fellowship with Christ,
and consequently penetrated by this divine life, the principle of holiChrist was understood to be the destroyer of Satan's kingdom,
ness.
and to this kingdom was reckoned everything partaking of the nature
of sin.
It was by becoming united to Christ through faith, that each
was bound to make this triumph of Christ over Satan's kingdom his
own.
Hence the Christian was converted from a miles Satanae into a
miles Christi.3
Moreover, the idea of the universal priesthood of all
Christians had its root in this conviction.
We may here introduce a few examples, to illustrate how some of the
church-teachers conceived this connection between redemption and
sanctification, faith and life.
Clement, bishop of Rome, after having
emphatically borne his testimony to the truth, that no man can be justified by his own righteousness and his own works, but that every man
must be justified by the grace of God and by faith alone, goes on to
say
" What are we to do, then, my brethren ? Shall we be weary
The Lord forbid that this should
in Avell-doing, and leave off charity ?
ever be done by us but let us, with unremitted zeal, strive to accomplish all the good we can
for the Creator and Lord of all takes pleasure in his own works." * The author of the letter to Diognet remarks,
after the beautiful passage above cited concerning the redemption
" With what joy wilt thou be filled, when thou hast come to the knowledge of this ; and how wilt thou love Him who so much earlier loved

A

—

;

;

;

:

—

;

;

:

1 Tlvl eduKe rrjv ipvxv''' avrov XvTpov avrl
noXXcjv ov 6fj tcj t?£^ fifjTi ovv rij irovjipC)
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;
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But

if thou lovest him, thou w'iit be an imitator of his goodIreniBus thus draws the contrast between that voluntary obedience which flows from faith, and the slavish obedience under the law :
" The law, which was given to bondmen, disciplined the soul by means

thee

!

ness."

of outward and sensible things, dragging it, as it were, with chains to
but the Word, which sets us free, inthe obedience of its commands
culcated a voluntary cleansing of the soul, and thereby of the body.
After this has been done, the chains of bondage, to Avhich man had
;

become inured, must indeed be removed, and he must follow God withBut the requisitions of freedom must extend all the
out chains.
further, and obedience to the King must become a fuller obedience
so that no one should turn back again, and prove himself unworthy of
his Deliverer for he has not freed us that we might go away from him
;

;

all good, which is with the
Lord, can by himself find the food of salvation but he has freed us for
this, that the more we have obtained, the more we might love him. To
follow the Saviour is the same as to partake of salvation, and to follow
the light is the same as to partake of the light." ^
But as the confounding of the Jewish with the Christian point of
view, and the consequent outward and material way of conceiving
spiritual things, was found to be the main cause of the corruption of

since no one that forsakes the fountain of

;

the Christian consciousness generally, so the influence of this disturbing element is discernible also in the prevailing notion of faith.
By
degrees, that view of it which the Apostle Paul had set forth in opposition to

the Jewish princi])le,

became more and more obscured, and

instead thereof appeared the Jewish notion of a certain faith on outward authority ; not one which was suited to produce out of itself,

through a necessary inner connection, all the fruits of the Christian
life, but one which was only to draw after it, in an outward way, by
means of new moral precepts and new motives addressed to the understanding, the new habits of Christian Hving. We have already noticed,
how this notion of faith led to the undervaluing of the stjige of mere
faith (n-tOT-if) among the Gnostics, and in part among the Alexandrians
also ; and how the reaction of Marcion tended to the re-establishment
But to the material and outward conception of
of the Pauline view.
faith, on this side, was united also a materilR and outward conception
of the system of morals, which was rent from its inner connection with
the system of faith ; whence followed, side by side with an outward
system of faith, a legal system of duties and good works, in Avhich the
ascetic element had by far the ascendancy over the assimilating principle. And in connection with this, might arise the notion of a supererogatory righteousness, a perfection surpassing the requisitions of the law,
which strove to fulfil the so-called counsels of Christ, (concilii evange-

by the renunciation of all earthly goods.'-^
great influence to confirm this outward and material view of faith
must have been especially exerted, by the manner in which the fellowship of life with Christ, instead of being considered to flow from the
lici,)

A

1

Lib. IV.

c.

13, 14.

2

See ^^i j p 277
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inner appropriation of Christ alone, was

ward mediation through the church,

—a

made

depend on the (nl^
we have spoken

to

point on which

ah-eady in the section relating to the church constitution.
To this outward mediation of the church belonged the sacraments. As the essen
tial character of the invisible and that of the visible church were not
carefully discriminated, a little confusion of the divine thing and
its outward sign must, from the same cause, take place in respect to the
This, in the case of baptism, is shown in
doctrine of the sacraments.
the prevailing notion of a divine power which was imparted to the water,
and of a sensil)le union, brought about by means of it, with the whole
nature of Christ, for the deliverance of the entire spiritual and mate
" As the dry wheat," says Irenaeus, " cannot berial nature of man.
come one mass of dough and one loaf of bread w^ithout moisture, so
neither can we all become one in Christ without the water Avhich is

from heaven.

And

as the parched earth cannot yield fruit unless

receive moisture, so neither can we,

who

it

but sapless wood,
ever produce living fruit, without the rain which is freely poured out
from above for our bodies through bajytism, but our souls through the
Spirit, have ol)tained that communion with the imperishable essence." ^
Tertullian finely remarks, concerning the effects of baptism r^ ""When
the soul attains to faith, and is transformed by the regeneration of
water and the power from above, the covering of the old corruption
having been removed, she beholds her whole light.
She is received
into the communion of the Holy Spirit
and the soul which unites
itself with the Holy Spirit is followed by the body, which is no longer
the servant of the soul, but becomes the servant of the Spirit."
But
even Tertullian did not understand here how to distinguish rightly between the inward grace and the outward sign. In maintaining against
a sect of the Cainites (see section second) the necessity of outward baptism, he ascribes to water a supernatural, sanctifying power.
Yet we
see, even in the case of Tertullian, the purely evangelical idea breaking through this confusion of the inward with the outward, and directly
as when he says, it m faith which in baptism obtains
contradicting it
and Avhen, in dissuading against haste in bap
the forgiveness of sin
tism, he remarks, that true faith, wherever present, is sure of salvation.^
Even in the spiritiml Clement of Alexandria we may discern
the influence of that outward and material conce})tion of spiritual matin thinking that the apostles perters, when he agrees Avith Hernias
formed in hades the rite of baptism ^ on the pious souls of the Old Testament who had not been baptized.
We have already, in the history of the forms of worship, taken notice
of the injurious practical consequences which resulted from this confusion of the inward grace and the outward sign in the case of bapat first are

;

;

;

;

'^

1 Lib. III. c. ] 7.
The divine principle of
Ufe for soul and body in Christ, the iruaig

rrpof iKpd-apalav.
- De anima, c. 41.
Compare above the
passage concerning the corruption of human
nature

^

*

Fides integra secura de salute.
Lib. III. S. IX. Fabric. Cod. apocryj.h,

III. p. 1009.
^

Strom,

lib. II. f.

379

,
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tism.
It was by confounding regeneration with baptism, and thus looking upon regeneration as a sort of charm completed at a stroke, hy
supposing a certain magical purification and removal of all sin in the
act of baptism, that men were led to refer the forgiveness of sins obto those particular sins which had been committed previous to baptism ; instead of regarding all this as something
which, with the appropriation of it by faith, must go on developing
After this was presupposed, the quesitself through the whole of life.
tion must have arisen. How are we to obtain forgiveness .for the sins
committed after baptism ? And the answer was Although we have
obtained once for all, by the merits of Christ, the means of satisfaction

tained through Christ o^di/

:

baptism yet, in order to make satisfaction
necessary that, in addition to this, we
should have recourse to voluntary exercises of penitence and to good
works.^
This mode of conception is clearly exhibited in the following
words of Cyprian ^ " When our Lord came, and had healed the
wounds of Adam, he gave to the restored a law, bidding him sin no
more, ^est a worse evil should befall him.
By the injunction of innocence, we were circumscribed to a narrow circle and the frailty of human weakness would have been at a loss what to do, unless divine grace
had once more come to its aid, and, pointing out to it the works of
mercy, paved the way for it to secure salvation so that we might
cleanse ourselves from all the lingering remains of impurity by the
practice of alms.
The forgiveness of sin having been once obtained at
baptism, we earn by constant exercise in well-doing, which is, as it were,
for the sins

committed

l)ef )re

for the sins after baptism,

;

it is

:

;

;

Here, if we
add what was remarked on an earlier page on the subject of the
sacerdotal absolution, we have the germ of the catholic doctrine respecting the sacrament of penance.
To the doctnne concerning the Lord's Supper^ may be applied, in
general, the same remarks which have been made in relation to the
a repetition of baptism, the divine forgiveness anew."

•only

doctrine concerning baj)tism

;

but with this difference, that

we may

ob-

serve three different grades in the outward and material conception of
this ordinance.
The most common representation Avas that which we
find in Ignatius of Antioch,^ in Justin Martyr, and in Irengeus.
It is
a conception of it most nearly related to that view just noticed of baptism, as the means of a spiritual-corpoi*eal communion with Christ.
It
was supposed, for instance, that as the Logos in Christ became man,
so here also he immediately appropriated to himself a body
this

—

body, by virtue of the consecration, became united with the bread and
1 See
Tertiillian's work, de poenitcntia.
This writiT, it is true, brought over with

from

his lej^al studies, the expression,
satisfiicfio, uito the doctrine of rei)entanee;

hiin

yet we should not be warranted, on this account, to ascribe to his legal ha!)its of thinking and conccivinp;, nay, we should not be
warranted to ascribe to the ideas of any inliividual, so sreat an influence on the progress of en or in the doctrinal notions of
Sie church on this point; for, the tcoutov

having been once established, all the
consequences involved in it must of neces-

tpevSog

sity unfold themselves, especially as these

consequences find so many points of
tachment in human nature,
-

De

^

Hence,

at-

o|)ere et eleemosynis.

in Ipnatius, ej). ad Ephes. c. 20
the holy sup])er is called
(pdpfiaKov diJavaala^, uvrldorov tov /z^ ano^avtlv, (Mn Co*
iv 'Irjc') Xf.-.iaru 6iu navror.
:

;
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and thus entered

vrine,

into the corporeal substance of those partakers

who thereby received

into themselves a principle of imperishable
In the North-African church, on the other hand, neither Tertullian nor Cyprian seeins to have entertained the notion of any peneBi-ead and wine were represented rather as symtration of this sort.
bols of the body and l)lood of Clnist, though not as symbols without
Spiritual coimuunion with Christ at the holy supper was
efficacy.
made the prominent point yet, at the same time, those that partook
were supposed to come into a certain sanctifying contact with Christ's
The practice of the North-African church shows, moreover,
body.^
that, according to the prevailing belief, a supernatural, sanctifying
power resided in the outward signs of the supper hence the daily
communion ^ hence also the counnunion of infants in connection with
The passage in John 6 53 being incorrectly underinfant baptism.'^
stood as referring to the outward sensible participatmi of the supper,
the inference was drawn, that without this outward and sensible participation none could be saved ^ as it had been inferred from the passage in John 3:5, that none could be saved without outward baptism.
By the Alexandrians, especially by Origen, the distinction was
clearly drawn, in the doctrine concerning the sacraments, as throughout his entire system of belief, between the inner divine thing, the
invisible spiritual agency of the Logos,*^ and the sensible objects by
which it is represented.'' " Outward baptism," says he, " considered
as to its highest end, is a symbol of the inward cleansing of the soul
through the divine power of the Logos, which is preparatory to the
that commencing in the enigma and in the glass
universal recovery
darkly, which shall afterwards be perfected in the open vision, face to
face ; but at the same time, by virtue of the consecration pronounced
over it, there is connected with the whole act of baptism a supernatural
it is the commencing point of gracious influences
sanctifying power
bestowed on the faithful, although it is so only for such as are fitted,

of

it,

life.i

;

:

;

:

;

;

—

;

by the

disposition of

their

hearts, for the reception of

those influ-

ences."^

He makes the same distinction also in regard to the holy supper
separating what is called, in a figurative sense, the body of Christ,^
the more divine
from the true spiritual manducation of the Logos, ^'^

—

1 That which distinguishes this mode of
conceiving the matter from a later one, is,
that the Christ vvho has ascended to heaven
but
is not considered to be present here
the Logos, in this case, directly produces for
Vimself a body. This we find more disinctly expressed, it is true, in the next following period but it lies at the basis of the
following language of Justin T^v 8i' ev-

orat.

Xf/i A6/0D Tov nap'
detaav Tpo<pT/v, i^

Christ.

:

KOTu

fierajio'Xriv

ai<T

al/xa

i]Q

rpscpovTai

ov EVxnpiCTTj-

i/fxcjv,

nal

^

^

aupKa Kal al/ia
Apolog. I. § 66.
Marc. 1. IV. c. 40: corpus

TertuU.

meum,
earn.

c.

i.

8

e.
:

c.

De res.
figura corporis mei.
saginatur. De

anima de Deo

perpetuitas in Christo, con-

him, and

in-

^
^

Comp.

c.

25.

what is said of the emand the eiridj/fiin vorirfi Xpiaand of the redemptive suiferiugs of
above,

6r]iila ala^r]TTi,

roii

The

''

votitov or TWEV/iaTi.KOV

i>.nd

the aia-

&jjt6v.

See in Joann. T. VI.

*

aapiionoc7/i^£VToc 'Itjoov ical

idu^axdrjiiEv eIvol

The

:

See vol. I. p. .332.
See CyjM-ian. sermo de lapsis.
See Cyprian. Testimonior. 1. Ill

*

aupKEC

CKsivov tov

6

dividuitas a corpore ejus.

;

;

c.

stant, spiritual fellowship with

XV.

T.
^

To

§

§

17; iu Mafth.

23.

acjfia

Xpiarov rvmicov Kal

nov.
•^'^

The

akfj^ivfi jSpuatQ tov TMyov.

av/ij3o?.t-

;
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—

common understanding of the holy supper,
adapted
The former refers to the spirof the simple.^
itual communication of the Word made flesh, which is the true
Of the outward supper the worthy
heavenly bread of the soul.
promise, from the
to

the

capacities

and the unworthy may partake alike but not of that true heavenly
bread since otherwise, it could not have been said, that whoever eats
this bread shall live for ever. Origen sa.js therefore, that Christ in the
true sense called his flesh and blood the word, which proceeds from the
word, and the bread which proceeds from the heavenly bread
the living word of truth, by which he communicates himself to the souls
of men
as the breaking of the bread and the distribution of the wine
symbolize the multiplication of the word, by which the Logos commulie supposed, moreover, that with the
nicates himself to many souls,
outward supper, as with outward baptism, there was connected a higher
yet in the
sanctifying influence by virtue of the consecrating words
sense, that nothing divine could be united with the earthly material
and that, as in the case of baptism,
signs, in themselves considered
none could participate in the higher influence, unless made susceptible
of it by the inward disposition of the heart.
As not that which enters
though by the Jews it is considered
into the mouth defiles tlie man,
unclean
so nothing which enters into the mouth sanctifies the man
though by the simple, the so-called bread of the Lord is supjiosed to
We neither lose anything by failing to
possess a sanctifying power.
partake of the consecrated bread, by itself considered ; nor do we gain
anything by the bare partaking of that bread but the reason why one
man has less and another more, is the good or bad disposition of each
individual.
The earthly bread is by itself in no resjiect different from
any other food. It was Origen's design here, no doubt, to controvert
particularly the erroneous notions which attached to the supper a sort
of magical advantage, independent of the disposition of the heart
notions wliich the other fathers also were far from entertaining
but
yet, at the same time, his objections applied also to every representation
which attached to the outward signs any higher importance or efticacy
whatever, and even to those views which were received in the NorthAfrican Church.'^
It remains that we should speak of the prevailing ideas in this
j^eriod, respecting the ultimate end of the whole earthly development
)f humanity.
The teleological point of view was, in this regard, insepirable from the Christian mode of contem]ilation.
The kingdom of
God, and each individual life thereto pertaining, was to be conducted
onward to a completion it was this certain prospect which formed the
contrast between the Christian view of life, and the Pagan notion of a
circle aimlessly repeating itself by a blind law of necessitj-.
But the
intermediate links of the chain, up to that ultimate end, were still hidden from the ken of contemplation this belonged to the prophetic ele;

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

:

:

^ The Koivorepa nepl ttiq fvxnptariag ^k(5o\) T(HQ 6.TvlovaTEpniQ and Kara ri/v ^etoTspav
hTa-jjeliav, coiTcspondin<r to the two posidons of the yviJatg and ol' the nians.

^ Y'\A.

Orifron, Matth.

Joann. T.

V.

XXXII.

III. opp.

^

T. XI.

§

16; in Alatlh

14
f.

;

in
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ment, which must ever remain obscure till its fulfilment.
To the earnest
expectation of the pilgrim, as he cast a glance over the windings
of the waj, the end appeared at first near at hand, which, the farther
he advanced, retreated to a greater distance.
The signs in the course
of history alone Avould shed more light on the darkness, which the Lord
himself was unwilling to clear up by his prophetic intimations.
The Christians were certainly convinced, that the church wovild come
forth triumphant out of its conflicts, and, as it was its destination to be
a wo rid- transforming principle, would attain to the dominion of the
world
but they were far from understanding at first the prophetic
words of Christ intimating how the church, in its gradual evolutions,
under natural conditions, was to be a salt and a leaven for all human
relations.
They could at first, as we have before remarked, conceive
of it no otherwise than this, that the struggle between the church and
the pagan state would endure till the triumph brought about from Avithout, by the return of Christ to judgment.
Now it was here that many
seized hold of an image which had passed over to them from the Jews,
and which seemed to adapt itself to their own present situation,
the
idea of a millennial reign, which the Messiah was to set up on earth
at the end of the whole earthly course of the world, where all the
righteous of all times should live together in holy communion.
As the
world had been created in six days, and, according to Psalm 90 4, a
thousand years in the sight of God is as one day, so the world was to
continue in its hitherto condition for six thousand years, and end with a
In the
thousand years of blessed rest corresponding to the sabbath.
midst of persecutions, it was a solace and a support to the Christians, to
anticipate that even upon this earth, the scene of their sufferings, the
church was destined to triumph in its perfected and glorified state. As
the idea was held by many, it contained nothing in it which was unchristian.
They framed to themselves a spiritual idea of the happiness
of this period, perfectly corresponding with the essence of the gospel,
conceiving under it nothing else than the universal dominion of the
divine will, the undisturbed and bli'fesful reunion of the whole community of the saints, and the restoration of harmony between a sanctified
humanity and all nature transfigured ii to its primitive innocence.^
But the crass images, too, under which the earthly Jewish mind had
depicted to itself the blessings of the millennial reign, had in part
passed over to the Christians. Phrygia, the natural home of a sensual,
enthusiastic religious spirit, was inclined to the diffusion also of this
There, in the first half of the second congrossly conceived Chiliasm.
tmy, lived Papias, bishop of the church in Hierapolis a man, it is ti-ue,
of sincere piety, but, as appears from the fragments of his writing?, and
from the accounts which we have of him, of a very narrow mind and
He collected from oral traditions, certain narratives
easy credulity.
;

—
:

;

concerning the life and sayings of Christ and of the apostles ^ and
among these he received a great deal that was misconceived and un;

1 So Barnabas, c. 15.
receive tales of the marvellous, has been
In his book, 7.6yuv nvptaKibv k^riyfjaEL^,
from which a fragment on Judas Iscariot, published in J. A. Cramer Catena in Acta
Oxon. IS38, pag. 12
illustrate
his
propensity
Apostolorum.
serves
to
to
Vtiich

2
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Thus by his means were diffused abroad many strange, fantasimages of the enjoyments to be expected in the thousand-years'
reign.
The injurious consequence of all which was, to foster among
true.
tic

Christians the taste for a gross sensual hai:)pine3S, incompatible with the
and to give birth among the educated heathens to

spirit of the gospel,

many

a ])rejudice against Christianity.^

But he who knows anything about

the hidden depth of the spiritual
which religion has its seat and its laboratory, will be cautious
how he pronounces judgment, from such appearances on the surface,
against the entire religion of a certain period, in which these disturbing mixtures of a sensuous element were still to be found, when in such
a man as Irenaeus we find vital Christianity and an exalted idea of the
blessedness of fellowship with God, united with these strange subordinate notions.
The thousand-years' reign he regarded as only a preparatory step for the righteous, who were there to be trained for a more
exalted heavenly existence, for the full manifestation of the divine
life, in

glory.2

What we have just said, however, is not to be so understood as if
Chiliasm had ever formed a part of the general creed of the church.
Our sources of information from different parts of the church, in these
early times, are too scanty, to enable us to say anything on this point
with certainty and positivcness.
Wherever we meet with Chiliasm, in
Papias, Irenteus, Justin Martyr, everything goes to indicate that it
was diffused from one country and from a single fountain-head. We
perceive a difference in the case of those churches Avhere originally an
anti-Jewish tendency prevailed as in the church at Rome (see above.)
We find subsequently in Rome an anti-Chiliast tendency. Might not
this have existed from the first, and only have been called out more
openly b\^ the opposition to INIontanism ?
The same may be said also
of an anti-Chiliast tendency Avhich Irenseus combats, and which he expressly distinguishes from the common anti-Chiliastic tendency of Gnosticism. It was natural, however, that the zealots for Chiliasm should in
the outset be disposed to represent all opposition to it as savoring of
Gnosticism.^
Two causes cooperated to bring about the general suppression of
Chiliasm on the one hand, the opposition to Montanism on the other,
the influence of the spirit proceeding fi-om the Alexandrian school.
As
the Montauists laid great stress upon the expectations connected with
the millennium, and although their conception of it was by no means
grossly sensual,^ yet as they contributed, by their enthusiastic visions,
to spread many fantastic picttires of the things which were then to ha])pen,'^ the whole doctrine of Chiliasm by this means lost its reputation.
;

:

;

Vid. Oris- Select, in ^. f. 570.
1. V. c. 35: Crcscentcs ex
Domini et per ipsum assueseent
gloriam Dei ct cum Sanctis angclis
Paullatim assueseent
Batioiiem.
1

2 Iren.

—

Denm.
^

Iren.

dam

T.

II.

visione

capere
convercapere

c. .32.
1.

V.

c.

."52

:

Transferuntur quorun-

sententiae ab ha;reticis sermonibus.

* Tcrtullian, at least, places the happiness
of the millennial reijjn in the ciijovment of
all manner of spiritual hlessings, spiritalia
bona.
* Of the wonderful city, for instance, the
heavenly Jerusalem, which should com«
down from above. See Tcrtullian
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An

anti-Chiliast party,

which had sprung up doubtless before, were

thus presented with an opportunity of pushing home their attacks ; and
the more zealous opponents of Montanism seem to have combated this
error in connection with the other Montanistic doctrines.
Caius, a
presbjter of Rome, in his controversial tract against the Montanist
Proclus, endeavored to stigmatize Chiliasm as a heresy set afloat by the
and it is not improbable, though not
detested Gnostic, Cerinthus
wholly certain, that he considered the Apocalypse as a book which had
been interpolated by the latter, for the express purpose of giving cur;

rency to this doctrine.
Next, the more intellectual and scientific direction of the Alexandrian school, which had so great an influence generally in spiritualizing
.the system of faith, must have contributed also to spiritualize the ideas
Origen in particular
concerning the kingdom of God and of Christ.
was a zealous combatant of these sensual notions of the millennium, and
sought after a diiTerent- explanation of those passages of the Old and
New Testament, on which the Chiliasts depended, and all of which they
Add to this, that the allegorical method
took in the most literal sense.
of interpretation, peculiar to the Alexandrian school, was generally in
direct opposition to the grossly literal interpretations of the

The moderate Alexandrians, who were no

Chiliasts.

fidends to expurgatory

criti-

cism, did not reject the Apocalypse at once, as an unchristian book,
with a view to deprive the Chiliasts of this important supp,ort
they
;

only combated the

literal

interpretation of

It

it.

—

was natural, how-

ever, that the spirit of the Alexandrian school did not so easily spread

from Alexandria into the other

districts of

Egypt, which,

in

point of

intellectual ciiltivation, fell so far behind that flourishing seat of the sci-

ences.

Nepos, a pious bishop, belonging

to

the

nome

Egyjit, was a devoted friend of this sensual Chiliasm

fence of

it

;

of Arsenoe in
and wrote in de-

A

Refutation
a book against the Alexandrian school, entitled,
^ in which probably he set forth a theory of Chili^
;

of the AUegorists

accordance with his own anti-allegorical method of decyphering
This book seems to have found great favor with the
Great mysteries and
clergy and laity in the above-mentioned district.
and many
disclosures of future events were supposed to be found here
engaged with more zeal in the study of the book and theory of Nepos,
By their zeal for these
than in that of the bible and its doctrines.
favorite opinions, which had no connection whatever with the essence of
the gospel, men were led astray, as usually happens, from that which constitutes the main element of practical Christianity, the spirit of love.
They aflixed the charge of heresy on those who would not embrace
and matters went so far, that whole churches sepa
these opinions
rated themselves, on this account, from their communion with the
country priest, named Coracion, took
mother church at Alexandria.
Had the bishop Diothe lead of this party, after the death of Nepos.
nysius of Alexandria now been disposed to exercise his ecclesiastical
authority, had he condemned the erroneous dogma by an absolute de-

asm

in

the Apocalypse.

;

:

A

1

'EAey^of tuv uXXtijoplotuv.
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ci^e, such a proceeding would have laid the foundation jf a lasting

and Chiliasm, which it was intended to crush by words of auwould in all probability have become only the more fanatical.
But Dionysius, that worthy disciple of the great Origen, showed in this
case, how charity, moderation, and the true spirit of liberty, which
dwells only with love, can accomplish what exceeds the power of force
Not, like others, forgetting the Christian in the bishoj), he
or of law.
was moved by the love of souls to repair in person to those churches.
He called together those of the parochial clergy who supported the
opinions of Nepos, and, moreover, allowed all laymen of the churches,
who were longing after instruction on these points, to be present at the
interview. The book of Nepos was produced
for three days the bishop
disputed with those pastors over the contents of the book from morn to
«ve he patiently listened to all their objections, and endeavored to
answer them from the scriptures he entered fully into the explanation
of every difficulty, taking the scriptures as his guide
and as the
issue of the whole
a residt which had seldom before followed theological disputations
the clergy thanked him for his instructions, and
Coracion himself honestly recanted, in the presence of all, his former
views, and declared himself convinced of the soundness of the opposite
doctrine.
This happened in the year 256.^
Dionysius, having thus restored the unity of faith among his own
churches, wrote, for the purpose of confirming those who had been convinced by his arguments, and for the instruction of others, who still
held fast to the opinions of Nepos, his work on the Promises.In this
instance also, the Christian gentleness and moderation with which he
" On many accounts," says
speaks of Nepos is well worthy of notice.
he, " I esteemed and loved Nepos;
on account of his faith, his untirBcnism

;

thority,

;

;

;

—
—

;

—

ing diligence, his familiar acquaintance with the holy scriptures
and
on account of the great number of church hymns composed by him,
which to this day are the delight of many of the brethren.^ And the
more do I venerate the man, because he has already entered into hig
;

But dear to me, and prized above all things else, is the truth.
must love him, and, wherever he has expressed the truth, agree
with him
but we must examine and correct him in those passages of
his writings where he seems to be in the wrong."
The millennial reign was regarded by Chiliasm as forming, in the
grand development of the kingdom of God, an intermediate point of
rest.

We

;

transition to a higher state of perfection

;

and, answering to

this,

a simi-

was conceived to exist also in the development
It was here the doctrine concenung Hades, as the

lar intermediate ])oint

of each individual.

common

receptacle of all the dead, found its point of attachment.
Together with Chiliasm, this doctrine also had to be defended against
the Gnostics
for by Hades the latter understood the kingdom of the
;

1

Enseb.

1.

VII.

c. '24.

.

2 Tlepl iiray/e'AiiJv.

^T7jgno?ikf/crpa?^fUj6iac,\i fiexptvvvRo'/i?:ol
rC)v udiXcpuv ev^v/iovvTai..

The passage may
way

be understood in two ways; either in the

have rendered it, as referring to the many
hymns composed by him, which perhaps is
the most natural way; or as referring to
I

the variety of church melodies introduced

by him.

:
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—

Demiurge, on this earth. It was to tids kingdom Christ descended,
it
was out of this he delivered those who were capable of fellowship -vvith
him, so that after death they
Yet, as we remarked certain
nents to contend with besides
this doctrine alsu, which was

could be received immediately to heaven.
had other oppothe Gnostics, so the same may be said of
connected with a mode of thinking not

indications that Chiliasm

Here, too, we find indications of antagonists other
than the Gnostics, but yet in whom their opponents might easily be led
to believe tliey perceived a relationship to the Gnostics.^
They were
such as taught that Christ, by his descent to Hades, delivered the faithful from the necessity of passing into the intermediate state after death,^
and opened for them an immediate entrance into heaven.
According to the doctrine of the Montanist Tertullian, those only who had
been thoroughly cleansed by the bloody baptism of martyrdom were to
constitute an exception,
were to be raised immediately, if not to
heaven, at least to an exalted state of blessedness, under the name of
Paradise.
All others would need to pass through that intermediate
stage, in order to be freed from the defects and stains which remained
still cleaving to them, and then, according to the measure of their attainments, would come sooner or later to participate in the millennial
reign.^
It is easy to see how this notion would stand connected with
the opinion of which we have already pointed out the grounds, that a
particular satisfaction and penance were required for sins committed
after baptism.
And this notion, of such an intermediate state for the
purpose of purification in Hades, passed over, at a later period, into the
doctrine of purgatory.
This sprung in the first place out of a mixture
of Persian and Jewish elements.
It was the idea of a fire-current at
the end of the world to purge away everything unclean
to which
we may observe some allusion in the Clementines and in the PseudoThence arose the notion of a purgatory after death,''
Sibylline writers.
the ignis purgatorius of the Westerns.^
essentially different.

—

;

—

—

The

doctrine of the resurrection^ inasmuch as

it

relates to the per-

sistence and exaltation of the entire being of the individual,

is

most

intimately connected with the peculiar essence of Christianity, and, on

account of the importance which it gives to the individual existence in
forms a strong contrast with the ancient pantheistic view of
the world ^ as we saw in fact very clearly exhibited in the pagan
The dignity of the body as a temple for the
attacks on Christianity.
Holy Spirit, and the command that it should be appropriated to this

its totality,

;

^ As Irenaeus
describes them, 1. V. c. 31
Quidiini ex his, qui putanlur rec-te credidisse, siipergrediuntur ordiiiem promotionis
justoruin et motus mcditationis ad incorruptelam i<;norant, hiereticos sensus in se
habentes.
^
In hoc, inqviiunt, Christus inferos adiit,
ne nos adiremus. Tertullian, de anima,c. 55.
" Modicum (juoque delictum mora resurwhere he refers to
rcctionis illic luenduin
flic novissimus quadrans, Matth. 5: 26, afterwards understood o*' the ignis purgatorius.
L. c. c. 58.
;

nvpbc Kad^apaiv tCw kukuc /?«Strom. 1. V. f 549.
^ The earliest trace of it would be found
in Cyprian, ep. 52, if the words, •' missura
in carcerem non exire inde, donee solvat
novissimum quadrantem, pro peccatis longo
dolore cruciatuni eniundari et purgari diu
ignc," (instead of which another reading
has diutine,) are to be understood of the
state after death, which is certainly the more
probable meaning, and not of penance in
*

Tf/v

Slu,

fHiuKoruv.

the present
*>

See

life.

vol. I. p. 11.

;
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end, being grounded in this doctrine, there necessarily arises out of
and
it an opposition to the Oriental, duaUstic contempt of the body
hence it was no accidental thing that the Gnostics furiously assaulted
it ; while, on the other hand, we may remark, in the zeal with which
it was defended by the church fathers, a right Christian instinctive
;

—

—

of
though not always accompanied with clear knowledge
But
the connection of this doctrine witli the essence of Christianity.
their cautious adherence to the letter, as well as their opposition to the
feeling

Gnostics, led them not seldom to ap])rchend the doctrine of the resurrection in too crass and material a way, and to form too narrow and

Origen endeavored here also
between these opposite tendencies, making
more use of what the A])OStle Paul says (1 Coiinth. 15) concerning
and distinguishing,
the relation of the earthy to the glorified body
from the mutable phenomenal form, the proper essence lying at the
foundation of the body, which remains the same through all the
changes of the earthly life, and which, moreover, is not destroyed at
death.
This proper essence lying at the foundation of the body would,
by the operation of the divine power, be awakened to a nobler form,
limited conceptions .of the earthly body.
to strike a middle course

;

corresponding to the ennobled character of the soul

;

so that, as the

communicated its own peculiar stamp to the earthly body, it
would then communicate the same to the transfigured body.^ In proof
of this he alleges, that the identity of the body in this fife consists not
in its momently changing phenomenal form, which had been fitly compared to a flowing stream,^ but in the peculiar stamp which the soul
impresses on the body, whereby it becomes the proper form of manisoul had

festation of this or that particular personality .^

Natural as it would be to the Christian feelings of those who had
been converted from Heathenism, to seek
by entering more deeply into
the whole connection of the work of redemption, into the spirit of the
gospel, mto the sense of single passages often too superficially undersome ground of consolation with respect to the fate of their ancesstood
tors who had died without faith in the gospel
yet they were deterred
from it by a mistaken adherence to the letter in the understanding of
scripture, and by the stern, uncompromising opposition to Paganism.
And the outward, materialized view of regeneration which arose out
of the habit of confounding it with baptism, also contributed to promote
these narrow views, which afterwards, carried to the extreme, issued in
the notion of absolute predestination.
Marcion alone did, on this side,

—

—

;

1

The

4/(5of

x^P^'^'^VPKov
in the

rtvevfinTiKov, just as

To

in

the aCijia
rpvxiKov

ai'i/ia

ho had recourse
doctrine conccrninf^
in itself unrletcnniiied, iiut capable

illustrate

sometimes

tliis

to his

point,

own

the v/iO;
of rct'civini,', tiirouu;h tlic ])lastie power of
God, qualities of a higher or lower order
and .sometimes to the doctrine of a dynamic
essence, underlyinf;^ tlic body, a Ati/of orrgpuaTiKug (ratio ea quae substantiam continet
corporalem, quaj semper in substantia corporis salva est,) which, however, is itself

also to be reduced to his doctrine of a v7.r.
lyin<j at the <rrouad of the corporeal world,
and susceptible of the whole manifold variety of properties.
See tt. dpx. 1. II. c. 10;
c. Ccls. 1. IV. e. 57.
Selccta in Psalinos: Oh naKug noTafio^
uvo/iaarai to au/xa, dwn ug npbc to uKpifSei,
Tuxa omVe dvo y/xepiJv rd npuTov vttokei/j£vov
tuutov ioTiv
rtj cru/iaTt f/ii<Jv.
T. XI
'^

h

p.

388. ed.

Lomm.

* 'Oizep kxapaKTrjpO^sTO kv
;\:apaKT^j3t(n97;a£r(M kv

r^ aapKi, rovrt

ru nvEvuaTiKu au/iarc
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enter more profoundly into the spirit of the evangelical doctrine
and
here he was joined by the Alexandrians, who, to explain this matter,
had recourse to the doctrine of a progressive development and course
;

of purification after death, and moreover found, or supposed they found,
an allusion to this in the descent of Christ to Hades.
With great zeal
Clement maintained this doctrine, as one necessarily grounded in the
universal love and justice of God, with whom is no respect of persons.
The beneficent power of our Saviour
he affirms
is not confined
barely to the present life, but operates at all times and everywhere.^
But the Alexandrians, as might be gathered from what has already
been said respecting their doctrine concerning the SmaLocrvvr} auTTjpiog, (saving justice,) went still further, and supposed, as the ultimate end of
all, a universal redemption, consisting in the annihilation of all moral
evil, and a universal restoration to that original unity of the divine life
out of which all had proceeded (the general uiroKaraoTaaig.'^
Yet, in the
case of Origen, this doctrine lost its full meaning, by reason of the consequences which he was pleased to connect with it.
His theory concerning the necessary mutability of will in created beings, led him to
infer, that evil, ever germinating afresh, would still continue to render
necessary new processes of purification, and new worlds destined for
the restoration of fallen beings ; until all should again be brought back
from manifoldness to unity ; so that there was to be a constant interchange between fall and redemption, between unity and manifoldness.
Into such a comfortless system was this profound thinker betrayed, by
carrying through with rigid consistency his one-sided notion of creature ly freedom and mutability, and thus marring the full conception of
This doctrine he had expressed with great confidence in
redemption.
his work Ttepl apxHv but it may be questioned whether this also was not
one of those points upon which his views became changed at a later
period of his fife ; yet traces of it are still to be found (though not so
certain and distinct traces) in his later writings.^

—

—

;

IV. Notices of

the

more Eminent Church Teachers.

The ecclesiastical writers who followed next after the apostles, are
the so-called Apostolic Fathers, (patres apostolici,) who lived in the
age of the apostles, and ai-e supposed to have been their disciples.
phenomenon singular in its khid, is the striking difference between the
writings of the apostles and the writings of the Apostolic Fathers, who
were so nearly their contemporaries. In other cases, transitions are
wont to be gradual but in this instance we observe a sudden change.
There are here no gentle gradations, but all at once an abrupt transi-

A

;

1 Oil yap iviaii-da fidvov rj dvvafug rj evepYVTMri (p^uvn, ndvTT) Se tari Kal uel kpyQ.i£rac.
Strom. 1. VI. f. 638 et 639. He also
makes use of the legend noticed on a for-

—

which legend itself perhaps
mer page
grew out of the felt need of some solution
of this question

— that the apostles descend-

ed, like Christ, to the place

bestowed on them baptism.

of the dead, and

^
c.

Orig. n. apx- 1- II- C- 4; c. Cels. 1. IV
he barely says E^ /xerd tov cKpavicrttjc nadag 'hhyov exEi, rd nakiv ahvfp'

69,

iJ-dv

:

vcplaraa'&ai fj fir/, ev npoTiyov/xivif) ?My(j rd
Toiavra i^eTaa-dT/aerai.. There is an obscure
After the uvoKarahint in Matth. f. 402.
aTaaig has been completed in certain jEci«3
uXXtj
he speaks of naXiv
apxh'

—
APOSTOLIC FATHERS.
lion

from one style of language

to

another
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;

a phenomenon which should

lead ns to acknowledge the fact of a special agency of the Divine Spirit
After the times of the first extraordinary
in the souls of the apostles.

Holy Ghost, followed the period of the free develo}>
ment of human nature in Christianity and here, as in all other cases,
the beginnings must be small and feeble, before the effects of Christianity could penetrate more widely, and bring fully under their influIt was to be shown first,
ence the great powers of the human mind.
what the divine power could effect by the foolishness of preaching.
The writings of the so-called Ajiostolic Fathers have unhappily, for
the most part, come down to us in a condition very little worthy of confidence, partly because under the name of these men, so highly veneoperations of the

;

rated in the church, Avritings were early forged for the purpose of givand partly because
ing authority to particular opinions or princijiles
;

their

ence

own
to

writings which Avere extant,

a Jewish hierarchical interest,

became interpolated in subserviwhich aimed to crush the free

spirit of the gospel.

In this connection, we should have to notice first Barnabas, the wellknown companion of the Apostle Paul if a letter, which in the second
century was known under his name in the Alexandrian church, and
which bore the title of a catholic epistle,^ really belonged to him. But
we cannot possibly recognize in this production, the Barnabas wlio was
deemed worthy to take part as a companion in the apostolical labors of
Paul, and who had derived his name from the great power of his dis;

courses in the churches.'-^

It breathes a spirit widely different from
what might be expected of such an apostolic man.
We see here a
Jew of the Alexandrian school, who had embraced Christianity, and
was prepared by his Alexandrian training for a more spiritual conception of Christianity
but who, at the same time, attached too much importance to the Gnosis of the Alexandrian Jews
a man who sought
in the mystic allegorical interpretation of the Old Testament,
more
consonant with the spirit of Philo than that of Paul, or even of the
epistle to the Hebrews,
a peculiar Avisdom, in which he seems to
take a vain sort of pleasure.
We meet nowhere in this letter with
those views of the Mosaic ceremonial law, as a religious means of culture
adapted to a certain stage of human development, which Ave meet with
in Paul
but such vieAvs as evince an altogether peculiar, Alexandrian
views Avhich are not found to recur in the folIoAving
turn of mind,
church-teachers, and which sprang from the Avildest class of idealists
among the Alexandrian Jews.^ Moses spake everything in the spirit
(^h TxvfiifiaTi ;)
that is, he had only presented universal, spiritual
truths under a symbohcal form.
But the carnal Jews, instead of penetrating into the meaning of these symbols, understood and believed
everything in the literal sense, and supposed they must observe the law
according to the letter. Thus the entire ceremonial religion had sprung

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

1 ''E.nKJToXfj KadoTdK^, i. e. a letter intendcd for general <'irculation, and containing
niaiter of jrcneral interest,
an exhortatory writinsr destined for several churches,

—

VOL.

I.

42

a character which answers to the content*
of this epistle.
^ Tide ivapaKkriaeiog, vlhq KOO(pTireiae.
^ See above, vol. I. p. 49.
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A

bad angel, it is said,'
out of a misconcei)tion of the carnal multitude.
had led them into this error just as in the Clementines, and other
writings of that stamp, it is a favorite hypothesis that original Judaism
had been adulterated bj the spurious additions of wicked spirits. The
author of this epistle is even unwilling to admit, that circumcision waa
;

a

seal or sign of the covenant

;

alleging, as evidence

to

the contrary,

among the Arabians, the Syrians,
Egypt.)
But it is made out, that Abra-

that circumcision was practised also

and

the idolatrous priests (in

ham

circumcising the 318 men. Gen. c. 17, and 14: 14, prefigured
'IH (18) being the initial letters of the name
Jesus, and T (300) the sign of the cross.
These characters and numerals, peculiar to the Greek language, could have occurred to no one
but an Alexandrian Jew, who had lost his knowledge of, or perhaps had
never been acquainted with, the Hebrew, and who was famihar only
certainly not to Barnabas, who could
with the Alexandrian version,
have shown no such ignorance of the Hebrew tongue, even if it w^ere
possible to suppose him guilt v of such egregious trifling.
Yet the trifler himself looks upon it as a remarkable discovery, as is evident frou»
the pompous remark, which so exactly characterizes the mystery-traf" No one ever learned
ficking spirit of the Alexandrian-Jewish Gnosis
but I know that ye are worthy
from me a more genuine doctrine
the crucifixion of Jesus

;

—

:

;

of it."

2

The

Judaism,
aim
against the latter, the dogmatic influence of which extended to the
views entertained concerning the person of Christ, when, in chap. 12,
it is emphatically observed, that Christ is not merely the Son of man
and the Son of David, but also the Son of God. The epistle is all of
a piece, and cannot possibly be separated into two parts,^ of which Barnabas was the author of one, and somebody else of the other.
For the rest, there is no hint which intimates that the author of the
But his spirit
epistle wished to have it supposed he was Barnabas.
and style being in accordance with the Alexandrian taste, it may have
come about, that, as the author's name was unknown, and it was wished
to give credit and authority to the document, the report found currency
in that city, that Barnabas was the autlior.
Next to Barnabas we place Clement; perhaps the same whom Paul
About the end of the first century, he was
mentions in Philipp. 4 3.
We have, under his name, an epistle
bishop of the church at Rome.
The first of
to the church of Corinth, and the fragment of a second.
these was, in the first centuries, read at public worship in many of the
It conchurches, along with the scriptures of the New Testament.
tains an exhortation, interwoven with examples and general maxims,
recommending concord to the Corinthian church, which was rent by
divisions. This epistle, although genuine in the main, is still not exempt
We detect a palpable contradiction,
from important interpolations.

and

prevailing drift of the epistle

Judaism

to

in

Christianity.

is

in opposition to carnal

We

recognize the polemical

:

1

Cap.

2

OvSeic

*

As

9.

-)'vr/aiuTepov sfiad-ev uiz'

Sclieukel has asserted.

e/j.ov.

Xoyov

•

u?i?ui

olda

on u^wt

karr

bfiF'X-
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when, for example, we observe, gleaming through che surface of the
whole epistle, the simple relations of the oldest constitution of the
Christian church, where bishojis and presbyters were placed wholly on
a level, and then in one passage, § 40 and onward, find the whole
system of the Jewish priesthood transferred to the Christian church.
The epistle which passes under the name of the second, is manifestly
nothing but the fragment of a homily.
Under the name of this Clement, two other epistles have been preserved in the Syrian church, which were published by Wetstein, in an
They are circular leta};>pendix to his edition of the New Testament.
ters, addressed particularly to those Christians of both sexes ayIio lived
The praise which these writings bestow on
in the state of celibacy.
the unmarried life, is by no means sufficient to prove tliat Clement was
this high estimation of celibacy ^ having become comnot their author
mon at a very early period. There are several things in favor of the
high antiquity of these epistles they nowhere indicate the presence
they do not, like other writings of this kind,
of a hierarcliical effort
apply the Old-Testament ideas of the priesthood to the Christian
church ; they make no prominent distinction between clergy and laity,
they represent the gift of healing
nor between bishops and presbyters
diseases, especially denyniacal possessions, as a free gift, not attached
Still, however, these considerations do not
to any [jarticular office.
amount to a certain proof of the high antiquity of the writings the
whole admitting of an easy explanation, even on the supposition of
their later origin, from the tendencies pecuUar to certain countries of
;

:

;

;

;

the East.

As these epistles must have been quite agreeable to the ascetic tendency of the Western, particularly of the North-African church as,
in similar writings of a practical character, (aimed against the same
abuses which are reproved in these epistles,) there was frequent occasion for alluding to them, it must appear the more singular, that they
are found nowhere cited before the fourth century ^ a fact sufficient of
;

;

with regard to their authenticity.
These epistles bear every mark of having been forged in some East
the third century,
ern church, in the last times of the second or
partly with a view to exalt the merits of the unmarried life, partly to
counteract the abuses which, under the show of celibacy, began to gain
itself to excite suspicion

m

ground, particularly the irregular connections of the avveiaaKToi?
Under the name of this Clement, various other writings were forged,
as, for exami)le,
subservient to some hierarchical or dogmatic interest
the tract which relates to the history of Clement himself, who is represented to have been a convert of the Apostle Peter, together with his
father, whom he lost and afterwards finds again ; ^ the Clementines^
whose peculiar style of thought, resembling that of the Ebionites, w^e
;

1

See

'^

The

vol.
first

p. 277.
allusions to

the synodal letter against Paul of Saniosata.

I.

it

are in Epipha-

nius and Jerome.
•^

Which almse had

Euseb.

sjiread in the

»f Antioch, as well as of

North

church

Africa. See

1.

Vll.

Hence

c.

30.

to one of the revisions
lis in the version of Rutinup
uvayvupcafioi, Kecognitiones.
*

the

preserved to

title

^
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have already described

;

finally, the

collection of apostolical constitu

and the apOStolical CanonS,

tions, (jiLaTa^eig or dLarayal ('mocnoliiiaL ^^
inooToXiKoL^

The
way as

origin of these two

IGNATIUS.

(jiavwEi

may

be explained in the same
As men originally spoke
of an apostolical tradition relating to matters of doctrine, without its
ever having occurred to them that the apostles had drawn up a confession of faith
so they were accustomed to speak of an apostolical tradition relating to the constitution and usages of the church, without
ever having supposed that the apostles had given any written laws on
the subject.
The expressions " apostolical traditions, apostolical ordicollections

that of the so-called Apostles' Creed.

;

nances," having thus once become familiar, a foothold was furnished
for the opinion, or the pretence, that the apostles, having prepared a
written confession of faith, had also

Hence, to subserve
kind may have sprung

laws.

tical

of this

Epiphanius

cites

in

many

drawn up a

collection of ecclesias-

different interests, different collections

existence,

into

places

is

since

the one which

evidently not the same with our

present Apostolical Constitutions.
These latter appear to have been
formed gradually, in the Eastern church, out of different fragments, during a period reaching from the close of the second into the fourth century.
Hermas would follow the next in this series, were he same with the
one mentioned in Paul's epistle to the Romans, chap. 16, as many
among the ancients supposed. We have, under this name, a work entitled The Shepherd, (noifiriv ;) so called, because in the second book an
angel, the appointed guai^dian of

Hermas,

is

introduced in the character

of a shepherd.
It cannot be certainly determined whether the author had, or imagined he had, the visions which he describes
or whether he invented
them to procure a more favorable reception for the doctrines, chiefly
practical, which he advances.
The work was written originally in
;

Greek, but has been preserved
translation.

It

to us, for the

stood in high repute

most part, only in a Latin

among

the

Greek

w^riters of the

second century, a distinction, perhaps, to which the name of the supposed author, and his famous visions, not a little contributed. Irenaeus
Yet it may be very
cites the book under the title of the scripture.
much doubted whether the Hermas of the Apostle Paul was really its
author
although the other tradition, also, (cited in the poem against
Marcion, ascribed to Tertullian, and in the fragment on the canon of
iihe New Testament, published by Muratori,^) which ascribes it to the
brother of Pius, bishop of Rome, about the year 156, is no less doubtsince it is impossible to determine how much credit is due to these
ful
two documents and the high reputation of the book in the times of
Irenaeus and Clement of Alexandria, can hardly be reconciled with the
hypothesis of so late an origin.
Ignatius, bishop of the church at Antioch, is said, in the reign of
;

;

;

ital. jud. tevi, T. III.
have been, that the Roman
actually had a brotlier of this
Pius
Bishop
Tiame and those who were desirous of de

1

Antiq.

^ It

;

may

stroying the authority of the book were led
on so late an
author.

for this very purpose to fix
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Trajan, to have been conveyed as a prisoner to Rome, where he was
On the way, he is said to
expecting to be thrown to the wild beasts.
have written seven e])istles six to churches of Asia Minor, and one to
These letters, it must be allowed, conPolycarp, bishop of Smyrna.
tain passages which at least bear throughout the stamp of antiquity.
Such especially are the passages directed against Judaism and against
;

but even the briefer revision, which is the one most entitled
As the account of
has been very much interpolated.
the martyrdom of Ignatius may be justly suspected,^ so too the
letters which presuppose the correctness of this suspicious legend, do
not wear at all a stamp of a distinct individuality of character, and of a
hieman of these times addressing his last words to the churches.
rarchical purpose is not to be mistaken.
The letter to Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, wears very much the appearance of an idle compilation That to the Roman church possesses
more decided marks of originality than the others.
Of Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, we have already spoken. To him
nor are there any sufis ascribed an epistle to the church at Philippi
ficient reasons for doubting that he was the author of it.
Docetisra

;

to confidence,

A

;

Immediately after the apostolical fathers, we place the Apologists,

who

follow next in the order of time.

The

existing scientific culture

would first be made subservient to the defence of Christianity under
and the Apologists, who began to appear
the government of Hadrian
about this period, are therefore to be considered as the earliest repre;

sentatives of such a combination.

He was known
these, the first to be noticed is Quadratus.
an evangelist^ and stood in high repute on account of his prophetic
gifts.
He must not be taken for the same person as a Quadratus, who,
in the time of Marcus Aurelius, was bishop of the church at Athens,
and with whom Jerome has confounded him. It is to be regretted,
Eusebius has preserved
that his Apology has not come down to us.
" The works of our Saviour
the following remarkable passage from it
those that were healed,
were alwaj^s to be seen, for they were real
and those that were raised from the dead, were seen, not only when
they were healed or raised, but they were always there not only whilst
he dwelt on the earth, but also after his departure, which they long surso that some of them have lived even to our own times." ^
vived
The second, Aristides, still retained, after he became a Christian,
the [jhilosopher's cloak, (rpf/Swv, pallium,) so that he might be able to
present Christianity to the educated Heathen as the new philosophy
from heaven.*
Justin Martyr is worthy of notice, as being the first among these
Among

as

:

;

—

;

;

1 See vol. I. p. 191. n. 2.
2 Tliis woid is to be understood

the

in

New Testament, i. e. as desijrteacher, not connected with any
particular church, I)Ut travellinj^ about as a
wnse of

tiie

natinir a

missionatv to preach the gospel.

SEuseb.
C.17.

1.

III. c.

37;

1.

IV. c.3;

1.

V.

* Hicronym. de vir. illustr. c. 20. ep. 83,
ad Mn<jiiiim: ApoloRCticus contextus philosoplionim scntcntiis. Tiie traveller De
la Guilletiere says, that in a cloister, about
twenty-four miles from Athens, they jjretend
still to be in possession of this Apology.

;
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apologists whose writings

have come down

Christian father, intimately knoAvn to us, in

to

our times, and the

whom we observe

first

Christian-

m

contact with the Hellenic culture, and more particularly with the
in which respect, he is the precursor of the Alexandrian church-teachers.
The accounts of his life and education we
must derive for the most part from his own writings ; and it will be the
ity

Platonic philosophy

;

safest course to confine ourselves in the first place to his two Apologies
inasmuch as these are the undoubted productions of Justin, and bear
indubitable marks of a decided intellectual bent.
As to his other
writings, they must first be compared with these, before Ave can decide

about cheir genuineness.
Flavins Justinus was born in the city of Flavia Neapolis, the ancient
Sichem in Samaria it was at that time a Roman-Greek colony, in
which the Greek language and culture predominated. Probably it was
not a decided taste for speculative inquiries, which in truth he did not
possess, but the longing after some stable ground of religious convic
tion, that led him, with many others of his age, to the study of philoso\ phy ; and precisely for this reason the philosophy of Plato would jiresent the most attractions for him.
It was not so much true that he
became a systematic follower of this philosophy, as that he adopted
many of its ideas, and particularly such as were suited to meet the
spirit of an age which felt the necessity of religion.
But the spirit of
this philosophy could not so i»re-occupy his mind, as to unfit it, as it did
many other minds, for other spiritual impressions. He informs us him" I also," says he, " was once
self how he came to be a Christian. ^
an admirer of the doctrines of Plato
and I heard the Christians
abused.
But when I saw them meet death, and all that is accounted
terrible among men, without dismay, I knew it to be impossible that
they should live in sin and lust.
I despised the opinion of the multitude
I glory in being a Christian, and take every pains to prove myself worthy of ray calling."
After becoming a Christian, Justin still retained the mantle ^ which
he had worn as a pagan philosopher and ascetic, availing himself of his
former garb and mode of life as a means which enabled him easily to
:

;

;

with men, religious and philosophical suband through these to prepare the way for bringing home the gosThus he may be regarded as an itinerant preacher
pel to their hearts.
From one of his remarks in the second
in the garb of a philosopher .^
Apology, where, describing the Christian cultus, he says, " We conduct
the convinced, after we have baptized them, to the assembled brethren,"
it has been too hastily inferred,'^ that he was ordained to the spiritual
No such distinction was made, as yet, between clergy and laity,
office.
as renders it improbable that Justin expressed himself in this way on
But whether he
the principle of the universal Christian priesthood.
introduce, in his intercourse
jects,

Apolog.
See vol.

I. p.

-

^

Even

the Dialogue with

^

if

I.

p.

50, 51.

275.

Trypho were

not genuine, yet on this point we might
avail ourselves of tlie accounts it contains;

since we might at least assume that the
autlior was acquainted with the history ol
Justin's life.
*

By

Tillemont.

MARTYR.

JITSTIN

had been solemnly ordained,
of an evangeHst or not,

—

in the

name
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of the church, to the office

—

importance,
his gifts as
a teacher would hardly be suffered to lie idle, when they could be so
usefully employed, both in spreading the gospel among the Heathen,
and in giving instruction to the churches themselves. If any reliance
can be placed on the story of Justin's mart3^rdom,it would appear from
this narrative, that, while he resided at Rome, a portion of the church,

who understood

the

him discourse in
We remarked

his

a question of

little

Greek language, were accustomed

own

to

meet and hear

house.

in the first section of this history,^ that, soon after the
death of the Emperor Hadrian, and at the beginning of the reign of
Pius, the Christians were persecuted.
It was on this occasion that
Justin, Avho happened to be then living at Eome, felt himself called
upon to present to the emperor a written defence of their cause. As
the name of Marcus Aurelius with the title of Caesar does not appear
at the head of this document, it was probably written before Aurelius
had been nominated to that dignity, which happened in the year 139.^
It is more difficult to determine at what time the work which goes by
the name of the first Apology of Justin was written.
The immediate
occasion of his wiiting in defence of the Christians was an incident,
which presents a striking illustration of the working of Christianity and
of the persecutions.
woman of Rome, who with her husband had
led an abandoned life, became a convert.
She now refused to share
any longer in the vices of her husband, and used all her influence to
reclaim him.
Being unsuccessful in this, and finding it impossible to
remain connected with her husband without participating in his sins, she
availed herself of the privilege allowed in such cases according to the
doctrine of our Lord, and procured a divorce.
In revenge, her husband accused her of being a Christian. The woman now petitioned
the emperor, that she might first be allowed to arrange her domestic
affairs, when she Avould submit the matter to a judicial investigation.
The husband, perceiving that his vengeance against his wife was thua
likely to be delayed, turned his malice upon her Christian teacher, whose
name was Ptolemiieus. The latter was seized by a centurion, and carried before the y)i'fefect of the city.
Having boldly declared before
the praefcct that he was a Christian, he was condemned to death.

A

^

See

^

The

vol. I. p. 103.

superscription runs as follows AllroKpuTopi Tin.) Ai/iiu 'Adpcuvu 'AvTuvlvif)
EiaeBd "Zejiuanj Kaiaapi Kal OvyptaffifKj
vl.u> 4>d/locr6fflfj Kal AovkL> <^ikoa6<\>(o (according to Eusehius, <i>i)'MC!o<^ov) Kaiaapnc <j>va£L
uto KOI Ei'cre/3oi'f ila~oujT(o, Ipaary iraiddag,
.pg, re cvyKArjTu) koI dy/nu navrl 'Vuiiaiiov.
The first named is the Augustus Antoninus
i'ius, who had then entered upon his reign
ti;e second. M. Antoninus Pliilosophus, to
whom the l^mpcror Hadrian (at whose request Antoninus Pius adopted him) had
giveti the name Annius Vcrissimus
the
:

;

;

Lucius Verus Antoninus, who afterwards was co-regent with M. Aurelius. He
third.

was son of Lucius jElius Varus, whom Trajan had ado])tcd, and nominated Ctesar.
After the early death of Lucius, he also, in
compliance with the wish of Hadrian, was
ado[)tcd hy Antoninus Pius, who took the
place of his father. The rcadinj: found in
Eusehius is most ))rohal)!y the correct one
for it can hardly be supjjosed that Lucius
;

Verus would

lia\ c

two

epithets.

The

sur-

name " philosojiher " is (piite incongruous
applied to a youth hut nine years old while
he might he styled, with perfect propriety,
The surname " philothe tpaarj/t; naukiac.
sophcr " would sooner be given to the now
;

deceased

j^<">lius

Vcrus,

calls ''eruditus in Uteris."

whom

Spartianua
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Another Christian by the name of Lucius, on hearing this decision,
''
Why do you condemn to death a man who is
guilty neither of murder, nor theft, nor adultery, nor any other crime,
but; merely because he has called himself a Christian ?
Such a proceeding does not become the pious emperor, nor the philosopher, the
said to the prsefect

:

From these words, the pri^efect gathered that the
emperor's son." ^
speaker was also a Christian, and, upon his avowing that it was so, condemned him likewise
The question now

to death.

arises,

A

third

met with the same

fate.

whether these events agree best with the

Marcus Aurelius. We find
nothing here which might not have happened under the reign of the
former for, as we have said,^ the law of Trajan was in fact by no
means repealed by the rescripts of Hadrian and of Antoninus Pius the
public confession of Christianity might still be punished with death,
although the clemency of the emperor left it in the power of every welldisposed magistrate to exercise great indulgence.
But is it probable,
that a Christian Avould thus address the prcefect, if the reigning emperor himself had issued a severe edict against the Christians as such ? ^
Moreover, the Apology itself contains no allusion whatever to the existence of a new law against the Christians, for the repeal of which Justin was petitioning the emperor.
It may be said that it is only to the
times of M. Aurelius the language of Justin is applicable, where he
speaks of confessions extorted by the rack from slaves, women and
children, in which those popular rumors about the vmnatural crimes,
said to be committed in the Christian assemblies, were acknowledged
Beyond question,* we find examples of such proceedings
to be true.
against the Christians first cited under the reign of M. Aurelius ; but
as popular fanaticism had already, from the time of Nero, set in circulation such reports against the Christians, the same fanaticism may have
found many a magistrate, previous to the time of which we are speaking, disposed both to credit it and to administer to it.
Besides, in the
Apology which by universal consent is pla,ced in the reign of Antoninus
Pius, Justin only asks that men would cease to place reliance on the
blind reports of the populace against the Christians.
He says, it is
true, that the things which happened at Rome in the time of Urbicua
were everywhere occurring that other governors acted in the same
unreasonable manner that generally, where an individual was reformed
by Christianity, one of his most intimate relations or friends would a]>
pear as his accuser,
all which seems to agree chiefly with the times
of general persecution under M. Aurelius.
But in the times of Antoninus Pius also, the Christians in many districts were furiously attacked
by the populace, whence the emperor was moved to publish those
edicts which were designed to quiet the minds of the people.
It ia
reign of Antoninus Pius, or with that of

;

:

;

;

—

1 Oil TrpETvovra KvaefSel avTOKparopi,, ovde
^/?(T6d(j (according to Eusebius; the com-

mon
-

reading, ^lAoalKpov.)

See

vol. I. p.

The reasons

Wh.

alleged by Hr. Semisch
Kritiken, J. 1835, p. 939)
believing
in the existence of any
against
^

(Studien and

such law, are far from being satisfactory.
The psychological problem is solved in the
way I have shown in my account of ihia
persecution.
It might be conceded, however, that the words may i)Ossil)ly have been
sijoken before tlie publication of such a law
^ See vol. I. p 108.
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by the
Christian Lucius, the surname " philosopher " should not be given to

Singular too, that, in the above-cited titles of the reigning princes

M.

Aurelius, to Avhom it propei'ly belonged, but should be transferred
Verus, to whom it did not belong and was never applied while that
of Antoninus Pius should be given to M. Aurelius, who in his lifetime
was never known by that title. ^ Even if we rejected the reading in
Eusebius, it would not help the matter for, at the end of the Apology,
the same predicates are once more subjoined to the names of the two
emperors.'-^
These reasons concur to show, that this Apology ought not
to be placed, as it is by the common hypothesis, supported by the
weighty authorities of Pagi, Tillemont, and Mosheim, in the reign of
M. Aurelius but in the times of Antoninus Pius, as is maintained by
Valesius and Longuerue.
It is remarkable, again, that Justin twice refers,* in this Apology, to
something he had said before, which nevertheless does not occur in this
Ajjology, but which is found in the first.
He uses the same phrase,
cjc Kpoe<p7iiiEv, which
he employs elsewhere, when he refers to passages in
and this hardly admits of being reconciled with
the same document
the long interval of time by which, on the other hyi)othesis, we must suppose tlie two Apologies were separated from each other.
With all this, we shall not deny tiiat the authority of Eusebius is
against us
for Ave must allow, that he seems to consider the first-cited
Apology as the first, composed under the reign of Antoninus Pius, and
It would be necesto place the second under that of M. Aurelius.^
sary, then, in retaining our own view of the matter, to suppose that the
right relation of the two Apologies to each other had, in the time of
which assuredly is possible. But
Eusebius, already become confused
we should not omit also to remark, that, if this Apology was written in
the reign of Antoninus Pius, it must seem strange that Lucius did not
appeal to the laws enacted by that emperor against the popular attacks
since we must adon the Christians, and favorable to their interests
mit that in such laws the Christians were ever disposed to find more
than they really contained.*^
We have had occasion to speak already of Justin's peculiar idea with
to

;

;

;

-"^

;

—

;

;

;

1 Comp. the reasons, certainly not witliout weight, which Seniisch has presented in
favor of tlie common explanation of these
titles, in the Studien und Kritikcn, J. 1835,

S. 921.
-

Ei??

Vjjiug

u^iuc evae(3e'iag kol

(pL/.oao(j.iag tu 6u<aca

That

imp

iavrCiv uplvai.

which occurs at
of the Apok)j;y of Athenag-

tlic (."i^ithet <pi.'k6ao(fioc,

the be<,nnnin<r

clitus.
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_

ovv

§ 4, where he speaks of enmity to God; § 6,
where he speaks of tiie incarnation of the
Lotjos; and § 8, where he speaks of Hera-

whether applied to L. Verus or to
Coiiiinodus, cannot serve to relieve tliis difficulty, is ])l:iin since it may be easily shown,
that the predicate, bcloni^inf: ])roi)erly to
only one of the emperors, is attributed to
them both in common, as the case there
stands.
^ As the Benedictine editor long ago
noticed.
* According to the Benedictine edition,

eras,

:

.

comparing II. 13 and IV. 16 (IV. 11
and hy comparing: c. 17 with
what precedes, we can scarce douht that
is

less clear),

tlie reading nporepa is corrupt, or
Eusebius so wrote thi-ouyh a mere oversitjht.
Thoufih I cannot think the dithculty so
p-eat as it is considered to lie by llr.Scmiseh

eitlicr

•>

that a
(1. c. y>. 920). who does not believe
pncfcct under this reign would have acted
for Trajan's rescript was
tliis manner
certainly still in full force, and a Christian
who, before tlie civil magistrate, professed a
religio illicita, and declared liim>eif opposed
to the state religion, had to be punisiied for
his obstinacy (obstinatio.*
in

;
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regard to the spermatic Word, Qioyog anepjiaTLKog,') as related to the abso
Logos, and constituting the transition-link betwixt Christianity
and everything true and good in the times antecedent to Christianity
an idea which was laid hold of and prosecuted still farther by the AlexIt is singular, however, that in Justin's other writings not a
andrians.
hint is to be found respecting this idea, so predominant in the Apologies.
It might be said, indeed, Justin simply made use of this idea in
accommodation to his particular purpose, which was, to render the
philosophical emperor more favorably inclined to his propositions
but
Forming our estimate of Justin
the supposition is an unnatural one.
especially from his own writings, we could hardly give him credit for
possessing versatility of mind enough, to range so freely in a circle of
ideas which had been merely borrowed from abroad to answer a present
That more candid and liberal judgment of the Greek philopurpose.
sophy, and that impartial and fair statement even of opinions which he
censures, we must regard rather as the expression of his real views.
But in his other writings, which aimed at the conversion of the Heathens,
he might beyond doubt have employed the same method with as good
Why, then, did he not employ it ? The
effect as in the Apologies.
case would appear still more singular, if we supposed, according to the
common view, that Justin wrote the two Apologies in times so widely
late, divine

—

;

different.

We

have a production, under the name of Justin, entitled an Admonition to the G-entiles, (napaLVETmog npbg "EAAr/vaf,) the design of which is to
convince the Heathens of the insufficiency of their popular religion, as well
as of their philosophical doctrines of religion, and of the necessity of a
God himself. It is most probably the same

higher instruction from

which we find cited by Eusebius and Photius under the title of
The Hefatation, Q^n'xoc,') a title well suited to the contents.^
In this treatise, ^\e find no trace of that milder and more liberal way

treatise

—

no trace of that peof thinking which we observe in the Apologies,
culiar circle of ideas of which we have spoken, but rather the reverse.
All true knowledge of God is here represented as derived solely
from revelation. It is admitted, indeed, that among the Heathen there
were many feeble though misunderstood echoes of the truth ; yet these
which
were derived from a misunderstood and corrupt tradition
agrees with the idea prevailing among the Alexandrian Jews, that
a knowledge of the doctrines communicated by divine revelation to the
While, in the ApoloJews, had come to the Greeks through Egypt.
;

—

men are acknowledged to have existed among the Heathen, who,
following the revelation of the loyog anepiiarMog^ were witnesses for the
truth before the appearance of Christianity, it is here asserted,'-^ on the
" Your own teachers have been constrained, even against
contrary
gies,

:

their will, to say a gi-eat deal for us concerning divine providence

them who have resided
of Moses and his fathers."

particularly those of
the religion
1

Comp. Semisch's thorough

respecting

tliis

writing in the

in

;

and

Egypt, and profited by

"Monographic," p. 105, where also will be
investigation
of his
found a list of the authors on this subject.
^ Cohortat. p. 15.

first vol.

:
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sprung from a mind of
which produced Justin's A[)ologies.
Yet, if we are disjiosed to ascribe it to him, we must at least
not follow the common hypothesis, and consider it the first production of
his after his conversion, but, on the contrary, one of his latest.
We
m*ist suppose, that the mild and liberal way of thinking which he
originally indulged, became afterwards more narrow and rigid
and
that those views, resulting from the peculiar direction of his mind, and
originally predominant with him, concerning the relation of the revelathe

cannot possibly suppose, that

same way of thinking,

this treatise

as that

;

tions of the "koyog omp/iaTiKoc to the revelation of the absolute Logos,
which we find predominant in the Apologies, had at some later period
been wholly suppressed by the notions which he had imbibed from the
Alexandrian Jews concerning a source of outward tradition. ^ Such a
change is indeed possible, and examples of the same kind are doubtbut it may be a question, whether this treatise
less to be met with
contains sufficiently decisive evidence of having proceeded from Justin,,
to make such an hypothesis necessary.
We have next, under the name of Justin, a short address to the
Gentiles, (^yog npbg °E2,h]vac,^ with which indeed no title mentioned in
the indexes to the writings of Justin among the ancients corresponds, but
which, hoAvever, if we cannot consider it a production of Justin because it differs from the style of his writings,^ bears at least the stamp
;

same age. It is a rhetorical exhibition of the untenableness of
the pagan doctrine concerning the gods, in which the finest passage is
" The power of the Logos does not produce poets ; it
the conclusion
of the

:

1 It is not to be denied, that these notions
but they are
occur also in the A]iologies
kept more in the background, while the
other view predominates. Apolog. II.p. 81
"All that philosophers and poets have said
about the immortality of the soul, about
punishments after death, about the intuition
of heavenly things, or about similar doctrincs, they have been enal;led to know, and
have unfolded, because they have been furnished with a clue to them by the prophets,
Hence there seems to be one and the same
sun of truth for them all
and it is plain,
that tliey have not correctly understood it,
if they contradict one another." 8otoo, p. 92,
Plato's doctrine of the creation is traced to
;

,

Moses
- Although

I agree Avitii Semisch in the
yet I cannot approve the reasons
which he adduces (p. 166) for decidinij that

result,

the writing

is

not Justin's.

The

difference

between the Admoniiious and ilie Apologies
is in fact greater than that which he makes
BO jiromincnt between tliis writing and the
other writings of Justin.
What Justin says
in the Apcjlogies, respecting the motives

philosophical schools, to give another sense
to the mythological narratives, yet this artificial concealment of the breach with the
traditional religion could not satisfy him.
He might then very justly mention tliis a*

one tiling which led him to Chiistianit}',
though it was not the only one. In truth,
one is not always under the necessity of
expressing in full every thing that has contributed to induce a ciutnge in his convietions and mode of conduct.
The manner,
however, in which Qhristianity operated on
him, he describes here not otherwise than
he does in his other writings. Hr. Semisch
labors under a mistake, when he supposes
that in tliis writing he finds it made the
boast of Christianity, that it does not foim
I'/iis is not what is said
philosoiihers.
but
that it makes men more than philosophers,
that it converts mortals into gods; anil
this, too, Justin might have said.
Nor does
it admit of Ijcing proved from this writing,
that the author supposed no intermediate
;

—

slate after death,

stage;

for,

— no Hades as a

when he

tiaiisition

sjieaks of the return of

the immoralities in the

redeemed souls to God, the reference is here
to the ultimate end,
the final goal; and,
moreover, the exjircssion is too genci'al and
vague to furnish any grounds for deciding
as to wliat the author's views were on this

for although he

point.

which led him to abaud(>ii Paganism, may
be easily reconciled with wiuit he alleges
here, when he speaks of his abhorrence of

pagan mythology;
had learned already, in the

—
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but, by forming us
does not create philosophers, nor able orators
it makes of mortal men immortal, converts mortals into gods,
I.
transports us from the earth beyond the limits of Olympus. Come, and
submit yourselves to its influence.
Become as I am, for I too was as
you are this has conquered me, the divinity of the doctrine, the power
for as a master serpent-charmer lures out and frightens
of the Logos
away the hideous reptile from his den, so the word drives the fearful
passions of our sensual natui^e from the most secret recesses of the soul.
And the cravings of lust having once been banished, the soul becomes
and, delivered from the evil which had cleaved to it,
calm and serene
returns to its Creator." ^
The largest and most important work we have from Justin, is, next
the object of
to the Apologies, his Dialogue with Trypho the Jew,
which is to prove that Jesus is the Messiah promised in the Old Testament, and to refute the objections then commonly urged by the Jews
Justin comes, probably to Ephesus, in company
against Christianity.
with Trypho a Jew, whom the war excited by Barcochba had driven
having there
from Palestine, and who was traveling about Greece
The phistudied, and become enamored of the Greek philosophy.
losopher's cloak, which Justin wore, led Trypho to accost him as he was
and a conversation arose between them about
taking a solitary walk
the knowledge of God, which Justin finally turns to the subject of
Christianity.
The conversation is supposed to be here put down in
;

anew,

:

;

;

—

;

;

writing.

The unanimous testimony of the ancients assigns this Dialogue to
The author intimates that he is the same Justin who wrote

Justin.

the Apologies, by citing a ])assage from the so-called second Apology,

as his

own

production."^

one who had

He

describes himself in the introduction as

—

which applies perfectly
Platonism for Christianity,
No unprejudiced reader can deny, that the writing
well to Justin.
must have been composed by a contemporary of Justin, or at least by
a man who lived very near to those times. Such being the case, no
good reason can be imagined, why a man, who, as appears evident from
this book, was by his own personal cpialifications entitled to rank as
high as Justin himself, should, instead of writing it in his own name,
Besides, the book
cause it to appear under that of a contemporary.
is wholly free from those marks of studious design, so apparent in other
forgeries of the same period, written for the purpose of giving spread
The prevailing aim is a polemical one
to certain favorite opinions.
and here nothing was to be
against Jews and Judaizing Christians
gained in the estimation of either party by using the name of the Samaritan pagan, and former Platonist.^
left

;

1 Respecting the treatise " on the Unity of
God," {ntpl fiovapxtac,) incorrectly ascribed
to Justin, see the remarl^s of Semisch, 1. c.

p. 167.
2
*

Simon Magus. Dial. Tryph. f
The arguments brouiilit against

Vid.

349.
the

genuineness of this boolc by Wctstcin, Prolegomena in Nov. Test., and Seiuler in his

edition of the same, 1764, p. 174, are

drawn

from the mode of citation from the AlexanComp., on tlie other side,
drian version.
Stroth, in the Rcpcrtoriuni fiir bil)l. u. morpenland. Literatur, Bd. II. S. 74 next Roch.
Justini M. Dial. c. Tryph. secundani regulas
:

criticas

1700.

examinai.

ct

— a work which

vodtvaeun^
I

convii'tus.

have not seen; and
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meeting here with the same phespeaking of the " Refutation of the
Grentilcs " but here the case is altered.
We saw, in fact, that Justin
IS
seeking to point out, on the one hand, the aflfinit}' of Christianity
with the better sort of Greek philosophy, and, on the other, the unsatisfactory nature of that pliilosophy so far as it respects religion.
Now,
if in the Apologies, intended for the use of cultivated Pagan.,
ai-ticular prominence would necessarily be given to the former point of
view
in a work, on the contrary, which is aimed against Jews, avIio
sought in the Greek philoso{)hy a supplement to the religious instruction of the Old Testament, this point of view would necessarily be kept
wholly in the back ground. Yet, at the same time, there is an evident
affinity of ideas between the Dialogue and the Apologies, even in that favorite thought of the Apologies relating to the A670C aTrep/xariKog
In like
manner as in the first Apology, he says that men would have had some
excuse for their sins, if the Logos had first revealed himself to mankind but a hundred and fifty years ago
if his agency had not been
felt at all times among men through the medium of that /loyof anep/mrtKoc
so, in the present treatise, he makes the same remark in reference to
the moral ideas QpvmKoi kwotai) inseparable from human nature, which
force men everywhere to recognize sin as sin, and which, by the influence of the evil spirit, by bad education, manners and laws, were capable of being extinguished and suppressed rather than totally destroyed.
What he says here also concerning that which had revealed itself at all
times and by its own nature, as the goodness whereby alone men could
in contradistinction to the ceremonial law, which was
please God,
valid only as a means of discipline and culture for the Jewish hardness
of heart, or as typical of the future,^
naturally leads to the idea of
that T^yoQ aTZEpfiariiiog, by which a moral consciousness was given to all
mankind.
It is very true, that in the Apologies we find no trace of Chiliasra
but the spiritual ideas of eternal life and of the kingdom of Christ,
which are so clearly displayed in the Apologies, stand in no manner of
contradiction with this doctrine
and we should not forget that the
Chihasts themselves regarded the millennium as being but a medium of
transition to a higher stage of existence.
It may perhaps be explained,
that this doctrine, which could not fail to be peculiarly offensive to the
educated Heathen, A\*as not mentioned by him in his Apologies, because,
although important according to his own views, yet it did not belong to
the fundamental doctrines of Christianity, which latter, we must allow,
he exhibited without the least disguise, even when they were offensive
to the Heathen.
In a dialogue designed to vindicate the Christian
doctrine against the objections of the Jews, he had special occasion, on
the contrary, to make this a prominent ])oint, in order to show, that the
Christians were orthodox in this particular, even according to the Jewbe struck,

it

is

nomena which we remarked

true, at
in

;

j

;

.

;

:

—

—

:

;

Lange

in the first vol. of his
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scher.
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ed.
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ish representations.

of

Marcioa

asm

is

strongly

The antipathy to Gnosticism and to the doctrines
marked in both works and with this spirit, Chili;

at that time readily sympathized.

In respect

doctrine of the Logos and of the

Holy Spirit, we
and in the Dialogue a striking coincidence. Moreover, the thoughts and expressions which occur in both productions, exhibit still more evident marks of their having proceeded from the same
to the

find in the Apologies

author.^

We cannot determine with certainty, whether Justin actually ha(^
such a disputation with a Jew by the name of Trypho but it is at least
;

Jews furnished him an inhe had thereby acquired so inti-

quite probable that various disputations with

ducement to write such a Dialogue, as
mate a knowledge of the Jewish theology of the age. He was always
ready to give Jews and Gentiles the reasons of his faith. As we are
not able to distinguish what is mere drapery in this Dialogue from what
is fact, so neither can Ave find in it any sufficient marks by which to determine

its

exact chronology

Apology, that

;

but

first

ter,

and probably, when we take

it

it is

certain, from the citation out of

was composed

the

at a later period than the lat-

into consideration all that has

been

said, later than either of the Apologies.

Justin speaks of the power of the gospel, from his own experience,
*'
I found in the doctrine
of Christ," says he, " the only sure and salutary philosophy; for it has

in the Dialogue, as well as in the Apologies.

a power to awe, which restrains those who depart from the right
and the sweetest peace is the portion of them that practise it.
That this doctrine is sweeter than honey is evident
since we who
have been formed by it, refuse to deny his name, even to death."
We have to regret the loss of a work which Justin wrote against all
the heretical sects of his day, and of his book against Marcion.
Whether the fragment of a work on the resurrection, which John of
Damascus in the eighth century pubhshed under Justin's name, really
belongs to him, is extremely doubtful
Eusebius, Jerome, and Photius,
knew nothing of any such work. Their silence,"Siowever, is no proof
that it was not his.^
Among the finest remains of Christian antiquity belongs the letter to
Diognetus on the characteristics of the Christian worship compared
with Paganism and with Judaism, which is found among the works of
Justin.
It contains that noble description of the* Christian life, from

in

it

way

;

;

:

1

The

mystical interpretation of the Mes-

sianic i)assa;;e, Gen. VJ
1
74: To yilfi •• n'ki'vuv tjjv
:

iv alfiari

'7Ta(j>v?i,r/g"

1.

Ajjolo;^. II. p.
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(j)

ovk e^ uvdpioTTEtov ampEK-&Eiag dwu/xEug.
Comp. with
passage in Dial. Tryph. 273, which

u'Tjao/XEVOv, akTJ

uaror.

u?JA.'

Jiis tlie

betrays the same author only that, in tht!
former passage, he makes use of expressions
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;

:
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which we have ah-eacly made a brief quotation.
Its language, its
thoughts, and the silence of ancient writers, prove, that the letter did
not come from the hand of Justin.
But the Christian simplicitv which

an evidence of its high anti(iuity to Avhich may be addauthor places Judaism and Paganism in the same category that he seems not to consider the Jewish ritual as of divine
and yet nothing properly Gnostic is to be found in the compoorigin,
sition.
Such an appearance can be explained only on the supposition
of its belonging to a very early date.
The circumstance, however, that the author speaks of the Jewish
sacrificial worship as an institution still
existence, would not warrant
us to infer that it was Avritten before the destruction of the temple at
Jerusalem for in a lively description, he might naturally represent as
actually existing, an institution belonging to the past. Nor does he furnish us with any certain chronological mark, when he styles himself a
disciple of the apostles ; for so he might call himself as a follower of
their writings and doctrines.
There is some doubt, however, whether
this passage in the beginning of the eleventh paragraph belongs to the
genuine part of the letter.
What follows after this, came evidently from another hand. The
remarks Avhich here occur respecting the Jewish peo[)le, respecting the
di\dne authority of the Old Testament, and the orthodoxy attaching
itself to the decisions of the fathers, are not in harmony with the prevailing turn of spirit and mode of thinking which we find in this letter.
Justin expected, as he informs us himself in the Apology last cited,
that a certain individual, Crescens by name, and a cynic by profession,
who belonged to one of the then famous classes of pretended saints,
and used his great influence with the populace in stirring them up
against the Christians,
would be the means of his death for he had
drawn on himself the particular hatred of that man by unmasking his
hypocrisy.
According to Eusebius, Crescens actually accom[)hshed
what he had threatened but, in evidence of this, Eusebius adduces a
passage from Tatian, Justin's disciple, which yet amounts to no proof; ^
for Tatian simply says that Crescens sought to destroy Justin, from
whence certainly it does not follow that he actually accomplished his
purpose .2
Eusebius may be right, however, in saying that Justin suffered martyrdom under the reign of Marcus Aurelius. This account agrees
with a report of the martyrdom of Justin and his com])anions, which
comes io us, it is true, through a suspected channel,^ but yet possesses
many internal marks which are more in favor of than against its
pervades

it is

;

ed, that the
;

—

m

;

—

—

;

:

authenticity.*

1^19,

orat. contra Graecos.

2 QavuTi.)
"

mpiidaXdv Trpayfiarevaaa^ai.

In the collection of the Metaphrast Sy-

raeon.

The fact that no wonderful stories,
nothing strained or exa{i<,^erated, occurs in
it; that it contains nothing inconsistent with
the simple relations existing among Chris''

tian communities in that ajje; that it rrijikes
no mention of Crescens, whereas we sliould
ex})ect, if such a tale of martyrdom had been
invented by some Gneculvs, that Justin's
death would he ascribed to the contrivance
of Crescens, and the latter, as a principal

character, be
fables.

made

the

subject of

many
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after Justin follows his disciple, Tatian of Assyria, of

whom

account of the Gnostic sects. ^ He has
himself furnished us, in the only work of his, soon to be mentioned,
which we possess, the means of tracing the history of his religious development.
He was educated a Heathen and his extensive travels
afforded him an opportunity of becoming acquainted with the multifarious kinds of heathen worship which then existed in the Roman emNot one among them all appeared to him to be a reasonable
f^ire.
worship.
He saw religion everywhere made an instrument for the service of sin.
Nor could he be satisfied with the fine-spun allegorical
interpretations of the ancient fables, which represented them as symbols of a speculative system of nature
and it seemed to him dishonorable for one to join in the popular worship, who could not fall in with
the common religious persuasion, nor see in the doctrine of the gods
anything else than symbols of the elements and agencies of nature.
The mysteries, also, into which he became initiated, seemed to him not toanswer the expectations which they excited while the conflicting systems of the philosopliers furnished no certain ground of religious conviction.
The contradiction which he often observed in pretended philosophers, between the affected gravity of their costume, of their looks
and discourses, and the frivolity of their conduct, filled him with distrust.
While in this state of mind, he happened to fight upon the Old
Testament, to which his attention had been drawn by what he had heard
concerning the high antiquity of these writings compared with the reUgion of the Greeks,
as might very naturally happen to a Syrian. AS'
to the impression made on his mind by the perusal of the Old Testament, he remarks himself: " These writings won my confidence by the
simplicity of their style, the unaffected directness of the speakers, the
intelligible account of the creation
by the predictions of future events,,
the salutary tendency of the precepts, and the prevailing doctrine of
one God." ^ The impression which he received from the study of the
Old Testament, seems, accordingly, to have prepared the way for his
belief in the gospel.^
Having made a visit to Rome while in this state
of mind, he was there converted to Christianity through the instrumentality of Justin, of whom he speaks in terms of high veneration.
After the death of the latter, he wrote his Discourse to the Gentiles,,
'in which he vindicates the " philosophy of the barbarians " (jpikoaoipia tuv

we have already spoken

in our

;

;

;

—

;

iapi3apu)v) against the contempt of the Greeks, who nevertheless had received the germs of all science and arts originally from the barbarians.
In the view he takes of the relation of the Greek philosophy as well aa
religion to Christianity, we recognize the later much more than the earlier
have remarked on a former occasion,* that in this work
Justin.
the germ already appears of that speculative and ascetic way of think
ing, which he had probably brought along with him from Syria ; as we.

We

1

2

See vol. I. p. 456.
Tatian had therefore already been con-

,inced of the untenableness of polytheism,
satisfied that no religion
but a monotheistic one could be true.
* It would be very strange, then, that

and indeed become

Tatian should subsequently become an antiJewish Gnostic; but we have alieady observed (p. 456-7) that we are by no mefinswarranted to adopt this supposition.
* See p. 456.
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it some obscurity of style which was peculiar to
" Wherefore Avould you excite
says to the Heathens
the religions of the state to a conflict with us ?
And wherefore, if I
am unwilling to follow your religious laws, should I be hated as the
most impious of men ? The emperor commands us to pay tribute I

also

perceiv'e in

the Syrians.

He

:

;

am ready to pay it. The Lord commands us to serve him I know
how I am bound to serve him for men are to be honored after the
manner of men but tliat God only is to be feared, Avho can be seen by
no human eye, and comprehended by no human art.
Only when bidden to deny Am, shall I refuse to obey, but choose rather to die, that
I may not appear both false and ungrateful."
;

:

;

Next

Athenagoras, who addressed his Apology
Marcus Aurelius and his son Commodus.^
Of his personal history we ha\'e no definite accounts. Only
Methodius, and Philip of Sida.
two of the ancient writers name him,
This Philip of Sida, the last head of the Alexandrian catechetical
after Tatian, follows

(jnpeajiua nepl xpLOTuivCiv^ to

the em])eror

—

school,

is

the only individual

who

enters into any details respecting the

but the known incredibility of this auth<.i-, the
discrepancy between his statements and other more autlientic reports,
and the susjiicious condition in which his fragment has come down to
us, render these details unworthy of confidence.
Neither the remarks
of Athenagoras concerning the second marriage, nor what he says of
the ecstacy of the prophets, whom he represents as blind organs of the
activity of the Holy Spirit, would suffice to prove that he was a Montanist
for, as we have remarked before, the Montanists said nothing
on these points that was altogether new
they only pushed to the extreme a way of thinking on religious subjects and on ethics which was
already existing.
Of this Athenagoras, Ave have still remaining a work in Defeyu e of
life

of Athenagoras;^

;

:

the docti-ine of the liesurrection.

In connection with the Apologists, we may notice a certain Hermias,
whom we know nothing, save that he wrote a short satire against the
heathen philosophers (diaavpixog tCjv ii^u (i>iloau(puv ^
His aim is, to bring
together a number of absurd and contradictory opinions from the Greek
philosophers, without presenting anything positive of his own
a procedure which could hardly serve any useful purpose ; for, to convince
those who had been philosophically educated, something more was
necessary than this sort of declamation
and the uneducated needed
no such precautions against the errors of the [ihilosophers, and no such
negative preparation for the reception of the gosjiel.
We see iu Hermias one of those bitter enemies to the Greek ])hiloso])hy, attacked by
Clement of Alexandria, who, following the idle Jewish legend, pretended that the Greek philosophy had been derived from fallen angels.
In the title of his book, he is called the philosopher perhaps before
of

;

—

;

:

1 See the treatise of Mosheim concerning
the time when this Ai)olo<ry was composed,
in the first vol. of his Commcntationes ad

Irenaeum.
He reports that Athenagoras
lived in the times of Hadrian and of Anto-

hist, eceles. pertinentes.

to

2

Published by Dodwell, Dissertat. in

VOL.

I.

43

ninus Pius

that he presented his Apology
these emperors ; and that he was catechist before Clement at Alexandria.
;
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he wore the philosopher's mantle
and, after it, passed
from an enthusiastic admiration of the Greek philosophy to extreme
abhorrence of it.
It turns on the differences of natural disposition and
of the mode of conversion, whether the new Christian principle will
seek after what is related to it in the earlier transition-system, or rather
present itself only in stern hostility to it.
The community in the great capital of Roman Asia in the East
that flourishing seat of learning
could not fail to be supplied with
church-teachers of a regular scientific education
and the contact into
which these were thrown with educated Heathens, and with the Gnostics, whose native country was Syria, would naturally stimulate their
literary activity.
Under the emperor Marcus Aurelius, Theophilus
became bishop of this community. After the death of this emperor,
and in the reign of Comraodus, he wrote an apologetical Avork in three
books, addressed to Autolycus, a Heathen, whose objections against
Christianity moved him to compose this treatise, in which he displays
great erudition and power of thought. From this work we have already
made some extracts. It is worthy of notice, that this Theophilus, who
wrote against Marcion an 1 lI)fmogene3, had also composed commentaries on the sacred scripture...
We may here observe the germ of that
exegetical bent of the church at Antioch, of which we shall again have
occasion to speak at the close of this section.^
We have before observed, how a tendency, antagonistic to the
his conversion

;

—

—

;

gerrainant Gnosis, grew out of the reactions of the Johannean spirit
Asia Minor, -^ a tendency which sought to preserve uncorrupted

in

and

in its

practical significancy the historical and objective

side of
but we have seen also how this tendency might be misled, by its opposition to Gnosticism, to surrender itself too much to the
influence of a material Jewish element.
And owing to the common interest of Christianity and the church in the struggle with Gnosticism,
spiritual elements among which very important differences otherAnse
existed, here came to be combined.
Thus might even those with whom
the Jewish element more strongly predominated, find in this common
opposition, which caused all other differences to be overlooked, a point
of agreement
as we see, for example, in the case of Justin, who certainly was far from being inclined to Ebionitism, and yet judged far
more mildly of those who bordered on this position, provided only they
did not refuse to acknowledge the Gentile Christians as brethren in the
faith, than he judged of the Gnostics.
Thus it may be explained, why

Christianity

;

;

1 Jerome cites, c. 25 de vir. ill. a commen
tary of his in evangelium (wliich m.\y denote the entire corpus evani^cliorum) and
on the Proverbs but adds, qui mihi cnm
superiorum voluminum elei^antia et phrasi
non videntur congruere. But', in the preface
;

to

his

commentary on Matthew, he

rites,

very distinctly, commentaries of Theophihis;
and in his letter to Algasia, tom. IV. f.
197, he cites, as it seems, an explanatory
harmony or synopsis of the evangelists by the
same author (qui quatuor evangelistarum
in unum opus dicta compingens.)
It is

possible, indeed, that all this refers only to

one and the same work.

We

have nothing

more of his. (as the Latin fraLcmonts which
go under the name of Theophihis do not
belong to the present Tlicophilus,) nnless)
other fragments may still be found in the
Catenas. The examples wliich Jerome give's
of his metljpd of interpretation, are remote
from the spirit of the later Antiochian
school; for they savor of an allegorizing
fancy, which, however, might be expected
from his Alexandrian education,
so easy
to be recognized in the first-cited work.

—
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Hegesippus, a church-teacher, of strong Jewish coloring and Jewish
origin, who hved under the reigns of the emperors Hadrian and Antoninus Pius, and from whom proceeded the first attempt to compose a
church history, shoukl show himself inclined to favor the anti-Gnostic
In the reign of the last-named emperor, this
tendenc}^ of the church.
perhaps for the purpose of reconciling the diiferences existing
father
between the communities which followed Jewish and those which followed Gentile customs, or to convince himself hy personal observation
imof the agreement in essentials among all the ancient churches
dertook a journey to Rome, where he spent some considerable time.
The result of his inquiries and collections w^as embodied in five books
In proseof ecclesiastical events (nevTs i7rofivri/j,aTa EKK?.7icrui(rrcKuv irpu^euv.')
cuting such a work, we may well suppose that he would adopt many
corru})t traditions of Jewish origin, and be influenced by various errors
growing out of the low, sensual conception of a Jewish Christian. The
sketch he gives of James, who Avas called the brother of our Lord, is
drawn quite after the Ebionitic taste. ^ From a quotation made by
Stephanus Gobarus,^ a monophysite author who lived near the close of
the sixth century, we might conclude indeed, that, as a decided Ebionfor in the fifth book of his
ite, he was opposed to the Apostle Paul
History of the Church, after citing the words in 1 Corinth. 2
9,
''
What eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither has entered into the
heart of man,"
he remarks this is false, and those who use such
language contradict the sacred scriptures and the Lord, who says,
"Blessed are your eyes, that they see and your ears, that they hear,"
16.'^
Matth. 18
If Ave refer these words of Hegesippus to the abovecited passage from Paul, it would seem to follow, that he accused the
latter of a false doctrine, or, at least, charged him with having quoted
something as scripture, which is not to be found in the scriptures. But
the concurrence which Hegesippus expresses in the universal tradition
of the church, and his connections with the church of Rome, are against
this supposition ; according to which, he must necessarily have been
opposed to them both.
By several critics of church history in recent times, the matter
Proceeding on
has been represented in a directly opposite way.
the assumption that Hegesippus was given to the above-mentioned
anti-Pauline Ebionitism, they have thought themselves warranted
to infer from his testimony of concurrence just alluded to, that
in the greater portion of the church, and in the Roman church particularly, a kindred spirit prevailed.
But our opinion is, that this argument proves too much, and therefore nothing at all for, if this result
were a correct one, it would follow that we must just reverse the whole
church history of the first centuries, and suppose changes, of which
there is not the slightest indication, but which only would be sufficient
to account for the more general recognition of the apostolical authority
of Paul.
That the Roman church did not take its departure from a

—

—

;

:

—

;

:

;

1

"

Euseb. 1. II. c. 23.
In Photius, cod. 235.
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fundamental Jewish principle, we believe has been proved by our ex
position of the facts.
What shall we say of a method of scientific investigation, which erects a theory on some obscure, isolated passage, in
conflict with tbe more certain results which flow from the investigation
of the credible and plenteous sources of the ancient church ?
And aa
Hegesippus believed that he found the pure doctrine of Christ in the
first epistle of Clement to the Corinthians,^ where the Pauline element
is not to be mistaken, he cannot have been an opponent to Paul, as he
necessarily must have been, if it were really his intention, by the words
above quoted, to controvert this apostle.
So far as we can judge, (without knowing in what connection those
words of Hegesippus occurred,) we may rather conjecture, "therefore,
that he made this remark, not in opposition to Paul,^ but, in his flaming
zeal against

who

the adversaries of the sensual Chiliasm,

doubtless

might employ the above-cited passage from Paul, and others of the

like

character, to controvert the sensual representations of future happiness.

The controversy respecting the time of the Easter festival,^ and respecting the prophetic spirit of Montauism, furnished afterwards, in
addition to the disputes with the Gnostics, and the Apologies against
the Gentiles, new materials for the literary activity of these churchThe catalogue

drawn up by Melito, bishop
already cited as the author of an Apology
addressed to the emperor Marcus Aurelius, shows on what sort of matters the attention of the church-teachers of Asia Minor was at that
time employed.
Rules of life,
We find among them the following
and of the prophets of prophecy .of the Church of the Revelation of John (writings which, collectively, may have had reference to
the great point of the Montanistic controversy ;) the Key (v King) (perhaps also referring to the same subject, and alluding to the key of the
church in the disputes about penitence ;) a discourse on the Lord's day
(perhaps with reference to the controversies between Jewish and Gentile Christians on the observance of the Sabbath or of Sunday ;) of the
corporeity of God * in defence of the material, anti-Gnostic views.
The contents of the followino; writinrrs miurht also relate to the controversy with Gnosticism
Of the nature of man of the creation of
of the birth
the soul, whether from the body or from the spirit
of Christ of truth
of faith
of the senses in obedience to faith.
The importance of these topics, which entered so deeply into the life
of the church in this period, gives us the more occasion to regret the
loss of such writings.^
teachei'S.

of Sardis,

of the writings

whom we have

—

:

;

;

;

;

:

—

;

;

;

;

1

Euseb.

1.

;

;

IV.

c.

22.

may

be a question in foct from what
Bource he took these words, as it is still an
unsettled point from whence Paul himself
* It

made

the citation.
above, vol. I. p. 298.
* Yirpl EvaufiuTov T^toii.
These words, it
is true, m.ay be understood,
of God wtio
therefore, of God
appeared in the body
who became man but the comparison with
the account which the trustworthy Origen
3 wSee

—

;

:

gives of the contents of this book (fragment.
commentar. in Genes, vol. II. opp. fol. 25)
compels us to adopt the interpretation given

above.
^

For

the catalogue of these writings, see
IV. c. 26.
Comp. on this point the learned and

Euscb.
^

1.

thorough disquisition of my worthy colleague and friend Prof Piper, in the Studien

Would
Kritiken, J. 18-38, Istes Heft.
that the author might be induced to furnish
und

;
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A

contemporary of Melito was the C aiidius Apollinaris, bishop of
whom we have mentioned on a former occasion.
His writings, although not so voluminous, treated on many of the same
Elierapohs in Phrygia,

topics.^

From

Minor proceeded
martyrdom of Pothinus, became bishop of the
Lyons and Vienna.^ He still remembered in his old age

the school of these church-teachers of Asia

Irenasus, who, after the

community at
what he had heard

in his

youth from the

lips

of the venerable Poly-

carp, concerning the life and the doctrines of Christ and of the apostles.
In a writing addressed to Florinus, a false teacher with whom,

he had enjoyed the society of Polycarp, he says: " These
who preceded us, who associated also with the
for while I was yet a boy, I saw thee in
apostles, did not teach thee
company with Polycarp in Asia Minor; for I bear in remembrance
What we have
wliat happened then, better than what happens now.
heard in childhood, grows along with the soul and becomes one with it
80 that I can describe the place in which the blessed Polycarp sat and
spake his going in and out his manner of life, and the shape of his
person the discourses which he delivered to the congregation how
be told of his intercourse with John and with the rest, who had seen
the Lord
how he reported their sayings, and what he had heard from
them respecting the Lord, his miracles and his doctrine. As he had
received all from the eye-witnesses of his life, he narrated it in accordance with scripture.
These things, by virtue of the grace of God imparted to me, I listened to, even then, with eagerness ; and wrote them
down, not on paper, but in my heart ; and by the grace of God, I
constantly bring ^them up again fresh before my memory.
And I can
witness before God, that if the blessed and apostolic presbyter had
heard such things, he would have cried out, stopped his ears, and, according to his custom, said,
my good God upon what times hast thou
brouglit me, that I must endure this
and he would have fled away
from the place where, seated or standing, he had heard such discourses."'^
The same spirit which expresses itself here, passed over
to L-enaeus.
Of his peculiar practical turn of mind, in his mode of
conceiving and treating the doctrines of faith of his zeal for the essentials of Christianity, and his moderation and liberality of mind in all
sontroversies about unessential outward things, we have spoken before.
We have also remarked, that he probably stood forth as a peacemaker
between the Montanists and their fierce advei'saries. This supposition
accords most fully with the spirit of his writings
for that he held
many opinions and tendencies which coincided with the spirit of Montanism, and therefore contributed also to make TertuUian especially
in his youth,

doctrines, the elders

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

!

!

'

;

;

Boon a more ample work relating to these
niatters, as the tVuit of

zealous researches
durinfc a series of years in this wide Held of
the ancient fathers!
' ]f ui the Catenae
especially the Catenaj
published at Lcipsie, 1772, of Nicephorns
on tho Octateuchus
the frapnents belonging to this Apollinaris were duly separated

—
—

liis

from those belonging: to Apollinaris of Laotlicca; and the frapjments which are found
in Euschius, and in the Chronicon I'aschale
Alexandriniim, were comjiared with them,
we should have better means of determining
the characteristics of this church- teacher.
2 ggg above, vol. I. p. 84.
^

Euseb

1.

V.

c.

20
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dear to him,

is

a circumstance which, after what has been said befoit:

respecting the relation of Montanism to the views of the church, cannot possibly serve to prove that he was a Montauist himself.
If he

had been a zealous Montanist, he would hai'dly have refrained, when,
fcouchino; upon any favorite theme of Montanism, to have appealed
himself also to the new disclosures imparted by the Paraclete
but he
;

miiforml)'- appeals

to the scriptures alone, or to the traditions of those

elders of Asia Minor.
We cannot possibly suppose indeed, that, where
he speaks of the condemnation of false prophets,^ he means by these
for he probably cherished too high a regard
the Montanistic prophets
but if he were an ardent Montanist, he
for the Montanists to do that
would hardly have omitted in this case to mention, in connection with
the false prophets, the opponents also of the true prophets, since he
reckons together here all that w^as worthy of condemnation.
Instead
of this, there immediately follows a passage which marks the spirit of
Irenaeus,^ as being far rather that of a lover of peace, who sought tO"
prevent the schism between the Montanistic communities and the other
churches, who even hushed the disputes in the controversy about Eas" The Lord," he says, " will judge those also who excite diviter.
sions, who are destitute of the love of God, and seek their own profit,
who, for slight and frivolous reabut not the unity of the church,
;

:

—

them

lies, destroy the great and glorious
straining in truth at a gnat, and swallowing a
body of Christ
But all the good they can do, can never compensate the evil of
camel.

sons, rend, and, so far as in
;

schism."

Any

stamp of Montanism

it

would be impossible

to find,

except in

those words of Irenseus where he combats the extreme antimontanistic tendency of those adversaries of John's gospel, who have been men-

When he speaks with so much heat and
tioned on a previous page.^
acrimony against those who refused to acknowledge the prophetic gift
in the church, but looked on everything that pretended to be

prophecy

as nothing but the inspiration of fanaticism or of the evil spirit, charg-

ing them with the unpardonable sin against the Holy Ghost, he departs,
widely indeed from that character of moderation which he uniformly
But
displays, except where he has anything to do with the Gnostics.
this simply shows the great importance which he attached to the extraordinary phenomena of Christian inspiration, as marking the continued
a remark
communication of life to the church by the Holy Spirit
which is confirmed, moreover, by many expressions in his wricmgs. In
for on this point,
this is involved no essential character of Montanism
too, Montanism simply exhibited, as may be gathered from what has
;

;

already been said, the extreme position of a tendency of the religious
Moreover,
spirit which had been existhig long before in the church.
if Irenseus lays stress on the fact, that the prophetic spirit was poured
and if he assumed and believed that
3ut on women as well as men
;

Lib. 1 V. c. 33, ^ b.
From the very manner in which TertulAan, adv. Valentinian, c. 5, notices Ircnaeus,
we may infer that he was no Montanist ;
1

2

otherwise Tertullian would have called
him, as he does Proculus just afterwards,
"noster."
^ See above, pp. 526, 583
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he found proof in 1 Corintli. 11 4, 5, that the prophetic calling, by
an exception to the general rule, authorized women to speak in the
church assemhlies ; even this would aftbrd no conclusive evidence
:

Montanism. But he remarks, at the same time, of
they reduced to nothing those spiritual gifts, which,
l)y the good pleasure of the Father, had been poured out in the last
And the question now is, whether he intimes on the human race.^
tended here tlie effusion of the Holy Spirit connected Avith the first
appearance of Christianity, or one which laid the foundation of a new
If the
special epoch in the progrcvssive development of the church.
latter is the case, he would thus have recognized the mission of the new
prophets, but at the same time have sought to prevent a schism between the communities adhering to these prophets and the rest of the
of his connection with
his ojiponents, that

church.

The principal work of Irenasus, which, for the most part, has come
down to us only in the old verbal Latin translation, together with several
important fragments of the Greek original, is his Refutation of the
Gnostic Si/stem, in five books a work which presents us with the most
;

faithful transcript of his

mind.

we know only by their names. He hima work, wherein he had treated a topic which seems to lie remote fi'om the direction of mind common to these church-teachers
\'iz., " the peculiarities of the style of Paul," his frequent use of hi/perbata.'^
The work, as we may conjecture, did not relate particularly
but the topic
to the peculiar style and phraseology of this apostle
might be occasionally touched upon by Irenseus, in attacking the arbitrary method of the Gnostic exegesis.
He attributes this peculiarity
of Paul's style to the crowd of thoughts pressing for utterance from his
ardeni mind ; ^
an impoi'tant remark in its bearing on the development
of the notion of inspiration
for it in fact implies a distinction of the
divine and the human element,
the consciousness that all is not to be
but that
traced in like manner to the actuation of the Holy Spirit
some regard is to be had also to the form, conditioned by the characSuch a mode of apteristic individuality and self-activity of the man.
prehending the notion of inspiration, by which the informing agency of
the Holy Spirit is not conceived to preclude the natural evolution in
entire harmony with psychological laws, but rather gives that evolution the
form in which it works, is clearly implied also in many of the expressions of TertuUian
as when he assumes that the Apostle Paul did not
supposes in
always follow the same method in his apostolical work
asserts that he
him a progressive development of the Christian spirit
was at fii'st, when the life of grace began in him, stern and uncompropaising ; but afterwards became milder
at first, hke the Neophyte,
pronounced with more emjjhasis his opposition to foi'mer principles
but afterwards learned to moderate this, to become all things to all

Many

writings of Ircnseus,

self cites

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

1

Ut donum

Spiritns fiustrentur,

quod

in

novissiinis tomporibus. secunduin placitum
Patris, ert'iisum est in
'^

Lib. III.

c. 7

:

huinaniim genus.

Quemadniorlum de multis

et flihi

ostendimus hyperbatis

eum

nten-

tern.
^

Propter velocitatem sermonum suomm
impetuin, qui in ipso est, spiritua

et jiroptcr

;
;
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men,^
the

Tv/o opposite elements, that
these church-teachers

case of

:

\o to

say,

came together here

m

the exclusively supranaturalistic

view of inspiration, derived from the Jews, and specially applied by
them to the prophetic element of the Old Testament,
which supposed
an altogether passive state of the soul
and the conception which, after
the analogy of the Christian consciousness, Avas derived from contemplating the apostolical writings in their characteristic individuality,—
a conception, however, which uttered itself only in single occasional
remarks, but without attaining to any systematic and matured form.
We should remark, however, that Montanism, in givmg special promi
nence to the former notion, yet applying it only to the properly pro*
phetic states, led the way, by this very means, to a mode of distinguishing, from this extreme point of ecstatic inspiration, lower stages in which
consciousness was filled by the divine Spirit, but the human self-activity
operated, as it was animated by that Spirit.^
Of the writings belonging to this Father, which we find noticed among
the ancients, we shall mention, besides those already named, only two
letters, possessing an historical importance on account of their object
for they are said to have been the means of healing certain divisions in
the Roman church.
One of these is addressed to Blastus, Avho was
probably a presbyter in the church of Rome.
The fact stated in the
appendix to TertuUian's Prescriptions may have been not without some
foundation
that Blastus had occasioned a division in the Roman
church, by adhering to the custom of Asia Mmor with regard to the
time of holding Easter.
This accords fully with the times of the Roman bishop Victor. Perhaps to this he united also several other Judaizing notions.
The other letter was addressed to Florinus, a presbyter, with whom
Irenaaus, in early youth, had lived in the society of the venerable Polycarp, and who, as it seems, had pushed Monarchianism, or the doctrine
of one only Creator of all existence, to such an extreme, as to make
God the author of evil.-^

—

;

;

Paulus adhuc in gratia rudis, ferventer,
adhuc Neophytus, adversus Judaismum;
postmodum et ipse usu omnibus omnia
1

at

futurus, ut
lib. I. c.

omnes

lucraretur.

c.

Marcion,

20.

:

Thus Tertullian distinguishes what Paul
(1 Corinth. 7) set forth, on the ground of
the common principles of Christianity, as
human counsel, and what he taught as rcvelation of the divine Spirit: Cum ergo, qui se
fidelem dixerat, adjecit postea, Spiritum Dei
se habere, quod nemo dubitaret etiam de
fid ;li. idcirco id dixit, ut sibi a])o<toli fastigium redderet proprie enim apostoli Spiritum Sanctum habent, in operibus prophetise
^

:

et

efficacia

jj Tvepl tov fir/ elvai rbv -debv tzoitjt^v Kanuv. The first part of this title may
doubtless be understood to mean, that Florinus, as a Gnostic Dualist, had denied tlie doctrine of the /lovapx'ia
but with this, the
for the words
second ]iart does not agree
cannot refer to any such fact, as that Florinus held to an absolutely evil principle, or
a Demiurge, as the author of an imperfect
system of the world. In this case, the title
must have run thus Rspl tov fxy elvai &£dv
rdv noL7]Tj]v KaicQv.
Notiiing else, therefore,
can ho understood, thah that it was the design of Irenaeus to show iiow the Monarchian
doctrine ought to be maintained, so as not
to make the /^m up yv the upxy rijv icaKoiv

fiovapxtag,

virtutum

guarum, non ex
hortat. castiiatis,

documentisque

parte, (juod

caeteri.

lin-

Ex-

c. 5.

^ From the title of the book, as it is c?ted
by Eusebius, 1. V. c. 26, it is ditficult to make
out what there was peculiar in the o]iinions
The title is as follows: Ilepl
of Florinus.

;

:

and that Florin,

therefore,

had made God

the author of evil, either by tcuiliing a system
of absolute predestination.
which many
uneducated Christians derived finm passages
of the Old Testament, too liteiaily understood, (according to Origen, Philocal. c. 1

—
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One of Irenoeus' disciples, according to Photius,i was Hippoljtus,
who took an important place among the ecclesiastical writers belonging

Of his works, however, but a
True, the testimony of Photius does not
Bufiice of itself to establish bej'ond a doubt, that he was a disciple of
Irenneus
but since, as appears evident from his citation, he had before his eyes certain statements of Hippolytus liimself respecting his
since there is nothing in this writer's theological
relations to Irenneus
drift, so far as we can understand it from the fragments and titles of
liis works,
if we may form any judgment, from these titles, of the subwhich contradicts
ject-matter and tendency of his labors as an author,
to the first half of the third centurj.

few fragments

still

remain.

:

;

—

this

—

supposition, but, on the

much which

contrary,

favors

we may

it,

allow the fact to have been so.

But as neither Eusebius nor Jerome waa
Hippolytus Avas a bishop.
name the city in which he was bishop, we can say nothing more
and neither those later accounts, which transfer
definite on the matter
Ills bishopric to Arabia,^ nor the others, which place it in the neighborCertainly, there is much in
hood of Rome,^ deserve consideration.
fa\'or of the supposition, that his field of labor Avas in the East
but, on
the other hand, much also which seems to show that it was in the West.
Both of these suppositions easily admit of being reconciled with each
and the very
other, by distmguishing the different periods of his life
circumstance, that his field of labor was at different times
different
countries, may have been the occasion of the indefiuiteness which we
observe in the ancient accounts.
The complete list of his writings is obtained by comparing the testimonies in Eusebius and Jerome ; the notices of his works which are
found on his statue,* dug up in the year 1551, near Rome, on the road
the accounts of Photius and the catalogue of Ebedjesu,^ a
to Tivoli
Nestorian author in the thirteenth century.
From this list we see that
he composed works on a variety of subjects, exegetical, dogmatic, poable to

;

;

;

m

;

lemical,

We

;

and chronological

shall

;

mention none of

besides homilies.
his writings, except those which,

£17: ToLavravnoXau.iiuvovreg'KeplTov-dEov,
irepl tov o/iotutou kuI udiKururov
cv&pcj-ov,)
or by making God the croator
of an absolutely evil beinj;;, whether a
conscious or an tinconscioiis one (a I'/Lt?.)
Again, if Florin had barely cntLMtained one
of the common Gnostic doctrines concerning
the origin of evil, Ircnseus would not have
said, that no other heretic had ever as yet
ventured to bring forward such views. Anil,
niori'over, when pjusel)ius says, that Florin

bnola ov6s

—

on account

God, he fell into the other extreme, and
su])posed an independent principle of evil
cxistinj:- out of God.

terns.) it seems certainly to follow from this,
that the previous doctrines of Florin were
iiot (iiioslic.
may conceive, then, that,
when Florin jjcreeived the uiitenableness of

Cod. 121.
Aceordinr; to the conjectui'e of some
author,'^, Tortus Ixonianus, or Aden in Arabia
a rcjiort which perhaps oi-i<iinatcd in
a misconcejition of the passage in Eusebius,
1. VI. c. 20.
^ Port us ]?omanus, Ostia.
* He is represented sitting on his ejiiscopal chair, Kudet\M or ^^iphvoQ: under him
is the Eastcr-cyele of sixteen years, which
he prejjared, KavCiv iKKaukKaerypivog, upon
which there is a critical essay in the second
vol. of Ideier's Ilandbuch der Chronologic,
An engraving of the monument
]). 214.
it.^clf is to be found in the first vol. of Fabricius' edition of the works of Hippolytus.
^ In Assemani Bibliotheca orientalis, T

a theory which placed the cause of evil in

III.

8ul)se(piently

ried

had allowed

away by

hiiiiself to

be car-

the doctrines of Valentine,

and IrenaMis had

i)een

induced by

this fact

to write his book, 7Tfpio}(ioa(5of, against him,
(see above the account of the Cinostic sys-

We

^

''

;

—

P L

:
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worthy of notice in an historical pomt
In respect to those of an exegetical character, Jerome sij^i&es, that he anticipated Origen in giving the example of more full and
of the topics they discuss, are
of view.

copious expositions of scripture, and that Origen's friend Ambrosius
had advised the latter to follow the same plan. He must ajso have
somewhere met with Origen, either at Alexandria, in Palestine, or Arabia
since Jerome cites a homily of Hippolytus in praise of the
Saviour, which he had pronounced in Origen's presence.^
His exegesis, if we may judge from the few remaining fragments, was of the alle;

gorizing kind.

In the catalogue of his writings found on the ancient monument
'Tmp tov Kard, 'luavvijv evayyeTiiov kq}. dnoKaXvrpeug.
occurs a work
This Can
hardly be a commentary on these two books of scripture, though Jerome seems to cite a commentary of Hippolytus on the Apocalypse
but the title denotes rather a treatise in defence of these books.
The
title which Ebedjesu gives to the work also agrees with this supposition.
We must conceive it, then, to have been the design of this treatise to
:

;

defend the genuineness of these scriptural books, and to vindicate them
against the objections of the Alogi.
If, ^n this case, it Avould appear
that Hippolytus was an opponent of the ultra-Antimontanists, yet with
this accords the fact, also, that he had written a work on the charismata?
It might be taken into consideration, moreover, that by
Stephanus Gobarus the judgments of Hippolytus and of Gregory of
Nyssa, respecting the Montanists, are set one against the other so
that we may conclude the former belonged with the defenders of the
Montanists.
Whether the KE(puXaia npbg Taiov, which Ebedjesu ascribes
to him, ought here to be brought also into the account, (^upon the supposition, namely, that this Caius was the warm opponent of Montanism,)
cannot be certainly determined.
work against thirty-two heresies is cited as belonging to Hippoly
tus.
It ends, according to Photius, with the heresy of Noetus.
He
stated, as Photius cites, that he had availed himself in this work of a
;

A

by Irengeus against these false teachers.^ His treaagainst Noetus, which has been preserved, and probably formed the
conclusion of the work, we have alluded to on a former occasion.
series of discourses
tise

We

have besides from him a writing of little importance, concerning
Antichrist, with which also Photius was acquainted.
The same com-

from him a commentary on Daniel, from which he adduces
the noticeable fact,* that Hippolytus set the end of the world at five
hundred years after the birth of Christ. In the circumstance of his
piler cites

fixing

on a period more remote than

in the early church,

we discern the

the church then enjoyed
Perhaps much

tranquil

to be
times which

under Alexander Severus.

would be thrown on
the history of the Epiphany and Christmas
"festivals, if these homilies had been preserved
1

was commonly repi'esented

it

effect of the

lijrht

o our times.
^ It cannot be determined with entire cerlAinty, whether this work bore the title
ATToaroXiKT/ napuSooLg Trtpl x^-pi-OfJ-uruv, or
whether the work on the charismata and

the exhibition of the apostolic tradition were
two ditierent productions,
The words of Photius are: Tavrai
(ruf a/ptcrttf) 61 (pyalv £/ley^ojf vttoiSTlti&^vcu
dniXoiivrog Yilprjvaiov uv /cat avvcnpiv 6 'IttTro/lvrof TTotov/isvog
rode rd I3l/3/uov
avvTETaxevai.
* Cod. 202.
'^

^6

^

;
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In the list of the writings of Hippoljtus, found on the monument of
It is scarcewhich we have spoken, occurs a nporpemiKbv irpdc 'LEfH^ptivav.
ly to be doubted, that this is the same treatise from which Theodoret,
in his ipaviarnc, quotes several passages, under the title of a letter to a
queen or empress, (Trpdf ^aaili6n, ) which passages Fabricius has collecThe subject-matter of them corted in his edition of Hippoljtus.
It is
responds with the title which the work bears on the monument.
an exposition of the doctrines of the Christian faith for the use of a
The Severina referred to must therefore have been a
heathen lady.
queen or empress. But the name Severina can hardly be quite
and there is every reason to supit should be Severa
correct
pose it was Severa, the wife of the emperor Philip, the Arabian.
;

—

;

—

The theological development of the North-African Church preserved
The theological spirit that
a character altogether peculiar to itself.
prevailed here was continually shaping itself into a more settled form,
and afterwards,
from the time of Tertullian to that of Augustin
through Augustin, acquired the greatest influence over the whole West
;

ern church.
first rep
tendency in the North-African church,
and as a representative of the Montanistic mode of thinking. He was
a man of an ardent and profound spirit, of warm and deep feelings
inclined to give himself up, with his whole soul and strength, to the
object of his love, and sternly to repel everything that was foreign from
this.
He possessed rich and various stores of knowledge which had
been accumulated, however, at random, and without scientific arrangement.
His profoundness of thought was not united with logical clearness and sobriety
an ardent, unbridled imagination, moving in a world
of sensuous images, governed him.
His fiery and positive disposition,
and his previous training as an advocate or rhetorician, easily impelled

Tertullian presents special claims to attention, both as the

resentative of the theological

;

:

When he
him, especially in controversy, to rhetorical exaggerations.
defends a cause, of whose truth he Avas convinced, we often see in him
the advocate, whose sole anxiety is to collect together all the arguments
which can help his case, it matters not whether they are true arguments
and in such cases the very exuberance of
or only plausible sophisms
his wit sometimes leads him astray from the simple feeling of truth.
What must render this man a })hcnomenon presenting special claims to
the attention of the Christian historian is the fact, that Christianity is
the inspiring soul of his life and thoughts
that out of Christianity an
but the
entirely new and rich inner world develojjed itself to his mind
leaven of Christianity had first to penetrate through and completely
refine that fiery, bold, and withal rugged nature.
We find the new
and the tang which it has contracted there, may
wine in an old bottle
easily embarrass the inexperienced judge.
Tertullian often had more
within him than he was able to express
the overflowing mind was at a
He had to create a language
loss for suitable forms of phraseology.
;

;

:

;

:

J

See

vol. I. p. 126.
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—

new spiritual matter,
and that out of the rude Punic Latin. without the aid of a logical and grammatical education, and as he was
hurried along in the current of thoughts and feelings by his ardent
nature.
Hence the often difficult and obscure phraseology but hence,
for the

;

and striking turns

too, the original

hence

this great

church- teacher,

modes of representation. And

in his

who

unites great gifts with great

fail-

been so often misconceived by those who could form no friendship with the spirit which dwelt in so ungainly a form.
Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullianus was born, probably at
Carthage, in the later times of the second century.
His father was a
centurion in the service of the proconsul at Carthage.
He was, at
first, an advocate, or perhaps a rhetorician
nor did he embrace Christianity until he had arrived at the age of manhood.
He then obtained,
if Jerome's account is correct, the office of presbyter
whether at
Rome or at Carthage is, however, doubtful. The latter place is, in itself, the most probable
since in different writings, composed at different times, he discourses like one who was settled in Carthage
though
the reports of Eusebius and Jerome speak for the former.^
Tertullian's conversion to Montanism may be satisfactorily explained from its
affinity Avith the original bent of his mind and of his feelings.
His writings run through the widest range of topics relating to Christian doctrine and to Christian life
and it is here particularly important
to distinguish those of his works which bear the stamp of Montanism,
from those in which there are no traces of that error.'-^
ings, has

;

;

;

;

;

1

The words

of Eusebius,

1.

II. c. 2: rtl'v

my Monograph

may

be found

S]jirit

of Tertullian.

in

on the
add a

do not say
directly, that when a Christian he took an
important phice in tlie Roman cliureii but,
according to the connection, may very well
mean, that, before his conversion to Christianity, he stood in higli re])ute at Home as
a jurisconsult (for the arliitrary translation
of Rufinus
"inter nostros scriptores ad-

against what I have asserted, by Dr.
von Colin. The passage concerning fasts
and mortifications cannot at all be considered as an evidence of the ]\Iontanism of
the author; for a voluntary aaKvmr was certainly resorted to by many who were no

modmn

Montaiiists.

HuTuara inl

'Fu/itjc

"kainroCiv,

;

—

— must

clarus "
hut we

rejected:)

still infer,

at

all

might then,

events
lo

lie

that, if Tertullian lived at

i)e

>^u;v.

Komc

when a Heathen, and enjoyed there so high
a reputation, it is also probable that he \v.i5
there

first

clothed with

a

spiritual

ottice.

Jerome says that he had been moved to
embrace Montanism, by the envy and calumnies of the Roman clergy.
But such stories,
with which the ancient fathers were so iiit
impose on themselves, are always very
suspicious; because the inclination was hut
too strong to ascribe invariably to some outward cause any defection from the Catholic
to

church to the heretics and Jerome, in particular, although he respected the cathedra
;

Petri in the

Roman

church, was yet inclined

repeat over bad stories about the Roman
who had occasioned hiin so much
annoyance during his residence in Rome,
He
especially after the death of Damasus.
was particularly prone to accuse them of
envy towards great talents.
^
more full investigation of this topic
to

clergy,

A

few remarks

in

I will here only

reference to the objections

made

The

expression,

''

jejunia con-

jiingere," might, although not necessarily,
l)c

understood as

—

referririg to a

— not Mon-

siijicrpositio, (continuation of fasting from Friday to Satnrrhvj, on which no
Mwiiianist fasted.) Besides, the whole manner in which jienitence is here s]ioken of,
the s])irit of gentleness which breathes
through every remark, does not savor of

taiu-^tic

Montanism. As to the woj-k on the prescripdo not find myself led, in reviewing
it, to alter my ojiinion of it, as not having
originated in Montanism. The words, "alius
lihclhis hunc graduin sustinebit," contr. Mar
cion. 1, 1. c. 2, Tertullian might use con
cerning a work written already, no mattei
whether by himself or by some other jier
From
son, personifying it as an advocate.
the circumstance, that, in the symbol of
tions, I

faith,

c.

nothing

the doctrine of creation from
particularly prominent, it by
follows, that he had already had

13,

is

no means

made

Ilermogenes for,
even in the controversy with the Guosiics,

to sustain a conflict with

:
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It is a question difficult to determine, whether Teiiullian always remained in the same connection with the Montanistic party, or whether,
at some later period, he again inclined more to the Catholic church,
and endeavored to strike out a middle path hetween the two parties.
The reports of Au^ustin ^ and of Prcedestinatus,^ as well as the account
given by the latter ^ of a Montanistic work of Tertullian, in which he
labors to diminish tlie number of controverted points between tlie two
parties, favor indeed the latter supposition
and on this hypothesis
many writings of Tertullian which are moderately Montanistic, or
which merely border on Montanism, might be assigned to a different
period of his life.
These accounts, however, are not sufficiently worthy
of credit.
From the disposition of Tertullian, it may easily be conceived, that he would persevere in the mode of thinking he had once
shaped out for himself, and only become the more obstinate by opjosition.
The distinct sect of TertiiUianisfs, which a] ears to have
existed in the fifth centui-y at Carthage, furnishes no evidence in favor
;

i]

of that supposition

for it is possible tbat this sect, holding to the pecuof Tertullian, had been formed at a later period, when
separated from the correspondence with the Montanistic churches in
;

liar opinions

Asia.

The study of Tertullian's writings had manifestly an important influence on the development of Cypa-ian as a doctrinal writer. Jerome
states, after a tradition which was said to have come from a secretary of
Cyprian, that tlie latter was in the habit of reading something daily
from the writings of Tertullian, whom he was accustomed to call em])hatically the Teacher^
Concerning the character, the labors, and the most important
writings of Cyprian, we have already said enough in various places.
We shall only mention here a remarkable work of Cyprian's, his three
books of testimonies, (tcstimonia,) consisting of a collection of the
most important passages of the Bible, to prove that Jesus is the Messiah promised in the Old Testament, and to serve as a foundation for
the scheme of Christian faith and morals. The collection was intended
for the use of a certain Quirinus, who had requested the bishop to draw
this article

was necessarily made a promi-

which the
words there stand, intimates that it was the

nent point; and the connection

in

Gnostics, ratiier than Hermojicnes, whom
Besides, it is certain from
he had in mind.
c 30, that, when Tertullian wrote this hook,
llermoftenes had already come out with his
peculiar opinions ; but it cannot possit)ly he
proved, that Hermot^encs mijj;ht not have
broached his opinions a {rreat while before

Tertullian wrote his book a^.:ainst him.
From the cursory maimer in which Tertuilian speaks of him in the Prescriptions, we
iniLrht conjecture, that he was then considered bv him as a j)erson of no j^rcat imporlance; and that it was not until the Montauistic interest was superadded to otiier occasions
of hostility, that lie was led to enjraire in a
more detailed attack of the doctrines of

Hcrmogenes. The way in which he speaks
of the emanation of the Lo^'os, cannot be
called Montanistic
for he expresses himself after the same manner in the ApoloK^'ticus, confessedly not a Montanistic writ;

in^', c. 21.

And

de ])aticntia,

c.

in the hook
the remarks om

on the passaj;e
1,

compare

pay;e 619.
i

^
8

*

Hffires. 86.

n
n
Da

gg,
og.

ma^ristrum. said he to his secretary;

Jerome de viris iliustribus. c. 5.3. To see
what use he makes of Tertidlian's wiitin^s. compare particularly the writinn^s of
Cyprian de oratione dominica and de paiiwith Tertullian's treatises on the same
subjects; and de idolorum vanitate with
eiitia

the A|>olojieticus.
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up for him, as a daily exercise and aid to the memory, a short abstract
of this sort, embracing the essential points of scriptural faith and practice.
As Cyprian calls him " my son," it cannot have been a bishop

whom Cyprian had prepared a collection of this sort,
be used as a guide in imparting religious instruction.^ When we
compare together the introduction to the second and to the third books,
it becomes very probable, that the individual to whom Cyprian wrote
was a layman of his own church, whom he would assist in making himself perfectly familiar with the practical truths and most important
rules bearing on all the principal relations of the Christian life.This
collection, then, would serve to show the intimate connection subsisting
between the bishop and those members of his flock who were solicitous
about the welfare of their souls, and the anxiety he felt to bring
each individual to a more famihar acquaintance with the divine word ;
a wish which he particularly expresses in the beautiful words at the
" More strength will be imconclusion of the preface to the first book
parted to thee, and the insight of thy understanding will continually
grow clearer, if thou searchest more carefully through the Old and
New Testament, and diligently perusest all parts of the holy scriptures ;
for I have only drawn for thee a little out of the divine fountain to send
or presbyter for
tc

:

thee in the
thyself,

mean

time.

when, with

Thou canst drink more copiously and

us, thou also

satisfy

approachest to the same fountain of

divine fulness, to drink after the same manner."

The particular rules, which Cyprian sets forth and supports with passages from scripture, evince the deep interest which he took in counteracting the erroneous notion, that it would be possible to satisfy the
demands of the gospel and to obtain salvation by a mere outward profession and observance of Christian ceremonies
but at the same time
also show how important he felt it to be, that the laity should be deeply
impressed with reverence for the priestly order, understood according to
the j}rinciple3 of the Old Testament.
In the same country, not long after Cyprian, followed a writer known
to us only by a production of some importance on account of its bearing on the history of Christian manners and of Christian worship,
namely, Commodian.^ His work is composed in verse, and entitled
;

Rules of Living (Instructiones, exhortations and admonitions.) He
describes himself in the preface as one who had formerly been devoted
to Paganism, and had been led by the study of the Bible to see the
1

As we might

be led to suppose from
beginninjr, '' quibns non

the words at

tlie

tarn tractasse,

quam

tractantilius

praebuisse videamur."

we

On

materiam

this supposition

could only presume, that he had prepared the collectioil as an assistant for a deaoon or a catechist, a doctor audientinm. But
the following words show, that the collecion was also designed for the purpose of
impressing deeply on the memory, by frequent perusal, certain important passages
:and doctrines of scripture. It must have

been intenrled, then, to serve at the same
time as a guide for tlie religious teacher,
and as a manual for the catechumens. The
view expressed above, however, is the most
natural one.
^ Q^xise,

sunt,

esse facilia et utilia legentibus posin breviarum pauca digesta et

dum

velociter

perleguntur et frequenter iteran-

tur.
^ Gennadius, (c. 15,) has nothing more to
say about him, than what might be gathereu
by any one out of his writings

;

COMMODIAN.
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vanity of Paganism, and to embrace the Christian faith. ^

lie intimates

that as he beheved, with the great majority, death to be the end of

man's ])ersonal existence, he was especially attracted by the jiromise of
an eternal and divine life, which was presented to him in the scrij>
tures.2
He complains of himself as one who, by falling into sin after
baptism, had subjected himself to the penance of the church
this he
:

confesses in his address to the poenitentes,^

der themselves

to mortification for their sins,

whom

he exhorts

but not to despair

and the right means of cure, and not

after the physician

to surren;

seek

to

to separate

And in encouraging his Christian breththemselves from the church.*
ren to the conflict, he says that he does not in self exaltation address
them as the just one.^ Considering the extent to which the hierarchical element flourished in North Africa, it is the more remarkable to observe how he ventures, though a layman, to admonish and censure even
While avaricious teachers allowed themselves to be bribed
the clerg3^
by presents, or induced, by the respect of persons, to be silent, where
they ought to have reproved smful conduct, he felt constrained to rouse
the misled laity out of their security.^
We discern the more free spirit,
incapable of bowing the knee to priestly dignity, which had passed over
to him from the study of the Bible, by which he had been led to Christianity.
The Christian spirit, however, in these admonitions, which
evince so lively a zeal for good morals, is disturbed by a material Jewish element, a crass Chiliasm
as for example, when it is affirmed that
the lordly masters of the world should in the millennium do menial ser;

vice for the saints.'

The work was composed at a time when the church enjoyed quiet,
perhaps under the reign of Gallienus, and refers to the recent persecutions, to the multitude of the lapsed, to the schisms of Felicissimus and
Novatian.
The author testifies himself, that he wrote in the third
century.^

We

have

still

mention here, as belonging

to

same church, Armore pjarticularly his

to the

nobius, although he discovers a doctrinal training

own, and the spirit of the North-African church, at least in the time
when he appeared as a Christian author, seems to have exercised no
influence on him ;
a fact which may be accounted for, if we consider

—

'

Ego Biniilitcr erravi tempore niulto,
Fano piowquendo, parcntibus insciis

6

ipsis,

(His parents were Pagans, wliich class is
denoted throughout this work hy the term
"insciis.

'

dum

exspectant

munera

personas, laxant singula vobis
Kt ego [non doleo, sed cogor dicere Terum.
]

me tandem

And

inde, legendo de lege.

Gens et ogo fui perversa mente moratus,
Et Titiuii isfiiis sjeculi veram esse putiibam,
MortenKiue similiter sicut vos judicabnm adesse
Cuin seniel exisset, animum peiiisse defunctum.

afterwards
Observas raandatum bominis
:

(the clergy) et Del

devitics.
;

Tu

fidis niuneri.

Ut

Uiceaiit,

Me

Namque, fatebor eiiim, unum me ex vobis adesse
Terrorem(iuc limiueiuluni sens! ipse ruiuam.
Tdcirco commoneo vulneratos cautius ire.
N. 49.
:

*

doctores,

AuTument

N. 26.
•

:

quidam

° Si

)

Abstuli

Justus ego non sum, fratres, de cloaca levatus
Noc me supertoUo, sed doleo vestri.
N. 61.

Poenltens es factus, noctibus dicbnsque precare
Attameu a niatre noli disccdere longe.
Et tibi niisericors poterit alds.simus esse.
Ta si Tulnus habes, herbam medicumque require.

quo

doctfires ora procludunt,

neque dicant tibi jussa divina.
vera dicente, sieut teueris, prospice Sunimum.
"''

1

Nobilesque

viri,

sub antichristo devicto, (NetO

who «a.s to burn Konie,)
Ex prjcrepfo Dei nirsum viventcs

in tcro

"'!'«. q'"J«^'n' »"">^' "t servisnt Sanctis et a'.to
Sub jugo servili, ut portent victualia coUo. N. 80

:

9

Kt si parvulitas
FuistU infantes

sic sen.sit,
;

nuiuquid

cur annis dacontis
et

semper

eritis ?

N. 6
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manner in wliicli he seems to have come to Chris
through the reading of the New Testament, especially the gospels.
He was a rhetorician of Sicca, in Numidia, under the reign of
the emperor Diocletian.^
Hi^ writings bear testimony of the literary
acquirements considered necessary for a rhetorician in so considerable
Jerome narrates in his chronicle, that Arnobius, who till then
a city.
had ever been an enemy to Christianity, was moved by a dream to embrace the faith
but that the bishop, to whom he applied, knowing his
hostility to Christianity, would not trust him, and that hence Arnobius
was led to write his apologetical work, (the septem libros disputationum
adversus gentes,) to prove to him the honesty of his convictions. This
story has come to be suspected as a foreign interpolation
for certainly
it stands here wholly out of place.
That all this should have taken
place in the twentieth year of Constantine, (in the year 326,) is a manifest anachronism.
Arnobius appears, moreover, like one who had been
led to the faith after a long protracted examination, and not by a
sadden impression from dreams. The work does not show the novice,
who was still a catechumen, but a man already mature in his convictions, if he was not orthodox according to the views of the church.
At the same time, however, we are not warranted for these reasons
to reject the narrative entirely.
We have already had occasion to remark,^ how, by such impressions, many were prepared for conversion.
By this, indeed, it is not meant to be asserted, that his conversion was
due wholly to such impressions
his own work, we must admit,
would speak against this.
But if Arnobius was devoted, as it is evident from the passages about to be cited that he was, to blind heathen
superstition, it is so much the less improbable, that powerful outward
impressions were requisite, in order that the zealous Pagan might be
induced, in the first instance, to enter upon the examination of Christianity.
But, however this may have been, it seems probable that he
had been convinced of the truth for some time before he offered himself for baptism
a fact easily explained, especially when we consider the circumstances of the times.
His apologetical work seems to
have been written, it is true, inconsequence of an impulse from within,
and not by any outward occasion. But it may have been, also, that
his determination to make a public profession of Christianity, and to
appear as a public defender of Christianity, had been conceived at one
and the same time, and that it was with this determination he proceeded to the bishop.
Subsequently, the bishops were often too little
disposed to mistrust those who became Christians from outward motives.
But that a bishop, in these dubious times of the church, when
he saw before him a man who had expressed himself with bitterness
against Christianity, should fear that he had to do with a malicious spy,
And now, for the purpose of dispelhng his doubts
is not so improbable.
He speaks of the change
at once, Arnobius produces his Ajwlogy.
which had been wrought in himself by Christianity, in the following
blind infatuation
But a short time ago, I worshipped
manner ^ "
the free, iudependent
tianitj,

;

;

;

;

—

:

^

Hieronvm. de

—

!

vir. illustr. c. 79.

^

See

vol. I. p. 75.

^

Lib.

I. c.

39
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the images that had just come from the furnace of the smith, the gods
When I saw a
that had been shajied on the anvil and by the hammer.

smooth worn stone, besmeared with oil, I addressed it, as if a living
power were there, and from the senseless stone prayed for benefits to
myself, thus doing foul dishonor even to the gods, whom I esteemed as
such, when I supposed them to be wood, stone, or bones, or imagined
that they dwelt in such things.
Now that I have been led by so great
a Teacher in the way of truth, I know what all that is."
As to the time when Arnol)ius wrote his work, he gives it himself,
when he says,^ that it was 1050 years, or not much less, since the building of Rome.
This would coincide, according to the ^ra Varroniana,
then commonly adojted, (the building of Rome being 7o3 B. €.,) with
But this cannot stand so since
the year 297 of the Christian era.
the work contains evident allusions to those persecutions under Diocletian which first broke out in the year 303.2 \\q j^ust, therefore, either
suppose, that Arnobius adopted some other era than the common one,
or that the exact muuber did not occur to hini,^ or that he had written
on the work at different times. He says to the Heathen * " If you were
animated by a pious zeal for your religion, you should long ago have
rather burned those writings, and demolished those theatres, in which
For
the scandal of the gods is daily made public in shameless plays.
why did our scriptures deserve to be committed to the flames, and our
places of assembly to be destroyed, in which the Supreme God is worshipped, peace and blessing invoked on all who are in authority, on the
army and the emperor, joy and peace on the living and those who have
been liberated from the bonds of the flesh
in which nothing else is
heard, but what is calculated to make men humane, gentle, modest, and
pure ready to communicate of their substance, and to become kinsmen
"
of all those who are united in the same bond of brotherhood ?
Moreover, the objection bi'ought by the Heathens against Christianity, which moved Arnobius to write, (as he says himself,) i)idicates the
for it was precisely the same charge
point of time in which he wrote
which had occasioned the Dioclesian persecution ; namely, the pubUc
calamities, which had arisen because the worship of the gods had been
supplanted by Christianity, and because men no longer enjoyed their
protection and aid.
Arnobius justly replies to this " If men, instead
of relying on tlicir own wisdom, and following their own devices, would
but make the ex{)eriment of following the salutary and peace-bringing
doctrines of Chiist, how soon would the face of the Avorld l)e changed,
and iron, instead of subserving the art of wai", be converted into implements of peace "
;

:

;

—

;

;

:

!

Important as the Rormn church l)ecame, through its outward eccleand through the influence of the political element of
the Roman spirit on the development of the church, yet it was from

siastical influence,

*

Lib. II.

'

See vol.
This is

8

c.

tlie

for certainly the

VOL.

not acturate. Thus, lib. I. c. 13, he says:
Treceiiti sunt anni fcrme, minus vel plaa

71.

I. p.

I.

147.

most natural supposition
chronology of Arnobius is

;

44

aliquid,
*

ex quo (wpimus esse Christiani

Lib. IV.

c.

36.
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first comparatively barren in respect to all theological science.
The
care for the outward being of the cliurch, which here became predom-

the

seems earlj

to have suppressed the interest in theology as a sciindividuals appear to have distinguished themselves ag
ecclesiastical authors, among the Roman clergy, neither of whom, how-

inant,

But two

ence.

compared perhaps with a Tertullian, a Clement, or an
whom we have already noticed as an
opponent of the Montanists, and the presbyter Novatian, who has also
been mentioned. Of the writings of the former, none have come down
CO us.
Of the latter, we have some brief expositions of the more imever, could be

Origen,

— the

pi'esbyter Caius,

portant Christian doctrines, particularly of the doctrine of Christ's divinand of the Trinity. According to Jerome, (§ 70,) this work was

ity,

an abstract of a larger work by Tertullian. At all events, however,
this author was something more than a mere follower in the direction
of some other man's mind.
He shows that he had a mind of his own.
Without possessing the power and depth of TertuUian, he had a more
decidedly intellectual bent.^
Next we have from him a writing on the Jewish laivs respecting food,
consisting of a playful allegorical exposition of them, with the design
to show, that they are no longer obligatory on Christians.^
We see
from this production, that it was written by a bishop, removed at a distance from his church by persecution, who was in the habit of constant
correspondence with them, and sought to guard them from being led
all which suits perfectly to a
astray by Pagans, Jews, and heretics
Roman church, Rome being the r'^sidence of a multitude of Jews. The
only difficulty is, to see how this writing could have come from a presbyter
the author speaks as no one, at that time, but a bishop, could
We know, moreover, from the letter of Cornespeak to his church.
lius, that, during the Decian persecution, Novatian had not removed
;

;

—

from Rome.

We

must therefore

call to

mind the

relation in

which No-

vatian stood to the churches which acknowledged him as their bishop

and

it is

;

the most natural hypothesis, that he wrote this Avork under the

first persecution of Valerian,^ by which so many bishops were separated
from their churches.
We may mention last, as belonging to the Roman church, a man
whose feUcitous and dramatic representations, seized from the life, replete with good sense, and pervaded by a lively Christian feeling, give
Minnhim an important place among the Apologists of this period
cius Felix, who, according to Jerome, before his conversion to ChrisHe Uved,
tianity, had acquired reputation at Rome as an advocate.
probably, in the first half of the third century, but before Cyprian,
who availed himself of his writings. We have already had occasion to

—

'

Novatian's adversary, the

Roman

op Cornelius, seems, in Euseb.

1.

VI.

bishc.

43,

manifestly to allude to this writing, when
6 doyfinTia-nic, 6 rrjg
he calls Novatian
tKK?i7^maaTM?/g eniarT/fnic vKepaamaTTjc.
doubtless
hints also at the
remark which
fact, that such a phenomenon was not so
Rommon among the clergy of Rome.
:

A

^ Jgrome names this work as one which
came from Novatian, and also two others,
on the sabbath and on circumcision, cited

by Novatian

as

two

letters

that

had

pre-

church in which
he designed to show quJE sit rerf
circumcisio et quod verum sabbatum.
^ See vol. I. p. 137.

ceded

letters

this letter to his

:

:

CLEMENT.
liAdke

some extracts from

this
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Apologctical Dialogue, which

is

entitled

the Octavius.

We pass now to the teachers of the Alexandrian school, concerning
whose relation to the progressive development of the church, we havfi
spoken in a previous part of this history.
Of the individual whom we
find named as the first eminent teacher of this school, Pantceyms^
(iiavTrtiwf,)
the philosopher converted to Christianity, no written
remains have reached us.
Our only knowledge of him is through his
disciple Clement.
Titus Flavius (7/e/>2gws first became a Christian at the age of manhood
hence he classed himself with those who abandoned the sinful service
of Paganism for faith in the Redeemer, and received from him the forHe

convinced himself of the truth of Chrishad acquired an extensive knowledge of
the systems of religion and the philosophy of divine things known at
his time in the cultivated world.^
This free spirit of inquiry, which
had conducted him to Christianity, led him, moreover, after he had become a Christian, to seek the society of eminent Christian teachers of
different tendencies of mind in different countries.
He infonns us,^
that he had had various distinguished men as his teachers an Ionian in
Greece one from Coelo-Syria one in Magna Grecia, (Lower Italy,)
who came originally from Egypt an Assyrian in Eastern Asia (doubtless Syria ;) and one of Jewish descent, in Palestine.
He finally
took up his abode in Egypt, where he met with the greatest Gnosticus,
who had penetrated most profoundly into the spirit of scripture. Tliis
last was doubtless none other than Pantsenns.
Eusebius not only explains it so, but also refers to a passage of Clement * in his Hypotyposes,
where he had named him as his instructor. Perhaps when Pantaenus
entered on the missionary tour which has been mentioned before, Clegiveness of their sins.^
tianity

by

free inquiry, after he

:

;

;

;

ment became

his successor in

the office of catechist, and at the

same

a presbyter in the Alexandrian church.
The persecution under Septimius Severus, in the year 202, probably compelled
him to retire from Alexandria.''' But after this juncture the history of
his life and place of his residence are involved in great obscurity.
We
only know, that, in the beginning of the reign of the emperor Caracalla,
he was at Jerusalem, whither e .en at this early period many Christians,
especially ecclesiastics, were accustomed to travel, partly for the purpose of surveying with their own eyes the places rendered sacred by
the memorials of religion, partly for the benefit which might be derived from a more familiar knowledge of these countries, in elucidating
Alexander, bishop of Jerusalem, who was at that time
the scriptures.
in prison on account of the faith, recommended him to the church at
Antioch, whither he was travelling, by a letter, in which he called him
time, or

1

still

Pffidnpo?

later,

lib. II. c. 8,

2 YidvTuiv (Jtu

f.

176.

neipag ^Ai?tjv uv7)p.

Praparat. Evangel,

lib. II. c. 2.

Euseb.

»

Strom.

*

Lib. VI.

&

Euseb.

lib. I.

f.

274.

c. 1.3.

lib.

VI.

c. 1.
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a virtuous and tried
the Antiochians.i

man, and intimated that he was alreadj'known

tc

We have thj'ee ivorks from his hand, wliich form, as it were, a connected series
since his starting point is the idea, that the divine
ieacher of mankind, the Logos, first conducts the rude Heathen, sunk
in sin and idolatry, to the faith
then progressively reforms their lives
by moral precepts and finally elevates those who have undergone this
moral purification to the profounder knowledge of divine things, which
he calls G-nosis.
Thus the Logos appears first exhorting sinners to
repentance, converting the Heathen to the faith ( 7rporpe7rn«6f ;) then
as forming the life and conduct of the converted by his discipline
(^Tvatdayuyog
and finally, as a teacher of .the Gnosis to those who are
y
purified.^
This fundamental idea is the conducting thread of his three
works, which still remain,
the ajyologetical or protrej^tic ; the ethical
or pedagogic
and the one containing the elements of the Crnosis, or the
Stroraata.3
Clement was not a man of systematic mind. Many heterogeneous elements and ideas, which he had received in his various intercourse with different minds, were brought together in him
a fact
which occasionally becomes evident in his Stromata, and which must
have been still more clearly evinced in his IL/jyoti/poses, hereafter to be
noticed, if Photius rightly apprehended him.
By occasional lightning
flashes of mind, he operated, without doubt, to excite the minds of his
disciples and readers, as we see particularly in the example of Origen.
Many fragmentary ideas, sketched with masterly power, and containing
the germs of a thorough, systematic theological system, lie scattered
in his works, amidst a profusion of vain and hollow speculations.
As regards his Stromata, it was his express design in this work, as he
testifies in many places, to bring together a chaotic assemblage of truth
and error out of the Greek philosophers and the systems of the Christian sects, in connection with fragments of the true Gnosis. Each should
find out for himself what suited his case
it was his aim to excite rather
than to teach and he often purposely only hinted at the truth, where
he might fear to give oSence to the believers, (mari.Koic,') who were as
yet incapable of comprehending these ideas.
The eighth book of this
;

;

;

;

—

:

—

;

;

work

is

wanting

fragment of dialectical investigations, which
under the name of the eighth book of the Stromata,

for the

;

at present appears

evidently does not belong to this work.
tius,

the eighth book was already

As

early as the times of Pho-

lost.*

We have to regret the loss of the vmrunuaEic of Clement,^ in which
he probably gave samples of dogmatic investigations and expositions on
the principles of the Alexandrian Gnosis.
Fragments of this work,
consisting of short expositions of some of the catholic epistles, which
have come down to us in the Latin translation,^ perhaps also the frag1

Euseb.

lib.

VI.

c.

11.

Ka^apuv npbg yvdaeug

kmTTjdewTT/Ta
dwa/xEvriv ^(jp;}(Tai
r^v unoKalvtpiv rov \byov. Paedagog. 1. I.
2

Evrpetri^uv

tt/v

tpvxf/v

c. i.

*

Like the similar word, Kearoc, a usual

designation at that time for works of miscellaneous contents.
* Vid. Cod. 111.
^ p,-ohably it should be translated: SketchRafinui
general outlines.
es, shadings,
translates
®

See

:

adumhrationes.

vol. II. of Potter's edition
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ment of the UTuoydt ek tuv npo<priTLKC,v^ belong to this class. From the larger
work, it was customary to make abstracts on particular i)arts of the
sacred scriptui'es for common use, and several of these abstracts have
been preserved to our times which may have contributed, with other
;

causes, to the loss of the entire work.

There is some mystery about the fragment of an abstract from the
writings of Theodotus, and of the 6i6aaKa}ua uvaroXiKT/ (that is, of the theosophic doctrine of Eastern Asia) which has been preserved among the

—

a document of the highest authority in relation
Gnostic systems.
It is perhaps the fragment of a critical collection, which Clement had drawn up for his own use, during his residence in Syria.
Of Clement's work on the time ot ilie passo\er,^

works of Clement

;

to the

b \v
au^ofievoc nXovatog, which furnishes ><
of his dissertation: Tic
formation relative to the history of the Christian system of morals
and of his work Trept irpoiprjTdas, we have spoken already on a former
<5

:

occasion.

Oiiyen, with the surname Adamantios,^ was bom in Alexandria in
In connection Avith his early culture, it is important to
the year 185.
remark, that his father Leonides, a devoted Christian, and, as it is conjectured, a rhetorician, was in a condition to give him a good literary
Both had an abiding influence
as well as a j>ious Christian education.
on the direction of his inner life the development of mind and heart
:

proceeded, in his case, with equal step a stri\ing after truth and after
As
holiness continued ever to be the actuating tendency of his life.
we have remarked before, that the Bible at that time was not reserved
exclusively for the study of the clergy, but was also the devotional book
of famiUes, so we may see from the example of Origen, that a -wise
and we may
use was also made of it in the business of education
Leonides made liis son
observe at the same time its happy eifects.
;

;

commit daily a portion of sacred scripture to memory. The boy took
great delight in his task, and already gave indications of his profoundly
inquisitive mind.

Not

satisfied with' the explanation of the literal sense,

gave him, he required the thoughts embodied in the
passages he had committed to be fully opened out, so that Leonides
^
The father chided, indeed, his
fiequently found himself embarrassed.
inconsiderate curiosity, and exhorted him to be satisfied, as became his
years, with the literal sense ; but he secretly rejoiced in the promising
talents of the youth, and with a full heart 'thaiiked God that he had
Often, it is said, when the boy was asleep, he
given him such a son.
would imcover his breast, kissing it as a temple where the Holy Spirit

which

his father

designed to jjrepare his dwelling, and congratulated himself in possessing such a treasure.
The trait just alluded to in the early character of Origen discloses
1 Of a kindred nature doubtless were also
;he contents of the writinji which Euscbius
KavCov tKKhjaiaanKdc, .7 npdc rove
lites:

lovfinli^ovTac.

In case this surname were piven to him
his death, we must not follow the
strained iiitcrpietation of Photius, c. 118,
"because Origen's proofs resembled ada2

after

mantine bonds," but rather the interpretation of Jerome: " from his iron diligence,

we commonly express it." Hence he
was also called avvTunTvC and ;i-a>jcn'rq)Of.
Yet Euscbius, 1. VI c. 14, seems to cite
this cognomen as one which Origen bore
as

from the

tirsu
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to us already that tendency of mind, which, unevenly developed, and
misled by a wrongly conceived opposition to the contrary error, betrayed

him into an arbitrary allegorizing method of interpretation but undei
more favorable conditions, and with the helps and appliances necessary
to the harmonious education of the biblical interpreter, would have
made him a thorough and profound expositor of the scriptures. By
his father, this inclination was checked rather than encouraged.
But
if the intellectual and religious bent of Origen was determined at an
early period by the influence of the theological school at Alexandria,
this inclination must have soon found means of nourishment, and ripened
to maturity.
As we afterwards become acquainted with Origen from
his writings, there is incontestable evidence of the influence which Clement had exerted on his theological development we find once more
in his works the predominant ideas of the latter, systematically un;

;

folded.

Now

it is

certain

of Clement the catechist.

^

that he was, at least

when a boy, a scholar

Origen (herewas led by a grossly literal interpretation of sacred scripture, proves, that in his youth he was still at a ^'ar
remove from the theological direction of his later years and he sa :s
" I, who once
of himself, in allusion to this false step of his youth
knew Christ, the divine Logos, only according to the flesh and the
letter, now no longer know him so." ^
It is quite evident from this,
that the education of his father had more influence in giving the first
B\it a youthful indiscretion of

after to be noticed) into which he

;

:

mmd of Origen, than the instructions of Clement, and that the influence on him of the Alexandrian theological spirit belongs to a period of development still later in his life.
We admit
that a great deal of obscurity continues to rest on the history of his
early training, which trie poverty of our materials will not allow us to
clear away.
The religion of the heart was at first uppermost with
Origen ; and this great teacher, too, must be numbered with those in
whom the early direction given to the feelings by a pious education has
acted as a check on the too intellectual tendency of their later studies.
The above-mentioned persecution which befel the Christians in Egvpt
mider the reign of Sepbimius Severus gave the youth of sixteen an
opportunity of displaying the ardor of his faith.
The example of the
martyrs fired him with such enthusiasm, that he was ready to avow himself a Christian before the pagan authorities, and expose himself to cerreligious direction to the

tain death.
^ According to Eusebius, 1. VI. c. 6. Alexander, bishop of Jerusalem, who was either
born in Alexandria, or had come there in
lis }outh to place himself under the instnictions of its catechists, seems indeed to
hint in his letter to Origen, that the latter
had enjoyed the society of Panta^nus, although not directly, that he was his scholar:
"
rciognize as our fathers, those blessed
men w!in have gone before us, Panttenus
and (/lenient, who was my master, and has
been useful to me, and whoever besides belongs to the number of these men, through
'j)hom I became acquainted with you.
Euseb.

We

VI. c. 14. Yet, alas the earlier influence
of these men on the education of Origen
is involved in an obscurity, which our deficicnt means of information will not enable
us to dispel.
- In Matth. T. XV. § 3, ed. Huet. f. 369:
'H^«f (5e, XpLcrrbv deov, rov loyov tov i9eo0,
Kara aupKa km Kara to ypu/x/xa nore vorjonvAnd T. XI.
ref, vvv qvketl ytviJaKovTeg.
§ 17, where he speaks of an interpretation
of the scriptures for the aTrAovanpoi 'H/j«f
6e ol eiixo/xevoi h^ u?iTid-eia^ leyeiv el Koi
1.

!

:

Xpiarov rrore Kard, aapKa eyvuKa/isv, u^Ad
vvv ovketl yLvuaKOVTec.
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Such was the zeal of the enthusiastic Christian youth : quite differ
ent was the judgment of the prudent Christian man, who better understood the nature of the Christian system of morality, from the study
of that system itself, and from contemplating the life of Christ and of the

He acknowledges, that, on the question whether the danger
be evaded or met, no general rule can be laid down, but everything depends on the particular circumstances and on the call
that it
requires Christian truthfulness to decide the question in each individual
case.
temptation which overtakes us without any meddhng of our
OAvn," he says in reference to this subject, " we should endure with
fortitude and confidence
but it is fool-hardy not to avoid it when we
can." 2 And in another place, where he is speaking of Christ, who was
not to be deterred by the prospect of death from making his last journey to Jerusalem, and of Paul, who was not to be hindered from going
to that city by the voices which warned him of what awaited him there,
he adds: " We say it behoves us neither at all times to avoid danger,
nor at all times to meet it.
But it needs the wisdom of a Christian
philosopher to examine and decide what times require that one should
withdraw himself, and what, that he should stand fast, ready for the
conflict, without withdrawing himself, and still more without fleeing." ^
When the father of Origen himself was thrown into prison, the son
felt impelled, still more than before, to go and meet death along with
him.
Remonstrance and entreaty having been tried in vain to dissuade him from his purpose, his mother knew of no other way to detain
him, than by concealing his garments.
Then the love of Christ so far
exceeded all other emotions, that, seemg himself prevented from sharing
in his father's imprisonment and death, he wrote to him, " Look to it,
apostles.^

ought

to

;

"A

;

'

change thy mind on our account."
Leonides died a martyr and, as his property was confiscated, he
left behind him a helpless widow, with six young children besides Origen.
The latter was kindly received into the family of a rich and noble
Christian lady of Alexandria.
Here he characteristically displayed
his steadfast adherence to that which he had recognized as the true
faith, showing how much he prized it above all things else.
His patroness had become devoted to a certain Paul of Antioch, one of those
Gnostics who so often resorted from Syria to Alexandria, with a view
to propagate their system, after having so modified it as to suit the
This man she had adopted
and he was allowed
Alexandrian taste.
to hold his lectures at her house, which were attended, not only by the
friends of Gnosticism in Alexandria, but also by others of the tnie faith
But the young Origen
who were curious to hear something new.
would not be restrained, even by respect for his patroness, from freely
and nothing could
expressing his abhorrence of the Gnostic doctrines
induce him to attend these assemblies, because he would be obliged to
join in the prayers of the Gnostic, and thereby express his fellowship
ifith him in the faith.
He was soon enabled to free himself from this condition of depenthat thou dost not

;

;

;

«

He refers

to

Matth. 14

:

13

;

— 10

:

23.

Mn

Matth. T. X.

i,

23.

» I., c.

T.

XVI.

4

1
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ience.
His knowledge of the Greek philology and literature, which
he had continued to cultivate after the death of his father, placed him.
at Alexandria, where such knowledge was particularly valued, in a con
dition to gain his own subsistence by giving instruction on these
subjects.

Having, by

his various attainments

the cause of the

name even among

gospel, and by his

gifts of

was applied

the Heathens, he

of catechist at Alexandria had been

by a number of Heathens, who

and

mind, by his zeal for
life, acquired a

pure, exemplary
to,

made vacant

now

that the office

in the persecution,

Avere seeking for instruction in Chris-

and, through the instrumentality of the young man, some were
conducted to the faith, w^ho afterwards became renowned as martyrs or
teachers of the church.
By this zeal and activity in promoting the
spread of Christianity, he could not fail to draw upon himself more
tianity

;

and more the hatred of the fanatic multitude especially since, without
regard to his own danger, he showed so much sympathy for those who
were imprisoned on account of the faith, not only visiting them in their
dungeons, but accompanying them to the place of execution, and in the
very face of death refreshing them by the power of his faith and ardor
of his love.
Often was he rescued by Providence from threatening
danger, when soldiers had already surrounded the place where he resided, and he was obliged to escape secretly from one house to another.
At one time he was seized by a band of Pagans, who dressed him in
the robes of a priest of Serajjis, and conducted him, thus arrayed, to
the steps of the temple.
Here they placed in his hand a branch of
palm, which he was bid to distribute, in the customary manner, to those
who entered. Origen did as he was bidden, but said to those to whom
he presented the branches, " Receive not the idol's palm, but the palm
;

of Christ."

The

1

successful labors

t>f

Origen, in imparting religious instruction,

him the attention of Demetrius, bishop of Alexandria, who was
induced to confer on him the office of a catechist in the Alexandrian
church.
To this office, however, no salary was then affixed and as
he now wished to have it in his power to devote himself wholly to the
labors of his spiritual calling and to his theological studies, without being interrupted or withdrawn from them by foreigTi occupations, and as
he did not choose to be dependent on any one for the means of subsistdrew" on

;

ence, he determined to sell a collection of beautiful copies of the ancient authors, which he had been forming at great pains for his own use,
Zo a literary amateur, who, in compensation, allowed liim, for several
years, four oboles a day.
This was enough to satisfy the very limited
He
wants of Origen; for he led the life of the most rigid ascetic.
Ras at this time, as we have said, given to the literal interpretation of
the Bible and as he now felt himself bound to aim at the ideal of holi
;

The story may
Vid. Epiphan. h. 64.
seem improbable, when we reflect
hv)w likely such lanf;uan:e would be to in(lame tliii fanatic fury of the Alexandrian
po]nilace, and when we consider what little
reliance can be placed on the autliority of
1

in itself

Epiphanius.

But

the

sidcrations, although

it

first

may

of these con
excite doubt,

yet does not disprove the fact and Epiplianius is entitled to more credit than usual,
where he repeats anything- to the advantage
of a man branded as a heretic.
,

;
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as he endeavored with conscientious

;

apply every Avord of the Saviour

ftxil,

in his ^^outhful ascetic zeal,

to his

own case

;

he could

unchecked by a judicious

pretation of the scriptures, to be betrayed into

many a

inter-

practical error,

by taking the tigurative expressions of Christ in a literal sense,
what Christ had said with reference only to particular
cases, as valid for all times and in all circumstances.
The most surprising mistake of this sort, which afterwards occasioned him much
vexation, was in suifering himself to be misled by a literal understanding of the passage in Matth. 19
12,' to execute upon himself what
he believed to be enjoined by these words on those who would be sure
of entering the kingdom of heaven.
It was a misconception, which
might easily ai-ise from a one-sided ascetism and from that method of
scriptural interpretation, and which was fostered by many a tract then
either

or by clinging to

:

in

Even

circulation.''^

in this false step,

however, the earnest

—

effort,

young man after holiness,
his sincere love of
the Redeemer, whom he was ready literally to obey in every hint which
had been given by him, shine forth conspicuously. But although such
errors, arising out of what is holiest in man, should always be treated
the ardent desire of the

with the greatest gentleness yet there are many at all times, who, with
hut one standard for everything, pronounce judgment on aberrations of
this kind with so much the greater severity, as the principle from
which alone even such acts of enthusiastic extravagance can proceed,
;

^ The correctness of this fact has, it is true,
very recently been called in question by Prof.
Sfhnitzer, " Oriaines ueber die (irundlclnen
dcr GUuihenswissenschaft," and liy Dr. TSaur
in his critique on this work, Jahrbiidicr fiir
wissenschaftliche Kritik, Mai 18.37, Nr. 85.
Rut I must still, with Dr. En<;clh:irdt,in the
Studicn und Kritikcn. Jahrj^an^ 18.38. Istes
Heft, S. 1.57, and Dr. Eedei)ennin.<r, in his
Mono<;raphie ueber Ori<renes, hold to the
Euscl)ius, whose notices
contrary opinion.
concerning Origen are derived from the
most authentic sources, is (1. VI. c. 8) a
r.:sf.vorthy witness
and bis account of a
matter c>f this sort we should not be at all
warranted to |)ut down as false, without the
most weighty reasons. It is not to be conceived, that he would allow himself to be
imposed upon by any rumor growing out of
a wrong interpretation of facts, and the less
so. as he coulil have no inclination whatever
blindly to adopt any such rumor; for he
did evcrvdiin^ in his power (o exalt Origcn,
ami such a step, even in the opinion of Ku'^cl)iu<, although he seeks to irive the utmost
prominence to the good motive at bottom,
still refjuires the excuse {ippsvoc «rf/loi)f, as
Origcn himself says in
he expresses it).
.'act. (in the yiassage referred to, Maith. T.
XV. § :i,) that he was once inclined to the
literal interpretation, out of which thai misi-oi.ccption arose.
In the fulness of detail
in
with which he there treats this subject,
!iis manner of speaking of the mischievous
I

;

—

—

consequences of such a step,
we seem to
hear one who speaks from his own painful
experience, and holds up his own example
as a warning to others. It is nothing strange
if

a certain delicacy of feeling restrains him
that this is the case.
it cannot be inferred

from expressly avowing
Assuredly, therefore,

in the least from the words. " he would not
have spent so much time on this subject,
(tl i-tT/ Kal eupuKti/iEV Tovg To?iiifjanvTag,)"
that he had observed this only in ollieis.
- Philo, op]), f 186:
'E^nvovxioitTivcu
ufiEivov. )/ 7r,idf avvovaia^ Ikvojiovq Avrrav.

See moreover a gnome of Sf^rof, 12, which
was^vidcly circulated among the Alexandrian Ohristians; according to the translation of Rutinu:-:

quod suadet

ic

Omiie

membrum

car])oris,

contra pudicitiam agcre, ab-

jicicndimi.
These gnomes, i>y the way,
came neither from a Roman bisho]i, by the
name of Scxtus, (whetiier tiie first or the
second,) as RuHnus supposed; nor, as was
the opinion of Jerome, ( V.ep. ad Ctesiphon,)
from a heathen I'ytliagorean h-.t they are
the work of some man. who, from certain
:

Platonic and Gnostic

maxims, and expres-

sions of scri])ture wrested out of their jjroper
connection, hail drawn up for himself a system of morals, the highest aim of which was
They do not contain a moral
the uTvdireia.
system pervaded by the spirit of the gospel

hut many lofty maxims, along with
perverse ones.

manv
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remote from their own carnal sense or tame understandings.
Ori
gen speaks from experience, when he takes notice of those who, by
similar misconceptions and similar false steps, have involved themselves
lies

in disgrace, not only with the unbelieving woi-ld,

but likewise with that
whole class who will sooner pardon any other human frailty than those
errors which spring out of a mistaken fear of God, and an immoderate
When the bishop Demetrius first heard of the
longing after holiness.^
transaction, he did not overlook in the ei-ror the purity of the motive ;
though afterwards he took advantage of this false step as a means to
injure Origen.
An important point Avould be gained, were it possible fairly to determine the precise time and manner in which Origen passed over
to speak in the Alexandrian style
from the ma-iq to the yvumg. After
what has been said above respecting Clement's peculiar bent of mind,
it is impossible to doubt, that, if Origen Avas his immediate disciple as
a theologian, he had from the first been stimulated by Clement to make
himself accurately acquainted with the systems of the Greek philosophy,
and of the ditferent heretics as indeed the hberal spirit of the Alexandrian theology required that he should do.
But probably the original turn of Origen's mind was of a far more decided and determinate
character.
There was in his case no mutual interpenetration of the elements subsisting beside each other in his mind. The practical Christian,
the ascetic, and the literary element never kindly intermingled. He says
himself, that it was first by an outward occasion he was led to busy
himself with the study of the Platonic philosophy, and to make himself
better acquainted generally with the systems of those who diifered from
himself; by his intercourse, namely, with heretics and Pagans of philosophical education, who, attracted by his reputation, entered with him
into discussions of religious topics, when he was compelled to give them
a reason of his faith, and to refute the objections which they brought
He expresses himself on this point in the following manner,
against it.
in a letter in which he defends himself for bestowing his time on the
Greek philosophy " When I had wholly devoted myself to the promulgation of the divine doctrines, and the fame of my skill in them
began to be spread, and sometimes heretics, sometimes such as had
been conversant with the Grecian sciences, and particularly men from

—

—

;

:

the philosophical schools, came to visit me, it seemed to me necessary,
that I should examine the doctrinal opinions of the heretics, and what
the philosophers pretended to know of the truth."
He proceeds to say,
that he attended the lectures of the teacher of philosophical science,

with

whom Heraclas, a convert of Origen's, had already spent five
As he here particularizes an individual known at that time in

years.

Alexandria, simply as the teacher of philosophy, chronology would
naturally lead us to think of the famous Ammonius Saccas, the teacher
of the profound Plotinus, from whose hand the chaotic eclecticism of
that compound of Oriental and Grecian elethe Neo-Platonists
ments
received a more definite shape.
Add to this, that Porphyry,

—

—

^InMatth.

§ 3,

T.

15.

f.

367
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work against Christianity, expressly calls Origen a disciple of
Ammonius.^
From tliis time began the great change in the theological bent of Origen's mind.
It now became his endeavor, to trace the vestiges of truth
in all human systems
to examine all things, that he might everywhere
Ilis residence in Alexandria, where
separate the true from the false.
in his
this

;

were brought together his journey to Rome
journeys to and within Palestine to Achaia, to

sects so widely dittcrcht

(in the year

211

;) his

;

;

Cappadocia gave him opportunity, as he tells us himself,^ of visiting
those who pretended to any extraordinary knOAvledge, and of becoming
acquainted with and examinmg their doctrines.
He made it his principle, not to suffer himself to be governed by the traditional opinion of
;

the multitude, but to hold fast that only as truth, Avhich he found after
mibiasscd examination.
This principle he expresses in a practical aj>
" We here learn from our Saviour,
plication of Matth. 22
19, 20
:

:

we

are not, under the pretext of piety, to pin our faith on that
which is said by the multitude, and which therefore stands in high
authority ; but on that which results from examination and the internal
that

connection of truth for it is Avell to remark, that when he was asked
whether men should pay tribute to Ciesar or not, he not only expressed his
owTi judgment, but, having asked them to show him a penny, he inquired
whose image and superscription is this
and when they said it is
Caesar's, he answered that men should give unto Caesar the things that
are Caesar's, and not, under the pretext of religion, deprive him of what
was his own." ^ Hence the mildness with Avhich he passed judgment on
those who were wrong, an illustration of which Ave have m the followmg
" It is clear, that although Peter
beautiful remark on Jolm 13
8
said this in a good and respectful disposition towards his Teacher, yet
;

;

:

1

For there can be no doubt on

viz. that

Porphyry,

in

Eiiseb.

meant no other person than

this

1.

:

this point;

VI.

c. 1-9,

Ammonias,

Eusebius confounds him with the
chtn-ch-teacher Aminonius, who had written
a Harmony of the Gospels, still extant, and a
book on the aj^reement between Moses and
Jesus. There were, at ))erio(ls not far remote
altiioujjjh

from each other, and in Alexandria itself,
a paijan Ammonius, hi{i;hly distinixuished
amonji the learned,
a Christian Ammoand two Orirjens. We may here renius,
mark, that, when Porphyry savs of Origen:

—

—

nphQ rb
3up)3aonv f^ijKEiXe T6?./iiijj.a, (he became an
apostate to the relip:ion of tlie barbarians.)
one part of the assertion has its truth
namely, that Orirccn, from the tirst, had been
iiscifjlined in the Greek liteiature; but it
was a false insinuation of Porphyry, ihat
lie had been educated in Pa<ranism.
cannot supjiosc that Porjjhyry, in this case,
confoundeid the two persons bearing the
name of rtri;i-en for he knew them both.
I must atrree with Dr. Kedcpcnning, in
his Monojiraphie ueber Origenes, that the
reasons adduced by Hitter are by do means

•Ea/L7?v iv iXArjai -KauSEvdel^ Aoyoig,

;

We

;

—

that
the hypothesis,
lectures Ori^'cn atAlthough
tended was Ammonius Saecas.
several philosophers taught at Alexandria,
still the words which Origen emjjloys
diiSua Ku'Aij riJv ipi/.(>av(f)ijv
riapu r(j

sufficient to refute

the philosopher

whose

:

fiai^rifiaruv,

naturally sugirest

—

famous

the

one; and chronology points to the AmmoAnd even though Amnius in question.
monius s[)rung from Christian parents, and
again fell back to Paganism, yet this is no
sufficient reason for maintaining that Origen
must have had scru])les about hearing him,
being, as he was, a famous teacher of the
Platonic pliilosophy. And it still remains
open for incpiiry, whether really the descent

—

of Ammonius from Christian ])arents is an
ascertained fact.
2 c. Cels. 1. VI. c. 24 : Ilo}2m\ h-tpic?.•&6vTe( TuimvQ rf/c y7;g, Kai TWf Trarraxov
inayy€?i.?iOfu:vovc tl dfiEvai I^TiTiiaavrtg.
8 In Matth T. XVII ^ 26, f. 483
Mv rolg
vnb Tuv noXKt'w Tityo/Jfvoic Kai 6u1 rovrc
:

Mosaic

npodaaei ttjc d<; i^tdv
vnb rf/s i^truaeui
rov Aoyov naptorattEvoi

(paivoiievoig,

evaefieiag TrpoaExeiv, uTJm.

nat

TTjg iuioTurvdiai;

:
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he said
those
or

to his

it

who

own

hurt.

even do, what leads

Thou

Life

is full

mean what

in their faith

to

the

is

of this kind of sins, attaching tc
right, but out of ignorance say,

contrary.

Such are those who say

shalt not touch this, thou shalt not taste that, thou shalt not han-

Col. 2
But what shall we say of those who, in
21, 22.
the sects, are driven about by every Avind of doctrine ; who set forth

dle the other.

:

is soul-destroying as saving doctrine
and who frame to
themselves false notions of the person of Jesus, under the supposition
that they honor him thereby ? " ^
By this libei'ality of mind, it was the happmess of Origen to bring
back many heretics, with whom he fell in contact at Alexandria, particularly Gnostics, to the simple doctrine of the gospel.
One remarkar
ble example of this sort was that Ambrosius, a wealthy man in Alexandria, who, not satisfied with the manner in which Christianity had
been exhibited to him in the common representations of the churchteachers, had sought, and supposed that he had found, a more spiritual
conception of it among the Gnostics
until, through the influence of
Origen, he was undeceived of his error, and rejoiced at now finding,
through his means, the, right Gnosis at the same time with the true faith.He now became Origen's warmest friend, and endeavored especially
to promote his literarv labors for the good of the church.
If Origen, after having been taught, by his own experience, the
errors resulting from a grossly literal interpretation of scripture, and
the hurtful consequences to which it might lead, passed over to the
other extreme of an arbitrary allegorizing method of exposition
his
conscientious and zealous endeavors to avail himself of every help Avhich
could be used in restoring back to its oiiginal condition, and in rightly
understanding, the literal text of scripture, deserve the greater esteem.
To this end, he studied the Hebrew, after he had arrived at the age of
manhood,
a task of some difficulty to a Greek.
He undertook an
emendation of the biblical manuscripts, by comparing them with one
another he is the creator of sacred literature among the Christians
although his arbitrary priucij)les of interpretation prevented, in his own
case, the full realization of all those results which might otherwise have
been expected from it. Many pi-egnant idetis were scattered abroad
by him, which needed only to be apjilied in a different way from that
which his own one-sided speculative bent and his mistaken notions of

that which

;

;

;

—

:

;

inspiration allowed, to lead to fruitful results.

As

the

number

who now resorted to him for religious inand at the same time his literary labors
which extended over a widening field, claimed more
of those

struction continued to increase,

on the scriptures,

in order to gain time, he shared the task of catechist
;
with his friend Heraclas
giving over to the latter the preparatory reli
gious instruction, and reserving for himself the exactor instruction of

of his attention

;

the more advanced,'^
to the
1

—

a division of labor which probably had reference
two classes of catechumens of which we have formerly spoken.^

In Joanii. T.

XXXII.

§ 5.

See the words to Ainbrosiiis. in Evans:.
Joaiin. T. V. § 4, cited on n Ibnn^r occasion.
^

a
*

Euseb. lib. VI. c.
See vol. I. p. 30.t
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him to enlarge
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his official labors in this

department made

it

possible

the sphere of his activity as a teacher of the church,
and to establish a sort of preliminary school to the Christian Gnosis, in
for

a course of lectures on that which was reckoned by the Greeks to the
Encyclojjedia^ or general circle of education, as well as on philosophy.
He expounded to his jiupils all the ancient philosojihers in whom a
moral and religious elem-ent was to be found, and sought to train them

mental freedom which would enable them everywhere to sepathe raixtui-e of falsehood
as his disciple, Gi-egory
Thaumaturgus, has described, in the account of Origen's method of instruction, which he has given in a Avork hereafter to be mentioned.
Thus he entitle<l himself to the great merit of diffusing a more liberal
system of Christian and scientific education, of which the schools that
resulted from his labors are the evidence.
It was also his lot to conduct many, who had been drawn to him solely through the love of science, by gradual steps, to faith in the gospel;
first inspiring in them
a longing after divine things then pointing out to them the inadequacy
of the Greek systems of philosophy to satisfy the religious wants of human nature and finally exhibiting to them the doctrine of scrij)ture
concerning divine things, contrasted with the doctrines of the ancient
to that

rate truth from

;

—

;

;

philosophers.
His course of instruction ended with his lectures on the
interpretation of scripture, which, following the principles unfolded in
the earlier studies, gave him an opportunity to exhibit his whole theologico-i)hilosophical system, or his

and remarks.

Many

of those

whole Gnosis, in single investigations
enabled thus gradu-

whom Origen was

ally to bring to the knowledge and to the love of the gospel, became
afterwards zealous and influential teachers of the church.
Ambrosius, whom we mentioned above as the friend of Origen, took
special interest in his scientific labors.
Origen used to call him his
work-driver QpyoSiukttic.')
He not only excited him by his questions and
challenges to many inquiries, but also employed his great Avealth in providing him with the means of pursuing expensive investigations
such,
for instance, as made indispensable the purchase and collation of manuscripts.
He furnished him with seven ready scribes, who were to
relieve each other as his amanuenses, besides others to ti'anscribe everything in a fair copy.
Origen says of this friend, in one of his lettci-s :^
" He who gave me credit for great diligence, and a great thirst after
the divine word, has, by his own diligence and his own love of sacred
science, convinced himself how much he was mistaken.
He has so far
outdone me, that I am in danger of not coming up to his requisitions.
The collation of manuscripts leaves me no time to eat and after meals
I can neither go out nor enjoy a season of rest ; but even at those times
;

;

I

am

compelled

to

continue

my

])hilological investigations

and the

cor-

night is not granted me for rc] ose,
1 will
but a great part of it is claimed for these philological iiupiirics.
not mention the time from early in the morning till the ninth and sometimes the tenth hour of the day ^ for all who take pleasure in such
rection of manuscripts.

Even

tlie

;

1

T.

I.

^ Till

opp. ed. dc la IJue, f. 3.
three or four o'clock, P.

M. according

to

our reckoning
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labors,

emploj those hours in the study of the divine word, and

In

reading."

Ambrosius urged Origen, by the pubUcation of his theological labors,
give the entire church an opportunity of enjoying the benefit of
them, and thus to counteract the influence of the Gnostics, who had
first excited among the Christians a spirit of deeper research into the
things of "God, and, under the pretence of a more profomid scriptural
interpretation, contrived, by arbitrary allegorical expositions, to mtroduce their Theosophy into holy writ. The object last mentioned is
one which Origen himself assigns for his labors, at the close of the fifth
Tome of his commentary on the gospel of John, which was in part aimed
" As at present the heterodox," he
against the Gnostic Hei-acleon.
says, " under cover of the Gnosis, set themselves against God's holy
church, and scatter abroad works of many volumes, which promise 'to
expound the evangelical and apostolical writings ; so will they succeed,
if we remain silent, without placing the sound and true doctrines by
their side, to suatch away the hungry souls, who, for want of wholesome
nourishment, hai^ien to that which is forbidden."
He completed at Alexandria his commentaries on Genesis, the
Pcalms, the Lamciitation of Jeremiah, (of which writings some fragments only remain,) his five first Tomes on the gospel of John, his tract
on the resurrection, his Stromata, and his work concerning principles.-^
The work last mentioiied derived great importance from the struggle
which it called forth between opposite tendencies of the theological
mind, and from the influence which it had on the fortunes of Origen
and of his school. Platonic philosophy and doctrines of the Christian
faith were then, still more than at a later period, blended together in
his mind.
His wildness of speculation became afterwards moderated
by the influence of the Christian spirit. Many ideas which he had
thrown out in this work, (rather as problems, however, than as decisions,) he afterwards retracted
although the principles of his system
always remained the same.
He declared himself, in a letter subseto

;

quently written to Fabian, bishop of Rome, before whom his doctrines
heretical, that he had set forth many
things in that book which he no longer acknowledged as true, and that
his friend Ambrosius had published it against his will.^
Yet, as has often happened, unless there had been an outward occasion for it, an intervention of personal and unworthy passions, the conflict between Origen and the party of the church zealots would not have
broken out, at least so soon especially as Origen was far from possessing
tliat pnde which in other cases so readily connects itself with a theological tendency of this sort, and as he constantly evinced the utmost
forbearance towards those whose religious and theological principles
differed from his own.
The authority of his bishop, Demetrius, was to
him an important support but this man, who was full of the hierarchical pride, which in these times we find especially rife in the bishops of

had probably been accused as

;

;

^

Hepl upxuv

presses

=

Tuv KopvcpawTUTuv Kat
as Origen himself exin Joann. T. X. ^ 13

doyfiuTuv,

apxiK(jv
it

^ Vid. Hieronym. ep. 41, T. IV. opp. edd
Martianay, f. 341.
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the large cities, had his jealousies excited by the great reputation of
Origen, and the honor which he received on particular occasions.
Especially the honor paid him by two of his friends, Alexander,
bishop of Jerusalem, the friend of his youth, and Theoctistus, bishop
The haughty Demeof CiBsarea in Palestine, gave no small umbrage.
trius had already taken it greatly amiss of them, tliat they had permitted Origen, when a layman,^ to jireach in their churchos.'-^
Yet
when, in obedience to the call of his bishop, he returned back to Alexandria, he was enabled to restore the friendly relations in which they
had previously stood to each other. But in the year 288, he happened
to make a journey to Greece on some ecclesiastical business of which
we have no further account.^ While upon this journey, he made a visit
to his friends in Palestine ; and these ordained him as a presbyter at
Caesarea.
This was a step, for which Demetrius could not forgive the two
bishops, nor Origen.
After the return of the latter, Demetrius convened a sjTiod, composed of presbyters from his own diocese, and of
other Egyptian bishops, and here brought against Origen that indiscreet act of his youth, by which, we must allow, according to the strict
letter of the ecclesiastical canons, he was excluded from the spiritual
order.^
But it should have been duly considered, that he had since
become an entirely diiferent man that he had long condemned the
Yet for this
step into wliich his youthful zeal had betrayed him.
;

reason he was deprived of the presbyterial rank which had been bestowed on him, and forbidden to exercise the office of a public teacher
in the Alexandrian church.^
Having once drawn upon himself the
jealousy and hatred of the pharisaical bishop, he could enjoy no further
Demetrius did not stop with the first attack
peace in Alexandria.
upon him he now began to stigmatize the doctrines of Origen as hereti:

See vol. I. p. 197.
There were, probably in the year 216,
certain warliice demonstrations in Alexandria, according to Euseb. 1. VI. c. 19, which
made it unsafe for him to reside there any
longer; perhaps when the demented Caracalla, on his way to the Parthian war, gave
up this city to the rapacious and niuiderous
lusts of his soldiers, JVA. .Spartian. 1. VI.
c. 6. It may be supposed that tiie fury of the
^

2

soldiers would light especially on
Origen betook himself to
the Christians.
Palestine, for the purpose of visiting his
ancient friends, and, as he says himself (in

pagan

Joann. T. VI. § 24,) for the pur])ose of exploringthefootstepsofJesus. of his disciples,
and of the prophets (^m /ffroptav T(iv Ixvdv
'h/aov Kai tuv iiw&titC)V ovtov Koi tuv npotjiTjTon'.)

^

Perhaps he was called into these counpurpose of disputing with Gnoshis skill in
who had spread there,

tries for the
tics

—

managing disputes of this sort being extcnHis disputation with CanBively known.
didus the Valentinian, the acts of which are
""ited hv Jerome, might lead us to infer this.

* It is

very probable, that the ecclesiastical

e.xistitif]:, which we find in
XVII. of the A/ostulic Canons. It was
here by no means unconditionally forbidden,

law was already
the

after the

example of

the

Old-Testament law,

Deut. 23, that a eunuch should he chosen
expressly defined,
to the spiritual order;
that whoever iiad been subjected to such a
mischance, without any fault of his own, if
l)ut

worthy, might become an ecclesiastic only
6 iavruv unpojrt/piaaac fin yiveadu kXijplko^.
It was simply (Icsigncd to offer a check to
that ascetic species of enthusiasm,
;

°

I'hotius says,

it

is

tiuc,

that this s»me
to exercise

synod not only forbade Origen

the office of teacher, but also to remain a
But
resident in the Alexandrian church.
it is difficidt to see how a bishop at that time
He could in fact only
could enforce this.
exclude him from the communion of the
church, atid this was first done in the second
Moreover, the words of Origen do
synod.
not seem to intimate, that he had been forced
to leave Alexandria,
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proceeding for which, perhaps, some assertions of the latter,
had given fresh occasion.^
Yet from the resources of his own inner hfe he drew sufficient peace
of mind to complete his fifth Tome on the gospel of John, amid the
storms at Alexandria (since, as he sajs,^ Jesus commanded the winds
and the waves of the sea ;) when he finally concluded to leave that
city, and to take refuge with his friends at Caesarea in Palestine.
But
the persecutions of Demetrius followed him even there.
The bishop
now seized on a pretext, which would enable him easily to find allicB
in Egypt and out of Egypt ; inasmuch as the prevailing dogmatic
spirit, in many parts of the church, was violently opposed to the idealistic tendency of Origen's school, and inasmuch as the work irepl upx^v
would furnish such abundant materials for the charge of heresy. At a
more numerous synod of Egyptian bishops, Demetrius excluded Origen,
and the synod issued
as a heretic, from the communion of the church
against him a violent invective.
To this document Origen alludes,
when, in commencing once more at Caesarea the continuation of his
commentary on the gospel of John, he says " That God who once led
his people out of Egypt, had also delivered him from that land
but his
enemy, in this recent letter, truly at variance with the spirit of the
gospel, had assailed him with the utmost virulence, and roused against
him all the winds of malice in Egypt." ^
cal

in his disputations with the Gnostics,

;

:

;

1 As we might infer from the disputation
with Candidas the Viileiitinian. Hieronvm.
adv. Rutin, lib. II. f 414, vol. IV.
2 In Joann. T. VI. § 1.
^
are in want of connected and trustwortl'.y accounts respecting these events, so
pregnant of consequences.
can only
endeavour, by a combination of particulars,
to trace the facts of the case as they really
occurred.
It is certain, indeed, from the
intimation which Eusebius gives, and fi'om
Origen's words, which have already been
cited, concerning that indiscretion of his
youth, that the latter was then urged aifainst
him but this could be employed only as a
reason for excluding him from the clerical
office.
The other steps against him must
have originated in some other complaint.
Photius, who had read the A]iology of Pamphilus in behalf of Origen, says, it is true,
Cod. 1 18, that Demetrius accused him of having undertaken the journey to Athens without
his permission, and of having caused himself,
on this journey undertaken without his permission, to be ordained a presbyter,
which
certainly would have been an infraction of
the laws of the church on tlie part of Origen,
as well as of the bisliops.
But if Demetrius
brought this charge against Origen, still it
may be asked, whether he had any grounds

We

We

:

—

We

see from the citation of Jerome,
de vir. illustr. c 62, that Alexander, bishop
of Jerusalem, had to allege against Demetrius, the fact that he had ordained Origen on
the authority of an epistola formata, which
Origen brought with him from his bishop.
for

it.

The church laws respecting these matter*
were at that time, perha]is, still so vague, that
Alexander might su])pose he had every right
to ordain a man who belonged to another
diocese; and yet Demetrius might look upon
this as an invasion on the rights of his episcopal office. At any rate, however, this was
no sufficient reason for excommunicating
Origen. The participation of other churches
in this attack upon him the brand of heresy^
which Origen continued to bear even after
his death
his own language in justification
;

;

of himself, in the letter already cited, addressed to the Roman bishop Fabian (as he
had also written to other bishops in vindication of his orthodoxy, Eusel) 1. VI. a
all conspire to show, that his doctrines
36;)
were the cause of liis excommunication.

—

We

see also

from what Jerome

cites,

1.

11.

Rutin, f. 411, from the letter of
Origen against Demetrius, that he was accused of errors in his system of faith since
he defends himself against the charge of
adv.

;

having asserted that Satan would one day
become holy.
although we cannot well
understand how he could deny this assertion,
which is necessarily grounded in his system.
Rufinus cites passages from one of Origen's

—

letters

in

of vindication, addressed to his fiiends

Alexandria

;

from which we

learn, that

a forged protocol, pretending to give an
account of a disputation held between him
and the heretics had excited surprise at hia
doctrinal positions, even among his friends
in Palestine.
They had despatched a messenger after him to Athens, and requested

:
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This personal quarrel became now a conflict betAveen the opposite
The churches in Palestine, Arabia, Phoenicia, and
Achaia, took the side of Origen the church of Rome declared against
him.^
How Origen judged of those who stig-matized him as a heretic,
appears from a remark,"-^ which he makes after citing 1 Corinth. 1 25
'•If/ had said," he observes, " the foolishness of God, how would tho
How should I be accused by them, evei>
Ivjvers of censure^ accuse me
though I had said a thousand times what they themselves hold to be
how should I be actnie, yet had not rightly said this single thing,
"
cused by them for saying, ' the foolishness of God
In his letter of
\ indication against the synod which had excommunicated him, he (|uote9
acme of the denunciations of the prophets against wicked priests and
" But we should far rather pity than hate
potentates, and then adds
them, far rather pray for them than curse them for we are made to
doctrinal parties.

:

:

!

—

' !

:

;

bless,

and not

The
oi
its,

to curse."'*

Origen's enemies only contributed to extend the sphere
His removal to Palestine was certainly important in
consequences, an opportunity being thus given him of laboring also
efforts of

his activitN\

fro.n

him the

orijiinal

Also

of the protocol.

prc/oc'ols of this sort hiid licen dispersed as

Rome.

Vid. Ruliii. de adultcratione
Hierouym. T. V.
f. 2 )1, ed. Martianuy.
Although Riifin is
not a faithful translator, yet this cannot have
been a story wholly invented by iiimself
The dis[)utations with the Gnostics, moreov(.r, could not fail to furnish occasions,
which would bring out prominently the
and
pe( uliar religious opinions of Origen
every opportunity of making his orthodoxy
suspected in iiis own church must have been
eagerly welcomed by those who found in
him so powerful an antagonist.
^
Plieronym. ep. "29, ad Paulum
Damnatus a Demetrio ei)isco])0, exceptis Palaestinifi et Aral>ite et Plicenicise atque Achaiae
saceniotil)us.
In damnaiioncm ejus consentit urbs Roma: ipsa contra hunc cogit
senatum. To be sure, he adds to this non
propter dogmatum novitatein non propter
haeresin, scd quia gloriam eloquentice ejus
far as

iibioruin Origenis, in opp.

;

:

:

;

et scientiaj ferre

non poterant.

But

this is

not fact; it is the subjective interpretation
of motives, according to interests which
Jerome at tliat time espoused. Compare,
nioreovcr, the remark made in the case of
Tertuliian.
^

Horn. VIII. in Jerem. § 8.
3 Oi ({icAalTwi.
* See 1. c. Hieronym. 1. IV. f 411.
Comp.
what Origen says against the significancy
unjust
see
excommunication,
vol. I.]).219.
of
Comj). also in Matth. T. XVI. ^ 2.5, f. 44.5,

which we discern the zealous
oiJ])oneni of hierarchy, who was able to discover the i)ious disposition even wiien liidden under tiie most nnjiromising shapes,
and, wiierever it appeared, embraced it in
his love.
Differeut from this, however, was
the

words

in

VOL.

1.

45

tlie course of tiiose bishops who were filled
with the spirit of a ))ricstly caste and hie-

rarchical jiride, and of wlioni

lie

says, ap])ly-

ing to them the passage in Mattll. 21 16;
" As these scribes and pi iests were censurable according to the letter of the history, so.
in the spirilual application of tiiis passage,
there may be many a lilame-worthy high:

])riest,

who

fails to

adorn

liis

c|)isco])al dig-

on the Urim and
Exod. 28.)
Tiiese, while they behold the wonderful
things of God, des|)ise the bal)es and
nity

by

his

life,

Thummim,

sucklings
to

in

at

to put

(the Li(/ht

and

the church,

God and

pleased

and

his
their

complain of them

Ciu'ist.

llii/hl,

who sing praises
They are dis-

spiritual

progress, and
if they did

to .Jesus, as

wrong when they do no wrong. They ask
Jesus, 'Hearest thou what these say ?' And
this we shall better understand, if we con-

how often it hapjtens, that men of
ardent minds, who hazard their liberty in
bold confessions before the Heathen, who
ilespise danger, who with all constancy lead
lives of the strictest continence and severest
austerity,
how often such men, who are
rude, however, in their expressions, (tdttirai
Tfi ?.e^et,) are calumniated by these blamesider

—

—

worthy high-priests as disorganizers,
liow
often they are accused by them bclwre Jesus,
as if they themselves behaved better than
such lionest and good children. I5ut Jous
tcstilies in favor of the children, and on the
other hand accuses the high-priests of ignorance, saying,
Have ye not read Out of
the mouth of babes and sucklings thou hast
ordained praise ? '" It might well be, that
Origen here had before his mind's eye, Demetrius and similar bishops, who were inclined
to judge with the greatest severity, tliosa
errors which proceeded out of a pious zeal
•

:
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from that point, for the diSusion of a liberal scientific spirit in the
church and long were the traces of his activity to he discerned in
Here, too, a circle of young men gathered around
these districts.
him, who were trained under his influence to fill the posts of theoloTo the number of these belongs that
gians and church-teachers.
active and laborious preacher of the gospel, Gregory, of whom we shall
Here Origen prosecuted his
apeak more particularly hereafter.
Here he composed, among other works, the
literary undertakings.
treatise, already noticed, on the Utility of Prayer, and on the Exposi"
tion of the Lord's Prayer, which he addressed to his friend Ambrosius.
Here he maintained an active correspondence with the most distinguished church-teacbers in Cappadocia, Palestine, and Arabia and he
was often invited to afisist at deliberations on the concerns of foreign
;

;

churches.

During the persecution of Maximin the Thracian, in which two of
Origen's friends, the ijresbyter Protoctetus, of Caesarea, and Ambrosius, had much to suffer, he addressed to tbese confessors, who were
awaiting in prison the issue of their trials,- his treatise on Martyrdom.

He

exhorts them to steadfastness in confession ; he fortifies their resoby the promises of scripture, and takes pains to refute those
sophisms which might be employed to palUate a denial of the faith

lution

by outward actions; as, for example, when Gnostics, who held outward
thmgs to be of no importance, and pagan statesmen, who were wont to
i-egard everything solely from the political point of view, sought alike
to persuade the Christians, that, without violating their private convictions, which no one wished to deprive them of, they might join in those
merely outward ceremonies of the state religion. Although that morality, aiming at an absolute estrangement from all human passions, concerning the connection of which with Origen's whole mode of thinking
we have already spoken, is everywhere to be met with in this book,^
and also those false notions of martyrdom as an opus operatum,
which, infused into him by the prevailing spirit of the church in his
shine
time, were incorporated with several of his own peculiar ideas,
through the surface yet, at the same time, the energy of his unwavering trust and of his zeal in behalf of the gospel faith, finely expresses
itself in this work.
Says he to the two confessors ^ " I could wish that
you, too, in the whole conflict that is before you, mindful of the great
reward reserved in heaven for those who sufter persecution and
reproach for the sake of righteousness and of the Son of man, might
rejoice and be glad, as the apostles once rejoiced, when they were
But should
found worthy to suffer reproach for the name of Christ.
ever anguish enter your souls, may the Spirit of Christ, that dwells within you, say, tempted though you may be on your part to disturb it,
Why troublest thou me, my soul ? and why art thou disquieted within
me ? Hope in God, for I shall yet praise him, who is the health of my
May it, hoAvever, never be
countenance and my God,' Ps. 42 5.

—

—

;

:

•

:

1

Tills

artificial

is

way

seen particularly in Origen's
of explaining the words spok-

en by Christ in his agony

;

the spirit above

referred to not allowing

him

to take

according to their natural sense.
^ ^ 4.

§ 29.

them
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itself, and under the naked sword
your necks, be preserved by that peace of God which passeth
all understanding."
He says to them, in another place :^ " Since the
Word of God is quick and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged
Bword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and is
so
a discevuer of the thoughts and intents of the heart, lleb. 4 12
let this divine Word, especially nOAv, cause to reign in our souls, as he
but he
did in his apostles, that peace which passeth all understanding
has cast the sword between the image of the earthly and the image of
the heavenly within us, that he may for the present receive our heavenly man to himself, and then, when we have attained so far as that
we need to experience no more separation,^ that he may make us altogether heavenly.
And he came, not only to bring the sword, but also
What would I
to send fire on the earth, concerning wliicli he says
May this fire,
49.
rather, than that it be already kindled V Luke 12
then, be kindled even in you, and consume every earthly feeling within
you, and cause you to be joyfully baptized with that baptism of which
Jesus spake.*
And thou, (Ambrosius,) who hast a wife and children,
Whoever
brothers and sisters, remember the words of the Lord
Cometh unto me, and hateth not his father, mother, wife, children,
But both of you be mindbrothers and sisters, cannot be my disciple.'
ful of the words
If any man come unto me, and hate not even his
own life, he cannot be my disciple.' "
It was, perhaps, this same persecution which induced Origen to
The perseleave for awhile the place where he had hitherto resided.
cution at that time being merely local, it was easy to escape from it,
by fleeing to other districts, where tranquillity happened to prevail.
Origen repaired to Cassarea in Cappadocia, where he visited his friend,
the bishop Firmilian, with whom he had been in thehabit of corresponding on scientific and theological subjects.^
But, perhaps, at the very time while he was there, the persecution
broke out in Cajjpadocia,*^ which was the occasion of his retiring to the
house of Juliana, a Christian virgin, who concealed and entertained
him in her dweUing during the space of two years. It was here he
made a discovery, which had an important bearing on his literary undertakings.
He had been employed for years on a work which was
to contribute both to the emendation of the text of the Alexandrian
which was the translation chiefly used
version of the Old Testament,
in the church, being regarded by many Christians, who followed the
'Ad Jewish legend, as insjtired, and of wliich the different manuscri])ts
and also to the
varied considerably from each other in their readings,
improvement of this translation itself, by comparing it with other
Origen, who was
ancient vei-sions, and with the original Hebrew text.
in the constant habit of disputing with Pagans and Jews on religious

troubled, but even before the tribunal

aimed

at

"^

:

;

;

:

'

:

:

:

'

'

—

—

1
2

^

37.

He
No

understands

of the Im'/.os.
separation of the godlike and the
ungodlike.
8

*^Luke 12: 50.

this

6 They occasionally visited each other for
the i)uri)ose of conversing on thcologicaJ

topics.
•*

See

Euseb.
vol.

I.

1.

V'l. c. 27.

p. 126.

:)
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matters, had found, as he says himself, by his own experience, ho\i
necessary was an acquaintance with the original text of the Old Testament, to avoid laying one's-self open to the Jews, who ridiculed the

ignorance of those Gentile Christians that disputed with them, when
they cited passages from the Alexandrian version which were not to be
found in the Hebrew, or when they showed that they knew nothing of
the Hebrew only.^
He had therepassages which were to be found
fore employed the wealth of his friend Ambrosius, and availed himself
of his own frequent journeys, to collect various manuscripts of the
Alexandrian version, and other ancient translations, which it was still
possible to procure.
Thus he had, for example, in ransacldng every
corner, found, in a cask at Jericho, an ancient translation, not before
known to exist, of some books of the Old Testament. It now fell out,
that this Juliana had become heiress to the writings of the Ebionite
Symmachus, who had lived perhaps in the beginning of this century ;
and among these writings Origen found both his commentary on the
gospel according to the Hebrews, (^evayyeliov Kara 'Ei3pacovg^^) and his
version of the Old Testament.^ He was now enabled to bring to a completion the great Avork of collating the ancient versions still extant, and
of comparing them with the Hebrew text.'*

m

1

ad African.

Orig. ep.

liaTjg Ijfiibv Tijg ivpbg

5.

§

ahrovg kv

:

Toiavrr/g

tclLq ^TjTf/creai

rapaaaevrjC, "x KaTadpovTjaovaLV. ov6' tjf e^og
avrolg, yeT^aaovTuK, 'oiig utto tu>v e-&vcjv ma-

TEVOVTag,

(jg

r'

u'?irj-&r/

km

nap' avTolg uva-

y^ypafifieva uyvoovvrag.
2 The words of Eusebius, 1. VI. c. 17, respecting the work of Symmachus, are 'Ev
olg doKsl npdg to Kara Mar-Qalov aKoreivofie:

vog Evayye'kLov rfiv deSji'Au/jIvTjv alpeoLv (ribv
'Ei3io)vai(jv) Kparvvetv.

classes this

work with

Symmachus on

the

As he subsequently
the commentaries of
scriptures,

(kpiirjveiag

Tug ypa(pag,) one might be led to suppose it was some writing of his. in which
he expounded this gospel, or rather the
Ebionitic gospel according to the Hebrews,
elg

which resembled it, and employed it to
prove the Ebionitic doctrines but the Greek
;

phrase, uKOTelvE(y&ac Trpog ri, connected
with Kparvvetv, favors much rather the supposition, that a writing is here meant which
attacked the gospel of Matthew by assuming the genuineness of the Elbionitic revision of the gospel according to the Hebrews.
3 Palladius (in the beginning of the fifth
century) relates, in his history of the monks,
{}.avalaKa,) c. 147, that he had found in an
old manuscript, coming from Origen, the
words written in his own hand, giving the
account cited in the text. True, this Palladius is a witness liable to some suspicion
on account of his credulity; but in this case
we have no reason to disbelieve him, especially as his testimony agrees with the narrative of Eusebius, 1. VI. c. 17.
* The Hexapla
to say anything more
concerning this work and kindred works of
Origen, would be foreign from our purpose.
:

See the Introductions to the Old Testament. We shall merely cite here the words
of Origen himself respecting the comparison
instituted by him between the Alexandrian
version and the other ancient translations of
After having spoken
the Old Testament.
(Commentar. in Matth. T. XV. § 14, f. 381
of the differences in the copies of the New
Testament, which had arisen partly from
the negligence and partly from the arbitrary criticism of the transcribers, he adds
" As regards the differences between the
copies of the Old Testament, we have, with
God's help, found a means of adjusting
them, by using the other translations as our
criterion.
Wherever in the version of the
Seventy anything was doubtful on account
of the differences of the manuscripts, we
have retained that which coincided with the
other translations; and many passages, not
to be found in the Hebrew text, we have
marked with an obelisk, (the critical sign of
omission,) not daring wholly to omit them.
But some passages we have noted with an
asterisk, in order to make it clear, that such
passages, which are not found in the Seventy, have been added by us from the other
translations coinciding with the Hebrevr
text; and in order that whoever is so itdined, mnij receive them into the text, (I sappose that the reading should be npogf/Tat;)
but whoever takes any offence at them, may
receive or not receive them, as he pleases."
From these last words, we see how much
Origen had to fear from those who were
ready at once to accuse any one that departed from the traditional and customary
route, of falsifying the sacred scriptures.
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After the assassination of Maximin, and under the reign of the emperor Gordian, in the year 238, Origen was enabled to return once
m^re to Caesarea, and resume there his earlier labors.
Long before, while he resided at Alexandria, the church of Greece,
where he enjoyed a high reputation, had sent for him to advise with
them on some ecclesiastical matters he now probably received a second
invitation of the same kind.
His way led him through Nicomedia in
Bithynia, where he spent several days with his old fiiend Ambrosius,
who, if the narrative of Jerome is correct, had meanwhile become deacon whether it was that- the latter had his appointment in the church
of that city, or whether he had come thither for the sake of meeting
Origen.
There he received a letter from another friend, Julius Africanus, one of the distinguished learned Chnstians of that age.-^
Origen, in a conversation which took place in the presence of Africanus,
had cited the story of Susanna, on the authority of the Alexandrian
version, as a part of genuine scripture, belonging to the book of Daniel.
In this letter, equally characterized by the moderate, respectful
tone of literary controversy, and by the unbiassed freedom of criticism,
Africanus expressed his surprise at what he had heard, and asked for
further explanations.
Origen replied in a full and elaborate letter from
Nicomedia.
Not so free from prejudice as Africanus, he labored to
defend the authority of the Alexandrian version and collection of the
sacred writings.
It is well worth observing, how the free inquiring
mind of Origen, out of a misconceived piety, perhaps, too, rendered
timid by the convulsions which, hi spite of his own will, he had occasioned in the church, took refuge in the authority of a church tradition
" But
preserved pure under the guidance of a special Providence.
ought not that Providence," says he,^ " which in the sacred writings has
:

;

^ He was then a very aped man, as is evident from the fact, that he could address
Origen, who was now fifty, by the title,
"my son." His usual place of residence
was probably the ancient and ruined city of

Emmaus

or Nicopolis in Palestine, (so call-

ed by the Romans after the Jewish war, and
not to be confounded with the Ennnaus of
the New Testament, being more distant,
namely, 176 stadia from Jerusalem.) The
inhabitants of this ruined place chose him
as their delegate to the emperor Heliogabalus, for the purpose of obtaining from that
emperor the restoration of their city, a miseion in which he was successful. Hieronym.
de vir. illustr. c. 6.3. He is known as the
first author of a Christian History of the
world, (his xpo'>-'oypa<pia in five books, vid.
Euseb. 1. VI. c. 31.) This work, of which
oar only knowledge is derived from the use
made of it by other writers and from fragHents, undoubtedly had its origin in an
iipologetic aim.
He is known, again, on
account of his letter to Aristides, on the
method of reconciling the differcrces between the genealogies of Jesus in Matthew
and Luke, of which Eusebius, Hist. lib. I.
There
•C. 7, has j)reserved to us a fragment.
is another remarkable fragment of the same

letter, published by Routli, reliquiae sacrae,
vol.11, p. 115.
He controverts here those
who asserted, that these different gencalogies had been <riven merely for the purpose
of demonstrating in this way the truth, that
Christ was at once King and High Priest,
being descended from the royal and pricst-

And in this connection he exhimself very strongly against the
theory of "pious fraud." "God forbid,"
says he, " that the opinion should ever prevail in the church of Christ, that any false
thing can he fabricated for Christ's glory."
ly families.

presses

M^

i)^

KpnroiTi toiovto^ 7>.6yog tv

kKK7^7jmtji

on

i/)ri'(5of cri'-jKurai elg alvov koI
Xpiarov.
Euscbius ascribes to
him a work which contained a sort of literary onnuaim. after the fashion of the unscicntific Po/i/fiistories of those times, entitled
the kectoc.
A great deal, however, ascribed to him in the fragments of this work.,
does not accord with the views and princi-

'S.pLc-ov,

6o^o7i.oyiav

which should belong to this man. according to what we otherwise know of him.
It were certainly the most natural bypothesis, that he wrote this work before his habit*
of thinking had become decidedly Chri*

pies

tian.
^ c. 4.
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given the means of edification to all the churches of Christ, to have cared
for those who are bought with a price, for whom Christ died
Christ,
the Son of that God who is love, and who spared not his own Son, but
gave him up for us all, that he might with him freely give us all things ?
Besides, consider whether it is not weU to think of those words,
Remove not the ancient landmark, wdiich thy fathers have set.' " Prov.
22: 28.
He then proceeds to say, that although he by no means neglected the other ancient translations, yet he had bestowed peculiar diligence on the Alexandrian version, that it might not seem as if he
wished to introduce into the church any falsifvdng innovation and that
he might give no pretext to those who sought occasion for, and took delight in, accusing and calumniatmg the men who were universally
known and held an important place in the church.^ Origen's journey
terminated at Athens, where he resided for some time, finished his com-

—

'

;

mentary on Ezekiel, and began his commentary on the Song of Solomon. ^
To the end of his life, he was occupied with theological labors. Under
the reign of Philip the Arabian, with whose family he was on terms of
correspondence, he wrote the work against Celsus, which has already
been mentioned, his commentary on the gospel of Matthew, and other
treatises.
When he was sixty years of age. he now for the first time
pei'mitted his discourses to be taken down by short-hand writers.
In
what high consideration he stood with the churches of these countries,
is e\ident from the fact, that on important
ecclesiastical questions,
where it was difficult to come at a decision, the opinion of Origen was
coasulted by synods of bishops.
A case of this sort, in which Beryllus, the bishop of Bostra in Arabia, submitted to be taught by him, we
have noticed on a former occasion.
We may here mention as another
mstance of this kind, that a controversy had been excited by a party
among the Arabian Christians, who asserted, that the human soul died
with the body, and that it was to be revived only with the body at the
resurrection,
an ancient Jewish notion. Perhaps, too, in these districts, whose situation brought them into frequent contact with Jews, it
was no new doctrine, but the one which had prevailed there from ancient times
and perhaps it was first brought about through the influence of Origen,
in whose system the doctrine of the natural immortality of the soul, which is related to God, held an important place,
that this latter doctrine now became here the more general one, and
the small party who still adhered to the old opinion, appeared to be
heretical
if the case really was, that the prevailing voice had expressed
itself thus early against them.^
Hence it is explained, how the convention of a great synod came to be thought necessary for the purpose
of settling these disputes.
As they could not come to an agreement,

—

;

—

—

;

1

'Iva

iirj

TL

TcapaxnpaTTEiv doKoi^fiEv ralg
Kat Txpo(paaag

inb Tov oi'pavbv eKKAr/Gcaig

'

6i6u)fiev Tolc i^7)Tov(nv u(popjj,ag, edeXovai Toi'C

iv ueai-u avKocpavrelv Koi rCiv Siafaivo/iivuv
kv

-^C)

^

*

KOLvC) KaTjjyopdv.

Euseb. lib. VI. c. 32.
Eusebius (1. VI. c. 37)

may

perhaps

judge concerning the controversies of the'se
times too much according to his own stil)jective views and the church orthodoxy of
his age, when he represents the defemlens
of this opinion as men generally acknowledged to be teachers of error and propagators of a new doctrine.
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Origen was sent for and it was brought about by his influence, that
the opponents of the soul's natural immortality confessed and renounced
;

their error.

Origen, who, on account of some particular opinions, was by a great
part of the church stigmatized as a heretic and enemy to the evangelical scheme of faith, is said in the last days of a life consecrated to labor

and

conflict in behalf of that

which he considered

to

be the cause of

by his conduct the accusations of his adversahow
ries, and shown how he was ready to sacrifice all for the faith,
he belonged to that number who are willing to hate even their own Ufe
Christ, to have refuted

—

Lord's sake.
the fury of the enemies of Christianity, in the Decian persecution, was directed particularly^ against those men who were distinguished
among the Chi'istians for their station, their wealth, or their knowfor the

As

ledge, and their activity in promulgating the faith,'

such a

man

it

become a shining mark
confession, he was thrown

as Origen should

was natural that
for fanatical cru-

into prison
and
was attempted, in conformity with the plan of the Decian persecution, to overcome the infirmity of age, by exquisite and gradually
But the faith which he bore at heart, sustained
increasing tortures.
the weakness of old age, and gave him power to withstand every trial.
After having suffered somuch,^ he wrote from his prison a letter full of
consolation, of encouragement for others.
The circumstances heretofore mentioned, which contributed first to moderate, and then to bring

After a steadfast

elty.

here

;

it

wholly to an end, this persecution, procured finally for Origin also freerepose.
Yet the sufferings which he had undergone, served
perhaps to hasten his death, which took place about the year 254,^ in

dom and

the seventieth year of his age.

The

influence of Origen on theological culture

was no longer connected

person, but contmued to spread independently of the man,
through his writings and his scholars, not without continual conflict with
the minds of the opposite tendency.
The friends of Chiliasm, of the
\\ith his

gross literal

method of

scrijjtural interpretation,

and of the anthropo-

morphic and anthropopathic mode of representing divine things connected therewith, and the zealots for the letter of the church doctrinal
The conflict between
tradition, were opponents to the school of Origen.
these antagonistic directions of mind presents the most important phenomena connected with the theological development at the close of this
period.
We shall here, in the first place, glance at the church which
1

The

2

Euscb.
Euseb.

pcisonaj insignes.

by Origen after the persecution,
concerning the genuineness of which, however, Pliotius was not fully convinced. But
according to whnt Euscbius says, in the
above-cited passage of his Chinch Histowho nmloulitcdly followed the account
ry,
it can
of his friend and teacher Pamphilus,
liardly be supposed that Pamphilus really
reported any such thing. Perhaps Photius
misunderstood Pamphilus, when the latter
meant simply confession uiuh'r torture, or
perhaps was speaking of the indirect lonse
fpieticts of llwse sajjiringa to Origen.
written

VI. c. 39.
8
1. VII. c. 2.
According to Photius, cod. 118, there were two ditVcrcnt reconcerning
the
manner
and time of
ports
Origen's death. Pamphilus, and many others who had been personally acquainted
with Origen. rejiorted that lie died us a martyr, at Cicsarca, under the Decian persecuOthers reported, that he lived till the
tion.
times of Gallus and ^'olusianus, and then
died at Tyre, and was liiere buried which
accoant was confirmed also by the letters
I.

;

—

—
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was the original seat of Origen's activity, namely, the church of Alexandria and of Egypt.
Origen had here left behind him disciples, who continued to labor on

Ms own

although with less of the zeal for speculation.
Demeit appears from what has been said, rather the
personal enemy of Origeii, than the enemy of his theological direction
of miad his attack upon the latter had probably been only a pretext.
Hence he permitted the disciples of Origen to continue their labors
without disturbance
and he himself died soon after the outbreak of
these controversies, in the same year 231.
Heraclas, the discijile and frlenil of Origen,
who has already been
mentioned, and who, after the departure of tlie lattei-, was placed at the
in

spirit,

trius the bishop was, as

:

;

—

—

head of the catechetical school,
succeeded Demetrius in the episcopal
office.
Heraclas was succeeded
in the year 247
as catechist,
and afterwards as bishop, by Dionysius, another worthy disciple of Origen, who always retained his love and respect for him, and when he
was in prison, under the Decian persecution, addressed to him a letter
of consolation.
Dionysius, as he tells us himself, had come to the faith
in the gospel in the way of free examination,
having searched impartially through all the systems
and hence he remained true to this
principle, both as a Christian and a teacher of the church.
He read
and examined without prejudice all the writings of the heretics, and
rejected their systems only after he had made himself accurately acquainted with them, and put it into his power to refute them by arguments.
A presbyter of his church warned him of the injury which
might accrue to his soul by the distracting occupation of perusing so
many godless writings. But the Spirit of God gave him assurance,
that he needed not to be disturbed by that fear.
He believed that he
had heard a voice, saying to him " Read whatever falls into thy hands,
for thou art capable of judging and proving all things
and from the
first this has been to thee the occasion of faith."
By this encouragement, Dionysius was confii-med in his purpose and he found it agreeable to that direction of the Lord (in an apocryphal gospel) to the
stronger Christians
"Be ye skilful money-changers," yivea&e SoKifwl rpaweCii-at, i.e. skilful to distinguish the genuine from the counterfeit coin.^
We have, on several occasions, already adduced examples of the
freedom of spirit and moderation of this Father, and of the happy
The same Christian moderation and gentleeffects thence resulting.
ness appear also in his letter to Basilides, an Egyptian bishoj), on questions relative to matters of church discipline and worship.^
The letter
" These quesof Dionysius to his subordinate bishop concludes thus
tions you have not proposed to me as if you were ignorant of the subject, but to honor me, and to be assured that I am of the same mind
with youi'self, as indeed I am.
I have laid open to you my own opinions, not as a teacher, but with all the frankness which we are bound to

—

—

—

;

:

;

;

:

:

1 Dionysius, in his letter to the Roman
presbyter Philemon, Euseb. 1. VII. c. 7.
2 Which letter acquired the authority of
canonical law in the Greek church, as be-

The fragments
it which still remain were last edited by
Routh, in his Reliquiae Sacrae, vol. IL
ing an smaToA?) KavovLKr;.
of
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But it is now jour busiase in our communications with each other.
ness to judge of what I have said, and then write me what seems to
you better than this, or whether you hold that to be right which I have
advanced." ^
The next that distinguished themselves as teachers in the Alexandrian church were Pierius and Theognostos, who lived in the last times
In the fragments of their writings, (preserved
of the third century.
by Photius,) we recognize the peculiar doctrines of Origen.
We have observed before, that in Egypt itself there existed two opWe meet with them
posite parties, of Origenists and antiOrigenists.
again in the fourth century, especially among the Egyj^tian monks,
Perhaps this
under the names of Anthropomorjphites and OrigenhU.
opposition among the Egyptian monks may also be traced to the times
of which we are now speaking.
In these times, it is true, there were
but, as early as the close of the third century, there
as yet no monks
;

existed in

Egypt

societies of ascetics,

who

lived retired in the country .^

Among

these Egyptian ascetics, appeared, at the end of this period, a
the name of Hieracas, who, in the following times, was placed
among the heretics, by those who judged him according to the standard
of the church scheme of faith, as it had formed itself in the fourth cen-

man by

but who could hardly have been considered as a heretic during
So far as we are able to understand his spiritual bent
and his doctrines from the fragmentary accounts, for which we are indebted for the most part to Epiphanius,* there was much in his peculiar
views which savored of the school of Origen ; and the fact may have
yet we find no such relationship
been, that he came from that school
The same tendenas could be explained only in this particular way.
tury

;

his life-time.^

:

may easily have sprung up in Egypt fi-om different quarters.
Hieracas passed the life of an ascetic in the city of Leontopolis, in
Egypt,^ and, after the manner of the ascetics, earned the necessaries of
life, and the means of bestowing charity, by the industry of his own
hands exercising an art that was highly esteemed and much employed
in Egypt, that of calUyraphy, which he practised with e(|ual skill both
He is said to have lived
in the Greek and in the Coptic language.
which may be easily accounted for
beyond the age of ninety, and
to have retained to the last the full exercise
from his simple habits
of his powers, so that he could pursue his art to the very end of his
life.
He was equally familiar with tlie Greek and with the Coyitic lit>
from which very circumstance, however, it may have resulted
erature
that he introduced many foreign elements from both these sources into
cies

;

—

—

;

A

considerable fragment of tlie work of
Dionysius on Nature, in wliich he defends the belief in a Providence i)'i;\inst the
atomistic system of the Epicnrcaiis, has
been preserved to us by Eusebiiis, in the
XIV. Book of the Prwpanitio evangeliea,
ntroduccd by Routh, 1. e. vol IV.
^ See Athanasius' life of Antonius.
«hall have occasion to say more on this
1

thi?

We

point in the following period.

'

For

this reason, as

we can

take the no-

tion of heresy in tiie present work only in
its historical sense, we have not placed Hieis usually done, among the heretics
Ha;res. 67.
Unless lie lived at the head of a com
munity of ascetics, somewhere in the neijih
borhood of that city.

racas, as
*

^
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He wrote commentaries on the Bible, in the Greek and
Coptic tongue, and composed many church hymns.
He was given to the allegorical method of interpretation, which was
closely connected with a certain theosophic tendency.
Like Origen,
he explained particularly the account of Paradise as an allegory, denying that there had ever been a material Paradise.
It may be conjectured that, like Origen, he considered the Paradise as a symbol of that
higher spiritual world, from which the heavenly spirit fell by an inclinar
tion to earthly matter. But as there was no general agreement of opinion as to what should be understood symbolically and what literally, in
as, moreover, nothing was yet settled in the
that narrative of Genesis
system of the dominant church, respecting the origin of the soul and
as the peculiar opinions of Origen had still many important advocates,
he could not on this account be
particularly in the Egyptian church,
generally condemned as a heretic.
From that theory of his concerning the manner in which the heavenly spirit, sunk into union with matter, became invested with a body,
we may easily understand why Hieracas should contemn this earthly,
material body, make its mortification the leading aim of the Christian
system of morals, and oppose the doctrine that the soul, once set free,
should again be incarcerated in this prison of the body by the resurrection.
In reference to the latter point, however, he may, at the same
time, have supposed, perhaps, that the soul would be veiled in a higher
Even this opinion he
organ of ethereal matter, (a auna irvev/xariKov.^
might present under such a form as not directly to reject the doctrine
of the resurrection of the body, but only to explain it according to his
Christianitj.

in the

;

;

—

own

sense.

In respect to the former point, he represented the abstemious unmarried life as something essential to the proper perfection of the Christian.
The recommendation of the unmarried life, he made to constitute the
characteristic distinction between the great moral principle of the Old,
and that of the New Testament. Those false notions respecting the
essence of morality, respecting the demands of the moral law on human nature, by which men Avere led to imagine they could so easily fulfil it, and even do more than it requires, (opera supererogationis,) discover themselves in Hieracas, when he asks " What new thing has the
:

Of what new benefit has
Respecting the fear of God, respectlike, the Old Testament has already
treated.
What new thing is there still remaining, unless it be the introduction of the unmarried life ? "
This question shows, w^e allow,
that Hieracas had no right apprehension, either of the demands of the
moral law, or, what is strictly connected therewith, of Christ as the
Redeemer of mankind, and of the nature of the redemption. From
the views which we here find expressed, of human nature, and of the
demands of the moral law on the same, might be drawn a doctrine,
But it is with no good reateaching that man needed no Redeemer.
son the doctrine has, therefore, been ascribed to Hieracas, that Christ
was merely the author of a perfect system of morals, and not the Redoctrine of the Only-begotten introduced

humanity ?
ing envy, covetousncss, and the

he been the author

to

?
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deemer of mankind. A zealous Montanist might have said nearly the
Bame as Hieracas has done. Indeed, the traces of these erroneous ethical and anthropological notions may be found elsewhere, in the same
period, particularly

He

endeavored

among

to prove,

the Alexandrians.

by

texts wrested out of their proper con-

necticn, hi the seventh chapter of the first epistle to the Corinthians,

Paul had permitted marriage only out of respect to human infirmand only for the sake of avoiding, in the case of the weak, a still
greater evil.
In the parable of the virgins, Matth. 25, he neglected
that

ity,

the rule requiring that, in a comparison, we should not give weight to
each individual circumstance, but only to the particular point to be
illustrated
and, from the fact that none but virgins are here mentioned, drew the conclusion, that none but unmarried persons could have
any portion in the kingdom of heaven. In the application of the passage, " Without holiness no man can see the Lord," Heb. 12
14, he
proceeded on his own principle, that the essence of holiness consists in
a life of celibacy.
As Hieracas himself alloAvs that Paul permitted marriage to the
weak, it follows from this, that he by no means condemned unconditionally married Christians, and excluded them from the number of the
faithful.
It may have been, perhaps, that too hasty conclusions were
drawn from some of his extravagant assertions in recommending the
unmarried life.
Or, when he said that none but those living; in celibacy could enter into the kingdom ot heaven, he must have understood
by the kingdom of heaven, not the state of blessedness generally, but
only the highest degree of that blessedness a dogmatic use of language
peculiar to himself, as seems probable from what we are about to
remark.
In consequence of his ascetic bent, Hieracas was accustomed to
dwell with great earnestness on the position, that every man must earn,
by his own moral conflict, his own ascetic efforts, a portion in the kingdom of heaven. This circumstance, of his laying a peculiar stress on
each one's ow^n moral conflicts, was also entirely in accordance with the
peculiar Alexandrian tendency.
Inasmuch now as Hieracas assumed
the position, that a participation in the kingdom of heaven can only be
the reward of a conflict, and that he who has not fought, cannot obtain
the crown
he inferred that children who die before they come to the
years of understanding, do not enter into the kingdom of heaven.
It
can hardly be supposed, that by this he meant to pronounce on them
an unconditional sentence of condemnation, but only that he excluded
them from the highest grade of blessedness which results from communion with God, from the glorification of human nature by its union
with the Godhead in Christ
for to the participation in this it Avas impossible to attain, except by one's own moral efforts, and by doing more
than the law demands.
He assumed a middle condition for these children
an hypothesis which Pelagius and many of the Orientals afterwards adopted with re.aid to unbaptised children.
If Hieracas
asserted this of all children, including those who had been baj)tizcd, it
follows, that he denied the connection of any supernatural influenct
;

:

;

;

:

—
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Perhaps, on this principle, he combated infant
and represented it as a practice of more recent origin,
at variance with the end of baptism, and with the essential character
The remarks which we have here made tend to conof Christianity.
firm also what was just before observed, that Hieracas by n© means
honored Christ merely as a moral Teacher. It is clearly evident, on the
contrary, that he recognized him as one who had glorified human
nature, and acquired for it that highest grade of blessedness, to which
men could not have attained by their own powers.
From the position assumed by the later church orthodoxy, the charge
was brought against Hieracas of entertaining certain errors in regard
to the doctrine of the Trinity.
He is said to have employed the fol" The Son of God emanates from the Father, as
lowing com})arison
one lamp is kindled from another, or as one torch is divided into two."^
Comparisons of this sort, drawn from sensible objects, were at variance,
we admit, with the spiritual tendency of Origen but the older churchteachers, such as Justin and Tatian, had certainly been partial to them.
He a'firmed agiin, that under the type of Melchisedec is represented
the Holy Spirit, since the latter is designated, Rom. 8 26, as an intercessor for men, consequently as a priest.
He represents the image of
the Son, being subordinate, indeed, to the Son but bearing the nearest
resemblance to him of all beings
a notion altogether conformed to
Origen's theory of subordination, which long continued to maintain its
place in the Eastern church.^
From Palestine the influence of Origen was extended, by means of
his friends and disciples, even to Cappadocia and to Pontus, as the three
great church-teachers of Cappadocia in the fourth century still testify.
Here it is proper to mention particularly his great disciple Grregory^
to whom the admiration of the Christians gave the surname of Wonderworker (Bavfiarovpyoq.')
His Original name was Theodorus.
He was
descended from a noble and wealthy family of Neocoesarea in Pontus.
His fiither, a devoted Pagan, educated him in Heathenism. At the age
of fourteen, however, he lost his father, and then first he was gained to
Christianity
affording another illustration of the fact, that it was often
through children and women the gospel first found its way into families.
He was acquainted with Christianity, however, as yet only
through the oral teaching of others, being himself still ignorant of the
scriptures.
The religious interest was with him as yet but a subordinate one, the strife after a splendid career in the world seeming to him
vastly more important.
His mother exerted herself to the utmost to
have him taught everything which, under the existing circumstances,
With infant baptism.

baptism

itself,

:

;

:

;

—

;

r/ ug TiUfinada Elg
Arius ad Alexandr. apud Epiphan.
haeres. 69, ^ 7.
Athanas. T. I. P. II. 68.
'He appeals also to a passage in an
apocryphal writing of some importance on
acconnt of its bearing on the history of the

1

'Qf Tmxvov utto ?ivxvov,

ivo.

—

oldest doctrines,
the uvnjiaTtKov 'Yiadiov,
i. e. the account of Isaiali's ascension to the
several regions of heaven, anil of what he
theresaw. After the angel attendant of Isaiah

has shown him the Son of God, sitting at

hand of God, b aya-r/Tug, Isaiah
asks: Kal Tig eotIv 6 uXkog^ h ofxoLog avTci,
e^ uinaiipuv eX&uv; aal e'nts- av yLvudKEig,
tovt' ean to ayiov TrvEv/ia to AaXovv kv aai
km ev -olg Trpocjir/Taig. Kal j]v, friai, o/iowv
tu uymrr/Tu. This passage is found in the
writing now published entire, aflf-r the old
Ethiopic translation, by R. Lawience, Oxo36.
nite, 1819; p. 58, 59, v. 32
the ri<;ht

—
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3ould contribute to the successful prosecution of his aims.
therefore, a good rhetorical education, in order to place

of preferment as a rhetorician or an advocate

He

received,

him on the step

and he learnt, moreover,
the Latin, His
teacher in the Latin language pointed out to him how very necessary
to the attainment of his end was the knowledge of the Roman law.
He
commenced the study of this, and had already laid his plans to visit
Rome, for the purpose of improving his knowledge of the Roman jurisprudence.
But Providence had chosen him to be an instrument for
higher ends
and, without dreaming of it or willing it, as he observes
himself, in describing the remarkable vicissitudes of his life, he Avas to
be formed for those higher purposes.
His sister's husband, who was legal adviser to the Praefect of Palestine, had been called by the duties of his office to Caesarea.
He had
left his wife behind at Neocoesarea
and now she was sent for to follow
him.
His brother-in-law, the young Theodoras, was requested to attend
her on the journey and it was intimated, that he could thus most
;

the language of the established government and laws,

—

;

;

;

Roman jurisprudence at the
law, not far distant from Cnesarea, at Bery-

easily prosecute his plan of studjdng the

celebrated school of

Roman

tus in Phoenicia.
Theodoras accejjted the invitation but this journey
had a different result from what he had anticipated. At Cassarea he
became acquainted with Origen the latter soon observed the talents
of the young man, and sought to direct them to a higher end than that
which he then contemplated.
Attracted, in sjiite of himself, by this
great teacher, he forgot Rome, Berytus, and the study of law.
To
awaken in him the activity of his own mind, a free, unprejudiced spirit
of imjuiry, was, as Theodore himself describes it in his farewell discourse, the principal endeavor of Origen.
After having made him
search for the scattered rays of truth in the systems of the Greek philosophy, he showed him what revelation furnishes of a higher order
he
led him to the study of the sacred scriptures, and expounded to him
their meaning.
Theodore says of Origen's exposition of scripture " It
is my firm belief that he was able so to discourse only by communion
with the divine Spirit for to be a prophet and to understand prophets
requires the same power.
And no man can understand the prophets,
;

:

:

:

;

on whom the Spirit himself, from whom the prophecies came, has not
bestowed the power of understanding his own language.
This man had
received from God that greatest of gifts, to he to men an interpreter of
the words of God; to understand God's word, as God speaks it, and
to announce it to men, as men can understand it." ^
After he had spent eight years with Origen at Csesarea, where probably he also received baptism and adopted the name Gregorius, he
returned to his native land.
With deep sorrow he took leave of the
teacher to whom his whole soul was affectionately bound.
He compared the tie that united them, with the bond of friendship between
David and Jonathan. To Origen, and to the Providence which, without
Qis own knowledge or will, had conducted him to such a friend, he testi1

Panesrvric. in Orig.

c.

15

;
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fied his

thanks in the parting address, in which he describes the provi
own hfe, and Origen's method of instruction and

dential events of his
training.^

In tearing himself with pain from the society of his beloved teacher,
and from those sacred studies which had so long been his exclusive
occupation, to engage with sorroAvful heart in employment of an entirely
different kind, which he must devote himself to in his native city, he
" But why grieve at tliis ?
We have, verily, a Saviour for
even for those that are half dead and fallen among thieves
one
who cares for all, is the Physician of all, the watchful Keeper of all
men. We have also within us that seed tohich tve have bee7i made conscious by thy means, (Origen,) that we hear within us ; and the seed
which we have received from thee, those glorious doctrines.
Having
these seeds, we part, with tears indeed, for we are leaving thee, but yet
Perhaps the heavenly Keeper will accomtaking these seeds with us.
pany us and deliver us but perhaps we shall return to thee, and from
the seed bring with us also the fruits and the sheaves
and if none are
ripe, (for how could that be ?) yet may they be such as can thrive
amidst the thoi-ns of civil employments."
And then, addressing him" But do thou, beloved head,
self directly to Origen, he proceeds
stand up and dismiss us with thy prayer.
As thou hast guided us ^ all
the long time we have been with thee, by thy holy doctrines, to salvation
so now, when we are to leave thee, guide us to salvation by thy
prayers.
Give us over and commend us, or rather give us back, to that
God who conducted us to thee. Thanks to him for what he has hitherto done for us
but do thou implore him also, that he would guide us
in the future, that he would inspire our minds with his precepts, that
he would imbue us with the fear of God, and make this our most wholesome discipline. For we shall not be able, far away, to obey him with
the freedom with which we could obey him, so long as Ave were with
thee.
Pray him, that, to console us in our separation from thee, he
would send with us a good angel to lead us. But pray to him also,
that he would once more bring us back to thee
for the assurance only
of this would be our greatest consolation."
After his removal, Origen still retained him in affectionate remembi'ance.
We have preserved to us a letter which he wrote him, full of
paternal love.^ In this he assures him, that his distinguished talents
fitted him for the station either of an able teacher of the Roman law,
or of an eminent iiistructer of one of the' fiimous philosophical schools
but
was his wish, that Gregory would make Christianity his single
exclaims

:

—

all,

;

;

:

;

;

;

it-

i This discourse we have followed,
as the
source chiefly to be relied on for the history
of the early life and education of Gregory,
The narratives of Gregory of Nvssa, in his
biography of this Gregory, openly contradict
the autobiography of the latter
and, as
Gregory of Nyssa set out with rhetorical
flourishes what he had taken from incredible
or inaccurate stories, it were a fruitless labor
to undertake to reconcile the two contradic'x)ry accounts with each other.
The Pane
;

gyric of Gregory may be found in the fourtb
vol. of the edition of Origen's works by de
la Rue, and in the third vol. of the Sibliotheca Patrum of Galland.
- He speaks here in the plural, probably
because he has in mind also his brotlier

Athenodorus, who had come in company
with him to Origen, and afterwards became
bisbo]) of a church in Pontus.
Vid. Euseb
1.

IV.
^

c. 30.
Philocal.

c. 13.
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aim, and employ his talents only as a means to this one great object.
Following out his own principles, above exhibited, respecting the relation of the sciences, and particularly of philosophy, to Christianity, he
goes on to advise him to make himself master of everything in the
general circle of the sciences and in philosojihy, "which he could aj)ply
to any use in behalf of Christianity.
By a variety of beautiful allegoric
expositions of the narratives of the Old Testament, he endeavors to set
clearly before him the duty of making everything subservient to the
divine calling, and of sanctifying every other interest by referring it to
this
instead of forgetting, as was frequently done, the divine calling
itself in the crowd of foreign matters, or profaning it by letting it become mixed up and confounded with them. He then addresses him as
" Study, then, my son, before all things else, the sacred scripfollows
tures
but let it be to thee an earnest study ; for it needs a very earnest study of the scriptures, that we may not express anything, or judge
anything, too rashly respecting their sacred contents.
And if thou
studiest the holy scriptures with a believing temper of mind, well pleasing to God,^ then wherever anything in them seems shut up from thee,
knock, and it shall be opened to thee by the porter, of whom Jesus
speaks in John 10
Search, "vvith un3, To him the porter openctfi.
wavering faith in God, after the sense of the sacred word, which is hidden from the great mass of readers. Let it not suffice thee, however,
merely to knock and to seek for prayer also is especially necessary to
the understanding of divine things
in exhorting us to which, the
Saviour has said not only Knock, and it shall be opened unto you, and
seek, and ye shall find
but also ask, and it shall be given you."
Gregory answered the hopes of his great teacher. In his native city,
of which he became bishop, there were at first but seventeen Christians.
Through his instrumentality, the majority of its inhabitants were converted, and Christianity became widely diffused in Pontus.
It is to be
lamented, that we have no exhibition of the labors of this remarkable
man, more accurate and more worthy of credit than the legendary
account of his life, set forth with so much of rhetorical ornament, which
Gregory of Nyssa wrote a century afterwards. Perhaps, in following
out those principles of the Alexandrian school which peimitted and
inculcated the practice of descending to the weakness of the multitude
and held to a progressive course of religious education, he was in the
habit of yielding too much, in order to increase the number of his
heathen converts perhaps he conceived, that, if they were but once
introduced into the Christian church, the sjtirit of the gospel, and the
continued labors of their teacher, would gradually conduct them onward
to a more enlightened Christianity.
Having observed that many of
the common people remained bound to the religion of their fathci'S by
their love for the ancient sports connected with Paganism, he deter;

:

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

^ The Greek word 7rp6?.Tiipic hardly admits
of being well rendered in the present case,
"
Neither " yircjudice " nor '• prcjudirment

would answer here. "Presupposition" would
come nearer to the sense. Origcn means to
Bay, that the reader of the Ecriptures should

he fully persxiaded beforchnnd, that the sacred
is jjcrvadcd throughout with a divine
spirit, and not allow liiniself to he cmbarrasscd at particular passages, where the di
vine meaning does not immediately appear

word

^
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mined to provide the new converts with a substitute for these.
After
Decian persecution, under which numbers in this country had died
as martyrs, he instituted a general festival in honor of the martyrs, and
permitted the rude multitude to celebrate it with banquets similar to
those which accompanied the pagan funerals (ParentaUa) and other
He imagined that, in this way, one main obstacle
heathen festivals.
to the conversion of the heathen would fall away, and, if they once
became members of the Christian church, they would, by degrees, of
their own accord, after their minds had become enlightened and spiritualized by Christianity, bid farewell to those sensual pleasures. ^
But
he did not seem to consider what intermingling of Pagan and Christian
notions and customs might result from this loose accommodation,
an
nor how difficult it would be for
issue which was afterwards realized,
Christianity to penetrate directly into the life, when, from the very first*
it had become adulterated by such an alloy.
We have from Gregory a simple and clearly written Paraphrase of
confession of faith on the doctrine of the Trinity,
Ecclesiastes.
which he is affirmed to have written by special revelation, was appealed
In attestation of
to in the fourth century in opposition to the Arians.
its authenticity, it Avas said that it remained in his own hand-writing,
But although the first part
preserved in the church of Neocsesarea.
of this confession, in which the peculiar doctrines of Origen are disyet the second part is
tinctly to be recognized, might prove genuine
manifestly a later addition, inasmuch as it contains distinctions wholly
unknown to the school of Origen, and which arose first out of the conthe

—

—

A

;

troversy with the Arians, in the fourth century.
Among the violent opponents of the school of Origen,

we have
first, bishop of
mentioned in another place, Methodius,
a martyr in the persecution
Olympus in Lycia; afterwards, of Tyre,
Yet he seems not to have always stood in the same reof Diocletian.
lation to this school. Eusebius of Csesarea, in his continuation of the
Apology of Pamphilus in behalf of Origen, affirms that Methodius
contradicted his own earlier remarks, which had been in praise of OriThe ecclesiastical histoi-ian Socrates asserts, on the other hand,*
gen.^
that Methodius had first declared himself against Origen, and afterwards, in his dialogue called ^evuv, retracted his censures, and expressed
There must be some truth lying at the
his admiration of the man.
Eusebius and Socrates derived their
bottom of these two accounts.
impressions from what Methodius himself had declared in his own writBut it seems not improbable, that these two authors determined
ings.
already

1

Vita Gregor.

—

c.

to rob their own countrymen.
This letter furnishes, at the same time, evidence of Gregory's wakeful zeal for the
morals of his people

and even

27.

canonical letter which we have from
this Gregory, shows perhaps, that, in the
conversion of large bodies of the people,
there may have been a great deal whicli was
for it
barely outward and in appearance
relates to a class of persons who took advantage of the confusion occasioned by the
devastation committed by the Goths in the
country around Pontus, to make the public
misfortunes a source of profit to themselves
2

—

The

;

^ Apud Hieronym. lib. I. adv. Rufin.
Hieronym. opp. ed. Martianay, T. IV. fol.
359 Quomodo ausus est Methodius nunc
contra Origenem scribere, qui haec et haee
de Origenis loquutus est dogmatibus '
* Lib. IV. c. 13.
:

>
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PAMPHILUS.

the chronological order of these writings, not bv any historical data, but
and in matters of this
each according to his own private conjectures
Methodius, in
kind the ancients were very far from being accurate.
his Symposium, which we shall presently notice, appears to be by no
means a stickler for the letter of the church doctrine. On the contrary,
the work betrays a leaning to Theosophy, a fondness for the allegorical
;

of interpretation it contains much, therefore, indicating the same
general direction of mind as we find in Origen indeed, expressions
occur which at least favor the doctrine of the soul's preexistence.^ But
it also contains much which is directly at variance with the doctrines of
It may safely
for instance, a decided leaning to Chiliasm.^
Origen
be conjectured, therefore, that Methodius, who was no systematic
thinker, was in the first place drawn by many of the views and writings
of Origen, which flattered his favorite opinions and pleased his taste ;
which only prepared him, however, to be the more strongly rejielled by

mode

;

;

;

—

that in the system of Origen which went coimter to his own intellectual
bent and his own dogmatic principles.
The most important and authentic of the writings which remain of
this Methodius is his Banquet of the Ten Virgins, in eleven conversations, containing a eulogy, oftentimes exaggerated, of the unmarried
fife.

which we have under the name of Methodius, on freeseems to belong rather to the Christian churchteacher Maximus, who lived under the reign of Septimus Severus,'
than to Methodius.*
It is an attack on the Gnostic Dualism.
One who stood up for Origen against those that accused him of being
a heretic was the presbyter Pamphilus of Csesarea, in Palestine, a man
distinguished for his zeal in the cause of piety and science.
He founded at Caesarea an ecclesiastical library, which contributed in no small
degree to the furtherance of scientific studies even in the fourth century.
Every friend of science, and in particular every one who was
disposed to engage in a thorough study of the Bible, found in him all
possible encouragement and support.
He exerted himself to multiply,^
to disseminate, and to correct the copies of the Bible.
Many of these
copies he distributed as presents
sometimes to women, whom he saw
much occupied in reading the scriptures.^ He founded a theological
school,'' in which the study of the sacred writings was made a special object of attention.^ From this school probably proceeded the learned Eusebius, who owed everything to Pamphilus, and looked up to him as his

The

treatise

will, (irept avre^ovaiov,')

;

2

Orat. II. Theophil.
Orat. LX.
5.

'

Euseb.

1

lib.

illustr. 0. 47.

identical with

the

§ 5.

V. c. 27. Hieronym. de vir.
This Maximus can hardly be
the bishoi) of Jeru.'^alem, of

same name.

Euseb.

1.

V.

c.

12.

See, on this point, my genetic development of the Gnostic system, p. 206.
^ Vid. Montfaucon catalog. Mss. biblioth.
Coislinian. f. 261.
8 Eusebius says of him, in the account of
his life, Hieronym. adv. Rulin. lib. I. f. 358,
*

VOL.

I.

359, vol. IV. Quis studiosorum amicus non
fuit Pampliili 1 _Si quos vidubat ad victnm
necessariis indi^re, piacbebat iar<re, quae
poterat
Scripturas quoque sanctas non ad
leprcndum tantum, sod et ad habendum
tribuebat promptissime
Nee solum viris,
sed et fcminis, quas vidisset lection! deditas.
Unde et mulios codices prteparabat, ut, quum
necessitas pcjposcisset, volentibus largiretur.
' Euseb. lib. VII. c. 32: ovvecniiaaTO 6ia:

(j

44

TpijU/v.
*

Euseb. de martyrib. Palsestina,

c. 4.

'
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HESYCHIUS.

paternal friend.

LUCIAN.

Pamphilus communicated

to his scholars his

own

rever-

ence for Origen, as the promoter of Christian science, and exerted himself
to counteract the narrow spirit that proceeded from those who accused
Origen of being a heretic. As the ignorant zeal of these people, Pamphilus says, went to such an extreme, that on every one who did but
occupy himself with the writings of Origen, they forthwith pronounced
Pamphilus, while in prison under the Diosentence of condemnation,
cle^sian persecution, in the year 309,^ wrote a work in Origen's defence,
conjointly with his disciple Eusebius ^ which defence was addressed to
the confessors who had been condemned to the mines.
After the martyrdom of Pamphilus, Eusebius added to the five books of the unfinished work a supplementary sixth book.
The first book of this Apology

—

;

we

still possess, in the arbitrary version of E,ufinus, with the exception
of a few fragments of the Greek.^
The example of this Pamphilus shows us how the comprehensive
mind of Origen, which grasped and united together so many different

dogmatic speculation, but
and the careful investigation
of the letter of the scriptures, however much this may seem irreconAnother example of the
cilable with his allegorizing licentiousness.
same kind probably is that of the Egyptian bishop Hesychius, who prepared a new emended revision of the text of the Alexandrian version,
which became the current one in Egypt.* He likewise suffered martyrdom under the Dioclesian persecution, in the year 310 or 311.^
Finally, it was also owing in part perhaps to the influence of Origen,
that a new and peculiar school of theology sprung up at Antioch, which
first arrived at its full development in the course of the fourth century,
whence the science of hermeneutics and exegesis received a healthy
direction between the extremes of the grossly literal and arbitrary alleLearned presbyters, atgorical methods of scriptural interpretation.
tached to the church of Antioch, who took a special interest in the study
of bibhcal interpretation, may be regarded as the progenitors of this
particularly Dorotheus and Lucian, of whom the latter died as
school
a martyr, in the beginning of the year 312, in the persecution under Maximin.^

pursuits,

gave birth not only

to the

spirit of

also to the thorough study of the Bible

;

One

torture, and finally, after having
been dreadfully lacerated, was conducted to
hitn, is furnished by his slave Porphyrins,
the stake. All this he bore witli the utmost
a young man of eighteen years, whom he constancy; only exclaiming once, when the
"Jesus, Son of God,
had educated with a father's love, and in fire reached him,
Euseb. de niartyrib Palsest.
promoting whose religious and intellectual help me."
To this, e. 11, f 388.
culture lie had sjiared no pains.
The charge of the passionate Jerome,
young man he had imparted a glowing love
Wlien Porphyry heard that Rufinus had falsely ascribed such a
for the Redeemer.
work to Pamphilus, deserves no credit,
the sentence of death pronounced on his
^ -piie loss of the Life of Pamphilus, by
beloved master, he requested that he might
Eusebius, is much to be regretted.
be allowed the pri-vilege, after the execution
* Hicronym. adv. Rufin. lib. II. f 425.
of the sentence, of paying him tlie last tribute
^ Euseb. hist, eccles. lib. VIII. c. 13, f. 308.
of affection by committing his Ijody to the
This request at once excited the
grave.
Lucian prepared a new revision of the
anger of the fanatical prtefect. And, as he corrected text of the Alexandrian version,
steadfastly confessed that he was a Christian,
and probably also of the New Testament,
and refused to nSer, he was subjected to the The codices written after this revision were
^

illustration of the influence

Pamphilus had over those who

which

most cruel

lived near

—

'^

"^
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CONCLUSION.

Thus the

historical

development of doctrine

in this period terminates

mill the conflict of opposite tendencies, which, in order that Christianity

might not be maimed and crippled by partial human views, and in order
it might be preserved as that which is destined to overcome and
reconcile all human antagonisms, should act as a counterpoise to each
other.
And as this process of development and purification is transmitted from one generation to another, so the conclusion of this first
great stadium contains in it the foretoken and presage of all the succeeding periods, which, by stiniggles and victories ever renewed, are to
prepare the way for the last great struggle and the final victory which
is to make an end of all strife.
that

called XuvKiavFia. Hieronym. de vir. illustr.
"7, adv. Rufin. lib. II. f. 425, vol. IV.
c.
Wliat we are to believe concerning the
earlier relation in which Lucian stood to

account which has been left by Alexander
bishop of Alexandria, since that account is
liable to the suspicion of being colored by a
polemical interest. Theodoret. hist, ecclefl.

Paul of Samosata, is a point which cannot
be determined, with any certainty, from the

Ub.

I. c.

4.

]^OTE.
NEANDER'S SUPPLEMENT TO THE SECOND EDITION.
BT HERMAKK EOSSEL, OF STIEREN " DE PTOLEMiEI VALENTINIANI AD
FLORAM EPISTOLA."

OBITICISM,

Dr. Stieren,

in his licentiate dissertation, "

De

ad Florara epistola," attacks the genuineness of

Ptolemsei Valentiniani
this

Gnostic document,

the only one that has been preserved to us uninjured, in two respects.

In the

first

must

place, the letter

not belong together,

c.

I.-IV. and

fall
c.

apart into two portions which do

V.

in the second place, neither of

;

whom

these pieces proceeds from the author to

As an

attributed.

external

argument against

they have hitherto been
their genuineness.

Dr.

Stieren avails himself of the fact, that, until into the eighth century, no
author, with the exception of
letter,

and we search

for

it

Epiphanius, makes any mention of the

works of an
But then this circumstance
was shown to be probable that

in vain in the anti-heretical

Irenaeus, TertuUian, Augustin,

and others.

could have significance only in so far as
the writers named, in case they had

it

known and

recognized the

letter,

would necessarily have brought it forward in their works. But especially
in need of proof is the supposition, little suited to that age, that Augustin
and Theodoret, if they had distrusted the opinion of Epiphanius, would
have passed it over in silence. Since the writer does not offer any such
proof, the further argument, the known untrustworthiness of Epiphanius,
receives weight only from the internal signs which are to testify against
the authenticity of our document.
First, the alleged interpolation.

the

critic,

This

In the second part of the writing, says
in the second, through free will.

Satan appears as evil by nature

lies in

— ovt av
—

the words,

aTTTeDv, TO aOi.K€Lv alpi)vi'To<;\

But with

arbitrary.

Manifold arguments

this

TrdX.Lv rfj

;

rov

cti/riKei/xei/ou

dSiKta vojxov Trpocr-

for the alteration of aipoCrro? to diaipoGi'Ta is

latter assertion

testify against

alpowTo^.

we can by no means
To mention one we
:

agree.

should

for the meaning " choose " the middle voice
but setting this aside,
the additional clause, " who chooses the evil," would then be quite super-

expect

;

fluous, since in relation to the assertion, that the law,

not be derived from

being

by

tlie evil

being,

it is

which

is

good, can-

a matter of indifference

become

whether

from a condition of freedom.
Finally, when the writer alleges that alpexv to aStKeiv finds no application in
the Gnostic Cosmocrator, neither does it by any means suit with the idea
this

is

evil

nature, or has

so

:
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of the devil, as found in the church
indeed, but yet

good and

means

evil

for

;

not so conceived as

is

remained

to

him even

he

power of choosing between
the fall
and we must by no

after

;

refer the present atpowros to the fall

emendation

the easy

On

itself.

avaipovvTa gives a

to

as possessed of freedom,

fell

if the

definite

the other hand,

which

sense,

fits

exactly into the connection, "neither must the law, as that which re-

moves unrighteousness, be derived

from

the

unrighteousness of the

adversary."

Another argument is found in the diflTerence of the Demiurge of the
four chapters from that of the fifth.
But this difference we must

first

The

deny.

description of the world-former of the

Gnostic than that of the

To

last.

first

chapter

not less

is

call liim SiKaux; koI yuto-oTroi'Tjpos is cer-

tainly conformable with the picture that Jrenaeus sketches of the Valen-

Were

Demiurge.

tinian

the latter unconcerned about good and evil, in

the sense presupposed by the writer,

how

example, that he prefers the pneumatic
better.

The

cation.

It

ayaOo's,

//,r/re

is

could Irenaeus say of him, for

men

opposed

to the

and does not exclude

dya^orr/? of the reXetos

Trj<;

kut avrov

?)LKaLoavvri<; /3pafSevr-q<;

in decided opposition to the dya^oVr/? of the

;

while in the

vii. 4,

is

re Xiyfiuyj

Demiurge

supreme God.

on

as stand

Just as un-

Compare, on

does not agree with the Gnostic view of him.
I.

signifi-

alone

first part,

the assertion, that the foresight here' ascribed to the

is

Irenaeus,

who

aSiK-os, iSiws

/xr/re

the other hand, such laws are exf)ressly ascribed to the

founded

(9eos,

justice, nor, consequently, the fjucroTroirjpo',

and, accordingly, the author goes on to say,
av StKaios,

to the others, as being the

ayaOos of the last cliapter has, rather, a milder

Demiurge
this point,

where, moreover, the writer does not sufficiently regard

the antithesis to the doctrine that would refer the origin of the world to
the evil principle.

be so

little

with the

And

if

now

the

Demiurge of

this chapter is really to

God as ultimately to coincide
laid down as the proper meaning

distinguished from the supreme

latter,

—

if

the following

is

Jesus and Moses had taught the same God, the latter according to his
justice, the

former according to his goodness, the proof for

hardly come out of the letter

this could

For the train of argument, that because the consciousness of God awakened under the Demiurge and that
itself.

of Christianity are indeed different as thus defined, but as a consciousness

of

God

^€09 KoX

are identical, therefore also the
TraTrjp,

Demiurge

is

identical with the

cannot well supply this proof (quite aside from the

that the thought itself of such a twofold consciousness of
trarily introduced into the letter), as the writer also

he

falls

—

back again upon the bare assertion.

seems

God

is

fact,

arbi-

to feel, since

If in fact the matter stood

if the Demiurge were not just as truly opposed to the Supreme
God, as he contains within himself, on the other hand, the type of the
future, it were then impossible that an important part of his legislation

thus,

should be wholly and entirely removed by the Soter, that
paid, avepidr) vpo tou cr(MTrjpo<i 8ta
VivaipCTiKa.

tcoj/

IvavTLwv, ra 8e

it

should be

Ivavna dAATjXwv

cicrtv

:;
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The

argument, drawn from the plan of the

last

letter, is best

by means of the plan as sketched by the composer of

it

beginning of the

aKpi/Sw?

first

chapter,

....

said,

it is

himself.

refuted

In the
koL

rj-yov/xaL

aoL evavvuTTTOv ecrecrOai, fxaOovar) ras Sia^ovovcras yvw/xas Trcpt avroB (vo/xov).

These

8ia<^ovovo-ai yvwfxai.

IleptAetTreTat 8e
vo/xor, TToraTTO';

ns

now

follow.

....

rj/juv
elrj,

Then, at the end of chapter
crol

iK(j)rji'ai.

II.

Koi OLKpL/StixraL avTOV re tov

Accordingly,

Kal tov v(^' ov reOetraL, tov vofj-oderrji'.

then, in the third and fourth chapters, the nature and doubly threefold

character of the law

also discussed

is

pummarv and recapitulation
At the beginning of the fifth,
All this the critic

precede.

at once

all

regard to the

had

Where

close.

jo/^o^eVv^s ?

the fourth chapter contains a brief

;

of the third, with proofs from
reference
still

vacaneum

6'e/x€i/gs,

etc.

Scripture.

two which
but here the letter must

allows to pass,

the

to

then remains the promised explanation with

According

to the hitherto received opinion,

this in the fifth chapter, II epiAeiVeTai 8e

6 Toi' vofxov

made

again

is

This chapter the

rjixlv

we

tl ttote Iutlv oiStos 6 ^€os,

critic

now

finds to be super-

cumuli instar additum.

et

we have represented, the
between the revelation of the just, and of the good God he
appears to us to misunderstand in no less degree the mutual connection
of the two, where it is really taught
and this misunderstanding is then
If the writer overlooks in what precedes, as

antithesis

;

;

made

what follows, that either of the two prewere composed by Ptolemaeus. The notion

the ground of denying, in

tended portions of the letter

of the 7rAr;pw(jts tov vojxov, as the critic finds

it in

our writing, according

amounts to this, that Christ ad vera Judaismi prcecepta sua
annectebat, would indeed testify against its origin from the Valentinian
school.
The latter had a higher and worthier idea of the irXrjpwcrL';.
But now the conception actually in question leaves nothing to be desired
rather it forms the chief and peculiar beauty of the letter, and approves
to

which

it\

itself as the

to the
this

even

now

valid result of the application of Gnostic principles

connection between the Old and the

we must

refer to

New

Testaments.

the last half of the third chapter.

—

In proof of

The

further

demanded
which is at the
same time, however, the abolition of the law
stands in contradiction
with the Gnostic doctrine of natures, and, at the same time, with the
objection, that the spiritual fulfillment here

words in Irenaeus,
KaTa8i!:aa$ai,

Kay

—

ovtoj? ttolXlv to TrvevfiariKbi'

....

dSi;rarov cf^Oopav

assuming
words are rightly referred to Ptolemaeus, by means of the dis
tinction, that what is possible to the nature of the Trv^vp.aTiKo\, as imperishable and indestructible, is one thing what it must and will do,
OTTOtais (JvyKaTayei'tovraL Trpd^eair, refutes its^f,

that these

;

when
above

it

has arrived at self-consciousness,

all

possibility of ruin,

is

another.

And

the elevation

and the claims of the moral law, as

little

exclude each other in the sense of the Gnostics, as these claims and the
unconditional decree in the sense of Calvin.
All the other arguments for the spuriousness of the letter
ferred to the

somewhat

lifeless

may be review of the Valentinian system entertained
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by the composer.

If in Irenaeus the Demiurge

world-former, while in our letter

is

is

represented as the

taught the dependence of

all

existence

upon the highest God if we find there the restoration of the Plerorna,
here, of the whole universe, to the Logos,
this and the like things must
;

—

testify against

Ptolemaeus as a writer

;

while

it

is still

the characteristic

peculiarity of that system to carry out at once the opposition

and the con-

Here then.
more monistic mode of appre-

nection between this and the higher order of the universe.
in the letter to Flora, the eftbrt after a

hension preponderates
dualism, which

is

;

reconcilable ^^dth such a
tion to

and Ptolemaeus closes with the problem, how the

nevertheless held

mode

fast,

only under a milder form,

of conception

;

form the theme of further instruction.

ia

while he reserves the solu-
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Abatur,

377.
Abel, 448.

See Uchoino and Bar Manu.

Ab^arus.

\j3pa^ag, 401.

Absolution, 219-221, 239, 240, 522, 647.
Abstincnts, 274, 458.
Abyssinia, diffusion of Christianity there,
83.

Accommodation

theory, in Gnosticism,
(Compare
Origen, 549, 550.

388.

Of

Fraus

pia.)

Accommodation
Vol.

paganism, 70.

to

See

II.

Achamoth, 389,

n. 2, 420.
Acolytes, 201.
Adam, in the Clementines, 354, 355, 357
With Valentine, 425.
n. 4, 350, 360.
With Julius Cassianus, 458 n. 3. With
Mani, 498, 499. With Origen, 627.
Adam Kadmon, 351, 491, n. 4.
'AduKpopa, 260, 261.
^lia Capitolina, 153, 344.

^lius Lampridius,

.(Eons, in Gnosticism, 373, n. 3, 375, 381,

With Valentine, 418, 421,
384, 388.
With
With PtolemiBus, 437.
424.
Marcus, 440, 441. With the Ophites,
445.
In Manicheism, 489-491.
Aft-ica, diffusion of Christianity in, 83.
Persecution in, 120-124AgapEC, 325. See Lord's Supper, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria.
Agrippinus, bishop, 318.
Ahriman in Parsism, 369, 489, n. 3.
Xlpeaic, definition of the word, 338, n.
AKaTav6fj.aaTog, of Basilides, 373, n. 1.
'AKpoarai, 305, and n. 2.
Alcibiades, confessor, 275.
Alexander, bishop of Alexandria, 190, n.
1, 722, n. 6.
Alexander, bishop of Jerusalem, 691, 694
n. 1, 703, 704, n. 3.
72,

92,

104, 161.
n. 2, 494,
notes, 495, n. 2, 499, n. 4, .500, n. 3.
Alcx.ander Severus, 103, 125-127, 199,
292.
Alexander the Great, 49, 50.

Alexander of Lvcopolis, 482,

Alexandria,

Mark,

49-60.

The

Evangelist

Religious syncretism, 102.
Persecution of Christians, 130, 132, 135,
154.
Ecclesia apostolica, 203.
Passover festival, 299. Catechetical school,
83.

529-557.
See Alexandrian philosophy
of relijiion.

Alexandrian Judaism, relation to the
Essenean mysticism, 44, 47.
Alexandrian philosophy of religion, 4958.
Twofold ])Osition, 56, 64. Its relation to Christianity, 64-66, 351, 657.
Gnosticism, 377, 380-382, 658.

Alexandrian school, origin and character,
527-557, 560, 563, 564. Logos doctrine,
586-591. Anthropology, 620-640. Sacraments, 648, 649. Clnliasm, 651-653.
656.
The
teachers, 691-722 (364).
Alexandrian version of the

individual

uiTOiiiaruaTuai.c,

ment, 380, 707-710, 722,

103, 119, n. 6.

Alexander of Abonoteichus, 30,

Syrabolura, 307. Con
306, 527, 528.
fession of faith orally communicated
Origin of the disciplina arcani
308.
Infant baptism, 314. Bap308, n. 4.
Baptism of hertismal rites, 316, 317.
Platonism there, 377.
etics, 320, 323.
See Clement, Origen, Philo, Alexandrian.
Alexandrian Gnosis, 66, 83, 508, 527, n. 2,

Old Testa-

n. 6.

Allegorical inter)iretationof the Bible, 463.
Among the Pharisees, 39, 40. Among
Among the Alexthe Essenes, 44, 47.
andrian Jews, 53-59. Among the TherapeutiB, 61. With Julius Cassian, 458
With Origen, 552-557. With tha
n. 3.
Alexandrian school, 652. With Hieracas, 714.

Alogi, 526, 583, 682.
Altar, 291.
Ambrosins, friend of Origen, 163, n.
700-702, 706-709.
Ambrosins on Apelles, 475.

1,

Ammonius, church

1.

teacher, 699 n.

682,

Ammonius

Saccas, 698, 699.
Amsliaspands, in Parsism, 489, n.

5,

490

n. 5.

Anabaptists. 318.
'Avaj3ai)fiOL 'laKufiov, 352.

'AvaiiaTiKov 'Haatov, 716, n. 2.
'Avuyvoarnt, anagnosts, 201, 303.
Angelophanies, 42, 386, n. 2, 597.
Angels, with the Gnostics, 380-382, 477.
With Cerintluis, 396, 397. With BasiliWith Isidore, 406.
des, 405, 409.

Anglo-Saxons,

86.

Anicetus, bishop of

Rome,

299, 513, n. 3,

525.

With
'Avo) and kutu Xptarof, 386, 398.
Origen, 640.
'Avu and kutu aocjiia, 420,423, n. 3, 491, 492.
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Anointing in baptism, 315, 477.

Among

the Gnostics, 477.

Anthropology, 610-630.

In the heretical

Arnobius, 150, n. 1, 687-689.
Arrian the Stoic, 159.
Arrius Antoninus, proconsul, 118.

sects, see the particular sects.

Art, 291, 511.

in the Alexandrian
philosophy of religion, 56-58. In the
Christian "doctrine concerning God, 364,

Artemon, Artemonites, 580-582.
Asceticism, Jewish, 39, 43, 45, 47, 59Pagan, 275. Christian, 27361, 64.
Ebionite, 352, 353, 357.
278, 645.
Gnostic, 384, 416, 455, 457, 458 and n.
3. With Marcion, 462, 472, 473. Manichean, 503.
Montanistic, 512, 520-

Anthropomorphism

560, 561.

Anthropomorphites, 713.
Anthropopathism, 364,

Chiliasts, 165.

561-563,

586.
Gnostic, 373.
Antinomians, Antimonian Gnostics, 384,
385, 447-454.
Antioch, metropolis, 79. Ecclesia apostolica, 203. Epiphanv, 301, n. 2. Council (a. d. 269), 60.3-606.
Antiochian school, origin, 674, 722.
Antitactes, 449.
Antoninus Pius, 89, 10.3, 663, n. 2, 664,
665.
'Ana^ela, 632.
Apelles, Marcionite, 463, n. 3, 474-476.
'A(pdapaia, 615.
Apocalypse, 527, 652.
Apochrvphal writings, 458, and n. 1, 500,
600, 712.
'AnoKaruaTaaic, 623, n. 2, 625, 627, 630,
656.
See Eschatology.
Apollinaris of Hierapolis, 298, n. 2, 677.
ApoUinaris of Laodicea, 635, n. 5, 677

Jewish, 56-58.

n. 1.

Apollonivis, 513, n. 3.
Apollonius of Tyana, 26, 30, 31, 125, 173,
174.
Apollonius, Roman senator, 118.

Apollos of Alexandria, 83.
Apologetic direction in Paganism, 28.
See the
Apologists, 174-178, 661-674.
individuals.
Apostles, their relation to the communities, 183.
Differencesof character, 212,
337.
Apostolic Fathers, 656-661. See Clement of Rome, Ignatius, Polycarp, Hermas, Barnabas, Aquilas.
Apostolical canons, 660.
Apostolical constitutions, 197, 201, 309,
660.
Apostolici (Apostolicals), 352.
'AnoTaKTiKoi, 458, n. 2.
Aquilas, 290.
Arabia, spread of Christianity' in, 79, 81,
82.

Aratus, quoted by Paul, 17, n. 2.
Archelaus of Cascar, 401, n. 2, 485.
'Apxi^v (Avchon) in the system of Basilides, 405-412, 414.
Aristides, letter to Hadrian, 101.
Apologist, 661.
Aristocratic spirit of the ancient world, 29,
In
In Platonism, 29.
366, 378, 388.
Judaism, 58. In Christianity, 366, 388.
The
Aristotle, on mythology, 7, n. 1.
Taneivbv, 19, n. 1.
Slavery, 267, n. 2,
Moral freedom, 611. With
268, n. 1.
Basilides, 408. With the Carpocratians,
With the Artemonites, 581.
449.

522.
Clement on, 632.
Ascetics in Egypt, 713.
'Aasiisia, 97, n. 1.

Asia, spread of Christianity in, 79-83.
Asiatic church. Church of Asia Minor,
Passover festival, 297-300, 680. Baptism of heretics, 317, 318. Anti-Gnostic tendency, 508.
Montanism, 509,
Monarchianism, 583. Char524, 525.
acter, 674.
Teachers, 674-683.

Athanasius, on Sabellius, 595 notes, 597600 notes, 598, 600. On Paul of Samosata, 602, n. 6, 603, n. 1. Dionysius
of Alexandria and Dionysius of Rome,
606-608 notes.
Athenneus on the city of Rome, 204, n. 3.
Athenagoras on Christianity, 78, 328, n.
4.
Second marriage, 522, n. 4. Logos
doctrine, 586. Character and criticism,
673.

Athenodorus, brother of Gregory Thaumaturgus, 718, n. 2.
'Ai?£6rr/f, 96, n. 3, 97, n. 1.

Atonement, doctrine of. See Redemption.
Attains, martyr, 113.
Confessor, 276.
Audientcs, Auditores. See Catechumens.
Among the Manicheans, 502-504.
Augustin, bishop of Hippo, 540. The old
world and Christ, 77. Proverbial hatred against the Christians, 92.
Porphyry, 171, n. 4. Feast of Epiphany,
Committing to memory of
301, n. 2.
the confession of faith, 308, n. 3.
Manicheans, 487, n. 4, 490, n. 2, 494-505
notes, 505.
Augustin the transfigured
Tertullian, 509 (615, 683). On Tertullian, 685.
Aurelian, edict of, 108. Situation of the
Christians under, 141, 142, 605.
Autun, persecution at, 114, 115.
B.
Babylas, bishop of Antioch, 126, n.
Babylon, 79 n. 4.

6.

Bactria, Christianity there, 80.
Balaam, 452, 453, ri. 3.

Banianes, 82, n. 2.
Baptism, 304, 305-323. Of clinici, 238,
310.
Of infants, 311-315, 498, 504.
Controversies respecting, 317-323 (214,
Conditions of,"2G2, 264, 305.
n. 5).
Form of, 310. Superstitious notions
With Valentine, 431,
respecting, 252.
With the Marcosians, 476, 477
432.
With the Montanists^
Vicarious, 478.
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522.
655.

Doctrine of baptism, 646, 647,

Baptism in Hades, 646. See articles Catechumens, Catechists, Symbol,
Confirmation, Gnostic Worship, Manioheism, Ironreus, Tertnllian, Cyprian.
Baptismal formula, 310, 321. Compare
Symbol.
Barcochba, 103, 344.
Banlesanes, with Ahijar, 80. Composer
of hymns, 304.
Oriii:in of Satan, 377.
Himself and las doctrine, 375, n. 1, 440442.
80.

Barnabas, Epistle, 66, 83, 381, n. 1. Sunday, 295.
Character and criticism, 657,
658.

Bartliolomcw, the apostle, in Arabia, 81.
In India, 82.
Basilideans, 401, 413-417, 447.
Feast of
Epiphany, 302. See Basilides, Gnostics,
Pseudo-Basilidcans.
Basilides, E^^yptian bishop, 712.
Basilides, Gnostic, 373, n. 1,400-417,420.

See Epipbanius, Clement of Alexandria, Basilideans.
Bej^hards, 44.

Manichean festival, 505
Benevolence, works of, 197, 255-259.
Bervlhis of Bostra, 591, n. 4, 593, 594,
Bfj/ia,

710.

Bible interpretation, criticism, 612, 613.
Origen, 546-549, 552-557, 700. Celsns,
171.
The ClemenGnostics, 387-389. Valentine, 427.
Marcion, 460, 463, 473.
Manichean, 501, 502. Artemonites, 582.
Mystical and mythical tendencies, 557.
Chiliasts and Alexandrians, 652. Hieracas, 714.
Bible reading, Bible study, 307, 693. In
the family, 283, n. 1, 286.
In public
worship, 291, .302, .303. At Alexandria,
528,532,533. Pamphilus, 721. Origen,
722.
See Scriptures.
Bible translation, 303.
Coptic, 83. Of
Svmmachiis, 708.
Bibles burned, 148-150.
Bishops in the apostolic ])eriod, 184-186.
Later, 190-195, 235. Election, 199,200.
Organs of the Holy Spirit, 207, 210,
517, 519.
Confirmation, 316. Among
tbe Manicheans, 504.

Porphyry,

tines, 355.

The

Blandina, 114.
Bl.astus, letter to. 680.

Brahminism, in Gnosticism, 370.
Brahmins, 442.
Breaking of bread, 325.
Britain, Christianity introduced into, 85.
Buddas, i)redecessor of Mani, 480, 485.
Buddha, Buddhas, 480, 481, 503.
Buddhism, 44. In Gnosticism, 370, 405,
n. 1, 450,451.
Relation to Christianity,

C.
Cabala, 375, 440.
Ctecilius of Bilta on exorcism, 310, a. 1,
Coecilius, presbyter, 222.
Ciesarea, school at, 721.
Ca'ianians, 476, n. 1.
Cain, Cainites, 448, 646.
Cains, presbyter at Rome, 396, n. 1, 399,
652, 690.
Candidus, Valentinian, 589, 703, n. 3, 704,
n. 1.

Bar Manu, Ab^rar of Edessa,

165.
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482-484.

In Manicheism, 480-486,

488, 493, 495, 496, 500, 501, 503.
1, 417, 418,
421.

Bythos, in Gnosticism, 373, n.

Canones Apostolici, 660, 703,

n. 4.

Caracalla, 119, n. 6, 122, 691, 703, n. 2.
Carpocrates, Gnostic, 399, n. 1, 449-451.
Carpocratians, Carpocratianism, 292,451,
484, n. 3.
Carthage, Christianity there, 83, 84. Persecution under Caracalla, 123, 124. Under Decius, 132, 133. Conduct of Christians
there during the plague, 258.
Councils (a. d. 251), 234; (a. d. 252),
313 (a. 1). 255), 319 (a. d. 256) 84,
217, .308, n. .5, 310, 319. (Under Agrippinus), 318.
Cassian, Julius, 458 n. 3. See Encratites.
Cataphrygians, 525Catechists, catechetical school in Alexandria, .306, 527, 528, 691.
Catechumens, 305, 528.
Catbarists, 504.
Cathedra Petri, 213, 214. See Rome.
Catholic church.
Its formation, 207-217.
Division of Eelicissimus, 222, 235-237.
Controversy with the Novatians, 222,
246-248. "See Church, Church Divisions, Church Discipline.
Cato, 15.
Celibacy, 274, 277, 280, b59.
With the
Essenes, 43, 45.
With the Ebionites,
353.
With the Gnostics, 385, 416, 456,
457.
With the Montanists, 521, 522.
With Hieracas, 714, 715.
Celsus, on Hellenism, 4.
On Christianity, 70, 71, 88-90.
Reverence to the
emperors, 91.
Christianity and the
state, 129.
His work auainst Christianity, 160-170.
Sibyllists, 177.
Publie festivals, 265.
Administration of
offices and military service, 272.
Absence of altars, etc., 289. Catechumens,
Origen against, 710. See
305, n. 1.
Origen.
Celsns the Epicurean, 160, n.
Cerdo, 465.
Cerinthus, 396-400.
See Irenseus, Dionysins of Alexandria, Caius, Epipbanius.
Chaldaic element in the Essenean mysti.
cism, 44.
Chaos, 375-377. With Hermogenes, 567,
617.
;

;

Charismata, 180-18.3, 186, 187,212,510,
See Apostles.
526, 616.
Children among the early Christians, 71
78, 99,

and

n. 3, 716.

Chiliasm, with the Ebionites, 343, 357
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Of

Cerinthus, 399. In Montanism, 513,
In the church, nature and
515, 523.
history, 650-654, 669, 670. Opposition
to, 651-6.54.
With Conimodiau, 687.
With Methodius, 721.
Chiliasts, 78, 165, 669.
XupETcioKOTToc.

SSec

Country Bishops and

'ETTiaKOTTOg.

Chrism, 315.

See Anointing.

Christ, hnjitism

The
des,

of.

With Cerinthus,

Eliionites, 348,

410-412.

350,351.

398.

Basili-

The

Valentine, 429.

Ophites, 445.
Christ, his relation to history,

3.
Oracle
concerning, 172.
Images ot, 292, 451.
Uncomeliiiess of, 631-633.
Christ, person of, in Gnosticism, 386, 387,
389.
Doctrine of the church in the
first three centuries, 571-608. (Theonas,
Humanity of Cln-ist, 6.30-640.
143.)
Hieracas, 715, 716. See Kedeeiner, Re-

demption.
Christ, servant, form of, 291.
Christ, with Celsns, 168, 169. In the Clementines, 359, 360.
With the Gnostics, 381-383, 386-389.
With Cerinthus, 398, 399 With Basilides, 409-413.
With Valentine, 420, 428-433. With
the Ophites, 44.5-447.
With Tatian,
457.
With Marcion, 459, 462, 464.
With the Manieheans, 493, 497, 500.
See the articles Jesus, Irenajus.
Christian doctrine, festivals, images, morals (see Christian Life), symhols
see
under Doctrine, etc.
Christian life, 249-288. In the family
marriage, 280. Festivals in honor of
the dead, 333. See Asceticism, Clement
;

—

of Alexandria, TertuUian.
Christian love, 76, 255-258, 335.
Christian worship, 288-335.
See articles.
Church, Images, Sign of the Cross, Festivals, Sacraments, Baptism of Heretics,
Agapte, Worship.
Christianity, source and essence
relation
to the developmetit of human nature,
1-5. Condition of the world at the time
of its appearance, and commencement
of its spread, 5-68. Diffusion, limitation, persecutions, hiiiderances, causes
and means of progress, 69-79, 138. Its
propagation in particular districts, 79Persecutions, their causes, 86-93.
86.
Opposition, hy force, 9.3-156.
By writings, 157-174.
Apologies, 174-178.
Reiigo licita, 125,
Reliirio illicita, 100.
Power of adapting
126, 140, 141, 145.
itself, 253.
Relation to the state and
existing institutions, 259-274. In relation to Gnosticism, 366-372, 379-396,
506,507. (See the ])articular sects.) In
the Clementines, 394, 395.
See Clementines. Anticipation of, 479. Relation of Parsism to, 482-484.
Oppositions in, 506-508. Transforming power,
507. The Spirit and the Letter in, 512.
Two stages, according to Origen, 547;

See Christian

556.

Life,

etc.,

Mani-

cheism.
Christians, character of the early, 76-78,
91, 92, 97, 98, 105. Accusations against

them, 92, 94, 95, 98,

n. 4, 99, 109, n. 2,

and n. 5. Order of Claudius, 94.
Popular hatred excited by public calamConduct
ities, 103, 104, 119, 126, "136.
Increase in
under persecution, 109.
numbers in spite of persecutions, 128,
128,

137, 138.

Valentine, 427.

Christmas festival, 301, 302. With the
Manieheans, 505.
Chronicon paschale Alexandrinum, 677
n.

1.

Clirysi]»pus, 22, n.

1.

Chrysostom, on the Marcionites, 478, n. 3.
Church, situation of, under the emperors,
93-156.
Apostolic constitution, 179190.
Constitution after the Ajiostolic
times, 190-217.
Outward unity of the,
207-217. Novatian on the conception
of the church, 246-248.
Catholic idea
of the church, 518.
Mani, 502-505.

In Montanism, 517-519. Outward medof the church, 645, 646.
See
Christianity, Christian life, etc., Tertnllian, Cyprian.
Church constitution. See Church.
Church discipline, 217-221.
Church divisions, 221-248. See Cyprian,
Novatus, Novatianus.
Church doctrine. See Church Theology.
Church fathers. See Church Teachers.
Church hymns.
See Bardesanes, Paul
of Samosata, 304.
iation

Church

olBces,

multiplication

of,

200,

201.

Church psalraodv,

in the

New

Testament,

304.

Church

teachers, their history, 656-723.
See the individuals.
Church theology, 506-656.
See Doctrine,
Church Teachers, Montanism,
Theology, Anthropology, Eschatology.

Cicero,

8,

86.

Cilicia, Christianity in, 79.

City communities, '79, 202, 203.
Claudius Albiuus, 119.
Claudius Apollinaris, 677.
See Apollinaris.

Cleanthes, 17, n.

2.

Clemens Romanus,

Genu79, 184, 189.
196, n. 1.
Clementines, 353.
Sanctitication, 644.
Character and
criticism of his writings, 658-660.
Clement of Alexandria, on persecutions,
119.
Idealistic sects, 208.
Hypocritical profession of
Christianity, 251.
Crowning, 260, n. Fraternal kiss, 262,
Asceticism, 278-281. Tig 6 (tu0317.
Commimity of
Hevog iT2.oimoc, 279.
Marriage, 281.
goods, 280.
Use of
wealth, 282. Prayer, 286.
The church
not the jilace, 289. Conduct in and out
of church, 290. Uncomcliness of Christ,
291. Images ; symbols, 292, 293. Epiphineness,
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Searching the Scrip307.
Analogies sought in the
pagan mysteries, 307, n. 1. Pistis and
Gnosis, 308, 529-541. Infant baptism,
312, n.l. Agapae, 326. Barlimeus, 3(14,
n. 6.
Bihiical intfrjiretation ot' the
Gnostics, 388
Basili<lcs, 402, 406, n. 1,
412. Aichun, 410. Isidore, 415.
The
cross as a symbol, 419, n. 3. Heracleon,
434. Pseiiiio-Basilidoans, 447, n. 3. CarNicopocrates, 449.
Epii)!iancs, 451.
laitans,452,453. Taiian, 456, 457. Celibacy, 457.
Marcion, 473. Prophecy
tt£(jI
Kpo(pr/rclag,
in Montanism, 520.
520 n. 2, 610. Montanism, 525. Catechist's otKct;, 528.
Clement as representative of the Alexandrian school,
528-543. Pistis and Gnosis, 529-541.
The Holy Scriptures, 532-534. Defence
The education of
of science, 533-539.
mankind up to Christ, 536-.539, 541.
Conversion of heathen after death, 537.
The true in heresies, 538. The Logos as
Limits of comdfZof naidayuyog, 541.
prehension, 542. Faith and si)cculation,
Toleration, 551.
Knowledge of
551.
God, 558, 559. Doctrine of the Logos,
586.
Doctrine of the Holy Spirit, 610.
Anthropology, 620, 622. Humanity of
Baptism of the pious
Christ, 631-633.
men of tiie Old Testament in Hades,
Purification of the dead, and
646.
Christ's descent into Hades, 656, and n.
1
Clement's life and writings, 691-693.
Origen, 694, 698.
Clementines, description of the longing in
Paganism, 32. Essencs, 48. Ebionitism, and system, 353-362, 394, 395.
Sabajans, 376, n. 3. Simon Magus, 454,
n. Purgatorial tire, 654. Forged under
the name of Clemens llomanus, 659.
Cleomenes, Patripassian, 584, n. 3.
Clergy.
See Cleru.s.
Clerus, 1 95. Special object of persecution,
any, 301, 302.
tures,

.

137-139. Engages in worldly employments. 197.- Receives maintenance, 198.
Retires from worldly employments, 198,
199.

Election, 199.

and n. 2, 310.
Colosse, church at, 351.
Commentaries of the Apostles, 364, n. 2.
Commentaries on the Bible, 682, 702,708,
710, 714.
Commercial intercourse, 79.
Clinici, 238,

Commodian,

68, n., 198, n. 3, 228, 229, n.
237, 280, 281, n. 5, 288, 303, n. 4,
Character, 686, 687.
329, n. 1.
Commodns, 108, n. 3, 117-119, 674.
Communion, granted to the lapsed, 234,
235. Of infants, 333. See Lord's Sup1,

per.

Communities

in the early church, 185.
Confes.sion of faith, 306-309.

Confessors, reverence paid

228-231.
Confirmation,

Hands.

321.

to,

159,

200,

See Imposition of

Consilia evangclica, 39.
Constantine, 83, 143, n.
n.

788
Germ, 277,
1,

645.
148, 153, 155

1.

Constantius Chlorus, 146, 154.
Constitutiones Apostolicte, 197, 201, 660.
Con ti lien tes, 274, 521. See A.scetics.
Coracion, 652, 653.
Corinth,

79.
Ecclesia apostolica, 203.
Church at, 325.
Cornelius, bishop of Rome, 136, 201, 202,
237-242, 316, n. 3, 690.

Cosmns

Indicojjleustes, 82.

Country bishops, 202.
Country communities,

79, 202.
Creation, iloctrine of, 564-570. Christian
and Gn istic, 372. Valentine, 422-425.
Ptolcmasus, 437, 438.
Marcion, 467,
468.
Origen, 621, 622.
Creationism, 344, 626.
Crescens the Cynic, 93, 671.
Cross, sign of "the, 293.
In baptism, 139
n. 2.
Tiie cross with Valentine, 419,
With Mani, 500.
420, 431.
Culture, among the early Christians, 164.
Cultus.
See Worship.
Cynics, 92, 93.
Cyprian, 84. The persecution under Decius, 131 n., 132 notes, 'l33.
His conduct in the persecution, 134-140. Thi-

beritans, 136. Trial, 137. Martyrdom,
140.
Relation to his presbyters, 192.

Episcopacy, 192-195.
De lajjsis, 198.
Clerus, 199, 200. Council of the church,
200.
Officers of country communities,
202, n. 1.
The Catholic church, 209.

De unitate ecclesiae, 210. Primacy of
Peter, 212.
The Roman church, 214217. Church discipline, 220.
His life,
222, 223. Character, 223, 224. Schism
of Felicissimus, 222-237. Novatian controversy, 237-248. On conversion, 249.
Opus operatum, 253. Libri testimoniorum, 253, 685. The Christian prisoners from Numidia, 256.
Benevolence,
257.
The plague in Carthage, 258.
Gladiatorial shows, 263. Theatrical exhibitions, 266, 267. Profession of stageplayers, 267. Virgins, 277. The Lord's
prayer, 287. Silent prayer, 288.
Symbol in ba})tisni, 306, n. 4.
Sprinkling
in baptism, 310.
Exorcism, 310, n 1.
Infant baptism, 313. Anointing in baptism, 315
Confirmation, 316, n. 3.
Baptism of heretics, 319-323. Idea of
sacrifice in
the Lord's Supper, 330
notes 1, 2, 331.
The fourth petition,
332.
Daily communion, 332. Sacramental bread, 332. n. 3. Mourning for
the dead, 333.
Sins after baptism, 647.
Lord's Supper, 648. Purification after
death, 654, n. 5.
Supplementary remarks on his life and writings, 685, 686,
690.
See Carthage, l-ertullian. North
African Church, Pontius.
Cyrene, gospel m, 83.
Cyrenian inscriptions, 451, n. 3.
Cyrill of Jerusalem, 484.
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Disciplina arcani, 305, n.

D.

n.

Damasus, 684, n. 1.
Days of fasting and penance, 274, 294, 296.

De mortibus persecutorum, 148, n. 1.
Deacons 188, 195, 197, 316, 332. In

the

North African church, 233.
Deaconesses, 188, 283.

Dead, mourniny;

for the, 333, 334.
Festivals in memory of the, 333-335.
Dccian persecution, 139 n. 2, 225, 227,
237, 239, 690, 711, 720. See Decius.

Decius Trajan, 130-136.
Demeti-ianus, 136, n. 1.
Demetrius, bishop of Alexandria, 81, 197,
696, 698, 702-704, 705, n. 4, 712.
Demiurge, 379-385, 477. See Gnosticism,
Gnostic Sects.
of Cyprus, the Cynic, 10.

Demonax
Demons,

28, 383.

Compare

Possessions.

Domitian, 96.
Domitius Ulpianus, 126.
Donatists, Epiphany, 301, n. 2.
Donatus, friend of Cyprian, 222.
Dorotheus, 722.
Dositheus, 454, n.

303, n. 2.
Dualism, Oriental, 15. In Parsism, 369,
378, 488, 489. In Gnosticism, 370, 374,
375, 378, 379, 394, 438.
In Platonism,
In Buddhism, 481. Man378, 379.
ichean, 481, 489, 500.
Avvafinc, with Basilides, 400, 418.

E.
Earlier

AiuKOvog, of Basilides, 410, n. 1.
Aiaru^etg uTzaaToTiLiiai, 660.
See Constitutiones Apostolicse.
Dichotomy of Tertullian, 635.
Aj(5d(7«;a/loi in the apostolic age, 187.
Dies natales, natalitia martyrum, 334, n.
3.

Dies stationum, 296, 520.
AiKoioavvi}, 400, n. 3.

Dio Cassius, toleration, 87.
Domitian,
and the Christians, 96, notes 3, 4. Ner1.

27, 86, n.

1.

Diocletian, 142-155, 291, 303, n. 3, 688,
The Manicheans, 144, 506.
689, 722.
Diognetus, letter to, description of the
Christians, 69, n. 1.
Doctrine of reSanctification, 644.
demption, 642.

Character and criticism, 670.
Dionvsius, fable of, with the Manicheans,
493.

Dionysius of Alexandria, 190, n.

1.

the Decian persecution, 132, 135.
lerian, 137,
ile,

138.

and

On
Va-

Dionysius in exThe Novatian controversy,
n. 1.

The Christians in the time
241, 243.
of the pestilence, 257, 258. Baptism of
heretics, 320, 321, n. 3, 323.
Of MonCerinth, 396, n. 1,
tanists, 320, n. 6.
n.
2.
399.
Sabellius, 599,
Doctrine of
The Chiliasts,
the Trinity, 606-608.
652, 653. 'Character, 712.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, on TheophaTolernies, 12. On popular faith, 29.
ation, 88.
Compare DioDionysius of Paris, 84.
nysius the Areopagite, Vol. II.
Dionysius of Rome, controversy with
Dionysius of Alexandria, 606-608. On
the Holy Spirit, 610.
Dioscorides, 82.
Dioscurus, confessor, 132.

1.

Dragomans,

656.
Aiaypd/z/io, 477.

va, 97, n.

508, n. 4, 827,

Zocotara, 82, 83.
Docetism, 386, 387, 630, 631, 632.
In
Gnosticism, 386, 387, 402, n. 3, 458,
n. 3.
Of Mani, 494, n. 1, 499, 505.
Doctrine, history of Christian, 336-656.
The several doctrines, 557-656.

In Manicheism, 483.
Descensus Christi ad inferos, 471, 654,

Dio Chrysostom,

1,

1.

Diu

Daily communion, 332, 648.

and

later stages of

development,

40.

Earth of

light,

Easter

214, n. 2, 297-300, 676.
the Manicheans, 505.
Compare

With

Mani, 490.

festival,

Passover Festiv.al.
Eastern church, character, 508. Doctrine
of the Trinity, 585-610.
Ebedjesu, 681, 682.

Ehionitarum socii, 349.
Ebionites, 331, 344-350, 577.
Ebionitic gospel, according to the Hebrews, 708, n. 2.
Ebionitism, 344-364. Elements possessing
afhnitv with, 364, 365, 675.
In Cerinthus, 398, 399.
In Basilides, 410, 417.
In relation to Montanism, 512. With
Justin, 674.
Ecclesise. 185.
Apostolicye, 203, 204. Of
Marcion, 474, n. 2.
Eclectic Philosophy, Eclecticism, 20, 355,
449.
Edessa, Christianity there, 80. Very early
a church building there, 80, 291, n. 3.
'EyKpaTLTai, 458, n. 2.
Egypt, gospel in, 83.
Egyptians, gospel of the, 83, 600, 601.
Electi, 483, 501, 503-505.
With Basilides, 411.
Election to church offices, 189, 199, 200.
Elements, with the Manicheans, 491, 505.
Eleuthenis, 85, 524, 525, 583.
Elisffius, 489, n. 1.
Elvira, council at, 198, n. 3.
Recommendatory letters of the confessors, 229, n.
2.
Unchristian occupations, 262, n. 4.
Exclusion of Duumviri, 271, n. 4.
Against marriage of priests, 277, n. 2.
Against
Subintroductaj. 277, n. 5.
images, 293. Fasting on the Sabbath,
296, n. 5. Limitation of the Pentecost,
Probation of catechumens,
301 n. 1.
305.
.
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Elxai, 352, n.
Elyraas, 72.

Euodius of Uzala, 490, and

1.

With

Emanation, 372-375, 380.

With Origen,

dcs, 400.

Basili-

568, 569, 621.

See Gnosiicism.
EmeiidatioTi of biblical manuscripts, Orii^en, 700, 707.
'HfiEfwiSannaruig, 376, n. 3.
See
Encratites, 456, 458, notes 2, 3, .505.
Severians.
EniTgLimeni, 201.
England, -spread of Cliristianity among
the Britoii.s, 85.
Kiiocli, book of, 535.
Eiityehites, 454.

Epliesiis, metropolis,
tolica, 203.

Ephrasin Syrus,

79.

Ecclesia apos-

— Bardesanes, 441.

eion,462, ii. 1.
Epietetus, 159.

Epicureanism,

Manicheans, 503,

8, 15.

Of

Marn. 4.

Celsus, 162, 168,

n. 1.

Epigonius, Patri])assian, 584, n. 3.
Epiplianes, 449-451.

Epipbanius, bishop of Constantia.

Inter-

preters, 303, n. 3.
On the Ebionites,
331, n. 2, 344,351, 352, 353, n. 2, 358,
Ccrinthus, 398, 399.
Basilides,
n. 1.
Valentine, 417, n. 3. Bardesanes,
400.
Cainites, 448.
Saturninas, 455,
441.
Marcion, 461, n. 1, 462, n. 1,
n. 1.
Apelles, 475.
Mani, 484.
463, n. 3.
Montanus, 513, n. 3.
The Gospel of
John, 526, n. Theodotus, 580, notes 2,
Sabellins, 600.
Gospel of the Egyp3.
tians, 600, 601, n. 1. Hieracas, 713.
Episcopal system, 190-193.
'ETTiT/coTTOf,

184,

190.

See

Bishops,

Cliurch Offices.
Episcopus episcoporum, 214.
Epistolae
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formatae, 205,

Commnnicatorife, 205.

and

n.

1,

255.

Clericae, 206.

Epistola fundamenti, 487, 489, 490, 498,

n. 6, 494, n. 1

500, n. 3, 501, n. 3.
Euphrates, 447.
Europe, s]n-ead of Christianity in, 84-86.
Eu.scbins, on the Ahgar Uchoino, 80. Demetrius of Alexandria, 81. Pantijenus,
82.
Persecution of the Christians in

Thebais, 83, n. 3. Paul's journey to
Spain, 85.
Ilaiirian's rescript, 101 n.
Philip the Arabian, 126, n. 5. Edict
1.
of Gallienus, 140, n. 2.
Marius the
IMartyr, 140.
Aurclian, 142, n. 2. Pa-

gan divination, 145, n.
and Christianity, 145,

Paganism

1.

n.

3.

Diocle-

Edict of Constantine, 148,
n. 1.
Edict of Galerius, 149, n. 1.
The fire of Nicomcdia. 153. Constantius Clilorus, 155.
Fragments of Porphyry, 171, n. 4. Church offices, 201.
Iniagcs of Christ, 292, n. 2. Polycarp's
journey to Home, 299, n. 1. Cerinthus,
npo396, n. 1. Bardesanes, 441, 442.
tian, 146.

napaaKEvrj diayyf:XiKf/,44:2,{l7l,n.4:.) Tatian, 457, n. 4, 458, n. 1.
Mani, 485, n.
1.
Montanus, 513, n. 3. Letter of the
Church of Lyons, 524.
Alexandrian
catechists, 527".
Origen, 528, n. 1. Beryll of Bostra, 593, n. 1, 594.
Malchion, 605, n. 1. Quadratus, 661. Apology of Justin Martyr, 663, n. 2-665.
Death of Justin, 671. Apollinaris, 677,
n. 1.
Florinus, 680.
Hippolytus, 681.
Tertullian, 684.
Clement, 691. Ammonias, 699, n. 1. Origen, 704, n. 3,
Symmachus, 708. Julius
710, n. 2.
Africanus, 709, n. Immortality of the
soul, 710.
Death of Origen, 711. Methodius, 720.
Apology of Pamphilus,
721, 722.
Eva, 498.
Evangelists, 661, and n. 2.
Evil, origin of, in Gnosticism, 372-375.
See Sin, The Fall.

Evodius.

Ecjnality in the church, 179-181.

See Euodius.
Excommunication, 218.
and n. 5.

'EpfiTjvevrai, 303, n. 3.

Exegesis of Origen, 552-557.

Ertcnki Mani, 488.
Eschatology, or doctrine of last things,
649-656. Of Mani, 500, 501.

gorical, Bible, Interpretation.
Exorcism, exorcists, 73, 74, 201, 309.

501.

Epochs of

transition, 29.

Escuhipius, 73, 92, 145, n. 3.
Esnig, Armenian bishop.
Marcion, 463
n. 3, 469.
Essenes or Esseans, 39, 43-49. Relation to
the TherapeutiE, 61, 62, 64.
(Compare
Ebionites, 351, 357, and Gnostic sects,
396.)
Ethics, system of Isidore, 415. See Morals.
Diffusion of Christianity
Ethiopia, 82.
in, 83.

Kvayye?iLov diu rcaaapuv, Tatian, 458, n.
EvayyiTuov Kad' kiyvnTlovg, 458 n. 3.

1.

^vayyeXiov Ka-H' EjJpalovg, 458, n. 1.
Eucharist, 329, and n. 2. See Lord's Supper.

Euelpistus, 270.

Euemcrus,

6, 21.

Of Origen,

703,

See Alle-

baptism, with the Gnostics, 477, n.

At
5.

Exorcistae, 201.

Extasy, in Montanism, 514, 519, n.

2,

520.

F.
Fabian, 133, 238 and n. 2, 702, 704, n.
Fabius of Antioch, 238, n. 2, 243.

3.

Fabricius, 683.
Faith, relation to the Gnosis, in Gnosticism, 366, 367.
In the Clementines,
394,395. With Basilides, 413-415. In
the Alexandrian school, 529-557.
Falsehood, in tiie ancient world, 388.
Fasting and prayer, days of, 117, and n. 3,
274, 296.
Fasts, 256, 274, 294, 296.
Ptolemfflus on,
440.
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Faustus the Manichean, 494,
3,

501,

502, 503, n.

2,

n. 1, 500, n.
504, n. 3.
See

Mani, Manicheans, Manicheism.
Felicissimus, 222, 225, 233-235, 687.

See

Church Schisms.
Felicitas the martyr, 123, 124.
Felix, Niimidian bishop, 150.
Felix, the Manichean, 504, n. 3.
FerJa. 296, n. 3.
Festivals, 294-302.
Fetaliil, 377, 383, n. 1.

Fid us, 313.
Firmilian of Cresarea, Exorcists, 201, n.
Ajrainst Stephanus of Rome, 216.
Symbol, in
discipline, 220.
Baptism of here4.
tics, 320.
Formula of baptism, 322, n.
4.
Consecration of the Lord's Supper,
Origen, 707.
329, n. 2.
Flora, letter of Plotemy to, 437, and n. 5,
438.
Florinus, 677, 680.
Forged writings, 176, 177.
Fortunatianus, the martyr, 152.
Fortunatus, bishop of Carthage, 225, n. 1,
235.
France, Franks, spread of Christianity
3.

Church

baptism, 306, n.

thither, 84.

Francis, St., 484, n. 2.
Fraternal kiss, 255, 262, 313, 314, 317.

Freedom, doctrine, 611-614. In the North
African church, 614-620. In the Alexandrian school, 620-626, 6.30. Basilides,
404.
Bardesanes, 442.
Friday, observance of, 296, 300.

G.
Gains, 289.
Galen, physician, 164, n. 1, 172, n. 2.
Galerius, Caius Maximianus, Ctesar, 144156.
Edict of toleration, 156.
Fa/li/laiOif, of Hegesippus, 376, n. 3.
Galileans, epithet applied to Christians,
100, n. 4, 159.

509.
And Montanism, 511, 526.' Doctrine of redemption, 612-614.
Hades,
Origen, 622, 700, 706.
653, 654.
Gnostics, 78, 103, 165, 317, 364, 365-478,
514.
See Gnosticism.

Gnostic systems. See Gnosticism.
Tvoarucoi, 381.
See Gnostics.
God, doctrine concerning, with the NeoPlatonists, 22, 23, 25-27.
With the
Sadducees, 42.
In the Alexandrian
philosophy of religion, 57. With Celsus, 163. Gnostic, 372, 373.
(Basilides,
405-407, 409-411. Marcion, 466, 467.)
With Mani, 489-491. Christian, 557610.
Consciousness of God, 177, 178,
557, 558. See Clement, Tcrtullian, Origen, Theophilus of Antioch, Marcion,
Irena3us, Novatian, Alexandrian School,
Creation, Trinity, Holy Spirit.
God, image of, 612", 613, 641, 642.
Goetaj, 30, 3.3, 67, 71, 73, 92, 145 and
n. 2, 161.

Good Friday.

See Friday.
Gordian, emperor, 709.

Of the Egyptians, 83, 458 n. 3, 600. Of
Judas, 448.
6iu Teaaupow, 458, n. 1.
Marcion's, 473.
Grace, with Hermogenes, 617. In Montanism, 619.
With Clement, 620, 621.
With Origen, 630. With Isidore, 416.
TpdnjxaTa TETVTTu^ikva, kocvuvlko,. See Epistolae.

Gallienus, Caesar, 137, 140, 141, 257, 687.
Gallus, Caesar, 136, 258.

Gamaliel, 40.
Gaul, in the Diocletian persecution, 155.
diffusion

Classification of Gnostil
systems, 379-384, 394-396.
Particular sects, attaching themselves to Judaism, 396-442.
Anti-Jewish, 442-476.
Worship, 476-478. Opposition to, 390394.
Attitude of science within the
church toward, 506-509, 564, 565.
Gnosticism and Protestantism, 367 n.
Gnosticism an4 Manichei.sm, 478,
1.
479.
Influence of, on church doctrine,
478. Gnosticism and Christianity, 506-

Gospel, in Hebrew, 81, 82. Of the Ebionites, 348 and n. 3, 41 1 notes 1, 2, 458, n.
Of the Nazarenes, 350.
1, 708 and n. 2.

Frumentius, 83.

Germany,

374-378.

of

Christianity

in,

84.

Geta, 124.
Gift of teaching, 186, 187, 189.
Gift of tongues, 186 n. 2.
Gladiatorial contests, 263.
Glaucias, 417 n. 1.
Gnomes, of Sextus, 697, n. 2.
Gnosis, of the Gnostics, 366-396. Alexandrian, 529-557. Compare Faith, relation to Love, with Bernard of Clairvaux,
Vol. IV. p. 371.
Gnosis, with Paul, 510.
Gnosticism, 340, 351. General character
of, 365-374.
Speculative element in,
368-377. Practical spirit, 377-380, 385,
Alexandrian and Syrian Gnosis,
386.

Greece, Christianity

Greek and

Roman

their influence

in
Christianity, 508.

Greek church.
Greek culture,

in, 79.

national characters,
the development of

See Eastern Church.

its influence on the Jews
of Alexandria, 50. With the catechists
of Alexandria, Clement, 528, 533-539.
Logos doctrine, 585. With Origen, 698.
Greek philosophy with the Basilideans,
408, 409.
Greeks, their relation to Christianity 4,
5-35, 529.
Nazianzen on
Gregory
the Apostle

Thomas,

82.

Gregory of Nyssa, on Gregory Thaumaturgus, 718 n. 1, 719.
Gregory of Tours, Christianity in Gaul,
84.

Gregory Thaumaturgus, 287, 701, 706s
Life and writings, 716-720.
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Hades, doctrine of Christ's descent into,
653, 654.

Hadrian, 101-103, 174,343, 344, 664,675.
Hadrian's temples, 103.

Ham,

revelations of the Patriarcli, 408.
See Confirof, 316.

Hands, imposition
mation.

Harmonies of the Gospels, Harmonists,
171, 458 n. 1, 699
Hebrews, Epistle to

142.

n. 1.

Humility, 611.
Hyle. See "Tlrj.

83.

tlie,

Heijremonins, 485, n. 3llej;e.>iiipiis,

and

Spirit, doctrine concerning, in th^
With the Ebionites,
church, 608-610.
350. Cerinthus,398. The Montanists,
511, 514-518, 525, 526, 610. The SabelOrigen, 6.30.
lians, 599.
Homoousion, 578 n. 1,606.
Hormisdas (Hormuz), king of Persia, 488.
Horns, with V'alcntine, 419, 423.
House communion, 332.
Human sacrifices, under Aurelian, 141,

Holy

H.

343, n. 3, 370, n. 3.

History

Helioiiabalus, 125.
Hellenic culture, 50, 51.

Hymns, 304. Compare Church Psalmody.
HVpocritical profession of

charactL'r, 675, 676.

Christianity,

'l42, 250, 251.

See Greek Cul-

Hystaspes, interpolated writings, 176.

ture.

Henoticon at Jerusalem, 342.
Heraelas, disciple of Origen, 698, 700, 712.
the Gnostic, on faith, 307.
Satan, 421, notes
7rA///j(j(Ua, 373, n. 3.
The Demi urge, 422, n.
2, 4, 422, n. 1.
4.
The Soter, 423, n. 2, 430, n. yalPneumatic!, 432, notes 2,
entine, 427.
His doctrines, 434-437.
4, 399, n. 2.
Origen, 702.
Scientific tendency, 440.
Heraclian, bishop of Chalcedon, 485, n. 3.
Sibyls,
177.
The
Heraclitus, 71.
Heraclius, governor, 115.
Heresies, iiistinguished from schisms, 221.
Heresies, heretical tendencies, 337-506.
See the
Heretics, baptism of, 317-323.
articles, Baptism, Cyprian, Tertnllian,
Stephanus, Dionysius of Alexandria.
Hermas, the Shepherd of, 278. Static,
Creation from nothing, 565,
296, n. 2.
Baj)tism in Hades, 646. Critin. 2.
cism, 660.
Hermes Trismegistus, 176.
Hermias, Apologist, 673.
Hermogenes, doctrine of creation, 565-

Heracleon

568. Anthropology, 616-618. See TertuUian, Creation, Theodoretus.
Heroism, Christian, effect on Pagans, 76,
77.

Hesychius, 722.
Hetajria;, Trajan's law against the, 97, 98,

laldabaoth, 443-446.
Iconium, council at, 318.
See the article AlIdealists, 59, 66, 476.
exandria:
Ignatius of Antioch, narrative of his
Genuineness, 191 n.
death, 100 n. 4.
^Ai/|OOC, 196 n. 1.
To
2, 196 n. 1, 661.
Polycarp, slaves, 269. Festival of SunAgainst
Docetism,
n.
4.
day, 295, 296,
Doctrine of the Lord's Supper,
631.
647.
Life and writings, 660, 661.
Illyricum, 80.
Image of God, 456, 613, 614, 641, n. 2.
Imaues of Christ, 292, 451. Of Peter
and Paul, 292 n. 2. Of Pagan philosophers, 451.
Images, use of, 291-293.

Immortal itv, 456, 618.

In Platonism, 34.
With Origen, 710, 711.
Imposition of hands, 310 n. 1, 315.
India, spread of Christianity in, 81.
Infant baptism, 311-315, 504,648. See
the articles, Cyprian, Irenaeus, Tertnllian, Stephanus, Dionysius of Alexandria, Hieracas.
Infants, communion of, 333,648.
Infidelity in Paganism, 33.
Inspiration, 510.
Views of, among the

Alexandrian Jews,

120.

Hcxapla, 708, and n. 4. See Origen.
liieracas, Egyptian ascetic, 713-716.
Hierocles, bishop of Alexandria, 190 n.

55.
In tiie Clementines, 356.
the Montanists,
511, 515, 519.
In the Catholic church,
518, 519. Irenaeus, Terttdlian, 679, 680.
Interpolated writings, 176, 177, 457 n. 4.

Among

1.

Hilarianus, the martyr, 152.
Hilary of Poictiers, edict of Diocletian,
144, n. 3, 506, n. Apostolic church con-

Interpretation of Scripture.
See Bible;
Interpretation.
Interpreters, 303.
byters, 190, n. 1.
IreniBus, miracles of the Christians, 74.
Christianity in Germany, 84. PersecuHipi)olytus, celebration of the Sabbath,#
tions, 119.
297.
The Lord's Supper, 333. On the
The gift of tongues, 186
charismata, 526. Noetus 584, n. 3. Life
Presbyters, bishops, 192.
n. 2.
Eccleand writings, 681-683.
sia a])ostolica at Rome, 204.
Concep1-5.
Christianity
to,
tion of the cburcli, 209.
History, relation of
Gladiatorial
shows, 263.
Effort at understandinj;:, 20. Clement's
Christian asceticism, 274,
Philosophy of History.
n. 1.
Dispute about the passover, 299,
views of, 539.
Gnosticism, 371, n. 1, 382. Africanus,
notes, 300.
Fasts, 300.
Infant baptism, 311, 312.
first Christian history of the world,
Christ as archetype,
311.
709 n. 1.
Oblations, 330, n. 1, 331 n. l'
stitution, 182, n. 1.
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The

elements of the Supper sent to the

sick, etc., 332, n. 2.

Ebionites, 344, 345,

348.
Gnostics, 375, n. 5. Antinomian
Gnostics, 385. Biblical interpretation,
388. Doctrine of accommodation among
the Gnostics, 388.
Arrogance of the
Gnostics, 393.
Basilides, 40U, n. 4.
Basilideans, 409. Valentinians,418 n. 1.
Ptoleniffius, 437.
Psendo-Basilideans,
Nicohiitans, 452, 453.
447, n. 3.
Saturnin, 455, n. 1.
Tatian, 456. Marcosians, 476.
Ircnwus transplants the
theolotiv of Asia Minor to the West,
508. RIontanistic jirucecdings, 524, 525.
Ahjgi and the Gospel of John, 526,527.
Knowledge of God, 560. Doctrine of
creation, 568.
Monarciiianism, 579.
Hermcneutical canons, 613, n. 1. ISoul
of Christ, 634.
Redemption, 640-642.
Sanctihcation,645. Bajjtisni, 646. The
Lord's Supjier, 647.
Chiliasm, 651.
Life and writings, 677-680.
Isidorus, son of IBasilides, 400, 402, n. 2,
408,409, 415, 416.
Italy, Christianity in, 80, 84.
Ized, in Parsism, 493.
'

Jacob, steps

of,

352.

Jamblichus, the Neo-Platonician, 173.

James, 63.
Jerome, Thomas in Ethiopia, 82. Apollonins and his slave, 118.
Bishops
and presbyters, 190, n. 1. Cyprian,
Naz222, n. l." Marcion, 328, n. 2.
arenes, 349, 350, n. 1.
Gospel of the
Nazarenes, 350, and n. 2. Acts of
Mani, 485, n. 3. XerophagiiE, 521 n. 1.
Alexandrian school, 527. Origen and
Candidas, 589, n. 3, 703 n. 3.
Beryll
and Origen, 594. Quadratus, 661. JusTheophilus, 674, n. 1. Hiptin, 670.
poly tus, 681, 682.
TertuUian, 684.
Cyprian, 685, n. 4. Arnobius, 688, and
Minu1.
Novatian,
and
n. 2.
n.
690,
Origen, 693, n. 2, 703,
n. 3, 704, n. 3, 70.5, notes 1 and 4.
Gnomes of Sextns, 697 n. 2. Pamphihis, 721, n. 6.
Knfinus, 722, n. 2.
Jerusalem, 65, 153. Destruction of, 38,
cius Felix, 690.

Temple at, 65, 67, 407, and n. 2.
.343.
Council at, 159. Church at, 299.
Jesus, story concerning, Celsus, 162, n.
Witl/BMsilide-s, 410, 412. Sabseans,
I.
447.
Carpocratians, 449.
Marcion,
469,470. Mani, 500, 501. See Christ.
Jewish Christians. 159, 297, 3U2, 340365.
In Ethiopia, 83.
Jewish element in the Clementines, 360.
In the Valentinian Gnosis, 430.
In
Montanism, 511, 512, 513, 519, 520.
Paul of Samosata, 603, 604.
Jewish people, prophetic character of the,
Religious condition of the,
35, 36, 52.
35-68. In the Clementines, 359. With
Cerinth and Philo, 397. With Basili-

des,

With

408.

lovSaiKoc

/5i6f,

Valentine, 426,

427

97, n. 1.

Jewish principle in the church, 194, 212,
235, 257, 289, 294, 302, 338, 339, 340,

360-365, 390, 507, 645, 654;

See Jew-

ish Christians.

Jews, banished by Claudius, 94. Revolt
under Barcochba, 103.
See Jewish,

Judaism.
Jews,

God

See Saturnin.
See Sabasans.

of the.

John, disciples of

John Malala, 100, n. 4.
John the Apostle, 63, n. 1, 183, 337. In
Asia Minor, 191, and note 2, 194, n. 1,
His character, 212. Peccata, 221.
Passover festival, 297. His age, 340.
His labors, 342. Relation of his Gospel to the Clementines, 361, n. 3.
To
Justin Martyr, 364, n. 2.
Ceiinthus,
396.
Heracleon, 434. Gnostics, Nicolaitans, 452, 453. Marcion, 463. With
tiie Auti-Montanists, 526
527.
Doctrine concerning Christ, 574, 575. Logos, 575, 585.
Artemonites, 580, n. 1.
Noetus, 584, 585.
342.

Baptist, 38, 272.
With the
Ebionites, 347.
Sabasans, 376, n. 3.
Heracleon, 430, n., 441, n. 2. Valentine, 434.
Josephus, on the infatuation of the Jews,
38.
On the canon, 41, n. 1, On the
three Jewish sects, 39, n. 1, 41, n. 2, 42,
The Messiah, 65.
The
43, 44, 48.
temple, 407, n. 2.
Judaism, relation to Christianity, 3-5,
62-66, 339, 340, 382, 548. Preparatory
character of, 35, 36, 548.
Among the
Greeks and Romans, 67.
Among the

John the

Romans,

religio

licita,

89.

Law

of

Jewish view of
With the Gnostics, 369, 379kingdom of the Demiurge,

Severus against, 120.
273.
383.
As
382, 383.
gen, 548.
life,

Cerinthus, 399.

With

Judaizing sects, 341-365, 394.
Judas, 448, 622.
Gospel of, 448, n.

Judas of Gamala,

Ori-

4.

37.

Julia Mamniiiea, 125.
Juliana of Cassarea, 707, 708.
Julius Africanus, 7Q9.
Julius Cassianus, 458, n. 3.
Julius Paulus, 87.
Ptok
Justice, with Basilides, 404, 405.
nueus, 438. Marcion, 466, 467.
Justification, with Basilides, 413.
Justin Martyr, the philosophers of ha
]3evelopment of his religious
time, 9.
experience, 34, n. 3. Jewish deniers oi
angels, 42, n. 2. Jewish construction of
Christianity, Jewish converts, 62, 63.
Miracles of the ChrisProselytes, 67.
Virtues of Christians, 76.
tians, 74.
Country communities, 79. Crescens, 93.
Extension of Christianity, 129.
On
conversion 250. Defects of Christians,
254. Magistrates, 259. Euelpistus?, 270;
n.l. Philosopher's cloak, 275. Chris-
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tian places of assembly, 290, 291.
Divine worship, 303. Instruction of catechumens, 305, n. 1. Baptismal formula,
310.
Agapye, 325. Baptism and the
Supper, 328. Consecration of tlie Supper, 329, n. 2.
Idea of sacritice, 330.
Bread in the Lord's Supper, 331. Celebration of the Su])per, 332.
classes of Jewisli Christians, 342 and n.
Gentile Cliris4, 343, notes 2, 3, 349.
tiaus become Jewish Christians, 362.
Harsher and milder tendencies among
Gentile Clnistians, 363.
Ebiouitism,
Angelophanies, 386, n. 2.
364, 674.
Simon Magus, 454, n. 1. Tatian, 456,
672.
Logos doctrine, 585, 586. The
Gospel of John, 585 n. 1. Holy Spirit,
609.
Clirist's Immanity, 635.
Satisfaction, 642.
Doctrine of the Supper,
647.
Chiliasm, 651. Justin's life and
writings, 661-671.

Justin, "koyog atrepuaTiKoc, 666See Doctrine of the Trinity.
Longing in Paganism, 30, 71.
Lord's Supper, celebration and conception
of in the first centuries, 304, 323-335,
647-649. Among the Manicheans, 493,
See the articles, Agapae, Jus504, 505.
tin, IreniBus, Tertullian, Cyprian, Epi603.
669.

Two

Juvenal, 103 n.

I.

phanius, Ignatius.
feast, with the Tlierapeutae, 61.
See
Agap;».
Lucan, Marcionite, 474.
Lucian, the opponent of Christianity, 8,
9, 10, n. 1, 13, 92, 93,n. 1,157, 160-162.
Lucianus, founder of the Antiochian

Love

school, 722.
I

!

i

Lucianus, prsepositus cubiculariorum, 143.
Lucianus, the confessor, 230.
Lucius ^lius Verus, 603, n. 2.
Lucius, bishop of Rome, 136.
Lucius, Christian, 664, 665.
Lucius, the British king, 85.
Lucius Verus Antoninus, 663, n. 2, 665.
Lucretius, poet,

K.
Kajomorts, of the Zendavista, 491,
Kuvovec anoaToXiKoi, 660.
Kevuiia, 374.
KiaToi. 709 n.

739

n. 4.

8.

Lugdunum. See Lyons.
Lyons, introduction of Christianity there,
84.
Persecution of Christians, 111114.
Connection with Asia Minor,
Montanism, 524.

1

Ki/pvyiia unoaToXiKov , 306.
K'Arjpoi, aXrjpLKoi, 195,

196.

1. On the Holy Spirit,
608.
Laity, permitted to teach in jtublic assemblies, 186,187.
Participation in church
government, I 89, 190, 200. In the clioice
of church olHeers, 189, 199. Resistance
of, to the catholic idea of the priesthood,
196.
Comuiodian, 687.
La])si, controversies respecting their restoration to the fellowshi]) of the church,
226-235, 239-246.
Decision of the
council of Carthage, 234.
Lectores, 201.
Legio fuhninea, 115, 116.
Le'onifles, father of Origcn, 693, 695.
Libelli pacis, 229, n. 2,231.
Libellum, Libellatici 132, n. 1, 227, 234,
n. 1, 242, 244, 245.
Sec the article
Church Divisions.

Lactantius, 153, n.

Liber Adami, 376 n. 3.
Likeness of God, 613, 614.

Limbus

infantiuin, 715.

Litene forma tie, 205.
Liturgy, 303, 329, n. 1, 440.
Logos, among the Alexandrian Jews, with
Philo, 55, n. 1, 57,397. With the Gnostics, 373, n. 2.
Basilides, 400.
Valentine, 423.
Marcus, 440, 441. Clement,
541.
Origen, 545, 547-553, 594, 622,
623.
In the New Testament, and the
oldest church teachers, 575, 584-586,
In the Alexandrian school, 586-591.
With the Monarchians, 576-585, 591-

M.
Macrianus, 140.
Mtecenas, advice to Augustus, 87.
Magic, Celsus on, 161, 162. With the
Carpocratians, 450.
Magical arts, in Paganism, 30, 33.
Magical etHcacy of sacraments, 313, 314,
322, 647,' 648.

See Goetae.
Mala, in Buddhism, 386, n. 1, 481.
Malabar, church there, 81. Jews, 82.
Malchion, presbyter, 605.
Magicians.

Mandeans, 376, n. 3.
Mani, 81, 314,478-488. See Manicheism.
Manicheans, 478-506. Law of Diocletian
against, 144, 506.

Manicheism, 376, 447, 479-486.

System,
Sources of religious knowledge, 501, 502.
Constitution, worship,
moral character, persecution, 502-506.
Marcella, wife of Porphyry, 170, n. 2,
488-501.

172, n.

1.

Marcellus the centurion, a martyr, 147.
Marcia, 118.
Marcion, formula of baptism, 310. Against
dismission of catechumens before
Lord's Supper, 327, 328.
Forerunner of Protestantism, 367, n. 1.
Marcion and his doctrine, 379, 393 n. 3,
458-473.
His sects, 473-476, 582, n. 3.
God's revelation in nature, 559. Against
anthropopathism, 561, 562.
Artemonites, 582, n. 3.
Anthro])oIogy, 610,
617. Tertullian and Marcion, 616-618.
Doctrine of redemption, 640, 641. Res
urrection, 471, 655.
the
the
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Marcioiiites, 473-476.

Origen's doctrine of the creation, 569.

Marcionitism, opposed by the Clementines,

Athenagoras, 673.

Marcosians, 476.

Marcus Antoninus Philosophus (Annius
Verissimus), 663, n.

2.

stoicism, 17, 159.
On
Alexander of Abonoexorcists, 73.
Persecution of Christians,
teichus, 92.
104-117, 513, 524. The legio fulminca,
Apology of Justin, 664, 665.
115.

Marcus Aurelius,

Theophilus, 674.
Marcus, presiding officer of the church at

JEM,

344.

Marcus, the Gnostic, 440.
Marcus, the Marcionite, 474.
Marius, the martyr, 146.
^lark, the Evangelist, in Kgypt, 83.
Marriage, among the Jews, Plssenes, 45.
Christian idea of, 280-284. Sanction of
the church, 283. Mixed marriages, 255,
282. Views of marriage among the GnosBasilideans,' 416, 417.
tics, 385, 386.
Montanists, 522. See Syzygies.
Martialis, Spanish bishop, 216.
Martyrdom, Basilides, 413, 436. Gnostics,
436.
Montanists, 521, 523.
Martyrs, 523. Feast of the, 334, 335. With
the Pseudo-Basilideans, 448. See Persecutions.
Mary, the virgin, with Valentine, 429.
Materialism, of Hermogenes, 617.
Matrices ecclesiie, 203.

708 n. 2.
Ccesar, 146, 147.
Maximilianus, the martyr, 146.
Maximilla, the prophetess, 514, 515.
Maximinus, Caius Galerius Valerius, 155,
722.
Maximinus, the Thracian, 126.
Maximus, bishop of Jerusalem, 721, n. 3.
Maximus, church teacher, 721.
Media, church in, 80.
Melito of Sardis, 101, n. 1, 102, notes
Charac2, 3, 104, and n. 1, 105, 299.
ter, 676.

Matthew, Gospel

of, 81,

Maximianus Herculius,

Menander, 454 n. 1.
Menoch, Mani's letter
n.

1,

His writings, 422,

n. 2, 720, 721.

395.

496, notes

1, 3,

to the virgin, 494,
498.

Mensurius, bishop of Carthage, 150, 151.
Mcaov, jiEcoT-qc, 421, n. 1, 438 and n. 2.
Messiah, idea of, in the Old Testament,
misapprehension, 37, 357, 358, 574. Expectation repressed with Josephus and
the Alexandrian Jews, 65. Among the
proselytes, 68. Among the Jewish ChrisAmong the Ebionites,
tians 341-343.
346-348, 350-352. In the Clementines,
356-358. Faith in the, 363, 364. CeValentine, 426, 429rinthus, 398, 399.
Ophites, 445, 447.
Marcion,
431.
468-471. Mani, 500.
Metempsychosis, with Basilides, 410. With
In Manichethe Carpocratians, 450.
ism, 480, 483, 496, 503.
With Origen,
627.
See Transmigration.
Methodius of Tyre, 358, n. 1. Against

Metropolitans, 203.
Miles Christi, 644.
See Militia Christi.
Miles Satani, 644.
Militia Christi, 199, 296, 306, 307, 309.
Milk and honey, given to the newly baptized, 316.

Millennium, 649-653.
Miltiades, against the Montanists, 519.
Minucius Felix, 11, 78, n. 1, 88, n, 3.
Character, 690.
Minucius Fundanus, proconsul, 101.
Miracles, means of advancing Christianity,
72-75. Philo on, 55. Justin Martyr
on, 74.
Celsus on, 169. Valentine,
Carpocratcs, 450.
432, 433.
Marcion,
470.
Origen, 544, 545, 570.
Irenaaus,
67>. Of Christ,
Hierocles, Quadratus,
Irenseus on the, 173, 661, 677.
Missa, catechumenorum, missa fidelium,
327, n. 1, 478.
Missions.
See Christianity.
Mithras, in Parsism, 493.

—

Mohammed, Mohammedanism,

395,487.

IMonacliism, 39.
jNIonad, 449, 450, 595.

Monarchians, 575-586, 590-606, 608-610

Monarchy in the church,
Monism, Platonic, 375,

183.
391.
Of Photi
nus, 392. In Mani, 481. In Buddhism,
482. In Parsism, 489. Compare Thomaw
Aquinas (Vol. IV.).
Monogenes, Valentine, 418, 423.
Monoism in Gno.sticism, 375, 438, 476.

Montanism, 508-527.
teristics,

508-513.

182, 514,

515,

520-523.

General charac

Female prophets,

Asceticism, 280
520.
Figures of Christ, 292, n. 3.
Baptism of heretics, 318.

Feasts, 294.

External history, 513, 514.

Views of

Position of the
marriage, 521, 522.
church towards Montanism, 517, 519,
Irena;us, 677-679.
520, 524-527, 676.
Tertullian, 68-3-685.

Montenses, Donatistsat Rome, 233, n. 3.
Moral systems, in Gnosticism, 377, 378,
384-386, 393. In Platonism, 378, 379.
In Dualism, 378. Isidorus, 415. Basilides, 415,416.
PtolemiEus, 439, 440.
Marcion, 472.
In Manicheism, 505.
In Montanism, 514, 520-523.
Morality, among the Antinomian Gnostics, 448, 450-454.
Morals, Christian, 631, 632, 644, 645.
Mosaic Law, among the Jewish Christian,s, 341-344, 349, 351, 352.
In the
Clementines, 354, n. 6, 355. Among
Pagan Christians, 362. In Gnosticism,
380, 439,440, 468.

Mother of
Mourning

Mundane
entine,

Life,

^on,

with Mani, 491.

for the dead, 333.

soul, of Plato, 376, 380.

423.

The

Ophites,

Mani, 491-495. Origen, 624.
Mystic element in Christianity,

Val-

443^46.
64.

In
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Alexandrian Jews,

0.

64, 66'.

Oath, rejected by the Essenes, 46.
Oblatio, 329-331.
Odcnatus, 603, n. 6.
01 Kadapoi, 247.

Mysticism, 46.

N.
Natalis the Theodotian, confessor, 580,
Nature, doctrine of human. See Antliropoioiry.

Nazarcans, 376, n. 3.
Nazarenes, 346, 349, 350. See articles,
Paul, Sects.
Neo-Cscsarea, council at (a. d. 314), 238,
n. 1.

Neo-Platonism, 19-35, 160,
stajies in

Two

101.

and worship, 25-29.
Essence, idea of the Ab-

religion

The Supremo

solute, 26, 27. Mysticism, 27. Demons,
28.
Relation to the multitude, 29. To

Christianity, 30-35. Aristocratic spirit,
34. With Plotinus, 27, 29, 31, 390-394.
With Porphyry, 170. Mundane soul,
376.
In (inosti(-ism, 375, 406. With
Clement, 532, 586. With Origen, 550,

571, 587-589.
Nepos, Egyptian bishop,

New Testament

652,

positions, 194-

199, 209, 294, 365, 394, 441, 457, 463,
470, n. 3, 515, 525, 582.
Old Testament, 519. In Gnosticism, 381,

383, 407, 409, 437-440, 467, 475.
Tatian, 672.
Omnipotence of God, 570, 571.
Ofj.oovai.ov, 578, n. 1, 590, n. 3, 606, 608.
'Ov, uv, with Philo, 373, n. 1, 397, 601, n.
Nco-Platonic, 163, 417, 571,
1, 597.
586 and n. 6, 589, 590. With Sabellius,

595-597.
Ophites, 375, n.

1,

377, n.

1,

442-447,484,

n. 3.

Optatus of Mileye, 203.
Opus operatum, 62, 229, 235, 280, 314,
436, 706.
Oracles, Plutarch's

Porphyry's
Chiliast,

Compare

defense of

the,

collection, 31,
171,
Sibylline, Montanism.

23.
172.

Ordo, 184, 195.

653.

Nero, persecution under, 94-96.
Nerya, 96, 97, 99.
New Testament reyisions, 582 and n.

2.

Nicolaitans, 452. 4.53.
Nicolaus, pretended founder of a sect, 452,
453.

Nicomedia, meeting of Diocletian and Galerius at, 147.
Edict against the Christians,

149, n.

148,

Conflagration,

1.

153.

Noah, seyen

precejits of, 67, n. 2.

Noetus, Patripassian, 584, 682.
North African church, infant baptism,
313.
Milk and h(jney in baptism, 316.
Bai)tism of heretics, 318-320.
Daily
conimunion
the Supper under one
form, 332. Communion of infants, 333.
Doctrine of human nature, 614-620.
Doctrine of the Lord's Supjjer, 648, 649.
Theology, 683-689. See articles, Carthage, Cyi)rian, Arnobius, Commodia;

nus.

Old and

Church Theology, Church

Diyis-

ions, Persecutions.

Nous, of Plato, 575,

n. 1.

In Gnosticism,

The highest
373, n. 2, 375, 380, 389.
^on, 381, n. 3,410. With Basilides,
400,410, andn. 1. Neo-Platonic, Clement, Origen, 586 and n. 6, 587-590,637.
237-248.
Noyatian,
Theology,
560.
Against the Artemonites, 581. Writ-

ings, 690.

Novatian schism, controversy, 222, 237248, 687.
exciter of the
schism, 224, 225, 233.
in the Roman, 241, 242.

Noyatus,

Numidia, church

there, 84.

150-152.

Numidicus, confessor, 133.

Carthaginian
Participation

Persecution,

Oriental Spirit, Oriental Theosophy, 44,
47, 352, 366, 368, 371, 374, 382, 479.
Origen, Angelophanies with the Sadducees, 42, n. 2. Miracles of the Christians, 71, 72, 74.
Miraculous conversions, 75.
On the preaching of Christianity in the country, 79
Origen in
Arabia, 81. Thomas among the ParCorrespondence with Julia
thians, 82.
JNIammaja, 125. Situation of the Christians under Philip the Arabian, 127.

On

the ]jersecutious, 127.
Celsus, 160,
16.3, n. 1, 165, n. 2, 167, n. 2, 169.
Humility, 167, n. 2. Preaches without
ordination, 197.
Exorcists, 201, n. 3.
Church diseii)line, 219. Effects wrought
Christianity,
250.
Hypocritical proby
fession of Christianity, 251.
Profit of
bajjtism, 253.
The Christian, and the
heathen state, 272. Prayer, 284, 285.
Prayer with the study of Scripture,
287.' Posture in prayer, 288.
Place of
prayer, 289
Spiritual worship of God,
289.
Pentecost, 300, n. 2. Feasts, 300,
andn. 2,301. Catechumens, 305. Infant
baptism, 314. Ebionites, 345, 346, 348,
364.
False Gnosis, 367, n. 2. Gnostic
interpretation of the Bible, 387, n. 1,
388.
Heracleon on John, 434, 436.
Ophites, 446, 447.
Simon Magus, 454,
n. I.
The second marriage, 522, n. 4.
Letter of the church at Lyons, 525.
Origen as a catcchist, 528. Isaiah, 530,
Origen
n. 2. Scholar of Clement, 543.
as representative of the Alexandrian
Gnosis aiul Pistis,
school, 543-557.
544-551. Faith in miracles, 545. This
The eterpresent life " in part," .546.
Various
nal spiritual gospel, 547, 548.
standing points of Christians, 547, 548,
161,
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Various forms of revelation
587, n. 3.
Difference between
of the Logos, 549.
Tolhis view and that of Paul, 550.
Interpretation of
erance, 551, 552.
View of
Scripture, 552-557, 613, n. 2.
Higher
the Holy Scriptures, 55.3, 554-.
truths, .554, 5.55. Threefold sense, 555.
Idea of God, 559, 56U. Antliro]iopathism, Accoiiiinodation, 56-3, 564. Doctrine of Creation 568-571. P^niaiiation,
Omnipoteuee of God, Mira568, 621.
cles, 570,

571.

iMouarchians, 578, 593,

Doctrine of the Logos, 587-592.
Pride of
Dispute with Beryll, 594.
church officers, 603, n. 5. Doctrine of
Antln-opologv,
the Holy Spirit, 609.
621-631." Christ's servant form, 633.
n. 1.

of Christ, 635, 640. The husoul of Christ, 636-640. RedempRcdeiiiiJtivc activity, 643.
tion, 640.
Death of Clirist voluntary, 644. Baptism and the Lord's Supper, 648, 649.
Against Chiliasm, 652. llesurrection,
Hijjpolytus,
Eschatology, 656.
655.
682. Clement, 69"2. Life and works of
Influence of Origen,
Origen, 693-712.
711-722. See the articles, Leonidas,

Humanity

man

Ammonius, Alexandrian
Clement,
Theology, Catechetical Schools. «
See the articles, OriOrigen, school of
gen, Gregory Thauraaturgus, Pamphi-

84.

Among the Pharisees, 40.
the Essenes, 44, 47.
In Gnosticism, 369, 376.
With Basilides, 402,
and n. 3, 403. In Manicheism, 376,
4 79-495, 501.
Relation to Christianity, 482-484.
See articles Gnosis,
Gnostics, Gnostic System.
Tlap'&evoL, 275.
Parthia, Christianity there, 80.
Pascal, 359.
Passover, controversies with regard to the,
Parsism.

Among

'

297-299.
Passover festival, in the East and in the
West, 297-300. Jewish, 324, 325.
Paternus, tlie proconsul, 137.
Patripassians, 469, 576, n. 4, 578, 583585, 610.

Paul, the apostle,
40.

4, 17,

n- 2.

Pharisee,

Judaism and Christianity,

62, 63,
Christianity, 72, 129, 249.
Evidence of the gospel 75, 176.
In

64.

Power of

Arabia, 81.

In Spain, 85.

Alluded

to

bv Lucianl 158.

lus.

Origen, the Pagan, 699, n. 1.
Origenists and their opponents, 713-722.
condition.
Compare Image,
Original
Sin, Grace.
Original sin.
See Anthropology.
Ormuzd in Parsism, 369, 489, n.'3.
'Opog, 419.
Ostiarii, 201.

P.

Pacianus of Bai-celona, 246,

Pagan

Paraclete, Mani, 487, 501, 504. In Montanism, 511, 512, 51.5-517.
Paradise, with Philo, 54, n. 2. With Origen, 627.
With Tertullian, 654. In
Manicheism, 497.
napudoat^ unoaroXiKT], 306, 528, 532.
Parchor, the prophet, 406, n. 3, 408.
Paris, introduction of Christianity there,

n. 2.

the service of Christianity, 143, 150, 176.
Pagan world, its state among the Greeks
and Romans at the appearance of
Christianity, 5-35.
Paganism, its influence on Christian life
and doctrine, 252, 260-262, 265, 276,
Religion of the state,
292, 337, 338.
literature, in

70.

Palestine, persecution in, 153, 154, 156.
Valladius, 708, n. 3.
Pamphilus, presbyter at Csesarea, 704, n.
Death of Origen, 711, n. 3.
3, 721.

Pandects, 107, n. 4.
Pantajnus, in Arabia, 81.

In India, 82.
Catechist, 529, 691, 694, n. 1.
Pantheism, 374, 375. Of the Stoics, 17.
Unity and end of heathenism, 31. In
the religions of ancient Asia, 479, 573.
In Gnosticism, 375, 443, 444, n. 4, 446,
450.
In Sabellius, 600, 601.
Papal monarchy, germ of, 211.
Papias of Hierapolis, 513, n. 1, 650.

In the early church,
Universal priest289, 351, 645.
hood, 180.
Charismata, 180, 186, 510.
In the church constitution, 182, 188,
Earlier and later time, 187,
189, 197.
191.
Retrogression from the position
of Paul, 194, 195.
At Rome, 203, 204,
213. Relation to the other apostles, 212.
Church discipline, 218. Clement 262.
Slavery, 269. Tertullian, 290, 294. Festivals, 294, 297, 299.
Church singing,
304.
Divine service, 327. Jewish and
pagan Christians, 341. Labors among
Gentile Christians, 342.
Paul with
The Nazathe Ebionites, 346, 349.
In the
renes concerning Paul, 349.
Clementines, 360-362.
Gnosis, 366,
With
individual
388.
371, 383, 385,
Gnostics, 396, 398, 413, 415, 417, 4.33,
450, 453, 457, 458, n. 3, 460-464, 470,
Origen, 544, 546, 550, 551,
471, 473.
695. Trinity, 572-575- With the ArteWith
monites, 580, n. 1. Faith, 645.
Hegcsippus, 675, 676. With Irenseus
and Tertullian, 679, 680, and n. 2.
Paul, a martyr, 230.
Paul of Antioch, Gnostic, 695.
Paul of Samo.sata, 142, 304, 601-604.
See articles, iVIonarchians, Logos, Malchion.
Pauperes de Lugduno, 352.
Pansanias, defence of the myths, 12Peccata venalia, mortalia, '221, 240, 244;
245.
Pella, 344.
159,

Penitence and

penance,

218-221,

647
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^povTjaic, Basilides, 400.

$i9opa, 615.

Pentateuch, with the Pharisees, 39. The
The Alexaiulrian
Sadducccs, 41, 42.
Jews, 53. In the Clementines, 355, 358.
The Ebi(mites, 358 n. 1. Ptolemteus,

Pierias, the Alexandrian, 713.
Pietism in Montanism, 523, 565.
Compare Acta Pilati.
Pilate, 8, 93.

439, u. 1.
Pentecost, festival

Plato,
of,

300.

Pepuza, Pepuzians, 513

n. 1, 525.
Perasa, flight to, 343.
Percgrinus Proteus, Cynic, 158, 159.

Pcrfc'ti.

See

Eiccti.

Perfectibilit.v of Christianity, araonp: the

Gnostics, 389. Montanists, 512.
pare Joacliim, abbot, V^ol. IV^.
Xlepiodot uKooroXuv, 500, n. 4.

Com-

136, 283.

Aj^ainst the Mauicheans, 505.

Infant

Peter, the apostle, 79, n. 4, 80, 183, 341.
At Rome, 203, 204. Precedence, 211.
Dispute with Simon Magus, 296, n. 5.
Questions in bajjtism, 308, n. 5. In the
Clementines, 353, 361.
Epistle to
James in the Clementines, 361. Peter
and Paul, 319, 417, 461. See Cathedra
Petri.
Phse(irus, of Plato, 449.
Pharisaism, influence on Christianity, 351,
352.
Pharisees, 39, 40.
Relation to Christianity, 63.
Two classes, 63. With the
Nazarenes, 349.
Pherecides Syrius, 402, n. 2.
Philaster, 447, n. 1.
Philemon, the Roman presbyter, 712, n. 1.
Philip, of Sida, the catechist, 673.
Phili]) the Arabian, 126, 710.
Philo, on the Essenes, 44, 47, 48, n. 3. Ou
unbelieving Jews, 51.
On the relation
of Judaism to universal history, 52.
Against mysteries, 52. Paradise, 54,
As representative of the Alexann, 2.

drian Judaism, 53-60, 65.
cles, 55.

On

rationalists, 59.

mteus, 25, n. 1, 380, 569, n. 3. SynipoPlato, in Gnosticism, 390,
sion, 386.
408.
618.

With TertuUian,

Phredrns, 449.
fir/

bv, 623, n. 5.

Reits essence, 18.
lation to Christianity, 19, 33, 34.
In
later Judaism, 40.
Iti Alexandria, 51,
Relation to the Essenes,
366, 377, 542.
With Celsus, 163, 166. In
44, 47.

Platonic philosophy,

Perpetua, the Martyr, 123, 124.
Persecutions, 83, 84, 8G-15t). Causes, 8693. Occasions, 67, 76, 103, 104, 119, 126,
Perseverance, 630.
Persian Church, foundation, 80.
baptism, 314.
Pescennius Ni;;er, 119.

See Faith.
on the natural explanation of
myths, 5. His philosophy, view of SocTaTr£Lv6rr}c, 19, 166.
His
rates, 18.
Monotheism, 25. Prophets, 356Ti-

Ularic.

On miraOn con-

templation, 59.
Therapcutae, 60, 61.
Perpetuity of the temple and the Messianic period, 65.
Golden age of Jerusalem, 65. Angels, 380.
Theophanies,
386, n. 2.
Creation, 306, n. 3.
Logos,
397, 424, n. 1, 585, 597.
Distinction
between the masses and the enlightened
few, 397, 578, (57, 58).
Temple, 407,
n. 2.
Polytheism, 587, n. 3
Philosojihers, Christian, 275.
Philosopher's cloak, 275, 661, 662.
Philostratus, the rhetorician, 173, 174.
Phihimcne, 474, 475,
Photius, on Mani, 485, n. 3.
On Justin's
writings, 670.
Ou Hippolytus, 681,
682.
On Clement, 692. On Origen,
693, n. 2, 703, n. 5, 711, n. 3.

Gnosticism, 366, 368, 369, 374-380, 390,
With Clement, 540. Origen,
391,456.
569.
Influence in the development of

With Justin, 662. See
Neo-Platonism.
TlA/jpufia in Gnosticism, 373, n. 3, 375, n.
n. 2, 418, 420-427,
5, .389, 393, 399
432 434. 441 443, 477.
Pliny the Elder, on religion, 10, 11. On
doctrine, 581.

the Essenes, 43.
the Younger,
Hymns, 304, 575.

Pliny

report

to

Trajan

Agapaj. 325.
Plotinus 26, n. 4, 27. 29, 31. 170. 368,
376 and n. 1. Ethics, 379. Against
the Gnostics 390-394, 415, 472.
Providence, Reason, 406, and n. 2. Clement
and Plotinus, 586, n. 6. Anthropology,
611.
Pupil of Ammonius Saccas, 698.
Plutarch, against foreign religious custoihs,

Superstition and infidelity,

13.

13-15,21,22. Against Epicureanism, 15.
Relation of religions,
Stoics, 18, n. 1.
Hypocrisy of philosophers,
20. 21, 368.
21.
Anger of the gods, 22. The priest,
22.
Natural causes. Oracles, 23, 24.
27. Demons, 28. Alexander the Great,
his signiticauce, 50.

Superstition, 71.

Moral freedom, 611.
Sec Spirit.
nvevfia, 474.
UvEVjuaTUiot and \pvx(.iioi, among Gnostics,
366,381, 388, 389. In particular systems, 411, 414, 420-434, 435, 445, 456,
With Origen, 628, 629.

502.

Pneumatology,

47, 612.

See Anthropol-

ogy.
Poenitentes, 219.

Polemics, 157-178.
Polyi)ius

on

Roman

Compare Apologists.
superstitions, 6, 7.

Polyearp of Smyrna, the martyr, 109-111,
335.
Dis|mte about the passover, 299.
Meeting with Marcion, 465. Letter to
the Philippians, 661.
IreniEus on, 677.
Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus.
The
apostle John, 194, n. 1.
The passover
controversy, 298, 299.
Polytheism, according to the eclectic phil-

osophy, 25.

Pomi)a

diaboli, 264, 309.

.
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Ponticus, the martyr, 114.
Pontius, life of Cyprian, 139, n. 2, 222,
notes 2, 3, 223, n. 1, 255, n. 3.
Porphyrins, martyr, 722, n. 1.
Porphyry, Neo-Phitonic mysticism, 27.
DeDefense of image worship, 27.
mons, 28.
Oracles, longing of heathenism, 31.
Against Christianity, P]sHis works
culapius, 92, 145, n. 3.
Antiagainst Christianity, 170-172.
nomian Gnostics, 385, 393, n. 3.
Possession, demoniacal, 15, 73, 74, 265,

Pseudo-Petrinists, 342.
Pseudo-Sibvlline writers, books, 96, n. 2,
101, n. 1,"513, n. 1,654.
'^yxn, Valentine, 426, 428. 'AAoyof, Mani,
497.
Ptolemffius, 437-440, 441.
Ptoiemeeus, Christian teacher, 663.

Public sports, 263-267.
Pudens, 102, n. 4.
Pull)itum, 291, n.

n. 1.

Pothinus, of Lyons, 112, 677.

Poverty of

Spirit, prerequisite to the re-

ception of Christianity, 64.
Prredestinatus, 685.
Pi'axeas, against the Montanists, 513, n.
Patripassian, 583, 584.
3, 525.
Prayer, 284-288.
Posture in, 287, 288,
295.
In the family, 286. With Basilides, 416.
For the dead, 334. To
Christ, 590.
Preaching, 303.

Office of, 186, 197.

Of

laymen, 186, 187, 196, 197.
Predestination in the Holy Scripture, 613.
Origen, 630.
Predetermination, 612, 617.
Preexistence of souls, doctrine of, among
the Essenes, 47. With Origen, 626, 627.
Presbyter, in the apostolic times, 184-186.
After the time of the Apostles, 190-195.

Sacred functions, 316.
Priesthood, 193-200, 209.
Priests as a
Priesthood of all
caste, 193-199, 277.
Christians, 180, 284, 288, 315, 518, 644.

Primal man. Primitive man, 424, 425, 491,
493.
Prisca, Priscilla,
clergy, 521.

Celibacy of the

against, 89.

HpuTtj bydoag, 40 1
Protestant spirit. Protestantism, 461, 518.
Protoctetus, the friend of Origen, 706.
Providence, doctrine of, with Basilides,
405-407. Marcion, 472.
Provincial synods, 206.
See Church Con-

Psammon,

654,

Pythagoras, 173, 449

Q.

Quadragesimal

fast,

300.

Quadratus, bishop at Athens, 661.
Quadratus, the Apologist, 101, 661.
Quintus, 109.
Quintus, the African bishop, 319.
Quirinus, 685.

R.
Rabbinism, 54.
Rationalism, in Paganism, 8.
Among
the Alexandrian Jews, 55, 58.
In
Docetism, 387. In Gnosticism, 389.
Rationalist element, in the development
of Christian doctrine, 507.
Realist tendency.
See the articles. Polycarp, Papias, Melito of Sardis, Irenaeus,

Montanus.

Recounitions, of Clement, 358, 376, n. 3,

Redeemer,
640-645.

Redemption,

With

doctrme of,
In Gnos-

Celsus, 168.

ticism, 370, 371, 379, 387.

With

indi-

vidual Gnostics, 398, 409-113, 419-432,
462.
In Parsism, 483. In Buddhism,
483.
With Hieracas, 714.
Anthropology in its relation to Christian and
heathen views of, 610-614, 630.
Regeneration, 311, 312, 620. Confounded
with baptism, 646, 647, 655.
Resurrection, 654.
With Celsus, 169.
With Hieracas, 714. See Eschatology.
Revelation, 359, 549.
Rhodon, church teacher, on Marcion, 467,
n. 1
Against Apelles, 475.
Rigaltins, 522, n. 1.
Roman bishops, arrogant claims of, 214217.

Roman

church,

202, 203.

Passover

number of

presbyters,

Treatment of the La])si, 231.
299.
Baptism of

festival,

317-322. Its character, 508.
Relation to the Monai-chians, 579-581.
Anti-Chiliastic tendency, 651.
Doc-

heretics,

trines,'689-691.
state, relation of religion to politics, 6-8, 86-89.
Toleration, 88.

Roman
34, n. 2.

of,

656.

659, n. 4.

—

stitution.

2.

Pupian, 224, n. 1, 236, 237.
Purgatory, origin of the doctrine

Tertuliian,

514.

Proclns, Montanist, 652.
Procopius, martyr, 303, n. 3.
Procopius, tlie presbyter, 154.
Proculus, Christian slave, 119.
Proculus, Montanist, 678, n. 2.
Prodicus, Prodicians, 451.
Professions incompatible with Christianity, 262, 267.
Prophecy, gift of, 175, 186, n. 2. Essenes,
45.
See Prophets.
Prophetic element in Judaism
paganism, 175-177.
Prophets in the Old Testament, 35, 36,
354.
Christian, 343.
In the Clementines, 354-359.
Valentine, 426, 427.
Among the Montanists, 182, 514-520.
Proselytes made by the Pharisees, 67. Of
righteousness, of the gate, 67, 68.

Laws

Pseudo-Basilideans, 447, 448.
Pseudo-Cynics, 275.
Pseudo-Paulinists, 342.
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Romans,

in their relation to Christianity,

4-16, 49.
Rome, metropolis and ecclesia apostolica,
Cathedra Petri, 211-213.
84, 203, 204.
Persecution there, i;5.3, 1.36, 1.39.
Rufinus, rescript of Hadrian, 101, n. 2.
Edict of Coustuntine, 148, n. 1. Edict
The Apostles'
of Galeriiis, 149, n. 1
Creed, 306 n. 3, 307. Recognitions of
Clement, 358. Origen, De principiis,
638, n. 4. Eiisebius on TertuUiau, 684,
Origen, 704,
Sextus, 697, ii. 2.
n. 1.
n. 3.

among

the

See the articles, Monarchians, Logos,
Epiphanius, AthaTiasius.
Sacraments, signification of, external conception, celebration, 304-335. Doctrine
Doctrine of the Alexanof, 646-649.
See Baptism and the
drians, 648, 649.
Lord's Supper.
militiae

Christianae,

264,

309.

Sacred writings of the Essenes, 45.
Sacrificati, 234, 242, 244, 245.

Sacrifice in the Lord's Su])per, 330.

Sadducees, 39, 40-42.

Relation to Chris-

tianity, 63.

Sadduceeism, 63.
Sanctitication, 644, 645.
Sansara, in Gnosticism, 270, 484, n. 3.
Sansara and Nirwana in Buddhism,

481-484.

Sapor [Shapur

I.],

438, n.

4.

Sedes apostulicae, 203, 215.
Self-deception, 251, 252.
Seneca on superstition, 7.

On

the spread

of Judaism, 67.
Sensuous mode> of conception, 560.

Separatism, 208, 2U9, 222, 236, 237.
Septimius Sevcrus, 119 and n. 6, 174, 721.
against change of religion, 89, 120.
Perse(;ution under, 83, 119-122, 691,
694.

In
Essenes, 49.
In Montanism,
Christianity, 294-297521, n. 1.
Sabellius, 591, n. 4, 594-601, G06, 610.

Sacramentum

tic,

Celsus on, 164.

4.

Law

Pamphilus, 722.
S.

Sabbath

Clement, 164,
See the particular sects.
Secundulus, the martyr, 123.
Secundus, Numidian bishop, 150. Gnos156.

n.

king of Persia, 149,

n. 1, 488.
2ap^, of Christ, in the Church doctrine, 634.
Sassanides, 81.
Satan, with the Ebionitcs, 352. In Gnosticism, 375-377, 421, 422, 427, 455, 466.
Origen, 624. IrcniBus, 635, n. 1. In
the doctrine of Redemption, 640-644.
Satisfaction, 220, n. 5.
Saturnin of Toulouse, martyr, 84.
Saturninns, 455. See the articles. Gnostics, Irenaeus, E])iphanius.
Saturninns, martyr, 123.
Saturninus, proconsul, 122.

Sca])ula, ])n)consul, 84, 122.
Scejuicism, 11, \-J.
See Unbelief.
See Chnrch Divisions.
Schisms.
Scillita, persecution at, 122.

Scriptures of the Ohl Testament. Among
Sadducees, 40the Pharisees, 39, 53.
Essenes, 44, 45, 47. Alexandrian
42.
Jews, 53-58.
Greeks, 53.
See Old

Testament.
Scriptures, Sacred, 143.
Burned, MSISO.
See Bible.
Scvthianns, 485.
Sects, 208. Signification of, 221. History,
341-506.
Ill
the edict of Galerius,

Septnagint, 54, 68.
Serennius Granianus,

the

proconsul,

101.

Sermon,

See Preaching.
Sermon on the Mount, among the Ebionitcs, 346, 347.
In the first centuries,
512.

Servianus, consul, 102.
Seth, representative of the Pneumatici,
445, 448.
Sethians, 448.
Seven, sacred number, 400.
Severians, 458, n. 3.
Severina, or Severa, 127, n. 1, 683.
Severus.
See Severians.
Severus, Alexander, 125.
Severus, bishop of Asmonina, 485, n. 3.
Severus, emperor.
See Septimius.
Sextus Empiricus, definition of the word
alpeai^, 338, n. 1.
Stiininus, in Bnddhisfti, 483.
Sibylline oracles, 141, 176, 177.
Sea
Pseudo- Sibylline.
SibvUists, 177.
Sign of the Cross, 145, 293.
Militiae, 146, n. 2
Signaculuin, 316, 503.
Simon Magus, 66, n. 3, 72, 204, 296, n. 5,
361, 362, 395, 454.
Simon of Cyrene.
See Pseudo-Basili-

deans and Carpocratians.
Simonians, 453, 454.
Sitnjilicius auainst Mani, 490, 491, n. 3.
Sin, the fall, 354, 610-627. Compare Authropology, Peccata.
SixtusII., bishop of Rome, 321.

Martyr,

139.

Slavery, rejected by the Essenes, 46.
By
the Thcrapeutae, 62. And Christianity,
267-270.
Slaves, Christian, 78, 98. Testify against
their masters, 92, 97, 110, 112, 118.
Smyrna, ^jersecution of Christians at, 109111.
Church at, report of Polycarp's
martyrdom, 109, 335.
Socrates, against the "rage for enlightenment," 5. His importance, 18.
Socrates, the church historian, on Porphvry, 170. Novatian, 244, 245. Methodi'us, 720.
Soldiers of Christ, 199,
Songs, spiritual, use of, in the family, 286.

See Church Psalmodv.
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Son of Man, with Mani,
Sons of God

493, 494.

of the Logos, Philo, 57.
^o(pia, in Gnosticism, 389 n. 2, 399, n. 2.
With individual Gnostics, 400, 414, 420,
424, 426-428, 430, 431, 434, 443, 446,
477.
Origen, 544, 546.
;

Sophists, 5.
Soter, bishop of Rome, 299, n. 4, 525.
With
'ZuTTjp, in Gnosticism, 399, n. 2.
Valentine, 423, 424, 426-4-34.
Soul, origin of the, 714.
Sozomen, historian, 299, n. 4, 303, n. 6.
Spain, s])rea(l of Christianity there, 85.
Coni])are AVest Goths.
Speratus, the mart3-r, 122, 123.
Spirit.

See

Kvevfid, TrvEVjiariKoi.

See Holy

Spirit, doctrine of the.
Spirits,

doctrine

of,

Spirit,

Jewish-oriental, 66.

Compare Demons.
Sponsors, 315.
Star spirits.
See Ophites, Saturnin.
Stationes, 296.
See Dies stationum.
Stauros, cross, with Valentine, 419, 420,
431.

Stephen, bishop of Rome, 214-217, 318321.

Stephen Gobarus, 675, 682.
Stephen, martyr, 341.
Stobseus, Johannes, 10, n. 1.
Stoicism,

10.

Its

Marcus Aurelius,

essence, 15-18.
Of
105, 106.
Anthro-

pology, 611.

Strabo on mythology, 7. Moses, natureworship, 9.
Stromata. See Clement of Alexandria.
Subdiaconi, 201.
Subintroductre., 277, n. 5.
Sulwrdination, 608. With Origen, 589,
605.
In the Western church, 605, 607,
and n. 1, 610. Hieracas, 716.

Suetonius, 94
Sulpicius Severus, 344, n.

Sun and moon,

in

Manicheism, 492-494,

497, 499, 500, 505.

Sun

spirit.
See Sun.
Sunday, 295, 296, 298, 332. With the
Manicheans, 505. Montanists, 521, n. 1.
^vveiaaKToi, 659.
See Subintroductse.

Su]iernatural in Christianity', 72, 510.
And natural, 507.
Superstition in Paganism, 13-15, 33.
Superstitiones externce, 89.
Supranaturalism, Jewish, 55, 58, 64. Docetic, 387.
Montanistic, 511, 512.
Symbols, 292, 293. In Alexandrian Judaism, 56, 64.
In Gnosticism, 376.
Symbolic rites in baptism, 315.
Synibolum, .306, 307.
Symmachus, Ebionite, version of the Old

Testament, 708.
Syni])honian of A\itun, the martyr, 115.

Acts of, 108, n. 3.
Synnada, synod at, 318.
Synods, ].rovincial synods, 206, 207.
Syria, church there, 79.
Syrian Gnosticism, 274, 377, 378.
Syro-Persian church, 81. Christians, 82.

Syzygia, 423, 426.
Syzygies, 432, 434, 477.

Tacitus,

See Valentine.

judgment concerning the

Chris-

ns, 94, n. 2, 95, notes 2, 3, 98.
Nero,
95, notes 1,4, 96, n. 1. Domitian, 112, n.
4.
laws regarding slaves, 268,
n. 3.
tie

Roman

Tk

ian, the Gnostic, 456-458.
Crescens, 671.
672, 673.

Temple.

Apologist,

See Jerusalem.

Terebinth, 485.
Tertullian, hindrances to faith, 72.
Conversion by means of extraordinary psychological phenomena, 75. Mutual love
of the Christians, 76.
Christian heroism, 76, 77. Diffusion of Christianity increased by persecution, 77. Universal intelligibleness of Christianity, 78. Spread
of Christianity in Africa, 84. Church in
" Non licet esse vos," 88.
Britain, 85.
Reverence paid to the emperors, 90.
Participation in heathen festivals, de
corona, 91, notes 3, 4.
Tiberius favorable to Christianity, 93, 94.
Domitian,
Trajan's rescript, 100. To
96, n. 7.
Scapula, lt)l,n. 2, 102, n. 4, 122.
The
legio fulminea, 117. Arrius Antoninus,
Proculus, 119, n. 6.
119, and n. 1.
Septimius Severus, 120. Extortion of
money in the persecutions, 121 and
notes, 122, n. 1. Situation of the Christians under Caracalla;To Scapula, 122.
Universal religious rights, 175.
The
testimony of the soul, 177. PresbySummus
ters and bishops, 192.
Sacerdos, 195.
Universal ])riestlv right,
196.

Lectores,

201.

Synod's,

206.

Cathedra Petri, 213. The Lord's word
concerning the rock; Montanism, 213,
n.
Assumption of Roman bishops,
Pen214.
Excommunication, 218.
ance, 219, 220.
Church penance as
satisfuctio, 220.

227.
2.

Cyprian's study

of,

226,

Assumption of confessors, 229, n.
Baptism as opus operatum, and de-

Deficiencies of the
lay of, 252, 253.
church, 254.
The Christian matron,
255.
Mixed marriages, 255, 282, 283,
325, n. 3. Payment of their tribute by

the Christians, 259.

Crowning, 260,

n.

Fabrication of idols, 262. Gladiatorial
shows, 263.
Spectacles, 264,
265.
Pleasures of the Christians, 266.
Slavery and Christian freedom, 269. Hatred towards Christianity, 269, n. 1.

Following
Civil offices, 270, 271, n. 4.
InconccivableChrist in poverty, 271.
ness of the conversion of the emperors,
Civil and military service,
272, n. 1.
Life of Christians in the
272, 273.
world, 273. Ascetics and philosophers,
Hypocritical asceticism,
275, and n. 1.
277, n. 3. Christian marriage, 281. Dress
Consecration of marof women, 282.
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riage by the church, 283, 284. Prayer,
284-288. Family devotion, 286. Times
of prayer, 286. Fretjueiit prayers, 286.
The external in prayer, 288. Worship
not confined to place, 289. Imajics, 292.
SymboLs of the Christians, 292, n. 3.
Observance of
Stated festivals, 294.
Sunday, 29.'), 296. Stationes, 296, u. 2.
Fastini;- on the Sabbath, 296, n. 5, 297.
Pentecost, 301, n. 1. Answer at bapI'ompa diaholi, 309,
tism, 308, n. 5.
Infant baptism, 312, 31.').
1.
n
Baptism and confirAnointih":, 31.').
mation, 316, and n. 1. Milk and honey,
Baptism of heretics, 318.
317, n. 1.
Agapoe, 32.5, 326. Publicity of Christian assemblies, 327. Catechumens and
Exbelievers anionj^ the heretics, 328.
clusion of unbelievers from certain parts
The fourth ])etiof the service, 328.
daily enjoyment of the Lord's
tion
Supper, 332. Sacramental bread, 332,
Offerinfi's and prayers for the
n. 3.
Veneration of mardead, 334, n. 2.
Ebion, 344. Gnostic intertyrs, 335.
pretation of the Bii)le, 388. Ptolenifeus,
Simon Maixus, 454, n. 1. Mar437.
cion, 461-473, notes, 462, 465, 478, n. 1.
Ca'iaMarcionites; Apelles, 474, 475.
Baptism by substitunians, 476, n. 1.
tion, 478, n. 3. Resemblances of Christianity in the old religion, 479, n. 1.
Tertullian as organ for the North African theology, 509. As a Montanist,
509.
Prophetic ecstasy, 511, n. 519, n.
The Paraclete progressive de2, 520.
The
vel'pment of the chui'ch, 516.
new revelations, 517. The church of
the Spirit and that of the bishops, 517,
Universal ])riesthood, 519, n. 1.
518.
Martyrdom, 521, n. 2. Forgiveness of
Absolusin, and satictitication, 522.
Against
tion through confessors, 523.
Philtlie enemies of IMontanism, 525.
Inborn consciousness of
osophy, 536
;

;

God, 558-560.

The real apprehended
Anger of God, An-

as cori)oreal, 560.

thropopathism, graduated progress

in

revelation, 561, 562.
Against llermogen&s.
Origin of evil, 565, n. 3, 566, n.
1. xVIonarchians, 576, n. 3, 578, 582, n. 3.
Patri])assians, 579, n. 2.
Praxeas, 583,
Trinity, 605.
Anthropology,
584.

614-620. On'Docetism, Christ without
comeliness, Realism, 631.
Hunianitv
of Christ, 635. Baptism, 646. Lord's
Supper, 648. Chiliasm, 651, notes 4, 5.
Intermediate state, 654. Irenaius, 677,
Inspiration, 679, 680, notes
678, n. 2.
BlastuJS, 680.
Life and writings
1, 2.
Tertullian,
683-685.
of
Tertullianists, 685.
Testament of the twelve patriarchs, 194,
n. 1, 348, n. 5, 352, n. 3.
Tetrarchy, 154.
Thaddeus, one of the seventy disciples, 80.

Theatre, the, 264-267.

Theism, 3,
Theocracy,

747
4, .35, 40, 58, 571, 572.

3, 35-38, 209, 235, 396, 572.
Theoctistus, 703.
Theodoret, fragments of Porphyry, 171, n.
4.
Cerinthus, 396. Tatian's evavyeXwv
Hermogenes,
dia reaaupuv, 458, n. 1.
Noetus, 584, 585. Mal567, 568, n. 1.
Hippolytus, 683.
ehion, 605, n. 1.

Theodorus. See Gregory Thaumaturgus.
Theodotus, the Monarchian, 580.
Theognostus, 713.
Theology, 542. Birth of, 529. See the
articles. Church Theology, God, Creation, Trinity.

Theonas, bishop of Alexandria, 143 and
n. 1.

Theopaschites, 579, n.

1.

Theophanies, 386, n. 2, 597, 598.
Theophilus Indicus, 83.
Theophilus, of Antioch, Revelation, 55&.
Apology and commentaries, 674.
Theophrastus, 581.
Theosophic schools in Gnosticism, 389.
Theosophic element in Cerinthus, 398.
Theosophists, Jewish, and Gnosticism,
381.

Of the
Oriental, 5.
Theotecnus, bishop of Ctesarea, 141.
Therajjeutie, 60-62.
Relation to ChrisTheosophy, of the Pharisees, 40.
Essenes", 44, 45, 47, 64.

tianity, 64.

Thomas, the

apostle, in India, 82.
of, 176.
legion, the, 115-117.

Thoth, interpolated sayings

Thundering

Qvpupoi, 201.
Tiberianus, 100, n. 4.
Tii)erius in favor of Christianity, 93.
Law against circumcision, 89.
Timothv, 306, n. 2.
Titus of Bostra, 492, n. 3, 496, n. 1, 497,
n. 3, 500, n. 6, 501, n. 4.

Torture, 108, 112, n. 4.
Tradition, in the Catholic church, 519.
With Marcion, 459, 461, 462. In Montanism, 517, 519.

Trad

i

tores, 151.

*

Tradncianism, 615, 626.
Trajan, 97-100, 102, 1U7, 118, 122, 191.
Transfiguration of Christ. Origen, 633,
634.

Transmigration of souls, with BasilideS)
404.
Origen, 627.
Triarchy, with Marcion, 467, n. 1.
Trichotomv, of Origen, 555, 627,

629.
the Gnostics\ 627. Justin, 635.
With Sabellins, 596, n. 2.
Trimurti, the Indian, 573.
Trinity, doerrine of the, 571-610.
With
Hieracas, 716.
Trithei.sm, 607.
Tyre, church of, in the controversy cottcerning the passover, 299.

And

U.

Uchomo, Abgar of Edessa,

80.
'T6poTcapaa-uTai, 458, n. 2, 505.
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163, 168 and n. 1.
In Gnosticism,
391, n. 2.
Valentine,
374-376, 378, 379, 384.
420-423, n. 2, 427, 429. Ptolemffius,
Marcus, 441. Bardesanes, 442.
438.
MarTatian, 456
Saturnin, 455.
In the church, 565,
cion. 466, 468.
567.
With Oriuen, 624, notes 4, 5.
Unbelief, in Paganism, 11-15, 20-22, 33,

*^'Xri,

with

Celsiis,

Plotinus,

71.

Unitarians of the second centurv, 304.
Unity of the church, 180, 181, 207-217.
Urhicus, 664.
Ursinus, a monk, 322, n. 4.

V.
Valentine, the Gnostic, 377, n. 1, 385,
386.
Himself and his doctrines, 417434, 443.
Valentinian school, 393, n. 3, 434-442,
635.

Valerian, the emperor, 136-140, 320, 321,
690.
Varancs (Behram), king of Persia, 488.
Varro, threefold theology, 7, 86, n. 1.
World soul, images of the gods, Jews,
9.
Sibylline books, 177, n. 3.
Verus. See Lucius.

Vespronius Candidus, 102, n. 4.
Vettins Epagatus, the martyr, 112.
Victor, bishop of Rome, arrogant claims
Dispute about the
denied, 214, 215.
Montanists,
passover, 299, 300, 680.
Theodotus,
513, n. 3, 525, n. 1, 583.
580.
Victoria, the martyr, 152.
Victorinus, bishop of Petahio, 296, n. 5.
Vienna, spread of Christianity thither,
Persecution of Christians, 84, 11284.
114.
Vincentius a Thibari, 310, n. 1.
Virgines, 277.
See napdevoi.
Visions, as a means of conversion, 75.
With Cyprian, 236. Among the Montanists, see MontanisBQ, Tertullian.

Visitation, church, 232, 233.
Volusian, emperor, 136.

W.
Wednesday, observance of, 296.
Western church, doctrine of the TrinitJ
in
the, 605-608, 610.
See Roman
Church.
Whitsuntide, 300.
Woman of Samaria, with Ileracleon, 435.

Women,

in the early church,

— influence

in the diffusion of Christianity, 78,

172

In public asssemblies, 181
716, 721.
182, 303, n. 4, 329, n. 1, 678, 679
Place in the church, 188, 255, 281-283
Dignity, 280, 281. Dress of, 281, 282,
See the articles. Deaconesses, Marriage,
Virgins, Montanists, Persecution, Blan
dina, Perpetua, Felicitas, Victoria, Per
secution at Carthage.
Works of charity, 74, 255-258, 262, 267.
Woi'ks of supererogation, 714.
World, in Gnosticism, 387.
Worship, Christian, 288-335.
Pliny's
report to Trajan, 98.
Of the Gnosis,

476-478.

Manichean, 502-505.

Xerophagise, 521, n.

1.

Zabians, derivation and Gnostic system,
353, n. 1, 376, 382, 383, n. 1, 444, n. 1,
447.
Zealots, Jewish, 38.
Among the Jewish
Christians, 342.
In the Alexandrian
church, 529.
Zenobia, 142, 603-605.
Zephyrinus, Roman bishop, 581.
Zervan Acarene, in Parsism, 488, 489.

Zokotara, 82, 83.

Zuv nvevfia, 492, n. 1.
Zoroaster, 369, 402, 408, 452, 501.
Parsism.

See
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Genesis, 1
7, p. 444. 17. 14: 14,
31 13, p. 397. 49
11, p. 670.
p. 658.
Exodus, 10 27, p. 613, 629 chap. 28 p.
705.
33 18, p. 558. 34 20, p. 554.
Leviricus, 20 9. 24 20, p. 439.
Numbers, 11 29, p. 179. 23 19, p. 57,
n.
chap. 25, p. 452.
:

:

:
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:

:

:

:
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:

:

Deuterouoiny,
587.
703.

32

1

22

18, p. 195.
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:

26, p. 642.
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4

31, p. 57, n.

:

19, p.

:
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297.
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650.
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Ps. 110, p. 574. Ill

45
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4, p.

Job, 14: 4, p. 412, 620.
Proverbs, 22 28, p. 710.
:
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Luke,

:

10.

:

28.

ti.

5

Corinthians,

1
21, p. 621.
25, p.
388.
2:9, p. 531, 675.
2: 14, 16, p. 628. 3:17, p. 253. 14:
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7
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13
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12, p. 180.
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14: 30, p. 320.
14: 34, p.
p. 327.
182.
chap. 15, p. 655.
15:28, p. 600.
15:29, p. 478. 16:19, p. 185. 16:19,
20, p. 290.
1

:

:

p.
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:

151.

II., 6, p.

Mattliew, 3

16:
16, p. 289, 660.
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8
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33, p. 308.
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p. 609.

Zechariah, 3
Malachi, 3 15, p. 451.
Psalm, 15: 7, p. 620. 19

:
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:
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15: 24,

:
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:
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John, 2
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1, 2, p.

246.
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523.
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Acta

CITATIONS FROM WRITERS
Carthagin.

concilii

concilii Nicajiii

Mansi,t.

p. 308,

309.

actio V.,

II.,

breviculum colla'
46, p. 495.
tionis cum Donatistis, d. 3, c. 13, p. 150'
151.
de haeresibus, h. 32, p. 504. h. 68,
sernio 202, § 2, p. 302. sermo
p. 685.
212, p. 307, 308.
de civitat. Dei, 1. 5, c.
31, p. 9. 1. 6, c. 5, seqq. p. 7. 1. 19, c. 23,
172.
de
doctrina
Christ. 1. 2, c. 11, p.
p.
303.

edid.

167, p. 500.
inartynini (edid. Ruiiiart) ScillitanoPcrpetiia; ct Felicitatis, p.
rum.
13,

f.

122. Perpetuae et Felicit. priefatio,
p 516, 518.
Feliciss. p. 151.
Justiiii, p. 270.

Jiistiiii,

(
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ad Martvres, c. 1, p. 229. de idololatria,
c. 1, p.

116.

C. 6, p. 2"62.

301.

c.

c. 15, p.
19, p. 273.

11, p. 262.

c.

91,259. c. 18,
de spectaculis,

14, p. 277,

p.

271,272.

c. 1, p. 265.
15, p. 264.
19, p. 263.
de corona
C. 24, p. 265.
26, p. 265.
militis, c. 2, p. 273. c. 3, p. 293, 308, .309,
c. 4, p. 269.
c. 11, p.
317, 3.34,517.
270.
de fuga in persecuc. 13, p. 269.
tione, c. 12, p. 121, 122, 521.
c. 13, p.
121.
de pudicitia, c. 1,
c. 14, p. 121.
c. 4, p. 522.
c. 7, 10, p. 292.
p. 214.
c. 19, p. 221, 318, 523. c.
c. 12, p. 517.
518.
c.
517,
22,
de
p. 229, 523.
21, p.
poenitentia, c. 5, p. 220. c. 6, p. 252, .306.
c. 9, p. 219.220. c. 10, p. 219. de jejuniis,
c. 13, p. 206, 250, 280, 521.
c. 11, p. 525.
c. 17, p. 326.
c. 14, p. 294, 296.
de
exhortatioiie castitatis, c. 5, p. 680.
c.
de baptisino. c. 7, p. 315.
1 1
p. 334, 522.
316.
c. 15, p. 318.
c. 17, 195,
C.8, p.
196. c. 18, p. 312, 315, 615. de virginibsis velandis, c. 1, p. 214, 516, 517.
c.

C.

c. 2, p. 72.

,

c.

9,

p.
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188, 214.

raonogamia,

de

de

pallio, p. 275.

p. 519, c. 1, p. 522.

c.

12,

ad uxorem, 1. 2,
c. 20, p. 522.
c. 8, p.
c. 5, p. 332.
255, 325.
de cultu fceminarum, 1.
255, 281, 284.
de patienc. 11, p. 282.
2, c. 9, p. 275.
de oratione, c. 6,
tia, c. 1, p. 616, 619.
c. 23, p. 29!), 297,
p. 648.
c. 19, p. 332.
c. 25, 26, p. 286,
301.
c. 24, p. 289.
seqq.
c. 28, (Muratori Anecdota bibl.
Ambros. t. 3,) p. 284. De auima, c. 9,
c.
c. 11, p. 617.
c. 10, p. 615.
p. 520.
c. 19, p.
c. 16, p. 618.
12, p. 635.
c. 22, p. 616,
615.
c. 21, p. 617, 619.
618. c. 41, p. 616, 646. c. 47, p. 75. c.
c. 58, p. 654.
c. 56, p. 523.
55, p. 654.
de testimonio aniniJE, p. 177, c. 1, p. 559.
de carne Christi, c. 5, p. 631 c. 6, p. 642.
c.
c. 11, seqq. p. 560, 635.
c. 9, p. 631.
de resurrectione carnis, c. 2,
14, p. 631
c. 48, p.
c. 8, p. 315, 316, 648
p. 474.
308, 478. adv. .Judseos, c 7, p. 85. adv.
Valentinianos, c. 4, p. 437. c. 5, 678.
adv. Praxeam. p. 605. c. 1, p. 583. c.
c. 10, p. 584.
c. 7, p. 560.
3, p. 576.
c. 14, 26, 27, p. 584. contra
c. 12, p. 642.
c. 5, p.
Marcioncin, 1. 1, c. 2, p. 684.
c. 11,
c. 10, p. 559.
467.
c. 7, p. 466.
317.
c.
15, p. 466.
c. 14, p. 315,
p. 468.
559.
c. 20,
559.
c.
469,
c. 18, p.
19, p.
c 28, p. 472. c. 34, p. 473. 1.
p. 680.
c. 16, 27, p. 562.
2, c. 12, 13, p. 561.
1. 3, c. 3, p. 470.
c. 3, 4,
c. 29, p. 562.
c. 24, p. 468, 471.
c. 15, p. 470.
p. 471.
c. 5, p. 474.
c. 2, 3, p. 473.
1. 4, p. 462.
c. 17,
c. 10, p. 561.
c. 9, p. 465, 470.
c. 29, p. 471.
c.
c. 22, p. 519.
p. 469.
c. 40, p. 648.
c. 36, p. 465.
35, p. 470.
478.
adv.
306.
c.
1, 10, p.
1. 5, c. 1, p.
Hermogenem, c. 15, p. 560. c. 36, p. 617.
Praescriptio haereticorum, c. 13, p. 684.
c. 30, p.
c. 22, p. 213.
c. 19, p. 582.
462, 463, 465, 474. c. 39, p. 463. c. 41,
addit. p. 463.
addit.
p. 201, 328, 478.
p. 197.

c. 4, p.

.

.

c.

53, p. 580.

Testamentuni XII. patriarcharum. Test.
(Jud.) c. 21,
t. IV.
III. c. 8, p. 194.
t. IV. c. 23, p. 348.
t. VII.
p. 365.
(Dan.) c. 5, p. .348, 3.52.
Theodoretus, ha;ret. lab. 1. 14, p. 444. 19,
p.
f.

567, 618.

20,

II. 3, p. 396.

p.

9, p.

458.
600.

21, p. 458.
f.

III. 3, p.

584.

Theodoretus, h. eccl. 1. 1, c. 4, p. 723.
Theodorus, Panegvricus in Originem,

c.

15, p. 717.

Thcodotus, didasc. Anatol., 429, (opp.
Clem. ed. Par. 1641,) f. 794, p. 404.
f.
f.
796, D. p. 411.
797, B. p. 425,
433.

f.

800, col.

2,

D.

p, 477.

f.

806,

p. 4.57.

Theonas Alexandr.

epist.

(d'Acherv Spicilegium,
bibl. patr.

t.

f.

4,) p. 143.

Theophilus ad Autolycum,
2, p. 559.
p. 721.

ad Lucianum,
297. Galland.

or. 2, §

5, p.

p. 71.

721

.

or

1.

9,

1, c.

§

5.
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Titus Bostrensis,

c.

Manichaeos,

1.

1, c.

12,

prjef ad lib. 3,
30, p. 500.
(Can. lect. ant. ed. Basn. Antv. 1725, t.
1. 3, initio, p. 501.
1, f. 137,) p. 496.

p. 492.

c.

in.

Severi,
120.
c. 45, p.
c. 24, p. 103.
199.
vita Commodi, c. 6, 7, p. 119.
vita Heliogabali, c. 3, 6, 7, p 125.
^lius Spartianus, vita Hadriani, c. 22, p.
102.
vita Caracallai, 1. 6, c. 6, p. 703.
vita Se])timii Severi, c. 17, p. 120.
Ammianus Marcellinus, 1. 25, c. 4, p. 107.
Apollonius Tyanensis, apiul Euseb. prceparat. evangel. 1. 4, c. 13, (Porphyr. de
abstin. cani^ 1. 2, § 34,) p. 26.
epistolffi,
(Philostratus opp. ed. Olearius ep. 58,
f. 401,) p. 31.
Arrhianus, diatribse, 1. 4, c. 7, p, 159.
Aristides, encomium Romae, p. 88.
ora1,

p.

tiones. p. 73.
Aristoteles, ethica

Nicomach.

.

1.

3, c. 7, p.

.

Metaphysica.

10. 8, (ed.

Bek-

ker, t. 2, p. 1074,) p. 7.
Politica, 1. 2,
p. 46. 3. 5, p. 29. de anima, 3. 5, p. 4 26.
Artemidorus, Oneirocrit. 1. 4, 5, c. 18, p.
275.
Athenajus, Deipnosoph. 1. 1, § 36, p. 205.
Aulu.s Gellius, noctes atticae, 1. 12, c. 11,
p. 158.
Cicero de legibus, 1. 2, c. 8, p. 86.
Digesta, t. 12, 1. 12, c. 1, § 14, p. 120.
t.
14, 1. 1, c. 4, p. 126.
Dio Cassius, p. 96, 97. 1. 55, c. 23, p.
116.
1. 71, § 8, p. 116
72. 4, p. 118.

Dio Chrysostomus,

(orat. II. ed. Reiske,

vol. 1, pag. 405,) orat. 12, p. 27, 86.
Diocletianus, edictum contra Manich.
(Hilarius in epist. sec. ad Timoth. 3, 7,)
edictum, c. Christian. (Euseb.
p. 144.
h. eccl. 1. 8, c. 2
vita Constant. 1. 2,
c. 32
Lactant. de mort. persecut. c.
;

;

10,) p. 148.

Homerns,

Ilias,

1.

2, v.

Josephns Archseol.

1.

204, p. 154.
16, c. 2, § 4, p. 88.

1. 18, c. 1, p. 38, 41.
de
§ 4, p. 48.
bello Judaico, 1. 2, c. 8, § 1, p. 38.
§ 4,
44.
45.
12,
47.
p.
§ 6,
13, p.
§ 8, 9, p.
§ 10, p. 43.
§ 13, p. 45. contra Apionem, 1. 1, § 8, p. 41.
Julius Capitolinus, vita Antonini Pii, c.

c. 13, 21,
11, 24, p. 105.
24, p. 105.
Julius Paulus, sententiae receptae, p. 109,
t. 21,1. 5, p. 87.

9, p. 103.

c.

c.

Juvenalis, Sat.

2, p. 16.

Sat. 3. v. 75, p.

'klievq, p. 9.

Demonax. Cypr.

103.

Lucianus.

Hermotimos,

p. 10.

§ 81, p. 16.

Zet)f

Jupiter Tragcedus,
93. Peregrinus Proteus, p. 158, seqq.

eXeyxoiJ-svoQ, p. 24.
p.
'

k7^^av()pog

fj

Marc. Aurelius,

'fevdofxuvTi(, §
eif iavTov.

1.

17, p. 106, 107.
10, c. 14, p. 17.

c.

18, p. 106.

c.

1.

1.

1.

1,

12, p. 161.
73.

1, c. 6, p.

fin.

116.

p.

1. 11, c. 3, p. 105.
edict,
12, c. 28, p. 106.

in Pandect, p. 107.
Malalas, Johannes, ed. Niebuhr,

1.

11, p.

273, p. 100.

Mihr Nersch. Proclamation, (St. Martin,
memoires hist, et geograph. sur I'Armenie,

t.

2,

p.

472.

Paris, 1819.

saBus, history of the religious

Eli-

wars be-

tween the Armenians and the Persians,
English by Prof. Newman,
Lond. 1830,) p. 489.
Notitia dignitatum imperii Romani, sec.
transl. into

p. 1099,

27, p. 116.

Dionysius Halicarn. antiquitt.
18, p. 6.
19, p. 88.
4. 62; p. 177.
p. 12.

Domitius Ulpianus de
t.

officiis

14,

Rom.

20, p. 29.

c.

Fragm. Digest,

(ap. Lact. institut. I. 5, C. 2 J
de mort. persecut. c. 16,) p. 173.
Historia Edessena e numniis illustrata,
(auct. Bayer,) 1. 3, pag. 173, p. 80.
History of the East Moguls, (in German :
Schmidt, p. 271,) p. 482.
Ttavovg,

p. 107.

611.
9. 13, p. 267, 268.
10. 7, p. 628.
ethica magna, 1, (ed. Bekker, p. 1197,)
558.
281
ethica
Eudem. 3.
1
p.
34, p.
3, p. 19.

;
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^lius Lampridius, vita Alexandri
c.

Victorianus, episc. Patab. (in Pannonia,)
hist, creationis (ed. Cave, hist. ap. Galland, bibl. patr. t. 4
Routh, rel. sacr.
vol. 3, p. 273, Oxon. 1815,) p. 296.

1.

1.

2,

68,

Proconsulum

1, c. 4,

seqq. p.

126.

Pausanias,

1. 8, c. 2, § 2, p. 12
Pherecides, fragm. (ed. Sturz. p. 46,)
402.
Philo. Quod omnis probus liber, § 12,
Oratio in Flaccum, § 6,
44, 47, 48.
50.
de sacrif Abel et Caini, § 17,

p.

p.
p.
p.

Flavins Vopiscus, Saturninus, c. 8, p. 102.
vita Anrcliani, c. 20, p. 142.
Galenus de differentia pnlsuum, 1. 2, c. 4,
p. 164, (ed. Charter,) 1. 3, c. 3, (t. 8, f.

Legi allecor.

I.

de
§ 12, p. 66.
vita Mosis, 1. i, f. 607, p. 51.
§ 27, f.
1. 2, § 3, p. 65.
625, p. 52.
§ 38, p. 55.
de
1. 3, f. 681, p. 61.
1. 3, § 17, p. 66.

68,) p. 164, 172.
Valerius, edictum. p. 144, 156.

confusione ling. §

5,

Hadrianus, ep. ad Cons. Servianum, ap.
Flav Vopisc. in Saturnine, c. 8, p. 102.
Hierocles, Xoyoi. (pCkakrj&eLq npbg tovc Xpia-

de caritate, §

61.

nominibus mutatis,

f.

320, p. 51.

de

§ 8, j). 1053, p. 51.
de Abra2,
699, p. 52.
hamo, § 19, f. 364, p. 52. f. 367, p. 601.
de vict'imis, f. 238, § 3, p. 52. de viof.
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timas efferent, f. 854, p. 61. § 12, f.
de plantat. Nose, § 17, p.
856, p. 52.
53.
1. 2, § 8, f. 219, p. 54.
Quaestiones
1. 3, § 3,
in Genesin, 1. 1, § 55, p. 57.
(ed. Lips. opp. Pliilonis, t. 7, p. 5,) p
53.
Qiiis rerura divinarum hseres. § 16,
Legis allegoria, 1. 1, § 12,
f. 492, p. 55.
1. 2, § 7, p. 56.
1.
§ 21, p. 59.
Quod
§ 33, p. 57.
§ 73, p. 397.
deterior potiori insidiatur, § 6, p. 56.
§

p. 66.
3,

Quod Deus iminutab. § 11,
de
§ 16, p. 66.
§ 14, p. 58.
prsemio et poena, § 7, p. 57. § 18, 19, p.
de Cherubim, § 5, p. 58. de ini65.
7, p.

p.

60.

57.

gratione Abrahami, § 16,
de decalogo, § 22,
p. 59.
760, p. 61.
6, p. 60.
§ 15, 18,

p, 58.

de profugis, §
§ 6.

f.

f.

455, p. 60.

1, p.

§

59.

7, p.

de monarchia,

p. 66.

402,

p. 59, 60.

1.

f.

§
60.

2, p.

de
407. 1.2, §3, p. 65. f. 816, p. 61.
de exTita contemplativa, § 3, p. 62.
de mundi opiecrationibus, § 9, p. 65.
opp. f. 186, p. 697.
ficio, § 24, p. 396.
1.
397.
f. 580, p.
de somniis,
1, § 41, p.
54.
Philostratus, 1. 4, (f. 200, ed. Morelli,
Paris, 1608 ; c. 40, f. 181, ed. Olearius,)
p. 31. ep. 58, (ed. Olear. f. 401,) p. 31.
vita Apollonii Tyanensis, 1. 6, c. 29, p.
174.
Plato, Phsedrus, (ed. Bip. vol. 10, p. 285,)
p. 5.

de legib.

1.

4, (ed.

Bip. vol.

8, p.

1. 10, p. 87-91, (ed.
185,) p. 19, 572.
Bip. vol. 9,) p. 375. Timseus, p. 25, 26.
Tim. p. 569, (t. 9, p. 326, ed. Bip.) p.
396. de republic, p. 26. 1.2, (p. 257);
(vol. 6, p. 266, ed. Bip.) p. 58.
1. 3,

Philebus, p. 26.
Plinius, hist. nat.
1, p.

1.

2, c. 4, seqq.

secundum Epicurum,
p.

1.

7,

20, p. 15.

c.

18.

c.

16.

13, p.

c.

Plinius, sec. epist. 1. 1, ep. 12, 22 ; 1. 3, ep.
7 ; 1. 6, ep. 24, p. 16.
1.
10, ep. 97, p.
97, 99.
Plotinus, (anecdota grceca, t. 2, p. 237, ed.
Villoison, Venet. 1781,) p 26. Ennead,
I. 1. 8, c. 14, p. 376.
11. 1. 9, p. 369,
390.
1. 10. c. 9, p. 29.
III. 1. 2, p. 406.
1. 7, p. 569, 586.
Plutarchus de superstitione, c. 33, p. 13.
nepl deiaidaifiovcac Koi u-QeoTrirog, p. 13,
14.
de Iside et Osiride, c. 1, p. 34. c.
c. 23, p. 21.
c. 37, p. 20.
20, p. 23.
c. 71, p. 14.
Non posse suaviter vivi

c. 6,

15, p. 22.

c.

c. 38, p. 22.
c. 39, p. 16.
35, p. 16.
de sera numinis vindicta, c. 3, p. 19.
defectu oraculorum, 1. 1, c. 2, p. 20. c.
c. 12, p. 28.
c. 24, p. 571.
9, p. 21.
adversus Stoicos, c. 31, p.
c. 47, p. 23.
Pericles, c. 6, p. 23.
20.
de Pythiae
oraculis, c. 6, p. 177.
c. 7, 21, p. 24.
c. 9, p. 176.
c. 24, p. 514.
de el apud
Delphos, c. 20, p. 25. Life of Alexander, c. 27. Onitio 1, de Alexandri virtute
sive fortuna, § 6, 10, p. 50.
Quaestiones
PlatoiiiciB, qu. IV. p. 375.
de anima
procreatrice in Tiraaeo, c. 9, (opp. ed.
Hutten. t. 12, p. 296,) p. 376.

Polybius,

1.

3. 6, c. 6, p. 3.

1.

6, c. 56, p. 6.

Porphyrius de abstinentia carnis,

1.

1, c.

1. 2, c. 34, p. 26.
40, seqq. p. 385.
vita
Plotini, p. 27.
c. 2, p. 31.
c. 16, p. 390.
nepl T^c CK Tioyiuv <j)i?ioao(j>Lac, Euseb. prae-

1. 5, c. 1,
par. evang. 1. 4, c. 7, p 31.
ap. Augustin. de civitate Dei, 1.
ap. Euseb. demon19, c. 23, p. 171.
strat. evang. 1. 3, p. 134, p. 171.
ep. ad
Marcellam uxorem, p. 172. c. 18, p. 170.
c. 24, (ed. Maji, Mil. 1816), p. 170.
Kurd

p. 171.

Xpianavuv Euseb.
Euseb,

h. eccl.

1.

1.

6,

c.

6, c. 19, p.

19, p. 699.

171.

Pseudosibyllinifi, p. 96.
Seneca, ep. 41 ad Lucil. p. 18.
Septimius Severus in Digestis, 1. 12, tit. 12,
§ 14, p. 120.
Sextus, Gnomae, 12, p. 697Simplicius, (in Epictet. f. 187, ed. Salmas,)
p. 491.

in

Eisenmenger, Part

c.

10.

c. 22,

de Stoicorum repugnantiis,

p. 21.
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pag. 336, p. 354.
Stobajus, Eclogse, 1. 2, c. 1.
P. II. p. 10,) p. 10.
Strabo, 1. 1, c. 2, p. 7. 1.
Suetonius, vita Claudii, c.
Tacitus, Annal. 1.2, c. 4,

11, (ed.

I. c. 8,

Heeren,

16, c. 2, p. 9,

24, p. 604.
c. 30,
p. 108.
112.
c.
89.
1.
ll.c. 15; 1. 13,
p.
85, p.
c. 32, p. 89.
1. 14, c. 42, p. 268.
1. 15,
c. 44, p. 94.
Hist. 1. 2, c
c. 42, p. 95.
8, p. 96.

1 5.
tic V ^aaiXiKUTaTii ru»
aperuv, p. 116.
Varro, 177, pag. 15, p. 86.
VirgiUus, IV. Eclog. p. 177.

Themistius, or.
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